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Be First to Get
MGMAttention

A

Sales Officials Will
Study Contracts
office

and

field

act

to

meeting of Loew's stockhas been called for July 29
on extensions of the present

special

holders

con

acts

tr

managing

treasurer;

and actual box
of exhibitor customers

vice

to

office

;

results

Robert

in that area,

in line

is

A.

sify

May, by William

M-G-M's

N".

M. Schenck

further

Marking

the first time, so far as is
that a distributor will approach contractual situations on such
a scale, the following executives will
leave the home office on July 8, for
Cincinnati
E. K. O'Shea, Eastern
division manager,
and Edward A.
Aaron and Harold Postman, both assistants to Rodgers, these three to be
joined in the Ohio city by Jack E.
Flynn,
Midwest division manager,

from Chicago

;

John

J.

Maloney,

dis-

(Continated on page 4)

Warner Meetings
Open

in

N.Y. Today

vice-president, highlights the
agenda for the opening day of the
first Warner regional sales meeting
which gets under way this morning
at the Waldorf-Astoria.
Bernhard will speak on company
policy, reviewing the past season and
outlining procedure for 1943-44.

Aug.

with
provision for a
three
years
of
1946,

—

(.Continued on page 4)
;

-T"

By

13,000 Theatres

Open Stamp Drive

Six Chicagoans

George E. Browne, former presiIATSE, and William Bioff,
West Coast labor leader, were acdent of

cused yesterday of "attempting to obtain surcease from their sorrows" by
effecting a general delivery to jail

Mur-

my

clients," by James C.
counsel for six alleged Chicago
gangsters named as defendants in the
motion picture industry $1,000,000 ex-

"of

mum.

c.

i

Browne, Bioff Hit

ray,

tortion case.

Murray,

Keynote address by Joseph Bern-

ments will hereafter cover
six-month
period.
only
a
Schedules approved prior to
July 1 have been on a basis of
a 12-month period; the regulations will
not upset or
change schedules already approved on the 12-month maxi-

Lawrence

Weingarten,

31,

extension

known,

:

J*

Rubin,
president,

expiring

terms provided facts can dem-

onstrate that theatre results justify
adjustments.

also state Selective Service
director, that, effective tomorrow, maximum replacement schedule approvals of
employee
deferessential

p roduction
supervisor.
The contracts
are for a term

F. Rodvice-president in
charge of sales, that the company
stands ready and willing to reclastion, in

gers

-

and

if warranted.
with the declara-

make adjustments,
This

Albany, N. Y., June 30.—
Employers were reminded today by State Adjutant General Ames T. Brown, who is

di-

rector of proDavid
duction
Bernstein, vicepresident
and

ex-

ecutives will go to Cincinnati next
week for a first-hand inspection of
the terms and conditions of contracts

Replacement
Orders Effective

of

in

arguing three motions

(Continued on page 4)

For $130,000,000
13,000 memtheatres division
participating, according to its chairman, S. H. Fabian, the industry will
embark today on a month campaign
to sell an extra dollar's worth of war
stamps to every American, at the
special request of the Treasury Department. The resulting $130,000,000
—which is $80,000,000 more than the
average month's sales of stamps has
(Continued on page 4)

With

approximately

bers of the

WAC's

—

hard,

Ben Kalmenson, general

who

sales

Myers Scores Film Industry
For Taking Part in Politics

man-

presiding at the series
of three regional conferences, will
give a general talk preliminary to a
ager,

is

(Continued on page 4)

New Jersey held at the Hollywood
By FRED STENGEL
—
West End, N. J., June 30. "Con- Hotel here today.
"Taking part in factional battles
gressmen have told me that the screen
has ceased to become a medium of en- may be an opportunity to solidify re-

Walt Disney Post

tertainment, and has become a medium
I have denied this
of propaganda.
charge, but when the industry takes
part in a political fight for an appro-

Armour announced here
yesterday that he had resigned as European managing director for Walt
Disney Productions.
Armour, who
recently arrived in New York from
London, stated that he intends to vacation for a few months.

priation for a government agency,
great danger,"
definitely
there
is
Abram F. Myers, general counsel and
chairman of the board of Allied States
Association, told delegates at the second day's session of the 24th annual
meeting of Allied Theatre Owners of

Armour Resigns
Reginald

Industry

TEN CENTS

ILS

New

Louis B. Mayer,

Picture

TO
FUND^

SENAT
Executives RESTOR

For

tion

1943

Cincinnati Will Loew Meeting to
Act on New Pacts

M-G-M home

LE OOPV

TION PICTURE

*

Only

Allowed

ellett

$50,000; Action Seen

Ending Films
Washington, June

30.

—The

Sen-

ate tonight accepted an appropriations

amendment

committee

which

would

give the domestic operations branch
of the Office of War Information $3,561,499, of which only S50.000 would
be for Lowell Mellett's motion picture bureau.
The bill will go to conference late
tonight and no increase in the appropriation for motion picture activities
is anticipated inasmuch as the House
voted no funds whatever for domestic
operations of the
The Senate's
action today, therefore, is regarded as
formally ending the domestic motion
picture operations of the agency which
had planned to produce 26 short subjects for free distribution to theatres
during the ensuing 12 months.
In taking its action, the Senate rejected by a vote of 34 to 40 an amend-

OWL

ment by Senator O'Mahoney of Wyoming which
would
have
given
OVYT's domestic branch $5,500,000, of
which $250,000 would have been for
'he motion picture division.
This sum, it was explained by members of the committee, would permit
the motion picture bureau to maintain
(Continued on page 4)

Zanuck Resumes

at

Fox; Goetz, Spitz

New Company

In

—

Hollywood, June 30. Joseph M.
Schenck today announced that Darryl
F. Zanuck, returning to the 20th Century-Fox studio on July 6 from Army
service to take charge of production,
will devote himself to producing "pictures of national and international
significance,
the story of

Zanuck

first

of

Woodrow

which

will

be

Wilson."

Myers declared.
Harry H. Lowenstein, Newark,
was reelected president of the associa-

"In returning to progreatly honored on
being entrusted with 'Wilson' and
other pictures of this scope and importance. Pictures of this type are
tremendously important today and for
the postwar world. I am convinced
they not only have vital meaning but
at the same time contain dramatic
elements that go to make for entertainment. I wish to thank all who
carried on so magnificently in my ab-

(Continhied on page 4)

(Continued on page 11)

power, but there
reckoning and
the policy is a bad one in the long
run. I hope the industry will not permit itself to be looked upon as an
agency for propaganda, but as a wellrun private business, which it really
lations

will

with those

come a day

in

of

is,"

duction,

said,

I

feel
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G. M. Pays

Personal
Mention
JOSEPH

R.

VOGEL, Loew

For
circuit

executive, left yesterday for a tour
New England theatres.

of

Capt. Monroe Greenthal, newly
appointed to U. S. Army Special Serhandle "G.I." film
have headquarters in
Building, Rockefeller Cen-

Division,

vice

to

distribution, will

RCA

the
ter.

•

Ralph

M-G-M

Maw

and Herman Ripps,
branch managers at Buffalo

Albany,

and

New York
with E.

respectively, arrive in
Tuesday for conferences

M. Saunders.

Scranton,

the

Pa.,

which he manages,

Orient
of

the

at

Theatre,

awarding

Honor

of the Congressional Medal of
to his son, Corporal Alfred, for saving a drowning soldier in Florida

John Hesse, manager

General Motors will pay $1,000,000
to sponsor the NBC Symphony Orchestra's Sunday programs over the
full network
for a year beginning
August 1. Arturo Toscanini, Leopold
Stokowski, and Frank Black will
share joint leadership for the series.
The time of the new show will remain
the same, Sunday, 5 to 6 P.M.
The agreement, signed in Detroit
yesterday, and disclosed in New York,
calls for a 24-week winter series starting October 31 to be divided between
Toscanini and Stokowski. Dr. Frank
Black will continue to conduct the
Samuel Chotzinoff,
summer series.

manager of the web's music division,
continues as commentator on the winBroadcasts
ter portion of the cycle.
will continue to originate at NBC,
York.
Deal puts General Motors and NBC
in direct competition with CBS and
the Philharmonic program sponsored
by U. S. Rubber, both shows airing
on Sunday.

RogHaven,

New

er Sherman Theatre,
leaves for his vacation Monday after
which he moves into his new home in

ELMER

Spring Glen, Conn.
e

Ted Boisumeau, former manager

of

30.

— Represen-

tative E. E. Cox, of Georgia, chairman of a House committee to investigate the FCC, announced today that
hearings would start Friday.

His announcement came as Presi-

RHODEN

and

Rick
Ricketson were homeward bound
following a meeting here yesterday of
National Theatre executives to discuss policy and plan their annual drive
for theatres.
Attending were H. J.
Fitzgerald, Milwaukee
Bertram V.
Sturdivant, San Francisco, and Albert
J. Finke and Frank L. Newman, Sr.,
;

Seattle.

e

Arch Bowles resumes his duties as
general manager of Fox West Coast
Theatres after a long

illness.

Class B member, for a year, following his trial before the guild board of
directors June 28 for "conduct unbe-

coming a member."

DeSylva

&

K.'s Apollo Theatre, Chicago,

Army

Air Force,

is

"Frankenstein
Meets
the
Wolf Man," F. & M. offered
a war bond to any woman
who would sit in the theatre,
alone at midnight to watch
the picture. A photograph of
a St. Louis woman carrying
out her part of the bargain

was printed

in the local pa-

Private Lewis Janoff, of
Bellaire, N. Y., now stationed
in New Guinea, after seeing
the picture, wrote to F.
M.

&

Harry Arthur a war
bond if he would come to
New Guinea and sit in a slit

offering

N. Y. to
Discuss His Plans 1,000 Players in
De
the

in

Sylva, producer of "For
Bell Tolls," arrived in

Jewish Memorial

New York

yesterday from Hollywood
and Toronto, to attend the premiere
of the production July 14 at the Rivoli,

and

to discuss his future release

production plans with

home

and

office offi-

cials.

dent Roosevelt disclosed his reappoint-

at

York.

&

trench alone at midnight during an enemy air raid.

In Toronto De Sylva started rement nomination of FCC Commission- hearsals on a show for the Royal
now with the
He brought with
er George Henry Payne, for another Canadian Navy.
Amarillo, Tex. With him is Harry
term, had been sent to the Senate for him Lou Silvers and Sam Ledner, of
Thomas, also of B. & K.
the Paramount Studios, Hollywood,
confirmation.
e
Counsel for the House committee, Silvers remaining in Toronto to put
Fred Marshall, Universal exploitheaded by Eugene Garey, has been en- on the show.
eer, is in New Haven from New
Opening of the radio campaign for
gaged for several months in prelimiB.

—

St. Louis, June 30.
Harry
C. Arthur, Jr., general manager of Fanchon
Marco
theatres, has evidence of how
far
theatre
publicity
can
travel.
As a promotion for

pers.

The S creen Actors Guild today announced the suspension of Hal Craig,

Investigation Whom

Washington, June

for Arthur
For Trench Vigil

Hollywood, June 30

B. G.

FCC

of the

1943

Bond

Coast Flashes

NBC Symphony

House Ready for

waters.

1,

Million

New

Joseph Golo has received word

Thursday, July

Los Angeles, June

30.

— With

a

cast of 1,000, including many top stars
of film and stage, the Hollywood Bowl
on July 21 will be the scene of a

pageant, titled "We Will Never Die,"
dedicated to the 2,000,000 civilian JewNew York,
ish dead of Europe.
Washington, Philadelphia, Boston and
Chicago have already seen the production.

Written by Ben Hecht, the pageant
has a musical score by Kurt Weill.

"Bell" starts today with participations Hecht and Billy Rose are national
chairmen of the committee. The show
on three major programs.
Irving Berlin was in Washington
was staged originally by Moss Hart.
casters and others who will be called
Majoryesterday conferring with
The cast of 1,000 volunteer actors and
to testify during the hearings.
General Irving J. Phillipson, head
actresses will be recruited in the Los
of Army Emergency Relief, concernAngeles area. Highlights here will be
Y.
ing showings of "This Is the Army."
symphony orchestra, a choir and a
•
number in which leading cantors of

•

nary inquiries

to

questioning

FCC

PRC

is

in

New

York.

Dembow on NSS Board
George Dembow, vice-president

in

be

the

basis

officials,

for

broad-

N.

Opens Eastern

Regional in N. Y.

John Allen, M-G-M Washington

branch manager,

of

First of a series of regional sales
sessions of Producers Releasing opens
today at the Park Central Hotel here,
with Arthur Greenblatt, vice-president
in charge of sales, presiding.
The

charge of sales for National Screen
Service, has been elected to the board meeting,
of directors.

will

continuing through Friday,
concentrate on sales policy and

exploitation
Sin."

Louis Beckman Gets
The Legion of Merit

—

Boston, June 30. Warrant
officer
Louis Beckman, of
Dorchester, has been awarded the Legion of Merit for
meritorious conduct in action
against
the
Japanese
in
Guadalcanal. Beckman, formerly

of

LTnited

Artists'

ex-

change here, was cited for his
action in unloading supplies
under constant enemy bombing and transporting supplies
overland to troops. The award
was made bv Lieut.-General
Millard F.

Harmon.

of

"Isle

of

Forgotten

Deliveries

Further Reduced

Metro- the community

will be heard.
Fletcher Bowron, Norman
reduce gas-and-tire usage by cutting Chandler, publisher of the Los Andeliveries from six to five per week, geles Times; Manchester Boddy, pubeliminating Thursday night pickups lisher of the News, and the Rt. Rev.
and Friday morning print deliveries, W. Bertrand Stevens are among honorary chairmen. Los Angeles execueffective today.

Film delivery truckers

politan

New York

in the

area will further

Action was taken with the coopera- tive committee is headed by Judge
Isaac Pacht, chairman
Irving Brisefforts of truckers, exchanges
Judge Lester Roth.
and exhibitors, and follows their pre- kin, treasurer
viously announced intentions of going Dore Schary, B. P. Fineman, Harry
further than OPA orders and requests Kurnitz, A. Bernard Shore, Bernard
Luber and Yitshaq Ben-Ami, execufor gas reduction.
tive

;

;

Home office executives expected to
attend include O. Henry Briggs, John
S. Young, Arthur Greenblatt, Karl
Armand
Fred
Rohrs,
Joseph O'Sullivan. S. S.
Kestenbaum, Joseph H. Lamm, Roberto D. Socas, Harold Flavin and
John Michelson, in addition to those
attending from Eastern exchanges.

Some 1,100-odd theatres are serviced out of New York exchanges.

KMTA Postpones Its

50 representing the local film industry tendered Nat Fellman a farewell
dinner at Kornman's restaurant, fol-

Herzog,

Schenck.

Nat Fellman Honored
Cleveland, June

Meeting
Kansas

Mayor

to

July 28

City, June 30.

— Dates

of

- 15 for the
Kansas-Missouri
Theatre Association's convention have
been changed to July 28-29. Ed Kuy-

July 14

MPTOA,

kendall, president of the
to be the principal speaker.

is

30.

—A

group of

lowed by a session at the Variety Club
in honor of his promotion from local
Warner theatre booker to booker at
the

home

office as assistant to Clayton
Joe Lissauer, of the W. N.
Skirball circuit, was in charge of the
arrangements.

Bond.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

tive director.

Two Hitchcock Films
In Single Package
"The
Girl

Lady

Was

Vanishes" and "The
Young," both directed by

Alfred Hitchcock, in England, have
been withdrawn from circulation by
the recently-formed Film Classics, and
will be released later in one package
for a dual program.
Film Classics, which has acquired
a number of Gaumont-British productions, in addition to the Hitchcocks,
will first show the new combined-pro-

gram

at a

Broadway

theatre.
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Loew Meeting
Act on

New

to

Pacts

For Executives

Myers Scores Film Industry
For Taking Part in Politics

(Continued from page

tion for another year.
Other officers
and elected were
Louis Gold, Newark,
Ar- and Ralph Wilkins, Pitman, vice
were
made by Nicholas M. Schenck, presidents; David Mate, Little Falls,
Loew's president, who describes the secretary David Snaper, New Brunspacts, in a letter to stockholders, as wick, treasurer, and Edward Lachman,
1)

the company
acceptance by the other parties.
rangements for the extensions
notice

by

765.

Bernstein's present contract expires

next Dec.

31.

The extension proposed

Boonton, assistant treasurer.

Board

to

Rubin's contract also expires next
Dec. 31, and the extension proposed
is to Aug. 31, 1946, at his present compensation, $2,000 weekly plus 1.4 per
cent of combined annual net profit.
His total remuneration last year was
$269,836.

Weingarten's present contract calls
$3,250 weekly plus 35/100ths of
one per cent of combined annual net
profits.
The proposed extension is
for

from Jan. 1, 1944, to Aug. 31, 1946,
at the same remuneration, which, last
year, totaled $211,626.
Schenck's
letter
to
stockholders
states that "The policy of profit-sharing participation was inaugurated by
the company in 1926 upon the recommendation of the late Marcus Loew.
That it was a wise step and profitable
to our stockholders is evidenced by the
high quality of
productions
and by the record of earnings of the
company over a long period of years."

M-G-M

includes

of directors

:

Jacob

Helen B. Hildinger, John
Harwan, Morris Spewak, Louis Gold,
Frank P. Gravatt, Irving Dollinger,
Basil Zeigler, Harry K. Hecht, George
Unger,

Gold,

Sidney

Frank, Jack

E.

Samuelson,
and Lee

Waxman

By

(Continued from page

down on

dis-

demands for advanced admission prices on certain pictures.
Independents now should clamp down
on 50 per cent rental pictures," Myers
tributor

suggested. "Exhibitors should get together on this."

Irving Dollinger, who was recently
appointed vice president of National
Allied for the Eastern Regional district, promised to hold meetings very
60 days with exhibitors in his territory to discuss their particular prob-

Samuelson,

member

of

He charged a deliberate holding
back of feature films by distributors
because "there has not been a demand
by first-runs for product and the subsequents are the ones which suffer."
Allied

Caravan

plan

was

the speakers, and Dr.
J. B. Fishman, president of Connecticut Allied, said, "Exhibitors in my
territory are already profiting from
results of Caravan agitation for better exhibitor distributor relations."

lauded by

all

Senate Refuses to
Restore OWI Funds

MGM

(Continued from page
trict

M.

1)

manager, of Cleveland, and E.
Booth, Cincinnati branch mana-

ger.

Hollywood and, it was
asserted by Senator Tydings of Maryland, would not take war pictures off
the screen since the Army and Navy,
as well as the industry, would continue to produce them.
its

liaison with

The

the

in

Federal

which has
more than two

film industry

years.

Judge Hulbert reserved decision on
the motions, one a demurrer which attacked

ment

the

from

sufficiency

a

legal

of

the

indict-

standpoint,

an-

other a special plea in bar through
which the defense attorney hopes to
prove that the statute of limitations
bars prosecution under the extortion
indictment, returned last March 18,
and the third a demand for a bill of
particulars.

O'Mahoney

amendment

was

attacking the indictment,
Murray informed the court that, because prospective witnesses are scattered in various states, and testimony
relating to acts committed in Holly-

Chicago, Newark, and New
be adduced by the Government, it will be impossible for him
to prepare for trial by September 7,
the date set, and asked for a delay of
at least another month. The court,

wood,

York

will

that
the
postponement
granted, told Murray to
confer with his adversary, Special
Assistant
United
States
Attorney
Boris Kostelanetz, with respect to the

indicating

might

be

proposed delay.
Kostelanetz, opposing the Murray
motions, stated that the motions attacking the indictment were made
and ruled upon in favor of the Government at the trial of Browne and
Bioff, who were convicted under a
similar true bill.
Murray, who requested permission
to withdraw innocent pleas previously
entered by his clients, for the purpose
of arguing the motions only, stated
that he did not represent Louis Kaufman, business agent of Local 244, Motion
Picture Operators Union, of
Newark, or John Rosselli, of Los
Angeles, both of whom are named defendants and will be tried jointly with
the Chicago defendants in the event
yesterday's motions are denied.

voted down after the Wyoming Senathree days in Cincinnati.
This is in tor read a letter from Elmer Davis
exact reverse to the old and still pre- in which he declared that the $50,000
Publicists
Execs.
vailing procedure elsewhere of branch, allowance would be "utterly insuffiFirst annual outing of the 20th
cient" and "would be $50,000 wasted."
district or division managers of a disCentury-Fox Home Office Family
Included in the fund for domestic Club yesterday,
tributor sending or taking contractual
at
Bear Mountain
complaints to home office for adjust- operations was $500,000 for liquida- Park, N. Y., was attended by 1,000
ment. Similar visits to other cities are tion of activities which will have to be company executives and club membe abandoned and for the completion bers.
contemplated, it is understood.
Rodgers reaffirmed Metro-Goldwyn- of motion pictures and other work
program of athletics for which
Davis asked for prizes were donated by National
Mayer's policy of adjusting terms now in progress.
Thewhere actual theatre returns war- $800,000 for this purpose, estimating atres, Skouras Theatres and company
ranted such action, in a letter, sent in the cost of completing pictures at officials, was featured by a softball
Mav to company branch managers about $300,000.
game between executives and the pubRodgers pointed out that district and
The bill as passed by the House licity department.
The latter won,
branch managers have the authority to carried no funds whatever for domes- 15 to 12. William Kupper, William
make a decision, but explained that tic operations by the OWI, although Gehring, Lou Lehr, Felix Jenkins and
while managers have this local right the House appropriations committee W. C. Michel were among the executhe exhibitor still has a right to appeal. had recommended $5,500,000.
tives who played.

The

sales

expedition

will

spend

Trim

A

Yesterday's
statement said
that this particular promotion has ty^
cited the interest of exhibitors tx
cause it is felt there will be few "turndowns" since moviegoers will be
asked to buy only an extra dollar's

worth.

The

theatres

will

be allied in the

campaign with retail stores and newsboys and information received at

WAC

headquarters in

New York

that in many territories
campaigns will be coordinated.

dicates

in-

the

In addition to the special clips prenewsreel division
in Hollywood, and featuring Hedy

pared by the

Besides

the board of N. J. Allied and on the
executive committee of Allied States,
called for more progressive complaints
from exhibitors in their dealings with
distributors who are trying "to use
the war emergency to submerge their
high-handed practices."

The

clients

1)

been earmarked for construction of an
airplane carrier to be named the
Shangri-La.

WAC

1)

aimed at the indictment before Federal
Judge Murray Hulbert, intimated that the recent extension of
the term of the Federal Court in the
cases of Browne and Bioff, who are
serving eight and ten years imprisonment, respectively, prompted them to

been in progress for

"Exhibitors clamped

(Continued from page 1)

Cincinnati First to
Get
Attention

(Continued from page

Six Chicagoans

Sam involve his
New- probe of the

bury.

from Jan. 1, 1944,
Aug. 31, 1946, at the present salary
and percentage compensation, which is
given in the statement as $2,000 weekly plus \]/2 per cent of annual com- lems.
bined net profit.
His total remunSidney E.
eration last year was $281,719.
for the period

is

13,000 Theatres
Open Stamp Drive

Browne, Bioff Hit

:

;

being "in harmony with our policy to
obtain and hold the best available men,
for it is my belief that the success of
our enterprise is due to the manpower
that operates it."
Mayer's former contract expired
Dec. 31, 1942, and he has since left
the matter of compensation to future
adjustment.
The proposed contract
runs from Jan. 1, 1943, to Aug. 31,
1946, at his present salary of $3,000
per week plus 6.77 per cent of Loew's
combined annual net profit after all
stipulated deductions, except that the
weekly salary is not to be paid for
the period from Jan. 1, 1943, to May
The statement lists Mayer's
1, 1943.
total remuneration for 1943 at $949,-

1943

1.

For $130,000,000
(Continued from page 1)

upon

Thursday, July

Lamarr,

WAC

Maria

Montez

and

Lynn

Bari with Captain Ted Lawson, one
the Tokio raiders, the War Department has advised that there will
be another sequence filmed in North
Africa.
This sequence will "star"
General Jimmy Doolittle purchasing
stamps from a Red Cross nurse.
Typical of early key city Shangri-La
campaign reports received from the
of

field
was that from Kansas City,
where theatres are pledging in substantial numbers for the support of

the stamp-selling.

More than 400

thea-

tres have so far indicated that they
will use the special materials, and cooperate with the other participants in
this three-fold push.

And in Boston, a giant rally on
Boston Common will be conducted today by Mayor Tobin and a number
of speakers and entertainers.
Events of citywide nature are
planned by exhibitors and stores in
almost every large town in the country.

Opening
Of Cruiser Drive
Hollywood, June
—The "Build

20,000 at

30.

the Cruiser

Los Angeles

War Bond

Drive" was launched last night before
an audience of 20,000 at the Hollywood Bowl.

With Cecil B. De Mille delivering
the keynote address, all branches of
the industry, including guilds, unions
and crafts, turned out for the opening of the drive.

Warner Meetings
Open in N. Y. Today
(Continued from page

1)

more

detailed outline and discussion
of new season's product tomorrow.
Special handling to be given Irving
Berlin's "This Is the Army" also
will be outlined to the sales group.
Other speakers on the first day's
program include Mort Blumenstock,

Sachson, Howard Levinson,
Norman H. Moray, A. W. Schwal-

Arthur

berg and Albert
Local sessions,

S.

Howson.

attended by about
85 delegates from the home office and
the New York, Albany, Buffalo, New
Haven, Boston, Philadelphia, Washington,
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati and Indianapolis exchanges,
will continue through tomorrow, with
a number of individual conferences
scheduled for Saturday.

eah She Gomes, Boys

In A Blaze Of Colah
An' A Burst Of SongStraight From Music-Show
Headquahtehs-

t>T.

•I

The Thumpinest

Musical
Attraction Eveh Put Out By
<

That x\ramount Company...

THIS

WEEK

*

The South Goes

BING

^

The Nation Goes

DOTTY
As Paramount's 12-Tune, Technicolor

Explodes In Flag-Waving 4th-Of-July Premieres

IN

20 SOUTHERN KEYS
Touched Off By Bing And Dotty

ON
With

A

THE AIR TONITE

Coast -to -Coast "Dixie" Broadcast

Hour-And Full-Page, Full-Color
And Other Magazines To Follow!

Kraft Music Hall

Ads

In "Life"

On The

New

York Goes To Dixie

By The Tens Of Thousands Following

Last

Week's World Premiere At The Paramount,

As

All

Broadway

Starts

Stomping

DIXIE
IN

To These

PECULIAR BROWN

KINOft

J

LAUGHING TORT

TECHNICOLOR
starring

Bing Crosby

•

Dorothy Lamour
with

MARJORIE REYNOLDS
Star-Find of "Holiday Inn"

BILLY

de

WOLFE

•

LYNNE OVERMAN

RAYMOND WALBURN
Directed

by A.

Screen Play by Karl Tunberg and Darrell

Xyn

*^

•

EDDIE FOY,

jr.

EDWARD SUTHERLAND

Ware

•

Adaptation by Claude Binyon

.

A

Paramount

Roadshow World

Picture

Premiei

N. Y. Rivoli

:

Thursday, July

Motion Picture Daily

1943

1,

Surprise $24,000

Reviews

For 'Five Graves'

"The

Leads Washington
Washington, D. C, June

Isle of

'

To Lead

(Producers Releasing)

30—De-

days,

3rd

week.

Gross:

heat,

$7,000.

business

M

\TERIALIZING PRC

vice-president

(Average,

$5,200)

"Five Graves to Cairo" (Para.)

EARLE— (2,210)

davs. On stage:
Gross:
Scribner.

(30c-440c-50c-75c-90c)

7

Jimmy (Johnson

Family),
(Average, $15,-

$24,000.

Hollywood, June 30
Leon Fromkess' recently

adventuring elsewhere.
Others in the cast are Rick Vallin, Tala Birell, Patty McCanty, Betty
Amann, Marian Colny and William Edmonds.
Running time, 82 minutes. "G."*

500)

RKO-KEITH'S— (1,800)
Gross:

(40c-50c-65c)

—

"George
Seattle,
June 30.
White's Scandals" on the Music Hall
stage at slightly advanced prices, together with "Aerial Gunner" on the
screen, looks like a top-grosser with
"Action in
about $14,000 this week.

North Atlantic," at the Orpheum,
and "Bataan," at the Fifth Avenue,
both opened well above par. Weather
was warm.
Estimated receipts for the week
the

ending July 2
"The Ox-Bow Incident" (20th-Fox)
"Get Going" (Univ.)

BLUE MOUSE— (950)

(40c-50c-65c-80c)

(Average,

$4,200.

$8,000.

(Average,

(RKO)

METROPOLITAN— (1.600)

"Bordertown Gunfighters"

$4,500)

"Bataan" (M-G-M)
"Salute for Three" (Para.)

FIFTH
80c)
000)

7

AVENUE— (2,500)
Gross:

days.

"The More the Merrier"

LIBERTY— (1,500)

days,

5th week.

(40c-50c-65c-

(Average,

$9,400.

$9,-

(Col.)

(40c-S0c-65c-8Oc)

Gross:

$7,600.

7

(Average,

$7,500)

The Human Comedy" (M-G-M)
3rd

(40c-50c-65c-80c)

7

(moved from Fifth Ave-

week

Gross:

(Average, $4,500)

$4,600.

"Aerial Gunner" (Para.)

MUSIC HALL— (2,275)

(Republic)
(30c-44c)

7

Orpheum).

(moved from

week

2nd

days,

Gross:

days,
nue).

7

$11,200)

"Tarzan Triumphs"

in Seattle

MUSIC BOX— (950)

"White Savage" (Univ.)
days, 2nd week.

Aerial Gunner' and

Show Get $14,000

Forgotten Sins

announced policy of increased budgets, this melodrama of the prespite
war South Seas gives showmen the names of John Carradine, Sidney
continued
theatres
downtown
in most
Toler, Gale Sondergaard, Frank Fenton, Rita Quigley and Veda Ann
above average, with the Earle set to
Hn a surprise gross of $24,000 on Borg to advertise. Also, it occupies the screen for 82 minutes, in con5fc)Ve Graves to Cairo," with Jimmy trast to shorter running times common to product from this source.
Other evidences of increased expenditures are manifest care in producibner, radio's "Johnson Family,"
"Stage Door Canteen," bally- tion, by Peter R. Van Suinen, measured direction, by Edgar G. Ulmer,
added.
hooed by a lavish campaign, will gross who also supplied the story scripted by Raymond L. Schrock, and a
about $22,000 for the first week, with music score by Leo Erdody.
a holdover as a possibility.
The title derives from the names of a cafe and gambling house operatEstimated grosses for the week
ed by Miss Sondergaard and staffed by a number of girls dressed in
ending July 1 are:
island garb, where Carradine and Fenton, rivals for her affection, patch
"Presenting Lily Mars" (M-G-M)
LOEWS CAPITOL— (3.434) (28c-39c-44c- up their differences temporarily to dive for gold buried in a ship scuttled
The Merry Macs
66c) 7 days, 2nd week.
and Marianna on the stage. Gross: $20,000. by Toler, who waits until they bring it up before robbing them of it,
(Average, $19,000)
killing and being killed by Fenton just as a monsoon sweeps the island
"Cabin in the Sky" (M-G-M)
LOEWS COLUMBIA-0,234) (30c-50c) 7 bare and leaves Carradine and Miss Sondergaard to continue their
record-breaking

:

days.

7

George

Stage:

(50c-65c-75c-9Oc)

White's

7

Scandals.

Hollywood, June 30 Gross: $14,000. (Average, $7,500)
(Average, $4,250)
Gross: $9,500.
days.
"Action in the North Atlantic" (W.B.)
"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)
/~\NE
for the western book is "Bordertown Gunfighters," an outdoor "Sarong Girl" (Mono.)
LOEWS PALACE— (2,242) (28c-55c) 7
ORPHEUM— (2,450) (40c-50c-65c-80c) 7
drama
that
occasionally
goes
indoors
well
to
achieve
an
enteras
(Average, $15,750)
days. Gross: $22,000.
days.
Gross: $12,600.
(Average, $9,000)
tainment classification unique for cowboy films.
It is splendidly pro- "Corregidor" (PRC)
PALOMAR— (1,500) (30c-42c-S8c-70c) 7
duced by Eddy White and directed by Howard Bretherton and tells an
days.
Vaudeville headed by Nick Lucas.
always believable story that kept a Hollywood audience engrossed. It Gross: $8,100. (Average, $7,500)
'Canteen's'
"Crash
Dive" (ZOth-Fox)
punches home every line of dialogue and every bit of gunplay to make it
PARAMOUNT— (3,050) (40c-50c-65c-80c)
tally one of the best westerns Republic ever has delivered.
6 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $8,150.
(AverWild Bill Elliott and his partner, Gabby Hayes, are falsely accused age, $9,000)
of committing a murder they almost intercept.
For it they are jailed,
later released on a pretext by their friend, U. S. Marshall, who knows
Pittsburgh, June 30. Despite the
Sent to the 'Action',
heat wave, "Stage Door Canteen" Elliott to be a Secret Service man out of Washington.
soared to $24,000 at the Penn this capital on a trumped-up trip, Wild Bill is told of the operations of a
week, putting in the shade grosses lottery swindle and sent back to El Paso to get the goods on the leaders.
Hits
which were on the whole just average. With the aid of the villain's attractive niece he rounds up the leaders.
Estimated receipts for the week It is a solid story, well told in the original screenplay by Norman S.
ending June 29-July 1
Denver, June 30. "Action in the
Hall and acted to the hilt by an excellent cast under Bretherton's di"The Ox-Bow Incident" (2»th-Fox)
North Atlantic" was leading here at
HARRIS— (2,200) (30c-40c-55c) 7 days. rection.
(Average, $9,200)
Gross: $10,000.
Elliott and Hayes are likeable and natural, contributing fine perform- the Denver, where it is double-billed

$24,000

Pittsburgh Leader

—

on Denver

Dual,

$19,250

—

:

"Stage Door Canteen"

(UJV,)
7
days.
(3.400)
(30c-40c-55c)
Gross: $24,000. (Average, $17,000)
"Action in, the North Atlantic" (W.B.)
RITZ— (1,100) (30c-40c-55c) 7 days, 3rd
week (moveover after one week at Stanley,
one at Warner). Gross: $3,000.
(Average,

PENN—

ances.
Anne Jeffreys is a joy as the heroine. Harry Woods scores
his own hit as the Marshal and Ian Keith keeps his villainies below the
level of the ridiculous.
Jack Marta is responsible for the beautiful

photography.

Running

$2,600)

"The More the Merrier"

SENATOR— (1,750)

7th

week (moveover

ris).

Gross:

(30c-40c-55c) 7 days,
after 3 weeks at Har-

$2,300.

time, 65 minutes. "G."*

Reed Porter

(Col.)

(Average, $3,400)

"Bombardier" (RKO)

STANLEY— (3,800) (30c-40c-55c) 7 days.
Gross: $16,500.
(Average, $20,000, on new
stage-screen policy at advanced prices)
"Presenting Lily Mars" (M-G-M)
WARNER-(2,000) (30c-40c-55c) 7 days,
2nd week (moveover after one week at
Stanley).
Gross: $7,500.
(Average, $6,500)

Exhibitors will receive three
posters for lobby display during
ust.
The one-sheets, available

OWI
Augfrom

National Screen exchanges, are "I'm
Counting on You," a warning against
careless talk, "This Is the Enemy"
and "United Nations Fight for Free-

dom."

The War Activities Committee has
also recommended that the OWI infourth poster which exhibimight display during the showing

clude a
tors

of a spy or saboteur film.

Warning From

It is

"A

the FBI," which requests that evidence of sabotage or
saboteurs be reported to the FBI immediately.

expected

is

gross

to

Estimated receipts for the
ending June 30
"Coney Island" (ZOth-Fox)
"The Mysterious Doctor" (W.B.)
days (moveover).

$4,375.

HP HERE

days (moveover).

is little difference between the latest in the series featuring
"Three Mesquiteers" and the other similarly themed pictures that
have preceded it, going on gun-play, action and romance, and boasting all the elements necessary to satisfy Western enthusiasts.

find themselves in the familiar roles of rescuing
to get their protege, John James, out of the jams

benefactors called upon
into which he invariably gets himself. This time his mother, boss of Bob
Steele, Tom Tyler, and Jimmie Dodd, decides to give him her ranch as a
wedding present. Aided and abetted by Tom Chatterton, the family lawyer, a group of outlaws trick James into thinking that his wife to be,
Lois Collier, killed one of the gang during a fight with her fiancee in the
lawyer's office. They promise to keep quiet if James allows them to continue living on the property which they had been tenanting for seven
years, idea being that through a newly enacted squatters' bill, the ranch
would become theirs in a short period. All appears lost until the trio
inadvertently ride into the lair of the supposed corpse, and are captured.
They manage to break loose, however, just in time to discover Chatterton's nefarious plot, and bring the culprits to justice, after a tough battle.
Picture was produced by Louis Gray and directed by Howard Bretherton from an original screenplay by Morton Grant and Betty Burbridge,
which is based on characters created by William Colt MacDonald.
Running time, 55 minutes. "G."*

*"G" denotes general

classification.

7

(Average,

$2,500)

"This Land Is Mine" (RKO)
"Harrigan's Kid" (M-G-M)

the

week-

(30c-40c-50c-60c)

Gross:

(Republic)

*

$19,250.
at the

"Young and Willing" on a dual
Paramount pointed to $7,500.

ALADDIN— (1,400)

"Santa Fe Scouts"

The Mesquiteers again

Three OWI Displays
For Film Theatres

and

BROADWAY— (1,040)

(30c -40c -50c -60c)

Gross:

$2,500.

7

(Average,

$2,500)

"Five Graves to Cairo" (Para.)
"Salute for Three" (Para.)

DENHAM— (1,750)

days. 3rd week.

(30c-40c-55c-65c)

Gross:

$5,500.

7

(Average,

$6,400)

''Action in the North Atlantic" (W.B.)
"Redhead from Manhattan" (Col.)

DENVER— (1,750)

(40c-50c-60c-65c)

7

Gross: $19,250.
(Average, $11,000)
"Action in the North Atlantic" (W.B.)
"Redhead from Manhattan" (Col.)
days.

ESQUIRE— (740)
Gross:

$5,250.

(40c-50c-60c-65c)

7 days.

(Average, $3,000)

"Young and Willing" (U.A.)
"Song

of

days.

Gross:

Texas" (Republic)

PARAMOUNT— (2.200)
$7,500.

(30c-40c-50c)

(Average,

7

$5,000)

"White Savage" (Universal)
"They Came to Blow Up America"

(ZOth-

Fox)

RIALTO— (900)
(moveover).

(40c-50c-60c-65c)

Gross:

$5,250.

7

(Average,

days
$3,-

500)

Rosenblum with Para.

—

Omaha, June 30. Harvey Rosenblum has joined Paramount as special
representative and will spend several
weeks in Omaha territory.
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Jitterbugs' $17,000

In Indianapolis Take
June

Indianapolis,

30.

—

"Jitter-

bugs," billed with Lawrence Welk and
his orchestra on the stage, was headed for a §17,000 week at the Circle.
At the Indiana, "Bombardier," with
"Two Weeks to Live," will do $12,-

"Presenting
holding
Lily Mars" and "After Midnight with
*--ton Blackie," for a second week,
WP} expected to do $8,500.
Loew's,

000.

""Estimated
ending July

receipts
1

for

the

week

7

days.

:

"Jitterbugs" (20th-Fox)

CIRCLE— (2,800)

(30c-40c-50c)

Stage show: Lawrence Welk and orchestra.
(Average, $12,000)
Gross: $17,000.

"Bombardier" (RKO)

"Two Weeks

to

Live" (RKO)

INDIANA— (3,200)

(30c-40c-50c)

7

days.

(Average. $11,000)
Gross: $12,000.
"Presenting Lily Mars" (M-G-M)
"After Midnight with Boston Blackie"
(Col.)

LOEW'S— (2,800)
week.

Gross:

(30c-40c-50c) 7 days, 2nd

(Average,

$8,500.

$8,500)

"Coney Island" (ZOth-Fox)
"Tonight

We

Raid Calais" (20th- Fox)

LYRIC— (2.000)

(30c-40c-50c)

(Moved from Indiana). Gross:

7

$5,000.

days
(Av-

erage. $4,000)

SWG
Los

Short Subject May Adopt N.W.'C
Awards Nationally
Reviews

Asks Senate
To Retain OWl
Angeles, June
— Screen
30.

"Amphibious Fighters"
(Grantland Rice Sportlight)
{Paramount)
"Amphibious Fighters" is an

ly

timely,

;

with live ammunition and bombs
used in some sequences. It will prove
of great interest to persons who are
eager to see the type of training that
is being offered to American youth at
ReRunning time, 10 mins.
war.
lease date, July 2.
ties

"Champions Training
Champions"

further
drives,

local

national

war

adoption,

bond

and

salvage collections,

war services, and the
The "C" plan has

to

stamp

drives for

Northwest

Written by James Bloodworth, this
short subject is a report on the Navy's
physical fitness training program, produced in an informal manner and excellently photographed by the Bureau
Highof Aeronautics, U. S. Navy.

In

New Company
(Continued from page

1)

sence for their loyalty and efficiency
which helped maintain the success and
prestige of 20th Century-Fox prod-

—

Hollywood, June 30. William C.
Goetz has formed International Pictures, Inc., with Leo Spitz, industry
attorney and former president of
RKO, as chairman of the board.
Goetz's new company will open ofincluding, besides those mentioned, the fices in Beverly Hills on Tuesday.
playing of government and industry The producer will retire from 20th
war shorts. Minneapolis Variety Club Century-Fox immediately and will be
on hand for the start of his new comoriginated the idea.
Awards to theatres are marked by pany on that day. As long reported,
Nunnally Johnson has been signed
special campaigns, with local radio
the company as a producer. Disstations and the press calling public by
attention to the winning exhibitor's tribution plans have not been anwar efforts, with the mayor or some nounced yet nor have studio headother public official usually making quarters been revealed.
the
Minneapolis
Variety
Club and the local War Activities
Committee as joint supporters, and
provides for the awarding of an emblem to exhibitors who participate in
all war assignments given exhibitors,
industry,

Besides the "C" emblem, some exhave received watches from
the local Variety Club, recipients already including L. F. Roberts, Faulkton, S. D.
George Rauenhorst, Fulda,
Minn., and John B. Cliplef, Montevihibitors

Warner Bros.)

Fox; Goetz, Spitz

uct."

like.

the

the presentation.

(Technicolor Special)
(

June 30. National
Variety Clubs are reportedviewing the "C" Awards plan in

at

officers of

use locally for

excelexpertly photographed and produced, it provides
film audiences with a graphic display
of exciting warfare with the American
shock troops as camera "artistes."
Amazing photographs of the men
in action, fighting in water, out of
water and dodging the clever traps
devised for the practice, highlight the
film. The deeds performed are actuali-

short

lent

—

Minneapolis,

Zanuck Resumes

;

Berger Buys Two
More, Now Has 15

—

IndepenMinneapolis, June 30.
dent circuit of Berger Amusement
Co. now totals 15, in Minneapolis and
environs, with the purchase of the

Writers Guild board last night teledeo, Minn.
graphed Senate Appropriations Committee, Senators McKellar, Johnson
"C" Awards committeemen include Grand and Crystal, this city, from
and Downey, urging them to "do all
Roy Miller, chairman Ben Friedman, George Stevens.
in power" to retain the domestic molighting the film are some excellent Mike Cooper, Jack Wright, William
tion picture division of the O.W.I.
Billings
glimpses into the daily life of the fu- Elson and Harold Field. The award
The dispatch cited the "enormous ture Navy men, showing them during is designed to "give credit where
Rochester, June 30. E. M. Billvalue" of the Office of War Informacalisthenic drill, on the obstacle course, credit is due," according to John ings, of Eastman Kodak, has been
tion in "facilitating screen cooperaplaying football and basketball, ju- Friedl, Northwest circuit operator and named consultant to the War Mancalled
tion in the war effort," and
power Commission's roster.
jitsu practice and the other exciting local chairman of the WAC.
the agency a "vital force in promot- routine familiar
to the modern Navy
ing a successful war and an effective
Recent athletic notables are
man.
;

With

WMC

—

peace."
Individual
sent similar

members

the Guild
telegrams following ar
open board meeting at which speaker;
lauded
cooperation with film
writers.
The Guild is thus the first
organization to register support of the
government bureau.
It was also revealed at the meeting
has a $1,351,581 surthat the
Motion Picture Relief Fund
plus.
had 7,422 cases on record during 1942,
and aided 11,672 individuals.
Following the meeting the board
named Mitchell Lewis, chairman of
the executive commitee for the coming year.
of

OWI

SWG

No

Cooler,

Penn Dark

shown doing

their part in the training

youth at St. Mary's.
time, 20 mins.
Release date,

America's

of

Running
June 26.

"Scenic Oregon
FitzPatrick Traveltalk

(M-G-M)
The beauty

of one of the country's
playgrounds is the subject of
In technicolor,
this latest traveltalk.
the short provides the audience with
a glimpse of nature in one of her
grandest settings, combining the wonders of animal life, as yet untouched
by man, with the grandeur of the forInterestests, lakes and waterways.

great

ing

highlights

include

films

of

mon fisheries, and a wild bear
Cleveland, June 30. Because the
Running time, 9 mins. Release
Penn Square was unable to secure a
June 26.
priority on an air-cooling plant for in-

—

stallation, Selig Pitt has closed his
foreign film house until Labor Day,
continuing the same policy of Russian
films. Polish importations and occa-

sional

American-made

Pitt will vacation in

New

"thrillers."

York.

—

Louis. June 30. The local
St.
Variety Club's annual midnight jamboree to raise funds for the club's
charities, which was to have been held
this week at the Fox Theatre, has
been postponed until sometime in
August.

Ritchey in the

Navy

date,

"Men Working Together"
(America Speaks Victory Short)
(Columbia)
This film
position

Variety Jamboree Later

salfight.

of

the story of the comthe well known poster,

is

"Men Working

Together."

Scenes

depicting the selection of the soldier,
welder and sailor, used in the poster
and its final completion, are interestThe short shows variingly shown.
ous operations in the production of
Running time, 10 mins. Resteel.
lease date July 1.

Charles Duncan Dies

—

Killbuck, O., June 30. Charier
Norton Ritchey, Monogram Pic- Duncan, 60, operating the Duncan
tures vice-president in charge of for- Theatre here, died yesterday at neareign distribution, reported yesterday by Coshocton Hospital, during an apfor service in the Navy, as Lieutenant pendicitis operation.
His widow and
Commander.
a son survive.
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Off the Antenna

'Ox-Bow',Dual,

With $43,500,
Tops Slow L.A.

THE

cigarette companies

ops

'Cabin

Louis with

St.

which spend millions of dollars

for radio adverusing radio to give their product away gratis.
The situation is the result of a relatively unknown manufacturer capturing
the foreign service men's market by more compact packaging of his cigarette.
Now, realizing what has happened the major companies are using their programs to do an exploitation job that didn't have to be but is now proving very
costly. Camels took the initiative through giveaways in the guise of prizes on
St. Louis, June 30.
Proving that
Bob Hawk's "Thanks to the Yanks" quiz show. Lucky Strike donates a quar- hot weather does not necessarily wilt
ter of a million cigarettes for each song that Jerry Wayne sings on their "All
receipts at the box office, attendance
Time Hit Parade" program. And it is now virtually certain that the Gracie at all first-run theatres here is --<->od
Fields' show which starts on Mutual in October for Pall Mall, will encompass
this week despite hottest weatjf
\

now

tising annually are

Big $20,000
—

Los Angeles, June 30.— End of the
week was looked to
new business show-

school term this
as the source of

men conceded to be needed as grosses
tended from average downward in the
face of perfect weather and altogether
favorable conditions. Only "The OxBow Incident," paired with "Two
Senoritas from Chicago," edged above
the total average of the three houses
occupied, hitting $43,500 against
it
$42,423, a little close for confidence.

a similiar idea.

summer. "Cabin in the Sk\
Loew's State, is soaring to a fat $20,Purely Personal: Uncle Sam's sailors stationed at Dutch Harbor got to 000, and "Bombardier," shown simulgether to airmail their appreciation to Arturo Toscanini for his gift of a large taneously at the Fox and Ambassador,
collection of recorded music for Sunday evening concert hours presented at the is headed for a combined total of $28,Kathryn Craven's WNEW's women's news commenta- 500.
Northern outpost.
Estimated receipts for the week
She has been interviewed by
tor is the recipient of another distinction.
Estimated receipts for the week 20th Century-Fox newsreel on the question of whether women should be ending June 30
"Cabin in the Sky" (M-G-M)
ending June 30
drafted, and is probably the only commentator ever interviewed.
Chet "A Stranger
in Town" (M-G-M)
"The Ox-Bow Incident" (Z0*h-Fox)
Stratton, one of radio's busier actors, will be screen-tested by Fox next
LOEW'S STATE— (3.162) (30c-40c-50c-55c)
"Two Senoritas from Chicago" (Col.)
7 days.
Gross: $20,000.
(Average, $15,motion
handling
Stratton
pictures.
week.
for
Judy
Garland
is
7
(33c -44c -55c -75c)
CHINESE— (2,500)
000)
arrives in New York on Monday to do the first of three radio programs for "Bombardier"
(Average, $13,500)
Gross: $15,000.
days.
RKO)
Latest syndicated columnist "Song of Texas" (Rep.)
which she is getting $15,000, $5,000 per shoiv.
"Dr. Renault's Secret" (20th- Fox)
FOX— (5,038) (30c-40c-50c) 7 days. Gross:
"The Undying Monster" (2<Jth-Fox)
to turn to radio is Ed. Sullivan, who auditioned a new idea involving Broaddays,
(33c-44c-55c-75c)
7
(Average, $15,000)
$15,500.
HAWAII— (1,000)
chatter, for Young
Rubicam this week.
(Average, $3,288) way and Hollywood
"Bombardier" (RKO)
6th week. Gross: $3,500.
"Song of Texas" (Rep.)
•
•
•
"This Land Is Mine" (RKO) 2nd week
AMBASSADOR— (3,154) (30c-40c-50c) 7
"Gildersleeve's Bad Day" (RKO)
Program Notes: The William Morris Agency has sold comic Jay C. days. Gross: $13,000. (Average, $11,500)
(33c-44c-55c-75c)
HILLSTREET— (2,700)
"Pilot
No. 5" (M-G-M)
(Average, $14,969) Flippen as a replacement for Walter O'Keefe on NBC's Tuesday night
Gross: $9,800.
7 days.
"The Devil with Hitler" (UA-Roach)
"The Ox-Bow Incident" (20th- Fox)
Roche, Williams and Cunningham have lost
"Battle of the Sexes."
LOEW'S
ORPHEUM— (1,900) (30c-40c"Two Senoritas from Chicago" (Col.)
the Shutter Candy account and Sunday afternoon CBS radio show to 50c) 7 days. Gross: $8,500. (Average, $6,LOEWS STATE— (2,500) (33c -44c -55c- Shwimmer
000)
who
organization
will
Chicago
replace
the
Scott,
Colonel
&
a
(Average,
Gross: $19,000.
75c) 7 days.
"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)
$19,523)
Stoopnagel program with a new one in conjunction with Coronet Maga- "Action in the North Atlantic" (W.B.)
"This Land Is Mine" (RKO) 2nd week
MISSOURI— (3,514) (30c-40c-50c) 7 days.
part
their
post-war
"Coronet."
...
As
of
operational
zine to be entitled
"Gildersleeve's Bad Day" (RKO)
experiment with television station and programs be- Gross: $8,500. (Average, $7,000)
•

.

.

•

the

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

MCA

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

&

.

.

PANTAGES— (3.000)
Gross:

days.

$9,500.

"Hit Parade

1943" (Rep.)
(Para.)

of

"Aerial Gunner"

PARAMOUNT

(33c-44c-55c-75c) 7

(Average,

$8,500.

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

7

(Average, $12,973)

setup,

WOR

.

will

For the time being DuMont facilities will be used,
ginning July 12.
"March of Time"
but there is no other connection between the two.
ends its broadcasting season tonight over the NBC network with a salute
Disney will appear
to Walt Disney's "Victory Through Air Power."
on the program to personally discuss various aspects of the picture.
.

.

.

.

—

(Hollywood)
days, 2nd week.

(1,407)

Gross:

$10,118)

.

.

.

.

.

PARAMOUNT

(33cGross: $16,-

4

Dangerous\$14,500 Rhine Hook

(Average, $16,780)
"The Ox-Bow Incident" (ZOth-Fox)
"Two Senoritas from Chicago" (Col.)

.

.

(33c-44c-55c-85c)

Paces Minneapolis

days.

7

BROS.

(Hollywood)— (3,000)

7 days, 4th
(Average, $13,291)

(33c-44c-65c-85c)

week.

Gross:

"Action in the North Atlantic" (W.B.)

WARNER

(Downtown)— (3,400)

BROS.

Gross:
7 davs. 4th week.
(Average, $14,365)
"Action in the North Atlantic" (W.B.)
(33c-44c-65c-85c)

$13,894.

WARNER

BROS. (Wiltern)— (2,200)

44c-55c-65c-85c)

7

days,

week.

(33c-

Gross:

(Average, $10,063)

$8,312.

Tri- States
Policies,
Omaha,
has

4th

taken

Changes
Managers
— Ted Emerson

June 30.
over as manager of

the

The Rhine Hook

Files

Minneapolis, June
Dangerous" appeared headed for a
$14,500 week at State, and "Bataan"
for a $12,000 gross at the Orpheum,
in a week of excellent theatre business, spurred by heat, which drove
customers

thea-

air-conditioned

into

LYRIC— (1,250)

"Hangmen

(40c-55c)

7

(Average,
Also Die" (U.A.)

Gross:

wek.

$6,000.

GOPHER— (998)

"My

William

The

(35c)

7 days.

first

involves plaintiff's Lyceum Theatre i"
Red Hook, on a clearance complaint
against Loew's, RKO, 20th Century
Fox and Vitagraph. The second appeal is on behalf of plaintiff's Star

Theatre,

Poughkeepsie.

Both comand

3rd

days,
$4,000)

Gross:

$4,-

(Average, $3,000)
Friend Flicka" (Fox)

clearance reductions.
Theatres involved in the cases are: the Bardavon and Stratford in Poughkeeosi*
and the Warren, Community and Statin

Hudson, N. Y.

STATE— (2,300)

The new Tri-States Circuit policy
now calls for the booking of "A" pic-

$14,500.

tures at the Paramount, stage shows
at the Orpheum, and extended run
pictures at the Omaha.

I.Q., Monday night only.
(Average. $8/500)
"Lets Have Fun," (Col.) 3 days

"Bataan" (M-G-M)

ORPHEUM— (2,800)

South

With the impetus of the Bing
Crosby Kraft Music Hall program on

NBC

tomorrow

night, Paramount wil 1
pre-release
engagements
of
"Dixie," musical with Bing Crosby

open

and Dorothy Lamour, in 20 Southern
cities over the July 4th holiday weekend.
A three-theatre premiere will
be eriven the picture in Miami, at the
Paramount, Beach and Sheridan theatres.

days.

7

Gross:

$12,000.

"Queen

of

Broadway" (PRC)

ASTER— (900)

in

(40c-55c)

With Dr.

week change.

Opens

Gross:

(40c-55c) 7 days.
(Average, $10,000)

2 days

(20c-30c) 7 days, with

Gross:

$2,300.

(Average,

mid$2,-

250)

& K.

Raises All
Juvenile Admissions

—

Chicago, June 30. Children's admission prices have been ordered increased at all theatres of Balaban and

The

largest circuit in this area
raises juvenile scales from 17 to 20
cents in all "A" houses, and from 11
to 15 cents in "B's," tax included.

Katz.

City, June 30.

— "China"

is

approximately $15,000,
for
likely to top records, at the Newman.
"Bataan," with "Let's Have Fun" as
the second feature, is grossing at the
Two
rate of $16,000 at the Midland.
holdovers balance the war bills with
lighter or romantic fare, second weeks
doing well "The Hard Way" at the

—

comprises the usual single bill at the
Weather has
Esquire and Uptown.
been hot with occasional rainstorms.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending July 1
"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)

ESQUIRE— (S00)

Sunbrock's Circus
Asks to Reorganize

week.

Gross:

(35c-50c)

$4,500.

7

(Average,

days,

2nd

$5,000)

"Bataan" (M-G-M)
"Let's Have Fun" (Col.)

MIDLAND— (3.600)

Gross:

(35c-50c)

7

days.

(Average, $12,000)

$16.0C0.

which Larry 'China" (Para.)
NEWMAN— (1,900) (35c-50c) 7 days.
Sunbrock is president and which oper- Gross:
(Average, $9,000)
$15,000.
ates the newly-opened "Sunbrock's Biff "The Hard Way" (W.B.)
Top and Circus," near Rockefeller "Night Plane from Chungking" (Para.)
ORPHEUM— (1,900 (35c-S0c) 7 days. 2nd
Center, New York, yesterday filed a
(Average, $7,500)
week.
Gross: 8,500.

The Big Top,

Inc., of

permission to reorganize
under the National Bankruptcy Act in
Federal Court.

petition for

Liabilities

B.

Kansas
headed

:

2nd

son at the Omaha.

Kansas City Runs

week were heard concurrently. Partial relief was
granted by the arbitrator Orpheum having "Night Plane from
and appellant now seeks further Chungking," while "Coney Island"

Estimated receipts for the
ending July 3
"The More the Merrier" (Col.)

100.

of

plaints sought clearance reductions

tres.

CENTURY— (1.600) (40c-55c) 7 days,
Paramount, succeeding Stanley Black(Average, $7,500)
week. Gross: $7,000.
burn, who has been inducted into the "Edge of Darkness" (W.B.)
days,
(40c-50c-55c-75c)
7
WORLD—
(350)
Army. Emmett Lockard, Roosevelt.
week. Gross: $2,100. (Average, $2,000)
Des Moines manager, replaces Emer- 3rd
Dangerous"
(M-G-M)
"Slightly

'Dixie*

days.

Pacesetter for

Is

Theatres, Inc., has
New York-

two appeals in the
tribunal from the awards
30.-— "Slightly P. Cavanaugh, arbitrator.
filed

(Average, $9,400)
Gross: $9,500.
"Action in the North Atlantic" (W.B.)

$8,852.

7

$4,400)

$15,000

'China's'

Arbitration Appeals

000.

WARNER

(35c-40c)

(Average,

$4,500.

(Para.)

(Downtown)— (3,595)

44c-55c-75c) 7 days. 2nd week.

RITZ— (1,376)

LOUIS— (4.000)

ST.
Gross:

.

"Hit Parade of 1943" (Rep.)
"Aerial Gunner"

"Gentle Gangster" (Rep.)
"Shantytown" (Rep.)

were

listed

at

$136,108

and assets at $43,500.

shown

at the

Moon"
Srenco

will be tradescreening; room

St. Louis, and at the Star Film Exchange. Inc., Portland, Ore., on Julv
7. at 10:30 A.M.. and at 20th-Fox exchanges in all other key cities on the

same

date.

TOWER— (2,200)

show.

Gross:

(Rep.)

7 days.
Stage
(Average, $9,000)

(3Sc-50c)

$9,000.

"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)

UPTOWN— (2,000)

week.

'Bomber's* Tradeshows
"Bomber's

"Swing Your Partner"
"Shantytown" (Rep.)

Gross:

$6,000.

(35c-50c)

7

days,

2nd

(Average, $5,000)

Republic Premiere Set

—

Premiere for
St. Louis, June 30.
Republic's "Someone to Remember"
has been set for Julv 15 at the Missouri Theatre here. Promotion is now

& Marco's
headed by Les Kauf-

being planned by Fanchon
publicity

man.

staff,
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TEN CENTS

1943

Films

Warners

Cites

Its 'Open

Door'

Are Ready for

Sales Policy

The Invasion

Bernhard

Is

U. S.

OWI

Will Select And
Distribute 40 in

Keynoter of

Regional Meet

Occupied Lands
Warners' "open door policy"
which exhibitors "are welcome
all

in

at

Arrangements

times to discuss their individual

was reiterated yester-

difficulties"

day by Joseph Bernhard, vice-presiin
addressing the opening
dent,
session of the company's first of a
series of three regional meetings
for 1 (M3 at the Waldorf-Astoria
The meeting conhere yesterday.
cludes Saturday.

"This

policy

of

cooperation

MPPDA

which has always been part of
the Warner way of doing business has been found workable
and equitable," Bernhard said.
Bernhard declared that by and large
the

wartime

population

shifts

***\\\\****
BUY WAR BONDS & STAMPS

have

(Continued on page 4)

Circuit

Manpower

Crisis

'Skilled

Seen Past

Concern felt months ago by most
circuit managements over personnel
problems posed by staff losses to war
and war manufacturing has become
markedly less acute.
Circuit heads and circuit executive
members of the War Activities Committee now see the manpower crisis
as having past, Motion Picture Herald
will say today, adding that, while oc(Continued on page 4)

India Removes All
Remittance Rules
India has removed all restrictions on the remittance
of film revenues, in line with
the action taken earlier by

Great Britain and New Zealand,
foreign
department
heads were informed yesterApproximately $600,000
day.
of frozen funds of the American companies will be released as a result of India's
action.

Australia alone of the British Empire has taken no action on the removal of its remittance restrictions.

for the distribu-

tion of selected Hollywood features to the theatres of foreign
countries immediately upon their
occupation by our military forces
were completed yesterday at a meeting of heads of home office foreign
departments with representatives of
the Overseas Bureau of the Office
War Information, held at
of
headquarters.

9

Buyers Will

Aid Allied Members

An initial group of 40 features will be selected for their
appropriateness for exhibition
in specific countries by the
OWI and will be given superimposed titles in the language
of each country for which they
intended.
Distribution
are
will be handled by the OWI's
Bureau until
(Continued on page 4)

Overseas

New

such

Rules Govern

Pay for Overtime

—

West End, N. J., July 1. The "most skilled" film buyers of each ter1.
Washington,
General
July
ritory will be selected by National Allied, and assigned to periodically
rules for the payment of overtime to
meet to advise local Allied members in obtaining best product terms.
supervisory employees in establishThis was determined by National Allied Eastern regional directors, meetments going from the 40 to 48-hour
ing here at the Hollywood Hotel,
week were laid down today by Comwhere Allied of New Jersey is also in
missioner of Internal Revenue Guy
session, in annual convention.
T. Helvering.
Establishment
of
local
"buyers'
The rules will apply to salaried emS.
clinics" in the field came during a
ployees receiving more than $5,000 a
lengthy discussion of prices and probFive features, all of them glorify- year, to administrative and profeslems of independent exhibitor film
sional employees receiving more than
ing
Russia's armed forces in the war,
buying, and into which much informa$200 a month and executives receivtion was poured as gathered from Al- have arrived in this country from
ing more than $30 a week who come
lied's
series of "Caravan" meetings Moscow, earmarked as releases here
under the jurisdiction of the Salary
with members.
for the first period of 1943-44, by Art- Stabilization unit.
Besides conferring with exhibitors
Helvering pointed out that while
kino, official film distributor in the
to advise on current problems, the
employers are not legally required to
for
the
Soviet.
U.
S.
film-buying advisors will also meet
compensate supervisory personnel on
One, "Black Sea Fighters," is a the same basis as wage earners, it
every two months with the memberships of regional Allied organizations. documentary,
with
English
com- may be found desirable where the pay(Continued on page 4)
Favorably regarded also at the di- mentary by Clifford Odets and narrectors' meeting here was a proposal
rated by Fredric March, scheduled
to enlist local Boy Scouts in Allied's
plan against vandalism and juvenile for a mid-July premiere. Four others,

—

Soviet Sends Five
War Films to U.

delinquency.
was felt that the
It
Scouts will be impressed with the
necessity of guarding property both
as a part of their regular Scout duty
and as a contribution against sabotage
in

war

time.

"She Defends Her
Country," "A Lad from Our Town,"
"Guerrjllas"
and
"It
Started
in
Odessa," with practically all themes
all

dramas, are

:

stressing anti-Nazi invasion.

No Paper Monday

Motion Picture Daily will
not be published Monday, the
day of legal observance of Independence Day.

Motion Picture daily

2

50%ofPRCProgram
OWI
To Be 'Light' Films

Personal
Mention

entertainment
vein will comprise 50 per cent of the
C. RAFTERY. United 1943-44 program planned by ProducArtists president, will arrive from ers Releasing Arthur Greenblatt, vice
the Coast Monday.
president in charge of sales, yesterday,
•
told delgates at the opening session
Harry Cohx leaves Hollywood to- of a two-day regional sales meeting
at the Park Central Hotel. Greenblatt

Films

in

the

New

York.

•

Charles

Schwartz

the

of

Schwartz & Frolich law firm will
spend the month of July at Stamford,
Conn.

also told the delegates that the company will anticipate headlines in its
new program 50 per cent of the
program will be ready by October
PRC's lowest budget picture in 194344 will be equal to the highest
;

for an

left

undis-

Coast Flashes

RKO

ordered

War

today

Information was

OWI

by

director
step in trimdivision down

Elmer Davis as a first
ming the motion picture

its

financial

be provided.

where backers.
No decision has been made as to
Besides home office executives, per- the future of the OWI's Hollywood
he hopes to remain until Wednesday.
sonnel from exchanges in Albany, Buf- liaison office, and the fate of the West
•
Boston, Cleveland, Cincinnati, coast organization will depend upon
falo,
David Rose will leave for the Coast
Detroit, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, New
how much is made available for contonight for a month's visit with his
Haven and Washington are attending. tact work between the government and
family.

Henry

Briggs, president of

PRC,

opened the meeting with a review of
the company during the past year, declaring that still further expansion

•
is

expected

•

Steve Edwards of Republic's home
which
publicity department will leave

the industry.

The House

off

M-G-M

George B. West, Monogram

Louis,
Hollywood to return to his
headquarters.
•

is

set for release

August

15.

fran-

has

left

'Bells'

Midwest

Program on

Hunt
will

The couple

cating

today.

Cleveland Wires
Sears on 'Canteen'
1.

—The

fol-

telegram has been
sent to Gradwell Sears, United
lowing

vice president and
general sales manager: "U.A.
in selling "Stage Door Canteen,' has dwelt on the patriotic obligation of exhibitors
to show this picture on a 50
per cent basis. At a meeting
here today, exhibitors, as a
patriotic gesture, agreed to
donate all receipts to the
local U.S.O. in the name of
exhibitors and United Artists
if you will serve the picture
gratis."

Artists

war work magnitude, he

its

The

of liaison activities only.

bill

is

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

Davis

OWI

ordered

field offices

the

closing

in the

U.

of

all

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

"THE YOUNGEST PROFESSION"
with

VIRGINIA WEIDLER- ED WARD ARNOLD
and Five Important Guest Stars

AN M-G-M PICTURE

MARCH OF TIME^'INVASION"
uaia Stage Revue . Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved. Clrele 6-4600

S.

the

In Person

3*-

B.&K. Promotes

Baill

—

Chicago, July 1.
Waldo Baill,
former city manager for Balaban and
Katz in La Grange. 111., has been
transferred to the

home

office publicity-

department to handle advertising for
neighborhood theatres.

"DIXIE"

Andrews

with

BING CROSBY
DOROTHY LAMOUR

Mitchell Ayers

A Paramount Picture

COOL

Sisters

TIM HERBERT

Jf

3^.

and his Orchestra

PARAMOUNT

TIMES

SQUARE

BETTY GRABLE

$C

See Option Provisions
Comix mand
In New Salary Ruling
PLUS A BIG STAGE SHOW

GEORGE MONTGOMERY • CESAR ROMERO

Hollvwood

Cleveland, July

^

stated his studio now turns out more
film monthly than in the biggest year

will

Stromberg, U. A. producer,

leave for

it/

"I am sure the work the moving
pictures are doing in the war will lead
to an educational program that will
enhance the peace when it comes,"
Walt Disney stated on the "March of
Time" air show Thursday night. Indi-

Rivoli Broadcast
For

22nd broadcast in the
Herman Rifkin, New England "Poetry and Music" series, Montague
franchise holder for Monogram, has Salmon, of the Rivoli Theatre, has
returned to Boston from the Coast.
turned over the 15-minute period at
•
noon this Sunday to Paramount's
Eleanor Klein, former secretary "For Whom the Bell Tolls," which
for Loew's Theatres in Baltimore, an- begins a twice daily run at the Rivoli
nounced her engagement to George on Tulv 15.
Avis, U.S.N., former publicist at the
Century, Baltimore.
be married July 19.
•

Winter

"If

British production, starDonat, with Sir Alex--.

ring Robert
ander Korda producing.

OWI

St.

announced

Comes" from

A

in

York.

all

now in conference.
guest speaker was Harry Brandt,
Monday for Chicago.
As passed by the Senate. $35,037,president
Independent
Theatre
Ownof
•
forthe guests at 593 was provided for the
Mrs. Hoot Gibsox, the former ers of America. Among
a luncheon were Jack Shea, Jack La- eign branch, which was some $6,000,Miss Dorothy Dunstan, a native of
mont, Harold Mirisch, Matty Polon, 000 more than allowed by the House.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., has returned to
Becker, Jules Girden. Tommy Under either sum. however, motion
Joe
vacation.
there
for
a
home
her
picture activities abroad will be conMartel and Nat Fellman.
•
tinued without interruption.
office

holder

New

•

NEW YORK THEATRES

from Mexico City tomorrow.

chise

leave here July 9 for the

sales convention in

of Representatives cut
funds for domestic operations before Pearl Harbor.
of the OWI. but the Senate yesterday
in order.
provided 53,061.499 for operations and
In clarifying the sales policy on the
$500,000 for liquidation of the activiback new product, Greenblatt disclosed in ties suppressed.
Specifically, $50,000
detail the campaign under way on
was provided for the motion picture
"Isle of Forgotten Sins," the first PRC
bureau, which will permit continuance
1943-44 program,
"special" on the

Tom J. Coxxors and Maurice S.ilverstone are expected to arrive from
the Coast over the weekend.
would be
Walter Gould

1

Perry

and

to the limits of the still uncertain appropriation to be pnovided by Con-

closed rural hideout last night,

O.

Hollywood, Jidy

KOERNER

—

Washixgtox, July 1. Closing of
the New York motion picture office
of the Office of

1943

2,

O. H. Briggs and Arthur Greenblatt are due here from N'ew York
The July 12 to confer with Leon Fromgress for domestic operations.
New York office was concerned with kess on PRC's new season's plans.
the company has production, for which no money will
•

budgeted in 1942-43
the "go-ahead" sign from
;

Oscar Morgan

N.Y. Office

Ordered Closed
By Elmer Davis TERRY
Lieber

lighter

EDWARD

day for

Friday, July

A MTH CtNTURY-FOX

BUV
BONDS

—

Washington,

July 1. Automatic
increases in option contracts are believed to have been provided for in
new regulations on salary control
which are now in the hands of the
legal staff of Stabilization Director
Vinson for final check before issuance.

The

Washington, July

1.

—Exhibitors

are barred from further supplies of
freon refrigerant because productive
capacity is but 40 per cent of require-

for war purposes and essential
Rev- refrigeration, members of the indusenue Bureau, which has been working try were told today by Allen G. Smith,
on it for several months, for approval chief of the War Production Board
in conformity with President Roose- amusements section.
The only manufacturer of freon in
velt's "hold-the-line" order.
to Vinson this
Stabilization unit of the Internal

No

intimation has been given to the
trend of the new regulations, but it
understood that problems which
is
have arisen with respect to the application of the control order to particular contract and option situations in
the film industry have been dealt with.

In

TECHNICOLOR

ROXY

7,hAVE
50th ST.

Freon Supply Barred 4» LOEW'S
To Theatres by WPB State

new rules was sent
week by the Salary ments

draft of the

PICTURE

the country has a productive capacity
of 1.200.000 pounds a year, Smith said.

Total requirements for all uses are
3,000.000 approximately, 600,000 pounds
of which are required for civilian uses.
There is no indication when the situa-

ON SCREEN

"The

HUMAN

COMEDY"
STARRING
MICKEY ROONEY

PALACE

B'WAY &
47th

St.

LAUGHTON • Maureen O'HARA
"THIS LAND OF MINE"

Charles

and

"CHATTERBOX"
JOE

E.

BROWN

•

JUDY CANOVA

tion will improve.
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JOSEPH

DEANNA

DURBIN

ts*

and

GOTTEN

HERS TO HOLD
HOWARD HAWK'S
CORVETTE K-225
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Warners

Cites

Sales Policy
{Continued from page

1)

affected only a small percentage of
the theatre going public, perhaps not
more than three per cent of the country as a whole. He predicted that postwar attendance in motion picture theatres would continue at a higher rate
particularly as a result of the more
solidly established theatre going habit
now taking place, the increased number of potential patrons, greater frequency of attendance and the progres-

improvement

sive

The

in

film

quality.

cooperation in providing screen entertainment for the
armed forces also, he added, is developing thousands of new and perindustry's

manent

film fans.

conferences to follow

regional

Crisisj^een

(Continued from page 1)

casionally handicapped by shifting personnel, exhibition has continued to
function smoothly, there have been no
known theatre closings attributed to
undermanning, and there have been onlyinfrequent inconveniences in film servicing by truckers and exchanges be-

manpower losses.
Circuits, home offices and indepen-

cause of

dent exhibitors, in most cases, were
described as being confident that they
could adjust to all predictable drains
on their staffs, and that the motion
picture industry will continue to supply its full quota of workers to the
armed forces and to essential industries without interrupting its own nor-

mal and wartime services.
It was pointed out, however, by the
WAC, that adjustments to wartime
staff changes and the maintenance of

common

sense"

is

needed to solve parproblems,
spokesman.

manpower

Chicago and San Francisco. With ticular theatre
Bernhard and Kalmenson on the dais according to a
were Samuel Schneider, Mort Blumenstock, Norman H. Moray, Arthur
Sachson, Roy Haines. A. W. Schwal- F.
in

WAC

berg, Jules Lapidus, Howard Levinson, Albert Howson.
Jack L. Warner, in a wired message
meeting,
the
sales
to
of greeting

praised the cooperation and teamwork
of the field organization under Kal-

D. R. Withdraws
Payne Nomination
Washington, July
— President

read.
Affiliation of Bert

Warners,

previously

M. Stearn with
was
reported,

were shown

Kalmenson
Winners

delegates.

to

Warners'

1943

sales

drive was described by Kalmenson as
Rethe company's most successful.
cipients of the $33,500 in War Bond
managers
District
prizes
include
First Prize, Henry Herbel, SI, 500;
and district managers Ralph L. Mc:

Coy, S1.000: Hall Walsh, $750; HarRobert Smeltzer,
ry
Seed,
$500;
$350.
:

;

Earl A.
Shmitken. S2500
Fred Greenberg, $1,750;
Krumm, $1,500; Al Oxtobv,

Al

000;

;

Bell $2,000;

H. G.

4 F

.... AT YOUR SERVICE
EXECUTIVE—Background.
vertising

—Publishing —

18 years
Mail Order.

in

CREATIVE ideas, copy, art. production.
MAJORS In advertising, sales promotion.
SKILLED in selection of editorial matter,

Ad-

Louis Houses Hit Goal

St.

St.

Louis,

1.

July-

—The

Fanchon & Marco, St. Louis Amusement Co., and the St. Louis StarTimes to sell enough war bonds to
purchase a B-25 bomber went over the

of

top this week, five days ahead of
schedule.
The 30 theatres participating sold $246,078 in war bonds in 26
days, or $12,745 more than the original goal.

$1,250;

William

F.

Gordon S1,000;

Doak Roberts
$800 Fred W. Beiersdorf, $750 Max
Roth, $700; J. W. Loewe, $600 W.
O. Williamson. Ir. (now in Navy),
$550; A. J. Shumow, $500.
Salesmen First Prize, Ed Williamand salesmen W.
son, Atlanta, 8350
Gordon F. Contee,
B. Collins, $325
S320 J. H. Jordon, $250 H. G. Minsky, $200; Lloyd E. James, $150; J.
Elmer Huhnke,
D. Jernigan, $125
$100; R. Salver, $100; H. Keeter,
S100.
Ad salesmen prizes went to
C. N. Norene, Omaha, first prize,
$200; and ad salesmen E. Mallicoat,
$175; M. L. Davis, S150 G. Seibert,
$125; L. Shayne, SlOO; H. F. Sterling, $100; B. Davis, $75; L. Katz,
$75; A. Blase. $75; C. Stacy, $50.
Prizes for bookers ranged from $600,
Luke

Conner,

$900;

SPECIALIZES

in

;

:

A

FOUR-STAR
flat

rental

composed

a story of the construction of a
hospital base on a palm covered island, showing building, health, supply
and defense problems facing engineers
and doctors. The Navy points with
pride to the fact that only one-half
of one per cent of wounded or sick
men reaching hospitals die from their
It is

The preparatory training of
film.
doctors and hospital corpsmen at the
Md.,
Bethesda,
in
center
medical
filmed by Pathe cameramen, has been
incorporated into the subject.
Release date, July

2.

Running

time,

17 mins.

;

practical,

re-

economical meth-

production ready for booking

or percentage.

Box Number

215,

MOTION PICTURE DAILY

Delegates to the Warner convention were told that the company had
just signed Joan Crawford to an exclusive long-term contract.
Her first picture will be "Night
Shift." with Henry Blanke producing.

I)

commerr.^

There,^/
the companies will seleiA
A,
representative with the appro Val of the OWI to assume charge

New Rules Govern

MPPDA

was disclosed by the
yesterday that while the foreign distribution plans were being formulated
with
work was progressing at
the same time on the preparation of
superimposed titles for some of the

Pay

of overtime to

wage

1)

labor only

wipes out the customary differentials
between the several grades of em-

The maximum additional compensation which will be allowed will be
that necessary to keep the minimum
differentials between the interrelated
job classifications required for the
maintenance of productive efficiency,
and it was suggested that the lowest
paid supervisory employees receive
overtime at the same rate as the highest hourly paid employee, and the
amount be progressively reduced for
each succeeding higher-paid employee.

Employers must secure approval
applications to

make overtime

of

adjustrequests

ments, and in submitting
should give full information regarding
base rates of pay and the formula
followed for providing overtime.

regularly

the

in

at last night's

the
"I

Hollycruis-

would

be remiss, and I feel that I speak for
the Government, both the Democratic
Republican
administration and the
fragment, if I did not express my sincere appreciation with which all of us
charged with the responsibility of conducting the war regard Hollywood's
unstinting assistance in the sale of war
bonds, the entertainment of the armed
forces and other important contributions."

I

!

;
'

j

U pholds
Conviction of Hirsch

U. S. Court

auditor,

who was

sen-

tenced to two years imprisonment and
fined $2,000 for having perjured himself before the special Federal grand
jury probing racketeering and extortion within the motion picture industry.

Hirsch, who posted cash bail of
$25,000 for Nick Circella, Chicago
labor racketeer now serving an eightyear prison term for aiding George E.
Browne, ex-president of IATSE, and
William Bioff. in the shakedown of
large producing companies, lied to the
grand jury about the source of the
bail funds.
When Circella pleaded
guilty and the bail was discharged,
Hirsch consented to have $10,000 of
the total retained by the Government
to pay a fine of the amount imposed
against Circella.

Federal Judge Murray Hulbert yesterday postponed until July 26 the
trial of Isadore Zevin, former bookkeeper for George E. Browne, expresident of IATSE, under an indictment alleging perjury before a special Federal grand jury investigating
charges of extortion within the mo-

1.

raneous remarks

:

occupied territories

since.

tion picture industry.

wood Bowl ceremony for
er Los Angeles campaign,

-

films

Hollywood War Aid
Praised by Knox
Schine House Drops
Hollywood, July —Executives of
gratitheir
displayed
today
Hollywood
Clearance Complaint
Secretary Knox's extempo-

fication at

Lj

OWl

Department

for Overtime

|

of distribution.
It

The U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
yesterday upheld the conviction of
Martin A. Hirsch, former Treasury

;

;

time as
normal
channels are open.

which were selected by the
Overseas Bureau earlier, as a result
injuries.
of which a number of these already
Views of the Pacific and the island are completed and ready for shipment.
Pictures of
are strikingly beautiful.
American films, having French and
base routine, convalescing sailors at Italian
subtitles,
were shipped to
work and play, and the work of the North Africa promptly following the
medical staff add to the interest of the invasion there and have been exhibited

;

for San Francisco, to $100,
for Indianapolis.

ods of operation.

on

is

;

;

(Continued from page

Pathe's topical "This

series

campaign ployees.

first prize,

promotion.

write,

America"

of
official Navy films edited expertly to
make an interesting 17 minute subject dealing with naval facilities for
the care of its wounded at an unidentified base in the South Pacific.
Is

(Continued from page

;

BEAUTIFUL

(RKO-Pathc)
The ninth in

ment

;

First Prize, Kansas City,
Russell C. Borg, manager, $3,500 and
branch managers, Vete Stewart, $3,-

Branches

This Is America

confirmation.
House investigation
of the FCC starts today.

Winners

Lists Drive

in

(

A

formally announced by Kalmenson.
Stearn will serve in a general utilitycapacity for the time being.
.Announcement of the 1943 sales
drive winners and a business session
followed. The afternoon was devoted
to several group conferences conducted by Kalmenson, Sachson, Lapidus,
Schwalberg, Moray and
Levinson,
other sales department heads. "Thank
Your Lucky Stars." and "Watch on
the Rhine"

The Invasion

"Pacific Island No. 43"

1.

Roosevelt today withdrew his nomination of Commissioner George HenryPayne for another term on the Fed-

messages
Congratulatory
Commission,
eral
Communications
from H. M. W'arner, Major Albert
submitted yesterday to the Senate for
Warner and Charles Einfeld also were
menson.

1943

Short Subject U. S. Films
Past
Are Ready for
Review

The meeting was presided over by- high standards of service require careBen Kalmenson, general sales man- ful study by every exhibitor.
"Ingenuity and a lot of everyday
ager, who also will conduct the two
other

2.

Manpower

Circuit

'Open Door'

ItS

Friday, July

The Schine

Ilion Corp., operating
Theatre, Ilion, N. Y., has
withdrawn its clearance complaint at
the Albany tribunal against Loew's,
Paramount,
and 20th Century-

the

Ilion

RKO

Fox, in which the Stanley, Olympia
and Avon Theatres at Utica, N. Y.,
had been named as interested parties.
The complaint charged unreasonable clearance was granted to the
three theatres in Utica over the Ilion.
It was reported the withdrawal followed an acceptable adjustment between complainant and defendants.

:

—ion

picTUR£'!??rf

Firsl

-

and

JJAILY

Impartial

p>L,

NO.

54.

NEW

3

Warner Will
Have 31 Ready

New

In

YORK,

U.S.A.,

TUESDAY, JULY

National Analysis

Season
Study of exhibitor customer con-

On

Final Total Depends
Conditions

vision

M-G-M home

sales

field, will

in

depending
market
i ons,

upon
c

on d

t

i

"with the studio

maintain-

continuing
capacity
ous
in
production
order to be
prepared for

any

possible

change
present

in

condi-

Ben
K a m enson,

tions,"
1

Ben Kalmenson

general

manager, announced

Pictures,

Inc.,

an-

amount

of $23,000,000.
this amount, $15,000,000

was ob-

tained from a group of banks headed
by the First National Bank of Boston and including the New York Trust

the

company's

purpose was reported

day

in

National Bank and
Trust Co., of Chicago, Pennsylvania
Company for Insurances on Lives and
Granting Annuities of Philadelphia
(Continued on page 6)

FCC's Fly Flayed by

House Committee
—

Charges,
ranging from general incompetency to
5.

endangerment of the national security,
were leveled at the Federal Communications Committee Friday as a House
committee under Rep. E. E. Cox,
Georgia, opened its public investigation of the agency.
Charges recited

by

last

in

sales

manager.

Commission

Counsel Eugene L. Garcey were based,
(Continued on page 6)

Relief

in this year's

procedure.
Our last meeting of this
type was held in Buffalo, and we try
to vary the meeting place for our
first gathering to different parts of
the country.
After the first meeting,
this time in Cincinnati, the sales executives will fan out over the country and each and every account will
be given a careful and sympathetic
(Continued on page 6)

Of More Gas Cuts
Exhibitors in outlying sections in
the "gas famine" area of the Northeast whose box offices have been affected by gas-and-car curtailments to

influx

many opening much

earlier than usual

much

Rodgers' state-

ment follows
"There is nothing new

out-of-towners pleasurebent entered the city in what
travel experts termed as the

houses,

a weekend statement by William
F. Rodgers, vice-president and gen-

to

and closing

later.

Kid Curfews Grow
To Curb Juvenile

slashes.

This

is

the

warning of
future, relayed

(Combined on page

8)

Temporary

to

Distributors
.

exemptions

from

orders of regional directors of the

War Manpower

Commission

plac-

ing film exchanges in Buffalo,
Cleveland and Portland on a 48hour week, along with other businesses and industry, have been won
by some distribution companies, it
was learned over the weekend.

WMC

an effort to

curb

juvenile vandalism and incorrigibility, Police Commissioner Rich-

shortages to exist and ordered
the 48-hour schedule adopted,

ard Jepsen has introduced in city council a new curfew ordinance forbidding
persons under 16 on the streets from

petitions for exemption from
the schedule have been filed by
distributors.

Delinqencies
Omaha,

July

5.

— In

WMC

10 p.m. to 5 a.m., unless accompanied
Similar action has alby an adult.
ready been taken in other large cities.
Columbus, O., having acted last week.
Parents are liable for their children

An

as yet unexplained variation in

orders

occurred

in

Loew's was ordered

Detroit
to

where

adopt the 48-

(Continucd on page 6)

if

frain

from

selling tickets to

children

under 15 unless they were accompanied bv an adult.

Disney Renews RKO
Distribution Pact
Walt Disney
will

features and shorts
continue to be distributed by
for another year under an

RKO
agreement
signed

Halt of OWI's Program
May Not Change WAC Plans
By FRED STENGEL

Granted

Is

Some

rulings on appeals by distributors from orders placing
exchanges in Detroit and Washington, D. C, on the 48-hour
week are pending. In Seattle,
Los Angeles and San Francisco,
the only other exchange areas
in which the regional
directors have declared labor

they assume responsibility of taking
them out and the Omaha ordinance
carries penalties ranging from $1 to
date, may expect Government orders $100 for each conviction and a jail
reducing gasoline consumption even sentence if fines are unpaid.
lower than present allotments. Also,
For months theatres have noticed an
exhibitors whose film deliveries have increase in vandalism and only rebeen reduced must accept even further cently first-run houses agreed to re-

Illinois

Washington, July

sales

rotation visit every
branch office in the country, according

eral

Broadway theatres on Friday started collecting biggest
weekend
July
Fourth
of
grosses in years as thousands

in
years.
There was not a railroad or
bus terminal in the city that
did not have a bigger crowd
than it could handle. To meet
the large crowds lining up
outside theatres, managers
added extra shows at most

ThursMotion Picture Daily. The

executives will

TEN CENTS

Exchanges Win
Appeals from
48-Hour Order

greatest

Cincinnati July 9 for

Guaranty Trust Company, Con- Washington on the gas

Co.,
tinental

the

Exhibitors Warned

nounced at the weekend that it has arranged for new financing in the total

Of

of

visit

this

sales

$23,000,000 W. B.
Financing Arranged
Bros.

to

visiting

Industry

of

di-

the week-

at

(Continued on page 6)

Warner

chiefs

executives

and

be extended nationally.

Decision

1943-44, will have
at least 31 features available, the
final total to be determined later,

Warners,

office

Picture

1943

Biggest Fourth in
Years on Broadway

Of Contracts to
Be Made by M-G-M
tracts by

6,

to the

OWI

Closes Coast

Friday.

United
ists

stood

is

Artunderto
have

been

negotiatto
regain
distribution
of

ing

Disney's

films,

but

beside

other

matters,

there are those
Present indications point to little
270
circhange in the film program of the
cuit theatres as
War Activities Committee following
Hollywood, July 5. Barring an a ready market.
abolishment late last week by ConRoy Disney
gress of most of the appropriation for unexpected reversal of the Congres
Walt Disney
the domestic film unit of the Office sional appropriation curtailment, the r e p r e sented
Proof War Information, through which Office of War Information's domestic Disney
all Government films have been clear- film office here closes July IS, accord- ductions in signing the new pact while
ing for showing in the nation's thea- ing to a civil service notification given Ned E. Depinet acted for RKO.
its personnel.
The pact covers distribution of DisNelson Poynter, its adtres.
domestic film unit officials ministrator, plans to vacation in Mex ney's seventh group of shorts for
here Friday stated that eight shorts ico before returning to Washington RKO, and carries an option for the

Film Unit July 15

RKO

—

OWI

(Continued on page 8)

(Continued on page 8)

(Continued on page 8)
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Tradewise

Personal
Mention
SCHLESS, general foreign manager for Warner Bros.,
returned from a 10-day trip to

has
Mexico.

•

Tom J. Connors,
verstone and L. J. Schlaifer
in New York over the weekend,
Maurice

Silarrived

e

department

left

Loew's purchasing

of

over the weekend for

a vacation.

•
L. Hyman, Paramount cirreturned last week
executive,
a business trip to the Coast.

Edward
cuit

from

•

William

T. Powers, formerly executive buyer for National Theatres,
is

now

a lieutenant colonel, stationed

in Australia.

•
Private Cecil Felt, owner of the
Bluebird Theatre, Philadelphia, has
returned from North Africa because
of a disability and is at the Walter
Reed Hospital, Washington, for treat-

ment.

•
Dr. Israel Souto, director of the
motion picture division of Brazil's
propaganda department, was the guest
of Edmund Reek, head of 20th Century-Fox Movietone News, at the
New York studios last week.
•
Richard Dube, 20th Century-Fox
advertising and publicity department
business manager, has been commissioned an ensign in the U. S. Naval

CUGGESTIONS

^

ration

District

Manager

Nat Lefton has been appointed district manager for Producers Releasing
for Detroit, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and
Greenblatt, vice
Cleveland, Arthur
president and general manager of the
company, announced at the final session of an Eastern two-day regional
sales meeting held at the Park Cen-

Hotel here Friday.
Lefton, who took over the PRC
franchises in Cincinnati and Cleveland
recently, was formerly Republic franchise holder in those two cities, and
tral

is

when

a pioneer in the industry.

Joe Shea Tribute
By Fox Associates
Joe Shea, who joins Cagney Productions today as Eastern publicity director and story editor, was given a
luncheon Friday at Babetta's by former associates of the 20th CenturyFox publicity department, where he
was trade press contact.
Among those present were Rod-

Shain, Christy Wilbert, Dave Bader,
Frich, Ira Tulipan.
Earle Wingart of the Hays office and Sgt. Irving Kahn, both former members of
the department, were also present.

Lou

by Con-

it

Some

responsible inmaintain,
executives
dustry
however, that the nature of
some of the subjects undoubtedly involves access to information and locales decidedly
outside the industry's province.
They counter with the counsel
that the industry maintain its
established wartime policy in
such matters, that of standing
gress.

whatever is
asked of it by the Government.
In other words, the industry
should not project itself, unbidden, into activities in which
it may later find itself unwelcome.
These men point out that the
OWI's uncompleted subjects
may be taken over by other
Government agencies which
have funds available for completing them and, if this is
done, the industry will be ready

in readiness to do

handle them exactly as

to

planned to do for the

it

OWL

•
•
much-discussed

Welden

Theatre arbitration case, which
drew barbed words from the appeal board when it concluded that
nothing in the consent decree required Paramount to sell to the
plaintiff unless the buying combine, of which Welden is a member, also

purchased the company's

product for

all

represented,

had something of a

other theatres

it

comic-opera anti-climax.

While

critics of the decree

and

the rules of arbitration were capitalizing on the appeal board's conclusions
and weeping alligator
tears for the plight of the Welden,
that theatre's problem already had
In fact, even
been eliminated.
before the appeal board had made
its ruling, the buying combine had
closed a new deal with Paramount, a deal which included the
Welden, and that theatre was
even then playing the company's
Could it be that the
pictures.
matter was just a case of differ-

ence of opinion between buyer and
seller trying to and succeeding in
getting together?

•

Wood,

•
secretary

of the
T. O. of Ohio, forwards a let-

P.

:

ney Bush, Sidney Blumenstock, Molly
Grill, Kay O'Brien, Ruth Simon, Dorothy May, Jeanette Sawyer, Sam

further operating

funds were denied

The

Named PRC

heard

from the OWI's defunct domestic bureau the 10 subjects
which that organization either
had in production or in prepa-

Reserve.

Lefton

are

that the industry take over

I.

J.

received from James Mason,
operator of the DeLuxe, Cherry
Valley, Ohio, which is interesting
for the picture it presents of present-day operating conditions in
ter

rural areas.

"Pete, you

wouldn't recognize

.

.

.

this town," the writer avers. "We
never could boast of very much
but so many boys have been

many of the girls
work in war plants

drafted and so

have
that

to

left

seems

we have

are
people like Martha and myself.
For the life of me, I can't figure
out how business keeps going on
and zuhen it comes to this theatre,
if it wasn't for the fact that I opcrate the machines and Martha
sells tickets and our daughter does
the rest of the work, we would
have to close up. There must be
it

all

left

many, many hundreds of situations like we have here and I know
the theatre owners in these places
must feel the way I do and that
is that we should carry on as a
matter of patriotism, because in
these small towns the motion picture theatre is the only place left
where the mothers and fathers of
sons and daughters in the service
can get some recreation."
•

On

•

of current estiforeign market
earnings of the 12 pictures acquired by United Artists from

mates

the
of

Paramount

basis

for

standard

distribution

charge as well as negative cost.
The predicted profit is concerned
only with the first 12 pictures delivered to United Artists under
the
deal.
Through a second
phase of the deal, United Artists
obtains nine more Hopalong Cassidys for approximately $1,700,000 additional.

The
cial

indicated favorable finanoutcome of the Paramount

which was conceived by
Gradwell L. Sears, is interesting
in view of the fact that purchase
of the pictures was motivated as
much, if not more, by the desire
to provide product for the United
Artists
distribution
machinery
during a period when the company's producers were inactive as
it was by the profit motive.
deal,

•

•

Australia, largest of the English-speakingforeign
markets
apart from Great Britain, has reopened consideration of its monetary restrictions on the remittance of film revenue to the United
States.
Today it is the onlv one
of the British Commonwealth of

Nations which maintains such
monetary restrictions. That there
be no mistake about the American
companies' attitude on the subiect,

ties

1943

Curb Delinquency
Little Rock, Ark., July

5.

This town has what is believed to be an approach to
preventing or curbing juvedelinquency,

nile

The entire proceeds of the
showing of "Coney Island," at
the Pulaski Theatre, Friday,
will be turned over to officials
of "Swing Inn," the town's
'teen age night club, estab-(.
lished to curb juvenile delin- *
quency, Ed Rowley, Little
Rock manager of Robb-Rowley Theatres, announced.

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER

"THE YOUNGEST PROFESSION"
with

VIRGINIA WEIDLER- ED WARD ARNOLD
and Five Important Guest Stars

AN M-G-M PICTURE

MARCH OF TIME—"INVASION"
Gala Stage Revue . Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600

final

approximately
$3,600,000 last September, U. A.
will realize a profit on the transaction.
The estimates are based
on charges which include United
Artists'

6,
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Held Over 2nd Week
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

Australian treasurv authori-

were cabled

late

last

week

that tbe distributors are insistent
that thev be permitted to receive
earnings in that
of their
all
country. It was probably the most
plainly worded mes^ace to emanate from the habitually discreet
foreign departments in many a
day.
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Special
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JERSEY
priding of Roosevelt on the

mtUStrike

Bill

Declared

Show Intemperance

to

SEEN

ENFORCEABILITY

IS

igites Here Find

M easur e

Army's

Ckocolate Bar

Heat Up

Resists

to

I2<T

m

Nrv Tost Tcuca.
CITY. June 27—The

Quartermuter Depot and chocolate
manufacturers have developed a
chocolate bar that will remain a
solid up to 120 degrees Fahrenheit, It was announced yesterday
by the Quartermaster Depot.
The *average chocolate would
melt at 85 degrees and was a
Ctty

Jersey

BIDS NATIONS FIGHT

groups during the Tunisian cam15,000
paign.

GIVE WEEK'S

WORK

"The problem of rehabilitation In
North Africa emphasizes the need Teacher* Yield Part of Vacation
to Aid Draft Boards
of a program which w,Ul promote
better relations between Jew and
Fifteen thousand school teachers
Moslem," he said.
In this city will perform one week's
A
message
from
President
Grand Master Hoffman Tells
volunteer work during the sum-

RACE PERSECUTION
Brith

Abraham an

Nationaf Pact

Is

Inter-

Needed

Roosevelt, read to the delegates,
expressed hope that deliberations mer vacation In the local draft and
at the convention "will be fruitful appeals boards. Col. Arthur V. Mc~
Director of Soli
of wise

action and

nuisance*, to

Ikely to

lent of
h. becaurS"

and tm patience,

may

Jeopard

Ihe orderly democratic proce
• which alone must be
ted upon to adjust out1 di
omk relationships in
una,

New Study Sugjee
Central

lie

Conferen

ncan Rabbis suggests that tr
be carefully reatudied in the
of the progressive social legIon of recent years and that a
• sober and helpful measure be
I'd, which will not sacrifice
of the gains which American
has achieved through the
t
s and which will be fair to all
.

erned.""
ks resolution noted "with satison that American labor has
remarkable degree adhered to
no strike pledge' and because
and the cooperation of manaeoC end the public, our odun.3 achieved an astounding recot production for the war efto defeat the Axis powers.
tamed:
]ven those who are not opd to many of the provisions of
till have admitted that It has,
hastily drawn up, some of Its
iplons altogether unrelated to

EVERYBODY'S HAPPY
AT RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL!

-

"

WO*

1

coo'

**.es°

war emergency, unenforceable
therefore, likely to weaken the
ectfor law and authority."

Achievement of Harmony
le

for

new

ace,

president of the conthe Rev. Dr. Solomon B.

:fcof of Rodef Shalom Con green, Pittsburgh, said harmony
n jj or issues had been achieved

ne six-day

*Uf>.

"^ehxf"

(out*

meeting.

>crhsps the reason- for the
it of cooperation which bridged
differences," he, commented,
the fact that in our conisnAss was the vivid awareness
har tragic state of European
ry; In the light of that unJcabla tragedy, the conference

mote .concerned with help

to'

world Israel than with
on theoretical difference*-''
ther officers elected were Dr.
a JELTllel Silver of Cleveland,
president: Rabbi Harry S.
rolls, St Paul, Minn., treaetyfed.

METRO GOLDWYN-MAYER'S HILARIOUS COMEDY!

its

She got

their autographs in

Rabbi L. Regner, Reading,
financial secretary; Dr. Isaac
riarcuson, Macon, Ga., admlnktive secretary.

Ln*y. A*** A«4 KI.Up*

;

oan Bennett 44as Daughter
p.-ciu to Tki ttn Towt Tmza.
OLLYWOOD. Calif.. June 2T—
l Bennett, film actress and wife
Walter Wanger. Hollywood mo-piebnre producer, gave birth to
lughter last night at the Good
i&rltan Hospital. The child was
led Stephanie.
Miss Bennett's
t children are Diana, 15, born
-.< Bennett's marriage to John
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•«,
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I
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THE SENSATIONAL

STORY OF ONE OF THE GREATEST

CONSPIRACIES IN HISTORY!

JOIN SHANGRI-LA

WAR STAMP

ORIVE DURING JULY!
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Warner Will 20th-Fox

Meeting

Have 31 Ready On Chase NTC Sale

New

In

A

Season

meeting of 20th Centurystockholders at the home office
here today will act upon a proposal

(Continued from page

1)

Blackstone.
In addition to 14 features already
completed and five others before the
cameras, another dozen are ready to
start shooting.

The lineup includes a dozen stage
plays and an even larger number of
novels.
There are six musicals and
six biographical stories.
Titles Listed

of release

"Watch

on

the

Rhine,"

starring

and Paul Lucas "Thank
Lucky Stars," cast including
;

Your
Humphrey

Bogart,
Eddie Cantor,
Bette Davis, Olivia de Havilland, Errol Flynn, John Garfield, Joan Leslie,
Ida Lupino, Dennis Morgan, Ann
Sheridan, Dinah Shore and others
"Old Acquaintance," with Bette Davis, Miriam Hopkins, John Loder, Gig
Young "Princess O'Rourke," with
Olivia de Havilland, Robert Cummings, Charles Coburn, Jane Wyman
;

"The Desert Song," with Dennis
Morgan, Irene Manning, Bruce Cabot,
Lynne Overman, Gene Lockhart
"Devotion," with Olivia de Havilland,
Ida Lupino, Nancy Coleman, Paul
Henreid, Sydney Greenstreet "Saratoga Trunk," with Gary Cooper, Ingrid Bergman
"Arsenic and Old
Lace," with Cary Grant, Priscilla
Lane, Raymond Massey, Peter Lorre,
Edward Everett Horton "The Adventures of Mark Twain," starring
Fredric March and Alexis Smith.
;

;

;

Features Shooting

Now

production are "Northern
Errol Flynn and
Julie Bishop
"Destination Tokyo,"
with Cary Grant, John Garfield, Alan
Hale
"Conflict,"
with Humphrey
Bogart, Alexis Smith, Sydney Greenstreet, Rose Hobart; "In Our Time,"
with Ida Lupino, Paul Henreid, Nancy Coleman, Nazimova, Mary Boland
"Shine On, Harvest Moon," with Ann
Sheridan, Dennis Morgan.
Also ready for release is a group of
what Warner calls "Victory Picin

Pursuit,"

:

starring
;

;

tures," including

"Murder on

"Adventures

in Iraq,"

"Crime
Ride" and

the Waterfront,"

by Night," "The Last
"Find the Blackmailer."
Among the next group of features
shooting

"Battle
be
production
"Passage to Marseille," follow-up to

to

start

Howard

Cry,"

will

:

Hawks

"Casablanca"
"The Horn Blows at
Midnight," Jack Benny
"Rhapsody
;

;

Blue," life of George Gershwin
Skeffington,"
starring
Bette
"Uncertain Glory," starring
Errol Flynn "The Gay Blades," muin

"Mr.
Davis

;

;

formerly

sical,

titled

"The Gay Nine-

"Here Come the Girls," with
Sheridan, Ida Lupino, Alexis
Smith, Jane Wyman
"Three Strangers," starring George Brent.
Stage plays among the properties
include
"The Doughgirls," "Dark
ties"

;

Ann

;

The

also be asked to
consider a proposal for an amendment
to the company charter authorizing
creation ot a new prior preferred
stock issue which would be sold to the
session

will

proceeds to be used toward
purchase of Chase's holdings in National Theatres.
public,

(Continued from page

1)

analysis preparatory to the sale of our
next group of pictures.
"While of course attention will be
given to accounts requiring consideration because of changing conditions,
the purpose of these sales analyses is
to properly appraise each individual
situation so that when a sales approach
is made it is based on accurate infor-

mation.

(Continued from page

1)

hour schedule and Columbia a 44-hour
schedule. Both companies plan to appeal the order,
C.

J.

is

it

learned.

Scollard of Paramount,

successfully

week order

appealed
for that

L
who~"

48-hour

the

company

in

Buf-

are convinced that only by in- falo, Cleveland and Portland, and made
The 2(Jth-Fox option on Chase hold- dividual analysis of every one of our the applications for exemptions in the
ings in the theatre circuit expires next accounts can an intelligent sales ap- other proclaimed
labor shortage cenNov. 30. The film company owns 42 proach he made, and our experience ters, has been designated
a "commitper cent of National's outstanding of having done this for several years tee of one by other
distribution comshares.
has proved that point. With our pol- panies to draw up and
present the
icy of placing the responsibility of exemption representations
for all.
sales decision with our branch and
The
48-hour week proclamaEyes," "The Corn Is Green," "Janie,"
district managers, they have found tions are designed
to increase produc"Ethan Frome," "Brooklyn, U. S. A.,"
scientific study of each individ- tion and to release
manpower to essen"Daddies," "The Animal Kingdom" such a
ual
situation advantageous to both tial industries. The
distributors' prinand Ibsen's "Pillars of Society."
ourselves and our customers."
cipal
contentions in winning temAmong additional book properties
After the meeting in Cincinnati, porary exemptions to date have
been
listed were "Night
Shift," starring
which will be attended by E. K. that the 48-hour week cannot enable
Joan Crawford; "Country Lawyer," O'Shea, Eastern division manager
J.
exchanges to increase production nor
Belle,"
'"Creen Eyes,"
"Mississippi
E. Flynn, Western division manager
could it release employes to other in"The Time Between," "The Conspira- and
J. J. Maloney, Central division
dustries.
It is claimed, on the other
tors," "Nobody Lives Forever," "Danmanager, together with Edwin W. hand, that the extended schedule would
ger Signal," "Happiness," by Mildred
Aaron, circuit sales manager; Harold increase payrolls by 30 per cent and
Cram.
Postman, assistant to Rodgers, to- thereby contribute to inflation.
(Jther properties held by Warners
gether with E. M. Booth, local maninclude "binging in the Wilderness,"
ager, the group will set their schedule
"Misunderstood," to be produced by for
Joint Industry Committee
the rest of the territory.
It is
Robert Buckner with Bette Davis as estimated that about three days will Adheres to 48-Hour Week
star, "Treasure of the Sierra Madre,"
be spent in each office each division
Hollywood, July 5.— The industry
"Will Rogers," "The Widow Wouldn't sales manager supervising the analysis
labor-management committee in its
Co-Pilot," "Al
Weep," "God Is
in his territory, assisted by branch and fourth meeting since its formation
has
Schmid, War Hero," "Life of Marilyn district managers.
committed the production branch to
Miller," "Humoresque," "George, the
compliance with the War Manpower
Devil, and Rosie," "Deep Valley" and

"We

WMC

_

Releases of the new season, starting Labor Day, include the following
already
completed
pictures,
listed
without indicating their eventual order

Bette Davis

Bank's
National

Chase National

purchase

38 per cent stock interest in
theatres Corp. for $13,000,000.

end, at the closing of the company's
Eastern regional meeting, at the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
The second regional, for the mid-West,
opens today in Chicago at the Hotel

New

special

Fox

to

Exchanges Win
Of Contracts to
Appeals from
Be Made by MGM
48-Hour Week

National Analysis

;

—

My

"Broken Journey,"

Warner
current

Bros, will terminate its
season in August with the

release of "The Constant Nymph,"
starring Charles Boyer, Joan Fontaine
Irving Berlin's
and Alexis Smith
"This Is the Army," and "Background
to Danger," starring George Raft and
Sydney Greenstreet.

$23,000,000 W. B.
Financing Arranged
1)

and the Union Trust Co. of Pittsburgh under loans maturing through
June I, 1949, with annual interest at
the rate of

2%

per cent.

Commitments have been entered into by the company for the private sale

on or before Sept. 15, of $8,000,000
principal amount of 4 per cent serial
debentures of the company maturing
semi-annually from Dec.
1949,
1,
Harry through June 1, 1953. The proceeds

the sales force to hear details of the
new product. On the dais, in addition to Kalmenson, were Joseph Bernhard, Samuel Schneider, Harry M.

Kalmine, Mort Blumenstock,
Roy of this financing together with other
Sachson,
Goldberg,
Arthur
funds of the company will be used to
Haines, Jules Lapidus, Sam E. Morris,
Howard Levinson, Norman H. pay $5,500,000 of domestic bank loans
all 6 per cent debentures due in 1948,
Moray, A. W. Schwalberg, Albert S.
Howson. In addition, attendance also in the principal amount of $10,139,500; and the 99,397 shares of preincluded Stuart Aarons, H. M. Doferred stock outstanding.
herty, Rudy Weiss, Stanley Hatch and
The debentures have been called for
others.
Howson, eastern scenario editor, payment at 100^ and accrued interest
on Aug. 2, but the holders thereof
talked on the company's film invenmay obtain payment in full, at any
tory, detailing more than 60 stories.
time.
The preferred stock has been
Bernhard, who delivered the princicalled for redemption on Sept. 1, at the
pal talk on the opening day, again
redemeption price of $89.65 per share.
spoke briefly, and there were addresses
At one time there were outstanding
by Kalmine, on exhibition matters;
$42,900,500 principal amount of 6 per
Blumenstock, on advertising and mercent debentures and 785,604 shares of
chandising
Goldberg, who cited the
preferred stock.
number of pictures with sociological
After Sept. 1 the outstanding capvalue produced by Warners Schneidital stock of the company will consist
Morris, on
er, on business matters
solely of 3,701,090 shares of common
general topics Levinson, on legal asstock.
pects of contracts
and Sachson, on
;

;

;

;

;

sales.

Roy Haines,

Jules Lapidus, A.

M.

Captain

J.

Kelley Dies

—

Norman Moray
Rochester, July 5. Death of Capt.
Schwalberg
and
held group meetings with the sales- James Kelley, formerly with the Eastmen, with Ed Hinchy, Mike Dolid, man Kodak Co., from disease in a JapH. M. Doherty and Stanley Hatch anese prison camp, has been reported
among

the participants.

which the

program

WMC

tor said will

for

industrial

under the 48-hour week
assistant area direceffective July 18.

become

The

(Continued from page

;

Warner Executives Meet
Warner theatre executives joined

Commission

stabilization

here.

principal point discussed was
issuance of extended availability
certificates by which, under the arrangement approved, workers in the
studios may accept off-time employment in other industries. Special dispensation granted studios provides that
extras, stunt men and day players may
shift their employment to meet production requirements without avail-

the

ability certificates.

FCC's Fly Flayed by
House Committee
(Continued from page 1)
counsel told the committee, on facts

already

"substantially

through investigation by

established
this

commit-

tee."

A

number of the charges dealt
with Commission Chairman James L.
Fly's

participation

in

war

activities

through the Board of War Communications, of which he is also chairman,
and intimations that he had impeded
the Army and Navy in their communications services. It was also alleged
that the military services have for
several months been seeking to close
down the FCC's war activities because
of its publicizing of its work, even the
existence of which the services feel
should not be disclosed.
Garcey also repeated the charges on
which the investigation was based, that
Fly had delayed television and thereby deprived the nation of its benefits
in wartime, has been arbitrary in his
conduct of his duties, and has kept
the radio industry "terrorized."

:
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Review
"Girls Incorporated"

Government-endorsed "minute movies," sponsored by national advertisers,
and intended to educate the public on
"community security" and war effort
participation, are being made available to theatres by M. P. Advertising
Service, of New Orleans.

Through trade and business

associa-

groups
and
Bier organizations, the plan aims to
project the need for more intensified

Parent-Teacher

^>ns,

war

activity.

president
of
Johnson,
M.P.A.S., said Friday that the pictures, sponsored by advertisers, are
endorsed by the Treasury Department,
War Production Board, Office of
Price Administration, Office of Defense Transportation, Office of Civilian
Defense and the U. S. Public Health

William

Service.

Eight Series Ready
Eight series of 26-minute films have
been produced by Screen Broadcasts,
of which M.P.A.S. is the parent company. The theatres are reimbursed by
the advertiser for booking the films,
on a yearly basis, insuring playing
time of one picture in each theatre
every two weeks.
Johnson reported that thus far theatres in 2,500 communities in 30 states
are showing the War Bond series;
theatres
in
2,000 communities are
booking the OPA and OCD series.

ODT

The

pictures explaining
problems and those on job safety will be
released shortly.
Through an authorization from the
motion picture bureau of the War
Production Board, raw stock film was
made available to Screen Broadcasts
for the pictures, it is understood. Government officials have reportedly estimated that a weekly audience of about
80,000,000 can be reached.
Johnson said that the films have

been produced in both 35 and 16 mm.
The pictures will probably be distributed non-theatrically to schools, clubs
and other channels.

(

Universal)

THIS

a musical to which Leon Errol and Harriet Hilliard add to
value, and Glen Gray and orchestra and the Pied Pipers, a
vocal quartet, add further to entertainment value.
loosely-knit story tells about a night club operated by a group of
girls, and financed by the wealthy Cornelius V. Rensington (Leon Errol).
His sister, Jennifer, informs Errol that she is coming to visit him and
wants him to settle down or she will see that his income is stopped and
he will have to go to work. The girls decide that Grace McDonald
Jennifer brings Errol's son from his
shall act the part of Errol's wife.
first marriage along, and Grace falls in love with the youth, who turns
out to be a Marine. Following a succession of incidents that take place
in the night club, giving Miss Hilliard, Miss McDonald, the Pied Pipers
and the orchestra opportunities to display their wares, the picture winds
up happily for all.
"What Can I Say, After I Say I'm Sorry" and "Take It and Git" are
two of the more tuneful songs featured. Betty Keane does several dance
routines capably.
Leslie Goodwins directed with Will Cowan in charge of production.
Charles Previn handled musical direction in his usual excellent style.
Running time, 61 mins. "G."*
Fred Stengel

A

*"G" denotes general

War

Aids

Effort

Paramount employees are being
urged to spend their vacations on
farms and in canneries, helping to
produce vitally needed foods, it was
disclosed over the weekend in a report

of

the

Paramount home

office

Pep Club, detailing a variety of wa
efforts by company employees.
Since the beginning of the war, in
cooperation with the American Red
Cross, and other volunteer agencies,

Paramount employees have prepared
surgical
courses,

dressings,
taken first aid
raid protection lectures,
and enrolled in the
Savings Payair

War

Allotment Plan.

Also, they have
been active in salvage drives, in recruiting blood donors, and in taking
nutrition courses to cope with possible
food shortages.
roll

Ethel Wolfe Promoted
Ethel Wolfe, inspectress for many
years in the 20th Century-Fox Memphis exchange, has been promoted to
the post of ad sales manager of that
branch, by Manager Tom W. Young.
Miss Wolfe succeeds Lemuel Greeson

who

resigned,

it

New York home
end.

was announced
office

at the

over the week-

BIG PICTURE

classification.

'Moscow's' $16,000,

Despite the Heat

'Action 'Held Over in
97% of Situations
Warner's "Action

in the

North At-

lantic" has been held over in 398 situ-

—

Buffalo, July 5. All June heat ations out of its first 410 engagements,
records were smashed here as the tem- according to the company's
playdate
perature rose to 90s, the hot spell department.
The remaining 12 dates
noticeably affecting grosses. "Mission were in houses with
a policy that preto Moscow" was good at the Great cludes holdovers,
Warners claimed.
Lakes and is expected to make $16,- This gives the film a score of
97 per
"The Ox-Bow Incident" is sur- cent holdovers, the company said.
000.
prising at the Hippodrome, probably
More than 100 "Action" bookings
hitting $12,000.
already have either approximated or
Estimated receipts for the week
exceeded "Casablanca," according to
ending July 3
Warners.

"Presenting Lily Mars" (M-G-M)
"Tonight We Raid Calais" (20th-Fox)

BUFFALO-(3,4S9)

(35c-40c-55c-65c)

Gross: $14,700.

days, 2nd week.

7

(Average,

$15,000)

"Mission to Moscow"
"Aerial Gunner"

Gross:

7 days.
800)

$16,000.

(35c-40c-55c-65c)

(Average,

$10,-

"The Ox-Bow Incident" (ZOth-Fox)
"Jitterbugs"

(ZOth-Fox)

HIPPODROME— (2,100)

(35c-40c-55c-65c)
(Average, $8,500)
davs.
$12,000.
"Spitfire" (RICO)
"Clancy Street Boys" (Mono.)

Gross:

TWENTIETH CENTURY— (3.000)

55c) 7 days, 2nd
erage, $8,500)

week.

Gross:

$6,500.

(35c-

(Av-

"How's About It?" (Univ.)
"Keep 'Em Slugging" (Univ.)

LAFAYETTE — (3.000)

Gross:

$11,000.

(35c-50c)

7

days.

(Average, $8,000)

Uncle Sam Is No. 1
Theatre Operator
United States Army is the
country's largest single theatre operator in the U. S.,
operating 1,032 film shows at
Army posts, camps and other
Army places in the U.S., with
another 125 to be opened
within the next three months.
Paramount has interests in
1,600 theatres, but these are
operated by partners; Paramount, directly, operates only
Broadway Paramount,
the

New

York.

Visiting Hollywood studios,
the other day, R. B. Murray,
director of the Army Motion
Picture Service, reported that
the service books 6,834 shows
weekly, playing all Army theatres within 30 days of national release.

Meyers, McCarthy

End Division Meets

(W.B.)

(Para.)

GREAT LAKES— (3,000)

7

Paramount Pep Club

is

marquee

Fred Meyers, Universale Eastern
division manager, and F. J. A. McCarthy, Southern chief, have finished
division
meetings
with
exchange
personnel on product and policy for
1943-44.

Meyers returned to the home office
Friday night, after his final sessions,
in Philadelphia and Washington. McCarthy returns today from meetings in
Atlanta, New Orleans and Memphis.

31 Accept

NEW Invite

Screen Publicists Guild, Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, Independent Theatre Owners of N. Y.,

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
and Sciences, Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers, Allied
States, Hollywood Victory Committee,
Screen Actors Guild and Screen Writers Guild are among the 31 organizations to date which have accepted
invitations to join the National Entertainment Industry Council.

Loew's Raises Admissions
Columbus, O., July 5—Loew's
Ohio and Broad Theatres have advanced matinee prices to 35

cents,

and

evenings to 50 cents, Monday through
Friday.
Saturday matinee price is
40 cents, with a 55-cent scale for evenings. All prices include tax.
Former matinee rate was 33 cents, and
evenings 47 cents, including tax.

SHEILA RYAN

BARTON MacLANE
HARRY SHANNON
PAT BRADY
ARLINE JUDGE
and

BOB NOLAN
THE SONS OF
THE PIONEERS
.
•=
,
Buy War Bonds !

_

JOSEPH KANE, Director
Oflelnal Screen Play h» Winston Miller

Associate Producer, HARRY GREY
'

It's

a

REPUBLIC PICTURE'
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Coast Flashes

Of More Gas Cuts
(Continued from page

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
The warning came in a weekend

tor liaison for

discussion by Richey, in line with off-

the-record

New

remarks

he

made

at

the

Jersey Allied annual convention,
Hollywood Hotel, West End,

at

the

N.

J.,

late last

week.

F.
representing William
M-G-M general sales manager, at Allied's convention and also
on the War Activities Committee in
Washington conferences on
recent
film delivery slashes, said he had been
told in that city that there may soon
be less gasoline rather than more, and
he warned exhibitors to expect further
cuts.
He stressed the importance of
voluntarily creating new gasoline and
automobile conservation ideas, and advised exhibitors not to suspect film
carriers of other motives in reducing
Complete cooperation
truck service.
by exhibitors in playing Government
shorts has been helpful in Washing-

Richey,
Rodgers,

he remarked.
Richey's discussion took place at
the closing hours of the convention, at
ton,

which distribution executives,
and others also spoke.

officials
cis

WAC

Harmon,

exhibitors

that

WAC
Fran-

executive, assured

their

were guarded by the

specific

War

Not Affecting

Hollywood, July
1)

by H. M. Richey, exhibi-

to exhibitors

needs

Activities

DAVID

O. SELZNICK
from
Walker
Robert
for "Since You Went Away."

rowed

M-G-M

has signed Fibber McGee and
Molly to a two-picture deal, the first
of which will be "Heavenly Day."

representing all war charities.
Other speakers were Andy Smith,
Jr., who stressed new 20th CenturyFox product and who praised the return to production of Darryl Zanuck
Don Jacocks, of Warners Max Gillis, Republic
Ed Morey, Monogram
George Dembow, National Screen
Service. Dembow insisted that showmen did not sell their personal part
in war work sufficiently, and he said
"Our business has certainly contributed more to the Government's desire
spread its message, than any
to
;

He

emphasized the work was
voluntary and without payment. Dembow asked exhibitor tolerance for late
deliveries and cited National Screen
war work, and its difficulties with in-

women

employees.

Juniors Running 65
Fox Wise, Theatres
Milwaukee,

July

5.

co-star in "Jack London."

July

Davis,

OWI

chief,

the

section.

of

being

made

WMC,

of

date

15,

liquida-

final

Two
OPA,

for the

Elmer

by

set

for

one for the

New

films

are

one for the

WPB

and four

Jersey last week, stated that
the
division will be

OWI

although
curtailed,

M-G-M

has added three features to
"Rationing," a comedy
its schedule
Wallace Beery's next, "They Also
Wear Wings," concerning the balloon
service
and has assigned Sam Marx
"Harvey Git Girls," a Technicolor
musical which depicts developments
of the Harvey Hotel system.
;

:

;

pate

Haven Gross

New Haven,

may

still

antici-

one

least

WAC

WAC

film program,

and

will

issue

statement following the session.
"Lowell Mellett's agency did not
produce all government films," Har-

a

'Canteen', $10,000
in New

exhibitors

information short
from the government each week.
At the same session, Francis S.
Harmon,
coordinator, assured
exhibitors that their specific needs are
being guarded by that committee. Later, Harmon declared that the
will meet this week to formulate a
at

definite

mon

—

declared.

and Red Cross

OWI

to the

"Many Navy, Army
films cleared

War

Activities

through

Commit-

5.
In spite of a tee, but were not produced by that
was good. At the agency."
Meanwhile, the 45 employes of the
Roger Sherman, "Stage Door Can-

July

heat wave, business

teen" had an estimated $10,000 week,
and holds for a second. At the Loew"Presenting Lily Mars" and
Poli,
Raid Calais" grossed
"Tonight

Gross:

$9,600.

"Two

Tickets to London" (Univ.)
"Hi, Buddy" (Univ.)

PARAMOUNT— (2,373)

ross:

$6,000.

"Stage Door

(40c-55c)

ROGER SHERMAN— (2.037)
Gross: $10,000.

days.

7

days,

(Average, $5,500)
Canteen." (U.A.)
(40c-50c)

(Average,

7

$6,000)

Disney Re-Signs RKO
Distribution Pact
(Continued from page 1)

RKO

will disAdditionally,
eighth.
tribute "Let's Go Latin," Disney feature previously titled "Surprise Package."
The feature, as well as 18
shorts, will be in Technicolor.
Signing of the contract marks the
beginning of the seventh season of
distribution
of Walt Disney
From 1932 to 1936, Disproduct.
ney distributed through United Art-

RKO
ists.

— Sixty-five Independents

Capital on Rentals

respective theatres independently.

production would be completed

in

before

Arthur S. Mayer, executive of the
Samuel Bronston has borrowed WAC, speaking at the 24th annual
Susan Hayward from Paramount to session of the Allied Theatre Owners

to
managers of as many Fox
Wisconsin Theatres have returned to
their posts from meetings here at
A committee of IS exhibitors of the
which they were prepared for the annual takeover of theatre manage- New York Unaffiliated Independent
ments of from two to four weeks, Exhibitors leaves for Washington early
acting on their own apart from the this week, to meet and discuss with
film officials of the Department of Jusregular house managers.
The juniors met here late last week tice and other U. S. agencies.
and were given advance schooling in
Unsatisfactory response of the oroperations and picture promotions. ganization's letter of May 5 to the
They now are allowed to run their executives of major companies, precipijunior

now

1)

are general information pictures.

;

:

WAC

(Continued from page

tion

RKO

WAC

experienced

1943

tated the action.

Exhibitor Wants to

Cut Admissions

—

5

has bor-

Committee.
We
Arthur Mayer, also of the WAC,
outlined its activities, and observed about $9,600.
that it was formed long before the
Estimated takings for the week
war, out of the film industry's realiza- ending July 1
tion of Nazism's consequences.
"Assignment in Brittany" (M-G-M)
has "functioned without "It's a Great Life" (Col.)
The
bottlenecks," he asserted, and "it has
BIJOU— (1,627) (40c-50c) 7 days. Gross:
made the motion pictures a vital part $3,800. (Average, $3,500)
of the Nation's war industry." Mayer "Bombardier" (RKO)
"Gildersleeve's Bay Day" (RKO)
on
concentration
current
stressed
COLLEGE— (1,565) (4Oc-50c) 7 days, 2nd
"limited objectives," remarking only week. Gross: $2,300. (Average, $3,000)
two war fund drives now are expect- "Presenting- Lily Mars" (M-G-M)
(20th-Fox)
ed, one for the Red Cross, the other "Tonight We Raid Calais
LOEW-POLI— (3,005) (40c-50c) 7 days.
for the National War Fund, the latter
(Average, $9,000)

other."

6,

OWI Program Halt

Warned

Exhibitors

Tuesday, July

OWI

domestic branch of the
film
unit here over the weekend were endeavoring to secure jobs with other
agencies
having
government
film
private
industry.
bureaus,
or
in
Among those seeking positions were
cameramen, directors, film cutters and
technicians.

Chicago, July 5. That motion picture theatres could
perform a public service by
reducing prices instead of
raising them, is the opinion
of Chicago exhibitor Johnny
Jones, a showman who believes that a cut in prices
would aid materially in the
fight against inflation.
For most houses, the increased operating cost, due to
higher film rentals and increased salaries, has been
taken care of by increased
grosses, while other expenses

have remained fairly steady,
claims Jones.

OWI

Closes Coast

Film Unit July 15
(Continued from page 1)

where he had established

his residence
appointment.
Ulric Bell, Hollywood representative of the overseas division, disavowed knowledge of a report that his
office might be expanded to absorb the
script advisory function previously performed by the domestic branch.

prior to his

OWI

Luncheon for J. R. Young
RKO Radio will be host to James
R. Young, author of "Behind the
Rising Sun" and technical adviser on
the company's production based on
the book, at a luncheon at the Waldorf-Astoria today.

MOTION PICTURE
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Accural
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and
Impartial
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NEW
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Time

For National

by

Divestment
its

Chase

holdings in

and

jry-Fox

WEDNESDAY, JULY

U.S.A.,

related

Buy

National
20th Cen-

companies

loved a step closer yesterday when
special
Oth's stockholders, at a
leeting at the home office, overhelmingly voted approval of the

lm company's purchase of the
ank's 58 per cent capital stock inerests in National

for 'Army';

Theatres Corp.

Exercising of an option to
purchase Chase's holdings gives
20th-Fox 100 per cent ownership of National's capital stock,
having already
the company
controlled 42 per cent. National
has operating control or supervision of approximately 590 the(Continucd on page 5)

"Army"

sales plans

\

Industry Builds in
Mexico, Gould Says
By FRED STENGEL
When the Mexican film industry,
vhich

now

ion,

settles

is

expanproduction and

in a process of

down,

posses below the Rio Grande will be
lased on a solid, healthy foundation
hat bodes well for the future, Walter
jould, United Artists foreign maniger, predicted yesterday upon his reurn from a five-week visit to Mexico.
"Grosses in all theatres throughout
(Continued on page 6)

Topple as B'way
Grosses Hit Peak

Republic
ries

of

during July, in

New

York, Chicago

and

at the
Hollywood stu-

dio, J.

R. Grain-

"The Youngest Profession," at
Radio City Music Hall, aided by a
stage show featuring the Don Cos-

hold-

and branch
will
managers
one of
attend
ers

of

for
holiday business in
theatres toppled as house

attributed to the influx of out-of-town
patrons and the fact that hundreds of
thousands of New Yorkers spent the
Fourth at home this year.

president,
yesterday. District
sales managers,

King

Records

Broadway

managers reported tremendous grosses
for the week. Phenomenal takes were

sack Chorus, hit a $68,000 estimated
weekend gross and appears headed for
The
$114,000 for the second week.
bill holds for a third.

James R. Young, technical adviser the sessions, at
RKO on "Behind the Rising Sun," which will be
eature adapted from his book and discussed a prolated for release in the company's motional publiceventh block of films, was guest of ity campaign on
xmor at a trade press luncheon at the Roy Rogers,

tarted a cycle in Japan that led to
me of Nippon's greatest industries.
Young was International News
Service correspondent in Tokyo for
3 years and also was an executive of
me of the largest English-language
lcwspapers in Japan. Young spent 61
lays in prison at the outbreak of the
(Continued on page 6)

gore, of

J.

R.

GRAINGER

the

Cowboys, and plans for "Someone

to

(Continued on page 10)

offi-

cials said today that no decision has
yet been reached with respect to the
future of the Hollywood office or
other activities of the motion picture
bureau under the skeleton $50,000 appropriation carried in the War Agencies Bill now being perfected, but it
was reported that Lowell Mellett,

chief of the bureau,
assistant,

Arch Mercy,

and other top

officials of

his

the

emasculated divisions of the domestic
operations branch would leave the
agency shortly.
Mellett, who is an administrative
(Continued on page 10)

July

6.

— The

old

Virginia.

reintroduced

in

anticipation of the expiration of
the consent decree next November
and the possibility of
further demands for legislation,
the measure would give distributor owners 18 months in
which to divest themselves of
their theatre holdings.

The

bill is predicated on the premise
the major distributors handle a
majority of the films available for
(Continued on page 10)

that

Draft Boards Rule

On

Film Truckers

Despite the high-rating, classified as
"important"
conveyors,
given
last

"Coney Island," with a stage show month to film deliveries by the Office
headed by Enric Madriguera and his of Price Administration, permitting
band and Carmen Amaya, grossed substantial gasoline consumption, the
$98,000 for its third week which ended fate of personnel of the truckers unlast night at the Roxy, and holds for der Selective Service will continue to
rest in the hands of local draft boards.
(Continued on page 10)
Members of National Film Carriers,
which services a large part of the
country's theatres, decided to make no
application as an organization to the

Mellett, Mercy, Others
Seen Leaving OWI Posts
6.—OWI
Washington,
WPB Approves Plans
July

West

Apparently

Pictures will hold a sethree regional sales meeting

TEN CENTS

Washington,

ger succeeding the late William Koenig.

Republic Meetings

Industry

Neely divorcement bill, prohibiting
producers or distributors from having any inteest in theatres, popped
unexpectedly in Congress again
yesterday, this time under the sponsorship of Senator Harley M. Kil-

Holiday Records

o

Yaldorf-Astoria
yesterday
during
vhich he told how American films

de-

have been com-

Grainger Calls 3

franchise

Young

talent

(Continucd on page 5)

announced

U.S. Films:

Schreiber's

Picture

Seen Anticipating End
Of Consent Decree

partment duties.
Schenck also confirmed the
appointment of R. L. Hough
as general production mana-

meetings.

sales

ger,

Learned from

Schenck announced that RobJames Ryan and
William Mayberry will asert Palmer,

sume

tion

Federal Bill
Seeks Circuit
Divorcement

—

Extended playing time in all engagements of "This Is the Army," of
a length, "wherever possible," longer
than that given to any picture to date.
That's Warners' instructions to its
salesmen on the Irving Berlin picture,
as disclosed yesterday by Ben Kalmensales manager,
before
son, general
leaving for Chicago to conduct the
second of the company's three regional

to the

1943

Hollywood, July 6. Lewis
Schreiber was today appointed executive assistant to Col.
Darryl Zanuck replacing WilJoseph M.
Goetz.
liam

$50 for Opening

or $13,000,000.

[aps

7,

Lewis Schreiber
To Assist Zanuck

Approved

stockholders Vote to
Chase Interests
5ank of

YORK,

Extend Playing

Deal

20th' s

Is

lve:

Government for deferring
Federal
workers, nor has any manning table
nor will there be one.
been filed
However, manning tables are being
;

(Continued on page 10)

For 2 Coast Houses House Holds Up Tax
Plans to September
San Francisco, July —Two new
war-booming Richmond,
Washington, July —The House
theatres
6.

6.

in

site

of

four

big

shipyards, appeared
the War Production

today as
Board granted Fox-West Coast circuit permission to erect a $170,000
nine-hundred seater, and allowed completion of the Rio Theater, owned by
Richard and Henry Nasser, on which
likely

work was halted 10 months ago.
The favorable rulings are due

to

the city's great need for recreational
(Continued on page 10)

Ways and Means Committee

agreed
today to put off until September the
decision as to what new taxes may be
imposed on industry and individuals.
The committee agreed to meet September 8 to decide when to start hearings on a new tax bill.
General Counsel Randolph Paul of
the Treasury Department has recom-

mended

the raising of 12 billions
(Continued on page 6)

in
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Personal
Mention

Insider's Outlook
By RED
Hollywood, July 6

•

William Wang, M-G-M home office publicist,
will enter the Navy
Monday.
•

Steve Broidy, vice president and
general sales manager for Monogram,
left Hollywood yesterday for Chicago,

New

York.

He

will

spend several months visiting Eastern

Monogram

offices.

•

in that city recently.

•

Ted Grant, manager
Theatre,

and

Chicago,
of the

Mode

ducted into the

Army

manager

THEY'RE

pleased no end at
Warner.
Pleased at the
splendid financial condition of
the company and the kind of
position which made possible as
large a loan as $15,000,000 at as
low an interest rate as 2^4 per
cent a year. With an $8,000,000
issue of new-short-term debentures
maturing semi-annually

from December 1, 1949 through
June 1, 1953, the capital structure

Second Lieut. Frank Manente,
former assistant at the Loew-Poli,
New Haven, Conn., was married to

Grayce Coca

of the

Lake

Dave Gold,

there, were inrecently.

•

Harvey Eisenberg,

of

Proven Pic-

tures Theatre, Hartford, Conn., visited in Boston over the weekend.
•
Joseph Goldstein, son of Nathan
E. Goldstein, president of Western
Massachusetts Theatres, Inc., has enlisted in the Army and is at Fort
Devens.
•

David Sugarman, manager of the
Theatre, New Haven, has
left for a two-week vacation at Point
Beach in Milford, Conn.

undergoes

alteration

•

Glenn Heinrich, manager of the
Regent Theatre, Rochester, is on vacation.

•

Marx

and John
Twist,
M-G-M writers, have arrived at
Lakehurst, N. J., from Hollywood
conference with Rear
E. Rosendahl
•
Harry Thomas, Eastern sales manager for Monogram, left yesterday for
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago and Western branches.
•
for

story

a

Admiral Charles

Private

Max Wilk

of the "This
public relations unit will
arrive in New York today from the
Coast.
•
Is the

Army"

William Schneider of the Paramount accounting department returned
yesterday from an up-State vacation.
•

Bob Goldstein of 20th-Fox's play
and talent department will return to
New York from a Coast vacation at
the end of the week.

•

M-G-M

Cliff Reid,
ecutive,

was

in

production ex-

town over the week-

KANN

signed to retire from the hands
of the public the senior securities it now holds.

The
in
$23,000,000
new
financing will clean up domestic bank loans to the tune of
$5,500,000, the 1948 series of
old debentures to a total of $10,139,500 and the final block of
99,397 shares of preferred outstanding.
However, the extent
to

which

financial advances

head, which is the most commonly advanced reason for mak"B's," has been lifted bodily and
tossed over the gate.
Having
fewer numbers over which to
spread fixed charges, it means
the cost of the

survivors goes

Nobody seems concerned

up.

because

the conviction is the
market requires big pictures
which, if they are genuinely big,
will

pay

Heineman,

general-

manager for Sam Goldwyn, returned from the coast over the weeksales

end.

have

been

recorded takes true proportions in the realization debentures at one time ran up to
$42,900,500 and the preferred to
785,604 shares.

Ground in seven-league strides
thus has been swept away since
the time when the brothers refused to go through the popular routine of the wringer so
conveniently made available for
them and all other comers over
well-traveled Route 77 B. They
were called a number of things
in and around those days, including suckers.
Maybe they were
merely being courageous or obstinate in determining to stand
by

their honorable obligations.
Obstinate or whatever, they did
and weathered the storms of the

mid-30's.

The point of it is this Today, looking backward on .what
happened, and more particularly
on what did not, there is cause
for no regrets and all confidence
in the future.

•

That confidence, in one form,
is a complete washing of hands
on "B" product.
This is not
lip service on the altar of "A."

traction division, but, if you
think this is a gag, the final
cost sheets on pictures, long ago
finished and unreleased, would

demonstrate otherwise.

yesterday.

Hollywood bugaboo about over-

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

Chamber

of

There,

the

well-entrenched

Banquet,
Charles
Francis Coe, speaker, Hollywood.
July 8 Texas Allied "Caravan"
Regional Meeting, Houston.
July 8-9 Midwest Regional Sales
Meeting, Warner Brothers, Blackstone Hotel, Chicago.
July 9-11— Meeting of M-G-M sales
executives with exhibitors in O"?

—
—

cinnati.

New

York.

Thought for Washington

:

If

"This Is the Army," as believed,
soldiers

be
loving
to

happy,
laughing,
fun youngsters as well as a powerful
fighting machine, perhaps
prints ought to travel along with
the forces for immediate show-

ings in the liberated countries.
Why? Because it will reveal

Entertainment

Industry for
Actors Equity,
45 West 47th St., New York.
14-17
Semi-annual
July
Sales
Meeting,
Paramount
Pictures,
Hotel Pierre, New York.
July 15-17 Western Sales Meeting,
Activities, at

—

—

Warner

Brothers, San Francisco.
July 21—"We Will Never Die"
Pageant, Hollywood Bowl, Hollywood.
Annual Convention,
July 28-29
Kansas-Missouri Theatres Asso-

—

—Kansas

ciation,

how

it
is
in America under
democracy, perhaps spread the
idea, give hope to those so long
stifled under heel.

—

Meeting of Conference
Board of National Conference of

War

shows American

/

RkV

July 12-14— Sales Meeting,
Radio.
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,

the

City.

Special
Stockholders'
July 29
Meeting, Loew's, Inc., Home Office, 1540 Broadway, New York.

August

11-12

— Annual

Summer

Meeting,
Board of Directors,
National Allied, Baltimore.
Sept. 5-12 25th Anniversary, "Para-

—

Hollywood Sideline: Gregory
Ratoff barging into the private
dining room at 20th-Fox, confounding the executive personnel by discussing something or
other with Joe Schenck in Russian.
Schenck kept on saying,
"Da, da," or yes. Conclusion is
Ratoff won, but nobody knows
what.

Howard Dietz in another private dining room, this time at
Metro, finishing lunch and developing his own smoke screen
behind a long Panatella. Talking of trademarks and screen
values
"I know Leo always
gives a good performance. I'm
not always sure about the actors
that follow him."
:

:

Applegate, M-G-M Philadelphia branch manager, was in town

Sam

—Hollywood

July 14-15

off.

Best Guess Department: That
Goetz and his International
Pictures will release through
Metro.
Indicating production
speed is on the way is the fact
Nunnally Johnson, first producer openly announced,
launches his new affiliation in a
month. Says so himself.

mount Week."

100

Cities

Aiding

Shangri-La Drive
More

than 100 cities have outlined
one-month program of collaboramerchants, exhibitors
tion between
and local Chambers of Commerce to
aid the July campaign to sell all
Americans an extra dollar's worth of
War Stamps and build an aircraft cara

rier to be called the "Shangri-La,"
according to the War Activities Com-

mittee.

Each city has enlisted the support
of newspapers, which are running special stories on the campaign and local
radio stations which are donating oneminute spots and using Treasury Department transcriptions. Theatres and
retailers are also inserting slug ads
into their newspaper advertising.

Bill

WB

Shifts

Waldman
in P hilly

To Circuit

George Waldman, member

of

War-

ner Bros.' sales organization in New
York and previously of the St. Louis
sales staff, has been transferred to
the film buying department of the

Warner

is
an on-the-square determination to stick in the big at-

•
J.

8

July

It

end.

William

1943

Coming Events

de-

Colonial

Sam

7,

Commerce

E. C. Grainger, president of the
Feiber and Shea circuit, left yesterday
to visit theatres of the circuit.

Toronto and

Wednesday, July

Circuit in Philadelphia.

Party Welcomes Peppiatt

Telephone Piece: "Is this the
So-and-So studio ? Please con."
nect me with Mr.
"What department is he in?"
"I don't know, but he's only
your vice-president in charge of

20th Century-Fox sales executive, will give a cocktail party tomorrow at the Variety Club here in
honor of newly-arrived Charles E.
Peppiatt, who has taken over the berth

sales."

of branch

Washington, July 6
Smith,

— Andy

W.

Jr.,

manager

for 20th-Fox.
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Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer's TecWcolorful Musical Comedy "DU BARRY WAS A LADY"
Skermund of Esquire Magazine to paint tkis impression of tke Du Barry Girl.

inspires artist

We

don't expect you to read a single word of this advertisement with

Barry

Was

A

Lady" running over the page

Technicolor and

who wrote

so gorgeous and

Gene

you about them
hit

it

and things

like

mad.

like that

all

the dazzling darlings of

"Du

too much to ask of anyone to concentrate on

It's

except that Red Skelton

is

so funny and Lucille Ball

Kelly such a volcanic dancer that you'd never forgive us

if

we

neglected to

tell

— not to mention deadpan Virginia O'Brien and comic 'Rags' Ragland and the cafe society

Zero Mostel plus guess who and

his

band

...

of course

it's

popular

Tommy

Dorsey playing torchy tunes

A
by Cole Porter and others. All
gest eyeful of

months,

in a

full

money show

pages

in

in

in all,

now

that you're reading this ad. ..or have you stopped... it's the big-

years and promoted

in big

Esquire and American Weekly.

magazine campaigns, newspaplr teaser ads for

And

row synchronized with July release. Screenplay by

additional dialogue by Wilkie

member "Du

Barry

Was

A

Mahoney, directed by Roy

Lady"

is

just

one of

nationwide Sunday Supplement ads 3 weeks

Irving

Brecher, adapted by Nancy Hamilton,

del Ruth, produced by Arthur Freed.

M-G-M's

And

re-

4th great Group, "Seven From Heaven."
Let's

Keep
Selling

Bonds

:

Wednesday. July

Extend Playing

Time

:
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:

for 'Army';

20th's Deal

Reviews

For National

Through Air Power"
$50 for Opening "Victory
(Disney-United Artists)
tp

{Continued from page

1)

said Kalmenson, emphasizing
that the principal point is that the picture is said to be sold as an absolutely
separate production, not to be grouped
»-NOtherwise identified with any other
pleted,

product under any circumAll proceeds go to Army
Emergency Relief, he added.

"tf^rner
'Sance.

Working

in cooperation

with a

War

relations
staff,
Department public
headed by Colonel Charles Johnson,

W

arners will launch the picture late
month in a series of advancedThe Broadway preprice premieres.
miere, July 28, at the Hollywood Theatre, will be at ?50 top.
this

Openings at $25 top already have
been set in Washington, Baltimore,
Worcester, New Haven, Hartford and
additional key cities, while St. Louis,
San Francisco, Seattle, Spokane, Los
Angeles and more than 100 other situations already are set to open at tops
ranging from $25 down to $2.
This advanced-price opening policy
is to be carried out in all cities down
to 5,000 population, as well as in
smaller places wherever practicable.
Release Date Aug. 14
General release date of the picture is
August 14, by which time it is expected that more than 400 Technicolor
prints will be ready and working. Toprint order

tal

sion,

450.
public

is

The Army's

cooperation

in

advertising-publicity

Charles

Einfeld

stock, will set

up

and
local

relations

divi-

Warners'
under
forces
Mort Blumencommittees for

with

premieres.

all

Warner

home

office

delegation

which left New York yesterday for
the Chicago sales meeting included, in
addition to Kalmenson, Joseph Bernhard, Arthur Sachson, Roy Haines, A.
W. Schwalberg, Jules Lapidus, Norman H. Moray, Howard Levinson, Ed
Hinchy, I. F. Dolid, Albert S. Howson.

Blumenstock remained in New York
conferences on "This Is the
Army," and may be able to attend the
second day of the Chicago sessions.
for

"This Is the Army," Irving Berlin's
show, will be divided into two

Army
units

and transferred to the transat-

lantic theatres of operations,

to

a

War

in the usual definition of the word, does not
apply here. In the sense that an attraction which can grip attention, constantly interest and provoke thought is entertaining and enterntainment, "Victory Through Air Power" very positively is.
And
so this reviewer thinks.
The historical and the editorial combine in this instance, with the latter dominant.
For, actually, here is a live action-cartoon feature in
Technicolor built on a cause and pursuing it to its end. The cause is
explanatory in the title and expounds the widely-circulated views of
Major Alexander De Seversky, aviation authority whose unassailable
conviction is this war can be won through air power alone, and will be
if land-based aerial blitzkrieg of mounting intensity and essential range
is developed.
He appears in many of the major stretches, arguing with chart and
word. When he is off the screen, his voice carries forward the fundamentals of his theory while the eye gets the salient points in the technique which so thoroughly distinguishes the Disney output.
With humor, the history of aviation is sketched from 1903 and the
Wright Brothers at Kittyhawk through the highlights of the ensuing
40 years. Then enters Seversky, repeating earlier acknowledgements to
the pioneering of the much maligned General Billy Mitchell. The narration tells, and the screen shows, how Hitler relied upon air might to
open the way for his land forces how British naval weight failed to
check the invasion of Norway and how the Nazis, with their chains of
air bases along that coast, command adjacent waters.
The RAF's protective air umbrella over Dunkirk and how it made the
evacuation possible is explained, the defeat of the Luftwaffe in the Battle
of Britain is charted and the Nazi's stepping-stone strategy through
the Balkans to the Mediterranean and Crete outlined.
Thus it goes, highlighting major battles and incident of the war, east
and west, finally leading up to the unfolding of the Seversky theory
That the core of German war industry can be pulverized from the skies
and the way forced to finish the job on land; that Japan, too, can be
defeated if planes are powerful enough to fly from Alaska to Tokyo, then
back to Alaska.
He lectures that all of this can be accomplished if the necessary vision
Whether it can or cannot is an issue on which qualified
is realized.
military authorities are unreconciled.
That counts us out of any such
reckoning, but leaves room for these observations
The strategy sponsored by Seversky through Disney is presented
It creates the overall
fascinatingly to a point of complete conviction.
impression that the plan is feasible, plausible and possible.
Probably, it is apparent by this time that "Victory Through Air
Power" does not lend itself to easy box-office analysis. Since it is openInto any reckoning of its future,
ly editorial, the film is precedental.
however, enter these elements
The day's headlines which are geared so solidly to attack by air.
The provocative complex of the subject matter.
whole-hog assurance the film will capture and maintain interest, if
it does not convince or gain converts.
The high order of excellence in conception, imagination and execution
the usual hallmarks of the Disney handiwork.
Red Kann
Running time, 65 mins. "G."*
;

A

—

according

Department announcement.

of their overseas
casts will be transBerlin is exferred to active duty.
pected to accompany the units over-

Upon completion
tour,

NTERTAINMENT,

Is

*-*

all-soldier

seas.

Warners' picture version of "Army"
will have its premiere at the Hollywood Theatre, New York, July 28th.

Eddie Cantor Returns
To Palace for U. S.
Eddie Cantor will play a
"re f urn enagement" at the
Palace, this time for the U.
S. Treasury Dept., at 2:00
p. m. today, when he will help
boost war stamp sales at the
theatre in the interests of the
drive.
Cantor
Shangri-La
last played the Palace in 1930.

"Submarine Base"
(PRC)

(Continued from page 1)
atres, and varying interests in
175 others.

Spyros Skouras, president of the
company, and Felix A. Jenkins,
secretary and counsel, reported to the
film

stockholders that 98^4 per cent of the
stock represented at the meeting
voted in favor of the N.T.C. purchase,
and also the authorization of $10,000,000 of a new $4.50 dividend, prior
preferred stock.

Fox

Proceeds of the prior preferred,
100,000 shares offered at $100 per
share, to net the company some $9,7000,000, are to be applied by 20th in
payment to Chase for its National
holdings, the remaining $3,300,000 to
come from the Fox treasury.

Immediately

following the stockmeeting, company directors
met and authorized the sale of the
new prior preferred to a group of underwriters headed by Lehman Brothers, Hayden Stone & Co. and Blyth &
holders'

Co., Inc.

The underwriters, incidentally, have
been named as heading a syndicate
underwriting 20th Century's purchase
of Chase's 665,715 shares of the film
company's convertible preferred, having a call value of $23,300,000 and
constituting Chase's entire holdings in
the picture corporation. Chase's holdings in 20th represent 73 per cent of
the latter's preferred and 25 per cent
of the total outstanding voting stock.
With this disposal, Chase will have
ended a 15-year investment participation in the film

company.

Twentieth Century secured the option on Chase's National stock on
May 11, 1943. It provided for the
purchase of all or none of the Chase
holdings in National and would have
expired August 31, 1943.
National's

Interests

In addition to the 590 theatres under National's operating control or
supervision,
the company,
through
joint venture arrangements has financial
interests
in
an additional 75
houses operated by outside interests.
Also, National owns, directly and
otherwise, a controlling stock interest
in Hoyt's Theatres, Ltd., circuit operating 100 theatres in Australia.

The film company's proxy stateHollywood, July 6
ment to stockholders discloses that
when National becomes a whollyowned subsidiary of Fox, Charles P.

NAMES

to bill with, plus a story out of common to entertain with,
set this melodrama on the upside of the average maintained by
product from the PRC organization.
The names are John Litel, Alan Baxter, Iris Adrian, Eric Blore and
Fifi D'Orsay, topping a cast that includes George Metaxa, Jacqueline
Dalya, George Lee, Rafael Storm, Luis Alberni, Anna Demetrio and

Lucien Prival.
The story concerns a New York policeman turned Merchant Mariner
who is picked up at sea by a New York crook who is operating a fishing
boat off an equatorial island as a blind for selling torpedoes to German
submarines. After complications which build suspense and end in conflict, the crook, dying, discloses that the torpedoes he has been furnishing
the submarines contain timing devices by which they have destroyed the
submarines two hours after leaving the island.
Production by Jack Schwarz, with Harry D. Edwards in association,
is a rounded job, and direction by Albert Kelley from an original screen
play by Arthur St. Claire and George Merrick is shipshape.
Running time, 65 minutes. "G."*

*"G" denotes general

Approved

classification.

Skouras, president of National, and
other National officers may be given
an opportunity to acquire for investment a financial interest in National.
It was admitted by the corporation
that discussions pointing to this end
have already been held with Skouras
and the other circuit executives.
If
effected, the deal would require capitalization of National.
In the seven years between January,
1936 and January, 1943, National had

income of $18,656,000, of which
Fox's share was $6,048,000. Last
year Fox's share was $756,000, highnet

since 1939, when it received a
similar amount.
Seven-year top was
the $1,134,000 which 20th collected in
both 1936 and 1937 on its 42 per cent
interest in National.
est
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Review

Main Stem
Happenings

2,042

;

before 6 P.M.
Greatest ingenuity in the emergency was displayed by Herb
Berg, trade paper publicist for
United Artists who, denied access
to Motion Picture Daily's 30th
floor headquarters in the
building by the static lifts, went
to a telephone booth on the main
floor and from there dictated his
blurbs
leased by a news-bearing

RKO

;

messenger who left his copy at
a Center Milk Bar, from which it
was forwarded only as a result
of the enterprise of the manager
who seized the opportunity to
come up in person and inquire

Hollywood, July 6. Setting
another new monthly record,
the Hollywood Victory Committee, during June, supplied

—

THERE'S

a lot of plot, too much in fact, in the newest of the Don
"Red" Barry adventures for Republic. There's lot of talk, too, and for
good measure the producers threw in a lot of riding, roping and roughhouse. The conglomeration of elements that results is not always to the
good, particularly when the cast is called upon for believable perform-

and the direction lets them down.
Barry is seen in dual roles. In one he is Dave Winters, a fighting parson.
In the other he is "Keeno" Phillips (Ted Winters), Dave's black
sheep brother, who knows who the parson is but won't admit it. The
original screenplay is a mightily ambitious one but its author, Norman
Hall, rated more acting thant the characters gave him. Seeing a murder
in cold blood, the parson-brother thinks something ought to be done. So
he gets evidence to hang "Iron Joe" Martin, but his "evidence" is killed
by Iron Joe's mob. When the black sheep brother believes his parson
brother has been killed by the same mob, he, himself, cleans out Iron
Joe and restores order to the ranges and ranchers that have been vicim-

*"G"

"G."*

time, 57 minutes.

in

the

building

was

Koerner Heads RKO
Group to N. Y. Meet

—

Hollywood, July 6. Charles W.
Koerner heads an RKO group leaving here Thursday night to attend the
company's annual sales convention in
New York on July 12-14.
Accompanying him from the studio
will be Nat Holt, liaison between the
company's theatre and production departments, and Perry Lieber, studio
E. L. Alperson,
general manager of the circuit who
has been here for several weeks developing a new first run deal with
Charles P. Skouras, of National Theatres, will be in the party, along with
Sol A. Schwartz, western division
manager of the circuit, and William
director of publicity.

C.

Howard, who

ville

is

bookings for

in

charge of vaude-

RKO

theatres.

Operators in Schine
Houses Get 10% Rise

—

Rochester, July 6. A 10 per cent
increase in pay has been won by operators in Schine houses,

it

was reported

here by Fred Boekhout, business agent
for the operators' union. The increase
was won after negotiations, it is said.

is

personalities
2,042
13,496 appearances in

(

4,442 events.

Industry Building
In Mexico, Grosses

gemral

denotes'

is

the

House Holds Up Tax
Plans to September

Young

(Continued from page

1)

to

this

country with his wife.

"The Japanese

film

industry

from

1936 to 1941 grew to be the biggest

They produced more

world.

studio

space,"

Gould

(Continued from page

made

in

to

50 films a year are

Mexico and the U.

is cooperating by furnishing materials and advice to producers.

can Affairs

"Local production

1)

S.

Office of Coordinator of Inter-Ameri-

Mexico

in

fills

an

new taxes, anticipating a national in- obvious need. Their pictures are docome of 150 billions in 1944, but mem- ing a two-fold job, not only providing

war and then was returned

the

of

Between 40

U.S. Films:

in

lack

classification.

being

tional

and third, second and
main floors were experiencing the
highest humidity of the summer.

now

making

.

reported.

fice

flooded

ernment agencies, 91 for the
Army and 33 for the Navy
The 18-month record of HV*

Heavy, Says Gould

Running

which caused but minor
damage broke out on the fourth
floor of the film and theatre of-

basement

who

appearances in 176
servicemen's events. Twentyseven of these were for Gov1,106

Barry tries his best in the dual roles and his personality is as pleasant and refreshing as ever, but the attempt at making the two characteri(Continued from page 1)
zations clear and distinct is too much for a film of this nature.
Lynn Merrick is the heroine and Wally Vernon wrestles with some Mexico are tremendous and films are
comedy moments. There is a good job by Gary Bruce, a nice-looking being produced there at a high rate,"
cowpoke who plays a paroled killer trying to reform.
he said. "The only thing holding up
Howard Bretherton directed and Eddy White produced the film.
still further expansion of production

Fire

headquarters of MPTOA.
The flames were extinguished
promptly by firemen who, however, were obliged to use quantities of water to accomplish this
end.
Later reports were that the

made

ized.

Japs Learned from

building at 1600 Broadway
yesterday directly above the New
York offices of Comerford Circuit
and Postmaster-General Frank C.
Walker, in which is housed na-

player personalities

385

ing,

the reason why he never had been
favored with M. P. Daily's trade
before.

13,496

—

"Fugitive from Sonora"
Hollywood, July 6

Elevator operators in RockeCenter buildings went out
on strike just before the 5 P.M.
office workers' exodus was about
returned just
to begin yesterday
after commuters stranded above
10th floor had telephoned
the
families not to wait dinner for
them. Hundreds of film and theexecutives
and employees
atre
with offices in the Center might
have been affected but for the fact
that they rarely knock off work

1943

Service Appearances

(Republic)

feller

Make

7,

bers of the committee said privately
that they doubted if more than six
millions could be found, and that only
by adopting a sales tax, to which
President Roosevelt has consistently

been opposed.
In the event

entertainment for the people, but they
are helping American product by
building up potential audiences, those
who never saw pictures in that coun-

"Howtry before," Gould declared.
ever, the best film minds in Mexico
realize
industry will not
that the

Congress is forced
bottom of the barrel achieve greatness until it has cracked
raise new revenues, it is quite the Argentine market, analogous to
Young
world,
including America,"
"All this came about through probable that the rental tax of the U. S. films being exported to Britain."
said.
last war be revived and that the rate
Gould announced that major disimportation of American films which
of admission tax may be increased. tributors in Mexico City signed a conmade the Japs motion picture con- There has, however, been no public
tract on June 25 with the union repscious, resulting in the formation of
discussion of these possibilities as yet. resenting employes in exchanges in
government controlled film companies
Meanwhile, the committee requested that city.
The pact resulted in an
producing pictures for purposes of eduits own and Treasury experts to inover-all 20 per cent wage rise.
cating their people."
vestigate the feasibility of an individ"Behind the Rising Sun" will open
U. S. distributors still feel that they
ual excess profits tax, which would
Aug. 3 in 50 New England and north- apply
are doing business in Mexico on a
to persons whose income has
ern New York state situations on day
temporary basis, but relations between
increased materially during the war
and date showings to be followed one
period.
Under the proposal, such these companies, the Mexican governweek later with openings in key theament and the unions have reached an
persons would pay higher rates on
tres throughout the Pacific Northexcellent status and Gould says there
the war-time increment to their inwest, Ned E. Depinet, president of
come than would apply to the same are high hopes for future stability.
RKO Radio, announced at the amount of income in the hands of Theatre building both in Mexico
luncheon.
persons whose income has not in- City and the rest of the country is
Young pointed out that through
going on apace.
Eight houses are
creased.
"Hell
careful scrutiny of the film,
under construction, four of them in
Divers," the Japanese learned many
Mexico City.
military devices which made great
"By law, a theatre owner must play
dinerences in their war machine.
at least one Mexican-produced film a
Among those present at the
in
month. But more and more theatres
luncheon were
N. Peter Rathvon,
Cincinnati, July 6. Following a
Ned E. Depinet, Malcolm Kingsberg, meeting in Columbus today, the Na- are playing Mexican films entirely
Robert Mochrie, Phil Reisman, Leon tional Allied Caravan will hold a re- while others continue playing AmeriGoldberg, S. Barret McCormick, Nat gional meeting at the Netherland can product when available. As everyLevy, Walter Branson, Rutgers Neil- Plaza here tomorrow for exhibitors where else, good pictures will find
plenty of playing time and will garner
son, Louis Goldberg, Harry Mandel, from southern Ohio and northen KenArthur Brillant, Terry Turner, Har- tucky. Willis Vance, local circuit op- good grosses," Gould nointed out.
ry Reiners, Harry Gittleson, Martin erator, represents southwestern Ohio
Quigley, Sherwin Kane, Fred Sten- on the Caravan committee.
Jack Edwards, 59, Dies
gel,
James Cunningham, Jack AliHollywood, July 6. Jack Edwards,
coate, Don Mersereau, Chester Bahn,
Francis 59, veteran trade journalist, last conBroidy
George Morris, Chester Friedman,
Hollywood, July 6. Steve Broidy, nected with National Screen Service
Jack Level, Abel Green, Mori Krushen, Floyd Stone, William Formby, Monogram general sales manager, to- and prior to that with Fox West Coast
James Jerauld, Al Picault, Jack Har- day appointed Sol Francis special theatres, died Saturday of a heart conA widow, daughter, and two
representative for the dition.
office
rison, Robert H. Hawkinson, Michael home
brothers survive.
Midwestern territory.
Hofay and Mel Conicauf.
films

than any other country in the

to
to

scrape

the

Allied Caravan

Meeting

:

—

Names

—

Ohio

—

EASTMAN
FILMS
More than ever the mainstay of the

motion picture

industry, with every foot

contributing

its full

share

of exceptional quality.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
J. E.

BRULATOUR,

Fort Lee

INC.,

Chicago

DISTRIBUTORS
Hollywood

Motion Picture Daily
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Holiday Gross
Big in Boston;
'Door' $55,000
Boston, July

6.

—With

a great in-

influx of Fourth of July holiday tourists, all Boston theatres did good bus-

Biggest grosses this week was
Paramount Theatre with a
record breaking "Mission to Moscow"
iness.

M&P

at

program
'"Stage

zooming

big

a

to

$9,500.

Door Canteen" at Loew's
and Orpheum will garner an

State
estimated §55,000.
Estimated grosses for

week ending

'Parade of '43',

"Lift Your Heads"
(OWI -20th Century-Fox)

Show, $57,000,

This short tells the interesting story
behind the formation of a special

In

"Silent Village"
(British Information Services-

Crown Film)
Stirring Story of Lidice
Here is a picture that deserves special
ballyhoo.
Beautifully directed
and photographed, masterfully acted
by the townspeople of a Welsh mining town, it is a dramatization of the
story of the ill-fated Lidice in terms
of this Wales community.
It is a

straightforward

simple,

what could happen

account

of

Wales

(and, for
that matter, in the United States) if
the Nazis were to take over. Directed
by Humphrey Jennings.
Running
time, 30 minutes.
in

(3,000)
$30,000.

Gross:

days.

"Stage Door Canteen" (U.

"War Town" (OWI

(35c-50e-

(Average,

A)

Short)

LOEW'S STATE— (2,900)

(35c-50c-60c)

7

(Average, 14,000)
Gross, $25,000.
"Action In the North Atlantic" (Warners)
"It's a Great Life" (Col.)

days.

M&P METROPOLITAN— (4,367)

(30c-40c-

Gross:
7 days, 2nd week.
(Average, $24,000)
"Mission to Moscow" (Warners)
"Swing Your Partner" (Rep.)
55c-60c)

M&P PARAMOUNT— (1,797)
Gross:

days.

65c)
7
$8 000)

"Flight For Freedom"

$9,500.

$30,000.

(33c-44c-

(Average.

(RKO)

RKO BOSTON THEATRE— (2,679)

(55c-

Stage: Ada Leonard
7 days.
Orchestra; Virginia Weidler, Mitzi
Mayfair; Cliff "Ukelele Ike" Edwards, Joe
and Jane McKenna. Gross. $24,000. (Av-

"Gildersleeve's

of the crow.
The fox's attempts to
repair the three, with the crow forestalling his every move, and the usual
hilarious chase, makes this a good follow on the previous shorts in this
series.
Running time, 7 mins. Release date, June 21.

RKO KEITH MEMORIAL— (2,907)

(44c$18,000.

Gross:
5 days, 3rd week.
(Average, $20,000).
"Mission to Moscow" (Warners)
"Swing Your Partner" (Rep.)
55c -65c)

M&P FENWAY

44c-65c)

7

(Uptown)— (1,320)

Gross:

days.

$6,500.

(33c-

(Average.

$6,000)

"Five Graves to Cairo" (Para.)
"Chatterbox" (Rep.)

M&P SCOLLAY— (2,500)

days.

Gross:

$6,000.

(33c-44c-65c)

7

(Average, $6,000)

"China" (Para.)
"He Hired the Boss" (ZOth-Fox)

M&P MODERN THEATRE— (705)

40c-65c)

7

Gross

days.

$3,000.

"War Town"
(OWI

A

Bad Day" (RKO)

(33c-

(Average.

the men at their various jobs are
featured in addition to some stirring
commentaries by the members of the
group, each telling his own story.
Running time, 10 mins. Release date,

July

"Memories of Australia"
(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)

Gross:

(900)

$5,500.

Gross:

(17c-28c-44c-55c)

7

GARRICK— (1.000)

7

resume

"Farm Hands"

of the recent developof housing facilities for the thousands of white and negro war workers in Mobile, Ala.
The film is a
composite of views showing the city
before and after the erection of lowrental
projects.
The results, the
film states, have decreased absenteeism, disease and segregation and are
a definite impetus to war production.
The short has unusual timeliness.
Running time, 10 mins.
Release
date, June 24.

'Dixie'

special

WLB

Friday

—

July 6. James C.
president of the American
Federation of Musicians, and officials
of seven transcription companies with
which he is at odds, were called by
the War Labor Board today to appear before it Friday at a hearing to
determine whether the record controversy constitutes a labor dispute within the jurisdiction of the board.
The matter was certified to the

Washington,

Petrillo,

Not

days.

7

days.

days.

7

(Aver-

$9,500.

GRAM)— (1,150)

(40c-55c-75c) 7 days, 2nd

week.

Gross: $13,000.

Club.

Gross:

(Average, $6,500)

by the groups of "Crime Doctor" (Col.)
children who have sought farm work,
ORIENTAL— (3,200) (30c-35c-55c-85c) 7
the Gang finds itself on a farm. The days. Stage: Radio City Music Hall Glee
to be outdone

lease

date,

June

PALACE —

Gross.

19.

(Average, $22,000)

$23,000.

"Mr. Big" (Univ.)
"Two Tickets to London" (Univ.)
(40c-55c-75c)

(2,500)

davs.

7

(Average, $15,000)

$25,000.

"Mission to Moscow"

(W.B.)

1

day,

3rd

week

"Merchant Convoy"

"China" (Para.)

(Panoramics )

Gross: $20,000.

ROOSEVELT

6

—

days
(40c-55c-75c).

(1,500)

(Average, $16,000)

(Columbia)
"Human Comedy" (M-G-M)
7
(40c-55c-75c)
STATE- LAKE— (2,700)
Produced in England, this reveals
(Average,
3rd week. Gross: $23,000.
days,
the hazards and dangers encountered
$19,700)
by British merchant seaman in a con- "Crash Dive" (20th-Fox)
voy enroute to Murmansk.
It conUNITED ARTISTS— (1.700) (40c-55c-75c).
(Avertains a thrilling and successful attack 7 days. 2nd week. Gross: $20,000.
against a U-boat.
Running time,
mins.
Release date, June 11.

10

age, $15,500)

Women"

"Captive Wild

(Univ.)

"Get Going" (Univ.)
(33c-44c-55c-75c)

days.

7

(Average, $7,500)

$9,000.

Aids Arkansas Chicago Censors Saw

— The

first

event sponsored by the

War

July

6.

Committee of the motion
picture industry of Arkansas in their
campaign to sell enough series "E"
war bonds to purchase at least 40 medium type bombers will be the show-

Chicago, July
Chicago Police

6.

—During June,

the

Board inspected the smallest number of pictures for any month this year.
Seventy-three films were examined with a
total footage of 298,000,
compared
with a high of 103 films in February
and 406,000 feet in March.
There were no rejections and only
Censor

Week

In Cleveland

—

Cleveland, July 6. "Stage Door
Canteen" hit a new summer high at
Loew's State with an estimated §26,000 bucking a week of the hottest
ing of "Dixie" at the Pulaski Theatre
weather on record. "Mission to MosFriday.
eleven cuts ordered.
One film, "Last cow," which received divided newsEd Rowley, Jr., Claude C. Mundo Will of Dr. Mabuse," a French pro- paper opinion, came through at the
and O. G. Wren will have charge of duction, released by A. Teitle, was Hippodrome with an estimated $15,It moved to the Lake for an000.
sales in Little Rock and M. J. Pru- classified for adults only.
other week on the main stem.
niski, Herod Jimerson and Sam B.
Kirby will direct the North Little
Estimated take for week ended
Rock campaign.
July 1
File

Basils
Two
Arbitration Cases

'Mission' Opens Big
At 2 Hub Theatres

—

,

Gross:

7

"They Got Me Covered" (RKO)
"The Falcon Strikes Back" (RKO)

(M-G-M)

Two separate complaints have been
filed at the Buffalo tribunal, against
the five consenting companies, by
Basil Bros. Theatres, Inc., the American Arbitration Association reported
yesterday.
The complainant, owner
and operator of the La Salle and
Varsity Theatres, Niagara Falls, seeks
elimination of partial clearance to
which each is subject. In the La Salle
complaint the Strand, Cataract and
Bellevue Theatres were named as interested parties, and in the Varsity
Schine's
Granada was
complaint,

Secretary of
yesterday
by
Labor Frances Perkins, after fruitless
Boston, July 6. Controversy reefforts by her conciliation service to
reconcile the controversy. The secre- sulting from publicity received on
tary reported that the A.F.M. was "Mission to Moscow," currently playnot interested in settling the matter ing downtown at the Paramount and
because it intended to stop the broad- uptown at the Fenway resulted in two
casting of transcriptions permanently. arrests, followed by acquittal.
However, business at both theatres
The board decision to hold a preliminary hearing indicated that mem- is brisk with comments, according to
bers were uncertain whether they have manager Abner Pinanski of the Paraberesulted
Disturbances
jurisdiction in the matter, which is mount.
far different from the controversies tween the Socialist and Communist
named.
factions.
which normally come before it.

board

for

Sale of Bonds Fewer Films in June 'Canteen' Is $26,000

Activities

Petrillo-Disc Case

expected

age, $7,000)

(Our Gang Comedy)

ment

Little Rock,

days.

is

(40c-55c-75c)

2nd week in Loop.

usual amount of laughs are supplied
by a runaway mule and jitterbug
chickens. Running time, 11 mins. Re-

Century-Fox)

-20th

WAC

$3,500.

Before

$25,000

of the land

Gross:

(Average. $5,000)

"Hit Parade of 1943" (Rep.)
"Navy Comes Through (Univ.)
MAJESTIC— (1,525) (28c-44c-55c)

Loop.

Alan Ladd in "China" at the Roosevelt and $26,000 for "Mr. Big" and
"Two Tickets for London" at the Pal-

WOODS— (1,200)

"Captive Wild Woman" (Univ.)
"Keep 'Em Slugging" (Mono.)

TRANSLUX —

1

Holdout lines for the three-c
(
weekend were numerous throughoux
week.

ace.

(M-G-M)

$3,200)

days.

Chicago, July 6.—"Hit Parade of
1943," with Les Brown and his orchestra, is drawing nearly §57,000 at
the Chicago Theatre in a big hoi if

the

8.

Loop Week

(Color Rhapsody)
(Columbia)
(ZOh-Fox)
of the famous parks, gardens, and
APOLLO— (1.200) (40c-55c-75c)
Produced by Dave Fleischer, this beaches are featured with a special
Gross: $11,000. (Average, $8,500)
is another amusing "Fox and Crow"
melodic background supplied by Naof 1943" (Rep.)
cartoon.
This time, the fox is a tree thaniel Shilkret and his orchestra. "Hit Parade —
CHICAGO (4,000) (40c-55c-75c)
surgeon, who, going about his work Running time, 10 mins. Release date, Gross: $57,000. (Average, $42,000)
in the forest, stumbles onto the home
"Five Graves to Cairo" (Para.)
June 12.

and

"Crash Dive" (20th-Fox)

fighting unit,

Estimated receipts for the week end"down un- ing July 8
der" has been captured in technicolor,
""My Friend Flicka" (20th-Fox)
in this entertaining travelogue.
Views "They Came to Blow Up America"

65c-85c-90c)

erage, $27,000)

ler's

Army

composed
who have escaped from Hitconcentration camps.
Views of

British
of men

The beauty

"Tree For Two"

LOEW'S ORPHEUM —

60c)) 7
$19,500)

1943

7,

Short Subject Reviews

July 7
"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)
"War Town" (Short—OWI)

Wednesday, July

"White Savage (Univ.)

ALLEN— (3,000)

7 days, 2nd

(40c-50c-60c)

week. Gross: $7,500. (Average, $6,000)
"Mission to Moscow" (Warner)

WARNERS'
erage,

HIPPODROME —

(3,500)

Gross: $15,000.

(Av-

days.

(40c-50c-60c)

7
$15,000)

"Crash Dive" (20th-Fox)

LAKE— (714)

week.

Gross:

"They Came

(40c-50c-60c)

$3,500.

Blow

7

days.

3rd

(Average, $3,000)

Up America"

(Univ.)
(3,300) (45c-55c-75c weekdays.
holidays)
7
-Sun.
&
days and 85c Sat.
Stage: Carmen Cavallaro orchestra and Gil
(Average,
$25,000)
Lamb. Gross: $25,000.
"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)
(3.300). 40c-60c, 7 days.
LOEW'S
to

RKO PALACE—

STATE—

(Average, $15,000.
Gross: $26,000.
"Presenting Lily Mars" (M-G-M)

LOEW'S STILLM AN— (1,900)

days,
$6,000)

3rd week.

Gross:

$8,000.

(40c-60c)

7

(Average,

:

Wednesday, July

of

In Cincinnati

—

Cincinnati, July 6. "Stage Door
Canteen," after an unusually big first
Palace, is heading
week at the
for an approximate $13,500 on its second seven days at that house, where
overs are the exception rather
_
"Mr. Lucky" should do
-\~Ti the rule.
around $13,000 at the
Albee,

RKO

M

RKO

and "What's

Buzzin', Cousin?" will
Capitol an estimated
give the
Outdoor amusements and va$5,000.
cationists leaving over the double holiday affected theatre business.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending July 7-10

RKO

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)

7

(Averag.e $14,000)
"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)

RKO PALACE— (2.700)
days,

(33c-40c-44c-55c)

Gross:

2nd week.

(Aver-

$13,500.

age, $12,000)

"What's Buzzin', Cousin?"

RKO CAPITOL— (2.000)

(Col.)
(33c -40c -44c -55c)
(Average, $5,500)

Gross: $5,000.
"Coney Island" (ZOth-Fox)
days.

7

—

RKO GRAND— (1.500)

days,

4th

here

since

O'Hare, owner of the
Grand Theatre at Wellman, Iowa,
who will operate under the name of

and

Slater

the Humota Amusement Co., with
Slater O'Hare, manager of the thea-

Franke, active
tres association

in

RKO LYRIC— (1.400)

2nd week.
33c -44c,

Gross:

(40c-55c)

7

days.

(Average, at 20c-

4,000.

$4,000)

"The Black Raven" (PRC)

RKO FAMILY— (1.000)

(20c-30c)

Tivoli Gets Better Product
July 6. In an effort to revive the Tivoli here, which
is downtown but two blocks off the
beaten track, a first-run "B" picture
policy has been installed by the Blu-

RKO FAMLY— (1,000)
(Average,

nights,

officials

Monday

Robb-Rowley

the

of

Theatres, Inc., have announced.
The Pulaski is being reopened to
accommodate the large weekend audiences drawn from the men stationed
at Camp Robinson.

M &

Kalus Manages
Boston, July
former assistant

M

& P

M

Sanders,

formerly of the
Theatre here, is

now manager

M

of the

Shubert Closes

Cincinnati, July
RKO Shubert

seat

—

The 2,150here,
recently
after concluding

6.

closed for the summer
a moveover week of "Presenting Lily

& P Humboldt

$4,200.

Soviet

(20c-30c)
$800)

davs.

(33c-40c-44c-55c) 7 days.

Sending

Mikhail Kolotosoff, Soviet film producer, is expected to arrive in Holly-

wood

soon, from Moscow, to represent of the Soviet Film Committee
controlling production and distribution
of all Soviet and foreign films, according to a wirelessed report to the New
York Times from Moscow yesterday.
As the first official Soviet representative to take up a permanent liaison
post in Hollywood, Kolotosoff will
study American film technique with
the idea of helping the Russian indus-

and extend Russian
United States, it was said.

amity

to

Interested in musicals, the producer
hopes to be able to aid on a film built
around the life of the Soviet composer,
Dmitri Shostakovich.
His most recent was a film about Leningrad, titled
Invincible."

Film Section of
OCD is Abolished
Washington, July
— The Office
6.

Civilian

streamlining
sharp cut in

began
activities to meet a
appropriation, which

Defense
its
its

will necessitate the

— "Action

"Action in the North Atlantic" (W. B.)

"Johnny Doughboy" (Rep.)

FOX —

(20c-35c-55c-75c)

(5,000)
$28,500.

Gross:

days.

7

(Average, $18,000)
"The Desperadoes" (Col.)

"She Has What

It

Takes"

ORPHEUM — (2,440)

days. 2nd week.

(Col.)

(20c-35c-60c-75c)

Gross: $14,000.

7

(Average,

$11,500)

UNITED

ARTTSTS-(l,20O)

65c) 7 days, 4th
erage, $8,000)

Mackenna

Still

Lafayette Mgr.

—

6.
July
George H.
Mackenna will continue as house manager of the Lafayette Theatre here,

despite

acquisition

its

He

Brothers Theatres.
post since the
organization.

by

Basil

has held this

Hayman's Company's

week.

"Bombardier" (RKO)
GOLDEN GATE—(2,850)

"Two

(20c-35c-44c-75c)

week.
Stage:
vaudeville.
(Average, $19,500)
Senoritas from Chicago" (Col.)

days,

7

Gross:

(20c-35c-5Sc-

Gross: $10,000. (Av-

2nd

$21,500.

WARFTELD--(2.680)

(20e-35c-55c-75c)

days.

Stage: vaudeville.
Gross:
(Average, $17,000)
"Five Graves toi Cairo" (Para.)

7

$22,000.

"Wrecking Crew" (Para.)

PARAMOUNT— (2,740)

(20c-35c-55c-75c)

Gross:

7

(Average,

$16,500.

Legion Condemns

Producer

Pioneer

"Coney Island" (ZOth-Fox)
"Gorilla Man," (W. B.)

'Vice' Picture

ST.
days,

FRANCIS— (1,400)
3rd

week.

(20c-35c-55c-75c)

7

(Moved over from Fox>

National Legion of Decency yester- Gross: $9,500. (Average, $6,500)
Chicago, July 6.— August Selig, 73,
Lescaut" (Foreign)
pioneer motion picture producer, died day announced a
Class
C (con- "Manon
CLAY— (400) (15c-35c-45c) 7 days.
of a heart attack last Saturday while demned) rating for "Confessions of a $1,400.
(Average, $1,000)
visiting with his family in Rockford, Vice Baron," distributed by Real Life
111.
He was associated with his Dramas, on the grounds that the film
brother, William N. Selig, in the old "treats of white slavery and abortions O. C.
Selig Polyscope Co. which was estab- and is regarded as screen material un-

Gross:

Theatres Hit

Film Agent to U.S.

try,

6.

about $28,500 at Fox.
Two strong
second-week bills were "Desperadoes"
and "She Has What It Takes," getting $14,000 at Orpheum, and "Five
Graves to Cairo" and "Wrecking
Crew" at Paramount, grossing $16,500.
Estimated takings for the week ending June 28

days, 2nd week.

August Selig Dies;
3

(Average, $5,000)

is

Francisco, July

North Atlantic" and "Johnny
Doughboy" hit top gait here to gross
the

"Ladly of Burlesque" (U. A.)

Theatre.

Buffalo,

Cinci.

Kalus,

manager

& P Shawmut

circuit.

KRO

P Esquire

— Henry

at
the
Paramount Theatre here, has
manager of the
& P Thea-

becomes
tre.
Burt

M

6.

San
in

$14,500)

(ZOth-Fox)

KEITH'S— (1.500)

"The

open on Saturday, Sunday and

4 days.

"Redhead from Manhattan" (Col.)
"The Leather Burners" (U.A.)

Gross:

—

San Francisco,

$28,500 Gross;
San Francisco

here, closed for the past year, will be

(Average, $1,400)

Gross: $1,250.

Gross: $800.
"Jitterbugs"

—

for the past

Mars."

Escaped from the Gestapo" (Mono.)

Pulaski to Open Weekends
Little Rock, Ark., July 6. At the
request of the Pulaski County Defense
council's Recreation Committee, the
Pulaski, one of the largest theatres

independent thea-

work and

few years vice-president of the ITO
of Iowa and Nebraska, hopes to locate
in some other kind of business.

7
$4,250.

Gross:

'Action', Dual,

tre.

menfeld

(33c-40c-44c-55c)

downtown week.

"Gone With the Wind" (MG-M)

of

operator

1926, who with Mrs. Cora L. Green,
has operated the Humota Theatre and
Bowlmore bowling alleys, has sold
the business to E. M. Garbett and R.
G. Faulds, owners of the Varsity
Theatre Corp., of Des Moines, Iowa,

(Average, $5,000)

"I

theatre

Gross: $13,000.

days.

7

Franke Sells Humota Theatre
Humboldt, Iowa, July 6. Wayne
Franke,

(33c-40c-44c-55c)

9

Theatre Changes

'Stage Door' Big

RKO ALBEE— (3,300)

:

Motion Picture Daily

1943

7,

Week

Second

;

;

today

discharge of over
200 employees.
The motion picture section has been
abolished, and state and local defense
councils will have available only an
extremely limited number of training
films.
The radio script exchange service for local communities also has
been discontinued.

lished here in 1896.
Funeral services will be held today
with burial at Graceland Cemetery.

ment motion picture

He

was rated Class B

survived by his widow, Marie
sister, Hattie
two

is

brother, William
sons, Vincent and

;

;

William

;

and three

grandchildren.

for

suitable

M-G-M's

exhibition in entertaintheatres."

Forward"

Foot

"Best

(objectionable in
part), because of a suggestive sequence.
Other current ratings include
Class A-l (for general patronage)
"Colt Comrades," United
"Fighting Valley," PRC;
Artists;

By

Polio Outbreak

—

Oklahoma

City, July 6. Theatre
attendance by children was materially
cut over the weekend following a request by Dr. G. F. Mathews, state
health commissioner, asking parents to

keep their children away from theatres and "other public places" due to
an outbreak of poliomyelitis here.
Twenty-three cases throughout the
"Henry Aldrich Swings It," Para- state have been reported with 11 anmount; and, Class A-2 (for adults), nounced here in a single day last
Incorporated,"
"Gals,
Universal
week.
As yet, Dr. Mathews stated,
"Life of Simon Bolivar" (Mexican),
the disease has not reached "epidemic
:

:

Ohio First Runs
Increase Prices

—

Canton,

6.
Warner's
O.,
July
Ohio, Loew's and the Palace, units of
the A. G. Constant chain, comprising

three local first runs, have increased matinee admissions from 30 to
35 cents, with an advance of 45 to 50
Children's admiscents for evenings.
sions have been increased from 10 to

Grovas-Mohme Productions.

proportions."

the

17 cents.

Kay

Joins Warners

Bob Wile on

Laught on, Baxter

'U'

Sales Promotions

Flynn Quits
Philadelphia,

Col. Post

July

6.

—

James

assistant office manager and
booker at the Columbia exchange here,
has resigned.
He is also business
agent for Local B-7 of the Film Ex-

Flynn,

change Employees' Union.
Donahue, booker, becomes
office

manager

in his place.

Walter
assistant

Tour

Robert Wile Jhas joined Universal
as assistant to A. J. Sharick, manager auspices of the motion picture division
Warner Baxof the sales promotion department, at of USO-Camp Shows.
the

home

ter,

office.

film star, will also

Wile has been a theatre manager, beginning July 9,
Ellingwood Kay, formerly associate exploiteer and trade paper writer, re- AAFBTC, Fresno,
Cosmopolitan Magazine, cently with Motion Picture Herald's
editor
of
joins Warner Bros, on July 12 as east- "Managers' Round Table."
ern story editor under Jacob Wilk,
eastern production manager. He succeeds Helen Herman, who left last
week to be married.

to

Charles Laughton will begin a personal appearance tour of Army camps
in the Northwest Saturday, under the

at

—

—

Cambridge, O., July 6. The City
Council here has recommended that
the question of Sunday shows be submitted to a referendum vote at the
November election.
The issue has
been repeatedly rejected when voted
upon on previous occasions, but it is
said that there

is

a

possibility

of

it

being approved now, on the ground
that Sunday operation of theatres will
provide additional recreation for service

men.

a tour,

the

Fresno

Cal.

Maxine Smith

Cambridge Sunday Vote

make

to

Coast

Chicago, July 6. Maxine Smith,
former film critic of the Chicago Herald-American, has ben made director
of publicity for the J. Walter Thompson Agency in Hollywood. Her assistant will be Jean McFarland, formerly of the Herald-American amusement advertising department.

951 Metroites in Service
Hollywood. July

—

6.
Louis B.
production vice-president, dedicated a service flag honoring 951 of the studio's employees.

Mayer,

M-G-M
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Holiday Records

Ohio ITO vs. 'Stage Door
Canteen \ Round Four

Topple as B'way
Grosses Hit Peak
(Continued from page

a fourth.

1)

"Stage Door Canteen," with

Phil Spitalny and his all-girl orchestra

on the

stage,

$69,000 for the

did

first

an

five

estimated

days of

its

Gradwell L. Sears, vice-president
charge of domestic distribution for
United Artists, yesterday replied to

in

week.

triotic angles, United Artists was askheaded ing terms which in accordance with
the true commercial value of the pic
for a $74,000 gross, following a weekture were fair and equitable.
The
end take estimated at $30,000.
The company's policy on "Stage
Andrews Sisters and Mitch Ayres Door Canteen," said Sears, has been
and his band are the stage attrac- completely substantiated by box-office
tions at this house.
"Background to receipts on the picture in its first
Danger" opened strong at the Strand group of pre-release key city engageTheatre, aided by a stage show fea- ments.
Sears' wire to P. J. Wood stated:
turing the three Stooges and George
"Your wire of July 1 received in
Tobias, grossing an estimated $32,000
for its first three days with an esti- which the generous offer of the Cleve-

"Dixie" at the Paramount

sight

in

for

is

the

first

week.
"Best Foot Forward" has played to
capacity at the Astor all week and
grossed an estimated $21,000 for its
initial stanza, which ended Monday
night.
"Spitfire," which closes next
Sunday at the Rivoli, is headed for an
estimated $21,000 for its third week.
The house will be closed for renovawith "For Whom the Bell
tions
Tolls" opening on July 14.
"Mission to Moscow" grossed an
estimated $12,500 over the weekend
and appears headed for a $17,000 gross
"Crime Doctor"
for its tenth week.
at the Globe is expected to gross
about $7,500 in its first and only
week with "Somewhere in France"
slated to open at the house next Sat-

Grainger Calls 3

the action of exhibitors of the ITO of
Ohio in their stand on the Sol Lesser,

second week at the Capitol and is "Stage Door Canteen."
In a wire to P. J. Wood, secretary
headed for about $85,000 for the seven
of the Ohio organization, Sears stated
days. This bill holds over for a third that regardless of charitable and pa-

mated $50,000

Wednesday, July

land exhibitors is set forth, and may
I add that the generosity of the Cleveland exhibitors is industry-famous.
However, I am afraid it will not be
possible as a practical matter to comply with the proposal to turn over 100
per cent of the receipts on 'Stage Door
Canteen' to the local USO.

"The American Theatre Wing, an
association of artists and performers,
instituted
their

tary

Door

and

maintained

through

own

unstinted efforts and voluncontributions the various Stage
Canteens for the benefit of ser-

men in New York, Hollywood,
Washington, Cleveland, Philadelphia,
Newark and Boston, and Sol Lesser,
the producer of this great picture, obtained the permission and rights from
the American Theatre Wing to prourday.
"Two Tickets to London" duce a motion picture about Stage
will gross in the neighborhood of Door
Canteens in consideration of
which Mr. Lesser agreed to turn back
$9,000 in its first week at the Rialto.
to the American Theatre Wing 90
vice

Republic Meetings
(Continued from

patje

1)

OWI

Posts

We

DAVID

changement from these two districts,
as follows Arthur Newman, Albany
Jack Davis, Boston
Sam Seletsky,
New Haven Morris Epstein and Sidney Picker. New York; Joseph En:

The Navy has granted Richard
Carlson a deferment to play the juvenile lead in M-G-M's "Kismet."
•
Columbia today announced a \ i
"
cal, "Calling: All Stars," which
employ all the studio's contract
and others to be included.

(Continued from page 1)

exhibition,

and that the majors' own-

ership of theatres results in giving
such houses undue preferences, causes
discrimination
independents,
against
enables the companies to acquire a
virtual

monopoly of

first-run theatres

and subsequentrun houses in certain areas, interferes
with the freedom of independents to
obtain an adequate supply of quality
Franchise
create
tends
to
a
pictures,
and
Frarchise deal for the distribution monopoly.
in the Washington territory of picWith Congress planning to recess
tures released by Film Classics was this week, there is little likelihood of
closed yesterday with Equity Film any prompt action on the measure
Exchanges, Inc., of which Bernie by judiciary committee, to which it
Mills and Jack Berkson are the heads. was referred.

being a compromise reached in conference.

Get Wash.

in the principal cities

star^

•

"Corvette K-225" will
be world premiered at Buckingham
Palace on the request of the King and
Queen, the studio said today.
Universal's

•

MP

Will Hays,
PDA president, arrived here today for his 22nd annual
summer visit, and will remain several weeks.

;

M-G-M

Philadelphia Jack Bellman, Buffalo
Sam P. Gorrell, Cleveland G.
H. Kirby, Cincinnati I. H. Pollard,
Detroit
L. W. Marriott. Indianapolis
and franchise holders Jake Flax,
gel,

;

;

;

Hepburn
fil

m

today

Katharine

signed

Her

term contract.

to a

will be

first

Philip Barry's "Without

Love."

;

:

;

Washington, and

Sam

J.

H. Alexander and

Fineberg, Pittsburgh.

Coast to Hear Coe
On Post-War Films

—

Los Angeles, July 6. Outstanding
Grainger will then leave for Chicago where a meeting will be held civic, business and educational leaders
Friday and Saturday, July 16-17, at of this area, as well as leaders of the
the Drake Hotel.
Midwestern dis- industry and theatremen will hear
vicetrict sales manager E. L. Walton and Charles Francis Coe,
Southern district sales manager Mer- president, discuss "Hollywood Looks
Toward a New World" at a Thursritt Davis will be present.
At the studio meeting, to be held day dinner sponsored by the HollyThursday and Friday, July 22-23, wood Chamber of Commerce, at the
Grainger will be joined by studio Hotel Roosevelt. John B. Kingsley,
head M. J. Siegel and Western dis- president of the Chamber, will preside.
trict sales manager F. A. Bateman.
Judge Harlan G. Palmer, publisher of
the Hollywood Citisen-News, will in-

MPPDA

WPB Approves Plans
For 2 Coast Houses
(Continued from page 1)

FWC

troduce Coe,

WPB

Order L-41-A_ which halted
construction on all projects for public
amusement costing over $5,000.

WPB

The Wink project,
said, consisted of a theatre, two stores and a
restaurant, to cost $150,000.

Draft Boards Rule
On Film Truckers
(Continued from page

prepared by individual members so as
if and when found ac-

Maenwhile,
film

deliveries

present status of
remains a local one

the

each trucking company must prove to
the board the necessity of employment
of workers called for Selective Service.

is

to

be the chief

Among

those expected to attend are

Nate J. Blumberg, Universal
I.
E.
Chadwick, Independent M. P. Producers Ass'n
Y. Frank Freeman,
Paramount, and president of the Association of M. P. Producers; Samuel
Goldwyn B. B. Kahane, Columbia
Louis B. Mayer, M-G-M Joseph M.
Schenck, 20th Century-Fox
M.J.
Siegel, Republic
Harry M. and Jack
L.
Warner, Warner Bros.
Loyd
Wright, Society of Independent M. P.
Producers Cliff Work, Universal and
Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th Century-Fox.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

A NEW SERVICE
GEORGE L. STONE, President
POSITION SECURING BUREAU,"

1

'

22 years of achievement in the
commercial employment agency field
announces the inauguration of a new
department devoted exclusively to

with

Radio & Motion Pictures
under the personal supervision

of

FRANK McGRANN

1)

to be available
ceptable.

who

speaker.

;

Federal Bill Seeks
Circuit Divorcement

Hollywood, July 6
is making

SELZNICK

a short, at his own expense, to
stimulate enrollment in the Red Cross.
•

;

—

riation bill carries $2,750,000 for the
domestic operations branch of OWI,
the only part of which is earmarked
being the $50,000 for the motion picture bureau and $500,000 for liquidation of suppressed activities, including
pictures in production.
The House
originally provided no funds whatever
for this branch and the Senate sought
to give it $3,561,000, the $2,750,000

O.

i

|

"In
Old Oklahoma,"
"War of the Wildcats," "Gay Blades,"
and "The Fighting Sea-Bees."
First meeting will be held Tuesday
and Wednesday, July 13-14, at the
New York Athletic Club.
R.
J.
Grainger, president, will preside, and
Eastern district sales manager Maxwell Gillis and Central district sales
manager Sam Seplowin will head ex-

Mercy Seen

Leaving

Coast Flashes
^^^^

.

Remember,"

per cent of the profits.
facilities, growth since Pearl Harbor
"In your wire you state that United having
skyrocketed the population
Artists has dwelt on the patriotic obfrom 20,000 to 160,000.
Site of the
ligations of exhibitors.
do not
house is a lot bought ten years
(.Continued from page 1)
deny this because we are genuinely in ago by United Artists for a theatre,
assistant to the President as well as accord with the Stage Door Canteen
which was never built.
chief of the motion picture bureau, movement and consider it an obligawill have little to occupy his attention tion to deliver to Sol Lesser and the
Washington, July 6. Charging
under the appropriation bill restriction American Theatre Wing a record
that domestic film operations shall be gross on this picture and as custodian violation of the ban on amusement
confined to
liaison
work between of the income on 'Stage Door Can- construction, the War Production
Washington and Hollywood. Credited teen,' United Artists feels that re- Board here today ordered halted furby both the industry and the admin- gardless of the charitable and patri- ther construction work on the Wink
istration with having done a job in otic angle in connection therewith we Theatre, Dalton, Tenn.
The board issued a suspension order
teaming the two together, he is ex- are asking just and reasonable terms
Manning and
pected to be used by the President in in accordance with the straight com- against the owners,
Wink, Inc. and Wink, Inc., charging
some broader field than now remains mercial values of the picture."
that $22,000 had been spent on the
to him.
project after the effective date of
As finally agreed upon, the appro-

Mellett,

1943

7,

formerly

Columbia

Exploitation Director
Pictures,

and

for

20

of

years

prominently connected with theatrical,
radio and motion picture organizations.

331
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Budget
Films Are Out,
Says Schenck
rlinor

Zanuck Returns; Next
15 Films Listed

—

Hollywood. July 7. Emphasis
p the elimination from 20th Cenuy-Fox's production schedule of
minor

-

pictures,

THURSDAY, JULY

ITOA
ASCAP Suit

"A's,"
stressed

In
More

than 150 independent exhibimembers of the Independent
Theatre Owners Association of New
York, lost an important point in their
Anti-Trust suit against ASCAP in
Federal Court yesterday when Judge
all

Henry W. Goddard

refused to strike
defense of "unclean
hands" on the part of the defendants.

ASCAP's

out

Carl Fischer, Inc., for dismissal of
the action against them on the ground
that the action may not be maintained
against them,

all

members

of

by

Joseph

ciety

M.

turned unsatisfied.

sore-

Schenck.
I
ASCAP's chief defense, which the
a statement in court permitted to remain in the case,
which he also is that the plaintiffs are guilty of
15 pic- "unclean hands" in their assertion that
listed
ing

in

the

next four
the

Schenck veriproduction of "Wilson,"
(Continued on page 3)

British

Concerned

Over Sales
London, July

to U.S.

— British

producers
xlay again voiced concern over al7.

British
:ged,
lms to the United States at a meetlg of the British Film Producers
i^sociation. It was pointed out that
nee the removal of quota restricons no single sale of a British picjre to America has been recorded,
nd that companies are passing on
leir reciprocity obligations to future
of

difficulties

eriods.

ata
•as

lms

impractical
in

selling

The group decided

supporting

America

the defendants are guilty of violations
of the Sherman Act because the exhibitor plaintiffs, through their com-

months,

oseph M. Schenck

to collate

that it
to distribute British
at this time.
their

belief

(Con tinned on page 3)

W.

Opens Second

B.

Sales Meet
Chicago,

July

7.

Today

— Second

of

the

three regional sales meetings being
held by Warner Bros, will get under
way here this morning in the Blackstone Hotel, with Ben Kalmenson,
general sales manager, presiding.

Embracing 14
cago delegates

territories,

number

will

the

Chi-

110, larg-

Branch
of the three gatherings.
sales personnel attending includes the
Midwest, for which a new district
manager is to be announced by Kalest

Costs

in

Mexico

300% More

—

Mexico City, July 7. Complaint is heard here among
producers about soaring pronot so much
but material costs,
particularly raw film and the
expense of making sets. Raw
film, it is said, has increased
some 300 per cent since

duction

costs,

salaries,

the

war

started.

Delivers All

But One

in '42-43

"Grand Canyon"

is the only
feature of the 45 originally
listed
by RKO Radio for
1942-43 that will not be dewas forced
Film
livered.
from the company's current
season's program because the
war's gas, tire and traveling
curtailments made impractical, if not impossible, filming
on the distant Canyon location, as intended.

In

New 20th-Fox

Stock Offering
The new issue of 100,000 shares of
20th
Century-Fox prior preferred
cumulative $4.50 dividend stock at
$100 per share was offered yesterday
by an underwriting group headed by
Lehman Brothers and Hayden, Stone
& Co., Inc. and including Blythe &
Co., and is understood to have been
sold almost immediately. Net proceeds from the sale of the stock, together with other cash funds of the
corporation, will be used to buy from
Chase National Bank, at an aggregate
price of $13,000,000, 58 per cent of
outstanding stock of National Theatres Corp. The remaining 42 per

Allied Caravan Meet
Discusses 'Canteen*

—

Cincinnati, July 7. An Allied
Caravan meeting at the Netherland
Plaza Hotel here today was attended

tors are willing to play the picture or
a reasonable rental basis and contribute to local service organizations
(Continued on page 3)

7.

from

RKO,

for

$25,000, as the first of three productions for U. A. to be made by the
president of General Service Studios.

Loretta

Young

is

being sought by

to star in the first, which he
estimates will cost about $950,000.

Bogeaus

Industry

TEN CENTS

Schine Report

Asks Right to
Keep Theatres

tion in film circles here follows the
resignation of A. G. Allen as chairman of the board of Associated British Pictures Co. There were known
to have been considerable differences
between Allen and the managing directorship on company policies.

Order

Divestiture

Calls

'Outrageous Oppression'
Buffalo, July
modification

of

—

7.

A

plea for

government's
permit the
to

the

order
Circuit to retain the remaining 10 of the 16 theatres which
it was directed to dispose of during
the past year, and for which it was
unable to find purchasers, is made
in the circuit's final report on dives-

Schine

titure
progress
court here today.

filed

Federal

in

The report asks further that
the circuit now be permitted by
the court to "acquire other theatre interests in a manner described elsewhere in the report."
It

describes as "an outrageous act
(Continued on page 2)

Films Unaffected by
U.S.

Money Order

Washington,

7.

Banks,

Picture

(Continued on page 3)

Bogeaus to Make 3
For United Artists
Hollywood, July — Ben Bogeaus, Allen Resigns As
newest United Artists producer, yesHead of ABP Board
terday announced that he has bought
London, July
—Much specula"There Goes Lona Henry," a novel
Polan

to the^| gtion

divestiture

Syndicate of 21

;

by

ln^oe> Same

1943

by exhibitors representing approximately 50 houses in Southern Ohio
Discussion
and Northern Kentucky.
district,
headed
by
menson Southern
centered on "Stage Door Canteen."
Prairie
disRalph L. McCoy, and the
The object of the present percentage
trict, headed by Hall Walsh.
basis will have United Artists conHome office delegation on hand in- tributing its profits to service organiKalmenson, zations.
to
This was termed the most
addition
cludes,
in
Joseph Bernhard, Arthur Sachson, unfair trade practice to date. Exhibi(Continued on page 3)

Raw Film

8,

ASCAP,

judgment is had against the
and execution thereon is

until

yesterday

tures for film-

RKO

Against

i

-

minor

U.S.A.,

The court also denied a motion by
budget
n - Gene Buck, Irving Berlin, Inc., and

eluding all
" B's "
and

was

YORK,

Goddard Rules

tors,

ed

InteUigei

DAILY

and

3=154.

Alert,

Treasury

today

7.
July
prohibited

portation after August

— U.

S.

the im24 of checks,

exchange or promissory
notes from all enemy and enemy-occountries,
Portugal,
Spain,
cupied
drafts, bills of

Sweden, Switzerland and their terriand possessions, Tangier, Finland, French North and West Africa,
and the French Antilles, but a spokesman for the department expressed the
belief the ruling would not affect motories

{Continued on page 12)

No

British Action

On War Features
— British
London, July
7.

producers individually state
that they had been aware of
public reaction to war pictures long before receipt of
a letter received from the
Cinematograph
Exhibitors
Association to them to make
fewer war films. In consequence, there was no discussion of the letter at today's
session of the British Film
Producers Association.

Motion Picture Daily
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Thursday, July

Personal
Mention

Schine Asks Right to Keep

AUSTIN

Ada Meade, Corbin, Ky. Viv,
of oppression for the government to Ky.
Liberty, Pikeville, Ky.,
require Schine, having only 150 thea- Corbin, Ky.
tre interests, to attempt to sell 16 and the State and Appalachia, Aptheatre interests which they had ac- palachia, Va.
The report states that Schine has
quired since filing of the Department
of Justice complaint, while it permit- been unable to invest funds for necested the producer-distributor-exhibitor sary repairs in the houses named due
defendants who were also defendants to the probability of their sale which
in this case to retain the 63 metro- impended during the past year and
politan first run theatres and 141 other that in consequence the public in the
theatres acquired after filing of the communities in which the theatres are
located has been deprived of "first
complaint."
class" theatres.
If the order to disThe reference is believed to be to pose of them is
not lifted, permitting
theatres acquired by 20th CenturySchine to rehabilitate them, the reFox and Paramount during the two port states, "they will continue to deyears following entry of the New
teriorate until they reach a hopeless
York consent decree, although those state of decay."
acquistions were contested by the De"Many of these theatres," it conpartment of Justice as violative of detinues, "have suffered loss of business.
cree provisions last year and the acThis condition will become more proquisitions subsequently were upheld by
nounced if another year is permitted
the Federal District court at New
to lapse without making repairs and

(.Continued

KEOUGH,

his office.

Harry

C. Arthur,
of Fanchon
and his brother,

&

Louis,

Jr.,

general

Marco, St.
David, have
Harry's son,

returned from a visit to
Lieut. Thomas Arthur, flying cadet,
stationed at Monroe, La.
•

Friedman,
editor
of
Chester
Motion Picture Herald's "Managers'

Round Table," is the father of a
daughter, Bonnie, born yesterday at
the Adelphia Hospital, Brooklyn.
•

Dewey
tation

D. Bloom,

M-G-M

Buffalo, July

—

7.
Schine's
Theatre,
Pikeville,
Ky., one of the houses which
the circuit was unable to dispose of during the past year
under the government's divestiture order, was acquired
prior to the filing of the Federal anti-trust suit against
Schine and major distribu- r

Liberty

ParaC.
mount vice-president and secretary, is up and about following an extended illness but plans to take a
month's vacation before returning to

manager

1943

Claim Schine House
Should Be Retained

Add New Ones

Theatres.

8,

exploi-

Canada, will
York next week for

representative in

arrive in New
conferences with William Ferguson,
M-G-M exploitation director.
•

from page

Vernon, O.

1)

Opera House, Lexington,

;

;

;

;

tors on Aug. 7, 1939, and for'
that reason should not have
been included in the divestiture order, according to the

defendant's final report filed
here yesterday.
The report asserts that the
Federal
Court
therefore
should not require that any
further effort to dispose of
the house be made.

Coast Flashes

York.

replacements."
The Schine report, regarded as the
It states that the Plaza, Malone,
last to be filed on divestiture progress,
N. Y., was declared unsafe and closed
Hollywood, July 7
the disposition during the by order of the State Department ol
Jessie Gau, of the Poli, Hartford, is detailed
T
COWDIN, chairpast year of the Paramount, Glens Labor on Jan. 8, 1943, pending exon vacation.
»-» • man
Falls, N. Y., to its former operator, tensive reconstruction and repairs.
of the board of Universal
•
from
Schine
accepted
the
divestiture Pictures, arrived here today
Frank Carr, recently on the staff Paramount Pictures, Inc., and takes
note that the latter operates approxi- order in May, 1942, agreeing to en- New York for studio conferences. He
of the Paramount, New Haven, is
deavor to dispose of its interests in is expected to remain for about two
now with the U.S.O. at Falmouth, mately 1,210 theatres, 107 of which,
it states, had been acquired since the
the 16 theatres, acquisition of which weeks.
putting on camp shows.
•
Under allegedly resulted in closed situations
filing of the suit against it.
•
the divestiture order, Schine was re- or eliminated previous independent opGeorge
Freeman, manager
of
Columbia today signed Victor Sato offer the theatres to be dis- eration.
In return, the government ville to produce and direct "Heart
Loew's Poli, Springfield, Mass., is quired
of to their former owners first. agreed not to prosecute the anti-trust
vacationing in Hampton Beach, N. H. posed
of a City," a Technicolor depiction
Webster, suit against the circuit here for a of the London blitz, co-starring Rita
Also disposed of were
•
William H. Metz, manager of the Rochester, N. Y. the Cla-Zel and two-year period ending in May, 1944. Hayworth and Janet Blair.
the The divestitures were to have been
Bowling Green, Ohio
advertising department of the Spencer Lyric,
completed by May 17, last. At that
circuit, St. John, N. B., was married Palace, Clifton Springs, and the ScoHouses which Schine time, Schine asked for additional time
Michael Todd has completed a deal
tia, at Scotia.
recently to Miriam Eardley.
attempted to dispose of but failed to in which to file its final report and to star Mae West on Broadway in
•
E. S. Telfer,
manager in are: the Marjorie Grand, Harlan, was given until June 20. This was "Catherine the Great" next season.
Md. subsequently extended by the governCumberland,
Strand,
Ky.
Trinidad, is reported ill.
Plaza, Malone, N. Y. Memorial, Mt. ment to July 9.
•
Warners has deferred "Horn Blows
Murray Sher, Al Sobel, John
at Midnight" for two months to perGallese, Joe McNulty and Larry
mit Jack Benny to tour Allied fighting
Valeri, all of 20th Century-Fox home
fronts to entertain troops.
He leaves
office, leave for the Army this week.
Friday.
•
Hollywood, July 7. Charles FranMildred Carminor and Elsie Jane cis Coe,
executive viceHeller of 20th Century-Fox account- president, and Arthur DeBra, his asHenry Briggs, president of
O.
ing staff, are on vacation.
sistant, leave here tomorrow for New
•
PRC Arthur Greenblatt, vice-presiYork, after several weeks on the
Jeanne Hess, of the 20th Century- Pacific Coast furthering the screen's dent in charge of sales, and Nat LefHoward Black, vice-president of
Fox exploitation-publicity department, goodwill campaign among public ton, Cleveland and Cincinnati fran- Time, Inc., who recently was placed
chise
holder
and
recently
appointed
has returned to New York from Chidistribution
groups and within the industry itself, district manager for Pittsburgh, De- in charge of sales and
cago.
policies for The March of Time, will
post-war
industry
explaining
and
troit, Cincinnati and Cleveland, leave
•
be introduced to trade press repre-'
plans to both.
New York tomorrow for Hollywood,
Monroe Goodman, former assistant
Following his final address in the where they will confer with Leon sentatives at a buffet supper at the
screening
Cloud Club this evening.
to Oscar A.
Morgan, Paramount West Coast series, Thursday night,
Fromkess, production chief, and PRC of "Bill Jack vs. Adolph Hitler,"
short subjects sales manager, is in before the Hollywood Chamber of
latest March of Time release, will be
New York on leave from Kelly Field, Commerce, Coe will travel direct to producers on the 1943-44 program.
From Hollywood, Greenblatt will held in advance of the supper.
Texas, where he is stationed with the the MPPDA's New York office. Demake a swing through the Western
Air Corps.
Bra will make a stop-over in Indiana and Southwestern territories, return•
New
family,
arriving
in
his
to visit
ing to New York about August 15.
Willie Wang, who has been with York July 15.
Briggs will return to New York Authe M-G-M publicity department for
Coe will remain in the East for gust 1.
14 years and will enter the Navy the remainder of the Summer, Will
Henri Elman, Chicago franchise
Monday, is being given a luncheon H. Hays,
Major Alexander P. de Seversky
president, staying holder for PRC, will move his extoday by his associates.
will be guest of honor at a buffet
in Hollywood until August, in line change in that city to 1327 S. Wabash
•
supper to be given at the Waldorf
with a plan to alternate their visits Avenue.
E. J. Mannix, M-G-M studio ex- on both coasts.
Astoria, Monday evening, by Walt
ecutive, will return to the Coast toDisney Prod., with Elsa Maxwell
'Corregidor' and Albert D. Lasker as sponsors.
"Corregidor" has been sold to the
screening of the new Disney procircuit,
Arthur duction,
Jack Shea, of the Feiber and Shea
Hollywood, July 7. Monogram to- New York
"Victory
Through
Air
circuit, will leave Sunday for a week's day named Leo Blank district manGreenblatt, vice-president of PRC in Power," will be held in conjunction
tour of the circuit.
charge of sales, announced yesterday. with the supper.
ager for Des Moines and Omaha.

CHEEVER

:

;

;

RKO

;

;

Coe,

DeBra Leave

Coast for

New York

MPPDA

—

PRC Product Talks

At Coast Studio

Press Meets Black,
New MOT Executive

;

A

Disney Party for
Major de Seversky

MPPDA

Monogram Names Blank
—

RKO

Books

RKO

A
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iGoddard Rules

ITOA
ASCAP Suit

Against
In

Review

Shooting Follows
Boy's Eviction

"Bomber's Moon"

—

Detroit, July 7. A gang's
attempt to avenge the ousting of one of its members
from a Detroit theatre has

(2Qth-Fox)

Hollywood, July 7

A FAR-FETCHED,

(Continued from page 1)

are engaging
in practices which also violate the
'Sherman Act. The defense was made
jn an answer to the I.T.O.A. com-

highly implausible adventure yarn with war in

the front, middle and rear.
The heroics this time allow

ITOA,

of

jplete control

I

f^int

ASCAP

-.i,

Schwartz and Froh-

by

filed

counsel, as reported

in

Motion Picture Daily May 23.
The substance of the complaint

ASCAP

is that the defendants
against
conspired unlawfully to fix license
jfees for the privilege of using musi-

cal

compositions

the public

in

conjunction with

showing of motion

pictures.

ASCAP

controls virtually all
of the popular songs in the United
States, and because of ASCAP's close
relationship with principal film producers, the plaintiffs allege they are
compelled to sign license agreements
at exorbitant rates or go out of business. The plaintiffs seek an injunction
restraining the defendants from continuing to engage in such practices and
:ask treble damages for injuries allegedly incurred as the result of them.

Because

ASCAP's

defense

points

out that
all of the plaintiffs, operating theatres
in Metropolitan New York, Connecticut, and New Jersey, are members of
the I.T.O.A, and allege that the latter is dominated and controlled by
Harry Brandt, operator of the Brandt
Circuit, largest independent circuit in
the metropolitan area.

knock Germany's

George Montgomery, Army flyer,
and thereby save the life

defense, the plaintiffs pracintimidation
and terrorization
against independent exhibitors. Threats
are made and carried out for the
purpose of forcing competitors to
join the I.T.O.A. and give the organization control of their theatres, or
tice

compel independents to sell their
houses at nominal prices, thus eliminating competition, ASCAP's defense
to

brief asserts.

The

the
suit
against
furtherance of the
aims
of
the
alleged
conspiracy.
ASCAP contends, and by reason of
their participation in the conspiracy
and monopoly the plaintiffs are guilty
of "unclean hands" and mav not maintain the action against ASCAP. Included among the group of plaintiffs
are a number of circuits, including
the Walter Reade Circuit, Randforce.
filing

Tnterboro,

was

and

of

in

the

Rosenblatt-Welt

circuit.

No
been

date for trial

of the

case has

set.

is captured
mauled. In a Nazi castle-prison, he meets Annabella,
lieutenant in the Soviet medical corps, who is also a prisoner with a
French accent. Along with Kent Taylor, a Gestapo agent palming himself off as a Czech officer, they break out during a British air raid, make
their way to a friend of Annabella's.
There, they get credentials and
additional promise of aid in Rotterdam.
Walter Kingsford, the intermediary, is shot by Taylor, who unfolds his true colors at this juncture,
and is killed by Annabella. Off go hero and heroine, that light beginning to shine in their eyes by this time.
But Montgomery learns the German ace who shot down one of his
mates is at a nearby airport. He hops over, outfitted in a captured Nazi
uniform, hears plans to strafe Churchill's train with the aid of a captured British fighter plane, gets himself caught again, but makes the
breakaway once more in time to eliminate the Nazi pilot, save the prime
minister and avenge his dead mate. However, he has a neat one on his
hands in that he is flying to England in a Messerschmitt. Two-way
radios to the landing field, into the British foreign office and out of it
Down he comes, with Annabella waiting his
finally clear the way.
strong arms.
The story covers a lot of ground, is on the silly side, once more makes
nitwits out of the entire German army, shuffles detail around at will and
conveniently arranges plot developments to make certain everything
comes out jake at the end.

after his plane

(Continued from page 1)

requiring financial assistance.
They
claim that United Artists is forcing
the sale on a patriotic basis.

Present were P. J. Wood, secretary,
of Ohio, Columbus
Leo Jones
Upper Sandusky, O.
and Willis
Vance, Cincinnati, Caravan chairman.

ITO

;

;

old

is

if story detail is careless.
credited to Charles Fuhr.

Sol

Performances are acceptable,
Direction
Running time, 70 minutes.

zel

produced.

is

M. Wurt-

W.

Red Kann

classification.

Opens Second Syndicate in New
20th-Fox Offering
Sales Meet Today
B.

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

Roy Haines, A. W. Schwalberg, Jules cent of the circuit's stock is already
Lapidus, Norman H. Moray, Howard owned by 20th Century-Fox.
Levinson, Ed Hinchy, I. F. Dolid,
Other members of the underwriting
Albert S. Howson.

Charles Einfeld,

director of advertising and publicity,
is to arrive later from Hollywood to
address the meeting before proceeding to New York for conferences on
the launching of Irving Berlin's "This

Mort Blumenstock, in
Is the Army."
charge of advertising and publicity, in
the East, is to arrive here Friday.
Wolfe Cohen, Canadian district
manager, also is attending the local
sessions, with a sales meeting for the

syndicate

include

Baker,

:

carried

to take place later in

Minor Budget
Films Are Out,
Says Schenck
(Continued from page

hand include
Chicago: A. J. Shumow, manager; George
Lefko, I. S. Joseph, R. C. Herman, Stanley
Tohnson, G. R. Weinberg, H. Mandell, John
Sokley. Ben Elrod; Detroit: Robert H.
Dunbar, manager; W. B. Collins, S. L.
Gilbert, Frank Jones. S. E. Feld; Milwaukee: Don Woods, manager; F. Reimer, N.

Branch

delegations

on

L. Dizon; Minneapolis, A.
Anderson, manager; E. Perkins, E. H.
Charles Jackson, H. Blass, B. L.
Hill.
Meshbesher, W. O. McFall; Des Moines:
E J. Tilton, manager: Joe Smith. L. L.
Wells, J. M. Beatty. Donald H. Norton;
Kansas City: Russell C. Borg, manager;
W. H. Gaffney, Chet Borg, Roy Young,

S.

Bieringer,

W.

Also— Omaha: F. T. Hannon, manager;
Elmer
Walsh,
Paul
Mendelson,
Leon
Huhnke; St. Louis: Lester Bona, manager;

Gleason, J. Hill. D. J. Edele. E. W.
Bishop; Atlanta; H. G. Krumm. manager;
F H. Rudolph, H. R. Kistler. B. C. Weil,
B. H. Jordan: Charlotte: J. A. Bachman.
manager; H. H. Jordan, Dean S. House, H.
Keeter; Dallas: Doak Roberts, manager;
A. E. Moore, Al Wolf, Ed Blumenthal, Jr.,
H. D. Parks, Vernon Adams; Memphis:
Ed Williamson, manager: William Bugie.
C. J. Galloway: New Orleans: Luke Conner, manager; P. L. Spindler, J. D. Jermgan; Oklahoma City: J. W. Loewe, manager; W. C. Blackstone, W. S. Quade.

W. K.

1)

based on the story of Woodrow
Wilson, as Darryl Zanuck's first on

resuming his post, yesterday, in
charge of production.
Three musicals and three in Technicolor are included on the production

announced by Schenck.
Besides
"Wilson," from a script by Lamar
Trotti, they include
"Happy Land," produced by Kenneth Macgowan, directed by Irving
Pichel, with Don Ameche, Frances
Dee, Harry Carey and Ann Rutherford
"Pin-Up Girl," musical, with
Betty Grable, Martha Raye and Joe
E. Brown, produced by William LeBaron, Bruce Humberstone directing,
and songs by Mack Gordon and
James Monaco; "Buffalo Bill," in
;

Technicolor, to star Joel

McCrea and

Maureen O'Hara, produced by Har-

Weeks &

ry

Co.

Wellman;

Sherman,

directed
story is

by William
by Clements
and
Aeneas
Glore, For
Eastman, Dillon & Co.
MacKenzie
"Tampico," starring Edward G. Robgan & Co. Goldman, Sachs & Co.
inson, Lyna Bari and Victor McLagHarriman Ripley len, produced
Hallgarten & Co.
by Robert Bassler, di& Co., Inc. Hemphill, Noyes & Co. rected by Lothar Mendes "Lifeboat,"
Hornblower & Weeks Kidder, Pea produced by Kenneth Macgowan, directed by Alfred Hitchcock, with TalKuhn, Loeb & Co.
body & Co.
Lazard Freres & Co. Carl M. Loeb lulah Bankhead, Canada Lee and HenMerrill.
Lynch ry Hull; "The Lodger," produced by
Rhoades & Co.
Robert Bassler, and John Brahm diPierce, Fenner & Beane Smiths-Barrecting.
ney & Co.
Stone & Webster and
Also, "Ambassador Dodd's Diary,"
Blodget, Inc. Union Securities Corp.
Wertheim & Co. and White, Weld produced by Otto Preminger, directed
by Archie Mayo, with Anne Baxter
& Co.
Upon completion of the present and Harry Carey "Eve of St: Mark,"
Laurence Stallings' stage play, profinancing,
Twentieth Century-Fox's
duced by Wm. Perlberg, John Stahl
outstanding capitalization will consist
directing;
"Torpedo Squadron 8,"
of
prior preferred
100,000 shares
Walter Morosco to produce and Henstock, 908,681 6-12 shares preferred,
ry Hathaway direct
"Keys of the
$1.50 dividend cumulative, convertible,
Kingdom," based on the novel by A.
23-24
without par value and 1,742,000
"Four Jills and a Jeep,"
J. Cronin
shares no par common. The comwith Carole Landis, Martha Raye,
pany has no funded debt.
Kay Francis and Mitzi Mayfair, Bryan Foy producing and Lew Schreiber
directing "Greenwich Village," TechTo Assist Joe Shea
nicolor musical, with Carmen MiranMargaret M. Bleakley has joined da and Vivian Blaine, Wm. LeBaron
William Cagney Productions in New producing, Walter Lang directing
York as assistant to Joseph Shea, "Moment for Music," starring BenEastern publicity representative and ny Goodman in his life story, with
story editor, it was announced yes- William LeBaron producing and Irvterday. Miss Bleakley was formerly ing Cummings directing
"Where Do
associated with the story departments We Go from Here?", Technicolor
David O. Selznick and Hunt musical, starring Betty Grable, proof
Stromberg Productions.
duced by William Perlberg.

Harden

;

&

A. G. Becker

Inc.

the

Ripley

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Toronto.

to

he was

returning home, he was attacked by the gang and in
the altercation William Klinger, 15 years old, was wounded, dying later.

;

Dominion force

gun

his father's
night. As

work one

list

"G"*

E. M'. Block.

Allied Caravan Meet
Discusses 'Canteen'

William Seibert, 17-yearusher at the Norwefet
Theatre, had received threats
from the gang after he had
evicted one of its members.
Seibert, son of a patrolman,

to
of

Principal

ASCAP's

resulted in tragedy.

satisfactory at best.

air ace out of the clouds

*"G" denotes general

purpose and object of
I.O.T.A. is to destroy all competition
in the metropolitan area, ASCAP's
defense alleges.
Acting in concert
with each other with respect to all
improper means of coercion and restraint which thev bring to bear upon local competitors, according to

It's

Winston Churchill. It's like this:
A bombing mission successfully negotiated, Montgomery

ASCAP's Defense

ASCAP

;
;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

£6

HOLLYWOOD THEA.N.Y.

OF THE

FORCES
ANO

GEORGE MURPHY
JOAN LESLIE
Lt.

RONALD REAGAN
ANO

GEORGE TOBIAS

ALAN HALE
CHARLES BUTTERWORTH
AND

'

KATE SMITH
it

PRODUCED BY

JACK L.WARNER
AND

HALB.WALLIS
it
Directed by

Screen Play by Casey Robinson
and Capt. Claude Binyon • Based
on the Stage Show Irving Berlin's
"This Is The Army" • Music and
Lyrics by Irving Berlin

IRVING BERLINS.
FROM WARNERS

OF THE

ROY ROGERS
SMARTEST Hi
KING Of THE COWBOYS
''HEART OF THE GOLDEN WEST'' * "RIDIIT DOWN
Cunne*tt%de*ue4,:
"idaHO" * "KING OF THE COWBOYS" * "SONG OF
(?woh$ %e(e*de4: "SILVER SPURS" * "MAN FROM MUSIC MOUNTAINS

—
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Filming

Short Subject Reviews

Is

Off Slightly;

44

—

Hollywood, July 7. Production
was down slightly last week, with
44 films in work at week's end against
46 the week before. Only seven new
features were started, against 11 in
Both this week
the previous week.
and last, shooting ended on nine picThere were 23 scripts prepartures.
Of the
ing and 58 features editing.
seven new pictures started, Universal
has four of them on its sound stages
Republic has two, and RKO, one.
;

The production scene
Columbia
"The Cover
Shooting

Make

"He

Work

in

Girl,"

:

Sol-

a

Samuel Goldwyn
"Up in Arms."

Shooting

"The

lease date, July 23.

Running

ings show some originality.
Release date, July 23.
time, 7 mins.

"Here Comes Mr. Zerk"

"Screen Snapshots"

(Harry Langdon Comedy)

(Number 10—Series

(Columbia)

(Columbia)

antics

his usual
slight farce

this

in

comedy dealing with

M-G-M
Rhythm,"

"Broadway
"Meet the People," "White Cliffs of
Dover," "Cry Havoc," "The Cross
of Lorraine," "The Heavenly Body,"
"America," "Song of Russia," "Madame Curie," "A Guy Named Joe,"
Shooting:

New

Harry Langdon performs
slapstick

:

"See Here, Private Hargrove."

Monogram
Shooting: "Bullets and Saddles,"
"Blazing Guns," "Nearly Eighteen."
Finished: "Outlaws of Stampede
Pass."

a mistaken idenMistake is brought about when
newspaper, in announcing
local
a
Langdon's marriage to Shirley Patterson, prints a picture of an escaped
lunatic known as Zerk over the name
of Langdon, who plays a noted scientity.

tist.

Some

of the resultant situations

are amusing, but on the whole it is
unpretentious farce. Running time, 16
mins. Release date, July 23.

4

of

popular

this

Dawn."
P. R.

RKO-Radio
"An American Story,"
Started:
with Margo, Robert Ryan, Wally
Brown, Alan Carney, John Carradine,
Gage.
Shooting:

"Around

Bell,

Erford
_

"Government

Girl,

the World," "Adventures of

$11,100 with "Mr. Lucky" and "The
Falcon Strikes Back," while "Human
Comedy" and "Tahiti Honey" in their
second week here did almost as well
at the Omaha.

Estimated receipts
ending July 7-8

for

week

the

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
"The Falcon Strikes Back" (RKO)

a Rookie," "Dollar-A-Year Man."
Finished: "The Iron Major."

BRANDEIS— (1,200)

Republic
Started: "A Scream at
with Robert Lowery, Marie

—

Omaha, July 7. The two-day holiday plus a return to warmer weather
resulted in patrons jamming air-conBranditioned downtown theatres.
deis, with only 1,200 capacity, grossed

C.

Finished: "Tiger Fangs."

Bruce Edwards, James

Omaha

Duals Top

Night,"

McDon-

Eddie Brophy, Wally Vernon,
Robert Cavanaugh, Elizabeth Russell,
"BeJack LaRue, William Hade.
yond the Last Frontier," with John
Paul Revere, Smiley Burnette, Ernie
Adams, Richard Clarke, Lorraine
ald,

Miller.

Shooting "The Deerslayer," "Man
from Music Mountain."
:

(30c-35c-44c-50c)

Gross:

"Thet

Human Comedy" (M-G-M)

"Tahiti

$11,100.

Honey"

(30c-35c-50c)

(Average. $7,500)

"Mr. Big" (Univ.)
"Air Raid Wardens"

ORPHEUM— (3,000)

Gross:

$10,300.

days.

7

days.

Gross:

days.

(Average, $8,000)

$14,300.

EGfLINTO'N — (1,086)

days.

Gross:

week

7

6

(Average.

(M-G-M)
6

(Average,

$9,000.

$10,000)

Frisco,

Hello"

SHEA'S— (2,480)
days, 2nd week.

(ZOth-Fox)

(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)

Gross: $10,000.

6

(Average,

Peggy Ryan, David Holt, Marcia Mae $11,000)
"You're a
Jones, Samuel S. Hinds.
"A Night to Remember" (Col.)
Lucky Fellow, Mr. Smith," with Allan "Two Senoritas from Chicago" (Col.)
hind."
TIVOLI— (1,434) USc-30c-48c) 6
Jones, Evelyn Ankers, David Bruce.
Finished: "The Dancing Masters,"
(Average, $4,500)
Billie Burke, Patsy O'Connor, Stan- Gross: $5,500.
"The Song of Bernadette."
'Assignment in Brittany" (M-G-M)
ley Clements.
Shooting: "The Strange Death of
Adolf Hitler," "Crazy House," "Fron-

Started: "Ali Baba and the
Thieves," with Jon Hall, Maria Montier Bad Man."
tez, Turhan Bey, Andy Devine, MoFinished "Let Yourself Go."
roni Olsen, Fortunio Bonanova, Kurt
"His Butler's Sister," with
Katch.
Warners
Deanna Durbin, Pat O'Brien, FranPursuit,"
"Northern
Shooting:
chot Tone, Akim Tamiroff, Evelyn
Walter Catlett. "Man of the "Conflict," "In Our Time," "Destina-

40

days.

Galston and J. M. Sutton last wee
rigged their Marcal marquee to rea
Marilyn
Harris Our
Cashier
"Henry Aldrich Gets Glamour."

—

Lana

days.

Gross: $10,000.

(18c-30c-42c-6Oc-9Oc)

and

sister

its

.

.

Young
in
The young

"Slightly Dangerous."
lady
sells
tickets
at

Marcal
Hawaii,

the
the

theatre,

when she isn't working in a picThe Messrs. Galston and
Sutton in the news most recently as

ture.

—

builders of the "Cat People" exploitation formula, and before that as the
showmen who dared exhibit "Citizen
Kane" when others didn't sell pictures at any and all times.

Edward Small has signed Tony
Devlin, fresh from high school and 6
foot 1, to a term contract, probably
to start with "The Raft."
M-G-M
has Met five sets of twins under contract and is using three of them in
"White Cliffs of Dover.".
Al Jolson
and Oscar Levant are to portray
themselves in Warners' Jesse Lasky
production, "Rhapsody in Blue."
.

.

.

.

.

the theory that the populartroupes in pictures
must be deserved, Director Bruce
Humberstone has added the "Roller Skating Vanities" troupe to his
"Pin-Up Girl" cast, figuring it may
be the rollers' turn.
With upwards of 100 of his pictures still in
exhibition around the globe, Harry
Sherman is preparing 16 more for
production, notably "Buffalo Bill,"
the §2,000,000 Technicolor undertaking for 20th Century-Fox, to the
cast of which Edgard Buchanan has
been added.
Jules Levey, who
is to produce "The Hairy Ape" as
the first of five pictures for UA,
submitted a synopsis of the picture
to his exhibitor friends on his recent
tour of the country and came back
with commitments of 50 circuits to
book the picture.
.

.

.

.

.

.

'Canteen' in Record
Week in Kansas City

—

Kansas
feature,
largest

ceiving

City, July 7. "Stage Door
grossing approximately
at the Midland, as a single
giving this house perhaps the
returns in its history. "Mr.
plus "Aerial Gunner," is reapproximately $13,000 at the
is

Orpheum.
Estimated receipts for the
ending Julv 7-8:
"Stormy Weather" (20th-Fox)

week

(35c-50c) 7 days.

Gross:

ESQUIRE— (800)

MIDLAND— (3.600)

6

:

Offices

(35c-50c)

7

days.

Gross: $24,000.
(Average, $12,000)
"China" (Para.)

NEWMAN— (1,900)

week.

—

.

—

— Robert

Turner

(Average. $4,000)
"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)

(Average, $9,500)

Combine Chicago

—

$5,500.

"American Empire" (M-G-M)

UPTOWN— (2.761)

and the

his ticket-seller as star of his picand stay within the truth. Al

Lucky,"
"Hello,

:

Universal

ture

$24,000

(18c-30c-42c-60e-78c)

Gross:

$9,000)

20th Century-Fox
Shooting "Happy Land," "Guadalcanal Diary," "The Girls He Left Be-

bill

Canteen"

LOEWS— (2,074)

(30c-35c-50c)

6

$10,500)

"Presenting Lily Mars"

a place,

is

only one, where an exhibitor can

(Col.)

(18c-30c-48c-60c)

Gross: $10,000.

days, 2nd week.

(Average,

the

(Average, $4,500)

$5,000.

days, 2nd week.
7

"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)
"High Explosive" (Para.)

PARAMOUNT— (2,900)

"My Friend Flicka" and
"Hello, Frisco, Hello" at the Imperial
and Shea's respectively were expected
to gross $10,000 each for the second
week with the help of holiday patronage.
trade.

"My Friend Flicka" (ZOth-Fox)
IMPERIAL— (3.373) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)

(M-G-M)
(30c-35c-50c)

7.

Brittany," on a double bill at the Uptown Theatre, appeared to have a
slight edge at $10,000 for the week's
grosses around town, the advantage
being partly due to holdovers at opposition houses even for the holiday

for

HOLLYWOOD

ity of ice-skating

$10,000: Toronto
— "Assignment in
Toronto, July

Estimated receipts
ending July 8

WEAVER

On

Brittany\ Dual,

"A Night to Remember" (Col.)
"Two Senoritas from Chicago"

(Rep.)

OMAHA— (2,000)

Gross: $10,400.

7

(Average, $4,500)

days.

R.

Hollyzvood, July 7

series

presents Mischa Auer as master of
ceremonies, and doubling as his twin
brother stationed at an army camp.
Shots show Hollywood luminaries at
work in a Naval sewing Canteen, at
an entertainment canteen for servicemen, and at play at one of the night
Final sequence presents Bill
clubs.
Thompson, the "Mr. Whipple" of radio fame, in imitations while trying to
avoid a process server. Running time,
Release date, June 25.
10 mins.

4

Lucky\ 'Comedy'

issue

By WILLIAM

—

22)

Paramount
Shooting: "And the Angels Sing,"
"Frenchman's Creek."
Finished: "Henry Aldrich's Little
"The Hour Before the
Secret,"

1943

8,

Hollywood

Fly in the
Can't
it Stick"
(Color Rhapsody)
Ointment"
(Columbia)
(Phantasy Cartoon)
This is a colorful and amusing bur- (Columbia)
lesque on a famous Austrian paperDrawn in black and white with mahanger, Shicklegruber by name. He is cabre backgrounds, this pokes fun at
courting a Brunnehilde-like hausfrau, spook pictures while telling the fable
a widow with three children, two of the "Spider and the Fly."
The
of whom are Nazi Youth brats, the spider in this case is a gruesome orthird being an intellectual. The paper- ganist while the fly is a tough, wisehanger succeeds in winning over the cracking urchin.
Action deals with
widow to a quick marriage, and then the attempt of the spider to ensnare
embarks upon his campaign to plaster the fly by first offering him candy to
the world with the special swastika- gain his confidence, and then offering
decorated wallpaper he has designed, him a potion of arsenic and old lace
but he can't find a paste to make it in the guise of a chocolate malted.
Re- Dialogue is amusing, and the drawRunning time, 7 mins.
stick.

:

"There's Something About
dier," "Footlight Glamour."

Thursday, July

7 days, 2nd
(Average. $9,000)

(35c-50c)

Gross: $10,000.

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
"Aerial Gunner" (Para.)

ORPHEUM— (1,900)

(35c-50c)

7

days.

(Average, $8,000)
$13,000.
The offices of Gross:
Chicago, July 7.
"Jitterbugs" (20th-Fox)
Capitol Film Exchange, Inc., All- "Cowboy in Manhattan" (Univ.)
TOWER— (2,200) (35c-50c) 7 davs. Stage
American News and the PRC Chicago
Ankers,
(Average, $9,000)
Gross: $10,000.
O'Connor, tion, Tokyo," "Shine On, Harvest exchange will be combined at new show.
Donald
with
Family,"
Weather" (ZOth-Fox)
"Stormy
quarters here at 1327 South Wabash
Susanna Foster, Lillian Gish, Richard Moon."
UPTOWN— (2,000) (35c-50c) 7 davs.
(Average, $5,000)
Gross: $6,500.
Finished: "Saratoga Trunk."
Ave., according to Henri Elman.
Dix, Anne Gwynne, Noah Beery, Jr.,

*

WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW ABOUT ALAN LADD'S MARRIAGE

BIGGEST "BOX OFFICE GROSS"

OF ANY MOVIE MAGAZINE
MONTH AFTER MONTH THE PUBLIC
MONEY FOR PHOTOPLAY — THE
LUXURY MAGAZINE

— THAN

PAYS

MORE

INDUSTRY'S

FOR ANY OTHER

MOVIE MAGAZINE PUBLISHED

*

*
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(223)

(222)

THE

Marshall

H

Raft

Boyer

Cast

Berlin's

Smith
Fontaine

DANGER

IS

mlns.

mins.
CONSTANT
BACKGROUND

<

ARMY

NYMPH
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Soldier

Charles

George

112

Alexis

80
Joan

Brenda

Irving

THIS

TO
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(7043)

D—

&

Orch.

ICE

Scott

Lane
Ankers

MacDonald

Paige

Curtis

TICKETS

Durbin

Hilliard

Wilson

Morgan
Knowles

BY

and

mins.

INC.

Simms mins.

LONDON

UNIVERSAL

D

MYSELF

—

Abbott

c

—

Evelyn

63

Patric

Vera

Michele

Ginny

Dooley

GET
TWO

M

Grace

TO

HIT

GALS.

Barrymore

c

HOLD

HONEYMOON

Paige

LICKED

MEN

—

LODGE

Orch.

C

D

CORVETTE

K
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Gray

D

FRONTIER

D

Robert

Leon

Robert

Alan

Rosemary

Fitzgerald

Raines

82

THE

225
Nelson

Costello

60

Hilliard

Bruce

mins.

ALL

Qutnn

NEVER

Winninger

Cotten

TO

&

Errol

Vague

GOING

David
Harriet

Ella

Randolph

BAD

Harriet

Deanna

Richard

Joseph

C

WE'VE

Ozzie

BEEN

Diana

Barry

Charles

Glen
.

C—

t

Robert

Morley

Stream-

Stream-

Boyd

Walker

DOOR

NAZTY

Terry

Watson

Tracy

AHOY!
Porter

Sawyer

Lesser)

A.

O

FRANCE

D

SOMEWHERE

COLT

COMRADES

STARS

CANTEEN

NUISANCE

liner)

liner)

Roach

Roach

U.

(Sol

William
Constance

William

William

48

Cheryl

STAGE

Cummings

Jean

Joe

YANKS

Bobby

THAT
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(Hal

(Hal

(34S)
(343)

(342)

(346)

(344)

CAN
Hardy
ISLAND

Romero

Grable

Montgomery

Home

Ameche

Montgomery

&

20TH-FOX

Tierney

Robinson

mins.

mins.

(Technicolor)

mins.

Annabella

mins.

WAIT

WEATHER

MOON

BOMBER'S

STORMY

JITTERBUGS

mins.

Laurel

74

112

96

Betty
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Danger', Show, Do

Critics

9

Quotes

11

.

.

'Mr. Lucky' Big

.

S29,000 Gross in

Week

Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh,

July

:

;

Motion Picture Daily

1943

8,

— ———

7.

— With

the
holiday

"CONEY ISLAND"

$28,300 Gross

(Twentieth Century-Fox)

At last, a picture that we can monestly call fine hot weather diversion.
Light, humorous, tuneful and Technicolored, "Coney island
is it, with tne
energetic Betty Grable singing and dancing away to the boys' hearts' desire.

Wanda

In Philadelphia

New

York Daily News.
Qeasure-driving ban
"Coney Island" uses the same formula of "Hello Frisco, Hello," but it is
-ips and picnic, the Fourth week-end
7.
Philadelphia, July
Leading
kyrocketed box-office figures here. always good, and in this case, it is better than good. It is swell. This is a the field is "Mr. Lucky" at the Boyd
movie
that
will
make
forget
your
troubles,
you
is
what
our
and
just
in
boys
Resuming its stage-screen policy, the
with $28,300 in sight.
"Mr. Big" at
the camps will want to see. I know of no higher tribute. Louella U. Parsons,
ft«ley led with $29,000 for "Backthe Earle with Ozzie Nelson's band
Los
Angeles
Examiner.
i^nd to Danger." Both the Fulton
and Harriet Hilliard also looks big
"Coney Island" is one of those deluxe deluxe, super super Hollywood muiilothe Harris did almost twice usual
for the six-day
limiting

Hale,

—

with $16,000 promised for
Coney Island" at the Fulton (repening after recess for decorating),
nd "Hit the Ice" drawing $15,000 at
he Harris.

Actually it is a series of lavish dance numbers, held together by a
routine boy-meets-girl story and rare hashes of engaging humor, topped oh
by Technicolor that displays Betty Grable at her luscious best. Jerry Franken, PM, New York.

Estimated receipts for week ending

worthy passages of stout adventure and action and the acting is good. There are parts of the plot which can hardly be called persuasive,
but, then, we suppose an action melodrama is not supposed to be 100 per cent

iusiness,

mly 6-8:
(20th- Fox)
(30c-40c-55c)
7
(Average, $7,500)

Coney Island"

FULTON— (1,700)
-ross:

$16,000.

days,

Hit the Ice" (Univ.)

HARRIS— (2,200)

(30c-40c-55c)

days,

7

(Average. $9,200)
Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)

iross: $15,000.

PENN— (3,400)

7 days. 2nd
(Average, $17,000)

(30c-40c-55c)

Gross: $20,000.

i>eek.

Bombardier" (RKO)

1UTZ— (1,100)
(moveover

feek

days, 2nd
Gross:
Stanley).
7

(30c -40c -55c)

from

(Average, $2,600)

4.000.

Background to Danger"

STANLEY— (3,800)

(W.

sicals.

"CHINA" (Paramount)
"China" has

plausible.

its

Norman

Clark, Baltimore

News

Post.

There are many exciting melodramatic moments in "China." Ladd displays
his usual amount of menacing charm and dominates the picture from the personality angle. Dorothy Manners, Los Angeles Examiner.
"China" is the Chinese "For Whom the Bell Tolls." No fooling, it's a junior
It is an absorbing picture but not
model of the Hemingway masterpiece.
poignant because the dramatic highlights are a little hard to believe. It's a
good war drama with fine performances and an effective background. New
York Daily News.

B.)

On

(30c-44c-55c-66c).

:ge, 6 days of vaudeville including Boita
Granville and Abe Lyman's band.

"EDGE OF DARKNESS" (Warner

(Average, $20,000)
Incident" (20th-Fox)

$29,000.

Ox-Bow

SENATOR— (1,750)

(30c-40c-55c)

days,

7

nd week (moveover from Harris). Gross:
(Average, $3,400)
Presenting Lily Mars" (M-G-M)

4.000.

WARNER— (2.000)

rd

(moveover

week

Gross:

itanley).

(30c-40c-55c)
after one

$7,500.

days,

7

week

at

(Average, $6,500)

To $11,000 inMontreal

—

"Air Force"
ooks to be the best thing in Montreal
his week, with $11,000 expected at
_oew's "Edge of Darkness" from the
•ame company is headed for about
7.

^9,000 at the Palace.

Estimated receipts for the week endng July 8
'Buckskin Frontier" (Par.)

ORPHEUM— (1,100)

(30c-40c-60c)

>oss: $4,000. (Average,
'Air Force" (W. B.)

LOEWS — (2,900)

>oss:

$11,000.

7 davs.

$4,500)

(35c-53c-67c)

days.

7

(Average. $7,000)

Freedom" (RKO.)
'The Falcon Strikes Back" (RKO)
'Flight for

CAPITOL— (2.700)

(30c-40c-52c)

jross: $7,500.
'The Gorilla

(Average, $4,500)

3ross: $5,500.

(Average, $3,500)

'Edge

days,

7

Man" (W. B.)
'The Hidden Hand" (W. B.)
PRINCESS — (2,200) (30c-40c-52c)
of

7

days.

Darkness" (W. B.)

—

P A LA CE ( 2. 700) (30c-45c-62c)
>oss: $9,000. (Average. $7,000)

Ervolieff in
Mexico City, July

days.

7

Mexico
7.

Ervolieff,
picture in Paris

ish.

wood,

is

who

first

Chicago Tribune.
It is gory, gruesome and spectacular.

made

the

Holly-

and then
seeking Arturo de Cordoba
in

for the lead.

N. H. Gets Refrigerants

ses.

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)

BOYD— (3,000)

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

comLeonare Bush-

pared to a super colossal gigantic production with big names.
man, Philadelphia Daily News.

"Mr. Big" (Univ.) (6 days)
"Background to Danger" (W.B.)

day)

(1

(46c-57c-75c) 6 days of
(3,000)
vaudeville including Ozzie Nelson's orchestra,
Harriet Hilliard, Harris & Shore,
Jeanne Blanch, Paul Lavarre & Bros., and
Sons of the South. Gross: $28,800. (Av.
erage, $18,000)

(20th-Fox)
(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

2nd week.

Gross:

A

7

(Average,

$27,800.

$14,000)

"This Land Is Mine" (RKO)

KEITH'S— (2,200)

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

days, 2nd week, 2nd run.
Gross:
(Average, $4,500)
"Lady of Burlesque" (U. A.)
7

of Darkness" is the sort of picture that blasts an audience out oi
capacity audience was pitched to such a high key of excitement
its chairs.
that the final scene had not yet fully faded from the screen when the most
tumultuous applause that has greeted a film play in recent memory broke out
in a volume that matched the roar of machine guns and grenades that had
immediately preceded it. Nelson B. Bell, Washington Post.

"Edge

7

(Average, $14,000)

Gross: $28,300.

days.

Island"
Miami Daily "Coney
FOX— (3,000)

will learn the value of realistic portraits as

MASTBAUM— (4,700)

75c)

7

days,

.

3rd

$3,800.

(3Sc-41c-46c-57c-68c-

Gross

week.

$18,800.

:

(Average, $20,000)

"Background

to

Danger" (W. B.)

STANLEY— (3,000)

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c

Gross:

75c) 7 days.
$14,000)

(Average,

$25,500.

"Bombardier" (RKO)

Citywide Curfew for Cut Film Delivery
Youths Seen in Phila. In New Haven Area
Philadelphia, July

7.

—A

citywide

curfew for teen-age boys and

girls

was recommended for Philadelphia by
the June grand jury in handing down
its report this week.
Judge Vincent
A. Carroll, of the Common Pleas
Court, endorsed the recommendation
and said he will forward it to the
Mayor and to the Director of Public
Safety. For some months, police have
been enforcing an unofficial curfew
for unescorted girls in
of the city.

—

New Haven, July 7. Film delivery systems in this area have further
curtailed service. Decker's eliminates
Fridays and Sundays, so does Rosen's.
In addition, Rosen's will have no
service

Middletown

to

Wednesday

nights,

to

Monday and

& K. Booking War

Films in Key House

house.

Last week, "Crash Dive," another
war picture, was given two B. & K.
first run houses for its Loop opening,
turning in very good grosses.

Services for Mrs.

Hand

Funeral for Mrs. Stanley Hand,
wife of the Altec Service executive,
was conducted yesterday from Gallagher's Funeral Chapel, Manhasset,
L. I. She died at her home nearby
during the weekend.

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-

(Average,

Gross: $14,200).

$6,-

500)

"Crash Dive" (20th-Fox)

KARLTON— (1,000)

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-

7 days, 2nd run.
erage, $3,500)

Gross:

75c)

(Av-

$8,000.

'Canteen' Best in

Years in

;

St.

Louis

;

;

Fridays only.

—

Criticisms of
Chicago, July 7.
film bookings are not influencing
Balaban and Katz. Circuit has booked
"Action in the North Atlantic" for
the first two weeks of August at the
Chicago Theatre, its biggest Loop

war

STANTON— (1,700)

75c) 7 days.

Wallingford,

Tuesday nights Torrington, Wednesday nights Rockville, Monday nights
(for pickup only)
Oakville and Watertovvn,
Tuesday
Thursday.
and
the central part Hoxie's serves Winsted and Lakeville
Monday, Wednesday and Friday only
Kimmerlin has no Bridgeport Monday
service, and Foley's goes to Canaan
Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and

—

New Haven, July 7. Downtown
houses have obtained supplies of refrigerant gas, and air conditioners
are working for the first time this
season. During the hot spell, late in
June, makeshift arrangements were
made everywhere, and patrons complained, with attendant drop in gros-

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

(Average, $9,000)
Gross: $7,000.
"Action in the North Atlantic" (W. B.)
ARCADIA— (600) (35c- 46c -57c -68c) 6 days,
2nd run.
Gross: $3,800.
(Average, $2,800)
days.

days,

Some day Hollywood

B.

Er—Joseph
producer,

Russian-French
has joined Cimesa, local producing
company, for the production of his
Verne's
of
Jules
version
third
"Michael Strogoff," or "The Czar's
Courier," which will be done in Spanvolieff,

Mae Time,

It is fine entertainment.

News.

Air Force' Zooming
Montreal, July

—

The picture has suspense but, somewho lacks the blood curdling reality
of the Steinbeck story, "The Moon Is Down," which it in so many ways
sembles.

ALDINE — (9C0)

7

EARLE—

Bros.)

it

Jross:

with $28,800 expected
week. Among the holdovers, "Coney
Island" at the Fox is proving a major
click with the second week figured on
bringing in $27,800. Holiday prices on
Monday contributed to the high
grosses for the week.
Estimated takings for the week ending July 7-9:
"Somewhere in France" (U. A.)

Nesbitt to Government
Hollywood, July

7.

—M-G-M

has

John Nesbitt a temporary release from his fiveyear contract to concentrate on his
U. S. Government production schedgranted

shorts

producer

ule of radio programs. He stops after
finishing four Metro shorts now in

—

St. Louis, July 7.
An all-time attendance record for Loew's State Theatre in St. Louis is being hung up this
week by "Stage Door Canteen." With
capacity crowds over the two-day holiday, the picture is headed for a strong
$27,000, which is the biggest week's
take at popular prices since the theatre opened in 1924. Business all over
is

big.

Estimated receipts
ending July 7

for

"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)

LOEW'S STATE— (3,162)

7

days.

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)

FOX— (5,038)

(30c-40c-50c)

—

George
Danville, Pa., July 7.
A. Nevin, former manager of the
Capitol Theatre here, has completed
training in Washington, D. C, and is
now an assistant field director for the
American Red Cross at Camp Pendleton, Va.

7 days.

Gross:

(Average, $15,000)

$18,000.

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
days.

Nevin Red Cross Aide

(30c-40c-50c-55c)

(Average, $15,000)

Gross: $27,000.

AMBASSADOR— (3,154)

preparation.

week

the

Gross:

(30c-40c-50c)

7

(Average, $11,500)

$14,500.

"Cabin in the Sky"* (M-G-M)
"A Stranger in Town" (M-G-M)

LOEW'S

50c) 7
$6,000)

days.

ORPHEUM— (1,900)
Gross:

$8,500.

(30c-40c-

(Average,

"Bombardier" (RKO)
"Coney Island" (20th-Fbx)

MISSOURI— (3.514)
Gross:

$9,000.

"Edge

of

(30c-40c-50c)

7

davs.

(Average, $7,000)

Darkness" (W. B.)

"Follow the Band" (Univ.)
LOUIS— (4,000) (35c-40c)
ST.
Gross: $4,500.
(Average, $4,400)

7

days.

Motion Picture Daily

J2

SRO;
Take

'Canteen'

'Action'

Thursday, July

Off the Antenna

A Doorman
At Frisco Theatre

Newsie

SINCE

San Francisco, July 7.
Manager Al Goodwin of the

April 27, 1942, 120 advertisers have contributed time for war efand related messages on 202 coast-to-coast network programs each
week, to an average weekly audience of 300,000,000, at a combined cost
of $100,000,000, according to Chester LaRoche, chairman of the War Advertising Council.
Network affiliates and advertising leaders will participate July 14 in a special broadcast on the subject: "The Role of Business
in Furnishing the Public with Essential War Information," designed to

were

solicited.

organize the advertisers to greater effort.

hawk

sells his

fort

Big in Buffalo
—

Buffalo, July 7. "Stage Door
Canteen" is drawing SRO at the
Great Lakes, bidding for a hangup
$25,000. "Action in the North Atlantic" is strong at the Buffalo and prob"Mr.
ably will reach about $17,600.
Lucky" at the Twentieth Century is
expected to do $18,500, rounding out
an excellent holiday week.
Estimated receipts
ending July 10

week

the

for

"Action in the North Atlantic" (W. B.)
(35c-40c-5Sc-65c)

tially

The newspapers in the
morning, dons doorman's uniform for the day and, in the
evening, is back on sidewalk

NBC

sports director, has become chief of the
Bill Stern,
radio division of the National Physical Fitness Program.
Latest Hooper
national program rating shows Fibber McGee and Molly in first place, a
spot occupied by Bob Hope in past several reports. ... P.
Cusack has
joined
as art director of advertising and promotion.
Hugh Conover
chatter program for Arthur Godis pinch-hitting on early morning
frey, who is hospitalized from an appendicitis operation.
U. S. Navy has
chosen Kay Kyser to help equip its hospitals for heroes with swimming pools.
.

.

W

NBC

WABC

.

.

.

.

selling his latest editions.

.

.

.

Baltimore Booms;
'Stage Canteen'

7

(Average, $15,0GO)

Gross: $12,500.

days.

Orpheum has parsolved his manpower
problem. Services of a news
vendor outside the theatre
first-run

•

.

:

BUFFALO— (3,489)

•

•

Purely Personal:

Grosses $23,000

"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)

GREAT LAKES— (3,000)

(35c-40c-S5c-65c)

Gross: $25,000.
(Average, $10,800)
"Presenting Lily Mars" (M-G-M)
"Tor ght We Raid Calais" (ZOth-Fox)

7 days.
:

HIPPODROME— (2,100)

(35c-40c-55c-65c)

days, 3rd week, moveover.
Gross: $8,500.
(Average, $8,500)
"Mr. Lucky" (RICO)
"Scattergood Survives a Murder" (RKO)
7

TWENTIETH CENTURY— (3,000)
Gross:

days.

55c) 7
$8,500)

(35c-

(Average,

$18,500)

Program Notes: NBC's Durante-Moore-Cugat show will originate in
"Breakfast Club," emceed by Don
Hollywood beginning August 12.
McNeill, now over 3,000 mornings old, has gained an additional sponBaltimore, July 7.— With the holiSecond of now-famous "Marines at day weekend, business took on boomsor, Kellogg's breakfast food.
.

.

Gross:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(35c- 50c)

days.

7

(Average, $8,000)

$8,000.

.

.

Guadalcanal" stories will be repeated on Columbia's "Man Behind the .time proportions. Cloudy weather kept
"Second Husband" and "Amanda of people from outdoor amusements and
Gun" broadcast on July 10.
Honeymoon Hill," daytime serials on Columbia, will be renewed by their they crowded theatres. "Stage Door
respective sponsors, effective August 12. Beginning September 12, Adam Canteen" looks like a strong $23,000 at
Hat Stores will sponsor "That's a Good One," on the Blue, in addition the Century. "Action in the North
F. W. Fitch will launch a new series Atlantic" runs next with $20,000 at
to current fight broadcasts.
Two NBC sustaining programs the Stanley.
on September 8 over same network.
.

"Captive Wild Woman" (Univ.)
"Moonlight in Havana" (Univ.)

LAFAYETTE— (3,000)

.

.

are replacing "March of Time*' which vacations for summer until August
Activities at the world's largest Army Air Force School and its
19.
"Army Hour" program on
biggest dispersal air field will highlight
WOR-Mutual's "American Forum of the Air," a
Sunday, July 11.
radio institution for 15 years, moves to a new time on July 13 and becomes a full hour show.
.

.

.

NBC

.

.

Gross for Holiday

Normal

.

in Capital

Washington, D. C,

July

7.

— The

War Workers Change Films Unaffected
Mass. Operations By U. S. Money Order
—

Keith's will gross an estimated $16,000 for "Forever and a Day," the
multi-starred vehicle that is the top
grosser for the week.
Another business-getter is "Stage Door Canteen,"

which, in its second week, will do an
estimated $21,000 at Loew's Palace.

"Ox-Bow

Incident"

the

for

week

(2Cth-Fox)

LOEW'S CAPITOL—

(3,434) (28c-39c-44c66c) 7 days.
(Average,
Gross: $22,000.
$19,000)
On stage: Gracie Barrie and or-

chestra Pinky Lee.
"Crash Dive" (20th-Fox)

days, 3rd

(Average,

downtown week.

Gross:

7

$8,500.

Danger" (W.B.)

to

EARLE— (2,210)

days.

(30c-50c)

$5,200).

"Background

Gross:

(3Oc-40c-50c-75c-9Oc)

7

(Average, $15,500)

$20,000.

Nash and Evans; Roxyettes on
"Forever and a Day" (RKO)

RKO-KEITH'S— (1,800)

stage.

(40c-50c-65c)

7

Gross: $16,000.
(Average, $11,200)
"Action in the North Atlantic" (W.B.)
days.

METROPOLITAN— (1,600)

days,

3rd

(30c-44c)

downtown week.

policy.

Decreases

dance are of chief importance.
Because war workers have unusual
hours, matinees have shown a steady

Many women

pat-

business decline.
rons of peacetime matinees are now
working at full-time jobs, thus cutting patronage more. Another change
noted is that the curtailment of buses
has prompted theatergoers to attend
early shows in the evening rather
than take the chance of missing the
last bus home. The result is that
are
early shows and early buses

crowded.

LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,234)

Gross:

7

$8,000.

Manager Edward Harrison

of the
started

Square Theater, has
special midnight shows every Friday
for war workers who have complained
that working on the 3-to-ll shift prevents them from attending shows.
Harrison acted when he received reCourt

quests not only from individual war
workers but from committees at different factories.

(Average, $4,250)

"Stage Door Canteen"

(UA)

LOEW'S PALACE— (2,242)

2nd downtown week.
(Average, $15,750)

days,

(28c -55c)

Gross:

7

$21,000.

Reginald Barlow, 76,
Veteran Actor, Dies
Hollywood, July — Reginald Bar7.

who

retired from pictures two
years ago after 40 years as a stage
and screen actor, died here yesterday
at the age of 76. His last film was
for
in 1941 when he played in
"The Courageous Dr. Christian."

low,

Robbins Exploits 'Army'

—

July 7. Private Buddy
Robbins, Jr., son of the music publisher, is opening an office here as advance man for "This is the Army."
He will work with band leaders and
radio stations in promoting the songs

Chicago,

Estimated takings for
ending July 8:
"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)

CENTURY— (3.000)

age,

regulations will not prevent transactions through banking channels, done

under

license,

and that

film

companies

be able to receive remittances
from countries mentioned above, as in
the past, under the regulations issued
will

regulations also prohibit
of checks, drafts, etc.,
from the United States to any blocked
country, other than China.

sending

'Junior

Commandos*

Aid Phila. Drive
— Revival
Philadelphia, July
7.

of the 'Junior

Commando'

idea

KEITH'S— (2,406)

youngsters and a special sale
stamp corsages highlight the campaign launched by the local industry

Shangri-La war stamp drive
month. Organized originally for
scrap collections, the Junior Commando has been re-organized for a
"Second Invasion." Each child buying $1 worth of war stamps at a
theatre receives a cardboard medallion which will serve as free admission to matinee shows to be prefor the
this

sented at selected theatres in each
area on July 27. Wounded war veterans will be guests at the matinees.

My Head in the Clouds" and
"What Does He Look Like" from
the screen version of the show.

vives.

mi', tee

was

a

in

veteran

Springof

the

age,

and 55c

Gross:

days.

7
$10,000)

(Aver-

$17,000.

"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)

NEW— (1,581)

9rd

week.

(15c-28c-35c-55c)

Gross:

days,

7

(Average.

$10,000.

$8,-

000)

"Action in the North Atlantic" (W.B.)
STANLEY— (3,280; (28c -39c -44c -55c and
Gross: $20,000. (Av60c weekends) 7 days.
erage, $13,000)

"Bombardier" (RKO)

HIPPODROME— (2,205)

(28c-39c-44c-55c-

7 days.
Stage show: Sibyl Bowman.
Masters & Rollings, Art & Bob Colman,
Jean Savage, 16 Rhythm Rockets. Gross:
(Average. $14,000)
$18,500.

66c)

"They Came

to

Blow Up America"

(20th-

Fox)

MAYFAIR— (1.000)

Gross:

(20c-40c)

7

days.

(Average. $6,000)

$6,500.

headed by

Howard

'Canteen' $15,500 in
Indianapolis Gross

—

Indianapolis, July 7. "Stage Door
Canteen" and "African Album" at
Loew's were headed for a $15,500
gross

to

here.

At

top receipts for the week
the Indiana "Hit the Ice"

and "Get Going" were expected to do
The Circle, with "Backto Danger" and "Chatterbox"
will do $9,000.
Estimated receipts for the week

among $15,000.
of war ground

"With

who was born

Mass.,

(15c-28c-33c-44c

"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)

The new

the

Spanish-American, and Boer wars and
was a Colonel in World War 1. His
widow, Mrs. Bertha Merkel, sur-

Barlow,
field,

and 55c
(Aver-

(28c-44c-50c

Gross:

$11,000)

last year.

In addition, further co-operation is
being given the theatres by the playgrounds, summer schools, air raid
wardens, Boy Scouts and other organized groups. Theatres are carrying a line in all newspaper advertising on the drive, and all radio stations are being contacted by a corn-

RKO

week

the

$23,000.

weekends) 7 days.

weekends)

Fourth of July holiday had little ef(Continued from page 1)
Springfield, Mass., July 7. Thefect upon local box-offices with most
atre managers here said today that tion picture companies still doing busiGovernment employes at work and
war conditions have made several ness in any of the countries named.
others deciding it was less taxing to
changes in their "business-as-usual"
The department official said the new
relax at home.
However, RKOin
matinee atten-

Estimated grosses
ending July 8:

1943

8,

Gilbert.

ending July 6-8
"Background to Danger" (W.B.)
"Chatterbox" (Rep.)

CIRCLE— (2,800)

(30c-40c-50c)

7

days.

(Average, $10,000)
Gross: $9,000.
"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)
"Get Going" (Univ.)

INDIANA— (3,200)

(30c-40c-50c)

7

days.

(Average, $11,000)
"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)
"African Album" (RKO)

Gross: $15,000.

LOEW'S— (2,800)
Gross:

7

days.

to Live" (RKO)
30c-40c-50c) 7 days.

Move-

(30c-40c-50c)

(Average, $8,500)

$15,500.

"Bombardier" (RKO)

"Two Weeks

LYRIC— (2,000)
over.

Gross:

RKO

$4,500.

(Average,

$4,000)

Keeps Stage Shows

Cleveland, July 7.— RKO Palace,
for the first time in years, is maintaining its combination stage-screen
policy throughout the summer.

iOTION pictmtf
NO.

DAILY
NEW

6

YORK,

U.S.A.,

Vl-G-M Starts

Washington Sends

National Study

Salary Orders to

Washington,
directives

Analysis

quests

Under Way Today

for

from

July

the

8.

— Confidential

disposition

employees

of

re-

approval

for

of salary increases have been sent to

the regional offices of the salary stab-

Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer home

of-

ce sales executives left New York
t-t night for Cincinnati to conduct
he first of a series of countrywide,
ty city analyses of contracts of ex-

Adjustments

customers.

ibitor
.ill

be

made where warranted

of changing conditions
influencing factors.

fause
itber

beor

ilization unit of the

Bureau, but

the sale of our next group «f
pictures," said William F. Rodgers, MGM's vice-president and
general
sales
manager, last
week, when he announced extension of the analvsis nation-

Internal

Revenue

here today refused

disclose their import pending issuance of formal regulations said now
to be in final stages of preparation.
Automatic increases in option contracts are believed to have been provided for in the new regulations.
to

The
was

instructions to the field offices,
indicated, were issued with a
view to quick disposition of a large
number of applications which have
it

"Each and every account will
be given a careful and sympathetic analysis preparatory to

officials

(Continued on page 7)

14.

Second Regional

Equipment Plan
Chicago, July
National

1K0

Sales Meeting

Theatre

Supply proposed

to exhibitors, yesterday, a plan for de-

8.

— Second

three

Warner Bros, regional sales meetings
being conducted by Ben Kalmenson,
general sales manager, opened this
morning in the Hotel Blackstone, with

3pens Here Monday
Nearl 300 delegates representing
he company's 38 exchanges in this
ountry and Canada, home office, forign department, studio, Walt Disney

peace growing
manpower shortage may
comes and equipment manufacturing eventually create real problems for
resumes. Deliveries would be made in the industry, and (2) a reiteration
the order of filing.
of Warner's "open-door" policy, with
Anticipating a widespread need for the sales force urged to take care of

:

'reductions,

Ned

E. Depinet,

lent,

will

ill

include

\

X.

at

preside.

Waldorf-As-

the

delivery

Canada

Radio presiOthers attending

Rathvon,

(.Continued on

Charles

(Continued on page 7)

Circuits for
Toronto, July

8.

—With

Beja Chile Manager
RKO

RKO

Exhibitors face a cut in cardboard displays and accessories used
for film exploitation as a result of

a general limitation order issued by
the War Production Board eliminating one-third of the gross paper

and

paper-board used for their
manufacture.
Restrictions on the production of
paperboard display advertising imposed yesterday by the
will ap-

WPB

ply to such material in the film industry as well as in other fields, a
spokesman for the
said last
night.

bination of printed matter and paperboard or other material, with or without easels or braces, when employed
to convey a message or advertise a
product or service," the
stated.
Manufacturers and distributors of
(Continued on page 7)

Vaughan

to

Book

tentialities

lished

of

Films for

RCAF

—

Toronto,
8.
Frank L.
July
Vaughan, formerly branch manager pf
Empire-Universal Films, at Winnipeg and Vancouver, has been appointed film distributor of the Royal
Canadian Air Force with the rank of
in

the

new

service film

exchange

War Workers

organization for booking
product into 100 air stations in Canada having 16mm. projection equipment.
Coincident with the announcement
came the disclosure that 16mm. fea(Continued on page 7)

the poto estab-

all

competition
National
Canada's
Film Board is set to organize 50 circuits across the Dominion to put on 50
Rene Beja has been appointed man- film shows per circuit monthly, for
Radio's Chilean office Canada's 750,000 men and women wai
ner of
with headquarters in Sanitago, Phil
workers.
Reisman, vice-president in charge of
The films will be shown, without
"reign distribution, announced yestercharge, in Canada's hundreds of war
lay.
Beja will replace Dan Green- factories, and serviced from special
louse, who resigned to enter the U. S.
Government branch offices strung
\rmy.
across Canada operating" as regular
Beja has been with
Radio's industrial film exchanges, each with
foreign service for years, formerly
regional
supervisors
bookers.
and
nanaging the company's Argentina
Chief in charge is John Grierson, comoffice in
Mendoza, and the Portugal missioner
of the National Board, with
ranch in Lisbon.
(Continued on page 2)

RKO Radio Names

WPB

Seen Hit by

flying officer

Will Operate 50

W.

page 2)

Exploitation Displays

when

RKO

:

Peter

of

(Continued on page 7)

<KO

tarting Monday
nria here.

Displays

tre

exhibitors

Samuel Goldwyn, and
Pathe are to attend the 12th
nnual sales meeting of RKO Radio
J
ictures to be held for three days

Ad

in

WPB

of

in advance post-war theaequipment
requirements
and, talks by Joseph Bernhard, vice-presithrough reservations made between dent, and Kalmenson, both emphasiznow and the end of the war, assure ing two main points
That a
( 1 )

termining

33y3 % Cut

"Displays cover any laminated com-

Warners Holding

(Continued on page 7)

TEN CENTS

WPB

National Offers

see that there are shifts

— Lowell

Mellett tonight was reported
to have resigned as chief of
the motion pieture bureau of
the Office of War Information. Mellett's resignation was
not unexpected in view of the
fact that OWI's appropriation
bill carried only $50,000 for
the motion picture bureau
which will have nothing to do
hereafter except to maintain
liaison between the Government, in Washington and the
industry.
Arch Mercy, Mellett's assistant, also is expected to leave the organization.
While Mellett will leave OWI
he will not be out of the Government service as he is an
administrative assistant to
President Roosevelt. Congress
recessed toni«ht until Sept.

ally.

"W hen we

8.

Roosevelt's "hold the line"

President

Industry

Theatres Face

OWI

To Have Quit

accumulated while Washington officials pondered over interpretations of

Picture

1943

Washington, July

Film Deals

Cincinnati

9,

Mellett Reported

Field Offices
)f

FRIDAY, JULY

tion

Open House

for

Public in

theatres,

Omaha

—

Omaha, July 8. One of the biggest days in Omaha show business is
scheduled for Monday, when the Nebraska and Iowa Variety club stages
a jamboree open to the public and
labeled "Meet the Show Business."
Exchanges will be closed for the allday affair which will feature Jane
Wyman as honor guest. Herbie Kay,
Morton
have

Wells

donated

and
their

MoOrhead

Paul
bands'

services.
stamps also

war bonds and
The program

The

sale of

will

be stressed.

(Continued on page 2)

also

Local 306 Wins One
Suit, Faces Another
Supreme Court

Justice Morris

Eder

yesterday dismissed
the
$1,000,000
slander action brought by Scoop 14th
Street Corp., owners of the City Theatre, against M. P. Operators Union,
Local 306, but granted a motion by
the corporation to file an amended
complaint in which Herman Gelber,
president of the local, is named as
defendant.
The new suit seeks damages of $2,200 a day for 22 days
of an alleged unlawful strike called
by the union on April 30, last.

Motion Picture Daily

2

Canada

Personal
Mention

Friday, July

Will Operate 50

Circuits for

1943

9,

Coast Flashes

War Workers
Hollywood, July I

ODNEY PANTAGES leave.,
a^- here tomorrow to attend the
Sales Meeting RKO convention in New York.
T>

{Continued from page 1)

KALMINE, Warner
HARRY
Theatres' assistant general man-

immediate operation

ager, is in Pittsburgh for a testimoniKalmine
al tonight to Clair Meeder.
returns to New York over the weekend.

dustrial

Gordon Adamson,
Circuits,

in the hands ol
at the head of Inset up for the pur-

pose.

RKO

Opens Here Monday

Films will be in both 16 and 35 mm.
widths, with many of the subjects also
(Continued from page 1)
being released to regular film house
•
Koerner, Phil Reisman, Robert Mowill
topical
themes
Propaganda
and
to
returned
Schlesinger
Stephen
chrie, Walter E. Branson, Nat Levy,
New York yesterday from Holly- be the basis of the war-factory shows. Harry
Michalson, William H.
J.
permanent
is not available
space
If
wood.
within a plant, screening room is to Clark, S. Barret McCormick, Perry
•
Lieber,
H. Adamson, Gordon E.
Dave Coplan, U. S. Canadian di- be sought through the cooperation of Youngman,
Miller Walker and
J.
vision manager, returns today after a local religious, educational, municipal
or fraternal organizations. Employes' Garrett Van Wagner.
short visit to the home office.
Also Al Adams, Leon J. Bambergbadges will be the sole token of ad•
Arthur M. Brilant, J. Emmet
er,
mission.
Eastern
Moskowitz,
Joseph H.
are Cashman, Walter W. Derham, Frank
equipment
Projectionists
and
studio representative of 20th CenturyNorman
the National Board. Drumm, John A. Farmer,
Fox, leaves for Hollywood over the being supplied by
NFB
already has obtained the Freeman, Lou E. Gaudreau, Harry
The
weekend.
cooperation of the Canadian Manu- Gittleson, Leon Goldberg, Ben Grimm,
•
Harold Hendee, William Home, SidJohn R. Wood, Jr., business man- facturers Association, Trades and ney Kramer, Jack Level, Oliver R.
Canadian
of
Canada,
Labor
Congress
ager of March of Time left last night
Congress of Labor, Catholic Labor McMahon, Louis H. Miller, Francis
for Washington to attend a testimoniSome J. Mooney, Rutgers Neilson, Harry
Syndicates and other groups.
al for Charles F. Peppiatt, newly inM. Pimstein, Michael G. Poller, A.
stalled branch manager of the Wash- unions, rather than company management, have been given the responsi- A. Schubart, David L. Strumpf, Terington office of 20th-Fox.
Herbert E. Wappaus, Arbility of arranging free Board shows ry Turner,
•
thur Willi, Levis Wolf and William
on company time or otherwise.
Gene Buck underwent an operation
To date, there are 20 industrial cir- Zimmerman.
Wednesday at Columbia- Presbyterian
Also Leo M. Devaney, Charles
cuits in Ontario, each of which is bookMedical Center.
Boasberg, Ben Y. Cammack, Robert
ing
monthly.
Forty
factories
50
shows
•
LeonJ. Folliard, L. E. Goldhammer,
Harvey Eisenberc, manager of in the Kitchener district, employing ard Gruenberg, J. H. Maclntyre, Jack
workers,
combined
for a
have
3,000
Proven Pictures, Hartford, is in BosDavid Prince, Gus Schaeftotal of 40 engagements which actually Osserman,
ton.
er, R. S. Wolff, Robert K. Hawkinare
designated
as
bookings.
In
To•
son, Walton Ament, Jay Bonafield,
McAvoy and ronto 272 manufacturing plants are Dudley Hale, Frank Eaton, FrederEddie
Universal's
George Swartz spent a few days in said to have been lined up for a series ick Ullman, Jr., Roy Disney, Kay Kaof bookings.
Scranton recently.
men, Gunther Lessing, James Mulvey,
•
William Heineman, George Dembow,
Techwith
formerly
L. S. Flynn,
Paul Mooney, Herman Robbins, Vinbeen
nicolor, now in the Navy, has
cent Trotta, L. Hyman, Seymour Poe,
awarded the Air Medal for gallantry
Edward Golden, M. H. Aylesworth,
in action in the South Pacific area.
Eyssell, Frank Buck and Jack

•
Universal today signed Tex Ritter
to star in seven Westerns.
•
M-G-M has given George Sidney

new

contract.
(

Charles Einfeld leaves here tomorrow for New York.
•

Ken Thomson,

executive secretary
the Screen Actors Guild, leaves
here tomorrow to attend the National
Entertainment Industry Council conference in New York, July 14-15.
of

•

Bob

Golden

tomorrow

East

Edward Golden, on

father,

his

Both return here

production.
days.

the
his
nextj

in

•
Pine leaves here Sunday

Bill

home

leaves here for
to confer with

foil

New York

conferences in

office

1(1

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER

"THE YOUNGEST PROFESSION"
with

VIRGINIA WEI OLER- ED WARD ARNOLD
and Five Important Guest Start

AN M-G-M PICTURE

New MARCH OF TIME
Gala Stage Revue . Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600

Coe Ends Speaking

Tour on West Coast

Gus

"niylE" *
1#
A L> Jf
I

BING CROSBY

Hollywood, July

Official

vice-president of
Howard
Time, Inc., and recently placed in
charge of March of Time sales and
distribution policy, was introduced to
trade press representatives at a buffet
supper at the Cloud Club in the

Black,

A

Chrysler
Building last
night.
screening of the latest March of Time
release, "Bill

Jack

vs.

Adolf Hitler,"

preceded the reception.

Among

those present in addition to
trade press representatives were Tom
J. Connors, Richard de Rochemont,
William Gehring, Maurice Silverstone,

William Kupper, Martin Moskowitz,
Phil Williams, Sam Shain, William
Clark and David Bader.

Open House for
Public in

Omaha

(Continued from page 1)
includes athletic events, dancing,
ming and picnicking.

swim-

MP

8.

— Charles

Fran-

PDA executive viceconcluded a Pacific Coast
speaking tour of several weeks with
a speech here tonight before the
cis

Coe,

president,

iness, social

and film industry

leaders.

Pointing out that the industry has
done a great deal to aid the war effor to date, Coe stated that the motion
picture is the greatest instrument of
education available.
And "education
alone can restore decency and democracy," he said.
"Achievements of the war will contribute to processes of peace.
The
new will supplant the old. Home life
will alter commensurately, and the
film industry is alert to its necessary
responsibility in that new life," Coe
declared.

Coe was introduced by Harlan G.
Palmer, publisher of the Hollywood
Citisen-News.
Governor Earl Warren was the guest of honor. Among
those at the speakers' table were F.
W. Beetson, I. E. Chadwick, Walt
Disney, Y. Frank Freeman, Henry

Ginsberg,
Samuel
Goldwyn,
Will
Hays, Colonel Jason Joy, B. Kahane,
Chas. Koerner, L. Mayer, M. J. Siegel, Tack Warner, Cliff Work, Loyd

Joe Kinsky.

Wright.

:

*
*

DOROTHY LAMOUR

Cantor Addresses
Meeting of

NEW

A Paramount

Picture

Persao

l

?
Andrews Sisters
TIM HERBERT
...

a
Mltcn AyerS
,

and his Orchestra

PARAMOUNT

cool

Eddie Cantor addressed the National

Hollywood Chamber of Commerce Entertainment Industry Council last
which was attended by 400 civic, bus- night promising to send a message to

Committee chairmen include E. I.
Harry Watts, Walter Green,
Jack Connor, Art Randall, Charles
Lieb, Harold Johnson, Walter Green,
Don McLucas, Sid Epstein, Glen Rogers, Howard Jackson, Art Kimball,
Rubin,

+

with

Pegler.

Press Meets Black,

New MOT

I

be read at the two-day conference to
be held July 14-15 on "Do's and
Dont's on War Entertainment."
Local 802, the musicians' local, was
the latest addition to the Council.
Many organizations are meeting to
vote an affiliation. Among them are
the Radio Directors Guild, League of
N. Y. Theatres, IATSE, American
Guild of Musical Artists and the War
Activities Committee
picture industry.

of

the

motion

The following

speakers will address
conference:
Brig.-Gen.
Frank
Osborn, Winthrop Aldrich, Lawrence
Tibbett, Elmer Davis, Ted Gamble
the

of the

BETTY GRABLE

GEORGE MONTGOMERY • CESAR ROMERO

COMiy UlAND
A

20TH CENTURY-FOX PICTUM

PLUS
BUV

BONDS

A

A

Ml

TECHNICOLOR

BIG STAGE

ROXY

SHOW
7,hAVt
50th ST.

LOEWS

State.

IN

PERSON

VIRGINIA

ON SCREEN
JEAN ARTHUR
JOEL McCREA

WEIDLER

"THE MORE
THE MERRIER"

"BEST FOOT

STAR OF

FORWARD"

Treasury Department.

FCC
—The Federal

Senate to Probe
Washington, July
Communications

8.

Commission's

regu-

PALACE

lation of radio broadcasting is slated
for a hearing when Congress reconvenes from a Summer recess, Senator

Humphrey Bogart

Wheeler, chairman of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, said

Jimmy Rogers

B WAY &
47th St.

Raymond Massey

•

"ACTION IN
NORTH ATLANTIC"
•

and

•

Noah

Beery,

Jr.

"PRAIRIE CHICKENS"

today.
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HOWARD HAWKS'
CORVETTE K-225
miiii^

FRONTIER BAD MEN
.

Balance these Universal
entertaining

Featurettes

hit
.

shows with Universal^
Have you played
.
,

Harry James in "Trumpet Serenade"— a Universal
'Name Band' Musical?

TRADE
PRESS

*

UNANIMOUSLY

STAMPS

BUD

LOU

ABBOTT COSTELLO

with

GINNY SIMMS
PATRIC

KNOWLES

ELYSE

JOHNNY LONG and
HELEN YOUNG

•

KNOX

His Orchestra

GENE WILLIAMS

•

THE FOUR TEENS

with

50 -SKATING BEAUTIES -50
Screen Play, Robert Lees

•

Frederic Rinaldo

Original Story, True

Directed by

CHARLES LAMONT

•

John Grant

Boardman

Produced by ALEX GOTTLIEB

THEIR ALL TIME BEST!"

BOXOFFICE

SOLID LAUGH ENTERTAINMENT!
'FUNNIEST AND BEST TO DATE!
ii

—VARIETY

— FILM

DAILY

THE COMEDIANS' BEST TO DATE!"
-DAILY VARIETY

"A&C

IN

RIOTOUS TOP FORM!"
— HOLLYWOOD

REPORTER

"EXCELLENT! ESCAPIST ENTERTAINMENT WITH TWO CAPITAL E'S!"
-MOTION

PICTURE HERALD

The Record-Breaking Business
in first

engagements proves

that the public says: "DITTO!"

Motion Picture Daily
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Background'
Tops in L.A.
—

Ideal weather
Los Angeles, July
combined with transportational strictures, which kept citizens in town for
the Independence Day weekend, sent
grosses
soaring.
"Background to
Danger" was $7,000 over average at
Warner's Downtown and similarly
prosperous at the Hollywood and Wiltern.
"Five Graves to Cairo," coupled
8.

with "Chatterbox," did $27,500 at the
Paramount, against a $16,780 average,
and "Presenting Lily Mars," packaged with "Pilot No. 8," throve lustily
although
spread
among four

FWC

runs.

first

Estimated takings for week ending
July 7th

:

(M-G-M)

"Presenting Lily Mars"
"Pilot No. 5" (M-G-M)

CARTHAY CIRCLE— (1,518)

75c)
7
$10,000)

Gross:

days.

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

(2,500)
$18,000.

Gross:

days.

(Average.

(M-G-M)

"Presenting Lily Mars"
"Pilot No. 5" (M-G-M)

CHINESE —

(33c-44c-55c-

$10,000.

7

(Average, $13,500)

"Crime Doctor" (CoL)
"It's a Great Life" (CoL)

HAWAII— (1,000)

Gross:

(33c-44c-55c-75c) 7 days.

Average,

$5,000.

HILLSTREET— (2,700)

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

STATE— (2,500)
Gross:

days.

(Average,

age: $10,118)
'Five Graves to Cairo"
"Chatterbox" (Rep.)

PARAMOUNT

Gross:

"Presenting Lily Mars"

RITZ— (1,376)

(M-G-M)

(33c-44c-55c-85c)

days.

7

(Average, $9,400)

$11,000.

to

WARNER

(33c-

(Av-

$27,500.

(M-G-M)

"Pilot No. 5"

"Background

(33c-

(Para.)

(Downtown)— (3,595)

44c-55c-75c) 7 days.
erage, $16,780)

Gross:

7

Gross: $17,500. (Aver-

days.

7

Danger" (W.B.)
(Hollywood)— (3,000)

BROS.

(33c-44c-65c-85c)

7

days.

Gross:

$18,249.

(Average, $13,291)

"Background to Danger" (W.B.)

WARNER

BROS.

(33c-44c-65c-85c)

7

(Downtown)— (3,400)

days.

Gross:

$21,342.

(Average, $14,365)

"Background

WARNER

Danger" (W.B.)

to

BROS. (Wiltern)— (2,200)

44c-5Sc-65c-85c)

7

days.

Gross:

(33c$16,597.

(Average, $10,063)

High

'Canteen'

STONE, President
POSITION SECURING BUREAU,""

—

BIJOU— (1.627) (40c-60c). Gross: $5,000.
(Average, $3,500)
"Presenting Lily Mars" (M-G-M)
"Tonight We Raid Calais" (20th-Fox)
COLLEGE— (1,565) (40c-50c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $5,500. (Average. $3,000)

22 years of achievement in the
commercial employment agency field
announces the inauguration of a new
department devoted exclusively to

under the personal supervision

of

FRANK McGRANN
Exploitation Director of

and for 20 years
prominently connected with theatrical,
radio and motion picture organizations.

331

Pictures,

MADISON AVENUE.
Tel.

MUrray

Hill

N. Y. C.

2-6494

(Average, $9,000)
$11,600.
"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)

LOEWS STATE— (3,232)

days.

days.

7

(Average, $9,000)

$11,000.

PARAMOUNT— (2.373)

(40c-55c)

7

days.

J

I

j

Gross:

(40c-50c)

7

(Average.

$7,500.

Springfield Starts
'Shangri-La' Drive
Springfield, Mass., July

8.

—A

45carrier

of an airplane
the Shangri-La will be launched
by city notables here Friday evening
to inaugurate a local $150,000 war
stamp drive, in which theatres are
foot

replica

named

participating.

Edward
ager of E.

J.

Harrison, district man-

M. Loew

circuit,

is

the

theatres' representative on the committee. Every theatre manager in town
is a member of the committee and all

are cooperating with trailers, booths
in the lobbies, mentions in newspaper
ads and in radio ads.

1

MAJESTIC— (2,250)

(28c-39c-50c)

(Average,

j

(Average, $7,500)

$8,900.

7

7

days.

7

days,

PARAMOUNT— (3,050)

7 days.

Gross:

$12,750.

(40c-50c-65c-80c)

(Average, $9,000)

,

Delphos, O., Theatre
Wins Clearance Case
Maximum

clearance

three

of

days
j

Warner's Sigma and Ohio theatres, Lima, Ohio, over the Capitol,
Delphos, Ohio, was set in an award
by arbitrator Robert H. Sanborn of
for

the Cleveland tribunal, it was anThe complaint
nounced yesterday.

was

against Vitagraph,

filed

RKO

Loew's,

and Paramount by Capitol The-

operators of the Capitol,
unreasonable and discriminatory clearance for the Sigma
and Ohio houses, the complainant asking for clearance without regard to
houses in Lima, and requesting the
same clearance dates as Van Wirt,
Ohio.
atres,

and

Inc.,

1

charged

I

j

$9,500)

(28c-39c-50c)

2nd week. (Moveover from Loew's State).
Gross: $4,300. (Average. $4,000)

Kline Is in Mexico
For 'The Mexican'

—

Herbert
Mexico City, July 8.
of Texas" (Rep.)
FAY'S— (1.800) (28c-39c-50c) 7 days. On Kline, director, who made "Journey
stage: Ramos & Nanette, Ernest & Rene
Margaret" for M-G-M and "The
Coleman, Phil & Bon Bonita, Edward Fut- for
is
Gross: Forgotten Village," independent,
ran, Tom O'Neill, Bobby Long.
(Average, $7,000)
$6,300.
here to start production of "The Mex"Song

(Average, $5,500)
"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)
$6,500.

ROGER SHERMAN— (2,037)

(28c-39c-50c)

(Average, $12,000)

"Lady of Burlesque" (U.A.)
"Boy from Stalingrad" (Col.)

CARLTON— (1.526)

"American Empire" (U.A.)
"Keep 'Em Slugging" (Univ.)

days. 2nd week.

Gross: $20,000.

"Crash Dive" (20th-Fox)
Gross: $13,000.

(40c-50c)

with

Radio & Motion Pictures

Gross:

"Bataan" (M-G-M)

$6,000)

Columbia

)

"China" (Para.)
"Young and Willing" (U.A.)

Providence

We

Gross:
L.

Gross:

Leader

—

"Taxi, Mister" (U.A.)

A NEW SERVICE

In

is

Providence, July 8. More tasteful
New Haven, July 8.— With cool,
rainy weather, downtowns experienced product, bad holiday weather, and the
one of the best weekends in history. pleasure-driving ban combined to give
"Bataan," dualed with "Taxi, Mister," local theatres their best grosses in
Loew's State, with "Stage
took $11,000, and the show moves weeks.
over to the College for a second week. Door Canteen," was headed for $20,At the Roger Sherman, second week 000, biggest take in years, and others
"Stage Door Canteen" grossed were in hot pursuit.
of
Estimated grosses for the week end$7,500, and stays on for a third week.
The College took $5,500 with "Pre- ing July 8
senting Lily Mars," dualed with "To- "Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
"Yanks Ahoy" (Roach)
night
Raid Calais," 2nd week.
RKO-ALBEE
(28c-39c-50c)
(2,239)
7
Estimated takings for the week end- days. Gross: $18,000.
(Average. $8,500)
ing July 8
"Five Graves to Cairo" (Para.)
"Ox Bow Incident'' (ZOth-Fox)
"Shantytown" (Rep.)
"Shanty Town" (Rep.)
STRAND— (2.200) (28c-39c-50c) 7 days.

Gross:

formerly

!

(30c-42c-58c-70c)
7
(1,500)
days.
Stage: Vaudeville featuring the Radio Rogues. Harry Holman and others.

$11,000

at

LOEW-POLI— (3,005)

GEORGE

I

PALOMAR—

classification.

on Dual,

'Bataan',

$12,973)

"Five Graves to Cairo" (Para.)
"Chatterbox" (Rep.)
PARAMOUNT— (Hollywood) (1,407)
44c-55c-75c)

'

-

$9,000)

(Average,

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

$16,500.

',

:

(33c-44c-55c-

$22,000.

PANTAGES— (3,000)
Gross:

—

7

"Mister Big" (Univ.)
"To Tickets to London" (Univ.)
days.

Best in Seattle

(Columbia)
T N an attempt to cash in on the popularity of one of radio's better1 known crime drama series, Columbia has produced
a routine melodrama with an amnesia theme which proves to be fairly interesting and
Seattle, July 8. "Coney Island" in
entertaining. However, "Crime Doctor" does not depend upon the ap- two houses here headed for a big
peal of the radio series alone, since it boasts of a "name" cast, and a com- $24,000 this week, with the holiday
aiding all grosses.
"Lady of Burpetently put together story.
lesque," at the Liberty, was big, and
Warner Baxter, as the Crime Doctor, is the victim of loss of memory "China,"
at the Paramount, contif^l
which enables him to effect a regeneration from his former status of a above par. Weather
was warm.'.jM
gangster, the brains of a gang that has perpetrated a $200,000 payroll
Estimated receipts for the week
robbery, to a respectable and popular physician who becomes head of the ending July 9
state parole board.
The other members of the gang, especially John "Bataan" (M-G-M)
"Salute for Three" (Para.)
Litel, who "killed" Baxter and left his body in a ditch as a result of a
BLUE MOUSE— (950) (40c-50c-65c-80c) 7
quarrel about dividing the spoils, thinks that Baxter is feigning loss of days. 2nd week. (Moved from Fifth Avenue).
Gross: $4700.
(Average, $4,500)
memory, and hounds him at intervals over a period of ten years. Mar"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)
garet Lindsay, a social worker, who falls in love with the new Baxter,
FIFTH AVENUE— (2,500) (40c-50c-65cknowing of Baxter's anxiety to unravel the story of his past, forces the 80c) 7 days. Gross: $14,000. (Average. $9,000)
Forced to act, the gang members arrange "Lady of Burlesque"
issue by confronting Litel.
(U.A.)
LIBERTY— (1,800)
a showdown by having Baxter's former sweetheart confront him at a
(40c-50c-65c-80c)
7
days.
Gross:
$13,500.
(Average, $9,000)
Baxter regains his memory in a fight that follows his
parole hearing.
"The Human Comedy" (M-G-M)
attempt to reenact his ten-year old crime. He turns the members of the
MUSIC BOX— (950) (40c-50c-65c-80c) \
gang over to the police, restores the loot, and though he is convicted days, 5th week. (Moved from Fifth Avenue).
Gross: $4,200. (Average, $4,500)
in a sensational trial, sentence is suspended in view of the exemplary
"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)
life he has led.
MUSIC HALL-(2.275) (40c-50c-63c-80c)
Ralph Cohn produced with Michael Gordon capably handling the 7. days. Gross: $10,000. (Average, $7,500)
"Action in the North Atlantic" (W.B.)
Screenplay is by Graham Baker and Louis "Sarong
directorial assignment.
Girl" (Mono.)
ORPHEUM— (2.450) (40c -50c -65c -80c) 7
Lantz, adapted by Jerome Odium.
days, 2nd week. Gross: $9,600.
(Average,
Running- time, 66 minutes. "G"*

(Univ.)

Gross: $18,500. (Average, $14,969)
"Presenting Lily Mars" (M-G-M)
"Pilot No. 5" (M-G-M)

LOEWS

Is

"Ghosts on the Loose" (Mono.)

days.

75c) 7
$19,523)

'Coney Island'

"Crime Doctor"

*"G" denotes general

Tickets to London"

1943

$24,000 Take for

$3,288)

"Mister Big" (Univ.)

"Two

9,

j

Review

'Five Graves',
6

Friday, July

"Sarong Girl" (Mono.)
"Ghosts on the Loose" (Mono.)

MERTOPOLITAN— (3.050)

days.
days,

(30c-40c-55c) 4

(Average, for three
Gross: $3,500.
with band on stage, $7,000)

by Jack London, from a scenario by Budd Schulberg. On completion, Kline will return to Hollywood to arrange for an American version of the film.

PRC

Exchanges
Shifted toF.A. Rohrs Warners
3

PRC

exchanges in Dallas, Oklahoma City and Little Rock have been
added to the division now under the
supervision of Fred A. Rohrs, it was
reported yesterday by Arthur Greenblatt, sales manager.
This division now consists of AtlanDallas, Little Rock,
Charlotte,
ta,

New

Orleans, Oklahoma City, Philadelphia and Washington.

1

ican,"

Transfers Blass

Herbert Blass, Warner salesman
who formerly covered South Dakota,
has been

named Twin City

sales rep-

Minneapolis exchange, under branch manager Art
Anderson. Blass succeeds William
Grant, resigned. E. Hart, formerly
resentative

in

the

the Milwaukee inspection department, has been promoted to ad salesman, succeeding R. Klauk.
in

J

—
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M-G-M Starts

Warners Holding

Beans and Beets as

Added Attractions

Second Regional

Hartford,

Conn., July 8.
Theatremen can usually be
counted on to work their way
out of a dilemma. Take Jack
Keenan, for example, at the

(Continued from page
every exhibitor whose case

ing patronage on the wane,
opened a vegetable store next
Jfy, his theatre. On top of the
uliflower and
the
beets,
ueans and broccoli, he placed
signs advising shoppers that
free parking also applies to
the theatre, and, while marketing, why not stop in at the
Newington to see a good

National Study

1)

is deserving and to exercise careful judgment
in
distinguishing
between genuine
grievances and unjustified complaints.

Newington Theatre in nearby
Newington Center, who, find-

7

With the manpower situation likely
to grow worse, Bernhard said the
principal aim these days is to keep
the organization going, until the return of normal staffs and normal
working conditions.

Of Film Deals
(Continued from page
in

population

as

show.

Exhibitors Face

by

box-

grosses, we don't wait for the
exhibitor, but instead make the necessary adjustment," he declared, later.
office

In each territory, the analysis is in
addition to the distributor's policy of

Bernhard also gave the delegates a placing the responsibility
clear picture of the general business
situation
under wartime conditions
and Government controls, while Kalmenson spoke on sales policies and
the adaptation of the number of releases to meet any market conditions.

1)

reflected

decisions

contract
district

with

of sales

branch

and
and

New

WPB

Order

(Continued from page

1)

•aper and cardboard accessories sold
o theatre owners for picture promoionals were unenlightened yesterday
•n the significance of the order, No.
--294, which was issued in Washingcm.
No official word had been
vived by these companies of the
ng, but executives pointed out
here has been a paper shortage
ome time and firms in the field
jeen cutting down on manufacture

rerui-

that
for

had
and

listribution right along.

The order

requires that during the
jalance of this year and thereafter
jrinters and producers of displays utilze only two-thirds of the weight of

he

paner

and

paperboard

used

by

hem during the corresponding period
)f 1941.
They are also required not
use paperboard containing any virpulp or fiber, or easels, backing
jr bracing made of kraft stock or renforcement made of wood, metal or
elastic except such materials as were
ii
stock as of yesterday.

Chief Reason for Cut

Two new

season's pictures,

"Watch tional-Simplex-Bludworth

and "Thank Your
Lucky Stars," were serened, using
both Warner and Universal screening
rooms to accommodate the delegation

on

of

the

Rhine"

more than
Friday

110.

morning,

Kalmenson

will

new

season's product lineup, with Albert Howson describing
the pictures.
Main business sessions

wind up Friday afternoon with some
small group meetings Saturday.

Seed Appointed

division, an-

nounced the "Magic Bridge" program
by which an exhibitor can span the
gap between his post-war needs and

As explained by Walter E. Green,
National's president, no advance "options" or down payments are required.
National, upon receiving an exhibitor's requisition survey, will arrange
its manufacturing and delivery schedules accordingly, for adoption when
peace-time production resumes.

(Continued from page
>rder of April 8 as
ive,

Vaughan

meeting-.

Salary Orders Go
To Field Offices
administrative

it

1)

affects execu-

and professional

employees.

Several clarifications covering speciproblems were issued by James F.
Byrnes as director of economic stabili-

and the bureau since has been
:ngaged in whipping them into shape
is regulations which, when last
heard
rf,
were being reviewed by Director
'red
M.
Byrnes.

Vinson,

who

succeeded

to

STAR ON THE SCREEN!

Allied Meets July 12
Allied States of New Jersey will
next monthly membership
its
meeting July 12, at its headquarters
in New York, 234 West 44th Street.
Harry H. Lowenstein will preside.
hold

(Continued from page

none can

ride

like Roy...

None can
Sing like

Roy! He's the
best of them
all!.

..See

newest
in

him

— and

action

a movie

prints

were not made available
months after 35mm. the-

Marietta, O., July 8.
Another
source of theatre competition has developed here through the city leasing
Merryland Park, devoted to amuse-

ment

ment.

YMCA,

in his

greatest hit .

—hear

thrill

. .

see him

melodies

his

you'll long

— get

rememberl

1)

atre openings.
Films for air stations are provided
through the
Knights of Columbus, the Canadian Legion and Salvation Army agencies as auxiliary
services recognized by the Govern-

features.

the

RCAF

through an arrangement with major
film companies, the objection having
been raised by the Air Force that

16mm.

—

all

tures will be released at camp theatres
at the same time that Class "A" releases are made available for theatres,

until several

City Park a Competitor

Among

movie cowboys —

Book

Films for

ic

:ation,

THE MOST POPULAR WESTERN

their quick realization.

Green pointed out that, instead of
ive to coyer any laminated combinaHarry Seed, New York Metropoli- making down payments, or deposits,
:ion of printed matter and paperboard tan
district
manager, for Warner exhibitors, through their continuous
)r other
material, with or without Bros., has been assigned to the Mid- purchase
of War Bonds, can create
?asels or braces, when employed to west
Detroit, their own post-war equipment fund
comprising
district,
ronvey a message or advertise a prod- Chicago, Milwaukee and Minneapolis
to pay after the war for the materials
jet or service. Displays include pointin an acting capacity for an indefinite ordered before it ends.
s-sale advertising, window, counter, period, it was announced by Kalmenloor wall and shelf-display printed son, at the opening session of the
natter.

HAVE MADE HIM

Equipment Plan

present the

One of the chief reasons for the cut,
iccording to the WPB, is to insure
nore paper for functional printing, in:luding forms, checks, drafts and leterheads.
Displays were defined in the direc-

^*FANS

National

:o

gin

WHY MILLIONS OF

;

;

Cut in Displays by

BIG PICTURE

managers.

K. O'Shea, Eastern division
manager J. E. Flynn, Western division manager, and J. J. Maloney, Central division manager, will meet in
For the first 40 weeks of the 1942- Cincinnati today, with Edwin W.
'43 season Warner Bros.' film sales Aaron, circuit sales manager
Harold
are $7,000,000 ahead of their quota Postman, assistant to Rodgers, and
despite the fact that the smallest num- E. M. Booth, company's local manber of pictures on record were re- ager.
Meetings will run over the
leased.
One million dollars of this weekend. Both home office and field
surplus is accounted for by the Chi- executives are scheduled to return to
cago territory, it was learned at the their posts before "fanning out all
meeting.
over the coutnry," as Rodgers deApproval of the Salary Stabilization scribed the intention of the program,
Bureau was received too late to per- although a second meeting may first
mit distribution of the $33,500 war be held in Chicago on July 19.
Meanwhile, in Minneapolis, it was
bond prizes to winners in the drive
Shirley,
of champions at this meeting.
understood
that
S am
M-G-M's district manager in the
Separate Meeting Held
Northwest, had been meeting with exIn the afternoon, Roy Haines con- hibitors of St. Paul and Minneapolis
ducted a separate group meeting of on existing contract terms and rentals.
his Midwest and Southern divisions,
with Arthur Sachson, Howard LevinOffers
son,
Norman H. Moray, A. W.
Schwalberg, Jules Lapidus, Ed Hinchy, Mike Dolid, Ralph L. McCoy,
(Continued from page 1)
Hall Walsh and others participating.
new equipment and replacements after
Messages from Jack L. Warner, the war, because of the dwindling, if
Major Albert Warner, Charles Ein- not exhausting effect of material
feld and Mort Blumenstock were read scarcities and priorities on equipment
at the morning session.
supplies, N. T. S., through its NaE.

SHEILA RYAN
BARTON MacLANC
HARRY SHANNON • PAT BRADV

BOB NOLAN
THE SONS OF THE PIONEERS

ARLINE JUDGE and

and

JOSEPH KANE, direct!! • Orlglul Screen Ptar ir

Wlutu

Millie

DAIRY GREY

Associate Praductr.
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"Silicon Onr tit lute"
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Bernhard Cites WAC Local Chiefs
Called to N. Y.
S Major Gains
For War Meeting
For Industry
War
Chairmen

of 31

Chicago, July

— One

of the
najor tasks of the motion picture
ndustry in the post-war period will
safebe
the
11.

WAC

;

weekend, of
the company's
second regional sales meetat

•Joseph
el

Bernhard

ing, in the

Ho-

Blackstone, here, with general
(Continued on page 4)

Named

Government feature

tre of battle.
Britain's Ministry

(Continued on page 4)

of

ceding.
Reflecting the phenomenal box-office
sweeping the country, 153

upturn

downtown keys last week grossed $2,433,700, more than $300,000 better
than the $2,133,800 grossed by 164
keys the week before.
One of the
biggest, if not the biggest three-day
holidays over the Fourth sent receipts
skyrocketing almost everywhere, for
a reported 30 per cent increase over

In-

formation had requested the
KRS to submit the names of

6

to IP

candidates, and from three
submitted, Korda and M-G-M

Foreign Sales Post

the country.

were selected.

Last week's $2,433,700 was $567,827 better than the $1,865,873 of four

weeks ago.
Alfred DafF, former Far-East supervisor, has been named to the post of
foreign sales supervisor with headquarters in the home office, J. H. Seidelman, Universal vice-president and
head of the foreign department, an-

to

RKO

Coast First Runs

Being Reshuffled

Today's morning session will be debited to a preview of two new
iroductions, "Behind the Rising Sun"
ind "The Sky's the Limit," to be held
Lexington
.t the Trans-Lux Theatre,
^ve. and 52nd St. Following the

RKO

creening,

—

delegates

will

uncheon at the Wedgewood
he Waldorf-Astoria.

attend

a

Room

of

Photo Equipment
Unit to Be Set
Washington, July

11.

to

The United States Navy, at weekend, launched more ships and subs for
Hitler and Tojo, and also launched "a
comprehensive" film production, distribution and exhibition program for
in war factories.
Only three days ago, on Friday,
Motion Picture Daily, from Toronto, reported that, "With all the po-

workers

Up

—Manufac-

of photographic equipment will
iurers
Tieet with Harold Hopper, chief of the

vVar Production Board's motion piccure section, July 16, for the organisation of a newly created industry advisory committee and discussion of
(Continued on page 4)

Navy

Blanket the
Country with Its Own Films

U.S.

of competition to established theatres, Canada's National Film
Board is set to organize 50 circuits
across the Dominion to put on 50 film
shows per circuit monthly, for Can-

tentialities

ada's

750,000

The Navy

war workers."
will distribute nationally,

this

year's.

Grosses have been climbing steadand considerably since mid-June,

ily,

Talk to
Delegates

Canada.

It was the top week so
year.
The last gross surpassing the figure was the $2,831,500
for the week including
last New

far

nounced at the weekend.
Los Angeles, July 11. Designed to
DafF joined the company 23 years relieve congestion precipitated by exago as a booker in the Melbourne, tended playing time, Los Angeles and
Australia, office and prior to being Hollywood will get a new first run
named Far-East supervisor, was in apiece if lawyers approve a deal drawn
charge of Universal offices in Japan. by Edward L. Alperson, of RKO, with
Floyd B. Odium, chairman of the He has visited 55 foreign countries Charles Skouras. Legal clearance is
•card of Radio-Keith-Orpheum, will for "U."
held essential under the consent decree
ddress delegates to the RKO Radio
Since the outbreak of the present barring the acquisition of new theatres
at
today
starts
ales meeting which
world conflict, his travel's have been by major circuits unless required in
he Waldorf-Astoria here and con- limited to India, Iran, Egypt, Turkey, normal business expansion.
E.
Ned
inues through Wednesday.
the entire continent of Africa, Great
The Los Angeles will be the downJepinet, president of RKO, will pre- Britain, Spain and Portugal.
(Continued on page 10)
ide at the sessions which will be atended by more than 300 from the
lome office, studio, exchanges and

Odium

Week's $2,433,700
Tops for Year
For 153 Houses

Key city theatres grossed $8,654,400 in the past four weeks,
$1,366,027 more than the $7,288,373
gross taken in the same period pre-

planned to depict the comradeship and technical cooperation between the Royal Air
Force and the 8th USA Air
Force, in the European thea-

WAC

Daff

For British Film

Is

British

;

important

vice-president,
addressing the
closing session,

Last

—

1. Ways
and means for providing
an adequate program of war information through the screen
2.
Ways
and means of cooperating with the
guarding of six
Treasury in the third war loan drive,
Sept. 9 through 20
and 3. Relationgains achieved ship of the
to the National
in the present Entertainment Industry Council.
declared
era,
Invitations to the session have been

Bernhard, Warners'

MGM

London, July 11. Kinematograph Renters Society has
nominated Alexander Korda
and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer as
producer and distributor, respectively, of "Rendezvous,"

theatres division will
meet next Friday at the Hotel Astor
to discuss pending problems, highlighted by the following

Joseph

TEN CENTS

1943

Picked

Korda,

Activi-

Committee national coordinating
committee and the executive committee of the

Picture
Industry

KEY
GROSS IN MONTH

ties

Post-War Task Is Their
Protection, He Says

to the Motion

$8,654,000

exchange center ex-

committees, the

hibitor

12,

Alert.

local "private distributors," probably to non-theatrical agencies, which,
in turn will service the war plants.
Plans call for circulation from 300
points scattered all over the country.
As a starter, the Navy will use short
subjects stressing the role of the war
worker and his importance to the fighting men of the Navy. One such group
has already been finished "and a large
variety of subjects is planned."
Because they are of "restricted" nature and are designed for the workers,
the films will not be shown in regular

to

theatres.

However, according
(Continued on page 10)

to

an

rising

from the $1,865,873 take for the
(Continued on page 7)

Para. Meet Set on
Plans for 'Bell Tolls'
Sales and releasing policies of "For
the Bell Tolls" and other
Paramount product, including pictures
for the new season and advertising
plans, will be discussed at the company's semi-annual sales meeting at
the Hotel Pierre, here starting Thursday and continuing through Saturday.
District managers and district advertising representatives will arrive on
Wednesday to attend the world premiere of "For
the Bell Tolls"
at the Rivoli Theatre that evening.
Neil Agnew, general sales manager,

Whom

Whom

(Continued on page 4)

Mellet Leaves As
OWI Unit Folds
Washington, July

11.

—

Elmer

Davis has indicated that further plans
for his Office of War Information do
not call for any domestic film productions, explaining that "our funds will
not permit any production of motion
pictures for domestic use."
He made this statement during an
interview Friday at which he con(Continued on page 4)

Motion Picture Daily

Trade wise

Personal
Mention

SPECULATION

president and sales manager, will
arrive in New York this morning from
Hollywood, to spend several months at
the home office in visits to Eastern
branches.

Einfeld

arrive

will

in

New York

today from the Coast after
a stopover in Chicago.
•

Perce

Pearce,

Walt Disney,

here from Hollywood.
•

is

Seymour R. Mayer, former Loew
Theatres New York district manager,
has been promoted to captain in the

Army

Overseas special service

divi-

•

The

W. F. Rodgers, M-G-M's vice-president in charge of distribution, will return to his office today after a week's
rest.

•

M-G-M

Clayton Lynch,
in

Los Angeles,

New York

branch

will arrive

today.

•

William H. Pine, Paramount
ducer,

left

pro-

Hollywood yesterday

for

conferences here.
•

Robert Wilson, manager of the
Egypt Theatre, Delat, Colo., and
Mrs. Wilson are the parents of a
daughter,
week.

Pauline Ann, born

last

L.

Kresner, manager

of

Plaza Theatre, Stamford, Conn
has reported to Fort Devens, Mass
the

following induction
•

the

into

Army.

'Jack Mahler, Metro talent

scout,

over the weekend for Louisville.

has been closely guardby him, and prominent

ed

New

England exhibitors pro-

not to know who inspired the move. Manv names
have been linked with it and

many

Capital Turns Out
For C. E. Peppiatt

—

Washington,

July 11. Charles E.
appointed
branch
manager of 20th Century-Fox exchange here, was honored at a party
held Thursday at the Variety Club
which was attended by exhibitors and
the press.
A. W. Smith, Jr., the

newly

company's Eastern
was in charge of the

were

the

score

sales

manager,

installation.
in

attendance

Carter Barron, John J. Payette,
A. E. Lichtman, Morton Thalhimer,
Morris
Mechanic,
Frank
Durke,
C. W. Hicks, J. Lou Rome, Benjamin
T. Pitts, Allen Dibbie, John Wood,
Jay Carmody, Nelson Bell, Russell
Stewart, John Maynard, Al Sherman,
Charles Stofberg, Herman Lowe, Benjamin Hance and E. McCaughin.
:

been

•

•

Commenting on current
cussions
films

of

price

among

ceilings

some

dis-

for

exhibitor

groups, a prominent distribution
executive
recently
observed that success for the
movement conceivably could
have a damaging effect on theatres, not only in that it would
most likely embrace admission
ceilings as well as ceilings on
film terms, but also could affect adversely the quality of
product.
He asserted that
with revenue limited to that of
one year ago, or even six
months ago, producers would
not gamble on costly producLabor, materials and
tions.
other
essentials
have
increased budgets and continue

do so from month to month,
he stated, and added that trimming of costs to conform with
restricted
revenue under
a
price ceiling would have to be
made among such box office
factors as stars, casts, producers,

directors,

writers,

story

properties and color.

•

Among

have

denials

•

Following

up his observapercentage contracts from
which the bulk of revenue is
obtained, presumably would be
less affected than would flat
rental deals, if experience in
Canada can be accepted as a
guide.
The Dominion's regulations make provision for authorized increases in playing
terms above the established
tion,

ceilings where quality and, or,
cost of product justify such increases.
For that reason, and
presupposing
similar
practi-

were to be recognized
home, the opportunity to
ask for and to get terms commensurate with the quality and
calities

at

outstanding product
could be preserved and, with

cost

of

the

it,

incentive

turn

to

out

such product.

However, Canadian experience also reveals that a large
majority of exhibitors there are
not too happy over the govern-

ment imposed

restrictions, lia-

breaches of which are
shared by exhibitors and, as a
result of which the latter are
confounded
with
recurrent
questions of compliance when
bility for

made

deals are

when

or

special

playing arrangements are desired.

•

fess

Ky.

Peppiatt,

Farnum's

of

to

•

Morton

regula-

clients

the

•

manager

price

identity

to

Bartelstein circuit, Chicago, was marrecently in that city to Ed
ried
Leavitt of the Army Air Corps.

left

application
of
tions to films.

elicited therefrom.

Anita Greenberg, secretary
Benjamin Bartelstein, head of

in

George R. Farnum, Boston attorney and former U. S- Attorney General, to draft legislation
for introduction in Congress
which would make possible an

as

sion.

persists, as

in exhibitor circles as

elsewhere, over the identity of
the persons who have retained

for

director

story

^ much

Laudy

July
Pageant, Nebraska-Iowa Variety
Clubs, Omaha.

July 12-14— Sales Meeting,
Radio.
Waldorf-Astoria

New

now

in

placement of Hollywood prod-

—

—

—

Warner

Brothers, San Francisco-

Will Never Die'
July 21— "We
Pageant, Hollywood Bowl, Hoi
lywood.
Annual Convention
July 28-29
Kansas-Missouri Theatres Asso
ciation,

Kansas

—

August

11-12

— Annual

of the

exchanges

new American
will be

opened

Sicily.

in

•

•

Around one home
are

chuckles

tive

who

the

refuses to

warehouse

building
quarters

office

there

over the execufloor

because

have

move from
his

access

of the
present
to

a

by means of
which he has been able to escape unwelcome callers for
freight

elevator

years.

•

•

Mason, operator of
the De Luxe, Cherry Valley,
Ohio, whose business plight, a
result of wartime conditions in

James

rural areas such as his, was
depicted briefly in this column
last week, writes that a silver
lining is discernible now in
his overcast personal skies. He
hit upon the idea of serving
patrons some of Martha's (his
wife)
justly
famous
fried
chicken and now they are
flocking
to
Cherry
Valley
(pop. 240) from far and wide,
despite
gas
rationing
and
Cherry Valley's location several miles off the AshtabulaWarren spur of the N. Y.
Central.
"Business
is
so
good," he assures us, "that
Martha and I plan a vacation
in the Canadian Rockies and,

Summe

Meeting,
Board of Directors
National Allied, Baltimore.
Sept. 5-12 25th Anniversary, "Para

—

mount Week."

Publicists

Demand

Arbitration Actio

be occupied by our forces.
Current indications are that
first

City.

Stockholders
Special
July 29
Meeting, Loew's, Inc.. Home Of
fice, 1540 Broadway, New York

uct in the theatres of territories

film

RKQ
Hotel.

York.
Meeting of Conference
Board of National Conference ol
the Entertainment Industg^^for
War Activities, at Actors " ^ity
45 West 47th St., New YoVk.
14-17
Semi-annual
July
Sales
Meeting,
Paramount
Pictures
Hotel Pierre, New York.
July 15-17 Western Sales Meeting
July 14-15

OWI

the

1943

—

•

Lawrence,

Africa for the OWI, will be
the distribution kingpin for the
films selected by that agency
for
exhibition
in
occupied
countries, home office foreign
department executives
aver.
In the offing is the possibility
that Lacy Kastner, now with
the Columbia foreign department, will return to
as
an additional key figure in the

to

12,

Coming Events
12 — "Meet the Show Business"

.

SHERWIN KANE

By

STEVE BROIDY, Monogram's vice-

Charles

Monday, July

Film companies, over the weekem
received telegraphed demands from tl"
Screen Publicists Guild of New Yor
for "speedy action" on the recentl
agreed-upon arbitration of pendin
contract negotiations for wage it
creases.
The Guild, one year ago, received
ten per cent increase, and now seel

further increase under the 'Litt
Steel' formula.
Guild's contract rui
until next May under its terms, grie
ances or new demands are subject
arbitration, as at present.
Companies receiving the demaw
for action on arbitration include Par
Circu
mount, Universal, RKO,
a

j

li

j

;

RKO

M-G-M

and Loew The
tres.
Wires also were sent to Uniti
Artists and 20th Century-Fox, the tv
companies whose contracts do not co
Columbia,

i

tain arbitration clauses, asking f
further meetings, and to Warner Br
thers for early reopening of negoti
tions.
The Warner contract comes
for wage discussion next month.
Meeting at the Hotel Piccadilly, la
last Thursday, the Guild elected
Rigord, of RKO, to the second vie
presidency vacated by Lawrence
Lipskin, resigned.

i

Q

I

Hollis Complaint
Seeks Clear ant

return, probably will
convert the De Luxe into a
restaurant and run pictures for

Hollis Operating Co., operating t
Hollis Theatre, Framingham, Mas*
filed a clearance complaint at the Bc,jl
ton tribunal, against the five consei|Nl
ing companies, the American Arbitr
tion Association reported on Frid;
The complainant seeks a reduction
clearance of the St. George and G( j!
man Theatres, Framingham, over

the diners."

Hollis.

on our

1

j
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— Director

Joseph Kane
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Bernhard Cites
6 Major Gains
For Industry

Monday, July

12,

1943

WAC Local Chiefs

Review

Called to N. Y.

"Prairie Chickens"

For War Meeting

(Hal Roach-United Artists)

pRODUCED

by Fred Gniol, "Prairie Chickens" is an entertaining
(Continued from page 1)
Western comedy, a sort of bedroom farce with a ranch house backsent out by Francis S. Harmon execuground, featuring Jimmy Rogers and Noah Beery, Jr., as a pair of
tive vice-chairman of WAC to the
{Continued from page 1)
happy-go-lucky cowboys who become mixed up with an ineffectual coordinating body at the
request of
Kalmenson
preBen
manager
tenderfoot millionaire ranch owner, and a bevy of lovely college queens, chairman George
K
J. Schaefer, and^^

sales

f

siding.

stranded when their bus breaks down as they are touring the West.
These gains, which Bernhard said
Story revolves around the screwy adventures of the pair after they
measure
large
in
were attained
are rescued by the millionaire's chauffeur when their car collapses.
through close cooperation between
The millionaire, a Boston banker going West to take over a ranch he
sales organization and exhibitor, were
1
extended has inherited, has wandered off, and when cowboy Beery, Jr., dons the
listed by him as follows
millionaire's clothes for his own drenched ones, he stumbles into the
runs 2 higher quality product 3
substantial inventories of completed royal welcome of the townspeople, hastily arranged by the unscrupulous
foreman of the ranch to stall off the real millionaire until he completes
films before the start of the selling
4
percentage his rustling of the ranch's cattle.
increase
in
season;
The foreman's attempts to cover
5
expansion of the film au- up his thievery are frustrated by the arrival of the stranded college
deals
6
dience to an all-time peak, and
queens, and finally by the arrival of the millionaire himself, who has
more equitable box office prices.
joined forces with the two cowboys after being shunted aside by the
In the matter of extended runs, townspeople.
Follows a hectic night with ghosts and scantily-clad
Bernhard, consistent advocate of maxi- co-eds parading through the rooms of the ranch house until the culprits
persaid
about
70
mum playing time,
are exposed.
cent of exhibitors now have been won
The many goings-on are capably directed by Hal Roach, Jr., and auover to the wisdom of this policy from
thored by Donald Hough, with screenplay by Arnold Belgard and
a profit standpoint, in addition to being a protective measure under a war- Earl Snell.
Running time, 46 mins. "G."*
Milton Livingston
time economy. Great improvement in
:

—

;

;

—

;

—

—

film quality has been made possible
partly by the longer runs, encouraging
producers to concentrate more on top
budget productions, he pointed out.

Of

distinct advantage to exhibitors,
said, is the fact that where-

*"G" denotes general

Photo Equipment
Unit to Be Set

Bernhard

as years ago a distributor started the
new selling season with only six or
eight definite stories and about 40 rantitles, a company now opens its
annual sales meeting with practically
a full year's quota of releases either
completed or in various stages of production or preparation.

dom

Percentage Deals Increasing

classification.

(Continued from page

Para. Meet Set on

Up

1)

The formation

of an equipment

com-

mittee will extend the board's contact
with the photographic industry, there
already being committees representing
the motion picture industry and the
film manufacturers.

Percentage deals, he added, are on
A spokesman for the board said
the increase and are bringing with there were no serious immediate probthem more aggressive showmanship on lems to be brought before the new
the part of exhibitor and distributor, committee but that the whole field of
to mutual advantage.
equipment manufacture would be canThe picture-going audience today vassed and the industry representatives
not only is the largest in history and acquainted with the current supply
most consistent in regular attendance, situation.
Bernhard said, but its so-called intelligence level has been raised several
Harriet Ford,
pegs, as shown by widespread box Harvey O. Higgins and
has been acquired b'y Warner Bros.
office success of scores of pictures
The meeting ended yesterday with
once regarded as too highbrow for the
a series of group conferences and tomasses.
office group left for San
admission prices, day the home

More

equitable

already fairly well-established in most
of the important situations, will help
guarantee continuance of quality product besides lifting the motion picture
theatre to the plane of dignity and
In
respect it deserves, he declared.
order to insure reservation of these
advancements and march on to even
Bernhard urged the
better things,

force to be good ambassadors of their industry as well as
their company, to further the Warner "open-door policy" in every way
possible and maintain closer and more
friendly relations than ever before

Warner

field

with exhibitors.

Add

to 'Battle' Cast

The meeting was

told Friday that

Colbert,
Claudette
Charles Boyer and Irene Dunne are
expected to augment the roster of
Warner stars for the cast of "Battle

Gary

Cry"

Cooper,

Plans for 'Bell Tolls'

conditions with respect to materials
entering into their products.

Francisco where Kalmenson will conduct the third and final conference,
Bernhard planed
starting Thursday.
back to New York late Friday and
Ed Hinchy and Mike Dolid left Sat-

urday for

At
gave
a

the

New

York.

closing

session,

Howson

completed pictures and
of properties already set by

details of

list

Jack Warner for production.
James Coston, zone manager for
Warner Theatres, also spoke briefly
on exhibition angles, with special comment on increasing success of extended
run*;.

"Watch on the Rhine," initial release on the Warner schedule for next
season,

is

to be nationally

tradesbown

(Continued from page

1)

will preside at the three-day session,
and other home office executives will
participate in the discussions. The first
block of pictures for 1943-44 will be

the theatres division executive gr, vt"
at the behest of S. H. Fabian.

Kenneth Thomson, chairman of the
Hollywood Victory Committee, will
be present to discuss Coast cooperaon the Treasury drive which has
as its goal the sale of nearly $30,000,000 in bonds and stamps.
tion

Members of the Coordinating Committee expected to attend are Walton
C. Ament, Edward Arnold, Barney
Balaban, Nate J. Blumberg, Oscar A.
Doob, S. H. Fabian, Joseph H.
:

Hazen, Edward L. Kuykendall, Abe
Lastfogel,
Mary C. McCall, Jr.,
Abram F. Myers, Robert H. Poole,
Martin J. Quigley, Philip Reisman,
Herman Robbins, William F. Rodgers,
Nicholas M. Schenck,
Spyros P.
Skouras, Kenneth Thomson, Walter
Vincent, R. B. Wilby, Nathan Yamins
and Adolph Zukor.
Theatres Division Executive Committee
includes
Joseph
Bernhard,
E. V. Richards, Arthur L. Mayer,
E. L. Alperson, A. H. Blank, Harry
Brandt, John H. Harris, E. L. Kuy-

Sam

kendall,

Charles C.

E. Morris,

Moskowitz, R. J. O'Donnell, M. A.
Rosenberg, Spyros Skouras, R. B.
Nathan Yamins,
Wilby,
Leonard
Goldenson and Dan Michaelove.
Invitations have been extended to
49 exhibitor area chairmen.

announced.

The

Thursday mornby Barney
Balaban, president, and Adolph Zukor,
chairman of the board. Agnew and
session,

first

will

ing,

Charles

be

addressed

OWI Unit

M. Reagan,

manager,

sales

Mellett Leaves,

Whom

the Bell Tolls" and other
product and Robert M. Gillham, advertising and publicity director, will
outline the advertising and publicity
plans.
B. G. DeSylva, Paramount
executive producer, will address the

afternoon session.

Managers Attending

District

Folds

assistant general
will
discuss
"For

District
managers who will be
are
William Erbb, M. S.
Harry Goldstein, E. W. Swei-

(Continued from page 1)
firmed the resignation of Lowell Mellett, effective July 15, as chief of the
defunct motion picture bureau. "We
will contine, however, to discharge
our responsibility for the coordination of government films as liaison between the government and the motion
picture industry," Davis added.

gert,

Plans for future film operations of
the
will be discussed with heads
of motion picture companies either
this
coming week or next, Davis

LiBeau,

stated.

J.

Explaining that Mellett had quit
because lack of funds left nothing for
his bureau to do, Davis said, "We are
indebted to him for the establishment

present
Kusell,

:

John Kirby, Allen Usher, R. G;
Hugh Braly, Del Goodman,
Donohue and Gordon LightJ.

stone.
District advertising representatives
who will attend include Arnold Van
:

Ed

Wall, Sid Mesibov, J. M.
Charles C. Perry, William
Joice,
Brooker, James Levine, E. G. Fitzgibbon, M. D. Cohn, James Lundy,
Ralph Ravenscroft, W. C. Lewellen,
James C. Furman and Win Barron.
Leer,

Home

J.

distribution executives
who will attend, in addition to those
mentioned, are C. J. Scollard, J. A.
Walsh, F. A. Leroy, H. J. Lorber,
office

:

Monday. Julv 26, Ben Kalmenson an- A. J. Dunne and Jack Roper.
Another 1943-44 release.
"Murder on the Waterfront, " will b~
Here for Film Sale
tradeshown the same dav.
James Jovaney, general manager of
Three new Warner salesmen were Globe Film Co., Chicago, will arrive
introduced bv Kalmenson at the meet- in New York this morning to arrange
Frank Carter, former booker, for foreign distribution of "Power of
ing.
was promoted to salesman in the God" and other pictures. He will also

OWI

cordial

of

and satisfactory

with the industry which

relations

we hope may

continue."

Hollywood, July 11.
Hollywood deputy

ter,

— Nelson Poynof the office of

government films, plans to leave here
for Mexico Tuesday for a four-week
holiday.
After that he will proceed
He has no definite
to Washington.
plans

in

mind.

nounced.

Al Jolson, who will play himself in
"Rhapsody in Blue," will do the part
without pay as a tribute to the late Memphis branch, while Minneapolis
has two newlv appointed salesmen.
George Gershwin, it was said.
The play, "On the Firing Line," by Herb Blass and W. O. McFall.

Fox Buys W. B. Property
Oakland,

Cal.,

July

11.

— Fox -West

Coast has acquired sizable Broadway
frontage here from Warner Brothers.
The property was purchased by Warvisit Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh ners in 1937 for a theatre, but Warand Cleveland to contract with inde- ners wound up constructing a $100,000
pendent distributors.
building housing offices and six stores.

.

for the showmanship special of specials!
Backed by the
.... Opening in August.
. .

.

fully-developed might of the kind of net-

work smash pioneered by

RKO Radio

.

SEE captive

women treated

with unspeakable barbarity!

SEE girls

Jap brutes manhandling
helpless women
by official

—

sold into gilded

Geisha palaces!

proclamation!

SEE cruel acts of war committed against even babes

Geisha palwage war even

ters into gilded
prisoners tor-

aces;

tured until they're willing to

who

on babies, and

say or do ANYTHING!

SEE children

That's "honor

among the "Sons of Heaven",
who sell their own daugh-

in

arms!

SEE helpless

. .

who

teach
torture and treachery as na-

y
driven to slave

tional virtues!

labor under the lash of
hunger!

and more, and
more, and

MORE!

From

the Pages of Life

ofJames R. Young's
d k

q

Amazing Book

RADIO

with

KNOW THE SHOCKING TRUTH ABOUT THE

JAPS!

.

.

THE SENSATIONAL EXPOSE OF WHAT
THEY WANT AND HOW THEY'RE TRYING TO GET IT!
SEE

IT

ALL

IN

MARGO

•

TOM NEAL

ROBERT RYAN
Directed by

•

CARROL NAISi
GLORIA HOLDEN
• J.

EDWARD DMYTRYK
EMMET LAVERY

Original Screen Play by

:

:

Juh

londav.

..

:

.

12.

Minneapolis Tops

\

{Contin nei.from page.

The long holiday
the Orpheum.
pleasant weather helped a lot.
Estimated receipts for the week enduly 10

Moscow" (W.B.)

to

days.

(40c-55c)

(Average, $7,500)
pross: $7,000.
"Pilot No. S" (M-G-M)

GOPHER— (998)
(Average,

64,700.

LVR1C— (1.250)
Gross:

(40c-55c)

WORLD— (350)

"Lady

of

($15,500.

Dr.

Q..

I.

7

days,

(Average, $2,000)
(U.A.)

ORPHEUM— (2,800)

istage:

$4,500)

$3,300.

Burlesque"

125,300, June 25-26; $2,133,800, July
2-3 and the July 9-10 year's record of
$2,433,700.
Receipts at the downtown ke}^,, and
elsewhere, too, are beyond all ranticipation, and there are no signs of a

(40c-55c) 7 days.
On
night.
Gross:

"China" (Para.)

Week Ending

(Average. $10,000)
"Corregidor" (PRC) 4 days

l|$17,000.
j

Bad Day" (RKO)

"Gildersleeve's

ASTER— (900)
week

(Average.

$2,700.

$2,-

1X0)

'Canteen' Terrific

$25,000; Cleveland

—

KuniKi

hitting' a

'tip

ua> "Bombar-

$24,000 gross

in

6- 7 ...
13-14
20-21
27-28

its

first week at
Warners' Hippodrome May
May
where it holds over another week.
Estimated ta"ke for the week end- May
May
ing July 8

"This Land of Mine"

ALLEX— (3.000)

Gross:

(RKO)

(4Oc-5Oc-60c)

7

(Average, $6,000)

$13,000.

"Bombardier" (RKO)

WARNERS

HIPPODROME

(40c-50c-60c)":5VdAys.'

Gross:

erage, $15,000)
"Mission to Moscow"

Gross:

8- 9

(40c-50c-GOc)

152
157
150
148
142
140
148

.

141

146
139
135
140
131

149
150

.

10-11.

July

150
138
150
142
130
148
146
136
161
137
129
141
153

,

15-16
22-23
29-30

June 5-6
days.
June 12-13
June 19-20
June 26-27
(3.500)
(Av- July 3- 4

(Warners)

WARN UK'S LAKE— (714)

days. 2nd weeJc.

$24,000.

....

3- 4
April
April 10-11
April 17-18
April 24-25
May 1- 2

record at Loew's^State. with a $25,000 take and breaks all-time precedent by being held at the State for a
dier,"

.

9-10 .... ...
16-17
...
23-24
...
30-31 .... ....

March 6-7
March 13-14
March 20-21
March 27-28

Cleveland, July 11. "Stage Door
Canteen" established a second-week

third week.

2- 3 ...

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

days

(20c-30c) 7 days, with mid-

Gross:

change.

4

No. of
Theatres

1942

Gross:

days.

7

weeks

Gross "f?

Qmgley

all of

them are continuing.
comparison
of

following

grosses reflects the healthy condition
of the boxoffice barometer of downtown theatres in key cities

m

$1,815,500
1,700,000
1,600,600
1,575,100
1,474,700
1,641,400
1,518,600
1,500,000
1,815,300
1,435,500
1,366,600
1,447,900
1,539,100
1,516,400
1,861,000
1,740,500
1,580,900
1,459,500
1,483,000
1,638,300
1,653,000
1,585,800
1,564,000
1,539,100
1,557,300
1,403,800
1,612,200
1,685,000

(Copyright, 1943,

7

Total

— and

The

Week Ending
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

1-

No. of
Theatres

2 ...

8-9

.

....

15-16 ....
22-23
29-30

5-6
12-13
19-20
26-27

.

March 5- 6
March 12-13
March 19-20
March 26-27

2-3 ...
April
April 9- 10
April 16-17 ...
April 23-24 ...
April 30-May 1
.

May
May
May
May

7-8

.

....

14-15 ....
21-22 ....
28-29

June 4- 5
June 11-12
June 18-19
June 25-26

151

154
149
127
127
126
132
139
149
142
151
143
147
123
147
147

158
154
161
161

158
155
169
166
163
168
164

July 2- 3
153
July 9-10
Publishing Company, Inc.)
.

.

Total

Gross

$2,831,500
2,424,300
1,820,500
1,648,600
1,789,500
1,743,000
1,919,000
1,885,900
2,005,200
1,933,400
1,944,600
1,968,300
1,938,200
1,785,800
2,029,100
1,868,500
2,006,200
2,284,200
2,168,400
2,053,700
2,096,200
2,036,600
2,289,700
1,865,873
1,961,600
2,125,300
2,133,800
2,433,700

(Average,

$4,000.

"Two

Tickets to London" (Univ.)
(45c-65c-75c and
Sundays "and holidays) 7 days. Stage:
Glenn Gray Orchestra. Gross: $28,000. (Av-

RKO PALACE— (3.500)

85c

Robinson, Garfield,

Arnold

$25,000)

"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)

LOEW'S

STATE— (3.300)

days. 2nd week.

(40c-60c)

Gross: $25,000.

in

Hollywood, July

7

(Average,

Pageant
— Edward G.

11.

Queen" (U.A.)

LOEW'S ST1LLMAX-O.90O)
Gross: $9,500.

(Average,

(40c-60c).

$6,000)

Garfield

who have

ers

roles in

Durbin Dinner and
N.Y. Preview Tonight
Felix Jackson, producer, and Frank
Ryan, director of Deanna Durbin's
new "Hers to Hold," arrive in New
York today from Hollywood and will
be guests of Universal tonight, along
with the trade and news press, at a
dinner at the Hotel Astor, preceding
a preview of the picture at Loew's
Sheridan.
Jackson and Ryan will return west
late this

week.

Blank's Estate $492,999

—

Des Moines, July 11.
Tax appraisers have filed a report in the district court placing a value of $492,999
on the estate of the late Raymond M.
Blank, former treasurer of Tri-States
and Central States Theatres and son
of A. H. Blank.
Myron Blank, his
brother, was listed as beneficiary.

"We

Bowl, July
in

volunteered for starring

Will Never Die," memo-

pageant slated for the Hollywood

rial

Mono. Productions
Will Be Revived
— W. Ray
Hollywood, July
11.

Johnston has announced that Mono-

Edward Arnold and John gram
are among the first perform- gram

Robinson,

$15,000)

"Silver

;

•

21.

Cast will

addition to which

1,000
there will be a
total

chorus of 200 and a symphony orchestra.

Doughboy."
Estimated

takings

for

revive the dormant MonoProducts, Inc., to produce directly top budget pictures on its program.
Scott R. Dunlap and Lindsley G. Parsons will produce in this bracket. The
new policy does not affect the King
brothers, Sam Katzman or other inwill

dependently

units
which
indirect sponsor-

producing

will continue under
ship as in the past.

week

the

ending July 7-9:
"Action in the North Atlantic" (W.B.)

"Johnny Doughboy" (Rep.)

FOX— (5,000)

(20c-35c-55c-75c) 7 days, 2nd

week.
Gross: $25,000.
(Average,
"Mister Big" (Univ.)
"Two Tickets to London" (Univ.)

$18,000)

.

1943

$3,500)

erage,

p

:

the same week in 1942.
The contributing factors for the box
office
bonanza are pretty generally

Monday
(40c-55c)

CISCO

curtai

'

for

(Average, $8,500)

STATE— (2.300)

gas-and-car

4,500:

4|^Fra nci s
'Leopard
Man:" •'\v,ith -r^liic^
stage,
and increased income a>" the ;;p'a^ roll. ip%ne'd m a'ap^ffciif
Q'f folof war workers expand.'"^Jo¥ flie1 fcast- low <•<! by excellent
S.OOOVgross at
of the factors, however, is an even ftte NVarfte-lfour^t
\viy?W<f,Die,''
better run of box office pictures, with
with Kan Can-..;'.'!
r»les%f»hind
"Stage
Door
Canteen,"
"Coney the footlights', tlfijr of '^"'best^Jtond
Island," "Burlesque,"
"Lily Mars," weeks of the year wasj
recordMl at
was. recorder
"Human Comedy," "Mr. Big" being Fox, where $23,000 was' take of "Acbut a few of the big ones of recent tion in North Atlantic" and "Johnny

The keys are running hundreds of
thousands ahead of receipts taken at
the same theatres one year ago.
Last week's gross of $2,433,700
compares with the $1,685,900 gross

2nd

(Col.)

(40c-50c-55c-75c)

Gross:

Uth week.

'Leopard Man',

growing Fgstrictiofjj'jfe .drast^^8
public tran^rtation media;; uhar.de >n
ment of many- competitive ouftluof"
events, amusement parks ,ajid payifiojux

letup.

Gross

days,

7

(Average,

$6,000.

"The More the Merrier"

7

.

days

7

Dangerous" (M-G-M)

•c
Slightly

twek.

(35c)
$3,000)

known

1)

week ending June 11-12, to $1,%1,600
for the week ending June 1^-19; $2,-

i.nd

ion

:

GROSS IN MONTH

Minneapolis. July 11,.— "China" apheavy §17,(JJU
leared headed tor
'Lady of
feross at the State, while
burlesque' appeared due for $1d,o0j

XTl'RY— (1,600)

>

:

KEY

$8,654,000

China's' $17,000,

kt

.

Motion Picture Daily
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ORPHEUM— (2,440)

days.

Gross:

"Lady

of

(20c-3c-55c-75c)

(Average,
$13,700.
Burlesque" (U.A.)

UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200)
7 days, 5th week.
erage. $8,000)

(20c-35c-55c-

Gross:

65c)

already has played in New
York, Washington, Philadelphia, Boston and Chicago.

(Av-

$8,000.

"Leopard Man" (RKO)

GOLDEN GATE— (2,850)

(20c-35c-44c-75c)

Gross:

days.
Stage: Vaudeville.
(Average, $19,500)
"At Dawn
Die" (Rep.)

7

$34,500.

We

WARFIELD —

(20c-35c-55c-75c)

(2,680)

7
$25,000.

Gross:
Stage: Vaudeville.
(Average. $17,000)
"Reap the Wild Wind" (Para.)
days.

"Shantytown" (Rep.)

PARAMOUNT— (2,740)
Gross: $13,500.

days.

(20c-35c-55c-75c)

7

(Average, $14,500)

"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)
"Gorilla

Man" (W.B.)

FRANCIS— (1,400)

ST.

days, 4th week.

Gross:

(20c-3c-55c-75c)

7

(Average,

$8,500.

$6,500)

"Manon Lescaut"

CLAY— (400)

(Average,

(Foreign)

Gross:

(15c-35c-45c).

$1,200.

$1,000)

'Coney', 'Canteen'

Big in Milwaukee
Milwaukee,
Door Canteen"

July

—

11.

"Stage

the Warner and
"Coney Island" at the Wisconsin took
top honors while "Bataan" at the PalMoveover house,
ace came in third.
the Strand, did well with "The Huat

man Comedy"

in its second week.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending July 10
"Bataan" (M-G-M)

"Two

Senoritas from Chicago" (Col.)
(50c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $6,000)

PALACE— (2,400)

$8,400.

"Tarzan Triumphs" (RKO)

RIVERSDE— (2,700)

(44c-60c-75c)

days.

7

Boyd Raeburn's orchestra and Beatrice
Kay on stage. Gross: $10,800. (Average,
$12,000)

"The Human Comedy" (M-G-M)
"High Explosive" (Para.)

STRAND— (1,400)

downtown week.

(50c-65c)

Gross:

7

$2,880.

2nd
(Average,

days,

$2,400)

"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)

WARNER— (2,400) (44c-65c) 7
Written by Ben Hecht, with a score
"Ground Crew" and "Lady Let's Gross:
(Average, $8,600)
$15,480.
by Kurt Weill, Billy Rose is producer Dance" are among the top budget "Coney Island" (20th-Fox)
and Moss Hart stage director of the films from Monogram Productions, "They Came to Blow Up America"
Fox)
pageant which is dedicated to the Inc., a subsidiary of Monogram PicWISCONSIN— (3,200) (50c-65c) 7
2,000,000 civilian Jewish dead of Eu- tures Corp.
Gross: $13,695. (Average, $8,300)
rope.

7

$11,500)

days.

(20th-

days.

It

'Pen' Previews 'Touhy'
Preview of "Roger Touhy, Gangster," 20th-Fox release, will be held

Mayer Heads Pageant

—

Hollywood, July 11. Louis B.
Mayer is honorary chairman of the
today at Joliet (111.) prison, scene film division for "We Will Never
Tele
of the mobster's jailbreak, with more Die," pageant dedicated to the civilian
Interests than 500 law enforcement officers of Jewish dead of Europe slated for one
Radio station WOR, Mutual's New Illinois and adjoining states attending. performance at the Hollywood Bowl,
York outlet, plans to enter television
Gov. Dwight W. Green, Robert July 21. Serving with him are Harry
broadcasting, using facilities of the Montgomery, Hal Home's assistant, Conn, Y. Frank Freeman, Samuel
DuMont-Paramount station, it is un- Bryan Foy, Lois Andrews, Jack Gold- Goldwyn, Charles W. Koerner, Joseph
Schenck,
Selznick,
David O.
derstood. Operation will be on an ex- stein and Jules Fields, of 20th's home M.
perimental basis with technical im- office publicity department, will also Charles P. Skouras, Harry and Jack
L. Warner and Cliff Work.
provements introduced as discovered.
attend, in addition to state officials.

WOR Entering
Via DuMont

TO THE RKO SALES
DELEGATES AND THE GREAT
RKO-RADIO ORGANIZATION
It

gives

we are

pleasure that

me great

to be associated for

another year, during which time
into the

hands of the

personal

RKO

I

put

shall

sales organization

"THE NORTH STAR", which

I

believe to be

the most powerful and ambitious picture

I

have ever made.
Following "The North Star"

will

be "UP IN ARMS", a Technicolor comedy
with music, introducing that truly great master

of comedy, Danny Kaye, supported by Dinah

Shore,

who

is

proving to be as enchanting a

comedienne as she
the most

vital

is

a singer, and two of

young acting talents

I

have

T

discovered

in

a decade

— Dana Andrews and

Constance Dowling.
Also on

be

this

year's schedule

"TREASURE CHEST/' a

with music, starring

to be filmed

in

I

pirate

Bob Hope, and

will

comedy
likewise

Technicolor.
wish that

I

might be

ance at the sales meeting now

in

attend-

session at

in

my appreciation for your efforts on behalf of my productions during the past two years and my faith
the Waldorf-Astoria to express

in

the future of your organization.
It

is

my hope and

RKO-Radio under the new

spirit

ship which N. Peter Rathvon,

belief that

of leader-

Ned Depinet

and Charles Koerner have brought to the

company,

is

in its history.

headed

for the greatest year

Monday. July

Motion Picture Daily
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WLB

Hollywood
By WILLIAM

Washington,

Hollywood, July

GOODWILL

day

WAC

information stands in their lobbies and
screened a short urging enlistment. To
the Theatre Defense Bureau, organization formed after Pearl Harbor and
now channel for local exhibition enterexecuprises common to all,

WAC

wrote:
through

"We

help

the

Hathaway

M.

Emily

officer

tive

that the public,
the theatre media, is now
and
definitely aware of the
the work we are doing. Such a widespread education of the public would
not have been possible without the
feel

WAC

of

The goodwill

theatres.

and understanding which has emanated from your theatres has been invaluable."

•
direct "The
a partnership with proJaffe, is to follow that

Lloyd Bacon, zvho will
Sullivans"

in

Sam

ducer

" Barnstorming,"

until

the

11.

— The

War

story

it

the question of its jurisdiction in the
Petrillo case following a hearing Fri-

11

Los

has a long arm.
Angeles theatres installed

July

of

at

which

Joseph

Padway,

A.

ACK WARNER
New York

in

will

leave

11

father,

late

.

.

.

Own

Films

(Continued from page

Charles F. Coe and Arthur

1)

De Bra

explanation from the Navy Industrial
tomorrow Incentive Division, office of Admiral
C. H. Woodward, who is in charge oL.,

m

the program, "some commercial fil
j^j|)
will be included for exhibitions in trwB
plant. These, it was said, will, for the
most part, "illustrate the close relationship between the plant and shipyard workers and the men of the fleet."

What
shows

affect,

will

if

any,

the

have on business

Navy

of regular

theatres catering heavily to Navy war
plant or shipyard workers is a matter
with consideration
speculation,
for
given to the Navy's staging of shows
during shift changes, the patronage
from which figures largely in the operations of hundreds of theatres.

Showings

will be staged in cafelocker and recreation rooms,
during lunch and shift-change periods
and plant rallies. Also, reports Admiral Woodward's office, "special programs" are to be arranged in halls,
auditoriums and theatres especially
B. P. Fineman, who recently quit
used for the occasion. There was no
Metro, joins Vanguard Films, the
further enlightment on the latter.
David Selznick company, as producer
Said Admiral Woodward "The moin charge of Vanguard's program for
tion picture medium is a most excellent
U. A. .release.
Longstreet
was named form with which ... to portray vividly
Stephen
writer for the Fineman unit. The ar- the various phases of the Navy in
rangement is in line with Selznick's action and its problems, always emphaU. A. deal as revised during the re sizing the fact that the plant worker
cent stockholder meeting which pro- is a definite part of every naval enterias,

Fineman to Produce
For Vanguard Prod.

{Continued from page I)
Frank Bacon, which
is being written by Matt Allen, gen- town first run and the Egyptian will be
eral manager of the El Capitan Thea- Hollywood's, new first run, operating
Charles R. Rogers has en- jointly under a committee probably
atre.
gaged Academician Eleanor Griffin to composed of two, Nat Holt^representcollaborate on the screenplay of "One ing RKO Theatres and an undesigMan's Family," from the Morse radio nated Fox West Coast executive for
'*,*.">
program, which follows "Gaunt Wom- Skouras.
fsK'^'i/i '.
an" on the Rogers list for UA.
The theatres will augment the Hill
R. Frank has Street, Downtown, and Pantages, in vides for the Selznick organization to
Exhibitor-producer
engaged Fred Kane, zvho has pro- Hollywood, as outlets now drawing oh supply ten in fi'v& years but does not
duced pictures here and abroad, as as- RKO, Universal and Columbia, there- specify Selznick must produce them
sociate producer for "Dr. Paul Joseph by providing additional Outlets for personally.'
Goebbels, His Life and Loves."
availthese three distributors-.
iles are M-G-M, 20th Century-Fox
to
Probability is some interid U. A.
his

With

for

two weeks.

will arrive in New York
counsel for the American Federation
from the Coast.
of Musicians, denied that the ban on
•
records constituted a labor dispute and
Rosalind Russell will do "10 PerA. Walter Socolow, counsel for the
transcription companies, declared it to cent Woman," for Columbia ahead of
Irving
be a "common, ordinary, garden- "Sister Kenny" for RKO.
variety strike" which had been held Cummings will direct.
•
to be a labor controversy by the
Supreme Court.
The Hollywood Victory Committee
The board will meet early this report for the first six months of 1943
week to consider the issue, and is ex- shows that Hollywood personalities
pected to decide whether it will handle made 5,876 appearances for the Army,
the case within a few days. Although Navy and government agencies, which
has consistently contended compares with 7,620 for the whole of
Petrillo
there is no strike, he told the board 1942.
•
that no more records will be made
the radio industry recognizes
until
M-G-M added to its lengthening
the musician's unemployment prob- schedule of musicals with "Francie
lem and consents to hire stand-by from Frisco." Lana Turner will star.
musicians.

Coast First Runs
Being Reshuffled

to

Blanket Country
Hollywood, July

Labor Board tonight had before

Navy

U. S.

Coast Flashes

AFM-Disc Dispute

WEAVER

R.

Considering

1943
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New York!WB

BEAUTIFUL FARM
• 12 RM. MAIN HOUSE; 4 BATHS!
• GUEST HOUSE: KEEPER'S HOUSE!

s GARAGES AND SCREENING ROOM!
• COMPLETE RCA EQUIPMENT!
• BARNS WITH 23 BOX STALLS!
• DOG KENNELS!
Complete Facilities lor Raising Horses,
Cows, Chickens, Pigs!

80 ACRES CULTIVATED
120

Acres Gorgeous Woodland

PERFECT FOR MOTION
PICTURE EXECUTIVE
.

.

wishing to aid War Effort by
Produce, Stock, for Ready

.

Growing

New York Market

.

.

.

YET

WHO

WANTS TO TEND TO REGULAR
M.

P.

duct flow.

The Paramount

outlet con-

unchanged at the Paramount,
Downtown, and Paramount, Hollywood. The same setup continues regarding Warners.

tinues

Boston Pickets Go
Back to 'Moscow'

Prutzman
Coast
For Studio Talks

Prutzman, Universal
vfce-president and general counsel
will leave for the Coast on Wednesday for a business visit of about a
month at the studio with Nate J
Blumberg, J. Cheever Cowdin, Cliff
Work and other company executives
Prutzman will be accompanied by his
Charles

D.

family, including Charles, Jr., 18 years
old, who will report for induction into

Boston, July 11. ^-Members reput- 'the Army tomorrow and will be given
edly of the Socialist Party resumed a three weeks' Selectee's furlough
picketing of Warners' "Mission to thereafter.
Moscow," at weekend, for one hour;
in front of the Paramount Theatre
for
on Washington St. Pickets who had
Philip Dorn, film actor, is making
been previously arrested and freed -in
court after carrying protest banners an 18-day volunteer personal appear
the days the picture opened, were ance tour of Army camps under th>
among those on the line again hold- auspices of the motion picture divi
ing placards denouncing the picture. sion of USO-Camp Shows.

Dorn Tours

USO

BUSINESS AFFAIRS!

WILL TRADE FOR

FARM IN
SAN FERNANDO

SIMILAR

VALLEY,
(Or

•

changing may develop, this being determined upon circumstances and pro-

will

sell

CAL
outright)

PROPERTY LOCATED IN NO.
WESTCHESTER COUNTY r— 58
MIN. FROM. TIMES SOUA«E!
WRITE
BOX 216
MOTION PICTURE DAILY
1270

SIXTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

20,

N. Y.

Adjournment of Congress Leaves
No Immediate Industry Problems
Washington, July
—Adjournment of Congress for the coming
11.

two months

no problem for the motion picture industry,
for no film legislation has been given consideration and is not
likely to receive any this year.
There are several measures pending of interest to the industry,
including the recently re-introduced Theatre Divorcement Bill, but
there is no indication that Congress will consent to be diverted
from nationally important war problems to consider intra-industry
controversies so long as the present emergency continues.
When Congress reconvenes, however, it will have legislation before it which will affect the industry, but only to the same extent
as other lines of business. The most important of these measures
will be the tax bill which it is planned to enact before the end of
th? year if possible.
will create

gagement."

War plants or shipyards must first
secure special Navy approvement before procuring the film service.
The
Navy permits the local distributor to
make a charge of $1.00, plus transportation charges, for each servicing to a
plant.

M-G-M Delegation
Back from CincL
—

Cincinnati, July 11. E. F. O'Shea,
M-G-M Eastern division manager, Edwin W. Aaron and Harold Postman,

W. F. Rodgers, left here
over the weekend for New York after
attending M-G-M's contract analysis
meeting.
assistants to

Others present at the meeting here

were Harry Wolfberg,

man-

district

charge of Cincinnati, Indianapolis and St. Louis, and Sam Shirley,
district manager in charge of
Chicago,
Milwaukee,
Minneapolis,
Des Moines and Omaha.
ager

in

Eiseman in Seed's
W.B. Sales Post
Clarence
Eiseman,
New York
branch manager for Warner Bros., is
reported slated to succeed Harry Seed,
as New York Metropolitan district
manager. Seed has been assigned to
the Midwest district, comprising Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee and Minneapolis,
as was announced by
Ben
Kalmenson, general sales manager, at
the opening session of the Warner
regional sales meeting held in Chicago
last Thursday.

Peskay Leaving Small
Hollywood. July
kay

11.

—Edward

will shortly resign as

resentative for

learned here.

Edward

PesEastern rep-

Small,

it

was

'

BREAKUP— The

:

i

\
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Abjtit RITA

HAY WORTH and VICTOR MATURE'

'

BIGGEST "BOX OFFICE GROSS"

OF ANY MOVIE MAGAZINE
MONTH AFTER MONTH THE PUBLIC
MONEY FOR PHOTOPLAY — THE
LUXURY MAGAZINE

— THAN

PAYS

MORE

INDUSTRY'S

FOR ANY OTHER

MOVIE MAGAZINE PUBLISHED

bow!

entlemen, take a
Aoday RKO salesmen from

all

over the country open

their annual sales meeting at the Waldorf-Astoria.

May

I

take this occasion to publicly express

my

sin-

cere thanks and the genuine appreciation of our com-

pany to the many thousand motion picture exhibitors
from coast to coast who have made it possible for these
salesmen to do the outstanding job they have turned
in during the past nine months in selling our new and
tremendously popular short subject series, "THIS IS

AMERICA".

When we started this series pretty much from scratch
last Fall, these exhibitors, acting largely

on

this

brand new product with

them other than a firm

faith in

little

on

faith,

more

RKO and

took

to guide

an abiding

confidence in RKO's sales force. Today, as a result of
this

superb and coordinated effort of salesman and

exhibitor, RKO can point with pride to a booking record

AMERICA" that is the envy of the industry.
In behalf of RKO Radio Pictures I salute both the
exhibitors and the salesmen who have made this

on "THIS

IS

possible.

Gentlemen, take a bow!

/v

.

PRESIDENT

RKO RADIO PICTURES,

"THIS

IS

AMERICA"

and distributed by

is

produced by Frederic Ullman,

RKO Radio

Pictures, Inc.

jr.,

INC.

:

>iOTiON PICXURE

First in

DAILY

and
Impartial

.3L

NO.

54.
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RKO

Gets 3
From Goldwyn
In New Deal

YORK,

U.

S. A.,

TUESDAY, JULY

21 Color Features
Already Lined

Up

For New Season
Commitments by major companies
Technicolor for the use of color
have already been made for 21 feato

Depinet Announces 18

tures for 1943-44, three more than
were made during all of 1942-43.
Single-company color records on
RKO Radio will release three features are in the making by Metronew Samuel Goldwyn productions Goldwyn-Mayer, which is down for
during the new season under the 10 tinted pictures in the new season
"Tale of Two Sisters," "America,"
renewal of the
"Best Foot Forward," "As Thousands
d s t r b u Cheer,"
"Salute to the
Marines,"
arrangetion
"Quo Vadis," "Mr. Co-Ed," "Broadments between
way Rhythm," "Lassie
Home"

Staff

1

i

i

!

!

Promotions

Comes

company

the

and "Meet Me in St. Louis." Only
color on the present season's schedule

pro-

and the
duce r

N.

,

was

Rath-

Peter

president,

toria

Allied Stand Not
Stopping 'Canteen*

As-

Hotel

Ned

E.

Depinet

here yesterday.

The

productions

will

be

:

"The

(Continued on page 14)

Republic Opens

New York Meet
First of Republic's new series of
quarterly sales conferences is being
held today at the New York Athletic
Club, with the session to continue
through tomorrow. Republic president J. R. Grainger is presiding, and

Maxwell Gillis and Sam Seplowin,
Eastern and Central district sales
managers, respectively, are present, as
are

exchange-men from these

terri-

tories.

Promotion plans for forthcoming
productions, the concentrated publicity
campaign on Roy Rogers, and current
(Continued

oni

page 16)

WPB

Further Cuts
Use of Freon Gas

—

Washington, July 12. The War
Production Board today tightened its
control on the delivery of freon gas
originally prohibited to motion picture theatres June 5 and warned of
the expectation that the demand for
refrigerants will continue to exceed
the supply "for some time to come."

Today's

order

washroom

fix-

torn

seats,

are

some

of the vandals' "handiwork." The fair sex is not

backward when

it comes to
destructiveness, it was asserted. Many cases of cigarette trays, mirrors, pictures
and similar articles taken,
were reported.

Grosses at B'way

Houses Are Down,

1

-

on

(Continued on page 16)

RKO

Waldorf

and

poetry

last-

Exhibitors in the market for color

told

ann u a
sales
meeting which
opened at the
the

"DuBarry Was a Lady,"

—

Ottawa, July 12. Canadian
theatre owners are considerably worried by the wave of
vandalism currently afflicting
their theatres, a recent meeting of the Ottawa Motion Picture Theatre Association revealed. Lipstick-smeared mir-

quarter release.

RKO

von,

in

Vandals Are Loose
In Canada, Too

tures

prohibits

deliveries

(Continued on page 16)

Cleveland, July

12.

Just

Under Par

— Independent

exhibitors are contracting for "Stage
Door Canteen" under United Artist

Broadway grosses

last

week

oti

page 16)

(Continued

oni

page 16)

Foreign Film, Equipment Patents
Made Available to the Industry

—

Washington, July 12. Film and film equipment patents seized by
the United States from enemy owners are among patents in countless other fields now available to American businessmen under
new, liberalized terms, Leo T. Crowley, Alien Property Custodian,

announced here.
Beginning August 1, 1943, the fee for obtaining a license to use
enemy owned patents will be a flat $15 for each patent.
The new arrangement, Crowley said, will make it easier for small
manufacturers to put single patents promptly to work.
In the past considerable time has had to be devoted to determining whether several patents covered by a single application were in
a "related" field. Under the new system the class similarity of
patents covered by an application will not have to be considered.
Information concerning the 40,000 patents and patent applications
now held by the Alien Property Custodian can be obtained by
addressing the Office of Alien Property Custodian, Field Building,
Chicago. Except for those patents which already were exclusively
licensed to American industry prior to seizure, patents which formerly belonged to enemy nationals are now available under license
on a non-exclusive, royalty-free basis for the life of the patents.

y
»w>e

to the

gtion

Picture
Industry

TEN CENTS

Film Theatres

Included in
Mine Control
Mines Operate Scores
Penna. and W. Va.

in

12.

—Opera-

tion by the United States

Govern-

Pittsburgh,

July

ment

of the coal mines and their
subsidiaries literally placed Uncle
Sam in commercial motion picture
exhibition, selling tickets to the
.juoiic and buying films from distributors, in a behind-the-scene capacity. This is the interpretation of
observers here in the heart of the
coal belt to Harold C. Ickes' position as director of the mines and
subsidiaries as Solid Fuels Administrator.
Actual
operation,
of
course, continues in the hands of
the mine companies' agents.
It is pointed out that most of
the coal mining companies have
extensive interests extending

slid

back to slightly below normal, after
percentage terms throughout Ohio in the tremendous business reported over
"The
spite of Allied Caravan's attack on the Fourth of July week-end.
the policy. Jack Goldhar, U.A. district Youngest Profession," at Radio City
manager, states that contracts for the Music Hall, with a stage show featurpicture have been signed by Max Lef- ing the Don Cossack Chorus, grossed
kowich and Henry Greenberger for $68,000 for the first four days of its
the extensive Community Circuit in third week and is expected to gross
Cleveland. Milton A. Mooney, of Co- $104,000 for the week. The show holds
operative Theatres, has bought the pic- for a fourth.
ture for the theatres which he repre"Coney Island," aided by a stage
sents.
Real Neth has closed a show headed by Carmen Amaya,
J.
contract for his Columbus houses and Enric Madriguera and his orchestra,
(Continued

ara

1943

13,

rors, pencilled
walls, smashed

Alert,

(Continued

cn<

page 16)

Allied Says Majors

Are Inflationists
Philadelphia, July

12.

— "By

rais-

ing prices to exhibitors, the distributors have placed themselves in opposition to the declared financial policy
of the United States and they are directly responsible for a vast inflationary movement in this business." This
is the charge hurled at film companies
by Allied Independent Theatre Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania.

"The

exhibitor's profit must be sufcover the risks of this business and to provide for future replacements, repairs and reconstruction when
the war is over," the allied unit declares in a bulletin, signed by Sidney
ficient to

E. Samuelson, business manager, adding
"The profit must also include
:

(Continued

on\

page 16)

Peskay May Release
Through Monogram
Hollywood, July
— Edward Pes12.

kay and William Roland are understood to be discussing a one-picture
releasing deal, with an option for a
series, to be released through Monogram. Discussions which started in
New York with Steve Broidy, general
sales manager for Monogram, are continuing in Hollywood with Ray Johnson, Monogram's head, and Peskay.

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention
TOSEPH

H.

a Stagehand for
Merely Turning on House Lights

$78 a

—

MOSKOWITZ,

Eastern representative of 20th
Century-Fox, and Eastern story edi-

Bertram Bloch, will leave at the
weekend -for -studio conferences with
Joseph M. Schenck and Darryl F.
tor

•

:

\

!

•
Bolster, of the Stanley,
Baltimore, has returned from a vaca...

George

tion.

•

Morris Mechanic, owner of the

New

Theatre, Baltimore, is spending
several days in New York.
•
F. W. Huss, Jr., president of Associated Theatres, Cincinnati, is con-

home by

fined to his

illness.

•

&

came down and the theater reopened
under an agreement with AFL Stagehands' Local No. 6. Another
neighborhood theater of the same group, the Powhatan, in suburban Maplewood, also reopens, after having been closed for a
hands." This week the sign

year.
Maffitt was remodeled in 1941, at a cost of $50,000. It did not
reopen after refurbishing because projectionists refused to cross
a picket line set up by the stage hands after the management refused to hire a union member, even though the theater has no
stage. It has remained closed ever since. In November, 1941, a fire
caused damage estimated at $40,000, which was subsequently
repaired.
Under the compromise with the union reached this week, the
Maffitt will hire one stage hand at $78 a week and the Powhatan one
hand on a part time basis at $40 a week. At both theaters the stage

The

hand will have no duties other than turning on the house lights.
James Arthur, president of Fanchon & Marco, explained that "we
finally decided to accede to the union's demands in order to open
the theaters, which represent too big an investment to be allowed

meeting there.

•

manager,

To aid exhibitors publicize
their now permanent copper,
brass, and bronze program,
the War Activities Committee has secured the cooperation of Betty Grable and Uona
Massey to pose for a set of

=
three

M-G-M

Eastern

which points out

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER

"THE YOUNGEST PROFESSION"
with

VIRGINIA WEI DLER- EDWARD ARNOLD

AN M-G-M PICTURE

New MARCH OF TIME

Bayliss, Paramount
Major de Seversky
Reelman, Killed
Feted at Waldorf

di-

Edwin W. Aaron

stills

to movie patrons key aspects
of the copper campaign.

and Five Important Guest Stars

F. W. Bayliss, Paramount News
About 2,000 persons attended a dinphotographer, who covered the SpanSeverP.
de
Alexander
Major
vision
ish Civil war, escaped from France in
and Harold Postman, assistants to sky at the Waldorf-Astoria last night the evacuation from Dunkerque,
and
York
New
returned
to
W. F. Rodgers,
which was followed by a screening of was wounded in the British counterCincinnati.
yesterday from meetings in
"Victory Through Air Power," the offensive at El Alamein, is reported
•
dead in a plane crash in the desert,
Charles Einfeld checked in at the new Walt Disney production based according to a press dispatch from
home office yesterday and plans to be on Major de Seversky's book of the Cairo.

E. F. O'Shea,

1943

13,

Grable and Masse
Aid Copper Drive

to sit idle longer."

Kalmenson,

Ben

sales
general
manager for Warner's, will arrive in
San Francisco from Chicago today
for the company's third regional sales
•

to

St. Louis, July 12.
For nearly two years the marquee at the
Maffitt Theater, neighborhood house operated by Fanchon
Marco,
has borne the legend: "Built by union labor, closed by the stage

»J

ZanucKj

Week

Tuesday, July

ner for

Gala Stage Revue . Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600

"MY
V A IT"
k
1

I

with

BING CROSBY
DOROTHY LAM OUR
A Paramount

Picture

*
*

In Person

Andrews

Sisters

jf

TIM HERBERT

*

M| tch Ayers

jf

and his Orchestra

.

in

New York

about a month.

•
B. G. DeSylva, Paramount production head, plans to leave for the

Coast Thursday night.
•
publicity manager, left over the weekend for a two
week's vacation.

•

John Nolan, Comerford Circuit
executive, was in town yesterday.
•

Van

Frank

Western Theatre Supply,

Bayliss, 31, born in England and
were Barney reared in Paris, joined Paramount in
England in 1930, as contact man. He
Balaban, Albert D. Lasker, Elsa Maxhas been engaged in war coverage

owner
is

back

of
in

title.

Among

well,

Lou Smith, M-G-M

Husen,

same

Ned

those present

Roy

E.

Disney,

Depinet,

J. Robert Rubin,
since 1936, having recently participated
Arthur W. Kelly, in his 22nd raid over enemy territory

Martin Quigley, Harry Buckley, Law- as a newsreel photographer. He is
rence Tibbett, Richard C. Patterson, survived by a wife and three-year-old
daughter in England, and a sister,
Jr., Stanton Griffis, Spyros Skouras,
Mrs. Bayliss Brunei, in New York.
Herbert Bayard Swope, Mr. and Mrs.
Jr., Nancy Carroll, Lady
Edward A. Golden, Mrs. Billy
Mitchell, Harry Gold, Ben Cammack,

John Hertz,
Ashley,

Omaha

after spending 30 days in a
Chicago hospital, where he was recovering from a fall.

Ken

Goldsmith, widow of
the late Universal producer, and her
four children, are in New York from
the Coast to make their permanent

home

here.

•

Murphy
mount's

Hollywood

rived at the

Harry
tising

McHenry,

Paraof
studios, has ar-

Warwick from

the Coast.

•
Goldberg, director of adver-

and publicity for Warner Thea-

yesterday for Philadelphia
in connection with local openings of Irving Berlin's "This
tres,

left

and Cleveland

Universal Honors
F. Jackson, F. Ryan

Universal Pictures last night gave
a dinner, at the Hotel Astor, and a
preview, at Loew's Sheridan Theatre,
for Deanna Durbin's "Hers to Hold,"
for Felix Jackson, producer of the
picture, and Frank Ryan, director, and
50 members of the press.
Maurice Bergman, Eastern advertising-publicity director, and Henry
publicity
manager,
Eastern
Linet,
were hosts to a group including Eileen Creelman, Archer Winsten, Leo

BETTY GRABLE

J)C

$C

GEORGE MONTGOMERY* CESAR ROMERO

Mand

Come?
a

joth cintuhv-fox nctuie

in

TECHNICOLOR

n ^\ V V SHOW

* PLUS A BIG STAGE
BUY

BONDS

HVA

*

7(hAVE.

I

50th ST,

AMPA's New Season
Starts on Sept. 15
AMPA

First fall meeting of
Jake Wilk, Jack Pegler, Rabbi Stewill be
phen S. Wise, Robert Gillham, S. held September IS, at a New York
hotel
to
be selected later, Vincent
Barret McCormick, Paul Lazarus, Jr.,
•
Carl Leserman, David Weshner, Jack Trotta, president, reported over the
Al. O. Bondy, independent distribuDon Mersereau, Chester weekend, the decision following a
Alicoate,
tor, will leave here for Schenectady
board meeting attended by Trotta,
Bahn, Sherwin Kane.
tomorrow, returning at the weekend.
Paul Benjamin, Blanche Livingston,
•
Hal Home, James Zabin, Rutgers

Mrs.

PARAMOUNT

cool

Neilson,

Hadley.

Dave O'Malley and Hap
It was also decided to have

a service flag for Eastern publicity,
advertising and exploitation men in
the armed forces.
The board will
meet periodically throughout the summer to map a program for the fall
season.
The next session will be on
July 22.

Young

at Boston

Boston, July

Lunch

—

James R. Young,
author of
Radio's "Behind the
Rising Sun," based on his book was
guest at a luncheon tendered him by

RKO

12.

PALACE
Humphrey Bogart

•

"ACTION

B'WAY &
47th

St.

Raymond Massey

IN

NORTH ATLANTIC"
Jimmy Rogers

Noah

Beery,

Jr.

"PRAIRIE CHICKENS"

Extra Attraction

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

Sherwin Kane, J. W. AliAbel Greene, Jane Corby, Al- the Yankee network at the weekRoger Conant Clement, associat- len Cook, Lloyd Seidman, James end at the Ritz Carlton hotel here.
ed with the Paramount legal depart- Cunningham, Inga Arvad, Dan Mer- Also present were members of the
ment handling foreign matters, and sereau, John Stuart, Jr., Leo Pel- Boston sales force of RKO Radio,
Miss Esther Augusta Riley were legrine, Jean Megan, Al Picoult, circuit film buyers, S. Barret Mcmarried Friday at the Church of the Charles Lewis, Charles Moss, Wil- Cormick and Terry Turner of
Radio.
liam Formby.
Transfiguration, New York.
Is the

Mishkin,

Army."

•

coate,

RKO
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.
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United Selling
'Invasion Bonds'

—

Keeping
Detroit, July 12.
the sale of War Bonds in tune
with developments in Europe,
United Detroit Theatres will
launch an intensive "Invasion
Bond Sale" Tuesday. .The
bonds will be sold day and

Short Subject
Reviews

Reviews
"The Sky's The Limit"
(RKO-Radio)

OVELY

Joan Leslie is Fred Astaire's new dancing partner in "The "Bill Jack vs.
Sky's the Limit," a diverting, if at times slow-moving comedy,
Adolf Hitler"
which marks Astaire's return to the
lot where he scored his early
(March of Time-2Mi-Fox)
triumphs with Ginger Rogers. In addition to Astaire's appealing dancMarch of Time's expert cameras
night in the lobbies of 20
ing and pleasant character portrayal as a member of the famed Flying turn this time on that much pubPurchasers
theatres.
United
k
Tigers squadron, picture boasts of the droll antics of Robert Benchley.
licized industrial oddity, the Jack &
) are to receive a special "InStory concerns Astaire's attempt to spend a ten days' leave incognito Heintz aircraft instrument plant at
vasion Bond" sticker to atwhen he returns to the United States to a hectic round of official cele- Cleveland, where employes split lavtach to the bonds.
brations.
Donning civilian clothes, he makes his way to New York ish bonuses and, when away from their
Earl J. Hudson, president
machines, live a "country club life"
where
he
meets
Joan Leslie at a night club. Joan, a photographer for a within
of the circuit, explained the
the walls of the factory.
picture magazine published by Robert Benchley, is anxious to get to the
idea came out of the invasion
The story of Bill Jack's war plant
war front, but Benchley, who is in love with her, is not particularly en- is portrayed in an informative
of Sicily.
and
thusiastic about this ambition. Fred, smitten by Joan, hounds her until entertaining manner. The
audience, in
she pays some attention to him. He gains her sympathy and she tries effect, is taken on a conducted tour of
to get him a job, first with the magazine, and then in an aircraft plant, the plant, introduced to its boss and
but Fred wants to spend his time with Joan and not in a job. However, some of its employes and permitted
when Fred realizes that Joan is in love with him, he balks and runs out, to watch them at their work, in informal assemblages and at their leiFollowing four test previews of reluctant to leave a girl behind with a broken heart. Benchley, discovsure in sun rooms, under the hands
'Heaven Can Wait," Tom J. Con- ering Fred's identity, has other ideas once he realizes that he cannot win
of masseurs, at dances, at meals in
lors, vice-president, in charge of sales
Joan. He sends her on an assignment to the West Coast, to photograph the_ plant cafeteria and
with Jack and
or 20th-Fox, has decided to hold all
the departure of a group of bombers for Australia, knowing that Fred Heintz during informal assemblages.
jrade showings of the film before
Fred
and
are reunited, Fred deciding to dis- Long before the tour is done with,
is in the squadron.
Joan
'hcatre audiences. This will be the
reasons are apparent why the plant's
card his scruples about a flyer marrying.
lirst time that this manner of trade
Musical numbers by Johnny Mercer and Harold Arlen are tuneful, production record has been phenomshowing will have been held on a
enal, why its absentee record is unlational basis, it was said, as the especially "One for My Baby and One for the Road." Edward H. Grifblemished for months in succession,
showings in effect will be combina- fith capably handles the directorial assignment under David Hempstead
why time clocks are unnecessary and
tion previews and trade screenings who produced. Original screen play is by Frank Fenton and Lynn Root.
why idle machines are rarely found
leld at regular theatres with paid
Benchley's report on aircraft production has some amusing moments.
in the plant.
uidiences, to which of course, the exMilton Livingston
Running time, 89 mins. "G."*
The unusual employer-employe rehibitors will be invited free.
'

RKO

Audiences, Trade
At 'Heaven* Tests

.

lationship

ft

Ascap Members Split
$1,260,000 Melon
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers yesterday distributed to its membership and associated societies $1,260,000 in royalties
for the second quarter of 1943 which
ended June 30th.

This was said by

ASCAP

to be the

royalty distribution made in
any quarter since 1940, and represents
members' share of "tax" collections
from theatres, broadcasters, dance
halls and other public performers of
largest

M-G-M Buys Footage
From Oboler Film
Arch
"This
Precious
Oboler's
Freedom," an anti-Fascist film starring Claude Rains, will be used, in
part,
in
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer's
"Four Freedoms" series of short
subjects.

General Motors paid for the feature,
it one year ago because
it was felt to be "inflammatory," according to an announcement yesterday from Ivan Black, Oboler reprebut shelved

She Has What

It

Takes

{Columbia)

Hollywood, July 12

JINX FALKENBURG
What

It

Takes."

is

The

a chorus girl in a jam again in "She Has
character, the situations and much of the

quite similar to her roles in "Laugh Your Blues Away,"
"Lucky Legs" and others. The scene again is backstage and the film
Hollywood audience was
ends with a patriotic song and dance finale.
not amused at the film and its reactions were sometimes audible. Faults
of the film are mainly in its familiarity and a hackneyed story.
Miss Falkenburg is stranded in a small town when her show folds.
From a stagehand she learns of the death of a popular old star with the
same name as hers. Trading on that name, Jinx beats her way to New
York, where she fakes an entrance to a columnist's office and enlists
One lie leads to another until she is in pretty
his aid for her career.
deep. Although the audience is led' to believe the producer, the columnist;
the six angels of the show and assorted other characters have substantiated her fake claims to fame, the plot finds it necessary to let her make
an opening night speech telling what a bad girl she's been. Then comes

business

is

A

the big patriotic finale, with the film's audience still
few of the unexplained things that have happened.

wondering about a

Miss Falkenburg is charming but her charm is not enough this time.
Neal, Constance Worth, Joe King, Douglas Leavitt are others in
Charles Barton directed the Colbert Clark production.
leading roles.
Paul Yawitz wrote the screenplay from his story, with Robert Lee John-

Tom
ston.

Running

time, 59 minutes.

*"G" denotes general

Reed Porter

"G."*

classification

sentative.

Nunn Reported Safe Legion Lists Nine
— Robert A.
Cleveland, July
New Productions
12.

Nunn, formerly of Warners' Hippo-

drome, last week reported lost at sea,

was rescued from a South Sea island
and is now aboard a U. S. warship,
the
Government has notified his
parents.

National 'Legion of Decency's rating
places in Class B (objectionable in part), a French picture,
"Fire in the Straw", because of a
"suggestive sequence", and rates as
(general patronage), the folClass
this

week

A

Omaha Tightening
Fire
Omaha,

Regulations

—

12.
City council has
for passage a new safety
code for places of public assembly accommodating more than 50 persons. It
would become effective in October.
Rules would require certificates of occupancy to be obtained annually and
would provide regulations for posting
of notices as to capacity, direction of
exits, fireproofing, passageways and
quarterly inspection.
Maximum number of persons allowed in gathering places would hinge

July

recommended

"Alaska Highway", Paramount; "Black Hills Express", ReMexico City, July 12.
Raul Ba- public; "Bombers Moon", 20th Censurto, local contractor and realtor, tury-Fox "Coastal Command", RKO
will build two theatres in Morelo<; "What's Buzzin' Cousin?", Columbia;
State, one in Guernavaca, state capi- Rated as Class A-II (for adults), were
tal, the other in Cuautla.
Each will "Danger, Women at Work" and "Folcost about $250,000.
Work begins lies Girl", both PRC; and, "Marvels upon number of exits. Violators would
be subject to fines up to $100.
August 1.
of the Bull Ring," Clasa release.

To Build Two Houses

lowing

—

;

;

will be of interest to all
of both those groups.
Nonwill find the unorthodox but
effective industrial atmosphere entertaining film material.
Running time,
18 minutes. Release, July 16.

members
members

"Secret Agent"
(Superman Cartoon)
(Paramount)
Superman's

latest

adventures

in his

fight

against the forces of evil involves the mopping up of a band of
saboteurs who are hot on the trail
of a glamorous young lady who has
their plans and names and plans
to
turn them over to the F.B.I. Super-

man hops on
car,

the back of the- gang's
and after a running- -gun fight

with the cops,

taken a prisoner to
the heroine has
been trapped on a burning drawbridge
and is saved at the last moment by
a hair's breadth by the escaped Superman from being squashed as flat as
a pancake by the onrolling bridge
gears.
It's in Technicolor.
Running
time, 9 mins.
Release date, July 30.
their lair.

is

Meanwhile

"The Hungry~Goat"
(Popeye Cartoon)
(Paramount)
Popeye's eventful existence is en_
livened this time bv a gluttonous,
tin
can-eating goat, Billy da Kid, by name.

Desperate and weak from hunger because of the great scrap and tin can
famine, Billy decides to "take a
powder" and put an end to his misery,
but as he is diving off a pier his eye
catches sight of the Admiral's flagship.
In the ensuing dizzy fracas,
Poneve is hard put to hold his own
and keep Billy from devouring the enthan aven^
plenty of lightning
slapstick action.
Runnino- time
7
mins.
Release date, June 25.
tire ship.

It is a better

"Popeve"

with

New Haven
New Haven.

Business

Up

July 12.— Downtown
theatre operators report a
noticeable
increase in business since school's
out

Motion Picture Daily
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42 Shooting,
19 Preparing,
61 in Editing
Hollywood, July

12.

— The

number

of pictures shooting last week stood
at 42, against 44 of the previous week.
Nine films ended camera work during

Seven new ones were
There were 19 scripts prestarted.
paring for camera starts, against 23
of the week before, and 61 films were
in the editing rooms, compared with
Parathe 58 of the previous week.

the

week.

mount started three films last week,
including "The Story of Dr. Wassell," produced by C. B. DeMille. Columbia started two, including Gregory
Ratoffs "Tropicana," marking the return of

Mae West

to

films.

RKO

and Monogram had one starter each.

The production scene
Columbia

Mae
Started: "Tropicana," with
West, Victor Moore, William Gaxton, Xavier Cugat, Hazel Scott, Mary
"Cyclone
Sues.
Leonard
Roche,
Prairie Ranger," with Charles Starrett, "Dub" Taylor, Constance North.
Shooting "Cover Girl," "Footlight
Glamour," "There's Something About
:

Tuesday, July

Reviews

Hollyzcood, July 12

{Columbia)

Hollywood, July 12

HP HE

running time of "Frontier Fury" is almost solid action, with
time out only now and then for a little music from Jimmy Davis and
his Singing Buckaroos or a little feminine scenery by Roma Aldrich.
This latest of the Charles Starrett series is a good one, only a few too
many villainies keeping it from stacking up as one of the very best.
Starrett is an Indian agent this time instead of a Mountie. Wanting
to see justice done, he personally goes to Independence to see that a
Treasury payment gets through so that Indians need face privation no
longer, too many of the Treasury payments for Indian land having been
hijacked.
Planting what looks like a fake strong box in one stage
coach, he secretly plants the actual money in a second stage. But one of
the stage drivers knows of the scheme and tips off the robber gang. In
an ensuing gun battle, the son of the Chief is killed, the outlaws get the
money and Starrett is fired. On his own then, he makes good his word
to the Indians, cleaning out the gang and its leader.
Starrett is worthy of his uniform and there is good comedy from Arthur (Arkansas) Hunnicutt. Miss Aldrich does an unusually good heroine, and her fainting routines are hilarious.
Peopling its westerns with
its name contract players, Columbia has Bruce Bennett and Stanley
Brown doing supporting roles in "Frontier Fury" and the film prospers
as a result. Also appearing to advantage are Clancy Cooper, I. Stanford
Jolley, Bill Wilkerson and Joel Friedkin.
Plot, by Betty- Burbridge, is
mainly sound except for a few weak holes.
William Berke does nobly by the direction of the Jack Fier production. Camera work is by Benjamin Kline and excellent.
time, 53 minutes.

"G"*

Reed Porter

a Soldier."

Samuel Goldwyn
"Up in Arms."

Shooting

"Petticoat Larceny"

:

1943

Coast Flashes

"Frontier Fury"

Running

13,

M-G-M

THE Screen

Publicists Guild today
telegraphed Elmer Davis, director of the Office of War Information,
offering gratis its services in carry-

ing forward news and information for
the
domestic branch, which was
practically abolished ten days ag<y

OWI

SPG

The

would delegate its PublicVictory Council to handle the
work if the offer is accepted. A copy
of the telegram was sent to the Presiity for

dent.

•

The Republic studio publicity department was abolished over the weekend under a realignment of company
policy transferring

home

its

functions to the

Walter Compton and
staff received a two weeks' notice.
Margaret Waite continues, however.
office.

•

The Screen Actors Guild board

of

which meets tonight, is expected to plan the next steps in establishing an autonomous organization
directors,

for extras.

It

is

understood that an

appeal by Hal Craig from his recent
suspension may be considered.

SAG

•
Ulric Bell, Hollywood representative of the overseas division of the
Office of War Information, left here
today for New York to attend an Elmer Davis-Palmer Hoyt industry

(RKO-Radio)
Rhythm,"
"Broadway
Hollyivood, July 12
meeting Wednesday.
"Meet the People," "White Cliffs of "TP EEN-AGE Joan Carroll is the capable central figure in this pleasDover," "The Cross of Lorraine,"
* ant little pre-war comedy.
It's the kind of subject that keeps a
"The Heavenly Body," "America,"
Warners purchased the site of the
burble of amusement eddying across a contented audience without chal"Song of Russia," "Madame Curie,"
arners Hollywood which it has tenenging
the
other
product
on
the
bill
or
suffering
comparison.
by
"A Guy Named Joe," "See Here,
anted on lease since its building in
Miss
Carroll
plays
radio
starlet
dissatisfied
a
with
her
scripts
who
Private Hargrove."
1928, for $1,959,999.
leaves home to live with crooks in order to learn their ways and speech.
Finished: "Cry Havoc."
•
Kennedy,
Tom
Conlin
and
Vince
Barnett,
portraying
Jimmy
the
crooks,
Monogram
Clarence Brown is dickering with
turn
who
honest
influence,
under
the
child's
furnish
consistent
Guest,"
with
comedy
Started: "The 13th
Columbia for a producer-director deal
Helen Parrish, Rick Vallin, Dick in the Damon Runyon pattern. Walter Reed plays a radio press agent
after "White Cliffs of Dover," his
Purcell.
thrown into much trouble by the child's disappearance and Ruth War- final
of two for Metro.
Shooting "Nearly Eighteen."
rick plays her aunt, these two providing also a mild background romance.
Finished
"Bullets and Saddles,"
Others in a balanced cast are Wally Brown, Paul Guilfoyle, Grant With"Blazing Guns."
The Central Casting Bureau disers, Earl Dewey, Charles Coleman and Cliff Clark.
Paramount
Production is by Bert Gilroy and direction is by Ben Holmes, both closed its June statistics today showing
Started: "The Story of Dr. Wasthat the organization supplied extra
admirable, and the screenplay by Jack Townley and Stuart Palmer consell," with Gary Cooper, Laraine Day,
talent performing 26,088 man days for
Carl Esmond, Signe Hasso, Elliott tains a number of surprise switches which prosper the project.
the studios, aggregating a dollar value
Reid, Stanley Ridges, Carol ThursWilliam R. Weaver of $337,444.70.
Running time, 61 minutes. "G."*
Shooting

:

W

1

;

:

_

Douglas Fowley, Rennie Mc"Ministry
Evoy, Barbara Britton.
of Fear," with Ray Milland, Marjorie
ton,

Reynolds, Rita Johnson, Carl Esmond,
Percy Waram, Dan Duryea. "Standing Room Only," with Paulette Goddard,

Fred

MacMurray,

Roland

*"G" denotes general

classification

Fried Is Refused
Vetoes Buffalo Buses Back,
Business Normal
Curfew for Juveniles

Delaware,

—

Young, Anne Revere.
Delaware, O., July 12. Deviating
Buffalo, July 12.
Increase in
Shooting "Frenchman's Creek."
from the procedure adopted by other
Finished "And the Angels Sing." communities where the question of ju- theatre business has been attributed
venile delinquency has been consid- by managers of several
RKO-Radio
downtown
Started
"Revenge," with Touma- ered, the Delaware coordinating coun- theatres to
restored bus service. The
nova,
Gregory Peck, Alan Ladd. cil has disapproved a proposed curGlenn Vernon, Maria Palmer, Igor few on the ground that it would not city suffered a 20 per cent cut in
transportation service for nearly two
provide an adequate solution.
Dolgoruki.
Shoo ting: "Government Girl,"
Instead, closer paternal supervicv
weeks, but many lines have now been
"Around the World," "Adventures of and the assumption of authority by all restored.
Rookie,"
"Dollar-A-Year-Man," citizens, is suggested. It is proposed to
a
All managers agreed patronage deestablish a complete evening play"An American Story."
ground program for all 'teen-age clined as a result of the bus curtailRepublic
Shooting "A Scream in the Dark" children.
ment.
Clifford W. McMahon, of the
(formerly "A Scream at Night"),
20th Century Theatre, reported a
"The Deerslayer."
a Lucky Fellow, Mr. Smith," "Man
drop in Saturday and Sunday
Finished "Beyond the Last Fron- of the Family," "Ali Baba and the 40 $2,000
receipts after the railway company
tier," "Man from Music Mountain."
Thieves," "His Butler's Sister."
Finished
"The Strange Death of reduced service. He said business is
20th Century-Fox
Shooting "Happy Land," "Guadal- Adolf Hitler," "Frontier Bad Men." "back to normal" now, however.
canal Diary."
Warner Brothers
Vincent R. McFaul, general manFinished "The Girls He Left BeShooting
"Conflict,"
"In
Our ager
of the Shea circuit, reported that
hind.
Time," "Northern Pursuit," "DestinaUniversal
tion
Tokyo." "Shine On, Harvest "even the neighborhood shows sufShooting "Crazy House," "You're Moon."
fered."
:

:

:

:

:

Appeal Reopening

O.,

—

A

request by Harry Fried, operator of the Riant Theatre, Philadelphia, to reopen an appeal decision for
the purpose of submitting new evidence, was denied by the arbitration
appeal board yesterday.
In a decision rendered recently, the
appeal board modified the award of
John F. E. Hippie, arbitrator at the
Philadelphia tribunal, reducing the
availability of the Riant from 60 days
after Philadelphia first run to 21 days
on the product of the five consenting

companies, and upheld the arbitrators
award setting 14 days clearance for
the Morris, 11 days for the Grand and
seven days for the Garrick, operated
by Norris Amusement Co., over the
Riant.

:

:

:

:

:

"Right

Man" Reissued

Chicago, July 12.— "The Right
Man," starring Alan Ladd and Julie
Bishop, is being reissued here by
Monogram. A Loop run will open at
the Studio Theatre on July 17.

.
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Hollywood
By WILLIAM

R.

"Danger!

WEAVER

HOLLYWOOD'S

tne Polyscope (.trade namej may be
inherent.
rirst news of it tricKlea
into minor print in the usual fashion
But later the
and nobody cared.
Warner siudio issued a story declar-

tour

that

cameiamen had

town's top
the
tested the apparatus
ot

the Warsatisfaction,
names Warner assistant
ohector james McMahon as "ownerin tiust" of the machine "invented by
\\
K Adler in 1940." That suggests
and repotted
ner

stoiy

.

down

nailing

a

'China' Gets

vital

if

of points that could
certain eventuations
Warner stories about

do the same for "The Hairy Ape,"
with which the producer implements
his United Artists releasing contract.
Exhibitor-producer
R. Frank
is back from Minneapolis to start castinfg his production, "Dr. Paul Joseph
Goebbels, His Life and Loves."
Columbia has given Lou Edelnuni a
new producing contract and assigned
him "At Night We Dream," with
Paul Muni, to follow "My Client

its

and women in men's jobs, "Danger Women at Work" overcomes somewhat uninspired production, directing and acting. It provokes frequent
laughter and is designed to garner howls from most of its audiences.
It's about three girls working as mechanic, taxi driver and filling
station attendant. One of them inherits a bungalow and a 10-ton truck.
The girls move into the bungalow and decide to go into the truckingbusiness.
They are pursued by motorcycle police, gangsters, gamblers,
their boy friends, the husband of an amnesia victim they pick up and the
millionaire father of a runaway girl they also pick up on a trip to Las
Vegas with a load of gambling equipment, accepted because they need to
have a load on the way there in order to fulfill a lucrative contract for
the return trip. The mix-up ends satisfactorily after a night in jail and
a morning in court, with a triple wedding ceremony.
Patsy Kelly, Mary Brian and Isabel Jewell are the girls. Miss Kelly
scoring with her comedy. Wanda McKay is both attractive and a clever

.

W

.

runaway

girl.

.

Curlcy,"

.

.

Carey Grant.

it'iV/i

a

Gertrude Walker has been assigned by Republic to write "Silent
Partner" for production by George

Sherman.
John Murray Anderson, brought here to stage the
water ballet in "Mr. Coed," has
been given a new contract by MG-M.
RKO-Radio has signed
Sally Benson, author of "Meet Me
in St. Louis" and "Junior Miss," to
script
the
Margaret
Carpenter
novel, "Experiment Perilous," which
is in preparation as a Cary Grant
.

.

.

.

.

.

vehicle.

•

During June the Walt Disney

stu-

dio shipped 34,899 feet of film, an alltime monthly high in the history of
the studio. ... In the first week of
the "Build the Cruiser Los Angeles"

bond-selling campaign, a Los Angeles
County drive for "extra" purchases of
War Bonds and stamps, the studio
group bought more than $500,000
worth in addition to their regularly
subscribed quotas, according to the
Motion Picture Committee for Holly-

wood under chairmanship
Ginsberg.

of

Henry

Producers Corporation
of America has been formed for production by Harry Joe Brown of a
musical to be entitled "Knickerbocker
Holiday," with music bv Warner Heymann.
•
.

.

.

Warner Brothers are to shoot a
Technicolor finale for "Shine On
Harvest Moon," which is to be
black-and-white until then, the finale
consisting of a Ziegfeld Follies production.
RKO-Radio has given
Margo a leading role in "An Ameri.

.

.

The Stranger From Pecos"

.

(

Monogram)

Hollywood, July 12
does a Sherlock Holmes on horseback
•J
for the second of his new co-starring series with Raymond Hatton.
It's even better entertainment than was the excellent first one, "The
ihost Rider," and audiences are certain to be inquiring of exhibitors
when the next ones in this series will be along if the production standard
that Scott R. Dunlap set in these first two can be maintained.
Good
writing, by Jess Bowers, and outstanding direction, by Lambert Hillyer,

JOHNNY MACK BROWN

t

are what spice this attraction.
Brown rides into town as the story opens and stops at the telegraph
Knowing the Morse code, he stumbles across a plot right off the
office.
bat.
He just misses preventing a killing but is in time to relieve the
murderers of the $3,000 loot they took off the murdered man. On the
trail now, Brown gets on the scene again just after a second murder but
Raymond Hatton puts him on the scent
is in time to prevent the third.
of the big game in the case and the two conspire with friendly townspeople to set a trap for the gang.
Brown and Hatton do tip-top performing again and they have excellent
support from Christine Mclntyre as the ingenue and Kirby Grant as the
juvenile, two very likeable young people and both of real talent. Harry
Neuman's photography is exciting and picturesque and there is a much
better than usual Monogram musical score by Edward Kay.
Reed Porter
Running time, 56 minutes. "G."*

*"G" denotes general

Cissie Loftus, Famed
Stage Star, Dies

Buffalo, July 12.— Succeeding Sydney Samson as Buffalo branch manager for 20th Century-Fox, Ira Cohn,
former Pittsburgh branch manager,
arrived here today. Samson has been

Cecilia (Cissie) Loftus, 67, actress
of the English and American stage for
more than 50 years, died yesterday in
York as the result of a heart

promoted to general manager of 20th-

to this country
1894, making her first appearance
in vaudeville. In 1900, she made her
debut in comic opera at the American

Toronto, replacing J. P.
O'Loughlin.
Samson will be feted Monday evening, July 19, at a testimonial dinner in
the Hotel Statler here.
at

_

New

attack.

Miss Loftus came

in

Theatre and then joined Mme. ModShe appeared as
jeska's company.

12.— Strong

attrac-

tions

are favoring- extended runs in
Chicago with holdovers enjoying seven of the ten first run spots.

After setting an

"China"

time record in
the
Roosevelt,
doing $20,000 in its secthird week of "They Got

week

first

its

is

ond.

The

Me_

Covered"

all

at

"The

and

Falcon

Strikes Back" is playing to an expected $9,500 at the Grand. "Human

Comedy," in its fourth week at the
State-Lake, and "Crash Dive," in its
third at the Apollo, are still well
above average with about $21,000 and
$17,000,

respectively.

Estimated
ending July

"My

receipts

for

week

the

1943:

15,

Friend Flicka" (2ftth-Fox)

"They Came

Blow Up America"

to

(20th-

Fox)

APOLLO—
2nd week.

(

(40c-S5c-75c)

1,200)

Gross:

days,

7

(Average,

$10,000.

$8,-

"The Youngest Profession" (M-G-M)

CHICAGO— (4,000)

(40c-S5c-75c)

Stage: Glen Gray & Casa
Gross: $48,000.
(Average,

"Five Graves to Cairo"

GARRICK— (1,000)

Loma

7
days.
Orchestra.

$42,000.

(Para.)

(40c-55c-7Sc)

3rd week in Loop.
age, $7,000)

Gross:

davs,

7

(Aver-

$8,000.

"They Got Me Covered" (RKO)
"The Falcon Strikes Back" (RKO)

GRAND— (1,150)

week.

Gross:

(40c-S5c-75c)

days, 3rd

7

(Average, $6,500)

$9,500.

"Thumbs Up"

(Rep.)

ORIENTAL— (3,200)

(30c-35c-55c-65c)

7

Boyd Raeburn Orchestra.
Gross: $19,000.
(Average, $22,000)
"Mr. Big" (Univ.) 4 days, 2nd week
"Two Tickets to London" (Univ.) 4 days,
Stage:

days.

2nd week

"Bombardier" (RKO) 3 days
"Cowboy in Manhattan" (Univ.) 3 days

PALACE — (3,500)

$22,000.

(40c-55c-75c).

Gross-

(Average, $15,000)

"China" (Para.)

ROOSEVELT— (1,500)
days, 2nd week.

Gross:

(40c-55c-75c)
$20,000.

7

(Average.

$16,000)

"Human Comedy" (M-G-M)

STATE-LAKE— (2,700)

days, 4th week.

(40c-55c-75c)

Gross: $21,000.

7

(Average,

$19,700)

"Crash Dive"

(20th-Fox)

UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700)

days, 3rd week.
age, $15,500)

7

"Captive Wild
2nd week

(40c-55c-75c)

Gross: $17,000.

Women"

(Univ.)

(Averdays,

3

"Get Going" (Univ.) 3 days, 2nd week
"Ghosts on the Loose" (Mono.) 4 days
"Highway Through Hell" (U.A.) 7 days

WOODS— (1,200)

$8,000.

(40c-55c-75c).

Gross:

(Average, $7,500)

AMPP

classification

Samson Named 20th
Manager at Buffalo

Fox

Week

Chi.

Chicago, July

!

actress as the

its

is

to

.

2d

Hollywood, July 12
fresh and written around such up-to-the-minute
rationing, speed limits, gas and tire restrictions

story
B ECAUSE
inconveniences as

Gary Bruce, who was singled out recently
The
eventuate.
for his skillful playing in "Fugitive from Sonora," does another knocktalking pictures were, in the begin- out performance as the gambler.
He is of the Cagney-Bogart-Ladd
ning, no more impressive than this school and
should go far.
Michael Kirk is another who registers.
one.
Since then Hollywood's been a
Others in the cast are Betty Compson, Cobina Wright, Sr., Warren
place where nobody sells the Warners
Hymer and Vince Barnett.
short.
Sam Newfield directed the Jack Schwarz production from a screen•
Jules Levey has signed Howard play by Martin Mooney and original story by Gertrude Walker and
Estabrook, -who adapted and "wrote the Edgar Ulmer.
screen play of "The Human Comedy,'
Running time, 58 minutes. "G."*
Reed Porter
become

$20,000 in

Work

at

(Producers Releasing Corp.)

Hollywood, July 12
a place where
virtually no week passes in which
somebody doesn t announce a "third
device, which is
jAiniciisiona) picture
jhy nobody pays attention to sucn
more.
but the case of
toi les any

ing

Women

13

Elects Joy

To Replace Goetz
Hollywood, July

12.

—The Associa-

Motion Picture Producers, at
its regular meeting today, elected Col.
Jason Joy a Class "B" member representing 20th-Fox in replacement of
William Goetz.
Chairman Herbert
Freston of the AMPP law committee
reported on the research council study
tion of

of the 50J300 patents formerly controlled by enemy nations now made
available for U. S. licensing by the
alien property custodian.

lead for E. H. Sothern, Sir Henry
The directors authorized the councan Story," which is to be an episo- Irving and William Faversham. Takdic treatment of the lives of five ing two flings at Hollywood and ap- cil to continue to check the list of
members of a share-your-car group pearing in a number of pictures, she those possible for use by the industry.
Monogram said she was never pleased with her Will Hays gave a report on the postof warplant workers.
has retitled "Spotlight Revue," mak- film work and spurned offers in re- war worldwide distribution expectancies.
cent years to return to Hollywood.
ing it "Spotlight Scandals."
.

.

.
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RKO Gets 3 from Goldwyn;

Rathvon Praises

RKO
N.

Studio Gains

RKO

Rathvon,

Peter

Tuesday, July

18 Promotions, Announced

presi-

praised the company's production achievements during the
past year in
his address to
dent,

(Continued from page

man

1)

North Star," the Lillian Hellman original with an all star cast
"Up in
the opening Arms," Danny Kaye musical comedy
day's session in Technicolor, and "Treasure Chest,"
of the
Bob Hope comedy.
Radio annual
The complete product announcement
sales
meeting for the new season will be made by
at the Wal- Ned E. Depinet, RKO Radio president,
dorf - Astoria at today's session. Floyd B. Odium,
;

RKO

RKO

yesterday.

board chairman,

is

scheduled to

Thomas A.

;

McMahon,

from

manager to Denver
salesman
Frank Schiendler, from
Los Angeles office manager to Los
Denver

office

;

Angeles salesman Herman Gorelick,
from St. Louis booker to St. Louis
;

salesman.

Herman H. McArthur, from

St.

John branch manager Harry Reiners, from field man
to field supervisor
Mob Hickey, from
John booker

RKO

867

to St.

;

13,

1943

Employes

Now

in Service

There are 867 former RKO
employes now in the armed
forces, Colonel Richard
C.
Patterson, Jr., vice-chairman
of the RKO board, told the

company's annual sales meeting at the Waldorf-Astoria
yesterday. Seven have been
reported killed in action,
eight have been wounded and
one is a prisoner of the Japs.
Of the total in service, 13 are

women.

;

field man to field supervisor
Dave
Cantor, from field man to field supervisor
Pat Byrne, from St. Louis ofments, he
have resulted field staffs, as follows M. G. Poller, ce manager to St. Louis salesman
Francis J. Mooney, from assistant to
in the delivery former head of the playdate departMexico City, July 12.— The dispute
of outstanding ment, made assistant to Robert Mo- Lou Miller, to sales approval in the
has been settled between the National
Eastern and Southeastern districts
product to the chrie, general sales manager
N. Peter Rathvon
John
Cinematographic Industry Workers
sales force. Emmet Cashman, from contract ap- C. A. McGeary, from playdate de"Now there are no weak links in the proval to manager of playdate de- partment to sales approval in the Union and officials of Yucatan State
which had prevented some unionists
Prairie District.
organization,"

Studio ac-

m

c o

p

1

i

s h*said,

address the sales force today.

;

18
Depinet yesterday announced
promotions in the company's sales and

General Strike in
Mexico Is Averted

;

:

;

RKO

he observed. partment
Herbert Wappaus, from
up with fine pic- playdate approval to manager of contures in the face of manpower tract department
J. Rogers Lamanshortage and wartime restrictions." tia, from New Orleans office manager
to branch manager there
Karl G.
Howe, from Kansas City salesman to
Omaha branch manager.
;

"We have come

;

;

Six Ross Branches
Get New Managers

Joseph S. McPherson, from branch
at Calgary to branch manR. Doddridge,
ager at Winnipeg
from office manager to branch manLin Harrington,
ager at Calgary
from Dallas booker to Dallas sales-

manager

;

D. A. Ross, general manager of
Ross Federal Service, has named six
to branch managers' posts, including
William H. Earles, to San Francisco,
transferred from the Seattle office;
Scott Hillam, to Salt Lake, from Denver G. L. Cloward, to Seattle, from
Salt Lake; E. C. O'Bannon, to New
Haven, from Minneapolis Jay Stern,
promoted from service to branch manager at Detroit, and W. E. Herr, to
Indianapolis, from Chicago.
:

;

Has Norweigan Film
Al Sherman,

publicity consultant to

the film-photo division of the Royal
Norwegian Information Service of
the Royal Norwegian Embassy in
Washington, D. C, arrived in New
York yesterday to arrange for distribution of a color film, "Wings for
Norway," depicting the activities of
Norwegian Air Corps training at

Camp

Little

Norway

in

Canada.

Eureka,

Cal.,

July

12.

—A

$30,000

blaze

NCIWU

RKO

Three Circuits Now
Staging Food Play
Get Navy Break

—

National Theatres, Randforce, and
The
San Francico, July 12.
Navy has relaxed restrictions an- Skouras Theatres Corporation, cir-

nounced four weeks ago, which kept

cuits

of

facilities.

Ryan Stricken

Chicago, July

—

12.
Charles Ryan,
Bros, circuit assistant zone
manager, suffered a stroke while

Warner

Kenneth, at Ft. McC l "Uan, Ala. Kenneth received a furlough to accompany his father home.
Ryan is expected to be laid up for
about two months.

Tom

man
the
post

play with 'live' talent,
staging being defrayed by
groups.
the

Charles

on

—

WAC

the distributor's division of
Activities Committee, the
held by his predecessor, Clyde
of

War

costs of
patriotic

Mrs. T. B. Lawler Dead
Mrs. Thomas B. Lawler, mother of
T. Newman Lawler, member of the
industry law firm of O'Brien, Driscoll
& Raftery, died at her home in

Yonkers, N. Y.,

was the

W.

rector of finance for

MPTO
New

MPTO

week. She
Brennan, di-

late last

sister of

J.

New

Jr.

CO., INC.

INSURANCE

Scrap Aids Polio Drive

—

Omaha, July 12.
The Omaha
Variety Club here has presented $625
to the Douglas county hospital for the

Tourney Off

—

Haven, July 12. Connecticut
has voted down its annual film

golf tournament this year because of
help and travel difficulties.

HELP
IF YOU ARE HAVING DIFFICULTY FINDING THE RIGHT
PERSON FOR ANY VACANCY

hospital's infantile paralysis fund. The
money was obtained from the sale
of metal scrap brought to the theatres.

IN

YOUR ORGANIZATION-

CALL
Specializing
in

requirements of the

Motion Picture Industry
Maiden Lane, New York
510 W. 6th St., Los Angeles
75

Name

Ship for

FRANK McGRANN

Lomb

Rochester, July 12.— The name of
Civil War captain and
cofounder of the Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., will be borne to sea on a
Liberty ship, the U. S. Maritime
Commission announced.

slights

POSITION SECURING BUREAU, INC.

Henry Lomb,

331

(AGENCY)
Madison Ave. (43rd

MU R R AY

HILL

N. Y.

2-6494

of-

Nova

Scotia Big
U. S. Film Buyer

—

Washington, July 12.
Of the
2,100 motion-picture films imported by
Nova Scotia, Canada, last year, the
United States supplied all but 14 (13
British and 1 French), U. S. Department of Commerce reports. Federal
regulations require that 40 percent of
the news reels shown be Canadian or
British, but, with the exception of
these and Canadian Government propaganda films, practically all pictures exhibited are from the U. S. The following compares the type and number
of films imported

Type
Features
Short subjects
Trailers

News

reels

Serials

Total

Librascope Gets

1941
543
582
640
373
23

1942
556
522
618
397

2,161

2.100

Navy

7

'E'

Librascope, Inc., of Burbank, Cal.,
subsidiary of General Precision Equipment Corp., has received the ArmyNavy "E" award for excellence in
production of war material for the
Navy, according to Earl G. Hines,
G. P. president, in New York. Herbert Griffin, vice-president of International Projector, is president of
Librascope.

Eisenstein's Wife Dies
Elizabeth Teleshova, wife of Soviet
producer Sergei Eisenstein, died Saturday, according to a wirelessed report
to the

St.)

by some Yucatan

ficials.

Rochelle.

Eckhardt.

MITCHELL MAY,

unionists had taken offense at

alleged

comprising about 1,000 theatres,

bluejackets away from are now presenting the Department of
the downtown theatre area by permit- Agriculture-sponsored food play "It's
ting one-third to be away from posts Up to You," written by Arthur Arent
and ships at one time.
Under the with music by Earl Robinson.
eased regulations the one-third rule
George P. Skouras, conceived the
applies only to Saturdays and Sun- idea to educate the public on matters
days.
Restriction is intended to re- pertaining to war food problems, and
duce strain on defense transportation induced the Government to sponsor

thousands

destroyed the State Theatre
here, operated by Redwood Theaters,
Gilliam
Inc. The fire broke out in the 1,250Chicago, July 12. Tom Gilliam,
seat house while it was in operation, 20th
Century-Fox branch manager
but customers filed out quietly and here, has been appointed local chair-

none was injured.

general protest strike throughout the
industry, was settled at a conference
in the office here of Francisco Trujillo Gurria, Labor Minister, between
Ernesto Novelo Torres, Yucatan governor, and Fidel Velazquez, secretary
jects sales manager, and Eddie Can- general of the Confereration of Mexitor,
whose first film production, can Workers, Mexico's strongest labor
"Show Business," will be distributed organization of which the
Radio.
by
union is a member.

'Frisco Theatres

visiting his son,

Redwood House Burns

other year, each to make a series of
six two-reel comedies.
Speakers at yesterday's session in
addition to Rathvon and Depinet, included Mochrie, Richard C. Patterson, Jr., Harry Michalson, short sub-

The

;

;

The meeting was informed that from working in Yucatan theatres and
Leon Errol and Edgar Kennedy have prevented picture distribution in the
been re-signed by the company for an- state. The conflict, which threatened a

New York

Times from Moscow.
had been decorated by the Soviet Government and
was a member of the Moscow Art
She was an

Theatre.

actress,

TO ALL MEN, GREETINGS!
(The

RKO Radio Convention "Qang")
What a

great country

and we, even

We

of the

happy

in

is

of ours,— where

you

wartime, can talk freely, one to another.

Edward

A.

to say, publicly

preciate the skilled

Golden Productions are particularly
and most

and unflagging

RKO

and promotional forces of
sold

Democracy

this

and publicized

sincerely,
efforts of

Radio,

Children,"

''Hitler's

how much we

ap-

you, the distribution

who

so successfully

and made

it

one

of the

top grossers of the year.

To you
of

we

tip

our hats, humbly and thankfully.

our association with

inspired

in

all

of

you

the planning of future

in

RKO

We

are proud

Radio, and are

Golden Productions by your

good-will and energetic accomplishments.

Yes, "Hitler's Children"
things to
for

is

come,-the greatest

which

all

but the forerunner of other
of

which

is

bound

to

good

be the Victory

of us are so earnestly striving.

Join July

Shangri'La

War Stamp
Drive!

EDWARD

A.

GOLDEN PRODUCTIONS
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Grosses

at

BVay

Off the Antenna

Houses Are Down,

Just Below Par
(Continued from page

week

and

at the Capitol

expected to gross $75,000 for the
seven days. The bill holds for a fourth
week.
is

"Dixie,"

in

Paramount

its

third

week

at the
$69,000

headed for a
following a week-end

gross,

estimated

is

at

$27,000.

take

Andrew

The

TO

and Mitchell Ayres and band
are the stage attraction. "Background
to Danger," with the Three Stooges
and George Tobias appearing on the
stage at the Strand Theatre, grossed
an approximate $24,000 for the first
four days and is expected to gross
$75,000 for the week.
It continues
for a fourth week.
"Best Foot Forward," which conSisters

tinues to play to capacity at the Astor,
is expected to gross $22,000 for its
second week. "Spitfire," which closed
last Sunday at the Rivoli, grossed approximately $17,000. The house is now
being prepared for the opening tomorrow of "For
the Bell
Tolls."

Whom

WLW,

.

.

Purely Personal: Patricia Cort, of the Cort Theatres family of yesteryear
Frank E. Mullen,
vice-president
has joined the Blue publicity staff.
and general manager, will address the Summer Radio Workshop of New York
on July 15.
University, on "Private Enterprise and Radio's Future,"
Slocum Chapin, of WJZ's sales staff, has been upped to acting sales manager,
Arnold Michaclis
succeeding Robert L Garver, who is on leave of absence.
Noran
and Alexander Leftwich, Jr., have joined the Blue production staff
Kersta, manager of NBC's television department, is now a First Lieutenant in
the Marines, John T. Williams, of the radio-recording division, taking over as
acting manager.
•
•
•
.

.

NBC

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Program Notes: Paramount will promote "For Whom the Bell Tolls"
WEAF'S McBride program for 10 broadcasts.
Hollywood is said
to be making inquiries as to availability of "The Case of the Bloodstained
Orchid," initial story in new Nero Wolfe series on the Blue. Characters
created by Rex Stout were featured in two pictures in 1936.
Uona
Donald
Massey visits Bill Stern's "Colgate Sports Newsreel" July 30.
M. Nelson, Elmer Davis, Justice James Byrnes, and Marvin Jones, new
War Food Administrator, will participate in a special NBC broadcast
on

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

July 14 appealing for wider use of government messages in advertising,
Coronet is the latest magazine to take to the airwaves, presenting
Hanson Baldwin, military and
"The Coronet Little Show" over CBS.
naval expert, joins the Blue staff July 25 as a commentator on a new
take to the air weekly over Mutual
The
weekly series.
The Polish Government is transcribing a series of 13
starting July 14.
programs known as "Poland Versus Hitler" for countrywide distribution.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WAVES

.

.

.

"Mission to Moscow," grossed an
estimated $6,500 for the first four days
and is headed for a $9,500 gross
for its 11th week. "Somewhere in
France" which opened at the Globe,
last Saturday, grossed $2,600 over the
week-end and is expected to gross
$6,100 for the week. "Victory Through
Air Power" opens at this theatre on
(Continued from page 1)
July 17. "Two Tickets to London,"
at the Rialto, grossed $2,800 over the trends in audience entertainment in reweek-end and is expected to gross lation to future productions will be
$5,000 in its second and final week. discussed.
"Hit Parade of 1943" is reported
"Appointment in Berlin" is scheduled
by Republic "to have encouraged proto open at the Rialto on July 17.
duction of musicals on the Republic
lot, and to have underlined the necesentertainment in
for escapist
sity
addition to films centered about the

Allied Says Majors

Inflationists

(Continued from page

1)

war."
Present at the meeting will be the
Arthur
exchange - men
following
Newman, Albany Jack Davis, Bos:

sinking fund to

take care of the
economic dislocations that follow every
a

;

ton

Sam

;

New Haven

Seletsky,

war."

Morris

admitted that some exhibitors
are enjoying higher grosses, "but,"
Allied adds, "this is being syphoned

New York

Joseph Engel, Philadelphia
Jack Bellman, Buffalo S. P.
Gorrel, Cleveland G. H. Kirby, Cin-

away

cinnati

It is

by

greatly

increased

film

rentals."

Epstein

and Sidney

Picker,
;

;

Pollard, Detroit L. W.
and franchise
Marriott, Indianapolis
holders Jake Flax, Washington, and

H.

I.

;

;

Distributors are also charged with
"hoarding" pictures, withdrawing old
features and reissues, reducing feature
prints and forcing "unwanted" short
subjects, to create a seller's market.

J.

H. Alexander and Sam Fineberg,
A.
and

Pittsburgh.

Nathanson,

W.
A.

Perry,

Paul

Laurie

J.

will
dis-

Canadian

Republic's

represent
tributors.

The home

'Bell Tolls*

Advance

Sale Totals $20,000
"For Whom the Bell Tolls" has
lined up an advance ticket sale of
$20,000, Michael J. Kavanagh, who is
managing the roadshow engagement
at the Rivoli Theatre,
terday.

The

Kavanagh

reported yes-

includes
$7,000 for the world premiere performance tomorrow night, for which
the house is completely sold out. All
proceeds of the premiere will go to
the National War Fund.
total,

said,

Walter

L.

Schaefer

1)

Whom

this year, and including "For
n
the Bell Tolls," "Frenchman's Creek, '\
"Lady in the Dark," "Rainbow Is
;<
land," "Riding High'' and "The Story
This year the comof Dr. Wassell."
pany
had
"Dixie,"
"Happy Go
:

Lucky," "Forest Ranger" and "Reap
the

Wild Wind."

RKO

Radio is down for five color
features for next season : "Gibson
Girl" and "The Robe," from its own
studios, and "Victory Through Air
Power" and "Surprise Package," from
Walt Disney, and Samuel Goldwyn's
"Up in Arms." There were only two

RKO

color

releases

season

this

"Bambi" and "Saludos Amigos," both
Disneys.

Twentieth Century-Fox has already
set

four for 1943-44: "Buffalo Bill,"
Girls He Left Behind," "PinGirl" and "Sweet Rosie O'Grady,"

"The

Up

compared

to five through all of the
season
"Coney
Island,"
"Crash Dive," "Hello, Frisco, Hello,"
"My Friend Flicka" and "Heaven Can
Wait," late release this year.
Three are contemplated so far by
Universal for next year
"Ali Baba
and the 40 Thieves," "Cobra Woman"
and "Zorya," company releasing three
in color this year; "Arabian Nights,"

current

:

:

"White Savage" and "Phantom

of the

Columbia is down for two "Cover
and "Heart of the City," one
more so far for next year than the
:

Girl"

single,

"Desperadoes,"

released

this

year.

from

(Continued from page 1)
the pits to the

very

homes, amusements and lives
mining employes, own-

of their

Warner Brothers
down for one in

at this writing

is

1943-44, "Desert
Song," following the special release
of "This Is the Army," also in color.

ing numerous theatres in mine
areas, besides general stores,
living quarters, town facilities,
clothing and food sales, schools

Allied Stand Not
Stopping 'Canteen*

and even whole villages.
Not only do they own and

negotiations are

(Continued from page

actually operate stores and film houses, but
they have large holdings in passenger
and freight railroads, drydocks, barge
lines, factories, machine shops, newspapers, etc.
The_ new position of commercial motion picture exhibition in which Uncle
Sam is placed comes, of course, from
the three mine strikes staged during
the wage dispute with John L. Lewis'

1)

now pending

locally

with Meyer Fine for the Associated
Circuit.

'Stage Door Canteen" made local
history here by being the first picture
ever to be held three weeks at Loew's
State since the house was built in 1922.

_

;

;

;

(Continued from page

next season will also have six from
Paramount, an increase of two over

Opera."

Include Theatres
Republic Opens
New York Meet
In Mine Control

Are

For New Season

BBC

.

1943

Up

Already Lined

accelerate broadcasting activities between England and the United
States, British Broadcasting Corp, is opening an office in Chicago, to be
managed by William Newton, formerly in charge of special events for
in New York.
Several hundred radio stations in this country, including
Cincinnati, which pioneered in bringing American Army and special
regional service broadcasts from abroad, now relay
programs.
The
appear to be headed for further shortCrosley interests, operators of
wave pioneering. They have signed contracts in Washington with the De
fense Corp. for the construction of a new 750,000-watt short-wave transmitter
at Mason, Ohio, to cost $450,000. Station which will be operated for the Gov
ernment by Crosley, broadcasting propaganda and news to foreign countries
power voltage rivaling that of propaganda aircasters of Moscow and Berlin
•
•
•

BBC

13,

21 Color Features

WLW,

1)

grossed $60,000 for the first five days,
and appears headed for a $74,000
week, holding for a fifth. "Stage Door
Canteen," with Phil Spitalny and his
girl orchestra on the stage, did an
estimated $47,500 in the first four days
of its third

Tuesday, July

office

Titus,

contingent includes
Jr.

Grover

;

Albert E. Schiller

C.

Edward

WPB Further Cuts
Use of Freon Gas

United Mine Workers.

(Continued from page 1)
extent of mine companies' the- of the gas for use in refrigerating
is not generally known,
equipment for dispensing and storing
but with 3,000 to 3,400 mine shafts carbonated or malt beverages and sets
and 533,000 miners involved, it is con- up a schedule of essential uses which
sidered to be a large number.
will be the only ones for which supTypical operations in this area alone plies of the gas may be furnished.
are the White Coal Co. theatres in Many theatres use carbonated water.
Windberg, Pa. Winding Gulf Colliers
is
another
mine-operating
theatre

The

atre holdings

Conn.

MPTO

Today

on
Seymour Borus and Charles owner, with theatres in Holden, WindNew Haven, July 12.
Allied
Reed Jones, director of advertising ing and Hot Cial, W. Va. ConsoliTheatre Owners of Connecticut will
and publicity.
dated Coal Co. has four houses, two
hold a special luncheon meeting at the
Seifert

;

;

;

;

each in Ida

Keefe Succeeds George
Cleveland, July
Douglas F. George,

12.

—Lieut,

(j.g.)

charge of 20thFox public relations in the ClevelandCincinnati district has reported for
duty at the Navy Training School,
Princeton University. His 20th-Fox
successor is J. C. Keefe, formerly with
Warner Bros.' Pittsburgh zone.
in

May

and Carol ina, both

in

West

Virginia. Koppers Coke Co. operates several theatres in West Virginia.
There are scores of others.

Miss Nickell

to

Filmack

Chicago, July 12.— Marion F. G.
Nickell, former dramatic critic, will
take charge of the Filmack Trailer
Co. copy department.

—

Hofbrau tomorrow, to hear a report
of the recent Allied regional directors'
meet at West End, N. J., by president
Dr. J. B. Fishman and Secretary,
Maxwell Alderman. All matters on
the agenda at West End were referred
to the organization at large for discussion, including film buying, copper
drives, the August Allied" War bond

month, vandalism in theatres,

etc.

Ctcrtificaj.

t"eciati on—
to the

Republic Pictures
Corporation
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40 Features
For 1943-'44
67 Shorts, 104 Issues of

Newsreel Planned

A

minimum of 40 features are
planned for new season release by
Radio, the company's annual
sales

meeting',

which

will

end

a three - day
session at the

Waldorf

-

As-

toria

here to-

day,

was

in-

formed

by

Ned

YORK,

U.S.A.,

WEDNESDAY, JULY

MGM Chicago Meet

RKO to Have

RKO

Contract Analysis

ule

also

M-G-M

managers

meet
with home office sales department executives
at
the
Blackstone Hotel,
Chicago, on Sunday to begin a threeday session preparatory to the start of a
nationwide analysis of M-G-M theatre
district

will

accounts.

The

sales

William F.
and general

executives, headed by
Rodgers, vice-president

sales manager, will confer with district managers on steps
to be taken to carry out a formula
of analysis prepared at Cincinnati,
first survey was made last
Individual discussions of speweek.
cific problems will follow the general
sessions in Chicago.
"The meeting and forthcoming
analysis of accounts is in line with a

where the

(Continlued on page 4)

(CoiUinued on page 8)

NEW

Confab Starts
At Waldorf Today

The National Entertainment Indusrepresenting
try
Council,
theatrical agencies working

war

entertainment

certain
the

in

efforts,

Schenectady over the Scotia
Complaint
was
Theatre,
Scotia.
brought by Edsol Corp., of which Sol
Schaefer, former Schine employee, is
atres in

The

Scotia was operated
by Schine until the Government's divestiture proceedings.
Originally brought against all five
consent decree signatories,
was
dismissed from charges during the
hearing.
Today's award cuts clearpresident.

RKO

morning at the
will convene
this
Waldorf-Astoria for its initial session, running through Thursday.
Representatives of more than 40

13.

years ago,

—

manager, bookkeeper and
else

except projectionist.

all

track.

Earlier in the day, Attorney Irving S. Roth, representing Tuohy, sought to restrain
the 20th Century-Fox showing on the ground that it was
a conspiracy to portray him
as a gangster in violation of
constitutional rights.

Report Grosses Up
Herbert J. Yates yesterday told Republic's Eastern quarterly sales session that the company's film rental

income had reached a new high.
First of Republic's current series of
sales

conferences

will

be

TEN CENTS

Expansion of

Rank Empire
Deals Must

Be Approved

By Board
By HOPE
London, July

of Trade

BURNUP

—

13.
Arthur
J.
Rank, Britain's leading motion picture figure, has been admonished

not to acquire additional studios or
theatres without the prior consent
of the Board of Trade, Hugh Dalton, head of that agency, stated in
reply to questions put to him in the
House of Commons today.

Dalton said that it had been
agreed that Rank be permitted
to continue negotiations for
theatre properties for which he
has made bids already, but that
(Continued on page 4)

today at the New York Athletic Club,
with finish of the two-day session at
which J. R. Grainger, president,

Maxwell

and

presiding,

Gillis

and

Sam

Seplowin, Eastern and Central
district sales managers, and exchange-

men from

these territories present.

Yates said that the boxoffice per(Continued on page 8)

Rising Sun"
(RKO)

THE

earmarks of a decided

hit imprint themselves
over "Behind the Rising Sun,"
one across the plate on
first
Japan. It is a workmanlike job
competence,
considerable
of
blending documentary treatment
with the dramatic but never making the mistake of permitting history to overwhelm the story of
the individuals who play the prinall

cipal roles.

The

RKO

secret

is

an open one that

so, is

Universal's presentation of Deanna in "Hers to Hold." She is
charming and lovely, moving
with an ease that seems to similarly influence all those

round her.
to

And
grow

(Continued on page 4)

who

sur-

as the lady conmaturity, so

in

her performance and her
vocal capacity, reflected here by
does

renditions of mellow depth.

Deanna

fares very well in the

consciously set out to du- hands of her

on

BVay

'Unveiled'

Paramount's "For Whom the Bell
awaited and longer in

Tolls," long
the making,

made

its

Broadway bow

night before a capacity Rivoli
Theatre audience of press representatives and invited industry executives,
public
and military figures. The
world premiere of the picture will
be held at the Rivoli tonight and its
extended run at the theatre will begin tomorrow.
Last night's preview was the first
last

2-Million Quarter

PREDOMINANTLY
VERY
Durbin, and pleasantly

tinues

Tolls'

Net Seen for W.B.

(Universal)

Hollywood, July 13

'Bell

(Continued on page 8)

"Hers to
Hold"

"Behind the

Para.'s

completed

Reviews

when

theatre "bicycling" was quite a practice
exhibitors buying films for
one theatre and using them
also at other nearby houses.
Term now has a new connotation in exhibition.
Jack Markle of the Coolidge Corner and Brookline
Village theatres has lost four
of his aides in the past few
weeks to the armed forces
and is now riding a bicycle
between the two houses three
and four times each day, acting as manager, assistant

Industry

ter arrival at Stateville Pris-

on before the picture could be
shown. Inmates, where the
gangster is serving a 99-year
sentence, were suspected of
having cut the cable which
supplied power for the sound

(Contittued on page 4)

(.Continued on page 12)

War Brings New
Form of Bicycling
Boston, July
—Time was,

Picture

—

67

News, as detailed by Harry Michal-

of

Clearance Is Cut

Albany, N. Y., July 13. An award
short subjects handed down today by Arbitrator
and 104 issues Charles Ranney cuts the combined
of RKO Pathe clearance held by first run Fabian the-

Charles Koerner

preview of "Roger
Last of the Gangsters," waited 90 minutes afnight's

Yates, Grainger

Run Fabian

First

in-

eludes

July 13.— About
persons, attending last
111,

Tuohy,

E. Depi-

president,
yesterday.
The sched-

*

1,500

to the^5 ojtion

U.K. Restrains

Tuohy Stronghold'
Joliet,

#y

1943

14,

Split Cable in

Before Starting

net,

field

InteMgei

DAILY

and

54.

Alert,

new producing com-

(Continued on page 12)

Warner

Bros.' third-quarter

ending about May
were well over $2,000,000,
according to
Wall Street
earnings,

30,

sources. This is considerably
ahead of the $1,570,000 net of
the corresponding period in
1942,

but somewhat less than

the $2,418,000 net of the second period of the current fiscal year.

Twenty-six-week net of
141,799

$4,-

was reported for the

half-year ended Feb. 27, 1943,
equal, after regular preferred
dividend
requirements,
to
$1.06 a share on 3,701,090 common shares outstanding.

Motion Picture daily

2

Personal
Mention
RUBE

Insider's
By RED

JACKTER,

assistant general sales manager of Columbia,
will leave today for Washington and
will return to New York over the

weekend.

Hollywood, July
broad the horizons
this industry might be
telling a conclusion as any

OOW

els

draw from the following:
the fledgling company,
nationalize its distribution
as rapidly as the job can be
done; in fact, the move is already noting progress.
The
company itself will make six to
eight of its bigger ones while
associated producing units will
contribute
the
remainder for
1943-44.

J.

Roger Ferri, Robert Montgomery
and Jules Field will return this
morning from a preview of "Roger
Tuohy, Gangster," held at Joliet (111.)
prison.

•

Stirling Silliphant, assistant to
Spyros Skouras, president of 20th
Century-Fox, has been commissioned
an ensign in the Navy and is awaiting
orders to report for active service.

William

•
Elder,

L.

Loew's Indianapolis,

is

manager of
on vacation.

this

Robert
railroad

approximate moment,

Young, whose favorite
is the Chesapeake and

Ohio, has over one million inThere's more to be had

vested.

on

•

Doris King, assistant to Corbin
Patrick, dramatic editor of the In
dianapolis Star, was married
last
Sunday to Capt. Milton J. Porter
of the Air Force, home on furlough
from the South Pacific.

justifiable call.

About three months ago,
Leon Fromkess, the V. P. in
charge of production, embarked
upon a flexible budget type of

working in "Cover Girl" is
Anita Colby.
She is a cover
girl herself, once was signed by
RKO and once traveled west
from New York remarking,
"You never meet interesting
people on California trains," ignoring or not knowing of the
several notables who were her
fellow-passengers.
However.

On a question, she told how
cover girls and their photographers frequently fight during
their
professional throes, but
usually end up with "a beautiful
picture."

Applying that to local scenery,
part anyway, someone retorted, "The same thing prevails
here.
Only the picture isn't
always beautiful."
in

operation, a kind of sliding scale

arrangement greased well enough
step
to
up likely attractions
while they are in the making.
An example is one current picture which was ledgered at $40,000, but terminated in the $50,000-to-$60,000 neighborhood because the company calculated it
rated the additional investment.

very startling parallel of the actual
the devastation created by
the RAF when it blew up the

in

Harlingen, Tex.,

•

Levy,

Loew's out-of-town
booker, has returned from a two-week
vacation at Pontusic Lodge, Mass.
Joel

•
Charles K. Stern, Loew's assistant
treasurer, will leave today for a vacation at Swampscott, Mass.
•
E.

J.

Mannix, M-G-M

studio ex-

ecutive, has delayed his departure for
the Coast and is now planning to

leave Friday.

Having launched

Germany.
Disney had drawn,
and photographed his
over five months aero.

the

Army.

tribution, the current state of affairs is interesting, too. Today,

•

Milton

Lewis,

manager

of

the

Dante Theatre, Philadelphia, became
the father of a daughter born to Mrs.
Lewis

last

week.
•

Chet Woerner,
the

treasurer of

Mastbaum, Philadelphia,

ner's

Army

this

War-

left for

week.

PRC is serving about 4,200 accounts in the domestic market
and grossing about $47,000 a
week.
Anticipating futures in
their most pleasant light, the expectancy is the $47,000 will rise
to $60,000, thereby giving the
company an annual

Hal Roach, wife of Major
Hal Roach, is in New York for a
Mrs.

short

•
Corp. John Springer, film critic
for the Rochester Courier, is now a
sergeant in the Air Force.
•

Nur M.

Gokool, Trinidad exhibi-

and managing director of the
Globe Circuit in Trinidad and neightor

boring islands, arrived in New York
yesterday on a business trip.
•

Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Bush are
the parents of a six-pound son, born
Sunday, at Mt. Vernon Hospital.

and

in

West

colored
footage

Ah, Hollywood story

:

"When

Hopper in her syndicated
umn.
"They asked what

colpart.

'Oscar Levant,' said he. He was
Then they got pictures of Levant, compared them
with his face and said, 'Yes, we
won't have any difficulty making
you up to look like him."
told to wait.

potential of

Dr. George Gallup, surveying

future.

however,
be making anyone

appears not to
concerned too starry-eyed. PRC
evidently continues to understand its present niche in the
field
and apparently has no
ideas about jumping the gun
by pumping a hair trigger it is
not prepared to control. Slowly
seems to be the way, and the full

through

Audience

the

Re-

search Institute, companion piece
to

his

American

Institute

of

Public

Opinion, concludes war
pictures, if more than good, will
hold their ground throughout
the rest of this year.
After that?
more definite
swing back to escapist entertain-

A

ment.

intent.

"North Star"
Brought west by Columbia

in

new M-G-M

He

contract.

will

make

next series of travelogues in the
U. S. A.
•

Monogram today named Gordon
Allen San Francisco branch manager.
•
new

director contract.

•
Wallace Beery was issued a new
contract today by M-G-M, thus starting his 14th year on the lot.
•
Warner has assigned Alex Gottlieb
"Deep Valley" as his first production.
John Garfield will star.
•

M-G-M

Harry James'
him for one pic-

asked

has

draft board to defer
ture.

Funeral was held today for Oliver
Traggardh, 60, former Los Angeles
Paramount branch manager, who died
at his home over the weekend.
His

widow

Oscar Levant reported at Warner for the Gershwin picture,
he was sent over to the makeup department," records Hedda

$3,000,000 in the reasonably near
Its rate of progress,

•

James Fitzpatrick today signed a

survives.

•

it

visit.

of
directors last night postponed for two
weeks its hearing on the appeal of
Hal Craig, minority leader, from suspension on the request of Craig's attorney.

Century-Fox has
renewed
Andre Daven's producer contract.
20th

!

On the outside boundary of
Hollywood, by that meaning dis-

-

The Screen Actors Guild board

:

an approximate top negative cost
of $21,000 regardless of high
water and all else, the development point has been reached
now where, not without a deep
breath, $140,000 has been spent
on "Strange Music," one of next

Harry

Jordan, manager of the
Trans-Lux, Philadelphia, has been
commissioned a second lieutenant in

It is a direct

air.

Moehne and Eder dams

season's.

•

from the

with

itself

War

Republic today gave Albert Rogell

•

Gunnery School

of the overseas division of the Office
Information a list of 36 diof
rectors pledging the donation of their
services, when available, in making
films depicting American democracy,
for exhibition in the reoccupied counfc
tries.
/

a

Captain Jack F. Dailey, Paramount district advertising representa-

for foreign duty, in charge of dis
tribution of 16 mm. film for troops.

THE

Screen Directors Guild today forwarded to Robert Riskin

his

Probably, no one will believe
it.
Morever, Walt Disney, et
al, doesn't expect anyone to accept the strange truth. "Victory
Through Air Power" carries a
sequence graphically demonstrating how dams can be bombed

tive in the South, has left the Aerial

.

At

1943

Hollywood, July 13

as
to

14,

Coast Flashes

KANN
a mother-of-the-brood protectorship of the photographer's mod-

PRC,

Schlatter, Jack Goldsmith,

Outlook

of

13

will

L.

Wednesday, July

is

in the stars.

Final cost: $3,000,000.

•

Warners has purchased "Roughly
Speaking," by Louise Randall Pierson, as a Bette Davis vehicle.
Henry
Blanke will produce.
•
Monogram has announced "College
Sweetheart," a musical for Lindsley

Parson production.

O'Loghlin Continues Rest

—

Toronto,
13.
July
P.
James
O'Loghlin, general manager of 20th
Century-Fox of Canada, has returned to a rest resort in Quebec
Province after spending several days
at his Toronto office to check with
Syd Samson, manager of the Buffalo
20th Century-Fox branch, who is
temporarily relieving O'Loghlin.

Grierson

Names Dunton

Toronto, July

—

13.
Continued expansion of Canada's Wartime Information Board is being made by John
Grierson.
He has just appointed
A. D. Dunton, editor of The Standard, a national weekly, as assistant
general manager of the board, of
which Grierson is general manager.
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THIS

STATEMENT!
PETE SMITH'S "SEVENTH

COLUMN"

is

widely advertised Short Subject of
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, of course)
Sell

War Stamps

to

Launch

the most
all

time!

Wednesday, July

Motion Picture Daily

U.K. Restrains
Expansion of

Rank Empire
(Continued from page 1)

he

not authorized to initiate

is

deals nor to increase prices
for properties in the event
his pending offers are rejected

new

by owners.
Dalton paid tribute to Rank's interBritish films and, at another
stated that "the government

est in
point,

not acquiesce in the creation
of any monopoly in film production,
This was
distribution or exhibition."
taken by industry observers to refer
to recent internal trade charges that
Rank's expanding interests threaten to
develop into a monopoly within the

could

14,

1943

MGM Chicago Meet

9?
"Behind the Rising Sun

Before Starting

(Continued from page 1)

plicate "Hitler's Children" in another setting if it could. The answer is
that the producer succeeds and, by a couple of approaches, manages a
better-rounded job with advantages of little known backgrounds.
Using the book of the title by James R. Young, for years Tokyo cor-

Contract Analysis
(Continued from page 1)

respondent of International News Service, Emmet Lavery developed policy inaugurated by M-G-M several
an original story as he did in the case of "Education for Death," the years ago of determining a selling
base of the predecessor attraction. Entrusting it to the same director, formula for each new season's prodselected wisely when it chose Edward Dmytryk for this intensely
uct," said a company statement ;
1
interesting and gripping drama of Japanese political philosophy and its
*•
yesterday.
Nipponese
conclusion
war lord disciples seeking to carry to successful
In addition to Rodgers, the followdomination of the Far Eastern world, if not all of it.
ing
from the home office will be at
the
Analyzing "Behind the Rising Sun," therefore, inescapably throws
Chicago
E. M. Saunders, assistant
film into parallels with "Hitler's Children" because the base line of both
general
sales
manager; E. K. O'Shea,
treatment
the
of
why
explanation
the
this
is
doubt,
is identical.
No
Eastern division sales manager
H.
is so largely identical.
The boy and the girl, naturally, are Japanese. Tom Neal, son of a M. Richey, assistant to Rodgers in
newspaper publisher who finally becomes minister of propaganda, is charge of exhibitor relations A. F.
educated at Cornell and returns to Japan more American than Japanese Cummings, branch operations manby surface markings. The girl, played by Margo, is Japanese-born, was ager; Edwin W. Aaron, circuit sales
She develops manager Harold Postman, assistant
befriended and educated by the American Red Cross.
to
Rodgers
Howard Dietz, viceaffection for this country, born of appreciation and humanitarianism.
At first resisting his father, J. Carrol Naish, the boy determines to president in charge of advertising and
publicity
Silas F. Seadler, advertisdrop Japanese caste lines, to strike out for his own career with an
ing manager
William R. Ferguson,
Margo,
finally
marry
and
to
American engineer long resident in Tokyo
exploitation manager, and from Chi-

RKO

:

;

;

;

industry.

also was advised by Dalton that the principal stockholders
of Associated British Cinemas have
agreed not to dispose of their holdings without first consulting with the

Commons

Board

of Trade.

ested in acquiring control of Associated British, following upon a proposal which would appear to give his
companies the lion's share of post war

production with guaranteed playing
time in the United States, a proposal

which emanated from his associates,
stirred a storm of protest here and
resulted in several moves to obtain
government investigation of charges
of monopoly.

Run Fabian

(Continued from page 1)

ance of first run theatres in Schenectady from 35 to 28 days over second
Fabian combined clearance
runs.
over the Scotia is reduced from 49 to
42 days.

Two Complains Are
Filed

;

despite parental opposition.

vs.

military hotheads stage their
cabinet members and notable
historic murder rampage.
Japanese liberals are assassinated in the plotted beginnings of war and
Then comes the China "incident," undeclared war on that
conquest.
nation, invasion, the bayoneting of babies, the raping of women, the
ravishing of the land. Taro (Neal) overcomes his original repulsion,
is caught up with the fever and the excitement and gradually rejects
any thinking except that which concerns his country's indoctrinated destiny.
He turns unflinchingly hard, relentless and as brutal as the run
Inevitably, he closes
of Japanese army officers with whom he serves.
the door on Margo, the American engineer for whom he worked and
Finally, he arrives at the
the American newspaper woman he knew.
calloused point where he testifies all three are spies.
Traveling the reverse road is the father.
In the beginning, he is
dazzled by the conquest clique, then appraises the ideological values in
their true light, journeys the other path and at the close commits harikari before the ashes of the son who had been shot down in combat with
the Doolittle raiders over Tokyo.
This is an outline of the plot essentials. It omits many details and
trails leading off the main vertebrae.
Those trails include an exciting,
and certainly different, fight between a Japanese wrestler and an American boxer relieving comedy in .which George Giovt, as a Russian
newspaper man. is a standout in a cast of firm and steady performers,
engrossing incidents of Japanese life and customs.
"Behind the Rising Sun" also is a display of intelligent and thoughtful
interpretation on one significant approach. The film does not condemn
the Japanese people, the democratic rights of whom are acknowledged
under liberal government. But it does flay the military class and its
Fascistic lust for power and domination and its overriding of the funda
mentals which are recognized as inalienable in all people.
On all approaches, however, this attraction registers. Strongly so.
Running time, 87 minutes. "G."*
Red Kann

20th-Fox

*"G" denotes general

classification.

were
complaints
clearance
filed against 20th Century-Fox at the
Washington tribunal, the American
Arbitration Association reported yesIn the first complaint, the
terday.
Harford Theatre Co., operating the
Harford Theatre, seeks a reduction of
clearance .of the Boulevard and Waverly Theatres over the Harford. In
the other, the Hilton Theatre Co.,
operating the Hilton, seeks a reduction of clearance held by the Forrest
and Gwynn theatres over the Hilton.

Cinci. Variety
Cincinnati,
Variety

Club

Wisconsin,

in

Mil-

waukee, has booked Republic's Western, "Song of Texas," to open July
25,

the

company reported yesterday.

Roy Rogers, star of the
make a personal appearance
tion with the engagement.

film,

in

will

connec-

Club Party
13.

July
will

hold

—The
its

local

annual

at the Summit Hills Country
Club, July 19. L. F. Bugie is chairman of the committee, on which F. W.
Huss, Jr., chief barker, and Peter
Niland, Harry David and Jake Gellman, are serving.

picnic

First-Run BooksWestern Fettick
first-run

;

Maloney.
District managers who will attend
are John J. Bowen, New York Rudolph Berger, Washington
Maurice
Wolf, Boston Robert Lynch, Philadelphia
Charles E. Kessnich, Atlan;

:

;

;

;

George A. Hickey, Los Angeles
Burtus
John P. Byrne, Detroit
Bishop, Jr., Kansas City
Harris P.
Wolfberg, St. Louis, and Samuel A.

ta

;

;

;

Shirley, Chicago.

Ohio Censors Cut 17
Columbus, July
were ordered

13.

—Eliminations

17 films or 33 reels
out of a total of 122 films representing 343 reels reviewed by Ohio censors for June, compared to deletions
in nine films or 16 reels in May,
when 135 films or 350 reels were reviewed.
in

New

W.B. Booker

—

George
Philadelphia, July 13.
Fettick, former feature booker for
Paramount in Cincinnati, will replace
short subjects
booker for the Warner theatre circuit here when he leaves for the Army

Stanley

in

Smithers

August,

as

Gilmore Retiring
Harry
Western
tember

B.

Gilmore,

secretary

Electric, will retire
after 41 years of
1,

Norman
tary, has

of

on Sepservice.

R. Frame, assistant secrebeen elected to succeed Gil-

more.

Lindley of

NBC Dies
—

Hamilton, Ohio, July 13. David
Howell Lindley, 56, former stage actor and a director of National Broadcasting at Chicago, died at his home
here last night.

Provid. Met. Closes

—

Orowitz

Named Booker
—E. M. Orowitz,

Camden, July 13.
Hollywood publicist
joined the Varbalow

who

recently

theatre

circuit,

been appointed film booker for
the chain, covering a string of houses
here and in the Southern New Jerhas

sey territory.

Variety Takes Babe
Left on Doorstep

Two

The

Western division sales managrer
John E. Flynn from Pittsburgh, Central division sales manager John J.
cago,

among the
One by one,

;

Clearance Is Cut
'

;

In 1936, the young officers

Rank's Interests
Rank's interests embrace the strong
Gaumont British and Odeon circuits,
both of which have been expanding
rapidly; the Denham and Shepherd's
Bush studios, and General Film Distributors and Gainsborough Pictures,
as well as lesser organizations and
equipment companies.
Recent reports that he was inter-

First

;

Providence, July 13. Metropolitan Theatre, which has been featuring name bands on stage for weekend shows, has closed for the season.

Albany,

July

—Upstate

13.

New York now knows

of the

humanitarian nature of Variety Clubs and the film and
other theatrical and press
members belonging to them.
A three-year-old babe was
left on the steps of St. Joother
Church, the
seph's
morning, with a note pinned
to his coat, from the mother,
telling a sad tale of her inability to care for him.

He is an Albany Variety
Club ward now, adopted on
the spot, fully outfitted and
fund-raising started to support him. The incident is the
talk of the community.

Wednesday, July

14,
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Lucky,' 'Dixie' and

Review
Cinci's

•Canteen,'

On

Are

Beam

($)

Lucky"

RKO

Albee

holdover week
big $15,000, while
a $17,000 gross at
"Stage Door Can
strong with an esti-

turnstiles clicking in a

which promises a
r'Dixie"
the

indicates
Palace.

RKO

"The Falcon In Danger"
(RKO-Radio)
Hollywood, July 13

— "Mr.

Cincinnati, July 13.
fcontinues to keep the

Short Subject
Reviews

'TP

HE

format for pictures in the Falcon series

—

is

adhered to here in

all

save minor aspects a bit more complication in the story line, a
more pulchritude on the distaff side with the bland Tom Conway
again solving a mystery which has the police on the screen and the audience in the theatre baffled until the appointed time. The film neither

—

bit

"Where Cactus Grows"
(Grantland Rice Sportlight)
{Paramount)
Herewith is a very picturesque and
entertaining film of life in the cactus
deserts of California and Arizona. The
exotic fauna and flora of these regions are always fascinating subjects
pictorially and are caught in all their
charm in this film the beautiful flowering cacti, the repulsive Gila monster,
the inquisitive kangaroo rats.
The

adds to nor detracts from the stature of the series.
The mystery with which the sleuth is confronted stems from the
crashing of a passenger plane carrying neither passengers nor pilot.
RKO
th
(wtLjt the
Baffled police, and two girls whose fathers were believed aboard the
on
Wild W omen,"
plane, seek the Falcon's aid in solving the puzzle of the missing passenlot a double bill with "All Bv Myself,"
!at the RKO Grand, looks like $5,500
gers' whereabouts and the reason for same.
Screen playwrights Fred camera moves on to the Saguro NaEstimated receipts for the week end- Niblo, Jr., and Craig Rice make this a very difficult, dangerous and tional Cactus Forest, shots of cowboy
ling July 14-17:
complicated job, punctuating it, however, with humorous interludes and polo played with a chella cactus, and
"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
coating it with snappy dialogue, but deliver the essential surprise finish a brief glimpse of our armed forces
ALBEE—
(33c-40c-44c-55c)
7
RKO
(3,300)
engaged in basic training for desert
(Average, on schedule.
days, 2nd week. Gross: $15,000.
$14,000)
The picture gains much from the presence and performance of Jean warfare are included. Running time,
still is
1
[teen
fteen^l

going

~\$7.=
,500

n

third moveover
Capitol.
"Captive
playing the top half

a

for

;

I

1

"Dixie" (Para.)

RKO PALACE— (2,700)
I

(33c-40c-44c-55c) 7

(Average,
Gross: $17,000.
"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)

days.

RKO CAPITOL — (2,000)

$12,000)

(33c-40c-44c-55c)

Gross:
days, 3rd moveover week.
(Average, $5,500)
"Captive Wild Women" (Univ.)
"All By Myself" (Univ.)

$7,500.

7
,

RKO GRAND— (1,500)

(33c-40c-44c-55c)

7

Gross: $5,500. (Average, $5,000)
"Raiders of San Joaquin" (Univ.)
"Girls in Chains" (PRC)

days.

RKO FAMILY— (1,000)

Gross:

$1,300.

4

days.

3

days.

(20c-30c)

RKO FAMILY— (1.000)

(20c-30c)

Gross: $750.

(Average. $800)

"They Came

to

Blow Up America"

(20th-

Fox)

KEITH'S— (1,000)

(33c-40c-44c-55c) 7 days.

(Average, $5,000)

Runs Change Hands
Philadelphia,

July

13.

— Contin-

ued real estate activity in the Philadelphia area resulted in a number of
this
ownership
changing
theatres
week. Albert M. Greenfield & Co.,
local realtors, announced the sale of
Center

Theatre,

all-night

house, to Eugene Hookey, unknown
to the industry. The Center, under a
long-term lease to Warners, was sold
by the Philadelphia Saving Fund Society. House is assessed at $142,300.

Leonard Hetelson, who has

in a number of local neighborhood houses, purchased the lease from
Phil Chain on the Crescent. His three
sons in service, Chain plans to return to theatres after the war.

Abraham M.

Ellis,

who heads an

representing
a
number of exhibitors, personally purchased two houses in North Philadelphia which are under his operation.

circuit

From Broad Amusements,

Ellis

purchased

the
Broad, assessed at
$36,900, for $36,364. The other purchase was the Rockland, taken over
by the Ellis circuit months ago from
William C. Hunt. The Rockland is
assessed at $50,100.

Frank Christie

—

in

Army

Seattle, July 13. Frank Christie,
head booker for Hamrick-Evergreen
theatres, reports this week at Fort
Lewis for Army service.
Frank L.
Newman, Jr., replaces him. Christie
was guest of honor at two banquets
before his departure, one sponsored
by Hamrick-Evergreen employees and
the other by the Northwest
Club, of which he was a board
ber.

'Moscow' Withdrawn
From Toronto Run

Omaha Owners Seek
New Curfew Relief

"Mission to
Toronto, July 13.
Moscow," advertised to open at Shea's
Theatre here recently, was withdrawn

Omaha, July 13. Eugene Blazer,
attorney for local theatres, has proposed to the city council that working children who wish to attend shows
evenings be exempt from the proposed 10 p. m. to 5 a. m. curfew
for persons under 16. City Attorney

—

extended for a third week. This happened after large display advertisements appeared in newspapers for the

"Moscow"

premiere.

Although it was stated that no government action had caused the change,

Film

mem-

—

Harold

Linahan

and

Mayor

Dan

Butler oppose the suggestion, claiming it might leave a loophole in the
ordinance.

9]/2 mins.

Release date, July

2.

"The Truck That Flew"
(Madcap Models)
(Paramount)

The

vivid,

bold

colors

of

this

George Pal Puppetoon alone go to
make it one of the most diverting
cartoons of the year.
The story is
a fantasy about a little boy who thinks
the stories his mother reads to him at
night about knights and castles and
dragons rather old fashioned and lies
awake thinking about trains and
horses and boats and especially trucks.
Suddenly his bed turns into a truck
which carries him up above the roof
tops, past the stars and around the
moon.
Running time, 8 mins. Release date, August 6.

"A Revival of Moments
of Charm"
(Headliner)
(Paramount)

picture industry, one of
the country's heavy users of air express, and other businesses, will benefit from the announcement by Railway

Phil Spitalny and the thirty young
of his all-girl orchestra are
presented in a small revue number,
both playing and singing. Three tiredout old numbers are offered, including
a "modern" arrangement of "Toy
Trumpet," Evelyn and her magic violin in a rendition of "The Bee," and
Maxine and the girls who give out
vocally with "Ave Maria."
The settings and close-ups of the orchestra
are quite good.
Running time, 10^
mins. Release date, June 18.

Philadelphia, July 13. The anti- Express Agency and its airlines that
trust suit of William Goldman, inde- air express rates would have a base

"Speaking of Animals at

is

it

known

that the Federal Departof External Affairs at Ottawa

ment
has

been examining reports

on the

commissioners have unaniCity
mously recommended passage of the
ordinance and final action is slated
the next council meeting.

script.

at

"Mission" was booked into the
Toronto Imperial four weeks ago but
the run did not open and later was
transferred to open at Shea's.

Air Express Rates

inter-

ests

independent

classification.

at the last moment and the previous
picture, "Hello, 'Frisco, Hello," was

Four Philadelphia

Warners'

*"G" denotes general

(Average, $1,400)

"Red River Robin Hood" (RKO)
"Good Morning, Judge" (Univ.)

Gross: $5,000.

Brooks, Elaine Shepard and Amelita Ward, who figure variously in the
Cliff Clark and Ed
story and romantically with relation to the hero.
Gargan portray the police in the accustomed manner. Clarence Kolb,
Felix Basch, Richard Davies, Richard Martin, Erford Gage and Eddie
Dunn round out the cast.
Production is by Maurice Geraghty and direction is by William
Clemens, both jobs maintaining par for the series.
William R. Weaver
Running- time, 70 minutes. "G."*

Are Reduced 12V2 %
The motion

Goldman

vs.

Suit

Up

Warner
in Sept.

women

—

pendent circuit head, against Warner

reduction of

12^

per cent, effective

Cage Door

the
Canteen"
theatre circuit and the major distribu- tomorrow, with an overall reduction
J
tors,
originally filed in December, averaging 10 A to 11 per cent. The (Speaking of Animals)
1942, has been listed for hearing in reduction does not affect the present (Paramount)
the September term of the U. S. Dis- minimum charge of $1 per shipment,
This concerns itself with the efnor will it affect rates applying be- forts of the inhabitants of a zoo
trict Court here.
to
tween the United States and Canada put on a variety show with
First anti-trust suit involving the
boxing
and Newfoundland.
kangaroo rats, "hep" polar bears,
center-city first-run houses, the suit
storks, monkeys, etc.
is based on Goldman's charge of inAlso seen are
three penguins who "sing" the "Three
secure suitable first-run
ability
to
Little Sisters," a la Andrews Sisters,
product for his Erlanger Theatre,
Philadelphia, July 13.
Charles
which remains dark. Triple damages Thomson has been appointed booker vultures making love, and a weird
looking bird doing an adagio dance
of $1,350,000 are sought.
for the Columbus Stamper theatre
circuit in this city.
Former manager on a roost in its cage. Running time,
9 mins.
Release date, June 25.
of the chain's Great Northern Thea-

Thomson Named Booker

—

New Negro

Production

Negro Marches On,

Inc., announces
completion of the feature, "We've
Come a Long, Long Way," described
as a cavalcade of the Negro race. The
production was supervised and directed by Jack Goldberg, president of

the corporation. John J. Barone is
vice-president, and A. Allen Saunders,
Filming was in
secretary-treasurer.

New

York, Hollywood and Miami.

tre, he will also serve as
the Rivoli here.

Sterling Theatre

—

manager

of

Asks Newsreel Support

Burns

Chicago, July 13.
The Sterling
Theatre, Sterling, 111., was destroyed
by fire over the weekend, causing an
estimated loss of $90,000 and threating the entire business district. Seven
firemen were injured.

Toronto, July 13.— Oscar R. Hanpresident of Pioneer Films, is

son,

_

making a

direct

advertising

appeal

through newspapers to the Canadian
public to arouse attention for the Associated British News Weekly which
Pioneer will distribute in the Dominion commencing July 22.
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Para.'s 'Bell Tolls'

'Unveiled'

RKO Plans 40 Features

on B'way

(Continued from page

For 1943- '44 Release

WMCA

Lamour, Betty Hutton, Mary Martin
and military and naval figures.

RKO

son,

those in the preview audiBarney Balaence last night were
Neil Agnew,
ban, Adolph Zukor,
Leonard Goldenson, David Bernstein,
Joseph R. Vogel, Joseph Bernhard,
Sam Morris, Dan Michalove, Duncan G. Harris, Richard C. Patterson,
Edward Alperson, Gus Eyssell, Harry
Arthur, John Hicks, Jr., Charles C.
Moskowitz, Ned E. Depinet, Martin
Quigley, Colvin Brown, Ben Kalmenson, Gradwell Sears, T. J. Con:

nors, William Rodgers, Abe Montague, Sam Dembow, Jr., William
Scully, Harry Kalmine, Walter B.
Robert M.
Phillips,
Cokell, Louis
Weitman, Leon Netter, Paul Rai-

George Weltner, Charles M.
Reagan, Russell Holman, Carl E.
Milliken, George Borthwick, Arthur
bourn,

Kelly,

Herman

Robbins,

Hugh

C. J. Scol-

Dennis F. O'Brien and Sherwin

lard,

Kane.

Comrade"

Wendell
Griffis,
Stanton
N. Peter Rathvon, Floyd
Odium, Maurice Newton, Edwin L.
Weisl, Spyros Skouras, Nicholas M.
Schenck, Herbert J. Yates, Winthrop
Aldrich, Senator and Mrs. Claude
Pepper, Jack Cohn, John D. Hertz,
Stephen Callaghan, A. Conger Goodyear, Earl I. McClintock, Charles FCoe, George Skouras, John Hertz, Jr.,
Claude Lee and Francis Harmon.
Also, William White, Bertram S.
Abraham Frisch, Earle
Nayfack,
Hammons, Frank Meyer, Arthur
Israel,
M. F. Gowthorpe, William
Brandt, Walter Reade, Arthur Mayer,
Also,
Willkie,

ger,

A.

Rinzler, Si Fabian,

Ted Schlan-

Al Boyd, Harry Brandt, Max
Cohen, Fred Schwartz, Louis

Frisch, Meyer Schine, I. J. Hoffman,
Carl Leserman, M. A. Schlesinger,

William Kupper, Edward Saunders,
Grainger,
Robert Mochrie, James
Henry Randel, Lee Shubert, J. J.
Leopold
Bond,
Clayton
Shubert,
Friedman, Jack Partington, Irving
Lesser, Joseph Eagan, Harry Katz,
A. M. Georger, Harold Auten, Eric
Haight.
Also, Nathan E. Goldstein, Martin
J. Mullin, Sam Pianski, Chester Stoddard, S. A. Lynch, R. I. O'Donnell,
William K. Jenkins, Hunter Perry,
John J. O'Leary, J. J. Nolan, Adam
Adams, Harry Royster, Henry Luce,
William Randolph Hearst, Jr., Ogden
Reid, Kent Cooper, Leo Wood, Walter
Winchell, Ed Sullivan, Louis Sobol,
Gilbert Seldes, John

Chapman, Leon-

ard Lyons, Lewis Gannett, Burton
Rascoe, Kyle Crichton, Dorothy Kilgallen,
Lucius Beebe, William A.
Curley, Fulton Oursler, Niles Trammell,

and

Gmger Rogers'
first to

stead;
color

"The

;

,

;

;

Gibson

Girl,"

starring vehicles, the

be produced by David Hempthe second to be in Techni"The Sky's the Limit," starring
Leslie,

1 )

comedy, and "Heavenly Days," with formances of current releases was due
Fibber McGee and Molly.
to preparation by both production and
Also, a new comedy series featur- sales departments,
and a willingness
ing Wally Brown and Alan Carney to set no limit on
the extent of exas rookies, including "Adventures of hibitor
cooperative advertising and
a Rookie," "The Rookies in Burma" exploitation.
and "The Rookies in Berlin"
the
Grainger announced that gross reFalcon series with "The Falcon and
ceipts on the Roy Rogers "specials"
the
Co-Ed" and "The Falcon in were 100 per
cent above last year. Texas"
Harold Peary in "GilderGrainger also reported that a c;
sleeve on Broadway" and "Gilderpaign similar to that employed ftTr
sleeve, Detective"
"Are These Our Roy
Rogers will be begun shortly for
Children?"; "Seven Days Ashore,"
Mary Lee,
"An American Story," starring Mar- next picture,with the release of her
"Nobody's Darling," to
go; a new Leon Errol series beginbe followed by other pictures prior to
ning with "Mr. and Mrs. America"
a starring role in "Hit Parade of
a horror duet consisting of "The

and a

;

1944."

Astaire-Leslie comedy musi- Amorous Ghost" and "The ScreamOutlines 'Oklahoma' Campaign
new Cary Grant starring ve- ing Skull," of four reels, each, de"The Curse of
hicle
three from Samuel Goldwyn, signed for twin bills
He
also
outlined
the
campaign
the Cat People," "Lord Epping Has
"Treasure Chest," with Bob Hope
which is being planned on "In Old
"They
"The North Star," all star cast, and Plans," with Leon Errol
Oklahoma," for which simultaneous
'Up in Arms," with Danny Kaye, the Creep by Night," "The Fanatic of openings
are scheduled for 20 key

second
cal

;

a

;

;

•

;

Fez," "Escape to Danger," British
situations, backed by exhibitor coproduction with Eric Portman and
Ann Dvorak Sol Lesser's "Tarzan's operative advertising campaigns.
Today's session will concern sales
Desert Mystery," with Johnny WeissWalt Disney Film
policy, as well as productions schedmuller
'n Abner in "So This
Lum
Also, Walt Disney's Technicolor
uled for the immediate future; includIs Washington," and a second as yet
feature length production, "Let's Go
ing "Brazil," "Atlantic City," "Gay
untitled production, and a new EdLatin"; "The Robe," a Frank Ross
Blades," "The Old Waldorf," and
ward A. Golden production.
Technicolor production of the Lloyd
Roy Rogers' "Man From Music
Short
Subjects
C. Douglas novel
"China Sky," with
Mountain."
Maureen O'Hara, Paul Henreid and
Yates and Grainger leave tomorrow
The short subjects schedule, apart
Luise Rainer in the Pearl Buck story
Pathe News releases for Chicago, where the second sales
from the
"A Lady Takes a Chance," with Jean includes 13 "This Is America" two- meeting is to be held Friday and
Arthur and John Wayne, and "One
at
the
Drake
Hotel.
reelers six two-reel Leon Errol com- Saturday,
Girl in a Million," with Miss Arsix two-reel Edgar Kennedy Present at this session will be Midedies
thur;
"The Fallen Sparrow" and comedies
four two-reel "Headliner western district sales manager E. L.
"Tall in the Saddle," both with MauRevivals" musical comedies 18 single Walton Southern district sales manreen O'Hara and John Garfield "The
ager Merritt Davis, and exchangereel Walt Disney cartoons in Tech
Iron Major" and "Marine Raiders,"
nicolor
13 Sportscopes, and seven men from these territories.
both with Pat O'Brien; "Show BusiThe third and last meeting is to
"Flicker Flashbacks."
ness," with Eddie Cantor as producOthers who addressed yesterday's be held July 22-23, at the Hollywood
er and star, and Bing Crosby in
sessions were
Robert Mochrie, gen- studio, where Yates and Grainger
"Down Melody Lane."
Robert Wolff will be joined by studio head AL J.
eral sales manager
Also, "Nurse Sister Kenny," with metropolitan district manager
Nat Siegel and Western district sales
Rosalind
Russell
manager F. A. Bateman, as well as
"Around
the Levy, Eastern division sales manager
World," with Kay Kyser and his Walter Branson, Western division exchange-men from his district.
band "Government Girl," with Olivia sales manager
Phil Reisman, vicede Havilland and Sonny Tufts; "One president in charge of foreign distri
Hour of Glory," a Casey Robinson bution; N. Peter Rathvon,
production with "new faces" "Yellow president, and Floyd B. Odium,
Canary," Herbert Wilcox production board chairman.
with
Anna Neagle and Richard
The Opera Theatre, Cairo, Egypt, a
National Screen Service will be host
Greene; "Behind the Rising Sun"; to the delegates at a reception and 1,650-seat house and second largest
"Higher and Higher," based on the buffet supper at the Waldorf follow- in the Egyptian capital, has been taken
Rodgers and Hart Broadway musical ing the closing session today.
over by Warner Bros., it was announced yesterday in New York by
Robert Schless, general foreign mana-

first

and

last

of

the

trio

be

to

in

Technicolor.

;

;

;

RKO

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Others Present

Sam

subjects

1943-'44 production
schedule will be discussed with the
sales force today by Depinet and
Charles W. Koerner, vice-president
and studio head, who came from Hollywood to attend the sales meeting.
The new season schedule includes
the following productions: "Tender

Fred Astaire and Joan

Among

Owen, George A. Smith,

short

sales manager.
Details of the

;

In Preview Audience

Radio

1)

1943

Report Grosses Up
(Continued from page

(Continued from page

14,

Yates, Grainger

1)

for the picture before any audience
other than members of the Paramount organization. Tonight's world
premiere will be covered by radio
in a special broadcast
station
from the Rivoli lobby from 8:30 to
Proceeds from tonight's per8:45.
formance will be donated to the National War Fund and Prescott Bush,
national chairman of that organization, will head a list of premiere program speakers which includes B. G.
De Sylva, Sam Wood, Dorothy

W.

Wednesday, July

William Paley.

:

;

;

;

;

;

RKO
RKO

;

"Great Post

War

Opportunities
Await the Industry"
Floyd

The industry has strengthened

—

Warners Acquires

Theatre in Cairo

ger.

Following the run of "Casablanca,"

Odium

its position in wartime and can
look forward to great opportunities in the postwar world as a result, Floyd B. Odium, RKO board chairman, stated yesterday in addressing the company's annual sales meeting
at the Waldorf Astoria here.
"I think the industry has established itself
as it never was before," stated Odium. "There
is good reason why people are going to the
theatre, good reason why the picture companies are getting film to carry on.
It is
because motion pictures are filling a real
need, helping morale, helping build up production, helping the men at the front, and
I think you people here should consider yourselves helpers in this effort.
"I think the motion picture industry will
have greater opportunities after the war than
in the past.
They will carry America to the
world because the world will be more conscious of America than ever before. I think
you can all be proud of the work you are
Floyd B. Odium
doing, of the industry you are in, and I am
proud to be part of that industry."

in July, the theatre will

be closed for
general renovation, reopening in Sept.

under Warner management.

Richey to Address
Gas Ration Meeting
Exhibitors, exchange men and film
carrier representatives of the Washington, D. C, area will meet in the
Capital, July 22, to discuss possible
new economies in film transportation
in line with current gasoline rationing regulations. H. M. Richey of the
M-G-M home office distribution department will address the meeting, the
last to be held in exchange cities of
the Eastern seaboard rationing area.

Bloomfield to

PRC

—

Philadelphia,
13.
July
Sid
Bloomfield, manager of the Lennox
Theatre here, has joined the local
Producers Releasing exchange as a
salesman, covering the city.

.

.

for extra time for the super-sensation

headed your way

RKO Exchange

this

NOW about

and take a look
advertising

season

....

that's

Ask your

availability .

.

at this sample of the

on the next page

. .

If

THE HARSH TRUTH ABOU
THE J APS !... Exposing those
less

rutt

enemies even more frankly tha

"Hitler's Children" bared the

the Nazis!

. .

.

shame

Dynamite drama that

c

e)

plodes a thundering blast of passional

hate against everything

we

hold dear

THEY CALL THEMSELVE
THE 'SOWS OF HEAVEN
-yet here are some
the things they do
SELL their own daughters

inl

gilded Geisha palaces!

TREAT

captive

women

with

ui

speakable barbarity!

COMMIT

cruel acts of

even babes

TORTURE

in

war again:

arms!

helpless prisoners

utii

they're ready to say or

c

ANYTHING!
DRIVE children to slave

laboi

under the lash of hunger!

a,

-and

more, and more

and MORE!

From

the Pages of Life ofJames R.

Young's Amazing Book
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Jarred

itt.

'Stay in Essential
Industry, or Else'

for $24,000 by
'ear' and

Selective Service headquarters yesterday warned men
over 38 who had been dis-

Band

from the armed
forces before April 1 to enter
essential war work but have
failed to retain such status,
are subject to recall to military duty. Men discharged because of the age clause since
April 1 are in the enlisted recharged

—

Pittsburgh, July

13.
Post-holiday
has been holding up well
<re, with "Journey Into Fear" promN
24,000 on a bill with Horace

|\isiness

the Stanley, and "Bataan"
§19,000 at the Penn.

it

3
tilling

week end-

Estimated receipts for the
ing July 13 to 15
Coney Island" (20th- Fox)

FULTON —

I

(30c-40c-55c)

(1,700)

Gross: $10,500.
''Hit the Ice" (Univ.)
f;nd

HARRIS— (2,200)

PENN — (3,400)

I

.ross:

(Average,

1

— (1,100)

2

Warner).

at

(30c-40c-55c)

days,

7

Toronto, July

Gross:

(Average,

$2,500.
"

12,600)

.

We Raid Calais" (ZOth-Fox)
fShe Has What It Takes" (Col.)
SENATOR— (1,750) (30c-40c-55c) 7 days.
'

Tonight

1

Cross:

$2,400.

(Average, $2,400)

"Journey Into Fear" (W. B.)

STANLEY — (3,800)

(30c-44c-55c-66c) On
stage, 6 days of vaudeville, including Horace
Heidt's orchestra. Gross: $24,000. (Aver-

age, $20,000)
"'Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)

WARNER— (2,000)

.^rd

week

Penn).

(30c-40c-55c)

days,

7

(moveover after two weeks

Gross:

EGLNTON -

at

(Average, $6,500)

$10,000.

13.

—"Bataan"

is

at-

tracting most attention here and may
give the Loew's $9,500 for the week.
"Flight for Freedom" started slowly
at the Imperial and may gross $7,500,
while "Hello, Frisco, Hello" at Shea's
appeared to be headed for $7,000 for
its third week.
Second week of "Assignment in Brittany" at the Uptown
Theatre promised $7,000.
Estimated receipts for the week ending July 15
"A Night to Remember" (Col.)
"Two Senoritas From Chicago" (Col.)

Mars" (M-G-M)
(30c-40c-55c) 7 days, 3rd
after one week at Stanley,

jweek (moveover

Toronto

at

$9,200)

(Average, $17,000)

$19,000.

'Presenting Lily

RITZ

Pace

(20c-40c-55c) 7 days, 2nd

Gross: $6,500.
'Bataan" (M-G-M)

tveek.
|

'Bataan' in $9,500

days,

7

(Average, $7,500)

week.

(18c-30c-48c-60c)

(1,086)

days, 2nd week.

Gross:

6

(Average,

$3,000.

$4,500).

"Fight for Freedom" (RKO)

IMPERIAL— (3,373)

'Canteen' Leads in

LOEW'S —

$11,000)

"The More the Merrier" (Col.)
"No Place for a Lady" (Col.)

TIVOLI —

Gross:

UPTOWN — (2,761)

days, 2nd week.

'Holmes', Fio Rita

$8,500)

Gross $17,000

(28c-39c-50c) 7 days, 2nd

Gross: $8,000. (Average,
"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)

week.

$9,000)

(3,232) (28c-39c-50c) 7
Gross: $17,000. (Average,

$12,000)

"Background to Danger" (W. B.)
"Gals, Inc." (Univ.)

MAJESTIC —

Gross: $13,500.

(2.250)

(28c-39c-50c) 7 days.

(Average,

$9,500)

"Crash Dive" (20th-Fox)

CARLTON— (1,526)

(28c-39c-50c)

(Moveover from
week.
2nd
Gross: $4,000. (Average, $4,000)
"Jitterbugs" (20th-Fox)

FAY'S— (1,800)

(28c-39c-S0c)

7

days,
Majestic.)
7

On

The San Wongs. Shelmadean. Edith
Waters. Sully & Thomas. Jack Spoons,

Wonder

Dogs.

Gross:

$6,300.

(Average, $6,000)

week to lead local
Indiana, with "Action
Atlantic," and "All By
headed for $12,500.

'Bolivar'

—

Miguel
Mexico City, July
Contreras Torres, producer who- has
worked in Hollywood, was awarded
the Order of the Liberator, one of
Venezulea's highest decorations, for his
like
production of "Simon Bolivar".
decoration was bestowed upon Julian
Soler for his portrayal of Bolivar in
the picture. The decorations were bestowed by the Venezulean minister to

A

the Venezuelan legation
here. "Bolivar", costing $200,000, was
one of the most expensive pictures
ever made in Mexico.

Mexico

at

New

Work

In

in

Mexico City, July

Studio

Mexico

—

13.
The tight
situation here, center of the
Mexican industry, which has improved during the past few months,
is in for more improvement with the
start of a new building syndicate

The headed

CIRCLE— (2,800)

(30c-40c-50c)

7

days.

(30c-40c-50c)

7

days.

(Average, $11,000)
"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)
"African Album"
$12,500.

LOEW'S— (2,800)
(Second week).

(30c-40c-50c)

Gross:

by

Howard

Randall,

RCA

North engineer, at Churubusco, near here.
Myself," was This enterprise, it is understood, will
the

in

Stage show: Ted Fio Rita and orchestra.
(Average, $12,000)
Gross: $17,000.
"Action in the North Atlantic" (W.B.)
"All By Myself" (Univ.)
Gross:

13.

receipts.

"Stage Door
Canteen" and "African Album" were
doing $10,000 in a second week at
Loew's.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending July 13-15
"Sherlock Holmes in Washington" (Univ.)

INDIANA— (3,200)

Medal for

—-"Sherlock

:

days.

stage:

Chien's

13.

in Washington" with Ted Fio
Rita and his orchestra, on the stage,
was headed for $17,000 at the Circle
this

LOEW'S STATE—

days. 2nd week.

Indianapolis, July

Holmes

"Shantytown" (Rep.)

STRAND— (2,200)

Another
studio

Gross: $9,500. (Average,
"Five Graves to Cairo" (Para.)

(Average,

6

days.

$4,500).

(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6

Gross:

$7,000.

(Average,

$9,500)

ing July 15
"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
"Yanks Ahoy" (Roach)
2nd week.

(18c-30c-48c)

(1,434)

$3,500.

"Assignment in Brittany" (M-G-M)
"American, Empire" (U. A.)

Estimated receipts for the week end-

(28c-39c-50c) 7 days,

6

—

13.

RKO-ALBEE— (2,239)

(Average, $10,500)
(18c-30c-42c-60c-78c)

(2,074)
$9,500.

Gross:
(Average, $10,000).
days.
"Hello, Frisco, Hello" (20th-Fox)
SHEA'S (2,480) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6
(Average,
days, 3rd week.
Gross: $7,000.

Canteen" continued to do record busiLast week's
ness at Loew's State.

business.

(18c-30c-42c-60c-9Oc) 6

$7,500.

"Bataan" (M-G-M)

Strong Pr o vid. Week
— "Stage Door
Providence, July
estimated gross of $20,000 was corrected to $23,000 and the show appeared headed for $17,000 in its second week.
It will be held a third.
Other theatres also reported good

Gross:

days.

$10,000.

7

days.

(Average,

represent

an ultimate investment of

$1,000,000.

The studio is promised to be the
most modern in Mexico and is expected to be in service by the end
of the year. Harry Wright, an American who is the pioneer of Mexico's
iron and steel industries, who started
a plant here in 1909 that is still running, is said to have considerable cash
interest in the new venture.

The Randall
11 the number

studio will bring to
of studios here. Randall has been active in the sound phase
of the business in Mexico for some

GrossesGood;
'Coney' Big $12,100

—

July 13. Herbie Kay and
band on the stage, billed with
"Night Plane to Chungking" hit $14,000 for a week at the Orpheum.
"Coney Island" and "High Explosives"

Omaha,

his

second week grossed $12,100
Weather remained
the Omaha.
surprisingly cool for July.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending July 14-15
in their

at

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
"Prelude to

War" (OWI)

BRANDEIS— (1,200)
(moveover).

days

(30c-35c-44c-50c)

Gross:

7

(Aver-

$6,100.

age, $4,500)

"Coney Island" (2flth-Fox)
"High Explosives" (Para.)

OMAHA— (2,000)

(moveover).

(30c-35c-50c)

Gross:

$12,100.

days
7
(Average,

$7,500)

"Night Plane to Chungking" (Para.)

ORPHEUM— (3,000)

Stage:
$14,000.

(40c-50c-65c)

Herbie Kay stage
(Average, $14,500)

show.

7

days.

Gross:

"Bataan" (M-G-M)
"Swing Your Partner" (Rep.)

PARAMOUNT— (2,900)

days.

Gross:

$9,800.

(30c-35c-50c)

7

(Average, $9,000)

time.

$8,500)

W. B. Names Supervisors

"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)
"Get Going"

LYRIC— (2,000)

(30c-40c-50c)

(moved from Indiana).
erage,

Omaha

Gross:

7
$6,000.

days
(Av-

$4,000)

Casanave Gets GreekFilm
Ealing Studios, Ltd., British producers, have sold American distribution rights of the "Greek Testament"
to Casanave Pictures, New York.

Seek Sign Removals
Trenton, July 13. — A roadside improvement conference was called here
by the State Highway Commission to
consider a voluntary drive for the removal of signboards for films and
other items, whose abundance and
dilapidated conditions are said to have
made the highways unsightly.

Herbert M. Israel is now in charge
Warners' film checking service for
Chicago-Milwaukee
territory,
with

of

headquarters in Chicago, replacing D.
S. Ramsdell, Jr., it was announced
yesterday.
Charles E. McCarthy has
been assigned the Minneapolis field',
with headquarters in that city, succeeding W. O. McFall, who moved up
to the sales staff.

Wednesday, July

14, 19

12

Other Indictments

Phila. Grosses

Due in Racket Cas

Off;NowDowi
indictments

Superceding

To

Sensationa

racketeers
$1,000,000

from Robin Hood Dell, symphon
and pop concert series, is not cuttin

Estimated receipts for the week
ing July 14-16:
"The Youngest Profession"

ALDINE —

enc

Government's Theory

(M-G-M)

The Government's theory concer
ing the indictment to be tried on Se
tember 7 is that the defendants nam
in it constitute some of "the bo
from Chicago" who figured so proi
inently in the trial of George
Browne, former president of t

(Average, $9,000)
Gross: $12,200.
"Hangmen Also Die" (U. A.)
ARCADIA— (600) (35c-46c-57c-6Sc) S day
(Average,
Gross: $2,700.
2nd run.

days.

V

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)

BOYD —

(3,000)

^ _

(35c-41c-46c-S7c-68c-7Sc)

(Averaj

Gross: $19,200.

days, 2nd week.
$14,000)

„

"No Escape" (Mono.)
"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)

(6
(1

EARLE — (3,000)

IATSE, and William

,
,
days)
day)

Gene Rogers, Jesse
ris

&

Jimmy Mitch
and Bud H

& James

Bert Howell.

Gross:

(Ave

$27,900.

mount

age, $18,000)
"Coney Island"

FOX —

Gross:

(Averaf

$17,800.

$14,000)

KARLTON— (1,000)

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68.

it
is
known that t'
believes that more th:
those named in the Kaufman indie
ment participated in the shake-dov
of the film industry.
It is for the purpose of ascertainii
the names of the others that the sr.

However,
Government

Gross: $8,800. (A
9 days, 2nd run.
erage, $3,500)
,
"Five Graves to Cairo" (Para.)
(35c-41c-46c-57c-68
(2,200)
KEITH'S
Gross: $6,000. (A
75c) 7 days, 2nd run.
erage, $4,500)

75c)

—

"Stage Door Canteen

MASTBAUM-(4,700)
75c)
7
$20,000)

Gross:

days.

"Background

to

STA N LEY—

„

(U.A.)

I

(35c-41c-46c-57c-6Sl

(Averagl,

$35,000.

_
Danger „

(W.B.)

( 35c -41c -46c - 57c 68c(3.000)
Gross: $13,500.
days, 2nd week.
7
75c)
(Average, $14,000)

"Bombardier" (RKO)

STANTON— (1,700)
75c) 7 days, 2nd
erage. $6,500)

week.

(35c-41c-46c-5/c-68c-

Gross:

$10,200.

NEIC Confab

(Av-

organizations

Joins

Goldwyn

in

Hollywood, July 13.
Goldwyn announced today

—

Samuel

that he has
engaged Kay Brown to head his New
York story and talent department.
Known through her long association

with David O. Selznick, Miss Brown
first recommending
is credited with
"Gone With the Wind" for production

She
prior to that book's publication.
has recently been associated with
Hunt Stromberg, and returns to New

York next week.
Pat Duggan, who has been handling
New York story and talent de-

the

partment,

returns

to

the

Goldwyn

Motion picture industry organiza-

Net income

of $1,183,000, after taxes
charges, was equal to $1.62 a
share on Class
and 16 cents on
Class B common shares, compared
with $917,000 and $1.25 on Class
and 12 cents on Class B shares in the
preceding quarter.

A

A

VFW

—

;

;

;

13.— Suffering a
stroke last November which brought
partial paralysis, Clarence M. RobJuly

son, of Toronto, has recovered
ciently to be removed from his

suffi-

home

Robson country residence for
He was executive asrest.
sistant to the late N. L. Nathanson
in Odeon Theatres of Canada.

gates on what the entertainment industry can do to aid the Government
On
in its coining War Loan Drive.

continuing

its

i

collectively.

May

Call

Browne

To prove

that "the boys from CI
cago" shared in the gains of Brow
and Bioff, it is believed, will me:
that the Government will have to c;
Browne and Bioff to the witne
stand.

Hits 'Moscow'
on the Council include Academy
Detroit, July 13. "Mission to Mosof Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
represented by Walter Wanger, and cow," which completes two weeks of
John FHrin Hollywood Victory Com- good business at the Palms-State Themittee, by Kenneth Thomson; Holly- atre this week, was condemned by
wood Writers Mobilization, by Robert the Michigan department of the VetRossen and F. Faragoh; Independent erans of Foreign Wars in a resolution
Theatre Owners, by Harry Brandt at its annual convention here.
Screen Actors
and Leo Brecher
Screen the second day, Elmer Davis, OWI
Guild,
by James Cagney
Screen Publicists director, will discuss civilian morale
Directors Guild
Guild,
by Jonas Rosenfield, Jr.
and entertainment on the home front.
Screen Writers Guild, by Lillian
Member organizations will present
Independent new projects which they are ready to
of
Society
Hellman
M. P. Producers, by Loyd Wright work out. Another item of the twoand John Flinn, and the Motion Pic- day agenda will be the discussion of
ture Theatre Owners of America.
an all-entertainment pledge of service.
Other business will be the compleTheodore W. Gamble, director of
war finance committee of the Treas- tion of an organizational setup for the
ury Department, will talk to the dele- NEIC in New York and other entions

is

vestigation here.
In the event that the supercedii
indictment is
returned before t
start of the trial of the defendants
the Kaufman indictment, it is believ
that the trial will be postponed
that all defendants can be prosecut

and

;

Robson Improves

to the
further

Osborn,
Chief of the Army's Morale Branch,
and others, tell of the entertainment
needs of men and women in uniform
in a program designed to urge leaders
in
the theatre, screen, music, and
radio world to greater effort.

to $1,183,000

General Aniline and Film Corp.,
parent of Agfa-Film, reported yesterday for the three months ended June
30, .sales of $15,647,000, compared with
$12,841,00 in the preceding period.

;

studios here.

Toronto,

Brigadier-

Henry

Frederick

General

East

1)

hear

will

Up

grand jury

cial

Starts General Film Net

At Waldorf Today
{Continued from page

Kay Brown

Pictures.

their extortion activities.

(20th-Fox)

"Crash Dive"

We

According to testimony at the tri;
"the boys from Chicago" were tl
persons behind Browne and Bioff

(20<th-Fox)
(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)
(3,000)

days, 3rd week.

Bioff,

Coast racketeer, both now servii
long prison terms for extorting mo
than $1,000,000 from Warner Bra
Loew's, 20th Century-Fox and Par

(46c-57c-75c) 6 days
including" Maxine Sullivan. I

vaudeville
skine Hawkins' orchestra,

tl

extortion caf

Angeles, are scheduled to face tr:
under an indictment alleging co
spiracy to violate the Federal an'
racketeering law.

;

(35c-41c-57c-6Sc-75c)

(900)

labor

an

in

Kaufman, business agent of Local 24M. P. Operators Union, of Newai
N. J., and John Rosselli, of

tion

theatre attendance this year
more people are home-bound becau
of gasoline rationing.

film

soon

special Federal Grand Jury
which has been probing charges
extortion and violence withir
_trs
industry for more than two
still in session and is expected to n
a new true bill before September
when eight Chicago gangsters, Lou

big

into

expected

is

namijj

laborites

The

—

13.
Followir
holiday week, business
downtown houses dropped to norm
With holdovers predominatin
levels.
business still was highly satisfactor
"Stage Door Canteen" led the fie
with $35,000 at the Mastbaum. "M
Lucky" is pointing to $19,200 for
second week at the Boyd and "Cone
Island" is expected to bring in $17,8(
Compet
at the Fox in a third week.

Philadelphia, July

the

Chicago

additional

tertainment centers. But it will not,
it
was said, supersede any existing
organizations.

Immediately following the trial
the Chicago defendants, they will fa
another prosecution under the m;
fraud statutes. They are accused
having used the mails in a scher
to defraud the members of the IATS
out of $1,500,000 by means of a sp
cial assessment against their wag<
This fund, according to the Gover
ment, was controlled by Browne ai
Bioff and no accounting ever

w

made

to

members.

Army

Gets

Ardmore.

Show

Curfei

Okla., July 13.

—The

ci

council has passed an ordinance pr
Saturday midnig
hibiting further
shows here. The ordinance, in coi

pany with restrictions on beer ha
and dance parlors, was passed at t
request of military officials in near

Fort

Sill.

YOUR THEATRE TODAY
...

the Meeting Place for

is

.

.

.

the

like

Community

Town

Security.

Hall of yesterday

the focus of

is

It

performance.

civilian

YOUR THEATRE SCREEN

today projects a dual influence on

the morale of your community.

It

and

to help

while helping yourself*.

War

Savings,

agencies

.

.

informs

SCREEN BROADCASTS has been
Public Health, Labor,

to bring a

ODT

and other

Community

series of

selected

Security

your audience through sponsored presentation by

to

and

national, sectional

THESE FILMS

local concerns.

are a brand

new approach

—
^S ^^. ^^A^M $^,$~W^^'
-

in

screen advertising.

They are the

first

and only ever

produced under government

t

1 "IT

.

Uncle Sam, by helping your community...

OCD, OPA,

Washington

in

Campaigns

~~~~~

.

inspires.

TO HELP YOU
by

relaxes and reassures

supervision and approved for

sponsorship on theatre screens.

They entertain because they
enlighten and encourage.

EACH CAMPAIGN

includes 26 subjects, one to be screened

every other week. Each complete subject
is

introduced by a government agency

is

title.

less

than one minute and

The sponsor's

identity

is

confined to a simple credit signature at the end.
IF

$

YOU WANT

your theatre to take and hold the lead

in

viding greater security for your community, as thousands of theatres

You are compensated
for these showings.

are already doing,

SCREEN BROADCASTS

fill

in

923 1$<h

and mail

Street,

this reply

N. W.,

form today.

Washington, D.

TRADE MARK REGISTERED

j-j

Send your Theatre Relations Representative to see
Community Security Campaigns.

me and

explain

the details of these

CH

I

want to see the

Theatre or Exhibitor's

DISTRIBUTED
States by

New
In

—

In

Southern,

Atlantic

and New England

Motion Picture Advertising Service Co.,

Orleans, Louisiana.

Service, Inc.,

Kansas City, Missouri.

Owner

or

Fir

films in this series

when your representative

m Name

Manager

Inc.,

Northern, Mid-Western and Western States by United

Film

pro-

Street Address

City

State

calls.

C.

—

oTION PICTtfKT

DAILY

and
Impartial

SI

NO.

54.

NEW

10

Stops
For Failing

Relief

Cooling Units
Refrigerant Situation
Warns
Grave,

WPB

YORK,

U.S.A.,

THURSDAY, JULY

From Entertainment

to

There are in excess of

Boost

members of the entertainment industry serving in the
armed forces, James Sauter,

Half-hour radio program, running
weekly, over a national network, will
be bought by Republic Pictures to
promote its talent and pictures. Programs will be built around the com-

the
War Activities Committee, revealed
yesterday at the NEIC Convention during the discussion
concerning the coming unveiling of an all-industry service
flag in Times Square.

pany's player roster.

The Republic "hour" will be one
July 14.
of the few air series purchased by a
Exhibitors whose cooling systems film company on a national network
ire failing because of lack of Freon without any outside commercial tieup.
gas will receive no relief this sum- There have been many picture com•mer, at least, it was revealed here pany air buys on a particular picture,
today by Allen G. Smith, chief of however.
Decision on the air-time buy is defithe
amustments section.
Breaking short a tour of the South nite, according to Republic officials.
and West to return to Washington to Not yet determined is the network

WPB

5ee

if

(Continued on page 6)

anything could be done to ease
Smith found that the

situation,

shortage of the refrigerant at theatres
has increased so greatly that
is rejecting, without consideration, all
appeals for relief, regardless of the

WPB British React to

Rank

amount

of hardship which will result
from the lack of gas.
Smith said he found many theatres,

Approval

Given

Is

London, July

expansion

Consent Award

1st

Restrainer
14.

— Trade

reaction

to the disclosure of Dr. Hugh Dalton,
president of the Board of Trade, in
Commons yesterday that definite restrainers have been placed in further

(.Continued on page 6)

Rank

moves of the J. Arthur
was widespread and

interests,

sharply defined today.

dominant position in the
industry has been challenged

Rank's

The Arbitration Appeal Board
the

time

for

Coast Flashes
Hollywood, July 14

OS ANGELES

face a
all adthe City

theatres

I—< one-cent additional tax on

as proposed to
Council yesterday by its revenue and
taxation committee, to net the city between $1,000,000 and $1,500,00 annually from all entertainment places.
missions,

•

Edward

Small

has unexpectedly
production organization
from General Service Studios to
RKO-Pathe at Culver City, instead of

moved

his

Samuel Goldwyn lot, as previously announced by the Goldwyn office.
Spokesmen for Small said failto the

( Continued

director
executive
United Theatrical

on page 2)

"For

Whom

To Entertainment
Tribute was paid to the part played
by films and the entertainment industry, in cooperating with the war effort in a special message by Secretary
of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau,
Jr., sent to the more than 60 National
Entertainment Industry Council delegates, representing 43 major organizations in the entertainment field, meet-

ing yesterday at the Waldorf Astoria
Hotel. He urged the industry to even
greater effort in fund raising and
morale building activities.
Brigadier General F. Henry Osborn, Chief of the Morale Division
of the U. S. Army, addressing the
delegates, at a special luncheon, emphasized the effect which entertain-

the Bell Tolls"

BELL TOLLS" is a distinguished
treatment, lavish with production
components, having a wealth of outstanding characterization and fine acting to match. It is faithful to the widely
read and even more widely known Ernest Hemingway novel
of the adventures and romance of Robert Jordan, American volunteer serving with the Spanish Republicans in that nation's
civil war of six years ago.
The production is non-political despite the fact that its hero,
played by Gary Cooper, gives his life for Republican Spain.
Some sequences and bits of dialogue will not be pleasing to active sympathizers with either side which struggled for control
of Spain. But despite this the Sam Wood production may be
said honestly to be non-controversial. It owes this result not
alone to the impartiality with which it depicts the character and
savagery and stupidity of the two opposing sides but also to the
passing of the years which has dulled the emotions engendered
by the Spanish conflict and left them and it half forgotten in the
greater conflict now raging.
The picture's fidelity to the Hemingway book perhaps has
cost it some dramatic, certainly some cinematic, force and im-

"F

adult

TEN CENTS

Distributors
Farnum Group Demands
U. S. Investigate

—

Boston, July 14. New England
independent exhibitors demand that
the Federal Government take immeaction against what their
spokesmen charge is the "hoarding"
of pictures by distributors.
Moving suddenly along lines of attack against the majors differing from
those previously started, George R.
Farnum, former U. S. assistant district attorney, claiming to represent
more than 200 independent theatres in
New England, today revealed the contents of a demand made upon the War
Production Board for an investigation
of the extent to which major producers-distributors
are claimed to be.
withholding completed pictures and
(Continued on page 5)

Enough War Film,

RKO Meet Is Told
An adequate program of war information shorts will be forthcoming
from the industry and from government agencies despite the demise of
the films section of the Office of

War

Harmon,

vice-

Information, Francis S.

in

(Continued on page 5)

War

Activities Comtold the
Radio sales
meeting at the Waldorf Astoria yesterday.
Harmon pointed out that the industry heretofore has contributed importantly to the films program of the
government and that an extension of
this policy and program would pro-

chairman of the
mitee,

WHOM THE

picture,

Industry

diate

Morgenthau Tribute

(PARAMOUNT)
OR

Picture

Film Put to

of

(Continued on page 2)

(Continued on page 5)

to the^l cjtion

000

it

(.Continued on page 6)

1

British

approved

a consent
accepted a
stipulation settling Warner Bros. Circuit's appeal of clearance cuts granted
to the Astor Theatre, Newark.
Modifying the award of A. S. Robinson, the five consenting distributors
and Dlef Amusement Corp., operating
the Astor, agreed to eliminate clearance of W. B.'s Stanley and Mayfair
first

award Tuesday when

75,-

Talent

Its

IT")

'Hoarding' of

75,000 in Services

Radio Time

InteWgei

1943

Republic Buying

Washington, D. C,

the

15,

Alert,

RKO

"adequate"
subjects
in
the
to come.
He cited recent
Congressional expressions made during the debate on appropriations for
OWI's film activities which revealed

vide

months

(Continued on page 6)

MGM May Do 10 War
Shorts for 1943-44

—

Hollywood, July 14. M-G-M executives E. J. Mannix, J. Robert
Rubin and William F. Rodgers, are
reported discussing in New York,
plans whereby Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer
would produce and release 10 of the
26 government shorts to which the
industry is committed for the war effort in 1943-44, Jerome S. Bressler,
Metro short subject executive, recently
(Continued on page 2)

Motion Picture daily

Personal
Mention

—

Washington, July 14. The Treasury today gave film companies
and other owners of foreign properties an extension of time from
Aug. 31 to Nov. 1 in which to file reports of their holdings abroad.
It was explained that the time for reporting was lengthened
when it was demonstrated that many persons would not be able
to complete their reports by the end of next month.
Some reports will be delayed because of the growing shortage of clerical
assistance while others will be held up while complete and accurate

through United
accompanied by Mrs. Rogers, leave
today for a two-week vacation at Belgrade Lake, Me.
Artists,

Lou Weiner, former

information is secured from abroad.
While the extension of time was made general Treasury officials
pointed out that they are anxious to secure this information as
quickly as possible and urged that reports be submitted as soon
as they are completed.

publicist-ex-

with United Artists, has been
honorably discharged from the Army
Air Corps and rejoined the company
ploiteer

at the

home

office.

o

Sam Marx, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
producer,

town.
•

To Entertainment

M-G-M

Ca-

field representative, is in

New

Dewey
nadian

in

is

D.

Bloom,

Morgenthau Tribute

(Continued from page

York for promotion conferences with
William R. Ferguson, M-G-M ex- ment has had upon
ploitation

armed

the

manager.
•

forces

the
all

in

1)

members

of

theatres

of

the war.

Silver, Pittsburgh zone manager for Warner Theatres, and Harry
Fein stein, film buyer for that district,
are in New York for a few days.
•

tional

George Tobias, Warner player, was
honor guest last night at the Cathedral

best be used yet permit individual or-

Moe

Canteen.

•

Jules

J.

Rubens, executive

of

Pub-

lix-Great States Theatres, Chicago,
a New York visitor.

is

e

Arranging a permanent

facilities to points

and

of

WAC,

national

man

Harry

;

secretary

agent,

has

Shubert

joined

the

Boston
U. S.

Coast Guard.

of

paign for the enlistment of vaudeville
acts for USO's overseas unit.
«

of

back from a Florida vacation.
•
Eddie Muehlmann, manager of
Warner's Stanton, Philadelphia, is vais

cationing in St. Louis.

•

New
of Warners,
Haven, is ranch-vacationing at Cinnabar in Peekskill, N. Y.
Dupee,

•

Tom Dunphy,

of the Majestic,
on sick leave in Maine.

national

_

work and

decisions of the

Coun-

Discuss National Pool
Discussing a national pool for talent,
seervices, and facilities, bv means of
voluntary enlistment of members of
Kenneth
field,
entertainment
the

Thomson and Margaret Speaks outlined a talent pledge to be signed by
entertainment, but
contractual obligasubject to
tions, whereby they pledge to hold
themselves in readiness to be drafted
for a limited period into any kind
of participation in the war effort asked
for by an authorized entertainment
all

members

of
their

agency.

Other speakers at yesterday's seswere Ted R. Gamble, assistant
to the Secretary of the Treasury and
'Avmif in S. L. Aug. 12 national director of the War Finance
St. Louis, July 14.
"This is the Division, who explained the governArmy", Irving Berlin's Warner musi- ment's need to increase the number of
Winthrop
cal, opens its St. Louis engagement at
individual bond purchases
the Ambassador Theater on August Aldrich. director of the National War
Irving Yergin, W. B. exploita- Fund, who appealed for entertainment
12.
fund
in
the
cooDeration
tion agent, is here working with Henry industry
Riegel, manager of the theater, in drives, and Bert Lytell, president of
planning a drive for advance sales.
Actors Equity.
is

sions

—

;

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

to

1)

Washington in this
would supervise pro-

connection. He
duction of the 10 shorts.
With the recent virtual elimination,
by Congress, of the film section of
the Office of War Information, and
the subsequent resignation of Lowell
Mellett, sectional director, a gap was
left in the 1943-44 war-short program
of the War Activities Committee, due
to the resultant collapse of the program which called for production of
26 subjects by the
Mellett is understood to be "sittingin" with the M-G-M executives in
the
current
conversations.
Elmer
Davis,
head, is scheduled to
confer with
officials here today
and following that meeting it is believed that the complete industry program of war shorts will have been
decided upon and will be announced
meeting at the Hotel
at the

OWL

OWI

WAC

WAC

Potter Quits Berger
Circuit for Red Cross

eastern Theatre, Philadelphia, left this
for the Army.

Ellsworth Knorr, manager of
Boyd Theatre, Allentown, Pa.,

trip

vice-chairman for
Hollywood Virginia Payne, president
of the Chicago Local of AFRA, for
Chicago; and James Sauter, executive director of United Theatrical war
Activities Committee, for New York.
All officers are to serve until the end
of this year along with a Coordinating
Committee of 25 set up to carry out
elected

week

•

(Continued from page

made a

Astor tomorrow.

cil.

of the

Shorts for 1943-'44

Kenneth Thomson, executive secretary of the Screen Actors Guild, was

the

Bridgeport,

presi-

tary.

North-

Leonard Kaufman,

Joan

New

ITOA

;

Abe Feinberg, of the Joe Feinberg
Agency, New York, was in WilkesBarre, Pa. recently on the poster cam-

G.
the

Paul

and William FeinAssociated MusiYork, national secre-

treasurer;

press

chairman;

Brandt,

dent,

•

where they can

Dullzell, president of 4As', vice-chair-

berg,
cians

Tom O'Connell,

function

ganizations to retain their autonomy,
delegates elected George J. Schaefei

Royal

of the

to

as a service agency to channel talent

Theatre, Baltimore, is the father of a
son, born to Mrs. Ward at the University of Maryland Hospital.

Sam Ward, manager

NEIC,

for

setup

organiza-

MGM May Do 10 War

Minneapolis, July 14.
general
manager

— Merle

ter,

of

Windsor, Audubon
Revert to Pictures
Following the current presentation
of Constance Bennett in the stage play,
"Without Love," at the Windsor and

Audubon Theatres, both houses will
cease booking plays and will revert
motion pictures.

William Brandt

operator of the Bronx and Manhattan theatres, in conjunction with Jules
J. Leventhal.
Leventhal's Atlantic Coast legitimate circuit will now consist only of
the Flatbush Theatre, in Brooklyn,
is

(Continued from page 1)
ure to agree on a space rental contract caused the switch from Gold-

wyn.
•

The first test of
er
Employment
made effective in
loomed

today

missal

of

its

A

four-man

by
last

the
night

ing

with

War Manpow-

the

stabilization

plan,

area July 1,
Republic's dis-

this

over
studio

publicity

st^b

subcommittee appoirH
Screen
Publicists
Guira
conferred
this
mornSheehan, studio
Al Wilson, studio labor

Howard

manager;
and Hortense

contact,

partment,

Stahl, legal dethe discharge

investigating

Len Boyd, Ambrose Barker, Kenneth Porter in what the studio called
a "reorganization plan."
After hearing representations the
subcommittee made a formal protest
of

on the ground that the action is in
violation of the
plan accepted
by the industry's labor-management

WMC

committee. Walter Compton, the department director, is also covered by
the
plan, but is not included in
the SPG protest due to his withdraw-

WMC

al

an

from membership when assuming
employer capacity.
Sheean and

others told the subcommittee that they
had misunderstood the
effective date, and would check their action against the provision in force and
report
back to the subcommittee
Thursday or Friday. It is believed
that the matter will await disposition
pending the arrival of Herbert Yates,
due here Friday.

WMC

•
Screen Publicists Guild's executive
committee last night appointed a fourman subcommittee to investigate the
circumstances of Republic's dismissal
studio publicity staff.
Subcomvisited Republic studio this
morning to confer with Al Wilson,
studio's labor relations manager.
of

its

mittee

Pot-

Berger

Amusement Co., this city, has resigned
to enter the service of the American
Red Cross on overseas duty.
Potter,
former
film
newspaper
critic,
joined the Berger circuit in
August, 1941, following a merger of
Minneapolis newspapers.
During his
association with Berger, the circuit
almost doubled its holdings.

to

1943

15,

Coast Flashes

Treasury Extends Filing Time For
Companies Foreign Holdings

ROGERS, New York repBUDD
resentative for Charles R. Rogers' releases

Thursday, July

Chairman Henry Ginsberg of the
Motion Picture Committee for Holly-

wood revealed $600,000

in

bond purchases the

eight days of

first

extra

war

the "Build the Cruiser Los Angeles"
campaign, the Motion Picture Relief
Fund acquiring $40,000 worth and Columbia employees $6,000 worth in a
single day.

'Bell Tolls'

Has

Its

World Premiere
The world premiere

of Paramount's
Bell Tolls" took
place last night at the Rivoli Theatre
before a capacity audience of society,
industry, public and military figures,
following the press preview Tuesday
Proceeds of the premiere,
night.
which was
broadcast
by
station
from 8:30 to 8:45, will be
donated to the National War Fund.
Industry figures present included

"For

Whom

the

WMCA

Mr. and Mrs. Barney Balaban, StanGriffis, Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas
M. Schenck, Mr. and Mrs. Charles F.
and the Adams, in Newark.
Coe, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Goldenson, Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. Weisl,
Del Rio Mexican Film Mr. and Mrs. John B. Hertz, Sr.,
Mexico City, July 14. Dolores del Robert Gillham, George Skouras,
Rio will make a second picture in Claude Lee, Mr. and Mrs. John
Hugh
Mexico, the production to be filmed Hertz, Jr., William Jaffe,
in Xochimilco, a resort here.
Owen.
ton

—
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AND YEARS

THE MOST UNUSUAL LOVE STORY IN YEARS

'j
You've

and

JirJ

never see"- another other woman," so cxcrfrij

CHARLES COBURN

•

peter lorre

/

brenda Marshall

Screen Play by Kathryn Scola

Directed by

Wait:

EDMUND GOULDING

it

Kennedy and

Basil

Dean

.

•

•

dame may whitty

From the Novel and Play by Margaret
Music by Erich Wolfgang Korngold

opens July 23 at tH& Strand N.y.
Keep

Selling

The "Sbangri La" Stamp Dr

:

Thursday, July

:;
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"Hoarding' of

Film Put to
Distributors
(Continued from page

the

of

-(identities

1)

such

for

justification

Farnum's

-—-in guarded closely.
^T*"arnum declared "I

practice.
clients have

am

:

represent-

"For

Whom

the Bell Tolls"

{Continued from

Films

parte 1)

the

same

affects the general public as greatas it does any theatre interests,
for, in the final analysis, it will be
It

ly

the general public which must pay the
increased rate at the box office to compensate for the high price of films.
The high film rentals are undoubtedly

pact.
Loath either to ignore or to discard chapters which were substantial in the structure of the novel, the
producers of the picture present a film of unusual length, the running
time of which

is two hours
and 4b minutes. The result is not always a cohesive story, the
fine personal drama and romance of individuals is diffused,
particularly in a
late sequence in which messengers attempt
to get word through enemy

Republican army headquarters that a planned attack is known to
the enemy, with the result that in some respects
story continuity itself becomes confused.
It is a weakness that reminds again that the
novel form is not synonymous with the cinematic form.

reflected

at

once in higher prices to

patrons of theatres."

Farnum Demands Action

WPB

In his written demand to the
action against withholding, Farnum said, in part:
"According to our information a
large portion of the pictures already
produced are being hoarded.
"The practice of consuming a large
part of the raw stock allocated to producers in the making of pictures which
are not released on completion but,
on the contrary, are hoarded for some
indefinite future release, we feel is entirely inconsistent with the object and
spirit of the rationing rules and is calculated to aggravate the abuses of
monopoly and among other things, to
promote the following evils
for

First: It is artificially and drastically limiting the supply of pictures

necessary

enable independent exoperate their theatres
Second: it is giving the major producer-distributors a distinctly unfair
advantage over independent exhibitors
in bargaining for pictures and is enabling them to demand and obtain unreasonable film rentals
and, Third
It is unjust and unfair to the public
as independent exhibitors are required
to fix admission prices at a level that
will enable them to survive and in the
last analysis unreasonably high rentals
demanded by the producer-distributors
for their pictures mean high admission
hibitors

to

to

;

prices.

Asks Release of Film

"We respectfully request that your
board require the major producer-distributors to release to independent theatres all feature pictures completed
and hoarded by them for future release, and in the event any producerdistributor does not desire to release
all features on completion, we suggest
that such part of the film stock as is
not intended for the production of pictures for immediate release shall be
re-allocated to independent producers,
to the end that the supply of film reasonably necessary shall be maintained
for the independent theatres and the
public," he concluded.

telligent, adult audiences.
It can mean, as well, a limited number of
daily showings, and, or, on reserved seat, advanced admission policy
in its early engagements.

story of "For

Whom

adventure-romance formula.

British React to

Rank

14.

— Local newspa-

pers are cutting
theatre contests and

reported that
all such contests are about to be entirely eliminated here. This type of
publicity has been popular locally.
it is

Restrainer

destroyed in an actionful, suspense-laden sequence, but the Commons was that the principal stockmust run a gauntlet exposed to enemy fire in order to holders of Associated British Pictures
All are successful but the American, last to depart. Corp. agreed not to dispose of their
Wounded and unable to go on, he sends Maria away with the others and holdings without first consulting the
Board of Trade. ABPC today is
remains behind to cover their retreat as best he can.
Rank's major competitor and it has
bridge

is

guerrilla survivors
make their escape.

CHARACTERIZATIONS

and performances are virtually flawless.
on some occasions.
In this category, in addition to those mentioned are Arturo de Cordova,
Vladimir Sokoloff, Mikhail Rasumny, Fortunio Bonanova, Eric Feldary,
Victor Varconi, Joseph Calleia and Alexander Granach as guerrillas.

They impress

to a degree that subordinates story

been reported that negotiations for acquisition

control of that company
already had been instituted.
Recent reports also have linked the
projected visit of Spyros Skouras,
20th Century-Fox president, to London with negotiations for acquisition

by

of

Rank

The film owes much, as well, to the quality of its photography. The by Rank of the American company's
Technicolor production was photographed largely in the scenic Sierra holdings in Metropolis & Bradford
Nevada mountains and the eye appeal of the locales, magnificently Trust, which controls Gaumont British.
Rank already has extensive incaught by the cameras of Ray Rennahan, abetted on the color end by
terests in G-B.
Among his other exNatalie Kalmus and Morgan Paddelford, are always striking and not in- tensive industry
holdings

frequently sheer camera artistry.

are

those

General Film Distributors which
handles Universal product here and

in

Dudley Nichols' screenplay has preserved the dramatic tension of has a financial interest in
that comthe guerrilla camp, the earthy nature of the Robert Jordan-Maria ro- pany.
mance, the excitement, suspense and action of the bridge destruction and
Rank Restrained
intervening clashes of guerrillas and nationalists. Nor has it overlooked
Rank
has
been restrained from furthe brutality and the shame inherent in warfare. Sam Wood's directorial
ther expansion without first consulting
skill is apparent throughout.
with the Board of Trade, Dalton disExpert special photographic effects are credited to Gordon Jennings, closed, and while he will be permitand
fine
process
Roberts,
photography
to Farciot ted to attempt to close deals now in
Jan Domela and Irmin
Edouard. The art direction of Hans Dreier and Haldane Douglas, and negotiation he is restrained from inorchestrations by Leo Shukon and George Parrish are in keeping with creasing his present bids in the event
are
rejected
by prospective
the distinction and class atmosphere that pervades the entire production. they
Sherwin Kane sellers.
Running time, 168 minutes. "A."*
Rank's acceptance of these restrainers simplifies the problem of the gov*"A" denotes adult classification.
ernment

'Air Power' Opens July 17

Walt Disney's "Victory Through
down on cooperative Air Power" will have its world pre-

Cleveland, July

—

the Bell Tolls" is the universally popular
Cooper the American volunteer, is a
bridge demolition specialist.
In advance of a Republican army attack
he is assigned to destroy a mountain bridge behind the enemy's lines to
prevent the bringing up of men and materials to meet the attack. He
arrives at a guerrilla camp at which he has three days in which to prepare his plans for the destruction of the bridge. There he meets Maria,
'Continued from page 1)
played_ by Miss Bergman, and the two fall in love. Miss Bergman is a repeatedly
of late as monopolistic and
charming teen-age innocent with a tragic wartime background, in love
the government has been urged to exfor the first time.
Cooper, the older, uncompromising military servant
amine into its ramifications. Exhibiand idealist, has no place in his life for women, but finds a place for
tors, the Association of Cine TechniMaria in his sleeping bag.
cians and employes' unions, as well as
The camp becomes torn with dissension when its erstwhile leader, competing producers and distributors,
Pablo, brought to life by Akim Tamiroff in a remarkable performance, have observed
Rank's expansion moves
opposes the destruction of the bridge, fearing both dislodgement from
with increasing apprehension and critihis comfortable mountain hideout and loss of his beloved stolen horses.
cism in recent months.
His woman, Pilar, splendidly depicted by Katina Paxinou, together with
To these, perhaps the most reassurother members of the camp, remain loyal to their beliefs in the republic
and, supporting the American in his mission, depose the old man. The ing part of Dalton's statement to

1

the matter, in that the
statutory powers to restrain monopolies, such as are vested
in the American government through
anti-trust
laws.
Presumably, howlatter

Cleveland Cuts 'Co-ops'

Agrees

here last night set forth its
conviction that OWI "does
have a real function in the
prosecution
of
the
war,"
agreeing that the American
people are entitled to "full
and factual information concerning public events and
acts of public officials, entirely free of propaganda."
It is vital that this information should be disseminated
only through existing media
of news and trade papers,
magazines, radio and motion pictures, the committee
agreed.

lines to

HpHE

New

Washington, July 14.
The
newly-created newspaper advisory committee, composed
of nine editors and publishers of the OWI, at a meeting

group who recently
opened an effort to have introduced
This would apply, too, to the film's ending, faithful to Hemingway in
in Congress a bill establishing a ceilWe feel that the lovers, Cooper and Ingrid Bergman, are separated and the
ing price on film rentals.
It is, however, this fidelity to author and to the
the need of such a law not alone for former left to die.
the benefit of the theatre owners and adult mind from which the film derives its importance, prestige and
exhibitors and independent operators distinction.
That, also, is the exhibitor's cue for its presentation. It is
everywhere but for the general public. class, and should be sold accordingly.
That means an appeal to ining

Vital,

OWI Board

miere at the Globe Theatre here, Saturday, United Artists, distributors of
the picture, announced yesterday.

Bronston Sells 'Eden'
Samuel Bronston has sold

all further rights in "Adventures of Martin
Eden" to Columbia Pictures, the film's

distributor.

"The

Life

Bronston is
of Jack

United Artists.

in

lacks

had Rank opposed the restricDalton might have acted under
now producing emergency wartime powers, which
London," for would be effective only for the duration, in any event.
ever,

tions,
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Enough War

Relief Stops

For Failing

RKO

Meet

is

{Continued from page

1)

and
Midwest, have had to cut off their
cooling systems because of the inabilparticularly

in

the

Southwest

to replenish their freon supplies,
figures show that curbut that
rent production is less than half the
demand, with no indication that it will
ity

WPB

in the near future.
Making no attempt to minimize the
seriousness of the situation, he said

overtake

it

Hollywood

Told
1)

By WILLIAM

Congressional opposition centhat
tered mainly on the government or an
agency of the government engaging
in film production, but not to the production of information subjects by the
industry itself.
Harmon indicated that an industry
program of shorts already has been
planned and will be announced at tomorrow's meeting of all branches of
the War Activities Committee at the
Hotel Astor.

R.

Radio Time to
Boost

WEAVER

its people, you might do worse
than mention that individuals aided by
the self-financed Motion Picture Relief
Fund voluntarily recouped that
organization in the aggregate sum of
$9,067 during the first 24 weeks of

and

this year.

•

Approves Making
Of Some Equipment
Washington, D. C, July

14.

—The

War

Production Board today took action to assure continuous operation of
the theatres through the war emergency, approving the production of
equipment which next year will be distributed to houses which face the
necessity of closing because of booth
fires or because of the irremediable
breakdown of obsolete equipment.
A program has been worked out by
Allen G. Smith, chief of the amusements section, for the production of
100 projectors and an equal number
of lamps and rectifiers, and 50 sound
systems.
Deliveries of the equipment
are expected sometime next January.

Smith explained that the new madistributed only under
will
special authorization from
be granted only to exhibitors who
terials,

to be

WPB,

have

lost

equipment by

fire

or have

old-style machines for which it is no
longer possible to secure repair and
replacement parts.
Special attention,
he said, will be paid to cases where the
only theatre in a community faces
closing.
Exhibitors were urged not to file
any applications for the new material
at this time, since they will not be
considered until the equipment is completed and will then be thoroughly investigated by
to insure that relief is afforded only to exhibitors who

WPB

otherwise cannot operate at

all.

of 14
days for the Stanford, seven for the
Castle, in Irvington, and three for the

Savoy

The

Newark.
Appeals Board

in

charged

cost of filing fees on appeal to
Bros., and decreed that if

the

Warner

current
should change,

playing arrangements
any of the interested parties shall
have the right to institute a further
arbitration proceeding for a modification of the consent award.

Move OWI
Washington,

Releases

—

July 14. Office of
War Information press releases to the
motion picture and other industries
will hereafter be issued from 1501 Security

Bldg.,

Independence Ave. and

Contest Winners

Winners
contest

the major 15-weeks'
domestic branches were:

of

for

who won an Acad-

Award

for her portrayal in
David O. Selznick's "Gone With the
Wind," has been signed by that pro-

.

.

.

the

This

public.

.study

of

depends

reports irom^k
the field to de^J

branch managers in
mine which network, or networks, is
most beneficial to the most exchange
centers.

Company has been quietly devising
a radio program format for some ten
weeks, it was learned yesterday. That
format has now been set down and is
ready for airing.

At

:

;

:

;

.

.

.

;

:

;

:

;

.

;

.

.

:

;

;

;

;

.

session

of

No Commercial

;

:

final

Republic's

.

;

third,

the

.

Milwaukee
Denver
second,
Monte Cristo."
Kansas City fourth, Portland,
•
Oregon.
For Canada
first,
Vanassigned direction
has
Paramount
couver second, St. John. Group conof "Their Hearts Were Young and
Group one first, Dallas
test prizes
RKOGay" to Lewis Allen.
second, San Francisco.
Group two
Radio advanced starting date of
first, Indianapolis
second, Charlotte
Group three first, Memphis second, "An American Story" to make use
New Haven. District managers of actor Robert Ryan, who has just
prizes
L.
S.
Gruenberg,
Rocky finished in "The Iron Major" and
Mountain district Ben Y. Cammack, has some time left on the deferSouthwestern district
and
David ment granted him for that job.
Republic has established a research
Prince, Southeastern district.
Best salesmen
Metropolitan dis- department under direction of Irene
trict,
E. T. Carroll, New York; Francis, head of the readers' deNortheastern district, W. H. Gardi- partment.
ner, Boston
Eastern district, E. T.
Grover, Washington
Eastern CenThat new cowboy Republic antral district, R. Richardson, Cleveland
nounced as John Paul Revere will be
Southeastern district, P. Harrison, known as Johnny Revere instead, at
Atlanta
Southwestern district, C. his insistence.
Jack L. Warner
Blakely, Oklahoma City
Midwestern has decided to keep Ann Sheridan,
district, M. Kassel, Chicago
Prairie Dennis Morgan and Jack Carson todistrict, W. Benjamin, Des Moines;
gether (as they were in "Wings for
Rocky Mountain district, H. Evans, the Eagle" and are in "Shine On
Salt Lake City
Western district, L. Harvest Moon"), in "Gay Nineties,"
Goldsmith, Seattle Canadian district. which is to take a new title.
Jack
H. Hackimson, Toronto.
The
Chertok is to produce it.
William Pine-William Thomas orField Winners
ganization has engaged Jack Haley
first for "Rhythm Ranch," their first musiField men, major contest:
prize
to
be divided between Bob cal, which is of their own writing.
Hickey, field supervisor, and Ted David O. Selznick has added Joseph
Wynn, field man Chicago second, T. Cotten to the growing list of "Since
Bidwell McCormick, Denver
third, You Went Away" principals.
Fred Calvin, St. Louis, Kansas City.
•
Home office representatives, major
William Johnson, from Broadcontest
F. Duffy
J. Wangberg and
way's "Something for the Boys,"
J. J. Schnitzer.
Prizes also were awarded in the has been given an M-G-M contract.
Jane Withers, Ruth Terry and
short subject sales contest, "Pride of
the
Yankees," "Bambi," "Ball of Mary Lee are to play the three litFire," "They Got Me Covered," "This tle sisters in Republic's "Three
John Stahl is
Is America," Disney cartoons, "Mag- Little Sisters."
nificent
Ambersons" and "Macogg to direct 20th Century-Fox's "Eve
of St. Mark" for producer William
Weeks" contests.
first,

.

.

;

;

;

Tie-up

reported that the program
will carry no commercial tie-up, because he believes, a radio program
concerned only with motion pictures
will provide entertainment which will

Yates

from no "commercial" interrupHe said the program will provide an opportunity for the introduction of new talent, and that exhibitor
and audience receptivity can be built
suffer

tions.

up for such players even prior to their
appearances in films.

The

addition of radio, it was said,
the organization coverage in
known media
every
tradepapers,
radio, billboards, newspapers, fan and
general magazines.
"It is Yates' belief that advertising and publicity can
serve its purpose only if it is completely coordinated, with institutional
advertising and publicity, plus coverage on stars and individual pictures,
breaking at the same time in all
media," said a company statement.

gives

:

;

.

.

.

.

;

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

Perlberg.

Schuyler Asks Cut
In Arden Clearance
Schuyler Theatre, Inc., operating
the Schuyler in New York, has filed
a clearance complaint at the New
York tribunal, against Loew's, 20th
Century-Fox and RKO, seeking complete
elimination of the seven-day
clearance held by the Arden Theatre
over the Schuyler, on the grounds
that there is no competition between

—

Albany, July 14. Variety Tent
Nine announces sponsorship of a testimonial dinner for Leon Herman, now
city manager for United Artists in
Buffalo and formerlv UA salesman

The affair will be held at
Ten Eyck Hotel July 26, with
here.

the
the

committee consisting of George JefSid

district sales

manager Max-

well Gillis and Central district sales
manager Sam Seplowin headed a contingent of exchangemen from these
two districts at the meeting, at which
A. W. Perry, Paul Nathanson, and
A. J. Laurie represented Republic's

Canadian distributors.
Yates and Grainger are scheduled to
leave today for Chicago, for the second in Republic's series of sales meetings, on Friday, at the Drake Hotel,
with the session to continue through
Saturday, July 17th.

Warners Makes Six
Managerial Changes
Philadelphia, July
—Jack Gold14.

Variety to Honor Herman

fries,

Eastern

.

.

Fourth St., N.W., moving over from
U. S. Information Bureau on
Pennsylvania Ave.
the two theatres.

the

a

pany's history.

:

(Continued from page 1)
theatres, and set maximums

to

upon

Eastern Sales meeting, held yesterday
at the New York Athletic Club, Herbert J. Yates, Sr. and Republic president J. R. Grainger made bare announcement of the radio program.
Roy Rogers, billed as "King of the
executive producer Sam Bischoff has
assigned David Chat kin to "Treason," Cowboys," and Mary Lee, whom the
a topical espionage story, as his next studio plans to give similar promotion,
Marion Par sonnet are to be featured, with other Repubundertaking.
has been engaged by Edward Small lic stars and players scheduled for
to write the script of "The Ghost of frequent appearances.

Hattie McDaniel,

;

Approval Is Given
1st Consent Award

tions

emy

.

WPB

Talent

Its

three-day
Radio sales
meeting ended yesterday with a buffet
supper and reception at which the 300
delegates were the guests of National

it would be a long time before the
Freon supply was sufficient to permit Screen Service.
You Went
any allocation for civilian purposes,
Winners of the 1943 Ned Depinet ducer to appear in "Since
but added that he had been assured drive were announced at the sales Away," to start in August, with ClaudJones, Joseph
that when relaxation of the order be- meeting, accompanied
by the disclosure ette Colbert, Jennifer
Monty Woolley, Shirley
comes possible the theatre situation by Depinet that this year's campaign Cotten,
Columbia's
will be given immediate attention.
was the most successful in the com- Temple and others.

that

1943

Hollywood, July 14
(Continued from page 1)
Next time a detractor starts telling channel through which the program
you what's wrong with Hollywood will send its talent-and-film promo-

RKO

The

15,

Republic Buying

Film,

(Continued from page

Cooling Units

Thursday, July

Stockton,

Bill

Williams,

Welden A. Waters, Dick Hayes, and
Neil Hellman.

man, manager of Warners' Keith's
Theatre until it was taken over by the
William Goldman circuit, has been
named manager of Warners' Victoria,
also in the downtown district. Other
Warner changes has Stanley Slevin
promoted to assistant manager of the
first-run Earle, succeeding William
Kanefsky, who left to join the Army.

Goldman

who was

succeeded

Edward

Rosen,

transferred to the circuit's
Diamond to take the place of Walter
Patomkin, who resigned to enter warplant work.

The Strangest
Love Story Ever
'

Told!

THE THRILLS

OF

COM

WARF
i

BLOOD AND SWEAT
i

COMES

AND TEARS
THIS

MEMORABLE

DRAMA!

BUY WAR STAMPS EVERY DAY!
SELL WAR STAMPS EVERY DAY!

ML

AHERM

Carl Es
mond

**
T

BEST SELLING NOVEL,
"THE COMMANDOS", COMES
A GREAT MOTION

PICTURE!

<

THE GREAT
PERSONAL DRAMA
OF WAR-TORN
LOVERS!

3Kv

Merle

Toldtf

OBERON
Brian

AHERNE
First
with

Comes Courage 4

CARL ESMOND

•

ISOBEL ELSOM

•

ERIK ROLF;
TORE

ORE THAN 20,000,000

4

PEOPLE WILL SEE THESE
FULL PAGE COLOR ADS
13

POPULAR NATIONAL

IN
MOVIE STORY MOTION
PICTURE SCREENLAND
SILVER SCREEN
•

•

MAGAZINES

MOVIE

2
1

PHOTOPLAYMOVIE MIRROR
SCREEN ROMANCES
MOVIE LIFE

MODERN
SCREEN

SHOW

MOVIES
MOVIE STAR PARADE
SCREEN GUIDE • STARDOM

;

Thursday. July

15,

•Stormy' Dual

Blows Strong
With $32,500
Louis,

St.

mp

July

14.

—No

summer

in sight at the box offices of
eather",
,a_"T Louis theatres. "Stormy
%!\vn simultaneously at the Fox and
Ambassador, is headed for $32,500, at
is

W

houses, "Stage Door Canteen"
$20,500 in its second week at
Loew's ; it is scheduled for a third.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending July 14:
"Stormy Weather" (20th-Fox)
"Background to Danger" (W.B.)

both

will hit

FOX— (5.038)

(30c-40c-50c) 7 days. Gross:

(Average.

$18,000.

$15,000)

"Stormy Weather" (ZOth-Fox)
"Background to Danger" (W.B.)

AMBASSADOR — (3,154)

(30c-40c-50c)

7

(Average, $11,500)
"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)

days. Gross: $14,500.

LOEW'S STATE— (3,162)
2nd week. Gross:

days.

(30c-40c-50c)

$20,500.

7

(Average,

$15,000)

(30c-40c-50e)

7

days.

(Average, $7,000)
"Assignment in Brittany" (M-G-M)

Gross: $9,500.

"Redhead From Manhattan"

LOEWS ORPHEUM—

50c) 7 days.

Gross:

$8,200.

"Mexican

LOUIS— (4,000)

(30c-40c-

(Average.

$4,500.

(35c-40c)

Show
In Minneapolis Run

Spitfire's

{RKO -Radio)
TP HIS

Blessed Event

Doubles

7

reportedly the last of the comedies in
it looks more like the first.
better and funnier job than most if not all of its predecessors,
a state of headed for a hefty $19,000 at the
affairs out of key with the practice which ordains that a series wind
up Orpheum Theater, while "Presenting
Lily Mars" was due for a gratifying
in a blaze of boredom.
This enterprise profits from the fact that the story, a nimbly compli- $16,500 at the State. A week of warm
cated compounding of errors and confusions, gives Errol the burden of weather appeared to spur theater
business.
the entertainment and limits Miss Velez to a necessary and unprotected
Estimated
minimum of responsibility. The comedian again does dual service, as ending July 17receipts for the week
Uncle Matt and as Lord Effing, working the switches fast and for all "The More The Merrier" (CoL)
they're worth, which is plenty as Charles E. Roberts and Dane Lussier
WORLD— (350) (40c-5Oc-55c-75c) 7 days.
5th week. Gross: $2,900. (Average. $2,000)
contrived the script and dialogue.
"Salute for Three" (Para.)
The tale is about a misinterpreted telegram pertaining to a "blessed
ORPHEUM— (2,800) (40c-60c) 6 days. On
Woody Herman's orchestra, Paul
event" which puts Miss Velez, wife of an advertising solicitor, under stage,
Winchell, The Woodchoppers, Dr. I. Q.
necessity of producing an infant to satisfy the interest of a sought client. on Monday night. Gross: $19,500. (Average, $8,500)
The ensuing comusion takes place in a Western resort hotel and defies "Lady
of Burlesque" (U.A.)
LYRIC— (1,250) (40c-55c) 6 days, 2nd
synopsis.
week.
(Average, $4,000)
$4,400.
Others in the cast are Walter Reed, Elizabeth Risdon, Lydia Bilbrook, "China"Gross:
(Para.)
is

Errol

series, but

Hugh Beaumont,

Aileen Carlyle, Alan Carney, Marietta Canty, Ruth

Production

Running

is

by Bert Gilroy and direction by Leslie Goodwin.
William R. Weaver

time, 63 minutes. "G."*

*"G" denotes general

Warner

J. Watson, chairman of the
"First Nighters' Committee" in charge

of the sale of tickets for the premiere
of
Irving
Berlin"s
"This Is the

Army," produced by Warner Bros, for
Army Emergency Relief, has completed an assisting committee of 40
leaders in business, education, mili-

and church fields.
is in charge of the

This committee

for the opening night,

July 28th, at the Hollywood Theatre.
On opening night prices are $2.20 to
Commencing July 29, "Army"
$55.
will be seen on a continuous run at
popular prices.

Combined Showings

On

'Heaven' Set

Dates and theatres in the 30 cities
where combined previews and trade
showings of "Heaven Can Wait" will
take place were announced yesterday
by Tom J. Connors, vice-president in
charge of sales of 20th Century-Fox.
All of the theatre showings will be
held before paying audiences, to which
exhibitors will be invited free, starting
Monday, July 19 and continuing

through Monday, August

7 days,

2nd

(Average, $7,500)

GOPHER— (998)

7

(35c)

(Average, $3,000)
"Presenting Lily Mars"

Gross:

days.

$3,600.

(M-G-M)

(40c-55c)

7 days.

Gross:

(Average, $10,000)

"They Came

Paramount Meetings

'Frisco

Sessions Start

Aid

Thomas

sale of tickets

(40c-55c)

$6,000.

to

Blow

Up

America"

(ZOth-

Fox) 4 days
"It's a Great Life"

ASTER— (900)
week

change.

(Col.) 4 days
(20c -30c) 7 days, with

Gross:

$2,600.

mid(Average,

$2,250)

'Army' Ticket Sale

tary, political

Gross:

$16,500.

classification.

(Average, $4,400)

40 Leaders to

CENTURY— (1,600)

week.

"The Ox-Bow Incident" (ZOth-Fox)

$5,000)

days.

$19,500
—

at

Hollywood, July 14
the Lupe Velez-Leon
Minneapolis, July 14. "Salute for
That is to say, it's a Three," coupled with a stage show, is

.

STATE— (2,300)

(Col.)

(1.900)

"Chuia" (Para.)
"Saludos Amigos" (RKO)
ST.
Gross:

:

'Salute' and

Lee and Wally Brown.

"The Leopard Man" (RKO)
"Captive Wild Woman" (Univ.)

MISSOURI— (3.514)

:

11

Review
1

-lu

;;
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San
and

Francisco,

July

14.

—

Third

the three regional sales
meetings held by Warner Bros, this
year will be called to order by Ben
of

last

Kalmenson, general sales manager, in
the Mark Hopkins Hotel this morning.

Local conclave is for the West
Coast district, headed by Henry Herbel, district manager, and branch managers and salesmen. Managers attending include
Denver, Earl A. Bell
Los Angeles, Fred Greenberg Port:

;

Al Oxtoby Salt Lake City, William F. Gordon
San Francisco, Al
Shmitken; and Seattle, Vete Stewart.

land,

;

;

Home

office

sales

executives,

who

arrived here yesterday to take part
in the sessions, include, in addition to
Kalmenson Arthur Sachson, assistant
Roy Haines,
general sales manager
:

;

Western and Southern division sales
manager Norman H. Moray, short
subject sales manager; A. W. Schwal;

berg, supervisor of exchange operations ; Howard Levinson, distribution
representative of the legal department,
and Albert S. Howson, eastern scenario editor and director of censorship
activities.

Marty Weiser, Western

representative, also is on hand
for the meeting, which will run three
days.
field

2.

Columbia Phila. Shifts

—

Philadelphia, July 14. Changes
booking office assignments at the
Columbia exchange here were announced as a result of the resignation of James A. Flynn. Moving up

Open

U. S. Officers See

'Dive'LondonPreview

in N.Y.

Policy under which "For
Bell Tolls" will be
the highlight of a

Warner booker. Vacancy is filled by
Martin Cherry, who was promoted
from the poster department.

this

morn-

;

;

;

;

;

relations Hugh Owen, Eastern division manager
and George Smith,
Western division manager.
lic

in

Europe, and 130 other of-

the U. S. Navy and their
staffs, attended the preview of "Crash
Dive," at the Century Theatre, London, 20th Century-Fox company offificers

of

cials

were

cable.

informed

yesterday

by

Carroll Decision
Federal Judge William Bondy yesterday reserved decision on the motion of Earl Carroll to vacate depositions taken from witnesses for Paramount Pictures, in connection with
Carroll's $300,000 breach of contract
and libel action against the film company.

Paramount alleged that Carroll, a
of Los Angeles, where the
film, "A Night at Earl Carroll's," was
produced, filed the suit in New York
resident

Federal Court and is seeking court
authority to examine orally William
Le Baron, Eddie Prinz, Irving CapIan, A. C. Martin, Jacob Karp, Harold Hurley, George L. Bagnall, Sidney Justin and Luigi Luraschi, in
order to "harass and annoy" the defendant, and that the California Federal Court is the natural forum for
the trial of action. The trial has been
set for early October.

;

;

'Kate Fennigate' to

Small for $100,000
United Artists in New York yesterday reported that Edward Small, its
producer, has purchased Booth Tarkington's novel "Kate Fennigate," for
The company added that
$100,000.
Small is seeking Claudette Colbert and
Susan Peters for the leads and has
allocated a budget of $1,400,000 for

;

Marines

Bondy Withholds

the

will be
district

ing at the Pierre Hotel. Neil Agnew,
general sales manager, will preside.
Sales and advertising plans for the
first block of pictures for the new season will be outlined and other product and policy plans for 1943-44 will
be taken up.
Among the speakers, besides Agnew, will be Adolph Zukor, chairman
of the board
Barney Balaban, president; Charles M. Reagan, assistant
sales manager
Robert M. Gillham,
advertising and publicity director
Stanley Shuford, advertising manager Al Wilkie, publicity manager C.
J. Scollard, assistant to Agnew; B.
G.
DeSylva,
executive
producer
Louis Phillips, of the legal department; Oscar Morgan, short subject
manager Claude Lee, director of pub-

More

the Jersey-Delaware territory to take
over city accounts. Joe Flood, booker
in upstate Pennsylvania, takes over
Flynn's assignment as Comerford and

Whom

roadshown
Paramount

manager's meeting opening

Admiral Harold R. Stark, commander of U. S. Naval Forces in Europe Rear Admiral George B. Wilproduction.
son, Chief of Staff; Capt. Paul H.
in his place as assistant office manBastedo, Naval Attache to Ambassaager is Walter Donahue, city booker, dor John G. Winant; Col. W. T.
Seattle
with Ben Rosenthal called in from Clement, commandant of the U. S.
in

Today

Six Are Chartered
In New York
Albany, July

14.

—Thomas

J.

Cur--

ran, Secretary of State, reported the
licensing of six new motion picture

concerns to carry on business in
York state, including

New

Uptown Booking Corp., Manhattan,
by Burt H. Greiner, George Reisman
and Fay Craig, New York.
Newkay Theatre Corp., by Isaac
Katz and Beatrice Lev, Brooklyn, and
Tillie Hellman, Bronx, papers being
filed by John J. Slattery, New York.
Slattery also filed for Shelter Island

Competition

—

Seattle, July 14. Following the
three-week run of the Ice Follies here
Wilson and Frank
last month, Al
Hixon have set a 13-day engagement
of "Ice-Capades of 1943" at the 5,500seat Civic Ice Arena, beginning July
27, at $1.15 to $2.88.

Theater Corp., Greenport, formed by
Herbert S. Millard, Forest Hills, and
Lillian Dinney and Sylvia Goodman,
Brooklyn.
572 South Salina Corp., Syracuse,
by George E. Smith, V. S. Matthews
and M. A. Warrian, Syracuse.
Elray Productions, Inc., by S. E.
Sydney, Rudolph Allen and David
Goldstein, New York.

/
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Seattle Picks
'Burlesque'and
9

'Coney as Best

Antenna

Off the
MAJESTIC

Thursday, July

Canteen' Tops a

22-Year Record

financial reports are both on the
profit side.
initial dividend of 20 cents a share on preferred stock
covering full dividend requirements for year ended May 31 has been de-

and Farnsworth's

latest

An

clared by Majestic. For the year ended April 30, Farnsworth reports a net
income equal to 84 cents a share as compared to 46 cents one year ago.
Exhibitors and other business men who have been mustering forces to combat the alarming wave of juvenile vandalism, will be aided by radio in a new
series of educational programs called "In the Public Interest" to be broadcast by
Cincinnati Mutual affiliate.
Milwaukee,
Station
changes from a basic supplementary affiliate to a member of the Blue on
.

Seattle, July

14.

—With a majority

of first runs playing holdovers, grosses

were a

normal

than

lower

bit

this

"Lady of Burlesque", at the
Liberty, and "Coney Island", at the
Fifth Avenue, were the top attractions.
"Pride of the Yankees" in a return
engagement at the Music Box was also
good. Weather was warm, but clear.
Estimated receipts for the week

week.

ending July 16:
"The Leopard Man" (RKO)
"Dead Men Walk" (PRC)

BLUE MOUSE— (950)
Gross:

days.

(40c-50c-65c-80c)

(Average,

$4,600.

AVENUE— (2,500)

80c) 7 davs. 2nd week. Gross:

age,

7

$4,500)

(40c-50c-65c-

(Aver-

$9,400.

days.

—

(1,800)

$9,600.

7

(Average,

$7,500)

"Pride of the Yankees" (RKO)

"They Came

to

Blow Up America"

(Z0th-Fox)

(40c- 50c -65c -80c)

Gross:

7

Bad Day" (RKO)

ORPHEUM — (2,450)

days.

.

2nd week.

(40c -50c -65c -80c)

Gross:

$8,700.

7

(Average,

•

Gross:

Stage: Vaudeville.
(Average, $7,500)

days.

7

$7,200.

PARAMOUNT— (3,050)
2nd week.

Gross:

(40c -50c -65c -80c)

7

(Average.

$8,800.

14.

Canteen," breaking a 22-year-old policy at Loew's State by being held
over a third week, continued to hold
top spot, with $18,000 in the till,
000 better than the estimated avei^A
"Hitler's Madman" went into the Wp-/
brackets with $11,600 at Loew's State.
Ozzie Nelson and Harriet Hilliard
with
on the screen,
"Jitterbugs"
turned in a good $30,000. Four of the
town's six downtown first runs are
playing hold-overs.

Estimated takings for
ending July 14
"This Land of Mine" (RKO)

ALLEN— (3,000)

week.

Gross:

.

.

.

.

•

.

HIPPODROME —

days, 2nd
7
(Average, $15,000)
"Jitterbugs" (20th-Fox)

3rd week.

.

(Average, $6,000)

"Bombardier" (RKO)

Sullivan guesting.
New Old Gold show,
gets underway on July 18 over NBC.

.

.

.

.

"Bob Crosby and Company,"

PALACE

RKO

and

weekdays,

85c

days.
and Ozzie Nelson.
age, $25,000)
holidays)

7

—

Gross:

"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)

LOEW'S STATE— (3,300)
"Hitler's

ORPHEUM— (1,100)

R. Rogers on 'Life' Cover
Roy

Rogers, Republic's Western
star, and his horse Trigger, are the
subject of Life's cover in the current
issue as well as a five-page
article by H. Allen Smith.

feature

Gross:

$6,000.

LOEW'S— (3,900)
Gross:

"Something
"Murder on

(30c-40c-52c)

Gross:

$4,500.

"Edge

of

7

days.

days, 2nd week.
age, 10,800)
7

DIFFI-

days.

7

days.

7

7

days,

(Average,

$7,000)

CALL

FRANK McGRANN
POSITION SECURING BUREAU, INC.
(AGENCY)
331 Madison Ave. (43rd

St.)

N. Y.

2-6494

Column,"

200

STILLM AN— (1,900)

(35c-40c-55c-65c)

Gross:

(Aver-

$9,200.

Murder" (RKO)

Baltimore Lead to
'Coney's' $17,000

—

Holdovers
Baltimore, July 14.
predominate here. Box office reports
on the first seven days resulted in extended engagements, with "Stage Door
Canteen" still taking the lead, scoring $17,000 for its second week at the
Century. "Action In The North Atlantic" continues strong at $16,000 for

the holdover at the Stanley.

week.

Gross:

LAFAYETTE— (3,000)

:

CENTURY— (3,000)

55c
$17,-

and

(15c-28c-33c-44c

Gross:

weekends) 7 days. 2nd wek.
(Average, $10,000)

55c

$12,-

NEW— (1,583)
week.

4th

(15c-28c-35c-55c)

Gross:

$8,500.

7

(Average,

days,
$8,-

"Action in the North Atlantic" (W.B.)
STANLEY— (3,280) (28c-39c-44c-55c and
Gross:
60c weekends) 7 days, 2nd week.
(Average, $13,000)
$16,000.

"Bombardier"

$11,000.

(Av-

days.

000)

7

$8,000)

(RKO)

HIPPODROME— (2,205)

66c)

(28c-39c-44c-55c-

Stage show: Dick
Buckley,
Tommy Trent's Puppets, the
Tommy Gleason's Royal
Whirlwinds,
(Average. $14,Guards.
Gross: $17,000.
7 days.

2nd week.

"Redhead from Manhattan"

MAYFAIR— (1,000)
$6,500.

(Col.)
(20c-40c)
7

days.

(Average, $6,000)

Gives Earle

Back

to

Warners
J.,

July

14.

Warners' Earle Theatre, which is being used as a classroom by the Army
Air Forces, will be returned to the
with the departure of troops
from this resort. The house, dark for
circuit

years, was leased by the Army
last winter to provide additional class-

rooms.

and

Gross:

500.

35c-

(35c-50c)

(Average,

Atlantic City, N.

many

(28c-44c-50c

weekends) 7 days, 2nd week.
(Average, $11,000)
"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)

000.

Gross:

Army

week

Estimated receipts for the
ending July 15
"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)

(

"Mr. Big" (Univ.)
"Madame Spy" (Univ.)
11,500.

(40c-60c)

(Average, $6,(00)

"Coney Island" (ZOth-Fox)
(Aver-

$17,600.

TWENTIETH CENTURY— (3,000)

gov-

leaders and representatives of national safety groups
will attend a "smash the Seventh Column" luncheon tomorrow at the Hotel
Statler here under the joint sponsorship of the U. S. Junior Chamber of
Commerce and the Washington Junior
Board of Commerce. The premiere is
at Loew's Palace.

$15,-

000)

days (moveover).

55c) 7 days, 2nd
erage, $8,500)

$3,500)

—

officials, civic

Gross:

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)

Washington, July 14. Signalizing
M-G-M's Pete Smith

ernment

$15,000)

age, $8,500)

Safety Short 'Premiere'
the premiere of
short, "Seventh

7

(35c-40c-55c-65c)

HIPPODROME— (2,100)

7

(Average,

Madman" (M-G-M)
Gross: $11,600.

KEITH'S— (2,406)

(35c-40c-55c-65c)

$18,000.

"Scattergood Survives a

(30c-45c-62c)
$7,000.

week

the

"Action in the North Atlantic" (W.B.)

Darkness" (W.B.)
Gross:

Gross:

GREAT LAKES— (3,000)

$4,500)

(30c-40c-52c)

(Average,

for

(Average,
"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)

Gross:

YOUR ORGANIZATION-

HILL

days.

(Average.

CAPITOL— (1,700)

2nd week.

YOU ARE HAVING

MURRAY

7

$7,000)
to Shout About" (Col.)
Times Square" (Col.)

$9,000.

PALACE— (2,700)

CULTY FINDING THE RIGHT
PERSON FOR ANY VACANCY
IN

BUFFALO— (3,489)

$3,500)

C35c-55c-G7c)

PRINCESS— (2,200)

IF

(30c-40c-60c)

(Average.

Estimated receipts
ending July 17
"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)

"Forever and a Day" (RKO)

(Average,
Gross: $6,500.
"Aerial Gunner" (Para.)
"Dixie Duggan" (Para.)

HELP

14.

big at the Buffalo, with an expected
lead of $18,000.
"Stage Door Canteen" is still going strong at the Great
Lakes and is expected to reach $17,600.
Other houses were above average,
rounding out an excellent week in spite
of the heat.
is

days.

(40c-60c) 7 days,

Gross: $18,000.

LOEW'S

•

14.

week

7

(Average,

000)

Coney's' $18,000
Lawrence Kirkland, $7,000 for Second
Of Radio City, Dies
Week of 'Darkness' Is Buffalo Tops
Lawrence A. Kirkland, renting
manager of Rockefeller Center, and
— "Edge of Buffalo, July — "Coney Island"
member of the boards of Rockefeller
Montreal, July

Estimated receipts for the
ending July 15
"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)

(40c-50c-60c)

$3,500.

4

conclude its second
week at the Palace with $7,000 explaying
Orpheum,
pected.
The
"Stage Door Canteen," will proportionately out-distance all competition
with an anticipated $6,000 against an
average $3,500. "Forever and a Day,"
at Loew's, will probably gross $9,000.

(45c-55c-75c

(3,300)

$3,000)

.

Secretary of War Stimson, on his first visit to one of the Overseas War
Theatres, will broadcast from an English airfield on Thursday, at 8 :45 A.M.
network.
Occasion will be awarding of a
EST over coast-to-coast
Congressional Medal of Honor to an American plane gunner. Lt. Generals
Devers and Eaker will also be heard.

will

Gross:

on Saturday, Sunday,
Stage: Harriet Hilliard
Gross: $30,000.
(Aver-

WARNERS LAKE— (714)

days, 3rd week.

7 days.

Darkness"

(3.500)

week.

"Mission to Moscow" (W.B.)

$9,000)

Center, Inc., and of Radio City Music
Hall, died Monday night in Roosevelt
Hospital after an illness of several
months. He was 53 years old. Funeral
services were held yesterday afternoon
at the Campbell Funeral Church. Another service, and burial, will take
place from the Kirkland home in Camden on Friday.
Kirkland joined the Rockefeller interests in April, 1930.

7 days. 2nd

(40c-50c-60c)

$8,000.

(40c-50c-60c)

.

.

week

the

:

WARNERS'

•

NBC

"China" (M-G-M)
"Young and Willing" (U.A.)

$18,000 Take
—"Stage Door
Cleveland, July

Program Notes: In his last apeparance before joining the Navy, Richard Carlson will be starred in Hollywood Theatre of the Air's radio version of the picture "One Way Passage," Monday through Friday starting
Raymond Walburn will be Bing Crosby's guest at
July 19, over NBC.
the Kraft Music Hall Thursday evening.
Louella Parsons, Fulton
Oursler, and a third will "pinch-hit" for Walter Winchell who vacations
from August 8 to 29.
"The Raymond Scott Show" with Jack Smith,
new air singer, makes its debut over Columbia on Friday, July 16.
"It's
Maritime," CBS show from the Sheepshead Bay Training Base of the
U. S. Maritime Service, starts July 17 with Madeleine Carroll and Jeri

•

(30c -42c -58c -70c)

On

$14,000.

"Spy Trail*" (Mono.)
"The Black Raven" (PRC)

days.

.

.

.

$9,000)

PALOMAR— (1,500)

.

.

$7,500)

"Background to Danger" (W.B.)
"Gildersleeve's

•

.

.

(40c-50c-65c-80c) 7

(Average,

$7,200.

•

.

MUSIC HALL— (2,275)

WEMP,

.

Purely Personal: Chester Gierlach has switched from network operations
department to the music division at CBS.
Paul Schivbert, Mutual, is the
latest commentator to break into pictures with "News Forum," a newsreel
short.
NBC's news room staff has been augmented by five new members: Daniel O'Flaherty, formerly of the Richmond News Leader; Robert
Brown, former assistant city editor of the Washington Daily News; Marshall Smith, Jr., of Providence Journal, as news writers; and Arthur Wakelee, former city editor of the Olean, N. Y ., Times Herald, and Charlotte
Huber, from the staff of Vogue, as additions to the shortwave monitoring

.

MUSIC BOX— (950)—

days. Gross: $5,150. (Average, $4,500)
"Pilot No. 5" (M-G-M)
"Henry Aldrich Swings It" (Para.)
days.

•

•

(40c -50c -65c -80c)

Gross:

2nd week.

.

.

1.

(U.A.)

of Burlesque"

LIBERTY

.

.

staff.

$9,000)

"Lady

August

.

"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)

FIFTH

WKRC,

1943

15,

Markmo

Incorporates

Hartford, Conn., July

Amusement

14.

—Markmo

of Wallingford,
has filed a certificate of incorporation,

Corp.,

with Louis Levy, Florence Levy and
Mark M. Levy, of New York, as incorporators.

Park Theatre Co., of Bridgeport,
has filed a certificate of dissolution
with the Secretary of State.

EASTMAN
FILMS
More than ever the mainstay of the

motion picture

industry, with every foot

contributing

its full

share

of exceptional quality.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
J. E.

BRULATOUR,

Fort Lee

INC.,

Chicago

DISTRIBUTORS
Hollywood

^xiON PICTUfFf

First In

DAILY

and
Impartial

NO.

54.

NEW

11

YORK,

U.S.A.,

FRIDAY, JULY

Terms

For 'Bell Tolls'
Vo Shorts, Acts or Games

On Same

"We

must carry the

realization to

everybody in this country that the
primary business of every single member of the population of the United
the business of war until the
director Elmer
Davis told delegates at the National

States

war

Bill

is

is

won,"

OWI

Entertainment Industry Council at
the Hotel Waldorf Astoria, yesterday,
laytime, and $1.10, evenings, play- in asking the entertainment industries
ng absolutely alone, without any to seek a solution to keep the Ameriother film, can people in a mentally and spirit-

Minimum admissions

ually healthy condition.
"I think some of the troubles that
we have had lately are due precisely
and entirely to the fact that the
30 percentage, people think the war is in the bag,"
Davis explained.
mount's terms
Davis said he does not profess to
know the answer to the problem of
the building up morale on the home front
necessary for the proper execution of
Bell Tolls."
Neil Agnew, the war, adding he feels that the enmount tertainment industries, out of their
general
sales own experience will be able to find
so the answers better than he can.
a n a ger,
Outlining what is expected of the

stage or giveaway "attraction," on a 70-

Para-

for "For

Whom
Para

m

announced
yes terday

Agnew

Neil

Needed

at
of
sales

(Continued on page 6)

opening

the

a two-day

meeting of district managers, district
(Continued on page 12)

Buying 7
Films from Whitney

Classics
Reissue

WPB May Deny

rights

to

seven

owned by John Hay Whitney

features
will be

acquired by Film Classics,

'Hoarding' Probe

On U.S. Films

Canada Told
Film Supply
Is

of 75 cents

are

Assured

Toronto, July

15.

—Canadian

dis-

tributors have been busy compiling
lists of available product for next season for 'the wartime prices and trade
board as a basis for film rental control and spokesmen for the film trade
declared the preliminary return dissipates any question of a film shortage
for a year at least in the Dominion.
They said more pictures are waiting for dates than ever before in

Canada.

"There are plenty of pictures,"

this

source stated.
Nothing further has been heard on
the proposed Federal priority plan for
raw stock although a Government
committee is known to be toying with
a scheme to insure the first share of
undeveloped negative and positive supply for the National Film Board.
The House of Commons has approved $658,000 for the Wartime Information Board, which includes the
National Film Boanl, both headed by
John Grierson, despite strong objec-

Inc., headed
by George Hirliman and Irving Shapiro, under terms of a deal nearing tions of Parliamentary critics, who reconsummation. The films include "A ferred to the undisclosed salaries and
Star Is Born," "Dancing Pirate," expenditures of WIB.
The only in"Little Lord Fauntleroy," "Nothing formation divulged during the debate
Sacred," "Made for Each Other," was that the Canadian organization
"Becky Sharp" and "The Young in has 132 officials receiving $22,000 in
Heart." "Dancing Pirate" and "Becky salaries monthly, to which opponents
Sharp" were produced by the former in the House wanted to know what
:

—-War

Washington, D. C, July 15.
Production Board officials said tonight
they had not yet received a complaint
from George Farnum, attorney for
independent New England exhibitors,
charging that distributors are "hoarding" films, but there were indications
that the request for an investigation
would be denied on the ground that
it
did not come within the scope of

WPB's

the

A
out

motion picture program
spokesman for the board pointed

controlled
under the
PB by an order limiting
the amount of film which can be used
by individual producers and distributhat

the

W

industry

is

(Continued on page 6)

New

Aide
To Spyros Skouras

Alberti Is
Jules
the U.

Alberti,
S.

who

Treasury

has been with

Department

in

Washington as coordinator of talent
for bond rallies, has been named assistant

of
to

to

20th

Spyros Skouras, president
Century-Fox, and as aide

Larry Kent, executive assistant
(Continued on page 12)

to

TEN CENTS

1943

Davis Meets
For Morale, Davis Says Trade Heads

70-30%, at 75c Entertainment
Min.,

16,

(Continued on page 12)

(Continued on page 6)

Theatre Candy Sales Running at
$18,000,000 Annually, Up

35%

Last year's U. S. Treasury's estimate of an annual $14,000,000
candy sale at theatres will be lifted this year to between $18,000,000 and $20,000,000, a 35 per cent increase; soft drinks and other
refreshments dispensed in theatres are included.
However, manufacturing and labor costs have cut profits, and,
according to a survey to be published today by Motion Picture
Herald theatre concessionaires are faced with the necessity of
either raising candy-bar prices, accepting a reduced margin of
profit, or substituting inferior quality.

It is anticipated the first

course will be adopted.

Combined candy sales at theatres of the five large circuits—
Loew's, National, Paramount, RKO and Warners, are reported to
be doing better than the $100,000 weekly intake of one year ago.
National alone was reported grossing from $15,000 to $20,000 weekly from candy sales at its 590 theatres.
The armed forces and lend-lease are the two biggest sources
of candy disposal, and because both get unrationed sugar supplies,
sugar no longer is a headache for candy makers.

May NameU.S. -Industry
Liaison Within

Week

Plans for the continuation of the
industry - government
relationship
.ormerly handled by the films bureau
of the Office
of
War In-

format

ion
studied

were

yesterday
at
1 u n c heon
a

meeting of
dustry

in-

officials

with

Elmer

Davis,
of the

head

and

OWI,
Palmer

Hoyt, director
of its domestic
o p e r ations
branch, at the
Harvard Club.

Elmer Davis

The discussions embraced not only
the continuance of the production and
distribution of government subjects
but the designation of a trade or government official to act as liaison be(Continued on page 12)

Kastner Named OWI

London Film Head
Lacy Kastner has been granted a
H. Seidelman from
his Columbia foreign department duties to become film distribution representative at London for the overseas
release by Joseph

branch of the Office of War Information,
Robert Riskin, head of the
This
branch, announced yesterday.
confirms

the

report

published

in

Motion Picture Daily's Tradezmse
column, July 12.
Kastner's assignment will have to
(Continued on page 2)

'Canteen* Tops

Mark

With $63,000 Gross
— "Stage Door
Hollywood, July
15.

Canteen" set a new weekly record
for a quadruple first run here with
the Chinese, Loew's State, the Carthay and the Ritz grossing a total
of $63,000, according to Fox West
Coast
division
manager,
Bruce
Fowler.

»

Motion Picture daily

VQI

There 11 Be No Drilling
For Oil, Says L.A. Mayor

Personal
Mention
NATHANSON and T.
HENRY
Gould
Films, Toronto,
of
visiting in

Regal

are
New York and conferred yesterday with W. F. Rodgers,
Loew's vice-president and distribution head.
•

Mrs.

Fischer,

Cecil

Paula Greenwald,
ary

secretary

to

Paramount, gave

former
FebruO'Dell, at
the

until last

C. B.
birth yesterday

to

a son at Doctors Hospital.

•
B. B. Kreisler, Universal short
subject sales manager, will leave today for Cleveland and Pittsburgh, returning to New York Monday.
•
Bert Sanford, Jr., Altec sales executive, will return today from a tour

New

York.
•
Fred A. Rohrs, Southeastern

of upstate

divi-

manager for PRC, left here last
night, after two weeks of home office

sion

headquarters in
Washington and a swing through his

conferences,

for

his

territory.

•
Cleveland zone manager
for
Warner Theatres, J. Knox
Strachan, advertising manager, and
Corp. Charles Albert, formerly of
Warner booking offices in that city
and now stationed at Camp Clayburn,

Nat Wolf,

New

York.
•
Harry Goldberg, director of advertising and publicity for Warner The-

La.,

are in

Washington today in connection with the premiere there of
Irving Berlin's "This Is the Army."
He will return to New York on Monday.

By JAMES

P.

CUNNINGHAM

Permission given the 20th CenturyFox management, last May 18, by
stockholders, to drill for oil on the
company's California studio property,
apparently did not set so well, or at
all,

with

Mayor Bowron,

of

Los An-

geles.

Word reaches 20th's corporate headquarters in New York that the Mayor
has vetoed a new ordinance which
would permit drilling on a 90-acre
tract at Westwood Hills, adjacent to
the studio, and acquired by the company when it discovered oil within
its own studio gates.
Mayor Bowron, it is said, has admitted receipt of a telegram from Secretary of the Interior Ickes urging
that every effort be made to develop
oil possibilities in Los Angeles, but
the Mayor feels that Los Angeles and
the studio colonies thereabouts "must
not become a permanent oil field."
Anticipating almost anything in the
line of economic upheavals, or whatnot, later, or in the post-war period,
and apparently taking full cognizance
of the preciousness of the "liquid
gold," 20th Century-Fox, on May 18,
at the annual stockholders' meeting,
asked for and received the permission
of holders to amend the company's certificate of incorporation to allow the
company not only to engage in motion
pictures, their production, distribution
and exhibition, but also to allow it to
explore for oil, to drill for the stuff
and to engage in its marketing.

atres, is in

:

•

Golden Sells Film
Interest for Million
Edward A. Golden

has sold his 30

Mildred Colburn, assistant booker per cent interest in "Hitler's Chilat the Columbia office in Des Moines, dren," RKO release, for just under
has

left

for a vacation.

•

Geraldine Hucka, formerly of
Century-Fox exchange in Des

20th

Moines,

now

a storekeeper in the
at Jacksonville^ Fla., and
was married recently to Lt. Robert
Evans, stationed at San Diego, Cab
is

WAVES

•
Ira

Friday, July 16,

Beck,

formerly at Loew's,
Rochester, has been commissioned a
second lieutenant in the Field Artillery at Fort Sill, Okla.
•

The selling price indi$1,000,000.
cates a gross of approximately $3,250,000 for the nhn._
Golden, in association with his son,
Robert, will announce his next production,
also for
Radio release,
within the next few days.

RKO

Keep Houses Going,
WB Staff is Told
San Francisco,

July

15.

— Keeping

the exhibitor in operation, as well as
the whole industry organization going from the production front to the
theatre end, is the most important
order of the day and the sales organization in the field must bend every
effort toward this objective, Ben Kalmenson, general sales manager for
Warner Bros., declared today at the
opening session of the company's regional sales meeting in the Mark

Hopkins Hotel.

The

duty of the field staff
during the present manpower and
transportation shortage and changing
conditions, Kalmenson said, is to keep
in closest possible touch with all exhibitor customers, especially those in
isolated situations, and do everything
possible to assist those who are adversely affected by wartime conditions.

As

as

far

product

is

concerned,
be

Kalmenson declared, there will
more than ample for every need.
the

-

to matters closely concerned
with the war might contribute more to the war effort
by canceling their meetings.

Para. Honors

for the local sales parley is
similar to the New York and Chicago

meetings presided over by Kalmenson.
Other home office executives addressing the sessions here include Roy
Haines, Arthur Sachson, Norman H.

Moray, A.

W. Schwalberg

Wood,

sentatives as guests.

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER

"THE YOUNGEST PROFESSION"

VIRGINIA WEIDLER- EDWARD ARNOLD

with

and Five Important Guest Stars

AN M-G-M PICTURE
Gala Stage Revue . Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600

In Person

"DIXIE"
with

)f

through

BING CROSBY
dorothy lamour

*

ard Levinson.

The meeting

will continue

of

the Bell Tolls," will be
guest of honor at a luncheon to be
given by Paramount at the Hotel
Astor today, with trade press repre-

How-

and

Sam Wood

producer-director

Whom

"For

Agenda

tomorrow.

A Paramount

Voice Opposition

To Admissions Tax
Hollywood, July
— Opposition to
15.

London Film Head

system came from four quarters today while the measure awaits presentation to the council. Exhibitors repre-

do with the placement of foreign ver- senting circuits and independents, dissions of Hollywood product selected cussed the matter at
a meeting at
by the OWI for exhibition in countries
headquarters but completed no
Irving Greenfield, assistant to occupied by American armed forces.
Leopold Friedman, M-G-M's gen- The London assignment is similar to program to combat proposal.
Councilman Lloyd B. Davies, of
eral counsel, is vacationing at Lake
that being handled from North Africa
Hollyood,
told
Motion
Picture
George.
by Laudy Lawrence.
•
Daily, "I strongly oppose the enactRiskin announced at the same time
D. H. Finke, managing director of that the OWI's overseas branch is in ment of any such tax on the grounds
that it is discriminatory.
It would
Ticket Registers Corp. of America, need of additional men with experiwho was in town from Chicago, left ence in foreign distribution and with single out the theatre industry and
place upon it the entire burden of refor Washington last night.
knowledge of foreign languages and
pairing municipal facilities."
Pres•
the Continent for assignments overdent John B. Kingsley, Hollywood
E. William Fitelson, attorney, seas.
Chamber of Commerce, said, "The
accompanied by Mrs. Fitelson, will
picture industry is Hollywood's maleave today for Mexico City on busiSells $107,200 in
jor industry.
It would be unfair to

.

Andrews Sisters
TIM HERBERT
A
Mitch Ayers
and his Orchestra

Picture

TIMES

PARAMOUNT

cool

a proposal for theatre admissions to
finance the repair of the local sewer

(Continued from page 1)

Transportation, yesterday renewed his request for cancellation of conventions
and
similar group meetings. He
said convention travel is interfering with military and
essential war business travel.
He asserted that the passen^T
ger transportation probleir^
was now so serious that even
those
organizations
whose
conventions would be devoted

better

Named OWI

Kastner

15.
Washington,
July
Joseph B. Eastman, director
Office
of
Defense
of the

He

quality pictures now
being turned out are not only absorbing more playing time but also bringing more money to exhibitors than
ever before.
said

Group Meetings
Impede War Travel

Sam

special

194.'

SQUARE

BETTY GRABLE

$C

GEORGE MONTGOMERY* CESAR ROMERO

COHIX UftAND
A

30TH CENTUKY.FOX HCTUHI

PLUS
buy

BONDS

A

in

TECHNICOLOR

BIG STAGE

q yv
-IW/yV
I

SHOW
7lhAVE

-

50th ST.

FWC

Bonds

—

William Crouch,

executive producer of Soundies, Inc., arrived last
night from Chicago.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

Omaha, July 15. Jane Wyman,
guest of honor, sold $107,200 worth
of war bonds to the retailers of
Omaha, at this week's Variety Club
picnic at

Peony Park.

The tax is
such a tax on it.
Harlan
inequitable."
Judge
G.
Palmer, publisher of the Hollywood
Citizen-News,
editorialized
against
the proposal in today's editions.
put

PALACE

3'WAY &
47th

St.

"MY FRIEND FLICKA"
Roddy McDowall- Preston Foster

— and —

"ALL BY MYSELF"
Rosemary Lane

-

Patrio Knowles
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Rockefeller Center

What New York

Reports Sale of
10,000

RKO

Philadelphia,
10.000 shares of

16.

July

RKO

Say about

Shares

j

Whom

From

epic.

.

.

.

came every time Ingrid Bergman's

beautiful, fluid, expressive face flashed on
the screen for one of the outstanding cinema performances of all time. .
.
The dignity, understanding, and intelligence with which this very important
work of fiction was translated to the films.
.
The independence of the
.

and Exchange Commission

summary

its

in

May.

.

.

SEC

the same company, the
reported, Frederick L. Ehrman, New
York, director, acting through Lehman Brothers, disposed of 50 shares
of common stock, acquired and disposed of 2,320 warrants for common
and acquired 125 and disposed of 1,125
shares of preferred stock, the dispositions being through a secondary distribution and J. Miller Walker, New
York, acquired 20 shares of preferred,
having a total of 120 shares at the
close of the month.

In

By WILLIAM

Daily Mirror—" 'For
the Bell Tolls' is a threethat prodigality of projection these impressions stand out in
boldest relief: The surge of rage, anger and loathing at everything Nazi
and Fascist which the onlooker experienced.
The heart palpitation which

hour

-.

for

'Bell Tolls'

LEE MORTIMER,

of
stock

by Rockefeller Center, New York,
Laving it with 390,000 shares, was
^
— largest single transaction in film
HBmpany securities reported by the
Securities

Hollywood

Critics

R.

WEAVER

Hollyzvood, Jidy 15

— Sale

common

3

;

who

producers

refused to be influenced by either domestic bluestockings or
international protocol.
The superlative acting of a large and distinguished
.

cast.

.

.

.

•

.

The direction of Sam Wood.
The marvelous reproduction
.

.

.

complex

wood

.

The

.

splendid photography in Technicolor.

of detail in reconstructing the precise and
descriptions of the meticulous Hemingway.
The fact that Holly."
adult, has come of age.

.

.

.

is

.

.

.

P) AVID

O. SELZNICK has made
a deal for loan of Alan Marshal
for a picture a year for two
to
Director Bruce Humberyears.
stone has started rehearsals of "PinUp Girl," the Betty Grable picture
under production of William LeBarron for 20th Century-Fox.
Oliver
B. Johnson, assistant secretary-treasurer and auditor of Disney Studios,
has been commissioned as Captain in
the Military Government branch of the
U. S. Army, which has to do with rehabilitation of Nazi-occupied nations
when the Nazis are expelled.

MGM
.

.

.

.

.

.

The TC-F remake of "State Fair"
Daily News— "There is so much that is beautiful, stirhas been assigned William Perlberg
and profoundly interesting
that it grieves me to report the picture
for production.
Jack L. Warner
has been drawn out ... to an inordinate length, making it a wearisome rather
has designated Robert Buckner pro-

KATE CAMERON,

ring,

.

.

.

.

.

.

than an inspiring experience in the theatre.
Hemingway stretched the ducer of "Uncertain Glory," Errol
material for a short story very thinly over the pages of a novel-sized book,
Flynn's next.
Samuel Goldwyn
and in trying to make it a long drawn-out picture.
Producer-Director has given Robert Pirosh,
Warner Report
who collabWood has resorted to padding the film by filling it with many arty closeup orated with Don Hartman
on the
A report on Warner Bros, showed shots of the various characters of the drama. This screen technique
slows script
of "Up In Arms," a term conthe purchase of 4,000 shares of com- the story to a pedestrian pace and tends to kill the suspense.
the
On
mon and sale of 500 shares by Joseph credit side ... is the lovely photography, the breath-taking beauty of the tract.
•
Bernhard, who held 6,500 shares at Sierra Nevada Mountains.
Dudley Nichols' faithful screen transcription,
the close of the month, and the sale
/.
Kendis
leaves
here on the
D.
and the fair and forthright handling by scenarist and director of the con23rd to tour the exchange centers ofof 6,000 shares of common by Harry
."
troversial matter of the Spanish civil war.
M. Warner, leaving him with 144,060
fering his Continental picture, "Teen
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Age," to state rights distributors.
ROSE PELSWICK, Journal-American— " 'For Whom the Bell Tolls'
The only other four-figure transac- emerges as a literate and engrossing drama that commands attention on Universal has exercised its option on
tion reported was the sale of 1,000 every count.
The cast is an excellent one, but outstanding among the play- the continuing services of Grace McKetti Fringe, author of
shares of Monogram Pictures com- ers are
Ingrid Bergman, who is unbelievably lovely
and Katina Donald.
"Hold Back the Datitin" and "Mr.
mon by Norton V. Ritchey, leaving Paxinou who
practically steals the film whenever she's within camera
shares.

.

.

.

.

.

A

him with 2,268 shares.
on
reports
past-month
Beverly Hills,

Brody,

series

of

Cal.,

A.

director,

Monogram common he

held at the

.

.

—

—

.

.

.

.

HOWARD

screen has met the challenge
close of last year.
'For
the Bell Tolls'
has
of fine literature triumphantly.
Henry preserved the essential mood and texture of the Ernest Hemingway novel
Paramount Pictures,
In
Ginsberg was shown to have pur- with integrity and artistry. There are none of the usual compromises which
chased 100 shares of common through one might have expected in a Hollywood translation of this controversial
his wife, and in Universal Corpora- account of the Spanish civil war. The film has all the eloquence and deep
tion,
Preston Davie, director, dis- meaning of the book, the same complex and rounded characterizations. It is
posed of 500 common voting trust cer- over-long, but its blend of romance, melodrama and democratic doctrine are
tificates, leaving him with 3,700.
."
irresistible.

Herald-Tribune
.

.

Chase Sells 20th-Fox

.

Whom

.

.

.

.

.

PM—

T. McMANUS,
" 'For Whom the Bell Tolls' is really one of
National
Bank sold 400 the most disappointing films ever made. It misses the bus in almost every
shares of 20th Century-Fox preferred, direction, in Technicolor. In an effort to tag all the bases in the book, it
leaving it with 665,716 shares.
becomes at times impossibly disconnected, with incidents and characters popIn a collateral field, Chase sold 13,- ping up in virtually no relation to the story, saying cryptic lines, often in
413 shares of the capital stock of Gen- unintelligible accents, then disappearing forever from the going.
Gary
eral
Corp., Cooper's performance excepted
Precision
Equipment
the acting of 'For Whom the Bell Tolls'
formerly General Theatres Equipment, is really its sole selling point."
leaving it with 63,300 shares.

Chase

JOHN

.

securities

of

Radio

when they became
J.

Arthur Rank,

Keith

Orpheum

June 2
York, held no

directors

New

stock in Universal Pictures

became a director April

when he

and WilYork, held 45

.

May

18.

A

report on Trans Lux showed the
sale of 500 shares of common stock
by Walter Siemers, director, leaving
him with 1,000 shares.

.

"Quo

Vadis,"

the

.

.

M-G-M

picture

which the columnists recently reported
on its way to the shelf but which is
headed for the cameras instead.
Producer-director Leo McCarey
has assigned Barry Fitzgerald the
role

of

an elderly priest in "The

Padre," Bing Crosby's next Paramount picture. . . . Director Roy
DelRuth is negotiating with the
Army for loan of Joe Lewis to appear with Lena Home and Rochester in a sequence of M-G-M's

"Broadway Rhythm."
Beaudine

is

to

.

.

.

William

direct

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Lazarus
Coast
For Campaign Talks

.

.

.

.

detailed excellence of the entire cast and

all

of its surroundings."

the Bell Tolls' is a beautifully
produced film, told with honesty and strength. For some reason it is not
told with emotion. That quality, in spite of some distinguished performances,
is lacking. ... It is perhaps in capturing the Hemingway quality that the
Katina Paxinou does a superb job
picture loses its emotional power.
'For
making her screen debut an event in the cinema world.
the Tell Tolls,' although it describes the activities of a group of Loyalists,
."
is far from a propaganda picture.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ALTON COOK,

.

.

Whom

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., United Artists
director of advertising and publicity,
will leave today for Hollywood, to
discuss pre-release campaigns
with
_

EILEEN CREELMAN, Sun—" 'For Whom

World-Telegram- "The picture has the original's exciting
battles, tense personal conflicts, and long stretches where people just stand
15.
San
many high moments and
around and talk. ... It is a combination of
Allen has been appointed manager of
many lows where dialogue runs on and on and drags the story to temthe local Monogram exchange, under porary halts.
Exception might be taken
The battle scenes are superb.
Mel Hulling, Western district man- to the sequence where the bridge was blown with suspense stretched so long
ager.
it became preposterous.

Named by Mono.
Francisco, July
— Gordon

Allen

.

.

30,

liam F. Whitman, New
shares of Keith Albee Orpheum preferred when he became a director

Sycamore," has been signed by TC^F
to script "So Proudly We Hail," the
Sousa biography.
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., has okayed the script of

"The Thirteenth Guest," Lindsley Parsons
production, for Monogram.
Leo
Diamond and his Harmonica Quintet, heard in "Coney Island," will
ARCH WINSTEN, Post "Politically the picture pussyfoots, confining supplv
and perform the score of
consistently
itself to three small pasages. Sexually the conversation is
The picture becomes "Package for Jasper," George Pal's
highminded in contrast to Hemingway's dialogue.
next Puppetoon for Paramount.
talky and slow, especially during the first half of the three-hour length.
Romance alone is not enough to keep this ponderous, beautiful picture alive.
The flavor, the Hemingway repetition, wears thin when it has to make
Throughout the picture casting, production values,
to
headway on its own.
One cannot praise too highly the minutely
and scenery are beyond cavil.
.

Reports on holdings of men becoming officers or directors of registered
corporations showed that Floyd B.
Odium held 800 shares of preferred
and L. Boyd Hatch, Jersey City no

.

.

—"The

BARNES,

.

.

.

range.
And enormously effective are the settings, with Technicolor
The picture is, however, too
photography enhancing the scenic beauties.
long it runs two hours and 48 minutes but, despite this length and some
."
slowness in getting under way, it holds attention throughout.
.

Alton

.

.

.

.

showed the liquidation in January,
February and March of 3,277 shares
of

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

William Cagney on his first U. A.
release, "Johnny Come Lately," and
Andrew Stone and Ed Finney, on
their initial U. A. starter, "Hi Diddle
Diddle."

Lazarus will also discuss promotional ideas with David O. Selznick on
"Since You Went Away" and participate
in
conferences
with
Samuel
Bronston on "The Life of Jack London," with Edward Small on "The
Raft." and with Gregor Rabinovitch

on "The Girl from Leningrad."
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Domestic Shortage
Curbing War Effort

Entertainment Needed

help

of dopreventing
luminaries

is

to

war

effort activities.

(Continued from page

1)

entertainment

industry,
Davis said,
the business of providing
entertainment which will give people
the necessary relaxation which will
enable them to work harder during
working hours, and secondly, to carry
messages as the entertainment indusfirst,

it

is

has 17 film

mm.

War

world, servicing troops everywhere, Brig. Gen. F. Henry
Osborn, chief of Army Morale
Division,
revealed
at
the

Fund.

Proposed new projects to be undertaken for the home front as suggested
by member organizations include the
stepped-up presentation of entertain-

NEIC convention in New
York. He said that the Army
is short of 16 mm. projectors,
shipping only 459 up to April,
1943, but it will ship 1,993 the
balance of this year.
"What these films mean to
the soldier overseas is beyond expression," he declared.

ment

in war plants; possible expand
ing of the runs of Broadway plays to

have been carrying them very cover six-week tours in
Army camps
copiously, from government to the after conclusion
of the regular run
people about the war effort and the expansion of shows such
as were done
specific things the people have to do
by the Agricultural Department on the
to make the war machine work.
subject of black markets; and coDavis said he is confident that OWI operation with the facilities of univerHollywood> July 15. Last week's
Federal civil service notification ter- will be able to carry on its work de- sities and little theatres throughout
minating employment of personnel of spite the small appropriation allotted the country that might be used for
it, but it will mean passing back a
war activity.
the local film office of the Office to
good deal of the work that OWI had
NEIC also expects to launch a
of War Information became effective
Congressional appropriation Deen doing to the entertainment in- civilian entertainment program to fostoday.
"psychological
unity"
within
curtailment forced abandonment of the dustries which, he said, have shown ter
themselves eager to cooperate in the America which has never been so improject.
Nelson Poynter, OWI administra- past and willing to take on the added portant as it will be in the year ahead.
load.
Davis acknowledged OWI's inHerman M. Levy,
gentor here, plans to vacation in Mexico
the entertainment in- eral counsel, suggested that an edubefore returning to his home in Wash- debtedness to
dustries.
cational program be undertaken in the
ington.
Another highlight of the closing smaller theatres which have not yet
session of the NEIC conference was been thoroughly "tapped," directing
the sending of a telegram to Presi- them to further cooperation in the
dent Roosevelt reaffirming the enter- war effort.
tainment industry's pledge of service
Frank Wilson, Negro Actors Guild
in the prosecution of the war, and delegate, called upon NEIC to work
Hollywood, July 15 unanimously dedicating the industry to out more coverage of activities of
members of the Los An- an intensified and complete program negroes in the armed forces, citing

li-

prints of

latest Hollywood productions
in strategic spots all over the

tries

OWI

Ship 1,993

to

Army

U. S.

nating committee, will devote a major
part of its attention to the drives of
the Treasury Department and the National

1943

16,

Projectors Abroad
braries of 16

some Hollywood
from fulfilling talent pledges,
Kenneth Thomson, chairman

of the
Hollywood Victory
Committee, told delegates at
Wednesday's
sessions
of
NEIC convention in New
York, in explaining that motion picture people are asked
to pledge 6 weeks of the year

Army

For Morale, Davis Says

Growing shortage
mestic

Friday, July

Film Suit
Closes on Coast

—

Yates, Grainger at

Chicago Conference
Chicago, July

MPTOA

Coast Flashes

FORTY
geles

were sworn

Bureau
members of

Defense

Theatre

in tonight as

the Citizens Defense Corps at a special meeting of the Hollywood Athmembership
letic Club here.
places the official stamp upon TDB's
inspections and recommendations with
precautions
in
safety
relation
to
amusement centers.

ODC

Monogram

•
added

"Cisco Kid" series to

a

five-picture

schedule today, clearing the rights with Fox and
Doubleday-Doran for use of the title
and character. Phil Krasne and James
S. Burkett will produce.
•
Jack Warner left here today for
its

of support of all phases of
at home and abroad.

war work

specially the newsreels.

NAB

Walt Dennis,
delegate, called
Explaining the scope of the intended for the establishment of a file of free
activities of NEIC, Philip Loeb, ex- scripts, to be made available to NEIC
ecutive, said it will comprise three groups.
facets
the armed forces, the producBudget of NEIC provides for a
tion front, and the civilian front, add- paid full-time director, publicist, and
ing that NEIC, through its coordi- a staff.
:

RKO Delegates Off WPB May
To

Field Branches

Deny

WPB

WPB

WMC

RKO

WPB

OPA

We

tracts.

use of radio throughout the year in to complicate their tasks.
Some
The subcommittee meets tonight to addition to increased newspaper cov- months ago they refused to take action
decide on the next step to be taken in erage," he added.
or complaints against double bills,
view of the opinion of the SPG that
McCormick also told the delegates declaring it to be a trade practice to
the contract in force does not author- that "Behind the Rising Sun," which
be dealt with by the industry itself,
ize Republic to discharge employees, will have its premiere
in New En- and it is quite probable the same
with or without severance pay, on the gland on August 3rd, will be given the
view will be taken of Farnum's
grounds of a "reorganization" cited same kind of promotional treatment charges
that major companies are
by the studio.
"Hitler's
that
Children" was given. withholding completed pictures.
•
The picture will be launched by a
Harold Lewis, former Pathe studio series of regional sponsored premieres
manager, who was discharged from in cooperation with radio networks
the Army under the age limitation, and stations along the formula of
today joined Edward Small as pro- "Hitler's Children," with the New
duction manager.
England premiere sponsored by the
Yankee Network of 21 radio stations.
(Continued from page 1)

Canada Told Film
Supply

Mexican Draft Film
Mexico City, July

15.

—Bernardo

Funeral for L. Lawson

for.

Is

Assured

Cries of "nonsense" followed the

Government declaration that salaries
Jimenez, former local city official, will
Hollywood, July 15. The funeral were not increased, when it was
debut as a picture producer on the of Louis Lawson, 41, of the Columbia known Grierson himself received a
story of 18-year-old Mexicans who auditing department, who died on raise from $6,500 to $10,000 earlier
have recently been called to the colors. Monday, was held here today.
in the year.

—

in

Re-

conferences

where H.

J.

Yates, Sr., and Republic

president

J.

R.

Grainger join Mid-

manager E. L.
Walton and Southern district sales
manager Merritt Davis, and exchangemen from these districts.
The meeting will follow lines of the
New York session, at which Yates
and Grainger announced a new high
western

district

sales

Republic's film rental gross
a
100 per cent increase above last year
in gross receipts on Roy Rogers productions
a promotion build-up for
Mary Lee ; advertising and publicity
campaigns on future productions, including exhibitor cooperative advertising, radio spot announcements, and
24-sheet posting, and plans for a Republic radio program.
in

;

;

Exchange-men
which

RKO

— Second

sales

opens tomorrow at the Drake Hotel,

'Hoarding' Probe

Three hundred delegates to
(Continued from page 1)
Radio's 12th annual sales meeting,
tors, but the order laid down no reheld this week at the Waldorf-Astoria
factions on the disposition of comNew York.
Hotel, left New York yesterday for
pleted films.
•
He explained the
home, after hearing plans for giving
notified
the their company's top 1943-44 pictures allocates a certain amount of film as
Republic
executives
Screen Publicists Guild subcommittee, national pre-selling campaigns on a the maximum which any company
can use, but the
is not conwhich yesterday protested the dis- greater scale than ever before.
cerned with the proportion used for
charge of Republic's studio publicity
S. Barret McCormick, advertisingshorts or features or whether the finstaff on the grounds that the dismissal publicity director,
told the delegates
violates
employment stabiliza- at the closing session that
"will ished film is released immediately or
tion plan that the studio considers back up every big picture with a point- sometime in the future.
the action permissible under ESP pro- of-sale exploitation campaign spearBoth
have strenuand
vision
exempting discharges under headed direct to the individual box ously sought to keep aloof from intraconditions covered for bargaining con- offices.
plan to make extensive industry controversies which threaten

15.

of

series

public's

at today's meeting,
will continue through Saturday,

include Will Baker, Chicago
J. G.
Frackman, Miwaukee; W. M. Grant,
Minneapolis
F.
R.
Moran, Des
Moines, Harry Lefholtz, Omaha Nat
;

;

;

Steinberg,

Louis

St.

;

Winfield Snel-

Harold Laird, Tampa

son, Atlanta ;
H. Dillon,

Charlotte; N. J. Colquhoun, Memphis L. V. Seicshnaydre,
New Orleans Lloyd Rust, Dallas

J.

;

;

Russell I. Brown, Oklahoma City;
and franchise holder Robert F. Withers, Kansas City.

Home

office

executives,

besides

Yates and Grainger, include William
Saal,
Walter L. Titus, Jr., and
Charles Reed Jones. Jones will also
attend the sales meeting to be held
July 22-23, at the studio, and will
then remain at the Coast for two additional

New

weeks prior to

his return to

York.

O'Donnell Gets

A

Nazi Plane

James J. O'Donformer manager of

Staff Sgt.
nell,

30,

RKO's

23rd St. Theatre, yesterday shot down his first
Nazi, a Focke-Wulf 190, after
being overseas only six weeks,
according to a United Press
dispatch received in New
York from a U. S. bomber
base in England.

Its

True

What They Say About

"©IXIE
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50'

ft

From

coast

to

coast, "Dixie"

topped

"Holiday Inn" Labor Day openings
out of 16 pre-release dates.

And

in 16

8 out of 16

topped "Morocco" Thanksgiving premieres!

10
6*

•or
1.

N.Y. Herald Tribune

2.

Showmen's Trade Review

3.

N.Y. Mirror

4.

Journal of

5.

N.Y. Daily News
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Makes

the Musicals
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Paramount
Making History
Whom The Bell Tolls"

Is

With "For

(Roadshow), "China","Five Graves

To

Cairo", "So Proudly

We

"Let's Face It"

Hail",

:

:

'Stage Canteen' Rodgers Heads MGM
Group to Chicago

And 'Dixie' Are
Up in Boston
—A

Boston, July 15.
vention of Elks in

William F. Rodgers, M-G-M gensales manager, leaves for Chicago today where he will preside at
a meeting of company sales heads
and district managers which will get
national conunder way Sunday. At the meetings,

Hub

the

has

brought several thousand visitors, de-

hwe

war

time

That

restrictions.

J^Ppled with the

there

that

fact

are

(thousands of servicemen has brought
i

a

tremendous increase in theatre busiEven the suburbans are rejoic-

ness.

week

ing this

them

for the increase hit

j

almost as well as
de luxers.

it

downtown

did the
for

week

"Dixie"

(Para.)

(Para.)

4Uc-55c-60c) 7 days.
age, $24,000)

Gross:

Moscow"

65c)

days.

7

(30c-

(Aver-

$35,000.

Gross:

$9,800.

(33c-44c-

(Average,

$i>.000)

We Raid Calais" (RICO)
RKO BOSTON— (2,679) (55c-65c-85c-90c).

"Tonight

«

;

;

relations

;

A.

F.

ard Dietz, vice-president in charge of
advertising and publicity; S. F. Seadler, advertising manager, and W. R.
Ferguson, exploitation manager.

Vandals Destroying
Theatre Rest Rooms

St. John, N. B., July 15.—Exhibitors in a number of spots throughout the provinces, are considering closKEITH MEMORIAL (2.907) (44c-55c- ing up rest rooms because of damage
(Average, inflicted by vandals. Not only is there
Gross: $20,000.
65c), 2nd week.
$20,000)
an added expense for repairs, but
"Ziegfeld Girl"
there is a scarcity of fixtures and
MAJESTIC— (1.525) (25c-44c-55c) 7 days. piping. Some fixtures have been torn
Gross: $4,500.
(Average, $3,000)
completely loose from pipes and fasten"Moon Is Down" (20th-Fox)
SCOLLAY— (2,510) (33c-44c-65c) 7 days. ings, piping has been torn from walls
Gross: $6,500.
(Average, $6,000)
and openings have been blocked with
"Moon Is Down" (20th- Fox)
Debottles and other impediments.
Calloway and band.
(Average, $27,000)
$26,000.
"Bombardier" (RKO)
"All By Myself" (Univ.)
Stage:

Cab

Gross:

—

I

.

I

"Jitterburgs"

(20th-Fox)

MODERN— (705)
Gross: $3,200.

(33c-40c-55c)

(Average,

7

days.

EXETER— (908)

(Average,

60c) 7
$19,500)

days.

Gross:

(35c-44c-65c).
$3,400)

"Stage Door Canteen"

LOEW'S

Running

collection.

time, 9

(U.A.)

ORPHEUM— (3.000)
Gross:

$30,000.

(35c-50c-

(Average,

Coney's' $12,000,

New Haven's
New Haven,

struction appears to be even worse
that reported by exhibitors in

Best

— Best

many U. S.
Even in

15.

WRA

OWI

largest collection of shaving mugs in
the world and a biologist who makes
amazingly colorful and original jewelry out of the ivory-like scales of the
Mississippi River gar fish.
The subject is up to par for this habitually
interesting series.
Running time, 10
mins. Release date, July 9.
;

(

(Average,

$5,100.

$3,-

Gross:

The

occupations.

who

(Average,

$19,500.

$14,-

"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)

LOEW'S
75c)
7
$19,523)

STATE— (2,500)
Gross:

days.

(33c-44c-55c-

(Average,

$23,000.

"Bombardier" (RKO )
"She Has What It Takes"
1

PANTAGES— (3,000)
Gross:

days.

(Col.)

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

(Average,

$18,500.

7

$12,973)

"Five Graves to Cairo" (Para.)
"Chatterbox" (Rep.)
PARAMOUNT (Hollywood)— (1,407)
Gross:
44c-55c-75c) 7 days, 2nd wek.

(33c$10,-

(Average, $10,118)
"Five Graves to Cairo" (Para.)
"Chatterbox" (Rep.)
500.

(Downtown)— (3,595)

RITZ— (1,376)

about people involved

(Col.)
(33c-44c-55c-75c)

HILLSTREET— (2,700)

7 days.
969)

(35c$16,-

Gross:

(Average, $16,780)
"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)

{Universal)

a

(33c-44c-55c-75c) 7 days,

Gross:

PARAMOUNT

is

7

$13,500)

00.

in

un-

collection,

Gross:

(33c-44c-55c-85c)

days.

7

(Average, $9,400)

$9,500.

Danger" (W.B.)
BROS. (Hollywood)— (3,000)

"Background

to

WARNER

2nd week.

7 days,

(33c-44c-65c-85c)

Gross:

(Average, $13,291)

$9,500.

"Background

to

WARNER

Danger" (W.B.)

(Downtown)— (3,400)

BROS.

(33c-44c-65c-85c)

Gross:

days.

7

$13,520.

(Average, $14,365)

"Background

WARNER

Danger" (W.B.)

to

BROS.

(Wiltern)— (2,200)
Gross:

7 days.

(33c-44c-55c-65c-85c)

$9,050.

(Average, $10,063)

embroiders

Running

in his
time, 9 mins.

Universal)

The training of dogs for military
service is burlesqued rather amusingly in this technicolor cartoon. The
commando

tactics they are put through
planes,
from
parachuting
include
skiing down mountainsides, and jumping through fire, and a dog division
is put in the field capable of snapping
the Axis in the end. Running time, 7
mins.

Rhythms"

week.

Shuberts Get Broadway MidUlm Runs 55th Street
The Broadway Theatre, at 52nd St.

and Broadway, now under lease to the
PARAMOUNT— (2,373) (40c-55c) 7 days. Yaw Theatre Corp., has been sold by
Gross: 7.000.
(Average. $5,500)
the City Bank Farmers Trust Co.,
"Stage Door Canteen." (U.A-)
as trustee of Prudence Bonds, to the
7
ROGER SHERMAN— (2.037) (40c-50c)
Shubert, vicedays. 3rd week.
(Average, Trebuhs Realty, Lee
Gross: $5,300.
S6.000)
president, for an indicated $450,000.

Great

HAWAII— (1,000)

44c-55c-75c) 7 days, 2nd week.

"Western Cowgirl"

"Swing Your Partner" dipped with divisions.
"South Sea
A new OWI office will be opened { Universal)
$3,000. It was a hot, humid week.
only
a
with
branch
radio
for
the
Estimated receipts for the week
Harry Owens and his Royal Haskeleton setup, in charge of Mrs.
ending July 15
waiian Orchestra present in uninpicthe
motion
but
Schwartz,
Duff
"Hitler's Madman" (M-G-M)
spired musical short in the Hawaiian
"Swing Your Partner" (Rep.)
ture section, which existed in this
BIJOU— (1,627) (40c-50c) 7 days. Gross: territory primarily to distribute 8 and mood. He is aided and abetted by
$3,000.
(Average, $3,500)
Hattie, Hawaiian songrstress,
16mm. films to meetings, clubs, etc., Hilo
"Bataan" (M-G-M)
Lillian Cornell, vocalist, Kahala, Hula
"Taxi, Mister" (U.A.)
will be entirely eliminated.
dancer and various others.
COLLEGE— (1.565) (40c-50c) 7 days. 2nd

"Forever and a Day" (RKO)
"Get Going" (Univ.)

(Average,

(Col.)
Life" (Col.)

The unusual occupations that are revealed in this short subject run the
gamut from horses that dive from fifty
foot towers to sailors attending deep
sea diving school.
In between are a
Mr. W. Porter Ware who has the

Madman" and

Gross: $3,000.
(Average, $3,000)
"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)
LOEW-POLI— (3.005) ~ (40c -50c) 7 days.
Gross: $12,000.
(Average, $9,000)

(33cc-44c-55c-75c)

$16,000.

"Bombardier" (RKO)
"She Has What It Takes"

"Canine Commandos"

OWI

Gross:

(Average.

288)

OWI

—

(U.A.)

{Paramount)

carpenter
spare time.

Film-Radio

"Stage Door Canteen"

CHINESE— (2,500)

staff shortages.

Closes Chicago

$8,000.

"It's a

This

(33c-44c-55c-

Gross:

days.

days.

rooms for women, mildly entertaining, shows a girl cowthere has been much damage. Wood- puncher who watches over her 3,000
been head of cattle, a man who makes
work
and
porcelain
have
scratched and broken. A number of machine gun coolers out of cactus
exhibitors have taken out all furni- milk, a miniature mechanized model
carvture, because of increasing damage. of a city, a blacksmith who does
Drapes have been torn and slashed. ings in miniature of early American
Keeping watch on the vandals has stage coaches, an Antelope ranch, and

gross
Office
for many months was the §12,000 take
Chicago, July 15. The local moby the Loew Poli on "Coney Island,"
of the
playing single featre.
Picture moves tion picture and radio branches
were closed today due to the reto the College for a second week.
At
the Paramount, "Forever and a Day," duced appropriation for the coming
Chidualled with "Get Going," took $7,- year. Most of the staff of 17 in
000.
At the Roger Sherman, third cago and 15 in the nearby field will
week of
"Stage
Door Canteen" be absorbed by other government
grossed §5,300.
Second week of agenies as the WLB, WPB, OPA,
are setting up their
"Bataan" and "Taxi, Mister" hit an ODT, and
average $3,000 at the College; while own information services here.
files are being transferred to these
at the Bijou "Hitler's

July

CARTHAY CIRCLE— (1,518)

75c)
7
$10,000)

"Crime Doctor"

rest

been practically impossible because of

a $14,969 average at the latter, $18,500 against $12,973 at the former.
Perfect weather prevailed throughout
a generally prosperous week.
Estimated takings for week ending July 14th
"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)

2nd week.

usual

cities.

—

Los Angeles, July 15. "Bombarcoupled with "She Has What
It Takes," was a hit at the Pantages
and Hillstreet, pulling $19,500 against
dier,"

"Unusual Occupations'"

than

$3,200)

"Moon Is Down" (20th-Fox)
"Young and Willing" (U.A.)
$3,500.

a young

is

lost

:

(Rep.)

M & P PARAMOUNT— (1,797)

i

dentist"

both arms while attending dental school but who overto be held at the Blackstone Hotel,
came her handicap to get a degree.
steps will be taken to carry out a
nationwide analysis of M-G-M ac- Other odd personalities shown are a
counts, based on a formula prepared man who collects carved wine kegs,
at Cincinnati, where the first survey a woman who has the world's greatest collection of Staffordshire china,
was made last week.
Home office executives leaving Sat- two glass blowers of Venice, Cal., who
urday are E. M. Saunders, assistant make everything from perpetual mogeneral sales manager E. K. O'Shea, tion machines to balloons out of blown
Eastern sales manager H. M. Richey, glass, and a man who has circled the
assistant to Rodgers in charge of ex- globe 15 times in search of bells for

(Warners)

"Swing Your Partner"
I

The "armless

woman who

;

Gunner"

to

{Universal)

;

P METROPOLITAN— (4,367)

'Mission

11

Short Subject 'Bombardier'
Gets $38,000
Reviews
"The Armless Dentisf
In LA. Dual

Cummings, his huge
end- branch operations manager
Harold mins.
Postman, assistant to Rodgers How-

ing July 14
"Aerial
M' &

eral

hibitor

grosses

Estimated

:
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Kansas City Has
Holdover Week;
'Canteen' Leads
— "Stage
Kansas City, July
15.

in its second
leads first-run

Door Canteen",

at

;

hot.

Outdoor amusements include the

reopened Fairyland, well patronized.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending July 14-15:
"Stormy Weather" (20th-Fox)

ESQUIRE— (800)
week.
"Staere

Gross:

(35c-50c)

$5,000.

MIDLAND— (3,600)

week.

days.

7

(Average,

2nd

$4,000)

Door Canteen" (U.A.)
7 days, 2nd
(Average, $12,000)

(35c-50c)

Gross: $18,000.

"China" (Para.)

NEWMAN— (1,900)

week. Gross:

$10,000.

(35c- 50c)

7

days.

3rd

(Average, $9,000)

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
"Aerial Gunner" (Para.)

ORPHEUM— (1.900)

55th Street Playhouse is now
being operated by Midfilm, Inc., of
which John Bullock, former repre-

week.

Gross:

"Song

of

sentative of General Film Distributors,
president, and Campbell Staples,
is
vice-president.

Gross:

The

week

grosses,
Midland,
with an estimated $18,000 topping the
house record on gross receipts, save
for "Tug Boat Annie", ten years ago,
at lower admissions. Other first-runs
also are holding over. Weather turned

the

TOWER— (2,200)

Bowes

(35c-50c) 7 days. 2nd

(Average,

$12,500.

$8,000)

Texas" (Rep.)
(35c-50c)

9th Anniversary
$11,000.

7

Revue

days. Major
on the stage.

(Average, $9,000)

"Stormy Weather" (ZOth-Fox)

UPTOWN— (2,000)

week. Gross:

$5,500.

(35c-50c)

7

days,

(Average. $5,000)

2nd
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Davis Meets 70-30% at 75c Min.,
Trade Heads
Terms for 'Bell Tolls

On U.S. Films

(Continued from page

advertising representatives and home
office executives, at the Hotel Pierre.

"The product
(Continued from

page

many

company

our

in

our theatres this year tops that of any

1)

tween the industry and Washington,
the functions performed heretofore by Lowell Mellett,
who resigned from the OWI's films
division last week following the failure of Congress to approve appropriations for the continuance of the domestic branch of
fulfilling

of

of

OWL

The

entire discussions were largely
exploratory in character and no final
decisions were reached, but it was
learned that the appointment of_ the
liaison officer can be expected within
a matter of days, despite the fact that
it has not been definitely agreed yet

company
fice

in

the business, for box-of-

performance,"

Barney

Balaban,

president, told the delegates.
He followed with the promise "The product in the year to come will top anything we have had this year."
:

At the outset, Balaban declared that
"this year may well be the most important one in our lives. It may well
see the end of the war in Europe.
Violation of peace brought wide economic disaster. But it gave all of us
the opportunity to help rebuild," he
observed.

Next year, Balaban continued, will
whether the designee will be a gov- be eventful for Paramount, in that it
ernment or an industry man. In ad- will see financial independence for the
company, with
dition, it was made clear at the meetthe elimination
ing that the production and distribuall
senior
of
tion of government subjects will be
securities.
continued and that details of the pro"That,"
h e
i n
u ed,
"would not be
withpossible
out
the
coop-

jected program probably will be in
readiness for announcement at the
meeting today of the coordinating,
theatres executive and exchange committees of the War Activities Committee at the Hotel Astor.

c o n t

$12,000,000
9

Over $12,000,000 in war
stamps and bonds have been

1)

"For

sold

Whom

the Bell Tolls," gave
highlights of future production plans.
of

Reagan,

who

has been assigned by

Agnew

to direct the sales and release
of "Bell Tolls," outlined details of
the selling plan.
Robert M. Gillham,
advertising-publicity
director,
discussed the special campaign, which
will use "every instrument of publicity."

Following Wednesday night's world
premiere at the New York Rivoli,
"For Whom the Bell Tolls" will open
at the Carthay Circle, Los Angeles,
August 18, likewise on a two-a-day,
reserved seat $2.20 top policy.

The

probably open at
in Chicago,
then on a continuous policy either in
New Orleans or Memphis and possibly Washington, all of these by midSeptember.
On October 1, the picture will be pre-released in approximately 45 cities, all continuous engagements.
Soon after, advanced admission engagements will get under way
in 311 important situations.
picture

War

Bond Sale by RKO
RKO Theatres

in

throughout the country during the past year, according
to Edward L. Alperson, general manager of the circuit.
$9,928,325.00 in
bonds and $2,126,441.50 in
stamps were bought by patrons. Of this, $6,982,599 were!
sold in
Metropolitan'
New York theatres.
Entire personnel of
theatres, pictures, studio, ex-

Exactly

RKO

RKO

changes,
and RKO Pathe
News, have subscribed 100 per
cent to the current "Shangri-

La" drive.

will

two houses day-and-date

Reagan Speaks

to

Meet

Reagan

Two Awards, One
Complaint Filed
Two arbitration awards were entered at the Albany and Boston tribunals, and a clearance complaint was
filed in Detroit, the American Arbitration Association reported yesterday.

told the meeting that miniadmissions of 75 cents matinees
At Albany, arbitrator Charles J.
o f and $1.10 evenings will prevail. TheRanney, held that the maximum clearthe
entire
or- atres will be permitted to charge more
Film Sponsorship in Doubt
ganization." He where the house can be scaled accord- ance which may be granted by Loew's,
con eluded by ingly, such as for loge seats, and seats Paramount, 20th-Fox and Warners, to
While continuation of the program
paying
tribute may be reserved, at the option of the Proctors and the State, over the Plaza,
is assured, there remains the question
all in Schenectady, shall be 28 days,
to the progress exhibitor.
of official sponsorship for the films to
The minimum scale will
and to the Plaza over the Scotia theduring be part of the playing terms.
The OWI, probably Charles M. Reagan
be distributed.
atre,
Scotia,
14 days.
Complaint
the year by the
in view of the failure of Congress to
Also, Paramount will require the
was dismissed.
Costs
approve continuation of its films unit, distribution department under Neil picture play alone, without any other against
were assessed one-sixth against the
Agnew.
is reluctant to assume sponsorship of
picture, feature or short, or stage at- complainant,
one-sixth each against
A numfuture government subjects.
Adolph Zukor, chairman of the traction, and without games, giveber of those to be contributed to the board, also addressed the delegates, aways and prizes or other premiums. the four distributors, and one-sixth
new program will be made by gov- declaring: "I am grateful that I have It will not be shown anywhere at against the intervenor, Fast Theatres,
Inc.
ernment agencies and undoubtedly will lived to see that Paramount is on top regular admission prices until 1945.
be sponsored by those agencies. How- again and I am confident it will stay
At Boston, John A. Daly, arbitra70-30.
will
terms
be
selling
The
ever, sponsorship of those to be made there."
tor, fixed the maximum clearance beRobert M. Gillham, following Rea- tween the Medford theatre, operated
by the industry, and these may numZukor declared that "For Whom
ber in excess of 20, remains unde- the Bell Tolls" is the type of picture gan, declared that the publicity bar- by Medford Amusement Co., and the
rage will be continuous, with "a huge Square Thesatre, operated by Newstermined.
that will keep exhibitors in business
volume" to break between now and reel, Inc., at 50 days. In the original
report on the meeting's develop- because of the way the public will reOctober 15. He told the meeting that complaint, Newsreel, Inc., sought an
ments is scheduled to be made to the spond.
the advertising campaign is the larg- equal division
session today.
In addition, toof all first-run pictures
est in the history of Paramount.
with the Medford.
day's meeting is scheduled to take up
The arbitrator
Telegram from Freeman
total of $189,000 is to be spent in
the degree of industry participation
stated that he had no power under
magazines, starting September 1.
in the September war bond drive, the
the consent decree to make any such
telegram from Y. Frank Freerelationship of the
to the Na- man, vice president in charge of the
award.
Daly apportioned the costs
Cost $150,000
Campaign
tional Entertainment Industry Coun- studio, read by Charles M. Reagan,
equally between the Newsreel, Inc. and
cil, the manpower situation, and posassistant general sales manager, was
The four-week advance campaign the Medford Amusement Company.
sibly, the copper salvage drive in the- optimistic
The new clearance complaint at Deabout pictures for next for the New York engagement, he
atres.
Ted Gamble, assistant to Sec- year. He expressed his appreciation said, cost about $150,000. The Los troit was filed by B. L. Killbride and
retary of the Treasury Henry Mor- to the members of the sales depart- Angeles campaign will be as big as L. G. Hillier, operating the Beverly
genthau, Jr., will address the meeting ment for their efforts in the past year the one in New York, Gillham stated, Theatre, against Loew's, Paramount
on the September bond drive.
and confidence that they will be and the newspaper campaign for the and 20th Century-Fox.
The comAmong those present at yesterday's matched or exceeded in the new sea- first 45 pre-release key city roadshows plainant seeks a reduction of clearThere will ance of the Tower theatre over the
meeting in addition to Davis and son.
are now being prepared.
Hoyt, were Barney Balaban, Charles
C. J. Scollard, executive assistant be 3,200 lines during the week's ad- Beverly.
F. Coe, Joseph H. Hazen, Jack Cohn, to Neil Agnew in charge of exchange vertising for these 45 cities.
J. J. O'Connor, Spyros Skouras, Ed operations, addressed the meeting on
Gillham said that the largest adKuykendall, W. F. Rodgers, Harry personnel and exchange problems.
vertising campaign in the industry's
D. Buckley and N. Peter Rathvon.
B. G. DeSylva, executive producer, history is planned for motion picture
who came East for the world premiere trade publications on "Bell Tolls."

eration

teamwork

and mum

made

RKO

A

WAC

A

A

WAC

:

New Aide
For Spyros Skouras

•

'Bell Tolls'

Alberti Is

Advance

Sale Hits $27,000
The advance sale for the
two-a-day reserved seat engagements of Paramount's
"For Whom the Bell Tolls" at
the Rivoli Theatre was reported yesterday to be $27,000,
including Wednesday's premiere. Tickets are selling

weeks

in advance.

four

Pittsburgh 1st Runs
Buying 7
Hike Price Scales
Films from Whitney
(Continued from page
—The Harris,
Pittsburgh, July

Classics

15.

1)

Whitney Pioneer Pictures, while the
other five were part of a series produced by the David Selznick- Whitney
International.

When

Selznick

International dissolved, films produced by the company
were divided between Selznick and

Whitney.

Senator, Ritz and
raise their prices
and 55 cents

Warner houses here
this week from 30,

40,

weekdays and 55

cents

new

Sundays

to

rates

44 and 60 cents weekdays,
cents for Sundays.

The Fulton

retains

with a 55-cent top.

of

its

35,

and 60

price

(Continued from page

Skouras,

1)

was announced by

company yesterday. Alberti will
sume his new duties August 2.

the
asIn

addition, it is understood that he has
offered his voluntary services as consultant to the
York
Finance
Committee. Prior to Washington, he
was a producer-director for the

New

War

NBC

Blue network.
Stirling

scale

it

Silliphant,

whom

will succeed, is leaving the
to join the Navy as ensign.

Alberti

company

ith

Stars in Her Eues!

with Deanna in His Arms!

with Terrific Raves!

"Deanna Durbin

grown-up

scores her happiest

portrayal in 'Hers to Hold/ a delightful

comedy

that

star ...

It

modern

opens up a brand new career

remained for

this Felix

for

Jackson produc-

tion to strike exactly the right note that will

the Durbin stock to

immediate

hit

its

...

all-time high

Ryan with a finesse which

is

send

in the

by Frank

Directed

classification.

its

buoyantly refreshing."

— Hollywood Reporter

Deanna Durbin

"This latest

feature

is

right

up

to

the minute, tuneful, entertaining, with sure-fire

audience appeal. Co-starred with Joseph Cotten,

one of her most engaging and

actress turns in

captivating performances

.

.

.

Picture should gross

at the boxoffice as a top Durbin presentation,

should be billed as such."

— Daily

"If this isn't the best picture

ever

made

it

and

Variety

Deanna Durbin has

will serve in that classification until

a better one comes along. La Durbin has shed
the last semblance of adolescence to

emerge a

glamorous, alluring, talented actress without loss

no picture could

of her golden voice. Certainly

have such strong appeal

to the

funny-bone and

the heart without proving a boxoffice bonanza."

— Boxoffice

"Deanna Durbin's glamor and charm

vie with

her gorgeous singing voice in 'Hers to Hold/ She

has developed

info

a

charming and talented

comedienne."

"Deanna

is

— Louella Parsons

more glamorous than ever."
—Erskine Johnson, N.E.A.

"Deanna Durbin

is

ing, in a role that

glamorous

star.

at her best in this latest offer-

shows her

It

be an exciting and

should prove to be one of the

best boxoffice grossers of

The fans

to

all

the Durbin pictures.

will thrill with her in her

every emotion."

— Showmen's Trade Review

"Deonna Durbin again flashes
screen's greatest stars

— this time with a new viva-

cious love allure distinctly

one she very

one of the

forth as

her own. In this

all

definitely registers glamor, but

richer than as designated

it

is

by the common use

of

wholesome glamor— and
ail-American glamor — everyone will idealize and

the word. Since

it

idolize."

is

— Hollywood Motion

"This movie

is

chuckful of

and a

of laughs

Review

Picture

modern day

fun, plenty

tear or two. Deanna's tops!"

— Jimmy Starr, Motion

Picture Editor,

Los Angeles Herald and Express

"Deanna

is prettier

than ever."

and singing more

beautifully

— Harold Swisher, Motion Picture Editor,
United Press Radio Service

"Solid entertainment set for big grosses.

Deanna Durbin her
ture also ushers

greatest opportunity. This pic-

Deanna

into the ranks

grownups, and she shows

new

gives

It

certain

of the

charm

in her

maturity."

— The Exhibitor

"Deanna

fares very well in the

hands of her new

producing-directing combination of Felix Jackson

JOSEPH

and Frank Ryan, who deliver a product
boxoffice potentialities
qualities

.

.

.

she

is

and strong promotional

charming and lovely

as the lady continues to

grow

.

.

in maturity so

her performance

and vocal capacity,

by renditions

mellow depth."

of

of high

and

.

does

reflected here

— Motion Picture

"One

AH

in

of

Deanna Durbin's strongest

b.o. films

Daily

.

.

.

"Hers to Hold" Deanna Durbin successfully

and permanently completes

transition

from cine-

matic subdeb to young ladyhood. Felix Jackson,

as the star's producer, clicks solidly. He gets able
assistance in direction by Frank Ryan."

— Variety

fELYN ANKERS

•

ed on a story by John 0. Kierer

GUS SCHILLING
•

Directed by

FRANK RYAN

•
•

NELLA WALKER
Produced by FELIX JACKSON

•
•

LUDWIG STOSSEL

Associate Producer,

FRANK SHAW
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Day

COUNTRY

Canova
FIGHTERS

Autry)Release)

mins.

REPUBLIC

TEXAS

FUGITIVE

mins.

mins.

FROM

SONORA

MEXICALI

mins.

(Red)

ROSE

EXPRESS

mins.
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O

SLEEPY
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SONG
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Theatre

Bond

Booths AreU.S.
CashRegisters'
Gov't Agent Pays High
Meet
Tribute at

WAC

Exhibitor chairmen of regional
kVAC committees, representing
nore than 8,000 theatres, met in
N'ew York on Friday and heard
rovernmental acknowledgment that
1.700 authorized theatre War Bond
ssuing agents are the "cash registers" of the Treasury Department.
They heard, too, that the WAC's
war-short film program for 1943-44
that
will probably include 52 subjects
previous subjects averaged between
And, in
15,000 and 16.000 bookings.
the
studied
open discussion, they
necessity for formulating a program
ko enlighten youngsters on their role
;

{Continued on page 7)

WPB

Liquidates

Old Film Permits

4

12

YORK,

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, JULY

Para. Mgrs. Told to

Films Coming from

Paramount — Agnew

War

Board

explained that prac(Continued on page 7)

officials

Grainger Calls For
'Fair' Contracts

—

Chicago, July 18. In order
to be fair with exhibitors who
are adversely affected by population shifts as well as to
obtain the maximum benefit
from increased grosses in
other situations, J. R. Grainger said that the five new
Republic district managers
had been given the greatest
latitude in determining contracts.
It is the purpose of
their appointment to expedite
approvals and to eliminate

any chance of argument,
Grainger stated at the comhere
pany's sales meeting
this weekend.

need for eternal
vigilance that no case of unfairness and inequity occurs
inadvertently in your district,
or having occurred inadvertently, remains unadjusted,"

vice-president in charge of distribution, at the closing session on Friday of the company's two-day sales
meeting here, as exemplifying the
advances that have been made in
production under the impetus of
wartime demands for advanced enThe pictures
tertainment films.
Agnew as
were described by
"super-escapist films."

"The need for escapist films to
maintain national morale and entertain our fighting forces has been the
greatest incentive for the production
of better pictures that Hollywood ever
has known," Agnew said. "So far as
Paramount is concerned, the result is
that we now have ready for release,
in production, or in preparation what
may be described as 'super-escapist'
films, screen entertainment which producers would have viewed with glowing pride two or three years hence
under normal conditions.
"The war has spurred us to unParamount has
precedented efforts.
achieved noteworthy results, building
a program of pictures which not only

Photo Equipment
Unit in Meeting
Washington, July

18.

—Members

of the newly-established Photographic

ments.

"There

Twelve new Paramount productions were cited by Neil F. Agnew,

July 18.— All but the

Hollywood studios, and
established
newsreels. are affected by a new
Production Board order limiting the
validity of authorization to purchase
35mm. raw film to 180, in a move to
eliminate a floating demand which
threatened the proper scheduling of
production to meet current require-

Heed Complaints

Equipment Advisory Committee met
for the first time Friday with Harold
Hopper, chief of the motion picture
section, and other officials of the War
Production Board, discussing the materials situation

as

it

affected the

in-

dustry.

A

spokesman for the board said
that the discussions were general and
action
that no decisions for
were attempted or reached. The conference was led by Hopper, as Gov(Continued on page 7)

WPB

2 Clearance Cases

Are Filed
Two
been

in

Boston

have
complaints
Boston tribunal nam-

clearance

filed at the

ing the five consenting companies.

The first, filed by Consolidated
Theatres, Inc., operator of the Plymouth, Worcester, Mass., seeks a reduction to 30 days of the present 60the
day clearance of the Warner
;

(Continued on page 6)

Industry

TEN CENTS

U. S. Appeals

Crescent Case

is

Paramount
were told

managers
sales
at their two-day

sales meeting here Friday by
Claude Lee, director of public
relations.

responsibility,"
he
said, "rests heavily upon your
district managers to whom

"This

your department heads must
look for thorough investigation and intelligent consideration of any complaint that

may

TVroltion

Picture

1943

Super-E scapist

(Continued on page 6)

Washington,

19,

to the

arise."

Schine May Get

6 Months More

For Divestiture

On Expansion
Asks Supreme Court

to

Remand Decree
Nashville, July

18.

—With

the

declared purpose of attempting to
obtain a specific prohibition against
future theatre acquisitions by Crescent Circuit and

its

associated exhibi-

tor defendants in the Government antitrust suit in Federal court here, the
Department of Justice appealed at the
weekend to the U. S. Supreme Court
for an order remanding the Crescent
decree for a correction to accomplish
that end.

The appeal incorporates a
statement by Charles Fahy, U. S.
Solicitor General, which declares that the government's experience in both the New York
and Schine Circuit cases has
shown that "elimination

of in-

dependent theatre competition
by large circuits by action taken
(Continued on page 7)

Washington, D. C,
months

Several

July 18.
time,
additional

possibly half a year, is expected to
be granted the Schine Circuit for
the disposition of the nine theatres
which it has been trying unsuccessfully to sell during the past year, it
was indicated here today in well-in-

formed circles.
The Department
fore

it

of Justice has beof the circuit for
retain the houses, and

request

a

permission to

there have been conversations between
department officials and the company's
counsel, which are expected to lead to
withdrawal of the request and a grant
of three or six months more time in
which another effort can be made to
sell the properties.
The agreement was said to be pretty well settled, but in the event it
fails
to go through the department
(Continued on page 6)

U. A, Gives Raise,

Warners Gives Bonus
Warner employes, on Friday, received a semi-annual bonus averaging half a week's salary to those on
company payrolls six months or
longer.
Artists' home office, salincreases, of varying amounts,
were given to workers, the raise averaging 15 per cent, as approved by the
War Labor Board. It is retroactive

At United

ary

to

Nov.

1,

1942.

Loew, Lyons Form

New Film Company
—

Producing
Hollywood, July 18.
Inc.,
new production company, has been formed with David L.
Artists,

Loew

as president and Arthur Lyons,
representative, as vice-president. The new company will release
through United Artists, having an initial commitment to deliver three picartists

(Continued

oni

page 6)

W.B. Adds Theatres
Around the World
Warners has acquired the
Park
Theatre,
Stockholm,
Sweden, following upon its
recent

acquisition

of

the

Opera Theatre, Cairo, Egypt,
in what company spokesmen
readily admit is a program
aimed to assure post war
screen time for the company's
product in strategic centers
throughout the world. Other
theatre sites either already
have been or are expected to
be acquir°d soon in Lima.
Peru; Sydney, Australia, and

Mexico

City.

Motion Picture Daily

Tradewise

Personal
Mention
Perry

Pantages made up a gin-rummy
foursome returning to RKO's studio
over the weekend from the RKO convention here.

overseas.
L.

Warner

arrive in

will

from the coast today.

Arthur Lyons

Producing Art-

of

arrive from the Coast today.

•

Edward Schnitzer, United
Western

manager,

division

Artists

will

turn today from an eight-week
•

Dewey Bloom, M-G-M's
field

if

not

all,

have estabwhich make
lished
possible adjustments of playing
terms when warranted by picture
performance
or
that,
lacking a formal policy, they

re-

trip.

Canadian

returned to his
over the

representative,

headquarters
weekend.

Toronto

in

stand

ready,

nevertheless,

to

make deserved adjustments.
In

•
ists will

executives that most,
of the distribution

fice sales

either
policies

Sgt. Ben Cohen, son of manager
Lou Cohen of Loew's Poli Theatre
in Hartford, is home on furlough from

Jack

T T was ascertained recently
* by Motion Picture Daily
through inquiries to home of-

companies

New York

and

policy

this

this

in

attitude are unlimited possibilities for the extension of im-

proved relations between buyer
Fairly adminisand seller.
tered by the distributor, and
honestly utilized by the exhibitor, it could become one of the
most effective influences for

which recently requested each
distribution company to
set
forth its policy on adjustment
of trade complaints, including
those concerned with playing
terms.
Ed Kuykendall,
P
president,

committee,

conferred

"Silence!"

other.

trailers

that

ager for Loew's
West, is expected in town this week.
•
Adolph Silverstein, of the 20th
office

exploitation

department, has entered the Army.
•

Joseph H. Moskowitz, New York
representative of 20th Century-Fox
studio, has postponed his trip to Call
fornia until July 30.

•

Harry Shaw,
Loew's Poli

town

will be in

manager of
England Theatres,

division

New

this

week.

•

M.

Robert

Gillham,

Paramount

advertising and publicity director, left
for the coast yesterday for a visit of
several weeks.

•
George Brown, Paramount studio
advertising and publicity head, left for
the coast on Saturday.

Applied or utilized without
integrity by either or both
the adjustment policy
sides,
would die aborning. Not only
could it be rendered impotent
but could become a source of
new resentment.
It involves a responsibility
on the part of the exhibitor to
refrain from pressing undeserving applications for adIn plainer words,
justments.
to avoid wielding the chisel.
And there is the distributor's
responsibility
not to ignore
applications,

qualified

to

re-

and to examine them
fairly and to treat them justly.
An abuse by either could
ceive

render the policy ineffective in
short order.

in

fellow

have stopped speaking

recent

workers
to

each

Coast

of

studio publicity staff left

Paramount's
for the Coast

over the weekend.

Discussing the nature of our
enemy,
the
recently,
Jap,

James R. Young, author of
"Behind the
Rising
Sun,"
which RKO Radio is now
transplanting to celluloid, recalled the Nipponese penchant

employing
unauthorized
photos and fake testimonials

for

Hollywood

of leading

stars in

their advertisements of even
the most intimate of toiletries.

Will Hays, he said, wrote to
manufacturer of such a
preparation protesting the unauthorized use of the industry's
glamor. A doctored version of

one

protest
was
utilized
in the manufacturer's
advertising; which proclaimed
that "Will Hays, Hollywood
movie czar, also indorses our
kidnev tonic."

the

promptly

Mack,

son of Irving
Mack, Chicago trailer maker, has left
for duty in the Pacific. With him are
Donald Shields, stepson of Al

Dezel, Chicago distributor, and Julius Bland, son of Phil Bland, exhibitor.

•

Lester Pollock, manager of Loew's
Jay Golden, of the RKOParamount - Comerford
pool,
and
Harry Long, Schine Rochester city
manager, will attend the Sydney
Rochester

Sampson

;

testimonial

potentiali-

ation of
small in

to

supervisory

a

it

warrant the crebody,

number and representative of both distributors and
exhibitors this body to be empowered to examine applica;

•

Corp. Joseph

its

good, however, that

would seem

•

Murphy McHenry

So great are
ties for

dinner

falo tonight.

in

Buf-

tions for adjustments in the
light of the stated policy of
concerned.
distributor
each
disqualified
by
Applications

the committee would be disThose certified by it
carded.
would be in line for settlement
through further negotiation by

buyer and

seller.

Something

of this kind appears to be in work within
the MPTOA's grievance and
committee,
practice
trade

Sam Wood,

at a trade press

luncheon in New York on Friday, expressed the belief that

"For

Whom

presented
difficulties

ever

M-G-M

has

bought "Hold on

to

Your Hats,"

the Al Jolson stage hit,
as a vehicle for Red Skelton which
Jack Cummings will produce.

•

De Sylva is expected to
from New York Tuesday.

B. G.
rive

ar-

•

Paramount has added to its schedule "National Barn Dance," based on
the Chicago radio program, for production by Walter McEwen with a
radio cast.

Cecil

Katina

B.

selected
DeMille has
whose performance

Paxinou,

in "For Whom the Bell Tolls" has
been widely heralded, for his new pro-

•

•

executive, has returned to the
after a New York visit.

on Tuesday, at which time open
cussion on the proposal is expecte?

•

Voldemar

Vetluguin, aide
to
Louis B. Mayer, M-G-M studio chief

preliminary

duction, "Rurales."

•

division manTheatres in the mid-

at

Irving Mack of Filmack
Trailers, Chicago, writes that
his staff has made so many

ever has been exposed

Charles Raymond,

the

of

here

the weekend on the replies received
from distributors to
date.
Levy plans to call a
meeting of the full committee
in about
10 days, at which
a final plan of action is expected to be devised.

months

brief

discussions at a session of the city
council here at the weekend the proposal to place a one-cent admission
tax on all amusements to finance the
sewer construction program
city's
was withdrawn by the revenue and
5siojj'
taxation committee for re-submissi^

and Her-

man Levy, chairman

good that the perennially turbulent buyer and seller scene
to.

M

T O A

•

Century-Fox home

Hollywood, July 18

FOLLOWING

Nat Holt and Rodney

1943

19.

Coast Flashes

SHERWIN KANE

By

CHARLES KOERNER,
Lieber,

Monday, July

the Bell Tolls"
greater production
than any picture

made.

Contributing

this impression,

to

no doubt, was

the fact that Gary Cooper, as
the American volunteer with
the Spanish republican forces
in "Bell,"
was Wood's Lou
Gehrig in "Pride of the Yankees," in production at approximately the same time. An
extra-inning
game for the
"Yanks" at Catalina might
have played hob with the
Spanish
civil
war in the
High Sierras.

In pursuance of an unannounced but
confirmed policy reducing its shorts
schedule due to the inroads of government films on screen time, thus curtailing minor feature output, M-G-M
has released shorts producer Sam
Coslow and feature producers B. F.

Zeidman and Robert and Raymond
Hakim. Others in these categories are
expected to follow.
•
Lieut.

Col.

Marvin

War

Young,

Department's
Hollywood
Victory
Committee and USO contact, has arrived here for a special meeting of
talent
the
board tomorrow

HVC

night.

•

Martin Gosch, former radio producer who was signed by William Goetz
as a 20th-Fox producer, has resigned
following several months at the studio
without producing a picture.

London Premiere
For "Moon Is Down"
"The Moon

Is

Down" opened

the Tivoli Theatre,

London,

week under the auspices

late

of the

at
last

Nor-

and over 600
notables representing American, BritGreek,
Swedish,
Norwegian,
ish,
Mexican, Polish, Jugoslav, Czech,
Russian, and Icelandic governments
wegian

government,

attended, according to a cable rezeived in New York at weekend by
Murray Silverstone, 20th CenturyFox vice-president in charge of sales.
Audience included King Haakon of

Norway, Ambassador Winant, Rear
Admiral George Wilson, Lord and
Lady Simon, Lord and Lady Leathers, Sir Kingsley and Lady Wood,
Sir George and Lady Ponsonby, Admiral Sir Edward and Lady Evans,
Lady Mountbatten, and Army and
Navy Air Forces members representing 10 Allied Nations.

Martin Quigley, President and Editor-in-Chief; Colvin Brown Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Executive Editor. Published daily except Saturday, Sunday
and holidays by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue, Rockefeller Center, New York, 20, N. Y. Telephone Circle 7-3100. Cable address, "Quigpubco. New
York." Martin Quigley, President; Colvin Brown, Vice-President; Red Kann, Vice-President; T. J. Sullivan, Secretary; Sherwin Kane, Executive Editor; James A. Cron, Advertising Manager; Chicago Bureau, 624 South Michigan Avenue, Oscar Lundy, Correspondent; Hollywood Bureau, Postal Union Life Building, William R. Weaver, Editor; London
Bureau, 4 Golden Square, London Wl, Hope Burnup, Manager; Aubrey Flanagan, Editor; cable address, "Quigpubco, London." All contents copyrighted 1943 by Quigley PubEntered as second class
lishing Company, Inc.
Other Quigley Publications: Motion Picture Herald, Better Theatres, International Motion Picture Almanac and Fame
matter, Sept. 23, 1938, at the post office at New York, N. Y„ under the act of March 3, 1879. Subscription rates per year $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign; single copies, 10c.
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Crews- Best Ever'

Review
"Appointment

Alley Eyewitness
To Sicilian Battle
An eyewitness account of
the American landing at Gela,
Southeastern Sicily, was sent
on Friday over International
wires by Norman Alley, staff

in Berlin

{Columbia)

HP A KING

its
cue from the despicable activities of the renegade
Englishman, Lord Haw-Haw, whose vituperative broadcasts from
Berlin assailed the British airwaves during the early months of the war,
"Appointment in Berlin" is a rather neatly contrived romantic spy
melodrama, plausibly told with some suspense and action. As the renegade Englishman, who is really a British spy transmitting vital information in his scathing broadcasts to his fellow countrymen, -George
Sanders gives a convincing performance, supported fry Marguerite Chapman as the sister of the Nazi radio propaganda minister, Onslow Stevens.
The bang up finale wherein Sanders helps frustrate the impending
invasion of Britain is handled with surprising restraint considering the
trend in recent motion pictures of having the heroes completely out-

*•

An

earnest

was paid

tribute
of film

the

crews by Sam
location work
.Vood at an informal luncheon tend[jtid the producer-director by Para|}mt at the Hotel Astor on Friday,
'TTth trade press representatives as
,

I

;guests.

"The

men

film

crews are the best work-

the

in

Wood

world,"

thing can't be
elephant
they'll get one
decide it must

pink

one

side,

said.

"I

them say a
witting the helpless Nazis.
done. If you want a
The action of the picture starts at the time of Munich with Sanders,
on a mountain top
for you. And if you an RAF Wing-Commander, being cashiered out of the Service for his
have all four legs on boisterous denunciation of the pact with the Nazis. Taking advantage

mave never heard one

that,

too.

work under the
frequently
toughest of conditions. With the 'For
the Bell Tolls' company, it
was necessary for them to make a level
clearing
on a rock mountainside.
They virtually moved the mountain,
and killed more rattlesnakes than St.
Patrick while doing it."
They

Whom

•I

Barney Balaban and Adolph Zukor
made appearances at the luncheon and
Gillham,
George Brown, Al Wilkie, Al Finestone, Don Mersereau, Chester Bahn,
George Morris, Lou Pellegrine, Sherwin Kane, Charles Aaronson, Floyd
included

guests

I

Robert

:

William Formby, James JerKennedy,
auld, Chick Lewis, Tom
Mori Krushen, Herb Miller, Mel
Konnicauf, Al Picault, R. W. Baremore and Frank Leyendecker.
Stone,

of Sanders' disgrace, Colonel Patterson, a British Intelligence official,
enlists Sanders' help to combat Nazi espionage.
It takes a further disgrace and almost two years of waiting before the Nazis finally fall for
the trap which Patterson sets. Sanders is bidden to Berlin by Rudolph
Sanders is surprised to disPreissing, minister of radio propaganda.
cover that Preissing's lovely sister Use, with whom he almost fell in
love at the time of Munich, is not as passionate a Nazi as her brother,
even though she holds a high post in the radio ministry. Bearing the
taunts of even Use, Sanders grimly applies himself to his assigned mission, transmitting vital information, gathered by British operatives in
Germany, through the medium of his taunting broadcasts. When the
jig is finally up, he flees Germany with Use, intent upon transmitting his
last vital bit of information concerning the impending invasion of
Britain. Both he and Use are killed but the news gets through and the
invasion fleet, spotted by the flaming pyre which Sanders makes of his
plane in crashing, is broken up.
Alfred E. Green turns in a neat directorial job under Sam Bischoff,
who produced. Story is by B. P. Fineman with screenplay by Horace

Michael Hogan.
Running- time, 77 mins. "G."*

McCoy and

Milton Livingston

*"G" denotes general classification.

Samson Takes Over
in 2nd
Canada Post Today Republic

Launch Safety Drive
At Capital Meeting
Washington, July
—A national
Session in Chicago "Smash
the Seventh Column" cam-

—

Buffalo, July 18. Promotion of
Sydney Samson from 20th CenturyChicago, July 18.— Prior to the
Fox Buffalo branch manager to Canadian district chief, and of Ira H. opening of Republic's mid-West sales
the Pittsburgh
branch, as Samson's successor here,
became effective today.

formerly

of

meeting, at the

Herbert

J.

Drake

Hotel, Friday,

Yates, Sr., president

J.

R.

paign to blanket 850 U. S. cities was
launched at weekend by the U. S. Junion Chamber of Commerce following
a luncheon at the Hotel Statler Thursday coincident with the premiere of
the M-G-M Pete Smith short, "Seventh
Column" at Loew's Palace Theatre.

Midwestern district manGovernment officials and civic leadager E. L. Walton, Southern district ers attended, among them War Manmanager Merritt Davis, exchangemen power Commission head Paul McNutt, Mrs. Jimmy Doolittle, Major
from these districts and home office
General Allen W. Gullion, Army
executives, attended the Oriental The- Provost Marshal General, and Col.
personal
Rogers'
atre opening of Roy
Pelham D. Glassford, head of the InGrainger,

Monday night, some 250 friends
from Albany, Gloversville, Binghamton, Elmira, Syracuse, Rochester and
the New York home office of Fox,
will attend the Buffalo Variety Club's
testimonial dinner at the Hotel Statler in honor of Samson. A. W. Smith,
Eastern sales manager of 20th appearance in connection
Jr.,
Century, will head the" home office "Silver Spurs."
group.

K. O'Shea, M-G-M division
manager, and Dave Miller, of Cleveland, Universal district manager, will
E.

be toastmasters.

with

his

itself, wires received
indicated
branches
Republic
bookings on Rogers productions resulting in the largest concentration of
bookings ever amassed in Republic's

At

the meeting

from

Assisting Chairman Phil Fox, Co- history.
lumbia branch manager, on the dinner
Chicago civic officials, headed by
committee will be Elmer F. Lux,
Edward Kelly, joined in the
Mayor
branch manager, as treasurer,
here for Rogers.
greeting
and Ralph Maw, Metro branch man-

RKO

Acquires Three in Chi.
owner

July

Republic's home office was
sented at the meeting by William
Walter L. Titus, Jr., and
Saal,
Charles Reed Jones, who attended the
repre-

ager, as secretary.

Chicago,

18.

— Nate

Slott,

Saturday session.
A group of exhibitors were guests

Park Theatre here, has
the Century, Madlin and
Lindy theatres from Elmer Benesch.
Irving Pearlman, formerly with Esaness Circuit, will become general

at

manager

Jim Booth

of the

acquired

of the

new

Newsreel

Pool.

Alley also took the historic
pictures aboard the U. S. S.
Panay when the gunboat was
sunk by the Japs in the
Yangtze River.

circuit.

Republic's

luncheon,

convention

among them Johnny Jones

of

Jones,

Linick and Schaefer, Jack Kirsch of
Allied,

Joe

Kaufman
of Essaness.

of

RKO,

Western Shorts

Lead Vitaphone
Warner

Bros, has included a series
two-reel Westerns to top its
1943-44 Vitaphone short subject program, with all releases to be produced at the Burbank studios under
the supervision of Jack L. Warner,
executive producer, it was announced

of

six

at

weekend by Norman H. Moray,

short subject sales manager.
Details

the lineup, released in
following conclusion of
three regional sales meet-

of

New York

Warners'
ings, which

wound up Saturday

in

San Francisco, with general sales
manager Ben Kalmenson presiding,
reveal a schedule of 86 subjects, the
same size as last season but more
diversified, including a greater num-

ber of Technicolors.
Individual series to be released include the following 12 two-reel "Featurettes" six will be "Santa Fe Trail"
Westerns, for which the best Western
Other six will
talent has been signed.
cover various types, from kiddie revues
and all-girl musicals to drama. There
will be six two-reel Technicolor "Specials," produced in cooperation with
various branches of the armed forces.
:

18.

Cohen,

American

of

arrange

they'll

of MGM's News
of the Day, who is covering
the front as a member of the

cameraman

and

Anita
ternal
Security
Division.
Louise, actress, received on behalf of
Pete Smith, producer, a plaque from
Bruce Palmer, president of the U. S.
Chamber of Commerce, "in recognition of the film's outstanding contribution to the cause of safety."

;

Twenty-six one-reel "Merrie Meloand "Looney Tunes" in TechniLeon
color,
will
be produced by

dies"

Schlesinger. Thirteen one-reel "Sports
Parades" will also be in color. There
will be 10 one-reel "Melody Masters
Bands," and six one-reel "Vitaphone
Varieties," of novelty numbers, including another Howard Hill animal
"Blue
Also,
13
one-reel
subject.

Ribbon

"Hall

Fame"

Schlesin-

ger's

Windy City
—

9

Firsts

Chicago, July 18. A high powered
campaign for Republic's Roy Rogers
setting a number of firsts in ChiThe opening of "Song of
cago.
Texas" at the Oriental Theatre on
Friday marked the first time a western has been accorded a prominent
first run booking in the Loop. Outdoor 24-sheets in 192 locations, 72
with special lighting effects, are devoted exclusively to an individual and
his horse for the first time.

is

of

Regional Sales Meets
Concluded by Warner
San

Roy Rogers Lassos

Merrie Melodies,"
group, presenting
cartoon subjects.

Francisco, July

18.

—The

last

the three regional sales meetings
held by Warner Bros, this year was
of

concluded here Saturday by Ben Kalmenson, general sales manager.

Kalmenson

left

yesterday

for

a

swing through the Southwest territory
on his way back East.
Roy Haines, Southern and Western
division sales manager, also will make
some stopovers on his way back to
New York.
Norman H. Moray, A. W. Schwalberg, Howard Levinson and Albert S.

Howson
rect.

return to the

home

office di-

•

ent of importance for the

motion iiiiSiire theatre-goers and the boxof fice takes
place in

ALBANY -DALLAS- DETROIT -

OKLAHOMA CITY - ST. LOUIS

and upon

subsequent days in every other key city
in the United States

where the combination

Trade Showing and Preview
**

Heaven Can Wait" takes place.

We

of

are happy to

have you judge the potentialities of this picture

by observing the audience's and your own reaction,
Results speak louder than words*
You. Mr. Showman, trill see
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RESULTS!
CENTURY- FOX

Above are just a few of the comments
from the sneak previews held on the
East and West Coasts

i

Motion Picture Daily

6

4

12

Super-Escapist'

Critics

9

Quotes

Monday, July

.

.

"FOR
"In spite of

its

WHOM THE BELL

some basic detruncations

in spite of

Boston, July 18.—OPA Administrator Prentiss Brown
stated in a talk before the
Chamber of Commerce here
at the weekend that lifting of
the pleasure driving ban may
be expected any day. He indicated that he believed the
ban accomplished no useful
purpose, saying that the galIon and one-half of gasoline//
allowed East Coast motorists^
each week did not permit of
any "pleasure" driving.

TOLLS" (Paramount)

almost interminable and physically exhausting length

.

.

.

and

two leading characters,

of the novel's

it

throughout with vitality and is topped off with a climax that's a
whiz ... so much that was fine in the novel and so much that was humanly
the superb characterizatrue have been faithfully reproduced in the picture
tions are the outstanding merit of the film.
And also it is produced as
magnificently as any film has ever been." Bosley Crowthers, N. Y .Times.
vibrates

(Continued from page

1)

but is two
is the finest ever released,
or three years ahead of its time in
superlative entertainment values," he

.

.

.

.

.

.

said.

The productions named by Agnew
were "Let's Face It," with Bob Hope
"Lady in the
and Betty Hutton
Dark," Mitchell Leisen's Technicolor
production starring Ginger Rogers,
Ray Milland, Warner Baxter and Jon
:

;

Hall;

"The Story

of

Wassell,"

Dr.

B. DeMille's Technicolor production starring Gary Cooper, La"Riding
raine Day and Signe Hasso
Cecil

;

Technicolor

High,"

Dorothy
Victor
Hail,"
starring

with

musical

Lamour, Dick Powell and
Moore; "So Proudly We

Mark

production
Paulette

Sandrich

Colbert,

Claudette

"CABIN IN THE SKY" (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
''Cabin in the Sky," after a slow start, really swings into action. Embracing everything from spirituals to jive, from the deeply emotional Ethel Waters
to the slim and provocative Lena Home, it is anybody's money's worth of
entertainment. Harrison Carroll, Los Angeles Herald Express.
"Cabin in the Sky," with its highly talented all-Negro cast, is one of the
It is
most delightful screen plays to come out of Hollywood this year.
one of those rare blends of mirth, melody and play-acting that strike deep
into the heart.
The film deals with such fundamentals as love, simple faith,
and human frailty. Paid T. Gilbert, Chicago Sun.
It is by turn an inspiring expression of a
Bountiful entertainment.
simple people's faith in the hereafter and spicy slice of their zest for earthy
pleasures.
This first all-Negro screen musical in many a year is a most
York Times.
welcome treat. T. M. P.,

New

"True
to Life," with Mary Martin, Franchot
"MY FRIEND FLICKA" (20th Century-Fox)
Victor
and
Powell
Dick
Tone,
Sympathetic acting, fine direction, and swell script work, however make tht
Moore; "The Miracle of Morgan's
mere recital of words. It grips you. Lee MorCreek," starring Eddie Bracken and picture much more than a
Betty Hutton, written and directed by timer, N. Y. Daily Mirror.
It is a magnificent and stirring story, simply told against a beautiful back"No Time for
Sturges
Preston
Love," starring Claudette Colbert and ground. "My Friend Flicka" is delightful, inspiring. Norman Clark, BaltiFred MacMurray "Hostages," with more News-Post.
"My Friend Flicka" should be pleasurably appealing to the majority of
Luise Rainer, Arturo de Cordova,
moviegoers what with its indescribably beautiful colored outdoor back
William Bendix and Paul Lukas
"The Uninvited," starring Ray Mil- grounds into which is woven the refreshing and touching tale of a boy's deDonald votion to a horse. Archer Winstein, Nezv York Post.
and
Hussey
Ruth
land,
One of the season's best pictures. It is away from the war, away frorr
Crisp; "Frenchman's Creek," Mitchell
Leisen Technicolor production with politics and the film was made in the finest color photography so far. Eileen
Joan Fontaine, Arturo de Cordova Creelman, N. Y. Sim.
On the whole it is a tender and persuasive film, although there are moand Ralph Forbes, and the TechniHarrison Carroll, L. A. Herald
color Sam Wood production "For ments when its sentiment goes overboard.
Whom the Bell Tolls," starring Gary Express.
"My Friend Flicka" is charming and deserves bouquets. Dorothy Manners
Cooper and Ingrid Bergman.
L. A. Examiner.
Paramount's Shorts Schedule

Goddard and Veronica Lake

;

;

;

—

The company's new season

short

Loew, Lyons Form

announced at the
meeting by Oscar A. Morgan, short
subjects sales manager, consists of 64
shorts, of which six will be two-reel
subjects and the balance single reels.
(Continued from page 1)
The program consists of nine series,
budgeted at $1,three of which, "Little Lulu," "Novel- tures. Each will be
Artists announced.
toons" and "Musical Parade," are 000,000, Producing
With the Lyons' talent resources to
new. Three-quarters of the programs
upon, the company has arranged
will be in Technicolor, Morgan said. draw
and directors associated
stars
for
Others who addressed Friday's ses- with it to head their own companies
sion of the meeting were Charles M. and thereby to participate in profits.
Reagan, assistant general sales man- The arrangement permits such stars
ager
Hugh Owen, Eastern division and directors to engage in outside picmanager George Smith, Western di- tures for other producers, as well, it
Robert M. Gillham, was stated.
vision manager
and publicity director
advertising
Producing Artists' first production
schedule,

subject

New Film Company

:

;

;

Clearance Cases
Are Filed in Boston
(Continued from page

1)

45-day clearance of the Capital, and
the case of move-overs from the
Loew's to the Elm Street, it asks that
the 30-day clearance begin with completion of the showing at the Loew's.
The second complaint was filed by
Watertown Square Theatre, Inc.,
operator of the Strand, Watertown,
and asks a reduction to seven days
in

of the present clearances of the Coolidge Theatre, which range from 14 to
30 days.

;

Shuford, advertising manStanley
ager
Alec Moss, exploitation manager George Brown, studio publicity
manager Louis Phillips, company attorney
Claude Lee, public relations
officer, and J. A. Walsh, chief statis;

;

;

;

tician.

The following were

elected to the

department's

sales

Twig,

Albany;
Herbert C.
William
Washington
Cincinnati
William
W.

Sharpe,

Charlotte

Waters,

Thompson,

Kern

now

in progress.

Rouben

Mamoulian

One
Hundred Per Cent Club for 1943:
Edward H. Bell, New York; Weldon
Paramount

Jerome

and Cole
Porter, who already have been signed,
and possibly that of George Gershwin
and Irving Berlin, with whom negoGershwin,

tiations are

Following Elected

A.

will be a large-scale musical, as yet
untitled, employing the music of Ira

;

;

will produce and direct.
Jack Benny, with his own company,
will produce a series of comedies for
Producing Artists, it was stated. Producing Artists will headquarter at
General Service Studios, and expects
within a few years to produce from

10 to 18 top-budget
nually, according to

productions an-

Loew.

Thomas Frank,
The company also may engage in
Harry M. Haas, Los Broadway production, it was stated.

More First Runs
For

Army

Washington, July

Overseas

—

194

Brown Says Pleasure
Driving Ban to End

.

Films Coming from

Paramount— Agnew

19,

18.
Stepping
up of distribution of first-run U. S.
films abroad from three to four programs a week is announced here to-

May Extend

I

Schine

Divestiture Time
(Continued from page

1)

make

a report on the
situation to the court and leave it to
the judge to decide whether the circuit
has exhausted every effort to comply
with the requirements of the standstill
agreement and if it should be left in
possession of the theatres. Schine circuit originally agreed to dispose of
16 theatres under terms of an "armistice" on the Government's anti-trust
suit against the circuit.
is

expected to

Copyright Suit vs.
Loew's Is Settled
Papers filed in Federal Court Friday indicate that the copyright infringement action brought against
Loew's Inc., by Bettie MacDonald,
former Ziegfeld showgirl who turned
author and wrote "Ziegfeld Girl," had
been discontinued and settled out of
court.

Miss MacDonald, who charged that
Loew's pirated her novel and story
in producing a motion picture, contended that she wrote "Ziegfeld Girl"
in 1932 and in 1933 entered into an
agreement with American Weekly,
Inc., to write articles which embodied
portions of the novel under the titles
"Secrets Behind the Scenes at the
Follies," and "Behind the Scenes at
the Follies."

Confer on
Plans for 'Army'

Officers

Major General Irving
executive

director

of

J. Phillipson,

Army Emer-

gency Relief, met with Service Command Directors and Air Force direcof Army Emergency Relief at
the Pennsylvania Hotel Friday to discuss Army Relief problems and plans
for the national showings of Irving
Berlin's "This Is the Army," produced by Warners for Army Emertors,

gency Relief.
Plans for special premiere pernight.
formances of the picture in 1,200
Programs consisting of a feature cities were detailed by the advisor
and a short are flown regularly from to the executive director, Col. Charles
this country to 18 overseas exchanges
F. H. Johnson. The picture will open
for circulation in areas where our in key cities August 12, following the
troops are stationed. Individual Army N. Y. premiere July 28.
circuits varv in length, running to as

much

as 1,500 miles.

Screen 'Heaven' Tonight

"Heaven Can Wait," 20th CenturyDes Moines
Columbia Dividend
Fox's new Ernst Lubitsch production,
Donald
Hicks,
Angeles
R.
Salt Lake Lyons is scheduled to arrive in New
Columbia's board of directors has will be screened at the RKO 23d
City
Irving J. Werthamer, Milwau- York from here today to open nego- declared a dividend of 68^4 cents per Street Theatre tonight. The screening
kee Walter P. Wiens, Dallas James tiations for original musical and dra- share on the $2.75 convertible pre- will be preceded by a dinner at 21
R. Velde, Detroit, and John E. Kent, matic material and to advance the ferred stock, payable August 16, to Club for trade press representatives
Seattle.
plans for play production.
stockholders of record on August 2. and other guests of 20th-Fox.
;

;

;

;

;

;

.

:

;

r
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WPB Order Forces
Appeals Theatre Bond Booths Are
Liquidation of
Treasury 'Cash Registers
Crescent Case
Old Film Permits
What
On Expansion
A
U. S.

(Continued from page

wartime.
recorded for

{.Continued

lA

from page

1)

after the acquisitijn occurs." It
added that unless the govern-

(;*ment

is

given the remedy "the

1)

unanimous vote was

in

all-out

support

of

the

Third War Loan drive, starting September 9 with-a goal of $16,000,000,000.
The War Activities Committee's
committee,

coordinating

executive

it wantthe Treasury wanted.
ed, and needed desperately, he said,
was the industry showmanship which
could sell the small bonds to many
millions of theatregoers, and thus siphon off the so-called "dangerous

1)

permit authorizations issued
year under Limitation Order
this
No. L-178 have contained a time
limitation on their validity, but that
money" which would cause inflation. there were outstanding earlier authorhad no time limit, and
Saying that "even the industry izations which
of which were still being used.
doesn't fully appreciate the impor- many
When these authorizations were istance of the job that it is doing,'
Gamble added that the tentatively sued, it was contemplated that they
period.
projected "Caravan of Stars" could would be used within a short

committee of the theatres division, and
chairmen of the exhibitor exchange
area committees met at the Hotel Astor and heard addresses by Charles P.
Taft, head of the division of recreation and welfare of the Federal Se- be the dramatic element which would
independent theatre competition
campaign together and
the
Agency, and Theodore R. weld
curities
which the Sherman Act contemGamble, assistant to Secretary of the bring it over the top.
plates."
Treasury Morgenthau and director of
Fabian Repeats Pledge
Crescent defendants were cited to
war financing for the Treasury.
appear in Washington within 40 days
Fabian reiterated the pledge that
the
delivered
at
address,
Taft's
to answer the appeal.
luncheon session of the whole-day the industry would do all in its powThe government's application for meet, dealt with the possible role of er to accomplish the results needed.
remanding, filed by Tom C. Clark
the industry in formulating a con- He declared that with the assistance
and Robert L. Wright, assistant at- structive program designed to educate of Oscar A. Doob, chairman of
torney generals, contends that the
'teen-age youngsters of both sexes to WAC's public relations division, and
Federal court here erred in its order
their
role in a wartime America. a special campaign committee, the best
and decree in holding "That the exGamble, calling the theatre bond is- campaign possible would be outlined.
hibitor defendants, and each of them
suing agents the "cash-registers" of The first thing on the campaign agenhe, and they hereby are, enjoined and
the Treasury Department, asked the da would be to increase the number
restrained from acquiring a financial
Also, the Treasury
aggressive, comprehensive participa- of issuing agents.
interest in any additional theatres, outtion of the industry in the forthcom- Department is working on an arrangein
any
Tennessee,
Nashville,
side
ment to make
state bond chairing Third War Loan.
town where there is already located a
men official members of the various
not,
operation
or
in
whether
Program
Screen
theatre,
state Treasury War Savings staffs.

jjJ^ourt concluded it was entitled
to but rejected on administrative considerations," the government "will be unable to secure the continued existence of

(Continued from page

tically all

The unknown

demand

floating

thus

overhanging the market, it was said,
might impede the effective operation
the film raw stock program if a
considerable volume of raw stock suddenly was called for. So the
has decided to cancel all old authori-

of

WPB

zations.

The new restriction was incorporated in the film-restriction order, ef-

immediately. No change was
the schedule of allocations
for studios or newsreels.
also amended its order limiting the production of photographic
film to eliminate a loop-hole through
which studios might have been made
eligible for preference ratings to secure film and which order would have
interfered with the operation of the
Kenneth Thomson, chairman of the raw film rationing system.
Hollywood Victory Committee, and
fective

made

in

WPB

WAC

the owner of such theatre
should volunteer to sell to either of
the exhibitor defendants, and when
none of said defendants, their officers,
agents or servants are guilty of any
of the acts or practices prohibited in

unless

Paragraph Nine hereof."

Claims Court Erred

"The court erred in declining to
enter in lieu of said Paragraph (19)
of the final decree the provision contained in Paragraph 20 of the proposed decrees submitted in accordance
with the court's conclusion of law No.
.'0, which provision reads as follows
"That the exhibitor defendants and
each of them be, and they hereby are
enjoined and restrained from acquiring a

1

interest

in

any addi-

Nashville,
Tennessee, except after an affirmative
showing before this court that such
acquisition will not unreasonably restrain competition.
"Wherefore, plaintiff prays that the
final order and decree of the District
Court granting the relief set forth in
Paragraph 19 thereof and denying relief
in accordance with the court's
aforesaid conclusions of law No. 20
may be reversed and the cause remanded for the entry in lieu of said
paragraph of a provision in accordance with said conclusions of law and
for such other and fit relief as the
court may deem just and proper."

tional

1

financial

theatres

outside

of

Clark May Confer With
Industry Coast Officials

Washington,
Attorney

—

July 18. Assistant
General Tom Clark will

leave Washington Tuesday to attend
a meeting of U. S. attorneys at Denver later in the week, and may then
go on to the Coast.
Clark's plans are indefinite, and
while he hopes to get to Los Angeles
no final decision has been possible.
In the event he does reach California,
he will be available for conferences
with company officials on matters pertaining to the film industry, but no

such conferences have been formally
arranged.
He will be away from
Washington for about two weeks.

The screen program

of

war

infor-

mation includes tentatively 26 one- or
two-reel subjects, and 26 shorter sub- member of the
Hollywood divijects requiring speedy national cover- sion, indicated that star participation
the
aforementioned
age, which may be shipped by the via
"Caravan"
would be possible. A "Heroes Caranews reels.
The full-length shorts would play van," with some screen personality
off— to the customary 15,000-odd thea- as master of ceremonies for each
tres
in 16 weeks. The shorter screen group, is also under consideration.
messages would get national screen
Committee Authorized
coverage in six weeks.
execuFollowing Taft's address, a comFrancis S. Harmon,
was authorized to
tive vice-chairman, declared that no mittee of seven
official statement would be forthcom- study and formulate a practicable proThe committee will be drawn
until after further gram.
ing from
conferences with the Hollywood divi- as follows three from the theatre dision of WAC, the newsreel division, vision, two from the Hollywood diviand Palmer Hoyt, director of domes- sion, and one each from the distributors and public relations divisions.
tic operations of the Office of War

WAC

—

WAC

WAC

:

Information.
H. Fabian, theatres division
S.
chairman, opened the meeting of that
A redivision, held Friday morning.
port on finances was given by Arthur
L. Mayer,

WAC

treasurer, and Herto the chair-

man Gluckman, assistant
man of the distributors

division,

re-

ported that with the distribution set-

up arranged by the division headed
by William F. Rodgers, the average
subject received between 15,000 and

The meeting concluded with a

dis-

cussion of the National Industry Entertainment Council. George J. Schaefer, who has been elected to the chairmanship of that group, spoke on its
aims and purposes.
It was decided
to select a
committee to take
the prospect of the
affiliating
with the NEIC under advisement.

WAC

WAC

Attending in addition to those menwere
N.
Peter
Rathvon,
Adolph Zukor, Charles Moscowitz,
_

tioned,

:

Photo Equipment
Unit in Meeting
(Continued from page 1)

ernment presiding officer, as he prepared to leave Washington for Hollywood.
Members of the committee present included Fred M. Hall, Bell and Howell
Co.
J. C. Fishel, Federal Manufacturing and Engineering Corp.
William W. Drewry, Jr., Agfa-Ansco
Talton R. Craig, Craig Movie Supply
C. C. Cooley, Da-Lite Screen
Co.
George E. Yeomans, EastCo., Inc.
man Kodak Co. H. A. Schumacher,
Folmer-Graflex Corp. J. J. Kuscher,
;

;

;

;

;

;

De Jur-Amsco

Corp.
B. Kleerup,
Society for Visual Education, and
Homer Hilton, Argus, Inc.
;

Summerville in Running
Toronto, July

18.

— W.

A.

Sum-

merville, Sr., exhibitor, has received
the nomination of the Progressive

Conservative party for the Rivendale
in the forthcoming Provin-

district,

the
record - high Abe Lastfogel, Max Weisfelt, Sam cial elections, August 4. Summerville
bookings,
16,000
booking being established by "Para- Rinzler, John J. O'Connor, Walton G. has a partnership arrangement for his
troops," which was pencilled in for Ament, Lou Golding, Sam Rosen, W. theatres with the B. & F. circuit,
15.719 bookings in 22 weeks.
Crockett, Herman Robbins, M. A. which in turn is a subsidiary of
Harmon then reviewed various Rosenberg, Nate Yamins, Maurice Famous Players Canadian Corp.
cooperation
with
phases of industry
Wright, Ike Libson, Edward L. Althe government on war information person, Barney Balaban, Adrian Mcfilms.
Calman, Joseph Hazen, Wm. F. RodGamble Pays Tribute
gers, H. M. Richey, Jules J. Rubens,
Gamble's address was considered Ed Kuykendall, Bob Wilby, Sam
one of the most impressive tributes Morris, Dan Michalov, Phil Reisman,
YES, WE BELIEVE WE CAN
Bob O'Donnell, Leon J. Bamberger,
to the industry ever delivered by a
SUPPLY GRADED MANPOWER
official.
He declared Jack Cohn, Joseph Bernhard, Leonard
Government
W. C. Michael, Harry
TO FILL ANY VACANCY IN
that the 4,700 theatres which are of- Goldenson,
Robert
Paskow, Sam
ficial
issuing agents for bond sales Lowenstein,
YOUR ORGANIZATION.
Shain,
Don
Jacocks,
Alicoate,
I.
Jack
represented an "indispensable" aid to
Wheeler,
Hoffman,
Spyros
Sam
CALL—
Gamble stated they J.
the war effort.
represent TO per cent of all Treasury Skouras.

MANPUWKR

McGRANN

FRANK

outlets

for

bonds and

more bonds were

in

some cases

sold in theatres than

in post offices.

POSITION SECURING BUREAU, INC.

'Iron

the Third War Loan, he stated
that it wasn't just bond publicity that

in

Mexico City, July

In asking for industry participation
in

Mask'

soon
of

to

"The

have

Man

Mexican
18.

— Mexico

(AGENCY)
331

Madison

Ave.

(43rd

St.),

New

York

is

a version in Spanish
with the Iron Mask."

MUrray

h.ll

2-6494

Motion Picture Daily

Off the Antenna

'Lady of Burlesque'

Up $15,000
Milwaukee Run

Monday, July

Rolls

**T

NFORMATION PLEASE"
in radio

program

has set what

War Bond

From Button
Tentative

is

staff,

.

of

American invasion

respectively.

Sicily.

of

Estimated receipts for the week ending July 17
"Bataan" (M-G-M)
"Two Senoritas from Chicago"

PALACE^(2,40O)

(50c-6Sc)

Purely Personal: Carl Gross

Gross:

2nd

days.

7

(Average,
"Lady of Burlesque" (U. A.)

week.

$6,700)

$6,230.

NBC's

"Just Plain Bill" has been signed
her next.
Roy C. Cordercommunications facilities has resigned to join
man, assistant chief of
Howard Stanley succeeds Lee
the radio dhnsion of Western Electric
and publicity director
Chadzvick as promotion-publicity director for
Palmer M. Craig has been named chief engineer
of CBS Washington.
Carleton McVarish of the Yankee Netof the radio division of Philco.
work has joined the Army.

M-G-M

by

(Col.)

of

Lana Turner

play opposite

to

in

.

.

.

.

WTOP

(44c-60c-75c) 7 days.
his orchestra on stage.

Plus Lee Roth and
Gross: $15,120. (Average, $12,600)
"High Explosive" (Para.)

.

.

.

.

STRANDM1.400)

(50c-65c)

Gross:

days,

7

.

.

.

WARNER— (2,400)

week.

Gross:

(44c-65c)

days,

7

2nd

(Average, $9,000)
"Coney Island" (ZOth-Fox)
"Crime Doctor" (Col.)
$9,000.

WISCONSIN— (3,200)
2nd week.

Gross:

NBC's post-war planning program, "For This
Film "This Is the Army" will be plugged in
CBS, and Mutual.

7

days,

(Average,

$9,000)

(50c -65c)

$9,000.

RCA

Program Notes: James L. Fly, FCC Chairman, David
Walt Disney, and Francis S. Harmon of WAC,

Sarnoff,
will speak

President,

"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)

.

.

.

We

.

Herbert Hoover and Rear Admiral Stirling

18.

— Brazil's plans

.

.

will

be heard over CBS July 25 as part of program of "Emergency Conference to Save the Jews" in Europe.
"Roma" show on CBS July 22
features Mary Astor, Charles Ruggles, and Mischa Auer.
Jack
Durant will put on his own radio program shortly.
Laraine Day
visits NBC's "Johnny Mercer's Music Shop" July 27.
New CBS
comedy featuring Jerry Lester starts July 25.
Frank Smith, manager
of Palace Theatre, Chicago, and Al Boyd
program director will
produce a Navy show at Chicago Stadium on July 30th.
.

.

.

.

Hollywood, July

on

Fight," July 21.
28 radio serials on NBC,

.

Brazil Production
Not Aimed at Coast

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WLS

government-sponsored studios contemplate no competition with Hollywood, according to Dr. Israel Smuto, Petrillo
director of pictures and theatres for
the Brazilian Department of InformaIn an effort to force a showdown in
tion and Propaganda, who is here as
the guest of the CIAA and is return- a labor dispute with Station W-SAY,
for

Forces Cut

In

New York

WSAY

Programs

Rochester, Mutual affiliate, James C.
head, has deprived
Smuto said "I am mainly interested Petrillo,
in technical improvements in making that station of all network shows confilms in Brazil.
will establsh taining "live" music, by threatening a
strike
against
network
laboratories in Rio but they will be musicians'
for the use of private film producers commercial and sustaining programs.
of my country at a nominal cost. Hol- Miller McClintock, Mutual president,
lywood pictures are well received in emphasized that the network is not a
Brazil," he added. "We find little to party to the dispute between
nor has it power to intercensor in them. Studios here do too and
fine a job, so we have little change vene in the station's refusal to increase
its musical staff from one to five, as
before Brazilian fans see them."
ing to

next week.

AFM

:

We

AFM

demanded by

WSAY

the union. Network was
obliged to take action to prevent viola-

Four Shows Are Due
Week of August 2nd
The Broadway stage
come active during the

again be-

will

week

first

in

August with the opening of four plays.
"Try and Get It," by Sheldon Davis,
will be presented by A. H. Woods at
the Cort Theatre on August 2. "The

Army

Play-by-Play" will be opened
the same evening by John Golden.
Other productions scheduled for the

week

include the

pany's

production
Widow," opening

August

3,

New Opera Comof
at

and "The

"The
the

Two

Merry

Majestic,

Mrs. Car-

starring Elisabeth Bergner, at
the Booth, opening a few days later.
rolls,"

Indianola Curfews

—

On

July 18. The city
council has passed a curfew ordinance
ordering the arrest of any minor under 18 found on the streets after 10
P. M., if without parent or guardian.
Parent or guardian of any youth found
alone on the streets after that hour
will also be subject to arrest.

Indianola,

la.,

tion

of

commitments.

Drama
John Anderson,

.

3rd

(Average,

$1,840.

$2,300)

John Anderson,

.

"The Human Comedy" (M-G-M)
downtown week.

tions.

.

OWI

.

RIVERSIDE— (2,700)

was adopted by NEIC

delegates in session at the
Waldorf.
Delegates reacted
favorably to suggestion that
necessary funds be raised hj
selling a $1 button to mef)
bers of participating organ./
zations
of
entertainment
fields, rather than by assessment against the organiza-

OWI

ings

Sale

administrative

yearly budget of $30,150, providing for a $7,800 executive
secretary, a publicist at the
same salary, and central office

sales, selling $275,175,000

—

"Coney Island,"

19'

NEW Budget Funds

claimed to be a new record
worth in its tour
of Boston, Hartford, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Chicago, and San Francisco,
Although
Milwaukee, July 18.
selling bonds for admission to the air show.
CBS celebrates the first annievery Milwaukee first run played a
versary of its full 15 per cent network discount plan.
One year ago, the
top picture this week, boxoffice replan started with nine advertisers using 19 separate program periods weekly,
ceipts were down because all were
taking advantage of a 75-station hook-up. There are now 33 advertisers using
holdovers except the Riverside, which
.-. Authoritative
49 different shows, 95 separate program periods weekly.
was over $15,000 for "Lady of Burhas imposed a temporary
The Warner and Wisconsin diplomatic sources in Washington reveal that
lesque."
came in next with second week show- ban on foreign broadcasts by representatives in this country of six European
governments as a result of the military emergency created by the Anglo"Stage Door Canteen" and exile

In

19,

Tuohy

vs. Fox Suit
Set for July 26

Chicago, July

18.

—A

suit

filed

in

the U. S. District Court here by Irving S. Roth and Thomas J. McCormick, attorneys for Roger Tuohy, at
present imprisoned at Joliet, 111., penitentiary, against 20th Century-Fox,

Bryan Foy, producer of "Roger
Tuohy, Last of the Gangsters," and
Joseph E. Ragen, warden of the
prison, is to be heard by Judge William Holly on his return from vacation on July 26.

The complaint charges that the picture dramatizes the plaintiff's life and
character for the sole purpose of pecuniary gain to the defendants without the plaintiff's consent.

46,

Critic,
46,

drama

Die
critic cl

New

York J ournal- America)
suddenly of meningitis Frida)
after having undergone an operatio:
for sinus. He is survived by his w«<

the
died

former Margaret Bruening; hi
Mrs. Warren E. Andersor

the

mother,

i

two sisters
Katherine H. and Modeste H. Ander
son, both of Pensacola, and eigbj
Sr.,

of

Pensacola,

Fla.

;

brothers.

Anderson was president of the Nevj
York Drama Critics Circle and wai
considered an authority on the legitii
mate stage, an author of several book
and for the past several years ha(S
been a drama instructor at New Yorlj
University.
Services were read at the cemeter
at Monroe, Conn., Saturday.
:

Clemente

Was

Giglio, 57;
Italian Produce)

Clemente Giglio, 57 years old,
leading figure of the Italian theatn
in America, died recently of a hear
attack in his home in Brooklyn. Gigli<
wrote, produced and acted in mon
than 100 plays. In 1939 he exhibitecj
first-run Italian films at the Irving
Place Theatre, and in 1941 producet
a play, "The Human Statue." at th<
Ambassador. He leaves a widow,
son, Private Sandrino Giglio.
a daughter, Adele
a brother, anc
four sisters.
;

USA

I

;

Jules Bledsoe, Baritone

—

Hollywood, July 18. Jules Bled-,
Negro opera and musica
comedy baritone, died here recently o;
a cerebral hemorrhage. He was notec
soe, 44, the

National Allied Asks All-Out
Aid in Drive on Vandalism
Chicago, July 18.— "Recognizing the urgent need for enlisting
screens^ to help combat the spreading menace of juvenile
delinquency," National Allied's special committee on delinquency is circulating a petition to enlist additional industry support to
stamp
out this "current evil."
The committee, headed by Jack Kirsch, of Illinois Allied, and
including Dr. J. B. Fishman, New Haven, and P. J. Wood, Columbus, says it has had quick and favorable response from producers
to its proposals that each studio produce a short subject directed
at the youth of the nation and portraying the devastating effects
of such acts of destruction and rowdyism on the war effort.
In requesting exhibitors to support these subjects, the Kirsch
committee observes that, "through such a visual education program, as only the screen can offer, can we succeed in awakening
the mischievous youthful! element of the country to their full responsibilities as Americans."
Allied lists Boston, Portland, Ore., Richmond, St. John, N. B.,
Toledo, Omaha, Salem, O., Columbus, Cleveland, Springfield, Mass.,
Newark, Chicago, New York and Washington as a few of the places
reporting vandalism.

Man River'
Boat," and had recenth
completed a tour of Army camps ir!
the interest of war bonds.
Bledsoe was a hit in 1927 in the
"Show Boat" role and, two yearslater, repeated it in the film version
Bledsoe was also a composer.
for his rendition of "01'

in

"Show

Mrs. E. B. Orr Dies

—

Piqua,

O., July 18.
Mrs. E. B.~
Orr, 80, died here recently after an;
illness of several months. She was
the mother of Morrison Orr. United
Artist branch manager in Cleveland.

$3,000 to

La Rabida Fund

—

Chicago, Tuly 18. Contributions of
$3,000 by Variety Club members to
the "Heart Fund" for the benefit cf
La Rabida Sanitarium are reported
by W. E. Banford.
localbranch manager, committee chairman.
Goal of fund is $10,000.

MGM

MOTION PICTURE
'I

\L.

NO.

54.

DAILY
NEW

13

YORK,

B 'way Grosses

See Crescent

Appeal Aimed

At U.S. Suits

TUESDAY, JULY

are

Supreme Court Action
Could Affect All

—

19.
Federal
July
ourt attaches here view the government's appeal to the U. S. Suureme Court for an order remand-

Nashville,

]

Crescent Circuit anti-trust case
decree to the District court here for
intendment to regulate future theatre
icquisitions of defendents as a tactical
tiove of potentially great significance.
ing the

With

the government's action openng up the decree for appeal purposes,
observers here believe that Crescent
tself, which has been weighing the advisability of an appeal from the decree, may file a cross-appeal on the
:heory that much might be gained and
ittle lost inasmuch as the case now
*vill be before the Supreme Court regardless of Crescent action.

A

cross-appeal by Crescent, it is
pointed out, however, would make it
possible for the government to open
up other phases of the decree on which
(.Continued on page 15)

at

Low

this week with grosses at the
lowest levels they have been in months,
although they still were in the profit
class.
Weather was good, with many
people apparently forsaking film houses
for resorts over the weekend.
"The Youngest Profession," at
Radio City Music Hall, winds up a
highly successful four-week stay on
Wednesday, following a final weekend
gross of $57,000 estimated, with $91,000 in sight for the seven days. "Mr.
Lucky" and the usual stage show
opens at this house Thursday.
"Stage Door Canteen" continues its
fast pace at the Capitol garnering an
estimated $42,000 for the first four
days of the fourth week with an estimated $65,000 probable for the seven
days.
The stage show is comprised
of Phil Spitalny and his all-girl or-

chestra.

The Paramount

M-G-M- Chicago Meet
Chicago, July
— Problems
of

19.

distribution as brought about

were

runs

M-G-M

by ex-

discussed

at

the

meeting held today at
the Blackstone Hotel.
William F.
Rodgers presided, calling attention to
the changed conditions as affecting
sales

future releases.

Home
are: E.

office

executives

M. Saunders,

attending

assistant gen-

manager; E. K. O'Shea,
Eastern sales manager H. M. Richey,
assistant to Rodgers in charge of exhibitor relations
A. F. Cummings,
branch operations manager
Harold
Postman, assistant to Rodgers Howard Dietz, S. F. Seadler, and W. R.
eral

hold "Dixie"
for a fifth week, following a fourth
week gross of $58,000 estimated. The
Andrews Sisters and Mitchell Ayers
and his band are the stage attraction.
"Coney Island" grossed an estimated

;

;

;

Ferguson.

Industry Goodwill
Meet in Rochester
Rochester, July
series

side

Wants Reissues

ticular,

19.

— Loew's

19.

— Next

in

the

goodpromotions among trade and outgroups
being
conducted
by
of

industry

institutional

MPPDA

Charles Francis Coe,
president, will be held

Rotary Club, on August
deicate the

on Aug.

here,
6.

viceat the

He

will

new Eastman Auditorium

3, also.

BULLETIN

it to the fact that
there has been an entire
turnover in patronage in the
past two or three years with
former theatregoers who are
in the Army being replaced
by new ones who are employed for the first time and

relatives of service

are

seeking

Hollywood, July 19.—Harold
Hopper, head of the WPB motion picture section, on arrival
here yesterday, said he expects
allocation of raw stock to remain "as is" for the duration.
He believes restrictions ham-

men who

pering photographers
relaxed shortly.

away

diversion

from home.

War
low

Services Today

For Arthur Lucas
Atlanta, July

19.

— Funeral

serv-

be held here tomorrow afternoon for Arthur Lucas, president of
Lucas
&
the
Jenkins circuit,
who died here
ices will

Saturday
night at the age
of 61 as a result
of a heart attack.
the
Among
pallbearers
at
the services for
the Paramount
theatre
associate and industry

veteran

will

Leonard

Arthur Lucas

e

n

s

o

n,

mount

v i c epresident in charge of theatre opera-

19.

to drive to the theatre within a month or six weeks but those in
the middle West will not be deprived of that privilege, now enjoyed,
although there may be some cut in gasoline rations in that area, it

was indicated tonight by Petroleum Administration officials.
The world's largest pipeline, completed today, will begin to deliver oil to the East from Texas by the end of the month and another pipeline to carry gasoline and heating oils

is

working

its

way north

rapidly.
lines will release railroad tank cars

which are to be put
These
to hauling gasoline from the middle West, which will make possible
the promise of Price and Petroleum Administration officials to
equalize rationing throughout the country east of the Rocky Mounare hopeful that more gasoline can be allowed
Eastern holders of "A" coupons, as a result.
officials

be

GoldPara-

(Continued on page 15)

OPA

for

Manager John Shaffer

Opening of Pipeline May Result in Lift
Of Ban on Driving to Theatres Shortly
Washington, July
— Motorists in the East may again be able

tains.

in

11 Companies

attributes

Ohio

Whom

Bell Tolls."

TEN CENTS

268,688,194 Feet

have been in demand.

Run

Theatre, discontinued for theatrical
purposes in 1935 and closed altogether
since 1938, will open early in September as a straight first run motion
picture house, according to J. R. Vogel, Loew official, who has been in
town overseeing the rehabilitation
program. Elimination of the orchestra pit is taken to mean that the
Ohio will not offer stage productions.
Opening film will be "For
the

Industry

.

Cleveland Is Getting
First

Picture

Raw Stock for
New Quarter

Chicago, July 19. Reissues
are proving very popular at
the Surf Theatre, here, many
of them grossing equal to the
best of the recent production s Earlier pictures of
Humphrey Bogart, Rosalind
Russell and Alan Ladd in par-

late

Cleveland, July

TyFoition

No Change

Patronage

will

(Continued on page 15)

to the

1943

sales

;

will

20,

—

Levels

Holdovers were the rule on Broad-

New Loew
Distribution Topic at

New

Profitable,

Still

But

U.S.A.,

way

tended

Alert,

may be

Production Board permits

al-

producer-distributors to
use a total of 268,688,194 linear feet
of raw stock quarterly.
Figure for
the next quarter is unchanged, but is
approximately 25 per cent under the
pre-Pearl Harbor total.
Fifteen and one-half per cent, or
42,147,476 feet of the total quarterly
allotment goes
to
Metro-GoldwynMayer. Next biggest raw film user
is Warner Brothers, getting 33,742,077 feet, or about 12 per cent.
the

11

Twentieth
Century-Fox's
Movietonews is the top newsreel raw film
(Continued on page 15)

Loew-Lyons U.A.

May

Total

Hit 9

Producing Artists, Inc., will release six to nine films, during 1943-44,
Arthur Lyons, vice-president of the

formed

newly

company,

announced

here yesterday. None of the pictures
will be budgeted at less than $1,000,000 with long term financing having
been arranged with the Bank of America on the Coast, Lyons stated.
David Loew, president of the comwhich will release through
pany,
(Continued on page 15)

Sturdivant Heads
California
San

Owners
—

Francisco', July 19. B. V.
Sturdivant, northern California manager of Fox- West Coast Theatres,
has been elected president of the California Theatres Association, Inc., succeeding A. M. Bowles, ex-northern
California
chief,
now
general manager with headquarters in
Los Angeles.

FWC

FWC

Aaron GoldTheatres was named to the
board, taking the place of the late
H.

P. Franklin of the

berg

(Continued on page 15)

Motion Picture Daily
Legion Gives

Personal
Mention
to

20th Century-Fox president, is scheduled
leave for the Coast today for a
•

C.

Scollard of Paramount
Washington today.

will

J.

to

e

Charles Reagan. Paramount

as-

sales manager, began his annual vacation yesterday.
e
James Murphy of the films department, American Arbitration Association, is on vacation.
•
Ira Witt, former New York trade
paper reporter, is in Hawaii with the
sistant

Army.

MPTOA

Ed Kuykendall,

Coming Events

Class 'B Rating

studio visit of indefinite duration.

go

PRC

'Bell'
f

SPYROS SKOURAS,

presi-

Tuesday, July

Legion of Decency's current feature
ratings include a Class B (objectionable in part) classification for Parathe Bell Tolls,"
mount's "For
because of "suggestive situation indication of justification of homicide;

Whom

;

The Legion obexcessive brutality."
served that the story is set against
the background of the recent Spanish

July 20

— District

Managers' Meet-

PRC has purchased control of a
Hotel,
majority of the stock of Official Films,
Chicago.
July 21— "We Will Never Die" Inc., it was announced yesterday by
Pageant, Hollywood Bowl, HollyO. Henry Briggs, president of PRC,
M-G-M, Blackstone

ing,

wood.

July

22— Directors

New

—

—

—

company

placing that

in the non-the-

atrical field.

Films

Official

and distributor

a large produce^,

is

mm.

16

of

non-tlf

I

and entertainment
They now have distributing offilms.
fices in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Nashville,
and have produced and distributed ap-

atrical

educational

proximately 60 shorts in the past three
years.

The company is now planning a
ciation, Kansas City.
post-war program of visual education
Stockholders'
Special
July 29
Meeting, Loew's, Inc. Home Of- films for high schools, colleges and
fice, 1540 Broadway, New York.
other institutions of learning throughAugust 2 Service Flag Dedication, out the country.
National Entertainment Industry
Council,
Times Square, New
York.

—

9

—

Trade and other press representaand company officials of 20th
Century-Fox attended a dinner given
Columbus, Miss.
by the company, last night, at 21 Club,
of Ernst
Annual Summer
Nick Perry, Columbia managing and later viewed a previewWait," at August 11-12
"Heaven Can
Meeting,
Board of Directors,
director for Australia and the Far Lubitsch's
dent, left over the weekend for Philadelphia, Washington and his home at

in Non-theat.

Field, Says Briggs

Meeting, AMPA,
York.
July 22 Local Industry Meeting on
Civil War.
transportation problems, WashClass B rating also went to Warington, D. C.
ners' "The Constant Nymph," because
Regional Sales Meeting,
"reflects the acceptability of di- July 22-23
it
Republic
Pictures,
Republic
vorce."
Studio, Hollywood.
Class A-l (general patronage) listings were given "Hers to Hold," Uni- July 26— Variety Tent No. 9 testimonial dinner, Leon Herman, Alversal, and "Silver Spurs," Republic.
bany U. A. manager, Hotel Eyck,
Class A-II (for adults) went to "Apand
Albany.
pointment in Berlin," Columbia,
Annual Convention,
"So Proudly We Hail," Paramount. July 28-29
Kansas-Missouri Theatres Asso-

Dinner and Preview
for 20th's 'Heaven

20, 1943

tives

—

East,

New York

has arrived in

for

RKO's 23d Street Theatre.
Among those attending were

National Allied, Baltimore.

NEW YORK THEATRES

—

September 5-12 25th Anniversary,
a home
"Paramount Week."
Tom Connors, William Kupper,
•
Jack
Coburn, Sam Shain,
September 9 Annual Installation
Jack Warner, Arthur Lyons and Charles
Ferri, Dave Bader,
Luncheon, ITOA, Hotel Astor,
Edward Peskay were aboard the Cen- Goldstein, Roger
office visit.

—

tury arriving yesterday morning.
•
Robert Goldstein, of the New York
talent department of 20th CenturyFox, has returned to New York after
three weeks at the company's Coast
studios.

Phillip Rossomando, formerly of
Syracuse theatres, is chief projection
technician at Sampson Naval Training Station near Rochester.

•

MacAllister,

James
manager

at

N. Y.,

away

is

the

assistant

Century, Rochester,
on a week's vacation,
e

Richard Mayer, publicity director
for William Goldman Circuit, Phila-

adelphia, is vacationing in New York.
«
Allen Benn, Philadelphia exhibitor, is in Orlando, Fla., for a two
weeks' vacaion.

e

'

John A. Carey, manager of Hiway
Theatre, York, Pa., won the managerial award of the William
Circuit for the second year.

Goldman

Kennedy, Charles Schlaifer,
R. W. Baremore, Ed Harrison, Ben
Schlyen, Tom Kennedy, "Chick" Lewis,
James Cunningham, Don Mersereau,

Tom

Jack Stuart, Mel Konecoff, Chester
Balm, Al Picoult, Janet Samuelson,
William Formby, Frank Lyndecker,
Lew Pellegrine, Walton Cook, George
Chester Friedman, Floyd Stone, and Wanda Martin.

AMP

First of the 1943-44 committees to

be set up by Vincent Trotta under his
new regime as president of

AMPA

the publicity committee with William Ornstein, of M-G-M, as chairman. Also on the committee are Herbert S. Berg, of United Artists; David Bader, of 20th Century-Fox, and
Arthur Brilant, of RKO.
The membership committee will be
announced Thursday following a meetis

ing of the board of directors.

665,715 Shares of

•

George Ferguson, Columbia

man

in Buffalo,

has returned to

recovering from
struck by a truck.
•

after

Max
booker,

Factor,
is

now

Crowder, Mo.,

injuries

former

York.
September 15

— First Fall
AMPA, New York.
September 9-20 — Third

20th Stock Offered

sales

Meeting,

Universal

stationed at Camp
as a member of the

at $33.50 a share.

The

was owned by the Chase
Bank of New York.

stock

National

Ed Smith,
field,

setts

city

manager in Spring
Western Massachu

Mass., for
Theatres, Inc.,
•

is

on vacation.

RKO

Denver
Kolitz,
Albert
branch manager, is visiting in Cincin
nati, his former home town.

Murray Leaves

MGM

Dies

MPPDA

execuover the

returned to New York
weekend, after several weeks on the
Coast aiding Charles Francis Coe in
conducting Pacific meetings with industry and public groups in the goodwill promotional campaign.
Returning East, De Bra visited his

tive,

parents at Syracuse, Ind.
He left
there Thursday and his father, Dr.
Harvey R. DeBra, 82, died the next
day, after observing his 80th wedding
anniversary, last Wednesday.
Besides Arthur and Arthur's mother,
Dr. De Bra is survived by two other
sons,
Walter and Eugene, and a
daughter, Mrs. Harvey Young.
Arthur De Bra was in a train
wreck also while riding East.

Loew's Has 2^04 Stars
Theatres, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and
Loew's radio station
now in the
armed services, has been placed in the
lobby of Loew's Theatres Building,
Broadway. There are four gold stars
among them.

WHN

Stewart

Now

a Captain

—

Boise, Ida., July 19. James StewMurray, former New York
paper man, resigned yesterday art, former motion picture star, now
short subjects pub- a squadron operations officer in the
from the
licity department, with which he has Army, has been promoted to the rank
been associated for the past few of captain, the Gowen Field public
relations office reports here.
months.

Ray

trade

MGM

and Five Important Guest Stars

AN M-G-M PICTURE

in N. Y.,

His Father

Signal Corps.

•

VIRGINIA WEIDLER-EDWARD ARNOLD

Gala Stage Revue . Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600

De Bra Back
Arthur De Bra,

"THE YOUNGEST PROFESSION"

Victory

A large underwriting group headed
A new honor roll, containing the
work
when by Lehman Bros, and Blyth & Co. names of 2,204 employees of Loew's
today offered 665,715 shares of 20th
Century-Fox Film Corp. $1.50 no par
cumulative convertible preferred stock

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

with

Loan Drive.

Morris, James Ivers,

A
Trotta Names
Committee
Publicity

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

New

"MY
t
U A IE"
|

*
*

I

In Person

Andrews Sisters
TIM HERBERT

with

jf

BING CROSBY
DOROTHY LAM OU R

*

A erS
Mltch A
*

A Paramount

*

ani1 his

.

Picture-

Orchestra

T M E8
8a A R E

PARAMOUNT

cool

'

BETTY GR ABLE
GEORGE MONTGOMERY* CESAR ROMERO

Come? isiamd
STAGE SHOW *
A
RAV
V
A

20TH CENTURY. FOX PICTURE

M

TECHNICOLOR

BIG

PLUS

7,hAVE

BUY

BONDS

-W\.\J JK. I

50th ST.

a LOEW'S
State
ON SCRE

"BATAAN"

EDDIE SOUTH]
& ORCH.

with

ROBERT TAYLOR

PALACE

B'WAY &
47th

St.

"MY FRIEND FLICKA"
Roddy McDowall-Preston Foster

— and —
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Columbia's
performance
in the past
ten months ...
THE TALK OF THE

MY

TOWN

SISTER EILEEN

YOU WERE NEVER LOVELIER
A NIGHT TO

REMEMBER

COMMANDOS STRIKE AT DAWN
REVEILLE WITH BEVERLY

SOMETHING TO SHOUT ABOUT
THE DESPERADOES
THE MORE THE MERRIER
FIRST

.

.

COMES COURAGE

.

is

your
|

guarantee for
the

months

that follow ...

of the

JOHN PAUL JONES
ivy!

STARR I HG

EDWARD
with

G.

GLENN FORD MARGUERITE CHAPMAN
EDGAR BUCHANAN
•

Screen play by Frank Wead, Lewis Meltzer and Borden Chase
Directed by

WILLIAM

A.

SEITER

•

Produced by LOUIS

F.

EDELMAN

THE SENSA

in

W
/.

WITH

Great Advenj

BRUCE BENNETT
J. CARROL NAISH
LLOYD BRIDGES
Screen play by John Howard Lawson

Drama

of Wj

in

Dei

and Zoltan Korda
)irected

by

ZOLTAN KORDA

wr

—.

—

zr>

LAVISH MUSICAL EXTRAVAGANZA... WITH GIRLS

AND GLITTER... RHYTHM AND ROARS!

y
i if

The

torrid,

tuneful, terrific

show

starring

MAE

WILLIAM

VICTOR

WEST

*

MOORE

Directed by

*

GAXTON

GREGORY RATOFF

..EASED

>N

A

DUMB

UY liKANU tN tK AINWItN II
I

I

uipra gives
girl

who

me

misiness to a moaern Dimness

tries to turn her

back on romance!

Directed by

IRVING

CUMMINGS
who directed
"Louisiana Purchase"

..."My Gal Sal"
I

ig
i

h

a..

71
Produced by

P. J.

w

WOLFSON

tie

most wineiy-puDiicizeo auracnon

in

yeai^:

FALKENBURG
and the 15 most
beautiful girls in the world

Hilarious

Romance.. the

tale of a spectacular

guy and his fabulous
way to a woman's heart!

Based on the prize radio show by Norman Corwin

and

Lucille Fletcher

Produced by LOUIS

Herrmann
F.

EDELMAN

v

v.

*»

LOUIS

fct

Directed by

/

EDELMAN

Based on the play by Lesley
Storm produced on Broadway by Gilbert Miller

VICTOR

\

SAVILLE,

Producer of

Goorlhvo Mr Thin."

1

— —— —

— —— — —

WEAVER

Hollywood, July 19
BAILY, director of the Los

TOM
Angeles

Theatre Defense Bureau,
has been appointed chairman of the
Program Entertainment and Talent
Committee of the Treasury Department's War Finance Committee for
^Jbuthern California, and will act as

between the Treasury Department and the Hollywood Victory
Committee, shouldering responsibility
for setting up programs and obtaining
talent for war boand rallies, continuing
liaison

the while his directorship of the TDB,
the model organization after which
theatre groups throughout this and the
47 other states have been patterning

wartime setups.
•

PRC

has 25 features in preparation,
in addition to four Westerns, which
is a record for
the company.
Marsha Renack, Mary Herriot, Jack
Gardner and Dorothy Mack are addi
.

tions

"The

the cast of

to

.

.

Girl from

Rooney

.

"Andy

in

.

Hardy's

Blonde

Producer-director Leo
McCarey has assigned Harry Flannery as art director on "The Padre."
•
Trouble."

.

.

.

Technicolor, which has come into
capacity use in the wake of the
limitation on studio expenditure for construction of sets, is to
be applied with a reverse touch to
M-G-M's "Kismet." according to
producer Everett Riskin of that
picture.
Says he, "Our color
schemes will be designed to put attention upon the actors, rather than
the backgrounds and scenic effects,"
adding, "Up to now there has been
a tendency to splash scenes so
heavily with brilliant reds and
blues that at times the colors themselves, rather than the action, have
dominated important scenes. We'll
present 'Kismet' with many soft,
pastel touches."
Producer Riskin
rises to differ with some pretty successful practitioners of the art of
pigmentation, reminding that differences of opinion make not only
horse races but sometimes also hits.
•

WPB

M-G-M
man

LAND

IS

.

has assigned Pandro Ber-

"Gildersleeve on Broadway."
Charles Ruggles is to portray the late
Otis Skinner in Paramount's "Our

Hearts

Were Young and

Cornelia Otis

.

.

produced

New

"This Land Is Aline" is labeled propaganda, at least it is forthrightly admitted and painless propaganda. Its propaganda also must bow before superior
qualities of acting, writing and directing that make it powertul, sincere drama.
Carl Guldager, Chicago Daily News.

Film company made an
tial

—

little

it

a

thriller.
room brawls,
There is plenty of action in this
knife work, gunfire, arrow shooting and Commando raids, with a little time
T. A. W., Wall Street
out for Monsieur to display his wooing prowess.
Journal.

A

high-power war story with plenty of love interest and ingratiating
performances. The story is not remarkable for its inventiveness, but it serves
as an excuse for many thrilling episodes, and M-G-M spared nothing in its
production. Donald Kirkley, Baltimore Sun.
Brittany" is a cops-and-robbers formula with a French
It has some
spy gathering Nazi data and eluding the Nazis meanwhile.
neat sequences, a novel twist or two but aside from those, it's very like all the
Katherine Smith, Washington (D.C.) Times
rest of the shows on the theme.
Herald.
in

(20th Century-Fox)

"The Ox-Bow

Incident" is an angry and disturbing picture, dealing with a
hideous miscarriage of justice and some of the most horrible people imaginable.
This is a stunning study in characterization and blood-lust; an unforgettable
drama of violence, weakness, and despair. Mildred Martin, Philadelphia Inquirer.

Honest

more rare than diamonds.

films are

"The Ox-Bow Incident"

make the

to

film,

from which go to

Some

$2,000 000

Picture opens July 28th at
the Hollywood Theatre, on a
scale ranging up to $55 per
seat on opening night.

Einfeld to Chicago
For Army Parleys
Charles Einfeld, director of adver-

and publicity for Warner Bros.,

following conferences in New York
with Army Emergency Relief officials,

film—-tavern

"THE OX-BOW INCIDENT"

profits

ini-

$250,000

went to Emergency Relief
from the "Army" stage tour.

tising

dash of Dumas, added a few plot complications, and produced a good

"Assignment

all

of

Relief to

that source.

Yorker.

movie

payment

Army

(Warner Bros.)

"ASSIGNMENT IN BRITTANY" (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
M-G-M has taken Miss Maclnnes' best selling spy novel and given

for

tions unit of the Army Service force aiding in the promotion of the picture, working
out of Warners' home office.

It

New

Warners

by

Relief, according to an
estimate by the public rela-

A

In "Background to Danger," there is a good deal of brutal beating, chases,
some shooting, captures, more escapes, and all in all considerable action,
Laura Lee, Philadelphia Bulletin.
if nothing else.
Intrigue and suspense, plot and counter-plot run rampant through this
melodrama that makes no pretense of being anything other than a hot and
neavy spy chase with all the tricks neatly turned. Director Walsh has a gift
Dorothy Mantor keeping his pictures moving and this is no exception.
ners, Los Angeles Examiner.
"Background to Danger" relies pretty heavily for its excitement on beatings-up and automobile chases and the like, with the result that along about
the halfway mark you are either a nervous wreck or, if you are the phlematic

Relief

Army

fine picture of the resurgence of democracy in Nazi-ridden Europe.
It is
also a film which should make every spectator sit up and take notice all over
again. Howard Barnes,
York Herald-Tribune.

The

Emergency

is

a

and moving account of a dreadful deed. It is strong meat,
somber, honest, and well worth seeing. Eileen Creelman, New York Sun.
One of the grimmest pictures to come out of Hollywood, yet undeniably
powerful is "The Ox-Bow Incident." Contrary to movie conventions, the film
stark, intelligent

leaves much to the imagination gives room for exciting speculation about the
characters, nearly all of whom suggest absorbing stories only partly told. This
It is a stimulating device, greatly
is not a careless development of the story.
enhancing the drama of the stark narrative. Harrison Carroll, Los Angeles
;

leaves tomorrow for Chicago for talks
with Army Relief heads in that area
concerning midwest premieres of Irving Berlin's "This Is the Army," produced by Warners for Army Emergency Relief.
Einfeld and Mort Blumenstock, in
charge of Warner advertising and
publicity in the east, addressed a weekend meeting of Major General Irving
Phillipson,

J.

executive

director

of

Army Emergency Relief, and two
dozen Service Command directors and
Air

Force

directors

of

the

relief

group.

National plans, as well as the
Broadway premiere of "This Is the
Army," on July 28, were discussed.
Meanwhile, in the first several hundred playdates set for the picture, the
Warner sales department is understood to have had almost 100 per cent
success in booking extended time for
the engagement. Aim is to obtain the
longest possible runs with a view to
realizing
maximum proceeds for

Army

Relief.

Seven Selznick Films
To Classics in Deal
Film Classics, headed by George
Hirliman and Irvin Shapiro, have concluded a deal for reissuance of seven
David Selznick features. Deal
was reported in negotiation last week
earlier

.

.

Army

$10,000,000

stands to gain up to $10,000,000 from profits on Irving
Berlin's "This Is the Army,"

a fascination that is exceptional even in these times when so many features
deal with various phases of the war.
Edwin Schallert, Los Angeles Times.

"BACKGROUND TO DANGER"

May

'Army' Profits

MINE" (RKO-Radio)

to production of "National Vel.

.

Herald Examiner.

Billie Burke has been signed
for a role opposite Harold Peary in
vet."

.

.

"This Land Is Mine" takes its place as a weighty and important film of its
type. It is an interesting subject both because of and in spite of its imposing
qualities.
The dramatic action, the suspense are well maneuvered, and create

type, asleep.

Leningrad," the Gregor Rabinozcntch
production of which Eugene Franke is
associate producer.
Bonita Granville has been lent by RKO-Radio to
M-G-M to play opposite Mickey
.

1.3
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Motion Picture Daily

Tuesday, July 20, 1943

By WILLIAM

—

Gay," by

Skinner, his daughter.

Columbia has acquired "Twelve Is
Company," a story about 12 old men
retired from show business, for pro-

M-G-M
duction by Sam White.
purchased "Yolanda and the
has
Thief," by Ludwig Bemmelmans, for
production on Broadway, then as a
.

picture.

•

TC-F

.

.

New Haven to Get
New Dimout Rules

Motion Picture Daily.
Bertram Mayers, for Film Classics,
and Samuel Parks, Jr., representing
New Haven, July 19. Exhibitors Col. John Whitney, arranged
for the
were called to a special meeting at transfer of story, literary and
distrithe Chamber of Commerce to hear bution rights,
from Whitney, who acfrom the state police and fire marshal quired them when Selznick
and Whitnew dimout and blackout rules and ney liquidated Selznick International.
regulations, which will soon be printThe pictures, to be released during
ed and distributed.
the next 21 months, include "A Star
in

—

has
purchased
"A Tree
Sam Wood has established headGrows in Brooklyn," Literary Guild
selection for September, which is a quarters at Columbia, where "The
Is Born," "Little Lord Fauntleroy,"
story about tolerance and goodwill. Land Is Bright," the Edna Ferber"The Young in Heart," "Nothing
Eichelberger
will
his
play,
be
Jack Haley has been signed by George S. Kaufman
Baltimore, July 19. Rufus Eichel- Sacred," "Made for Each Other,"
Don Douglas,
RKO-Radio for a principal role in next undertaking.
"Becky Sharp" and "Dancing Pirate."
berger
McCosh, 60, former freelance
Rising
"Higher and Higher," the Michele to be seen in "Behind the
title
worker,
buried
here
recentcontract
was
Morgan, Marcy McGuire, Frank Si- Sun." has been given a term
Charles R. Rogers has ly. Severing his connection with the
natra musical.
Eddie Donahue, by RKO.
long time assistant director, has been assigned Peggy O'Neill, newcomer, industry, McCosh entered the real esBuffalo, July 19— Leaving for
named associate producer of that to the role of Claudia in "One Man's tate business in Hollywood, where he
Walter Colmes is to remained until 1942, when he retired California to assume a new M-G-M
studio's "Government Girl," the Dud- Family."
ley Nichols production.
Warners produce "Harvest Melody," a musical, to come east and live here with a sales post, Alex Weissman, Metro
He was born in Atlanta in salesman was feted by the local Varihave cast Paul Henreid opposite Bet- instead of "Trocadero," deferred, as sister.
1883.
ety Club.
his next for PRC.
te Davis in "Mr. Skeffington."
:

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

Buried

Alex Weissman Feted

.

.

Motion Picture Daily
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43 Shooting,
27 Preparing
50 in Editing
Hollywood, July 19.— Production
stepped up a single notch the past
week with several of the major studios
putting new stories before the cameras.
Forty-three pictures were shooting,
compared to 42 the previous week.
Eight new films got underway, with
Studios
seven ending camera work.
reported 27 new scripts preparing,
against 19 the previous week, while 50
were in the cutting rooms as compared to 61 of the week before.
Paramount and Republic each put
two before cameras while Columbia,
M-G-M and Universal each started
one rolling. The production scene

Columbia
"Doughboys

Started:

in

Ireland,"

with Kenny Baker, The Jesters, Jeff
Lynn Merrick, Dorothy
Donnell,
Vaughn, Sid Saylor, Bill Mitchum,
Buddy Yarus, Harry Shannon, Larry
Thompson, Herbert Rawlinson, Guy
Bonham, Dwight Latham, Walter
Carlson and Muni Seroff.
"Cover Girl," "There's
Shooting
Something About a Soldier," "Tropi:

Tuesday, July

Reviews
"Coastal

Glamour,"
"Footlight
Finished
"Cyclone Prairie Ranger."

Enlarging Sphere

—

Command"

{RKO-Radio)
Hollywood, July 19
unheralded, daily activity of the
Coastal Command, sta•* tioned at remote northern bases to protect convoys from German
submarines and raiders, is effectively dramatized in "Coastal Command,"
a British documentary produced by Ian Dalrymple of the Crown
Film Unit, and photographed by Jonah Jones, under actual combat conditions.
As a picture, it compares favorably with "Target For Tonight," and "Desert Victory" in extolling the work of the British
Services in carrying out their daily missions about which little is
known save passing mention in bald official communiques comparable
to our own now famous "sighted sub, sank same."
The hero of "Coastal Command" is a huge Sunderland flying-boat,
"T for Tommy," and its amiable crew. Most of the work of the "T
for Tommy" is protecting slow-moving convoys from submarine attack,
but it really sees action when it is assigned to take over the spotting of
Featured in the footage is the
a German pocket battleship raider.
sinking of a U-boat, the bombing of the enemy battleship, and some
striking dog fights.
The effective work of Operations in knitting together the activity of the aircraft of the Command also contributes
to highlight this interesting presentation of the work of the Coastal
Command as an important documentary.
Ralph Vaughn Williams' orchestral score with its subtle texture
Photography is exof music sets the mood of the film very aptly.
cellent throughout.
Milton Livingston
Running time, 60 mins. "G-"*

RAF

*TpHE

Hollywood, July 19

:

Samuel Goldwyn
"Up in Arms."

Shooting

:

M-G-M
"Andy Hardy's Blonde
Started:
Trouble," with Mickey Rooney, Lewis
Stone, Fay Holden, Sara Haden, Herbert Marshall, Bonita Granville, Marta
Linden, Lee and Lyn Wilde, Keye
Luke, jean Porter.

Roy Rogers and

his

handsome mount, Trigger, are taken

over more jumps than customary this time, including the extreme
transition from polished behaviour in a swank dude ranch to hellbent-for-leather melodramatics in the old stage-coach tradition with
which the picture ends. This hurdle is not too much for the star and
his steed, but it's too much for the scenarists to handle with conviction and the upshot of it all is a picture which their more youthful
and less exacting fans may be expected to relish while their elders
settle back to marvel at the mixing of scene, period and such matters
as cause and effect.
At bottom of the script, by John K. Butler and J. Benton Cheney,
is a question about a right of way across some land owned by a
playboy who is under the domination of a rascal. Three killings occur

"Broadway Rhythm,"
"Meet the People," "White Cliffs of
Dover," "The Cross of Lorraine,"
"The Heavenly Body," "America," before the
Shooting

:

"Madame

Curie,"

"A Guy Named

Joe," "See Here, Private Hargrove."

"Song

Finished:

of Russia."

Monogram
Shooting

:

"The 13th Guest."
"Nearly Eighteen."

Finished:

Paramount
"Hail

Started:

the

Conquering

with Eddie Bracken, Ella
Franklin Pangborn, William
Demarest, Jummy Dundee, Freddie
Georgia Caine, and Esther
Steele,
Howard. "Timber Queen" with Richard Arlen, Mary Beth Hughes, June
Sheldon Leonard,
Horace
Havoc,

Hero,"

Raines,

MacMahon,,

Dewey

and

:

Creek."

RKO-Radio
Shooting: "Revenge," "Government

"Around the World," "An
American Story," "So This Is WashGirl,"

ington."
:

"Adventures of a Rookie."

Republic
Started "Raiders of Sunset Pass,"
with John Paul Revere, Smiley Burnette, Jennifer Holt, and Roy Barcroft.
"Here Comes Elmer," with Al Pearce,
Dale Evans, King Cole Trio, The
Sportsmen, Gloria Stuart, Jan Garber
and Band.
Finished: "A Scream in the Dark,"
"Deerslayer."
:

Harry Grey produced and Joseph Kane
Running time, 68 minutes. "G."*

20th Century_Fox
Started " Pin Up Girl" with Betty
Grable, Joe E. Brown, Martha Raye,
Charles Spivak and Band and the
Roller Follies.
Shooting: "Happy Land," "Guadalcanal Diary."

Universal
Started: "Hi Ya, Sailor," with
Donald Woods, Elyse Knox, Jerome
Cowan, Frank Jenks, Matt Willis,
Eddie Quillan, Phyllis Brooks, Chaney
Trio, George Beattie, Hacker Duo,
Delta Rhythm Boys, Neilson Sisters,
Wingy Manone and Rebel Randall.

Shooting: "Crazy House," "You're
a Lucky Fellow, Mr. Smith," "Man
of the Family," "Ali Baba and the 40
Thieves," "His Butler's Sister."

Warners
Our
"In
"Conflict,"
Shooting:
Time," "Northern Pursuit," "Destination
Tokyo," "Shine on Harvest
Moon."

directed.

more than one argument

here.

While there has been little
support for the idea of a reduction, the desirability of a
halt in the upward trend is
more readily agreed upon.
Jones, however, now ad-

vances further reasons: A reduction in admissions would
not necessarily mean less
profits, he said. The benefits of screen entertainment
would be brought to more
people at the lower price and
with greater attendance, profits might even increase. Distributors, too, could help with
a reduction in film rentals
which they are expected to be
able to afford as foreign markets reopen.

D oiling er

Again

William

R.

Weaver

'Canteen' Alters Policy

—

Boston, July 19. For the first time
years, Loew's State here broke
away from its policy of showing day
and date with its sister theatre, Loew's
Orpheum, this week. Instead of the
customary dual bill at the two theatres, the State is showing "Hangmen Also Die" while the Orpheum
in

continues to hit records
State Door Canteen."

with

"The

Farewell for Holmes

—

Westfield, Mass., July 19. Roswell Holmes, assistant manager of the
Strand Theatre, was recently tendered
a farewell party on the stage of the
theatre, by the management and employes. He was presented money and
other gifts, Manager Ernest Whitford

making
Holmes
week.

Irving Dollinger was reelected president of Associated Theatres of New
Jersey at the fifth recent meeting
and luncheon, held at the Newark
Athletic Club.
All other officers were reelected as
follows H. H. Lowenstein, president
of -the board; Jack Unger, vice-president; Sidney Seligman, treasurer; and
:

David Mate, secretary.
Dollinger was also reelected film
buyer for the group with Unger and
Joseph

Siccardi serving in advisory
1943-1944.
Joseph Siccardi was elected office

capacities for

manager

the
presentation
speech.
entered the navy late last

.

upon

Harry

Lowenstein's

resignation.
At the luncheon, Dr. Milton Nussbaum, a member, was presented with
a kit as a going-away gift upon his
entering the army as a lieutenant.

Publishers Sell

Books via Films
First

classification.

:

Robinson

Dick Purcell.
"Ministry
Shooting
of
Fear,"
"Standing Room Only," "The Story
of
Doctor Wassell," "Frenchman's

Finished

difficulty is ironed out, the ironing process requiring much
shooting, abducting, escaping, plus some highly venturesome
gymnastics involving a runaway six-horse team.
Others involved are Smiley Burnette, John Carradine, Phyllis Brooks,
Jerome Cowan, Joyce Compton, Dick Wessel, Hal Taliafero, Forrest
Taylor, Charles Wilson, Byron Foulger and, of course, Bob Nolan
and the Sons of the Pioneers, who attend, with and without Rogers,
to the dispensing of seven songs.

riding,

*"G" denotes general

Chicago, July 19. The suggestion of Johnny Jones, that
exhibitors could contribute to
the fight against inflation, by
reducing admission prices, as
reported in Motion Picture
Daily, July 6, has provoked

Heads Associated

"Silver Spurs"

SINGING

1943

Sees Cut Scales

(Republic)

cana."

20,

in

the series

of

shorts

pro-

duced by the Council on Books in
Wartime under an arrangement with
Newsreel Distributors, Inc., has been
completed and will be released for
public showing on July 23. The council
is
composed of book publishers.
The series will be distributed by Film
Distributors Corp. of New York. First
film is based on "Into the Valley,"
by John Hersey, one of the books
chosen by the Council's War Book
Panel. Quincy

Howe,

editor

and radio

commentator, appears as master of
ceremonies in the film.
Second in the series will be based
on Eve Curie's "Journey Among Warriors," with the author and Howe in
the film.
The series, to be released
one a month, will be called "Books in
the

War."

Theatres

Draw

Rebuff

—

Boston, July 19. Although the
Globe and Gayety drew reprimands
from the censors for too sexy pictures
both are continuing the policy. "Adults
Only" is the sign at the Globe this
week for "Slaves in Bondage."

:
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No Change

in

Raw Stock for
New Quarter
(Continued from page

by

Xews-of-the-Day

paramount News,

eacli

and

permitted to

a little more than 11,600,000 feet.
March of Time gets 2,164,195 feet.
The WPB's authorizations specify

fuu.y

"motion picture film," allowing the
permit holder to channel its stock acquisitions into whatever proportion
of negative or positive its needs dici

tate.

WPB

|

Low

For Arthur Lucas
1)

Leon Xetter,
Paramount Southern

supervisor of
theatre interests, and Claude Lee, director of public
relations for Paramount, all of
tions

;

film limitation order Xo.
In
L-178, the Government lists "Class
A" distributors as follows Columbia,
Loew's, Paramount, RKO, Republic,
Century-Fox,
Universal
and
20th
Warner-Yitagraph. The three others,
Monogram, PRC, United Artists, are
listed as "Class B" distributors.

York.
Lucas entered the industry

as a

member

in

1907

of the Miles Brothers film

renting agency in Xew York. His first
theatre venture was the It Theatre
in that city
the name being selected
for economy in light bulbs in an era
when illuminated advertising was
little used and costly.
Prior to the
first World War he joined the old
Mutual Film Co. in charge of distribution in the South and other territories.
In the early 1920s he held
the Educational Pictures' franchise
in Atlanta and other Southern terri7

,

tories.

:

Had Modern Theatre

In 1921 he opened the Lucas Theatre in Savannah, the first house in
the South to boast air conditioning
and other modern improvements. The
War Production Board permits for theater was made available to civic
raw film usage for all 11 companies groups as a meeting place and was
for the next quarter allow stock pur- the first of his many theatres to bechases in the following amounts
come community centers through the
operation of this policy.
Linear feet
His partnership with William K.
Columbia
30,253,296
Jenkins was started more than 20
Metro-Goldwvn-Maver and
years ago, and was followed soon
Loew's, Inc
42,147,476
after by the association with ParaMonogram
5,848,397
mount. The circuit, largest in Georgia,
Paramount
30,722,843
operates more than 50 theatres. Lucas
Producers Releasing
5,500,000
also was an organizer and director
Radio-Keith-Orpheum
27,435, 119
Xorth Carolina Theatres, Inc. He
Republic
18,380,444 of
Twentieth Centurv-Fox ..31,803,298 was active in public life and politics
He was an elector or
United Artists
15,086,803 in Georgia.
delegate to four national DemoUniversal
27,448,441 a
cratic conventions
was state chairarner Brothers and Vita.

.

.

W

but Profitable

(Continued from page

and

in

the

final

See Crescent

1)

five days of its
at the Roxy with
about $55,000 in sight for the week.

$46,000
fifth

Xew

1)

User, holding permits in the new quarter for 12,121,701 linear feet, followed,

wipsely

Broadway Grosses

Services Today

(Continued from page

15

first

week

Appeal Aimed

"Stormy Weather" and a stage show
headed by Russ Morgan and his band
and Connee Boswell opens tomorrow.
For the first three days of the third
week, "Background to Danger" and a
(Continued from page 1)
stage show headed by George Tobias
the high court might make rulings
and Hal Mclntyre and his orchestra,
grossed an estimated $20,000 and $38,- which would be applicable to the
000 is expected for the week. "The Schine and Griffith Circuit cases, still
Constant Xymph" opens Friday with pending at Buffalo and Oklahoma
Carmen Cavellaro and his band headCity, and, possibly, even, the Xew
ing the stage show.
"Best Foot Forward" eased off York case.
slightly at the Astor Theatre taking
If the high court affirmed Judge Elan estimated $20,000 for its third week. mer Davies' decree in disposing of
the
"Victory Through Air Power" at
the government's petition, with or
Globe got an estimated $7,500 for the without cross-appeal by Crescent, it
first two days of its run with $18,000
would have the effect of making Judge
seen as the possible week's gross.
Davies' findings and order conclusive.
Efforts to reach Paramount officials Such an eventuality would have farfor an estimate of the gross on "For reaching legal significance insofar as
Whom the Bell Tolls" at the Rivoli the other pending government antiTheatre were unsuccessful, but Broad- trust suits within the industry are contvay estimates were $27,000 for the cerned.
first five days which is big.
The high court either might act it-

At U.S. Suits

Sturdivant Heads
California

Owners

(Continued from page 1)

Aaron Goldberg.

Herman Wobber,

of 20th Century-Fox, was renamed
vice-president, and Hulda McGinn was
Others renamed
reelected secretary.

were R. A. McXeil,
M. Xaify,
State Theatres
T. & D. Enterprises
George Xasser,
Cliff
of
Xasser Brothers Circuit
to

the

board

Golden

;

;

;

Giesseman, RKO-Golden Gate Theamanager, and Joseph Blumenfeld
of the Blumenfeld circuit.
tre

self or remand the case to Judge Davies for further hearings and possible

changes. The appeal is tentatively set
for hearing Aug. 25 but probably will
The
be postponed for several weeks.
government's petition as it stands
seeks only changes in Judge Davies'
decree which would make it obligatory
for Crescent defendants to obtain government or court permission before acquiring theatres in independent exhibicross-appeal by Crestion areas.
cent, however, would open up phases
of the action of wide significance to
other pending suits, either by itself or

A

by government action.

;

graph

33,742,077

NEWSREELS

March

of

War

Savings Staff, and
formerly was vice-chairman of the
Federal Public Works Administrafor the

tion.

Movietonews
Xews-of-the-Day
Paramount
Pathe Xews
Universal

man

Time
Xewsreel

21,121,701
11,685,076
11.627,566
7,865,750
2,164,195
7,085,524

In association with Jenkins he operated radio stations in Augusta, Sa-

vannah and Brunswick and owned a
newspaper at Americus, Ga. He also
operated a theatre equipment company
in association with his brother, Harry.
Survivors include his wife, the for-

mer

Loew-Lyons U. A.
Total

May

Hit 9

(Continued from page 1)

United Artists, will handle all business details of the firm while Lyons
will handle production exclusively.
Three of the planned productions
will be Jack Benny films, produced by

comedian for Producing Artists.
three, two of which will be
musicals, will star players under contract to A. and S. Lyons, artists representatives, of which Arthur Lyons
is the owner. Writers, composers and
directors handled by the Lyons firm

the

Cunningham

Margaret

brother,
Harry
a daughter,
Fred Storey, and a son, Lt.
Lucas, now in England with the
;

;

his

Mrs.
John

Army

Air Forces.

Feminine Adsales Heads
Mrs. C. Banks, at Atlanta, and Miss
K. Gager, at the Chicago exchange,
are the two newest additions to the
ranks of feminine supervisors of the
adsales departments of 20th CenturyFox, number now totaling 16.

The other

will also participate in plans for pictures by Producing Artists.

Lyons declared that the company
has been formed "for the preservation of players represented by his
firm, and to give newcomers to the
screen an opportunity." He said he is
convinced that plays and films go
hand-in-hand because "the Broadway
stage develops actors, writers and producers," and plans call for the use of
these people in pictures to be made.
Films will be produced at General
Service Studios in Hollywood, with

the

first

to

start

in

mid-Xovember.

This will be a musical which Rouben
will direct, from a story'
around an original idea by
Music will be by
Lyons, himself.
George Gershwin, Jerome Kern, Cole
Porter and possibly Irving Berlin.
A musical comprising the unpublished songs of George Gershwin is
under consideration, as well as one using the songs of Jerome Kern, which
Kern will guide. A drama from a
story by the former Belgian Minister

Mamoulian

written

of Finance, Baron Yandevelst, will
also be filmed, Lyons said.
Lyons will be in Xew York for
ten days, negotiating with writers for
the company's schedule, and to set up
local offices for the new firm.

ROY ROGERS TRIGGER
KING OF THE COWBOYS

SMARTEST HORSE IN THE MOVIES

"SONG OF
TEXAS'
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'Hit the Ice' Hits

Tuesday, July

Mr. Lucky' and Show

Reviews

$16,500; 'Dixie'

Tops

Scandals"
Grosses $13,000 "Spotlight
(Monogram)
Cincinnati, July

19.

— "Hit the Ice"

pacing the field here, with an estimated $16,500 in sight for the
Albee, while "Dixie" promises $13,000
on a holdover at RKO's Palace.
Canteen"
continues
Door
"Stage
strong in its fourth downtown week at
the Capitol, where it should garner
$6,200, and "Mr. Lucky," after two
big weeks at the Albee, will do approximately $5,500 at the Lyric, at
which house prices have been inis

RKO

creased.

Estimated receipts for the week ending July 21-24:
"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)

ALBEE— (3,300)

RKO
Gross:

(33c-40c-44c-55c)

(Average, $15,000)

$16,500.

'Dixie" (Para.)

RKO PALACE — (2,700)
days, 2nd week.
age, $13,000)

(33c-40c-44c-55c) 7

Gross:

$13,000.

(Aver-

"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)

RKO CAPITOL— (2,000)

(33c-40c-44c-55c)

days (4th downtown week).
Gross:
200.
(Average, $6,000)
Tickets
(Univ.)
"Two
to London"

$6,-

7

RKO GRAND— (1,500)

days.

Gross:

(33c-40c-44c-55c)

7

(Average, $6,500)

$5,000.

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)

RKO LYRIC— (1,400)

(30c-33c-44c-55c)

7

days (3rd week).
Moved from RKO Albee.
(Average, $4,500)
Gross: $5,500.
"Maxwell Archer, Detective" (Mono.)
1

"Man from Thunder

River" (Rep.)

RKO FAMILY— (1,000)

days.

"Swamp

(20c-22c-33c)

4

(Average, $1,400)
Water" (20th-Fox)

Gross:

$1,400.

"Cinderella Swings It"

(20c-22c-33c)
(Average, $800)

3

days.
Grossff $850.
"Gals, Incorporated" (Univ.)
"Get Going" (Univ.)

KEITH'S— (1,500)
Gross:

On $18,600 Take

much

Bud and Lou

stacked up in their first, therefore it's a good
be going on and up in the scale of popularity when the
public gets a look at them.
The film with which Monogram introduces the pair is a Sam Katzman-Jack Dietz production, beneficiary of an expanded budget, which
attends to a good many details of incidental entertainment in addition to serving as an admirable show-case for the display of the Fay
and Gilbert talents, two varieties of humor which blend with all the
congeniality of cakes and coffee or strawberries and cream.
Other
ingredients include Henry King and orchestra, Bonnie Baker, in a
number of songs, the Radio Rogues, Butch and Buddy, and such performers as Harry Langdon, Iris Adrian, James Bush, Claudia Dell,
as

bet they'll

many more.
Fay enters

(30c-33c-44c-55c) 7 days.

(Average, $5,500)

tions

a strong start to the week's grosses.
Holdovers are giving some indication
of over-staying their time.
Of the
latest arrivals, "Mr. Lucky," plus a
stage show, appears to be tops mk
$18,500, at the Hippodrome. "BacJ^
ground To Danger" is due for §16,500
at the Stanley.
Estimated receipts for the week ending July 22
"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)
CENTURY— (3,000) (28c-44c-50c and 55c
weekends) 7 days, third
(Average, $11,500)
"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)

how

they do it, less what they say than the way they get laughs
out of the saying, that makes them a challenge to all and a promise

come.
William Beaudine directed the picture with the skill and knowledge
Barney Sarecky acted as assoof values acquired in a long career.
of profits to

week.

Gross:

$14,000.

KEITH'S— (2,406)

and

(15c-28c-33c-44c

weekends) 7 days, third week.
500.
(Average, $10,000)

Gross:

55c
$9,-

"Coney Island" (Z0th-Fox)

NEW— (1,581)
week.

fifth

the picture as a vaudeville actor stranded in a town where
They team up, rise to greatness in
Gilbert operates a barbershop.
show business, they split up and slide back separately, winding up
back in small town show business starting over. It's less what they

do than

—

Baltimore, July 19 New attracopened to big business, giving

new team

of comics in the world of show business to be
* reckoned with from this point on, folks, and it's an idea grounded
in precedent to give them plenty of running room in billing and on
screen.
They're Frank Fay and Billy Gilbert, and they're not like
Abbott and Costello, but they stack up in this first of their pictures

a

(15c-28c-35c-55c)

Gross:

"Background

to

$7,500.

STANLEY— (3,280)
60c

weekends)

7

7

days,

(Average,

$8,000)

Danger" (W. B.)

days.

and

(28c-39c-44c-55c

Gross:

$16,500.

(Av-

erage, $12,500)

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)

HIPPODROME— (2,205)

66c)

7

Carole

&

Briants,

(28c-39c-44c-55c-

Romo Vincent,
Wong Troupe. Trie

Stage show:

days.

Sherod, Jim

Patsy

Gross:

Garrett.

$18,500.

(Average, $13,500)
"Aerial Gunner" (Para.)

MAYFAIR— (1,000)

Gross:

$6,000.

(20c-40c)
7
$5,500)

days.

(Average,

ciate producer.

Running

time, 79 minutes.

AFM

"G."*

Will Abolish
Neutral Territory

(RKO)

RKO FAMILY— (1,000)

Baltimore

in

Hollywood, July 19

"THERE'S

1943

20,

"Bar 20"
(U. A.-Harry Sherman)

Hollywood, July 19

WHEN

By action of the international executive board of the American Federation of Musicians, there will be no
more so-called "neutral" territory after Sept. 6, 1943.
From this date on, all neutral territory in the jurisdiction of the Federation,
which covers the United
States and Canada, will be assigned

it's been noted that this item in Harry Sherman's Hopalong
Cassidy series introduces Dustine Farnum, daughter of the late
Dustin, and that it runs only 55 minutes instead of the usual length,
in
an estimate of the picture has been had. It's a dip downward toward
Officers par for a series that has been running well above for several numbers.
William Boyd and Andy Clyde, as Hoppy and California, have
Harry J. Steeper is now first assistto an adjacent local, which will have
ant to the president, James Peterillo, George Reeves alongside this time as the third member of the trio,
jurisdiction over any establishments
of the American Federation Of Mu- but Victor Jory heads up the opposition again, in his usual competent
where musicians are employed. This
sicians,
filling
the vacancy created
The things done in includes theatres, hotels, taverns, etc.,
fashion, thus retaining the flavor of the series.
when Thomas F. Gable was elected
Norman Houston and Michael and also 165 radio stations that are
financial
secretary-treasurer.
The this outing, scripted by Morton Grant,
not now in the jurisdiction of any
position of assistant to the president, Wilson, have to do mainly with the holdup of a stage coach and other
local.
These will all be in the juriswhich Steeper relinquished, is being incidents of thievery, including the robbery of Hoppy himself at gun
diction of some local on and after
filled by A. Rex Riccardi, who has point.
It's a somewhat solid story basis than is provided for most
Of the 165 radio staSept. 6, 1943.
resigned from the executive board of Hoppies, and the goings-on are equivalently less stimulating.
tions, 75 per cent are stations which
which he was a member to accept the
Others in the cast are Douglas Fowley, Betty Blythe, Bob Mitchum, receive network programs.
position.
Francis McDonald and Earle Hodgins.
The matter of allocating the neuHerman D. Kenin, president of LoLesley Selander directed and Lewis J. Rachmil was associated with tral territory to existing local unions
cal 99, Portland, Ore., has been electhas been left in the hands of the
ed by the executive board to take Sherman in the production.
and
secretary
president,
national
Running time, 55 minutes. "G."*
Riccardi's place on the board.
secretary-treasurer by the
financial
Clair E. Meeder, president of Local
board.
$4,500.

Change

AFM's

National

Pittsburgh, has been appointed assistant to the president to fill the vacancy created by the release of Eddie
B. Love, former secretary of Local 6,
San Francisco, who had some difficulty with that local.
Meeder will
assume his new duties as soon as he
makes the necessary arrangements to
leave Pittsburgh.
60,

*"G" denotes general

RKO

executive

classification.

Hikes Prices

At Cincinnati

Runs

Arthur Byron Dies
Los

Angeles,

July

19.

—Arthur

Byron, veteran stage and screen actor,
Matinee and former president of Actors Equity,
prices at the 1,400-seat RKO Lyric died a his home here Friday, at the
have been advanced from 30 and 33 age of 71, after a lingering illness.
cents to 33 and 44 cents, with a 30During his 54 years in the theatre
cent rate until 1 p.m., and evening and in films, Byron portrayed more
prices increased to 44 and 55 cents, than 300 characters, and played more
from the former 33 and 44-cent rate. than 10,000 performances. His longThe new prices, which apply to bal- est engagement was in "The BoomLondon, July 19. Board of direc- cony and lower floor, respectively, erang," a Belasco play production
tors of Associated British recommend make the scales at this house uniform which ran for more than three years
that at the forthcoming general meeting with the other RKO downtown houses, in New York and on the road. Entering films in 1932 he appeared in
a final dividend of iy2 per cent be except the Family.
paid on the company's ordinary stock,
Prices at the 1,000-seat Family, "20,000 Years in Sing Sing," "Toplus a stock bonus of 2^ per cent. which plays a split-week policy, have night Is Ours," "House of RothThis, with the interim already paid, been increased to 20 cents until 1 schild," "Oil for the Lamps of China,"
will total 17
per cent for the year p.m., 22 cents for matinees, and 33 et al.
ended March, compared with 15 per cents evenings, compared with the
He leaves a wife, Kathryn, and two
cent last year.
All figures are less previous 20 and 30-cent scales for daughters, Eileen Byron and Mrs.
Wallis Clark.
tax.
matinee and night.

Associated Directors
Recommend Dividend

—

Cincinnati, July

19.

—

Donald Bevan a Prisoner

—

Springfield, Mass., July 19. Staff
Donald Bevan, Springfield's
theatreman-hero, has been officially
listed by the War Department as a
prisoner of war of the Germans.
Bevan, nephew of Harry Smith,
general manager of Western Massachusetts Theatres, Inc., and a former
Sergt.

staff

man

at

the

Paramount

here,

missing in action,
following a raid over Nazi-occupied
Europe. He had won decoraions for
bravery beyond the call of duty in
previous raids.

had been

listed as

ConradBinyon

in Feature

Conrad Binyon appears in Colum"The Boy from Stalingrad,"
bia's
and not Claude Binyon, writer, as inadvertently mentioned in
ture Daily's review.

Motion Pic-

***********
Wherever
^Allied yiags

Jh
FROM BOMBAY TO
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
LETTER

—

a
"To date we have been carrying on with the issue dated October 3, 1942
nevertheless it is an issue which serves as a constant
total of seven months

—

reminder of present day
"It

is

also a

the way.

"We

.

.

realities.

beacon of hope that en route somewhere subsequent

issues are

on

.

have been able to secure missing and back numbers to complete binding

of volumes up to 1941.

"Now
till

it is

possible

better times

we

will

not be able to bring our

Discontinuance of the

little

'Library'

up to date

MOTION PICTURE HERALD

to overseas subscribers because of paper shortage would be a calamity as

far-reaching as losing a war essential."
/.

REMI CRASTO
Bombay

always in the service

MOTION PICTURE HERALD

*******
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6

Off the Antenna

Lucky\ with
Vaudeville,

is

19.

July

—On

the
three

of a ballyhoo which began
weeks before the picture's opening,
"Mr. Lucky," backed by vaudeville,
soared to $32,000 at the Golden Gate
and stayed for a second week. "Ba-

wave

taan" and "High Explosive" hit excellent $26,500 in eight days at Fox.
"Lady of Burlesque" closed out sixweek stand at United Artists with a
strong $8,000.

Estimated takings for
ending July 12-16:
"Bataan" (M-G-M)
"High Explosive" (Para.)

FOX— (5,000)

the

week

7

days.

$2,500.

6

(Average,

$11,500)

of

Burlesque"

(U.A.)

UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200)
65c) 7 days, 6th
erage, $8,000)

week.

Gross:

(20c-35c-55c$8,000.

(Av-

KSO

.

.

GOLDEN GATE— (2,850)

Stage: Vaudeville.
7 days.
(Average, $19,500)

(20c-35c-55c-75c)

Gross:

$32,000.

(2JOc-35c-55c-75c)

Gross:
Stage: Vaudeville.
(Average, $17,000)
"Presenting Lily Mars" (M-G-M)
"False Faces" (Rep.)
days.

PARAMOUNT— (2,740)

7

$22,000.

(20c-35c-55c-75c)

7

(Para.)

FRANCIS— (1,400)

days, 4th week.

(20c-35c-55c-75c)

Gross: $10,000.

7

(Average,

Program Notes: Eric Johnston, U.

CLAY— (400)

.

$1,100.

(Average,

'Bombardier' Holds
in Tulsa

Gross:
19.
OutOkla.,
July
standing grosses of past weeks disappeared this week as films either held
at average or slightly over average,
although "Bombardier," at the Ritz,
grossed a very nice $8,900 to lead the
parade.
Estimated receipts for the week

Tulsa,

Motion to Dismiss
Extort Case Denied
Federal Judge Murray Hulbert yesterday denied James D. C. Murray,
defense counsel for the six alleged
Chicago gangsters, their motions for
quashing the indictment against them
in N. Y. Federal Court. The six, including John Rosselli and Louis Kaufman, business agent of Local 244, of
the Operators Union of Newark, are
charged with violating the anti-racketeering law. They are alleged to have
exorted more than $1,000,000 from
motion picture companies.

S.

Chamber
.

'Army' in Philadelphia

— Premiere

of "This Is the Army" has been scheduled for August 17 at Warners' Mastbaum Theatre, and is expected to net
$35,000 for the Army Emergency Relief.
Louis Daroff, local manufacturer, is chairman of the Citizens Committee sponsoring the premiere.

AFM
Now

Membership
Totals 138,000

Membership

of the American Federation of Musicians
now reaches 138,000, several
thousands of whom are era-

ployed

in theatres, studios
in the film

and elsewhere
business.

.

.

of

Commerce

GOULDING

1*

dot

will

ate his services as director of
film David O. Selznick
producing gratis for the OWI.

Red Cross

•

Screen

Guild has ai
pointed Attorney Carey McWilliarr
counsel and commissioned him to pre,
ceed immediately with protesting toJjjU
at Republic's dismissal
Publicists

WMC

oWT

studio publicity staff. The staff en?
studio duties at the weekend accorc
ing to present status of the case.

•
Isadore
Goldsmith,
British
pr(
ducer who joined Columbia seve
months ago, checked off the lot toda

on settlement of his contract due, tr
studio said, to "production and cas
ing difficulties" without making a pi<
ture. His future plans are undisclosei
•
The executive committee of the ir»
dustry's permanent charities commh
tee meets Thursday, Chairman Mar
Sandrich presiding, to map plans
the Third War Bond campaign an
c

president,

other drives.

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Councilman George G. Davies
Hollywood opposing proposed theati
<

admission tax expects to defeat tr
bill
at a public hearing tomorrow
through offering an alternative plat
to raise sewer repair funds by tax o'
real property.

'Desperadoes' Ride
Sets Trade
Showings for Seven Home with $6,50(

M-G-M

Tradeshows for seven new pictures
were announced yesterday by M-G-M,
Oklahoma City, July 19. "Tl
as follows
"Salute to the Marines"
and "I Dood It !" will be shown in all Desperadoes," at the State, led loc;
exchange centers on July 27, except programs this week, with $6,500 fc
in Albany, where it will be screened a good gross while "Crash Dive," i
July 26, and Memphis, July 31. "Best its second week at the Midwes
Foot Forward" and "Young Ideas" clicked for $6,250 and "The Younge:
:

shown July 29, except in Albany and Memphis, where the tradeshow will be held August 2. "Tartu"
ending July 22
and "Girl Crazy" will be screened Au"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)
MAJESTIC— (570) (25c-40c) 7 days, 2nd gust 2 and 3, with Albany showing
(Average, $2,500)
week. Gross: $3,000.
them August 9.
"Hit Parade of 1943" (Rep.)
"The Man from Down Under"
ORPHEUM— (1,400) (20c-40c-50c) 7 days.
(Average, $7,500)
Gross: $7,500.
showings will be held August 3 and
"Good Morning, Judge" (Univ.)
5, with Memphis screening it August
"Kid Dynamite" (Univ.)
RIALTO— (1,250) (20c-40c) 3 days. Gross: 7 and Albany on August 10.
$1,500.

will be

(Average, $1,500)

"Bombardiers" (RKOi)

RITZ — (2,000)

$8,900.

Colie Lorella Dies

(Average, $7,750)

Increased Production
Of Spanish Films

—

Senor Jorge
Hollywood, July
Delano, State Department guest from
Latin America, here studying produc19.

tion, anticipates

a

boom

in Argentine, Chile

the

war

is

Profession," at the Criterion, grosse
$6,000 on a double-bill with $4,00'
Weather was hot and no competitic

was

present.

Estimated receipts for the wee
ending July 22nd
"The Youngest Profession" (M-G-M)

CRITERION— (1,500)

Gross:

in

production

and Mexico when

Conn.,

July

19.

— Colie

Lorella, vaudevililan for more than 50
years, died here Sunday at the home
of a niece, Mrs. Tim Ryan, of a heart
attack, at the age of 74.
comedy
acrobat, Lorella starred in Niblo's

A

FOLLY— (600)

LIBERTY— (1,200)

Gross:

$4,000.

(20c-25c)

MIDWEST— (1,500)

2nd week.

Gross:

"Desperadoes"

day

7 day
(Average, $5,60

(20c-25c-45c)

$6,250.

"Reveille with Beverley" (Col.)

STATE— (1,100)
$6,500.

$3,000.

(25c-40c-45c)

7

day

7

dav

(Average, $4,500)

TOWER— (1,000)

—

7

(Col.)

"Nightmare" (Univ.)

Arrivals on the Coast

Gros

days.

(Average, $3,250)

cuits.

—

3

"Crash Dive" (2ttth-Fox)

Gross:

20 pictures yearly.

(20c-25c)

(Average, $250)

Gross:

Mrs. Kate Hartnett
Attempt made several years ago to
Washington, July 19. Mrs. Kate
produce Spanish language pictures in
Hollywood failed because costs were Hartnett, one of the oldest 20th Century-Fox employees in terms of servconsidered excessive, costs in South
America being only one-tenth of films ice here, died last week after a short
illness.
produced here, Delano said.
He stated that Mexico is producing

$6,000)

"Kings of the Cowboys" (Rep.)
"The Mysterious Doctor" (W.B.)

Garden, toured with the Barnum and
Bailey Circus and vaudeville circ-

over.

(25c-40c-50c) 7 day

(Average,

$6,000.

"Thundering Trails" (Rep.)
"Case of the Black Parrot" (W.B.)
$350.

(25c-40c-50c) 7 days. Gross:

Clinton,

19.

.

Hollywood July

EDMUND

—

$1,000)

Philadelphia, July

.

.

For $8,500

(15c-35c-45c) 7 days.

.

urge labor-management cooperation to attain this year's war production goals in a CBS broadcast July 24.
Alexander de Seversky of
"Victory Through Air Power" fame, will discuss his crusade when he appears as guest contestant on Mutual's "Double or Nothing" quiz show
Carole Landis will appear on the Philip Morris program
July 23.
July 23, and on Frank Sinatra's program July 26, both CBS shows.
Linda Darnell and Ray Milland will star in a radio version of "Once
Upon a Honeymoon" on the Screen Guild Players program July 26.
Lum and Abner, the pals of the party line, will visit Bing Crosby on the
Kraft Music Hall program July 22.

$6,500)

Week Ending July 16:
"Kitchen Cavalier" (Swedish)

.

will

(Average, $14,500)
Gross: $15,500.
days.
"Five Graves to Cairo" (Para.)

ST.

.

OWI

.

Madman" (M-G-M)

WARFLELD'-(2,680)

"Wrecking Crew"

.

WMAS,

.

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)

"Hitler's

WDSM

.

.

(20c-35c-S5c-75c)

Gross:

days, 2nd week.

.

.

OPA

.

.

Tickets to London" (Univ.)

ORPHEUM — (2,440)

"Lady

.

.

.

(20c-35c-55c-75c)

"Mister Big" (Univ.)

"Two

Corps, has placed a ban on publicity and advertising featuring radar. Some of
the publicity even promoted controversy as to allocation of credit for the development or radar, according to Winterich.
has established new
methods of determining price ceilings on radios and phonographs, differentiating as to who assembles them, retailer or distributor.
New methods are
expected to make prices to public more uniform, and in many instances lower
than levels that have been prevailing.
Station
at Superior, Wis.,
becomes affiliated with the Blue as a basic supplementary station on July 25,
bringing the number of Blue affiliates to 159.
•
•
•
Purely Personal: William L. Shirer, Columbia news analyst, just back
from a five-week stay in Great Britain, feels that it will take a couple of years
to lick Germany, even though he found English sentiment predicting a quicker
collapse of the Nazis.
Col. Luther L. Hill, station manager of
and
KRNT, and vice president of Iowa Broadcasting Co., on leave for the duration,
has been promoted to Colonel in the AAFTTC.
William J. Adams has been
named program director and news editor of Rochester's WHEC.
Turner
Cooke, former program director of
Springfield, Mass., has been promoted to rank of lieutenant-commander in the Navy.
Walter I. Seigal has
meen upped to manager of CBS's photographer division.
Lincoln Dellar
has resigned as radio chief of
overseas branch in San Francisco to return
to Associated Broadcasters' KSFO.
•
•
•
.

(Average, $18,000)

$26,500.

subject of radar
in recent months, and concerned since some of the proposed publicity
includes "classified" information, release of which would be of great value to
the enemy, the U. S. Army, through Colonel John T. Winterich, of the Signal

.
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ALARMED by the vast amount of publicity devoted to the

Big at $32,000
San Francisco,

Tuesday, July

(20c-25c-40c)

(Average,

$2,500)

Malavenda Settles Suit
New Haven,

July 19.— The $5,0C
brought by Joseph I
Francesco, owner of the Fairmoui
Theatre, against Peter Malavend;
lessee, for breach of lease and di
struction of seats, has been settleand DiFrancesco is now operating tl

damage

suit

Hollywood, July 19.
Charles
Irvine with Republic
Koerner, Nat Holt, Perry Lieber, Ed- theatre.
In consideration of the se
San Francisco, July 19. Harry gar J. Mannix, Paul LazaruSj Charles tlement terms, the lessee, whose leas
Irvine has bene added to the staff of Prutzman and Herbert J. Yates ar- ran to October, 1944, has withdraw
the Republic Exchange here, to cover rived on the Coast today from New from the theatre.
He has since a<
York City.
the Sacramento Valley territory.
quired the Victory, Wallingford.

—

A
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)WI Continues
ro
r

Clear U.S.

ilms via

WAC

See

YORK,

WMC

Office

of

War

Information will

clear all government
ms from federal agencies wishing
e industry to distribute and exhit war information subjects.
The decision follows recent discondomestic film
mance of the
anch which was forced to quit beto

OWI

use of the refusal of Congress to
ovide funds for its operation, rein the resignation of
also,
lting,
)well Mellett as head of the OWI's
->tion picture division.
Meanwhile there is pending the apintment of an individual liaison beand the War Activieen the

Committee.

WAC

yesterday

stated

that

the

(Continued on page 9)

lotables at

Lucas

Funeral Services
Atlanta, July

20—With

state

and

notables in attendance, funservices for Arthur Lucas, pio-

itional
al

circuit owner, were conducted at
p.m. today at All Saints Episcopal

Washington, July

20.

—War

Man-

of

criti-

listings

occupations may be dropped in
favor of universal use of manning
tables as a means of securing deferments for key men while replacements
are being trained, it was learned today.

in

West View Ceme-

(Continued on page 9)

7oast 48-hr. Week
Deadline Is Aug. 22

—

Hollywood, July 20. The manda>ry 48-hour week order affecting all
usinesses employing eight or more
orkers will be issued Thursday by

Loew's

The whole question is being reviewed by
officials, prompted
to take the matter up by the enthusi-

WMC

Sales,

reception of the manning table
plan by industry.
Under that plan,
which is being used extensively in the
film industry, an employer schedules
all jobs for which replacements must
be trained and the length of time required for training men to take, over
from employees to be drafted and,
when approved by Selective Service,
the tables serve as a schedule of the
astic

war

Industry

TEN CENTS

Films for New
Season's Slate
Technicolor to Be Used
More than Ever
Paramount will release approximately 30 features "geared to meet
any situation that may arise" during the 52 weeks commencing September 24 next, Neil Agnew, vice
president and general sales manannounced yesterday.

The

bond

1,

tional total of $5,391,728 sold to
From March, 1942, to
ployes.

Sullivan Assigned
To Africa by Pat he

$444,380.

to

Aid Rural

Theatres at Chicago Meeting
—

Chicago, July 20. In an effort to
help small-town exhibitors adversely
conditions,
war-time
affected
by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has appropriated, as a beginning, a budget of $125,000, to be used for exploitation and
promotional aids to its customers in
these affected areas.
Howard Dietz, vice-president in
charge of advertising, publicity and
exploitation, made the following com-

managers, and advertising and pub-

representatives
held
at
the
Hotel.
considerable
part of the two days' discussion was
devoted to the problems of exhibitors
in areas affected by shifting populalicity

Blackstone

A

tion.

Following the conference, the sales
personnel, with the benefit of the survey started in Cincinnati, will carefully analyze each of its more than
12,000 accounts in the United States,
that every consideration be given to
each individual situation.
William F. Rodgers, general sales

manager

of the company, announced
that
has achieved a new peak
in distribution, having in the past year
sold more contracts than at any other
time in the history of Loew's, Inc.
Of the next group which will consist of ten pictures available commencing in September, three will be in

M-G-M

(Continued on page 9)

(Continued on page 9)

em-

June
30, 1943, period during which Loew's
have acted as bond salesmen, the
grand total of sales was $41,633,521.
C. C. Moskowitz, Loew executive,
Neil Sullivan, newsreel cameraman,
will leave shortly for the North Afri- pointed out yesterday that the theatre
can front for RKO Pathe News, the booth sales doubled immediately after
company announced yesterday.
He Loew's became official Treasury issuhas been certified by the War Depart- ing agents.
ment and awaits transportation.
Loew New York area theatres piled
Meanwhile,
Sullivan
is
making up a June total of $1,216,877, of which
Loew's
"establishing" shots of the S. S. Nor- $129,202 was in war stamps.
mandie preliminary to raising of the out-of-town theatres sold a total of

ors to their problems, however small."
This decision was arrived at in a
The new order covers Los Andes, Ventura, Orange, San Bernar- conference of sales executives, district

and Riverside counties.

Picture

Para. Sets 30

ager,

our basis.

ino

$41,633,728

tion

and company's first block of five for the
stamp sales for June totaled $1,661,- new season also was announced.
257, exclusive of bond sales to emAgnew described the schedule
as the best in Paramount hisployes through payroll deduction plan
tory, "topping anything that it
This brings the
and to executives.
has ever done before." ReiterLoew theatre booth sales since Sept.
ating that at least one-third of
1942, to. $30,000,594, with an addi-

director Harnish, of the War
lanpower Commission, with August
"To M-G-M every customer
2 set as the deadline for compliance ment:
regardxcept in cases specifically exempted, represents a decided entity
he film industry labor-management less of the size of his operation. We
Dmmittee meets next week with a intend to stimulate trade in every
VM.C representative presiding to de- section of the country that has suf:rmine whether the order involves any fered from the shifting of population
ghtening of the present setup of op- during these abnormal times. We welrations which already are on a 48- come communications from all exhibitrea

War Bond

Theatres

Loew's

(Continued on page 9)

M-G-M Acts

was

Mexico City, July 20.
miniature theatre is being installed in the American Embassy for Ambassador George
S. Messersmith. It is for the
private exhibition of documentary pictures that are
sent to the Embassy by the
White House. The theatre is
to be in service next month.

cal

liurch.

Burial

U. S. Embassy in
Mexico Gets Theatre

ry

to the

1943

—

liner.

Karl Reiland, rector emeritus
St. George's Church, New York,
close friend of Lucas for the past
cade, conducted the rites. Cereonies were simple, in accordance
ith the expressed wish of Lucas.

21,

Officially

:er

Dr.

WEDNESDAY, JULY

For All Industries

OWI

s

U.S.A.,

UsingManning Chart

power Commission

YUl Handle All Gov't
Agency War Subjects
mtinue

Aitfrtr

Want
Resume Suit

N.Y. Owners
U.S. to

New York independent exhibitors
are laying plans to carry to Washington demands for the continuation of
suit
anti-trust
Government's
the
against the five major distributors,
until the original purposes of the action have been accomplished, among
which was theatre divorcement.
Sponsor of the move
Independent Exhibitors,

is

Unaffiliated
Jesse L.

Inc.,

Stern, president, which claims a metn(Continued on page 9)

Buys Willkie
Book, a Zanuck Film

20th

Century-Fox of the
Wendell L. Willkie's
"One World" was announced yesterday by Simon and Schuster, publishto 20th
rights to

Sale

film

The film will be
ers of the book.
produced by Darryl F. Zanuck as one
of his initial productions since his reLawyer-author
turn to the studio.
Willkie is also chairman of the 20thFox board of directors.

"One World," an account

of Will-

"has
been the fastest-selling book in Amerkie's

round-the-world

journey,

ican publishing history," the publish-

statement said. Worldwide sales
reached 1,000,000 copies within six
weeks after publication in April and
have since passed the 1,600,000 mark.
In a similar period "Gone With the
er's

Wind"

sold 500,000 copies;

and

ulti-

mately reached a peak of 3,000,000,
said Simon anc Schuster,

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention
COLONEL

A.

of the
directors, has

mount board
made a brigadier general
Second

the

of

By RED

CONGER GOOD-

YEAR, member
of

Insider's

Brigade,

in

Parabeen

command

New York

Guard.

Elson, general manager

Trans Lux Theatres,
today in Washington and
to New York on Friday.
of

will arrive
will return

•

Dorothy Lamour, and her husCapt. Ross Howard, of the
Army Air Forces, San Bernardino,

band,

are visiting his family in Sunbrook Park, Md.

Cal.,

•
R. Maller, of the Strand, New
Britain; E. Daily, of the Strand,
Amesbury, and J. Melincoff, of the

Warner, Lawrence,

all

Warner Con-

necticut house managers, will leave
for vacations beginning July 24.

•
Mrs. Ben Lourie, wife of the new
Columbia Chicago salesman, is moving from New Haven, their former
home, with her son, Bob, to join her
husband.

•

Elliott Krontsh, formerly
Loew-Poli division office in
New Haven, and now stationed at
Bangor, Me., airfield, will be married
July 27 to Ruth Sanders, of Bangor.
•

March
of Time assistant producer, was promoted this week to Lieut. Commander,

Thomas Orchard,

He

former

organized the training

section of the

film

Navy Bureau

of

Aeronautics.

•
Irving Berlin will arrive in New
York today from the Coast for conferences with Army Emergency Relief and Warner executives on "This
the

Is

Army"

premieres.

Mort Blumenstock, in charge
Warner advertising and publicity

of
in

East, will leave for Chicago tonight with Charles Einfeld.
the

•

Baronat,

Universal

foreign publicity manager, will leave
for the Coast on Friday for a studio
visit.

'U'

Managers Here

On

1943-'44

Plans

Universal district managers are
holding a series of home office conferences on the company's new season's
product and sales terms.
Harry Graham of Atlanta and Pete
Rosian of Cincinnati are in New York
now conferring with W. A. Scully,
vice-president in charge of distribuE. T. Gomersall, assistant sales
tion
manager Fred Meyers, Eastern manager, and F. J. A. McCarthy, SouthDave
ern and Canadian manager.
Miller of Cleveland and Manny Gottlieb of Chicago conferred here with
the home-office officials earlier and
other managers from the field are ex;

;

pected in later.

are positive

one completely shy of

Ralph Parker, reporting from
told of "The Deathless," a Russian play about a
group of partisan fighters who
resisted the German advance
on the capital city. The imaginary character in it is Jack
Warner, American foreign cor-

Moscow,

respondent who refused to stay
with his brother newspaper
men and instead joined the
fighter group in the days before Pearl Harbor.
"Calm, skeptical, optimistic,
Jack Warner is doing a lot to
help Soviet-American relations
and, when he finally takes his
place behind the machine gun,
the audience is swept by a
storm of applause.
"This unpretentious human
.

.

.

little play which is
derness and brightness, already
has played frequently in the
provinces where Jack Warner
has become something of the
prototype of the modern American," reports Parker.
Authors of the play are

Alexei Arbuzov and Alexander Gladiov. Neither one is on

Warner

the

ever

—

payroll.

How-

Outlook

Hollywood, July 20

up developed the

action,

the

representative alleging he had
been promised part of the profits of the program.
In court, the question was
put
"Did you or did you not
promise the plaintiff a share of
the net?"

The answer
didn't

it

Q. "And why not?"
A.: "Because in Hollywood
it's just a figure of speech."

community where

it

Officially,
has its moments.
he directed "Bomber's Moon."
However, there is no such

person. Edward Ludwig started the film, worked on it for
25 days, also did the advance
On the 26th, he
preparation.
and Sol Wurtzel, the producer
were on different eye levels.
Harold Schuster took over at
that point and finished the job.
Under the circumstances and
because of the way it turned
out, neither man was keen for
the credit. By itself, this would
mark the incident as highly
unique.
Enter Charles Fuhr, invention of the publicity department. They hope to have little
use for him.

The upfront

buzzer

office

is

the weather vane on a certain
lot in these parts.

comers,

When newrunning

stock

their

high, have occasion to see the
boss, they clear through the
secretary who telephones The
Great Man. The buzzer normally functions on the button.

And

entry is made.
Thereafter, the newcomer,
no longer so new, can pretty

much judge how he

stands.

A

pause between call and responding buzzer indicates he
ought to become slightly worried.

A

decided hesitation between
and answering buzzer suggests all is not going well.
long interval between call
and buzzer means it won't be
long now.

A

In the

trail of their split-

com-

War

the

"Build the
Cruiser Los Angeles" campaign passed
$1,400,000 with a subscription of $100,000 by Universal employees.

Paramount
films

in

expanded

ser

its

schedule with announcement of

Pine-Thomas

based on the
Training base.

"Navy Way,"

film,

Great

Lakes

Naval

•

Norman Moray
continuing a
conferences.

trains north tonight
sales tour after studio

The proposed one

cent tax on admissions to finance sewer repairs appeared averted following an open
hearing in the City Council chamber
where opposition was voiced by
Charles Buckley, of Fox West Coast,
representing the circuits, Jack Y. Berman, representing the independents,
Ray Lehaney, speaking for the AFL
and CIO, and John B. Kingsley,
president of the Hollywood Chamber
of Commercee. The revenue, taxation
and finance committee, which advanced the proposal, decided to meet
July 30 with theatre operators and
business men to work out alternative
means of raising the required funds.
•

Spyros Skouras
row.

Among

the

quips

•

year," for 20th.

Robert Gillham arrives
and stays ten days.
•

Thursday

Ernst Lubitsch will leave here July
23 for the New York premiere, August 4, of his "Heaven Can Wait,"
at the

Roxy.
•

"The war

going so well
these days I expect an offer
any time now to play Loew's
Vichy.
"Not only that, I hear Molly
Picon is entertaining a proposition

due here tomor-

•

George Jessel was master-of-

Sunday evening.

is

Darryl Zanuck has assigned Henry
King to direct "Wilson," described as
the "biggest budget picture of the

isn't, too.

ceremonies at a war refugee
fund-raising party at Mocambo

to

Garden.

is

the Winter
No, not the one on
star

Broadway.

at

The one

in

"Some
the war
capture

Ben Kalmenson

left the
Warner
studio here yesterday for New York
following a visit of only one day.

Louis
B.
Mayer and Howard
Strickling expect to leave here Friday
for the East.

Ber-

lin.

people won't realize
on until the Nazis
Abe Lastfogel."
is

RKO Employee Killed
Aviation Cadet Ray F. Ellis, 20, is
the eighth former RKO-Radio home
office employee to be killed.
He died
in a training plane crash on Monday
near Waco, Texas.

A

genius tale, and true like
these others
There is a producer, well
known here, who claims to

all

infallible

system

the box office
of any picture he sees.
By preference, he looks at
product in the luxury of his
of

tive.

Bond purchases

call

have his own
Recent litigation involved a
producer and his representa-

GINS-

of the motion picture
mittee, disclosed that the industry

•

is

often the case of being as
good as your last picture, the
incident about Charles Fuhr

HENRY

BERG,

:

Credits being what they are
this

CHAIRMAN

a

But

"Yes, I did.
mean a thing."

Usually

in

1943

21,

Coast Flashes

KANN

still

•

Fortunat

is

full of ten-

Sot:
at the

U.S.N.R.

New York Times
this

the Einfeld touch.

•

Norman

Hollywood, July '20
'""TALES from the Hills:
*
Those
who caught the
story on the drama page of the

Wednesday, July

diagnosing

draw

own projection room. If he
gets a twitching of the ear
either
one will do at any
point along the route, the
conclusion is the film is a bust.

—

No information on what happens
if
both
ears
begin
twitching at the same time.
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Keep
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'Actions' $15,000,
Canteen's' $14,000

20.

in

North Atlantic" at the Newman,
topping first-runs, with an estimat"Stage Door Canteen'
ed S15.000.
ig rossing approximately §14,000 in
r^Third week at the Midland, receipts
>,^ing house records except for
"Gone With the Wind," which was at
advanced prices only four other picthe

is

;

have run more than two weeks
Weather has been on
at the Midland.
the hot side, but not oppressive. Outdoor recreational facilities draw big
crowds; so do theatres.
Estimated receipts for the week
tures

ending July 21-22:
"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)
(35c-40c)

Gross:

7 days.

$7,000.

(Average,

"Stage

Door Canteen" (U.A.)

$4,000)

MIDLAND— (3.600)

(35c-50c) 7 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $14,000. (Average, $12,000)
"Action in the North Atlantic" (W.B.)
(35c-50c)
(1,900)
7
days.
(Average, $9,000)
Gross: $15,000.

NEWMAN—

"Mr. Lucky" (RICO)
"Aerial Gunner" (Para.)

ORPHEUM— (1,900)

week.

Gross:

(35c-50c)

days. 3rd

7

(Average.

$8,000)
(Col.)

$8,000.
It

Takes"
"She Has What
"Captive Wild Woman" (Univ.)

TOWER— (2,200)

Stage

(36q-50c)

Gross:

show.

days.

7

(Average,

$11,000.

$9,000)

"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)

UPTOWN— (2,000)

Gross:

$7,000.

(35c-50c)

(Average,

days.

7

$5,000)

Pittsburgh Better,

Topped by $29,500
For 'Raid Wardens'

—

20.
Pittsburgh,
Business
July
continued better than average, with
"Air Raid
the week's top-notcher,
Wardens," taking $29,500 at the

Stanley.

Estimated

week

the

for

receipts

ending July 20-22:
"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)

FULTON— (1,700)
3rd

week.

(30c-40c-55c)

Gross:

7

days,

(Average,

$9,000.

$7,-

500)

"Stormy Weather" (20th-Fox)

HARRIS— (2,200)
Gross:

(35c-44c-60c)

(Average,

$10,000.

days.

7

5

Review

'lce\ 'Graves'

Can Wait"
Are K.C. Leaders "Heaven
(20th Century-Fax)
—"Action "\X7TTH his tongue very much
Kansas City, July

ESQUIRE— (800)

PENN— (3,400)

Hollywood, July

days.

7

—

which renders him harmless, deflates his ego, brings him closer to his ending July 21
family with no hurt inflicted upon anyone concerned. At the gateway "Hit the Ice" (Univ.)
of his seventh decade, he dies. Fittingly so, as he gazes from his death- "Five Graves to Cairo" (Para.)
FOX— (5,038) (30c-40c-50c)
bed on a Hollywood version of a trained nurse, blonde and something, $18,000. (Average, $15,000) 7 days.
while in his subconscious mind runs the strains of "The Merry Widow" "Hit the Ice" (Univ.)
That's about

all

there

is

to the story of

Henry Van Cleve and Mrs.

Van Cleve. Flimsy and wisp-like, it is the kind of material which
could have been risque and double-barreled in practically all of its
meanings. It isn't, because of how Samson Raphaelson contrived his
script, based on a play called "Birthday" and, more to the point, because
of how Lubitsch, the producer, told Lubitsch, the director, it ought to
be handled.
The two Lubitsches apparently got on with one another very well
since their handicraft is in evidence on all sides. They extracted a surprisingly good performance from Ameche and a better performance
from Miss Tierney than your reviewer thought she had in her. Of
Charles Coburn, that rascal of a grandfather, the praises must ring forth
he's immense. In fact, acting chores up and down the line are of high
arder. Louis Calhern is properly Victorian; Spring Byington, traditionally scatter-brained; Signe Hasso, volatile and very French; Allyn
Joslyn, beautifully stuffed shirt; Helene Reynolds, show-girl brittle and
Eugene Pallette and Marjorie Alain reminiscent of the odors of Kansas.
Much novel fun is at the beginning and end. Ameche is dead by this
time and seeking a reservation in hell since that's where he thinks
his kind of life catalogues him. Laird Cregar, the head man there in
frock coat and Ascot, doubts it, listens to the life story and concludes
Ameche realy ought to apply up above. They're crowded, observes
Cregar, and Ameche may not be able to get into the main building for a
couple of hundred years but he will finally. Besides, Miss Tierney and
Coburn who always understood his minor frailties and his major attributes anyway will be impatient. Heaven can wait no longer, it seems.
No villain. No war. But a brilliant directorial undertaking which
comes off with sparkle and vast enjoyment. This one is in the bag.
Red Kann
Running time, 113 mins. "G."*
*

"G" Denotes general

days,

2nd
$3,-

(35c-44c-60c)

SENATOR— (1,750)

7

(35c-44c-60c)

Heavy'Canteen' Holdover

Cleveland, July 20.— "Stage Door
Canteen" is establishing new extended
days. run
all
records
attendance
and
through this territory, Morrison Orr,
On local United Artist branch manager,

Durante' s Six for
Jimmy Durante

is

to

make

USO
six vol-

unteer personal appearances at

camps and Naval

Army

under the
auspices of USO-Camp Shows, dur"Air Raid Wardens" (M-G-M)
ing the next three weeks.
STANLEY— (3.8CO) (35c -50c -75c).
On two
stage: Six days of vaudeville including OzIt is the first picture to be of these he will appear with Garry
states.
zie
Nelson's orchestra with Harriet Hilheld three weeks at Loew's State since Moore.
liard.
Gross: $29,500.
(Average, $20,000)
FollowDurante headlined a show last Fri"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)
the house was built in 1921.
WARNER— (2,000) (35c-44c-60c) 7 days, ing this it moved to Loew's Stillman day night, playing at both Tilton Gen-1th
week (moveover after two weeks at
Other ex- eral Hospital and a theatre in Fort
for an indefinite period.
Penn).
Gross: $11,000.
(Average, $6,500)
Dix. Last night Durante and Moore
tensions include Akron, three weeks
Steuben- appeared at Mitchel Field, L. I. and
Youngstown, two weeks
St. Louis Variety Benefit ville, two weeks, and Mansfield, 16 again at Camp Kilmer, N. J., on
Durante will top a camp
July 23.
days.
St. Louis, July 20.
Local Variety
show on July 23 at Camp Shanks,
Club will sponsor a midnight beneN. Y.
Fort Hamilton, Brooklyn,
fit performance at the Ambassador on
July 30 and Brainbridge U. S. Naval
20th
Exploits
Keefe
August 7.
Feature will be Billy
Training Station, Md., on August 3.
House's stage show, which opens an
James Keefe, exploitation represenengagement at the theatre on August tative working out of the Cincinnati
'Claudia'
Aug. 19
5.
Other talent will be recruited exchange of 20th Century-Fox, will
from the Municipal Opera cast and hereafter include Cleveland in his acTwentieth Century-Fox yesterday
local night clubs.
Money raised will tivity, taking over territory formerly set the premiere of "Claudia" for Aube added to the Variety Club's treas- handled by Doug George, who was gust 19 at the Omaha and Paramount
ury to help finance its program in St. recently commissioned a lieutenant theatres, in Omaha, hometown of Dorothy McGuire, star of the film.
Louis.
(j. g.) in the Navy.

Gross: $3,000.

(Average,

$2,400)

7

AMBASSADOR— (3,154)

(30c-40c-50c)

Gross: $14,500.
(Average,
"Stage Door Canteen," (U.A.)
days.

STATE— (3,162)

LOEW'S

7 days, 3rd week.
erage, $15,000)

(30c-40c-50c-

Gross:

55c)

7

$11,500)

(Av-

15,500.

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
"Stormy Weather" (Zflth-Fbx)

MISSOURI— (3,514)
Gross:

(30c-40c-50c)

(Average,

$8,500.

"What's Buzzin', Cousin?"
"The Boy from Stalingrad"

LOEW'S
50c)
000)

7

days.

$7,400.

days.

(Col.)
(Col.)

ORPHEUM— (1,900)
Gross:

7

$7,000)

(30c-40c-

(Average,

$6,-

"Sarong Girl" (Mono.)
"I Escaped from the Gestapo" (Mono.)

LOUIS— (4,000)

ST.
Gross:

(35c-40c)

7

days.

(Average, $4,400)

$4,500.

Will Cite Theatres

Playing "Army" Film
Scroll bearing the names of all theatres that have played the film will
dccompany the Warner check to Army
Emergency Relief representing proceeds from Irving Berlin's "This Is
the Army," according to Jack L. Warner, executive producer of Warner
Bros., who arrived in New York on
Monday from the Coast.

Warner, who co-produced "Army"
with Hal B. Wallis, is here conferring
with Army Relief officials on Broadway world premiere of the picture,
and plans for future showings at special advanced prices.

classification.

"Bataan" (M-G-M)

RITZ— (1,100)

Gross:

"Five Graves to Cairo" (Para.)

waltz.

(Average, $17,000)

week (moveover from Penn). Gross:
'100.
(Average, $2,600)
"High Explosive" (Para.)
"Henry Aldrich Gets Glamor" (Para.)

Nets $32,500

20.

cheek and his directorial slyness in
* * rare form, Ernst Lubitsch takes the primary bows for a delightful
St. Louis, July 20.
Local theatre
and amusing saga of a would-be Casanova running the gamut of the
managers are wondering if the federal
years from one to 70 and the calendar from 1872 to 1942.
At one, Don Ameche is no problem. At 15, he is uncertain. At 70, withholding tax may be putting a
temporary crimp in the box office.
it is his memory that is wavering.
In between, he meets Gene Tierney, While business is about average, it
the girl of his dreams. She marries him, they have a child. After 10 should be better for the attractions
years, she leaves him on the strength of a bill from Cartier which reveals presented this week. The dual offerhe bought a bracelet which was never wound around her wrist. They ing of "Hit the Ice" and "Five
re-unite, the ties of their family bonds stronger than ever and never Graves to Cairo" at the Fox and Amseriously disturbed anyway. So it remains until she dies. The interludes bassador, will gross an estimated $32,500 combined.
"Stage Door Canfind him fancying himself a great lover with far more of an appreciative
teen," in its third and last week at
eye for feminine charm than feminine charm has for him.
Loew's State, is headed for $15,500.
The result is a chuckling kind of frustration rolling down the years
Estimated receipts for the week
in

$9,200)

(30c-40c-60c)

Louis Dual

St.

"Mr. Lucky" (RICO)
Gross: $18,500.

:

stations,

;

;

;

—

A

national window display to salute
the picture will be set up in leading
lepartment stores in 25 key cities coincident with the local showing of the
picture,
through a tie-up arranged

with Associated Merchandise Corporation.

New PRC
Chicago, July

Appointments
20.

—Appointment

of

Chapman as Chicago branch
manager and Henry Porter as salesman was announced by Henry Elman,
F. Julie

Producers
before

New

his

Releasing sales executive
departure from here for

York, yesterday.

;

;

Opens

Services for Rosenblum
Funeral services were held yesterday for David Rosenblum, 55, former
vice-president and treasurer of National Broadcasting Co., and former
treasurer and general manager of The
Neto York Post, who died Sunday
at

Hartford.
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Fox Midwest

Short Subject Reviews

Coney Island' Is
Toronto Leader,

"The Uninvited Pesf'

"Batman"

(M-G-M Cartoon)
{M-G-M)

(Serial)

(Columbia)
This one is based on the "batman"
This is a rowdy Technicolor
magazines.
Its story
Toronto, July 20. "Coney Island," toon about a bear, all set for a peace- of the comic
In
and action are just as fantastic.
at the Imperial, was attracting the ful hibernation, whose slumbers are
Batman and his friend
pleasure-seekers here and promised a shattered by an impudent squirrel who this episode the
Robin get involved with a Japanese
$13,500 gross for the week, while the has come a-nutting in his cabin. After
more serious-minded section of the a frenzied chase through closets, bed sabotage ring which is scheming to
They
populace went for "Mission to Mos- springs and drainpipes, the bear waves steal the city's radium supply.
cow" at Shea's, where $13,000 was in the white flag and Mr. Squirrel car- are up against terrific odds, for the
gun and
sight.
A gross of $8,500 was in pros- ries off the nuts. Running time, 8 Japs have an atom-smasherpeople
into
also a process for turning
pect for the second week of "Bataan" mins. Release date, July 17.
But inevitzombies, or something.
at Loew's.
ably the Batman, after escaping death
Estimated receipts for the week endinnumerable times by a fraction of an
ing July 22:
"Seeing
inch, rescues the heroine and smashes
"At Dawn We Die" (Br.)
Specialty)
Smith
(Pete
(Univ.)
Buddy"
"Hi,
the ring. Running time, 26 mins. Re-

—

car-

Hands"

EGLINTON

— (1,086)

(18c -30c -48c -60c)
$4,000)

(M-G-M)

6

(Average,

Gross: $3,000.

A

fairly interesting human interest
story is herein told about a man who
lost his sight as a boy, but who trained
his hands in the building of model
airplanes and intricate carpentry until

"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)

IMPERIAL— (3,373)

(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6

(Average, $11,500)

Gross: $13,500.

days.

"Bataan" (M-G-M)

LOEW'S— (2,074)
2nd

days,

(18c-30c-42c-60c-78c)

Gross:

week.

6

(Average,

$8,500.

"Mission to Moscow" (W. B.)
(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)
(2,480)
days. Gross: $13,000. (Average, $11,000)
(Zttth-Fox)
"The Moon Is
"Redhead from Manhattan" (Col.)

6

"Pilot No. 5"
"Taxi, Mister"

Gross:

days.

(M-G-M)
(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)

$7,500.

6

(Average, $9,000)

Dual Grosses

Higher Than a Kite"
{Columbia)
Those Three

Stooges are back
again, involved this time in carryingand
ons that have them join the
somehow manage to get inside a bomb

RAF

dropped over Germany. They
headquarters,

dis-

Lew White

German

officers

at the console presents

Hunting

(30c-35c-50c)

7

days.

ORPHEUM—

PARAMOUNT — (2,900)
Gross:

days.

$10,900.

(30c-35c-50c)

(Average,

Omaha Curfew
Effect
Omaha,

—

7

$9,000)

in

August

into

effect

August

see

Nero

stretched

out recuperating from a hangover, in
stead of fiddling, while Rome burns
we discover that Chicago was really
set afire by spontaneous combustion
in somebody's hayloft thus relieving
poor Mrs. O'Leary's cow of the re-

and that if 5,000 men
fought on Hastings Hill in 1066, they
would have had to been laid shoulder
to shoulder, piled five high. Running
sponsibility,

1

July 20. The ten p.m. curfew for children under 16 has been
passed by the City Council and will

go

Don't always believe what you read
history books.
John Nesbitt and
the camera take us back to ancient
in

Rome where we

time,

10 mins.

Release date, July

3.

has

of district

Ray

transferred

McLain,

Coffeyville, Kas., to
at Joplin, Mo., succeeding Harley Fryer, resigned. H.
D. Carroll, city manager at Atchison,
Kas., succeeds Ray McLain at Coffeyville
Dale Thornhill goes from
Iola, Kas., to Atchison, and Woody
;

Hilsabeck goes from the People's
Chanute, Kas., to Iola Charles Mohlec, manager of the Orpheum at Jop-

Page Included

MGM Press Books
A

complete page devoted to War
Committee sponsored proexhibitors has been prepared by Ernest Emerling, of Loew's,
Activities
grams for

WAC

and the
and

public relations divibe included in all
M-G-M press books, and probably the
campaign books of other companies,
according to the War Activities Com-

sion,

will

mittee.

The page gives the ten ways in
which theatre men can help the war
effort.
They are selling war bonds
and stamps collecting scrap displaying government postres running Government shorts helping the Red Cross
recruiting
WACS, WAVES, and
Marines
assisting civilian defense
collecting victory books
placing honor rolls in theatre lobbies, and being a
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

all

patriotic campaigns.

"Sweeping Oars"
(Columbia)
The husky oarsmen of the University

of
this

Washington are

the

subject

sports reel, with Bill Stern
explaining the business of their training.
Training of a crew requires four
years of strenuous work before they
are ready for the varsity and the shots
of the training sculls skimming up
the river like a bird are very exciting.
It closes with the Poughkeepsie Regatta and the "Huskies" sweeping to victory.
Running time, 10
mins.
Release date, July 29.
of

"Yankee Doodle Mouse" "Cactus Artisf

banana-throwing catapult, light-bulb
fusion.
Most theatre men are expected to bombs and sky rocket which finally
welcome the curfew as an aid to their carries Tom up into the stars. Run
efforts to stop the wave of juvenile ning time, 8 mins. Release date, June
26.
vandalism in houses here.

WAC
In

leader in

1.

ordinance, which makes parents
responsible if their children are on the
(M-G-M)
streets between 10 p.m. and 5 a.m.,
Tom Cat and Jerry Mouse are the
carries up to $100 fine for violation
and a jail sentence if the fine remains stars of this very funny Technicolor
to be decided is the cartoon bringing the eternal strife be
Still
unpaid.
means of warning to be given children tween these two members of the aniwhen it is 10 o'clock. Air raid sirens mal kingdom up to date. Blitz tactics
have be;n suggested, then vetoed on are pursued by means of ingenious
a
the grounds they would cause con- ammunition and war machines,

The

We

If

You

OMAHA — (2,000)

H. A. McClure, manager

;

as

(Columbia)

(M-G-M)

Gross: $10,200. (Average, $7,500)
"Salute for Three" (Para.)
"One of Our Aircraft Is Missing" (U. A.)
(3,000) (30c-35c-50c) 7 days.
Gross: $8,500. (Average, $8,400)
"Presenting Lily Mars" (M-G-M)
"Prairie Chickens" (U. A.)

the Electric, Springfield, Mo., to sW /
ceed Joe Reddick, also going to the
Army, as manager of the Auditorium,
Marshall, Mo.
Dick Wright moves
over to the Electric from the Landers,
whose
manager,
assistant
James
Millspaugh, is promoted to the managership.

manager at
be city manager

''Community Sing No. 10"

(Passing Parade)

"Shantytown" (Rep.)

Haas, manager district five
Midwest, as manager of
the Lyric, Boonville, Mo., succeeding
Ralph Wallace, inducted into the
Army. James O. Martin goes fr£^

Fox

for

city

a community sing.
The song selecJohn Nesbitt proves in this Passing
tions include "As Time Goes By,"
Parade that behind the innocence of a
"You Must Have Been a Beautiful
Mother Goose rhyme often lies a sinBaby," "Old Chisholm Trail," "Great
quite
conMary,
Mary
ister
history.
Omaha, July 20.— "Presenting Lily
Big Saw," and the Marine song.
inScots),
for
trary,
(Queen of
Mars," combined with "Prairie ChickRunning time, 10 mins. Release date,
stance, was thought by her contemens," climbed to $10,900 at the Para25.
enough to chop June
mount. "The Ox-Bow Incident" and poraries to be contrary
"Shantytown" reached $10,200 at the off her head. Four-and-twenty black'A
Won't Go'
Omaha, although the former had been birds refers to Henry VIII who really
shown previously on a midnight pro- served deeds of confiscated land to {Color Rhapsody)
gram. Weather continued moderately his friends in a pie and Rocka-bye {Columbia)
tried to
The fox and crow fable is told with
cool and the "Ak-Sar-Ben den" show, Baby is about James II who
starring George Jessel, was the only pull a national fraud with a counter- variations in this Technicolor cartoon
Running time, 11 mins. Re- and takes a beating. The fox and crow
feit son.
new outside competition.
go hunting one another but for some
Estimated receipts for the week end- lease date, July 31.
reason fail to recognize one another
ing July 21-22
when they meet.
The fox finally
"Pride of the Yankees" (RKO)
"Two Senoritas from Chicago" (Col.)
catches on and shoots the crow dead.
Believe
"Don't
7
BRANDEIS— (1,200) (30c-35c-44c-50c)
Running time, 7 mins. Release date,
(Pete Smith Specialty)
days. Gross: $6,400. (Average, $6,500)
August 23.
"The Ox-Bow Incident" (ZOth-Fox)
(M-G-M)

$10,900

Ed

by

two,

Omaha

at

Kansas City, July 20.—A. D. Gilmere, manager of the Fox Orpheum,
Ft. Madison, la., has been appointed

July 30.

"Nursery Rhyme
Mysteries"

'Mars'

in

and sabotage the whole shootin' match. lin, is transferred to managership of
Running time, 18 mins. Release date, the People's, Chanute.

July 31.

(U. A.)

UPTOWN— (2,761)

days.

6

(18c-30c-48c)
(1,434)
(Average, $4,500)
$4,000.

now

lease date, July 16.

war effort by watching over him at which is
work and retrieving any fallen tools. land at German
Running time, 11 mins. Release date, guise themselves

Down"

TIVOLI —

Gross:

operates an elaborate machine
making delicate parts in a defense facHis "seeing eye" dog aids his
tory.

he

$10,500)

SHEA'S —

1943

Big Manager Shift

Taking $13,500

days.

21,

(

dor here on August 12.
Remainder
of the house is scaled at $2.20 and
$1.10,

was announced by Henry

it

Riegel, manager of the theatre. The
prices compare favorably with those
of the
"Army" stage presentation

here last December.

A civic committee headed by Mayor
William Dee Becker and Chapin S.
Newhard is working with the theatre
management and Irving Yergin, of
Brothers, in planning the pre-

postcards

out of cactus pulp, spinsters who collect cups and saucers, young women

who make costumes
sculptors who make

A

Warner

Universal)

Young men who make

$5.50 for 'Army*
St. Louis, July 20.—
top of $5.50
is
set for the benefit premiere of
"This Is the Army," at the Ambassa-

for

elephants,
animals in abandoned railroad depots,
the world's oldest fire engine, and an
18-month-old who is the world's most
amazing child equilibrist, are the feature artists of this fairly amusing perRunning time, 9
sonalities short.

miniature

Two
"The
Girl

cock

Classics Reissues
Lady

Was

Vanishes" and "The
Young," two Alfred Hitch-

British-made

features

recently

withdrawn from market and acquired
by Film Classics for national reissue, will have their first combined
showing at New York's Little Carnegie Theatre starting July 24.

t*<&

v*\e

e

'(o^
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MGMVBataan'
Rockets to a
$25,300 Take

9

Critics

Wednesday, July

'Dixie'

Quotes

.

.

.

"VICTORY THROUGH AIR POWER" (Disney-U. A.)
EILEEN CREELMAN, Sun—"Walt Disney, blessed with courage and

1943

21,

Near Record

At Providence on
$15,000 for Week
orig-

—

had tackled something new, the filming of a book about ideas.
Providence, July 20. Business conOnly military experts can properly discuss
Major Seversky's theories. tinued excellent here this week, even
He and Mr. Disney present them forcefully and, for the most part con- though two houses were playing films
Philadelphia, July 20. There is vincingly.
The parlor strategists should find it particularly helpful
for the third week. Strand had a nearonly a single new all-film opening this
it may be that even in Washington
the picture will cause a stir."
record week with "Dixie," reaping
week. It is "Bataan," at the Stanley,
$15,000, and "Coney Island" grossJP
where the barometer points high to
LEE
MORTIMER,
Daily Mirror "Walt Disney's adaption of de Seversky's a fine $16,000 at the Majestic.
bJ|
$25,300. At the Earle, Horace Heidt's
"Victory Through Air Power" demonstrates that, great and unique as Disney films will be held over.
orchestra, with "Salute for Three" on
is at furnishing amusement, he is too valuable for that.
He
should
Estimated receipts for the week endthe screen, shows enough strength for
probably the most amazing ing
Hold- confine himself to the field of visual education
$26,800 for the six-day week.
July 22
single thing that ever came out of a Disney studio
maybe out of Hollywood. "Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
overs and continued runs are at all
Not even the kids will be bored, so slick is the change of pace and media. "Yanks Ahoy" (Roach-U.A.)
other downtown houses, and all are
RKO-ALBEE— (2,239)
(28c-39c-50c)
Millions will accept it millions he could never have addressed in any
6
enjoying better-than-average business.
days, 3rd week.
Gross: $8,500.
(Second
This is a masterpiece of skillful
appeal to the mind
"Stage Door Canteen" continues big other way.
week, corrected gross: $14,500 instead of
inality,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Mastbaum with $27,800 in sight.
Estimated takings for the week end-

.

ing July 21-23
"The Youngest Profession" (M-G-M)

ALDINE— (900)

Gross:

(Average,

$7,500.

$9,000)

(M-G-M)

"Presenting Lily Mars"

ARCADIA— (600)
2nd run.

(35c-46c-57c-68c) 7 days,

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)

BOYD — (3,000)

(35c-41c-46c-S7c-6Sc-75c)

days, 3rd week.

Gross:

$14,000.

7

(Average,

$14,000)

EARLE—

(46c-57c-75c) 6 days of
(3,000)
vaudeville, including Horace Heidt's orchestra,
Frankie Carle, Donna & her Don

Juans, Fred Lowery, Ollie O'Tcole, Henry
Tudy Williams, Buddy Yeager and
Warren Covington. Gross: $30,200. (AverRussell,

age, $18,000)

"Coney Island" (ZOth-Fox)

FOX— (3,000)

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

days, 4th week.

Gross: $16,000.

7

(Average,

$14,000)

"White Savage" (Univ.)

KEITH'S— (2,200)

7 days,
$4,500)

2nd run.

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

Gross:

$4,300.

75c) 7 days,
age, $3,500)

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-

2nd run.

Gross:

$6,000.

(Aver-

MASTBAUM— (4,700)

7 days,
2nd
(Average, $20,000)

75c)

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68cweek.
Gross: $27,800

"Bataan" (M-G-M)

STANLEY —

(3.000)

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-

days.

Gross:

$25,300.

"Bombardier"

(RKO)

75c)

3rd

STANTON" days,

(Average,

(1,700)

(Average,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Gross:

$7,200.

$6,500)

—

San Francisco, July 20.
Chico
Alarx and Earl Carroll are dickering
locally for opening of two new entertainment attractions here.
Marx reportedly is urging Sid Grauman to
build a variety show, featuring Marx's
band, for the Alcazar, where Grauman successfully ran "Highlights of
1943," recently.
Carroll is reported
interested in opening a night club here
similar to his Hollywood layout, with

shuttling

between

the

two

"Lady Bodyguard"

STRAND— (2,200)

(Para.)
(28c-39c-50c)

7

days.

Gross: $15,000.

(Average, $9,000)
"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)

LOEWS STATE— (3,232)

days, 3rd week.

Gross:

(28c-39c-50c)

7

(Average,

$11,000.

$12,000)

.

"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)

—

ROSE PELSWICK,

Journal-American -"As timely as tomorrow's headlines.
Fascinating maps and diagrams are used ... a persuasive, enormously
interesting and highly informative outline of present day war strategy.
Eloquent and authoritative, de Seversky gets over his message with such
clarity that the most earth-bound spectator cannot fail to understand his ideas
."
the skill of the Disney animators and cartoonists is at its best.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

McMANUS, PM—

JOHN

.

.

.

and
involves a great deal of comedy
".
T.
a great deal more of limitless exaggeration, with the result that it is almost
impossible to take the whole business seriously ... it is completely devoid of
Where it is not comic or artistically unreal, it is grimly
human values.
theoretical. ... It gracefully combines cartoon animation, 'live' film and
documentary footage in a way that points to a new and broadened use of the
."
film for general instruction.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

M. PRYOR,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

HOWARD

BARNES, Herald Tribune—-"Walt Disney cuts to the quick of
realism in his latest animated cartoon ... is arrantly propagandistic
From a
The essential thesis of the work is not always persuasive.
technical standpoint it is difficult to quarrel with the production.
The
are the animated cartoon shots which show
best portions of the film
the extraordinary development of aviation.
the show has a curious intensity
."
and power. ... It is a film everyone should see.
.

.

.

.

.

.

his

pictorial

lavished one of the

and graphic

talents on a screen
illustrated with cyclonic
interest in the subject.

"Victory Through Air Power"
vehemence, engrossing in proportion to your own
"aptivating to any attention are the opening chapters with Disney's fanciful
icatures of early pioneer days in aviation.
His animated charts are
jally exciting in their graphic aptitude.
For once Disney is offering
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

e for

the kids

.

.

.

aimed

.

.

.

CARLTON— (1,526)

July 20.

Crown Film
official war films

.

.

at the thoughtful audience.

—A crew of the

Unit, producer
for the British
Inistry of Information, is on its way
I
New York from London to shoot
e second half of a technicolor proiction which tells the story of Atntic convoys.
Attached to the crew are Director
'at Jackson and Dora Wright, proitish

j

luction

manager.

days.

FAYS'— (1,800)

7 days,
Majestic.)

(28c-39c-50c)

(28c-39c-50c)

7

On

days.

stage: Lord Lyon, Fritz & Carroll, The La
Mars, Art Churchill, Arthur Parquette &
30 Juvenile Stars. Gross: $6,600. (Average,
$6,000)

War/ Coe
Rochester Theme

'Movies at
"Movies

at

War,"

and

"Motion

Pictures Look Toward a New World,"
will be the subjects of a morning and
afternoon address, respectively, by
Charles Francis Coe, in Rochester, on
August 3, before film people and public groups.

MPPDA

executive vice-presi-

resuming the Eastern series of
industry goodwill promotional discussions before local film people and
public, will first address the Rotary
Club in his Rochester appearance,
and in the evening of August 3 will
speak in the first use of the New
Eastman State Street Auditorium, addressing
Eastman executives and
civic, religious, educational and wodent,

men

leaders.

During the day he

will confer with
radio commentators, editors, columnists and the news press.
He returns
to

New York

on August

4.

.

British Lion Profit
Listed at $226,544

.

."
.

UnitComingHere Sets Chicago Stage Mark

Mew York,

7

"Gals, Inc." (Univ.)

2nd week.
(Moveover from
Gross: $3,700. (Average, $4,000)
"Gaucho Serenade" (Rep.)

London,
Films

July

today

—

Chicago, July 20.
"Good Night
Ladies," stage farce, has hung up an
all-time long run record in Chicago's
playgoing, now going into 67th week
at the Blackstone, passing the record
of 66 weeks hung up by "Life With
Father" in 1940-41. Play, an adaptation of the old Avery
HopwoodCharlton Andrews farce, was recently
purchased for films by Columbia for
a reported $150,000.

20.

—British

reported

net

Lion

profit

of

$226,544 for the last fiscal year, an
increase from the $201,728 net of the

year previous.

-itish

(28c-39c-50c)

$16,000.

.

World-Telegram—-"W'alt Disney has
of

.

.

.

.

most impressive outlays

.

.

.

ALTOON COOK,

.

.

.

.

Time)

of

(Average, $10,000)
"Background to Danger" (W.B.)

The

Times— "Major

de Seversky's thesis on the use of
airplanes in modern warfare is dynamically illustrated by Walt Disney.
Through a brilliantly Technicolored array of maps and diagrams, Mr. Disney
and his artists have animated de Seversky's ideas with a clarity that could never
be achieved simply through the spoken word ... a new milestone in the
Mr. Disney has
screen's recently accelerated march toward maturity.
adroitly blended the documentary presentation with his own highly skilled
."
cartoon form of infectious humor.

version of

(20th-Fox-March

MAJESTIC— (2,250)
Gross:

Post— "As

entertainment it is just about as good as
an illustrated lecture could possibly be, which still leaves considerable pleasure
As argument, it is very convincing, although the lack of any
to be desired.
The
critical opposition fails to give the impression of a rounded view.
final sequences, showing Allied victory with bomber and fighting planes of
The humor, humanity and
tremendous power, are most impressive.
imagination one expects from every Disney production are almost totally
."
lacking in this very literary effort.

THOMAS

"Show Business At War"

.

.

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c

week.

Marx, Carroll Dickering

spots.

.

.

"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)

shows

.

ARCHER WINSTEN,

KARLTON— (1,000)

7

(Average, $8,500)
"Dixie" (Para.)

Daily
".
it will prove an absorbing exposition
anyone interested in the subject of air power and its potentialities for bringing the war to an early
close.
De Seversky ... is a persuasive talker
and, therefore, an effective propagandist for a separate and unified air force.
... If you've an appetite for propaganda pictures, "Victory Through Air
."
Power" may be your dish.

(Average.

"China" (Para.)

75c;
7
$14,000)

.

$9,500).

News—

KATE CAMERON,

.

."

.

"Salute For Three" (Para.) (6 days)
"Bataan" (M-G-M) (1 day)

_

.

—

.

.

.

(Average, $2,800)

Gross: $4,800.

.

to

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c) 7

days. 2nd week.

.

possibilities are limitless.

its

.

—

.

.

at the

.

Company

has declared

a 50 per cent dividend.

Mexicans in Disney Film
Mexico City, July 20.—Work is
players are being recruited by Norman Ferguson, the Disney producer
who has returned here, after an absence of a few weeks, for "Pinata,"
the Mexican chapter in Disney's newest Latin American goodwill production.

:

HVednesdav. July

21.

;;

;;
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M-G-M Acts

Aid Rural OWIContinues
Films for New Theatres at Chicago Meeting To Clear U. S.
30

IPara. Sets

Season's Slate
(Continued from page

Funeral Services

1)

Two

of the new season Technicolor
films will be "Lady in the Dark,"
starring Ginger Rogers, Ray Milland

and Warner Baxter, and "Frenchman's Creek," based on the novel by
Daphne du Maurier, featuring Joan
Fontaine and an all-star male cast.
Mitchell
Leisen will produce a
comedy, "No Time for Love," with a
cast headed by Claudette Colbert and
mystery,

will

Ray

Charles Brackett, producer of "Five
Graves to Cairo," will be at the helm
of this one.

and

1)

his son,

Ar-

in

Georgia finan-

are fully determined to set the
pace for Hollywood's biggest season,"
said.

Paramount's

block of five pictures for 1943-44 were announced yesterday by Neil Agnew, general sales
manager, as follows
first

"Let's Face It," starring

and Betty Hutton

Bob Hope

"True to Life,"
with Mary Martin, Franchot Tone,
Dick Powell and Victor Moore;
;

"Hostages," starring Luise Rainer,
Arturo de Cordova, William Bendix
and Paul Lukas "The Good Fellows,"
with Helen Walker, James Brown and
Cecil
Kellaway
and,
"Tornado,"
starring Chester Morris and Nancy
;

Gillespie's

affairs for the past
25 years, and a pioneer figure of national repute in the industry, died of
a heart attack at his home here Satcial

"Best

;

He

urday.

Criminal Case."

two-month

had just returned from a
rest at his summer place at

Fairness Pledged

M-G-M

Point Peter, on the Georgia coast and

the past and

appeared in good health and

fair

Had

spirits.

a Premonition

tion."

Among the pallbearers were: HarWilliam J.
ben Daniel, Savannah
Vereen, Moultrie I. L. Shields Columbus E. E. Whitaker, Camp Ellis,
111.; R. R. Wilby, William K. Jenkins, Roy M. Avey and T. H. Reed,
;

;

;

;

method

its

via

the

sliding

its

of

custom

in

of determiningits

feature pic-

scale

plan and

designation otherwise, after perform-

ance will be continued, Rodgers

The

short

program

subject

said.

an-

nounced, which will consist of 56 subjects

In his note, he said: "Realizing, as
we all must, that death is inevitable,
I
hope there will be manifested no
grief or distress at my passing.
It is
also my wish that no property of mine
be closed, but operated in the usual
manner as any other public institu-

has been

market values for

tures

However, he had seemingly a premonition of impending death, for three
weeks ago he dictated a memorandum
to his associates in which he gave
instructions for the conduct of his

on the same basis

customers

its

and 104 issues of "News of the

Day," includes

:

16

Pete

Smith

M-G-M

one-reel

cartoons in Technicolor
specialties

;

;

(Continued from page

OWI

had "made

1)

clear" that it will
continue to serve as film clearing
house for the government, citing "a
formal request" received from Palmer Hoyt, newly-appointed director of
the domestic branch of OWI, submitting the 47-minute War Department
Technicolor film, "Report from the
Aleutians" and requesting the
to make it available to theatres desiring to play it.
There are 194 prints of this film
available for theatrical use, provided
the program committee of the
theatres division approves the subject,
which is being screened for local memMembers of this committee today.
bers of the distributors division are
also attending the showing.
"This is the first official communiheadquarcation received at
ters since Hoyt's appointment as head
domestic branch, and
of the
marks a resumption of the intimate
and
relationship between the
which has existed since the establishment of the
over a year
statement.
ago," said a
it

WAC

product will be available to

fair dealing as

Films via WAC

Foot

political

funeral.

"We

Agnew

Come Home"

Forward." The other picttires included
"Above Suspicion,"
in this group are
"Young
"Whistling in Brooklyn,"
Ideas," "Swing Shift Maisie," "Sabotage Agent," "Girl Crazy," and "Dr.

Lucas, prominent

Milland,

Ruth Hussey and Donald Crisp, and
will present two stage stars, Cornelia
Otis Skinner and Dorothy Stickney.

body of

tery, besides the
thur Lucas, III.

"The Uninvited,"
star

"Lassie

:

(Continued from page

7"phat this is an unprecedented
use of color by the studio.

a

(Continued from page 1)
Technicolor, "Salute to the Marines"

Notables at Lucas

the 1943-'44 program will be in
Technicolor, Agnew pointed out

Fred MacMurray.

to

one-reel

14

one-reel

12

Fitzpatrick traveltalks in Technicolor
10 one-reel M-G-M all-stars
4 two-

WAC

WAC

OWI

OWI

WAC

WAC

OWI

;

reel

M-G-M

specials.

Also announced was the discontinuance of the weekly payment plan on

GM

Presenting

—

Show

Buffalo, July 20. Shea's Hipposhort subjects.
"Irregularity of de- drome here will not report a gross
livery, unforeseen delays in production this week.
Theatre has been taken
and our healthy short subject circu- over for the week by Genral Motors
lation has influenced us to reach this for presentation of its Employees' Vicdecision," Rodgers said.
tory. Revue.

Atlanta.

;

story of the rise of a happy
go-lucky coal miner to an important
Kelly,

mine owner.

Honorary Pallbearers

Among

honorary

the
Russell

pallbearers

H. Leonard, Boston
Seantors Walter F. George and Richard B. Russell Congressman Eugene
Cox; L. W. Robert, Jr., Washington
Ralph Smith, Elmer
and Atlanta

were

:

;

Want
Resume Suit

N.Y. Owners
U.S. to

(Continued from page 1)
bership of 65 exhibitors in the metro-

politan area, and whose members will
select 15 from among them to seek
the return of large-block buying and
film-rental price ceilings, besides furtherance of the Government's
trust suit.
None of the 65 exhibitor members
of UIE operate more than three the-

OPA

;

Oliver and Judge O. Max Gardner,
Gardner, Wash. Leonard Goldenson,
Leon Netter, Austin Keough, T. J.
Connors, Niles Trammell, Claude Lee
New York; B. B. Grossett, Charlotte
E. W. Cubbedge, Savannah
;

;

Harry

Demuth,

Jacksonville,

and

Homer Edenfield, Grover Parsons,
Charles E. Kessnich. James H. Butner, Harry G. Thornton, Harry BalRobert Woodruff, Macon MarJames D. Robinson, W. S. Kirkpatrick and John A. Briceal, Atlanta.
lance,

tin,

WMC

says president Stern, who, on
Officially
own, conducts the Arena, Park
West and Washington theatres, New
York. With Stern in formulating the
(Continued from page 1)
protest
are
Julius
Charnow,
of
People's Cinema
Max Cohen and order in which workers will be called
Louis Goidel, of the Lido;
Leo for service.
Under the essential occupation listStorch, of the Kent, and Ben Resnick, of the Regent, all of Brooklyn, ings, men graded as in critical jobs
and Jack Leff, of the Acme Theatre, were eligible for deferment, but there
was considerable dissatisfaction in
Queens, and others.
In seeking film-rental ceilings, the many industries over the omission of
New York independents intend to go jobs which employers held were essential but for which the
would
direct to the OPA.
But, if the Office
of Price Administration lacks not grant listings.

atres,

See

his

U sing Manning Chart

;

WMC

power to establish film ceilings, the
owners will request that New York
Congressmen initiate legislation giving
the

OPA

that power.

Jessel Quits Acting
Omaha,

—

July 20.
George Jessel,
making a personal appearance here,
by said that he was making- his last -ap-

New England independents, led
George Farnum, former U. S. Dis- pearance in professional entertainment,
trict Attorney, recently appealed to and that henceforth he will produce
the

OPA

for a film rental ceiling.

pictures for 20th-Fox.

ROY ROGERS TRIGGER
KING OF

WE

COWBOYS

SMARTEST HORSE IN

WE MOVIES

"SONG OF
TEXAS'

goo* mm, Pettytyf

Deanna Durbin completes
"Hers to Hold."

In

her romantic coming-of-age

in

the process she brings untold joy to her

admirers and promises of heavy grosses to the exhibitor.
In

her latest film Miss Durbin stands forth a fully-blossomed

personality with a warmth, a poise

before flashed by the singing

and an assurance never
star.

Also evident are

considerable growth as an actress and development along

comedy

lines that

is

a pleasant surprise. Pitted against

players like Joseph Cotten

and Charles Winninger, she gives

an account of herself of which she may well be proud. The
convincing quality of her portrayal of a rich

girl

in

love

with an aviator of no financial or social standing bears
witness to the expansion of her talents."

„

W*\

DEANNA

DURBIN

'OSEPH

GOTTEN

DAILY

CHARLES WINNINI
Evelyn Ankers Gus Schillii
Nella Walker

Ludwig Stossel

Screen Piay by Lewis R. Foster
Directed by

FRANK RYAN

•

Produced by FELIX JACKSON

•

Associate Producer,

FRANK SHAW

Based on a story by John 0. Klorei

:

MOTION PICTUR
l

- 1
"»L.

NO.

54.

'pt

DAILY
NEW

15

Empire

306,

Merge; 2,389

One Union

In

90 Theatres Eventually

Face Wage Demands

YORK,

U.S.A.,

THURSDAY, JULY

India and China
Good Markets After
The War, Says Pery

Willkie

quired for filming with Willkie, who is 20th Century's
board chairman, reportedly
reserving decision.
Fox's purchase price has
been reportedly variously all
the way up to quarter of a
million. Actual price is $100,000, plus an undisclosed percentage which is expected to
bring about $250,000, and
which, it is understood, Will-

from his wartime
By JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM
headquarters in Sydney for conferPeace came yesterday to the New ences with home office officials. Peoi"ork projectionist labor front, after ple of the two countries are coming to
appreciate American films through
13 years of bitter strife, with the
their wide use in educational and innerger of Empire State M. P. Opstructional purposes in the war effort,
Union into Local 306, and with the greater prosperity that
rators
affiliate

the

of

American

federation of Labor.

The move

gives the city its first
practically unified structure of boothnen, there remaining but a spattering
if small independent groups, with less
lhan 150 members, which "306" will
tow set out to absorb. Among these
(Continued on page 4)

\ew Jersey Allied
Names Committees
Harry Lowenstein, president

of AITheatre Owners of New Jersey,
/esterday
announced the following
;ommittees for the year for the organied

zation

Gold,

:

Lowenstein,

Ralph

forecast

for

American

(Continued on page 4)

Para. Claims Top
Single-Block Sales
An all-time record for sales of a
single block to independent exhibitors
is claimed by Paramount for the past
three weeks with the sixth and last
block of pictures for 1942-43, Neil
Agnew, general sales manager, disclosed yesterday.
total of 3,202 in-

A

dependent contracts were sold, more
than double the previous high mark,
established on the fifth block.
The sixth block includes "So Proud-

We

Hail,"

chairman,

Wilkins,

the

be in great demand, Pery predicted.
films
dominate the
Australian market, he added, and cit-

ly

Executive
Louis

kie will distribute among war
charities, as he is doing with
royalties from the book.

post-war period,
American made product is bound to
is

May Appear

"Henry Al"Alaska Highway"

"Dixie,"

drich Swings It,"
David and "Submarine Alert."

UA

Rejects Chaplin

Theatreman in
Canada Faces Draft

Demand, So He Sues

St.

There
Louis
the

John, N. B„ July 21.—
was a breather for

Phillips, key
local
Mayfair

staff,

—

Theatre

ordered by national Selective
Service to quit the theatre in
favor of a pitchfork and hoe.
Now, he has been given a reexamination for the Army
draft, and there is a possibility he will be grabbed for the

Army

after all. He had been
rejected a year ago. Loss of

would again be a
wrecker for the Mayfair. Ace
in the Pangborn circuit, he
Phillips

not only directs floor service
and handles the door, but
looks after the heating system, makes repairs and does
all
painting and decorating
for the house.

Of

Meeting on Today
Hollywood,

—

July 21. Third and
meeting in the current Republic series opens Thursday, at the
studio, with the session to continue
Herbert J. Yates,
through Friday.
and J. R. Grainger, president,
Sr.,
final

sales

join Western district sales manager
F. A. Bateman and exchange men
from the Pacific district for discussions similar to those held at the recent New York and Chicago sessions.
Highlight of the discussions will be
continued promotion plans for Roy
Rogers, with emphasis on the Rogers

campaign

in

Chicago, where 24

(Contimied on page 4)

sheets',

WPB

May

Hit Theatres
TheatreC onstructionMay

Go

to

New Bureau

Washington, July
reorganization

of

21.

—A

War

general

Production

Board civilian activities, intended to
strengthen the Office of Civilian Requirements, is being given serious consideration and may be perfected within a week, it was learned tonight.
Practically all of the divisions dealing with problems of civilian supply
are expected to be involved in the
shake-up, including the amusements
section of which Allen G. Smith is

Board

officials have refused to disthe projected changes, but informed sources said the new set-up
(Continued on page 4)

cuss

The suit was filed in New York by
Chaplin seeking a division of profits
alleged to have been made by Selznick

Francis Harmon,
coordinator,
meet early next week, in Hollywood, with Palmer Hoyt, chief of tbe
domestic branch, to further the

(

WAC

will

OWI

program which

groups.

'Shangri-La'

Drive Headed for Quota
Republic's Final

TEN CENTS

Reorganization

film

from farm work after being

Industry

Harmon and Hoyt
To Meet on Coast

:

man on

when he was rescued

Picture

Following
Hollywood, July 21.
a United Artists stockholders meeting
today, Edward J. Raftery, president,
U.A.
issued the following statement
rejected a demand by counsel Schwarz
for Charles Chaplin that the company,
David O. Selznick and his various
companies divide profits in connection
with deals made by Selznick with Fox.

(Continued on page 4)

WAC Reports

tion

chief.

(.Continued on page 4)

'Key'

VP

to the

1943

Wendell Willkie and 20th
Century-Fox are understood
to have had discussions about
his appearing in "One World,"
which the company has ac-

New York

in

22,

In His 'One World'

India and China loom as important
markets for American films after the
war, according to Nick Pery, Columbia's managing director for Australia and New Zealand, and supervisor of the Far East territory, who
is

ATSE

Alert

WAC

Reports made to
exhibitor
chairmen around the country indicate
the
current industry
"Shangri-La"
campaign to sell an extra dollar's
worth of war stamps to every American, to collect $130,000,000 is headed
for

Typical is the report to
headquarters, from
Schwartz,
exhibitor co-

success.

WAC

New York

WAC

Fred
chairman for the New York area, and
owner of the Century Circuit of 37
theatres,

that these theatres
alone have registered stamp sales of
$56,000 since July 1st; sales by the
circuit for the normal two-week period are under $15,000. Schwartz said
that it was due to the "Shangri-La
states

Stamp Clubs" formed by

the managers.
club idea pits the youngsters in
a theatre's neighborhood against one
another to see who can sell the most

The

(Continued on page 4)

Harmon

relates to the
will leave

two

New

York by the weekend, likewise Hoyt,
from Washington.
Out of the meeting an announcement is expected on the selection of a
Government film liaison between the
Office of War Information and the
War Activities Committee, in effect
taking the post occupied by Lowell
Mellett
and
discontinued
recently
when lack of Congressional appropriation caused abandonment of the
film section.

OWI

41 Million Budget
Seen for 20th Films
Hollywood, July 21.—The
budget for 20th Century-Fox's
new season production schedule will be $41,000,000,

it

was

learned on good authority
here
tonight.
The budget
represents a sharp increase
over last year, and contemplates a production schedule
of between 36 and 40 pictures
for the coming season.

Motion Picture Daily
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Personal
Mention
HOWARD

DIETZ,

S.

F.

•

Peter Colli, Warner sales supervisor for Central America and parts
of South America, is in New York
for a short visit.
•

Joseph O'Brien, Universal Newsexecutive, has recovered suffifrom a major operation at

ciently
his

to

man

country need
entertainment."
He emphasized the increased
need for entertainment for
troops overseas, as did Lawrence Phillips, vice-president
of the U. S. O. who revealed
that there were 13,804,000
service admissions from October, 1942, to May, 1943, as
compared to 2,100,000 during
the same period the previous
ice

be removed to

home.

in this

Washington

without

go

day.

Harkness Pavilion

Screen Office and Professional Employees Guild, Local 109, has called
a meeting for Monday night, at Malin
Studios, to report on the reopening
of negotiations of the wage clause of
contracts held with New York distributors.
Also reporting will be the
delegates who were named to talk in

Hollywood, July 21.—Lt. Col.

Marvin Young, War Department contact, told a joint
meeting of the Hollywood
Victory Committee and the
U. S. O. Camp Shows executive committee that "no serv-

ler and W. R. Ferguson reE.
turned from Chicago yesterday.
K. O'Shea, E. M. Saunders, A. F.
Cummings, Harold Postman and E.
Aaron will return today, and William F. Rodgers will return on Fri-

reel

Screen Workers to
Talk Pay Raise

Urge Development
Of Overseas Shows

Sead-

assistant

East-

ern talent director for Warners, will
view new plays in Philadelphia next

Wednesday and Thursday.
•

sales

representative,

New York

left

•
Joe

Walsh,

has returned to

RKO
New

Pathe director,
York.

is

in

Thomas Finds Music

program.

Chicago, July 21. Harry Thomas,
Eastern sales manager of Monogram,
is here on a tour of exchanges which
will include Milwaukee, Minneapolis,
Winnipeg, Des Moines, Kansas City,
St. Louis, Cincinnati and Buffalo be-

damage

action

Earl Carroll against Paramount, for alleged breach of contract

and libel is scheduled to start November 1, according to a stipulation
filed in N. Y. Federal Court yester-

A

motion to vacate depositions
be taken of the nine witnesses from

day.

Poli Bridgeport to
Chicago on vacation.
Paramount was withdrawn by Carroll.
•
The depositions, starting July 23, are

Arthur Sachson, Warner

assist-

general sales manager, returned
yesterday from the Coast. Ben Kalmenson and other home office executives who attended the regional
sales meeting in San Francisco are
making stopovers on the way East.
ant

to be taken in California.

Carroll

Coast.

Paramount's
Carroll's," in

which they used

his

had reflected on
his

He

name over

his

name

as producer

good name and

claims that they used
his protests.

He

also

charged that they breached the contract

•

that

at Earl

charges

"A Night

film,

reputation.

•

Irving Berlin arrived in New
York yesterday by plane from the

when they permitted him

little

or

no. control.

Norman Ayers, Warner Eastern
manager, was in New York
yesterday conferring with Arthur
district

Sachson, Jules Lapidus and other
home office executives.
•
Rose Marie Zinn, Chicago B
K's first woman manager, has

Clark in Mid-West

Move

for

Paramount

The appointment

& Paramount Los
re-

signed to become the bride of Erik

Otto Neilsen.
•

M. R.

of

Clark,

Angeles branch man-

ager, to serve temporarily as district
manager for Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Detroit and Indianapolis during the
illness of Harry Goldstein was an-

Harry Ryan, chief projectionist of nounced yesterday by Neil Agnew,
Warner Bros.' circuit in Chicago, suf- Paramount general sales manager.
fered a heart attack in Milwaukee,
yesterday,
and was taken to St.
Mary's hospital in that city.

Cresson Smith Quits
U.A. Coast Position
Los Angeles, July
— Cresson

Goldstein

has

months leave

been

granted

a

six-

of absence.

Chester Bell, Denver branch manager, shifts to Los Angeles, while a
successor to Bell has not been named
as yet.

21.-

Ira G. Becksted Rites
Smith has resigned as manager of the
United Artist exchange here effective
Cleveland, July 21. Ira G. Beckthis weekend.
He will retire to his sted, for 25 years projectionist at the
ranch in Redlands, Cal. No successor Jennings Theatre, one of the founders
has been appointed as yet, the company of the Film Workers Union, forerunannounced.
ner of Local 160, IATSE, and a memSmith previously worked as a mana- ber of the A. F. of L.'s American Soger for M-G-M of exchanges in mid- ciety of Cinematographical Engineers,
west cities. He also was employed by succumbed to a long illness and was
RKO, and rose to be sales manager buried today. He is survived by his
for the Western division.
wife and a son, Warren.

—

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

about

And

Carroll vs.Paramount
Suit Starts Nov. 1

Matt Saunders,
manager,

officials

year. They urged development
of the overseas phase of the

Trial of the $300,000

Boston.

WMC

Members will vote on an amendment, of as yet undetermined nature,
regarding initiation fees.
Also, vacancies of five executive board members who have gone into the Army
will be filled.

Monogram sales brought by
Steve Broidy,
manager, and N. Edward Morey,
last night for

to

increases.

•

Marjorie Morrow,

Thursday, July

Escapist Market

—

fore he returns to the home office. He
has already visited Detroit, Pittsburgh
and Cleveland.
Thomas says that the market is in
need of musicals and escapist pictures.

Three

of

Monogram's new

season's

arranging screenings on the trip, are
"Melody Parade," "Spotlight Scandals" and "Sarong Girl."
Condition of the company is good
and reports received along the way
show that Monogram is going even
further ahead, he said.
films for

which he

is

:

Universal Host to

Women War Workers
Universal held a supper last night
the
Hotel Astor, followed by
screening of Deanna Durbin's "Hers
to Hold," current at the Criterion theatre, for 50 women who have husbands
or sons flying the planes they build.

at

1943

22,

Coast Flashes
Hollywood, July 21

CHARLES COBURN

is expected
"Knickerbocker holiday," first from Producers Corporation of America, with Harry Joe
Brown and Sig Schlager as corporation principals. Coburn's running mate

to co-star in

is unselected. Next PCA film will be
based on Shakespeare's "Merry Wives

Windsor."

of

/

The executive committee of the
Screen Publicists Guild voted unanimously last night to instruct its counCarey McWilliams, to protest to
the War Manpower Commission, Republic Pictures's dismissal of its studio publicity staff. It is indicated that
the appeal will seek employment restoration to the personnel whose tenure
expires over the weekend under notisel,

fication given recently.

•
Local

RKO-FWC

first run deal adfacing "considerable difficulty," believed stemming largely to
legal approval in view of the decree.
Malcolm Kingsberg, vice-president of
Keith-Albee-Orpheum, here from the
East, not discussing development says
*"
he is vacationing.
•

mittedly

is

;

Arthur Greenblatt entrains Monday for San Francisco, Seattle, Denver, Omaha and Chicago en route to

New York

following conferences here
with O. Henry Briggs, president of
Producers Releasing Corp., and Leon

Fromkess, studio head.
•

James R. Grainger, president of Republic Pictures, has arrived and William Saal is due here tomorrow, for
a sales meeting here and regionals in
San Francisco, Seattle, Portland and
Salt Lake City.
•

Two

Colombian, four Ecuadorian,
five Venezuelan journalists, comprising the sixth group of South American
publishers

and

editors,

touring

the

The women were members of the "We U. S. under auspices of the CIAA,
remain four days,
Build 'Em-He Flies 'Em Club," a tag arrived tonight and
line

in

the picture.

Radio

film

com-

visiting studios.

•

mentators, trade press representatives

and newspapermen and

women were

also present.

The "We Will Never Die" pageant
was held at the Hollywood Bowl tonight.

Coe Reports Tributes

On

Film's 'Liberty'
MPPDA vice-

Charles Francis Coe,
president, recently returned
to

the

from

a

West

Coast, reports that
in big cities and small, tribute is still
being paid the industry for its institutional production and release of "Land
of Liberty," tributes going to the producers and distributors, and to exhibitors for showing it, often as a purely
patriotic gesture.
trip

Meltzer with Warners
Allen Meltzer has joined the publicity-exploitation department of Warners' home office, and has been assigned to the staff working on "This
Is the Army."
Understood he will
be later assigned to Charles Einfeld's
staff at the Coast Studio.

Charles Skouras and Charles A.
Buckley leave for the East Friday.
•
20th Century-Fox added to service
pictures "Angel of the Navy," dealing with the WAVES.
•
Columbia has signed Kay Kyser for

two

pictures, first to start in October.

•
Charles Jones, Republic advertising
and publicity head, is here on vacation from New York.

Matthew Fox Into Army
Hollywood, July

21.

— Matthew

former vice-president of
versal and more recently with
War Production Board, enters
Fox,

J.

iTni-

the
the

Army August 1 as a private. Induction will be at Fort Dix, N. J.
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THE GREAT NEW BOX-OFFICE
ROMANCE IS NOW IN RELEASE!

A constant click, and tremendously,
in

the eight key spots

just

opened!

Next New York and 25 others!

CHARLES COBURN
PETER LORRE* BRENDA
MARSHALL • DAME MAY WHITTY
Directed by

Screen Play by Kathryn Scola
From the Novel and Play
by Margaret Kennedy and Basil Dean
Music by Erich Wolfgang Korngold

'

-
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306, Empire
Merge; 2,389

One Union

In

(Continued from page

1)

Sound Projectionists and
Independent M. P. Operators.

are United
the

Empire's

men

adding

absorption,

IA

to the

234

locals 2,155, raises the

700 theatres in
York, adding Em-

latter's jurisdiction to

New

Metropolitan

pire's 90 theatres to Local 306's 600-

WAC Reports

to

negotiate

— whose scales
of 306— as ex-

Empire men

raises for

are well below those
isting contracts with exhibitors expire.
Size of the increase, of course,

depends upon the

War

Labor Board.

means, too, the end of cross-pickby the two unions, a 13-year
headache to scores of New York exhibitors and considered a nuisance by
It

eting

the public.

Stabilization

Local

306

officials

Move

{Continued from page

1)

ringing doorbells, canvassing shops, etc. Highest tally in a
neighborhood nets the youngster a sixmonth pass to the theatre.
The July campaign, now half over,
midway "lift"
is expected to get a
from the special newsreel of General
Doolittle in North Africa, which has
newsbeen turned over to the
reel division by the War Department.
It pictures Doolittle and his fliers buying stamps to help build a Shangri-La,

by

stamps

WAC

Hollywood's latest outside contribution to sales included a 4 a. m. rally
at a San Francisco shipyard, featuring
Mary Astor, Charlie Ruggles and
Carlos Ramirez a 'shipyard follies' at
Mare Island Navy Yard, featuring
Merle Oberon and a 'jitterbug' contest at San Francisco's Stage Door
Canteen, by Lew Maren, Western exploiteer for United Artists.
Representative of exhibitor cooperation toward war effort, is a report from
co-ordinator for
Jack H. Lowe,
Southern California and Arizona, territory which discloses that all exhibitors in the area are conducting one or
more campaigns relative to the war
and are putting special emphasis on
selling more war bonds and stamps.
;

;

WAC

yesterday

de-

scribed the merger as finally stabilizing their field in New York and as
and
stabilizing
wages
eventually
working conditions here.

Eormal exchange

of documents ending the bitter labor battle was made
in the office of and witnessed by

Coast Participates
All theatres in the territory, except
Los Angeles county, are devoting ef-

Mayor LaGuardia. The Mayor congratulated both, groups on their "inforts toward the "Shangri-La" camtelligent and progressive leadership,"
Los Angeles county, exand urged them to raise the standard paign. In
"Buy
hibitors are making the
of projection in New York.

A

Bomber" campaign

Principal signers of the ratification
were Herman Gelber, president of
Local 306, and Abraham Kindler,
president of Empire. Witnessing signatures were those of Father John
P. Boland, former chairman of the
State Labor Relations Board, and License Commissioner Paul Moss, both
of whom played an important part in
bringing officials of the unions together.
All Join 306

the

issue.

Both

are securing a great deal of
newspaper and radio publicity as a
result of exhibitor efforts.
In Omaha, theatres and employes
will be shooting for a recognition flag
and $90 in prizes during the July drive
bv both retail stores and theatres. The
flag will go to the theatre with the
drives

best per-seat average of sales.

WAC

chairman for
Arkansas, reports exhibitors have embarked on both the "Shangri-La"
The terms of the agreement provide campaign and the "Buy a Bond To
that all members of Empire immedi- Buy A Bomber" drive, and "Send
ately join 306.
This was done at a Your Name To War" drive.
special membership meeting held late
last night in Manhattan Center.
The
agreement further provides that all
officers of Empire resign and the of-

M.

306 be elected officers of EmThis was done at a special midnight meeting of Empire held yesterday morning at the Claridge Hotel.
ficers of

This procedure was adopted

in

view

of the fact that the original proposals
for the immediate dissolution of Empire had been stymied by a temporary
injunction issued by Judge William
C. Wilson in King's County Supreme
Court, July 8, 1943.
The injunction

was obtained by Century Circuit,
owning 27 theatres and employing
more than 100 Empire Union men.
Thus, to satisfy the temporary injunction,

Empire

stays alive as a legal en-

the case is decided by the
and the members of Empire
will hold dual membership, but for all
practical purposes the two organizations are one, and it is expected
that Empire will be finally dissolved
tity

until

courts,

after

the

case

is

decided.

McCord,

S.

UA

pire.

'Shangri-La

9

Rejects Chaplin

Demand, So He Sues
(Continued from page

on

talent

which,

it

finances

deals and story
is claimed, were

WPB

obtained

from

purchases,

made with

United

Ar-

tists.)

UA

has no
"Raftery told Schwartz
cause for action against Selznick.
Upon receipts by this statement
Schwartz, on behalf of Chaplin, filed
a stockholder's action
his

companies,

UA

Fox

naming Selznick,
and UA de-

fendants.
will defend this action
so far as itself or its officers are involved.
The company's affairs are in
no way affected."

Present at meeting were Mary Pickford, Selznick, Alfred Reeves, Mendel
Silberberg, Daniel O'Shea, Charles
Milliken,
George L. Bagnall and
'

Raftery.

May
w

India and China

Hit Theatres

Good Markets After
The War, Says Pery

would be designed

{Continued from page 1)
ed the booming theatre business there.
No new theatres have been built but
the saturation point has yet to be
reached.
There is a strong possibility that
American money frozen in Australia
will soon be released, Pery revealed.

(Continued from page

I

\)

to give increase
effect to the efforts of Arthur/
Whiteside, vice-chairman in charge k
civilian
requirements,
to
keep th
civilian economy on an even keel.
It

is

not expected that the amuse

ments section will be materially weak
ened by the transfer of some of it.
present
responsibilities,
and
ther*
were indications that it would retail
activities specifically affecting theatre^

such as control of supplies and equip
Speaking of the release of America; ment, with which it has principall;
pictures in Australia, Pery explained been concerned, although it is possibl*
that pictures take from three to four that its authority over theatre con
months to reach Sydney, and the re- struction will be placed in a sectioi
lease problem is further complicated having jurisdiction over all building
by extended playing time, as it is
A number of prominent theatre ex
here.
Double features predominate ecutives has been in Washington, con
the Australian market, but New Zeacerned over the possible effect of th(
land plays single features. War picreorganization on exhibition, with ;
tures are popular, but the theatreview to voicing their opposition to an}
going public wants escapist films as
action which would diminish the servwell.
ice rendered by the amusement secPery expects to remain in this
tion, but appeared hopeful that the
country until mid-September.

order said now to be on Whiteside's
desk will not materially affect exhibitors.

Republic's Final

Meeting on Today
(Continued from page 1)
radio announcements and concentrated
publicity promoted the booking of
"Song of Texas" in 135 theatres during July, and the first-run at the Oriental,
in
conjunction
with
which
Rogers is making a personal appearance.
similar campaign has been

A

Milwaukee, where Rogers is
to make an appearance at the Wiscon-

begun

in

connection with firstrun of "Song of Texas."
Promotion plans for future productions, involving exhibitor cooperative
advertising, radio announcements, and
posting, will also be discussed at the
meeting, as will a Republic radio prosin

theatre

in

gram, plans for which were recently
announced.

The following
chise

Sheffield,

New

Jersey Allied

Names Committees
(Continued from page

1)

Edward

Lachman,
Mate and Maurice Spewack.

Snaper,

Finance

chairman,

Snaper,

:

Hildinger,

Lachman and Sidney

David
Helen
Selig-

man.

Membership

South

:

Sam

Jersey,

Frank, chairman, Herbert Hill, Jr.,
Frances Fineman, D. Rascoe Faunce
North Jersey, Mate, chairman, Lachman, M. H. Fogelson and Dr. Henry

Brown.
Public Relations
Lee Newbury,
chairman, George Gold, Irving Dol:

linger and Simon Myers.
Business Relations: Jack Unger,
manM. Higgins, Seattle J. H. chairman, Samuel Hochberg, Frank
Portland
Gene Gerbase, Henry and Al Lewis Martin.

holder

Northwest
agers F.

will be present: franT. Sheffield, of the

J.

territory

branch

;

;

;

Eastern Regional Directors
FiDenver H. C. Fuller, Salt Lake City
Business Relations,
John Frey, Los Angeles, and Sid nance, Snaper
Newbury and Wilkins Public RelaWeisbaum, San Francisco.
William Saal and Charles Reed tions, George Gold and Myers.
Lowenstein and Dollinger, who is
Jones of Republic's home office will
:

;

;

;

also attend the meeting.

Variety Lists Servicemen
1)

194

22,

Reorganizatioi

Drive Headed for Quota Of

odd, latter's annual wages reportedly aircraft carrier, and was specially
filmed by the War Department and
aggregating $6,000,000.
given a priority travel clearance so it
This means that Empire's 90 theacould be here in time for the camtres face an eventual wage increase paign.

demand, for 306 intends

Thursday, July

Cincinnati, July

21.

—The

service

posted in local Variety Club quarters contains the names of the following members now with the armed
forces
Joseph F. Goetz, Jack Flood,
Vincent A. Kramer, Ross Spencer,
Dr. R. E. Raitz, Paul Hodges, William J. Devaney, Mike Chakers, John
Fielden, 'S. David Shor, William G.
Haas, W. H. Oldham, Jr., and Elstun
roll

also eastern regional vice-president of
National Allied, have left for vacations and will return to attend the
National Allied board of directors

meeting

in

Baltimore August 11 and

12.

:

Dodge.

"Star" for Russians
of Samuel Goldwyn's "The
North Star" has been requested by
Commander John S. Young, personal
aide to Admiral William H. Standley,
for showing to Soviet officials at the
American Embassy in Moscow.

Print

Sees Television for
Millions After War
A network of automatic
monitors

relaying television
all parts of the
country will be in readiness
for "millions of sets," Ralph
H. Beal, research director of
R-CAj, predicted yesterday.
Beal said that the post-war
television sets would be "within the range of the average
pocketbook."

programs to
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Short Subject Reviews

Canada Has 12

NEW

—

Montreal, July 21. Twelve
photographers were assigned
by the Canadian Army Film
Unit to film the Allies' invasion of Sicily and the battles

'

(Looney Tune)
(Warner)
Porky Pig is a

Warner)
This sports

reel

was filmed

Lake

at

various sports of
Not only the ski
jumps and ice skating, but more unusual sports as well, such as dog sleds,
motor tobogans, skiers pulled by
horses and cross-country ski race.
Running time, 10
Fairly interesting.
mins. Release date, July 24.

formerly with Associated Screen News, was one
of the first ashore at the
troops' landing. He is the son
city,

n

"Yankee Doodle Daffy"

(Sports Parade)

Placid and shows
the winter season.

Sgt. Allan Grayston, of this
t

"Snow Sports"
(

continuing.

still

W. P. Grayston, photographer with Associated.

of

"The United States

—

AIexico City, July 21. Producers
have been increased to 32 with
Jie organization of a company by
Alfonso Sanchez Tello, pioneer Jose
Luis Calderon, of the Mexican family

(

The bands

of the

Daffy Duck turns up to try and sell
the talents of his child prodigy nephew,

(Broadway Brevities)
Army, Navy, Ma- ( Warner)

Army

and

rines

;

is

to

play

the

time, 20 mins.

leading

Release date, July

10.

"Forgotten Treasure"
(Passing Parade)

$2,840,870
War

Vaude for Lyric

(M-G-M)

Minn, Circuit Sells

Bonds

The

Museum

inside of the

of

Mod-

ern Art Film Library is revealed as
we take a look at some of their rare

in the amount
were sold by Minnesota films. Some of the more interesting
Amusements in its theatres and at cir- ones show the funeral of Edward VII

bonds and stamps

of $2,840,870

cuit headquarters in Minneapolis between July, 1942, and May, 1943, according to John J. Friedl, circuit

president.
Friedl

is

general

chairman

dustry's northwest division of

of

in-

WAC.

attended by the largest collection of
royalty ever assembled, the San Francisco earthquake, a film from which
the movie got much valuable information, and Teddy Roosevelt at a Buffalo
convention two hours before McKin-

Running

ley's assassination.

No
San

mins. Release date, July

time, 10

17.

Theatre Editing

—

Francisco,

OutJuly 21.
growth of a recent blaze at the Telenews Theatre here is a fire department order prohibiting the city's two
newsreel houses, Telenews and Newsreel, from cutting or editing film on
their premises.
The two houses have
opened outside studios as a result.
The studios also will cut, edit and
screen film for the Telenews and
Newsreel theatres in Oakland, operated by the same management.

Azcarate

Has Complaint

—

"Journey to Yesterday"
(M-G-M

Mexico City, July 21. Gen. Juan July
F.
Azcarate, ex-commander of the
Mexican army air force and Mexico's
last minister to Germany, who is now
a leading film producer, is at odds with
the government's film censors because
of cuts they ordered to his latest production, "De Nueva York a Huipanguillo" ("From New York to Huipanguillo").
So drastic are these cuts,
it is reported,
that the General says
they leave "a serious picture but r>
two-reel farce."

Changes

Name

Miniature)

This story sets out to tell the tale
of the defeat of yellow fever at the
hands of General Gorgas, Walter Reid
and others in Cuba and Panama, but
is soggy with narrative and too little
action. Gorgas is shown on his death
bed receiving the citation of the King
England, then in Cuba where he accidently discovers that kerosene on
water kills mosquito larvae and finally
cleans up the Panama Canal zone.
Running time, 11 mins. Release date,
17.

"Mountain Fighters"
(Technicolor Special)
(

Warner)

Filmed in technicolor in the Colorado Rockies, this picturization of the
Army Mountain Patrol offers many
colorful scenes of the ski troops in
The intertraining and in action.
woven story concerns a Norwegian
Olympic champion who joins the troop
but who keeps his identity a secret
because he wishes to see active duty.

Mills
Running time, 20 mins. Release date,
Chicago, July 21.— Fred L. Mills, August 7.
president, announced that stockholders have authorized a change in name
Vaudeville in Chicago
from Mills Novelty Co. to Mills InChicago, July 21. Essauess Theadustries, Inc.
Company makes "juke"
boxes and other purveying machinery, tres will inaugurate a policy of vaudebut is now turned entirely to war ville every Sunday at the Northcenwork.
ter Theatre, starting August 1.

—

tainment

—

Bridgeport, Conn., July 21. The
Lyric will reopen the end of August
with name bands and other vaudeville
over the week-end and an undetermined policy the rest of the week, it
is understood.

field

on

NEIC

'

s

roster.

Not a member

Sleepy La Goon. Porky tries to escape but is pursued by land, air and
sea by the persistent Daffy until he
Pleasant little subfinally gives in.
Running time, 7 mins. Release
ject.
date, July 3.

This assemblage of bits from Mack
Air Force play and
march with backgrounds of the vari- Sennett comedies offers a very amusing 20 minutes of entertainment, alous armed forces in action. Marches
though the stuff seems funny to us
played include "Shout I Am an Amer_>t
producers, distributors and exhibi"Army Air Corps March," now in a way that they were not inican,"
tors that operates extensively in the
"Anchors Aweigh," "Don't Give Up tended to be. Famous stars of silentsouthwestern United States, and An- the Ship," "The Marines Hymn," picture days seen are the hilarious
'tonio Diaz Lombardo, prominent local
"Semper Fidelis," "The Caissons Go cross-eyed Ben Turpin, Harry Langbanker.
Rolling Along," "Over There," and don, Slim Summerville, Chester ConkThe company is to start production many others, providing good band lin, Alabel Normand, Louise Fazenda
The comedies
about mid-August with a film version music. Running time, 10 mins. Re- and Gloria Swanson.
of pie-throwing and the mad pursuits
jof "La Barraca" ("The Barrack"), by
lease date, July 24.
can still hold their own.
Running
the late Vicente Blasco Ibanez.
Dolere

Membership of the National Entertainment Industry Council is claimed to be
600,000, who belong to the 45
organizations of the enter-

theatrical agent
about to go off for a vacation when

"Happy Times and
Jolly Moments"

Mexico City Gets
Army Bands"
Master)
32nd Producing Unit (Melody
Warner)

mingo Soler

Membership

Listed at 600,000

Filming Invasion

is

this in-

dustry's War Activities Committee, which last Friday delegated a committee to study
the advisability of joining the
NEIC. No committee report
has been made as yet.

Mexican Industry
Proceeds on Its Own
— The MexiMexico City, July
21.

can industry got along rather much on
its own financial steam during the first
half of this year, it is shown by the
bank,
Banco Cinematografica,
film
S.A., Carlos Garriedo Gal van, manager.
Opened here in 1941 by the industry and the government, the bank,
in its latest statement, reports that

made

up

loans and extended
credits with a total value of $655,000.
times have improved for the
studio business in Mexico of late is
shown by the fact that Manuel Rivas,
one of the leading shareholders of
Azteca, one of the two principal
studios of Mexico, offered all his stock
in the firm for $20,000, two years ago,
with no bidders. Now he has rejected
offers of up to $100,000 for the stock,
Rivas and the studio made a strike
when they financed the third film version of "Santa" ("Saintess"), a box
office record breaker here.
to

June

How

30,

it
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'Nymph' Dual

Big $36,000
In

Hub Week
—

Boston, July 21. Holdovers were
again ruling heavily but in the case
of the

Marcus Loew theatres the State

and Orpheum broke marital

ties

tem-

porarily for the first time in years and
the State installed a new picture while
the Orpheum continued with "Stage

Door Canteen."
The Metropolitan
brought "The Constant Nymph" in
after two weeks of "Dixie" and proceeded to do tremendous business.
Estimated grosses for the week ending July 22
"The Constant Nymph" (Warners)
"Good Luck, Mr. Yates" (Col.)
M. and P. Metropolitan— (4,367) (30c-55c60c) 7 days.
$24,000)

Gross:

$36,000.

(Average,

"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)

LOEWS ORPHEUM — (3,000)

(35c-50c-

Gross: $28,000.
(Average, $19,500)
"Hangmen Also Die" (U. A.)

60c)

Thursday, July 22,

Showmanship Flashes
RCAF Salutes
"Air Force" Premiere

'Texas', Rogers

$30,000 Gross

Song Contests Plug
'Coney' in Baltimore

—

Montreal, July 21. The local premiere of "Air Force" at Loew's Theatre here, was saluted by No. 3 Training Command Headquarters of the
Royal Canadian Air Force.
The
RCAF band played, the special
events department of station CFCF
carried a description of the opening
night and interviews with the air officers and three executives of aircraft
companies were broadcast.
Gets
Big Window Tieup
The Bergdorf Goodman store on
Fifth Avenue is devoting all of its
u'indows to "For Whom the Bell
Tolls" for a two-zveek period; Mark
Gross is displaying a huge Luis Quintanilla portrait of Gary Cooper, and
the Lewis and Conger store, employing some unusual sound effects, is tying
'Bell Tolls'

Baltimoreans were fully aware that
Century-Fox's "Coney Island"
was at Morris Mechanic's New The-

among

a result of the selling campaign put on. The "News Post" conducted a song title contest for several
days in which readers were asked to
atre as

M.

AND

65c) 7
$6,000)

P.
days.

FENWAY— (1.430)
Gross:

$7,600.

(33c-44c-

(Average,

"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)
"Get Going" (Univ.)

KEITH

MEMORIAL THEATRE— (2.-

(44c-55c-65c) 7 days.
Gross:
(Average, $20,000)
"Two Tickets to London" (Univ.)

907)

RKO BOSTON— (2,679)

$22,000.

(55c-65c-75c-90c)

Stage show with June Preisser.
(Average, $26,000)
Gross: $28,500.
7

days.

'Dixie' at

$24,000

Leads Cleveland
Cleveland, July

21.

— "Dixie"

took

the lead with the opening shot of the
week's amusement race and held it to
the end, grossing an estimated $24,000
it will be held over.
at Loew's State
"Action in the North Atlantic," at
Warners' Hippodrome, hit a neat $21,;

"Stage Door Canteen," in its
fourth week, is still going great guns,
with $12,000 to its credit; it stays at
Loew's Stillman for a fifth week.
Weather conditions were favorable to
the pictures.
Estimated takes for the week ending July 22:
"Bombardier" (RKO)

Recruiting Drive Spurred
By 'Action in Atlantic'
Boston July 21. As part of the
nationwide recruiting activities being conducted by the U. S. Maritime Service in conjunction with
the showing of Warner's "Action in
the North Atlantic," induction of
100 new members of the merchant
marine took place at the Metropolitan Theatre here coincident with
the local opening of the picture.
Paul Levi of the Metropolitan, Lt.
Ralph J. Meyers of the U. S. Navy,
and Phil Engel of Warners handled
the event.

—

—

Chicago, July 21.
"Song o:
Texas," at the Oriental, with Roj
Roger and his horse Trigger onf*
list
as many songs as they could stage are doing excellent business €
think of that started with each of the a gross of $30,000 expected. "Stagi
letters in Betty Grable.
Door Canteen" is doing well at th('
Station
conducted a song State-Lake with a probable $32,000
title guessing contest in which "Coney
"Background to Danger" with CharIsland" tunes were featured.
lie Barnett and his orchestra on the
Chicago stage should do a good $46,000 and "Bombardier" and "Cowboy
Stagecoach for
in Manhattan" in a double bill at th<
Col.'s "Desperadoes"

WFBR

—

Manager
Hartford, July 21.
George Landers of E. M. Loew's Theatre here had the print of "Desperadoes" delivered in a stage-coach and
used the vehicle
back and forth

to

transport patrons

to

the

theatre.

A

the general merchandisers.

Also lined up are Scribner's, Brentano's, Putnam's, the Grand Central
and Penn Station Book Shops, 30 of
the Womrath book stores, 15 Whelan
Drugstores, 10 Liggett stores.

In Loop Week

20th

group of cowboys galloped up to th-e
the picture in with the sale of War
theatre to attend a showing and all
"Air Raid Wardens" (M-G-M)
Bonds.
patrons appearing in an unusual conLOEWS STATE THEATRE— (3.600)
(35c-50c-60c-) 7 days.
Gross: $26,000. (Avveyance such as horse and buggy,
erage, $19,500)
include wheelbarrow, or roller skates, were
Other stores committed
"Dixie" (Para.)
Mactfs, Wanamakers, Bloomingdale's, guests of the management. A bally"Aerial Gunner" (Para.)
M. AND P. PARAMOUNT— (1,797) (33c- Lord and Taylor, Hearn's, Loeser's, hoo of a cowgirl on horseback pa44c-65c) 7 days.
(Average.
Gross: $10,800.
Abraham and Strauss and Altman's, raded along this city's main street.
$8,000)
"Dixie" (Para.)
"Aerial Gunner" (Para.)

Palace, a neat $24,000.

Estimated receipts for the week

"My

Friend

Flicka"

(20th-Fox)

days

7

3rd week
"They Came

Fox)

7

to Blow Up America"
days, 3rd week

(20th

APOLLO— (1,200)

Gross

(40c-55c-75c).
(Average, $10,000)

$8,500.

"Background

Danger" (W. B.)

to

CHICAGO— (4.000)

day:

7

Stage!
Gross: $46,001

(40c-55c-75c).

Charlie Barnett Orchestra.

(Average, $43,000)

"Hangmen Also Die"

GARRICK— (1,000)

(U. A.)
Gross'

(40c-55c-75c).

(Average, $8,500)

$9,500.

"They Got Me Covered" (RKO)
4th week
"The Falcon Strikes Back" (RKO)
4th week

days

7
7

days

Gardenia Named for
GRAND— (1,150) (40c -55c -75c). Gross
'The Constant Nymph'
(Average, $8,000)
$7,500.
National Florist Association has "Song of Texas" (Rep.) 7 days
designated a "Constant Nymph GarORIENTAL — (3,200) (30c-35c-55c-65c)
Gross:
denia" in honor of the important Stage, Roy Rogers and Trigger.
(Average, $22,000)
$30,000.
part played by this flower in War- "Bombardier" (RKO) 7 days
ner's production of "The Constant "Cowboy in Manhattan" (Univ.) 7 days

I

PALACE— (2,500)

Nymph."
Florist

shops

throughout

$24,000.

the

country will feature window displays and other promotion of the
"Nymph" gardenia coincident with
local showings of the picture.

7

—

ROOSEVELT
Gross

days, 3rd

week
(40c-55c-75c)

(1,500)

(Average, $17,000)

$19,000.

"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)

—

STATE-LAKE
Gross:

$32,000.

Gross: $15,000.

Two

7

days, 4th weel'

of

full

on

pages

the

yesterday's

American.

of

"Ghosts on the Loose" (Mono.)

Walt

New York

The

film

(40c-55c-75c)

(Average, $18,000)
(U. A.)

"Highway Through Hell"
2nd week

pictures and
Disney-United
Artists film, "Victory Through Air
Power" appeared in the news section
stories

days

7

(40c-55c-75c)

(2,700)

(Average, $23,000)

UNITED ARTISTS— (1.700)
Two-Page Spread in
Paper for "Air Power"

Gross'

(40c-55c-7Sc).

(Average, $19,000)

"China" (Para.)

"Crash Dive" (2Cth-Fox)

is

Journalcurrently

WOODS— (1,200)
$7,500.

7

days

days, 2nt

7

Gross

(40c-55c-75c).

(Average, $7,500)

$17,500 for 'Stage

playing at the Globe Theatre here.

Loew's Theatres Stage
City Beauty Contest

A

city-wide bathing beauty contest

"Miss Greater

to find

1943"

was

theatres

New York

inaugurated

starting

by

of

Loew's

Monday, July

19th.

Patients Preview
"Canteen" at Hospital
Buffalo, July 21.
"Stage Door
Canteen" was previewed here for patients at the U. S. Marine Hospital.
The event was arranged by the Great
Lakes Theatre and the Buffalo Eve-

—

$500 in War Bonds and Stamps will
be awarded the final and semi-final
ALLEN— (3,000) (40c-50c-60c) 7 days, third winners, with prizes of jewelry and ning News.
week.
Gross: $7,000.
(Average, $6,000)
"Action in. the North Atlantic" (Warner) other gifts to be awarded the runnersWARNERS' HIPFODROME — (3,500) up. The grand finale will be held on Uses Local Boy
(40c-50c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $21,000. (Av- the stage of Loew's State Theatre the In "Reunion" Ads
erage. $18,000)
middle of August.
"Pride of the Yankees" (RKO)
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., July 21.—ManAll girls 16 years and over are ager Paul Tigue
WARNERS' LAKE— (714) (40c-50c-60c) 7
of the Penn Thedays.
Return engagement.
Gross: $3,000. eligible.
Entry blanks were dis- atre took advantage
of the local
(Average, $3,500)
tributed at all Loew's theatres.
"What's Buzzin' Cousin" (Col.)
angle of "Reunion in France" in
RKO PALACE— (3,300) (45c-55c-75c weekhis newspaper advertising.
John
days and 85c Saturday, Sunday and holiWayne, RAF pilot in the film, was
days) 7 days.
Stage: Abe Lvman orchesLibrary
Display
for
tra.
Gross: $31,000. (Average. $30,000)
described as a native here and re'Mission to Moscow'
"Dixie" (Para.)
ferred several times as longing for
LOEW'S STATE— (3,300) (40c -60c) 7 days.
Baltimore, July 21. For the show- the coal fields along the SusqueGross: $24,000.
(Average. $18,000)
ing
"Mission
to
Moscow"
here, the hanna.
of
"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A)
LOEW'S STILLMAN— (1.900) (40c-60c) Stanley Theatre arranged a display
7 days, 4th week.
Gross: $12,000.
(Averof the Joseph E. Dalies' book in the
age, $8,000)
zi'indow of the Public Library, tying - 'Canteen' Named Best June
in the fact that Jack Warner was a Film by Scholastic
inService resident of Baltimore years ago. In
37
United Artists Sol Lesser release,
Miami, Fla., July 21. Service list addition to the main display, stills "Stage Door Canteen," has been
of Wometco Theatres now has the and theatre-copy were placed in 26 awarded the Editor's Blue Ribbon for
names of 37 employes serving in the branches of the library throughout the best picture of the month of June
Army, Navy or Marines.
various sections of the city.
by Scholastic Magazine.

—

end-

ing July 22

000.

Wometcoans

194!

Door' in 3rd Week

—

Buffalo, July 21. For the first
time in years, grosses are reported for
only four downtowm houses this week
The Hippodrome has been taken over|
for 7 days by General Motors for ar
employes' revue.
"Stage Door Canteen" was as good in a third week all
the Great Lakes as it was the first, expected to draw $17,500.
The othei
three houses were good, "Hit the Ice,'
at the Lafayette, expected to start e
good run with $1 1,000 for its firsi
week.
Estimated receipts for the week ending July 24
"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)

BUFFALO —

days. 2nd week.

(3,489)

(35c-40c-55c-65c)

Gross: $16,800.

7

(Average

$15,000)

"S'age Door Canteen" (U. A.)

GREAT LAKES— (3,000)

7

days,

age,

3rd

week.

Gross:

(35c-40c-55c-65c1

(Aver-

$17,500.

$10,800)

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
"Scattergood Survives a Murder" (RKO)

TWENTIETH CENTURY— (3,000)

7
days, 3rd week.
(Average, $8,500)
"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)

55c)

Gross:

Way to Shanghai" (Univ.)
LAFAYETTE— (3.000) (35c-50c)

(35c$11,400.

"Half

Gross:

$11,000.

(Average,

$8,000)

7

days.

:

:
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Lucky' Double

$20,000
Two Houses

tolls

—

Seattle, July 21. "Mr. Lucky," in
run at the Music Hall and Fifth
>-cnue, was headed for a good $20,000
week, leading the town by a wide
Other houses were average,
'i^gin.
Ln warm weather cutting into
and hold - overs suffering
losses,
I

miewhat.

Estimated receipts for the week endg July 22
Jhina" (Para.)

'oung and Willing" (U. A.)

BLUE MOUSE— (950)

7

(Average, $5,000)

$4,600.

AVENUE— (2,500)

FIFTH

Gross:

days.

7

ic)

(40c-50c-65c-

(Average,

$11,400.

0.000)

^ady of Burlesque" (U. A.)

—

LIBERTY

week.

3rd

ivs,

(1,S00)

(40c -50c -65c -85c)

Gross:

7

(Average,

$8,800.

.'000)

Coney Island" (20th-Fox)

BOX— (950)

MUSIC

3rd week.

ivs,

;ross:

$4,800.

(40c-50c-65c-85c)

7

Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
Squadron Leader X" (RKO)
Gross:

feys.

Gross:

$9,800.

Silver Spurs"

Thumbs Up"

(Average, $10,000)

PARAMOUNT— (3,050)
$9,200.

(MGM)

(40c-50c-65c-85c) 7

(Average. $10,000)

July

21.

—

Two

najor changes at local film exchanges
nave occurred here. S. E. Applegate,
M-G-M sales manager for many years
and associated with the local exchange for almost 20 years, has re-

He

signed.

leaves on

August

14,

and

be replaced by Joseph F. Morrow,
salesman
covering
Northern
Pennsylvania.
Applegate will vacation before announcing his new association in September.
will

Another change was in the resignaof Harold Wiesenthal as office
manager at- the Universal exchange.

tion

Xo
nor

replacement has been made as yet
has Weisenthal announced his

plans.
Still

.

.

another change here, on the ex-

arbitration

tribunals

Andrews was named

Omaha

tribunal

George H. Thompson,
Navy.

the

.

who

average, $19,147 against $16,292 at
the Downtown, and $19,387 against
Weather,
$12,939 at the Wiltern.
which straightened out a couple weeks
ago after embarrassing the Chamber
of Commerce for spell, continued flawless.

Estimated takings for week ending
July 21
"Lady of Burlesque" (U. A.)
"Yanks Ahoy" (Hal Roach-U. A.)
:

CARTHAY CIRCLE— (1,518)

75c) 7
$6,441)

Gross:

days.

Montreal Top Indianapolis
—"The Human With $16,500 Take
July

in

21.
Montreal,
Comedy" at Loew's is expected

to top
the list of current first runs with
The Palace, playing "Pre$10,500.
senting Lily Mars," is slated to do
next best with $10,000. "Stage Door
Canteen," at the Orpheum for a sec-

at

clerk
replacing
has joined

—

Indianapolis, July 21. "Dixie" and
"Aerial Gunner," at the Indiana, are
topping box office receipts here this
week, heading for $16,500.
At the
Circle, "Salute for Three," with Blue
ond week, will do about $6,000.
Estimated receipts for the week end- Barron and his band on the stage, will
do §16,000
In its third week, "Stage
ing July 22
Door Canteen," with "African Album,"
"Sta^e Boor Canteen" (U. A)
ORPHEUM— (1,100) (30c-40c-60c) 7 days. is expected to do $6,500.
(Average.
Gross: $6,000.
2nd week.
Estimated receipts for the week end$3,500)
"The Human Comedy" (M-G-M)
ing July 20-21-22:
.

LOEW'S— (2,900)

(35c-53c-67c)

7

days.

(Average. $7,000)
Gross: $10,500.
"My Friend Flicka" (20th-Fox)
"Margin for Error" (20th-Fox)

CAPITOL— (2.700)

(30c-40c-52c)

Stage
7

davs.

(30c-40c-52c)

7

days

(Average. S3.50O)
Gross: $5,000.
"Presenting Lily Mars" (M-G-M)

PALACE— (2.700)
Gross: $10,000.

(30c-45c-62c)

7

days.

(Average. $7,000)

York.

is

His report,
a district meeting here.
he says, was made to the national organization which meets in Washington next month.

Rogers

to

Play Mayfair

reports another first-run
theatre joins the list of houses playina
Roy Rogers, as the Mayfair, Baltimore, books "Silver Spurs," to open

Republic

July 29th.

days.

Gross:

"Crime Doctor"

(Col.)

a Great Life" (Cok)

"It's

(Moved

Gross:

(33c-44c-55c-75c) 7 days,

(Average, $5,309)

$3,400.

"Bombardier" (RKO) 2nd week
"All By Myself" (Univ.)

HILLSTREET— (2,700)

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

7

(Average, $15,369)

Gross: $18,000.

days.

"Lady of Burlesque" (U. A.)
"Yanks Ahoy" (Hal Roach-U. A.)

LOEW'S STATE— (2,500)

7 days.

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

(Average, $20,800)

Gross: $23,000.

"Bombardier" (RKO) 2nd week
By Myself" (Univ.)

"All

PANTAGES— (3.000)
Gross:

days.

$12,500.

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

7

(Average, $13,836)

"Five Graves to Cairo" (Para.)
"Chatterbox" (Rep.)

PARAMOUNT

(HOLLYWOOD)-(1,407)

7 days, 3rd week.
(Average, $11,238)
"Five Graves to Cairo" (Para.)
"Chatterbox" (Rep.)

Gross:

7 days, 3rd week.
(Average, $20,065)
"'Lady of Burlesque" (U. A.)
"Yanks Ahoy" (Hal Roach-U. A.)

Gross:

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

$8,000.

PARAMOUNT (DOWNTOWN) — (3,595)

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

RITZ— (1,376)

WARNER

(30c-40c-50c)

7

days.

(33c-44c-55c-85c)

(Average,

(30c-40c-50c)
7
Indiana).
Gross:

BROS.

7

B.)

(HOLLYWOOD) — (3,-

7 days.
Gross:
(Average, $13,957)
"The Constant Nymph" (W. B.)

1X0)

days.

$9,476)

(33c-44c-65c-85c)

$21,-

024.

WARNER

(30c-40c-50c) 7 days, 3rd

(2,000)

from

3rd week.

Gross: $9,500.

$16,500.

LOEW'S— (2,800)

7

(Average, $14,300)

"The Constant Nymph" (W.

(Average, $11,000)
"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)
"African Album"
Gross:

LYRIC —

in Suit

—

7

Band.

week. Gross: $6,500. (Average, $8,500)
"Action in the North Atlantic" (W. B.)
"All By Myself" (Univ.)

Nomikos Charges
Greek Plot

Blue Barron
(Average, $12,000)

INDIANA— (3,200)

Man" (RKO)

PRINCESS— (2.200)

(30c-4Qc-50c)

show:

"Dixie" (Para.)
"Aerial Gunner" (Para.)

(Average, $4,500)
Gross: $8,500.
"I Walked With a Zombie" (RKO)

"Leopard

$16,000.

(Average,

$14,000.

"Salute for Three" (Para.)

CIRCLE— (2,800)

(33c-44c-55c-

$8,000.

"Lady of Burlesque" (U. A.)
"Yanks Ahoy" (Hal Roach-U. A.)
CHINESE^(2,5CQ)
(33c-44c-55c-75c)

HAWAII— (1,000)

it

Charlotte was announced
yesterday by the American Arbitration Association.
J. B. Shatzer was appointed clerk
of the Charlotte tribunal, replacing
Joseph
Wright, resigned, and
C.
J.

.

30.

in

Omaha and

the

.

WAVES

Association
New
Arbitration Progressive
a politiNomikos charges that
move by an opposing faction in
Clerks Appointed cal
AHEPA and was timed to break at
appointment of new clerks of

Harry

.

.

Two New

of

•

.

Chicago, July 22. A suit has been
was the resignation of
Tack Littow, who was associated in filed against Van A. Nomikos for
the operation of the Eureka Theatre accounting of alleged profits of $5,000 on a dinner given in honor of
with Henry Rozinsky.
King George II of Greece, held by
the American Hellenic Educational

The

•

.

hibition front,

industry

.

will visit CBS's Jack Carson show July
Guesting on "We the People" July 25, Irving Berlin will tell how
he conceived the idea for "This Is the Army", George Murphy, featured
in film version of "Army" will visit the Joan Davis- Jack Haley program
George Tobias, another member of film cast of "Army" will
July 29.
make an appearance on Mutual's "Saturday Night Bondwagon", giving
a sendoff to the picture version of "This Is the Army" which premieres
Barbara Britton, comely
at Hollywood Theatre, New York, July 28.
blonde in Paramount's "So Proudly We Hail", guests on Haven Mac"Thanks to
Quarrie's "Noah Webster Says" over the Blue July 27.
on their first anniversary over CBS
the Yanks" will salute the
.

7

(Average,

$7,800.

Two Resign Posts
In Phila. Exchanges
Philadelphia,

.

staff.

Lead

(30c-42c-58c-70c)

Gross:

'The Youngest Profession"
•Harrigan's Kid" (MGM)

Gross:

.

7

18.000)

Bays.

.

'Comedy' $10,500 to 'Dixie' and 'Gunner'

(40c-50c-65c-85c)

(1,500)

Vaudeville.

.

—

Los Angeles, July 21. "Lady of
Burlesque"
followed
"Stage
Door
Canteen" into the four Fox West
Coast first runs and confounded boxoffice prophets by virtually duplicating
with its single known star value the
drawing power of that many-starred
"Canteen" film. "Yanks Ahoy" played
with it.
The Warner houses were
strong with "Constant Nymph," single
billed,
clicking off $21,024 at the
Hollywood outlet against a $13,957

days, Gross: $16,000.

(Rep.)
(Rep.)

P ALOMAR—

lays.

.

(Average, $8,000)

$8,600.

ORPHEUM — (2,450)

fays.

.

Purely Personal: Insight into the defense of their land by the Russians
can be gleaned from CBS correspondent Larry Lesucur's book, "Twelve
Months That Changed The World".
Samuel R. Rosenbaum, WFIL president, has been commissioned a lieutenant colonel in the Army for service in
division of military government of occupied territories.
Gerry Murray,
formerly with JJ'OR and Printers Ink, has joined the Blue's sales promotion

.

At4L.A.Runs

its

7

Incorporated" (Univ.)

"Gals,

.

28.

'Lady', 'Yank'

president.

on July

(40c-50c-65c-85c)

Bombardier" (RKO)
.

RCA, will have
Theme will be

premiere Sept. 4, reports David Sarnoff,
a weekly kaleidoscopic presentation of innovations throughout the world in news, science, sports, theatre, films, music, art,
education, books agriculture, home, etc.
Broad scope of the program is
described as "possessing a challenging theme and affording a splendid opportunity from week to week to reveal radio as a new and modern art form at
its best."
Latest Hooper Survey has "Mr. District Attorney" in top
spot, with the Joan Davis-Jack Haley show second, Walter Winchell, third,
and Aldrich family fourth.
•
•
•

RCA

.

Moved from Fifth Avenue.
(Average, $5,000)

MUSIC HALL— (2,275)

sponsored by

158

and

Program Notes: Bob Benchley

X" (RKO)

Squadron Leader

56,500 for

HAT'S NEW", —one-hour radio show to be broadcast over
\\T
VV Blue stations from Maine to Hawaii, emceed by Don Ameche

•

Lucky" (RKO)

*Ir.

ii

.

(40c-50c-65c-85c)

week (moved from Paramount).

3rd

vs,
L-oss:

Off the Antenna

days.

BROS.

(DOWNTOWN)— (3,-

(33c-44c-65c-85c)

$19,-

7 days.
Gross:
(Average, $16,292)
"The Constant Nymph" (W. B.)

400)
147.

WARNER

BROS.

(WILTERN)— (2,200)

(33c-44c-55c-65c-85c) 7 days.

Gross: $19,387.

(Average. $12,939)

$5,200.

(Average. $4,000)

U.A. Host to Brazilian

Some Warner Houses
Are Playing Reissues
Chicago, July
—A suit has been
21.

Theatres are playing reissues of pictures released during the depression
years in the Chicago-Wisconsin Zone.
They have been so successful that they
are being given prominent playing time
all over the circuit.
In addition to the fact that the
makeup of audiences has changed considerably, there are many theatre-goers who missed these pictures during
the depression years.
According to
Larry Stein, district manager. "Girls

on

Probation"

Warner

and

releases
well received.

of

"Crime School,"
1938,

have been

Dr. Joaquim Pedro Salgado, Brazil's
Minister of Aeronautics, was guest at
a United Artists' screening of Walt
Disney's "Victory Through Air Power," yesterday.
Accompanied by a
staff of ten including several United

Army and Navy officers, BraAir Minister was greeted by
Major Seversky, Roy Disney, Arthur
Kelly, and Walter Gould.
States

zilian

"Canteen" Citation
Theatres which have played "Stage
Door Canteen," Sol Lesser's current
United Artists release, are receiving
a special scroll citing the appreciation
of the American Theatre Wing War
Services, Inc., recipient of profits frotri
the film.
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Chapman

RANGE

Starrett

COMES
mins.

LUCK,

Sanders

mins.

Trevor

YATES

Williams

HOOD

mins.

Miller

Barker

Savage

BERLIN

D

COLUMBIA

CRIME DOCTOR

FRONTIER

55

FURY

Rochester

69

77

WHAT'S
APPOINTMENT

BUZZIN,' COUSIN?

COURAGE
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O
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—
—

Claire
Charles

O
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MR.

—
PASSPORT

THE

Ann

Ann

Marguerite

Jess

George
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DAILY
NEW

16

D.C. Theatres

Subject to 48

Hour Ruling
Regional

WMC

Rejects
Exemption Plea

—

YORK,

U.S.A.,

Raid Shelter Lack

Cites Small

Houses

War Manpower

A

of shelter areas for use in the event
of an air raid, but many of the smaller houses and smaller business establishments generally have not dealt
with the problem adequately, it was

WMC

open for further consideration of
the matter and new plans are being
developed for submission to WMC.
The Commission's decision on the petition of the film exchanges for exemption, also entered this week, still

districts are badly deficient
and, he warned, in the event of an actual air raid,
thousands of people
(.Continued on

page 6)

i

the lobby of the Loew
Building.
The gold stars
honor the supreme sacrifice
of Leslie Zubiri, Cleveland;
Larry Schraitt, Cincinnati
Paul Cunningham. Atlanta;
Louisvile
Rigsby,
Charles
Drew King, Charlotte; Ar-

thur Goldsmith, Los Angeles;

and Eugene Tobin, Leonard
Olson and David Nicholson
of the Culver City studio.
There are 2,204 names on the
Roll.

Appeal Board Holds

left

J

Loew's Honor Roll
Nine gold stars mark the
new honor roll of Loew
M-G-M employees in service

Honor

Chaplin Asks Million Dissimilar Demands

From

Selznick, 20th Cannot be Combined

(Continued on page 7)

A

O'Malley

Named to

Appointment of David A. O' Mai ley
as director of Columbia's foreign advertising and publicity department was
1

announced yesterday from the home
office by Joseph A. McConville, vice
president and foreign manager.
Post was newly created to bring
into closer contact the activities of the
domestic and foreign publicity departments.
It is also designed to empha-

From Faulty Plane
Marvin M.
Grieve, co-pilot, former Warner home office ad-man, was
one of the crew of a B-26
bomber saved by the bravery
Second

Lieut.

of the

plane's pilot after a
recent foray over Italy, the

War Department announced
Washington yesterday.
The plane was returning to
its base in North Africa when

at

the engines failed.

Selznick

Productions, Inc.,
20th CenturyFox and United Artists by Charles
Chaplin on behalf of himself and all
stockholders of United Artists Film
Corp. Papers in the suit were served
on defendants on Tuesday.

Vanguard Films,

The

suit

Inc.,

alleges

that

Selznick,

under an agreement with United Artists was advanced $300,000 by U. A.
for the purpose of obtaining title to
three

literary

Kingdom,"

works
by

A.

:

"Keys
J.

of

the

Cronin

a
cago tribunal in
clearance and run complaint of the
Gary Theatre Co., Gary, Ind., against
Loew's, RKO Radio, 20th Century-

Fox and Vitagraph,

the arbitration ap-

peal board in a decision

made

public

yesterday affirmed the arbitrator's dismissal of the combined complaints.
The board, however, added that
"should the complainant, in the light
of this opinion, still feel that it has a
good cause of action," it may file new
(Continued on page 7)

(Continued on page 7)

'Army' Sales Charges Cut to
20%; 70-30% Opening Rental
75-City Premiere Set
For 'Sun' on Aug. 3d
Boston, July 22. — RKO Radio will
hold a 75-city world premiere on

York

Aug-

England and upper New
State launching "Behind the

ust 3 in

New

Ordering

Rising Sun," Jap-expose film based on

James R. Young's best-seller, S. Barret McCormick, director of advertising and publicity for the company, announced today.

to open-

He was

killed.

D. of

J. Still

Weighing Its
Decree Stand
Too

Early' for Decision,

Spokesman Says

—

Washington,

22.
July
The
of Justice is continuing
its study of the results of operation of the industry consent decree
during its trial period preparatory to
formulating its plan of action in anticipation of the expiration of the trial
period next November, it was indicated at the Department today.

Department

Reports that the Department has
reached a decision on its future course
with respect to either the decree ot
the New York anti-trust suit, or that
it has made formal representations indicative of its course to the five consenting companies are without substantiation in official circles.

his cref to jump, the pilot,
First Lient. Thomas T. Johnson. 23, stayed with the ship
until all had parachuted to
safety.
Then Lieut. Johnson

jumped, but the plane was too
close to the ground and his
'chute had no time in which

TEN CENTS

was formally
Although critical of the procedure
A spokesman for the Department infiled in
New York State Supreme permitted by an arbitrator at the Chi- dicated that conversations on the deCourt yesterday against David O.
(Continued on page 7)
combined
hearing

(Continucd on page 6)

Grieve Bails-out

Industry

suit for $2,000,000

Selznick,

Col. Publicity Post

Picture

1943

in

—

Washington, July 22. Most large
theatres have made adequate provision

Commission. shopping

petition by the local exhibitors
for partial exemption from the order,
earlier this week,
made to the
has been rejected, but the door was

23,

Nine Gold Stars on

Decried by Landis,

Washington-, July 22. Wash- declared today
by James M. Landis,
ington area theatres, as well as director of civilian defense.
film exchanges, are subject to the
Landis asserted that in many cities,
48-hour week order declared by the shelter areas in the theatrical and
local

FRIDAY, JULY

to the

A sports and musical festival in
Boston August 1, sponsored by the
Hearst papers in this city, will be held
at Madison Square Garden to exploit
the film. Highlight of the festival will
(Continued on page 6)

By JAMES

P.

CUNNINGHAM

Warner Brothers will charge

Army

Emergency

Relief 20 per cent for distributing Irving Berlin's "This Is the
Army," it was learned yesterday. No
production costs or studio overhead,
other than charges for a comparatively
small cash outlay during production
and wages paid union and guild craftsmen are to be deducted. Civilian talent, from producer to extra, worked
Normal cost of a comparable
gratis.
production is estimated at $1,000,000.
Rough print of the production has
arrived in New York for home office
screening, and will be rushed back to
the Burbank studio for a further 20-

The press here will
(Continued on page 7)

minute cutting.

Record Ad Budget

Due from Republic
—

Hollywood, July 22. Herbert J.
Yates opened the Coast convention of
Republic Pictures today by announcing plans for an "unlimited sum of
money budget for advertising by
radio, trade and newspaper" for the
1943-44 program.
Not less than $3,000,000 will be expended and more
will be appropriated as added territories are opened, he announced.
Canada will get the same attention. The
(Continued on page 7)

Drop
At Trade Showings

25 Percent

Further drop of 25 per cent
in attendance at majors' exhibitor trade screenings, has
been registered for the past
year, according to Motion Picture Herald. The five consenting distributors, forced,
under terms of the decree, to
show all features in advance,
are said to be studying the
lack of attendance with a
view to have that clause eliminated when discussions of
the decree come up at its November 20 expiration date.

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention

Soviet

PHILLIPS

LOUIS

•

Albert Deane

of

foreign department

is

Paramount

the

Henderson

on vacation.

M-G-M

Richey,

M.

will

contact,

•

William

Heineman,

J.

general

manager for Samuel Goldwyn,
Wednesday became the father of a
sales

boy, born at
Hospital, and

Kew

Gardens General

named James Martin.
•

Harry

M.

Kalmine, assistant
Warner Theatres,

general manager of

•

Cannon,

Jeanne

Miss

of

the

Strand Theatre, Scranton, Pa., will
be married to James Reilly next
month.
•
Larry Curtis, of the Columbia exploitation

the

Army

department,

week

the first

leave

will

August.

in

Len Daly,

the United Artists
home office foreign publicity department, will leave Mexico City for
Havana today.
of

The

20th Century-Fox papers were
filed by Felix A. Jenkins, company
counsel, who also filed a change of
powers in the company's corporation

Universal Pictures Company, Inc.,
incorporated in Delaware, filed a surrender of authority, through Chadbourne, Hunt, Jaeckel and Brown,
New York, and also filed a statement
and designation for Universal Pic-

WAC Accepts Army
Aleutians Picture
Theatrical
for

the

"Report

release

is

now

assured

Loew's Poli has returned from vacation at Hampton Beach, N. H.
•

Frank Gallop, manager

of

the

Vogue Theatre, Sydney, N. S., has
joined the Royal Canadian Navy.

AMPA

Meeting Off,
Committee Named

Special board of directors meeting
of the Associated M. P. Advertisers,
scheduled to be held yesterday, was

Meanwhile,
postponed indefinitely.
Vincent Trotta, president, has named
the following to the 1943-44 membership committee: Paul Benjamin,
William
National Screen, chairman
McKee, Ross Federal Phil Laufer,
Theatre; Jonas Rosenfield,
Rivoli
20th Century-Fox; Blanche Living;

;

ston,

RKO

Radio;

Fred

Odium,

Broadway Uptown Theatre.
9

'Bell's First

Week

At Capacity—Para.

Paramount yesterday claimed that
"For Whom the Bell Tolls," in its

week at the Rivoli Theatre,
first
played to capacity, and that a $40,000 gross is capacity at prevailing advanced admissions.

j

time."

•

Irving
Starck sought and was
granted a release from his
f
producing contract which had ^.eral
years to run.
•

M

Paramount announced a film based
on the life of Cagliostro, Arturo De
Cordova to star.
•

Monogram has signed a two-year
contract with Pathe Laboratories to
develop and print master prints of all
pictures.

NEW YORK THEATRES

47-minute

Technicolor

From

Aleutians,"

the

Producers Releasing

change
of name to PRC Pictures, through
Continental Lawyers, New York.
AGFA Raw Film "Corp., formed in

film,

made

by the U. S. Army Signal Corps and
submitted to the War Activities Com-

through Malcolm D. Watson, New
York, while dissolutions of W. B. Entertainment Corp., Chelsea Theatres
Corp., and Eileen Amusement Corp.,
all

New York

lution,

City,

were

filed.

with LARAINE DAY
AN RKO RADIO PICTURE

Gala Stage Revue
Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.
Circle 6-4600

22.

Warner

executives,

Kalmenson,

Home,

In Person

"DIXIE"

Andrews

including

Sisters

TIM HERBERT

with

BING CROSBY
DOROTHY LAM OU R

Mitch Ayers

A Paramount

and his Orchestra

Picture

TIMES

PARAMOUNT

cool

SQUARE

i

Warner Executives
Huddle in Chicago
Chicago, July
—A group of

exact release date then determined.

WAC

of

Film
Futures,
Inc.,
originally
formed on papers filed by Fitelson
and Mayers, New York, filed a disso-

for theatrical bookings will be shipped
within a week and announcement of

Lena

HORNE

ROBINSON

Bill

Cab CALLOWAY
and his band

Ben

sales manager
director of advertis-

general

Charles Einfeld,

public relations division,
ing and publicity Mort Blumenstock,
Century-Fox press book de- in charge of advertising and publicity
partment is preparing a campaign in the East
Roy Haines, Western
book, which will be delivered to the- and Southern
division sales manager
atres from National Screen exchanges
A. W. Schwalberg, supervisor of exThere will also be a trailer.
changes, and Norman H. Moray, short
of the

MR. LUCKY "

filed its

ity

WAC

with Hal

ROCKEFELLER CENTER
CARY GRANT

California, filed a surrender of author-

the
distributors' division, is requesting chairmen of the various exchange managers committees in the
field to handle its release in their own
exchanges as was done with "Prelude
to War." The 160 prints available

By arrangement

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

$1 par value shares.

in

WAC

of the Springfield

re-

mains under present management
and operation, Rodney Pantages told
Motion Picture Daily today, declaring the deal had been closed for "some

tures
Company, Wilmington, Del.,
showing capital stock of $1,500,000

mittee by the Office of War Informa•
tion.
accepted the film yesterVirginia Weidler, in Baltimore on
day following a screening for mema bond selling tour, was guest of
honor at a press dinner Wednesday bers of the program committee and
will be available to theatres which
night given by William K. Saxton,
may wish to book it.
city manager for Loew Theatres.
William F. Rodgers, chairman of
•

George Freeman

Theatre building

setup.

for

•

—

Albany, July 22. Office of the
Secretary of State here reveals Producers Releasing Corp. of America
will hereafter be known as PRC Pictures, Inc., and that 20th CenturyFox's capital stock has been formally
increased 100,000 shares, $100 par, to
raise $10,000,000 to be applied to the
company's purchase of Chase Bank's
remaining 58 per cent interest in National Theatres 550 theatres. Also reported were changes made in Universale corporate structure. The capital
and corporate changes were filed with
Thomas J. Curran, State Secretary.

sired.

and Harry Goldberg, director of advertising and publicity return to New
York today from Philadelphia.

Hollywood, July 22

DANTAGES
*

The Soviet does not lease
foreign films. Outsiders must
sell their product outright.
For this reason only a few
pictures
have
Hollywood
reached
Russia's
screens
since the Red Revolution.
This tends to refute published reports that the film
had been banned by Stalin
for showing in the Soviet "in
its present form." as owned
outright, the film could be cut
and exhibited in any form de-

return today
from Washington and Chicago.
exhibitor

to

ready there.

•

Change

In Capital

Moscow'" from
Warner Brothers, for showing in its Russian territories.
Prints are en route to Moscow by plane and are due to
arrive any hour, if not al-

the

Coast Flashes

20th-century Fox

Soviet
Government
has
made an outright purchase of

Paramount legal department has left
for the Coast for a three weeks stay.
of

PRC Changes Name,

Has Bought

'Moscow' Outright
"Mission

Friday, .July 23, 1943

;

the 20th

20th

PLUS A BIG
STAGE SHOW

CENTURY FOX PICTURE

ROX Y*

thAve
50th St.

;

subject sales manager, conferred here
today.

B'way Agents, M'grs
Get $15 Weekly Raise
members

State

of the Association of

terday.
The new pact is retroactive
to last Labor Day and involves most
of the legitimate houses and shows on
Broadway, but some of these houses
are occasionally used for film road

U.A. Buys 'Junior Miss'

Mary Pickford for United Artist
has completed a deal with Max Gorshows.
don, producer of the Broadway hit,
The total amount due members of "Junior Miss." Purchase price was
the union, it was estimated, is $50,000. reported to be over $400,000.
'

MAXIE
R

COUSIN"

Relief officials on national
showings of Irving Berlin's "This Is
the
Army," with Kalmenson and
Haines also participating in the sesEntire group will return to
sion.
New York over the weekend.

Managers
and
Agents
Union from the League of New York
Theatres, the union announced yes-

"SLAPSIE"

BUZZIN'

Emergency

Ann

Miller
Rochester
First N. Y. Showing

OS EN B LOO M

& Held Over
JACKIE MILES

9

PALACE
'

"FALCON
TOM CONWAY

PERSON

EXTRA!

"WHAT'S

Einfeld and Blumenstock came on
New York to address Army

Theatrical

IN

ON SCREEN

from

The War Labor Board has approved a $15 weekly salary increase
of 400

0^ LOEWS

IN
«

B'WAY &
47th

St.

DANGER"
JEAN BROOKS

"

and

"SQUADRON LEADER X"
ANN DVORAK

•

ERIC PORTMAN
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Se?K l&t

We doff
With m

our hats to

a year, Walter

Mr.Wan£

Wa nger

kas given to tk is

industry, two significant koxoffice attractions in
"Eagle Squadron" an d "Arak lan Nights."

Mr. Wanger kas now completed "We've Never

Been Licked/ tke

first

picture of America's youtk in

uniform, inspired ky tke figkting sons of Texas

We

kelieve tkat "We've

A&M.

Never Been Licked"

will

not only ke an impressive successor to "Eagle
Squadron" and "Arak lan Nigkts," kut tkat
tance and koxoffice quality

outstanding pictures.

SELL

WAR STAMPS
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it

will

m

impor-

even surpass tkese
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Six Incorporations
Filed in
Albany, July

New York

22.

— Six

new motion
filed

with

Thomas

of State,
J. Curran, Secretary
in Albany, including one for Republic
ConFilms Argentina Corporation.

cern

lists

as directors

M. Newfield,

C.

Aronton and R. Routledge, New York,
Meyer N. Lavenstein filing as attorOther motion picture concerns
ney.
incorporated were
Inc.,
100
Productions,
Preview
no stated par value, by AnGreat Neck, Joseph
Dicks, Scarsdale and Al Weinstein,
Brooklyn, with Harold M. Goldblatt,
New York, filing.
shares,

drew

Billings,

Zatosh Amusement Corporation, 100
no stated par value, by Leon
Samuels, who also filed the papers,
Sidney R. Wolgel and Florence Kluger, New York.
Yiddish Operettas, Inc., Brooklyn,
200 shares, no stated par value, by Oscar Green, Benjamin Rothman, and
Morris Honig, who filed the papers.
Productions,
Inc.,
100
Lonsdale
shares, no stated par value, by Paul
E. Murphy, New York, Helen Stern
and Georgette Milvvit, New York.
Latter address is also that of filing
attorneys, Kresel, Herskopf, Marin
and Meyerson.
shares,

"Think-A-Drink"

Review

$15,000,000,000 Is

Bond Drive Quota

"What's Buzzin' Cousin?"

were

picture incorporations

Hoffman,

(Columbia)

inspiration to which Columbia's "What's BuzCousin?" can lay claim lies in the jitterbug jive of the title.
Featuring the dancing of pert Ann Miller, the routine antics of Rochester, and the music of Freddie Martin and his orchestra, the picture turns
zin'

Calif.

Randall Studio Progress
22.

—Work

is

Main fault of the film lies in the undistinguished screenplay by Harry
Sauber, derived from a story by Aben Kandel, which has Rochester
accompanying Freddie Martin and his boys on their vacation. Marooned
in a ghost town, they encounter Ann Miller and three other chorus girls
who have sunk their savings in the town's deserted hotel, inherited by
Miss Miller. John Hubbard sees possibilities of turning the hotel into a
night spot, but the venture flops until Rochester' gold strike puts the
town on the map. The girls reap a neat profit in selling their property
to a group of racketeers, but the sale leads to a temporary enstrangement between Hubbard and Miss Miller. Everything works out well in
the end.
The picture

Running

time, 75 minutes.

sell $1,500,000 in

in the

September

bonds

drive.

Pleads Guilty to
Embezzling Funds
A

plea of not guilty to a charge of

$7,818

in

War

Savings

funds collected by the Allerton

classification.

U.

in

District Court yesterday by

S.

Abraham

20th

Makes Ad

Tie-Up on "Flicka"

Fliers Wives Are
Guests at Opening
Wives of American

discharged

tickets

5,000
to

circulars offering

free

any person bringing in 25

A

old records.
contest was held by
the local Stage Door Canteen to select
the "Most Typical Service Man," and
the three wnvners, a soldier, sailor and

marine,

escorted

"Miss Philadelphia

now work- mortage.

ing in airplane plants in New York
and New Jersey were guests of Universal Pictures at a dinner preceding
the premiere of "Hers To Hold" at
the Criterion Theatre.
Following the
dinner, the party saw the picture
which deals with women building
planes which their husbands fly. This
part of the picture was filmed at the
Vega Aircraft factory near Holly-

the

He

March 8

circuit

of his books

showed the

will be sentenced July

28.

All-Canada
Halifax, N.

Navy Show

July 22.—J. P.
Connolly, formerly a theatre manager
S.,

and now a captain in the Royal
Canadian Navy, is directing the first

here,

all-Canadian naval show to be sent on
tour of Canada, after

Ottawa.

its premiere in
Connolly had B. G. DeSylva,

Lou Silvers and John Farrow from
Hartford, Conn., July 22.— Twenty- Hollywood to assist him in the profive aviation cadets took their induction.
duction oaths on the stage of the
Strand Theatre in Hartford, in connection with the showing of the
a
"Bombardier."
Trooping of the
Mexico City, July 22.
The Nacolors was included in the ceremony tional
Cinematographic Industry
which was attended by Army offi- Workers Union now counts
a concials.
gressman among its executives. He is
Pedro Tellez Vargas, secretary gen"Bombardier" Has Heavy
eral of the union's section which comCampaign in Phila.
prises workers in this city.
Vargas
Philadelphia, July 22.
Manager has just been chosen congressman for
Milt Young, of the Stanton Theatre, the 7th district here.
staged an extensive campaign for
RKO's "Bombardier." A parade of
in
75 aviation cadets and a company of Noriega
fully equipped regular Army soldiers
Mexico City, July 22. Joe Noproceeded to the opening carrying a riega, the Mexican who worked as a
large banner that announced "We are film cutter in Hollywood on "Hitler's
marching to get our wings and see Children," "Citizen Kane," and others,
'Bombardier' at the Stanton Theatre." has joined the Mexican industry, as
During the parade six army planes associate director of "Nana," featurdropped 50,000 paper 'bombs' announc- ing Lupe Velez, which Alberto Saning the opening.
After the parade tander is to produce here soon.
there were speeches by Army officials
and the presentation of wings to the air

Vargas

Congressman

—

—

Back

Mexico

—

:

Goldstein Resigns

Stage Door Canteen"

cadets.

The

Additional features of the campaign
included distribution of 1,500 posters
in all Philadelphia defense plants, daily

to the opening.
stunt got publicity through 17 x
21 posters placed in the 76 military
posts in the district and more than
15,000 mimeographed circulars were
posted in surrounding war plants.

for

by

vhen an audit
fliers

manager
Combined Bronx

L. Stearns, former

house

Amusements, Inc.
Stearns, married
and the father of two children, was

Arranges Reception
On "Stage Door Canteen"
Kansas City, July 22. John J.
McManus, manager of the Midland
Theatre here, arranged a reception wood.
at the theatre for "Stage Door Canteen," at which guests were repre- Cadets Have Induction
sentative of the city government, On Theatre Stage

—

the

of

Showmanship Flashes

tributed

ator of the Victory, here, has filed a
certificate of incorporation with the
Secretary of State, listing Rose B.
Malavenda, president, and Peter J.
Malavenda, secretary and treasurer,
both of Meriden.
Directors are the
officers and Louis Levy, of the Bronx.

agents

would

Theatre, Bronx, was changed to guilty

*"G" denotes general

—

—

man and

theatre-bond

4,700

Milton Livingston bond

"G."*

"Canteen"
Philadelphia, July 22. Feature
San Francisco, July 22. George of the campaign sponsored by Al Reh,
Ingraham, former manager of Blum- of the Ma-stbaum Theatre, for the
enfeld circuit's Times and Esquire opening of United Artists' "Stage
theatres, Sacramento, has joined the Door Canteen" was a free half-page
Golden State circuit as manager of ad in the Food Fair Stores weekly
the downtown Strand, subsequent run. neivs circular, distributed to more than
Ben Anderson has shifted from man- 250,000 homes.
The High Point Record Shop also
agership of the Strand to the Amazon, a
Golden State neighborhood took an ad in local papers and dis-

Incorporates

Portland,
Oreg i
*
a direi
of war financing for tnS
Treasury, said that the 4,700
theatres designated by the
Government as official bond
issuing agents, are "the cash
registers" of the Treasury,
and that they account for
10 per cent of public bond
sales.
On that basis, the

theatre

embezzling

Phila.

Markmo

At

Committee, meeting
York.
that
meeting,
Ted

Gamble,

was produced by Jack Fier and directed by Charles

Barton.

Two Switch on Coast

Wallingford, Conn., July 22.
The Markmo Amusement Corp., oper-

New

in

chases.

going apace on the studio here that
interests headed by Howard Randall, officers of the armed forces, offiRCA engineer, are building. Randall cials of the Chamber of ComHollywood where merce.
is just back from
Official host of the occahe placed orders for equipment for sion was the Kansas City Canteen,
the studio which is to be a replica of represented by its manager,
John
the Westwood (Cal. lot) of 20th Cen- Thornberry.
tury-Fox.
Randall's studio, it is reported, will represent an ultimate investment of about $1,000,000.
Big Promotion on

house.

tivities

out to be a rather dull comedy about four chorines who inherit a deserted hotel in a ghost town, and profit neatly when Rochester's misplaced
gold bridgework starts a gold rush. Freddie Martin and his boys, aided
by the vocals of John Hubbard, pho plays the romantic lead opposite
Miss Miller, tackle everything from hillbilly music to Martin's arrangement of Liszt's Second Hungarian Rhapsody, but there is little swing
Biggest refor the jive addicts who might be enticed by the title.
deeming feature is a tuneful finale aimed at encouraged war bond pur-

A merchandising tie-up with Meyer
Both whose institutional ads are used
by 600 department stores, is being
in New York state, has filed statement and designation here, showing a used by 20th Century-Fox for the
New York office with Gustave Mohme Technicolor film, "My Friend Flicka."
as president. Firm has $10,000 authorized capital stock in dollar par value
shares, according to the report filed by
Frederick F. Barker, Los Angeles,

Fifteen billon dollars is the
Treasury's
quota for the
third War Bond Drive, in September, to which the industry's support was
pledged,
last Friday, by the War Ac-

THE
only rug-cutting
*

Inc.,

100 shares, no stated par value, by
Charles Hoffman, William Miller and
Arthur B. Zacks, New York, with
Irving I. Erdheim, filing the papers.
Clasa-Mohme, Inc., motion picture
film,
incorporated at Los Angeles,
Calif., and authorized to do business

Mexico City, July

Friday, July 23, 1943

spot announcements
radio stations.

over

our

local

Robert Goldstein, of the Eastern
talent department of 20th CenturyFox, has resigned, effective immediately, it was announced by the company yesterday.

equals the alltime record at the
• • •

ROXY held by
CONET ISLAND
N.Y.

and doing the same smash business
in Kansas City

•

Sf.

Louis Des Moines
•

Denver Miami Canton
•

In ihe

same
SELL

hit tradition of
WAR STAMPS

•

L__

J
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IceV $8,000 is
New Haven's Best
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Off the Antenna

Omaha Newspaper
Honors Manager

— "Hit

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

LOEW-POLI— (3,005)

•

(40c-50c)

days.

7

$9,000)

"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)
"Sherlock Holmes in Washington" (Univ.)

PARAMOUNT— (2,373)

Gross:

(40c-55c)

7

days.

(Average, $5,500)

$8,000.

"Background

Danger" (W.B.)
"Mysterious Doctor" (W.B.)
to

ROGER SHERMAN— (2,037)
Gross:

days.

.

.

.

'Crash Dive' Goes

•

,000 Above Par

•

Program Notes: Walt Disney, James Lawrence Fly, and Francis S.
Harmon will discuss "The World of Sight and Sound" on NBC's "For
Minneapolis,
22.
"Crash
July
Major General Irving PhillipTThis We Fight" program on July 31.
Dive," at the State Theatre, appeared
soh, national executive director of Army Emergency Relief, will be heard
headed for a $16,000 gross, while
pri CBS's salute to the organization on its first anniversary, July 28,

—

.

.

.

broadcast being tied up with the opening of the picture version of "This
Paramount launched its
Is the Army" at the Hollywood Theatre.
radio promotion campaign on "Frenchman's Creek," forthcoming Technrcolor film, with the appearance of Basil Rathbone, one of the princi.

(40c-50c)

7

(Average, $6,000)

$5,600.

.

.

pals

Films Unaffected by

on the Sealtest program.

.

.

.

.

'Gag'

"Hers to Hold," at the Orpheum, was
marching toward a hefty $14,500 for

.

Effective October 10,

Drew Pearson

will broadcast for Serutan over 111 Blue Network stations, almost doubWilliam Gargan will be featured in NBC's
.
.
ling his present coverage.
Favorite Blonde"
"Hollywood Theatre of the Air" serial broadcast of
week of August 9. . . .

the week.

Estimated receipts for the
ending July 24:
"Presenting Lily Mars" (M-G-M.)

CENTURY— (1,600)

week.

Gross:

"Hers

to Hold'

22.

—Gag

rules

O'Malley

imposed by the War Food Administration on State and county employes
of the agricultural adjustment agency,
prohibiting them from preparing, distributing or exhibiting motion pictures
or preparing radio programs, issued in
conformity with a provision in the
agricultural appropriation act, will not
materially interfere with the film or
radio programs of the Department of
Agriculture, it was learned today.
The legislative provision was intended to take the state and county
employes out of the information field,
where it had been charged they were
building up pressure groups to work

on Congress.
however,

bill,

provided

$50,000 for the preparation, distribution and exhibition of motion pictures
and authorized transfers from other
funds if that amount was not suffi-

Named to

Col. Publicity Post
(Continued from page

size the present activities of the foreign publicity department, and to coordinate them with the new and great-

er post-war activities.

O'Malley has been with Columbia
for 10 years, as business manager of
the company's publicity, exploitation
and advertising departments. He will
be succeeded by H. L. Smith, formerly the company's assistant purchasing
agent.

WLB Enters Record
Row, Strike Denied
Washington, D. C, July
— De22.

The

gag order

effect of the

will be

merely to control the propaganda
forts of field employees of the

ef-

AAA

and centralize
ties in the

information activi-

all

department at Washington.

War

Labor Board has assumed jurisdiction in the dispute, and is expected

investigator or a three man
panel to inquire into the case.
It is uncertain whether the board
would order the musicians to resume
making records pending a final decision.
The transcription manufacturers called the WLB's attention to
the Chicago Federal Court's ruling
that the case was a labor dispute.
to

MANPOWER
WE

WE CAN

BELIEVE

SUPPLY GRADED

POWER TO

VACANCY

MAN-

FILL

IN

ANY

YOUR

AFM

the fact that
has maintained that its members are not on
record
strike
against
the
seven
transcription companies and that the
board therefore lacks jurisdiction, the
spite

cient.

1)

name an

.

ORGANIZATION.

Variety Tourney July 30

CALL—

FRANK McGRANN
POSITION SECURING BUREAU, INC.
(AGENCY)
331

Madison

Ave.

(43rd

MU ^
RR

8t.).

HILL

New

York

2-6494

Minneapolis, July

22.

—Annual golf

tournament of Variety Club of the
Twin Cities will be conducted July
30 at Oak Ridge Golf Club. Luncheon, golf and dinner are on the program. In charge of arrangements is
M. L. Levy.

75-City Premiere Set
For 'Sun' on Aug. 3d
(Continued from page

1)

be a bout between Lt. James J. Bradformer world's heavyweight
dock,
champion and now in the Army, and
Charles Strack, wrestler, in which jiu
jitsu, as shown in the picture, will be

demonstrated.

night, Dr.

;

who

star of the picture,

make appearances

at

launching the

slated to

is

several
film,

RKO

home

of

the

and many

newspapermen who worked

The

in

Japan.

delegation attending the premiere will be N. Peter
Rathvon, president of
Corp.,
Ned E. Depinet, Robert Mochrie,
office

:

RKO

Walter Branson, Nat Levy, Edward
L. Alperson and McCormick.

Raid Shelter Lack
Decried by Landis
(Continued from page

1)

would have no place to go and would
almost certainly become casualties.

The OCD
many smaller

director admitted that
theatres and business establishments had no properly protected space for air raid shelters, and
intimated that community authorities
have been remiss in not providing public
shelters where private interests

cannot do

days, 2nd

7

$6,500)

GOPHER— (998)
(Average,

(40c-55c)

days.

7

Q. on stage.

Gross:

$8,500)

(Para.)
(35c)
$3,000)

Gross:

days.

7

"The More the Merrier" (CoL)

WORLD— (350)

6th week.
"Lady of

(40c-50c-55c-75c)

LYRIC— (1,250)
week.

Gross:

(40c-5Sc)

$2,000)

days,

7

(Average,

$3,200.

days,

7

Gross: $2,000. (Average,
Burlesque" (U.A.

Buys Three

July

22.

— The Field theatre

STATE— (2,300)

(40c-55c)

7

days.

Gross:

(Average, $10,000)
"Leather Burners" (U.A.) 4 days
$16,000.

ASTER— (900)

week

change.

4 days

(20c-30c) 7 days, with mid-

Gross:

$2,500.

(Average,

$2,250)

'Sea Fig titers' OpensTues.
"Black Sea Fighters," deescribed by
Artkino Pictures as the first "comprehensive" documentary on naval warfare opens at the Stanley here Tuesday.
English text was written by
Clifford
Odets with narration by
Fredric March.

'Comerford Day" Today

—

Scranton, July 22. "Comerford
Day," inaugurated by M. E. Comerford, founder of the circuit of the
same name, and participated in by

him

Until his death, will be observed

Dunn's Lake by the Scranton Boys
Club today.

at

Scott Signed for 3
Hollywood, July

22.

—

Randolph

Scott has been signed for three pictures in the next two years by 20th

Century-Fox.

JACKMUSICAL
SHAINDLIN
direction
COMPLETED:
2

"VAUDOFILMS"
Columbia

interests, of Minneapolis,

Minn., have
purchased from George Norman his
houses at Cherokee, Storm Lake and
Sac City, la.

3rd

$4,000)

"Crash Dive" (Fox)

so.

Field
Omaha,

I.

(Average,

"Aerial Gunner"
$3,900.

week

(Univ.)

"The Devil With Hitler" (U.A.)

Other highlights of the event will
be personal appearances of James R.
Young; Carlos T. Romulo, aide to
Gen. MacArthur at Bataan
Margo,

cities

(40c-55c)

(Average,

$6,500.

ORPHEUM — (2,800)

Monday
$14,500.

Washington, July

Business continued gener-

ally good.

.

"My

New A.A.A.

The same

'

vicinity.

!

(Average,

$7,500.

of the Oir
Special trib^
was paid to Miskell for his
work with the city's safetj
council, for staging war relief shows, lining up entertain for Fort Crook and for
first advocating theatres' refusal to sell tickets to youngsters after 8 p.m.

ha

,

"My

Gross:

ments and public service by

men and women

.

.

.

Salute Today."
feature lauds
good
deeds, outstanding achieve-

The

.

.

.

"We

.

.

Friend Flicka" (20th-Fox)
"Stranger in Town" (M-G-M)

—

POSTSCRIPT

by Wendell Willkie, lawyer, ex-Presidential candidate, and
chairman of the board of 20th Century-Fox, embodying suggestions for
New Haven, Conn., July
the elimination of race animosity, will be featured on a CBS program Saturthe Ice" and "Sherlock Holmes in
day evening called "Open Letter to the American People." ... A unique situWashington," at the Paramount, took
tion will be encountered Saturday night when Glen Gray and his orchestra
$8,000, up by $2,500, and the show
airs from the K. of C. auditorium in Rochester on the 1st anniversary of the
Otherwise, "Coney Isholds over.
Navy Bulletin Board show. Show will be picked up by WSAY, Mutual's
land," singling for a second week at
Rochester affiliate, but because of station's dispute with AFM, it will not be
the College, was the only over-par
permitted to carry the show.
Pickup is made possible by AFM's policy of
This grossed
feature in a hot week.
The American Television
At the Roger Sherman, not interfering with Army and Navy broadcasts.
$4,000.
"Background to Danger" and "Mys- Society will hear about WOR's use of DuMont television facilities at its July
29th meeting.
terious Doctor" took $5,600, short by
•
•
•
$400.
Purely Personal: Jack Benny and Fred Allen are reported in a lend-lease
The circus, in town for three days agreement wherein Fred is loaning his two prize stooges,
Minerva Pious and
for the first time in its history of twoJohn Brown to Jack.
If Raymond Clapper had followed his original plans
day stands, took plenty of patrons.
he would have returned to America after visiting Sweden and London, and
Estimated takings for the week would not have been on hand to cover the raid on Rome.
Ned Costello,
ending July 22
formerly of NBC's spot sales department, has transferred to network sales.
"Two Senoritas From Chicago" (Col.)
L Mutual has appointed Allen de Castro to its executive staff.
Walter
"Crime Doctor" (Col.)
Director
BIJOU— (1,627) (40c-50c) 7 days. Gross: Kajtier, WLIB's publicity director, has reported to the Army.
Axel Gruenberg and announcer Richard Stark are doing business as G-S
(Average, $3,500)
$3,200.
"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)
Stella Unger, NBC commentator has been appointed
Radio Productions.
COLLEGE— (1,565) (40c-50c) 7 days, 2nd miional director
of radio for the American Women's Voluntary Services.
week. Gross: $4,000. (Average, $3,000)
22.

Omaha, July 22.
Bill
Miskell, manager of the Orpheum, was the second person to be honored in The
World- Her aid'8 new feature,

IN

PREPARATION:

"JAPAN, THE ENEMY"
Twentieth Century- Fox

)

;;
;

riday,
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'Army' Sales Charges Cut to D.C. Theatres
Weighing Its 20%; 70-30% Opening Rental Subject to 48
Hour Ruling
Decree Stand
Record Ad Budget

D. of

J. Still

{Continued from page

1)

see the picture Tuesday, the premiere
will be the following night at the

{Continued from page

where

be

made

definite

suggestions

could

that
it
was "too
-a .^"jfor drastic action on a decree
[whicir will not expire for another
several months.
While there have been repeated rumors that company counsel and Department officials have crystallized
kheir ideas of the changes to be made
in the decree, it could not be learned
at the Department that the meetings

and^jommented

so far held have been anything more
than exploratory discussions of the
problem.
Assistant Attorney General Tom
Clark left yesterday for Denver to attend a meeting of United States Attorneys, and from that city may go
If he goes to
to the Pacific Coast.
Hollywood, he said before leaving

Washington, he may confer with company officials on decree provisions.

Appeal Board Holds

Demands
Cannot be Combined

Dissimilar

{Continued from pane

1)

complaints under either or both the
clearance or run sections of the decree.

1

The Gary first filed a clearance
complaint against the five consenting
companies seeking a reduction of the
clearance over Gary's Palace Theatre
held by Michigan City, Valparaiso and
Chesterton, Ind., theatres and the Tivoli, Southtown, Avalon, Capitol and
SubseChicago theatres, Chicago.
quently, it amended its complaint to
include a Section 10 charge against
Loew's and Vitagraph.
The appeal
board held that the arbitrator erred in
permitting the combination causes to
be consolidated, asserting that such
a procedure was proper only when
the complaints are similar and are related to the parties affected by the
original demand. The board held that
Gary should have been required to
file an entirely new complaint on the
Section 10 demand.
The board's opinion also stated that
the Chicago arbitrator should not have
been influenced by a finding by Federal
District and Circuit courts in a 1938
anti-trust suit brought by Gary that
the clearances pertaining to plaintiff's

Palace were reasonable.
The appeal
board held that conditions could so
change between the time of that finding and the

filing

of

the arbitration

charges of 70-30 per
will prevail only on first-night
vance scale openings, a 50-50 per
charge applying thereafter. The

Rental

cent

is

adcent
pic-

ture's contract prohibits any free previews and free passes during the run.

Except on the opening night advanced
showings, regular house scales

scale

are permissible.

program was placed

in

the hands of

Charles Jones, heading all advertising
Steve Edwards, all publicity, and Len
Boyd, newly appointed Coast liaison
under the New York office. Boyd was

member

a

of the publicity department

WMC

;

;

;

Warner

booking of
the world premiere at the Hollywood,
no contracts have been signed. The
reason, it was said, is to first line up
as many openings as possible in the
The
higher advance scale brackets.
companv expects only a few $55-per
seat openings to follow New York, but
expects many $25-seat first-nights and
•nanv for $22 and $11. The $5.50 and
^2.20 openers will predominate.
than the

Circuit's

Higgins, Seattle.

From

Selznick, 20th

{Continued from page

1)

"Claudia," by Rose Franken, and
"Jane Eyre," by Charlotte Bronte. To
get U. A. to advance the money, the
complaint alleges, Selznick told the firm
he had under contract Ingrid Bergman, Joan Fontaine, Dorothy McGuire, Gene Kelly and Alan Marshall
and directors Alfred Hitchcock and
Robert Stevenson to work on the
films.

After the agreement was reached for
of the money, the complaint

loan

states,

Selznick, in the latter part of

1942, sold, assigned and transferred
the literary properties and "hired-out"
the artists and directors to 20th Cen-

tury-Fox.

Big Profits
Chaplin

charges that the "hiringout" netted Selznick and United Artists more than one million dollars in
profits and further charges 20th Century-Fox with full knowledge that U.
A. had rights to these properties. The
complaint also alleges that Chaplin
served notice on the United Artists
board of directors that they commence
an action against Selznick, his companies and 20th Century-Fox, but they
refused to do so because, Chaplin
claims, a majority of the board is

The

Columbus,

O.,

July 22.

— Refusing

go along with City Council
which recently passed a curfew
to

here,
ordi-

nance, the Village Council at surburban Upper Arlington has voted against
such an ordinance to counteract juvenile delinquency and vandalism. As
alternative, Mayor Whitney Joseph has been instructed to write a
letter to all parents urging them to
maintain a closer check on their chil-

dren.

this

weekend.
petition

theatres'

partial

for

exemption was prompted by their peculiar schedules of operating hours
which,

they

contend,

make

hour week impracticable

in

the
all

48-

cases.

Indications are that the exhibitors
will confer again next week with
local officials on the application of the order to them.

WMC

Meanwhile, Washington this week
to be heading into a serious labor shortage within the next
atis
few months, and the
tempting to get all activities on the

was shown

WMC

work week to spread the availmanpower as far as possible.

longer
able

The

theory back of the effort is that
the longer week will permit the release of one-sixth of an establish-

ment's

Arlington RejectsCurfew

an

Chaplin Asks Million

{Continued from page 1
under advisement but may be forth-

coming

{Continued from page 1)

There will be no prohibitions against caught in the recent cleanout, but
the showing of shorts or playing of Yates asked him .to stay in a new
vaudeville or other attractions on the capacity.
The SPG case now schedBut uled to go before the
same program with the film.
here will
"This Is the Army" cannot be doubled carry on, a Guild attorney says. James
with another feature. Extended play- R. Grainger, president, presided at the
ing time is required.
meeting attended by M. J. Siegel,
Francis Bateman, Coast division man5,000 Applications
ager H. T. Fuller, Salt Lake City
Warner officials claim the receipt to Sid Weisbaum, San Francisco John
date of close to 5,000 theatre applica- Frey, here
Gene Gerbase, Denver
tions for "Army" playdates, but other J. H. Sheffield, Portland and Pete

complaint as to warrant a new and full
hearing before the arbitrator.
The
appeal board, however, affirmed the
dismissal of the entire complaint. The
dominated by Selznick.
case was filed in June, 1942.
The American Arbitration AssociaThe suit asks for an accounting by
tion yesterday announced the filing of Selznick and other defendants and
a combined clearance and run com- seeks recovery of $1,000,000, "or such
plaint at the Oklahoma City tribunal greater or lesser sum as may be found
by J. A. Guest, operator of the Ritz due on such accounting," from Selzin
that
city,
against
Paramount. nick and his defendant corporations
Griffith Amusement Co. was named as and a $1,000,000 judgment from 20than interested party.
The Ritz was Fox.
complainant also in a run case against
The complaint was filed by Schwartz
Vitagraph in 1941.
and Frohlich, counsel for Chaplin.
^

Due from Republic

Hollywood Theatre.

1)

bree had not reached the point

the

employees

amount

of

without

reducing

work performed, but

Smith Tours on 'Bell'
Plans for Paramount
George A. Smith, Paramount Western division manager, plans to leave
Monday on a tour of exchanges in his
territory.
He will meet with branch

managers for discussions of selling
and releasing plans on "For Whom
the Bell tolls" and other 1943-44
product.

Now

itb

preparation
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Government Orders

Sets Film Fair

Defective Sound
Parts Destroyed

Share Policy
War Production Board at the weekend formally ordered the destruction

Distribution to Be Based
On 1941 Quota

of

condemned

hausted

used,

parts

for

defective

or ex-

electrionic

equip-

ment.
Sound recorders in studios
Wartime and sound reproducers in theatres and
Toronto, July 25.
elsewhere contain many component
Prices and Trade Board has anelectrionic parts which come under
nounced the adoption of a fair share the order.

—

policy for distribution of product
based on proportions to all outlets
during "calendar or fiscal year 1941."
iAny variation from basis is to require
approval from board administration,
'but it was stated that special provision is made for areas where large
population changes have occurred.
Film distributors are required to
iliave transaction records in 1941 and
(Continued on

paijc

6)

Pre-Trial Meet Set

City, July 25.

Responsibility for the destruction or
salvaging is placed by the
on
manufacturers or suppliers of the replacements, but it was not disclosed
what would or could be done in penalization if an exhibitor or film studio
refused to surrender the discarded
part of reproducer or recorder. Apparently the equipment manufacturer or

Nine Languages

conference will be held between government and Griffith Amuse-

the

the

details

bringing to

latter

trial

Department of Justice action seek-

ing dissolution of the Griffith

ment Company.
H. L. Flurry of Dallas,
special assistant to

Amuse-

who

is

a

the attorney gen-

defense action was
based on the contention that
the court order is not a final
one because numerous defense motions directed at the
decree are still pending. The
government cannot appeal
until the decree is final.

Wendell Willkie's "One World"

will

be produced in nine languages, it was
announced at weekend by 20th Cen-

tury-Fox.
Described

by

"Hollywood's

first

"One World"
English but

(Continucd on page 6)

the

company

as

post-war picture,"

made not
German and

will be
in

Clearance Break

—

Cleveland,

July 25. By consent
award, signed today by Frank Pelton,
Schine's
Norwalk and
Moose Theatres, Norwalk, will henceforth play M-G-M, Paramount and

arbitrator,

only in
Italian,

The award

TEN CENTS

Authority on Operating
Methods Included
Washington, D. C,

Jul)' 25.

A

revamped Office of Civilian Requirements which would have complete authority over all segments of
the
civilian
economy, including

and hours

of operation,
theatres was in the
making- in the War Production
Board over the weekend.
Exact details of the new organization have not yet been revealed, but an
etc.,

of

OCR

spokesman said

film

it

would include

an amusements and recreation section
which would have authority over
hours of theatre operation, competitive
methods and all activities of exhibitors.

There were indications that the

branch's powers would be so broad as
(Continued on page 6)

also provides that

the Norwalk theatres shall have pictures available to them twenty-one
days after territorial release date without regard to Sandusky. The defendant distributor
companies,
Loew's,
Inc., Paramount Pictures, Inc., and
Vitagraph, Inc., were represented by
local branch managers. Jerome Friedlander of Benesch, Marsteller, Friedlander and Morris, represented the

complainant Norwalk theatres.
This is the second consent award
(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 6)

Industry

NewU.S. Board
Will Control
Theatre Hours

methods

Schine Gets 2nd

tant.

pre-trial

to

Co. and others.

The

Vitagraph pictures immediately upon
conclusion of their run at Warners'
Ohio Theatre, Sandusky, 20 miles dis-

Willkie Film in

— Federal

ment Co. attorneys to iron out

was entered Friday by
defendant exhibitors to dismiss the appeal to the Supreme Court in the anti-trust
suit
against the
Crescent
tion

WPB

Judge Edgar S. Yaught has
September 13 as the date when a

prior

Dismissal Asked in
Crescent Trust Suit
Nashville, July 25. —A mo-

Amusement

Picture

1943

;

District
set

26,

is

(Continued on page 6)

In Griffith Action
Oklahoma

permitted where salvaging is possible
otherwise destruction
is ordered within 60 davs of the replacement of such parts.

Salvage

MONDAY, JULY

to the

Hovt,

Harmon Meet

Hollywood Chiefs
Hollywood,

July

25.— Industry

matters

of mutual concern to the
OWI, to the War Activities Division
in Hollywood and to the various producers will be discussed at meetings

which get under way here tomorrow.
Palmer Hoyt, recently appointed
director of the domestic branch of the
OWI, and Francis S. Harmon,

WAC

Erdmann Has One
Juvenile Solution

Will Not Operate
Mines 9 Theatres Unless

U. S.

—

Cleveland. George W. Erdmann, secretary of the Cleveland

Exhibitors

Association,

working with assistant law
director Joseph H. Crowley
and Police Capt. Arthur V.

—

is

Roth, chief of the department's juvenile delinquency
bureau to curb delinquency
and vandalism by segregating
unaccompanied children under 16 in theatres.
At Kent, Ohio, a local curfew law, prohibiting children
under 15, not accompanied by
adults from being on the
streets between 10 p.m. and
5 a.m. was signed today by
the mayor, Alf Lovell. The
ordinance was backed by the
P. T. A. associations.

Toronto Film Board
Damaged by Fire
Toronto, July

25.

room

—A

fire

starting

National
Film Board at Ottawa, Friday, caused
considerable damage and sent several
employees to the hospital as well as
in

the cutting

of the

injuring three firemen. An official investigation was immediately started
by the Ontario Fire Marshal's office,
Toronto, to determine the blame and
an inquiry is also under way by the
Dominion Fire Prevention Association.
It is understood that John Grierson,
manager of the bureau, is in New

York.

—

Washington, July 22. While seizure by the United States Government
of the coal mines and their multivaried interests placed Uncle Sam in
exhibition
the
mines
controlling
scores of theatres no consideration
has been given by the Government to
the actual operation of the theatres
and other non-mine facilities. Nor is
likely that operation will be exit
tended into these fields unless it besomes necessary at some future date
to take over those properties and man
them with Government employees.
Theatres and other "extra-curricular" facilities controlled by the coal

—

—

—

(Continued on page 4)

executive vice-chairman, are scheduled to arrive in Hollywood in the
morning by plane for the sessions, to
(Continued on page 6)

1

Tom

C. Clark, U. S.

Official,

on Coast

Hollywood. July 25.— Tom C.
Clark, assistant U. S. Attorney General in charge of the
anti-trust division and the industry consent decree, arrived
here at midnight last night
and conferred with James E.
Harrington, war frauds executive.
It was considered
doubtful that his brief visit
would permit him to confer
with production officials on
the decree as he is scheduled
to leave here tomorrow.

Motion Picture Daily

Tradewise

Personal
Mention
SPYROS SKOURAS

By

from the Coast today.

Louis B. Mayer will arrive here
today from Hollywood.

pests in the tropics
blame if theatres
in the United States have to
discontinue operation of their

systems this summer
and next, Allen G. Smith, chief
of the War Production Board's
amusements division, observed

cooling

•

Charles Einfeld and Mort BluChicago Ben Kalmenson, from the South and midRoy Haines and A. W.
West
Schwalberg, from an Eastern tour;
Norman H. Moray, Howard Levinson and Albert S. Howson, from
;

;

Hollywood, and Jules Lapidus, from

—

Warner executives,
Pittsburgh all
return to the home office this morning.

•

Maxwell Seligman,

of the

partment at Warners' home
Friday for the Army.

still

de-

office, left

•

Paul Graetz, head
Corp., will arrive in

INSECT

will be to

•

men stock, from

of

the

AFE

Chicago on Tues-

day.
e

RKO

Arthur

Schreiber, of the
Palace, Chicago, will go to Fort Custer, Michigan, today for induction.
•

Balaban
and Katz, Chicago, will return from
his vacation next Friday.

John Balaban, head

of

•

RKO

Irving Shiffrin, of the
Radio home office publicity department
left for the Coast over the weekend
on a combined business and vacation
trip.

New York

.

largely because a vote at that
time would have resulted in rejection of the proposal. Many
influential industry officials feel
that
work could not be

WAC

improved, and might be difbv the proposed associa-

fused,

They

tion.

e

Frank Young,

United Artists' Chimanager, became a grandA girl was born to
father July 19.
his daughter, Mrs Audrey Sharpe.
office

•
Artists'

Western division manager, left over
the weekend for a three weeks' tour
of his territory.

Mrs. Malcolm Kingsberg
rive in Hollywood today.

will ar-

•

Irene McLaughlin, cashier at tine
Universal exchange, Des Moines, left
Saturday to make her home in California.

•

E. C. Arehart, exhibitor of Milford, Iowa, who has been confined in
a Spirit Lake hospital the past month,
is now convalescing at his home.

Moines.
•

Arthur Jeffery, of the United
Artists publicity department, is on vacation at Belle Harbor.

G. B. in U. S. Dissolves
Albany, July

25.

— According to the

Secretary of State's office, Gaumont
British Picture Corporation of America has been dissolved.

WAC's

and excellent
record should not be made an
umbrella
for
the
"JohnnyCome-Latelys" to rush under
now. This would not preclude,

need for frequent "refills" for

political

units shaken up in action with
a resultant loss of freon from
disjointed pipes.

position,

of

course,

the

association

—

•

of Chris Dunphy
being mentioned prominently

for the post of liaison between
the industry and the Office of

War

Information, to inherit
of the work formerly
handled by Lowell Mellett. The
is
submitting several
names for the post and the appointee will be selected very
soon following discussions with

much

WAC
OWI

Because of the
ramifications of the
the
is said to
disfavor upon the seanyone closely identithe industry for the

officials.

WAC

look with
lection of

with

Service demands for freon
are nearly three times production capacity. Freon is an
exclusive DuPont product. It
is made in only one plant in the
United States. Machinery cannot be obtained to equip additakes the
tional plants.
stand that machinery is needed
for many more vital purposes
than manufacturing a refrigerant which, while it may be
the most practicable and widely
used, nevertheless can be replaced by other types. Exhibitors whose present supplies are
fairly fresh should take extra
precautions to prevent leakage
of the gas and should repair

now

WPB

pipe defects promptly when
discovered, Smith advised.
•

•

WAC

on the question
participation in the

of

Na-

Entertainment Industry
Council. A vote on the proposal today would more likely
than not be an adverse vote,

was evident at the WAC
meeting a week ago when the
subject was discussed. It was
referred

to

committee

then

Theatre
on
remain open

throughout the summer for the
first time in eight years. Heretofore,
the house has been
closed from June to September, largely because of lack of

Whom

product. With "For
the
Bell
Tolls" as the Rivoli's
tenant,
the
house's
product
worries should not recur for a
long time. Paramount expects
the picture to remain in the
Rivoli past the turn of the
year
to gross in excess of
$700,000 for the run there.
;

•

•

Mason,

the
Valley,

James

rags-to-riches
Ohio, exhib-

itors:
"A branch manager
bought me a beer yesterday.
Do you think my new social

position qualifies
bership in the

me

mem-

for

MPTOA ?"

•

;

Paramount

last

week.

Kansas

City.

—

—

August

2
Service Flag Dedication,
National Entertainment Industry
Times Square, New
Council,
York.
3

August

— Industry

Goodwill Meetconducted by Charles
Francis Coe, Rotary Club.
to be

ing,

August

—

11-12

Summer

Annual

Meeting,
Board of Directors,
National Allied, Baltimore.
September 5-12 25th Anniversary,

"Paramount Week."
September 9 Annual

—

Installation

Luncheon, ITOA, Hotel Astor,
New York.
September 15 First Fall Meeting.
AMPA, New York.
September 9-20
Third Victory

—

—

Loan

Drive.

October 18-22— SMPE Conference,
Hollywood-Roosevelt Hotel.

RKO Radio Meeting
In Chicago Today
Chicago,

— RKO

25.
Radio's
representatives will convene for two days at the Blackstone
Hotel' here tomorrow for their annual meeting, presided over by manager of exchange operations A. A.
Schubart, and his assistant, William

home

July

office

McShea.
The meeting
home office
J.

will also be attended bv
representatives
Elmer

Sedin, Jack Schmitzer, John Wangberg, William Burke, Jack de Waal,

Dan Nolan, Otto Braeunig, Frank
Ted Carey, and Ray O'Brien,
who is office manager of the Chicago
Duffy,

branch.
to

Schubart and McShea will return
New York on Thursday.

Goetz, Gottlieb to
Advance Shorts Sale
Jack Goetz and Arthur Gottlieb will
week for California and then
visit United Artists' exchanges in the
leave this

new

series of

"World

in

Action" two-reel subjects which United
Artists will distribute for their

War-

wick Pictures.

McHale

at

Kay ton- S pier

McHale, formerly with
Warner Bros., Columbia Pictures and
Buchanan and Co. as a copywriter,
William

will join Kayton-Spiero Co., advertising agency, today as copy chief.

•

That was a very interesting
and important meeting of decree company presidents and
their chief counsel
the one in
the

ciation,

Stockholm - rs'
Special
July 29
Meeting, Loew's, Inc. Hon
fice, 1540 Broadway, New iZKc.

interest of a

from

card

Postal

tional

as

•

The Rivoli
Broadway will

Cherry

There is little likelihood of
any prompt action by the War
Activities Committee subcommittees

•

—

—

#

The name
is

Variety Tent No. 9 testimonial dinner, Leon Herman, Albany U. A. manager, Hotel Eyck,
Albany.
Annual Convention,
July 28-29
Kansas - Missouri Theatres Asso-

of

any other trade organization
with the N.E.I.C.

post.

•

Staff Sergt. W. Sherrill, formerly office manager of the Des Moines
M-G-M office, was married there to
Miss Mary Ann Green, also of Des

the

feel

solid foundation

fied

editor of RKO's house
organ, left Friday for a vacation,

Edward Schnitzer, United

1943

Coming Events

.

.

SHERWIN KANE

the other day.
The explanation, he said, is
that the Army discovered that
freon gas, the most practicable
and widely used of theatre refrigerants, also is the best insecticide for the tropical "cooties" of this war. It slays them,
brother, where other exterminants merely fatten and embolden them. As a result, the
Army has become the largest
user of freon. The Navy also
uses large quantities of the refrigerating gas but strictly for
the purpose for which it was
intended originally. Most Navy
units are air-cooled today, and
while freon normally has a
longevity of several years, the
consumed by the
quantities
Navy are largely due to the
in

Jack Level,

cago

.

26,

July 26

expected

is

Monday, July

Building

late

Wise Joins Universal

—

July 25. Harold Wise,
formerly a booker for Paramount in
Chicago and Detroit, has joined the
booking department of Universal Pic-

Chicago,

tures here.
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Motion Picture Daily
Films Help Army
Heal Our Wounded

Will Not Operate
Mines 9 Theatres Unless

U. S.

The

therapeutic value of
motion pictures in the rehabilitation of wounded soldiers has been revealed by
the expanding services of the
and
Red Cross at
abroad, the public relations
committee of the Hays office
announced Friday. This service has grown rapidly and
now serves 170 recreational
theatres in hospitals through-

home

this

country. Current
films are shown twice a week
to patients only, with the
audience averaging about 400

out

each

at

For

performance.

men who cannot be moved
from their beds, the Red
Cross has set up a 16 mm.
ward service available to hospitals of 100

beds or more.

Milwaukee Gross
—

Milwaukee,
this is the

July 25. Although
second week for "Lady of

Burlesque" at the Riverside, it is better boxoffice this week than last, possibly because Woody Herman is the
Split billings
co-attraction on stage.
of "Dixie" at the Wisconsin and the
Palace did about the same as "Flight

Freedom"

for

at the

Warner.

Estimated receipts for the week ending July 24:
"Dixie" (Para.)

$14,375.

"Lady

of

(50c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
$11,500)

(Average,
Burlesque" (U.A.)

RIVERSIDE— (2,700)
Woody Herman

Plus
stage.

(44c-60c-75c) 7 days.
and his orchestra on

Gross: $21,000.

(Average, $15,000)

"China" (Para.)

"Henry Aldrich Gets Glamour"

STRAND— (1,400)
downtown week.

(50c-65c)

Gross:

7

(Para.)
days, 3rd

Harold L. Ickes.
While the Government has taken
over the mines, as a result of strikes,
there has been no legal transfer of
the properties, which will be returned
the private owners when uninterrupted production is assured.
Meanwhile, Ickes is concerned only with the
problem of producing coal and, although he is investigating the prices
to

charged
mine-company stores,
by
which are alleged to have violated
ceilings.

Under the present set-up, the chief
executive officer of the mining cor
poration has been designated as the
operating manager of the mines and
their interests for the United States,
and has been instructed to continue
operations as usual subject only to
such directives as may be issued from
Ickes' office.

Most of the coal mining companies have extensive interests
extending from the pits to the
very homes, amusements and
lives of their mining employes,
owning numerous theatres in
mine areas, besides general
stores, living quarters, town
facilities,
clothing and food
sales, schools and even whole

lines,

factories,

machine shops, news-

papers, etc.

Holdings Considerable

$5,500)

(RKO)
"Hangmen Also Die" (U A.)
"Flight for Freedom"

WARNER— (2,400)

Gross: $18,200.
"Dixie" (Para.)

days.

(44c-65c)
7
(Average, $14,000)

"Wrecking Crew" (Para.)

WISCONSIN— (3,200)
Gross: $18,200.

days.

(50c-65c)
7
(Average, $14,000)

Warner Unionites

Want Salary

Rise

Representatives of M. P. Office
ployees Union, Local 23169,

Em-

AFL

af-

embracing Warner home office
collarites,
expect to huddle
shortly with management on the question of wage adjustments and raises.
Increases will be asked on the basis
of merit and seniority, as permitted
provisions, union spokesmen
by
filiate

white

WLB

say.

On

April 27, over

100

union

members of Warners were granted
wage adjustments retroactive to Aug-

WLB

1942 with
permission, but
the union considers August 10, 1942,
contract signing date, and not April
27, this year, as effective date and is
seeking
ruling to this effect.
ust,

WLB

Guests at Luncheon

—

Washington, July 25. Mrs. Paul
McNutt, Mrs. Jimmy Doolittle and
more than 100 other prominent Wash-

—

««^pHE
Fund

the Pacific.

The extent of mine companies' theatre holdings is not generally known,
but with 3,000 to 3,400 mine shafts and
553,000 miners involved, it is considered to be a large number.
Typical operations in the Pittsburgh
area alone are the White Coal Co.
theatres in Windberg, Pa.
Winding
Gulf Colliers is another mine-operating theatre owner, with theatres in
Holden, Winding and Hotcoal, W.
Va. Consolidated Coal Co. has four
houses, two each in Ida May and
Carolina, both in West Virginia. Koppers Coke Co. operates several theatres in West Virginia.
There are
scores of others.

Paramount Reissues
'Pacific and 'Swing'
9

Chicago, July 25.— "Union Pacific"
and "College Swing" will be reissued
as a combination in this district, ac-

cording to an announcement by Allen
Usher, Paramount district manager.
"College Swing" is being substituted
for "Souls at Sea" because the latter
had been reissued previously.

114 in Service

ington women attended a luncheon
held last week at the Mayflower Hotel
in connection with the premiere run
of Pete Smith's new M-G-M specialty, "Seventh Column," at Loevv's Pal-

personnel
from executives to office boys was unveiled at the company's offices on Fri-

ace.

day.

Twentieth Century-Fox plaque with
114

names

A

Hollywood, July 25.
Last Will and Testament
of Tom Smith," National War
short contributed by the indus-

of

home

office

Montgomery

KM

masterthe "Meet
Your Navy" show at the Chicago Stadium on July 30.
will be

of-ceremonies

and
Brennan
under direction of
Harold Bucquet, with Richard Blumenthal producer.
•
Clarence Brown yesterday signed a
producer-director deal with InternaGoetz
Pictures, William B.
tional
company. He starts work after finishing "White Cliffs of Dover."
•
Barney Glaser's one-year Warner
deal has been replaced by a four-year
producing ticket at the rate of one
film yearly, with permission to fill in
the remaining time elsewhere.
•
O. H. Briggs left yesterday for Chicago, Detroit and New York following conferences with Leon Fromkess
and Arthur Greenblatt on the 1943-'44
Producers Releasing Corp. schedule.
Barrymore,

own combat group

of his

try through the War Activities Comexhibition,
for
nationwide
mittee
started production Friday with Lionel

Walter

at

featured,

others

Griffith Circuit

Has

Regional Tulsa Meet

—

Tulsa, July 25. More than 75
managers and executives of the Grif-

Amusement Co. held their annual
regional meeting here late last week
at the Tulsa Club and in addition to
discussing the war activities the circuit will engage in also considered the
problems of wage stabilization, theatre
operation and the manpower shortage.
Speakers were L. C. Griffith, company president; manager B. J. McKenna assistant general manager C.
B. Akers
film buyer Horace R.
Falls
head booker H. O. Stark and
treasurer Harry M. Lowenstein.
fith

;

;

;

Greenblatt leaves Thursday to start a
exchanges.
tour of

PRC

•

Walt Disney

Not only do they own and actually
operate stores and film houses, but
they have large holdings in passenger
and freight railroads, drydocks, barge

(Average,

$5,500.

In Three Battles
Chicago, July 25.
Hollywood's Lt. Comm. Robert
Montgomery, who, prior to
Pearl Harbor, served with the
British Ambulance Corps, has
since served with the U. S.
Navy in three major battles
in the South Pacific. He
wears service ribbons for action in battle areas on two
oceans and was in commar

1)

villages.

"Wrecking Crew" (Para.)

PALACE— (2,400)

—

(Continued from fage
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Bob Montgomery

mines are running as usual and at this
writing are not likely to be affected in
any way, it was said here by a spokesman for Solid Fuels Administrator

OPA

'Lady' $21,000 in

Monday, July

leaves today for

New

York.

To Examine Warner,
Wilk in Cohan Suit

•

Notice

Monogram announced

filed

in

New York

Federal

the appointCourt on Friday disclosed that Jack
John Sherman as Toronto L. Warner, vice president, and Jacob
branch manager.
Wilk, chief of the New York story
department for Warners, will be exHarold Hopper left yesterday by amined orally on July 30, by Harry
plane for Washington.
Weinberger, attorney for Ethel Levey,

ment

of

M-G-M

added a Technicolor musi"Yolanda and the Thief," a South
American fantasy, to its program, with
E. Y. Harburg to produce.

cal,

150 at

Herman
Dinner Tonight

actress, in her $500,000

against

Warner

damage

Brothers

action
Pictures,

Inc.

Miss Levey, former wife of the
George M. Cohan, charges that
Warner Brothers had portrayed her in
its
film,
"Yankee Doodle Dandy,"
late

without her consent.

—

Albany, July 25. More than 150
reservations have been made for the
testimonial dinner in the Ten Eyck
Hotel Monday night in honor of Leon
Herman's promotion

to city sales

Army and Warners
Ready

man-

ager for United Artists in Buffalo.
Herman was salesman here for both

World premiere

for 'Army'

Irving Berlin's
will be aired by
station
from the lobby of the
Hollywood Theatre Wednesday night.
battalion of 250 troops of the AntiAircraft Artillery will police the area.

"This Is the

of

Army"

WMCA

RKO and United Artists until his
Neil Hellman,
promotion in May.
George Jeffries, Dick Hayes, Weldon A
Waters, Sid Stockton and William R.
Williams form the committee on ar- Kate Smith, Jimmy Durante, Al Jolrangements, with C. J. Latta, chief son, Eddie Cantor and Irving Berlin,
Variety barker, as toastmaster.
will make spot announcement recordThe dinner will have a three-year- ings for distribution to stations
old guest, Mark Anthony Egan, who throughout the country as part of nahas been adopted by local Variety tional radio promotion for the picafter he had been abandoned on the ture.
steps of St. Joseph's Church here.
The Army has detailed two trucks
to distribute

Milford to Edit Film
Gene

Milford, until recently editorial supervisor and assistant to Sam
Spewack, in charge of prdduction for
the domestic branch of OWI, has received a special assignment from The
Princeton Film Center to edit "Fortress in the Sky," three-reel color motion picture documenting the Boeing
Flying Fortress.

on

"Army"

window
to

8,000

display material
stores

in

New

York.

"C" Gas for Salesmen
Chicago, July

men

are

entitle

month.

still

them

A

threatened.

25.

—Local film

sales-

getting "C" cards which
to travel 720 miles a
reduction in mileage is

\

Paramount Presents

FOR uiHom
THE BELL

TOM"

ONE OF THE THREE GREATEST PICTURES OF ALL TIME
starring

Gary

Ingrid

Cooper zfergman
•

A KIM TAMIROFF >ARTURO de CORDOVA
JOSEPH CALLEIA and K A TIN A PA XI NOV
Executive Producer B. G. DE SYLVA
with

Sam Wood

Screen Play by
Dudley Nichols

IN TECHNICOLOR

very
one of the 2,092

N.Y.

seats in the

Rivoli has been sold at

very performance of the

roadshow hit (^ver
delivered by ^a
aramount
greatest

Motion Picture Daily
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NewU.S. Board
Will Control
Theatre Hours
(Continued from page

to enable

to

it

control

1)

amusements and sports.
George W. McMurphey, formerly
with the wearing apparel price control
unit of the Office of Price Adminisactivity in all

tration, will be acting chief of the

ily

and

is

not expected to retain that

assignment

long.

It

understood

is

that he will eventually take over

important

responsibilities

more

the

in

or-

Under the new
will

WAC

Mannix, vice-chairman, presiding in
the absence of chairman Mary C. Mc-

J.

Call,

Jr.

AMPP,

set-up,

WPB

Allen

G.

amusements

continue his administra-

tion of the manufacture and distribution of equipment, supplies and repairs for theatres, his division herethe theatre
after being known as

equipment division. Smith's activities
will not come under OCR, but it is
expected that McMurphey will confer with him on theatre problems
which may arise.

While the new amusements

section

have broad authority over theatre
operations, it is not expected that
any drastic trade practice restrictions
will be imposed or that there will be
any deviation from the Administration's policy of keeping aloof from

will

intra-industry controversies.

Monday

;

evening,

headed by Y.

Frank

the
Free-

afternoon, the IMPPA,
whose president is E. W. Chadwick
Tuesday evening, the SIMPP, headed

by Loyd Wright.

The conferences were arranged so
Hoyt could leave Hollywood for
Washington
Wednesday
morning.

that

expected to remain here
Thursday meeting of
the Hollywood Victory Committee in
order to confer with that group on
plans for industry cooperation in the
Third War Loan Drive for $15,000,is

after

the

commencing September 9.
Kenneth Thomson, chairman of the
Victory Committee, set this date with
Harmon before Thomson's departure
from New York last Wednesday.
000,000,

Lee at

KMT A

Meet

At

the invitation of R. R. Biechele,
president of the Kansas-Missouri Theatres Association, Claude Lee, director of public relations for Paramount,
will address the silver anniversary
convention of the organization, to be
held at the Phillips Hotel, Kansas
City, Wednesdav and Thursday (July
28 and 29).

(.Continued from page I)

granted Schine in this area w ithin the
past six months.
In the spring,

Van

Schine's

Wert

Van

Theatre,

Wert, Ohio, was granted a reduction
days of the 14-day clearance
previously enjoyed by Warners' Ohio
and Sigma Theatres of Lima.
to three

,

KING OF THE COWBOYS

SMARTEST HORSE IN THE MOVIES

(Continued from page

Cases

i

Messinger Quits

As Price Board Executive
Toronto, July 25. It was

Clearance

—

Boston

in

Two new

clearance complaints have
been filed at the Boston tribunal and
an award dismissing the clearance
complaint of Lewis & Company's Los
Feliz Theatre has been entered at the
Los Angeles tribunal, the American
Arbitration Association announced on
Friday.

At

Boston,
Derry, N. H.,

Plaza
charged in

the

Theatre,

com-

its

the clearance of 30 days
in
favor of the State, Crown and
Strand, Manchester, and the State and
Tremont, Nashua, on product of the
plaint that

five

consenting companies

is

unreason-

able and should be reduced to seven
days with respect to Manchester, and
either abolished or set at one day with
respect to Nashua.
The second com-

Board

to return to his private business
interests after serving since the war

He was

began.

ority schedules for raw film stock to
the National Film Board and film
laboratories in the Dominion.
It is significant that no action has
yet been taken on raw stock allocations,
although film exchanges had
taken care to have prints on hand as
much as possible for next season.

Pre-Trial Meet Set
In Griffith Action

the clearance of 60 to 90 days in favor
of the Strand and Opera House, New-

over

Paramount

excessive.
reduction of the clearance
to 14 days is asked.
All five consenting companies are named.
plaintiff's

is

A

In the Los Feliz case, James L. Patarbitrator at the Los Angeles
tribunal, dismissed the complaint after
finding that substantial competition
existed between the Los Feliz and the

Apollo and Loma theatres. Plaintiff's
had sought to be moved up
from 49 days after Los Angeles' first
run closing to either 35 or 21 days
after, giving it the runs held by in-

recently appointed to

board committee supervising arrangement for a new quota and prithe

was filed by Newport Theatre
Newport, R. I., and charged that

port,

revealed

Friday that L. E. Messinger has resigned as Coordinator of the Prices

plaint
Co.,

\)

current year available for inspection
by the administrator. The step was
taken to guard against short supr
anyone and possible shortag—\ A
product will be shared by all.
L. E.

Two

File

ten,

ROY ROGERS TRIGGER

Sets Film Fair

Share Policy

WAC

until

Smith, chief of the

New Ruling

In

26, 1943

Canada Board

Clearance Break

1)

be held with the executive committee
of the
Hollywood division, and
the boards of directors of the three
producer associations.
The schedule is as follows Monday
lunch,
executive committee of the
Hollywood
division, with E.

Harmon

ganization.

section,

(Continued from page

new man; Tuesday

temporar-

section, but will serve only

Schine Gets 2nd

Hollywood Chiefs

:

phases of

all

Harmon Meet

Hoyt,

Monday, July

(Continued from page 1)

Oklahoma City, conferring
with Charles E. Dierker, federal district attorney, on handling of the Griffith objections to an interrogatory filed
by the Government now pending.
The suit is similar to others filed
against various producer owned and
affiliated circuits throughout the country but is unique in that it is the onlyaction directed against an independeral,

is

in

theatre

ent circuit.

tervener's theatres.

charges violations of the antiby Griffith and the distributor-producers and asks dissolution of
the Griffith company, as in the Schine
It

trust laws

The

case.

suit

was

originally

filed

in 1939.

Willkie Film in

Nine Languages

Defective Sound

Parts Destroyed
(Continued from page

1)

Chinese, French,
Turkish, Arabic and Spanish, and, of
course, in English.
"One World," which is to be proas well as Russian,

duced by Darryl F. Zanuck and released under his name, is Willkie's
record of his flight around the world.
It was purchased by 20th for filming
last week.
will leave Hollywood for
w'ithin a week to discuss
production details with Willkie.

Zanuck

New York

SPG Asks

WMC

Reinstate Repub.
Hollywood, July

25.

to

Men

— Screen

Pub-

WMC

Guild has filed with the
an appeal seeking restoration to the
payroll of discharged members of the
The
Republic studio publicity staff.
appeal asks restoration pending outcome of a hearing before the commission, date of which has not been set.
The case provides the first test of
licists

power

of the
order here.

WMC

work

stabilization

(Continued from page

supplier

would be compelled

1)

to

make

a

replacement only on condition that the
studio or exhibitor turn over the part
requiring replacement.

WPB says its order, titled amendment three to limitation order L-265,
was issued to prevent defective parts
from getting back into trade channels.
Previously the order had provided
only for salvaging and did not insist
upon destruction when parts cannot
be salvaged.

'Army' in Memphis
Memphis, July

—

25.
Although as a
Paramount theatre partner he oper-

ates houses here in competition with
the Warner Circuit, M. A. Lightman
has accepted the chairmanship of the
local
premiere of Irving Berlin's
"This Is the Army," which will have
a $25 top opening on August 6 at the

Warner

Theatre.

Theatre will be closed for "sprucing
up" before the "Army" run opens.

TANDARD ACCESSORIES

•

SPECIALTY ACCESSORIES

•

TRAILERS

Look up your

figures

on

Walter Wanger's "Eagle Squadron"

and "Arabian Nights"!

"We've Never Been Licked"
lick

SELL

WAR STAMPS

these two!

EVERY DAY IN THE "SHANGRI-LA" JULY DRIVE

will

—

^OTION PICTURE
NO.

54.

NEW

18

OK Theatre

Producers

WAC
to

Name

Mellett's

Successor in 2 Weeks

YORK,

U.S.A.,

Appeals

For Freon Turned

Plan of

52 for 1943-44
Hoyt

Down, Says Smith
Washington,
With Freon gas

C,

D.

TUESDAY, JULY

New

supplies so low that

to add soda
fountains to the list of activities for
which it cannot be supplied, theatres
it

been

has

whose

necessary

cooling

systems

at a

luncheon-meet-

of

New J. L.
division

of WAC's theatres
and national coordinating commitPalmer Hoyt, director of the
tee.
domestic branch of OWI, and
Francis Harmon, executive vicechairman of the War Activities
Committee, were guests at the

York

'

WPB

meeting,

presided

over

Mannix,

WAC's

divisional

by

(Continucd on page

E.

J.

vice-

WMC

Warner Sees

New Product Era
Present day distribution methods
have improved the quality of product "100 per cent," Jack L. Warner,
head of Warner Bros, production,
stated
trade press

7)

Way
—Lists

allow deferments from induction are to be maintained inChairman Paul V.
tact.
McNutt said today. He declined to indicate what types
of jobs would be covered, but
it is expected that only highly
critical occupations in key industries will be the only ones
given "extraordinary" attention in determining deferments.

(Continued on page 7)

adopted at recent meetings in

26.

of essential occupations in
the motion picture and radio
industries for which local selective service boards may

todav by Allen G. Smith, chief
theatre equipment sec-

the

Ambassador Hotel today,
endorsed the 1943-44 program of
war information films proposed and

WMC List for

Washington, July

—

WAC,

Loew 40-Week Net

in a
i

Ask 48-Hour Week

n te

fice

Exemption

in L.A.

of

in

Forty-week net

of

Loew's and sub-

Jack L. Warner

was reported over the
David Bernstein, vicepresident and treasurer. Earnings were
equal to $5.67 per share on common
June,

1942,

was

feare-

p o n s ible
large part

for

s

what he termed the improvement

stock, after deducting dividends of
preferred stock in 1942, which stock
in has since been retired. This compares
in

(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 7)

{Continued on page 6)

Paralysis Closes

Oklahoma Theatres
— Jack
Oklahoma City, July
26.

Standard Theatres official,
has announced all ten of Standard's
Oklahoma City downtown and neighborhood houses will be closed to
Swigar,

(.Continued on

page 6)

"Watch On

the

Rhine"

(Warner Bros.)

A

Hollywood, July 26

FINE

play makes the grade easily and with distinction as a fine

motion picture.

The base, as well as the structure of Lillian Hellman's successBroadway show, has been maintained with a fidelity which, in this
one instance at any rate, demonstrates Hollywood resisted its frequent
desire to improve that which already was very, very good.
The film version of this dramatic and moving story of a man whose
precarious business was fighting Fascism and of his wife and children
who understood him and his cause is essentially a transference from
ful

Italian Theatres

Closed by
An

Army

11-point manifesto

was

reported yesterday by Radio
Rome to be governing Italy,
under Italian army rule, proclaiming martial law, and extending to the closing of all
film theatres in the country,
besides other establishments,
following the ouster of Benito
Mussolini.

to

trie kj gtion

picture
Industry

TEN CENTS

Anti-Trust Head Seeks
Early Decree Action;
Confers on Coast
Hollywood, July

26.

—The

De-

partment of Justice has "come to no
conclusions" yet concerning the
course it will follow with respect
either to modification and extension
.of

the industry consent decree or to

trial of its

pending New York antidivorcement of affili-

trust suit for

ated theatre operation, Tom Clark,
Assistant U. S. Attorney General in
charge of the anti-trust division of
the Department of Justice, stated
here today.
Clark's assertion confirmed a Washington dispatch published in Motion
Picture Daily last Friday which
quoted a spokesman for the Depart-

ment

of Justice as stating that the

partment

still

is

engaged

De-

study
decree to
in

the operation of the
date and has not yet determined what
action it will take with respect to the
expiration of the
three-year trial
period of the decree next November.
Clark told M. P. Daily "What
(Continued on page 6)
of

it

more weekend by

five

tures,

by mail by C.

blocks

not

than

The

application will be made
J. Scollard of Paramount on behalf of all distributors.
In obtaining an exemption from the

yesterday.

sales

Los

Angeles for an
exemption from the 48-hour week
order for film exchanges in that territory.

of-

ceded that the sidiaries, ending June 10, climbed to
consent decree,
over the $7,which began by $9,453,828, up $2,208,027
film 245,811 net for the 40 weeks ending
requiring

National distributors this week will
the regional War Manpower
at

Rises $2,208,027

at

home

Warner con-

petition

Commission

view

r

the

iruJispen >8b}e

1943

Deferments on

new

require

\

QUESTION-CLARK

26.

July

27,

ana

DIVORCEMENT OPEN

Hollywood, July 26. Executive charges haven't a chance of getting
any of the refrigerant, it was declared
committee of the Hollywood divihere
sion of
ing at the

inte+wgei

DAILY

=

'A

Aiert,

$39,418,000

Jump

In Ticket Taxes

—

Washington, July 26. Federal admsision tax collections during the year
ended June 30 were $39,418,000 above
those of the preceding 12 months, it
was reported today by the Internal
Revenue Bureau.
Collections for the year amounted to
$154,450,723 against $115,032,269 in
1942, the bureau announced.
June collections, however, were at
the lowest level reached since April,
(Continued on page 7)

20th-Fox Regionals
Start Here Aug, 2
Three regional

sales meetings have
been set for 20th Century-Fox, starting August 2 and continuing through
August 11, all presided over by Tom
J. Connors, vice-president in charge
of distribution. First will be held at
the Astor Hotel here August 2-4 the
second, at the Blackstone Hotel, Chi-

Its only additional embroidery departs from the original
stage to film.
in the first approximate half hour when dialogue and motivation are
planted against extraneous backgrounds.
It makes little difference and
does not detract from the power or the intent of the play. The words
are there.
cago, August 5-7, and the third, at
The drama concerns Paul Lukas, a German who bears bullet-scars the
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles,
and broken hands as mementoes of Nazi fury. His wife is Bette Davis, August 11-13.
American born of an aristocratic family and daughter of a former
Spyros Skouras, president of 20th
;

(.Continued on page

6)

(Continued on page 6)
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Tuesday, July

Review

Personal
Mention

Coast Flashes

"Salute to the Marines"

Hollywood, July 2t

(M-G-M)
Hollyivood, July 26

L. WARNER
JACK
to leave for the Coast

scheduled

is

end

at the

of the week.

•

Charles Einfeld

plans to leave for
the Coast on Friday.

•
A. A.-Schubart, manager of

exchange operations, and

William

RKO

his assistant.

McShea, now

in

Chi-

cago, are expected to return to

New

J.

York on Thursday.
J.

It makes
old reliable, the service story, is on deck again.
"Salute to the Marines" as reliable as formula and predecessors
allow.
Exhibitors, certainly, ought to know best by this time.

*

Metro countenanced no stinting in the making. One result is that
the outcome stamps the attraction as a large one in point of production
area covered, yet never succeeds in making the story any fresher than
fundamentally
if

and no

new to see Wallace Beery as a tough military non com,
one has him a marine sergeant major with 30 years of service

battle decorations to his credit.

the performance which

He

is'

the

standard for him after

same Beery, giving

all

this time.

Which

duck soup for his fans and pretty well worn for those who

is

it

is

are not.

Ramsey, manager

of

At any

rate, he fails to get to China because his job in the Philipturning raw native material into a representative fighting maThus, when the Japs sneak in with the aid of local fifth columnthe training proves good enough to provide a delaying action until

Des
Theatre,
pines
for Camp Barkeley,
chine.

Garden

Tri-States'

this

SETTLEMENT

the

of

Screen;

Actors Guild suit filed a year ago
against producers for time and a half
overtime, allegedly due some 5,000 extras,
loomed today.
Guild counsel
William Berger sought a continuance
in

the case stipulating that a

was possible.
Yankwich continued
ment

Federal

settle-

Judge

August/"//

to

is.

not be

It will

even

means

•

Leonard

HPHAT

it

1%

27,

is

Moines, has left
Texas, and the Army.
ists,
•
Myron Blank, of Tri-States The- the relief, meaning the Marines summoned by air, ride to the rescue,
atres,
Des Moines, is attending a blow up the bridge over the mountain chasm and save the women and
Paramount partners' meeting in New children while Beery and his wife, Fay Bainter, are bombed out of this
Orleans.
world by Nipponese air men.
grateful government posthumously
•
confers the Congressional Medal of Honor.
A. G. Stolte, Tri-States district
The attraction on the story side is familiarly grooved and very standmanager in Des Moines, and L. M. ard, but values undeniably are enhanced by fine employment of TechMcKechneay, treasurer, have left for nicolor. Incidents are almost entirely in the corny vein, but there is
a fishing trip in Canada.
excitement in the battle scenes even if the heroics on our side are
•
played off in the sweeping pattern which Hollywood usually indulges.
Harvey Eisenberg, manager of Packaged, "Salute to the Marines" looks like one for the mob, taking
Proven Pictures, Hartford, is vaca- it in
stride, and very much like one for Beery's followers.

The Screen

Guild

Publicists

case

against Republic in the firing of publicity staff members goes before the

WMC

office

Burbank tomorrow

at

with a panel hearing testimony.

Mono. Signs Pathe Pact
Hollywood, July 26.— Monogram
has signed a two-year contract with
Pathe Laboratories, under the terms
of which the latter will develop and
print all Monogram daily "rushes"
and master

prints.

A

tioning in

New

Hampshire.
•

Miss Bainter never appears thoroughly comfortable
lyn Maxwell, a newcomer, fills the eyes and has yet

her role. Marito demonstrate she
Ben Leo, of the State Theatre, can act. Others, in acceptable performances, include Reginald Owen,
Springdale, Conn., is ill.
Ray Collins, Keye Luke, William Lundigan, Noah Beery, Sr., Russell
•
Gleason and Rose Hobart.
Mrs. Muriel Bleier, of Eastman
John W. Considine,
S. Sylvan Simon's direction matches his material.
Kodak, Rochester, has joined the
Jr., produced.
Marines.
Red Kann
Running time, 102 minutes. "G."*

Not Opposed to

*"G" denotes general

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
CARY GRANT

MR. LUCKY
LARAINE

in

with
DAY
AN RKO RADIO PICTURE

Gala Stags

S.

—

now coming

to light as

filed

several

weeks ago by chief defense counsel
George H. Armistead, Jr.
This document, called a "proposed
plan of reorganization" for the Crescent and other corporations involved in
the anti-trust suit, stated in part
"The plan (which the defendants
would submit if the Court was interested)
may contain provisions
whereby theatres now owned and
operated by the defendant exhibitor
corporations may be transferred or
leased to another defendant exhibitor
corporation
but such provisions, as
well as all other provisions of the
plan, shall be subject to the approval
of the Court after a hearing at which
all interested parties shall have the
opportunity to present objections and
be heard."
;

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

Columbus,

O., July 26.

—Based

on

exhibitor complaints that, despite in-

Toronto, July
dian

exhibitors

Samson,

26.

film

+

.

*

Picture

meet

CanaSydney
Canadian

Lena

.

,

Mitch Ayers
and his Orchestra

Jf

PARAMOUNT

HORNE

Bill

Sisters

TIM HERBERT

—Some 200

will

newly appointed
district manager of 20th Century-Fox,
rentals have been higher in propor- on Thursday, at a dinner here, at the
tion to box office intake, P. J. Wood, Royal York Hotel, to be given by
Gehring, Western division
C.
secretary of the ITO, Ohio, has asked W.
manager of 20th.
film
exhibitors to submit comparative
Because he is convalescing from illrentals on features, newsreels, shorts ness, James P. O'Loghlin, whom Fox
and trailers for the years ending June distribution chief Tom Connors has
designated the company's Canadian
30, 1942, and June 30, 1943.
general manager, will not be present.
The information is wanted for study His address
will be read by Gehring.
in connection with the national Allied
Fitzgibbons, head of Famous
J.
J.
board meeting, in Baltimore, August
Players Canadian Theatres, is among
11 and 12.
those scheduled to welcome Samson.
creased grosses, percentages on

In Person

with

cool

Circle 6-4600

Andrews

BING CROSBY
DOROTHY LAMOUR

classification.

Supervision Ohio ITO Probing
Canadian Owners
To Meet Samson
Rental Percentages

Nashville, Tenn., July 26. That
Crescent Amusements and its affiliates
are not opposed to proper Federal
court supervision of their theatre acquisitions, as might be inferred from
the recent appeal of the Government
to the Supreme Court in an effort to
insure a district court review of every
proposed Crescent theatre acquisition,
is revealed by reference to a document

Symphony Orchestra

"HI
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George O'Brien, Navy Fabian, Schreiber
In Capital on Drive
Officer, in Aleutians
S. H. Fabian, WAC theatre division
Washington, July 26. — Lt. Comdr.
WAC

pic- chairman, and Ed Schreiber,
charge of Navy recrea- publicity director, departed last night
tional facilities on Adak Island in the for Washington for conferences with
Aleutians, the Navy revealed here T. R. Gamble, assistant director of

George O'Brien, former motion

ture star,

is

in

national war financing, and other
O'Brien heads a program that in- Treasury Department officials, on the
cludes showing of films, boxing, stage Third War Loan drive in September.
shows, a solarium and fishing, the They are expected to return on
today.

Navy

said.
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Sneak preview

results

better "audience" than "Eagle

and "Arabian

it

Never Been Licked!"

WOMAN AND

ET

EVERY MAN,

WAR STAMPS

IN

CHIID IN

TOWN TO

THE " SHANGRI-LA" JULY DRIVE

it's

Squadron"

Nights"!

Wanger does

JY

prove

again with "We've

5

I

was an

Je

predicted that "Heaven

Can Wai

event for the boxoffice as well as the

motion picture theatre-goers.

Here

is

what the leading trade papers had

say after witnessing the combination

Trade Showing and sneak Preview.

to

v

$

A

piece of entertain-

solid

ment. Full of fine performances. Don Ameche better

than

past best.

his

k

m

Gene

Picture

tility.

and versacome

is

R.

Weaver. M.

P.

the
for.

tors

is

P.

Daily

Herald

is

as fine a piece of en-

tertainment as the customers

what the exhibitors and
public have been waiting
Here

and

off with sparkle

Red Kann, M.

f

"Here
'Just

war. But a

the bag."

in

best to

is

No

undertaking which

vast entertainment. This one

from Lubitsch talent."
William

villain.

brilliant

comes

Tierney establishes herself as
actress of ability

"No

are

likely to find

anywhere.

Twentieth Century- Fox has a

a film for exhibi-

who want heavy box-

gem

of a picture here

that

exhibitors

will

—one

find

a

office lines."

pleasure to merchandise!"

Formby, Boxoffice

Bill

"Chick" Lewis,

Showmen's Trade Review

"First class

"Geared

for big grosses

holdovers.
profitable

key
in

It's

and

in

ordinary

the

film

beyond the
abounding

that

stirs

audiences to an en-

thusiastic pitch."

Mori Krushen, Variety

comedy

A

with entertainment of the sort

will click

the subsequents as well."

"Colorful

entertainment.

Points to grosses

a cinch for

holdovers

situations

and

Lou Pelegrine, Film Daily

should lead

up in the money. Heaven Can
Wait, but the public should
not

be kept waiting for this
comedy with

light, delightful
its

out of

this

world theme."

Mel Konecoff,

Exhibitor

CENTURY-FOX
:

SELL

WAR

STAMPS EVERY DAY
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IN THE "SHANGRI-LA" JULY DRIVE!
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On

'Open Mind' on "Watch
Divorcement,
Say sTom Clark
(Continued from page 1)
I am trying to do now is to get the
complete picture and thereby deter-

mine whether the complete divorcement of exhibition from production is
a necessary step and in the best public
interest."

The anti-trust division head referred
to the Crescent, Schine and Griffith
anti-trust suits and to the Fox West
Coast contempt case, which was sus-

the

Tuesday, July

Ask 48-Hour Week

Rhine"

Exemption

-

distributors,

as

Their children
associate justice of the United States Supreme Court.
are three, but all five in their own way reflect a courageous record of
opposition to Fascist aggression in the days before the outbreak of war.
Lukas is the active fighter, risking his life at every turn. Miss
Davis is the indirect fighter in the sense her husband's perils are always
her's.
The children no less are enrolled in these same ranks through
hounding by the Gestapo from one continental city to another, through
lack of proper food and housing, through deprivations of what ought
to have been their normal and tranquil childhood.
After almost two decades, Miss Davis returns to America with her
family.
All five are seeking calm and quiet, but, while they hope, instinctively all of them know it cannot be for long; not while Fascism
is extending its talons and while men, dedicated to the democratic way,
are determined to fight in the dark or in the open as changing cir-

specimen

He knows
arid seeks to extract $10,000 for maintaining his silence.
Lukas has $23,000 in American currency in his brief case. He also
approaching the matter with
learns not one penny of this money, raised in dimes, quarters and dolan open mind," Clark said. "The Department of Justice has come to no lars from untold numbers of little people who understand Fascism must
be fought in whatever way its organized resources can be resisted, can
conclusions."
However, the expiration of the de- be used to purchase its custodian's safety.
Miss Davis's mother and brother, however, agree to meet the blackcree trial period on Nov. 20, he added,
"makes it necessary that steps be taken mail. Lukas knows it cannot work, because Coulouris is not to be
very shortly."
While they are writing the checks and assembling part of the
trusted.
Clark declined to identify the indi- cash, Lukas draws a revolver, takes Coulouris into the garden and kills
viduals with whom he conferred while him.
Thereafter, he throws himself at the mercy of his wife's relatives
here.
who by this time have learned to appreciate, if not to thoroughly underWhile Clark declined to commit stand, the heroic measure of the man.
himself on the subject of theatre diThey agree to cover him for two days, or enough time for him to get
vorcement there was every indication
over the border into Mexico on his way back to Germany to help his
that the Department of Justice is conThe picture closes as Lukas leaves,
anti-Fascist co-workers once more.
sidering the possible need for it. "We
must find a solution for it and I'm the question of his return always in doubt and with the audience to
determine for itself if luck is to grace his path and get him out of
looking into it," he remarked.
He did refer to the fact that all ac- Germany again.
Lukas dominates the cast as he did the play. He is superb. Miss
tions which have been brought by the
government sought such an end and Davis's competence and acting depth are subordinated to his because
later intimated uncertainty over the the construction of the drama so decrees.
Nevertheless, she shines
He through the dominant role and, as always, is excellent. Lucille Watson
success of the decree to date.
conferred with exhibitors and distribuof the stage play, of course, does splendidly, as does Coulouris, similarly
tion representatives here and then left
of the play.
Others, who include Geraldine Fitzgerald, Beulah Bondi,
for San Francisco. He is scheduled to
go to Seattle from there and will leave Donald Woods, Henry Daniell, Donald Buka, Eric Roberts and Janis
Wilson range from good to very good.
for Washington on Friday by plane.
The original dialogue, and the added scenes and dialogue by Miss
Hellman, is forceful, deep-thinking and mature. All of it coalesces into
an intelligently rounded job of great merit. Herman Shumlin, who
directed the play, directs its film counterpart
he should have known
situations.

"I

am

Paralysis Closes
Oklahoma Theatres

(Continued from page 1)
youngsters under 12 years of age until
an infantile paralysis epidemic threat
has vanished. Action was taken as a
safeguard against spread of the disease and is expected to be followed by
other local theaters.

Three weeks ago state health director Dr. Gardy Matthews advised parents to keep their children out of theaters when 11 cases were reported over
the state.
Now, between 75 and 80
are reported.
The threatened danger
has hurt child attendance at theatres,
all

over Oklahoma.

MITCHELL MAY,

Jr.

CO., INC.

INSURANCE

;

how, and proves he does.

While 'Watch On the Rhine" is suitable for general audiences, its
seriousness suggests strongly its preponderant appeal will be to adults
who appreciate a film with bite. To them, this unquestionably will be
a treat. Hal B. Wallis here adds to his producing lustre.
Running time, 114 minutes. "G."*
Red
*"G" denotes general

Here Aug. 2

(Continued from pane

WMC

in

requirements of the

Maiden Lane, New York
510 W. 6th St., Los Angeles
75

if

became

it

—

dispense with the need for taking on
raised again.
similar situation arose when ex-

new employees might be

A

changes were given an exemption in
Portland, Me.
They were asked by

WMC

the regional
office then not to
increase their staffs thereafter.

Hopkins Urges L. A. Be
Declared Shortage Area
Hollywood, July 26.

—

Regional
Director William Hopkins is
forwarding a recommendation tonight
to Washington to declare Los Angeles a Class 1 critical manpower
shortage area. The decision indicates
the area plan under which the 48hour week was made mandatory July
1, was devised to forestall reclassification which implies stoppage of the
placement of war orders, considered
inadequate. The
spokesman said
orders for training films will not be

WMC

WMC

affected.

Loew 40-Week Net
Rises $2,208,027
(Continued from page

1)

with earnings equal to $4.08 per common share one year ago.
Company's share of operating profit,
after subsidiaries' preferred dividends,
totaled $28,764,012 for the 40 weeks
ending in June, compared to an operating net of $18,186,456 in 1942; $3,800,000 was held in reserve for contingencies, and another $2,622,477 for
depreciation, against similar reserves

and $2,439,055,

of $4,600,000

1942.

in

Federal tax this year rose to $12,887,698, nearly $9,000,000 more than
the $3,901,590 tax for 1942.

Zevin Perjury Trial

Postponed

to

Aug, 16

New York

Fox's Movietonews. by the WPB, for
next quarter, totals 12,121,701
feet, and not 21,121,701, as inadver-

the

tently
ical

in
Motion Picture
week through a typograph-

listed

Daily

last

transposition.

:

WE PROBABLY HAVE

home

office

representative.

New

York, At-

Memphis,
Dallas,
Charlotte,
New Orleans, Oklahoma City, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Washington
branches will attend the meeting here.
The midwest session will be attended
by personnel from the Chicago, De-

Toronto,

Vancouver

and

REG-

US

VACANT POSITION YOU

Winnipeg

branches. Exchanges in Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Portland, Seattle, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Minneapolis,
Omaha, Des Moines, St. Louis. Denver and Salt Lake City will be represented at the Los Angeles meeting.
troit, Milwaukee, Albany, Boston, BufPlans for the meetings are being
falo, Cincinnati, Cleveland, New Ha- formulated with Jack Sichelman in
St.
ven,
Calgary, Montreal,
John, charge of arrangements.

WITH

THE
RIGHT PERSON FOR THE
ISTERED

;

Schlaifer,

>:

makes possible a later checkA
Washington exchanges since, if tti'e
film offices were to apply to U. S.
E. S. for new employes, the question
of their going to a 48-hour week to

20th's Film Allotment
Raw film allotted 20th Century-

Federal Judge Francis
G. Caffey yesterday adjourned the trial
of Isador Zevin, former secretary for
(Continued from page 1)
George E. Browne, ex-president of
Century-Fox, will address all three
the IATSE, until August 16. Zevin
meetings. Other home office executives
who will be present include W. J. is under indictment for perjury allegedly committed before a special
Kupper, executive assistant to ConAndy Smith, Jr., and W. C. federal grand jury investigating racknors
eteering in the film industry.
Gehring, sales managers, and Jack

Personnel from the

Motion Picture Industry

there that

office

necessary for the exchanges to replace
employes in that city they should do
through the U. S. Employment
•so
Service.
The suggested procer'

ARE TRYING TO FILL

lanta,

Specializing

1)

48-hour week for exchanges in Washington, D. C, late last week, distributors were told by the regional

Kann

classification.

20th-Fox Regionals
Start

in L.A.

(.Continued from pane 1)

cumstance may dictate.
pended pending the outcome of the
George Coulouris, shiftless former diplomat whose worshipping altar
New York action against the major is the dollar, learns who Lukas is, sells him out to the German embassy

producers

27, 1943

CALL—

FRANK Mc&R A

N N

POSITION SECURING BUREAU, INC.
(Agency)
331

Madison

Avenue

(43rd

MUrray

St.).

hill

New York

2-6494

..

:
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$39,418,000 Increase in
WAC Plan of Ticket Tax Collections
52 for 1943-44
Producers

(Continued from page

1)

at $11,109,477, against $14,625,preceding month and $11,-

1942,

in the

t>15

distributed, collections
sales
increasing from

on box

formation film bulletins, not exceeding 250 feet each in length, which will

go with regular newsreels to pledged
newsreels
and be
using
theatres
shipped separately to all other pledged
theatres, so as to blanket the country
in four to six weeks.

Hoyt Weighs Mellett VacancyQueried about the vacancy in the
OWI occasioned by the resignation
of Lowell Mellett, Hoyt said the post
of the chief of the film bureau of the
Office of War Information "will not
be named until I have had the opportunity to study the problem further
and to discuss it with all concerned,

1942-43
$12,484,881.17
12,436,303.79
13.662,336.81
14,694,996.93
11,310,821.36
15,922,909.43
11.728,489.41
11,317,101.25
11,874,676.18
13,283,114.99
14,625,614.71
11,109,476.77

July

August
September
.

October

.

.

November
December
January
Februarv

.

.

March
April ....

May
June

J.

distributors,
producers,
newsreels and various Government departments.
Announcement will be

Washington in about two
In the meantime an adequate
program goes forward through the
cooperation of the
and OWI."
Six short subjects were completed
film
producing
by Mellett's
unit
before
Congressional
action
eliminated domestic film production.
Four of the six have already been accepted for
distribution
and
release by the program committee.
To these will be added four shorts
produced by the Coordinator of Inter-

L.

Warner Sees

New Product Era

in

OWI

WAC

(Continued from page

1)

Subsequently,
methods.
distribution
the development begun by the decree,
Warner also conceded, was given imconditions, which
not only advisable but possible
to conserve releases as theatre audiences increased and runs of individual
films were extended.
The Warner studio chief spoke
caustically of the "economic waste" of
double featuring and of overlong pro-

by wartime

petus

made

gratis

to

WAC

apiece.
Harmon stated that
on his Hollywood agenda
this week is to arrange for at least
two of these bulletin? to be made
quickly for use in connection with the

two

least

one

item

War Loan Campaign

Third

in

Sep-

tember.

War Loan

Discuss

Drive

Important industry participation in
the Third War Loan Drive was dis
cussed at today's meetin.sr and will
also occupy a prominent place on the
agenda of the Hollywood Victory

Committee Thursday when

Thomson

will

submit

Kenneth
from

requests

treasury officials.
Harmon will also
attend Thursday's meeting to explain

how

WAC

will

handle

its

coopera-

Treasury and learn from
the Victory Committee how the New
tion with the

York

WAC

maximum

headquarters can render

aid to

Those present

Hollywood
at today's

talent.

luncheon,

addition to Hoyt and Harmon
were Y. Frank Freeman, Walter
Wanger. Mark Sandrich. Trem Carr,
Kenneth Thomson, George Brown,
and Fred W. Beetson, division coordinator, and Loyd Wright, alternate
for John C. Flinn. secretary of the
in

executive committee,

who

the soundness of longer runs.
Pictures are not pulled out of theatres
today at the end of two, three or seven days," he said, "simply because it
was the custom to change programs
on those days whether a picture was
doing good business or not."
tors

theatres.

Production of the 250 foot film bulletins will be allocated by
to
various producers including the newsreels which are expected to make at

is

York, and Adrian McCalman.

in

New

7,330,283.72
6,444,950.05
6,812,275.12
10,411,197.95
11,412,678.66
11,355,639.41
9,769,397.59
10,592.455.22
10.788,463.32
11,803.921.97
11,550.144.36

Present production is less than half
the requirements for Naval and essential food preservation, he was told,
and there is no chance of releasing
any Freon for other uses this year.
Smith's section tomorrow will

civic

July 26.

— Attempts

groups and police to place

blame for juvenile delinquency on
theaters received stiff denials here by
the

Edward

Warner Denies Product Held Back
Warner denied that product was being deliberately held back to create a
He contended that
"seller's market."
better product commands longer runs
and, thus, necessitates fewer releases.
Apart from that, he said, the ever-

present uncertainties of wartime conditions make it imperative for the producer to husband his product, for he
can not be certain in what volume he
may be able to produce films six
months or a year from now.
Warner expressed the belief that
film audiences today are incomparably
"more intelligent" than the pre-sound
"The public can't be
era audiences.

kidded any more," he said. "It's way
ahead of most of the pictures."
Enthusiastic praise was heaped on
exhibitors for their cooperation with
the company in booking "This Is the

Army"

staging benefit preestimated the picture would have a domestic gross of
between $5,000,000 and $10,000,000. He
was lavish, too, in his praise of Irvand"

mieres for

it.

in

He

Warner said, worked
and without compensation"

ing Berlin, who.
"tirelessly

on the production.

move

from the Steuart Building to the
Standard Oil Building, 2nd Street and
Constitution Ave., where larger quarters have been secured. The new ofwill not be air-conditioned
the
Steuart Building is equipped with a
modern cooling system, which is out
of use for lack of Freon.
;

for Vandalism

San Francisco,

coordinator of civilian
defense activities in northern CaliKeil
fornia
theaters.
declared the
problem is not centered only in theKeil,

it

American Affairs, two more produced
respectively bv the
National War grams of all types.
"Fewer pictures have been made for
Fund and the Red Cross and 14 to be
made by various film producers with better pictures," he said, "and better
677 prints of all in this group of 26 pictures have demonstrated to exhibifurnished

1)

Smith said he has unsuccessfully-

presented the appeals of a number of
theatres, including the Rialto, Chicago, where the cooling system was
put out of operation because of leaks
resulting from vibration during the
building of a subway, and the Bethesda, which is extensively patronized by
convalescents in the Naval hospital at
Bethesda.
Md.,
which officials in
1941-42
charge of the Freon order agreed rep$6,760,861.38 resented typical real "hardship" cases.

Theatres Not to

Blame
of

weeks.

WAC

(Continued from page
tion.

fices

exhibitors,

made

Down, Says Smith

$1,622,991 to
$1,787,404. on tickets sold bv brokers

corresponding

the

For Freon Turned

office

month from $14,909 to $17,405, and on per(Continued from pope 1)
manent use or lease of boxes and
chairman in the absence of chairThe drop in business indicated by seats from nothing to $50. The only
man Mary C. McCall, Jr.
the June figures was entirely outside decline was on admissions to roof
"She proposal, which WAC will now of New York, where the Third gardens and cabarets, which dropped
jjtent formally to the 0\YI, calls (Broadway) District reported an in- from $227,249 to $162,745.
National admission tax collections in
tor 26 short subjects, to be played in crease from SI, 865. 159 in May to
fiscal 1943 by months, compared with
16.000 pledged theatres in 16 to 20 $1,967,604 in June.
The gain in New York was well 1942, were as follows
weeks after release, and 26 war in550,144 in
last year.

Theatre Appeals

atres.

Associated British
Profits $1,497,576
London, July

26.

— Net

profit

ROY ROGERS TRIGGER
KING OF

WE

COWBOYS

of

$1,497,576 for the year ending March
31 was reported here by Associated
British Pictures.
Company had a
profit of $6,041,772 on operations, before charges.

SMARTEST HORSE IN

WE MOVIES

'SONG OF
TEXAS'

You can obtain maximum efficiency and economy from
your Victory Carbons by observing the following simple
rules.

USE CARBON TRIM RECOMMENDED FOR YOUR PROJECTION EQUIPMENT.

The Victory Carbon trims indicated in the above table
were established by comprehensive laboratory and field
tests to ascertain the best results obtainable in all types

tween positive and negative carbons. On lamps equipped
with adjustable feed and formerly operated above 45
amperes arc current, this ratio should be adjusted to
meet the new current conditions.

A

bulletin describing operation of the new Victory High
Intensity Carbons is available for distribution and will
be sent promptly upon request.

of equipment
OPERATE CARBONS AT SPECIFIED ARC CURRENT.

Better projection and greater economy are obtained
when recommended arc currents are maintained. The
maximum allowable arc current is stamped on each
Victory Carbon at the left of the trade-mark.
CHECK FEED RATIO CAREFULLY.

Changes of arc current

alter the ratio of

SAVE

BUY

H

E

COPPER

Most of the coppei used for plating copper coated
projector carbons drops to the floor of the lamp house
when the carbons are burned. Continue to save these
copper drippings and turn them over to your supply
dealer as designated by our government.

burning rate be-

FCffiyiCTORY

J

T

Carbon Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC
Unit of Union Carbide

and Carbon Corporation

fJGH

GENERAL OFFICES
Street, New York, N.

30 East 42nd

Y.

BRANCH SALES OFFICES
New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco

—
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animosities and sundry other devious purposes.
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sidered in the light of Australia's
overseas exchange position existing
at that time.
In lifting restrictions on income exports, the Australian Government also
released $4,000,000 of American comon page 8)
( Continued
"

Complaints Direct

To Local Branches
MPTOA

man
Hollywood

is

no more

perfect;

rule-or-ruin policy

so

in

politics

and

its

machinations in the Jake Lingle-Leo Brothers case.

purpose is
served in pillorying Hollywood with such
smear verbiage as heads the Marcia Winn
articles; to wit: "City of Magic, Fantasy,
Obviously,

—

no

constructive

"Corruption
Hollywood";
Blended with Intrigue"; "Hollywood Vice
Swallows 300 Girls a Month"; "White
Filth

Fame Chasers"; "BlackHollywood Anything
King
in
mail
Goes"; "Laws Made to Be Broken, DeniPrey on

MPTOA

trade
the
(Continued on page 10)

practice

Post at U.A. Studio
Hollywood, July 27.— Resignation
of George Glass as United Artists
West Coast publicity director was announced here today by Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., U.A. director of advertising
and publicity.
Glass will head publicity and adver(Continued on page 10)

HOLLYWOOD'S

at

answer to this
attack and to others in kind is a
continued concentration on its work of
providing the world's millions with good

of
task
continuing its
entertainment;
housekeeping; adhering in its work to
sound moral standards, and in making
available, as it does, its unparalleled and
unmatched facilities to the nation at war.
justice,

futile as

fair
it

is

and
phony.
play

reason,

as

it

will

Sherwin

season.

"Bambi," Walt Disney-RKO feaand "Edison, the Man," M-G-M
film starring Spencer Tracy, have
been bought outright for showing 'in
the Soviet Union. Negotiations were
handled here by Leonid Antonov, who

Haas

Is

Named

to

Para. Denver Post
Harry Haas,

for the past 11 years

salesman at the Paramount Los Angeles exchange, has been promoted to
the post of branch manager in Denver
effective August 2, Neil Agnew, general

manager

sales

for the

announced yesterday.
Chester
to

for

J.

Bell,

who

head the Los
Paramount.

company,

Haas succeeds
has been shifted

Angeles

exchange

9

is

in

be

as

Kanf

L. C. Griffith, Oklahoma City exhibitor who, with his two brothers,
heads one of the largest circuits of
independent theatres in the world, has
been appointed general chairman of
the industry drive for the Third War
Loan campaign to raise an additional
$15,000,000, S. H. Fabian, theatre division chairman of the War Activities

—

Washington, July 27. Film industry participation in the Third War
Loan campaign, to be conducted in
September, with $15,000,000,000 of
bonds to be sold to non-banking investors as its goal, will be directed
for the Treasury Department by Oscar Doob, advertising-publicity manager of the Loew Circuit, New York,
who this week temporarily joined the

Committee and head of bond activities
the WAC, announced yesterday. Treasury Department.
Doob is acting as consulting expert
The drive will take place from Septo Carlton Duffus, director of motion
tember 9 to 20.
Griffith arrives here tomorrow to pictures and special events of the war

for

(Continued on page 8)

Noble Denies Deal With

McGraw Consummated
An

offer

of

$8,000,000 for the
J. Noble,

Blue Network by Edward

WMCA,

of

Jr.,

and James H.

president

of

Mc-

Graw-Hill Publishing Co., was

(Continued on page 8)

re-

ported by authoritative sources yesterday to have been tentatively accepted by David Sarnoff, president
of

RCA.

Sarnoff was out of the city and
could not be reached for comment.
The trade has understood that his
asking price for the Blue has been
Noble, while admitting
$9,000,000.
that he and McGraw have been discussing the purchase of the network
of 155 stations, denied that a deal
had been consummated and awaited
only Federal Communications Commission approval.
"1 wish it were true," Noble re1

(Continued on page 10)

Clearance Reduced

On

Peoria Houses

Chicago, July 27.—Adolph Szold's
Theatre, and George Kerasote's
Beverly and Varsity Theatres, of
Peoria, 111., were awarded a reduc-

Avon

the clearance granted to the
run Madison and Palace Theatres of that city in an award handed
tion in
first

(Continued on page 10)

worst.

its

best

The Tribune smear, lacking

Soviet will send 17 features to the
U. S. for theatre showing in the new

and Doob Head
Industry s War Loan Drive

—

yellow journalism

Here for 1943-44;
Buys 2 from U.S.

Griffith

Believe."

There's

Soviet Sending 17

Compton Takes Glass

It's

Slavers

zens

of

one in the industry contends that

than any other community. No more so
than The Tribune could be shown to be
for
to,
attention
cursory
with
only
example, its terroristic circulation wars,
its

members are being ad-

For 8 Million

McGraw,

by the organization to take
complaints involving prices, playing
terms and other grievances to their
represents Intorgkino, export-import
local branch managers as a first step
branch of the Soviet Cinema Commitin attempting to obtain adjusments,
(Continued on page 10)
Herman Levy, of New Haven, chairvised

Report Blue
Network Sold

owner

ture,

/

NO

—

Washington, July 27. Abolition of the pleasure driving
ban in 11 northeastern states
providing relief to A-card
holders was held in authoritative circles here today to be
virtually assured within the
next two weeks. The equalization plan which Petroleum
said
Administrator
Ickes
would follow is expected to
result in weekly allotment increases in the Eastern area.

Australia,

TEN CENTS

1943

End of Driving
Ban in Two Weeks

companies
that the Commonwealth had lifted
restrictions on the export of income. The release will continue in
effect until June 30, 1944, after
which the matter will again be con-

write

to

employing

by

Cable from Sydney,
yesterday advised film

28,

See

Australia

Holly-

from

returned
order

in

WEDNESDAY, JULY

personal

reasons,

political

for

pub-

Tribune

McCormick,

R.

Robert

U.S.A.,

Frozen Funds
Are Released

Tribune
Hp HE

YORK,

Keyes Buys

And

Own

Critics' Tickets

Bill
Keyes,
owner and
operator of the Victory Theatre, Dayton, Ohio, not only
has set an all-time record in
personally selling out his entire house at $5.50 top for the

advanced price premiere August 12, of Irving
Berlin's "This is the Army,"
but he is paying to see the
picture in his own house and
also is buying the critics'
tickets out of his own pocket,
so that every seat will be
accounted for in cash $6,000
special

—

for the benefit of the Army
Emergency Relief Fund.
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Personal
Mention

Insider's
By RED
Hollywood, July 27

JOSEPH

SCHENCK

M.

is

in

town

T

N

between

from the Coast.

«J

Ernst Lubitsch has

arrived from

the Coast.

•

Henry

O.

Briggs,

PRC

president,

from the Coast Thursday.
Arthur Greenblatt, sales manager,
will remain in Hollywood for another
two weeks.
will arrive

•

A. McCarthy, Universal's
Southern and Canadian division manaF.

J.

•

Frank N. Phelps, Warner Theatres executive in charge of labor relations, will be in Albany tomorrow.

•

Herman Marks,
Monogram,

Chicago salesman
Cus-

will report to Ft.

Mich., Aug.

ter,

7,

for

Army

conversation - blitzes
is
scale
frequently invisible the ChaplinCenturyto-Selznick - to - 20th

Fox-to-UA
the phantom

hopped

situation
line

with

brakes

screaming. What gives ?, is the
query.
But the questions go

begging for answers beyond the
facts so far in the clear.

For one stockholder (Chaplin)
sue another (Selznick) has
precedents, of course. When
the same stockholder, however,
sues the company of which he
to

its

ger, left yesterday for Nashville.

for

where the margin
chit-chat and full-

this land

owns one-quarter and makes it
required for the remaining threequarters to defend itself by the
side of a competitive company
in the same action, basic trouble
seems obviously around.

induc-

Wednesday, July

Outlook

Coast Flashes

KANN

Hollywood, July 27

Department collaboration, or ac-

Screen Actors Guild executive
THE
committee
night took under

quiescence,

advisement

what

?

in

Many

In

case.

case

last

Hal

Craig's appeal for
a year's suspension imposed a
Also at the meeting,
month ago.
Kenneth Thomson reported on conferences in the East with the National
Conference
Industry
Entertainment
lifting

things.

The staying power of "Gone
With the Wind" seems to be
gravitating toward the miraculous
side.
Nine Metro exchanges have sold more contracts in the film's third release
than was the case during the
first and second.
Minneapolis,
aided by a legal change in the
block booking situation in Minnesota, did 169 per cent of the
second time around.

Other exchanges have done
this, and the story is not ended:
New York, 140 per cent; Philadelphia, 137; Buffalo, 135; Kansas City, 120; Los Angeles, 115;
Chicago, 112; New Orleans, 107,
and Pittsburgh, 105.

and the

War

Activities Committee.

•

James R. Grainger, Republic president, has left for San Francisco from
where he goes to New York on MonCharles Reed Jones, Republic
day.
advertising and publicity director, will
leave here for

New York

Universal has signed Loretta

Carroll, head of Car-

J.

Mass.,

father of a son born Saturday to

is

the

Mrs.

Carroll.
•

William D. Hunt, formerly head
of the William C. Hunt circuit in
Philadelphia and Southern New Jersey, has arrived in Palestine to serve
as a Red Cross director.

Joe Shulman, of the Rivoli, Webster and Wetherfield Theatres, Hartford, is on vacation at Cape Cod.

John
the

R.

March

Ocean

Wood,

business manager of
of Time, is vacationing at

City,

N.

J.

•

Phil A. Williams, advertising diMarch of Time, returned

rector of the

Monday from
set,

maintains

Charlie

UA

ad-

vanced Selznick $300,000; that
his deal with Fox on "Jane
Eyre," "Claudia" and "Keys to
the

Kingdom"

resulted in Selz-

nick profits which he (Chaplin)
and other
stockholders, presumably including David, curiously enough, ought to split.
has rejected Chaplin's position, refuses to join hands, now
finds itself poked by the reverse

UA

UA

end of its own stick.
They're wondering here, wondering furiously whether there
are not ramifications beyond the
specific causes of this one legal
action.
This column does not
know, makes no pretenses at it,
merely reports Hollywood reaction and speculation.

a week's stay at Siascon-

Nantucket, Mass.

"Socker" Coe reports converpersists about the job
undertaken by the collective in-

sation

dustry in putting over "Land of
Liberty."
It is looked upon by
many as the perfect curtain
raiser to the magnificent war
job the industry has done since
Pearl Harbor, he observes.
"Personally, I think the saga
of 'Land of Liberty' epitomizes
the contribution our entire industry can make when exhibitors, producers and distributors
extend a joint effort," is his con-

clusion.

No challenge

whatsoever.
Trails the natural followup
If
joint effort can so serve patriotism, the same kind of effort
can serve the internal affairs of
the industry as well.
:

inine cast.

Finestone, of the publicity department at Paramount, has returned

Creation of those two first
runs in Los Angeles and Holly-

to his desk after a five-day illness.

wood by

Jules Fields, 20th Century-Fox extoday for Omaha.

Dickson Is
Missing in Action

Jeff

Capt. Jefferson Davis Dickson, Jr.,
missing in aerial action over Germany, according to information received bv relatives at Natchez, Miss.,
his home town, as reported by press
dispatches here.
Capt. Dickson, known internationally
as a sports promoter, in Paris, variously represented film companies in
Europe. He had been stationed in
England as an intelligence officer attached to a bombardier squadron. He
is accredited with discovering Sonja
Henie, Primo Camera, Tommy Farr
and other sports figures.
is

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

Columbia has announced "Barnyard Canteen," a musical novelty departure for Charles Starrett and Shirley Ross.

•

The

Abner" cartoon
have been bought by Columbia
color

"Little

rights
for a

series.

•

Bob Goldstein has been named New
York representative for International
Pictures. He goes East in a week to
open

offices.

•
Following a hearing on the Screen
Publicists Guild protest of the Republic discharge of its studio publicity
staff, the War Manpower Commission

took under submission the studio stand
questioning
jurisdiction in view

WMC

of the existence of a basic contract.

M-G-M has bought "Junction to
Heaven," concerning a soldier romance, for production by Jack Cummings, with a top star.

•

Al

ploiteer, left

Young

Walter Wanger's "When Women
Fly," formerly "Looking for Trouble,"
which will have practically an all fem-

for

•

•

Edward

Thursday.

Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., United Artists
publicity and advertising director, will
leave here Thursday for the East.

tion.

roll theatres, Springfield,

28, 1943

RKO

and Fox West

Goetz

Bill

and

whose new company
tional,

is

Spitz,

Interna-

appear unconcerned over

Coast is complicated legally.
This deal and others perhaps
elsewhere may never materialize
because they border so closely
on theatre expansion restrictions
set up in the now expiring con-

distribution.

sent decree.

be dipped into.

raw

Leo

stock

Nevertheless,

the
allocated by
distributor, will

setup,

producer and
determine it before

they

start

shooting.

Someone's

film

backlog has to

Lawyers concerned reputedly
lean toward the belief the safest
calls for Department
Justice approval.
Whether
they can get it is problematical,
with precedent indicating they
cannot. Yet there is disinclination to seek it because of the
Crescent and Schine cases, plus
the fact November and the future under the decree are so

procedure
of

close.

Additionally,

it

might be an

inopportune time to seek Justice

Memorable: Paul Lukas' performance as the anti-Fascist in
"Watch on the Rhine," reviewed
in yesterday's

Daily.

A

fine per-

Both worthy enough

to enter

Award

sweep-

Academy

stakes.

Fox

has
announced
Indiana," from the Saturday Evening Post story "Phantom
Filly," for a Technicolor production

"Home

in

by Andre Daven.

Chi. Calls L. B.
Louis B. Mayer,

Mayer

Howard

Strickling

and Marvin Schenck are scheduled to
leave for Chicago tomorrow on business having to do with thoroughbreds
and the time required for them to traverse a furlong or two. They are expected back in New York next Tuesday.

Motion Picture

moving and

formance.
Joan Fontaine, as Tessa, in
"The Constant Nymph." That
young woman is an actress.
the

•

Twentieth

Ginsler Joins Mono.

—

Toronto, July 27.
After selling
his suburban theatre, Harry Ginsler.
Toronto exhibitor for the past 24
years, has been appointed salesman of
the Ontario branch of Monogram and
Pioneer Films. John Sherman was recently appointed branch manager.
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"DU "BARRY WAS
Comedy yields this

A

LADY,"

tke

TecWcolorful Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Musical
Du Barry Girl from famed artist Snimin.

impression of tke

starring

RED SKELTON
LUCILLE BALL

GENE
VIRGINIA

KELLY
ZERO

"RAGS"

O'BRIEN *RAGLAND*MOSTEL

DORSEY
* TOMMY
AND HIS BAND
I

Let's

Keep

Selling Bonds!

A?'

•
Screen Play by Irving Brecher
Adaptation by Nancy Hamilton
Additional Dialogue by Wilkie Mahoney • Based on the Play Produced
by B. G. DeSylva • And Written by Herbert Fields and B. G. DeSylva
With Music and Lyrics by Cole Porter • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
FREED
•
Directed by ROY DEL
Produced by

RUTH

ARTHUR

I IT

HO U

$

A

—

:
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Heavy Summer

Schedule

at

Coast Studios

Review
"I

Dood

'Lucky', $112,000,

Leads as B'way
Grosses Perk Up

It"

(M-G-M)
Hollywood, July 27

ERE

Dood It" Red Skelnew product at three houses
ton rises to new heights of side-splitting comedy which far and along the Rialto, grosses perked up
away outstrip anything he has yet done for the screen, radio or stage. considerably at Broadway theatres in
Several bits of his pantomimic action herein are reminiscent of Charlie the past week. "For Whom the Bell
Chaplin at the height of the latter's career in silent films, and place Tolls" continues a capacity pace at the
Skelton in line for undisputed succession to Chaplin's crown in that field Rivoli where it is in a second week
of what promises to be a long run
of acting.
with an approximate $39,000 in sight
The sequences referred to, one before a makeup mirror, the other, his for the seven days, according to Paraattempt to put sleeping Eleanor Powell to bed, are likely to evoke more mount executives.
laughter than most theatres have heard in a long time. Skelton's fans
"Mr. Lucky" opened strongly at
will find it his best yet and the uninitiated should go away from this Radio City Music Hall on Thursday
and has garnered about $72,000 for
picture resolved not to miss Red's next, despite their aching sides.
the first four days of its initial stanza
Miss Powell's performance is excellent throughout the production,
with $112,000, which is big, in sight
giving her another chance to prove that she has much to offer audiences for the
week. The stage show, "Gala
besides her clever dancing and beautiful figure.
Russe," features the Don Cossack
The story, scripted by Sid Herzig and Fred Saidy, is about a valet Chorus.
service helper in a big hotel who falls in love with an actress while pos"Stormy Weather" is having fine
ing as a man about town in the clothes of some of his employer's weal- sailing at the Roxy where an estimated $93,000 gross was recorded for
thiest customers.
the first week.
The stage show feaWhen you add to Skelton's comedy and Miss Powell's acting the addi- tures
Russ Morgan and his orchestra
tional ingredients of her remarkable dancing in beautifully produced and Connee Boswell.
The show holds
numbers, Tommy Dorsey and his band, Lena Home's singing, and for a second week.
production
piano,
you
have
a
Hazel Scott doing amazing things at the
"The Constant Nymph" has pulled
which needs but a mere thread of plot to carry it from sequence to the Strand Theatre
T_T

is

one for every exhibitor's book.

With

"I

*

—

Hollywood, July 27. The producweek reveals the heavirecord for
est summer season on
— I-G-M with ten pictures on the stages
tion scene this

JJid seven Technicolor pictures in various stages of preparation. Production
generally zoomed over the previous
week with 11 new pictures placed before the cameras, 51 shooting, and 20
Fifty-four were editing.
preparing.
The previous week saw eight pictures starting, 43 shooting, 27 preparing and 50 in the editing stage. Only
three finished this past week, compared to seven during the week beThe production scene
fore.

Columbia
Started: "Is Everybody Happy,"
with Ted Lewis and band, Nan Wynn,
Merrick,
Michael
Duane,
Lynn
Barris, Fern Emmett, Robert
Stanford.

Harry

Shooting

"Cover

:

Girl,"

"Tropi-

cana," "There's Something About
Soldier," "Doughboys in Ireland."

a

Samuel Goldwyn
Shooting

"Up

:

in

sequence.

Arms."

Sam

M-G-M
;

Curie,"

"A

;

Patricia Dane, as a

;

Rhythm,"
Shooting
"Broadway
"Meet the People," "White Cliffs of
Dover," "The Cross of Lorraine,"
"The Heavenly Body," "America,"

"Madame

Levene, as Red's highly irritated employer

catty, socialite "wolfess" Thurston Hall and Richard Ainley are entireBob Eberly's singing goes over
ly adequate in helping along the plot.
big, and Helen O'Connell does all right with him in the song number,

Guy

Named

"See Here Private Hargrove."
"Andy Hardy's Blonde Trouble."

Joe,"

Monogram
Started: "College Sweetheart," with
Gale Storm, Robert Lowery, Johnny
Downs, GeGe Pierson, Claudia Drake.
Shooting: "The 13th Guest."

Paramount
Fear,"
Shooting:
Ministry
of
"Standing Room Only," "The Story of
Dr. YVassell," "Frenchman's Creek,"
"Timber Queen," "Hail the Conquering Hero."

"Star Eyes," with Dorsey and orchestra.

Other musical numbers which

get over in good style are Home's singing of "Jericho," given big production, and "Taking a Chance on Love," "Swingin' the Jinx Away"
and "So Long Sarah Jane."
Tack Cummings gave the picture lavish production for Red's comedy
and Miss Powell's dancing, while Vincente Minnelli did a direction job
that brings out the best of each
of dialogue.

comedy

situation,

dance number and

bit

In addition, George Stoll, musical director, and Bobby Connolly, who
piloted the dance numbers, deserve bows. Photography by Ray June is
tiptop, as is Cedric Gibbons' art direction.
Jack Cartwright
Running time, 103 minutes. "G."*

*"G" denotes general

classification.

RKO-Radio
Started
"Gildersleeve on BroadHarold Peary, Billie
way," with
Burke, Margaret Landry, Michael
Road, Freddie Mercer, Ann Doran,
Lillian Randolph.
Shooting: "Revenge," "Government
:

William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Jimmie
Rogers, Mady Correll, Russell Simpson, J. Farrell MacDonald, Francis
McDonald, June Pickrell.

Amusement
Taxes Increase 14%
— City
Philadelphia,
July

Phila.

27.

U. A.-Rabinovitch

from out of the
lower brackets garnering about $29,000 for the first three days of its first
week, with an estimated $56,000 probable gross slated for the seven days.
Carmen Cavallero and his band and
Perry Como are the stage attractions.

The Paramount Theatre will hold
"Dixie" for a sixth week following an
estimated take of $57,000 for the fifth
week of this bill, which has the Andrews Sisters and Mitchell Ayres and
band on the stage.
"Stage Door Canteen" continues its
pace at the Capitol, having done an

his

estimated $41,000 for the first four
days of its fifth week. About $65,000
is
slated for the week, which ends
tonight.
Phil Spitalny and his all-girl
orchestra are on the stage.

"Victory Through Air Power" concluded its second week on Broadway
at the Globe Saturday and grossed an
estimated $20,000 gross. "Appointment
in Berlin" at the Rialto did $10,000
estimated in its first week and is headed for about $6,000 in its second with

"Bomber's Moon" opening

at this the-

amusement tax collections for the first atre Friday.
Started: "The Girl From Lenin- half 1943 amounted to $689,045, apGirl,"
"Around the World," "An
"Mission to Moscow" concluded a
grad," with Anna Sten, Kent Smith, proximately 50 per cent of the city's 13-week stay at the Hollywood
American Story."
Theatre
estimate,
Granach,
budget
and
shows
an
inAlexander
Finished: "So This Is Washington." Mimi Forsaythe,
last night with a take of about $6,200
crease
of
14
over
same
Frye,
Jack
per
cent
the
Katherine
Paul Guilfoyle,
scheduled for its final six days. "This
Republic
Lynn Sharland, Manart period in 1942, when collections to- Is the Army" opens here
Gardner,
Started: "In Old Oklahoma," with
tonight.
taled
The
budget
estimate
$606,141.
for
John Wayne, Martha Scott, Albert Kippen.
the entire year is $1,400,000, as comUniversal
Dekker, Marjorie Rambeau, George
Goes pared to 1942 tax receipts of $1,273,Professor
Hayes.
"The
Started:
for
140.95.
Shooting "Here Comes Elmer."
Wild," with David Bruce, Grace McThese
figures
are
cited
being
as
Finished: "Raiders of Sunset Pass." Donald, George Dolenz, Lois Collier,
Following similar arrangements in
Helen Brown, Charles Dingle, Mantan indicative of the extent of the theatri20th Century-Fox
cal boom here.
key cities elsewhere, 20th CenturyStarted
"Tampico," with Edward Moreland, Rogers Trio, Eddie LeFox, tomorrow night, will put on anG. Robinson, Lynn Bari, Victor Mc- Baron and orchestra.
advance trade showing of "Heaven
Shooting: "Crazy House," "Man of
Laglen, Marc Lawrence, Robert BaiCan Wait," for exhibitors, during the
the Family," "Ali Baba and the 40
ley, E. J. Ballantine. Charles Lang.
regular performance at New York's
"Buffalo Bill," with Maureen O'Hara, Thieves," '"His Butler's Sister," "Hi
10
Roxy Theatre.
Joel McCrea, Linda Darnell, Thomas Ya, Sailor."
Grand Rapids, Mich., July 27.
Public is enticed by promotion of
Finished: "You're a Lucky Fellow,
Edgar
Price,
Mitchell,
Vincent
Theatre operators here hail the action the "Hollywood preview" idea, and,
Buchanan, Anthony Quinn, E. J. Mr. Smith."
of the City Commission in passing an at the same time, exhibitors get the
Ballentine.
Warners
ordinance establishing a curfew, see- opportunity of public reaction.
Shooting "Happy Land," "GuadalStarted: "Rhapsody in Blue," with
ing in it a chance to curb juvenile
canal Diary," "Pin-Up Girl."
Charles
CoAlda,
Robert
Leslie,
Joan
delinquents who have been causing
U. A. Bronston
burn, Morris Carnovsky, Paul WhiteMono.
with man, Al Jolson, George White, Oscar much trouble.
Started
London,"
"Jack
Beginning August 19, all persons
Michael
O'Shea, Susan Hay ward, Levant.
Toronto, July 27.—John Sherman
Our under 16 must be off the streets by has been named branch manager of
Hale,
"In
"Conflict,"
Ralph
Jonathan
Morgan,
Shooting:
o'clock
unless
ten
accompanied
"Destinaparby
Leonard Strong.
the Monogram exchange here, as apTime," "Northern Pursuit,"
"Shine On, Harvest ents or guardian. Penalties are a $50 pointed by Harry Kaufman, Canadian
tion Tokyo,"
U. A.-Sherman
fine
or
30
in
days
jail.
general manager.
Started: "Texas Masquerade," with Moon."

Roxy Patrons Pay

:

'Heaven' Tradeshow

:

Grand Rapids Gets
O'Clock Curfew

_

:

—

:

Names Sherman
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Classics Sets 32

Review
Feature Reissues

Film Classics will release 32 feature reissues, starting August 1 and
extending over a period to March,
George Hirliman and Irving
1945.
Shapiro are heads of Film Classics.
Twenty-four Gaumont-British films
acquired from 20th Century-Fox will
Five
be released, two every month.
Daniel Selznick productions and two
Merian Cooper pictures will be released, one every three months, starting September 1.
Included in the GB pictures are
three directed by Alfred Hitchcock.
"Hara-Kiri People," originally re-

United Artists, under the

lesead by

"Thunder in the East,"
have an August 15 release.
The seven Selznick and Cooper
of

title

are

tures

as

follows

:

Young

"The

Born,"

"A
in

will

2,351 in Service

A new

gold star on
ners' service flag, which
bers 2,351 employees

Universal)

Hollywood, July 27

THINGS

for showmen to tell their customers about this item in the
flow of Universal's minor musicals are: (1) Ozzie Nelson and his
orchestra provide the music, Nelson and Harriet Hilliard sharing- a song
number besides; (2) Veloz and Yolanda do one of their ballroom dances;
(3) Tip, Tap and Toe step off a routine; (4) Ray Eberle sings a ballad;
and, (5) Bobby Brooks, backed by a quartette, sings "Do I Worry" the
way the Ink Spots sing it and approximately as well.
Things for showmen to know are
June Vincent, playing the
( 1 )
feminine lead in her first picture, is in line for stellar promotion under
the Universal trademark, which suggests starting her off locally with
some extra publicity; and, (2) the picture, by and large, compares on
about even terms with the rest of the studio's workings of the same
:

profitable budgetary vein.

The

story,

by Warren Wilson, who also produced the

film,

is

about

young married folks who reach the point of separation, but decide to
Star Is go back to where they met and try to recapture whatever it was that
Heart," they knew as love at that point. The script, by Clyde Bruckman, festooned
pic-

Lord the narrative with gags of various kinds, including the slapstick, but
"Becky Sharp," "Made the idea comes through.
Each Other" and "Dancing
for
Others in the cast are David Bruce, Rod Cameron, Franklin PangPirate."
born, Andrew Tombes and Martin Ashe.
The 24 Gaumont films will be isRunning time, 63 minutes. "G"*
sued in the following order: "The
a
Spy,"
Was
"I
Vanishes,"
Lady
*"G" denotes general classification.
"Nothing

Sacred,"

"Little

Fauntleroy,"

"Diamond

Empire,"

Warnum-

now on

active duty, marks the twelfth
casualty to date among Warnerites on the fighting fronts.
Number in service is about
15 per cent of the company's

normal employee complement,
and is said to be the highest
percentage of any major film
organization. It includes 635
from the Coast studio, with
five casualties; 422 from the
Philadelphia theatre territory,
three casualties; 209 from the
home office; 224 from exchanges, one casualty; 130
from
Washington
theatre
zone, one casualty; 133 from
Chicago zone; 117 from Cleveland zone, one casualty; 110
from New England zone, one
casualty;
61
from Albany
zone, one casualty; 140 from
Pittsburgh zone; 50 from
West Coast theatres; 90 from

New York

metropolitan and

Newark zone;
Film Lab.,

6

24 from Ace
from warehouse.

"Transatlantic

Love Again," "To the
"The Girl Was Young,"
Victor,"
"Three on a Weekend," "You're in
Now," "Everything Is
the Army
Thunder," "Dr. Syn," "The Clairvoyant," "The Woman Alone," "Men of
Aran," "Nine Days a Queen," "First
Tunnel,"

WB War Losses;

12

"Honeymoon Lodge"
(

1943

28,

"It's

Doob

Head

Griffith to

Industry's Third

War Loan

a Girl," "Silent Barriers," "Strange
Boarders," "Man of Affairs," "The
Iron Duke," "Strangers on a Honeymoon," "Climbing High," "Lisbon
Clipper Mystery" and "Seven Sin-

discuss his

ners."

ficials,

Juvenile Curb

Named

Is

Treasury Aide in

War Loan

Drive

Drive

Due

In Tennessee Area
Nashgille, July

27.

—Theatre oper-

ators throughout this area look with

apprehension to the growing menace
(Continued from page 1)

new

duties with

WAC

of-

(Continued from page 1)
finance division of the Treasury,

of juvenile

delinquency with

its

sub-

which
sequent drastic curfew laws which will
is responsible for the development of
affect attendance. In this city, a law
trip
plans under which the film industry regulating the presence of minors on
offices to make his headquarters
the streets between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m.
for the duration of the exhibitor drive. and its stars will cooperate in the
has been prepared and is being held
He started in the industry as a film campaign.
for passage by the City Council, if
salesman for Universal. Financed by
Aiming at the largest total yet necessary.
Carl Laemmle, he switched to exhibisought in any bond drive, the TreasAdults have protested the enforcetion in Oklahoma, establishing his circuit in partnership with Universal's ury is planning an intensive campaign ment of a curfew law against juveLater on, he and which will make use of every resource niles in Olive Hill, Ky., but it is still
circuit of theatres.
enforced.
The Union City,
his brothers bought out Universal's of the motion picture and broadcasting being
Tenn., council has passed an ordiinterest and continued their expansion. industries, newspapers
and magazines
nance making it unlawful for "any
Griffih was a founder of the Okla- and all other publicity
media.
person under 21 to loiter in bars"
homa Variety Club and is a member
following disturbances near theatres
of the board of the Motion Picture
Oscar Doob will serve the Treasury in that town. The city council of
Theatre Owners of America.
Department for 60 days in the Third Kingsport, Tenn., has passed an ordiWar Loan drive, and in his absence, nance requiring all minors to be off
Ernest Emerling, Doob's assistant at streets by 10:30 p.m., except for
Loew's, will serve in his circuit ad- proven good cause. Several arrests
and following a short business
will return August 10 to local

WAC

RKO

Sets First
Five Tradeshowings

Dates for trade showings of the first
on the RKO 1943-'44 program
were announced yesterday by Ned E.
five

Depinet,

company

president.

a Chance" and "So
This Is Washington" will be screened

"A Lady Takes
key

in all

city

exchanges August

16,

except St. Louis where they will be
shown August 17. "The Fallen Sparrow" and "Adventures of a Rookie"
will be shown August 17 except in
St. Louis where they will be screened

August 18. "The Seventh Victim" will
be tradeshown August 18 in all key
city exchanges except St. Louis where
it is set for an August 19 screening.

Para, Announces

Tradeshowings of 5
Paramount

will tradeshow its first
block of five films for 1943-44 at all

exchange centers August 9 and

10,

Neill Agnew, general sales manager
of the company, announced yesterday.
"Let's Face It," "Hostages," "The

Australia Releases
Its

Frozen Funds

income which had been frozen,
accruing over months as the companies' share of profits from Australian subsidiaries or affiliates.
Australia is the last of the British
Empire countries to remove film in-

come

restrictions,

New

India having recently acted similarly,
and they followed Britain itself. No
time restrictions on the release of
funds was imposed by Britain, New
Zealand or India, however.

will be screened

run

Normandie Theatre August 9,
and "Hostages" and "True to Life"

this

at the

same place Aug-

"This Is the
with the Warner Theatre in

engagement

Armv"

of

city.

The house has been

closed for five
Fellows" will be years and is being repaired and reust
screened in New York August 9 at decorated using non-critical materials.
Century-Fox
projection Opening will give Warner Bros, its
20th
the
third theatre in downtown Milwaukee.
room.

shown at
10.
"Good

will be

the

W. Ray Johnston
Hollywood,

July

Johnston, president of

to

Wed

27.— W. Ray
Monogram, will

wed Doris Depuree of Fort Worth
Zealand and here Saturday at the Pueblo Oratorio

—

It"

post.

panies'

Good Fellows" and "Tornado" will be 'Army' Milwaukee Date
Milwaukee, July 27. The Alhamshown August 9, while "True to Life"
will be screened August 10, except in bra Theatre will be reopened by WarNew York City, where "Tornado" ner Bros, to play day and date first
and "Let's Face

vertising-publicity

(Continued from page 1)

in the

Chapman Park

Hotel.

Fabian Houses Mark
30th Anniversary
Fabian Theatre Circuit, of
which Si Fabian is president,
currently is observing the
30th anniversary of its founding with a 10 weeks drive

ending on Labor Day. Howard

Blumenthal is captain of the
drive in which the more than
20 New York and New Jersey
theatres

of the
participating.

circuit

are

have been made of violators.
Chattanooga is combating juvenile
delinquency with broadcasts by prominent persons over that city's radio
stations.

Two Hurt

in Blaze
Expected to Recover

—

Toronto, July 27. Two employes
Film Board at Ottawa,
who were rushed to the General Hospital with burns and injuries sustained
in the fire which swept the cutting

of the National

room

of the plant, will recover,
One of the injured was

stated.

it

was

Ham-

Wright, whose address was given as New York City, employed by
the board as a director. The other
was Hugh Wallace, resident of Ottawa. Others were slightly burned.
ilton

A

quantity of films, film stock and
in the fire
but many finished reels were carried
out of the building by employes.

equipment was destroyed

.

One year
nd soon

in the

making

to be released

by Columbia

>mm&

. .

one of

the most ambitious

productions in the
company's history/
BUY WAR STAMPS EVERY DAY! SELL WAR STAMPS EVERY DAY!
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Report Blue
Network Sold
For 8 Million
(Continued from pane

Mussolini Topic of
Tuesday Newsreels
Newsreel companies again
came through yesterday, with
a spot lead, on the life of
Benito
Mussolini,
showing
highlights of his 21 years at
the helm of Italy and events
leading to his hurried attempted exit from that country. Reels' libraries were well
stocked and ready for the

1)

marked. He added that "37 different
groups have been named as possible
purchasers of the network."
Reports

crisis

were that the Noble-Mc-

Graw original bid of $7,000,000 for
the Blue had been rejected when Dillon, Read & Co., Wall Street brokerage house that figured in the recent
sale of RCA's remaining stockholdings in RKO, entered a bid for $7,800,000.
The two groups reportedly
joined thereafter in a new bid, this
time for $7,500,000. While that offer
was being prepared, the new offer of
$8,000,000 is said to have been made
by Noble and McGraw on their own
again, and reportedly has been accepted.
Reported offers have been made for
network in the past several
months by Paramount Pictures, James
A. Farley and Coca-Cola, a group
headed by William Cox, head of the
Philadelphia National League Baseball Club, and many others.
the

which occurred Sunday.

30 Serials, 51 Air

Shows Push 'Army'
Warners claim an

all-time record on
radio coverage set in advance of the
opening of a picture in their promotion of Irving' Berlin's "This Is the
Army," which has its world premiere
at the Hollywood Theatre in New

York

Spot announcements have been written into the scripts of over 30 daytime
radio network serials, and over 51 network shows have given either complete programs or medlies of songs
from the film, most of the programs
featuring the appearance of someone
from the cast. In addition, Eddie Canton, Al Jolson, Kate Smith, Jimmy

Durante and Irving Berlin each have

To Local Branches
(Continued from pane

1)

and grievance committee, stated yes-

150-piece
front of the

army band
Hollywood

will play in
as part of the

world premiere.

NEW Adopts Pledge
For War Service

said

that

the procedure

out-

RKO

lined by Loew's, Paramount,
Radio, 20th Century-Fox and Universal in response to inquiries suggested
that
procedure rather than direct
handling of exhibitor complaints by
either the committee or regional exhibitor
organizations.
Unsatisfied
complaints may be appealed to district
managers, it is being pointed out, and,
if settlements cannot be reached then,
some home offices have agreed to
furnish the exhibitor with names of

representatives who will act directly
for the home office.
Only upon the
failure of such representatives to arrive at an agreement with the complaining exhibitor will regional exhibitor organizations be authorized to
act.

Levy said the committee expects to
receive a statement of Warners' policy on exhibitor complaints in the
near future and is pursuing further
its request for statements from Columbia and United Artists.
The procedure thus outlined, Levy
said, makes it unnecessary for the
trade practice and grievance
committee to meet immediately, as
was planned until recently.
The
working of the system will be observed and the responses of the remaining distributors will be awaited
before a meeting of the national committee is called, he stated.

MPTOA

The coordinating committee

Sept. 19

of the

National Entertainment Industry Conference met last night and adopted a
pledge which will be submitted to
talent unions and other members of
the NEIC.
The pledge, which generally follows that of the Screen Actors Guild, provides for six weeks'
service or the equivalent of 36 performances to the war entertainment
program through the agencies of the

HVC

or

UTWAC.

The pledges will be set out for approval by the end of this week. The
deadline for acceptance is Sept. 15.
A mass rally at a New York theatre
will be held Sept. 20 at which the
pledges will be publicly announced.
The second meeting of the NEIC
council will be held on Sept. 21.
Among new organizations to become
affiliated were the Arena Clubs.

U. S. Troops to Get
9 Programs a Week
London, July

27.

—Relieving a

situ-

ation that was becoming more serious daily due to the shortage of entertainment film prints here, United
States armed forces stationed in this

country today were assured nine programs weekly of current product,
following a series of conferences between U. S. Army officials and Brit-

government

istry of

officials

in

the

Min-

Supply.

The Entertainment Services AssoHollywood, July 27.—The annual ciation reversed its previous stand of
meeting of the Class B membership placing U. S. Army entertainment
of the Screen Actors Guild has been
called for Sept. 19 to discuss plans
for the establishing of an autonomous
union for Class B members.

Soviet Sending 17

N.Y.MeetingMonday Here for 1943-44;

Buys 2 from U.S.

Twentieth Century-Fox yesterday
200 delegates who will attend
the first of three sales meeings, openlisted

ing

Monday

at the Hotel Astor,

New

York, to be followed by a Midwest regional, in Chicago, starting August 5,
and a third, in Los Angeles, opening

August

13.

Attending the New York meeting,
which is the first of the three sales
meetings to be held by 20th CenturyFox Him Corporation this year, will
be the personnel of the New York,

Washing-

Pittsburgh,

Philadelphia,

ton, Atlanta, Charlotte,

New

Orleans,

exchanges, and the following executives and staff of 20th-Fox, Movietonews, Terrytoons and March of

Spyros

Herman

Skouras,

Tom

Connors,

W.

C. Michel, SydDan
Felix
Jenkins,
Aliberti, Larry Kent,

G. Place,

Towell,
ney
Michalove, J.

W.J.

(Continued from pane

Eadie.

Also
ing, A.

W.
W.

J.

Kupper,

W.

C.

Gehr-

1

and closed through Nicholas Napoli, head of Artkino Pictures. Soviet
recently bought "Mission to Moscow"
from Warners.
Russian product to be shown in tb
country during 1943-'44 was also dt
)
closed yesterday by Napoli. "The Crry^
That Stopped Hitler Heroic Stalingrad," which Paramount will release,
has already been edited and will be
distributed shortly with many major
circuits reported interested in showing
it. "Black Sea Fighters"
opened yestee,

^

—

Memphis and Oklahoma City terday

Dallas,

the

at

Stanley Theatre,

New

York.
Napoli stated that Artkino, Soviet
S. film agent, will dub English
voices in the film, "She Defends Her
Country," a story of a peasant woman
who becomes a leader in the fight
against the Nazis. Should the experiment be a success, other Soviet pictures will use sound in English instead of commentaries or subtitles.
U.

Smith, Jr., M. MoskowOther Russian pictures already in
itz, J. Sichelman, H. H. Collins, L.
this country and being readied for
J. Schlaifer, T. Shaw, C. A. Hill, W.
early release include: "We Will Come
J. Clark, Roger Ferri, J. Bloom, H.
Back," a film on guerrilla warfare
Fenster, I. Linear, H. A. Merssy, H.
"Actress"
"Cabby of the Skies"
McEvoy, M. Caplan, H. H. Buxbaum,
"Road to the Stars"
"The Iron
H. Reinhardt, M. Goodman, Nat Angel." and
"The Lad From Our
B rower, Hattie G. Baker, Stella Sei- Town," dealing with Russia from
del, Florence Johnston, George Rob1932 to the present.
erts, Charles Goetz and Winton BurrA musical comedy, "The Girl and
hus.
the Shepherd," is also slated for early
Others Attending
release by Artkino.
Also, Edmund Reek, Jack Darrock.
Word has been received by ArtRussell Muth, Tony Muto, Ed Thor- kino, from film officials in Russia,
gersen, Lowell Thomas, Lew Lehr, that the following pictures will com;

Vyvyan

Donner, Mabel Cummings,
Robert
Montgomery,
Condon,
Bush,
Rodney
Schlaifer,
Jack Goldstein,

the Soviet's '43-'44 program
"The Song of a Giant" "White
Richard
Rose" "The Elusive Yan," a picture
Charles
of
the
underground movement in
Chester Feitel, Jules Fields, Ted Czechoslovakia "Submarine T-9" and
Lloyd, Tom McCabe, Richard Dube, "One Family." Two documentaries
Sam Shain, M. Kinzler, Ed Hollan- are also slated "Arsenal of Russia,"
der, J. Novat, Murry Schaffer, G. a story of the Urals, and "Ladoga,"
Gomperts, W. Allen, S. Pierce, R. about Lake Ladoga, the road built to
Owen, Murray Silverstone, Irving escape the Nazi blockade of Lenin-

Home,

Hal

in a
secondary category and
puts the program on the same
basis as British government departments and other agencies.

films

now

plete

here

:

;

;

;

:

Maas, Albert Cornfield, E. S. Fraser, grad.
Leslie Whelan, Paul Terry, Harvey
Day, William Weiss, Howard Black
and John Wood.

Compton Takes Glass

Peoria Houses Given
Clearance Reduction
(Continued from page 1)
arbitrator Harold J.

down by

Post at U.

A

Studio

(Continued from pane

1)

Producing Artists, newly
organized by David L. Loew and Artising

for

thur Lyons.
Clark,

today.

Lazarus also announced that Glass
by Walter Compton,
one of Hollywood's best known publicists who for seven years has been
with Republic, and who in recent
years has been in charge of that comwill be replaced

maximum clearance from
Paramount, RKO, 20th Century-Fox
and Loew's, Inc., shall not exceed 70
days compared to from 74 to 90 days
previously granted. The Beverly and pany's studio publicity. Compton will
Varsity were granted the same from assume his new duties with 10 days.
Vitagraph, but the Avon, which plays
Lazarus, here conferring with U.A.
Vitagraph in the fourth run had its
producers on campaigns for forthcomHereafter

ish

SAG Meet

20th-Fox

28, 1943

;

stations.

terday.

Levy

at

Time

tonight.

made 30-minute transcriptions, which
World Broadcasting has set with 800

Complaints Direct

200

Wednesday, July

maximum

clearance

set

at

95

days,

Without taking testimony on the justification of previous clearance grant-

ed,

all

parties

the award.

ing releases,

New York

is

scheduled to leave for

on Friday.

K

consented to entry of

Roosevelt to Speak

Clearance specified shall be applicable only if admissions are not substantially
reduced from the prices
Washington, July 27. President
charged during the last 30 days and Roosevelt will make a nationwide rathe right was reserved for the dis- dio address at 9 :30 p.m. tomorrow, the
tributors
to grant
greater or less White House announced today.
The
clearance with respect to individu- broadcast, of "major importance," will
al pictures which have a special dis- last 30 minutes and will be aired over
tribution plan nationally or in the all
networks, according to White
Chicago exchange area.
House Secretary Early.

To Nation Today
—

.

ENTHUSIASTIC EXHIBITORS

to the Community Security results they are getting with
these Screen Broadcasts Government Campaigns. *

OPA

WAR

SAVINGS
Why

A.

for these

showings

W. ADAMSON THEATRES

HARVEY AMUSEMENT CO.

HAVERFELD-FLEXER THEATRES

HUDSON THEATRES CO.

INC.

Altoona, Pa.

INTEHBORO CIRCUIT,

Denver, Colo.

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT, INC.

Nashville, Tenn.

Dallas, Tex.

BLATT BROS. CIRCUIT
Pittsburgh, Pa.

BRANDT THEATRES
New York, N. Y.
CENTRAL STATES THEATRE CORP.
INC.

Tenn.
INC.
Rosenberg, Tex.
Follette,

City,

Bay

Nashville, Tenn.

W. CRAVER THEATRES
Charlotte, N C.

MALCO THEATRES,

CUMBERLAND AMUSEMENT

CO., INC.

INC.

INC.

Chicago,

New

CHAS. MORSE THEATRES
Boston, Mass.

ELLIOTT-WARD ENTERPRISES

NEWBURY CIRCUIT

Ky
ENDICOTT CIRCUIT

PAL THEATRES

Lexington,

Belmar, N.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Vidalia,

FOURTH AVE. AMUSEMENT CO.

FOX MIDWEST AMUSEMENT CORP.
Kansas City, Mo.
GIBRALTAR ENTERPRISES, INC.

Plainwell,

M.

Write

for

N.

4D. JR. ENTERPRISES, INC.
San Francisco, Cal.
TAMA THEATRE CO.
Tama, Iowa
TANNER THEATRE CIRCUIT
Pana,

111.

Ind.

TRI-STATES THEATRE CORP.
Des Moines, Iowa

UNITED THEATRES. INC.

New

Orleans, La.

WARREN

L.

WEBER

Burlington, Kans.

WATERS THEATRE CO.
Birmingham, Ala.

and show you these

UNITED FILM SERVICE.

films.

WASHINGTON,

W.

Distributors in Southern, Atlantic

in

ENTERPRISES,

INC.

111.

MOTION PICTURE ADVERTISING SERVICE

Distributors

SWITOW & SONS

Theatre Relations Representative to

call to discuss details

FIFTEENTH STREET,

CO.,
Mich.

Indianapolis,

B.

Jerseyville,

Denver, Colo.

INC.

Memphis, Tenn.

SUN THEATRE

THEATRICAL MANAGERS, INC.

Wilby Theatres,
Atlanta, Ga.
PIRTLE CIRCUIT
R.

Kans.

Hutchinson,

STRAND ENTERPRISES,

J.

H. F. Kincey Theatres,
Charlotte, N. C.

INC.

Denver, Colo.

CO., INC.

SPROULE THEATRE CIRCUIT

Ga.

PARAMOUNT-WILBY-KINCEY
THEATRE CIRCUIT

Louisville, Ky.

FOX INTERMOUNTAIN THEATRES.

York, N. Y.

T.

Columbus, Ga.

Orleans, La

THEATRES CORP.

111.

SNA PER CIRCUIT

Louisville, Ky.

MARTIN THEATRES

DIXIE THEATRES

923

Missoula. Mont.
H. SINGER

MORT

Memphis, Tenn.

McMinnville, Tenn.

New

City, Tex.

Washington, D. C.
M. & P. THEATRES CORP.
Boston, Mass.

CRESCENT AMUSEMENT CO.

Keene, N. H.

Lake Charles, La.

SIDNEY LUST THEATRES

Denver, Colo

S.

CO., INC.

Atlanta, Ga.

INC.

Gloversville, N. Y.

SOUTHERN AMUSEMENT

LUCAS & JENKINS,

Mo.

Indianapolis, Ind.

SIMONS AMUSEMENT CO.

Boston, Mass.

COOPER ENTERPRISES,

SETTOS THEATRES

SCHINE CIRCUIT. INC.

New Orleans, La.
KAYBERN THEATRES
New York, N. Y.

LONG THEATRES

COMMONWEALTH AMUSEMENT CORP.

Ind.

Mich.

SHARBY THEATRES

Rome, Ga.
E. M. LOEWS THEATRES

COLE THEATRES.

THEATRES

JOY'S THEATRES

LAM AMUSEMENT

Des Moines, Iowa

CHEROKEE AMUSEMENTS,

INC.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

AMUSEMENT CO.

S.

SCHULTE'S THEATRES
Detroit,

Johnstown, Pa.

ATLAS THEATRE CORP.

&

S.

Indianapolis,

Utah

City,

AMUSEMENT CO.

IDEAL

Louisville, Ky.

H.

Lake

Salt

AMERICAN THEATRE CORP.

Kansas

Covington, Tenn.

HUISH THEATRE ENTERPRISES

111.

York, N. Y.

RUFFIN AMUSEMENT CO., INC.

Richmond, Ind.

ALLIANCE THEATRE CORP.

I.

ROSENBLATT-WELT THEATRES CORP.

New

Memphis, Tenn.

Cresson, Pa.

La

Arheville, N. C.

THEATRES, INC.
San Francisco, Cal.

Forrest City, Ark.

ALLISON THEATRES

BIJOU

PUBLIX-BAMFORD THEATRES

REDWOOD

HAVEN CIRCUIT

Pa.

ALTOONA PUBLIX THEATRES.

impressive

to this

San Francisco, Cal.

Philadelphia,

PUBLIC HEALTH

Screen Broadcasts Exhibitors?

of

AFFILIATED THEATRES CIRCUIT, INC.

Chicago,

YOUR THEATRE

you add

don't

Medlord, Ore.

are compensated

WPB

LABOR -JOB SAFETY
list

*You

OCD

ODT

INC..

Northern,

CO., INC., NEW ORLEANS,
and New England States

KANSAS

CITY.

Mid-Western and Western States

D. C.

LOUISIANA

MISSOURI
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'Stage Canteen'

Tops Chi Loop
With $32,000
Chicago, July

27.

—With

weekend

travel restrictions, vacation crowds are
swelling midweek receipts in Chicago's

Loop.
"Stage Door Canteen" continues
strong in its second week at the StateLake, with a neat $32,000 probable.
"DuBarry Was a Lady," at the United
Artists, is attracting crowds for an es"Pilot No. 5," with
timated $23,000.
Woody Herman and orchestra on the
Chicago stage should do a good $50,000, and $25,000 is expected for the
second run of "Reveille With Beverly"
and the Oriental stage show headed by
Jerry Colonna and Del Courtney's orchestra.

Estimated receipts for week ending
July 29
"Assignment in Brittany" (M-G-M)
"Salute for Three" (Para.) 6 days
"Coney Island" (20th-Fox) 1 day

APOLLO— (1,200)

$10,000.

days

Gross:

(40c-55c-75c).
(Average, $10,000)

"Pilot No. S"

6

(40c-55c-75c)

7

days.

—

"They Got Me Covered" (RKO)
"The Falcon Strikes Back" (RKO)

GRAND— (1.150)
Gross:

5th

(Average, $8,000)

ORIENTAL— (3,200)
Loop

7 days,

(40c-55c-75c)

$7,000.

"ReveiPe With Beverly"
days, 2nd

(Col.)

(30c-35c-55c-65c)

7

Stage: Jerry Colonna
Gross: $25,-

run.

and Del Courtnery orchestra.
(Average, $22,000)
COO.

"Bombardier" (RKO) 4 days, 2nd week
"Cowboy in Manhattan" (Univ.) 4 days, 2nd
week
"Hers to Hold" (Univ.) 3 days
"C^ldersleeve's Bad Day" (RKO) 3 days

PALACE— (2,500)

$24,000.

Gross:

(40c-55c-75c).
(Average, $19,000)
(Para.) 6 days, 4th week

"China"
"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)

ROOSEVELT— (1,500)

1

day

(40c-55c-75c) Gross:

(Average, $17,000)
"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)

$18,000.

STATE-LAKE— (2,700)

(40c-55c-75c)

7

(Average.

Gross: $32,000.

days. 2nd week.
$23,000)

"DuBarry Was a Lady" (M-G-M)

UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700)

7 days.

Gross:

(40c-55c-75c)

(Average. $18,000)
(U. A.) 1 day,

$23,000.

"Highway Through Hell"
3rd week

1

day, 3rd

(40c-55c-75c).

Gross:

"Ghosts on the Loose" (Mono.)

week
"Strong Girl" (Mono.)
"Tahiti Honey" (Rep.)

WOODS— (1,200)

$10,000.

^—
—
—
_
"Headin' For God's Country"

Soars to $19,000

.

At Cincy

{Columbia)

(Average,

6 days
6 days

a slightly implausible story, but the heartening finale of the defeat of a
landing party of Japs who attempt to gain a foothold on a remote, isolated Alaskan village, enables the picture to emerge as a better-thanaverage adventure film.
The story has William Lundigan perpertrate a neat war hoax on the
unfriendly white inhabitants, isolated from the rest of the world when
their weather station radio, operated by Virginia Dale, is disabled by a
fifth columnist.
The hoax enables Virginia Dale's ailing father to cash
in on his mercury mine, and Lundigan to find a place for himself in the
village while he awaits the spring thaw to return to his own holdings.
himself, that the

war

is

an

actuality,

Lundigan

tries to clear

out when the hoax is discovered. In fleeing, he comes upon a Jap landing party, and returns to direct the villagers' defense, which he has
organized.
The Japs are defeated, and American planes, summoned
by Virginia Dale, who has fallen in love with Lundigan, go after the
destroyer from which the Japs have landed.
Directed by William Morgan, the performers give a good account
of themselves, especially Harry Davenport, who plays the part of the
town printer, barber, and "smoother-outer," who befriends Lundigan.
Houston Branch wrote the original story and collaborated with Elizabeth Meehan on the screenplay.
Running time, 78 mins. "G."*
Milton Livingston

"Here Comes Kelly'~

'Frisco
San Francisco,

—

"The Constant Nymph" zooming to an
approximate $19,000 gross at the RK^S
Albee. "Bataan" looks good for Sit
)
000 at the RKO Palace, while "Hrt
the Ice" promises the RKO Grand
$6,500 on a moveover week.
"Dixie"
appears headed for $6,000 at Keith's,
where it is playing a third downtown
week.
Estimated receipts for the
ing July 28-31
"The Constant Nymph" (W.B.)

RKO ALBEE— (3.000)
Gross: $19,000.

days.

27.

Theaters has opened a new 500-seater
in San Pablo in the eastbay, sold the
Fox-West
Vallejo
to
in
Studio
Coast, and received permission of the
War Production Board to construct

week end-

(33c-40c-44c-55c)

7

(Average, $15,000)

"Bataan" (M-G-M)

RKO

PALACE^(2,700)

Gross:

days.

(33c-40c-44c-55c) 7

(Average. $13,000)

$14,000.

"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A)

RKO CAPITOL— (2,000)

(33c-40c-44c-55c) 7

5th downtown week.
(Average. $6,000)
"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)

days.

RKO GRAND— (1,500)
2nd

Gross:

Gross:

$4,800.

(33c -40c -44c -55c)

week.
(Moved from
(Average, $6,500)

7

Albee).

$6,500.

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)

RKO LYRIC— (1,400)

(Monogram)

(33c-40c-44c-55c)

7

4th downtown week. Gross: $3,800.
Hollywood, July 27 days.
(Average. $4,500)
T T ERE'S one whose comedy relief and action combined would help to "Tonight We Raid Calais" (20th-Fox)
* lighten an otherwise serious program. When you say that Eddie "Western Cyclone" (PRC)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (20c-22c-33c) 4
Quillan, Joan Woodbury and Maxie Rosenbloom do all that it's possible days. Gross: $1,450. (Average. $1,400)
to do with the material afforded them, and that William Beaudine's direc- "Cowboy in Manhattan" (Univ.)
"City Without Mem" (CeL)
tion gets everything possible out of each gag situation and line of
RKO FAMILY— (1.000)
-

(20c-22c-33c)

dialogue, you've practically said it all.
The story deals with hot-headed Jimmy Kelly, and how he and his
pal, Sammy Cohn, unravel the mystery of a couple of witnesses wanted
by the district attorney and thereby save Jimmy's girl, Margie, from
being led astray by her boss.
Quillan does a good job of the hot-headed Kelly, and Sidney Miller
plays the role of Jimmy's pal, Sammy, for all there is in it. Joan Woodbury is appealing as Margie, the girl friend, while Ian Keith, as her
suave lawyer-employer, turns out a smooth menace.
Maxie Rosenbloom saves the picture from the humdrum, as Trixie
Bell, a gangster, and Armida is a good Carmencita, a Mexican dancer,
who tries to vamp Jimmy from his duty.
This little number was produced by William T. Lackey, from a screenplay by Charles R. Marion and Jeb Schary's original story. All in all it
probably just about fills the bill for which it was apparently intended.
Running time, 64 minutes. "G."*
Jack Cartwright

Gross: $900.
"Dixie" (Para.)

days.

KEITH'S— (1.500)
ace).

*"G" denotes general

classification.

Gross:

Sanford Holds Altec
Servicemen's Meet
Costs $1,535,424

Toronto, July
tions

for

27.

— Cost

of

National

Canada's

Syracuse, N.

opera-

Film

Board during the past fiscal year was
$1,535,424. The agency is headed by
John Grierson.
During the 12 months, the board

$6,000.

Y., July

27.— Meeting

upstate representatives of Altec
Service Corp. was held at the Hotel
Syracuse here, at the weekend, by
Bert Sanford, home office executive
from New York, to arrange plans for
covering new theatre reproducer service business recently acquired by the
of

(33c-40c-44c-55c) 7 days.
at Pal-

(Average, $5,500)

'Coney Island' High

At Tulsa: $9,800
Tulsa, Okla., July 27.— "Conev
Island" took $9,800 to mark up one of
the finest grosses of the year, crowds
at the Ritz making a second and possibly a third week a possibility. "Forever and a Day," on a double-bill with
Amigos,"

$8,000 at the

Canada Film Board

3

(Average, $800)

(Moved from two weeks

3rd week.

"Saludos

Expansion
— Lippert
July

Run

Cincinnati, July 27.
Excessive
heat and outdoor attractions seemed
to stimulate rather than hamper theatre attendance over the weekend, with

days.

$7,500)

WPB Approves New

1st

T) EPUBLIC'S "Headin' for God's Country," featuring William Lundigan and Virginia Dale, spends a major portion of its footage on

Unaware,

28, 1943

Nymph'

'Constant

(M-G-M)

CHICAGO— (4,000)

Stage:
Woody Herman and orchestra.
Gross: $50,000. (Average, $43,000)
"Hangmen Also Die" (U. A.)
GARRICK (1,000) (40c-55c-75c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $7,000. (Average, $8,500)

week.

Review
_
—— _— —s

Wednesday, July

was

Orpheum

close,

with

for a bang-up

week. Only competition was the heat
and that never let up except for a brief
rainfall Sunday.
Estimated receipts for the week ending July 29
"Bombardier" (RKO)
MAJESTIC-(570) (25c-40c). second week,
7 days.

Gross:

$4,000.

(Average, $2,500)

"Forever and a Day" (RKO)
"Saludos Amigos" (RKO)

ORPHEUM— (1,400)

Gross:

$8,000.

(20c-40c-50c)

7

day*.

(Average, $7,500)

"Margin for Error" (20th-Fox)
"Colt Comrades" (U. A.)

new theatre in Alameda. All are released 1,156 prints of short subjects
RIALTO— (1,250) (20c-40c) 3 days. Gross:
company.
booming war towns in the eastbay.
(Average. $1,500)
$1,750.
Present were, besides Sanford: Bill
The new San Pablo house is a con- and trailers. Average cost was about
"Two Weeks to Live" (RKO)
Shaw,
Malone
The
Jerry Hall, Rochester
"The Leopard Man" (RKO)
verted garage. Sale of the Studio in $1,156 per print, it was said.
RIALTO— (1,250) (20c-40c) 4 days. Gross:
George Brown, Syracuse; Don Cole,
Vallejo was at a price of $30,000, board has 460 employes.
(Average, $1,950)
$2,300.
Auburn
George Stein, Utica
Carl
giving FWC control of all six theaHenry, Albany; George Robertson "Coney Island" (20th-Fox)
The new Alameda
tres in that city.
RITZ — (2,000) (25c-40c-50c) 7 days. Gross:
and George Miller, Buffalo; Dean $9,800. (Average, $7,750)
theater, in a converted store building,
Slates
Merrill, Elmira Jack Sanford, Altec's
will
seat 400, and be ready about
Schine Circuit representative, and A.
August 12.
in
Rademacher, branch manager of
Toronto, July 27. Canadian annual J.
Chicago W.B. Club Trip
Western New York.
sales meeting of Warner Bros, manChicago, July 27.
The Warner
to Columbia
in
a

;

;

;

;

W.B.
Canada
August
Regional

;

—

Murray

agers and salesmen

is

to be held

—

Now

will take an all-day boat trip to
Richards Building Club
Ray Murray has joined the Columbia Montreal early in August, following
St.
Joseph,
Michigan,
the
home office publicity department. A the return from the United States of
New Orleans, July 27. Union "City of Grand Rapids" aboard
on August
former New York trade paper man, Wolfe Cohen. Canadian district man- Building, headquarters of Richards- 11.
About 350 members and friends
Murray wast last with the M-G-M ager, who has been attending Warner Saenger Theatres for many years, is from the ChicagoWisconsin Zone are
meetings
there.
publicity
department.
short subjects
now known as the Richards Building. expected to take the trip.

—

:

:

:

Wednesday, July

28,

Motion Picture Daily
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'Nymph' Scores
$8,500PastPar

At

Boyd

Phila.

13

'Hit the Ice' Hits

Review

$22,000, $13,500
Over House Average

"Murder on the Water Front"
(Warner Brothers)

Hollywood, July 27
Providence, July 27.— Abbott and
want a 48-niinute melodrama to fill i hill with?
Costello's
"Hit the Ice" appeares
That's what this is.
headed for a terrific $22,000 for its
Philadelphia, July 27. In spite of
Apart from its unique running time, the film is without importance, a first eight days at the RKO-Albee.
the fact that nearby Jersey seashore
resorts and local amusement parks set fast and undistinguished telling of a tale about the killing of an inventor This would be record business.
The
_ J3 records for attendance last week- on the premises of a Navy yard to which he has gone to examine a film will be held a second week, but
.Qfl, the air-conditioned downtown thegadget he's devised for the Navy to make gunsights impervious to other bookings may prevent it remaining longer.
Other houses were
atres were just as inviting to the many Aleutian
temperatures. Suspicion points first to a magician, member of a
doing
fair,
"Dixie"
and
"Coney
still at home with the result that busi-

A NYBODY

—

ness

week got

the

for

to a

off

big

troupe of entertainers visiting the base at the time, but the killer turns

Among the new openings, "The out to be First Officer Barnes of the ship at the dock on which the
Constant Nymph" is way out in the mystery is cleared up. Just whether First Officer Barnes is a member
lead, with the Boyd looking for $28,- of the Navy or of the Merchant Marine is not made unmistakably mani900.
Product holding over is also fest, but he's a man in the uniform of one or the other and the film
holding up well with a third week of is the first in many a moon to depict a service man as a traitor.
"Stage Door Canteen" figured on givThe people in the picture are Warren Douglas, Joan Winfield, John
ing the Mastbaum $24,700.
Loder, Ruth Ford, Bill Crago, Bill Kennedy, William B. Davidson, Don
Estimated takings for the week
Costello, James Flavin, Bill Edwards, Russ Ford, DeWolf Hopper,
ending July 28-30
John Maxwell, Phil Van Zandt, Frank Mayo and Fred Kelsey.
"Hitler's Madman" (M-G-M)
start.

ALDINE —

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

(900)

Gross: $9,000. (Average, $9,000)
"Presenting Lily Mars" (M-G-M)
ARCADIA (600) (35c-46c-57c-68c) 7 days,
2nd run, 2nd week. Gross: $4,000. (Aver7

days.

Reeves Eason directed,
Kent. No producer is named.
B.

—

Running; time, 48 minutes.

in

a hurry,

from

a

script

by Robert E.

B.)
(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

BOYD— (3,000)

*"G" denotes general

"G"*

7

(Average, $15,000)
(6 days)
(1 day)
EARLE— (3,000) (46c-57c-75c) 6 days of
vaudeville,
including
Virginia
Weidler,
Mitzi Mayfair, Ada Leonard's orchestra,
Nan Rae & Mrs. Waterfall, Martha Stuart.
Frances Shirley, Doz Thompson, Marien
Gange and Rita Kelly.
Gross: $24,000.
(Average, $19,000)
"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)

"What's Buzzin' Cousin" (Col.)
"The Constant Nymph" (W. B.)

FOX— (3,000)

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

days, 5th week.

,350

Week's

is

Okla. City Topper

7

—

$14,000)

"Lady

KARLTON —

75c) 7 days,
age, $4,500)

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-

(1,000)

2nd run.

"Lost Horizan

Gross:

Gross:

$6,500.

Shangri-La"

of

KEITH'S— (2,200)

7 days.

Oklahoma

Burlesque" (U. A.)

of

(Aver-

(Average,

$3,000)

"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)

MASTBAUM— (4,700)

75c)

7

days,

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-

Gross:

week.

3rd

$24,700.

(Average, $20,000)

"Bataan" (M-G-M)

STANLEY — (3,000)

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-

7 days,
2nd week.
(Average, $15,000)
"Crime Doctor" (Col.)

Gross:

75c)

STAN TON— (1 ,700)

75c)
7
$7,000)

$16,000.

(35c - 41 c - 46c - 57c -68c -

Gross:

days.

(Average,

$7,500.

week's session of recordbreaking hot weather. No competition
of any sort.
Estimated receipts for the week ending July 29th
"Action in the North Atlantic" (W. B.)
spite a third

CRITERION— (1,500)

(20c -25c)
$300)

27.

Door

at Loew's Theatre, gives
indication of setting a summer-season
record for the house, with $14,000 in
sight.
Second
week of "Coney
Island," at the Imperial, looks like

IMPERIAL
6 days,
$11,500)

—

(3,373)

2nd week.

week
6

$4,000).

(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)

Gross:

Average,

$9,000.

"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)

LOEW'S —

(2,074)

(18,30c-42c-60c-78c)
$10,500)

6

Gross: $14,000. (Average,
"Crash Dive" (20th-Fox)

days.

SHEA'S— (2,450)

(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)

6

Gross: $10,500.
(Average, $11,000)
"Air Force" (W. B.)
"Melody Parade" (Mono.) (1st run)

days.

TIVOLI— (1,434)

(18c-30c-48c)

6

days.

Gross: $4,000.
(Average, $4,500)
"Two Tickets for London" (Univ.)
"Mister Big" (Univ.)

UPTOWN— (2,761)

days.

Gross:

$5,500.

(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)

(Average,

$9,000)

6

days.

(20c-25c)

(Average, $3,250)

MIDWEST— (1,500)
$7,250.

STATE— (1,100)

week,

7

days.

days.

(20c-25c-45c)

(Average, $5,600)
(Col.)
(25c-40c-45c),

Gross:

$5,200.

second
(Average.

$4,500)

"Crash Dive" (ZOth-Fox)

TOWER— (1,000)

7 days.

SB

Gross:

(20c-25c-40c), third week,

$2,750.

(Average,

$2,750)

Denies Pinup

Picture Clearance

—

(18c-30c-42c-60c)

6)

Gross: $3,000. (Average,
"Coney Island" (ZOth-Fox)

days.

$3,250.

"The Desperadoes"

I
the

Gross:

days.

"White Savage" (Univ.)

was heading

Estimated receipts for
ending July 29
"Random Harvest" (M-G-M)

EGLINTON— (1,0

Gross:

Gross:

Canteen,"

$9,000, and "Crash Dive"
for $10,500 at Shea's.

3

(Average,
"Ghosts on the Loose" (Mono.)
"Truck Busters" (W. B.)

for 'Canteen'
July

(25c-40c-50c) 7 days.

(Average, $6,000)
Gross: $8,350.
"S.O.S. Coast Guard" (P.R.C.)
"West of Texas" (P.R.C.)

LIBERTY— (1,200)

Toronto,

in Distress"

(Fama)

RKO-ALBEE— (2,239)
week. Gross:
"Dixie" (Para.)
1st

(28c-39c-50c) 8 days,
(Average, $8,500)

$22,000.

"Underground Agent"

(Col.)

STRAND— (2,200)

(28c-39c-50c) 7 days, 2nd
Gross: $10,000. (Average, $9,000)
"The Youngest Profession" (M-G-M)
"Two Senoritas From Chicago" (Col.)

(28c-39c-50c)

Hollywood, July 27. The Industry
Service Bureau, whose regular meeting today was attended by Will Hays,
president, has rejected requests from four non-film organizations seeking studio clearance on pinup
pictures to sell servicemen.
Chairman George Brown reported
on a newspaper survey showing increased devotion of space to pictures
despite newsprint shortages. Hubbard
Keavy, of the Associated Press, reported heavy demands from publishers
for increased wire feature coverage.
Walter Compton resigned as Republic
representative of the ISB.

MP PDA

7

Gross: $16,000. (Average, $12,000)
"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)
"Show Business at War" (20th-Fox, March

General Precision
Nets $669,726
General

Precision

Equipment

and

subsidiaries report profit of $669,726
for the six months ended June 30,
1943, after provision for depreciation
and for estimated Federal income tax

and subject
renegotiation of war contracts and
profits tax,

year-end adjustments.

to
to

Time)

MAJESTIC— (2,250)
2nd week.

(28c-39c-50c)

Gross: $10,000.

7

(Average,

days,
$10,-

000)

"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)

CARLTON—

(28c-39c-50c) 7 days,
(1,526)
4th week.
(Move-over from Loew's State
after three weeks.)
Gross: $3,900.
(Average, $4,000)
"They Came to Blow Up America" (ZOth-

Fox)

FAY'S— (1,800)
stage:

mond,

Bob
The

&

(28c-39c-50c)

7

days.

Shirley Bouler, Roy
Alfreds.
Gross:
$5,500.

Rogers,
Three
(Average. $5,500)

ROY ROGERS TRIGGER
KING OF

WE

COWBOYS

On

Maxine Clayton, Hip Ray-

Attillas,

and "White Savage" at the
Midwest banged through for a nice
$7,250 while grosses held up good de-

$400.

Toronto's $14,000

—"Stage

week

"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)

"Lady

LOEW'S STATE— (3,232)

and excess

City, July 27. "Action
in the
North Atlantic" led local
grosses with $8,350 in sight at the Cri-

FOLLY— (600)

Good

the

for

terion,

(Col.)

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

$6,500.

Estimated grosses
ending July 29:

of

'North Atlantic's'

(Average,

Gross: $14,800.

000.

days.

classification.

Gross: $28,900.

days.

harvesting $10,000 each in
second weeks and "Youngest
Profession" was astonishing with $16,-

week.

age, $3,000)

"The Constant Nymph" (W.

Island"
their

SMARTEST HORSE IN

WE MOVIES

in

SONG OF
TEXAS'

Record breakers

like

"Eagle Squadron"

and "Arabian Nights" are hard
beat, but Walter Wanger tops his

record with "We've
SELL

WAR

STAMPS EVERY DAY

IN

THE "SHANGRI-LA" JULY DRIVE

to

own

Never Been Licked"

!

;

MOTION PICTMl^
NO.

54.

DAILY
NEW

20

WPB Theatre
Policies

Interest in Admissions,
Rentals Is Disavowed

—

U.S.A.,

THURSDAY, JULY

Greene Predicts

Application

Building Spurt
Exhibitors have plans for a large
number of new theatres which they
are planning now for building when
peace comes, according to Walter E.
Greene, president of National Theatre
Supply Co. In addition, a huge theatre
modernization and improvement program is contemplated.

Washington, July 28. Assistance to exhibitors in solving their
Greene's conclusions, he said in a
war-time problems and not regula- statement yesterday, come direct from
tion of the industry will be the pri- theatre owners riling notice of intenmary objective of the strengthened tion to make post-war equipment purorganization of the Office of Civil- chases. His company is surveying the
ian Requirements, it was said today field to enable exhibitors to order now
War Production Board and get delivery in the order of filing
a
by
after the war, when manufacturing of
>pokesman.
theatre equipment is resumed.
section
amusements
OCR
The new
Theatre equipment-making is now
not attempt to control operating

will

practices, etc., the

WPB

official

said.

OCR

He

has the repointed out that
sponsibility of protecting the civilian
economy and said the section will act
more as a clearing house for the
problems of exhibitors, taking them
up with other agencies when they in(Continued on page 3)

Meeting Today on

at a standstill because of materialpriorities or war manufacturing, and
it will continue so for the duration.

Federal

Commis-

sion's approval of the sale of
the Blue Network to Edward
J. Noble, owner of WMCA,

and James H. McGraw, Jr.,
McGraw-Hill

president
of
Publishing Co.,

is

reported to

Washington yesterday.
Radio Corporation of America refused
have been

filed

in

to comment on the reported
sale of the Blue to Noble and
McGraw for $8,000,000.
Indications are
that no

statement will be made until
FCC approval has been obor until the RCA
board of directors has acted
upon the proposed sale.

tained,

WLB

Ratifies Para.,

NSS

U.A.,

'Blue-Print'
Likelihood of New Film
Tastes Is Studied
By AUBREY
London, July

George J. Schaefer, War Activities Committee chairman, was elected
chairman of the arrangements committee Philip Loeb of Actors Equity,
chairman of the working committee
Leonard Callahan, chairman of the
(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 6)

HeadsNEIC

Arrangements Group

28.

— In

a

move

The

investigation
scale

UOPWA,

It

of

(Continued on page 6)

Doob

Sees Industry

Bond Spot

In 'Key'

;

examination

the full possibilities of developing overseas markets for British films in the post war period,
and embraces also the likelihood that new types of films
and new types of entertainment
will arise after the war.
Moreover, the proposed investiga-

1

stockholders will meet at the
today to vote on extension of contracts for Louis B. Mayer,
head of production David Bernstein,
vice-president and treasurer
J. Robert Rubin, vice-president and chief

proportions.

contemplates

The

office

instituted
is of

by the Board of Trade
large

Schaefer

FLANAGAN

which further suggests the wholehearted backing which the government is extending to the post war
development of the industry at
home and its trade abroad, the
British Film Producers Ass'n today was asked by the Board of
Trade to launch an enquiry, ami
report back to it, on the home in-

Raises

Loew

home

Britain Plans
Films' Postwar

dustry's peace time potentialities.

regional War Labor Board has
approved a contract, between the
Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild, Local 109,
CIO, and Paramount calling for $18
minimum for messengers and $21
weekly minimum for clerical workers
retroactive to Oct. 5, 1942, the guild
announced yesterday.
The board also approved same

;

Loew's Contracts

for

Communications

TEN CENTS

1943

29,

Report Blue Asks
FCC to Approve Sale

Heavy Post-War

Not

To Be Altered

YORK,

;

counsel,
ten,

and Lawrence A. Weingar-

Nicholas Schenck, Loew president,
a letter to stockholders, declared
the pacts would be "in harmony with
our policy to obtain and hold the best
available men, for it is my belief that
in

(Continued on page 3)

N.Y.C. Goes Ail-Out

For 'This Is the Army'
Over 400 soldiers staged a colorful
display on Broadway last night preceding the world premiere of "This Is
the Army" at the Hollywood Theatre.
The opening, scaled at $55 top, was
before a capacity audience of
high-ranking Army officers, industry,
social and theatrical leaders for Army

held

Emergency
opened

and the picture
general public at 9 a.m.

Relief,

to the

today.

Warner

Bros., distributors and pro-

(Continued on page 61

Hollywood, July 28

NDUSTRY,

a show
*
It was an exciting, emotionally electric entertainment on the stage.
It is that, plus, on celluloid, benefiting immeasurably from the sweep
which Hollywod knows how to furnish and by the eye appeal which
Technicolor is able to provide.
"This Is the Army" transfers from the stage to the film with all of
the flavor, robustness and rousing spirit of its original.
It tingles the
spine in its "Give a Cheer to the Navy" number. It stirs the blood and
makes it flow faster in its "This Time Is the Last Time," an all-sweepstakes finale. And in between it amuses with its comedy, and is appeal-

I

ing in

its

This

is

nostalgia.

Superimposed upon the show in the form which toured the country is
a sprawling prelude drawn from "Yip Yip Yaphank," Irving Berlin's
This is the device by which professional
first World War Army effort.

members of the cast, in contradistinction to regular Army men who did
It serves to bring together George
the stage version, are introduced.
Murphy, George Tobias, Alan Hale and Charles Butterworth, carries
them through France, and back

CECOND

^

From

World War
field

—

28.
July
The
anxious for the motion
industry to take a key place
coming Third War Bond
it was declared today by OsDoob, Loew's Theatres' ad-

Washington,

(Warner Brothers)

production supervisor.

to civilian life.

arrives.

maneuver and

This time, the sons have taken over.
drilling field, they are assigned to the

new Army show.
Murphy, successful stage producer who did the predecessor show, now,
(Continued on page 3)

Treasury
picture
the

in

is

Drive,"
car A.
vertising director,

named
the

assistant

War

who

this

national

Finance

week was

director

Committee,

charge of advertising.
On leave from Loew's

until

in

mid-

(Continued on page 3)

British

BOT

Plans

Quota Act Change
London, July 28.—The BritBoard of Trade is considering an amendment to
the Quota Act to permit a
quota registration of films
made mainly from news material where such registration
is expedient for war purposes.
"Desert Victory" was cited as
ish

a precedent.

of

T^ZJOJkJW

2
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Far East Writers

Personal
Mention
MA.MalcoLIGHTMAN,

Hollywood
By WILLIAM

head

New York

from Memphis

end for a business

this

week-

visit.

•

Earle W. Sweigert, Paramount
was
district manager in Philadelphia,
in town yesterday.
•

Arthur W. Kelly, United
vice-president,
to

England

in

Artists

contemplating a trip
the near future.

is

Charles Kirby

the Universal
on vacation.

of

foreign department

is

•

N.

J.

operator

of

the Wethersthe Webster, Rivoli, and
Theatre, Hartford, is the father
field

thoroughly did Hollywood pro^-5 ducers
master the technique of
going-without, under stress of those
shortages and ceilings imposed by war
needs, that it's becoming something of
an art on its own. They've made pictures without men and pictures without women before and since the pinch
came.
And there's "Heaven Can
Wait," without a villain, and "Isle of
Forgotten Sins," without a hero. Now

somebody would devise a method
making pictures without film a lot
if

born at the Hartford Hos-

pital.

^

WPB

•

Twentieth-Fox has assigned Gregory
Peck to the Father Chisholm role in
William
"Keys to the Kingdom"
Bcn'dix is to play a top role in Para.

John

C.

Buznoski,

former

the Capitol,
Buttonwood, Pa., and the Bandbox,
recently
Mifflinburg, Pa., was married

owner and operator

Miss

to

Rosalie

of

Vukotich

of

Wilkes-Barre.

William Pine

has returned to the

Coast.

.

A

pending jurisdictional battle looms

with the chartering of the Motion Picture Managers and Employees Local
and
152, CIO, by the United Office
Professional Workers of America to
organize managers, assistant managers, cashiers, doormen, ushers and
matrons of theatres in the five boroughs of New York City plus Suf-

Nassau, and Westchester counties, according to an IATSE official.
With the exception of the theatre
managers and assistant managers,
American Federation of Labor charter
grants IATSE jurisdiction over the
workers which the new CIO local is
attempting to organize. There are
three IATSE locals in Manhattan,
Bronx, and Brooklyn covering this
group, B170, B171, and B172. IATSE
claims representation of approximately
95 per cent of motion picture emfolk,

ployees in this area.

.

.

.

attending will include
Gewn Dew, only woman correspondent who was a prisoner of the
Col. Carlos Romulo, aide to
Japs
General MacArthur
Hallet Abend,
New York Times correspondent in
China
Walter Robb, Manila correspondent for the Christian Science

Paramouiv.
president, arrived here today for
conferences with Y. Frank Freeman.
Henry Ginsberg and B. G. DeSylva.
He returns to New York tomorrow.
During his stay here, and immediately

upon the return of Sam Wood, director of "For Whom the Bell ToU>,'
the film will have 1,000 feet

%j

early portion eliminated.

•

:

;

:

William
ducer,

is

Perlberg, 20th-Fox proresting comfortably following

an emergency appendectomy operation
here yesterday.
•

;

Monitor;

Edward

former

Hunter,

editor of the Hong Kong Herald, who
'covered' the massacre of 3,200 Chinese by the Japs in Manchuria, and

Max Hill, Far East correspondent for
Associated Press in Japan, who also
was a prisoner of the Japs.
Also there will be present Ned
Depinet. president of
Robert
Mochrie, general sales manager, and
Barret McCormick, director of
S.

RKO

;

The Screen

Publicists Guild statement in its stand on the Republic publicity staff dismissal case, accompanied
by a copy of the contract, was dispatched to the
panel tonight.

WMC
•

Francis
the

Harmon, vice-chairman

War

of

Activities Committee, who
remain here for a week, will attend a Hollywood Victory Committee
executive board meeting tomorrow.
will

Attend

—

KMTOA

Convention

Hears Kuykendall

.

.

.

.

MPTOA

.

.

.

Names

.

.

—

.

Universal Sets

Studebaker Forsees
Education by Films
Hollywood,

my

of

ences
at

W.

its

—

28.

Commissioner

States

John

July

United

Education

of

Studebaker told the Acade-

Motion Picture Arts and Sciboard

at

a

here,

offices

luncheon

meeting

he

foresees

that

complete reconstruction of the educational

system after the war

in

which

books," and schools will adopt meth-

Universal's "Hers to Hold" scored
a near-record gross in its first week
ending Tuesday at the Criterion Theatre on Broadwav, with an estimated
The film continued
$32,000 take.
strong in its second week at the house,
it was reported.

Correspondents

2fc

BARNEY BALABAN,

.

the "screen will largely supplant text

'Hers to Hold' Near
Record at Criterion

RKO

and Jimmy Young, forin Tokyo, and
author of RKO's "Behind the Rising
Sun," preparatory to the opening of
the picture at the Keith Memorial
Theatre and 60 other New England
theatres on Tuesday, August 3.
day of

mer INS correspondent

Governor

.

Theatre Personnel
Union Dispute Looms

.

.

Hollywood, July

— Largest

gathering of foreign correspondents ever assembled here will be guests next Sun28.

mount's "Rainbow Island," TechniFrank Craven has'
color musical
•
joined the "Life of Jack London" cast, advertising and publicity. Margo will
under production of Samuel Bronston head a list of screen celebrities.
Mickey Rooney's next is "National
Director Bruce
for U.A. release
Velvet," with Pandro Berman producHumbcrstone has given newcomer
ing.
Will
Dave Willcock a prominent role in
Oklahoma
City, July 28. South"Pin-Up Girl," the Betty Grable vewestern premiere of Warner's "The
hicle.
Constant Nymph," at the Midwest
•
Theatre, tomorrow, will be attended by
signed
Alfred Governor Kerr of Oklahoma. Mayor
Columbia
has
Kansas City. July 28.— The KanDrake, Broadway actor, to a term Hepner of Oklahqma City, and the sas-Missouri Theatre
Owners AssoAlan Baxter and Ger- officers and directors of women's clubs ciation convention was
contract.
opened at the
trude Michael have been cast for in the state.
Hotel Phillips here this morning by
Premiere will be preceded bv a dinthe leads in Monogram's "Hitler's
president R. R. Biechele. Ed. KuykenAnn Brown, star of ner sponsored by Standard Theatres dall.
Women". .
president, addressed the
for
the
executives
and
club
officials,
"Porgy and Bess," has been added
gathering.
with
Station
WKY,
the
NBC
outlet,
to the cast of Warners' "Rhapsody
Representatives of the War ProMarion Parsonette, broadcasting.
In Blue".
duction Board conducted a question
writing "Valentino" for Edward
and answer period on how, when and
Small, has sold him an original enwhere to get supplies and repairs for
Rifkin
Lebine
"The Guy From Mike's
titled
theatre equipment.
Elmer C. Rhoden
New Haven. July 28.
Place".
Rosemary Lane has l>een
Herman reported on the War Activities Comsigned by Walter Colmes to star in Rifkin has named Harry Lebine. mittee.
The meeting will be con"Harvest Melody," the musical he former United Artists salesman in tinued tomorrow.
Philadelphia, to Monogram salesman
will produce for PRC.
here.
Richard Cohen is booker and
office manager, and New Haven will
be a Monogram print office for the
.

Lt.

of
of

table-cloth producers claiming everything but a release, which is the thing
that provides the raw stock, could get
into production and gladden the

booker,
Irving-

•

Maurice Shulman,

of a girl,

28.

^O

simultaneously.

Mary Worstell, Metro
New Haven, is vacationing in
ton,

Boston. July

WEAVER

Hollywood, July

of

Theatres, will arrive in

•

R.

Coast Flashes

At 'Sun' Opening

ods developed by the military
"training films far outdistance

in

which

modern

educational methods."

Commissioner Studebaker said that
earlier efforts to introduce visual education in the schools "failed because

they were amateurish." and stressed
the need for professional technique
and production taken in the expected
reconstruction.

first

time.

New

Eastern Radio Unit

Robert D. Hussey, director of radio
for Universal, left for the
studio yesterday following two weeks
of conferences with home office officials on air exploitation plans for future product.
John Joseph, director of advertising and publicity for the company,
announced that a coordinating unit for
radio activities will be established
in the home office with Albert Corson
reporting directly to
at the helm
activities

Hoyt to Consult
With Talent Guilds
Hollywood, July 28.—Palmer
Hoyt, director of the domestic
operations branch of the Office of War Information, restated OWI's domestic plans
to the Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers last
night at the Beverly Wilshire
Hotel here, and accepted a
suggestion by Walter Wanger
that the talent guilds be given
a voice in the roundup of
suggestions
being
received
prior to the selection of a new
liaison officer.

Hoyt left here for San
Francisco today, enroute to
Washington.

Hussey and Maurice Bergman, Eastern director of advertising and publicity.

Bertram Block Signed
Bertram Block, 20th Century-Fox
Eastern story editor, has been given a
new long-term contract, Joseph Moskowitz, Eastern representative for the
company's studio, announced yesterBlock has been at his present
day.
post

since

June,

1941.
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Aleutians Report Is

A

Top-Flight Film
story

(dramatic

of

growth

the

into a strategic military outpost.

Army

of

a

storm-swept Aleutian Island

idesolate,

|duced

the

is

Technicolor

in

Pro-

by the U.

OWI

Signal Corps, for the

S.

to

does the second.

Along with him

in one form or another are his old
that point, the story line straightens out, and up goes
the curtain on the play as it toured the country.
Only its canvas is

Army

cronies.

be released

through the

WAC,

it

is

broader, because the screen is broader. Always within the framework
and constantly observing its constituent parts, the impact
thereby becomes greater.

of the play,

Introduced

Leslie.

effective report.

Army regulars, detached from regular duty on behalf of the Army ReThe commentator begins by explain- lief Fund. As it was with the play, so now will it be with the picture
ing with maps the geography and and its proceeds.

climate of the Aleutian chain, and the
respective positions of our forces and
The camera
those of the enemy.
moves on to the construction of the
airport, completed in eleven days, the
job of fortification, the bringing in of
vast supplies and troops, and the life
of the men on this island outpost.

A SIDE

from the merit

of its cause, the point is "This Is the Army""
has nothing to explain away. It has its well-known professional cast as well as Kate Smith singing "God Bless America," and
Joe Louis doing a rhythmic bag-punching sequence. It has its Army
cast, many of them sons of famous Broadway actors.
It has a whole
battery of Berlin tunes, including "Oh, How I Hate to Get Up in the
Adak, by name.
Morning," "This Is the Army, Mr. Jones" and "I Left My Heart at
Life on the island is mainly a matthe Stage Door Canteen."
It is jeweled in production trappings and
There are no canter of existence.
by all approaches it is top peak entertainment.
teens, no women, almost no social
There is credit around for all hands, so good a job is this. Credit
activities at all; just a big job to do.
The film concludes with an actual for Warner as producers, for Jack L. Warner and Hal B. Wallis as the
bombing mission on Kiska. This last actual men with the task in hand, for Michael Curtiz who directed, for
sequel of the raid was filmed in great Irving Berlin who kept a fatherly wing hovering over the making, for
detail and makes a very satisfying those like Miss Smith and the many others who contributed their servand spectacular climax to the film, ices so that the Army fund might benefit the greater, and very special
which runs for 47 minutes.
credit to the Company Warner for producing the picture without hope
Ted Rowland of financial gain all profits going
to Army Relief.
Running time, 114 minutes. "G."*
Red Kann

^certainly

—

Meeting Today on

"Hi Diddle Diddle"

Loew's Contracts
(Continued from fane

success

the

of

1)

our enterprise

is

due

manpower

that operates it."
New contracts will expire Aug. 31,
1946, with provision for another threeyear extension upon notice by the company and acceptance by the other exto the

ecutives.

former contract expired
Dec. 31, 1942, and he has since left
the matter of compensation to future
adjustment.
The proposed contract
runs from Jan. 1. 1943, to Aug. 31,
Mayer's

present salary of $3,000
plus 6.77 per cent of Loew's
combined annual net profit after all
stipulated deductions, except that the
weekly salary is not to be paid for
the period from Jan. 1, 1943, to May
1943.
Mayer's total remuneration
1,
for 1943 was listed at $949,765.
1946,

at

his

week

per

Bernstein Extension Proposed
Bernstein's present contract expires
next Dec. 31. The extension proposed
is for the period from Jan.
1944.
1,
to Aug. 31, 1946, at the present salary

and percentage compensation, which is
1
given as $2,000 weekly plus l /per
cent of annual combined net profit.
His total remuneration last vear was
$281,719.

Rubin's contract also expires next
Dec. 31. and the extension proposed
is to Aug. 31, 1946. at his present compensation. $2,000 weekly plus 1.4 per
cent of combined annual net profit.

His

total

remuneration

last

vear was

$269,836.

To Be Altered

At

is a romantic note sounded by Ronald Reagan and Joan
The thread is sketchy and constantly interrupted by the produc•rj3Ly obvious attempt at propaganda.
tion numbers.
For that matter, so is the story, but it makes little dif;bu. Vather an honest and remarkably
ference.
The boys who do the brunt of the entertainment are U. S.
I

Not

Policies

(.Continued from page 1)

"Report from the Aleutians"

(Continued from page 1)
volve such matters as manpower, fuel,
transportation, etc., over which
has no control.
There will be no deviation from
policies heretofore laid down with respect to abstention from consideration
of rentals and admission charges as
required by Congress in the Price
Control Act and from interference
with established trade practices except
where action might be necessary to
insure an adequate supply of product

WPB

some particular situation.
George N. McMurphey, who will
head the amusement section, has had
experience in the film industry from
1929 to 1932, during which time he
managed a number of downtown
Portland, Ore., theatres for Fox- West
Coast, handled advertising and publicity for Paramount theatres and managed an independent house in Astoria,
Ore., for A. H. McDonald.
For the
10 years following 1932 he was engaged in advertising and publicity, opin

erating his own offices and, at the
time of his appointment to the Office
of Price Administration in March,

was connected with the Detroit

1942,

advertising agency of

Doob

(Andrew Stone-United Artists)
U'ROM the first frame to the final fadeout, "Hi Diddle Diddle," An*
drew Stone's initial United Artists release, which he produced and
directed as well, appears to have but one motive, to convulse the customers, and it succeeds admirably in this respect.
The picture is one of
those zany, escapist affairs in which anything goes and no holds are
barred.
Marking the return of svelte Pola Negri to American films,
the picture also boasts the presence of Adolphe Menjou and Billie
Burke. Miss Negri is cast here as a temperamental prima donna with a
Wagnerian complex. Menjou is her recently acquired husband, who has
lost some of his independence, by having to live on her bounty, but not
Dennis O'Keefe is Menjou's sailor son, whose athis eye for the gals.
tempt to sandwich in a marriage and a honeymoon w ith Martha Scott
As
while on a 48-hour leave, leads to the inevitable complications.
Miss Scott's mother. Miss Burke turns in her usual scatterbrained
r

performance.

4

In

J.

S.

Getchel.

Sees Industry

Key' Bond Spot
(Continued from page

1)

October to serve the Government
without compensation, Doob will play
a
prominent
part
in
the
War
Finance division's campaign to sell
$15,000,000,000 worth of bonds.
He
_

will be active in developing plans for

the participation of the industry and
its personalities in the campaign.
He
will

make

his

headquarters

at

the

Treasury Department where he will
work in association with Ted Gamble,
Treasury aide. His appointment is by

way

The

thin plot revolves around the attempts of Miss Scott and O'Keefe
to spend an interrupted honeymoon after a hectic wedding ceremony.
Trying to conceal his state of destitution from his son, and his parenthood from his recently acquired wife, Menjou gets himself into a jam.
Not content to confine himself to his own difficulties, he attempts to play
the part of the shrewd financier to help Miss Burke retrieve her savings
which have been dissipated as a ruse to test O'Keefe's intentions. Men-

jou succeeds in restoring the money through some fancy manipulations,
finally enabling the youngsters to have their honeymoon-at-home.
Leon Schlesinger provides a hilarious animated cartoon wallpaper sequence to accompany the combined warblings of Pola Negri, Billie
Burke. June Havcc, and four newspaper reporters in a Wagnerian finale.
As the matrimonial menace with an ingratiating exterior, June Havoc
renders two musical numbers with the same gusto that marked her
Broadway appearance in "Pal Joey." Story credit goes to Frederick
Jackson.
Milton Livingston
Running time, 72 mins. "G."*

of recognition of his work as pubrelations chairman of the industry
Activities Committee, and in a
similar capacity with the theatres'

lic

War

March

of

Dimes campaigns and

in

con-

nection with the industry's $1,000,000,000 War Bond drive of Sept. 1942, and
the industry Red Cross drives.

Yesterday
Doob and Theodore
Gamble, assistant to Secretary Morgenthau and national director of the
division, conferred with an industrv
group headed by Si Fabian and Ed
Schreiber on industry participation
plans, including the Hollywood Caravan and other features. Further conferences with industry groups will be
held next month so that the industry
can get into the drive when it open's
Sept.

9.

Doob estimated today

*"G" denotes general

that to sell
15 billions in bonds it will be necessary to find 17,000,000 new buyers.

classification.

N. H. Vandalism Persists Pa. Gov. Host at Filming

—

New Haven, July 28. Managers
and operators here report continued

Weingarten's present contract calls
for $3,250 weekly plus 35/100ths of
one per cent of combined annual net
profits.
The proposed extension of
from Jan. 1, 1944, to Aug. 31, 1946,
at the same remuneration, which, last

in theatres, with lip-stick
decoration of walls, bending forward
of chair backs, throwing of nails and
other objects into the audience, etc. Although vigilance is strict, incidents

year, totaled $211,626.

continue.

vandalism

Harrisburg,

—

Pa., July 28.
Gov.
of Pennsylvania and
Mrs. Martin were hosts tonight to a
gathering of distinguished state and
national figures for a special showing
of Walt Disney's new film, "Victory
Through Air Power," at the Executive Mansion here.

Edward Martin

Lipton

WAC

Named Acting

Publicity Chief

David Lipton, Columbia advertising
and publicity director, has been name.l
acting chief of public relations for the

War

Activities
Committee,
while
Oscar Doob is serving with the Treasury Department in Washington.

Motion Picture Daily
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Britain Plans
Films' Postwar

'Blue-Print'

Thursday, July

N.Y.C. Goes Ail-Out

Review

For'This Is the Army

(Continued from page

cover

will

problems

supply

of

1)

phases

all

and technical workers

likely

of

labor

skilled

of

the post

;

"

(Continued from page

EATURING

Mabel Paige as a charming

old lady

who

in a

methods
tating them or engaging
and

equipment,

rehabili-

of
in

new

con-

struction.

Similar aid and interest in the post
plans for the industry have been

war

evidenced by the Ministry of Informa-

and other government agencies.
Leading factors in the trade, too, are
actively engaged in the planning.
tion

WLB

Ratifies Para.,

U.A.,

NSS

Raises

(Continued from page

minimum

in

office

work-

clerical

bonus provisions
a guild contract with Paramount

were

—

after he fled.

John Craven, son of well-known Frank Craven, turns in a neat performance as the freshman grandson, while Mabel Paige plays her assigned role as a trouper in the May Robson tradition. The screen play,
by Francis Hyland, is based on a story by Ben Ames Williams.
Milton Livingston
Running time, 80 mins. "G."*

*"G" denotes general

of

living"

classification.

also approved.

Gillham Is Planning Para.'s 'Claudia'
Premiere August 9
'WasseW Campaign
—
Omaha,
advertisingJuly 28. "Claudia," starRobert M. Gillham,
publicity director for

Paramount, who

National War Labor Board
is
at the Hollywood studio, is conalso has approved $20 weekly miniwith Cecil B. DeMille regardferring
mum salaries for National Screen Service home office clerical workers, re- ing a promotional campaign which is
three- being planned from the inception of
troactive to Sept. 1, 1942.
dollar general increase for 200 mem- "The Story of Dr. Wassell."
bers of the union employed at NaParamount general
Neil Agnew,
abeyance.
Screen

The

A

tional

is

in

A

dispute involving a closed shop
and other demands by the union for
100 office workers at the New York
Loew, U.A. and 20th Century-Fox exchanges has been certified to the War
Labor Board in Washington, the guild

announced.

Formal

Loew's,
requests
upon
20th
Century-Fox
and
for renegotiation of contracts
involving wages for about 1,300 home
office workers due to the rising cost
of living was also revealed.

Columbia,

RKO

Charlotte Peterson has been elected
vice-president of the SOPEG.
The
new executive board includes Ellen
Davidson, organizer
Sam Shapiro,
20th
Century-Fox
Roche Rosen,
:

;

;

Columbia
Miller,

;

Betty

Gynt

and

Lilvan

RKO.

manager,

sales

New York
given

advertising

an

in

be

will

and

publicity

size

to

that

Bell Tolls."
Agnew further stated that arrangements have been made whereby a percentage of the gross receipts of the
picture will be given to Navy Relief.

Kansas City Houses
Cooperate on Scrap
Kansas

City, July 28.

—The

War

Committee for the Kansas
Elmer C. Rhoden, chairman, is backing a drive in Kansas
City, Mo., by the salvage division of
and the local Department
the
Activities
City area,

of Civilian Defense, for the collection
Theatre participation,
of metal scrap.
announced by Jerry Zigmond, chair-

man
ment

of
of

the

relations departhere, includes showing
City, Mo., theatres of a

public

WAC

in all Kansas
reel prepared

vides for war workers," declares Paul V. McNutt,

tres to children

WMC

suspension
of
local
ordinances requiring early evening and Sunday theetre clos-

WAC

;

appear-

who

collect 50

pounds

of scrap.

And with this in
Office of Community

Services has set out to
develop local recreation, urging, among other things, the

by the

ance of speakers at theatres, talks by
theatre managers over the radio and
the offer of free admissions to thea-

Omaha's Dorothy McGuire, will
here August 9,
according to Ted Emerson, local Paramount manager, who made the announcement after negotiations were
completed between 20th Century-Fox
ring

be world premiered

New \ork
"This

Is the

City has gone all-q^yAr

Army." Warners

Sell $2,949,293 in

New Haven,

Bonds

to

—

Seventeen
July 28.
houses grossed $2,949,-

Kinsky,
Tri-States
district
Joe
manager, left for Hollywood to help
with arrangements there and G. Ralph
Branton of Des Moines, general manager, and Dale McFarland, advertising director, of Tri-States will
to

Omaha

later this

come

week. Also sched-

uled to arrive at the Fontenelle, where
headquarters will be set up. is Harry
Brand, head of studio publicity for
20th Century-Fox in Hollywood.

Schaefer

HeadsNEIC

Arrangements Group

picture.

Among

those at the premiere last

Lt. Gen. Hugh A. Drum,
Maj. Gen. Irving J. Phillipson, Maj.
Gen. Thomas A. Terry, Col. Charles
F. H. Johnson, Harvey D. Gibson,
William S. Paley, Maj. Albert Warner, Jack L. Warner and many others.
Also, Irving Berlin, Will Hays,
Capt. Claude Binyon, Herbert Bayard Swope, Spyros Skouras, Joseph
Bernhard, Charles Einfeld, Ben Kalmenson, Mort Blumenstock, Ned E.

night were

:

Depinet. Edward L. Alperson, Phil
Baker, Joseph N. Hazen, Jacob Wilk,
Arthur Sachson and Roy Haines.
Also;,
Bill Jaffe,
Harold Minish,

Norman H. Moray, Harry M. Kalmine, Sam Schneider, Harry Goldberg, Robert Smeltzer, John C. Flinn.
S. P. Friedman, Mitchell Rawson and
Clarence Eiseman.
Also,
Adolph Zukor, J. Walter
Rubin, Una Merkel, Charles Goetz,

5,000 cities all over the
country beginning the second week in
August, Warners announced.

Heuser

to Para. Shorts

Mervin Heuser, of the Paramount
studio publicity staff, has been appointed Coast publicity representative
for the company's short subjects program, Oscar Morgan, general sales
manager for short subjects and Paramount News, announced yesterday.

'Hostages' Tradeshow
Paramount will tradeshow "Hostages" on August 10, and not on the

(Continued from page 1)
ninth as previously mentioned.
executive secretary committee, and
Harry Brandt, ITOA president, chair-

man
the

of the membership committee at
Tuesday evening meeting of the

coordinating committee of National
Entertainment Industry Council.
Anita Granis is the 25th member to
be selected for the coordinating committee, which will hold its next meeting" on Thursday, August 5.

Harry

Hamm

WE

PROBABLY HAVE REGWITH US THE
RIGHT PERSON FOR THE
ISTERED

VACANT POSITION YOU

Morris
William
the
52,
representative, who died yeswidow
terday of a heart condition.
and two daughters survive.

war stamp and bond

FRANK McGRANN
POSITION SECURING BUREAU, INC.
(Agency)

Hamm,

Agency

A

FILL.

CALL—

Passes

—

sales

2°3.68 in

ts

more than

show simultaneously.

during the month of June, the latest
t-dly reveals. The Loew-Poli, New
Haven, leads with $579,041.90 for the
month.

oew-Poli

.

William Brandt and Joseph Hummel.
For the first time since the wartime
dimout was declared, kleig lights were
used.
The area surrounding the Hollywood Theatre looked like an Army
and Tri-States Theatres.
encampment.
Miss McGuire will be here for the
Preceding the official premiere last
premiere, as well as members of the night there was an afternoon
persupporting cast, and likely will make formance for soldiers and film critics,
appearances at the Omaha and Or- with 200 standees at the show.
Similar premieres will be held in
pheum where the picture is scheduled

Hollywood, July 28. The funeral
will be held tomorrow for Harry

T

rt,

8,000 store displays, 7,000 taxicab placards, hundreds of newspaper
ads by private businesses heralding the
film, and the world-famous Wrigley
sign on Broadway will advertise the
that

ARE TRYING TO

War

ing's.

film

campaign comparable in
given "For Whom the

Washington,
July 28.—
"There is a connection between the speed and efficiency
of war production and the
kind of recreation a town pro-

mind the

the

WPB

U. S. Urges Repeal
Of Sunday Closing

chairman.

announced

has

that

film,

ners.

to live in

the boys' dormitory of the college is a story in itself, for she holds an
unbreakable lease on her apartment and the college cannot dislodge her
when it takes over the apartment house for a dormitory. Mrs. Freeman has never abandoned hope for the return of her errant son, who fled
20 years previously, upon being expelled from the college. She quickly makes friends with the students in the dormitory, but her life really
takes on a different complexion when she discovers that one of the freshmen bears the same name of Freeman. She becomes a grandmother in
her own mind, fostering the romance of her supposed grandson, and dies
before she can discover the truth that her son died in a brawl shortly

1)

for United Artists
a $20 minimum for

retroactive to Nov. 21, 1942.

"Cost

Freeman, played by Mabel Paige, comes

elderly Mrs.

salaries

messengers and
200 U. A. home
ers,

How

1)

announced that the
the
single performance grossed
in
neighborhood of $30,000 for Army
Proceeds of all
Emergency Relief.
showings of the picture in theatres
throughout the world will go to the
Army agency without profit to War-

ducers of the
lives

boys' college dormitory as a sort of female Mr. Chips, "Someone to
is a quiet, sentimental tale of a woman whose devotion to
her errant son enables her to find peace and happiness. Thanks to Robert Siodmak's direction, the soft quality of the theme does not dwarf
the action, and the picture emerges as a pleasant little drama.

war

condition of British studios and their

1

"Someone To Remember"
(Republic)

Remember"

tion

29, 1941

331

Madison

Avenue

(43rd

MUrray

St.),

hill

New York

2-6494

,
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MY KINGDOM FOR A COOK COLUMBIA
COMEDY, TO HAVE AUG. 31 RELEASE
',

Attraction in Studio's
Laugh Hit Tradition
ol. to Star Coburn
A new comedy from Columbia

is

always interesting screen news, but
when the studio that has turned out
so many laugh hits claims a new one
belongs up there with the memorable
big ones, it's worthwhile to sit up and

vimie

take notice.

.

(

"My Kingdom For A Cook," according to Columbia officials, is such a
comedy. It will be released Aug. 31.
The talk at Columbia's home office
is that this Charles Coburn starrer has
that certain laugh -provoking something that meant great success for
"The More The Merrier," "Mr.
Deeds," "You Can't Take It With
You," "Here Comes Mr. Jordan," "The
Awful Truth," "My Sister Eileen," "It
Happened One Night," "Mr. Smith
Goes To Washington" and many other
Columbia hits in a light vein.
Exhibitors will be glad to know, say
Columbians, that Charles "Dingle"
Coburn has even a bigger chance to
strut his inimitable stuff than he had
in "Merrier," with the result that "My

Kingdom For A Cook"

is

another

picture guaranteed to give audiences
a Dingle.

Supporting Coburn are Marguerite
Bill Carter (of stage fame)
Isobel Elsom, Edward Gargan. Directorial honors go to Richard Wallace,
while P. J. Wolfson produced. The
screen play is by Harold Goldman &
Andrew Solt; and Joseph Hoffman &
Jack Henley.

C oo

Chapman,

The story has

to do with Rudyard Morley,
world-famous British author, who decides to
go to America to do his bit. But bit or no bit,
the biggest thing in Morley's life is his stomach. His lovely daughter, Pam, runs it a bad

J
>

you
MEAN THE

6VV FROM
/ "THE MORE THE
L
MERRIER?

second in his thoughts.
His adventures in a small New England
town, where he makes his presence thoroughly
felt, and ends up by stealing his hostess'
cook, even though Pam meanwhile has fallen
in love with his hostess' son, make for some
of the gayest, giddiest farce in years, according to executives who have seen the picture.
"My Kingdom For A Cook," in short, does
for the servant problem what "The More The
Merrier" did for the housing problem, and
that, you may recall, is plenty!
"Kingdom" is Coburn's first starring job
since

Columbia upped him

to stellar roles.

This followed the character comic's amazing
success in "The More The Merrier."
So unusual was the Dingle role in "Merrier" that Columbia used the character idea
as a "teaser" element throughout its extensive radio campaign on the picture. Literally
millions of radio listeners became Dingleconscious even before the picture's release
date, and tens of millions more joined them
after "Merrier" began its phenomenally successful career at the boxoffice.
Fan mail, ever-reliable gauge to players'
popularity, arose to unprecedented proportions, and Coburn's new starring contract
followed as a matter of course.

ADVERTISEMENT

THAT?

.

Motion Picture Daily
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Does

'Dixie'

—

St. Louis, July 28.
The Ambassador and Fox theatres, which have presented simultaneous showings of the
same pictures for the last six weeks,
are going their separate ways this
The
week with gratifying results.
Fox, with "Dixie," is leading the
parade with a fat $24,000 in sight, and
the Ambassador, with "The Constant
Nymph," is headed for $16,000. "Bataan," at Loew's State, looks like $21,000 to round out one of the best weeks
of the summer in St. Louis.

Estimated receipts for the week end"Dixie" (Para.)
"Aerial Gunner" (Para.)
Gross:

7 days.

(30c-40c-50c)

(Average, $15,000)

"Bataan" (M-G-M)
"Air Raid Wardens" (M-G-M)

LOEW'S STATE — (3,162)
Gross:

(30c-40c-50c-55c)

(Average, $15,000)

$21,000.

"The Constant Nymph" (W. B.)
"Two Tickets to London" (Univ.)
AMBASSADOR^-(3,514) (30c-40c-50c)
days.

The

narration, written by Clifford Odets, and spoken by Fredric
March, coordinates and clarifies with consistency and directness the
necessarily broken continuity of footage obtained under fire at manifest
risk of death in the interests of photographic coverage.
The picture opens with views of Sevastopol at the start of the siege
and the camera comes back again and again from the front and from
the sea to show the disintegration of the city, terminating in its surrender when only 11 buildings remain standing.
The flight of Soviet planes from their buried hangars, the manufacture of munitions in underground factories, the dash of an armed train
to the raging front at the city's edge, the sailing of a squadron which
lands commandos behind the enemy's lines this enterprise filmed in
extensive and gripping detail -are among the episodes shown with clarity
and forcefulness.
In whole and in part, the film is an intimate and powerful picturization
of the experiences of a city under siege, the heroism of its defenders
and, finally, the desolation that is war.
William R. Weaver
Running time, 61 minute- "G."*

(30c-40c-50c)

7

ORPHEUM — (1,900)
Gross:

days.

days.

(30c-40c-

(Average,

$8,000.

"The Leopard Man" (RKO)
"Captive Wild Woman" (Univ.)
LOUIS (4,000) (35c-40c)
ST.
(Average, $4,400)
Gross: $4,000.

—

days.

7

'Young, Willing' and

Show Get $22,100

—

classification.

Union Members Norman
members

of Local
State M. P.
Operators Union, are united in their
approval of last week's merger of the
two unions which marked an end to
their 13 years of bitter strife, according to a union spokesman.
Empire members are being granted
membership in Local 306 at a reduced
initiation fee of $200 instead of the
306,

file

IATSE, and Empire

customary $500

Empire

sultry.

Estimated receipts for the week end-

fee,

it

is

said,

the North Atlantic"
"Sarong Girl" (Mono.)
in

BRANDEIS

—

(1.200)

OMAHA— (2,000)

estimates, while Class A-2, for adults,

7

days.
$5,100.

(Average, $7,500)

"Young and Willing"

ORPHEUM— (3,000)

(U.

A.)

(40c-50c-65c)

Spike Jones and City Slickers on
(Average. $14,500)
Gross: $22,100.
"Stormy Weather" (20th-Fox)
"Good Morning, Judge" (Univ.)

PARAMOUNT— (2,900)

days.

Gross:

$9,700.

7

days.
stage.

(30c-35c-50c)

7

(Average. $9,000)

'Rhine' Premiere Aug. 27
the Rhine," initial Warner release of the 1943-44 season, set
for September 4, will have its world
premiere at the New York Strand on
August 27, picture being dated for a

"Watch on

Abe Lyman's orchesaccompany the picture.

five-week stay.
tra will

A-l ratings in the
Legion of Decency's picture

Artists, get Class

current

Gross

(30c-35c-50c)

PRC, and "Victory

Through Air Power," Disney-United
7

(Average, $6,500)
Gross: $7,600.
"Presenting Lily Mars" (M-G-M)
"Prairie Chickens" (U. A.)
days.

(Moveover from Paramount).

RKO

Danger,"

in

"Trail of Terror,"

(W.B.)

(3Oc-35c-44c-50c)

the Stanley, with $22,000 at the Penn'
for "DuBarry Was a Lady," also out-

standing in an otherwise m<
week.
\
Estimated receipts for the .veek
ending July 27-29
"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)

FULTON—

(30c-40c-55c)
(1,700)
days,
7
4th week. Gross, $8,000. (Average, $7,500j
"Two Tickets for London" (Univ.)
"Jitterbugs" (20th-Fox)

HARRIS— (2,200)

Gross: $5,500.

(35c-44c-60c)

7

days

(Average, $9,200)

"DuBarry Was a Lady" (M-G-M)

PENN— (3,400)

Gross:

(30c-40c-60c)

days

7

(Average, $17,000)

$22,000.

"Bataan" (M-G-M)

RITZ— (1,100)

(35c-44c-60c)

7

days,

3rd

week (moveover
Gross:

$3,500.

after one week at Penn).
(Average, $2,600)

"Stormy Weather" (20th-Fox)

SENATOR— (1,750)

(35c-44c-60c)

7

days,

2nd week (moveover from Harris). Gross:
(Average, $3,400)
"This Land Is Mine" (RKO)
STANLEY— (3,800) (35c-50c-75c) on stage,
Three Stooges heading vaudeville.
Gross:
(Average, $20,000)
$24,000.
$3,500.

was given "Heaven Can Wait," 20th
Century-Fox, and "Submarine Base,"

PRC.
The Legion found

U.A.'s "Hi, DidDiddle" objectionable in part
(Class B), because of suggestive dialogue and the glamorizing of dishondle

esty.

A. H. Blank Heads Drive
Des Moines, Iowa, July
Blank,

WARNER— (2,000)

(35c-44c-60c)

2nd week (moveover from Penn).
(Average, $6,500)
$7,000.

7

days,

Gross:

— Heavy Summer Business
Chicago, July
— Summer resorts

Storm Lake, Iowa, July 28.
George Norman, operator of the Vista
and Lake Theatres here, and of the
Chieftain and Casino at Sac City, has
disposed

of

Theatre

circuit,

the

northern

houses

to

Pioneer

headed

by

Harold cation business

Fields, of Minneapolis, for possession

August

28.

Wisconsin and Minnesota are said to have the heaviest vain

1.

in

years.

They are

asking for pre-release pictures to be
played at higher admission prices.

and

Legion Classifies
Six New Features
"The Falcon

ing July 28-29
"Action

—

Pittsburgh, July 28. "This Land
Mine," plus the Three Stooges on
the stage, promised a $24,000-week at
Is

will

—

much-smaller Brandeis packed all
week with a $7,600 gross. Weather

Sells Four
Houses to Fields

Approve Merger
Rank and

be dissolved as soon as
the courts permit. Local 306 took over
the lease on Empire's quarters last
Omaha, July 28. Spike Jones and Friday and will continue their operahis City Slickers streaked off to a
tion until dissolution is granted.
sizzling start on their summer road
Union officials hope that the court
tour by threatening the record of will vacate the temporary injunction
Tommy Dorsey at the Orpheum. Spike obtained by Century Circuit, owning
and his gang, billed with "Young and 27 theatres and employing more than
Willing" and riding the crest of a 100 Empire Union men, to prevent
wave of local publicity, grossed $22,- dissolution of Empire.
100.
At the same time "Stormy
Local 306 will negotiate increases
Weather" and "Good Morning, Judge" for Empire members when the condrew a surprising $9,700 at the Para- tract with Century is opened for wage
mount and "Action in the North At- discussions in September.
lantic" and "Sarong Girl" kept the

was

Land Is Mine'

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)

N. Y.

(Average, $7,000)

$9,000.

50c) 7
$6,000)

260 days.

*"C" denotes general

"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)

LOEW'S

in Soviet

7

"Someone to Remember" (Rep.)
"Dixie Duggan" (20th- Fox)
Gross:

an accounting,

(Average, $11,500)

Gross: $16,000.

MISSOURI— (3,514)

Hollyzvood, July 28
cinematography with American narration, of the defense of Sevastopol, which resisted Nazi siege for
is

—

ing July 28:

7 days.

(Artkino)

HP HIS

1943

29,

And Three Stooges
Big at $24,000

"Black Sea Fighters"

In St. Louis

FOX— (5,038)

'This

Review

Nice $24,000

$24,000.

Thursday, July

circuit

executive,

28.

—A. H.

has

been

named state committee chairman by
Iowa B'nai B'rith Council, to raise
$12,000 to provide a loud speaker system in the 73 wards in the new government Schick general hospital for
soldiers at Clinton, Iowa.

ROY ROGERS TRIGGER
KING OF THE COWBOYS

SMARTEST HORSE IN

WE MOVIES

—

.

;

or f?ct

ruRl

M.P.P.D.A. OF AMERICA,
28 WEST 44TH ST.
NEW YORK.
Y*
N. Y.
*"
t6 COPIES)

First In

Alert.

T

IA1JLI
54.

OL.

NO.

NEW

21

YORK,

U.S.A.,

1943-44's 438

Loew's Stockholders

Features Only

Vote

By

Is 80 Less

yesterday approved new contracts for
Louis B. Mayer, production head

largest distributing companies are committed to a minimum
of 438 features, including Westerns,
for the new season, only 21 less
than the 459 delivered in the current
11

dispelling talk of a product
And any
shortage threatening.
such threat is further dissipated by
the WPB's stated expectation that
there would be no further raw
stock curtailments for the duration.
year,

There has been a drop of 80
features, however from the 518
of the pre-Pearl Harbor season.
But this has been more than

uct pileups of pictures released
awaiting playoffs.
Extended playing time apparently

David

Bernstein, vice-president and
treasurer
Robert Rubin, viceJ.
president and chief counsel, and Lawrence A. Weingarten, production supervisor.
Elections were held at the
home office.
vote of confidence in
each of the four men was unanimously
passed following passage of the pacts.
;

A

Objections to approval of the conwere few and minor.
The
new pacts will expire Aug. 31, 1946,
with provision for still another threeyear extension upon notice by the
company and acceptance by the executracts

tives.

Mayer's new contract runs from
Jan. 1, 1943, to Aug. 31, 1946, at his
present salary of $3,000 per week plus
6.77 per cent of Loew's combined annual net profit after all stipulated de(Continued on page 4)

made up by the widespread increase of extended playing time,
which not only has prevented
any product shortage pinch, but
in most places has caused prod-

is

'Cabin' Pulled After

Threats in Tennessee

(Continued on page 4)

Edwards Elected

KMTOA President
City,

Mo.,

July

29.

—

The Kansas Missouri Theatre Own-

30,

Washington, July 29.—All
theatre operators and others
holding stocks of more than
500 pounds of chlorinated hydrocarbon refrigerant in addition to what actually is in
use in cooling systems were
ordered today by the War

monthly

Board
reports

amount being

ute

run,

sheriff

on

orders

from

the

due to a tense, local racial

local

to
of

the

show on

suggestion of the officials
after a warning, but when a crowd
gathered outside and someone threatened to "pull the light switch," the
sheriff stopped the show.

Not Switch to

War Industries
Film Workers

On

the

held.

Officials said that so far as
the film industry was concerned, the requirement for
reports would probably apply
to most of the circuits and
some of the larger houses,
which kept replacement supplies of refrigerant on hand
in the normal course of busi-

ness.

Exhibitors to Be
Given Aid by

Deferred Need

make

OCR

—A

strong
Washington, July 29.
organization to deal with the problems
of maintaining the theatres of the
country through the war period will
be built up in the Office of Civilian
Requirements, it was indicated tonight.

Job,

Officials

power
tem

War

of

Selective

have

made

Activities

theatre

July

29.

War Man-

the

Commission

National

Stay

to

WMC Says

Washington,

—

and

the

Service Systo

the

Committee

that

employees

clear

deferred

on

legitimate grounds need not switch to
war plants in order to retain their
present classification.
Tlr's was reported yesterday by the
S. H.
Fabian and Harry Brandt,
theatres division representatives, earlier
this week had held a general review
of the theatre-manpower situation in
heads.
Washington with
Reaffirmation of this important fact
was sought because of the actions of
several draft boards around the country, who had instructed deferred theatre employes to get jobs in war plants
or lose their deferred status.
"The men we met with declared of(Continucd on page 4)

WAC.

WAC

WMC

General Curtis Gets

(Continued on page 4)

U.S.,

situ-

Manager R. D. Page opened

Industry

TEN CENTS

Refrigerant Stocks
Must Be Reported

Production

Picture

1943

While George W. McMurphrey
Mt. Pleasant, Tenn., July 29.
will be in direct charge of the new
The all-Negro film, "Cabin in the OCR amusements section, Donald R.
Sky," was pulled after only a 30-min- Longman, assistant to A. D. Whiteation.

Kansas

FRED STENGEL

Loew's stockholders by an overwhelming majority of nearly 4 to 1

Than
Pre-Pearl Harbor

The

Contracts

For Four Executives

21 Under 42-43
But

New

FRIDAY, JULY

to the w|c

French Medals

'Shangri-La 'Drive
Will End Tomorrow

—

Rochester, July 29. The American Legion of Merit and French LeThe 'Shangri-La' drive of the indus- gion of Honor have been awarded to
try to raise $130,000,000 from the_ sale
Brig. Gen. Edward Peck Curtis, Eastof war stamps in theatres, to build a
Kodak's peacetime sales manager
man
new aircraft carrier, comes to a close on motion picture film.
tomorrow with expectations that the
The awards were apparently made
ciuota will be more than met.
his activities in connection with
this area without interWarner home office employees yes- for
the North African campaign. He is an
(Continued oil page 4)
officer in the Army Air Force.

ers Association convention which adjourned Wednesday, elected Tom Edwards of Eldon, Mo., president, sucThere is a large chemical plant manceeding R. R. Biechele who had served
ufacturing war materials here. "Cabin
12 years as president or secretary and
in the Sky" has been shown at many
relieved. Homer Stowig,

asked to be

of Abilene, Kans., was elected vicepresident, and George S. Baker of
A. F. Baker Enterprises, Kansas City,
secretary. Biechele was elected to the
Board of Directors and renamed to
the national board.

Ed

Kuykendall

spoke

Wednesday.

(Continued on page 7)

Mrs. Hoblitzelle
Dies in Dallas
Dallas, July
will be held

Karl

—

29.
Funeral services
Friday morning for Mrs.

well-known Dallas
and wife of the president

Hoblitzelle,

civic leader

Interstate Circuit, who died last
night at her home here after an illness
of several months.
She had just recently returned to Dallas from the
of

Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore.
Services will be conducted at the
(Continued on page 4)

other places in
ference.

Word

House

Staffs,

Hit by Heavy

War

Duties, to Get Personnel Relief
Relief is in sight for over-worked circuit

managers and workers,

home office officials reported yesterday. Numerous Government
war regulations calling for many additional reports to be filed
have tied up managers and other staff workers for as many as
three days weekly with resultant neglect of other duties, managers
have told division heads.
As a result, additional help in the form of assistant managers,
publicity men, where necessary, bookkeepers, and cashiers are
contemplated, or in many instances are on the way.
Because of good business all over the nation, added overhead
is not necessarily looked upon with apprehension.
Women will be employed wherever possible with training courses
planned to acquaint them with bookkeeping systems, house workings, etc., it was learned.

sister,

of the awards was sent to his
Mrs. Helen Gilman, now with
(Continued on page 4)

Fly Here to Confer
On Blue Web Sale
James L. Fly, chairman of the FedCommunications Commission, arrived in New York last night from
Washington to discuss the terms by
which the Radio Corporation of Amer-

eral

ica has agreed to sell the
work for $8,000,000 to the

Blue Net-

McGraw-

Noble Interests. Fly will confer with
David Sarnoff, president of RCA,
James H. McGraw, Jr., president of
the McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., and
Edward J. Noble, chairman of the Life
Savers Corp.

Motion Picture Daily

Personal
Mention
LEONARD

icans

of the Rialto,

Ruth

Rosenberg,
secretary
to
Rube Jackter, Columbia's assistant
general sales manager, is leaving New
York for Hollywood Aug. 1, and will
remain there.
•

Walter E. Branson and Nat
Levy, RKO's Western and Eastern
division sales managers, left this week
on respective trips to Chicago and

Archie Mayers, executive
Jules Levy,

is

en

assistant
route to the

coast.

•

Is the

records

at 7 a.m.

Lines began to

during a storm, although

house did not open until 9 a.m.
Nine performances were given yesthe

terday.

Warners produced and
film

with

all

Emergency

A

Relief.

are so high!"
The juvenile

Army

special

gross,

which

agency.

O'Loghlin to Advise
Toronto, July 29. An enthusiastic
welcome was accorded today by executives of Canadian film companies,
theatre circuits and exhibitor organizations to Sidney Samson, formerly

went

all

High-priced

more than
second week

to

Army

the

will

be held in

5,000 cities start-

ing the

in

mon

Charles Einfeld, director of advertising

.

at full salary "in
sterling qualities

Isabel

May

Schaefer, daughter
Schaefer, was married
yesterday in Larchmont to Ensign
Joseph Cahill of Pelham Manor.

vice."

•

bons,

of

George

J.

James Nasser and Charles Leonard left the Coast yesterday for New
York.

Benjamin Leo, Fox's
Br other -in-Law Dies
,

Stamford, Conn., Julv 29.— Benjamin Leo, operator of the State TheaSpringdale, for the past 12 years,
died suddenly at Stamford Hospital
here after a heart attack. Leo was a
brother-in-law of William Fox, and in
1929 was in charge of all Fox metropolitan theatres. He leased the State
until four years ago, when he purchased the building. Three weeks ago,
he closed for the summer, because of
the effect of the pleasure driving ban

recognition of his
valuable ser-

and

Those who welcomed Samson in
speeches were Mayor F. J. Conboy,
of

Toronto; president
of

general

J.

J.

Fitzgib-

Famous Players Canadian
manager H. M. Masters, of

Odeon Theatres, and

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
CARY GRANT

LUCKY"
"MR.LARAINE

Branch Operations
Chiefs Meet Today

'This Is the Army.'
These men are
doing a superb service for Army
Emergency Relief," Einfeld's statement declared.

The combined preview-tradescreenof 20th Century-Fox's "Heaven
Can Wait," at the Roxy Theatre last
night, was attended by 1,000 speciallyinvited exhibitors and members of the

'Mission* to Play

Moscow Houses

Warners' "Mission to Moscow" is
opening this week at all Moscow theatres, following its first public exhibition in the Soviet, earner in the week.
Press dispatches from Moscow reported that the
Russians
at
the
premiere approved the picture, except
Soviet

*
*

I

I

with

interpretations of

In Person

Andrews

BING CROSBY
DOROTHY LAM OU R
A Paramount

Sisters

TIM HERBERT

jf.

*
M> cn AyerS
Ml
,

**

Picturs

'

and his Orchestra

Jf

IMT

SQUARE

At 'Heaven' Preview

not physically.

some Hollywood

1/

Exhibitors, Press
ing

for

"MYA IT"
d

kl

and Gehring explained this was for
O'Loghlin who was present in spirit if

tre,

oh business.

the results they obtained in the press,
over the radio, and in other promotional channels contributed immeasurably to the launching job done for

with
DAY
AN RKO RADIO PICTURE

Gala Stage Revue
Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.
Circle 6-4600

A

Col. John
Cooper, chairman of the Canadian M.
P. Distributors Association.
Samson
replied to the gathering of 75 trade
and press representatives. One chair
at the head of the table was vacant

All

council for approval.

NEW YORK THEATRES

:

•

delinquency

August.

Reviews in all New York City
newspapers lauded the film.
Quotes
from these reviews may be found on
Page 4 of today's Motion Picture
Daily.

and publicity for Warners, yesRobert Smeltzer, Warner Bros, of Buffalo, as new Canadian district terday lauded the work of the public
district manager for the mid-Atlantic manager of 20th Century-Fox, at a relations unit supplied by the Army
area, returns to Washington today luncheon at the Royal York Hotel to aid in exploiting the picture.
The
here at which chairman W. C. Gehr- group comprises
following a home office visit.
Sgt. Ben Washer,
•
ing, Fox sales executive, announced Sgt. Nathan Schenker, Pfc. Max GenJack L. Warner and Mrs. War- that James P. O'Loghlin sick for del, Pfc. Alfred Palsa and Pvt. Max
ner, accompanied by Charles Ein- some months, was retained with Ca- Wilk.
feld, will leave New York today for nadian Fox in an advisory capacity
"They worked day and night and
the Coast.

,

problem has grown alarmingly in this city. Following a
study of the situation by a
special committee appointed
by the mayor, a curfew has
been presented to the com-

pre-

premieres

House

in 1

;

released the

going to

profits

Caught

Milwaukee, July 29.—Vandalism had a sudden flare-up
here. The Fox Palace management reports that 38 boys
were seat by them two weeks
ago to the police station to
be handled by juvenile courts.
Since then another 40 have
met with the same fate. The
youngsters, who were all rj (
ported
have
to
suffici<^v5
money with them, were allr'
tempting to break into the
theater because "the prices

miere held Wednesday night at $55
top resulted in an estimated $30,000

—

•

"This

reported last night.

form

Samson Testimonial,

Pittsburgh.

to

Army," broke openfor the Hollywood
Theatre on Broadway, Warner Bros,
lin's,

ing day

Written by Jack Goodman,

Post.

up with a

lined

five-hour wait for seats as Irving Ber-

advertising head of Simon
and Schuster, publishers of
Major Alexander P. de Seversky's book upon which the
film is based, idea for the ad
came from a similar one
exploiting Wendell Willkie's
book, "One World."

•

crowds

First day

will be the deciding
factor in victory over the
Axis, headed by Albert Lasker, New York advertising
official, was responsible for
insertion in yesterday's New
York Times of an unusual advertisement on the Walt Disney-United Artists film, "Victory Through Air Power."
The ad cost about $1,800.

la.,

American Legion

of prominent Amerwho believe that air

power

has been elected commander for the coming year of the
local

78 Delinquents,^

For 'Army' Seats

A group

GOLDENSON,

Jack Bouma, owner

Five -Hour Wait

Lasher Boosts Air
Power and Disney

Paramount vice-president in charge of
theatre operations, and Leon Netter,
home office theatre executive, are expected in New York today from a two
weeks' tour of company operations in
the South and Midwest.
•
Pocahontas,
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trade and consumer press in addition
to the general public.

Herbert Sheldon broadcast from the
rotunda

of

the

Roxy over

Lena

HORNE

Bill

ROBINSON

Cab CALLOWAY
and

his

^^fjll

band

GtiSHP*

"IP?,

CENTURY FOX PICTURE

20lh

PLUS A BIG
STAGE SHOW

r\t^
:

7th Ave.
D
f% Y V
KUA
T A 50th

St.

station

WINS, interviewing stars, radio commentators,
theatre
exhibitors
and
newspapermen
who attended the
event.

A

LOEW'S

Stated
On

Stage

VIRGINIA

Film Center Will
Produce for CI A A

WEIDLER
"The Youngest
Profession"

life.

Princeton, N. J„ July 29.— The
Chicago, July 29.— A meeting of
Princeton Film Center is producing a
Columbia home office representatives
series of 35 mm. pictures for the CoU.A.
in the branch operations department
ordinator of Inter-American Affairs.
will be held at the Drake Hotel here
Atlanta, July 29.— Martin J. Ho- The films are already in preparation.
Friday through Sunday.
gan, office manager of United Artists
Leroy G. Phelps, recently with the
Henry Kaufman, manager, Bernard exchange here for the past year, has domestic film production unit of the
Zeeman, assistant manager, and rep- been elevate.d to the sales department. OWI, has joined the Film Center.
resentatives Frank J. Barry, Leslie Hogan takes over the Alabama terri- Phelps
was associate producer of
Savage, Jules Reiff and Irving Han- tory under direction of Fred Jack and "Dark Rapture" and
was cameraman
ower will be among those present. C. W. Allen, and will make his head- for Frank Buck's "Wild Cargo."
Zeeman will preside.
quarters in Birmingham.
Phelps will work on the new series.

Promotes Hogan

PALACE
BETTY GRABLE

B'WAY &
47th

St.

in

"CONEY ISLAND"
GEO.

MONTGOMERY

.

CESAR ROME

:

and

"CALABOOSE"
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1943-44's 438

Features Only

21 Under 42-43

"THIS IS

DOROTHY MASTERS,

{Continued from page 1)
contributing largely in filling-in
the 30 per cent cut in raw stock effected by the WPB, together with less
wasted footage in filming. Heavy extended bookings allow fewer prints.
While there is 30 per cent less rawfilm available, the 438 feature commitments for next season is only 8^2
per cent less than the pre-Pearl Harbor season's 518.

The

11

producers

promise an

in-

crease of 29 so-called top-budget pictures in the new season, jumping this
season's 119 to 148, and a cut of 52
low-budget films, from 258, this year,
Westerns will remain
to 205 next.
about the same, at 85 in 1943-44,
against this season's 82.
The big-budget increase should
further aggravate the product jam
from extended playdates. This jam
is so serious in many spots that circuits have been considering the conversion of existing later runs to first
runs.

THE ARMY"

Two

Not Switch

less

than 1940-41.

The company

will

have a "flexible" program next year.
PRC's 40 is three more than this year
and seven more than '40-41. Republic
also will raise its total, to 68, from at
least 57 this year, the same number
as in 1940-41.
Radio will cut out seven, to
40, from the 47 of both last season
and the pre-Pearl Harbor year. Twentieth Century-Fox also goes down, to
between 36 and 40, from last year's 44
and 1940-41's 48. At United Artists,

RKO

between 25 and 30 are contemplated,
against last year's 30 and the 21 delivered in 1940-41. Universal will cut
four next year, to 55, and six less than
1940-41.
Warners tentatively listed
between 24 and 31 for the new year,
and also announced a flexible schedule.
This compares with 24 delivered
this year and 51 in 1940-41.

Mrs. Hohlitzelle
Dies in Dallas
(Continued from page

1)

War

that peeling spuds and taking lip from the sergeant
Only briefly is it the Army at war.
bang-up job

is very funny indeed.
on morale, as well as

the

A

HOWARD

.

.

BARNES,

N. Y. Herald Tribune— It is a sure bet that the
picture will have as phenomenal a success as the original theatrical production.
It is only a pity that Hollywood did not do a bit better by the material
at hand
will measure up pictorially, dramatically, and patriotically.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

Journal- American Terrific is the word for
"This Is the Army."
It's big and it's lusty. It's packed with grand numbers and jammed with grand dances and specialty numbers. And, principally,

N.

.

young and

strong.

.

Y.

.

.

.

.

PM—

is without a doubt the greatest musical
JOHN T. McMANUS,
movie during the war thus far, and I doubt whether it is possible for any studio
to top it. ... a sweeping, lilting, heart-warming labor of pure good will and
patriotism ... a production that will knock your eye out.
.

.

.

.

ARCHER WINSTEN,
its

.

.

N. Y. Post—.
"This is the Army" is a credit to
What's more, it's sure to reproduce the
.

producers and performers.

.

.

.

.

popularity of the stage version.
It is a picture that can be seen with equal pleasure by those
stage show and those who missed it.
.

.

.

.

EILEEN CREELMAN,

.

(Continued from page

.

Sun— "This

N. Y.

who saw

the

.

is

Army"

the

.

.

.

.

.

i

THEODORE STRAUSS,
freshest,

I)

;

'

N. Y. Times—"This is the Army" is still the
the most endearing, the most rousing musical tribute to the American

fighting man that has come out of
as American as hot dogs. ... It is,

if

he keeps his present job

in a

theatre."

Fabian also declared that it was not
the intent of the
theatres division to secure deferment for any imploye "if the facts do not warrant it."
In cases where a legitimately-deferred theatre employe is told to
change his job by his board, the
said it is advisable that the committee
be notified immediately.
The

WAC

WAC
WAC

will then communicate the facts to
specified individuals in the Selective
Service System, who were said to
have promised prompt action.

.

leans heavily on
sentiment, frankly trying all the sure-fire means of bringing tears to a
spectator's eyes. Mr. Berlin supplied music and lyrics as gay and tuneful as
any producer could dream about.
Expertly put together, "This is the Army" can stand on its own feet
as a top-notch musical show.
.

Industries

that there is no basis for this
tyne of ruling on the part of any
board," Fabian declared.
"If a theatre man is deferred because of ph'v cal disability, dependency or over/'
it
does not affect his status in
least

ROSE PELSWICK,

it's

to

ficially

.

World War

buoyant, captivating,
from beginning to end, a great show.
II

Washington, D. C, July 29.
Theatres in defense centers may be
given a selective service classification
as locally needed activities, giving
them the same deferment status as essential activities, if a proposal initiated by Washington exhibitors is accepted by the War Manpower Commission and becomes a precedent.
The
pressed

Washington

WMC

exhibitors

im-

on
officials the contribution which is being made by the
theatres toward the winning of the
BARCLAY HUDSON, N. Y. World-Telegram—Studded with a cluster of war and their great value as builders
in
Technicolor,
glowing
and equipped with a bright of civilian morale to such effect that
Hollywood stars
new batch of tunes and a brand-new story, the gay musical extravaganza now the WMC, which some time ago rejected a petition for classification as
lays claim to top rank among the screen's recent musicals.
essential,
agreed to reconsider the
whole situation.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Paramount's tentative 30 next season is two less than this year and 21

.

.

at play, so effervescent

.

Para. Is Off

.

(Warner Bros.)

News—It's

Daily

.

Columbia's committed 44 for next
season is five less than the 49 of this
year, and 12 less than the pre-Pearl
M-G-M
Harbor season of 1940-41.
did not announce a full schedule, but
it is indicated that it will not exceed
this year's 36, which is 15 less than
1940-41.
Monogram promises 40
next season, against 44 this year and
the pre-Pearl Harbor total of 42.

Deferred Need

Quotes
Army

entertainment.
also

9

Critics
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Exhibitors to Be

(Continued from page

1)

.

Loew's Stockholders

OCR Approve

Given Aid by

.

Contracts

(Continued from page

1)

vice-chairman in charge of civil- ductions, except that the weekly salian requirements, is expected to take ary is not to be paid for the period
a personal hand in meeting exhibitors' from Jan. 1, 1943, to May 1, 1943.
problems, and experienced men may Mayer's total remuneration for 1943
be brought in to handle various phases was $949,765.
Bernstein's contract runs from Jan.
of the agency's activities.
The set-up is still in the formative 1, 1944, to Aug. 31, 1946, at the pressaid, but ent salary and percentage compensastage, a spokesman for
side,

WPB

clear that the amusesection will be an important
part of the OCR.
it

was made

ments

Washington Exhibs Unaffected
There were

indications, meanwhile,

President Roosevelt's order for
general adoption of the 48-hour week
will not materially affect exhibitors in
the metropolitan centers.
This was
indicated by officials of the regional
office in conferences with the
that

WMC

Washington operators, who were told
there was no need to discuss the 48hour order since they were in practi-

conformity with it already. Fiftyper cent of theatres were found
tion, which is $2,000 weekly plus \Vi to be operating 48 hours or more,
per cent of annual combined net profit. with the employees on an equal basis,
His remuneration last year was $281,- while 20 houses operate 45 hours or
Rubin's runs to Aug. 31, 1946, less, using part-time employees.
719.
at his present compensation, $2,000 explained that part-time employees are
cal

five

WMC

weekly plus 1-4 per cent of combined not included in the order.
annual net profit.
His remuneration
A spokesman for the exhiibtors exlast year was $269,836.
pressed the belief that similar condiU.S.,
Weingarten's present contract calls tions prevail in most other cities.
(Continued from page 1)
for $3,250 weekly plus 35/100ths of one
the British Air Ministry in Washingper cent of combined annual net profits
Gen. Curtis served as an aviator
ton.
and runs from Jan. 1, 1944, to Aug.
in the first World War attaining the
1946.
Remuneration last year
31,
status of "Ace" with the U. S. Air

General Curtis Gets

French Medals

'Shangri-La' Drive
Will End Tomorrow

totaled $211,626.

He was awarded the DisMarrs-Mundy-Quill Funeral Chapel Corps.
Among those present at the session
(Continued from page 1)
tinguished Service Cross, the Croix de
and interment will be in Belfontaine
yesterday were David Bernstein, J.
terday participated in a rally sponAnne
Order
St.
of
Guerre and the
Moskowitz,
Rubin,
Charles
C.
Louis.
Robert
Cemetery, St.
sored by the company in conjunction
during the last World War.
Henry Rogers Winthrop, Joseph Vo- with the National Security Womens
Mrs. Hoblitzelle was a Broadway
pregel and Eugene W. Leake, who
musical comedy star during World
Motion Picture Employees
Corps,
More than 10,000 stockholders Union, AFL, Screen Publicists Guild,
War I with the stage name of Ester
Boost sided.
were represented at the session by and the Girls Service Unit of the
Walker. After her marriage to HobNew Haven, July 29. With a "mil- proxy.
litzelle,
in
1920, she continued her
Warner Club Inc., as part of the drive
lion dollar" array of talent and the
singing career.
to sell war stamps to launch the Shanweather and the OP A cooperating, the
gri-La.
Mrs. Hoblitzelle was active in windup 'Shangri-La' rally at the Yale
First
Dallas club circles and in local war Bowl yesterday sent receipts from
Twentieth Century-Fox home office
Milwaukee, July 29. First-run
work.
theatre stamp sales well uo over the films will be played at the Alhambra personnel which last week conducted a
She is survived by her husband, her quota here. Among the stars present Theater here when it reopens during similar drive resulting in quota being
mother, Mrs. Ella Thomas, Louisville
were Carol Landis, Una Merkel, Mil- the third week in August by Warners. oversubscribed almost 25^ times, plans
three sisters, and four brothers.
another drive today.
ton Berle, Walter O'Keefe, and others. Theater seats 2,500.

New Haven Stamp
—

Milwaukee

—

Run

Did you

forget something?

This industry of ours has reason to be proud.

"You

war

fellows are doing a great

folk overlook!"

But have we

in

job!" 'There's

New York

The Greater New York Fund must go
Jew

join

hands in a

thrilling

One

forgotten our very

please think of

If

youVe

film

own?

on. Here Protestant, Catholic,

Four hundred and

creed!

charities are included in this once-a-year call to

— thanks!

no appeal you

brotherhood of democratic charity to

answer need, without question of
responded

hears fine things:

each of

us. If

six

you've

forgotten the unfortunate in our midst,

them today with

a check to

GREATER NEW YORK FUND
(Send through your

own company

direct to Headquarters,

representative or

n West 42nd

St.,

N. Y. C.)
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President

Review

Polio Drive Hits

Final $2,086,596

"Young Ideas"

(Continued from page 1)
inton Jones, insurance agent, advised
C. P.
Son a fire prevention measure.
Production
Thompson of the
Board Priorities office answered ques-

(M-G-M)

lV/T-G-M's "Young Ideas" is an entertaining light comedy drama about
two sophisticated youngsters who try to break up their mother's
marriage to a stodgy college professor, to "save" her brilliant career as
Elmer C. Rhoden reported on a novelist. Herbert Marshall is the unimaginative professor who is
tions.
Mary Astor is the author of a spicy best-seller with a
easy foil.
[the War Activities Committee results
in this area and said plans were not Parisian background, who forsakes a profitable lecture tour to marry
*"*"^
September bond Marshall after a whirlwind courtship. Susan Peters and Elliott Reid
vet on the
fre
<t OL.
are the two youngsters who fall in with Allyn Joslyn's plan to break
"ao account is really sold until it up the marriage, Joslyn's interest being mercenary and not emotional

War

'

"

sold a square deal," declared Claude
F. Lee, director of public relations for
Paramount, in addressing the conven-

is

he's her literary agent.

How

Final total net collections
in the 1943 infantile paralysis
fund-raising were $5,527,590,
Basil O'Connor, president of
the National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis, announced
last night. This

higher

than

was $1,500,000
any previous

year.

He

reported that the motheatres drive,
headed by Nicolas M. Schenck,
and
Loew's.
of
president
Harry Brandt, president of
Brandt Theatres, broke all
records for this activity, raising $2,086,596.12.
tion

picture

the youngsters break up the sudden marriage provides the plot
material for the picture.
They have to go to college to do it, but they
Lee emphasized that Paramount succeed before they realize the mistake they have made for it was not
sales representatives in the field are starry-eyed infatuation that caused the mother to abandon
her career.
constantly reminded to carry out the
Miss Peters is the first to weaken, falling in love with Richard Carlson,
company's policy of "a square deal
an English instructor at the college. Reversing their tactics, the chilfor every exhibitor."
Is
managers, dren break up the impending divorce, reuniting their mother and the
district
"Paramount
Cincinnati, July 29. Charles Rich,
branch managers and salesmen," he professor.
manager, and
"have been instructed by the
said,
Robert Sisk, who produced, has given the proceedings a handsome Warner central sales
Jules Lapidus, in charge of Eastern
home office to be eternally vigilant production. Jules Dassin's direction enables Miss Peters and
Reid
to
sales, are to confer here with James
that no case of unfairness or inequity
finally emerge as sympathetic and likeable youngsters.
With marquee Ambrose, local Warner manager, and
occurs inadvertently, or having occurred inadvertently, remains unad- names like Mary Astor and Herbert Marshall, exhibitors should not Isaac Libson, circuit executive, Arthur
experience much difficulty in selling this one.
Frudenfeld, division manager and E.
j usted.
after
consideration,
"Intelligent
Running time, 77 mins. "G"*
Milton Livingston V. Dinerman, director of advertising
and publicity for RKO, on the military
thorough investigation, is given to
opening of "This Is the Army," at the
every complaint that may arise in the
*"G" denotes general classification.
Capitol, August 13.
doing business."

tion.

'Army' Cincinnati
August 13
Date

—

RKO

course of

Lee urged the exhibitors to participate more closely in community and
pointing out the benefits accruing both to the local manager
and theatre, and, in a larger sense,
to the industry as a whole.
He urged the continued cooperation
of exhibitors in war activities, particularly the industry drive for the
Third War Loan campaign to be held

i

|

ivic

in

activities,

September.

LA.

for
Benefit
Chest

'Bells' in

War

—

No
San

be held at Carthay Circle Theatre,
18, for the benefit of the Los
Angeles War Chest, with top civic,
business and social leaders acting as

Francisco, July
were excluded

29.

—Local

in

this area.
Principal comare against bowling alleys,
skating rinks and swimming pools.

tries

in

plaints

Film Group Meets

will

.

in 'Frisco

charges
made by the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People
that many amusement places here were
discriminating against Negroes, in the
wake of a great increase in colored
population because of the war industheaters

Los Angeles, July 29. Premiere
of "For Whom the Bell Tolls" here
August

Negroes

vs.

The

International Film Relations
committee met here yesterday under
chairmanship of David Blum,
the

M-G-M, who was recently elected.
Arrangements were concluded for a
mount
luncheon to be given at the Harvard
world premiere in New York.
Club, August 17, in honor of a group
Eighteen groups comprise the Los of Latin American newspaper men
Angeles Area War Chest, headed by now in the U. S. David O'Malley,
Charles P. Skouras, National Theatres newly appointed director of foreign
president.
publicity of Columbia, was welcomed
as a new member.
sponsors.

This

!

I

i

the first opening of the Parapicture following the recent

is

Sanders GetsBritishFilm
"Adventure
England,
premiere

in

from
American

Blackmail,"

have

will

its

Strand, Brooklyn,
August 5 and will follow into

theatres

the

at

on

August

RKO

Dates

17.

been set for the out of town
theatres

commencing

have

RKO

September

2,

according to Nat Sanders, head of
English Films, Inc., distributor of the
film.
Picture
was formerly titled

"Breach of Promise" and
jl

is

a

Mer-

cury Production in the United States

Vanderbilt to Birdwell
Hollywood, July

29.

— Major

Cor-

Vanderbilt, Jr., has been appointed an associate member of the
Russell Birdwell public relations company.
Vanderbilt was recently honorably discharged from the Army after
nelius

five

months' service

in

which he

re-

ceived the Distinguished Service Cross
from the Intelligence department. He
will concentrate on picture accounts.

and Canada.

25 Years with

M-G-M
— MGM's

Washington, July 29.
head shipper, James W. Tyler, was
tendered a surprise party and given
two $100 War Bonds on behalf of
Nicholas M. Schenck, president, and
general

sales

manager

William

F.

Rodgers, for 25 years of service with

Tickets to

Bond Buyers

Loew's Brooklyn and Queens theatres and Century Circuit theatres are
cooperating with the War Finance
Committee of the Treasury Department in the distribution of tickets for
the ball game August 26 at the Polo
Grounds between a service team and
professional ball players.

Anyone pur-

exchange here. The chasing a bond at a theatre of "the
made by district man- circuits will receive a free ticket for
the game.
ager Rudolph Berger.
the company's
presentation was

1

Ooops!

Former Employees Sue

Leonard Lauer, house manager of
Warner's Hollywood Theatre in New

Des Moines, July 29. Two former
employees here,
Pictures
Republic
Francis Kappler and Erna Schultz,
have filed suit against the company
for $3,291.20 and $337.28 respectively
in local district court to recover overtime play.

Discrimination

York, received notice of his induction
the army on the day that Irving'
Berlin's "This Is the Army" opened to
what will probably be the longest run
in

in the theatre's history.

—

EASTMAN
FILMS
More than ever the mainstay of the

motion picture

industry, with every foot

contributing

its full

share

of exceptional quality.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
J. E.

BRULATOUR,

Fort Lee

INC.,

Chicago

DISTRIBUTORS
Hollywood

—

;
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Fly Reported

U.
S. to Give Exhibitors
Unopposed to
Deal for Blue Voice in Decree Decision

Sarnoff Confirms Sale to L. A.

Edward

J.

City Limits Are

Noble

Disregarded by

Transfer of ownership of the Blue

Network

to

Edward

J.

Noble for

Arbitration Solons

$8,000,000. reportedly moved a step
nearer at the weekend following a
The arbitration appeal board in a
preliminary stud}' of the sale proFly, decision made public on Friday took
posals made by James L.
chairman of the Federal Communi- cognizance of "the curiously irregular
boundaries" of the city of Los Ancations Commission.
geles and

Fly was reported to have indicated that he saw no major
obstacles to prevent the transfer of ownership of the network after his preliminary examination of the terms of the
Presumably, the FCC
deal.
will hold a hearing on the matter later and, if no fatal objections are raised at that time,
the FCC would approve it.

came

firmed the dismissal at the New York
tribunal of the clearance complaint of
East Orange, N. J.,
the Beacon,
Paramount, VitaLoew's,
against
graph and 20th-Fox. The case sought
(Continued on page 3)

1.
Regional representatives of the Departhave been instructed by Assistant Attorney-General
Tom Clark to contact independent exhibitors in their districts in a
move to learn just how the decree has affected them, it was learned

of Justice

20th-Fox Meeting
Opens in N.Y. Today
The

first

and WAC
Confer on 3d Loan

Griffith

in

Harmon

$15,000,000,000
worth of bonds
September,
in
his way
to Oklahoma City after
a visit to

on

is

back

Francis S. Harmon, executive vicechairman of the War Activities Committee, told the listening audience to
Fight," oyer
NBC's, "For This
the weekend, that once the fighting
stops, "motion pictures may well be-

War

We

t

C

o

m m

i

v

t

i
i

ies

ttee

discus

I,.

C. Griffith

Arthur L. Mayer

Produce for Bronston

c

with S. H. Fab i a n,

(Continued on page 4)

Pascal Will Write,

A

h e a dquarters,
for a week-end
preliminary
of
sions

come the chief visual aid in a comprehensive educational program for
peoples of countries liberated by the
United Nations forces."
He spoke along with Walt Disney

regional

three

sales

delegates

from

10

branches, in addition

to

office
tives,

home
execu-

tonight.
The order was issued following
Clark's return from the West Coast
where, he said, independent exhibitors told him that the decree
was not working to their advantage
and, in some ways, was operating to
their detriment.
During his trip he talked also
with industry representatives regarding the operation of the decree
and ways in which it could be improved by revision so that, he said,
he had a general line on the feeling
on both sides.
While the regional department

in attend-

(Continued on page 4)

The

a n c e.
meeting

L. C. Griffith, newly-appointed general

Liberation:

of

meetings to be held by 20th CenturyFox will open this morning at the
Hotel A s t o r
with more than
2

chairman of the industry's co-operation in the Third War Loan to sell

LINZ

F.

—

Washington, Aug.

ment

(Continued on page 3)

Films Will Aid

BERTRAM

By

rescue of the

to the

Southgate Theatre, South Gate, Cal.,
which it found was being penalized
clearance-wise solely because those
curiously irregular boundaries in some
way managed to avoid the Southgate.
In another decision, the board af-

RCA

president,
David Sarnoff,
formally announced late Friday that
"an agreement has been reached" to
sell the Blue to Noble for "$8,000,000
In a subsequent statement.
in cash."
Noble said he was the sole principal
in the deal, although James H. Mc-

Department of Justice Regional Offices All
Over Country Instructed by Clark to
Hear and Report Exhibitor Views

will

continue Theatres Will Help
Wed-

through
nesday.

D
will

e

e

g ates

be

wel-

1

comed by

Form OCR Policies

Tom

—

Washington, Aug. 1. Basic policy
Connors, viceof the new amusements section of the
pre s i d e n t in
Tom Connors
charge of dis- Office of Civilian Requirements will
tribution.
Andy W. Smith, Jr., East- be to "get all we can for the theatres
that is appropriate to the circumern sales manager, will preside at the
stances," it was said tonight by Donald
New York sessions.
viceThe first day's meeting will be de- R. Longman, assistant to
chairman A. D. Whiteside. Declaring
voted to a discussion of short subthat most of the reports of the aims
(Continued on page 4)
of the organization have been pure
speculation, since the job is so new
that no plans whatever have yet been
made, Longman made it clear that he
considered the chief task of the amuseWashington, D. C, Aug. 1.
(Continued on page 3)

WPB

WAC Hollywood Films for
Italy Are on Hand

theatres
division chairman
and Ed Schreiber,

on outlines of the campaign.
"This is a great opportunity for the
entire industry to work together on
one of the most important war jobs
Griffith deit has ever undertaken,"
"The Third War Loan will
clared.
need the greatest degree of cooperation from every single person in the

American

distributors are poised for

upon Italy immediately that
country is knocked out of the war, it
was disclosed here at the weekend.
a descent

Ernest Pascal has signed a writingForeseeing that the Latin partner
producing deal with Samuel Bronston,
of the Axis would be the first to
it was announced Friday by the Unitbreak, the producers have prepared a
Pascal, scenared Artists producer.
large number of pictures, dubbed in
ist, will make two pictures a year unItalian, for shipment to Italy on the
industry."
der the Bronston banner for the next
exhibi- heels of the United Nations' armies
Griffith, who is also
three years to be released by U. A.
The provision of film
tor chairman for the Oklahoma City of occupation.
He is now in New York negotiat- area, will return from that city on service is contemplated in the high
ing for screen rights to some plays Aug. 10, and make his headquarters command's program for post-fighting
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)
and novels.

WAC

&

B.

K. Is Trying

New

Playoff Policy

—

Chicago, Aug. 1. A temporary
change in playing arrangements has
been inaugurated by B. & K. at the
Harding and Granada, which may
speed the release of pictures by neighborhood pre-release houses to subsequent runs on the North Side. If the
trial

is

successful there is a possibil(Continued on page 4)

Motion Picture Daily
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Monday, August

Tradewise

Personal
Mention

Coast Flashes

.

SHERWIN KANE

By

194',

2,

Hollywood, Axuj.

1.

HP HE Hollywood Victory Committee
A

ROBERT RUBIN,

Loew's vice-

J. • president and general counsel, will
leave for the Coast on Friday on one
of his infrequent visits to the company's studios. He will be away about
three weeks.

•

Louis B. Mayer and Howard
Strickling will return here from
Chicago tomorrow and are scheduled
to leave for the Coast next weekend.

•

Palfreyman

David
left

Maine on Friday

for

MPPDA

of

for

an an-

nual vacation.

•

Barney Balaban, Paramount
ident, left the Coast for
by plane yesterday.

pres-

New York

RKO

of the
home
office theatre staff, will return today

from a Chicago business

news and

trip.

•

Charles K. Stern, Loew's

assist-

ant treasurer, will return today from
an annual vacation.
•

Charles Reed Jones, Republic
vertising and publicity director,
rived from the Coast yesterday.

adar-

•

of

lots

it

meeting which will open at the
Hotel Astor here today. While
this column has been asked not

"No," was the prompt reply,
"I'd rather stay here with my

to

tip

news prematurely,

the

and acquiesced when convinced
that to do so would rob the initial meeting of much of its
punch, there is no violation of
confidence involved in stating
the few following facts.
The news has to do with new

promotions and transfers
of key men in the 20th-Fox

titles,

involved
those of

in

news include

the

Tom

The names

Connors, William Kupper, William Gehring, A. W. Smith, Jr., L. J.
Schlaifer,
Moe Grassgreen,
Howard Beecroft and others.
J.

•

•

H. B. Rau, Aiken,
hibitor, writes

:

S.

C,

"Re your

exedi-

on price adjustments by
distributors
Stop believing in
fairy tales.
I wouldn't believe
torial

M-G-M radio conreturn today from vacation.

a distributor's promises on a

M. Schenck and Joseph
Moskowitz left for the Coast on

stack of Bibles.
Their branch
managers are only glorified ofAnd the home office
fice boys.

Friday.

sez,

Joseph

Paul Lazarus,

United Artists

Jr.,

advertising and publicity director, arrived from the Coast yesterday.

Arthur Lyons

left

over the week-

end for the Coast.

Edward

C. Raftery, president of
United Artists, has been joined by his
family in Hollywood after a vacation
at Coronado, Cal.

•

Abe Montague, Columbia general
manager, left New York over

sales

the weekend
Orleans.

for

New

Chicago and
•

Lou Weinberg, Columbia
ecutive,

and

sales exleave today for Atlanta
Orleans.

will

New

•

Mitchell Rawson, Warners' Eastern publicity manager, left New York
Friday for Boston.
•

No !"

Rau's comments refer to this
column's observations, July
19th, on the need for fairness

on the part of distributors and
honesty on the part of exhibitors to prevent the adjustment
policies from becoming a new
source of trade grievance rather
than a healthy, ameliorating
force.

pions

Any
of

heard from

E. Fontaine, Paramount Washington branch manager, visited New
York Friday. William Erbb, Boston

manager, also visited here.
•
Richard Hubbell, former March
of Time director and television conFortune Magazine, has
sultant
to
joined the N. W. Ayer & Son radio
district

•

Francis

S.

Harmon

adjustments

chamto

be

?

•

•

At

the service men's and
representatives' preview
of "This Is the Army" at the
Hollywood Theatre here, passes
were issued in the form of military orders and military police
picked them up at the theatre
doors. Among those who forgot their "orders," and were

press

ing the arrival of someone who
could vouch for them, were an
unidentified Army general and
Vitagraph
Einfeld,
Charles
vice-president, who was putting on the whole affair and
who, so to speak, became
caught in his own mesh.

•

department.

will arrive

distributor

unceremoniously detained pend-

J.

A New
of the

WAC

from the Coast today.

com-

visit at his

pany's studio, asked his 16year-old daughter if she cared
to accompany him on the trip.

:

Perry Charles,
tact, will

an extended

awaits the delegates to
the 20th Century-Fox Eastern
and Southern regional sales

sales organization.

•

Harold Mirisch

HOT

•

York

friends."

"Why, Betty," the surprised
parent protested, "have you
forgotten how nice everyone
was

you in Hollywood the
last time you were there?"
"No, but that's just what I
don't like. Everyone in Hollyto

wood knows

you're vice-president of the company. Here, if
they know it they don't care,

and when they're nice to me
anyhow it's swell knowing you
haven't one darn thing to do
with

it."

Drew

Pearson, in his U. F.

"Washington
Round," reports

Hull can use a good man."
Discussing the prelude to Mellett's withdrawal from OWI,

Pearson

relates that Mellett
discussed his resignation
with President Roosevelt, who
suggested to Elmer Davis that
he "talk to Will Hays before
insisting that Mellett resign."
Hays "went to bat" for Mellett, Pearson says, but to no
first

avail.

•

with the industry named to the
post of liaison between the Office of War Information and
the industry, to assume much
of the work formerly handled
by Lowell Mellett, there now
appears to be some likelihood
that circumstances may require
the designation of such a man.
If so, do not be too surprised

M. Richey

execu-

tive, on the eve of his departure for what promised to be

of

Loew's

proves to be the man.
•

Coast Papers Not
Limiting Space
Hollywood, Aug. 1.—Reports
campaigns

in

that

newspapers for "This Is

Army" premieres here Aug. 17
and "For Whom the Bell Tolls," open-,
ing Aug. 16, would be adversely
affected by limitation of first-run thea-

:

from

our

state

of

otherwise

Ohio?

It

seems he writes to everyone in
the United States except me.

Every time

I

phone him

girl tells

at

Co-

me he's
What

the Variety Club.'
that Variety Club, anyhow
distributors'

,

tre space in metropolitan papers exploded today.

The Los Angeles Newspaper PubAssociation told Motion Picture Daily there is no truth to relishers'

ports space had been limited to 40 colinches
by the two morning
dailies and shortly will be limited by
the leading afternoon daily.

umn

"Conservation

methods

have

been

discussed,"
the
publishers'
association office states, "but no such space
limitation has been put into effect. It

may have

to come but publishers of
metropolitan dailies hope other conservation methods being tried may
save the day."

neighborhood

ited

?

country club?"

'at

limdirectory

theatre

space to 30 per cent less than formerly
used.
The Herald-Express expected
to take the same step shortly, but the

Daily News, morning and evening papers, cut out all classified pages and
claim further reductions in display
space

are unnecessary.
Examiner has saved spacer
through reducing the size of body type:
on its theatre pages and on sport
news.

The

—

!

W.B. Canadian Meet
Postponed to Aug. 19
Montreal, Aug.

•

Letter from that indefatigable
correspondent,
James
Mason, Cherry Valley, Ohio,
exhibitor
"How does one go
about getting in touch with
that vinegar-pen artist, Pete

glorious

]

The Times and Examiner have

have anyone closely associated

Wood,

I

ure back into committee, and agreed
upon the appointment of a citizens'
committee, including theatre own'ers,
to work out a substitute measure.

•

Despite a general disinclination in industry quarters to

lumbus the
film

Merry-Go-

that Lowell
Mellett is now with the State
Department, "where Cordell

H.

HVC

Francis S. Harmon told the
that
the "Treasury is depending on the industry to dramatize the War Bond
campaign to small investors."
•
The provision to tax theatres one
cent each admission was eliminate!
from the proposed Los Angeles ordinance when the Council sent the meas-

the

S.

if

Executive Board has approved s.
Treasury Department request for a
"Victory Caravan" tour of 12 citiet
with special train, Sept. 9-14, spearheading the Third War Loan Drive.

1.

—Warner

Bros.

\

has set back its Canadian sales meet-'
ing for a week.
The two-day conference is now scheduled for Aug. 1920 in the Mount Royal Hotel here.
Wolfe Cohen, Canadian district man-:!
ager, and all branch managers and
salesmen for the Dominion will attend.
Home office executives who are to
Joseph
attend the sessions include
Ben Kal-j
Bernhard, vice-president
menson, general sales manager Mortj
Blumenstock, in charge of advertising
Arthur
and publicity in the east
Sachson, assistant general sales manager A. W. Schwalberg, supervisor I
:

;

;

;

;

is

A

exchange operations, and Norman I
H. Moray, short subj ect sales man- I

of

ager.
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Unopposed to

Disregarded by

"We've Never Been Licked"

Deal for Blue

(

Arbitration Solons

Wanger-Universal)
Hollywood, Aug.

THIS

1.

a finely made picture which sets forth, in terms of the Texas
Agricultural and Mechanical College, the indispensability of American
If it gives the impression that
collegians in the winning of the war.
Texas A. and M., producer of great football teams, is also the producer
of the nation's greatest fighting men, so be it. Whether from that school,
or 'another, students shown here in the course of training and, finally, at
war, are heroic young men, which is a thing good to see upon the screen.
It is filmed with care and fidelity to the traditions of the Texas Aggies
and, in that sense, can be taken as being typical of the integrity of the
American collegiate system.

(Continued from page 1)
president of McGraw-Hill
Publishing Co., had been identified
with him in the negotiations. Noble

Graw,

L. A. City Limits Are

Review

Fly Reported

Jr.,

added that the entire management and
personnel of the Blue, headed by

Mark Woods, president, would be regained and that the policy of the new

'"owner would be to continue the pubstandards of
1 lie service and program
the Blue as established, and to expand
Most of the footage is anecdotal and episodic, dealing. with antics and
and improve its facilities and services customs, and a thin thread of a story winding its way through Norman
wherever possible.
Reilly Raines' script.
Late in the picture, the realism of a war in
Dillon, Read & Co. reentered the
progress adds force to a tale about a secret formula, Japanese student
picture during Fly's stay in New
York, seeking the opportunity to make spies and the heroism of an American who feigns a sell-out to the yellow
He joins his forces and redeems himself by divulging to his
a new bid, one reportedly in excess enemy.
of the $8,000,000 accepted early last former buddies the whereabouts of a Japanese task force descending upon
'
week from Noble. The Dillon, Read the Solomons, dying a hero's death by crashing his plane on a Nip
representatives were told by Sarnoff, flat-top. Later, a grateful nation pays posthumous tribute in the form of
given
it is reliably reported, that he had
the Congressional Medal of Honor.
:

i

;

I

his

word

in accepting the

and would stand by
;

i

:

t

I

is

Noble offer

it.

Fly's reported conclusion that there
nothing in the proposed deal re-

vealed by preliminary study which
would draw FCC interference is interpreted in the trade as meaning that
Noble has made arrangements to dispose of WMCA, which he owns. The
FCC has taken the position that two
stations in the same city cannot be

under single ownership. In addition, of
course, single control of more than one
network is prohibited by FCC and this
prohibition forced the sale of the Blue
by RCA.
$2,000,000 for
Noble reportedly is asking $2,000,-

Richard Quine is the stalwart, and Anne Gwynne is the romantic
spark, of a background story in which Noah Beery, Jr., wins the girl.
John Rawlins' direction makes the most of the material at hand.

The

aerial

hypo, and

is

warfare toward the close of the picture provides an exciting
dramatically and thrillingly handled.

Light in point of name power, but well acted by a cast of minor
Walter Wanger production probably will look for its
boxoffice value on exploitation given the property.
If ballyhooed intensively, it should deliver an account of itself in keeping with its title.

WMCA.

'

:

1

'

=

:

;

1

"

Running

time,

104 mins.

*"G" denotes general

"G."*

,

(Continued from page

ment

Approves
Aug.

Hollywood,

1.

— The

Inde-

pendent Motion Picture Producers Association has approved the signing of
the long discussed Screen Writers
Guild contract under which independents will employ writers on the same
The association
basis as the majors.
also

okayed production of one

short

for

WAC

Monogram and

distribution,

PRC

which will be under his
jurisdiction, and temporarily administered by George W. McMurphey, will
be to assist exhibitors in maintaining

special

I.

with

sharing in the

E. Chadwick will

meeting later to

set

There

is

of

no intention, he emphaabandoning the previous

policy of non-intervention in intraindustry controversies, nor will the
attempt to go beyond the authorized scope of the War ProducBefore any program is
tion Board.
laid down, Longman said, the problems of the exhibitors will be thoroughly studied and advice_ will be
sought of men experienced in theatre
operation. No effort will be made to
rush into this field with a hastily
prepared program, he added, and exhibitors need have no fear of any action which would disorganize their

OCR

operations.

Independent
Deals Hit 4,064 on 6

OWT Para.

print costs.

President

1)

section,

sized,

Pact with Writers

call

up the

a

re-

quired production arrangements.

For the fourth successive week, contracts with independent exhibitors for
Paramount's sixth and last block of

pictures for 1942-43 have established
a high, Neil Agnew, general sales
manager, announced Friday.
'Rising Sun'
Block six independent contracts in
Seventy-nine theatres have been annow total 4,064,
nounced by
as participating in four weeks of selling
number sold on
the multi-city "world premiere" of which is the greatest
peri"Behind the Rising Sun," set for to- any block in the corresponding
than
morrow in New England and upper od, he said. This is 1,659 more
the previous high, on block five.
New York.

on Tomorrow

RKO

^-^Mmmsmmmmg^

Form OCR Policies

Francisco.
It is believed certain that the Blue
would continue operations in the
facilities there,
Building, sharing
until other arrangements are made,
which could be years hence.

IMPPA

—Mike Cianciolo,
of the

Rosemary
re-

cently following a paralytic stroke.

classification.

Theatres Will Help

their operations.

NBC

\

Cianciolo Passes

Memphis, Aug. 1.
William R. Weaver
owner and operator

and Luciann Theatres here, died

outright,
WJZ, New York;
tions
WENR, Chicago, and KGO, San

RCA

elimination of the seven days clearance of the Ormont, East Orange, on
the grounds that the two are not in
The board affirmed the
competition.
arbitrator's finding that competition
does exist and that seven days clearance in favor of the Ormont is not
unreasonable.
In the Los Angeles case the plaintiff, Southgate, won an award from the
arbitrator reducing the basic 91 days
clearance of the Vogue Theatre over
it
to 70 days when the Southgate
charges 20 cents, plus tax. The Southgate appealed, seeking a further reduction and, in its decision, the board
held that the clearance set by the arbitrator "is still unreasonably long"
by comparison with the schedules prevailing within the city of Los Angeles.
It held that the Southgate is clearly
a part of the Los Angeles metropolitan area even though it is not within the "curiously irregular" city boundaries. The board accordingly reduced
the Vogue's clearance to 49 days over
the Southgate, when the latter charges
22 cents, on product of the five consenting companies.

personalities, this

WMCA?

The station was
000 for
purchased from Donald Flamm for
approximately S850.000.
Noble also undoubtedly has reached
some understanding with the operators
and owners of the 156 affiliated stations not owned by the Blue which
have the right to withdraw from the
network under their contracts with it
upon giving notice prescribed by the
FCC. The Blue owns only three sta-

(Continued from page 1)
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ROY ROGERS TRIGGER

KING OF THE COWBOYS

SMARTEST NORSE IN TNE MOVIES

Motion Picture Daily

Theatre Voice 20th-Fox Meeting

On Decree Is

Opens in N.Y. Today
(Continued from page

Given by U.S.

The newsreel of a competitive company will help sell

1)

jects and Connors will review the past
season's activities.
Among those who will address to-

day's session are William J. Kupper,
executive assistant to Connors ; Edmund Reek, vice-president and proMovietonews
duction manager of
:

(Continued from page
offices are

locil

making

situations,

1)

their surveys of

the

larger

inde

pendent exhibitor groups will com
pile some material, including ex
amples of specific instances show
ing the need for revision.
When the regional offices have
completed their studies and the exhibitors' material has been studied
Clark plans to return to the coast
for further conferences, and probably will make the trip about the
middle of September. Meanwhile,
it is possible that he may have to

Ed
Lowell Thomas; Lew Lehr
Thorgersen Paul Terry Westbrook
Van Voorhis John Wood George
Roberts; Phil Williams, and William
;

;

;

;

;

Clark.

Among

home

executives
at today's meeting will be: Spyros
Skouras, Hal Home, W. C. Michel,
Sydney Towell, Felix Jenkins, W. J.
the

Universal Plugs
Warner Picture

office

Larry Kent, Murray SilverWilliam J. Kupper, W. C.
Gehring, Jack Schlaifer, Martin MosEadie,

stone,

tickets for the picture of another.
Irving Berlin's "This Is the

Monday, August

1943

2,

American Films for
j

Are on Hand

Italy

(Continued from page 1)
as valuable for

administration,

both;

Army" produced by Warner

morale and propaganda purposes.
The U. S. industry also has dubbe

for Army Emergency
Relief is the picture.
Universal newsreel is releasing
an 80 foot clip on Tuesday of
the world premiere of "Army"

was learned.
"The domestic

Bros,

New

York, using musical
background from the picture,
and statement to the effect
that the profits from the picture go the AER.
in

May Approve
Renewal of Contract

Equity

in pictures in other European lan-.
guages, for exhibition in the various
countries as they are taken over, i^

film industry longhas been giving thought to post-wai
operations and problems," said N. D
Golden, chief of the Department oi

Commerce
"Preparation

motion picture sectior,
for immediate resump*

tion of service to European countrie:
as they are freed is the first resuli
of that planning."
Wherever the armies go, Americar
pictures will follow, Golden said, anc
in every country the films will be intelligible to the ears as well as th(
eyes of the natives.

Actors Equity has informed the
Clarence Hill, Edward ColLeague of New York Theatres that
and Raymond Moon.
The exchanges which will be repre- it approves the renewal of the minivisit other regional offices, in which
are: New mum basic agreement between the two
event he will study the film situa sented at today's meeting
Griffith
York, Washington, Atlanta, Charlotte, organizations, provided the league
tion wherever he goes.
New Orleans, Dallas, Memphis, Okla- agrees to increase the minimum salary
New Procedure
homa City, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh. for actors if the government permits
(Continued from page 1)
The second of the three meetings wage regulations changes.
Clark
by
revealed
procedure
The
in New York until the campaign
7.
to
Aug.
5
Chicago,
Equity is asking an increase over
will be held in
terminated.
is in sharp contrast to that followed
The third meeting will be held in Los the present minimum of $57.50. The
While in Oklahoma City Griffith
by his predecessor, Thurman W. Angeles, Aug. 11 to 13.
present two-year pact between Equity
is expected to outline the personnel oi
Arnold, in the drafting of the presand the league expires Aug. 31.
the campaign committee.
ent decree. While Arnold did reZanuck Asks Industry
ceive exhibitor views, he did not Cooperation on Two Films
'
Suspicion' Dates
solicit them as Clark now is doing,
Darryl F. Zanuck, who is now pre9,050
M-G-M's "Above Suspicion," first
nor were any of the important ex- paring the production of Wendell L.
of the company's ten newly announced
hibitor suggestions and recommen- Willkie's "One World," and a screen
films for '43-'44, will open August 5
dations incorporated in the decree dramatization of the life of Woodrow
Warners at the weekend claimed 3,- at the Capitol, Washington, and State.
had
he
that
Friday
District
presented to the Federal
Wilson, announced
200 rebookings on Bette Davis' "Now Providence
Loew's, Akron
12,
8,
Exhibitors invited the entire motion picture in- Voyager," 2,950 on "The Man Who State, Cleveland Loew's, Canton, and
court in New York.
of
production
in the
Came to Dinner," and 2,900 on "In Loew's, Indianapolis and the 19th,
since have made capital in their dustry to assist
two films in order to enable him This Our Life."
at the State in Syracuse.
criticism and opposition to the oper- these
to cast the innumerable historic charation of the decree on this point,
cictcrs.
calling frequent attention to the
Zanuck stated that he felt sure that
fact that none of their recommenda- all the producing companies would lift
kowitz,
lins

and

WAC

Confer on 3d Loan

i.<

W.B. Claims
Davis Rebookings

Above

;

;

;

;

were accepted. They also
kept up unremitting urging
that they be heard before the
ernment acts on the decree
tions

have
since

govnext

November.
Clark interviewed

many

exhibitors and other industry representatives on his recent trip to the West
Coast. He visited Denver, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland and
Seattle.

B.&K. Trying New
Playoff Policy

their usual restrictions against lending
contract players because of the importance of the casting problem involved.

Films Will Aid in
Liberation:

Harmon

(Continued from page

1)

and James L. Fly, chairman of the
Federal Communications Commission,
in the ninth of the series of programs
designed to present views on the aspects of post-war readjustments.
Disney revealed that he has received
instructions to prepare his pictures for
still

another language, Italian.

will help

Disney

mould the pattern

'Films

of peace,"

said.

"The American motion

picture is
child of freedom," Harmon deity that it would be attempted in other clared.
"To entertain and to inform,
appropriate sections of the city.
these are the twin functions of films.
The Harding and Granada normal- The industry is mobilized to help in
ly play in second week of Chicago winning the war and also to aid in
The lanpre-release, following B. & K.'s Mar- making the peace secure.
bro and Uptown. Under the new pol- guage of pictures is the only common
icy, instead of repeating the pictures language of mankind, and pictures alshown at the latter two houses, the ready have a great world-wide audiHarding and Granada will play differ- ence. Films have demonstrated their
ent films, thus clearing product to the ability, and they will aid materially in
subsequent runs faster and leaving developing a world community of en(Continued from page 1)

such product with great drawing power in the subsequents.
Initial results
of the policy have been advantageous
at the box office, according to Walter
Immerman, B. & K. general manager.
The policy cannot be inaugurated at
the Tivoli and Southtown on the
South Side because pre-release product in that area is shared by Warner
situations.

the

joyment."

Loew Vote Was

14 to 1

Loew's stockholders Thursday approved new contracts for four executives by vote equal to 14 to 1 and not
4 to

1

as stated in Friday's

Motion

Picture Daily, due to a typographical

error.
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Decree

Talks Set for

Special Unit

|

YORK,

U.S.A.,

TUESDAY, AUGUST

FCC Seeks More
Facts from Noble

On

'Blue' Partners

Washington, Aug.

2.

— Full

details

regarding the interests associated with
Edward J. Noble will be required
by the Federal Communications Commission before approval is given to
the sale of the Blue Network, it was
declared today by James L. Fly, FCC
spechairman.

Baltimore
Board Meet, Aug. 11-12

Will Precede

*
Washington, Aug.

2.

—A

Enemy

3,

Picture
Industry

TEN CENTS

1943

WPB Refuses

Patents

For

to the

Man'

'Little

Smaller firms in the film
and other fields can now have

Probe of Film

Hoarding

enemy
access
to
40,000
patents seized when we went
to war by Leo Crowley, Alien
Property Custodian, in Washington.

Scores of the patents apply
to the film business, and were
previously only available for
larger firms.

BERTRAM

F.

Washington, Aug.

2.

By

New

LINZ

— Request

of

England independent exhibitors

for an investigation of alleged "hoarding" of product by the distributors

has been turned down by the War
committee of Allied States offiThere were indications that the
Production Board on the ground that
cers and directors appointed by M.
necessary information would be quickno violation of WPB orders is in'This Is
A. Rosenberg,
ly forthcoming and the commission
volved, it was learned today.
president, will
would lose no time on passing on the
The complaint was filed last month
sale,
which
Fly
characterized
"good
a
meet here early
by George Farnum, attorney for the
cooperation
with
example
of
industry
next week in
group, who charged that the alleged
Government."
withholding of pictures was inconsisadvance of the
at
"Noble has taken full responsibility
tent with the object and spirit of the
Allied board of
for the purchase," he explained, "but
rationing rules.
Farnum asked that
directors' meetthere is some uncertainty as to what
WPB
require the distributors to reing at BaltiFirst Warners held a $55-top prepersons or interests will come in with
lease all features completed by them
more to disNaturally, the commission will miere for "This Is the Army," which under penalty
him.
of losing part of their
want to know who all of the owners grossed close to $30,000, then followed raw stock allocations.
cuss the latest
four days of jam-packed houses reare."
l developments
The complaints have been answered
sulting in another $30,000; add this to
:ial

the

Army'

At $50,000 Breaks

Hollywood

Record

•

connection
inwith the
dustry consent
91. A. Rosen berpr
decree and,
possibly, to confer with Department
of Justice officials thereon.
The Allied procedure is in line with
the Department's policy, reported exin

"

(Continued on page 8)

Local 306 Taking
Fight to F.D.R.
Incensed by the failure of the 'War
Labor Board in Washington to settle
their wage slash controversy with the

,

Joelson circuit, officers of New York
IATSE Local 306, plan to appeal direct to President Roosevelt for a rul-

Resentment

i

union circles is said
to be particularly keen since an impartial
appointed
by the
referee

WLB

in

PCCITO

Protests

'Heaven' Previews

the expected gross for the rest of this
week and "Army" will garner close to
$80,000 in its first eight (§50,000 for
the week) days, at the Hollywood
Theatre, breaking all records for the

house.

Los Angeles, Aug.

2.

— The

Pacific

"For

Whom

Bell

the

Tolls"

PCCITO

said,

"We

protest

this

goes back to the generally acknowl(Continued on page 9)

"Mr. Lucky,"

at

(Continued on page 9)

Smith Presides

will

Coast Conference of Independent The- gross about $38,000 for its third week,
atre
Owners protested Friday to which ends tonight, Paramount ofTom Connors, 20th-Fox vice-president ficials stated. "Hers to Hold" conand distribution chief, against trade tinues its fast pace at the Criterion
showing of "Heaven Can Wait" be- and will get more than $28,000 for
its second stanza, which ends tonight.
fore paying theatre audiences.
action, not only because we believe it
defeats the intent and purpose of the
consent decree, but also because it

by both Allen G. Smith, chief of the
theatre equipment section, and Har-

Radio City Music

Hall, grossed an estimated $72,000 for
the first four days of its second wee'
and is expected to gross $115,000 for
the week. The stage show still fea(Continucd on page 7)

20th-Fox Meeting
Approximately 250 men attended the
of three regional sales meetings
of 20th Century-Fox.
Connors,
vice-president in
charge of disfirst

Tom

tribution,
opened the meeting at the Hotel
Astor yesterday
with a tribute to

$9,988,340 July Gross
At Downtown First Runs

WLB

whom

quests for action on a ruling with the

(Continued

on,

page 8)

OWI Seen Naming
Film Liaisons Soon
Washington,

Aug.

2.

—Appoint-

of the official who will
liasion between the Office of

ment

act as
In-

War

formation and the newsreel industry
be announced tomorrow at a
meeting of newsreel editors with
News
George Lyon, chief of the
Bureau.
Lyon has been seeking a contact
man for several weeks, and is under-

OWI

Theatres in Harlem were allowed
open at 1 o'clock yesterday after
emergency measures had been taken stood now to have consummated neby police to prevent recurrence of gotiations with an experienced man of
riots which had flared there Sunday unquestioned ability.
night and early Monday.
Six perIt is also expected that within a
to

(Continued on page 12)

2,100

in service.

Eastern
manager,
siding

sales
is

at

three-day

prethe
ses-

sion here.

may

Theatres in Harlem
Reopen After Riot

men

the

now

A. W.Smith, Jr.,

New

York handed down a
in
decision on March 22, 1943, favoring
the union, but the
in Washington to
the decision was sent for
The
confirmation, has failed to act.
Board is reported to have met re-

at

(Continued on page 7)

Downtown

first

runs in large
in

flowing almost everywhere.

This was

$1,226,180 over June's $8,762,180, still
plentv high.
Last week's $2,347,900 intake at 164
houses in large cities was the year's
third best aggregate to date and compares with the $2,433,700 of the first
week in Juty rolled up by 155 theatres
in large places, and the $2. 424.300
grossed by 154 houses during the first

week

Home

cities

July, riding the
waves of box office prosperity that
are carrying income figures to over-

grossed $9,988,340

of January.

July grosses stood well over the
$2,000,000 mark during every week in
July, despite the heat wave which hit
(Continued on page 8)

office

executives in atA.

W.

W. Smith,

J.

Kupper,

W.

Murray

Schlaifer,

Home

Jr.

tendance
were
Spyros Skouras,
C. Gehring, L. J.
Silverstone,

and heads of

all

Hal

departments

(Continued on page 7)

Joseph O' Sullivan
Leaves PRC Ad Post
Joseph O'Sullivan has resigned as
advertising and publicity
Pictures, it was announced
yesterday by O. Henry Briggs, president.
The resignation is effective
Sept. 1.
Briggs has not yet announced the new chief of advertising.
director
for

PRC

of

Motion Picture Daily
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Review

Personal
Mention
NP.
•

RATHVON, RKO
•

Jack Benny, Anna Lee, Winnie
Shaw, Larry Adler have arrived in
Mid-East

USO

for

troop service

shows.

•

Ray Bolger and Little Jack
Little arrived at the weekend in the
South Pacific for USO appearances.
•
Morris Mechanic, owner

of the
Baltimore, is visiting
his brother, Wm. G. Mechanic, at
Miami Beach.

New

August
Glendale, CaL, Aug. 2

_

Theatre,

•
Roy Haines, Warner's Western
and Southern division manager, and
Jules Lapidus, Eastern division manager, will leave today for tours of
their respective territories.

•

ECIPE

for a highly successful attraction

Take Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland,, mix well with brisk
tempo and comedy, sprinkle with light love story, add attractive girls,
apply George Gershwin music, garnish with production numbers and
top off with

Tommy

Dorsey's orchestra.

What

with paper shortage and the like, this review of "Girl Crazy"
could end here. But here is some of the detail which a bountiful audience at the Alexander Theatre found diverting and often hilarious

Mickey

the son of a wealthy newspaper tycoon. Only he has girls
in his brain. In the interest of brawn and brain, his father takes him out
of Yale and sends him to Cody College, smack on the western desert and
entirely surrounded by it. Mickey doesn't like it, but he does like Judy,
which is understandable enough.
So he sticks it out, takes to the
bronchos and at 6 A.M. tumbles out of bed with considerable wear and
tear on the body and over its violent protests.
is

booker,

has

been

inducted

RKO

Army.

Providence,
Laconia, N. H.

atre,

is

—

—

—

—

Annual Summer
August 11-12
Directors,
Meeting Board of
National Allied, Baltimore.

August 11-13

of the Hope Theon sick leave in

•

Annette Blaine, manager

Monogram Franchise

the

of
is

on

mittee of

2.

—Executive

Monogram

com-

franchise holders

at the Drake Hotel over
to discuss plans for 1943particular attention to the
of higher budget pictures.

meeting here
the

weekend

paid
schedule
44,

Legion Classifies
10, Two Get a

the Rising Sun,"
and Columbia's "First Comes Courage" are given Class B ratings, as
being objectionable in part, in the Legion of Decency's current classification.
Rated as Class A, for general
patronage, were "Headin' for God's
Country,"
"The Saint Meets the

Tiger" and "Nobody's Darling," all
and "Sky's the Limit,"
Republic,
RKO, and "This Is the Army," Warners.

'In

Hotel

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
CARY GRANT

MR. LUCKY
with LARAINE DAY
AN RKO RADIO PICTURE

Symphony Orchestra

Gala Stage Revue

First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.

Circle 6-4600

In Person

"DIXIE"
with

)f

BING CROSBY

*
*

DOROTHY LAMOUR
A Paramount

cool

Picture

Andrews Sisters
TIM HERBERT
Mitch AyerS

^

and nis Orchestra

PARAMOUNT

and stands ready to spend
that
amount,
according
to

twice

turned from the coast studio over the
weekend.
Supplemental expenditures

;

Bill

ROBINSON

A 20lh CENTURY FOX PICTURE

PLUS A BIG
STAGE SHOW

D
V VI *7th50thAve.
K f\
\J W

St.

October,

Harry
were
attending
Others
Arthur C. BromBerkson, Buffalo
Lon Fidler, Denver
berg, Atlanta
Irving
William Hurlbut, Detroit
Hyman Rifkin,
Mandel,
Chicago
Boston Charles Trampe, Milwaukee,
and George West, St. Louis.
;

HORNE

Old Oklahoma'

Republic will spend a minimum of
$250,000 to promote in 33 key city
premieres of "In Old Oklahoma," in

Charles Reed Jones, company adver-

W. Mangham,

:

RKO's "Behind

Sales Meet-

Century-Fox,

Cab CALLOWAY
and his band

Open

Atlanta, committee chairman, presided.

John

'B'

$250,000 to

Holders At Meeting
Chicago, Aug.

Jodoin Theatre, Baltic, Conn.,
vacation in the midwest.

—Western

20th

ing,

Lena

•

Samuel Badamo,

—

'G" denotes general classification.

the

into

Francis Coe, Rotary Club.
3-4
Eastern Regional Sales
Meeting, 20th Century-Fox, Hotel
Astor, New York.
August 5 Meeting of Coordinating
Committee, National Entertainment Industry Conference, New
York.
August 5-7
Midwest Regional J
Sales Meeting, 20th Century-Fox,
Hotel Blackstone, Chicago.
Variety Club Testi-.
August 10
monial Dinner to John R. Mc-f
Pherson, Deroit.

August

—

•

Chicago

Meet-

by Charles

Ambassador, Los Angeles.
Musical comedy plot
to close the school because August 17
Latin American Testistudents are going to college, but not to Cody.
This creates a brainmonial Luncheon, International
storm idea having to do with a rodeo. It works, but the applications
Film Relations Committee, Harvard Club, New York.
pour in from girls. This shakes he-man Cody to its foundations, but at
least it keeps the school on them.

;

Kimmel,

— Industry Goodwill

maneuvres threaten

Charles Truran, manager of the
Swell is "Bidin' My Time" with its satiric approach. Excellent is the
Park Theatre, Meadville, Pa., is vaca- arrangement of "Fascinatin' Rhythm," by Dorsey and his tooters.
Elabtioning in New York.
orate and tuneful is the singing and dancing routine of "I've Got Rhy•
All through this and
Lt. James H. O'Shea, son of E. thm," directed by Busby Berkeley for the finale.
K. O'Shea of Loew's, has been as- other situations and songs, Mickey and Judy are in top form, and that's
They alternate between the irresistible and the apsigned to Mitchell Field, L. I., for fur- considerable form.
ther fighter pilot training after com- pealing, and always the wholesome.
pleting his course at Marianna, Fla.
From time to time, the story, or what there is of it, comes to complete
•
standstills as the two stars jog or warble or do both. The Rooney imperJoseph Shea, Eastern story editor sonations
sequence over a dead mike as he and Judy await an audience
and publicity director for Cagney Prowith the governor is pulled in completely by the ears. It has no relation
ductions, will leave today for a week's
to anything fore or aft, but it also makes no difference.
visit to James Cagney at Martha's
Vineyard, Mass.
The big production number at the close is a glowing example of
•
Metro's Golden West. It cannot be found in any gazeteer, geography or
F. J. A. McCarthy, Universal's
That, too, makes no never mind.
atlas.
Southern division manager, left yesNorman Taurog's direction is very pat. Producer Arthur Freed is in
terday for Louisville.
on the bows, of course. In varying shades so are supporting cast mem•
Edward G. Zorn, president of Unit- bers. They include Nancy Walker, the tough girl of "Best Foot Fored Theatre Owners of Illinois, is on ward" Rags Ragland, Guy Kibbee and June Allyson.
vacation at Colorado Springs.
Running time, 100 minutes. "G."*
Red Kann
David

3

to be conducted

ing,

presi-
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dent, will leave today for a va-
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Coming Events

"Girl Crazy"

cation in Mexico.

the

Tuesday, August

tising

will

ad-publicity

be

made

in

director,

subsequent

who

re-

promo-

Mfe

LOEWS

State/
On

Stage

VIRGINIA

WEIDLER

"TheYoungest

;

tions.

Profession"

;

;

'Rhine' Premieres Aug. 6

—

Atlantic City, Aug. 2. World
premiere of Warners' "Watch on the
Rhine" opens here Aug. 6 at the Warner Theatre. New York Strand opening is set for Aug. 26, with general

Rated as Class A, for adults, were
Dood It" and "Tartu," both
"I
M-G-M, and Republic's "Someone to
release on Sept.
Remember.

4.

Republic's

Roy Rogers

has been set

four weeks at Madison Square
Garden with the rodeo in October,
for

instead of the usual 18-day run.
Jones revealed that a dinner time
spot is favored for Republic's proposed
half-hour radio program, in order to
avoid conflict with evening theatre attendance.
Program will lean heavily on musical presentations from Republic pictures.

PALACE

B'WAY &
47th

St.

BETTY GRABLE • GEO. MONTGOMERY

"CONEY ISLAND"
and

"CALABOOSE"
NOAH BEERY,

JR.

• JIMMY ROGERS
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55 Shooting,
41 Preparing,

46 Editing
Holly w wood, Aug.
duction

;

I

year

2.

—Peak

pro-

be reached
at M-G-M this month with 15 pictures
before the cameras, five in Technicolor.
Production, moreover, shows a
decided upward trend all along the
this

will

line.

M-G-M

Today,

seven

Universal,

;

has 11 on stages,
Columbia, Para-

mount and Warners,

RKO,

PRC

six

each,

and

Universal, Columbia and
started two this week, while
five.

M-G-M,
Monogram,
Paramount,
RKO, Republic, UA-Sherman, and
Warners

each

put

one

before

the

cameras.

/

4

ones got underway last week.
This
compares with 51 shooting, 20 preparing, 54 editing, three finished and
10 new ones the previous week.
The
production scene

Columbia
Started
"Cowboy in the Clouds,"
witli Charles Starret, Julie Duncan,
;

"The Gamble

BosMorris,

of

Blackie," with Chester
George E. Stone, Jeanne Bates.
"Tropicana,"
Shooting
"Cover
Girl," "There's Something About a
Soldier," "Is Everybody Happy?"

ton

:

Finished

"Doughboys

:

Shooting

in

Ireland."

Goldwyn
"Up in Arms."

:

M-G-M
Started: "Rationing," with Wallace
Beery, Marjorie Main.

Shooting:

"Andy Hardy's Blonde

" Broadway
Rhythm,"
Trouble,"
"Meet the People," "White Cliffs of
Dover," "The Cross of Lorraine,"

"The

Heavenly

"Madame

Body,"

Curie,"

"America,"

"A Guy Named

Joe," "See Here, Private

Hargrove."

Monogram
"The Texas Kid," with
Johnny Mack Brown, Shirley PatterStarted

Record at Hollywood

(M-G-M)
Hollyzuood, Aug. 2

Shooting

:

"College Sweetheart."
13th Guest."

"The

Finished:

Paramount
Started: "Henry Aldrich's Code of
Honor," with Jimmy Lydon, Charlie
Smith, Joan Mortimer, John Litel.
Fear,"
of
"Ministry
Shooting
"Standing Room Only," "The Story
"Frenchman's
Wassell,"
Dr.
of
Creek," Hail the Conquering Hero."
Finished: "Timber Queen."
:

P. R- C.

(Continued from page

N

his first picture to be unfurled in this market since "Young Mr.
He cuts
Pitt," Robert Donat runs considerably ahead of his material.
a dashing figure as an English agent on a sabotage mission in Czechoslovakia, but the story in this British-made film creaks on its hinges and

T
*

gives forth a familiar and repeated refrain.

Once more,

by John C. Higgins, cooks up a heroic giant
He is so heroic that with the mere aid of the Czech underof a man.
ground movement, he succeeds in knocking off a jealously guarded gas
plant neatly camouflaged by the occupying Nazis as an innocent looking hill topped off by an equally innocent appearing farmhouseDonat makes monkeys out of the protecting force, electric eyes, huge
and thick clanging steel doors, and adds injury to incredulity by swiping
a German plane for his return flight to England. Valerie Hobson, Czech
girl presumably collaborating with the Nazis, but actually not so at all,
accompanies him.

Donat

this original

dropped by parachute

is

in

Rumania.

Forged papers palm him

member

of that country's notorious Iron Guard. This gets him
to Pilsen, the scene of the goings on.
Plot and counter plot first endanger him as a Nazi tool which is his masquerade and later imperil him
for what he actually is.
Ingenuity, aided muchly by very conveniently
arranged detail and love, finds the way. The gas plant is destroyed and
another one-man campaign chalked up for our side, the Nazis and their
off as a

Gestapo notwithstanding.

1)

Don Cossack

Chorus.
Entire bill holds for a third week.
"Stormy Weather" is having easy
tures the

sailing at the Roxy, where it rung
up $62,500 estimated for the first five
days of the second week and will wind
up the seven days with a $79,000 esti-

mated gross tonight. The stage show
includes Russ Morgan and his band
and Connee Boswell, with the bill remaining for a third session.
"Stage Door Canteen" rolls meralong at the Capitol where, with
Phil Spitalny and his all-girl band on
the stage, the bill is expected to gross
an estimated $58,000 for its sixth
week ending tomorrow night. Theatre
announced yesterday the bill will hold
rily

for eight

weeks

in all.

week of "The Constant
Nymph," with Carmen Cavallero and
his band on the stage, at the Strand,
Second

will .gross about $50,000 for the house
and the show will remain a third

week. "Dixie" ends its six week sojourn at the Paramount Theatre tonight after grossing an estimated $49,000 for its final seven days. The stage

This is quite a load for Donat to carry. He does what he can. What
he does is as good and as believable as the outlandish story allows. show included the Andrews Sisters
Miss Hobson is competent in a supporting cast without marquee values and Mitch Ayers and his band. The
tomorrow
includes
opening
show
here.
"Let's Face It" on the screen and
"Tartu," which gets its title from the Donat character, is late in this
Benny Goodman's orchestra on the
market. Too many off the same plot line have taken precedence. Chief
stage.
Direction
appeal, no doubt, rests with Donat and his drawing power.
"Best Foot Forward" ended its
by Harold S. Bucquet is adequate.
fifth week at the Astor Theatre last
Red Kann night grossing an estimated $18,000
Running time, 104 minutes. "G."*
"Bomber's
and holds for a sixth.
Moon" and "Report to the Aleutians"
*"G" denotes general classification.
will gross an estimated $10,000 in the
first week at the Rialto, while "VicWatts, Wally Vernon.
tory Through Air Power" will do
at
Old Oklahoma,"
"In
Shooting:
about $14,000 for its third week at
"Here Comes Elmer."
the Globe.

Smith Presides

20th-Fox Meeting

20th Century-Fox
"Pin-Up
"Tampico,"
Shooting

OWI

:

"Buffalo Bill."
Finished: "Happy Land," "Guadalcanal Diary."
Girl,"

Universal

:

son.

the Army'

"Tartu"

:

Dub Taylor

Is

At $50,000 Breaks

It's love.

Fifty-five shooting, 41 preparing, 46
nine are finished and 13 new

editing,

This

Review

company.

of the

The branch mana-

gers and the sales personnel

(Continued from page 1)
of

the

with ten East and South exchanges were
"Sundown
Started:
Tex Ritter, Fuzzy Knight, Janet on hand.
Shorts, "The March of
Shaw," "Set to Music," with Allan Time" and 1942-43 feature product
Jones, June Vincent, Betty Kean.
were discussed.
Shooting: "The Professor Goes
Spyros Skouras will address the
Wild," "Crazy House," "Top Man," meeting
today and Tom Connors will
formerly "Man of the Family" "Ali
discuss the new season's product. The
Baba and the 40 Thieves," "His But- latter was host to a party which conler's Sister."
cluded
yesterday's
session.
"The
Finished: "Hi, Ya, Sailor."
March of Time" is tendering a cocktail party today in the college room,
United Artists
with Roy E. Larsen, president of
(Samuel Bronston)
Time, Inc., acting as host.
Shooting
"Jack London."
Announcement of new titles, promo(Gregor Rabinovitch)
"The Girl from Lenin- tions and transfers in the home office
Shooting
Trail,"

;

:

Started "The Girl from Monterey,"
with Armida, Edgar Kennedy, An- grad."
(Harry Sherman)
tonio Caruso, Alphonse Martel. "The
Started: "Thundering Hoofs," with
Underdog," with Barton MacLane,
William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Eleanor
Charlotte Wynters, Jan Wiley.
Stewart.
RKO-Radio
Shooting: "Texas Masquerade."
"Higher and Higher,"
Started:
Warners
with Michele Morgan, Jack Haley,
:

:

Frank Sinatra, Marcy McGuire, Leon
Started: "Passage to Marseille,"
Constance Moore, the Hart- with
Sydney
Humphrey Bogart,
mans, Dooley Wilson.
Peter
Rains,
Claude
Greenstreet,
Shooting: "Gildersleeve on Broad- Lorre, John Loder, George Tobias,
way," "Revenge," "Government Girl," Helmut Dantine, Victor Francen.
"Around the World."
"Rhapsody in Blue,"
Shooting
Finished: "An American Story."
"Conflict," "In Our Time," "Destina"Shine On, Harvest
tion Tokyo,"
Republic
Started: "The Man from the Rio Moon."
Finished: "Northern Pursuit."
Grande," with Don Barry, Twinkle
Errol,

:

Seen Naming
Film Liaisons Soon

(Continued from page 1)

field sales staffs will be made at
the several meetings but the company
is
withholding its public announcement of the changes until the Los Angeles session.

and

New

Union Asking Vote

10 days, Palmer Hoyt, director of domestic operations, will name
a motion picture liaison man. Hoyt,
who has been in Hollywood for conferences with industry representatives,
is expected to return to Washington

week or

tomorrow.
"The September
vasion theme and

drive, with

its

in-

'Back-the-Attack'
slogan, is probably the greatest mass
undertaken with
ever
selling
job
some 50 million customers in view,"

—

said Doob.

The Treasury has set up a promotion plan of newspaper ads, radio,
billboards, and all other media, but
the exploitation and ballyhoo are in
this

with

"Hollywood,
hands.
caravan and hero tours, and
theatres with their locally exindustry's
its

the
ecuted parades, rallies, displays, etc.,
are the key-factors in the publicity
barrage," he disclosed.

WAC

in

every

city

should

offer

their services to war finance comMotion Picture Managers and Em- mittees, said Doob.
ployees
Local 152, CIO, recently
chartered in New York by the United
Office and Professional Workers of
America, plans to ask the State Labor Stahl Resigns from Para.
Board for an election covering the
Cleveland, Aug. 2. Max Stahl has
employees of Combined Bronx Amuse- resigned from the Paramount sales
ments, a theatre circuit of six the- force to enter the newspaper distribut-

—

atres,

according to a union

official.

ing business in Farrel, Pa.

Motion Picture Daily

Allied Decree

Talks Set for

Tuesday, August

3,

1943

Review

Showmanship

"Border Buckaroos"

Flashes

.

.

.

(PRC)

Special Unit
(Continued from page

clusively
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Motion Picture Daily

in

yesterday, of receiving reports of exhibitor experiences under the decree
and their views on future government
procedure, during the next month or
two. Tom C. Clark, special assistant
to the U. S. Attorney General, in
charge of the anti-trust division, has
instructed regional representatives of
the Department all over the country
to interview exhibitors and to report
on their views. In addition, the Department here will receive additional

information to be prepared by national and regional exhibitor organizations.
Clark, who recently returned from a West Coast trip during

HP HOSE

Texas Rangers, Tex O'Brien, Jim Newill and Guy Wilker
on their good-samaritan activities
around a plot that is again written in plenty of running gun fights, stage
coach robberies, rescue of the pretty heroine, etc. Tex O'Brien gives a
good, rough, masculine portrayal, but Jim Newill is not tough he's a
bit too refined, and Guy Wilkerson as the rough diamond character,
fails in an attempt to be funny.
The dirty business this time concerns a dude lawyer and his unscrupulous cattlemen friends, who are aiming to cheat the heirs to a seemingly worthless ranch out of their inheritance.
The heirs, unaware of the
existence of an abandoned, but very rich mine on their land, must be
on hand at midnight, according to the will, if they are to get the ranch.
The Texas Rangers, who happen to be riding through the country get
wind of what's up and set about to put things in order. After rescuing
Christine Mclntyre, the pretty lady heiress, Tex sends Jim Newill off to
son,

in their latest film, carry

—

Stunt Promotion
For 'Cabin in Sky'
The campaign put on for "Cabin in
the sky" by Oscar Nyberg of the Fox
Theatre, Spokane, was highlighted by
the distribution of 10,000 "jam session" tickets to youngsters.
Several
students
"picketed"
with messages
such as "I want to see 'Cabin in the
Sky,'
has ticket No. 1809?," the
idea being to find the person of the
opposite sex who had the corresponding ticket, in order to get free admis-

Who

Also 5,000 sweepstake tickets
were distributed in downtown cafes,
restaurants, hotels, etc.
Each ticket
pose as the other heir while he himself pretends to be a member of the was numbered and every weekday a
unscrupulous cattlemen's gang.
When the gang discovers that they list of 25 numbers was posted in front
have been handed the doublecross, there is a terrific gun-and-fist fight, of the theatre. The persons holding
but the rangers mop up and ride off singing, with their prisoners, to the tickets with numbers similar to those
sion.

posted

received free admission.
county jail.
Eleanor
Counts,'
cast
include
as
Christine
Mclntyre's
Others in the
Maritime School
decree workings, may make a second girl friend Jack Ingraham, who is an adequately sinister villain Ethan
Aids Campaign
trip into the field for the same pur- Laidlow, Charles King, Michael Vallon and Ken Duncan.
St. Petersburg, Fla., Aug. 2.—
pose next month, and his office here
Oliver Drake directed and the production was handled by Alfred Stern
For the campaign of Warner's "Acalso will confer with exhibitors and and Arthur Alexander.
tion in the North Atlantic,"
Robert
other industry representatives in the
Ted Rowland H. Boardman,
Running time, 60 mins. "G."*
manager of the Playmeantime.

which he interviewed exhibitor representatives and company officials on

;

;

A

report of the Allied commitdiscussions will be made at the
board meeting in the Lord Baltimore
Hotel, Baltimore, Aug. 11 and 12.
The decree will be one of the major
topics of the board meeting.
At the
last Allied board meeting, held in Detroit, May 6, a resolution was adopted
in favor of affiliated theatre divorcement fortified by effective injunctions
against unfair practices. In the event
that prosecution of the government's
case next November is not undertaken,
the resolution incorporated suggestions for modifications of the decree.
Among the latter was the adoption of
a new sales plan, details of which have
since been worked out by Allied regional organization heads in consultation with their members and which
will be presented to the board meeting
full

*"G" denotes general

classification.

tee's

next week.

$9,988,340 July Gross
At Downtown First Runs
nearly

every

sector.

Big,"
"Constant Nymph,"
"Coney
Island," "Lady of Brulesque," "Dixie,"
"Mr. Lucky," "Action in the North
Atlantic,"
"Hit the Ice," "Crash
Dive," "Song of Texas," "Human

1)

Average high

quality of product served with refrigeration was generally the reason, aided
by the fact that outdoor show competition was at a low in most places, and
is sliding even lower, due to wartime
restrictions and transportation curtail-

Comedy,"

"Air
Raid
Wardens,"
"Bombardier," "Salute for Three,"
"China," and others.
The story of
"This Is the Army" and "For Whom
the Bell Tolls," both given world premieres in July, in New York, is an-

ments and dimouts.

Some of the pictures figuring frequently in Motion Picture Daily's
headlines on key city box office reports included "Stage Door Canteen,"

other matter.

Comparison

"Hers to Hold," "Thumbs Up," "Mr.
Total
1942
No. of
Other subjects on the meeting's
Theatres Gross
agenda are a report on the Allied Week Ending
150 $1,815,500
report Jan. 2-3
Caravan Committee's work
138
1,700,000
by Roy Harrold on 16 mm. and Jan. 9-10

of

downtown

150
142
130
148
146
136

16-17
23-24
30-31

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

enlargement of Allied's bulletin service; reports on print shortages and
curtailed film deliveries
reports on
curtailed releases by distributors and
on current film terms.
Arrangements for the meeting have
been completed by Frank Hornig,
president of
of Maryland, and

March 6- 7
March 13-14
March 20-21
March 27-28

;

;

;

;

MPTO

Meyer Leventhal,

6- 7

13-14
20-21
27-28

161

137
129
141

153
152
157
150
148
142
140
148
141

April 3- 4
April 10-11
April 17-18
April 24-25
May 1- 2
May 8- 9

national Allied secretary.
Among those who will be
present, in addition to those already May 15-16
named, are Abram F. Myers, chair- May 22-23
man and general counsel Colonel H. May 29-30
A. Cole, Dallas Don Rossiter, Martin June 5- 6
Smith, P. J. Wood, Leo Jones, Max- June 12-13
well Alderman, Harry Lowenstein, June 19-20
Irving Dollinger, Thornton Kelley, June 26-27
Harry Walker, Sidney Samuelson, H. July 3- 4
Chertcoff, George Ickes, L. Gold, W. July 10-11
Ainsworth, Ray Branch, Hugh July 17-18
L.
Bruen, "observer" for the Pacific July 24-25
:

146
139

;

;

Coast
Independent
Conference
of
Theatre Owners, and Rotus Harvey,

San Francisco.

135
140
131

July 31-Aug.

1

.

.

.

.

149
150
136
130
136

1,600,600
1,575,100
1,474,700
1,641,400
1,518,600
1,500,000
1,815,300
1,435,500
1,366,600
1,447,900
1,539,100
1,516,400
1,861,000
1,740,500
1,580,900
1,459,500
1,483,000
1,638,300
1,653,000
1,585,800
1,564,000
1,539,100
1,557,300
1,403,800
1,612,200
1,685,000
1,543,400
1,529,300
1,652,700

run

:

1-2

151

Jan. 8- 9
Jan. 15-16
Jan. 22-23
Jan. 29-30
Feb. 5- 6
Feb. 12-13
Feb. 19-20
Feb. 26-27

154
149
127
127
126
132
139
149
142

j

an.

;

competition
report
by Jack Kirsch on juvenile delinquency problems and remedies report
on the new Kilgore theatre divorcement bill in Congress report on Canadian exhibitors' experiences under
film price ceiling laws a proposal for

first

January 1, follows
1943
No. of
Total
Week Ending Theatres Gross

receipts since

:

;

m

in

(Continued from page

Subjects on Agenda

non-theatrical

house Theatre, turned over the entire
first show to the maritime trainees
Tickets were paid for at the regularservice men's cut admission, out
of
the entertainment fund of the
Maritime School.
In return for this private showing,
the men paraded up Central Avenue
45-foot trailers, with 150 trainees

March
March
March
March

•

April
April
April
April
April

5- 6
12-13
19-20
26-27
2- 3
9-10
16-17
23-24

30-May

May 7- 8
May 14-15
May 21-22
May 28-29
June 4- 5
June 11-12
June 18-19
June 25-26
July 2- 3
July 9-10
July 16-17
July 23-24
July 30-31

151
143

1

..

147
123
147
147
158
154
161
161
158

155
169
166
163
168
164
153
151
155

164

(Copyright, 1943, Quigley Publishing Company, Inc.)

$2,813,500
2,424,300
1,820,500
1,648,600
1,789,500
1,743,000
1,919,000
1,885,900
2,005,200
1,933,400
1,944,600
1,968,300
1,938,200
1,785,800
2,029,100
1,868,500
2,006,200
2,284,200
2,168,400
2,053,700
2,096,200
2,036,600
2,289,700
1,865,873
1,961,600
2,125,300
2,133,800
2,433,700
2,109,400
2,185,100
2,347,900

each. Also, Buddy Clark's band,
enlisted in the service en masse,

which

played on front of the theatre and
gave two shows on the stage three
days after the opening.

The entire exploitation cost the
theatre
nothing
except
newspaper
plates and a little £xtra newspaper advertising.

Recruiting Rally

For Bombardier
Chicago, Aug. 2.
Showing of
"Bombardier" was tied up here with

—

a recruiting drive for bombardiers,
pilots and navigators by the Army
Air Corps. A smoke screen was
laid over the Loop and the city

"bombed" with
ing the drive.
a

inaugurat-

leaflets

One bomb contained

coupon exchangeable for a $25

War Bond at the Palace Theatre.
The Army Ordnance Department
contributed

a

lobby

display

of

bombs and airplane engines and a
recruiting station was set up in the
theatre.
A unit of the
Patrol also paraded with
band from the Victory
the RKO Palace for a

Civil Air
a 50-piece
Plaza to
recruiting

rally.

Local 306 Taking
Fights to F. D. R.
(Continued from page 1)
declaration that the case is an important policy one and must be considered carefully.
The controversy arose when the
Joelson circuit, operating some 18
theatres here, slashed the pay of some
projectionists employed by the circuit
by 25 per cent on October 31, 1942,
reportedly in violation of the President's "hold the line" order.
Circuit
had claimed that it was entitled to reduce wages when it reduced the size
of certain of its theatre capacities.

'
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Distributors
Set to Speed

Coast Flashes

Black Hills Express"

Hollywood, Aug. 2

(Republic)

Films to Italy
FRED STENGEL

By

will bring Hollyto screens in that

Peace in Italy

wood

pictures
for the

country

first

time

since

Foreign managers of dis1938.
tributing companies in New York
have revealed that with peace they
expect an immediate "go aheacf
signal from military and diplomatic
authorities for the opening of commercial negotiations with governing

J.

Hollywood, Aup.

'"THIS

2

a typical Western with plenty of snap and dash beamed at
* pleasing the followers of Western adventure pictures in which there
is a lot of action and just the suspicion of a love story adroitly handled
so that it does not overshadow the he-man stuff.
is

Don Barry

Ron

W alker,
7

the two-fisted gunman,
whom a crooked marshal and banker try to frame as the outlaw responsible for stage holdups which they are engineering to break Wells Fargo
so they can buy it out cheaply with the gold they've stolen from the

does a good job as

stages.

European

with a
features
with super-imposed titles in the language of the respective country. As
previously mentioned,
Laudy Lawrence is in charge of this program in
countries

Hollywood

of

list

Ariel Heath makes her venture into Westerns in this one as the herowhose father is slain, and who eventually helps Walker prove the
marshal and banker are the real brains behind the outlaw depredations.
She does well with her role.
ine

Sicily

in

Lacy

to

Kastner

is

OWI

*"G" denotes general

The majors pulled out of Italy as
of Dec. 31, 1938, following the establishment in that country by the Mussolini government of the film distribution monopoly.
Impositions placed
upon American film companies by the
Ente Nazionale per lTndustria Cinematografica in a decree dated Sept.
1938, caused representatives of these
firms in Europe at the time to decide
that continuance of trade in Italy was

4,

impossible.

Some $500,000 belonging to U. S.
distributors
was frozen in Italian
banks by that government. The money
Films were
has not been released.
required to be dubbed in Italy in the
native language with a tax of 50,000

imposed upon each picture.
Companies which operated their
own branches up to Dec. 31, 1938,
were Warners, Loew's, Paramount
and 20th Century-Fox. United Art
ists,
RKO, Universal and Columbia
distributed through Italian sales representatives.
Those with branches li

lire

4

Industry

high
all

budgeteers

Westerns ex-

Siegel is supercept Roy Rogers'.
vising deluxers and Rogers' films.
Al Wilson, labor relations counsel,
takes over Sheehan's duties. John L.

McCurdy, formerly with Paramount

RKO

succeeds Wilson.
its first entry into the legitimate field through the
purchase of "Mexicana," a musical
currently playing in Mexico City. It
will produce it in New York, and then

and

theatres,

film

it.

•

William Goetz's International

is

The
"on

industry

the

spot"

Loan campaign,

is

PPCITO Protests

the

3d Drive

in the spotlight
in

the

starting

Third
Sept.

(Continued from page 1)

edged unfair practice
and ized previews."

War
9,

'Heaven' Previews

ac-

of commercial-

They might combine

in

Izzy
Allen
was named Monogram's Quebec manager.
The company adds "Victory Parade" musical
to its schedule.

Pat Duggan,

York

Sam Goldwyn's New

story editor, goes to the studio.
succeeds him.

Kay Brown

cording to Oscar A. Doob, assistant
national director of the Treasury's

war finance division, who was here
from Washington over the week-end
to

confer with

mitee

heads.

War Activities ComHe returned to the

Capital Sunday.
"I doubt that many in the industry realize just how important a place
the industry is expected to take in
this gigantic drive," Doob told L. C.
Griffith, newly appointed bond drive

chairman of WAC, and
oian, chairman of the

S.

WAC

H. FaTheatres

Division.

"Since getting into my new Treasury job, I've been surprised repeat-

The most hilarious idea

We

in film history

plans."

Of Film Hoarding
{Continued from page

1)

old Hopper, head of the motion pic
ture section, who pointed out that no
control of the disposition of the fin
ished product is contemplated in the
raw stock allocation order.

one

•

Opposition to commercialized previews has long been a plank point
in the platform of the PCCITO.

edly to hear how much reliance Secretary Morgenthau and national director Theodore R. Gamble are placing
on the industry to fulfill a vital part
At virtually
in the over-all drive.
every Washington meeting with the
quidated their properties while the war finance committee, the plans of
others terminated their contracts with the industry are discussed and emtheir sales agents.
phasized as a prime factor in the sucare inviting
As of Dec. 31, 1937, there were 4, cess of the drive.
049 theatres in Italy with a seating Fabian or Griffith to Washington to
tell the Treasury state publicity chaircapacity of 1,643,161.
men of 20 states of the film industry's

WPB Refuses Probe

dis-

cussing Claudette Colbert, Gary Coop-

•
Robert Gillham, Paramount advertising and publicity chief, planes to
Chicago tomorrow on the "Bell" roadshow.
•

classification.

On

Spot' in

Majors Leave Italy

practically

eight

on the schedule, and

George Lewis and Bill Halligan supply the villainy, while Charles
•
Mitchel does an excellent job as the stage-line manager facing ruin, who
John Houseman's first as a Parapins his hopes on Ron's gun-fighting.
mount producer will be "Miss Susie
Jack Cartwright Slagle's."
Running time, 56 minutes. "G."*

natives

of that
slated to
head the
section which will
move American pictures into Northern
European countries as they are liberated.
island.

gram except

er deals.
feature.

shot.

North Africa and Southern Europe
and has reported to home offices that
American films are already being

shown

He

The company makes

Wally Vernon provides plenty of wholesome comedy relief as the
The Office of War Information deputy sheriff who works with Ron Walker in ferreting out the real
overseas bureau will first enter lib- crooks and, at just the right moment, saves Ron's life with a well-placed
selected

business

Siegel's assistant at Republic.
will supervise the entire feature pro-

J.

country.

officials in that

erated

SHEEHAN, studio
HOWARD manager,
was made M.

Doob said that Francis S. Harmon,
executive vice-chairman of the WAC,
was due in Washington Friday and
would be pressed to stay over for a
meeting of the publicity
lowing day.

men

the fol-

iwtmoHy

Bowes Withdraws Unit

—

Major Bowes'
Chicago, Aug. 2.
withdrawal of his amateur unit stage
It was suggested that if the alleged
show has caused the cancellation of
practice is in violation of the anti
several theatre engagements in this
trust laws, the matter might be sub- territory.
Among houses where they
mitted by Farnum to the Department had been booked are the Oriental,
of Justice.
here, and Riverside, Milwaukee.

THIRD

WAS LOAN

SEPT

9lh lo 20*.

GET BEAD*

1
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'DuBarryV $20,000,
Cincinnati High
Aug.

Cincinnati,

2.

mer grosses

are continuing to hold to
high brackets, with "Du Barry
Was a Lady" contributing an esti-

mated $20,000 to the RKO Albee,
which presages a holdover or moveover week.

Estimated receipts for the week
ending August 4-7
"Du Barry Was a Lady" (M-G-M)

RKO ALBEE— (3.300)
Gross:

(30c-33c-44c-55c)

7

(Average, $15,000)

$20,000.

"Background to Danger" (W.

B.)
(30£-33c-44c-55c)

RKO PALACE— (2.700)

days.

Gross:

(Average,

$13,000.

7

$13,000)

"The Constant Nymph" (W.

B.)
(30c-33c-44c-55c)
(2,000)
7 days, second week.
(Moved from Albee).

RKO CAPITOL—

Gross: $7,000.
(Average,
"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)

RKO'

GRAND— (1,500)

$6,000)

(30c-33c-44c-55c)

downtown week.
(Average, $6,500)
"Pilot No. 5" (M-G-M)

days, third

RKO LYRIC— (1.400)

Gross:

7

$4,800.

(30c-33c-44c-55c)

7

(Average, $4,500)
days.
Gross: $5,000.
"Silver Spurs" (Rep.)
"Gangs, Inc." (PRC) (Reissue)
(1,000) (22c-33c) 4 days.

RKO FAMILY—

Gross: $1,500.
(Average, $1,400)
"Salute for Three" (Para.)

RKO FAMILY— (1,000)

Gross:

$850.

and direction of

(22c-33c)

3

may

"Saint"

smoothly portrayed by Hugh Sinclair, learns from the lips
of a dying man who stumbles into his apartment that the clue to a $4,000,000 bank robbery lies in a tiny fishing village in Cornwall. He no
sooner arrives in Cornwall than he meets the heroine Jean Gillie, whose
aunt asks him to tea, where he recognizes several notorious shady characters. The saint reveals his identity, and lets them know that he is out
to get the "Tiger," the leader of the gang and the $40,000,000 in gold
bullion which he knows they are planning to take out of the country.
Now that everyone, including the audience, knows what is what, it is only
a matter of discovering the Tiger's identity and tracking down the gold.
The trail leads the saint and Jean Gillie to a hidden smugglers' cave
where they discover the gang loading the gold bricks onto a yacht. They
board the ship, and by means of the saint's clever management, capture
the Tiger and the rest of the nefarious crew.

The

saint,

Miss

Gillie,

and

Hugh

Sinclair

who

plays the saint, both given very

creditable and straightforward performances.
liam Sistrom and directed by Paul Stein.

Running

"Saboteur" (Univ.)

branch office here will go to
any lengths to sell their pic-

this latest dramatization of Leslie Chatteris
be a bit haphazard at times, but with the assistance of
an excellent cast and plenty of sliding panels, secret passageways, and
mysterious corpses, it turns out to be a fairly amusing 60 minutes of entertainment.
*

time, 70 mins.

It

was produced by Wil-

Ted Rowland

"G."*

days.

(Average, $800)

"Bataan" (M-G-M)

KEITH'S— (1,500)
(Moved from

(30c-33c-44c-55c) 7 days.
Palace).
Gross: $6,500. (Av-

erage, $5,500)

1943

Hires 'em Tall
In Corn Country
Omaha, Aug. 2.—The RKO

(Republic)

DLOT

3,

RKO

'The Saint Meets the Tiger"

—Mid-sum-

the

days.

Tuesday, August

"Wagon Tracks West"

tures.
Jolly, new salesman, is
foot, eight inches tall.

Pat
six

Head Booker Norm Neilsen
six

And

four and

foot,

branch

manager

Howe and salesman
also

crowd

is

one-half.

Karl
Rosenblat

six foot.

McClintic Loses Suit
Film
involving

MGM

Supreme Court

Justice Sidney BernGuthrie
stein yesterday ruled that
McClintic, legitimate producer, is not
entitled to share in the $142,000 re-

Edward Sheldon and
Margaret Ayer Barnes, authors of
"Dishonored Lady," in the plagiarism
action involving the Metro-Goldwyn-

covery made by

Mayer

film, "Letty Lynton."
McClintic, who produced "Dishonored Lady" on the stage, claimed a
50 per cent interest in the film rights.
The two authors, after Federal Court
litigation which lasted eight years,
won damages of $142,000. The producer, who did not participate in
the lengthy litigation, then filed suit
for 50 per cent of the recovery.

(Republic)

Ochs Plans Post-War
Drive-in Circuit
Columbus,

O.,

Aug.

2.

— Herbert

Ochs, general managing director of
the Drive-In Theatre at Dayton, announces the leasing of a 40-acre tract
on East Main St. for a drive-in to
be built as soon as building restrictions
are lifted. The lease is for IS years,
beginning July 1, 1943, and involves
approximately $100,000.

backing the project have
Drive-In Theatres in Toledo,
Louisville and Lexington, as well as
Dayton, and plan to extend their circuit after the war. Ochs, well known
film man, having been with Warner
Brothers for 17 years as salesman,
branch manager and district manager,
will make his headquarters in ColumInterests

built

bu.'i.

Hollywood, Aug. 2
another western designed to draw and please the small fry
and many of the elders. It's another Wild Bill Elliott from the
Republic lot with plenty of action, a fairly good story, and lots of heWar Labor Board has approved
man fighting as well as the usual riding and shooting, ending in the wage clauses in the contract signed on
April 7, 1943, between Screen Office
villain being brought to justice.
and Professional Employees Guild,
It all starts with a drink of fever-infected swamp water and Gabby
Local 109, CIO, and Republic PicHayes, victim of the fever, is mistaken for a drunk and picked on by tures.
The contract, affecting 56
the toughs of Six Gun, a western frontier town. Wild Bill Elliott saves home office workers, calls for inGabby from his persecutors and also a young Indian who has just re- creases of from $2 to $5, with miniturned from medical college to help his people, the Pawnees.
mum salaries of $18 per week for minifor clerical workers.
In the end, after plenty of hard riding, lots of gunplay and use of the sengers and $20
Increases are retroactive to Decemfear of the fever to wring a confession, Wild Bill and Gabby solve the
ber 14, 1942.
tangle and save the young Indian doctor from the noose, thereby halting an Indian war.

H

ERE

Republic Employes
Get Wage Increase

is

Out
Producer Lou Gray has done a good job on this one which Howard Boston Sport
Bretherton directed in a way that gets all action out of dialogue, plot
Boston, Aug. 2. Sportsmans Shows
and fights. Elliott and Hayes do excellent workmanship on their roles, here are out for the duration. Here
as does Vallin, and Anne Jefferys contributes plenty of wistful beauty where these shows originated, and
where they grew until more than 225,to the role of the Indian princess in love with Vallin.
000 persons attended in a single week
Running time, 55 minutes. "G."
Cartwright
Jack
Mechanics building, and from
at
where they spread to Grand Central
Palace in New York, the idea has
been laid on the shelf. Albert Rau
and Sheldon Fairbanks, who with

—

Associates Gets a
Relief Committee "Calaboose"

Morris
Sanders,
20th-Fox
ex- (Roach-United Artists)
change Saul Trauner, Columbia ex- if
ALABOOSE," the second picture in the series produced by Hal
change, and Matthew D. Cahan, comC* Roach
featuring Jimmy Rogers and Noah Beery, Jr., is Western
prise a committee, appointed at week;

^

to handle various relief activities of Motion Picture Associates, by
Jack Ellis, president.

end,

The organization will open its 194344 season early in September with a
luncheon-meeting, and has abandoned
annual dinner-dance and journal
its
this year.

slapstick

Once

comedy.

Shows

associates comprise the Campbell-Fairbanks Expositions, have retained the name.
their

Miller Transfers Vogel

Tim and

Pidge, played by Rogers and Beery, Jr., reCleveland, Aug. 2.— Dave Miller,
two happy-go-lucky cowboys, are on the trail looking for
Universal district manager, announces
a job. They are hired as ranch hands but before they can go to work
that Gene Vogel, salesman out of the
Beery, Jr., is smitten by Mary Brian, the local sheriff's niece. Discover- Cleveland branch, has been transing that she is interested in "curing" criminals, Beery, Jr., has himself ferred to the Buffalo Universal with
incarcerated in the calaboose. He enjoys his stay until Rogers resorts the Albany territory assignment. Leo
introducing a cellmate, a Gottlob, who' has been in charge of
to drastic means to persuade him to leave
Vogel in the
notorious underworld character. When the cronies of the racketeer ar- city sales here, succeeds
territory and F. Arthur Simon
rive to "spring" him, Rogers and Beery, Jr., join the sheriff in the river
has resigned from the booking staff
pitched battle that follows. The gangsters are captured. But Miss Brian
of Co-operative Theatres of Ohio, to
marries Paul Hurst, local government horse agent, and Tim and Pidge become city salesman.
again,
spectively, the

—

World Books Greek Film
"Shrine of Victory." the first film
record of Greek resistance to the Axis,
brought here by Spyros Skouras, head

off to work.
Glenn Tryon produced this abbreviated footage, with Hal Roach, Jr.,
Screen play, by Arnold Belgard, is from an adaptation by
directing.
Harry Thew, of an original story by Donald Hough.
Milton Livingston
Running time, 45 mins. "G."*
Alberto Cavalcanti and has a narra-

go

War

Relief and 20th-Fox
of Greek
president, will have its premiere here
at the World Theatre late this month.
The film was produced in England by
tion spoken by Vrassidas Capernaros,
a Greek naval officer.

*"G" denotes general

classification.

'Lassie'

M-G-M

Tradeshowings

will

"Lassie

tradeshow

Come Home" on Aug.

17

in

York and Los Angeles, and
other

New
in

all

exchange centers on Aug.

24.

:
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Mexico Short Of

11

Theatre Changes

Middle East Yanks
Hail Free Pictures

Stock, Must Cut
Mexico City, Aug.

2.

—Those

who

would register their scenarios for
copyright protection with the Mexican government, through the Intellectual Properties Department of the
Ministry of Public Education, must

now conform to stricter regulations.
Mere synopses can still be registered,

but they are only accepted as

"literary pieces,"

which means that the

author has no protection of his idea.
For full copyright protection, the
scenarist must present, along with the
synopsis, the complete film dialogue
and such technique as camera movements.

Single Drive for
All Coast Charities

—

V. Frank
Los Angeles, Aug. 2.
Freeman, Paramount vice-president, is

B. & K. Manager Changes
Theatres Change Bookings
Chicago, Aug. 2.
Balaban and
Buying and booking for the Abel
Katz announce that Ed Dlouhy, for- Fanchi circuit, New York, which conmer manager of the Gateway, has been sists of the Greeley, Lincoln, Chelsea
appointed manager of the Apollo in and Savoy, is now being handled by
the Loop, succeeding James Thomp- the Island theatre circuit. The Abbey
son, who has been inducted into the theatre is now being booked by the
Army. Ray Thomson, formerly man- Brandt circuit, and the Rogers theaager of the Alba, is now manager of tre, Broadway, Brooklyn, will be hanthe Gateway. Joseph Anderson has dled by Rogel Amusement Corp. The
been appointed manager of the Bel- Regent, 34th Street, and Superior
park, and V. J. Fischer, formerly man- theatres, formerly operated by the
ager of the Coronet, has been made Yost circuit, are now operated by
manager of the Valencia, his place at Newley Theatre Corp.
the Coronet being filled by T. Duck-

worth.

war.

On
W.

labor committee are
Buzzell, secretary, Central LaJ.
Lew Blix, Southbor Council,
ern California director of the
Labor League for Human Rights, and
Herbert K. Sorrell, business representative of the Motion Picture Painters,
AFL, Local 644.

a

special

AFL

—

—

Earl Holden Succeeds as Manager
Earl
Charlotte, N. C, Aug. 2.
Holden, formerly of the staff of the
State Theatre, here, has succeeded R.

formerly with Warner Bros, at the
Paramount Theatre in Hammond, has
been made assistant manager of Warner's

Orpheum,

also in

Stallings as manager of the Imperial, Stallings having been inducted

was

recently

discharged

—

D.

Three More Close for Summer
The Film Board of Trade announced
yesterday that three more New York
theatres have closed for the summer
the Rivoli, West New York, N. J.;
Fisk in Winfield, Long Island, and the
Livonia, Brooklyn.

;

AFL

—

Thomas Made Assistant Manager
Chicago, Aug. 2. Kenneth Thom-

one of six vice-chairmen who will conBernal Lewis, maninto the Army.
duct the Los Angeles "War Chest
ager of the State, has returned from
Drive" starting Oct. 29. The fund will
Florida.
support many charities which formerly
In addiraised money individually.
tion to the community chest which
comprises 92 agencies, the new drive
will contribute to maintenance of organizations directly identified with the

"If your wallet is a little
short of piastres, francs, shillings, rials, fils
or whatever
else is passing for money in
your neck of the Middle East,
don't let it worry you because the American motion
picture industry is releasing
films to U. S. troops free for
nix." This is the word "Stars
and Stripes," the weekly
newspeper published by and
for the U. S. Armed Forces
in the Middle East, is passing
to soldiers, hailing the set-up
in which the industry supplies
current product to the War
Department for free showing
to men overseas.

—

as,

Coast Guard after

Hammond. He

from the
service in European

—

waters.

Newspaper Man Made Assistant

—

Wilkes-Barr£,

Pa., Aug. 2.
WilCanaughton, former newspaper
man, has been made assistant manager
of the Capitol here to replace Joseph

liam

Tinsley

Penn

who was

transferred to the

also as assistant manager.

Fire in Fiesta Theatre
City, Mo., Aug. 2. The
Fiesta Theatre, operated by Herman

—

Kansas

Crouch Returns to Auburn

2— Ernie

Crouch,
aiding at the Dixie, Rochester, has returned to Auburn and his former
Schine post.

Rochester, Aug.

Shortage of Help
At St. John Branches

Illmer, was damaged to the extent of
several thousand dollars by fire. The
building, on Troost Ave., is owned by
Abe Baier.

ExSt. John, N. B., Aug. 2.
change managers here are having difficulties trying to keep staffs up to par
in both quality and quantity. Simultaneously, shippers are being sought
by United Artists, 20th-Fox and

RKO.

On

several

occasions,

Man-

ager G. Heiber, of U. A., has been
the only male member of the staff.
Male exchange workers are quitting
to enlist or to go into munitions
plants and shipyards at wages that are
record high.

Female employes are also hard to
and harder to keep.
Girls and
women are moving about from one
job to another and permanency is deget

cidedly out.

Outside Competition
Hits Hard in Seattle Mexico Tightens
— Theatres here
Seattle, Aug.
2.

are facing their strongest competition
of the season from "outside" amusements.
At the Ice Arena, "IceCapades of 1943" opens a 13-day
stand at $2.88 top.
In the adjoining
Civic
Field,
Arthur Bros. Circus
opens a seven-day run. At the Sick
Rainier Park, Pacific Coast baseball
opens a three-week home series of twilight games, and seven blocks from the
ball park the Russell Bros. Circus begins an 11-day engagement.
Grace
Moore appeared in a concert at the
Moore Theatre on July 31, to be followed at the same house by a fiveday engagement of the Russian Ballet

Theatre the

first

week

of August.

Republic to Test
Top Productions
With

its

Remember,"

"Someone

production,

to
Republic institutes a pol-

icy of test engagements in key cities,
to determine the most effective advertising and publicity angle for each of

upper bracket releases.
Cooperative advertising campaigns
on deluxe productions are being supplemented by 24 sheet billboard posting and radio spot announcements.

Copyright Rules

Mexico City, Aug. 2.—There

are

indications that producers in
Mexico must radically change their
product for the rest of this year, in
view of the raw film scarcity and because they have run ahead of their
There is
1943 production schedule.
only enough raw stock available for

strong

Mexico in 1943 for a maximum production of 65 features and producers
made 42 pictures up to July 15. It
seems apparent, therefore, that they
must bear down on hand picking films
they want to produce, so that only the
very best of the 18 to 23 that can be
Most
accommodated can be made.
producers think that 60 will be the
utmost limit of Mexican production
this year.

Frank Founce, of the cinematographic division of the U. S. Office of
the Co-ordinator of Inter-American
Affairs ,is here helping producers cope
with the raw film shortage.

its

Stars Ask
Los Angeles,

New Names
Aug.
—Ann Soth2.

ern and her husband, Robert Sterling,
are seeking legal changes in their
names.
Miss Sothern, whose real
name is Harriette Lake Hart, wants
to be known as Ann Sothern Sterling.
Sterling,

Hart

Legal Sunday Films

—

Jackson, Tenn., Aug. 2. The city
council of Jackson has legalized Sunday exhibition of films between the
hours of one and six and after 9 p.m.
First shows
by unanimous action.
were given Sunday.
Voters will be asked to confirm the
in a referendum on Aug 20.

action

now Army Air Cadet Wil- Demands

liam John Hart, asks to be called Robert

Jackson, Tenn., Gets

Sterling.

of officers of a local air cadet training camp were prime movers
in obtaining the new ordinance.

ROY ROGERS TRIGGER
KING OF

WE

COWBOYS

SMARTEST HORSE IN

WE MOVIES

in

"SONG OF
TEXAS'
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NAB Favors Curb
On FCC Powers
Association

National

FCC

Meeting

in

NAB

Hollywood
By WILLIAM

THIRD

"

WEAVER

point,

this

.

in idea stage, at

It's

with a writer assigned to

feld

end to consider proposals of its legis- develop it, and a title, "Pick-Up Girl,"
board of di- pre-determined. The project, in comlative committee,
rectors denied that one of these pro- mon with the RKO-Radio and Monoposals concerned the ousting of Miller gram projects in kind previously anWith 23 of the nounced, sails in the face of known
president.
as
OWI opinion that pictures on this
board's 25 members present,
voted to keep Miller until the expira- theme are precisely not what the overtion of his term in 1944, drafting three seas market needs to be supplied with,
resolutions to combat the reported plus the undeclared but virtual cermove to oust him in favor of William tainty that the Office of Censorship
B. Lewis, former deputy chief of will deny export license to any film

Follies,"

•

Columbia has
announced
Brian
Aherne for the lead opposite Rosalind Russell in "Ten Per Cent Woman."
Jack Warner has selected
Joyce Reynolds, seen in "The Con-

to

Combat Delinquency
—As a step
Milwaukee, Aug.
2.

toward remedying increased juvenile
delinquency here, the Milwaukee common council has passed a curfew
which goes into effect at midnight tomorrow. Children under 16 must be
streets and out of public
off the
places between 12 midnight and five
a.m. daily, and all under 18 are forbidden to loiter around hotels and
rooming houses between 10 p.m. and
7 a.m. unless accompanied by parents

.

.

stant

.

.

today's
portrays
children, who are tomorrow's soldiers,
These are matters
as delinquents.
which those earnest exhibitors whose
request for films on the subject, to reduce what they called vandalism,
wouldn't have known about, but they
are the ones who will explain why
the films do not materialize if they

production by Charles Brackett with
Billy

Wilder directing.

•
entered upon its heaviest production schedule at weekend
with 14 films scheduled to go into production within six weeks, among them
"Ground Crew," "Hitler's Women"

Monogram

don't.

.

.

.

.

ing that children from surrounding
areas coming here to attend midnight
shows are a contributing factor to local juvenile delinquency, Judge Emory Smith, of the Scioto Juvenile
Court, has proposed that persons under 18 be barred from theatres after
11 p.m. He has instructed City Manager J. F. Parkinson to call a meeting of theatre managers and police
to formulate a plan.

Theatres in Harlem
Reopen After Riots
{Continued from page

Lexington Ave. was ordered by
last

night.

A

total

of

city

12

theatres in the heart of the riot area
remained closed yesterday. Three of
them were Brandt Circuit houses.
business
of
hundreds
Although
places had been looted and smashed,
theatres came through practically un-

.

.

.

.

.

are

among

With

the leads.

55

stage at weekend, in an August as hot as most and a period
when studios commonly curtail
their activity, students of the Holscene
are
exchanging
lywood
guesses as to why the pressure is
on.
Guesses include possibility of
James Brown and Bill Edwards in shortages to come, of talents to be
"Our Hearts Were Young and Gay" leaving, other urgencies, and some
Paramount has confirmed the or all of these may have bear.
report that the Pine-Thomas or- ing upon the subject. Of one guess
ganization is to produce "Storm" there is no doubt whatever, though,
on a major budget with top talent. because it's no guess. The producWarners has signed Barbara Stan- tion pressure reflects in full and
wyck for "Instruct My Sorrows" comforting measure the absolute
with Henry Blanke producing. .
confidence of the production branch
Paramount has signed James Fran- of the industry in the victory of
cis Crow, former newspaper critic, the Allies.
•
David O. Selznick has signed Neil
Hamilton to a term contract and
assigned him a top role in "Since
You Went Away." . . B. G. DeSylva
has cast Gale Russell, Dianna Lynn.
.

.

.

.

Father Draft Starts
Oct.

1—Ifs

Official
Washington, Aug. 2. The
War Manpower Commission

—

announced

tonight that induction of fathers would begin Oct. 1.
Fathers will be
drafted only when a local

der quasi-martial law by Mayor La
Guardia.
Theatre managers reported that attendance Sunday evening was not affected, but grosses took a sharp drop
yesterday.

their families.

The area was

placed un-

RKO announced that its three Harlem theatres were lighted widely to.
give patrons added protection, while all
theatres had all staffs on extra-hour
duty during the emergency.

what

of

this

it

take

will

release

a

emphasizes

|

she is converting all her newly won
wealth into armaments and weapons.

There are other scenes showing the
Japanese people, at home, in night
clubs along the famous Ginza, as well
as the training of children for what
Japan is said to believe will be a hundred years' war.

WMC

Chairman McNutt explained that
it is
no longer possible to
meet the needs of the military in any other way.

Release,

Feaf

Howard

Estabrook, writproduction policy with "Jive Junction," ing the script for "The Hairy Ape,"
undirect
will
which Edgar Ulmer
with production of which Jules Levey
der personal supervision of vice-presi- will implement his UA release, is inlight."

board cannot fill its monthly
call from other men who are
not eligible for occupational
deferment. Fathers who are
key men in essential industries will be deferred, as will
those whose induction would
cause extreme hardship to

damaged.

C.

defeat
the
formidable enemy we face, in presenting some sobering facts about Japan's
military, economic and social might.
Opening with a tabloid portrayal of
the execution of the American flyers
who bombed Tokyo, the picture goes
into a discussion of what our method
of attack upon Japan might be: with
film

.

Warner)
The latest adventure of Leon Schlesinger's Porky Pig and Daffy Duck
(

concerns itself with a little matter of
an unpaid hotel bill. Daffy loses all
their money at craps and their efforts
to avoid the bill collector leads them
into all sorts of violent, if not very
amusing horseplay. Running time, 7
mins. Release date, July 17.

W. B. Vie in
Hollywood Openings
Hollywood, Aug. — Paramount

Para.,

2.

Owen

Nares, British
Actor, 55, Passes

London,

Aug.

2.

—Owen

Nares,

British actor, died recently at Brecon,

Wales, at the age of
touring

army

55.

training

Nares,
in

who made
1909,

was

British audiences for

decades.

his debut

a

on the
with

favorite

more than

three

Besides appearing in many-

productions, Nares managed the Queen's Theatre in 1919. In
1930 he produced "Desire." His British-made films included "Office Girl,"
successful

"Women

in

into

Whom

the
the

and Warners is said to
be putting an eqal sum behind its
leader, "This Is the Army," both
scheduled to open here in August.
Bell

Tolls,'

Paramount has scheduled "Bell" for
opening at the Carthay Circle, Aug.
16, at a top of $5.50, receipts going
The
to the Los Angeles War Chest.
opening is co-sponsored by the 17
participating

agencies

in

the

chest

campaign.
of "This Is the
slated for three houses, the

Warners' opening
is

Hollywood, Downtown and Wiltern,
on Aug. 17. Proceeds will go to Army
Relief.

Paramount and Fox-West Coast are
understood planning a second "Bell"
premiere at the United Artists Theatre on Aug. 17, the day "Army"

He had been
opens.
camps on the
Paramount

British Isles.

stage

is

reportedly putting $50,000
local exploitation of "For

Army"

A

officials

Joseph

.

1)

sons were dead, hundreds injured and
750 arrests were made.
10:30 p.m. curfew on the nearly
100 theatres in the area from 110th St.
to the Harlem River and from 8th Ave.
to

keynote from a foreword
Grew, former U. S
Ambassador to Japan, who tells in the,

by

its

.

Blame Late Shows
2.

Time)

of

Taking

Producer
and "Lady Let's Dance."
Running time, 18 mins.
Arthur Homblow has signed William August 13.
Barsigned
has
Arthur Homblow
Cannon as production manager of
bara Everest for a prominent role in "Quo Vadis," which he will produce
"Porky Pig's
M-G-M.
''Gaslight," his next for
for M-G-M after completing "Gas(Animated Cartoon)
PRC launches its directly controlled

.

For Delinquency
— ChargO., Aug.

And Then Japan!"

.

Leon Fromkess, and "Music serting some war references into the
Bars," which Hal Powell Eugene O'Neill play, which didn't
Without
Penalties for juvenile violators are
"Hitler's Women"
is writing.
have any, but in such a manner that
their arrest.
which Herman Millakowsky and Jef- he can get rid of them by eliminating
frey Bernerd are to produce for Mon- a few lines of dialogue if the war
ogram, is reported budgeted at the ends abruptly.
highest figure in that company's his•
tory. Nancy Kelly and Gail Patrick
pictures in shooting

Portsmouth,

.

"Janie," the

dent

or guardians.

ft

Nymph," for the title role in
Broadway play, which he warships from Pearl Harbor and
has assigned to Alex Gottlieb to pro- planes from China and Attu, simulduce.
Paramount has purchased taneously.
The footage traces the
American "Olympia," Ferenc Molnar play, for gains made by Japan, and shows how

which

Milwaukee Curfew

.

.

Freed Japan,

producing.

NAB

OWL

Arthur

with

NAB

NAB

.

(March

as story consultant. . . M-G-M has
signed Fred Astaire to a long term
contract. It starts with the "Zieg-

announcement of a picture
based on juvenile delinquency is

1941

Reviews

Hollywood, Aug. 2

from Republic.

president.

Chicago at the week-

R.

3,

Short Subject

Broad-

of

casters, representing 540 broadcasting
stations, is backing the White-Wheeler
bill which seeks to redefine the powto separate radio from
ers of the
other communications, according to

Neville Miller,

Tuesday, August

Chains,"

"Aren't

We

is tying up most leading
department stores in Hollywood, Beverly Hills, Los Angeles and Santa

Monica for "Bell."
Robert M. Gillham, director

The campaign starts tomorrow in
Los Angeles newspapers. There will
be 420 24-sheets posted in the area.

Soda Cowan Passes

—

Hollywood, Aug. 2. Funeral services for Sada Cowan, the well-known
shown scenarist, were held today. She died

and "The Loves of Madame
DuBarry."
His most recent film,

All ?"

"The Prime Minister,"
here earlier this year.

was

of ad-

vertising and publicity for Paramount,
has mapped out the "Bell" barrage.

Saturday.
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Night Business in

Much

Off as
By

theatres

in

—

re-

OWI

is not going to try
vamped
to wish pictures onto the newsreel
which do not have pictorial or
news value and is not going "to
help empty theatres," representatives of the reels were told today

in

down

Matinee grosses have held up
well.
Area now under guard includes
88th St. to 155th St. and from the
East River to Manhattan Ave.

neighborhood

"everything

ported

newsreels

the

caused

business

other

to

establish-

same as it does with the newspapers, ments by the riots which started Sunwhich are not asked to print a lot of day night. Nearly 6,000 police were
useless material, he said.
Instead of advising the newsreel
representatives of the selection of a
contact man, Lyon admitted that so
far he has had no luck in his search
anJ
representative
qualified
for
a
asked those attending the conference
He said that
to make suggestions.
so many good men have gone into the
military service that the companies

(Continued on page 4)

'Bell'

Move with

Armies, Says Coe
Rochester, N. Y., Aug.
can

films

countries

will
right

move

3.

—Ameri-

into

liberated
of the

United Nations armies, Charles FranCoe, vice-president of the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors,
declared here today.
Coe told interviewers that he be(Continued on page 4)

New seven-year contracts have
been made with N. Peter Rathvon,
RKO president, and Ned E. Depinet,
Radio president, Floyd

RKO

B. Odium, chairman of the board,
announced yesterday.
Rathvon's contract also covers his services as chief execu-

Pa. Censor Blasts

Propaganda Films
—"Motion
Philadelphia, Aug.
3.

dangerous
becoming a medium of
propaganda and a molder of public
opinion instead of continuing as a medium of entertainment," Mrs. Edna R.
Carroll, chairman of Pennsylvania's
Censor Board, stated in a by-lined
pictures are
territory in

on

treading

At Original Length
—
Elimination of 1,000
finally reach 1,100.

Bolton Quits W. B.
To Join Columbia

Hollywood, Aug. 3. ft is expected
that Paramount will open "For Whom
the Bell Tolls" here at the New York

may

is reported not to be
rushing changes, indicating that additional roadshows will be geared to
current footage, thereby utilizing the
prints at hand. Sam Wood, the film's
director, will return here tomorrow
and will soon be pondering where and

how

make

to

Noble, whose

$8,-

Blue Network was accepted by RCA
last week, stated yesterday
that if the Federal Communications approves the sale h?
hopes to distribute stockholdings in the Blue to its affiliated stations and to the pub-

000,000 offer for the

will handle the

the company's more important pictures.
Shortly thereafter he will go East to
confer with Nate Spingold, Columbia

Affiliated stalic generally.
tions under FCC regulation
have the right to withdraw
from the network on giving
stipulated notice.

the

war short

British

include

by

for

Services.

"The Last Hazard,"

:

produced by the
tributed

five

Information

British

They

handle
subjects

RAC

RKO;

made by

Film Unit
"Kill

or

Be

Films for
the Ministry of Information, to United
Killed."

Artists

;

"Common

Realist

Cause,"

to

20th

Century-Fox.
Also, "These Are the Men," Strand
Films production for MOI, to M-G-M,
and "In the Drink," to Warner Bros.

subject to provisions relating to earli(Continued on page 6)

home

office

story department

New High

offi-

the market was
the recent purchase of the screen rights
in

Mary Pickford
United Artists release for $410,000
from Max Gordon, producer.
An
optional purchase plan provides that
"Junior Miss" by

to

for

may elect to accept a payment
of $355,000 plus 35 percent of the net
of the picture within six months.

sellers

The'purchase price
-

The National Entertainment IndusCouncil membership committee
yesterday granted an extension of the
deadline for acceptance of member-

Increased motion picture grosses,
and the dearth of good story properties for filming are given as the
reasons for mounting prices being
paid for stage plays, according to
cials.

dis-

RKO

try

By MILT LIVINGSTON

Handle

here will

Distributors

more

subsidi-

For Joining NEIC

He

1.

(Continued on page 6)

Five British Shorts

RKO

of

Depinet's
covers
his
services as executive in charge
of world-wide distribution of
RKO Radio pictures. A sevenyear contract was voted by the
company to Charles W. Koerner,
executive
vice-president,
about three months ago.
At the same time it was announced
that
granted Rathvon and Depinet options to purchase 50,000 shares
of its common stock at $8 per share,
the current market price of the stock.
The term of the option is seven years,

Columbia on Sept.
campaigns on

licity chief to join

Picture Prices for Play
Rights Are Skyrocketing

'Blue' Stockholdings

officer

WAC Gets New Date

ton

the cuts.

to

tive
aries.

Hollywood, Aug. 3. Whitney Bolis leaving Warners as studio pub-

—

The company

Majors

Noble Will Offer
J.

of

houses
have
signs inform-

on the heels

cis

Edward

number

a

story in the Philadelphia Inquirer.
She pointed to newsreels, trav(Continued on page 6)

feet

Films

Coast Opening

Rivoli footage.

(Continued on page 6)

that

quiet."

is

Damage to house fronts and vana conference with George H. dalism in theatres has been negligible,
Lyon, chief of the news bureau.
although Mayor LaGuardia has estiThe whole effort of the OWI will mated that S5,000,000 damage was
the

Stock Options in New
Contracts with RKO

posted lobby
ing patrons that the cooling
system was not working and
refunds would not be made.

jat

work with

7-Year Pacts

in growing numbers
throughout the city. It is re-

fallen off as
80 per cent in some situations, house managers reported yester-

Harlem has

Effective last night, New York City
police lifted a 10 :30 curfew for theatres and other establishments, following an official announcement that

Depinet Given

high August temperatures, are expressing concern
over their inability to procure
repair parts for cooling systems, which are breaking

day.

LINZ
By
Washington, Aug. 3. The
F.

TEN CENTS

uing

FRED STENGEL

Evening attendance
post-riot
much as

Industry

Rathvon and

Owners Beset
Cooling Problems

Philadelphia, Aug. 3.— Exhibitors here, facing contin-

80%

as

Picture

1943

4,

Phila.

By

SomeHarlemHouses

Newsr eels Told

be to

Alert,

ship by the War Activities Commitand nine other organizations until Sept. 1.
At a meeting at the office of Harry
tee

Brandt, NEIC membership committee
chairman, a sub-committee was appointed to explore means of hastening
acceptance by the ten organizations.
An eight-man committee was appointed by
two weeks ago to

WAC

(Continued on page 4)

'Rising Sun' Bows
In Id-City Premiere

—

Boston, Aug. 3. RKO's "Behind
Sun" was given a 79-city

the Rising

New England-New York

State preKeith
Boston's
Memorial Theatre as the spearhead.
Lines started forming at three boxoffices here at 7 :30 this morning, with

miere

today,

with

Margo, Lieut. James Braddock "and
James R. Young, author of "Sun,"
of "Junior Miss," making personal appearances.
The

(Continued on page 4)

•
•

(.Continued on

page 6)

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention

Insider's
By RED

A U R I C E SILVERSTONE,

ONE

bit

of

finds its

dent and foreign manager, will leave
for England about the middle of next

week.
•

RKO

Leon Goldberg,
on vacation.

treasurer,

William Park, makeup
Paramount News, is in
commander.

the

editor

Navy

is

of

as a

lieutenant

•

Charles Moss,

director of the Criterion Theatre, will leave foe Holly-

wood Thursday.

at

illogic,

way

PCCITO

least,

into the pro-

Tom

Connors over trade showings of
"Heaven Can Wait" before payof

test

to

ing audiences.
"We believe it
defeats the intent and purpose
of Section 3 of the consent decree," reads the letter at one
point.

Neither 20th Century - Fox,
nor the remaining four signatories of the consent decree,
violate any of its clauses
under a move of this character.

would

PCCITO

Kaufman,

Dave

the
for
division,

artist

Loew-Poli New England
New Haven, is the father of a baby
girl.

Joe Faith, Terryville, Conn., exis vacationing in Quebec.

hibitor,

•

William Wang, former member of
M-G-M's publicity department, is now
stationed at Camp Peary, Va.
•

Phil. Wexler, assistant manager of
Warners' Earle, Philadelphia, will
leave Aug. 12 for the Army Signal
Corps.

•

Bernard Seamon, manager
Hippodrome,

Baltimore,

is

the
vacationof

ing in Maine.

Pizor Gets Phila.

Goldman Theatre
—

Philadelphia, Aug. 3. William
Goldman's 56th St. Theatre, originally
Charles Segall at a
trustee sale, has been sold to Lewen
Pizor, also an independent circuit head
and president here of the United
M.P.T.O. Segal, who had purchased
the house when he bid $49,600, after
the court approved Goldman's purchase offer of $45,000, sold it back to
Goldman, who had a recapture clause
Pizor's final purchase
in his lease.
price was not disclosed.
He has
already
taken possession
although
Goldman's lease still had a year to go.
Other real estate transactions here
has Mrs. Rovner turning over her
nearby Berlin Theatre, Berlin, and
Laurel, Laurel Springs, both New
Jersey, to Sam Frank, independent
circuit head.
In addition, Northwestern Theatres has sold the dark
Ritz Theatre in North Philadelphia
to Pasquale Lasorsa.

purchased

by

either forgets or simply ignores the truth of the mat-

Universal

Newsreel for Ships
Closing of an exclusive contract
with the U. S. Navy for showing
aboard Navy ships of Universal Newsreel was announced yesterday by the
film company. The pact will run until

June

30,

Plans

1944.
call for the

servicing by Unibi-weekly newsreel issues
effective immediately.
versal of

its

which

that all five distributors may do as they please and,
in fact, have enjoyed that right
since the day long since when
the government failed to prove a

ter

is

case against Columbia,
Artists and Universal.
It

United

1943

War Bond Drive

Outlook

Aid Pledged by WAC

KANN

the fact, of course, the

is

with complete accuracy

foretell

ence

at this juncture.

This decision, is in force now,
prompted by legal advice.
It
stems from the desire to keep

lic

preview
audience

dustry's

is
is

on deck.
Yet the
a paying one and, by

the same reasoning, is catching
a "commercialized preview."

Theatre managers, knowing
the preview routine excites

how

attention right in the dead, or
adjacent, center of the town that
makes 'em, insist they must inform their public of what gives.
For, if the regular show of Feature
and Feature B is to drop
Feature B for the one preview

A

performance, ticket buyers are
not getting what they are buying. They may be getting something infinitely better, of course.
Nevertheless, there is more than
a suggestion of subterfuge in
switching shows unless sufficient
is

the record of the last three
years' performance
come No-

—

War

100 per cent cooperation with the inparticipation in the Thini
War Loan Drive, Sept. 9-20, at a
meeting of the group in
headquarters here.
David Lipton, newly-appointed division head, introduced Ray Beall,

WAC

chairman of the publicity comrr/S""
for the drive, and A. P. Wax*.
campaign publicity director, to the
.,

WAC

gathering.
theaS. H. Fabian,
tre division chairman, outlined objecExhibitor partives of the campaign.
ticipation via bond premieres and special events in theatres was emphasiz'
at the session.
Those present at the meeting in

Maurice Bergman, Malcol
eluded
Howard Dietz, Ernes
Kingsbury,
Emerling, Harry Goldberg, James
Sauter, Si Seadler, Vincent Trotta
Harry Mandel, S. H. Fabian, Herma
Gluckman, Chick Lewis, Bill Formby
Jack Harrison, Paul Lazarus, Jr.
Martin Quigley and Ed Schreiber
:

circumstances may be. They
don't seem to be upset.
Not at
ilar

this writing,

anyway.
'

20th-Fox Concludes
Regional Here Today
Speakers at the second-day sessior
20th Century-Fox's regional sales
meeting which will close at the Hotel
Spyros
were
here
today
Astor
Tom Connors, Charles
Skouras,
Skouras, Hal Home, A. W. Smith,
Gracie Fields,
who presided
Jr.,
Carole Landis, Ernst Lubitsch, "Rick
Harolc
Elmer
Roden,
Ricketson,
Fitzgerald and Dan Michaelove. Marcl:
of Time was host at a cocktail party
in the College Room of the Astor yesat

:

;

"This is a lightning war and
the importance of frequent and

terday.

cree provisions despite the fact
the one complained of by the
Coast exhibitor organization has

timely

here

no enforcement power behind

stressed.

vember

—an

observance

of

de-

it.

communication by government with the people of vital

war messages, cannot be overpressed

Decree variations on blocks
have been indulged in only by
Metro. Some months ago, that
company went up to 12 in one
swoop, now will start its 194344 season with ten. Paramount,
Warner, 20th-Fox and RKO
hold the right to exercise the
same process or any variation
thereof.

It

happens that so far

they have elected otherwise.

While

PCCITO

assumes the
"commercialized preview" practice, which it maintains the plan
for

"Heaven Can Wait"

typifies,

objections from "all
exhibitor organizations in the
United States," a question is if
PCCITO is not thinking more
particularly of its Southern Calraise

ifornia membership.

If

valid, that organization

this

War

I

am

particularly imof the

with the plans

Activities

Committee

to

speed up this necessary phase of
our war effort." Palmer Hoyt,
director of the domestic branch
of OWI, had this comment to
make on the method determined
for the new program of war in-

formation shorts.

Aside from the 26 which are
designed to course through domestic distribution in 16 to 20
weeks, the remaining half, to be
known as War Information
Film Bulletins, in not more than
250 feet each, will make theatre
rounds by traveling with newsreels to pledged houses running
the news and by shipping them
on their own to those pledged
houses which do not.

is

ought to
be reviving its onetime complaint over studio previews
which are dropped into an assortment of theatres in and
around Hollywood.
The audi-

Committee yesterday pledged

tivities

declared.

All of this, however, is a local
matter peculiar to Hollywood and
the neighboring belt and seems
to bear little on the national
scene.
Moreover, as large a
stake if not larger is held by the
first run which ultimately is to
play "Heaven Can Wait" or
whatever the attraction in sim-

skirts clean in order to establish
in

of the pubrelations division of the
Ac-

not told of the attraction,
the theatre simply informing by
banner or lobby display that a
is

intent

quintet long ago determined to
continue trade shows and may
maintain the system, first made
mandatory by the decree, next
season so far as anyone can

will

Navy Buys

4,

The executive committee
Hollywood, Aug. 3

M

Wednesday, August

That's nice going. It has been
obvious to industry figures of
discernment that much official
footage has dissipated its values
merely by going stale by the
time it worked its way through

A

home

office delegation will leave
afternoon for the seconc
regional in Chicago which opens to
morrow.
It
will
include
Spyros
Skouras, Tom Connors, W. J. Kup
per, W. C. Gehring, A. W. Smith

Jr.

this

L.

;

J.

Schlaifer,

Hal

Home

anc

others.

News of personnel changes in new
executive titles in the sales force anc
of the new season's product is being
withheld from announcement by the
company until the third and final meet
ing which will be held in Los Angeles
Aug.

11.

Local F-51 Donates $585
Film Exchange Employees Union,
Local F-51, has contributed $585 to
the

New York

Labor

War

Chest.

the routines of the distribution
machine. It takes too long.
By resorting to the newsreel,
which was advanced as the way
months ago and first reported
here at the time, the clips may
be joined to as many as ten issues a week if top speed is required.
It
means circulation
into the millions and a tremendous blanketing of the nation in
four to six weeks.
Real coverage.
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urge every

exhibitor to

attend the
trade shows of

LASSIE

COME
HOME!"

With

who

a heartful of gratitude to all

The

helped in the making of "Lassie

Come Home" Metro-GoldwynMayer keeps

faith

with them by

in-

Two

First

TRADE SHOWS

of

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER'S
TECHNICOLOR TRIUMPH

serting this special message in the

trade press.

Showmen

for urging

them

showings.

The

will

"LASSIE COME HOME'

to attend the trade

book by

great

Knight, author of "This
has

thank us

NEW YORK

Eric

Above All"

become an immortal motion

CITY

Tuesday, August 17th
A. M. and 2:30

at 10:30

pic-

M-G-M SCREENING

ture destined to pack the theatres

P.

M.

ROOM

630 Ninth Avenue

of the land with thrilled audiences.
"Lassie

be nation-

LOS ANGELES

and powerfully pro-

Tuesday, August 17th

Come Home" will

ally advertised

at 2:30 P.

moted everywhere so

that

America

may know the wonderful picture it is.

20th

M.

CENTURY-FOX SCREENING ROOM
2019 So. Vermont Avenue

•

RODDY McDOWALL- DONALD
Edmund Gwenn
Screen Play by
{Directed by

Hugo

•

Butler

•

FRED M. WILCOX

CRISP -Dame May Whitty

Elsa Lanchester • LASSIE
Based Upon the Novel by Eric Knight
•
Produced by SAMUEL MARX

Nigel Bruce

•

Watch Trade

Press for

Complete

List

of Nationwide Trade Showings
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Review
80%

Night Business in

Harlem

Is off

(Continued from page

"The

required to bring the situation under
control.
Five persons were killed,
hundreds injured and additional hundreds arrested.
entire
continued
using
Theatres
house staffs on duty at all times as
an added precaution. Lifting of dimout regulations for the area resulted
in the use of

marquee

Many

many

lights in

time in months.
theatres kept their interior well

houses for the

first

lighted too for added protection.

Behal Back at Capitol

—Leon

Be-

hal has returned to the Capitol

film

Philadelphia, Aug.

3.

exchange as salesman, his former post
before going to Conshohocken, Pa., as
manager of the Riant Theatre there.
Jack Littow, former manager of the
Eureka Theatre here, takes over the
Riant.

T~~

Play Rights

Man from Down Under"
Hollywood, Aug. 3

WO

highlights are in evidence in this Charles Laughton vehicle. In
between are barren spaces which fail to compensate for the long wait

TRADE

Skyrocketing

between Highlight No.

1 and Highlight No. 2.
The end result is an
attraction of fair interest.
That's all.
The initial stretch of excitement develops in an excellent prizefight
sequence in which Richard Carlson, romantic interest, wins the British
Empire championship. The second, plodding through interminable detail
and Australian cockney, brings the proceedings in direct contact with
the Japanese air blitz of Northern Australia where most of the story
unfurls. In climactic value, the raid, which imperils children and the
assorted and re-assembled principals, holds together well enough although the same idea has been used and re-used in various styles and by
various approaches in many other pictures.
The story concerns Laughton, Anzac out of the last war, who adopts
a Belgian boy and girl and raises them in his native country. The boy
grows into Carlson, pugilistic contender for top honors in the squared
parallel romantic thread,
ring.
The girl proves to be Donna Reed.
on the side of middle age, is carried forward between Laughton and

A

Binnie Barnes.
audience, however, is in on it and knows Carlson and Miss Reed
The principals do not. Thus, when
are brother and adopted sister.
Carlson discovers he is in love with her, he turns to the parish priest for
counsel and ultimately decides to eliminate himself from the twin scenes
the prizefight game and the girl's life. Comes the war.
Laughton is too old to re-enlist and so enters the labor battalion.
Carlson gets involved in the Malayan campaign, returns wounded. Miss
Barnes and Miss Reed convert Laughton's country hotel into a concentration center for evacuated children. All of them are brought together
By this
in the one locale by the easy convenience of dramatic license.
time the boy and girl finally get together on the heels of the proof of
Getting together, too, are
their birth, freshly arrived from Belgium.
Laughton and Miss Barnes. Picture ends.
Performances are led off by Laughton in one of those blustering,
roustabout roles of his. Probably second in value is Clyde Cook as his
It is inconsequential
The' others, however, do well enough.
buddy.
detail and listless development of the story throughout limitless footage
which cause "The Man from Down Under" to bog down, thereby suggesting the film would be better by far if it were sharply edited.
Robert Z. Leonard directed and also shared production with O. O.

The

—

CENTURY-FOX

Dull.

Red Kann.

Running

time, 104 minutes.

(

1 )

Max

Gordon, pla&1941, produced by
rights and producer being the saP *J
trio that participated in the sale of
"My Sister Eileen," to Columbia, represents tops for a straight sale, but
"Life With Father," for which there
has been spirited bidding ever since
the play opened on Broadway, five
years ago, has an asking price of
$500,000 and 50 percent of the net in
addition to other conditions of sale

which have been set by producer Oscar
Serlin.
Asking price of "Oklahoma,"

Broadway musical, is also reported to
be $500,000 plus 25 percent of the net
of the picture.
'Boys' Fetches

High Price

Recent figure of $305,000 paid by
20th Century-Fox for rights to "Something for the Boys" topped the $300,000 paid by the same company for
"Eve of St. Mark" and "The Moon Is
Down." Other high figure purchases
season include the $250,000
paid by Warners for Max Gordon's
"The Doughgirls," and the $225,000
paid by M-G-M for Sam Behrman's

in the past

"The

Pirate."

Prices for books are also skyrocketing, but in this field the ingenuity of
story editors in an early anticipation
of the possible success of a book before it is published, pays dividends in
lower prices.
Books can and are
bought in manuscript before such elements as selection by the Book-of-theMonth Club or Literary Guild enter
into the sale price.
to be on war themes
forthcoming books, creating a diffi-

Emphasis seems
in

situation for story editors who
are looking for stories with escapist
themes. It is possible that story editors will rely more on the expediency
of bringing big-name authors to Hollycult

Four Companies Get
New York Charters
Albany, Aug.
—Incorporation
Armies, Says Coe papers
have been granted here

Films

Continued from page

Jerome Chodorov-Joseph Fields comedy, based on the Sally Benson stories,
which opened on Broadway Nov. 18,

"G."*

*"G" denotes general classification.

SHOWING

1943

Film Prices for

{M-G-M)

1)

4,

Move with

3.

wood to work on originals directly
motion picture production.

for

to

four firms. Century Artists, Ltd., was
chartered to conduct theatrical booking
lieves American films will do more agencies, by I. Philip Sipser, Gladys
than any other factor to convert the Braiter and Elsie Baiter, with Bounatives to American ideals of life. din, Cohn and Glickstein, New York,
He was interviewed prior to his ap- filing. Charlotte Theatre Corp., Utica,
pearances before the local Rotary, the was formed by Gerald Furney, An(Continued from page

Friday, Aug. 13
a<

m

P.

lh

M.

Four Freedoms

1)

War Bond Show

and thony A. Ledermann and Lillian Neff
Howard J. Blaugrund was the filing

the foremans' club of Eastman Kodak. His Rotary appearance at noon
drew a record crowd, which included
Kodak, officers in the
officials
of
Armed Forces, and Rochester exhibitors.

th

20

Century -Fox

Exchange

1502 DAVENPORT STREET

OMAHA,
NEBRASKA

American-made pictures, portraydrama of struggle and achievement in the lives of free peoples will
ing the

explode whatever "propaganda mines"
might be hidden in ideological pictures
that may be produced abroad, Coe
told an audience of Eastman executives and workers in an address tonight at the Eastman Auditorium.
Coe is here to further the industry's
Arthur de Bra,
goodwill campaign.
They
his assistant, accompanied him.
will return to New York tomorrow.
"The first effect of vicious propafilms is to empty theatres. But
that does not mean that entertainment
can be insensible to the great forces

ganda

attorney.

WAC Gets New Date
For Joining NEIC
(Continued from page

consider

NEIC

affiliation,

1)

but

no

by the comAtlanta Film Co., Inc., Manhat- mittee, which consists of Adolph Zutan, was formed by Joseph Eckhaus,
kor, Si Fabian, Phil Reisman, David
Dorothy Singer and Lillian Sturm
attorneys filing were Eckhaus and Lipton, Walton C. Ament, W. F. RodLeader, New York.
Modern Play gers, Martin Quigley and Mary C.
Productions,
Inc.,
Manhattan, was McCall.
formed by Alexander E. Racolin,
Screen Directors Guild, which was
David Lieberman and Julius L.
unofficially represented at the recent
Bezozo, New York.
NEIC convention in New York by
meeting date has been

set

clashing in the world. That's the stuff Kenneth Thomson, is another organiof which drama is made, and drama zation which has yet to make a defiis entertainment," declared Coe.
He predicted that great effects nite commitment of membership.
NEIC projects committee which
would be achieved when third dimenmet Monday to work out details for
sion is added to the screen.
Coe paid tribute to Eastman for its handling projects, has scheduled a
pioneering with teaching films.
Over second meeting for Thursday at AcAmerican colleges now have tors Equity headquarters. NEIC co600
courses in film appreciation, he re- ordinating committee will meet on
Thursday evening at the Hotel Astor.
vealed.

Paramount Presents

TOR UIHOtn
THE BELL TOLLS

^

1

starring

Ingnd

Gary

Cooper zfergman
•

.»h

A KIM TAMJROFF ARTURO de CORDOVA
JOSEPH CALLEIA and KATINA PAXINOU
Executive Producer B. G. DeSYLVA
.

Produced and
Directed by

Sam Wood

Screen Play by
Dudley Nichols

IN TECHNICOLOR

Our

next big

— Third

war job

War Loan

September

<pth-20th

cJWbre people have paid

cJWbre
tional

money

to see this sensa-

'Paramount

Three weeks

hit in

at the Rivoli,

any other Roadshow
in

its

New York's

first

than

attraction

screen history

H
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OWIWon'tAid
Empty Houses,
Newsr eels Told
(Continued from page

are

experiencing

them-

difficulties

The appointment

selves.

1)

of the prop-

er man is as important to the industry
as to the government, he pointed out
in asking for help.

While the whole situation created by
the elimination of the motion picture
bureau was canvassed at the meeting,
the session was held to develop any
new plans for industry-government cooperation in the absence of any situation requiring changes in present relationships.

Palmer Hoyt, director of OWI domestic operations
James Allen, assistant director, and James G. Rogers,
;

deputy to the director, also sat
in on the conference at which were
present E. N. Glucksman, All-America; A. J. Richard and Robert Denton,

WAC Will Distribute

ing.

Bolton Quits W. B.
To Join Columbia
(Continued from page

executive,

alternating

between

his

;

;

;

;

Party for Lubitsch
Century-Fox

will

be

International, Inc.

—

Sacramento, Aug. 3. International
Pictures was incorporated today with
Lubitsch, producer-director of "Heava capital of $1,100,000. William Goetz,
en Can Wait," at the Waldorf-As- Leo Spitz, Carolyn H. Gilmore and
at

a

cocktail

toria this afternoon.

party

for

1)

field.

The censor head declared that many
sequences in the "Mission to Moscow"
should never have been presented "at
a time when post-war relations with
our allies should be built on truth,
honesty and integrity."
Mrs. Carroll wrote that the elimination of the appropriation of the motion picture division of the

Office

of

War

Information by Congress proved
that such films as "Desert Victory,"
N. Peter Rathvon
Ned E. Depinet
"Prelude to War" and "At the Front
in North Africa" must be considered
(Continued from page 1)
as spreading a particular doctrine or er termination, and to certain other
system of principles.
conditions including the approval of
While the industry has been creditstockholders at their next meeted with doing a fine war service in ing. The options also contain certain

RKO

OWI

distributing

she

films,

added,

from

home and

the

fighting

Ernst

Frances

Webb

are directors.

provisions limiting the exercise of a
portion of the options to the sixth
and seventh years.

fronts

In announcing completion of the
without the setting up of bureaus to
contracts, Odium said
"I am very
edit the material and without Govhappy to announce that the
ernment participation as in the case
organization has completed arrangeof motion pictures.
ments assuring continuance of the
Warning that "the trend is definite,
services of its principal executives
the danger potent," she concluded
who have been so largely responsible
with a statement that "all excursions
for the currently satisfactory operaby films
:

RKO

into the field of propaganda
part of a pattern of regimentation which is diametrically opposed
representative,
government
to
free

are

love.

Twentieth

(Continued from page

elogues and educational short subjects
as first steps in the growth of this

newspapers, magazines and news servheadquar- ices have contributed similar services

Hollywood

1943

Get New RKO Pacts

1)

and NewYork. He will travel extensively for
Paramount
Walter
Ament and Columbia.
Charles Einfeld, Warner vice-presiGeorge
Dorsey,
Pathe
Thomas
Mead, Universal M. D. Clofine, and dent in charge of advertising and pubEd- licity, declared that there are.no plans
J. C. Brown, News of the Day
mund Reek and Anthony Muto, Fox at present to succeed Bolton. The
Movietone, and Claude Collins, WAC. administration of the Warner publicity
department continues under Alex Eveters

4,

Propaganda Films

The industry will cooperate
in a national "black market"

Jr.,

host

Pa. Censor Blasts

'Black Market' Film
attack by the OPA, with the
release on Aug. 19 of a war
information film, "Black Marketing," the War Activities
Committee announced yesterday.
A special trailer attached to the short will ask
audiences to sign pledges as
they leave the theatre, agreeing to pay no more than legal prices, or accept rationed
goods without giving up ration stamps. Special distribution and exploitation plans
for the film are in the mak-

Wednesday, August

tions."

Rathvon, former financial associate
Odium's, has been president of
whether it emanates from an industry RKO since June, 1942, and prior to
that was closely identified with the
or from a government."
of

company

'Rising Sun' Bows
In 79-City Premiere
(Continued from page

day's

receipts

broke

all

in

RKO

RKO

1)

records,

ac-

cording to the management and a
statement from RKO.
Preceding the premiere was a
sports-radio-music promotion at Boston's Madison Square Garden, last
night, highlighted by a draw bout
between Braddock and wrestler Walter Strack, attended by 20,000 service

men and women.

An

since its reorganization pethe late 1930's.
Depinet, a
veteran in the industry, has been executive head of
distribution
since the formation of the company.
He was elected president of
Radio in June, 1942.

riod

RKO

Radio home office delegahere for the event, and headed
by Ned E. Depinet, president, and
Robert Mochrie, sales manager, will
return to New York tomorrow.
tion

Sir Ernest Fisk Is

Foreign Mgrs' Guest
Sir Ernest Fisk, member of the
Australian Parliament, who was active in the successful negotiations for
the removal of that country's restrictions on the remittance of film rev-

enue to the United States, was a
guest of the home office foreign managers at a luncheon at the Harvard
Club yesterday.

Fisk, who is en route to England
At 7 :30 a.m. the three box offices
were thrown open and police reserv- from Australia, gave the foreign manists called to handle the crowd.
By agers a first hand report on the cur9 :15 a.m. the house was full, the lobby rency negotiations and on fiscal conjammed and the streets overflowing. ditions in Australia which were inIt was necessary to stop selling tick- volved.
ets until the end of the first show at

10:30 a.m.
All

New

England, from Connecti-

Add Lightman

Talents

M. A. Lightman,

president of Malco Theatres, Memphis, and a leading
figure in the Memphis Little Theatre
efforts, is a member of the foursome
ments and feature programs over the competing in the seventeenth annual
Yankee Network of 21 stations plus national contract bridge championship
20 other stations in New York and in progress at the Park Central Hotel

from the Atlantic
cut to Canada,
to the Great Lakes, had been plastered
with 24-sheet posters. For two weeks
the air had carried spot announce-

the newspapers from Boston to smallNext
est towns told of the premiere.
week, the Pacific Coast will see a 50city premiere
the Oregon and
in
Washington State areas.

here.

Lightman's

first

day's play only

team finished its
two points behind

the leading foursome.

VACANT POSITIONS

Jesse B.
Jackson,
Towner,

Mich.,

Aug.

3.

—Jesse

71 years old, who had
been in the film business for 32 years
when he retired, 14 years ago, died
here recently.

B.

FILLED
CALL

Towner Passes

OUICKLY

FRANK McSRANN
POSITION SECURING BUREAU,

Inc.

(AGENCY)
331

MADISON

AVE., N. Y.

—

Tel.

MU.

2-6494

)

:

Wednesday, August

4,
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Neither Flood nor

7

'DuBarry'Tops

Review

Heat Stops 'Aerial

In Phila., with

"The Law Rides Again"

Gunner': $22,000

(Monogram

$24J00 Take

TRAIL-BLAZERS

Ken Maynard and Hoot Gibson ride for the law,
expose an unscrupulous Indian agent who has been cheating the
brief but dam- Indians and stirring up trouble, in this action melodrama of the old
Philadelphia, Aug. 3. Downtown
aging flood, a sizzling heat wave and West. The cast looks like a marquee field day, villainous Jack LaRue,
attendance here hung Kenneth Harlan, Chief Thunder Cloud, and Maynard and Gibson. houses for the most part enjoyed good
flash storms,
around average or a little below. Feminine interest comes from Betty Miles, recently-crowned California weekend business. "DuBarry Was a
Lady," leads with $24,700.
Best grosses were at the Stanley,
champion cowgirl. The usual fisticuffs, Indian raids, and shootings enEstimated takings for the week endwhere "Aerial Gunner" promised §22,liven the proceedings.
ing Aug. 4-6:
bandit
captured
LaRue,
recently
It is Gibson who gets the idea to use
"Hitler's Madman" (M-G-M)
™ Average receipts for the week
ALDINE— (900) (3Sc-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c) 7
being taken to Preston, Ariz., by a U. S. marshal, to help ferret out the
ending Aug. 3-5
days, 2nd week. Gross: $6,000. (Average,
the
Maynard
and
Gibson
on
puts
Indian
unrest.
LaRue
for
local
reasons
$9,000)
"Coney Island" (2Cth-Fox)
FULTON— (1,700) (35c-44c-60cr 7 days, spot with the local sheriff when he double-crosses them, and escapes, "Background to Danger" (W. B.)
ARCADIA— (600) (35c-46c-57c-68c) 7 days,
Gross: $7,500. (Average, $7,600)
5th week.
They catch up with him again and he leads 2nd run. Gross:
after killing the marshal.
(Average, $3,000)
$3,800.
"Crime Doctor" (Col.)
Constant Nymph" (W. B.)
"What's Buzzin' Cousin?" (CoL)
them straight to the office of the Indian agent in Preston, Kenneth Har- "The
(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)
7
BOYD—
(3,000)
HARRIS— (2,200) (35c-44c-60c) 7 days.
lan, who is revealed as a villain, who is cheating the Indians of their days, 2nd week. Gross: $21,000. (Average,
(Average, $9,500)
Gross: $6,000.
$15,000)
Convincing the local
"DuBarry Was a Lady" (M-G-M)
government cattle and equipment allotments.
PENN— (3,400) (30c-40c-60c) 7 days, 2nd sheriff that they are on the side of law and order, Maynard and Gibson "Follies Girl" (PRC) (6 days)
"Hit the Ice" (Univ.) (1 day)
week. Gross: $17,500. (Average, $18,200)
EARLE— (3,000) (46c-57c-75c) 6 days of
"Pride of the Yankees" (U.A.)
enlist his help.' They finally round up Harlan and his gang with the
vaudeville: Dick Rogers' orchestra. Three
RIT— (1,100) (35c-44c-60c) 7 days (reissue
is killed
LaRue
Miles.
Miss
summoned
by
Cavalry
S.
the
U.
help
of
Stooges.
Cliff
Edwards, June Preisser.
popular
first
downtown
run
prices).
for
at
Gross: $3,500.
(Average, $2,850)
after he kills Harlan, and finally order is restored and the Indians are Maree Lee and Rogers Dodgers. Gross:
Pittsburgh, Aug.
week which brought a

3.

— During

to

a

—

:

"Union Pacific" (Para.)

SENATOR— (1,750)

Gross: $2,200.
"Aerial Gunner" (Para.)
(reissue).

STANLEY— (3,800)

days

7

On

(35c-60c-75c).

six

Tommy
000.

pacified.

and

is reminiscent of good old time Western
Robert Tansey produced and Alan James directed.
the gunplay.
The story is credited to Frances Kavanaugh.
Milton Livingston
Running time, 56 mins. "G."*

riding,

The horsemanship

(Average, $3,400)

days of vaudeville, including
Tucker's orchestra.
Gross: $22,(Average, $21,600)

stage,

(Average, $19,000)
"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)

$24,500.

(35c-44c-60c)

so

is

(35c-44c-60c)

3rd week (moveover).
erage. $7,000)

"Lady

cf

Gross:

7
$7,000.

days,

(Av-

*"G" denotes general

6

$4,700.

War

2nd 'Canteen' Week
3.

Nymph'
$20,000

4

Screens;
at

Door
Baltimore, August

3.

—War

stories

5

Estimated receipts for the week end-

"Night Plane from Chungking" (Para.)
"Salute for Three" (Para.)

EG LINTON

— (1.086)

(18c-30c-48c-60c)

ing August 5
6

CENTURY— (3,000)

Gross: $4,200. (Average, $4,000)
"Thir Land Is Mine" (RKO)

davs.

IMPERIAL— (3,373)

weekends)

(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6

Gross: $11,500. (Average,
"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)

days.

and

(28c-44c-50c

Gross:

days.

KEITH'S— (2,406)

(18c -30c -42c -60c -78c)
6
Gross: $12,000. (Average.

55c

(Aver-

$19,000.

(15c-28c-33c-44c and 55c

Gross:

weekends) 7 days, 2nd week.
(Average, $10,000)

$13,-

500.

"Stormy Weather" (EOth-Fox)

$10,500)

NEW— (1,581)

"Crash Dive" (20th-Fox)

SHEA'S

— (2,480)

days. 2nd week.

(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)

Gross:

$10,500.

6

(Average.

week.

Gross:

(15c-28c-35c-55c) 7 days, 2nd

$10,500.

"Night Plane from Chungking" (Para.)
"Salute fcr Three" (Para.)

TIVOLI

— (1,434)

(18c-30c-48c)

6

days.

Gross:

$10,500.

(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)

$8,500)

B.)
(28c-39c-44c-55c

Gross:
weekends) 7 days.
(Average, $12,500)
"What's Buzzin' Cousin?" (Col.)

HIPPODROME— (2.205)

66c).

6

(Average. $9,000)

and

$20,000.

60c

Cress: $4,800. (Average. $4,500)
"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)

UPTOWN — (2,761)

(Average.

"The Constant Nymph" (W.

STANLEY— (3,280)

$11 000)

days.

7
age, $11,500)

"Hers to Hold" (Univ.)

$11,500)

LUEW'S— (2.074)
davs. 2nd week.

:

"DuBarry Was a Lady" (M-G-M)

(28c-39c-44c-55c-

Stage: Smiley Burnette, Victor Borge.

Jimmy
Grace

Scribner,

&

Nikko.

Three

Winter

Gross: $18,000.

Sisters,

(Average,

$13,5CO)

NBC Announces
Rate Increases
An

increase

rates,

effective

in

NBC

advertising

Sept. 1, by the slashing of allowable discounts to meet in-

"Silver Spurs" (Rep.)

MAYFAIR —

Gross:

$6,000.

(1,000)

(20c-40c)

7

days.

(Average, $5,500)

W. B. Pay Rise Approved
Camden, N.

J.,

Aug.

3.

— The

re-

creased operating costs, and other gional War Labor Board has approved
changes, was announced yesterday by pay increases ranging from 36y2 to 50
Roy C. Witmer, vice-president in cents an hour for 59 employes of the
Warner circuit in this area. The new
charge of sales.
Weekly discounts which were pre- scales will apply to cashiers, doormen,
viously 2 l 2 to 12^2 per cent have been cleaners and matrons in the Camden,
reduced to 5 to 10 per cent.
Con- Collingswood and Clementon houses.
tracted values of network time at
gross rates and the corresponding
Rejects
rates of discount on weekly gross billings are to be changed.
The discount
Chicago, Aug. 3. Police Censor
will also be reduced 5 per cent on pro- Board here examined 93 pictures in
grams broadcast between 8 :00 and July, making only six cuts.
There
10 :00 p.m. New York time and on were no rejections and none classified
their rebroadcasts.
for adults only.

/

None

Chicago

—

Premiere Set

premieres of "We've
Never Been Licked" will be held in
Texas between Aug. 12-16, according
to an announcement yesterday by W.
A. Scully, general sales manager of
Universal. The campaign will be conducted by Interstate Circuit.
State-wide

are taking a week's leave from local
first-runs and patrons are expressing
made an excellent
The Uptown Theatre was pulling up approval. Business
start at the new openings. "The Conto $10,500 on "Hit the Ice."
stant Nymph" was tops, with $20,000
Estimated receipts for the week endat the Stanley.

Aug.

of

6 days, 2nd week.

'Licked'

Baltimore

off

High

— "Stage

Canteen," at Loew's,
was leading
again during a busy summer week
which included Civic Holiday, its second week being headed for §12,000.

ing

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-

week.

Shangri-La"

Gross:

(Col.)

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

Gross:

$4,300.

(Average,

$3,000)

$12,000 Good for

Aug.

(1,000)

2nd run, 2nd
(Average, $4,500)
days,

KEITH'S— (2,200)

classification.

7

Burlesque" (U. A.)

KARLTON —

75c)

"St?.ge

Toronto,

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-7Sc)
(3,000)
(Average, $14,000)
$22,500.

Gross:

"Lost Horizon

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)

WARNER— (2,000)

FOX —

days.

Door Canteen" (U. A.)

MASTBAUM— (4,700)

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-

7 days.
4th week.
Gross:
(Average, $20,000)
"DuBarry Was a Lady" (M-G-M)

75c)

STANLEY —
days.

75c)
7
$15,000)

(3,000)

Gross:

$19,700.

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c$24,700.

(Average.

_

"Iwoi Tickets to London" (Univ.)

STANTON —

75;)
7
$7,C00)

days.

(1,700)

Gross:

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c$7,500.

(Average,
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CHARLES (DINGLE) COBURN STARS

IN

Wednesday, August

NEW COMEDY LAUGH

RIOT!

CHAPMAN

CHARLES COBURN AND FRIENDS

IN HIGH LIGHT SCENE from new Columbia
comedy. Mr. Coburn, who gave such a memorable performance as 'Dingle' in "The More
The Merrier" brings new delight to the screen as Rudyard Morley ... a very British
British author who comes to America in search of a cook.

and stranger in a hilarious
interlude on a Pullman speeding through
the night in

COOK"

.

.

.

"MY KINGDOM FOR A

Columbia's

merry successor

"The More The Merrier".

to

MARGUERITE CHAPMAN, BILL CARTER,

THE LADY
who

"The

THE PICTURE

all

the whimsical

IN

is

British cook

role he's a sensation.

Charles Coburn.

And

all

A TYPICAL POSE.

'Dingle' in

"The More The

Merrier" he was something of a

new

MARGARET, MR. COBURN *S

the trouble that leads to

RUDYARD MORLEY
As

BETTY BREWER
IS

the laughs in the new Columbia comedy
KINGDOM FOR A COOK". Mr. Coburn ... the now famous 'Dingle' in
More The Merrier" matches that superlative performance in this new comedy.

causes

"MY

IN

Oh

riot.

the picture

KINGDOM FOR A COOK".

In this

yes, the real
is

name

"MY

Columbia's August

release.

ADVERTISEMENT

in a scene from "My Kingdom
Cook"
Columbia's comedy successor to
the now famous box-office wallop "The More The
Merrier". Mr. Coburn is starred and gives a

for a

.

.

.

wonderful performance.

4,

1943

ON VKStXJKE

It/

VOL.

NO.

54.

U.S.

NEW

25

YORK,

U.

$24,545,000

Firm Taxes
1941 Taxpayers Grossed
$892,320,000

S. A.,

THURSDAY, AUGUST

Own-

for
Washington
trustees,
left
tonight to confer with Assistant Attorney General
C. Clark on as-

ers

Tom

with Clark during his visit here last
weekend.
This marks the first tangible move
on the part of independent exhibitors
to report to Clark since his return
to Washington, on just how the decree
has affected them.
As reported exclusively in Motion
Picture Daily Monday, Clark has
ordered regional representatives of

night by the Treasury Department.

Preliminary report on the 1941 corporate returns showed that 2,561 of
the 4.552 film companies reporting had
taxable income, compared with 2,353
out of 4,682 corporations in the preceding year.

The Treasury Department did not
production from exhibition

separate

compiling

in

its

figures,

but for the

industry as a whole showed that in
1941 the 2,561 companies had total
receipts of $892,320,000, net income of
894,496,000, and paid taxes totaling
$24,545,000, of which $17,678,000 was
normal tax, $3,112,000 surtax, $146,000
declared value excess-profits tax and
For
$3,609,000 excess profits tax.
1940, the 2,353 taxable corporations
had total receipts of $810,516,000, and
(Continued on page 4)

WAC

Group Confers

On OWI Plans Today
War

Committee represenmeet in Washington today
with Palmer Hoyt, head of the domesActivities

tatives will

War Inplans for
future film commitments to the
Industry figures expected to be pressent at the session include M. A. Rosenberg, Ed Kuykendall, R. B. Wilby,
Joseph Bernhard, Charles Moskowitz,
Dan Michalove, George Skouras and
Arthur L. Mayer.
tic

Edsol Takes Appeal
On Schenectady Case

—

Albany, Aug. 4. Edsol Corp., operating the Scotia, at Scotia, has appealed from the recent findings of former district attorney Charles J. Ranney, arbitrator, on their eliminationof-clearance case.
Edsol originally
brought a complaint against all signatories to the consent decree shortly
after the Scotia Theatre was purchased by Sol Schaefer from the

:

S.

executives, will also confer in
the Capital today with Oscar Doob,
assistant national director of the

War

(Continued on page 6)

Local 306 Appeals
To WLB Before FDR
In a final attempt to secure action
on the wage-slash controversy with
the Joelson
circuit,
pending since
April, before appealing directly to
President
Roosevelt,
New York
IATSE Local 306 has sent a telegram
to William H. Davis,
chairman,

WLB

requesting an immediate decision.

Vs. Circuits in Miami,

Majors Withdrawn

the^ dtion

to

Picture
Industry

TEN CENTS

MPPDA Board
Meets on Chi.
Trib. 'Smear'
Plan of Counter- Action

Up

to

Federal Court here
yesterday reveal the withdrawal of a
Sherman Anti-Trust Law action filed
against Paramount Pictures, Loew's,
RKO, Vitagraph, 20th Century-Fox,
United Artists, Columbia Pictures,
Universal Film Exchange, and Monogram Pictures involving charges of
preferences and special privileges to

Papers

the

filed in

Paramount and Wometco theatre
Miami area in

chains in the greater
Florida.

According

to

Emil K.

Ellis,

attorney

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 6)

Today

SHERWIN KANE

By

The meeting gave
a

program

pared for

of
it

consideration to

recommendations pre-

by the Public Relations

the industry.
It was
indicated following the meeting that
some of the proposals submitted by
the
will be incorporated in a
general program of action discussed at
yesterday's meeting.
The program
will be sent to today's meeting of the
for further discussion.
Suggestions that the industry engage in either a refutation of the
Tribune article or a counter-offensive
(Continued on page 4)
of

PRC

PRC

Newspapers Cutting

Films'
Less Than 1,000
'Army' Deals Okayed
Less than 1,000 applications by exhibitors for the booking of Irving Ber-

PRC

Action on behalf of the industry
to counteract the recent "Hollywood smear campaign" of the Chicago Tribune was considered at a
special meeting yesterday of the
MPPDA board of directors.

Committee

lin's "This Is the Army" have been
approved by Warners to date, it was
learned yesterday.
Nearly 6,000 ap-

Newspapers

Ad
in

Lineage

many

places, feeling

pinch of a newsprint shortage,
have ordered theatres to cut advertising lineage, and distributors to reduce
display space plans for premieres of
their important films.
Although
newspaper
advertising
the

(Continued on page 6)

O WI Picks 40 for Europe;
Some Already

H. Fabian and Harry Brandt,

WAC

Anti-Trust Action

Schine circuit.
Ranney's decision cut to 28 days the
clearance held by first run houses in
Schenectady over the Scotia, but left
unchanged the 14-day clearance main-

OWI

WAC.

emergency precautions.

Department

of Justice to contact
independent exhibitors in their district
following complaints that the decree
was not working to their advantage
(Continued on page 4)

the

division of the Office of

formation concerning

Grosses were at normal and
some cases ran above average yesterday in Harlem,
scene of riots Sunday and
Monday. Loew's, which has
two houses in the affected
area, claimed their second
best day's business at both
places with "Cabin in the
Sky." Independents and other
circuit theatres eased off on

—

taxes paid last year by film corporations in 1941 incomes were almost double those paid on the business of 1940, it was disclosed to-

Irtkspen same

in

Los Angeles, Aug. 4. Hugh Bruen
and H. V. Harvey, Pacific Coast Con-

pects of the consent decree affecting
exhibitors. The meeting was arranged

4.

airy
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After That Riot

Consent Decree

—Federal

Washington, Aug.

5,

Harlem Grosses Up

Confer with Clark on

ference of Independent Theatre

InteUigei

ILY

PCCITO Trustees to

Reports

Alert,—

Sturges,

Man,

AAA

Film

in Sicily Post

of the
administrative committee of the industry arbitration system since its inception under the consent decree nearly
three years ago, has been appointed by
the State Department to take charge
of all American economic agencies in
Sicily on completion of the occupation of the island.
Sturges, a former law professor at
Yale, is now in North Africa.
He
has written several articles on the operation of the industry arbitration sys----I
tem.
:

.

in Sicily

Takes Over
Record Controversy
Washington,

—

Aug. 4. The
has taken

War Labor Board

Wesley A. Sturges, a member

-

WLB

War

Office
of
Information has
selected the first 40 Hollywood features to be shown in Axis countries,
or in those of their satellites, as they

are conquered.
Several have already
arrived in Sicily. Most of the others
have arrived in comparatively nearby

North Africa.

The films will move right behind
the advancing United Nations' armies,
through Sicily, and on to the Continent, for showing to natives, in theatres, for entertainment and propaganda,
with
outright
propaganda
shorts being interspersed shortly.
The first 40 were picked by the
(Continued on page 2)
-

jurisdiction in a dispute be-

tween the American Federation of Musicians and the
electrical transcription manufacturers and today appointed a three-man panel to investigate the dispute. Members of the panel are Arthur
Meyer, vice-president of the
New York regional WLB,

chairman;

Henry

S.

Wood-

bridge
of
the
American
Optical Co. and Max Zaritsky,
president of the United Hatter, Cap and Millinery Workers.

Motion Picture Daily
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OWI Picks 40 for Europe;

Personal
Mention
JAMES

Some Already

MURPHY

of the motion
of the American
Arbitration Association will leave Monday for a 10-day tour of industry arbitration tribunals in the South and

picture

J.

Thursday, August

division

(Continued from page

OWI,

Italians Shout,

Want Amer.

in Sicily

Newspaper

operating, from catalogues of the "big
eight," and include the following

"If I Had
a Doubt."

My Way"

and "Shadow of

Warner Bros. "Air Force," "Ser"You Were Never Love- geant York," "Action in the North
Southwest.
lier," "The More the Merrier," "Here Atlantic,"
"Yankee Doodle Dandy"
•
Comes Mr. Jordan," "My Sister and "Across the Pacific."
Harry Goldberg, director of adver- Eileen" and "Our Wife."
The OWI and the companies are
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer
"Young
tising and publicity for Warner Thealso selecting pictures from short subarrived in Albany yesterday.
•

Tom

Edison," "Joe Smith, American,"
and
"Seven
Sweethearts,"
"Pride
Prejudice" and "The Human Com-

programs.
Cartoons, musicals,
band reels and general entertainment
shorts compose a large part of the
Harry Lohmeyer, Warner Thea- edy."
program.
Topical reels such as the
tres district manager in Washington,
Paramount: "I Married a Witch,"
March of Time, This Is America and
is vacationing this week.
"The Major and the Minor," "Magic
and the Victory Short series are be•
in Music," "Christmas in July," "So
ing approved also by OWI.
Phil Engel, Warner field repre- Proudly We Hail" and "Hold Back
sentative for the
tory, is here for
ences.

New

England

home

office

terri-

the

:

many

Mrs. Smith," "No, No, tributors and at their expense.
•
Army Service Forces, working with
Nanette," and two Walt Disney feaHarry K. Arthur, general man- tures which have not yet been selected. OWI field outposts, are in initial
United Artists
"The Gold Rush" charge of distribution in conquered
ager of Fanchon & Marco, will re(in the reedited and rescored 1942 lands, with rentals collected where cirturn to St. Louis tomorrow.
version), "The Long Voyage Home," cumstances permit.
These will even•
"Our Town," "Pot O' Gold" (pro- tually reach the U. S. producers.
Mitchell Franklin, secretary of duced by James Roosevelt for
Later, the companies will establish
reFranklin & Herschorn Theatres, St.
their own commercial arrangements,
lease)
John, N. B., was married recently in
Twentieth Century-Fox
"Remem- through American diplomatic services.
New York to Miss Agnes Yorke, also ber the Day," "Sun Valley Serenade," Meanwhile the OWI is steering
the
of St. John.
"Tales of Manhattan," "Moontide" and films, with Laudy Lawrence directing
Southern Europe, and Lacy Kastner,
"My Friend Flicka."
Edward A. Golden and Robert S.
Universal "It's a Date," "It Started to take charge in the North.

and

"Mr.

20th-Fox Is Host
To Ernst Lubitsch
About 100 persons attended a cocktail

party at the Waldorf-Astoria yes-

terday given by 20th-Fox for Ernst

producer

Lubitsch,

:

Golden

Hollywood Fri-

will leave for

day.

James Sharkey, general manager
of Cooperative Theatres of Michigan,
and Sam Barrett, assistant manager,
are here from Detroit for conferences
with distribution representatives.

20th Starts Chicago
Sales Meeting Today
Second of 20th Century-Fox's three
regional sales meetings opens today at
the Blackstone Hotel in Chicago, following completion of the three-day
eastern regional session at the Hotel
Astor here yesterday. Nearly 300, including a home office delegation, headed by Spyros Skouras, president, will
attend the three-day mid-west meet-

Two Firms Formed,
One Is Dissolved
—

Albany, Aug. 4.
Incorporation
papers have been granted here to two
firms. City Entertainment Corp., New
York, was formed by G. Mather
Clark, Kendall Williams and Wilmot
D. Griffith.
Barnard, Remsen, Nobiletti

Farman Theatre, Inc., Oneida, was
formed by John P. Carrigan, Ethel
MacCollum and Frederick H. Bottger,
all

Among

those present were Spyros

Skouras, Miss Daphne Skouras, Syd-

ney

Towell,

Brown,

Joseph

Aug.

Boston,

4.

Bonds

— Topping

M

—Universale

"Phantom

Aug. 4.
the Opera"

have a
Palace
here, Aug. 19.
headed
by Hank Linet, assistant Eastern advertising manager, were here to lay
out the campaign.
of

world premiere

will

RKO

the
Exploiteers,

at

175 'Aleutians' Prints
The War Activities Committee has
turned over to exchanges 175 prints

"Report to the Aleutians," War
Department Technicolor film, for disof

RKO

—

Chicago, Aug. 4. Tom Kettering,
and advertising man, has

local theatre

joined the

RKO

publicity staff here.

Granada, and Broadway
Strand Theatres until 1928, when they

He

left

to Paramount.
a daughter, Pauline, of Bev-

erly Hills, Calif.

tribution

to

exhibitors,

it

was

M

an-

Haven, Aug. 4.—The
& P
Paramount is the first downtown
house to institute a policy of winding
up at 11:00 p. m. instead of 11:45,
to enable patrons to make bus and
trolley connections. The Allyn, Hartford, has followed suit.

Tipton Found Dead
Ironton, O., Aug. 4.— Body recovered from the Ohio River here was
identified to be that of Cecil E. Tipmanager of the Orpheum Theatre,
Huntington,
Va., missing
ton,

W.

since

Wednesday

of last

nounced yesterday.

Columbus Houses Looted
Kettering Joins

the Marbro,

New

'Phantom' in Cincy.
Cincinnati,

last

year's record by $500,000, theatre men
of the Dorchester-Mattapan War Activities Committee netted $1,502,000 in
their recent Bond and Stamp drive,
conducted under the chairmanship of
Harry Wasserman, of
& P Theaatres, assisted by Kenneth Forkey and
Al Laurie.

depressed because of the death of his
wife and worry about his son, Julian,
a bomber pilot in England.
With his brother Louis, he owned

Early House Closings

:

Sell $1,502,000 in

Chicago, Aug. 4.— Meyer Marks,
former theatre owner here, Was
found in a parking lot in a rented
car. asphyxiated by carbon monoxide
gas.
Friends say that he had been

Columbus, Aug.

— Four

neighborhood theatres in the city's south
side have been burglarized in the past
few days, the Parsons, Southland,

Markham and

4.

Russell.

E. C. Grimley
Magog Point,
Grimley,

week.

Drowns
4— E. C.

Que., Aug.

Colvin

Pincus,

Col. Jason Joy, Carole Landis,

Hermann

Gracie Fields,

and

Place,

Major

Alexander P. de Seversky,
Tony Muto, Dorothy Masters, Don
Mersereau, James
Dunn, Sherwin
Kane, Ben Shlyen, William Formby,
G. E. Blackford, Irene Thirer, Larry
Kent, John Chapman, Al Steen and
George Morris.
Airs.

Harmon

in Charlotte

For Post-War Talk

48,

were sold

of Syracuse.

Papers of dissolution were filed for
Gothan Productions, Inc., by Hays,
St. John, Abramson and Schulman,
New York.

Personnel from the following exchanges will attend Albany, Boston,

Vancouver, Toronto and Winnipeg.

filing

attorneys.

ing.

New Haven, Buffalo, Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Chicago, Detroit, Milwaukee,
Calgary, Montreal, St. John,

and Millham were the

Meyer Marks Found
Dead in Chicago

"Heaven Can

of

Wait."

.

:

"We

films again,"
said the dispatch.

:

UA

theatres shouted,

want American

edited,

the dis-

from

ences

jects

All subjects are specially
Dawn."
"The Navy Comes Through," with native titles inserted, by

RKO

confer-

reports

were shown and audicheered King Victor
Emanuel but Marshal Badoglio was booed.
Crowds at

:

:

atres,

'We

Films'

solini

:

Columbia

1943

Switzerland yesterday stated
that
thousands of people
jammed theatres in Italy
which have reopened.
The
reports state that scenes following the overthrow of Mus-

with Eve," "Appointment for Love,"

1)

with American distributors co-

5.

Asheville, N. C, Aug. 4.— Francis
S.

Harmon, executive vice-chairman

of the

War

Activities

Committee, is
at the weekly
luncheon meeting of the local Rotary
Club, as the guest of Carl Bamford,
operator of Publix-Bamford Theatres
in Asheville and Campton, N. C.
to speak here

Harmon

is

tomorrow

expected to present his

views

on post-war readjustments in
the film business, which he has declared ''may well become the chief
visual aid in a comprehensive educational program for peoples of countries
liberated
by the United Nations
forces."

Rockefellers in

Big Realty Buy
Fifteen real estate parcels facing
Rockefeller Center on 48th and 51st
Streets, and on 6th Avenue, have been
acquired by the Rockefeller interests,
reportedly for post-war development.
Most of the sites contain old, small
buildings,

and presumably w-ere ac-

quired for post-war development, from
the David W. Bishop estate.
They
are assessed at $3,000,000.

4,364 Reissue Deals
"Union Pacific" and "Souls

at Sea,"

RCA-Victor both reissues, have received 4,364 indepresident, was drowned in Lake Min- pendent exhibitor contracts in five
phremagog recently when he fell from weeks, according to Neil Agnew,
a sailboat.
Paramount sales manager.
He was 52 years old.
of

Montreal,
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MPPDA Board Reviews
Meets on Chi.

$24,545,000

"Let's Face It"

concerned

overly

about

that the public appraisal
of the articles will correspond to public appraisal of the media which published them.
However, the possibility
that the articles may be designed as
springboards for Tribune-'msp'ivtA harrying of the industry in Congress
belief,

also,

next month

is

not being overlooked.

PCCITO Trustees to
Confer with Clark on

Consent Decree
(Continued from page 1)

and

in

some ways, was operating

*

the

Tribune articles, as such, on the assumption that they followed a pattern
established long ago by interests unfriendly to the industry, and in the

to

their detriment.

Bruen has requested Clark to hear
F. Myers, chairman of Na-

Abram

tional Allied's board of directors, at
the same time. Analysis of territorial
conditions and decree recommenda-

tions which were given Clark when he
visited this city will be aired at the

"Adventure

in

Blackmail"

Following the session with Clark,
will attend a meet-

in

(Mercury-English Films, Inc.)

TTERE

is an English comedy which gets off to a good start with snappy dialogue and what promises to be an original and diverting plot.
Unfortunately, neither dialogue, cast nor plot can maintain the pace,
and until the final sequence, the production is pretty pedestrian.

corporations

pa{
other

dividends in cash and assets,
than their own stock, in the amount of
$44,160,000 in 1941, compared with
$37,335,000 in 1940.

Of the remaining corporations filing
reports for 1941, 202 were inactive
and the other 1,789, with total receipts of $173,498,000, had a deficit for
In 1940,
tax purposes of $9,610,000.
2,118 corporations reported total receipts of $196,338,000 and a deficit of
This group paid divi$10,521,000.
dends in 1941 of $303,000, compared
with $330,000 in 1940.
The department reported that the
companies filing returns, for 1941
showed the receipt of $283,000 in interest

on Government obligations held

by them and $18,722,000 in dividends
on stock of domestic corporations.

Anti-Trust Action
Vs. Circuits in Miami,

Majors Withdrawn
(Continued from page 1)
for the plaintiffs, the operators of the
Modern Theatre in Miami and the

Liberty Theatre in Liberty City, Flora stipulation has been entered into under which film clearance time
has been reduced to 70 days, instead
of 150 to 180 days as previously. Ellis
declined to state whether any payment
of money was made prior to discontinuance of the action.

Edsol Takes Appeal
On Schenectady Case

RKO

Running

time, 72 mins.

"G."*

*"G" denotes general

Ted Rowland

classification.

Nine Charlotte Fires

—

The tax-paying

Clive Brook is suave and does as well as can be expected with the
part, but Miss Campbell, who tries hard to be blithe and cynical, suc(Continued from page 1)
ceeds only, for the most part, in being cross and peevish. Others in the tained
by the Plaza Theatre, Fabian
cast include C. V. France, Marguerite Allan, Percy Walsh, Dennis circuit second run in Schenectady,
Arundell and George Merritt. Directed by Harold Huth and produced over the Scotia.
by R. Norton.
was dismissed from the de-

Aug.

4.

—Wilby-Kin-

Burns cey's State reopened here this week
3.
Aug.
The Tivoli, following a ten-day closing occasioned
Danville, owned by Nils Frye, was by fire.
The outbreak was one in a
destroyed by fire believed to have string of mysterious blazes which have
been started in motors which had been beset a number of local playhouses in
struck by lightning.
the past month.
Chicago,

_

tion.

The complaint, seeking injunctive
story concerns a dashing, successful playwright, played by Clive
relief and treble damages because of
Brook, who gets mixed up in a breach of promise suit with a beauti- defendants' alleged wrongful acts,
ful woman, Judy Campbell, on whom he has never before set eyes and charged that the defendants, producers
who sweeps him off his feet when she kisses him in the lobby on the of about 75 per cent of the feature
opening night of one of his plays. Rather than give her the satisfaction films released annually in the United
of a settlement, he calls her bluff and marries her.
As he marries her States, entered into a conspiracy with
only out of spite because he thinks her a blackmailer, and because she the two theatre chains, which operate
31 theatres in the area, to eliminate
believes him responsible for her brother's being sent to prison, they set
competition and restrain trade by
out to make each other's lives miserable. After Judy has run through means of exclusive exhibiting conall his money, she discovers that she is mistaken about him, and also in tracts.
Through a series of misunderstandings, they are separated, but
love.
find one another again in the theatre where Brook's latest success is
being presented.

Charlotte,

Tivoli, Danville,

1)

The

of National Allied

Baltimore.

(Continued from page

net income of $78,983,000, on which
they paid total taxes of $12,579,000.
Theatre admission taxes are in addi-

ida,

Washington meeting.
Bruen and Harvey
ing on Aug. 11-12

Firm Taxes

Hp HE

film version of the long run Dorothy Fields, Herbert Fields, and
Cole Porter Broadway musical comedy starring Danny Kaye, is a
Bob Hope picture from beginning to end with the Cole Porter score
{Continued from page 1
and the musical comedy book emerging as secondary features. "Let's
through paid advertising in the cir- Face It" is not the best Bob Hope picture, but it is definitely one of the
culation areas of the McCormick-Pat- funniest.
As a hapless private in Uncle Sam's Army who cannot extriterson newspapers won no support at
cate himself from his financial difficulties, and the guard house, for a
yesterday's meeting. It was pointed
sufficient length of time to marry his patient, long-suffering fiancee, Betout that such campaigns might tend
ty Hutton, Hope is at his best. It is only when he tangles with the plot
to dignify the attacks beyond their real
significance and, in addition, might that he is slowed down.
result in gaining wider attention for
More a straight comedy than a musical, "Let's Face It" makes little use
them.
of the score.
Hope does join Miss Hutton in vocalizing a tuneful numlikely
action
more
Instead, positive
ber called "Who Did? I Did, Yes I Did," but this is a new number
will be attempted in the way of putauthored by Sammy Cahn and Jule Styne. Miss Hutton attempts one
ing before the public in the McCormick-Patterson circulation areas the of the Cole Porter songs rendered by Danny Kaye in the Broadway
Her linguistic gyrations in "Let's Not
real story of the industry's continu- version, with excellent results.
ing contributions to the nation and its Talk About Love," the number in question, will delight the customers.
armed forces.
Steps in this direc- The title number emerges as a satisfactory Army song.
tion already are being undertaken by
Dorothy and Herbert Fields took their musical comedy book from
newspapers and publications throughthe 1925 successful farce comedy, "Cradle Snatchers," by Norma Mitout the country that have appraised
chell and Russell G. Medcraft, which dealt with three married ladies of
the Tribune attack in its true light,
enthat of a "smear" motivated by per- middle years who set out to teach their errant husbands a lesson by
gaging in a philandering excursion of their own. Basically, this is the
sonal prejudice and ill-will.
plot of the picture with Hope and his two Army camp buddies being the
Coe May Address Chicagoans
Since Hope is on the
foil that the three matrons hire for the purpose.
In the offing is the possibility that verge of marrying Miss Hutton, and is engaged in rather intricate finanCharles F. Coe, MPPDA general cial manipulations to stay out of the guard house, the usual complicacounsel and vice-president, will adtions result.
dress Chicagoans under auspicious loSidney Lanfield, who directed, keeps the proceedings moving at a
cal sponsorship within the next month
The scene in which Hope and his buddies capture a Geror six weeks. His address would not rapid pace.
concern itself with the Tribune's at- man submarine which inadvertently tangles with the rowboat in which
tack but would, rather, point up the they attempt to escape when things get too hot for them, is hilarious.
several
achievements
and services "Let's Face It" does not have any musical comedy production numbers,
rendered the nation and the public by
but it has plenty of Bob Hope, and that is what the customers seem to
the industry which the Tribune's feawant. There should be plenty of extended engagements for this one.
ture writer failed to discover.
Running time, 76 mins. "G"*
Milton Livingston
Yesterday's meeting reportedly was

not

1943

U.S. Reports

(Paramount')

Trib. 'Smear'

5,

Eastman Workers

—

III

Rochester, Aug. 4. Health Bureau
authorities and company officials today
launched an investigation into the
cause of food poisoning which sent
47 Eastman Kodak workers to hospitals and kept 12 others under treatment at their homes here today.

fense during the trial.
Howard M.
Antevil, of Gloversville, remains the
attorney of record, while former Senator Frank Wiswall of Albany was
the trial attorney during the recent
local board hearing.

Duals Succeed Newsreels

—

Cincinnati, Aug. 3.
The Telenews, originally opened as a newsreel
theatre several months ago, and which

subsequently added a feature, now has
added a second feature.
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Marines Open 'Coconut Lady' Heads
Gunner' Gross Circuit in South Pacific For a Record
6

'Dixie', 'Aerial U. S.

9

$18,500inSt.L.
Louis, Aug.

St.

4.

— Business

was

despite the fact that, for
first time in years, there were no

the

brisk,

new

attractions. "Dixie" and "Aerial Gunner," holdovers, were headed for $18,-

From "Somewhere

the South
in
presumably around the islands
where our forces have been at strong
grips of late with the Japs, the United
Pacific,'

Navy

here receives word of the
opening of the "Coconut Circuit," by
Marines, who, the Navy hears, now
see a Hollywood picture every night,
States

while "Bataan" and "Air Raid
Wardens," looked good for $16,800.

combat permitting.

Weather was moderate.

if

500,

week

Estimated receipts for the
ending Aug. 4:
"Bataan" (M-G-M)
"Air Raid Wardens" (M-G-M)

LOEWS STATE — (3,162)

days, 2nd week.

Gross

:

(30c-40c-50c)

7

(Average,

$16,800.

$15,000)

"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)

LOEWS ORPHEUM — (1,900)

50c)

7 days,

300.

(Average,

week

5th

in

town.

(30c-40c-

Gross:

$8,-

for combat,
not actually in it, are scattered all
over the area, and films are rotated to
them at 15 different widely separated
outposts, under whatever setup can be
improvised, according to a report to

Navy from
McCarthy, Jr.,

AMBASSADOR— (3,154)

(30c-40c-50c)

7

(Average,

Gross: $14,000.

"Dixie" (Para.)
"Aerial Gunner"

FOX— (5,038)

(Para.)

(30c-40c-50c)
$18,500.

2nd

days,

7

(Average, $15,000)

"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)

"Background to Danger" (W. B.)

MISSOURI— (3,514)
in

city.

(30c-40c-50c)

Gross:

$8,500.

7

days,

(Average,

$7,000)

"Coney Island" (2»th-Fox)
"Action in the North Atlantic" (W. B.)
ST.

LOUIS — (4,000)

ond run.

USMC

spondent.

First Lt.

Pasadena,

Cal.,

Don
in

is

E. Linn, of

charge of film

distribution in the sector.

Films Are

$11,500)

2nd week

Kansas

(35c-40c) 7 days, secGross: $3,500. (Average, $4,400)

WAC

Group Confers
On OWI Plans Today
{Continued from page

Less Than 1,000
'Army' Deals Okayed
1)

plications for playing time have been
received.
Reason given by a com-

pany spokesman for delayed action
was the large amount of detail involved
in setting up advanced premiere showings of the picture.

Woman

Projectionist

—

John, N. B., Aug. 4. Ownermanager Frank LePage of the MilliSt.

nocket, Me., Theatre, has placed his
projection booth in the hands of his
sister-in-law,
Mrs. F. LePage, recently given a license as an operator.
This is the only house in the area with
a female projectionist.

of the

15 outlets, pictures

are shown out in the open, some of
them against screens made out of
target cloth. The men watch the best
Hollywood talent perform against a
background of dark, forbidding jungle
All shows, of course, are
skyline.

Uncle Sam's Navy gets prints
to the Marines, by plane, by battleship, by mule-pack, or whatever.
free.

Marines Prefer Musicals
Sergeant McCarthy's report to the

Navy Department reveals the Marines prefer musicals, newsreels and
shorts, though they don't get many of
these.
They are so vigorous about
entering into the fun of audience-participation singing shorts that they even
sing
the
women's parts in highpitched feminine voices.
The island natives are also confirmed "movie-hounds." Many of them
walk miles through the jungle every
night to see a show.
Usually the

—

Marines have monopolized all the
space in front of the screen, but the
natives simply go behind to watch
the movie from the rear. This is possible because most of the screens are
transparent.
"There are two types of pictures the
natives like best," Linn explains, "the
shoot'em up kind, and the South Sea
During exciting scenes the
variety.
natives go wild, yelling so you can't
hear the dialogue. Not long ago, when
a trader was beating up a half-caste
in a film, a native got so excited he
threw a coconut through the screen."

—

Conn., Aug. 4.
The
Theatre, usually busy all
summer, has cut out its matinees this
year because of the pleasure cardriving ban.

Guilford,

Guilford

Silverman

Now
—

a Booker

—

Warner Bros,
Chicago, Aug. 4.
have increased the week-day prices
at the Parthenon Theatre, Hammond,
Indiana, from 30 to 35 cents for
matinees and from 44 to 50 cents for
evenings.

for the
totally

hitting for $18,000
to Hold" is
receiving $15,000 for nine-days at two
theatres, Esquire and Uptown. Weather was cooler part of the time.

Estimated receipts
ending Aug. 4-5
"Hers to Hold" (Univ.)

A

similar increase has also

gone into effect at Warner's
mount, also in Hammond.

Para-

Cuts Sunday Shows

4

—

Red

...

.

Estimated grosses for the week ending Aug. 5:

A

"DuBarry Was

Lady" (M-G-M)

LOEW'S CAPITAL— (3,434)
66c) 7 days.

On

stage:

Gross:

Felton.

(28c-39c-44c-

Mary Beth Hughes;
(Average.

$30,000.

$19,000)

"Lady

Burlesque" (U. A.)

of

LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,234)
Gross:

(35c-50c) 9 days.
$5,250)

"Cabin in the Sky" (M-G-M)
in Times Square" (Col.)

(30c-50c)

downtown week). Gross:
(Average, $5,200)
"The Constant Nymph" (W. B.)

days. (2nd

7

$10,000.

EARL E—

"Murder

MIDLAND— (3,600)

(35c-50c)
(Average, $12,000)

7

days.

7

days.

(30c-40c-50c-75c-90c) 7
(2,210)
days. On stage: The Imaginators; Pat and
Sylvia;
Lew Hoffman.
Gross:
$24,000

(Average, $15,500)

"Dixie" (Para.)

"Bombardier" (RKO)

NEWMAN — (1,900)

(35c-50c)

— (1,800)

RKO-KEITH'S

(40c-50c-65c)

7

Gross: $18,000. (Average, $9,000)

days. (2nd week). Gross: $11,000. (Average.

Walked With a Zombie" (RICO)
"The Leopard Woman" (RKO)

$11,200)

ORPHEUM— (1,900)

Gross:

$12,000.

(35c-50c)
(Average, $8,000)

"Desperadoes"

TOWER— (2,200)

(35c-50c)

7

to

days.

Spike
Gross:

$8,500.

LOEW'S PALACE —

days.

(3rd

—A

(28c-55c)

downtown week). Gross:

$6,500)

7

$14,000.

Newspapers Cutting

20th Enjoined on
Films'
9
Film
Touhy
'Roger
4.

(2,242)

7

$7,000.

days.

9

(35c-50c)

(Average, 9 days,

Chicago, Aug.

(30c-44c)

(Average, $15,750)

Hold" (Univ.)

UPTOWN — (2,000)

Gross:

(1,600)

(2nd downtown week). Gross:
(Average, $4,250)
"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)

days.

Jones and City Slickers on stage.
(Average, $9,000)
$11,000.

"Hers

(Col.)

METROPOLITAN —

days.

7

"Get Going" (Univ.)

temporary

Ad

Lineage

(Continued from page

in-

1)

junction

managers have informed industry ad

Touhy, Gangster."

heads that the current slashing of advertising space is a temporary measure, it was learned elsewhere that the
outlook on newsprint for the duration

was today granted by Judge
William H. Holly in Federal Court
restraining 20th Century-Fox from
exhibiting
or
advertising
"Roger

not bright, and that many more papers will cut as they feel the pinch.
First to limit lineage in New York
City is the Daily News which has set
the following policy for films and theis

The

injunction will remain permanent unless 20th-Fox is successful
in dismissing it in a hearing to be held
on Friday.

effective this week.
No more
than 100 lines of advertising for any
single feature or theatre per day, except on the opening two days of a
picture, when 300 lines per day will
be allotted.
However, on this basis,
the over-all effect on promotion of
pictures will not be adverse, according
to a local advertising agency which
handles many industry accounts. Restrictions by the Daily News do not
apply to Loew and
daily film
guides which list neighborhood houses,
In Pittsburgh, the Post-Gazette has
asked theatres to limit their advertising to not more than 20 inches per
day, but afternoon papers in that city
said they will limit ad space only as a
Papers in Washington,
last resort.
atres,

Start Selling 'Johnny'
United Artists salesmen have started
William Cagney pro-

to sell the first

duction, "Johnny Come Lately," starring James Cagney, despite the lack
of a definite release date.
William

Cagney is completing the scoring and
editing and expects to have the print
in New York so that the release date
can be set for the first week in September.

Long Back from Army
J.

—

City, Mo., Aug. 4. James
Long, for several years with Fox

Midwest Theatres, has returned with
honorable discharge from the
Army, and has resumed his former
position of manager of District 1.
Senn Lawler, manager of the district
an

during Long's absence, resumes
former post of public relations.

'DuBarry'
Box

Chicago, Aug. 4. Wilbert Silverman, assistant manager of the Woods
Theatre here, has been made short
subject booker for the Essaness Cir-

The Was a Lady"
Newtown, Conn., Aug. 4.
Edmund Town Theatre has eliminated over normal

cuit.

—

Aug.
for the

Skelton technicolored laugh hit is
sure to hit a record-breaking $30,000
at Loew's Capital, with Mary Beth
Hughes doing a personal appeara*
Another topper is "The Consv
Nymph," for $24,000 at Warners'
Earle Theater.

week Happy

the

for

(Average, 9 days,

Gross: $12,500.

Washington, D. C,
"DuBarry Was a Lady,"

is

Newman, "Hers

Kansas

Warners Ups Prices
Guilford Cuts Matinees

—Grosses

"I

1)

Finance Division of the Treasury Department, concerning industry participation in the Third War Loan drive
which begins Sept. 9'.

(Continued from page

downpour."
At most

"Dixie"

absent.
the

at

$6,500.

"Movies," says Lt. Linn, "are undoubtedly the most popular diversion
here.
The Marines go every night.
They stay through every show,
whether they have to sit on the rocky
ground or stand through a tropical

4.

week are among highest
year, with war films almost

ESQUIRE— (800)

Popular

Aug.

City,

$30,000 Gross

in K.C.

this

$6,000)

days, 2nd week.

Gross:

Milburn
combat corre-

Staff Sergeant

the

Tops

With $18,000 in a
Week of High Takes

The Marines, readying

"The Constant Nymph" (W. B.)
"Two Tickets to London" (Univ.)

week.

'Dixie'

office

his

86% Over Par

receipts

of

"DuBarry

1;

r

j

RKO

some cities of the Pacific
Northwest and California have informed theatre managers of actual or
Detroit,

contemplated limits on advertising,

it

was

learned.
Louisville newspapers have asked
theatre managers to place their advertising well in advance of release to alleviate crowded advertising schedules.

10% Tux

for Tuscumbia

Sunday shows, the gas problem having

averaging 86 per ^:ent
in 47 index cities, according to a statement yesterday from

Tuscumbia, Ala., Aug. 4—A
per cent amusement tax became

cut into business here substantially.

M-G-M.

fective here recently.

is

!

ten
ef-

j

:

[hursday, August

5,
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Short Subject

Reviews
'Champion-Maker"

...

one ...

it

Sportscope)
[RKO Pathe)

plications
charm to

Bud

Savvin as a trainr of champion swimmers is revealed
n this Sportscope. Many of the champions begin training as soon as they
able to swim, getting constant
ttice in proper kicking and breathSawin's methods include the use
yi a diver's helmet through which he
observes the swimmer's form from
while under water. The film is inIt closes with a scene of
structive.
some of his champion pupils doing
their stuff. Running time, 9 mins. Release date, July 16.
of

TOLLS" (Paramount)

—

is

... the film has a well-chosen
good effect in this one

cast

.

.

.

Ingrid

Bergman

unquestionably one of Hollywood's most important
one that film-goers will want to see and estimate for
releases in years.
Dudley Nichols' screenplay is faithful to the slender plot.
themselves

...

.

.

.

is

it

.

.

.

.

.

NEW YORKER—

LUCKY"

"MR.

HOWARD
.

.

.

.

.

can't rightfully
N. Y. Daily Nezvs—'Mv. Lucky"
be described as adult entertainment, but it aims for that. It begins on a note
and winds up
of mystery, brightens into a light comedy with a satirical slant
It contains the needs of a good
with a bang-bang as howling melodrama.
satire on the activities of war workers, but the picture fails to develop the
idea beyond the sprouting stage.
.

.

.

DONALD KIRKLEY,

.

.

.

Sun— It

Baltimore

is

still

30.

appeal to the general audience.

(RKO

Pathe)
Walt Disney and "The Goof" character demonstrate in this color cartoon

have been proven

impracticable, "The Goof" hits upon
the idea of utilizing the pogo stick as a
means of locomotion. The idea catches
on and the final scene is in a large

etc.

traffic, pogo
pogo buses, pogo speed cops,
Very funny and original. Run-

teeming with pogo

taxis,

ning time, 8 mins.

Release date, July

Gross:

(40c-50c-60c)

7

days.

LAKE&-(3,000)

Gross:

$17,000.

(35c -40c -5 5c -65c)
(Average, $13,000)

"Lady of Burlesque" (U. A.)
"Somewhere ia France" (U. A.)

HIPPODROME— (2,100)

(35c-4Cc-S5c-65c)

days, 2nd week moveover.
(Average, $8,500)

7

Duke Ellington and his orchestra, $3,500)
with the Duke himself pounding the "Youngest
his
specimens
of
present
sophisticated syncopation in this musical short
"It Don't Mean a Thing,"
"Mood Indigo," "Sophisticated Lady,"
ivories,

:

and "Don't Get Around Much Anymore." Even though it is not red hot
music, the "cats" should like it along
with everybody else. Running time, 9
9.

'Army' in Capital Aug. 12
chair-

Watson,

vice-chairman, of the "First Nighters'
Committee" which is arranging the
Washington premiere of Irving Berlin's "This Is the Army" at Warner
Bros.' Earle Theatre, Aug. 12.
Honorary co-chairmen are Secretary of
War Henry L. Stimson and General
George C. Marshall.

Has New Manager
4.

—Harry

the

Detroit Sept. 30

—

Gross:

"Background to Danger" (W.
"Swing Your Partner" (Rep.)

$8,500.

B.)

TWENTIETH CENTURY— (3,000)

Gross:
days,
2nd week.
7
(Average, $8,500)
"Two Tickets to London" (Univ.)
"Hi* Ya, Chum" (Univ.)

LAFAYETTE— (3,000)

Gross: $11,800.

(35c-55c)

(35c$8,000.

55c)

7

Gross: $23,000.

in

Berlin"

Plaza

Gross:

Giannini to Assist 'Army'
San Francisco, Aug.

4.

—A.

Profession"

17.

Leland Cutler, president
board of Stanford University,

of

LOEWS STATE— (3,300)

Aug.

4.

(Av-

THE OPENING
WEDDING BELL...
YOU'LL PRONOUNCE

7
(40c-60c)
$18,000)

LOEWS STILLM AN— (1,900)

days, 3rd week.

AND f ROM

/

(Average,

(Average,

Gross: $16,500.
"Dixie" (Para.)

Gross:

$10,200.

,„
(40c-60c)

IT

7

BOXOFFICE!

(Average,

$6,000)

Formato

to

Move Up

—

Lou
4.
Aug.
Philadelphia,
Formato, M-G-M salesman for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New

tfffi

Jersey, will replace S. E. Applegate
as exchange sales manager when the
latter leaves his post Aug. 13. J. F.
Morrow, salesman for Northern Pennas
announced
originally
sylvania,
Applegate's successor, has declined because of poor health.

!8i

MATRIMONY

Buffalo Canteen Opens

—

Buffalo, Aug. 4. Claimed to be
the first project of its kind here and
perhaps in the country, the Variety
Club Canteen will be opened here tonight as
'teen-age
vicemen.

recreational center for
Negro boys, girls and sera

the

is chairParamount's
premiere,
"For Whom the Bell Tolls" will open man of the San Francisco
place at the Fox Theatre
at the United Artists Theatre here which takes
there at $10 top.
Sept. 30, at $1.10 top.

Detroit,

(M-G-M)

days.

P.

Giannini, head of the Bank of Amerwill advise all Northern Caliica,
fornia civilian committees working on
Is the
special premieres of "This
Army," which Warner Bros, has set
for 50 day-and-date openings in the

(3,500)

(Col.)
(40c-50c-60c)

$2,000.

days.

(Average, $8,500)

week

WARNERS' LAKE-(714)
days, 2nd week.

of

GREAT

days, 3rd

HIPPODROME -

7 days.

"Appointment

manager

B.)

"Salute for Three" (Para.)

(Average, $6,000)

$7,500.

WARNERS'

Pathe)

Stamford, Conn., Aug.

"The Constant Nymph" (W.

"Action in the North Atlantic" (W.B.)

(Jamboree)

Furst is now
Theatre here.

the

for

Estimated takings
ending Aug. 4

(40c-50c-60c)

is

'Bell' in

days.

7

end.

erage, $18,000)

Mrs. George R. Holmes
man, and Mrs. Edwin M.

(40c-65c)

Cleveland, Aug. 4.—There was a
drop in theatre attendance last
week. "Mr. Lucky" was the best bet,
with $23,000, at Warners' Hippodrome. Picture had a terrific week-

Orchestra"

Plaza

.

(3,489)

(Average, $15,000)

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)

"Duke Ellington and

Release date, July

BUFFALO —

Gross: $19,000.

slight

week.

mins.

.

Bet with $23,000

ALLEN— (3,000)

30.

(RKO

.

'Mr. Lucky' Is Best

a solution to the gas shortage problem. After a number of wildly in-

the

at

August 7:

Western area on August

"Victory Vehicles"

Constant

"Dixie" (Para.)

news and good news when

with an interesting commentary. Running time, IS mins. Release date, July

city

ing

.

.

the part of
a Hollywood picture shows signs of ingenuity and originality on
"Mr.
writer and director, as well as boldness on the part of the producer.
Lucky" is such a film. ... It is a fable, with farcical embroideries, in which
comedy and melodrama are blended to make an entertainment with a powerful

genious inventions

"The

good for $17,000

Great Lakes.
Estimated receipts for the week end-

7

(R.K.O.)

BARNES, N. Y. Herald Tribune— The war has inspired some
"Mr. Lucky" ... has its
fancy embellishments of familiar screen stories.
Skillful treatment can work wonders with trite themes on the
full quota.
The best that can be said for the plot itself is that it rarely gets
screen.
Take "Mr. Lucky" as a rather fabulous
in the way of the variations.
adventure thriller if you wish to be entertained by the production.
.

is

.

... the three hours which the plot takes to unfold may
not seem too long ... the pace is fast enough and the characters have enough
depth to sustain them all the way through ... in the main, the film's shunning
the political issue will add to its tremendous popular appeal.

.

Boyer's

Charles

Nymph"

KATE CAMERON,

sentimental reverie about Broadway with lights out, even though the
fabulous night life still goes on. This
tours such amusement places as the
Hurricane Club, Latin Quarter, back
stage at "Oklahoma," the Astor Bar,
Sardi's, Roger's Corners, Stage Door
Canteen, and Roseland dance hall.
Brief shots are held together well

uses her

.

.

.

.

A

i

Big at $19,000

Buffalo, Aug. 4. Big draw in
most it will be a good picture that just misses being a great this town is "Dixie," at the Buffalo,
a love and adventure story stripped of much of its political im- where a $19,000 draw is expected.

.

("This Is America")
(RKO Pathe)

i

.

to

NEWSWEEK—

.

"Broadway Dim-Out'

'Dixie' in Buffalo

Quotes

WHOM THE BELL

"FOR

LIFE—

The story

9

Critics

00

CENTURY-FOX

Motion Picture Daily

8

Chi. Leader

Chicago, Aug. 4.
and "Gildersleeve's Bad

Hold"

to

Day"

is

a

agencies are being geared to use television as a
commercial medium for clients. Batten, Barton, Durstine and Osborn
is installing equipment in New York headquarters to familiarize staff and
clients with the use of the medium.
clients, Goodrich Rubber,
Lever Bros, and Hamilton Watch, are to participate in a one-hour
television show over General Eectric's
starting Friday. Benton
and Bowles and Lennen and Mitchell are also reported to be studying
War Labor Board has appointed a panel,
television advertising.
headed by its Arthur Meyer to study the dispute between the A.F.M.
president, conand the transcription companies; James C. Petrillo,
tends that there is no dispute.
•
•
•
Purely Personal: Joan Lane, formerly CBS trade news contact, is the
Gabriel Heatter, Mutual commentator,
new CBS trade news editor.
Major Walter Clausen, former
observes ten years in radio tomorrow.
Janet Lane
Far East correspondent has joined WJZ as a commentator.
John Wilson is the
audience promotion manager.
is the new
new assistant director in CBS network operations department.
•
•
•
administrator, will be
Program Notes: Leon Henderson, former
heard in a new Blue series sponsored by O'Sullivan Rubber Co. starting

BBD&O

WGRB

.

popular double bill at the Palace Theatre with a near record of $26,000 expected. The double opening of "Coney
Island" at the Roosevelt and Apollo is
grossing $33,000. Outdoor attractions
are giving serious competition on hot
days.

.

.

AFM

.

.

.

.

Estimated receipts for the week end-

APOLLO—

Gross:
"First

7

days.

(Average,

$10,000).
Comes Courage" (Col.)
CfflCAGO-(4,000) (40c-55c-7Sc). 7
$11,000.

$8,500).

"They Got Me Covered" (RKO)
"The Falcon Strikes Back" (RKO)
Gross:

week.

(Average,

(30c-35c-55c-75c).

7

Stage: Lionel Hampton and orches(Average, $22,000).
Gross: $24,000.
"Hers to Hold" (Univ.)
days.

tra.

Bad Day" (RKO)

"Gildersleeve's

PALACE— (2,500)
Gross:

(40c -55c -75c).
7
(Average, $19,000).

$26,000.

days.

ROOSEVELT— (1,500)

(40c -55c -75c).
7
$19,000).

(Average,
"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)
Gross: $22,000.

STATE-LAKE— (2,700)
days, 3rd week.

Gross

(40c-55c-75c).

$23,000).

14.

.

.

.

.

2 week.

7 days,

Gross:

(40c-55c-75c)

(Average.

$19,000.

$18,000).

"Sarong Girl" (Mono.)

Honey"

"Tahiti

"Tonight
days

We

"Wings Over

the)

WOODS— (1,200)
(Average,

$8,500.

week
days, 2nd week
(ZOth-Fox)

4

Pacific" (Mono).)

Gross:

(40c-55c-75c).
$7,500).

4

$12,700 for Dixie\
a Record

Is

.

Omaha, August

4.

—"Dixie,"

.

.

for

in

BRANDEIS—

days,

holdover,

(1,200)

2nd

week

the

the North Atlantic"
"Sarong Girl" (Mono.)

"Action

(W.

B.)

(30c-35c-44c-50c)

week.

7
$5,000.

Gross:

(Average, $6,500)

OMAHA— (2,000)

(30c-35c-50c)

7

days,

Gross:
(Average, $7,500)
"Two Tickets to London" (Univ.)

$4,900.

ORPHEUM— (3,000)

(40c-50c-65c)

7

days.

Beatrice Kay, Chuck Foster and stage
show.
Gross: $16,500. (Average, $14,500)
"Dixie" (Para.)
"Yanks Ahoy" (U. A.)

PARAMOUNT — (2,900)

days.

Gross: $12,700.

(30c-35c-50c)

7

(Average, $9,000)

Klauber of CBS, Resigns
Resignation of

Edward

C. Klauber,
director and chairman of the executive committee of Columbia Broadcast-

was announced yesterday by William S. Paley, CBS president.
Klauber, who has been in ill health,
asked the board of directors for reing,

tirement.

.

.

the

for

week

"China" (Para.)

"Young and Willing" (U. A.)

BLUE MOUSE— (950)

(40c-50c-65c-85c)

7

5th week, moved from Paramount.
Gross: $4,600. (Average, $5,000)
"Presenting Lily Mars" (M-G-M)

days,

FIFTH

AVENUE— (2,500)

days.

85c)
7
$10,000)

Gross:

"What's Buzzin' Cousin"
"Crime Doctor" (CoL)

LIBERTY —

days,

(1,800)

2nd week.

(40c-50c-65c-

$12,000.

(Average,

(Col.)

(40c-50c-65c-85c)

Gross:

$8,200.

7

(Average,

.

.

.

.

panies comprising 80 per cent of the electrical industry of the U.

Saturday.

.

.

visits

S.

.

.

.

.

Gross:

.

.

.

Groucho Marx on CBS's "Blue Ribbon Town" on

$7,600. (Average, $8,000)
"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)

PARAMOUNT— (3,050)

days.

.

2nd week.

Gross:

(40c-50c-65c-85c) 7
$9,400.

(Average,

$10,000)

'Gals,

Inc.',

Declares
Woody CBS
CBS board

Herman Get $17,000
Indianapolis, Aug.

4.

—"Gals,

In-

corporated," with Woody Herman's
orchestra on the stage, is leading here
with an estimated $17,000 for the

week.
Estimated receipts
ending Aug. 3-5

for

week

the

"Gals, Incorporated" (Univ.)

— (2,800)

Stage Show:
Gross: $17,000.

(30c-40c-50c)

Woody Herman's

days.
7
orchestra.

(Average, $15,000)

Bad Day" (RKO)

INDIANA— (3,200)
Gross:

(30c-40c-50c)

"DuBarry Was

A

"Crime Doctor"

Lady" (M-G-M)

(Col.)

LOEWS— (2,800)

(30c-40c-50c)

Gross: $12,500. (Average,
"Dixie" (Para.)
"Aerial Gunner" (Para.)

LYRIC —

(2,000)

$3,500.

days.

7

(Average, $11,000)

$13,500.

days.

7

$8,500)

(30c-40c-50c)

days.

7

(Average, $4,000)

Claims Indirect
FCC Censorship
Fearing to incur the displeasure of
Federal Communications Commission which was at the time considering the renewal of the license of
station WGES, Gene T. Dyer, operator of three Chicago stations, WGES,
WAIT, WSBC, testified yesterday before a Congressional sub-committee in

New York

investigating the

FCC

that

he removed Stefano Luotto from the
air when he was advised that it would
facilitate the license renewal.

FCC Names Minderman
—

Washington, Aug. 4. Earl Minderman, for the past year director of
the research and information division
of the motion picture bureau of
has been appointed director of information for the Federal Communications Commission, it was announced
today by the FCC.

OWL

Dividend

Ferguson at Princeton

yesterday
declared a 30-cent dividend on Classes
and B $2.50 par value stock, pay-

W. Ayer &

able Sept.

Princeton, N. J.

of

the

"Stormy Weather" (20th-Fox)
"Good Morning Judge" (Univ.)
moveover from Paramount.

.

.

Gross:

and Peony park.
Estimated receipts
ending Aug. 4-5

Estimated receipts
ending Aug. 5

.

"Gildersleeve's

billed

Weather was warm.

.

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)

with "Yanks Ahoy," hoisted a new
record for the Paramount since its reopening 22 weeks ago, drawing $12,700. Weather was hot.
Competition
this summer are dog races across the
river, Sunday-night community sings

4.

Mars," at the Music Hall and Fifth
Avenue theatres, was headed for the
top spot with an estimated $21,000.

.

.

CIRCLE

'Yanks'

With Nice $21,000
—"Presenting Lily
Seattle, Aug.

.

3 days, 2nd

(Rep.) 3
Raid Calais"

.

to 'Lily Mars',

.

"Du Barry Was a Lady" (M-G-M)

UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700)

1943

Dorothy Thompson starts a new Blue series in mid-Septem- $8,000)
"Little Known Facts About Well Known People" is the title "Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
ber.
MUSIC BOX— (950) (4Oc-50c-65c-85c) 7
Elgin days,
of a new Dale Carnegie program over Mutual starting Sept. 2.
3rd week, moved from Fifth Avenue.
Watch resumes sponsorship of CBS's "Man Behind the Gun" on Sept. 4. Gross: $4,850. (Average, $5,000)
"Presenting
Lily Mars" (M-G-M)
Simone Simon and Phil Harris will be Jack Carson's guests. Aug. 11
MUSIC HALL— (2,275) (4Oc-50c-65c-85c) 7
Heather Angel, Basil Rathbone, and Reginald Gardiner will days.
on CBS.
Gross: $9,000. (Average, $8,000)
Joseph "The Constant Nymph" (W. B.)
appear in "Screen Guild Players" version of "Spitfire" Aug. 9.
ORPHEUM — (2,450) (40c -50c -65c -85c) 7
Cotten heads the new "Ceiling Unlimited" CBS program starting Aug. 8,
days. Gross: $9,650.
(Average, $10,000)
under sponsorship of Lockheed with Nan Wynn supporting him.
"Wings Over the Pacific" (Mono.)
Walt Disney will ask the English about their propaganda methods when "The Pay-Off" (PRC)
P ALOMAR — (1,500) (30c-42c-58c-7Oc) 7
he appears on Mutual' s "Answering You" program on Aug. 8.
CBS's "Report to the Nation" is being sponsored by a group of com- days. Stage: "Footlight Fancies" Revue.
Aug.

7

(Average,

$25,000.

:

.

.

William Bendix

"Coney Island" (ZOth-Fox)
days.

.

.

$8,000).

"Air Raid Wardens" (M-G-M)

ORIENTAL— (3,200)

.

.

(40c-55c-75c). 7 days, 6th

$6,000.

.

OPA

days.
Stage: Ozzie Nelson, and orchestra. Gross:
(Average, $43,000)
$50,000.
"China" (Para.)
GARRICK— (1,000) (40c-55c-75c). 7 days,
(Average,
5th week in Loop. Gross: $8,500.

GRAND— (1,150)

.

WEAF

ing Aug. 5
"Ccney Island"

(20th- Fox)
(40c-55c-75c).
(1,200)

Goes

ADVERTISING

With $26,000

5,

Seattle No. 1 Spot

Off the Antenna

'Hers to Hold'

—"Hers

Thursday, August

A

3.

directors

Gates

with

Ferguson, recently with N.
Son, New York, is now
the
Princeton
Film Center,

Fj

*OfION PICTURE

r

DAILY

and
Impartial

-TOL.

54.

NO.

NEW

26

Men Get New
'Work' Order
'War Jobs or Farms' Is
Edict for 16-40

Men

—

Toronto, Aug. 5. Latest decree
under compulsory labor regulations
of the Department of Labor affects
many men between 16 and 40 conwith the film industry in
Canada, ordering them to report

nected

tion

plants

Aug.

9.

New

employment
or

on

in

farms

munibefore

up for occupational transfer comprise commercial
artists, including those engaged in the
preparation of painted signs and adclasses

called

vertising displays,

YORK,

U.

S. A.,

FRIDAY, AUGUST

Paramount 6-Month

Canada's Film

tor essential

photographers, au-

Net

Is

Jump

$7,387,000;

of $1,565,000

Estimated earnings for the six
months ended July 3 were set at $7,387,000 by Paramount yesterday. The
figure includes a $1,374,000 share of
undistributed
earnings
of
partially
owned non-consolidated subsidiaries,
and also includes deductions for interest and all charges, including estimated provisions for all Federal normal and excess profit taxes. For the
same period in 1942, earnings were
$5,823,000, including $1,026,000 share
of undistributed earnings of partially
owned non-consolidated subsidiaries,
and after deductions.
The company's board of directors
yesterday declared a quarterly dividend of 30 cents per share on common
stock, payable Oct. 1 to stockholders
of record Sept. 10.
Earnings estimated for the second
quarter of 1943 were $3,827,000. including $673,000 representing Para-

W.

B.

such work.
This is the fifth compulsory transAll previous edicts have
fer order.
affected other departments of theatre
and film exchange operation.

RCA Six-Mo. Gross
Up $51,565,900

RCA's
sources

total gross
to

amounted

income from

all

§141,001,366

in

ticut

Decree Answer
Is

Cooperation

"The consent decree is the 'guts'
of the industry.
It can be destructive or it can build the industry up.
don't want
to be destruc-

We

tive,

to

We

after

all

help

all.

could butt

the

against
wall
the
for
next three or
four years
right up to the

—

Buys 'Yankee'

Supreme

—

QP

Tom

ners, who have agreed to withhold the
film version until after the stage run
of the Richard Rodgers-Lorenz Hart
musical comedy revival to be pro-

Clark

I'hoto

Court
but
meanwhile the

public
suffer.

will

Most

MOI

Films Pact Sought

Favor Divorcement, New
Arbitration System and
Large Block Sales
Majority of the country's independent
exhibitors,
speaking
through their regional organizations, have voted for the discarding
or substantial revision of the consent decree, divorcement of exhibition

from

feature

distribution, full-season

sales

with

cancellation

rights, the scrapping of arbitration
as it now stands, a renewal of the

Government's "key" anti-trust

suit,

regulation of

film prices.

This is a summarization of
cross-section viewpoints of exhibitors on the consent decree,
obtained in a national poll of
regional
exhibitor
organizations conducted by Motion Pic(Continued on page 7)

OWI Accepts WAC
War-Short Offer

Herald-American to
Tell Films War Story

Chi.

(Continued on page 7)

9

—

feature

stories

entitled

"Hollywood

exclusively yesterday that newspapers
and publications around the country,
friendly to the industry, are preparing
articles which take no cognizance of
The Tribune "smear" but which describe the fine work of Hollywood
which The Tribune ignored.)

Goes to War," starting Sunday, Lou
Shainmark, managing editor of the
Herald-American, announced today. PRC Meet Discusses
of
In appreciation of the articles, which Chi. Tribune's Blast
Balaban & Katz assisted in preparing,
The Public Relations Committee of
Renewal of the agreement by which all circuit theatres in the city will run the industry discussed proposals for
major companies handle the distribu- a half-minute trailer urging patrons to counteracting possible adverse effects
of the current series of articles on
tion of selected British Ministry of read the series of articles.
Shainmark said the articles will not Hollywood and the industry being
Information subjects in this country
was
meeting at attempt to "whitewash" Hollywood published in the Chicago Tribune at
discussed
a
at
MPPDA headquarters yesterday.
but will appraise it fairly, exactly as the organization's weekly luncheon
While the tenor of the discussion any other community is appraised.
meeting at the New York Athletic
(Motion Picture Daily reported
(.Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 2)

Renewal

TEN CENTS

people are reasonable and we'll be
reasonable."
Washington, Aug. 5.—The Office
duced on Broadway with reported
That's the attitude of Assistant U.
Warner financial backing next season. S. Attorney General Tom Clark, of War Information will accept an
Warner is said to be investing 50 toward the pending question of offer made last week by the War Activities
Committee to complete the
(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 7)
s
series of war information shorts and
newsreels which were cut off when
Congress refused to grant funds for
the continuation of the motion picture

Chicago, Aug. 5. In view of the
unwarranted attack by The Chicago
Tribune on Hollywood and the industry,
The Chicago Herald- American
charges and (Hearst) will run a series of daily

{Continued on page 7)

Industry

we want and no Government

our heads

Yankee" has been made by War-

the first half of 1943, compared with
589,435,466 in the same period in 1942,
an increase of $51,565,900, David Sarnoff, president, announced yesterday.
Provision for federal income taxes
amounted to 814,204,800 for the first
half of 1943, compared with S9,434,700 for the corresponding 1942 period,
an increase of §4,770,100.

Net income,

Picture

1943

Tom Clark Says

Also in Play Deal

in

6,

tion

EXHIBITORS VOTE
TO SCRAP DECREE

writers and workers employed
in manufacturing art supplies, furni(Continued on page 7)
ture fixtures, ornamental work, coinoperated vending or amusement machines, pianos, organs, musical instruments, upholstery, candy, confectionCompanies or
ery. a nd other lines.
individuals are liable to penalties if
Deal with the Mark Twain estate
they continue to employ eligible males tor film rights to Twain's "A Connecthors,

Is

Alert,

Print Storage Space
Is Getting Scarce
Vault and laboratory storage space for film prints is

becoming scarce here. Many
distributors have been forced
to move their prints from
film laboratories where they
are ordinarily stored to other
the Metropolitan
some instances
out of New York, because
vaults in labs have been taken
over largely by the Government.
More prints than ever are
being held from dead storage by the majors for use in
new markets which are expected to open in Europe and
elsewhere.
facilities in

area,

and

in

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention
NED

rie,

to leave

for the Coast early next week.

•

Abe Montague and Lou Weinberg

1)

New

No formal decisions were made but
a general course of action is in readiness in the event such action is
deemed to be necessary, it was learned
The recent
following the meeting.
tenor

of

The Tribune's

articles

has

Orleans

changed from the outright variety of
"smear" tactics with anonymous accusers as the principals, which char-

returns Monday from a two weeks' vacation, during which he hunted Japanese beetles
on Long Island.

acterized the first of the series, to
mildly critical and, even, partially
creditable reports with direct quotes
of Hollywood executives and producIn view of the marked change,
ers.
the opinion was voiced at yesterday's
meeting that action of any kind

are due to return from

on Tuesday.
•

Jack Level,

RKO,

of

•
general manager of Odeon Theatres in Canada, arrived here yesterday and will return

Haskell Masters,

to

PRC

ultimately

be unwarranted.

may

American

tertaining

fighting

is

en-

men on

Leon

Music Hall,

Radio City
of
will leave today for Cali-

fornia.

•

Charles

Col. F. L.

will

re-

induction.

Colonel Frederick L. Herron,
mer vice-president and foreign manPDA, who has been
ager of the

from a recent

•

home near
member of the
Herron was
Col.

illness at his

Stamford, Conn.
Army Reserve,

A

Sol A. Schwartz, western zone
manager for RKO Theatres, and Wil- called to service in
liam Howard, RKO vaudeville head, quently transferred
will leave

Monday

for Cleveland, Col-

umbus and Chicago.
•

Turner

Terry
Young,
Seattle

of

RKO,

and
left

James R.
yesterday for

and other Pacific Northwest

3d

Conn. Recuperating

main an additional two weeks in
MP
Hollywood with his wife and daugh- on various military and governmental
rehas
Charles,
Jr.,
His son,
ter.
assignments in Washington for the
ported to Camp Upton, N. Y„ for past year and a half, is recuperating

Army

game for cheap commentary in
M-G-M has announced "Hoodlum
wartime simply hasn't read the score," Saint," with
Cliff Reid producing and
said Miss Davis.
Casey Robinson scripting with an allMeanwhile, after 10 days of blasting star cast.
all and sundry, The Tribune had a
•
few nice things to say in the 11th
Warners is expected to roadshow
article of the Marcia Winn series. "Mark Twain."
"Film Industry All Out
Captioned
to Aid War Program," Miss Winn

fair

1941.
to the

He

subseOffice of

with

Strategic Services and was last
Warfare
the Board of Economic

in

Washington.

Emory

NEW YORK THEATRES

NEW Plans Aid to

Herron in
for-

Prutzman

D.

contributed 2,000 of its talent person- present its claims on Republic's stand
nel to date to the Armed Forces, and concerning the discharged publicity
400 technicians. Star-bond-tours have staff which nullifies the work of the
the stabilization program here. The Guild
to
in
brought
$1,000,000,000
Treasury.
That's the score reported expects to present its claims next week
by Bette Davis in her answer to Hol- upon the return of Harnish foeew
lywood critics, and cited while on a Washington.
•
Hollywood-bound stopover in ChiIrving Starr is producing "Comcago, home of The Chicago Tribune,
publishing a "Hollywood smear cam- mand Performance," formerly "Four
Girls and a Jeep," as his initial assignpaign."
ment for 20th-Fox.
"Anyone who thinks Hollywood
•

admitted in the article that, "Indeed,
Bette Davis Scores
its (Hollywood's) contribution to the
Hollywood's Defamers
Chicago, Aug. 5.— Hollywood has war has been notable."

Guadalcanal.

•
Leonidoff,

THE

:

Toronto today.
•
Joe E. Lewis, the comedian,

Schaeffer Passes

cities.

War Loan

Drive

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
CARY GRANT

A

meeting of the full coordinating
committee of the National Entertainment Industry Council will take
place Aug. 12 at the Hotel Astor to
discuss how best the organization can
aid in two important project*, cooperation with Treasury Department in the
Third War Loan drive and also aid
to the National War Fund. A special
committee will go to Washington to
confer with Treasury officials as how
to utilize the talents
to best advantage.

"MR. LUCKY"
LARAINE
with
DAY
AN RKO RADIO PICTURE

Gala Stags Revue
Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.
Circle 6-4600

A Paramount

BU w a r
bon d s

%

AND BAND
CONDOS BROS.
JACK MARSHALL

Picture

Bill

ROBINSON

Cab CALLOWAY
and

his

band

20M>
!

STAGE SHOW

A

CENTURY FOX PICTURE

R O JC Y /loth

v

it

LOEWS

State/
ON SCREEN
JOAN

CRAWFORD

FRED
MacMURRAY

"ABOVE
SUSPICION"

Shaw

•

has returned to

Board Meeting
On Noble Deal

-

PARAMOUNT

HORNE

Lena

Person

BENNY

of the industry

The industry rally at which service
pledges and the dedication of a service
flag will take place has been moved
up to Aug. 23. The report of the
NEIC projects committee, of which
Philip Loeb is chairman, was rendered
last night to the coordinating com-

RCA

In

BOB HOPE
BETTY HUTTON

Scranton, Pa., Aug. S.—The fune•
Schaeffer, old employe
Frederic Ullman, Jr., president of ral of Emory
and
of the Comerford organization,
Pathe, is in Hollywood.
Comer- mittee.
close friend of the late M. E.
•
circuit, was held
Bernard Mills, PRC franchise ford, founder of the
A requiem was
recently.
city
this
in
for
left
York,
New
holder in upstate
in St. Mary's Church, and
celebrated
Washington yesterday.
Cemeburial was made in St. Mary's
•
tery.
Edward Klein, independent exchange operator in Boston, has reMeeting of RCA board of directors
turned to that city following a trip to
Drive
has been called for today, presumably
Aids
Club
Variety
New York.
•
Chicago, Aug. 5.— Variety's Tent to discuss the sale of the Blue NetJames Nasser, Coast circuit head, No. 26 here will serve as a clearing work to Edward C. Noble, whose
is
a New York visitor. Charles house for contributions from film the- $8,000,000 offer was accepted last
Leonard, publicity man, is here with atres and the industry in the Comweek, subject to Federal Communicahim.
munity and War Fund drive for Chitions Commission approval.
e
Essaness
of
Silverman,
Edward
cago.
William Rowland, PRC producer, Theatres, is chairman of the club's
will leave for the Coast early next committee.
week.
Col.
to Sicily

Bertram Mayers,

5

Screen Publicists Guild is
seeking an appointment with Bert
Marnish, area
director,
to

WMC

(Continued from page

Details of the proLevy, S. Barret McCormick, Ed- Club yesterday.
ward Alperson and Harold Mirisch posals were published exclusively in
have returned to the RKO home office Motion Picture Daily yesterday.

e

1943

Hollywood, Aug.

'

from Boston.

6,

Coast Flashes

Herald-American to
Tell Films War Story

Chi.

DEPINET, Robert MochWalter Branson, Nat

Albert Margolies expects

Friday, August

industry lawyer,

New York

Filmack Names Denison

Lieut.

Col.

from Chi

Robert Shaw, formerly

Chicago, Aug. 5.— B. W. Denison at the Signal Corps studio, Astoria,
cago.
L. I., has resumed his association
has been named advertising manager
•
with Col. Melvin E. Gillette, switched
Denihere.
Co.
Trailer
Filmack
Classics
Krantz,
Film
of
Charles
sales manager, is back in New York son
many years directed the from Astoria to General Eisenhower's
for
after a trip to Cleveland.
amusement department of the Herald- invasion army, where Col. Gillette
•
and later The Chicago heads all still and motion picture proIrving A. Maas left yesterday for Examiner
duction in the Mediterranean area.
Daily News.

PALACE
WALTER HUSTON

47th

&

St.

ANN HARDING

•
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and
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ATION COVERAGE on th<
Iboards screaming from eV^ry
tand and on railroad and bus

Newspaper^ throughut the area devotingJront page
olumn after column tc| the show
sensation of sensations \. and
stations

. . .

.

millions of people crowding tosee-

From the Pages of Life of
James R. Young's Startling Book

WITH

MARGO

•

TOM NEAL

ROBERT RYAN
Directed by

EDWARD DMYTRYK

•

• J.

CARROL NAiSH

GLORIA HOLD EN
Original Screen Play by

EMMET UVERY

.

SPONSORING BOSTON AND NEW
ijST^re OTHER POWERFUL STATIONS
IONS

ND BALANCE OF AREA!

NEXT BIG AREA PREMIERE..

THE ENTIRE NORTHWEST,

FROM CALIFORNIA TO
CANADA ... 50 CITIES
STARTING AUGUST 10TH.
.

.

R K

O

RADIO

This

Is IT!

"Behind The Rising Sun" opening day at Keith
Memorial, Boston, Tuesday, Aug. 3rd, sets

new

all-time

house record, beating by almost

$2,000 the biggest single day's business in
15 years, holidays included. Second day
bigger than any midweek opening day for any
picture in house history. Third day holding

sensational pace.

Same story all over New England and New
York State, with news flashing in from
Wednesday's openings of record-breaking
first

days and sensational follow-up business-

ALBANY- LOWELL-BRIDGEPORT- HARTFORD
-SPRINGFIELD- PORTLAND- NEW BEDFORDWORCESTER.
Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday openings

in

50 more spots-

WATCH THE RECORDS

FALL!

—
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6,

Paramount 6-Mpnth
Net

Is

Jump

$7,387,000;

of $1,565,000

Favor Divorcement and
Tom Clark Says
New Arbitration System Decree Answer
(Continued from page

(Continued from page

1)

mount's direct and indirect interest as
a stockholder in combined undistribut-

quarter

ed earnings for the
tially

owned non-consolidated

par-

of

suhsidi-

a.
Earnings from both 1943 periods include the company's full share of film
rentals

and earnings

subsidiaries.

and earnings of

of

English

its

share of film rentals

Its

other subsidiaries

all

operating outside the Western hemisphere,

including

Australia,

New

those

operating

Zealand

are included only to

the

revenues

have

therefrom

and

in

India,

extent that

been

re-

ceived or determined to be receivable
in dollars.

•

-

The

$3,827,000 of estimated earnfor the quarter represent $1.02
per share on the 3,752,136 shares of
common stock outstanding on July 3,
ings

which compares with 94 cents
per share on the common shares then
1943,

outstanding (after providing $189,063
for accrued dividends on then outstanding first preferred shares) for
the quarter ended July 4, 1942.

Estimated
combined
consolidated
and share of undistributed earnings of
$7,387,000 for the six months ended
July 3, represent $1.97 per share on
such common stock outstanding, which
compares with $1.88 per share on the
common shares then outstanding (after providing $378,126 for accrued
dividends on then outstanding first
preferred shares) for the six months
ended July 4, 1942.

OWI Accepts WAC
War-Short Offer

way

1)

ture Herald, and published today. The exhibitors' views have
added interest at this time in
view of Assistant Attorney
General Clark's invitation to
exhibitors
to
forward their
decree views to the Department
of Justice.

Already 80 per cent of the exhibitor
groups have made their views known
to the Department of Justice, in writing, or intend to do so shortly.
Mo-

tion Picture Daily, on Aug. 2, reported that Assistant Attorney-General Tom Clark in charge of trust actions had ordered regional agents of
the Department of Justice to gather
consent decree views of exhibitors.

The exhibitors, through their
ganizations, voted 100 per cent
discarding or revising the decree.

orfor

The vote of the groups on circuit
divorcement, while favoring such action, by 55 per cent, indicated that a
substantial portion of exhibitor
spokesman did not feel this issue was
as basic to trade problems as some
have argued. Twenty per cent of the
vote took no issue, 15 per cent either
did not vote or did not know which

RCA Six-Mo. Gross
Is

Up $51,565,900

division of the

OWI

1)

first

half of 1942.

recently. Accept-

Sherman Leases Theatre

—

OWI

Because of the way the industry has
stepped into the breach caused by the
discontinuance of the
film di-

OWI

no major change in flie relabetween the OWI a=nd production and exhibition branches of the
vision,

tionship

industry will be required,
nounced.

voting.

Sixty per cent are against the Gov-

on

ernment placing ceilings
prices and admissions, 30

film

per cent
per cent did

voted for a ceiling. Ten
not cast ballots on this question.

W.B. Buys 'Yankee'
Also in Play Deal
(Continued from page

1)

Cooperation

Is

(Continued from page

whether the decree

is

1)

to be renewed,

revised or scrapped upon expiration in

November.
In an interview yesterday with Motion Picture Daily, Clark stressed
the belief that the determination of

answer

the

to the fate of the decree
friendly negotiation.
"The
people involved in the industry are
very reasonable and the attitude of
the Department of Justice is one of
constructive cooperation," he said.
rests

in

Clark Here to Meet Producers
Clark was in New York, he said,
for the purpose of meeting independent producers, to get their reactions
to the effectiveness and fairness of
the decree.

The anti-trust division chief admitted that his office is investigating
numerous complaints which have been
filed against certain provisions of the
decree.

Independent exhibitors

in

the

West

and Mid-West, where double features
are routine, he admitted, have voiced
their objections to the blocks of five
clause of the decree. They also object to sales terms involving high
percentages, as against flat rentals.
The double feature practice boosts
their feature rentals to 70 per cent,
they claim.
Delayed runs and moveovers are also objected to by the independents, it was brought out.
Clark stated that the matters involved in the consent decree, such as
divorcement of theatre circuits, are
not of too serious a nature to be settled by negotiations.

The portion of net income resulting Adventures of Mark Twain" with the
from war production contracts is sub- Rodgers-Hart revival.
ject to renegotiation by the Govern"Yankee" was originally produced
Seek Decree Opinion
ment.
on Broadway, in 1927, and was made
Field representatives of his office
After payment of preferred divi- as a picture by Fox, in 1921, and
are currently interviewing producers,
dends, earnings applicable to the com- again in 1931.
exhibitors, distributors and others in
mon stock for- the first six months of
the industry with a view of obtaining
1943 were 23.9 cents per share, com-

ance was announced following a conference here today between Palmer.
Hoyt, head of
domestic operaNew Haven, Aug. 5. Philip Shertions,
and
representatives
of
the man, former Warner exchange manWAC.
ager here and in Ontario, has leased
No selection of a liaison between the 658-seat Hamilton, at Waterbury,
the
and the industry was an- from Essanque Theatre Enterprises,
nounced, but James Allen, assistant to owned by Fred Quatrano,
Robert
Hoyt, stated that appointment to the Schwartz, and William Sirica.
The
post would be made shortly, probably owners operated the house for the past
in a week or ten days.
year after buying from Fred Van

OWI

to vcte.
Only 10 per cent voted
against divorcement.
Eighty-five per cent voted for fullseason feature sales, against the decree's
small-block provision, which
were favored over large blocks by only
five per cent of the voters.
Fortyfive
per cent specified full -season
blocks with cancellation.
Five per
cent did not vote.
Those desiring
cancellation called mostly for a 20
per cent rejection privilege.
The decree's arbitration system definitely has not worked, in the opinion
of 60 per cent of the exhibitor vote,
and another 30 per cent declared it to
be only partially effective.
Ten per
cent favored the present setup.
The Government was urged to press
its anti-trust action against the distributors, by 65 per cent of the exhibitor vote, while another 20 per
cent are against a renewal of the NewYork action. Ten per cent just don't
care what the Government does about
Five per cent refrained from
it.

per cent of the estimated $75,000 to
(Continued from page 1)
$100,000 production cost for a 25 per
taxes, was $4,918,794 for the first six cent interest in the stage show. Commonths of 1943, compared with $4,- pany plans to tie up the release of
996,017 in 1942, a decrease of $77,223. their recently-completed film, "The

pared with 24.4 cents per share in the
(Continued from page

7

Doren.

Plude Gets

Renewal of MOI
Film Pact Sought
(Continued from page

1)

indicated general satisfaction on both
sides with experience under the past
year's agreement, no formal renewal
was consummated.
The discussions
will be continued at a later meeting,
the date of which was not set. George
Archibald, representative here of the
films division, attended the meeting with representatives of the major

MOI

companies.

New

Theatre

Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Aug. 5.
Henry Plude, formerly manager of

Potomkin

their

opinions concerning the decree
is planned, before
November,
to call a general industry meeting at
which all problems will be discussed
and possibly settled amicably.
"We will thrash out any problems
that arise," said Clark.
"So far, I
haven't met with an serious 'bugs', if
there are any.
I believe, however,
that instead of taking action piecemeal,
such as in the Schine, Griffith and
Crescent cases, we could arrive at a
uniform policy which would apply to
all, a policy to be determined on the
results of the investigation we are

and

it

now making."

in

Charge

—

Kraska

to

Manage Strand

Boston, Aug. 5.— Leonard Kraska,
Philadelphia, Aug. 5. Walt Potomkin, former manager of Warners' formerly assistant manager at the Fine

was an- Central States' State Theatre here is
now manager of the Fort Rock at Diamond Theatre here, has accepted a
Those attending the conference for Rock Island, 111., replacing Robert similar post at Harry Rozinsky's
the
WAC were Robert Wilby, Fulton, who left for work in a Cali- Eureka Theatre. Another managerial
George Skouras, Si Fabian, Arthur fornia war plant. L. M. Gorman, of change has Herb Pincus returning to
Mayer,
Ed
Kuykendall,
Harry Cedar Rapids, is now manager of the his former post as manager of the
it

Arts Theatre here has been named by
E. M. Loew as manager of the Strand
Theatre in Boston's Back Bay. Loew
also announces that the theatre is to
be renovated.
The Strand Theatre
Mayfair Theatre, with Mrs. Kitty Building, now owned by E. M. Loew
will also be remodeled.
Wagner continuing as assistant.

:

Brandt,

Charles Moskowitz, Joseph
Bernhard and Carter Barron.

Drive-In Theatre Closes
Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 5.— The
Drive-In Theatre was boarded up this
week and will be closed until the
pleasure driving ban is lifted, according to Graydon Hodges.

State.

Dickinson Adds a Theatre

—

Moves Up

Topeka, Kan., Aug. 5. Dickinson,
Mgr. at Regent NewLevette
owners of four theatres in ToHaven, Aug. 5— E. Levette,
peka and others in this area, has
Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 5. Mrs. of the Warner exchange staff here,
bought the Crystal here, from J. E. Hazel Wixted, named assistant man- has been promoted to purchasing
Pennington. The circuit has already ager at the Regent, becomes the third agent, following the resignation
of
taken over and will remodel.
woman assistant in the city.
Jack Mulligan.
Inc.,

Woman

—

Directed by John Stahl

for

Produced and Written
the Screen by Nunnally Johnson

From the Novel by Arnold Bennett

CENTURY-FOX
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"Two Senoritas from Chicago"
By WILLIAM

WEAVER

R.

Aug.

Hollyzt'ood,

THE
themselves

permitting

not

are

studios

go through the usual
summer production slump this year
for two reasons: One, raw film is the
production gauge of tomorrow if they
do not make pictures this year, they
may have less film to work with next
to

;

year. The other is their desire to hold
electricians,
grips,
staffs,
technical
If they don't
teamsters and others.
keep them busy, aircraft plants or

shipyards will.
So, today

M-G-M

hitting

is

its

"Hollywood

(Columbia)
5.

JOAN

DAVIS'

boisterous personality and droll comedy antics matethis one above the pattern of previous Columbia releases

rially lift

1943

Short Subject

Review

Hollywood

6.

featuring Jinx Falkenberg.

"Two

Senoritas from Chicago" is a backstage comedy with music,
with Miss Falkenberg again playing an ambitious chorine who perpertrates a fraud on an unsuspecting Broadway producer to get a start,
much the same as in "She Has What It Takes." In this instance, however, Miss Falkenberg is not alone in her deception.
Miss Davis, who
plays a "refuse checker" in a Chicago hotel where Miss Falkenberg and
Ann Savage are employed as maids, is a part time theatrical agent, and
she palms off on the producer a Portugese musical comedy which she
has found in the junk heap.

peak.

Uniform"

in

(Screen Snapshots)
( Columbia)
How film stars have taken

the

to

Armed

Forces is a matter of universal
interest, and this short treats that subject. It is interestingly noted that with
the exception of but a few, all of
17 or 18 top actors shown are coinmissioned officers. Among those shown
are Clark Gable, a lieutenant in the

Air Force

Tyrone Power, a

;

drill offi-

cer
George Montgomery just getting processed, and Alan Ladd. peeling
onions. Running time. 10 mins. Release date, Aug. 15.
;

Miss Falkenberg and Miss Savage pose as Portugese senoritas, sisters
of the authors of the play which Miss Davis salvages.
All three girls
and others are putting more and more
pictures before the cameras during the are well on their way to success when the real Portugese authors, who
kind of weather the chamber of com- have previously discarded their play in despair, turn around and sell it to
The inevitable complications result with all three "Shot in the Escape"
merce would like to censor.
a rival producer.
girls landing in jail before an all-out patriotic song and dance finale. (Columbia)
•
Billy Gilbert and
Cliff
Nazarro
Miss Davis' bit of business with the lawyer who is trying to obtain her
Although there has been a lot of release from jail is one of the high points of the proceedings directed by combine efforts in this to produce a
conversation anent pictures with a war Frank Woodruff.
Wallace MacDonald handles the production assign- lot too hilarious farce, about helping
a lady over a mud puddle, getting their
theme, there are no indications the stu- ment, with screenplay credit going to Stanley Rubin
and Maurice Tomclothes drenched in the process and bedios will cease to make them.
bragel.
ing invited by the lady to come up
However, the stories with a dated
Running time, 68 mins. "G."*
Milton Livingston and dry their clothes. Of course her
war theme, such as ''Candle in the
husband appears, brandishing fireWind," which 20th Century-Fox has
arms while the two lead a wild chase
just shelved, will have to be pushed
*"G" denotes general classification.
down the fire escape. One of the
way back in the story refrigerator for
brighter items is Cliff Edwards' amazpossible use after the war.

And Warners, Paramount, 20th-Fox

At

same time every

the

human

war theme such

interest stories zvith a

ing doubletalk. Running
mins. Release date, Aug.

studio here

zvith plans for

going ahead

is

"Story

Sallivans,"

of

W

—

—

.

.

.

NEW Has Plan

Stanwyck.

.

recognized,

.

.

Proving

on occasion

along comes

RKO

merit
at

least,

signment for Edward Dymtryk, who
directed "Hitler's Children" and
He
"Behind the Rising Sun."
draws "Tender Comrade," starring
Jack Schwarz
Ginger Rogers.
has added "Death Warrant" to his
.

PRC

.

New

For

is

with a top as-

.

Projects

100 Houses

Book

'Hail'

runs have
Hail," desigbooked "So Proudly
nated as the release for the annual
Paramount Week, to be observed Sept.
"Hail" will have its world
5 to 11.
premiere at Radio City Music Hall
about Aug. 26.

More

than

100

first

We

ture releases in the new season, in addition to its regular reissues.
R. M.
Savini, Astor president, is due in Hollywood today to line up product of independent
producers.
Negotiations
were started from New York for six
musicals and six Westerns, a company
spokesman said yesterday.

(Columbia)

Dave Fleicher and

Industry Council will be referred to
sub-committees of specialists from organizations concerned, was evolved
yesterday at a meeting of the NEIC
projects committee at Actors Equity
headquarters.

All fuing committee for approval.
ture projects submitted will be considered by sub-committees.

Returning eastward, Savini will
Astor distributors at San Francisco, Dallas, Milwaukee, Chicago, St.
Louis,
Kansas City and Atlanta.
Kopfstein,
Jacques
company sales
Sing No. V*
manager, is on a tour of franchises in
(Columbia)
Buffalo,
Philadelphia,
Washington,
Don Baker at the organ, in this latCleveland and Cincinnati.
Company plans to expand its fran- est community sing, offers a program
chise system in the new season, it was of patriotic music, and songs from the
said.
last war, including "If He Can Fight
Like He Can Love," "Move Over,"
"Till We Meet Again," "For Me and
to
My Gal," and "On a Wing and a

visit

"Community

Grovas Returns
Production in Mexico
Mexico City, Aug.

5.

—

J.

A. Gro-

Prayer." A selection of songs that
should appeal. Running time, 13 mins.
Release date, July 29.

president of the National Cinematographic Industry Chamber and

vas,

for Parain this country, has returned to
His first film of
production here.
three for 1943-1944 will be "A Love
Letter," to be directed by Miguel Zacarias and to feature Gloria Marin and
He will use Clasa
Jorge Negrete.
studios, largest in the country.

mount

Jefferson

Amusement

Co.,

Inc.,

Beaumont, Tex., has contracted with
Altec

Service

Texas houses.
for Altec.

for the circuit's 56
C. J. Zern negotiated

Curfew on

Mexico Unionists Held

—

Monterrey, Mex., Aug. S Three
members of the National Cinematographic Workers Union are being held
here pending a police investigaof an alleged assault upon employes of the Cine America, local first
run. Films were stolen from the projection room and burned in the street.
The attack, police report, was result
of refusal by the theatre to hire union

Gary

—

adults.

The ordinance
cording to
Matovina.
fine

is

designed primarily

combat juvenile delinquency,
police

ac-

Millard T.
penalty is a

chief

Maximum

of $100.

VACANT POSITIONS

tion

workers.

in

Gary, Ind., Aug. 5. This town's
curfew law is now in effect. Children
under 15 must be off the streets by
10:00 p.m., unless accompanied by

to

in jail

Jefferson Takes Altec

animal world

his

together on a newsreel of their
own, treating such events as the Filet
Mignon Stakes, a bout at the Garden
between a lion and a bear, a frog-diving contest and a hog-calling event.
On the whole it's amusing. Running
time, iy2 mins. Release date, Ang. 27.
get

Plan whereby projects to be acted
upon by the National Entertainment former assistant manager

Rolls in the fall
Some 20 projects originally reportEddie Kaye is musical director on
Herman Milla- ed by member organizations and con"Hitler's Women."
kowsky and Jeffrey Bernerd have sidered by the projects committee, are
to be placed before NEIC coordinatthis in hand for Monogram.

schedule.

18^2

Connors Opens 20th's Astor Plans 24,
Meeting at Chicago
Besides Reissues
Newsreel"
— Twentieth Cen- Astor Pictures contemplates 24 fea- "Dizzy
Chicago, Aug.
(Phantasy Cartoon)

20th-Fox;
at
Dr. Wassell," at Para5.
mount; "Passage to Marseille'' at tury-Fox's second regional sales meetto
M-G-M,
Warners; "Rationing" at
ing opened here today, at the Hotel
cite some. In addition, producers are
Blackstone, with Tom Connors, disdealreadying properties with themes
vice-president,
introducing
tribution
ing with the Waves, Wacs, Marin- Spyros Skouras, W.
J. Kupper, W. C.
ettes, Spars and others of similarity.
Gehring, L. J. Schlaifer, Hal Home,
With exceptions, such as Walter district and division managers, and
a
story
Ho,"
"Gung
of Sydney Samson, Canadian manager,
anger's
Marine raiders on Makin Island, the who heads a delegation from the Dodeal
not
will
war pictures planned
minion.
with battles of the past such as "BaThe 300 delegates saluted co-worktaan," "Corregidor" and the like.
ers now in the Armed Forces and the
meeting then proceeded under the con•
duct of Kupper, Gehring and SchlaifWith New York and Sugar Hill er.
Skouras, Connors, Samson and
behind her, Bette Davis is back Home will talk tomorrow.
"Mr.
for
ready
get
east
to
the
from
Company executives will leave here
Skeffington," at Warners. ... At
Saturday for Los Angeles, where the
undestories
two
studio,
that
final regional will be held Aug. 11-13,
signed are declared in preparation at the
Ambassador Hotel, with studio
Jason
Leigh
for Joan Crawford.
executives participating.
has signed a directorial contract at
Columbia. . . . Bought as "Instruct
My Sorrow," Warners will make it
as "My Reputation," with Barbara

"The

as

time,
6.

FILLED
CALL

QUICKLY

FRANK McGRANN
POSITION SECURING BUREAU,

Inc.

(AGENCY)
331

MADISON

AVE., N. Y.

—Tel.

IHU. 2-6494

:
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Review

'Hers to Hold'

Strong in 2nd

In

in L.A.
—"Hers

to
Los Angeles, Aug. 5.
Hold'' developed sustaining strength in
its second wcck at tiie iinistreet aownand uie Vantages, Hollywood.
iTjbpled with "Ladies Day," tne former tneatre chanced up $i^,50U in the
second stanza and at the latter, $L,-

Weather continued hot. Other
runs, many of tnem holdovers,

5UU.

hrst
did well.

Lstimated takings for week ending
August 4
"Suumy Weather" (20th-Fox)
"JitierDugs"

(2i*th-Fox)

CAKlilAY ClKCLi^— (1,518)
75c)

Gross:

days.

7

(33c-44c-55c-

(Average,

S/.oOO.

$8,400)

'•Stormy Weather" (20th-Fox)
"Jnterougs" Ulrth-Fox)

—

CrLuNi^sE

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

(2.SU0)

Gross: $13,WX).
(Average, $14,050)
"Spioire
(KlCO)

LUEYV'S
7

her love.

"Harrigan's Kid"

A

the club porter, while Tim
Ryan, who also helped script the original, and Irene Ryan are entirely
adequate as the club manager and owner.
Lindsley Parson gave this effort good production. Arthur Dreifuss
did all right in his direction from the screenplay by Ryan and Charles

Mantan Moreland does a comic

bit as

R. Marion.

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

$22,0o0.
( Average,
Hold" (Univ.) 2nd week

Gross:

days.

"Hers

STATt— (.2,500)

to

"Ladies'

$20,750;

Running

Jack Cartwright

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

*"G" denotes general

(Univ.)

2nd week. Gross:

$6,500.

Man"

(Univ.)

"Captive Wild

Woman"

(Univ.)

PARAMOUNT (DOWNTOWN)— (3,595)
Gross:

(33c-44c-55c-75c) 5 days, 2nd week.
(Average, $19,750)

$11,000.

"Stormy Weather"

days.

7

Aug.

Minneapolis,
the

to

ness

week,

this

5.

public

— Weather
beaches

to

handicap theatre busi-

threatened

"Stormy

although

Weather" appeared headed for a satisfactory $8,500 at the Orpheum, and
'Coney Island" was due for a $9,500

BROS.

(HOLLYWOOD)

000) (33c-44c-6Sc-85c) 7 days, 3rd
ing Aug. 5.
Gross: $11,700.
$13,650)

(3,-

week, end(Average,

"The Constant Nymph" (W. B.)

WARNER

BROS.

(DOWNTOWN)— (3,-

400) (33c-44c-65c-85c) 7 days, 3rd week, ending Aug. 5. Gross: $12,700.
(Average, $16,100)

"The Constant Nymph" (W. B.)

WARNER

i

BROS.

Estimated receipts for the week ending

"The Constant Nymph" (W. B.)

WARNER

(WILTERN)— (2,200)

(33c-44c-55c-65c-85c) 7 days, 3rd week, ending Aug. 5.
Gross: $11,700.
(Average,
$12,800)

Aug. 7

New

•

:

"White Savage" (Univ.)

CENTURY— (1,600)

(40c-55c)

days.

7

(Average, $6,500)
Gross: $7,800.
•Action in the North Atlantic" (W.B.)
LYRIC— (1,250) (40c-55c) 7 days, 3rd week.
(Average, $4,000)
Gross: $4,800-'The Devil and Daniel Webster" (RKO)
(40c -50c -55c -75c)
days
(350)
7
(reissue of "All That Money Can Buy").
Gross: $3,500.
(Average, $2,000)
'Stormy Weather" (Fox)
ORPHEUM-(2,800) (40c-55c) 7 days. Dr.
i. Q. Monday night.
Gross: $8,500. (Aver-

WORLD—

age,

Northwest Premiere
For 'Sun' on Aug, 10
Following this week's 79-city

$8,500)

"Coney Island"

(ZOth-Fox)

STATE— (2,300)

(40c-55c)

week. Gross: $9,500.
"Jitterbugs" (Fox)

GOPHER— (998)

$3,200.

7

days,

2nd

(Average, $10,000)

(35c)

7

Gross:

days.

(Average, $3,000)

England-New York premiere, RKO's "Spy Train" (Mono.) 3 days
"Behind the Rising Sun" will have a "Redhead From Manhattan"
opening
west on Aug.
50-city

RKO's
:

general

in the
10,

Pacific North-

Robert Mochrie,
manager, said

1

.

;

ASTER— (900)

week

change.

(Col.) 3 days
(20c-30c) 7 days, with mid-

Gross:

$2,600.

(Average,

$2,250)

sales

yesterday.

The Northwest promotion

!

will be
after that used in New
England, according to S. Barret McCormick, director of advertising and
publicity.
Exploitation chief Terry
Turner and James R. Young, author
of "Sun," have already left for that
territory with Young scheduled to
make a series of talks on the picture
before civic groups, churches and war

patterned

plants.

Warfield Books Western

3 Western States

Proclaim 'Army*

Day

Governors Warren, of California,
Snell, of Oregon, and Langlie, of
Washington, have proclaimed Aug. 17
"This Is the Army" Day for the
Western premiere of the Warner production on that date in 50 Pacific
Coast spots.
In Columbus, O., "Army" will play

two local houses simultaneously, the
San Francisco is Grand and the Palace, starting Aug.
the latest first run to book the Roy 13.
In Tulsa, Okla., "Army" will
Rogers-Republic
"Silver
Spurs," open Aug. 11 at the Orpheum Theatre.
which opens at that theatre on Sept. The film's premiere in Cincinnati will
4.
Rogers will make personal ap- take place on Aug. 12, at the Capitol

The Warfield

pearances.

(M-G-M)

COLLEGE— (1,565)

week.

Gross:

(40c-50c)

$2,000.

days, 2nd

7

(Average, $3,000)

"DuBarry Was a Lady" (M-G-M)
"I Walked With a Zombie" (RKO)

LOEW-POLI— (3,005)

(40c-50c)

7

days.

Gross: $11,000.
(Average, $9,000)
"Dixie" (Para.)
"High Explosive" (Para.)

PARAMOUNT— (2,373)

Gross:

$8,000.

(Average,

(40c-55c)

7

days.

$5,800)

of the Islands"

(Univ.)

ROGER SHERMAN— (2,037)

tan area will help

"Jitterbugs"

RITZ—

—

Gross:

$5,000.

(40c-50c-

7

(Average,

Grosses Average in Skouras Theatres
Aid Bond Premiere Withdraw Clearance Case
Minneapolis Houses Skouras theatres the metropoli- The clearance complaint of G.

second week take at the State.

(20th-Fox)

(20th- Fox)
(33c-44c-55c-85c)
(1,376)
Gross: $9,000.
(Average, $9,400)

in Berlin" (Col.)
(20th-Fox)
BIJOU (1,627) (40c-50c), 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $3,500)
$3,000.
"The Youngest Profession" (M-G-M)

"Jitterbugs"

$6,000.)

Woman" (Univ.)
which drove
PARAMOUNT (HOLLY WOOD)— (1,407)

(Average, $10,800)
"Frankenstein Meets the Wolf

:

days, 2nd week.

"Captive Wild

days,

Estimated takings for the week ending Aug. 5
"Appointment

"Rhythm

classification.

7

(Average, $12,800)
Gross: $17,500.
"Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man"

5

bill stays for a second week.
the Loew-Poli there was a high
$11,000 gross, with "Du Barry Was
a Lady" and "I Walked With a Zombie."
The show moves to the College
tor a second week. Weather continued
warm, but the weekend was big.

At

"The Constant Nymph" (W.B.)

days.

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

"G."*

time, 73 minutes.

and the

in

Day" (RKO)

PAN TAGLS— (3,000)

Haven, Aug. 5. "Dixie,"
"High Explosive," at the
Paramount grossed an estimated $8,000

dualled with

(33c-44c-55c-65c) 7 days.

Gross: $8,400.
(Average, $9,250)
'"Hers to hold" (Univ.) 2nd week
"Ladies' Day" (RKO)
HlLLSTRLEl— U./U0) (33c-44c-55c-75c) 7
days.
Gross: $19,:>00.
(Average, $15,250;
"Stormy Weather" (ZOth-Fox)
"Jitterbugs" (ZOth-Fox)

—

New

Hollywood, Aug. 5
FROTHY musical comedy with plenty of good music, some excellent singing, interspersed with sufficient comedy to get some
good laughs from the average audience.
While "Melody Parade" has no names that offer much for the lights,
it's good entertainment and Ted Fio Rito and Anson Weeks and their
Lands do a great deal to help it along its musical course. In addition,
the dance numbers are well produced with plenty of pretty girls, attracOne or two of its song numbers might catch on.
tively costumed.
Mary Beth Hughes is cast in the role of a night-club hat check girl,
ambitious to sing for the customers. She does right well by the chore
while Eddie Quillan, as the bus-boy in love with her, manages to accomplish enough comic skulduggery to finally get her a break and win

'

HAWAII— (1,000)

New Haven Week

"Melody Parade"
{Monogram)

Week

Dual $8,000

'Dixie'

in

Theatre.

sell

J.

tickets to the

world premiere of the 1944 "Icecapades" at New York's Madison Square

War

Garden, Sept.

Bond
radio

14, in a $5,000,000
sales effort co-sponsored
station
and the

WJZ

Finance committee of the
Treasury Department.

by

War

New York

Hobbs, operator of the 40th Street
Theatre, East St. Louis, 111., against
the five consenting companies has been
withdrawn at the St. Louis arbitration
tribunal, the American Arbitration
sociation announced yesterday.

As-

The

withdrawal followed an agreement, the
terms of which were not disclosed.
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3dlum's Film
Stocks' Total
$21,767,268

[s

RKO, 46%
Common Stock

,17,801,469 in

of

iON PICTURE

*

I

YORK,

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, AUGUST

Managers Union
Starts Drive to

Organize in N.Y.
Recently chartered M. P. Theatre
Managers and Employees Local No.
152, CIO, has started a campaign to
organize managers and others on
house staffs of the 70-odd Loew The-

atres in greater New York area, and
will launch a similar campaign at all
Corporation
Floyd Odium's Atlas
other theatres in this area early this
itwns $21,767,268 worth of film week, and from there plans to camhocks: $17,801,469 in RKO, $1,- paign nationally.
New organization, which claims the
•51,250 in Paramount $1,517,625 in
l

feth
jValt

Century-Fox and $382,737
Disney Productions.

in

Largest single holding of the firm
common stock,
46 per cent of
company statement says. Of the tocent is
ft) holdings of Atlas, 41.6 per

RKO

;

learly all in the motion picture indusOther industries in which AtEy.
of
i*s owns stock and the percentage

support of Screen Publicists Guild,
Local 114, and the Screen Office and
Professional Employees Guild, Local
109, both CIO affiliates, is demanding
$100-a-week minimum for a 40-hour
week for managers regardless of the
size of the theatre

$50 minimum for

;

managers $25 for cashiers
and doormen and $20 for ushers and
assistant

;

;

matrons.
holdings in these industries are:
The union plans to concentrate its
.[ublic utilities, 24.1 per cent; investdrive first on managers and assistants,
nent trusts, 6 per cent; retail trade, setting up a separate unit within the
The corporation union for them. The belief, held by the
per cent, etc.
:.3
!|as only three-tenths of one per cent
union is that the managers will be able
[i its assets invested in aviation.
to organize the front of the house emDuring the past six months the com(Continited on page 8)
rose
pany says its holdings in

9,

—

Los Angeles, Aug. 8. Broadening the market for American product, the Office of
Censorship, effective immedi-

removes postal

RKO

rom
hares

1,324,853
;

to

1,326,563

(Contittued on

U.S.

common

Paramount, from 30,000

in

to

page 8)

Seeking

Answer by Aug. 25

Two

Extort Case Figures
Federal authorities yesterday instituted a nationwide search for two fugitives who allegedly have been dodging subpoenaes for more than two
ears in an effort to avoid testifying
before the Federal grand jury investigating alleged racketeering within
tie motion picture industry.
'

"

Knox

Federal Judge John C.

Crescent Circuit

signed

warrants for the arrest of Robert Mci'ullough, of Burnham, 111., and Nicholas Avolio, formerly of Chicago, now
>f Brooklyn, as material witnesses for
jihe
Government at the forthcoming
[rial of eight defendants who are ac-

—

Washington, D. C, Aug. 8. The
Government's appeal to the Supreme
Court for an order remanding the

tion

is

recessed.
filing of the

only the

Government's

first

peti-

step in the for-

(ContiMMed on page 8)

/ udge Lifts Ban on
20th's 'Touhy' Film
Chicago, Aug.
iVilliam

8.

— Federal

Judge

H. Holly, Friday,

lifted a temporary prohibition against exhibiting
'or showing the film, "Roger Touhy,
.Gangster."
He had issued the temporary ban last Tuesday pending the
Friday hearing on a petition for an
_

injunction.

The judge allowed

five

(Continued on page 8)

days

for

Decree 'til All
Complaints in

restric-

ting features or shorts to the
New York or Hollywood OOC
offices for review or approval.
The move traces to Byron
Price, Washington head of the

ommendations

Censorship

and was not
suggested by

office,

instigated or
the industry.

Canada Shys from

War Films Big
;

Washington, Aug.
for

8.

— No

revision

consent decree will be

Department of Justice

rec-

of

made by
until

the
the

after

investigation of every angle of
the operating situation which has
been created by its present provisions, it was learned tonight.
Expressing determination to avoid
mistakes, which he pointed out might
prove costly to some interests in the
industry, Assistant U. S. Attorney
General Tom C. Clark said here at
the weekend that the current study of
full

Run on Reissues

the exhibitors' position under the decree is only one of the inquiries which
are to be made with a view to securing an intimate knowledge of the inBy
dustry, the various elements constiCanada has joined the growing list tuting it and the conflicting interests
of nations that are "fed up" with war
which must be reconciled if a generalpictures,
Haskel
Masters,
general ly satisfactory decree is to be develmanager of the oped.
d e o n circuit
To this end, he said, an open door
in
the Dominpolicy will be followed and any interion, reported at
est in the industry having information
the
or constructive suggestions will be
during an interwelcomed at the department.
view here. CanClark expressed the hope that a satadian audiences
(Continued on page 7)
are passing- up
theatres playing

FRED STENGEL

O

fm

weekend

war

films in fa-

vor of those featuring
escapist
musicals,
fare
:

and
comedies
dramas. ''The
Haskell Masters

Odeon

circuit of

nn
„.
90 ihouses cfrom
coast to coast has been playing reissues
(Continued on page 7)

,

(Continued on page 8)

No Changes in

Clark Pledges Thorough
Probe by D. of J.

court for further action is scheduled
to be answered by the circuit by Aug.
25, but no action will be taken by the
high court before October, because it

now
The

TEN CENTS

on films designed for
Hawaii and Alaska. This means
their export will now proceed
without the need of submit-

Crescent Circuit decree to the lower

is

Industry

tions

!

Dtal

tion

Picture

1943

Alaska, Hawaii Film
Censorship Ended

ately,

to the

WLB Approves Pay Raise, Night Work
Bonus, Vacations for 506 Lab Workers

Stromberg in Deal
For U. A. Musical
Hollywood, Aug. —Hunt Strom8.

berg anticipates closing a deal starring the Marx Brothers in a Technicolor musical for United Artists. Other
U. A. productions for Stromberg will
probably be "Dishonored Lady" and
"Guest in the House."
Bernard Sobel has been named
Stromberg's special production assistant and press representative in the
East.

The New York office of the War Labor Board Saturday announced
approval of wage increases for 506 persons employed by Pathe
Laboratories in New York and Bound Brook, N. J., Ace Film Lab,
Paramount Film Lab, Producers Lab, Film Service Lab and Mercury Lab.
The raise in pay amounts to 10 per cent for those
earning less than $50 per week and a five per cent rise for those
earning more than that amount.
The WLB acted favorably on a joint application filed by the
companies and Local 702, IATSE, Motion Picture Laboratory Technicians. The action places wages for those affected on the same
level as the majority of 1,100 others employed in film laboratories.
Included in the approval vote by the WLB was a bonus for night
work and two-week vacations with pay for those employed for two
years at some companies and three years at other companies.

Canada's Work Order
Is

Effective

—

Today

Toronto, Aug. 8. Extension of the
Dominion's war labor order requiring
certain males between 16 and 40 to
work in war factories or on farms becomes effective tomorrow. Scores in
the

film

Companies

industry will be affected.
face heavy penalties for

continuing to employ eligible males in
non-essential industry.

Photographers,

commercial

(Continued on page 7)

artists,

Motion Picture Daily

2

Tradewise

Personal
Mention
ROBERT RUBIN

J

Special
tributors Division,

Yates is expected to
Wednesday by plane

J.

leave California

New

Chicago and

for

York.

•

James

R

Grainger, Republic presiin New York Friday

arrived

dent,

from Hollywood.

•

of 20th Century-Fox
Chicago and
left over the weekend for

Lou Goldberg,

the Coast.

DOSTWAR

planning is go*
ing forward in many divisions of the industry. Most, if
not all, of such planning has to
do with economic readjust-

ments and opportunities for expansion in distribution and
exhibition.
It is not known
that the field of public relations
is being overlooked by the in-

postwar planners but
nothing has been

dustry's
if

it

not,

is

heard of

it.

The

•

industry's postwar pubrelations may overshadow
in importance its postwar eco-

Sally Simon, secretary to Tom
Connors, at 20th-Fox, is recovering

lic

from an appendix operation.

nomic problems and expansion
plans.
Those antagonistic elements which delight in harassing the "movies," who always
have been with us but, in wartime, have been laying low,

•

of Monogram,
a vacation.

Madeline White,
returns today from

•
Jesse L. Lasky is a grandfather. A
his son,
son was born last week to

Corporal William Lasky, attached
Army Medical Corps in Den-

to the
ver.

•

Bros.'

has

staff,

publicity

War-

of

Morton Gerber, formerly
ner

been

commissioned a second lieutenant in
York
the Army and is now in New
on leave, from Texas.
•

Ernest Turnbull, managing direcHoyt Theatres, Australia, is in

tor of

San Francisco awaiting passage home.
•

Jack Alexander, auditor from the
New York office of Republic, has been
at the San Francisco exchange.
•

Roy Cooper,

left for Seattle to

injured

in

buyer

film

for

the

San Francisco,
bring back his wife,

circuit,

Golden State

automobile

an

accident

there.

•
of Loew's, and
exchange manager Ben Rosenwald, of Charlotte, N. C, were in
Washington visiting Loew's district
and
Berger,
Rudolph
manager,
branch manager, John S. Allen.
•
I.

Leonard Hirsch,

M-G-M

Isabelle Austin
atre

press

staff,

is

of the

Roxy Thevacation

on

in

with

the

Pennsylvania.

single

of

RKO,

day for a vacation.
•

Manny

services to the nation, its
armed forces and the public are
concluded.
"They are not
dead; they are only sleeping."
They will crawl back at a time
when the industry may have
many fewer friends and much
tial

sympathetic understandless
ing in the nation's capital and,
perhaps, fewer champions elsewhere than it has now.
This prospect would seem to
warrant the serious and continuing attention of the industry Public Relations Commitpostwar blueprint for
tee.
future public relations from
that able organization may well
prove to be one of the most
valuable of all to be drafted.
•
•

A

Harry Kosiner may wind up
work with the Office of

his

War

Information in the near

look for an anof his appointment
Eastern representative for

future.

If so,

nouncement

known

RKO

branch

R.

Rogers,

Chattanooga,

manager of Paramount-WilbyKincey theatres, has been elected presTenn.,

ident of the Chattanoogans, Inc.

•

Herman Gluckman,

WAC

distrib-

executive, will leave
New York today for Hollywood, stopping off at St. Louis, to remain until
utors'

division

September.

J.

producer.
•

Connors

about that

eral

booker, Cincinnati, has been inducted
into the Navy, at Great Lakes Naval
Training School.

Emmett

Tom
est

Trautenberg,

of

Chicago Tribune, will
crawl out from under their
backyard planks the minute the
industry's patriotic and essen-

•
left Fri-

exception

The

as
a well

Leon Bamberger,

—

Aug. 10

will leave tostudios, to

new

is

too modof gen-

his previous one of 20th
vice-president,
tury-Fox

Cenin

organization
the
sales
of
changes, for after the Los Angeles regional this week.
•
•
it,

•

•

New York

advertising

cir-

were a-buzz last week
with rumors that Paramount
had accepted a six-figure sum
from five national advertisers
whose display signs with product names are caught by the
cameras in a panoramic of
Times Square in an early sequence of "Lady in the Dark."
A few columnists, including
cles

one

in Printer's Ink, published

report

the

without

Paramount home

names.

office

and

studio officials deny with impressive emphasis that such a
proposal ever was entertained
by the company.
Shots of

Times

Square,
showing its
advertising
displays,
have been common in both fea-

many

tures and shorts of all companies and in color as well as
black and white, yet this particular type of rumor has not
been spread against their producers and distributors, or, if
it has, never achieved the circulation that has this one.

"Movie Vacation"
ing

is

advertis-

successful revival in New England this season, Abraham
Bernstein, field representative
for Columbia in that area, reports to this column. This institutional type of advertising
endeavors to establish in readers'
minds the idea of the
theatre as an integral part of
everyone's
vacation.
Some
particularly good examples of

"Movie Vacation" advertising
by the State and Tremont
theatres, Nashua, N. H., which
are credited with obtaining excellent results in that resort
area, are worth observation by
theatre
advertising
depart-

ments everywhere.

departments

won't

but laboratories are

19

Dij

Meeting,

War

Activiti

f

Committee, Warwick Hotel, NeJ
York.
Aug. 10
Variety Club Test
monial Dinner to John R. M<
Pherson, Detroit.
Aug. 11-12 Annual Summer Mee
ing, Board of Directors, Natif ~
Allied,
Lord Baltimore He

—

—

1

Baltimore.

— Western

Aug. 11-13

Sales

Mee

Century-Fox,
Hot
Ambassador, Los Angeles.
Aug. 12
Meeting, National Er
tertainment Industry Conferenc
Hotel Astor, New York.
Aug. 17 Latin American Test
monial Luncheon, Internation
Film Relations Committee, Ha
vard Club, New York.
Aug. 19-20 Canadian Sales Mee
ing, Warner Bros., Mount Roy]
Hotel, Montreal.
Aug. 23— Midnight Rally, Nation
Entertainment Industry Confe
ence, New York.
Sept. 5-12 25th Anniversary "Par;
20th

ing,

—

—

—

—

mount Week."
Sept. 9
eon,

— Annual Installation Luncl
ITOA, Hotel

York.

Astor,

Ne

—

9-14
Hollywood-Treasur
Department "Hollywood Victor
Caravan" Tour of 12 key citie
Third Victory Loa
Sept. 9-20
Sept.

—
15 — First
Sept.
Fall
Meetin;
AMPA, New York.
Sept. 17-19— War Emergency Mee
Drive.

ing, Theatre Equipment Dealei
Protective Association, Hotel Bi:
mark, Chicago.

experiencing a highly

—

Annual Meeting, Class
members, Screen Actors Guili
Hollywood.

Sept. 19

Sept. 21

—

Council Meeting, Nation;
Entertainment Industry Confei
ence, New York.

Oct.

18-22

—

SMPE

Conference

Hollywood-Roosevelt Hotel.

Theatres Are Under
48-Hour N. J. Orde
Theatres are included in the ne

War Manpower

Commission

ordi

Newark area on
mandatory 48-hour work week. Tl
placing the entire

ruling applies to theatres and all othi
firms with eight or more employe
whether or not engaged in essenti
activity.

The extended work week,

to

charge of worldwide distribution.
He will neither confirm
nor deny, yet the whole town's
been talking about it for weeks.
Perhaps he's saving that, too,
along with the announcement

Foreign

get orders for
French versions of selected
Hollywood product.
to

title

manager being added

discuss

beginning

9,

Coming Events

. . .
By SHE RWI N KANE

•
day for the M-G-M
be gone at least two weeks.

Herbert

Monday, August

Mack

accordir
regional director Frank
McNamee, will "aid in alleviating 1;
bor shortages that are impeding tl

WMC

Filmack
of
Trailers writes plaintively of a
"problem customer" who for

to

long has deducted automatically any portion of a dollar up to
99 cents that has appeared on

war

Irving

monthly statements. If a
is $18.70 Filmack gets a
check for $18.00 from the recalcitrant.
Thinking to cure
him, the bookkeeper decided to
bill the man in round figures.
The first such bill was for $39.
You're right he remitted $38.
his

]

effort."

Besides Newark,

all of Essex ai
most Union and Bergen County citi<

are included in the new ruling.
Order goes into effect Aug. 23.

bill

—

Leo Brady a Captain
Lieutenant Leo Brady, formerly
the staff of Quigley Publications, wl
was commissioned an Army lieutena'
in June, 1942, has been promoted
the rank of captain.

i

'

Sund;
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Keep

it

that way

Start p/anninq your
ri

3 war

loan

dnVe WHf/

s tarts Sept.
v v

9

th

—

CINCINNATI

PROVIDENCE

•

A

CO

•

ROCHESTER
CLEVELAND

•

TY- RICHMOND, VA.

BRIDGEPORT

>

WICHITA

MARYLAND

•

INDIANAPOLIS

SECOND WEEK AT
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ALMOST AS BIG AS THE
FIRST. .WHICH WAS A
WHOPPER!

OMAHA
AKRON

•

•

DAYTON

•

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

WORCESTER, MASS.

DULUTH

COLUMBUS

•

READING

TRENTON

•

.

HARRISBURG

SYRACUSE

a

WATERLOO

•

ST. LOUIS

#

OAKLAND

•

LOUISVILLE

•

DES MOINES

/A

ri
CARY GRANT
in

RKO RADiO

PICTURES'

.^0^

UKRAINE DAY
iR

•

ALAN CARNEY

STEAD

•

•

HENRY STEPHENSON

DIRECTED BY H.

otmei and Adriao Scott

^

C.

POTTER

'
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Nymph' and

RCA

Approval

Gross $28,500
$28,500

$13,000

at

the

Blue

i
'

;

Noble's contemplated plan to distribute stockholdings in the Blue to its af^
filiated stations, and to the public,
approves the sale, is regarded alB
a move to solidify the network's 156
affiliated
stations.
By purchasingstock directly in the network rather
than in RCA, as previously, stations J

™

FCC

United Artists,

small

of

ing.

opening

in

at

the

sale

Friday. Federal Communication Commission's approval of the sale is pend-

Fox to lead weekly grosses.
"Stage Door Canteen" drew a big

week

the

directors at a regular meeting here on

—

ace-high

of

Network to Edward J. Noble for $8,000,000 was voted by RCA board of

San Francisco, Aug. 8. "Constant
Nymph" and "The Avengers" spurtto

Board Okays

Blue Sale to Noble

'The Avengers'

ed

1943

9,

i

I

which is offering two extra shows daily
Total first
to accommodate crowds.
Average is
run business $134,900.

j

can have a say
Furthermore,

$123,500.

Nymph" (W.B.)

"The Avengers" (Para.)

FOX— (5,000)

(20c-35c-S5c-75c)

days.

7

(Average, $21,500)

Gross: $28,500.

"Hers to Hold" (Univ.)
"He's

My

Guy"

(Univ.)

ORPHEUM— (2,440)

days, 2nd week.

(20c-35c-55c-75c)

7

(Average,

Gross: $12,000.

network

policies.

it is felt that by having a financial interest in the network,
Blue affiliates will not be as likely to
sign rival network programs in place
of regularly scheduled Blue shows.
Stock ownership in a network by affiliated stations, as contemplated by
Noble, is claimed to be an innovation
with only small scale precedent.

Estimated receipts for Aug. 3-6
"Constant

in

$12,500)

i

"Stage Doer Canteen" (U.A.)

UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200)
week.

65c) 7 days, 3rd
erage, $9,500)

(20c - 35c - 55c $13,000. (Av-

Gross:

GOLDEN GATE— (2,850)

Vaudeville.
days.
erage, $25,500)

(20c-35c-44c-75c)

(Av-

Gross: $24,500.

7

Stage: Vaudeville.
(Average, $19,000)

Gross:

days.

"Background

7

$21,500.

to Danger" (W.B.)
(Rep.)
(20c-35c-55c-75c)

PARAMOUNT— (2,740)

days, 2nd week.

Gross:

Howard
Motors

"Cowboy in Manhattan" (Univ.)
WARFIELD^(2,680) (20c-35c-55c-75c)

"Thumbs Up"

Report Beecroft to
Boston for 20th-Fox

(RKO)

"Falcon in Danger"

7

(Average,

$12,500.

$15,500)

"DuBarry Was a Lady" (M-G-M)
"Purple V" (Rep.)
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400) (20c-35c-55c-75c) 7
days, 3rd week.
(Moved over from Fox).
Gross: $8,000.
(Average, $8,500)

"Rhythm

of the Islands" (Univ.)

"Ghosts on the Loose" (Mono.)

ESQUIRE— (950)

$1,000.

(15c-35c-45c)

7

4

8.

(20c-35c-60c-75c)

days.

7

Gross:

days.

(Average, $1,000)

Rain and 'Weather'

Three cities will have three-theatre
day and date showings of Irving Berlin's "This Is the Army," while nine
other cities will have two-theatre
simultaneous first-run extended show-

two weeks, Warannounced over the

ings within the next

Good

—

Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 8.
all week did not dampen

Brothers

ner

re-

The picture has been set for an
"Stormy Weather," gross- Aug. 17 opening at the Downtown,
ing $17,500 on a bill with "Aerial Hollywood and Wilshire, in Los AnDenver will also have a trio
geles.
Gunner."
for

Estimated

receipts

the

for

week

ending August 7
"Stormy Weather" (2flth-Fox)
"Aerial Gunner" (Para.)
"Background to Danger" (W.B.)

"Bataan" (M-G-M)

STRAND— (1,400)

(50c-65c)

Gross:

7

$3,500.

ated with the 20th Century-Fox home
office sales department for the past
several months, will be assigned to the
compaay's Boston exchange as manager in the near future, it was reported
here at the weekend.
Beecroft would replace Moe Grassgreen in the Boston post. The latter,
seriously injured in Boston's Cocoanut
Grove disaster last Spring, shortly
after his transferal to Boston from
Albany, would be reassigned to the

3rd

days,

Forum Demands Film
Rental

—

24.

Spyros Skouras, Tom Connors, WilJ. Kupper, L. J. Schlaifer, W.

liam
C.

Gehring,

Felix

Jenkins,

Hal

Home

and others. Joseph M. Schenck,
head of production and Darryl F. Zanuck, vice-president in charge of production, will meet with the sales heads.

two houses
Announcements of top distribution
Milwaukee at personnel changes and a 1943-44 proAug. 18 gram of 36-40 features, made last week
the Warner and Alhambra
Portland, Ore., the Paramount and at both the New York and Chicago
Oriental
Aug. 12, Columbus, O., at regionals will be repeated, and pubthe Grand and Palace Aug. 18, Sac- lic
announcement made thereafter.
ramento, Cal., the Alhambra and Sen- Among pictures to be named will be
Orpheum
ator
Aug. 18, Seattle, the
Wendell Willkie's
"One World,"
Aug. 18, Long "Bernadette," "Guadalcanal Diary,"
and Music Hall
Beach, Cal., the State and Cabart. "Keys of the Kingdom," "Claudia,"
and Aug. 17, at the Fox and State "Only
the
Stars
Are Neutral,"
Theatres, San Diego.
"Happy Land" and "A Tree Grows in
runs
are set for Aug. 20

in

in

;

;

declared Willis Vance, Forum chairit is not as hard or as big
a job as the distributors' sales force
has today, namely, the driving home of
unreasonable deals."

man, "but

Producer

Now

—

Exhibitor

Chicago, Aug. 8. Fred Kaufman,
former French film producer and
director in Paris, has been named assistant manager at B.
K.'s Parthenon Theatre here. He had been interned by the Nazis in France, but
escaped.

&

;

(Average,

;

$5,500)

"The Constant Nymph" (W.B.)
"The Mysterious Doctor" (W.B.)

WARNER— (2,400)

week.

Gross:

"DuBarry

$14,000.

Was

(44c-65c)

7

days,

2nd

(Average, $14,000)

a Lady" (M-G-M)

in Brittany" (M-G-M)
(50c-65c)
7
(3,200)
Gross: $15,500. (Average, $14,000)

WISCONSIN—

Atlantic City, the film opens
at the Warner for two weeks,
followed bv consecutive weekly moveovers to the Stanley, Virginia and
Colonial in that order.
In

"Assignment

days.

8.

— The

Ken

Theatre here has shifted to a moveover policy playing on weekends main
previously played by
the
features
Kenosha and Gateway theatres.

Brooklyn."

Aug. 19

Adopts Moreover Policy
Kenosha, Wis., Aug.

,

from 20th-Fox exchanges in St. latter office, it was said.
Louis,
Moines,
Minneapolis,
Des
Omaha, Denver, Salt Lake City, Los
Angeles,
San Francisco, Portland,
'Rollback'
Seattle, Indianapolis and Kansas City
Cincinnati, Aug. 8. The Indigwill attend the third and final comnant Exhibitors Forum has called upon
pany sales meeting at the Ambassador producers and distributors to "rewrite

;

(44c-60c-75c) 7 days.

Del Courtney and his orchestra on
stage.
Gross: $16,500. (Average, $15,000)
"Dixie" (Para.)
Plus

downtown week.

Aug.

Simultaneous

(50c-65c) 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $11,500)

RIVERSIDE— (2,700)

of houses playing "This Is the Army,'
the Denver, Esquire and Rialto The
atres, starting

PALACE— (2,400)

$17,500.

has been associ-

Hotel, here, Wednesday through Fri- every current contract on the same
policy and per picture average price
day.
distribution
from
of
weekend. Profits
About 250 are expected from home which existed in the 1940-41 conthe film will go to Army Emergency
tracts."
office,
the branches and the studio.
Rain
Relief.
"It might appear to be a big job,"
Home office executives will include

for $17,500

and mist

ceipts

former Packard

who

tiyes

Gross: $13,500.
(Average, $10,000)
"Scarlet Pimpernel" (U.A.)
"Ghost Goes West" (U.A.)

CLAY— (400)

12 Multi-City Army' 12 Exchanges at
20th Coast Meet
Openings in 2 Weeks Los Angeles, Aug. —Representa-

Beecroft,

official

'Fennigate' Budget Set

Canada Film
"The

War

to U.A.

Men's Minds," one of
the World in Action series of tworeelers being produced by the National
Film Board of Canada, will be released nationally bv United Artists on
Aug. 13.
for

An estimated budget of about $1,500000 has been allotted for the filming
of Booth Tarkington's new novel,
"Kate Fennigate," according to EdAngeles,
8.
Los
Aug.
Cyril
ward Small, who is producing for Hutchinson, formerly of the 20th CenUnited Artists' release. He says this tury-Fox local exchange, previously
will set an all-time high for Small as "missing in action," is reported a prisoner of the Nazis in Germany.
an independent producer.

Nazis Hold Hutchinson

Col's

New

Short Series

Columbia's first short of a new sebe known as Film-Vodvil, will
be released early next month.
ries, to

—

'

Monday, August
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Canada Shvs from
War Films Big

Short Subject No Changes in
Decree 'til All
Reviews

Hollywood

i

;

Run on Reissues
(Continued from page

jfor*some time
;

and

will

now

1)

great numbers

in

continue to do

because

so,

they are doing surprisingly well at the

he

xoffice,"

tering to a

said.

new

"Apparently

we

are

type of customer, not

only those with extra spending money,

hut youths

who have

started patron-

izing film houses only in the past

few

years.''

Masters declared that the British
government has started issuing a new.
weekly newsreel on activities of Canadian servicemen in action, which is
down from Great Britain. Theatres
are playing up the reels both in their
regular ads and marquee and lobby
displays because of the public's interest.

piece of promotional competition which threatens to break
into the open any day has been going
on behind the scenes between Warners
and Paramount, because of the close

tieups.

In the meantime, Warner press
agents have lined up a proclamation,

Canadian or British origin.

Vandalism
Vandalism

in

Canada

"This

picked a topnotch citizens
committee to handle advance sales and
are putting "Army" into five theatres
for the Aug. 17 opening instead of
Funds
three as originally planned.

Canada, ac- go to Army Emergency Relief.
cording to Masters. Theatres are run•
ning trailers in an endeavor to curb
Rita Quiglcy has been added to
the menace, but have had little sucMonogram's "Hitler's Women" cast,
is

rife

in

Women

cess.

grant

in

patrons are just as fladestroying fixtures as men

and children, Odeon managers

The
critical

manpower

shortage

find.
is

also

north of the U. S. border, and

unlike the U. S. Government, Canada
has placed theatre men from 16 to 40
years of age in the unessential category, ordering them to find war or
farm work.
Women theatre managers are competent in the main, MasOnly projectionists have
ters stated.
been declared essential.

Patrick and Nancy
Samuel Golduyn has rc-

headed by

Gail

'.

Kelly.
nezved

.

.

Alec Moll's Writing contract
and promptly loaned him to Hal IValfor a Warner scripting stint.
Ray Crossett, formerly with Hayli'ard-Deverich, Inc.. and lately in the
service, has been signed as story editor by Goetz International.
•
lis

.

.

.

No data on it, but Howard Estabrook will write the script for th?
picture Jules Levey will make after
It's for UA unIn order to advertise for help in "The Hairy Ape."
Because Conewspapers, managers are required to der that new deal.
list their openings with the local Emlumbia, overflowing, has taken the
ployment and Selective Service Of- Chadwick studio, Sig Neufeld continues at Talisman. Same circumfice, where they are given a file numstance governs Alexander Stern's
ber for use in their aids.
.

production.

Rural Theatres Hard Hit

.

.

.

.

Bruce Humberstone

.

deep in the clefs and octaves of
"Pin Up Girl." The singing particiTheatres in rural areas have been
pants are Betty Grable, Joe E.
hard hit by the shift in population to
Brown and Martha Raye.
result,
and,
as a
city war factories,
•
grosses in metropolitan
are way up, he said.

area

Canada's
Is

Work Order

Effective

Today

(Continued from page 1)

amusement machine workers, advertisemployees of certain
display
classes, writers, and those engaged in
numerous other lines contributing efforts to the film business directly or
otherwise are included in the new
classes
called
up for occupational
transfer.
This is the fifth such order
issued by Canada's Department of
ing

Labor.

is

houses

There is a 20 per cent Dominion tax
on admissions, plus a five to ten per
cent provincial ticket tax. The excess
profits tax on corporations in Canada
Personal tax rates
is 100 per cent.
are much higher than in this country,
with employers deducting 80 per cent
of an employes' potential weekly income tax from his check. An additional ten per cent is deducted from
wages for the government's savings
tax, which will returned after the war.

(British Information Services)

(RKO)

Ray Enright and

Director

the full

cast of "Gung Ho" are now shooting
at Camp Pendleton and will commute
between that Marine Corps training
base and Camp Elliott, training base

Humphrey Bonear San Diego.
Michele Morgan and Sydney
Greenstreet start work on Monday in
.

.

.

gart,

"Passage
.

.

.

Hugh

M-G-M

by

Marseille," which Midirecting at Warners.
Herbert has been signed
for the role of "Moolah"

to

chael Curtiz

is

Johnnie Johnston
"Kismet."
in
has been upgraded at Paramount and
.

.

.

gets a role opposite Dorothy Lamour
in "Rainbow Island," Technicolor musical

Eddie
and Gil

with

Bendix

William

Bracken,

Lamb.

.

.

.

Mark

producer-director of "So
Hail," heads for New
Proudly
York soon for the opening of the picture at the Music Hall on heels of
Sandrich,

We

"Mr. Lucky."

Classics
Film Classics

Dual Reissue
is

preparing a dual

reissue of "Transatlantic Tunnel"
and "Lisbon Mystery Clipper" for immediate distribution.
bill

lease date,

Aug.

Army" day by Mayor "Kill or

the

Is

Bowron,

Complaints in

"The Last Hazard''

The RAF Film Unit, without the
opening days of Warners' "This Is aid of any professional
actors, has
the Army" and Paramount's "For
Whom the Bell Tolls," with both stu- turned out in this film a fascinating
dios scrambling for the best breaks. story of the balloon ships which guard
It all started, so the story goes, when the channels to British ports.
The
one man allegedly misled another on ba rrage balloons, with their slender
proposed opening dates and the other dangling cables, are
protection
a
one got riled and went to town.
against German planes which fly over
Paramount, whose picture opens to drop mines into convoy
channels.
Aug. 16, at Carthay Circle, with a The hazardous job of sweeping the
$5.50 top, funds going to the Los An- mines is an unending one and is hangeles War Chest, has sewed up vir- dled in the film
with typical efficient
tually every radio spot announcement,
British organization. One of the more
all but 25 of the 24-sheet spaces and
exciting incidents is the machine-gunIn
all the six-sheet spaces in town.
ning of a balloon ship by a German
window
lined
they've
up
2,236
addition
Heinkel. Running time, 20 mins. Re-

Canadian law requires that one-

'

fourth of newsreel footage be of either

Hollywood, Aug. 8

A HOT

Be

5.

Killed"

(British Information Services)

(United Artists)
"Kill or Be Killed," produced by the
Realist Film Unit, is the story of "the
most dangerous game," the stalking
and counter-stalking of a British and
German sniper. Quite a bit of suspense
is built up as the British sniper hunts
down his prey and makes the kill. He
decoys a German searching party in a
trap by propping a body against a tree
and shoots them all.
realistic and
grim tale, well directed and well acted.
Running time, 17 mins. Release date,

A

Aug.

5.

(Continued from page

1)

isfactory formula for dealing with the

important problems of the decree will
be developed before November, so that
it

may

be possible to avoid the expense

and time which will result from revival of the Government's trust suits.
At the same time, he said, the apCrescent case will be
proceedings in the
Oklahoma suit will be pressed, in line
with a policy of getting all film cases
moving and speeding the termination
of years of litigation.
peal

in

pushed

the

and

the

Several conferences on film decree
matters are scheduled to be held by
Clark this week, starting tomorrow
with a meeting with a special committee from National Allied's board

and

Hugh Bruen and H. V. Harvey,

representatives of the Pacific Coast
independents, on the decree situatiowhich is to be a major subject of discussion at a meeting of National Allied in

Baltimore Aug. 11-12.

Attorneys for the Schine circuit also
are expected to visit the department
for another
meeting regarding the
company's disposition of theatres. Unable to sell the houses which the Government demands be released, the circuit has asked for more time, and
it is probable an additional six months
will be recommended to the court by
the department.
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Odium's Film

Off the Antenna

Stocks' Total

WILLIAM B. LEWIS, former OWI radio bureau head, and more recently

$21,767,268

Is

.

(Continued from page

70,000

common

1)

and in Walt Disney Productions, from 18,978 to 22,850 shares
shares,

of six per cent preferred.

Atlas Corp. also owns 56,400 shares
6 per cent preferred amounting to $5,329,800 and 3,500 shares of
Century-Fox $1.50 preferred
20th
valued at §114,187. All figures are as
The company also has
of June 30.
option warrants.
327,811
of

RKO

RKO

Net income,

after $477,345 expenses

and $86,200 income taxes, for the six
months was $1,132,816, it was reported
Net loss after deducting
by Atlas.
realized loss on sales of securities was
However, securities owned
$600,932.
by the corporation appreciated more
than $21,000,000 in value during the
six month period, the statement points
out.

public leaders and broadcasters.

listeners,'

.

billings of $1,088,809 for July, an increase
board of directors has declared

RCA

of 104.9 percent over July, 1942.
a dividend of 87^ cents per share on the $3.50 cumulative first preferred
Latest Hooper survey has Walter Winchell
stock, payable Oct. 1, 1943.
in first place, "Take It or Leave It" second, and "Mr. District Attorney" third.
•
•
•
.

shares; in 20th Cen-

tury-Fox, from 10,000 to 71,000 com-

mon

.

.

.

.

.

(Continued from page

malities

incident

before the

Upon

to

bringing

Supreme Court

25

1)

a

case

for review.

returns

to

Universal from a special War Department mission. He will produce "As
Before, Better Than Before," from the
stage play.

•

M-G-M
of

I.

has announced the purchase
A. R. Wylie's current Saturday

Evening Post

"Command Per-

story,

Purely Personal: Mark Woods, Blue Network president, will be host formance, " for early production.
•
at a cocktail party at the Waldorf on Wednesday in honor of Edward J. Noble,
whose acquisition of the Blue awaits FCC approval.
Lewis Allen Weiss,
Pandro Berman has been assigned
the production of "Seventh Cross" to
v.p. and g.m. of Don Lee, is a member of the radio news and policy committee
Ensign John J. Vondcl, Jr., former
Holyoke, Mass., star Spencer Tracy.
of OWI.
announcer, was married in New York to Miss Barbara S. Hawley of Amherst,
•
Mass.
W. G. Martin and Wm. Thomas Hamilton have joined the staff
Edgar G. Robinson will co-star with
Paid Schubert,
news analyst, has completed Fred MacMurray and Barbara Stanof NBC spot sales.
John Mitchell, formerly with Guthrie wyck in Paramount's "Double Indemanother short, titled " Airpower."
McClintic, has joined the Blue's night program department.
Ted Cott, of nity."
•
"So You Think You Knozv Music," is now program director of New York's
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WHYN

.

.

.

.

WOR

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WNEW.

•

•

William Bendix has been cast
"Greenwich Village,"

•

20th-Fox's

in

a

Program Notes: Robert Young debuts on CBS Aug. 17, in "Passport Technicolor musical, with William
For Adams," produced and directed by Norman Corwin. The program LeBaron producing and Walter Lang

is said to be an outgrowth of an OWI suggestion that an entertainment
program be devoted to people of the United Nations. The film unit of the
U. S. Army in Hollywood, and United Nations information center in New
York will cooperate. CBS's Screen Guild Players present "The Pied
Piper," with Monty Woolley and Roddy McDowall, on Aug. 16.
Philip
Morris Playhouse, at CBS, presents Joan Blondell in "Palm Beach Story,"
Mary Martin, Una Merkel, and excerpts from the score of
Aug. 13.
the Broadway hit "Oklahoma" will be featured on CBS's "Stage Door
Claire Trevor will make an Aug. 15 appearance
Canteen" Thursday.
on CBS's "Silver Theatre," giving CBS program a lion's share of guesting
Diana Barrymore and Charles Ruggles will be
screen personalities.
heard on Mutual's "Soldier's With Wings," Aug. 11.
.

Answer by Aug.

Hollywood, Aug. 8

BRUCE MANNING

.

.

Crescent Circuit

1943

Coast Flashes

suggested as a possible replacement for Neville Miller as president of
the National Association of Broadcasters, has accepted a 12-month assignment
from William S. Paley, CBS president, to make a nation-wide study of radio

program service. Among 'typical
Mutual reports network gross

9,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

directing.

•

PRC

sales manSan Francisco
go to Seattle, Den-

Arthur Greenblatt,
ager,

has

arrived

from where he

will

Omaha

ver and

in

returning to

before

York.
Nat Lefton, new PRC
Cleveland manager, has left here for
home.

New

•

Louis B. Mayer has returned from
the East.

the filing of such a petition, the

respondents have an opportunity to
submit an answer, usually denying
the errors which the appeal attributes
to the lower court and opposing the
review.

Managers Union

U.S. Seeking

Starts Organizing
{Continued from page

MPTME

Harry Metzger Dies

—

Hollywood, Aug. 8. Funeral services were held Friday for Harry R.
Metzger, manager of the Roxy and
Arcade Theatres in Los Angeles, who
died of a heart attack.

Named Mgr.
— Tom Corradine
Aug.

Corradine
Chicago,

8.

has been made manager of the Era
Theatre, Harvey, 111.

St. Louisians

Defy

Any Competition
Louis, Mo., Aug. 8.—So
much ready cash is jingling in
the jeans of war-busy St.
Louisians
that
film-house
owners virtually defy competition to make a dent in
their operations. They even
point to the open-air, summer
Municipal Opera shows, playing to an average of 10,000
nightly, as giving them less
of a competitive sting this
year than in any season in a
quarter of a century.
Further evidence of the
St.

money-paying
tendency
in
these boom days is the fact
for the first time, the
Opera's 2,500 free seats are
the last to be occupied.
that,

president,
Barreca,
F.
claims that he has received assurances
from the parent United Office and
Professional Workers that they will
support a national campaign of theatre organization.
also wants publication of
emblem in all theatre ads, and
its
posting of the emblem on the door-

MPTME

man's

box

in

the

IATSE emblem

is

same

manner

fore leaving for the East.

cused

tures.

Lifts Ban on
20th's 'Touhy' Film

Judge

(Continued from page
of having extorted
'

1

more than

$1,000,000 from executives of motion
picture producing companies.
Assistant U. S. Attorney General
Boris Kostelanetz, in charge of the
prosecution, said that McCullough and
Avolio are wanted by the Government
to give important testimony at the
trial, tentatively scheduled to start on
Sept. 7.
The actual trial date, however, is expected to be postponed until
early November.

McCullough,

as

displayed on pic-

according

to

Koste-

was convicted of burglary in
1909, was shot three times in 1926
Chicago gang fights, and was once

lanetz,

accused of murder.

Avolio, missing

February when draft board
officials reported him as a delinquent,
was described as a "former messenger
(Continued from page 1)
for the Chicago mob and a Chicago
counsel to file an amended bill and 20th hoodlum."
Six of the eight defendants to be
Century-Fox, producer of the picture,
25 days in which to answer. In reach- tried are alleged former members of
ing his decision Friday, Judge Holly the Capone ring in Chicago one, John
pointed out that Touhy had not con- Rosselli, was the alleged West Coast
tended the film had portrayed him collector for the ring, and the eighth
is Louis Kaufman, business agent of
falsely.
Local 244. Motion Picture Operators
Union, of Newark, N. J.

Kansas

City,

Named Mgr.
—CommonAug.

•town.

Wren Theatre Sold
Des Moines,

Ia.,

Aug.

8.

— Harry

Huddleston, owner of the Earl TheEarlham, la., has sold his Wren
Theatre at Renwick, la., to Harley
Kuhfus.

atre,

Ladd Theatre Sold

8.

wealth Amusement Corp. has appointed Eddie Mansfield manager of its recently acquired Regent Theatre, down-

New Haven Changes
Aug.
—A

New Haven,

8.
series of
transfers makes F. Raino, formerly of
the now closed Capitol, Danbury, manager of the Rialto, South Norwalk
H. M. Lyon goes to the Palace, from
the Rialto, and G. J. Harvey becomes
manager of the Garde, New London,
from the Palace.

Hummert

Resigns

Frank Hummert will terminate his
affiliation with Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Inc., advertising agency, on Dec.
he announced over the weekend.
He will enter the radio production

31,

field.

since last

:

Mansfield

Nate Spingold, Columbia executive,
remain here a few more days be-

will

Extort Case Figures

1)

themselves are orThe first action by the Supreme ployees once they
ganized.
Court will be a determination whether
Although the union's charter covers
jurisdiction
and
probable
it
has
whether the case involves an issue re- employees in the five boroughs, and
Westchester and Nassau Counties, D.
quiring its consideration.

Two

—

Chicago, Aug. 8. Ladd Theatre, at
add,
purchased by the Universal
Chair Co.. will be wrecked, with
equipment and chairs going to San
Francisco for use in Army camps.
'

He's a

Indianapolis,

Aug.

8.

—

Bill

Mc-

Ilwain, manager of Keith's Theatre
here, has resigned. He will go to the
West Coast.

of

—

Seattle, Aug. 8.
Captain
Austin E. Lathrop, Seattle
and Alaska pioneer, is a theatre owner and operator in
Fairbanks,
Anchorage and
Cordova, Alaska.
He's also
owner-operator of the Midnight Sun Broadcasting Co.,
owner-operator
of
Station
KFAR, Alaska; numerous
Cordova and Fairbanks apartment houses;
the
Healy
River Coal Mine; Tanana
Publishing Co., Cordova Commercial Co., has interests in
the Olymoia Brewing & Malt
Co.,

Keith Manager Quits

Man

Great Interest

is

vice-president of the

board of Alaska University,
and was just named a board
member of Pacific National
Bank, Seattle.

;

:

—

;

M OV

:ion PICTURE

a?
and
Impartial

?1 L.

54.
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MGM's

First

'Let's

Face

Good

1943-'44 Block

YORK,

U.S.A.,

TUESDAY, AUGUST

to

Choose Season's 36

Face

"Let's

The

It,"

at

Paramount,

the

Benny Goodman on the

with

stage.

expected to gross a big
$95,000 for the first week ending tonight.
"This Is the Army" continues
By RED
its
capacity pace at the Hollywood
Hollywood, Aug. 9. With a Theatre for Army Emergency Relief.
>ossible block of 14 as its first for Warners
figures
will
be
$48,000
>43-44, M-G-M has enough prod- garnered by the picture in its second
id finished, about to start or def- week.

KANN

bill

l

l

nitely

planned today to meet

its

mticipated 36 releases for the new
season and launch the beginnings of
i backlog for 1944-45 months in advance.

Paramount officials estimate that
"For Whom the Bell Tolls," at the
grossed $36,000 in its fourth
Other houses
week, ending tonight.
on Broadway which had holdovers

in

Dood

It"

Hall, with "Mr. Lucky"
on the screen and a stage show headed by the Don Cossack Choir is expected to gross an estimated $105,000

yesterday announced the additions of
"I

Down

from

and "The
Under" to

Man
its

(Continued on page 6)

original first-block of ten features for the new season. This
is in line with the company's
policy to release as many pictures as possible at one time,
said William F. Rodgers, general sales manager.)
It

depends largely on what total

$4,122,008 All-Time

is

at

:

I

Kid,"

with

James

Cagney

another Cagney film, "Torrid Zone,"
with Ann Sheridan, and six Dick

Foran Westerns.
Paramount is distributing a reissue
(Continued on page 6)

MOI Producing

25

For Commercial Use
in

The British Ministry of Information
England has currently in produc-

Week,

MOI

A

is

being

(Continued on page 8)

prepared

All- America

Team*

Set for Loan Drive
The

film industry

Further action will not be taken
by the Government with respect to
the disposition of theatres by the
Schine Circuit until the Department of Justice determines what it
will do about the "big decree case"

which comes up Nov.

—

20,

it

The net effect of this decision will be to give the circuit
another four months in which
to attempt to divest themselves
of the houses which the Federal Court said they should not
hold, as contended by the Justice Department.
Originally, attorneys for the circuit
reported some weeks ago that efforts
to secure buyers for the houses had
been unsuccessful and a six-months'
extension of time was planned.

However,

it was disclosed
(Continued on page 6)

by As-

Consolidated Net

More Than Double
For the three months ended June
Film Industries

1943, Consolidated

SHERWIN KANE

Marcia Winn, The Chicago Tribune's Hollywood visitor, begins the
eleventh of her series of articles that
started out as one of the best examples of canary journalese that the
public has been affronted with in
quite a spell, with the following
"Film Industry All Out to Aid

Program.

Hollywood

;

is

proud

The producside it, know so well.
tion of training films without profit
outright gifts
films to the services

the

of

entertainment

abroad

the training of camera men for the armed
forces ; the gift of millions of feet of
film of foreign locales to the Office
the production
of Strategic Services
of information subjects in cooperation with the Office of War Information and their exhibition, together
with OWI-sponsored subjects in more
than 16,000 theatres; the thousands
of industry men and women in the
services
the other thousands who

Estimated Federal normal and surtax

amounts to $177,924, or a net, after
taxes, of $245,704, which compares
with a net profit for the same quarter
in 1942 of $118,866.
Per share earnings for the second
(Continued on page 8)

;

,

(Continued on page 2)

.

..

WLB Promises Action
In Local 306 Fight

;

;

30,
re-

ports a net profit of $423,628, before
Federal tax provisions, H. J. Yates,
treasurer, announced yesterday.
Jr.,

.

By

was

learned tonight.

is

Marcia Winn Pens True
Film Story And Exits

War

films

Exemptions have been granted film
exchanges from 48-hour week orders

(Continued on page 8)

Cross

of its patriotism.
Indeed its contribution to the war has been notable."
There follows, at some length, the
statistical story of the production capital's wartime achievements
the story
that all in the industry and many out-

25 films for commercial release
addition to 16 films for monthly free
release, the New York office of
reported yesterday. Many of the subjects are shipped to the U. S.

36

in

(Continued on page 8)

Red

in

of

Commission

commitment by exhibitors.
Barney Balaban, national chairman

during

April 1-7, totaled $3,067,236, and that
total proceeds of the drive reached an
all-time high of $4,122,008. More than
13,000 theatres participated, a record

tion

total

the War Manpower
those cities.

part of an "AllAmerican team," including press, radio, merchants and billboard advertisers working together to put over
the Third War Loan drive, Francis
S. Harmon, executive vice-chairman
of the War Activities Committee, and
Ray Beall, chairman of the Third
War Loan Publicity Committee, re-

As

previously
reported,
the
company
plans to distribute only one new picture per month during the coming
reason, but will have several more
ready should requirements call for
additional releases.
Films planned for reissue are "Ok-

lahoma

Final report, issued yesterday by the
War Activities Committee, revealed
that audience collections in the nations'
theatres

Brothers will reissue
during 1943-'44.

Petitions for exemptions of film
exchanges from 48-hour week orders
in Salt Lake City and Los Angeles
have been filed on behalf of distribution companies by C. J. Scollard, of
Paramount, with regional directors of

'

Eight in 1943-44
Warner

48-Hour Exemptions

High for Red Cross

to Reissue

cast eight films

Exchanges Ask More

(Continued on page 8)

(Continued on page 6)

W. B.

off at the boxoffice.

The Music

New York

By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, D. C, Aug. 9.

Rivoli,

fell

(M-G-M

TEN CENTS

Another Four Months
To Divest Theatres

"Air Force," "Virginia City,"
"Sea Hawk," and "All This
and Heaven Too."

—

Industry

SettlesDecree

"Yankee Doodle Dandy,"

ly:

is

Picture

Off Until U.S.

—

Hollywood, Aug. 9. Warners have readied an Italian
language version of "Sergeant
York" to be prepared for inComvasion eventualities.
pany has also dubbed five pictures with French dialogue,
for the same purpose, name-

The big box office news on Broadway this week was the opening of

tion

Schine Action

'Sergeant York'
For the Invasion

for $95,000

to the

1943

It' Is

At the Paramount

ay Have 14
Have 44 from Which

10,

E

Alert,

On

the promise, given bv wire yesterday by Jesse Freidin, associated
general National War Labor Board
counsel in Washington, that their
wage slash controversy with the Joelson circuit here was being acted upon,

IATSE

New

York

projectionists

Local 306, has cancelled plans to appeal directly to President Roosevelt
for relief.
The dispute has been in the hands
(Continued on page 8)

-

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention
JOSEPH

H.

HAZEX,

Bros,
vice-president,
night for the Coast.

Marcia Winn Pens True
Film Story And Exits

Col. K. B.

Lawton,

pictorial

last

director of the

service,

Washington,

left for Hollywood yesterday for his
annual inspection of the Signal Corps

film unit there.

•

Hank

Springfield, Mass., Aug. 9
Acting Mayor J. Albin Anderson, Jr., has a novel solution
to
vandalism
which
has
caused hundreds of dollars of

Warner
left

Linet,

of Universal,
turned from Cincinnati yesterday.
•

re-

{Continued from page 1)

have donated their talents to the entertainment of men in camps and at
the front
the work of Darryl Zanuck and of leading stars and directors
who have served or are serving in the

damage

Coast Sponsoring

child

in tenor of the articles as the writer
warmed to her subject and really be-

nelp

the

relieve

shortage

of

proper

TV

police to get busy."

—

armed forces. All of this is told in
Los Angeles, Aug. 9. The Serwhat appears to be the final article of vicemen's Overnight Housing Fund
Miss Winn's series.
was formally launched today in a camIt was interesting to note the change paign to raise $350,000 minimum to

to theatres here. "The
of
today should be

spanked more often and harder," he said. "If that doesn't
work, I have ordered the

Servicemen Drive

;

194:

10,

Another Solution for
Vandalism-Spanking

—

•

Army

Tuesday, August

Named W-K

City Chief

Charlotte, N. C, Aug. 9.—WilbyKincey today announced the promotion
of Eli Dreylinger from manager of
the Broadway Theatre here to city
manager of Wilby-Kincey houses in
Lexington, N. C.
He replaces San-

housing facilities for service men on
gan reporting "what was happening" leave in California, with 125 reprefather of a daughter, Isabel Elizabeth, in Hollywood, which, the precede to sentatives of the film industry, the
her stories stated, was the reason for State government and Army and Navy
born Saturdav at Doctor's Hospital.
her being sent there. The young lady attending a luncheon at Perino's where
•
Malcolm McGowan, manager of who came to scoff obviously remained the purpose was explained and ways ford Jordan, who will take over as
Interesting, too, that the of reaching the financial objective dis- manager of the Center and Park theathe Park, Westfield, Mass., is on va- to praise.
eleventh of the series of articles, pub- cussed. George Mann, San Francisco tres at Hickory.
cation.
lished last Wednesday, was the last exhibitor, is chairman of a Northern
Phil Reisman, RKO Radio's vice- of them. They were shut off there- California committee which will hold
president in charge of foreign distribu- after without notice and without ex- an organizing meeting in that city
tion, left Sunday by plane for Mexico planation.
Wednesday. Its goal is $150,000, while
It is just as well.
The final article Southern California's is $200,000. The
City and is expected to return in
provided as good an answer to the plan springs from the film industry.
two weeks.
•
whole series as the industry itself
The North-South drive is set to
Arthur Willi, Eastern talent might have furnished.
start Sept. 1 in the form of theatre colscout for RKO Radio, will leave today
lections. Y. Frank Freeman, president
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
for a tour of stock companies in New
of the AMPP, and Fred Stein, of Fox
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
England, to be gone two weeks.
West Coast Theatres, presided at the
CARY GRANT

Sam Burger, of M-G-M's foreign
department in the home office, is the

NEW YORK THEATRES

Memphis 'Armif Nets

•

Army

meeting today in the absence in the
east of Charles P. Skouras, who is
left
Southern California drive chairman
Is the Army," at the Warner Theatre,
visit
Leo Carrillo, representing actors, and
Memphis, first house to show the film
Ben H. Wallerstein, of Warner Thefollowing its New York bow, took in
atres.
With Skouras as chairman are
about §60,000, which goes to the Army
division
David Bershon as treasurer and Stein
Emergency Relief,

Osserman, Midwestern
manager for RKO Radio,
Sunday for Chicago after a brief
to the home office.
J.
trict

C.

$60,000 for

dis-

•
Jules Lapidus, Eastern
for the single Frisales manager for Warner Bros., reas secretary.
day night performance.
turned yesterday from an up-state and
In
Indianapolis,
500 Theatres Represented
Gov.
H.
F.
New England tour.
Schricker and Mayor Tyndall will
Approximately 500 Southern Cali•

M. A. Lightman has returned to serve as co-chairmen of the citizen's fornia theatres represented pledged
committee for the Aug. 17 opening at collections.
While the machinery is
Memphis after 10 days in New York.
the
Indiana.
The Ohio Theatre, undetermined, the probability is that
•
Morris Jacobson, manager of the Lima, O., and Columbia, Portsmouth, collected funds will be assigned to inBridgeport Strand Amusement circuit, O., have set Aug. 26 for their pre- dividual communities where undermieres.
"Army" opens at the RKO housing is flagrant. The State law
is vactioning in the Catskills.
Capitol, Cincinnati,

•

Aug. 12.
P.
O'Connor,

Mayor Dennis
Jeanette Berliner, Republic book- Hartford,
heads a committee
er, at New Haven, is vacationing in
Canada.

Herman

•
Levy, Connecticut

MPTO

executive secretary, is vacationing in
Old Forge, N. Y.
•
Sanford Leavitt, ex-booker for the
Washington circuit, is now with the
Red Cross as assistant field director
out of Washington.
•
Frank Morin, manager of the Regal Theatre, Hartford, has returned
from a vacation in Atlantic City.
•

"MR. LUCKY"
LARAINE

Premiere of Irving Berlin's "This

of

charge
of the premiere at the Strand Theatre on Aug. 18.
New Haven's premiere will take place at the Roger
Sherman, on Aug. 25, while the
Bridgeport opening is on Aug. 18.
in

Agnew

Sets Contest
For 'HaiV Showings

A

contest for theatre managers in
which $1,400 in War Bonds will be
awarded for the six best selling campaigns on "So Proudly
Hail,"

We

which

will

have wide showing during

provides that the California War
Council, functioning under a $2,500,000
appropriation, may match funds raised
by communities for underhousing.
Thus, a given town requiring help
may get a hypothetical $5,000 through
the industry's forthcoming drive, then
apply to the State for a similar matching amount. Not specified is how arrangements will be perfected. Predicated on the progress thus far, probably buildings which are unused will
be leased and equipped through priorities granted through WPB.

RKO
RKO

BOB HOPE

A Paramount
B

il&\*

Lena

Person

BENNY

u

AND BAND
CONDOS BROS.
JACK MARSHALL
T M eS

Picture

PARAMOUNT

HORNE

Bill

s q'u a r e

ROBINSON

Cab CALLOWAY
and his band

0^

CCSTUKY FOX PICTURC

5AV
KUA YT
20th

PLUS A BIG
STACE SHOW

7th Ave.
* 50th St.

LOEWS

State
ON SCREEN
JOAN

yesterday set up a schedule of

FRED
MacMURRAY

Sept. 5 to 11,

In

BETTY HUTTON

Trade Show Dates

was New York trade showings for exhibiHarvey Eisenberg, manager of
tors for five of its new films. "A Lady
announced
yesterday
Neil
Agnew,
by
Proven Pictures, Hartford, has regeneral sales manager of the company. Takes a Chance" and "So This Is
turned from a vacation at Nantasket
Washington" will be screened on MonFirst prize will be a S500 bond
Beach.
day, Aug. 16
"The Fallen Sparrow"
•
second, $350 in bonds third, $250, and
Paramount Week,

with
DAY
AN RKO RADIO PICTURE

Gala Stago Revue
Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.
Circle 6-4600

CRAWFORD

L.O, JACK
THE DAME

HI,

"ABOVE

HAPPY FELTO

SUSPICION"

;

;

M. McKechneay,

treasurer of fourth,

and sixth prizes

Tri-States Theatres, and his family,
and A. G. Stolte, district manager,
in
have returned from vacations

of $150,
$100 and $50 in bonds, respectively.
Awards will be made on the basis of
gross done for the picture, compared

Canada.

with

L.

•

fifth

grosses

on

comparable Parathe house has

mount product which

Aileen McLaughlin, former Uni- played. Theatres playing the picture
Des Moines, has left to not later than Oct. 30 may enter the

versal cashier,

make her home

in California.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

contest.

and

"Adventures of a Rookie" on
Tuesday, Aug. 17, and "The Seventh
Victim," on Wednesday, Aug. 18.

PALACE
WALTER HUSTON

Frankel Leaves United
Mortimer Frankel, with the United
Artists
publicity
department since
1936, has resigned to join the script
department of Columbia Broadcasting.

•

"MISSION TO

B

WAY &

47th

St.

ANN HARDING

MOSCOW"

and

"Two Senoritas from Chicago"
JOAN DAVIS • JINX FALKENBERG
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MGM's

First
1943-'44 Block

Review

May Have 14

{Paramount)

(Continued from page

1

to be determined for 1943-44.
in turn, depends materially on

That,

market

The combination of fac
therefore, makes it impossible to

requirements.
tors,

predict the company's lineup with full
accuracy since Metro itself is not committed to an irrevocable number.

Tuesday, August

194

Schine Action
Off Until U.S.

"The Good Fellows"
(i

10,

HP HE GOOD FELLOWS,"

produced by Walter

SettlesDecree

Hollywood, Aug. 9
MacEwen and dl-

rected by Jo Graham, is a pleasing little comedy well sprinkled with
wholesome gag situations and touched up with a dash or two of pathos
in the right spots.
The story is about a "joiner" forever organizing
fraternal chapters and letting his business slide.
He comes through
with flying colors in the end through the timely assistance of his daughter's sweetheart who also happens to be a son of the town's leading banker and the "joiner's" worst enemy.

(Continued from page

1 )

Attorney General Tom C
Clark it has been decided to try
wrap all the motion picture cases
one package," and accordingly no f
ther action will be taken in this matter until a policy has been worked out
with respect to the decree, and offisistant

i

Kellaway handles the role of the ineffectual businessman, his
bound up in brotherly love and fraternal doings, to get the most cials of the circuit will be so advised
out of it. Helen Walker, as his daughter, does well by the role, and if they come to Washington this week,
shows promise of doing better with meatier parts. Diana Hale, as the as expected.
A special committee of Allied offinally been set, indications are it may tom-boyish younger daughter, is quite adequate, as is
James Brown as ficials and directors, accompanied by
reach what would be a new high sold the banker's son home on leave from the Army.
Kathleen Lockhart, as representatives of the Pacific Coast
in a single group since decree selling
usual is excellent as the joiner's wife. The screen play was based on a Conference of Independent Theatre
was inaugurated. "Madame Curie'
play by George S. Kaufman and Herman Mankiewicz.
Owners, met with Clark today for a
the
candiRussia"
are
"Song
of
and
Running time, 70 mins. "G."*
dates which would swell the group.
Jack Cartwright discussion of the decree situation, on
which they are to make a detailed
on an initial
block of 10, the number next jumped
to 11 and, while 14 have not yet

Having

Block

determined

No.

1

Cecil

soul

includes

currently

"Above Suspicion," "Best Foot For
"Dr.

ward,"

*"G" denotes general

Case," "Girl Crazy," "I Dood It,"
"Lassie Comes Home," "The Man
From Down Under," "Salute to the
Maisie,"
Shift
Marines,"
"Swing

"Tartu" and "Young Ideas."

Sherman's First Is 'Utah'
Hollywood, Aug. 9. — Harry Sher- 'Let's
man, United Artists producer, announced yesterday that "Utah" is the

name

of a

Completed, and by every indication,
heading for release next season are
"The Cross of Lorraine," with Pierre
Aumont, Gene Kelly, Peter Lorre and
Sir Cedric Hardwicke; "Cry Havoc,"
with an all-women cast led off by

Margaret Sullavan, Ann Sothern, Joan
Blondell, Fay Bainter and Marsha
Hunt; "Lost Angel," with Margaret
O'Brien, James Craig and Marsha
Hunt; "Right About Face," with Kay
Kyser and Marilyn Maxwell "Thousands Cheer," with Kathryn Grayson,
Gene Kelly, Mary Astor, John Boles
and virtually the entire Metro roster
as guest players. Included are Mickey
Rooney, Judy Garland, Red Skelton,
;

Eleanor Powell, Ann Sothern, Lionel
Barrymore, Margaret O'Brien, Lucille
Ball, Marsha Hunt, Frank Morgan,
Virginia O'Brien, Lena Home, Kay
Kyser, Bob Crosby and Ben Carter
and their orchestras as well as Jose
Iturbi, the concert pianist.

Greer Garson and Walter Pidgeon
are co-starred in "Madame Curie." In
"Song of Russia" are Robert Taylor
and Susan Peters.
14 Additional

to the finish

"America," with Brian Donlevy
"Andy Hardy's
and Ann Richards
Mickey
Blonde
Trouble,"
with
Rooney and Bonita Granville "Broadway Rhythm," with George Murphy,
Ginny Simms, Charles Winninger and
Tommy Dorsey and his band "A Guy
Named Joe," with Spencer Tracy and
Irene Dunne "The Heavenly Body,"
with Hedy Lamarr and William
Powell "Meet the People," with Lucille Ball, Dick Powell and Vaughn
Monroe and his band "Rationing,"
with Wallace Beery and Marjorie
Main; "See Here, Private Hargrove,"
Robert Walker and Donna
with
Reed; "Whistling in Brooklyn," with
Red Skelton and Ann Rutherford
"White Cliffs of Dover," with Irene
Dunne and Alan Marshal.
Before the cameras between now
and early September will be "The
:

It' Is

for $95,000

At the Paramount

ability of

the

desir-

changes in the decree and the

experibeing
made throughout the country. Allied
officials expressed their intention of
submitting information along the lines
laid down by Clark, showing what has
happened to individual exhibitors in
investigation
ences under

W.

;

of

it,

exhibitors'

which

is

now

B. to Reissue

Eight in 1943-44

;

;

Have Tender Grapes," with Margaret
O'Brien and Jackie Jenkins "Portrait
Herbert MarLunt-Fontanne
stage play "The Seventh Cross," with
Pandro S. Berman
Spencer Tracy
"They Were Expendwill produce
able," possibly for Tracy
Sidney A.
Franklin will produce
"Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo"
"Three Men in
White," one of the "Dr. Gillespie"
series, with Lionel Barrymore "Without Love," with Katherine Hepburn
and Spencer Tracy "Ziegfeld Follies,"
with Fred Astaire Arthur Freed will
;

of Dorian Gray," with
shall ; "The Pirate," the
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

produce.

New

Technicolor High

The company
in

Technicolor.

will reach a new high
Finished in color are

'Best Foot Forward," "Lassie

Comes

;

Home" and "Thousands

Cheer."

In
production are "America" and "Broadway Rhythm." Planned are "Dragon
Seed," "Kismet," "Mr. Co-Ed," "Meet
Me in St. Louis," "The Pirate" and
"Ziegfeld Follies" for a total of 11.

;

:

Face

;

;

;

Wednesday and Thursday.
The conference covered

;

;

;

Allied board meeting
be held in Baltimore

Charles
Ghost,"
with
specific situations, and assured him of
(Continued from page 1)
Laughton, Robert Young and Martheir full cooperation.
"Gaslight,"
with for the third week and holds for a
garet
O'Brien;
Just returned from New York,
fourth.
Charles Boyer and Ingrid Bergman
where he conferred with representaThe third week, ending tonight, of tives of the industry, late last week,
"Kismet," with Ronald Colman and
Richard Carlson; "Mr. Co-Ed," with "Stormy Weather," at the Roxy, sim- Clark said considerable material is beRed Skelton, Esther Williams and mered off to an estimated $60,000 ing compiled regarding the situation.
Harry James and Xavier Cugat and gross, with Bobby Sherwood, his or- He does not plan any further trips inchestra and Connee Boswell on the to the field until next month, when he
their bands.
"Heaven Can Wait," with may return to the West Coast for
Rapidly advancing in preparation stage.
Ilona Massey, Veloz and Yolanda and further conferences with producer and
and unquestionably to be produced are
Jerry Colonna as the vaudeville at- exhibitor representatives.
these: "Dragon Seed," no cast, Jack
Conway to direct "Meet Me in St. tractions, open at this house tomorrow
morning.
Louis," with Judy Garland, Mary
"Stage Door Canteen," for its sevVinAstor and Margaret O'Brien
enth week at the Capitol, is expected
"National
cente Minelli will direct
to gross $57,000, which is excellent
Velvet," with Mickey Rooney
Merand the bill, with Phil Spitalny and
vyn Le Roy will direct "Our Vines

;

Fourteen additional attractions are
shooting or will go into production in
Shooting are
two to three weeks.

the
to

Canterville

;

most of them close

Good

Western

film for his first
Technicolor production for U. A.

Completed Films

these,
line

report at
scheduled

classification.

Criminal

Gillespie's

Barring changes in plans which may
set back some of these attractions or
perhaps move others to be determined
in ahead of them, this makes a total
of 44.
If M-G-M stands by its expected 36 for the new season, completion of those outlined would give
the company an early backlog of eight
for the following year.

his

orchestra on the stage,
holds for an eighth and final stanza.
all-girl

"Du Barry Was

a

(Continued from page 1)

Lady" and Horace

"Souls at Sea" and "Union
In some spots, "Desire," or
"The Constant Nymph," at the "College Swing," is being substituted
Strand, with Carmen Cavallaro and for "Souls at Sea."
his band on the stage, is expected
is surveying exhibitor needs
to gross $45,000 for its third week currently prior to making a decision
with the bill holding for a fourth. on what films to reissue during '43-'44,
"Best Foot Forward"
is
running according to Robert Mochrie, general
smoothly at the Astor, where esti- sales manager.
has several
mates place the gross at $19,000 for films which they have reissued of late
the sixth week of the picture.
with considerable success "Top Hat,"
"Victory Through Air Power" did "Five Came Back," "The Informer"
an estimated $14,000 gross in its third and "Gunga Din."
week at the Globe, which ended FriRepublic has 18 Gene Autry Westday.
The picture grossed an esti- erns ready for '43-'44 reissue, while
mated $3,700 in the first two days of Monogram announced that present
its fourth week.
"Hers to Hold" is pians call for the reissuing of "Her
headed for about $19,000 at the Cri- First Romance," Alan Ladd starrer,
terion in its third week and will hold under the title, "The Right Alan."
for a fourth.
The second week of
"Bomber's Moon," at the Rialto, will
gross about $6,000, according to present indications, with "Frontier Badmen" slated to open at the house Fri9.
The Detroit
Aug.
day.
Detroit,
Variety Club will hold its annual golf
tournament tomorrow at the Knoll'Bell' Gets
wood Country Club, with John McHollywood, Aug. 9. Paramount Pherson, its former chief barker and
has arranged for the opening of a now with National Screen in New
second theatre, the United Artists, for York, as its honored guest.
the local premiere of "For Whom the
Another guest will be George DemBell Tolls," Aug. 16, at the Carthay bow, vice-president of National Screen,
Circle Theatre.
with whom McPherson is now serving.

Heidt and

his entertainers

open at the dual

Capitol Aug. 19.

bill,

Pacific."

RKO

RKO

:

Detroit Variety Club

Golf Tourney Today

—

Second House

—

.

.

THE NEWS!
First

6 days

at Keith's Memorial,

Boston, indicates biggest picture

week

in history

of house

.

.

r

All

79 New England and New York

State theatres opening over past

week report business super-sensational to new highs
.

47

cities in

.

Northwest from

Cali-

Canada ready for Boxoffice tidal wave as another gigantic
fornia to

area premiere hits climax this week!

i
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Hollywood, Aug. 9
follows

"Going

My Way"

with "Road to Utopia,"
costarring Dorothy Lamour. Then he
°oes into "California."

Jack Moss today joined Columbia
as a producer.
•

Gregory Ratoft" is discussing his
second film with Mae West following
"Tropicana," now shooting for CoIt would follow her Broadlumbia.
way appearance in the "Catherine the
Great" play.
•

Seabees," probably Republics biggest film of next season,
goes into production Aug. 21. Albert
J. Cohen is producing.

"Fighting

•

Harry Arthur,
is

the theatre operator,
He goes
visiting his soldier son.

East tomorrow.
•

Jed Harris

is

conferring with Joseph
stage play pro-

M. Schenck on Fox's
gram.

He

leaves for the East

Wed-

nesday.

He has
Ebele, resigned.
been the latter's assistant for the last
six years.
•
ing

Edward

Charles Laughton goes into a major
role in "Dragon Seed," at M-G-M,
alongside Walter Huston.

High for Red Cros-

(Paramount)
another satisfactory action drama for the William Pine-WilHam Thomas producing combination. Set against a background of
an Illinois coal field, "Tornado" recounts the rapid rise of Chester Morris, a young happy-go-lucky miner, once he ties up with Nancy Kelly, a
socially ambitious cabaret singer.
Featured in the footage are several
mine disasters, and finally the tornado of the title which provides a solution to Morris' angled domestic problems created by his willful wife's
ambition to be a socialite.
The screenplay, by Maxwell Shane, based on a novel by John Guedel,
has Morris alienate himself from his former buddies in the shaft by his
hard driving ambitions, once Miss Kelly takes him in hand. Morris becomes a competitor of his former mine employers when the supposedly
worthless farm left to Miss Kelly turns out to contain rich bituminous
Morris develops the mine with borrowed capital but Morgan
deposits.
Conway, the son of his former employer, who is in financial difficulties
and is anxious to acquire the new mine, sets out to ruin Morris. Morris
refuses to believe that his wife is two-timing him until he finds her in
Conway's arms. The tornado neatly solves his problem by killing Conway and his wife, and enables him to find his true love, the daughter
of one of his former buddies.

CCORE

^

Miss Kelly sings two songs, "I'm Afraid of You" and "There Goes
My Dream." Direction is by William Berke. The action customers

WE

COWBOYS

(Continued from page

Milton Livingston

"G"*

1

campaign

for the industry, yesterday expressed "appreciation for the
untiring efforts of those who took

of the

part" and said, "They can take real
pride in another outstanding war service."

In addition to audience collect;

n

sums contributing to the grand
were $415,000 from Hollywood

dividual contributions; $331,910 from
film corporations
§240,642 from the
Red Cross show held at Madison
;

Square Garden under sponsorship

of

the industry; and $67,220, representing other individual gifts from indittj
try personnel.
The total of $3,067,236.25 in audience collections was made up of sum;
reported by the various exchangt
areas, as follows
Albany, $36,735; Atlanta, $168,000
Boston, $156,901; Buffalo, $60,122
Charlotte, $93,273 Chicago, §189,128
Cincinnati, $78,753; Cleveland, $98,
771; Dallas, $167,086; Denver, $37,
Des Moines, $41,764 Detroit
501
$139,484; Indianapolis, $80,000; Kan
Los Angeles, $169,
sas City, $57,390
499; Memphis, $48,000; Milwaukee
$53,534; Minneapolis, $102,888; Nev
Haven, $61,184; New Orleans, S94,
958; New York, $390,432.52; Okla
homa City, $22,897.76; Omaha, $28,
317; Philadelphia, $180,885; Pitt?
burgh, $80,277 Portland, $41,233 Si'
Louis, $34,816; Salt Lake City, $43,
309; San Francisco, $150,236; Seattle
$47,507; Washington, D. C, $112,34;;

;

especially will be pleased.
Running time, 83 mins.

;

;

Sues for $900,000
—

Exchanges Ask More

Billy" Anderson, who sued Paramount
for $600,000 alleging damage over a

48-Hour Exemptions

Los Angeles, Aug.

claimed

Spangled

9.

"Broncho

"Star
increased
Superior Court

mention
Rhythm," today

harmful

the total to $900,000 in
here.

in

SMARTEST HORSE IN

(Continued from page

heretofore

ROY ROGERS TRIGGER
KING
Kll
OF

i

"Tornado"

'G" denotes general classification.

George Berthelon was named Paramount production manager, succeed-

1943

10,

$4,122,008 All-Time

Review

Coast Flashes
CROSBY

Tuesday, August

WE MOVIES

'SONG OF

TEXAS

1

in

1)

Washington,

;

;

Buffalo,

Cleveland and Portland.
Diversified
orders in Detroit, placing Columbia
on a 44-hour week and M-G-M on a
48-hour week have been appealed. Petitions for exemptions are still pending in Seattle and San Francisco.
In its petitions for exemption from
the orders, issued in critical manpower shortage areas, the industry contends that it cannot increase production or release exchange manpower to
other industries by going on the 48hour week, which are the principal
objectives of the orders.
It is contended, on the other hand, that the
extended work week would increase
the payrolls of film exchanges and
contribute thereby to inflation.

Consolidated Net

More Than Double
(Continued from page 1)
quarter of 1943 are equivalent to 50
cents on 400,000 shares of preferred
stock outstanding and eight cents on
524,973 shares of common stock outstanding and compares with 30 cents
per share earned on the preferred in
the same quarter of 1942.
The foregoing earnings are subject to the renegotiation provisions of the National
Defense Appropriation Act.

WLB Promises Action

'All- America

Team'

Set for Loan Drivt
(Continued from page 1)
ported yesterday on their return fror
meetings in Washington on the cam
paign,
which takes place Sept.

through

21.

"The industry

is working for tb
Treasury Department's War Financ
Committee. Its members in the state
counties and towns should be part c
in thei
any action taken by the
areas," Beall and Harmon declare

WAC

in a joint statement.

Theodore Gamble, former theatn
man, who is now national director o
Osca
the War Finance Committee
A. Doob, assistant national directc
in charge of advertising, and othe
Treasury department personnel attend
ed the Washington sessions alon
with representatives of the screei
press, radio, merchants and outdooc
;

advertising companies.

MOI

Producing 25
For Commercial Us>
(Continued from page l)

for a non-theatrical program and 2'<
are being made for other Governmei
agencies.
Also,
is releasing monthly
15-minute news picture without charg

MOI

previous
which
replaces
fjjp
a
minute weekly film. In addition, tl
number of two and four-reelers ar
feature war films released on a con
mercial basis

is

being increased.

In Local 306 Fight
(Continued from page 1)

WLB

since Mar. 22, when a decision of an impartial referee, appointed
by the local
favoring the union,
was sent to the
at Washington
for approval.
of

WLB,

WLB

Scrap Paper Campaign

—

Menasha, Wis., Aug. 9. Over 12
000 pounds of scrap were turned ovto the scrap paper committee here
Robert Kautzer, manager of the
nasha Theatre, after a free scrap shd
\

M

1

;:
;

Tuesday. August

10,
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Reviews
"Frontier
(

Bad Men"

U niversal)
Hollywood, Aug. 9

HERE

is

an honest picture.

I

scene

is

Abilene,

when cow men from Texas drove

Kans.,

in

the

up the
trail to the market place, disport themselves with licker and shooting and
have a time of it. A Western, reeking of the outdoors, and good women
packaged for what it is and with no pretenses beyond
-Mid bad men
The result is a show with a bang and bangs, cut out of the
t.
raditional pattern and prepared for the taste of those who accept the
roaring '80s,

i

Its

their herds

—

type.

,

These stories never vary much. This time, there is a mysterious
syndicate acting as self-appointed middleman between the cow herders
and the Kansas City market. With the persuasion of guns, the price
to cattlemen is fixed at a figure that means profit to the syndicate, not
to the men who raise the beef on the hoof.

Robert Paige, personable, enters the scene, properly determines it has
an odor about it and sets out to discover who the head man is and run
"him out of business. He does that, of course, and in due time, plus
competent assistance from Noah Beery, Jr., Andy Devine, Leo Carrillo
and Frank Lackteen. Plot manoeuvres include an assortment of killings, a cattle stampede and two love skeins.
One brings Anne Gwynne
and Beery together and the other, Paige and Diana Barrymore.
j

Stress is placed on comedy, via Devine and Carrillo.
Villainy is
emphasized by Thomas Gomez, cafe owner who, it will be suspected
quickly enough, is also the menace of the syndicate.

Ford Beebe produced and directed
Western model.
Running time, 77 minutes. "G."*

*

in the acceptable

groove long since

fabricated for the

"Robin Hood on the Range"
(Columbia)

Hollywood, Aug. 9
maintains the standard of the Charles
* Starrett Westerns in this one, with William Berke directing it in
i manner to keep it jammed with action and moving smoothly to a
ogical justice triumphs and with Starrett leading the battle for the right.

PRODUCER JACK FIER

The

story has Starrett, as Steve Marlowe, returning home to find his
grab and utterly ruthless in his
reatment of the homesteaders. He breaks with him, takes over the
lob'm Hood job of the Vulcan, whom he has shot after an attempted
loldup, and helps the settlers to obtain justice through the U. S. Land
i

^ter-father involved in a railroad land

Office.

Starrett puts plenty of

punch

in

his

role

and Kay Harris, as his
him from exposure by

helps him out and saves
heir foster-father's suspicious foreman-

omely

1

sister,

Julie,

Kenneth MacDonald plays the grasping stepfather, land-hungry, and
nmindful of the suffering of others, while Douglas Drake is effective
s his gunfighter foreman.
Arthur Hunnicutt is drawlingly right as
Arkansas", and Hal Price is a good, oldtime sheriff. The Jimmy
Vakely Trio turns in some good song numbers in western style.
Running time, 57 minutes.
"G."*
Jack Cartwright
*"G" denotes general

classification.

Region Objects to
Spanish Picture
"Honeymoon

Nights,"

a

Grovas-

lohme Spanish production, receives
Class B rating in the Legion of DeJ;ncy's current ratings, the Legion obitcting to

suggestive dialogue.

Rated Class A-I for general patro"Girl Crazy," M-G-M
.Hail to the Rangers," Columbia
The
Kansan,"
United
Artists
Sleepy
Lagoon."
Republic,
and
We've Never Been Licked," Uniersal.
Class A-II rating, for adults,

age were

ent
to
odge."

Universal's

"Honeymoon

Opera* Premiere Aug. 19
Universal will world-premiere "The
hantom of the Opera," starring NelEddy, at the Palace Theatre, Cin-

m

nnati,

on Aug.

19.

Skyrocketing Sensation

Business

Of Paramount's

Booms
ODT

Springfield. Mass.— With the
granting the local bus company permission to restore 50 per cent of the
recent mileage cut and motorists ignoring the
pleasure-driving ban,
managers here are looking for ways to
meet the new "rush" of business.

THE CITY THAT

OPA

New Broadway
Duke

Musical

STOPPED HITLER

Ellington,

bandleader and
composer, who has appeared in several films with his band, has completed
the score and is nearing completion
of the book for a Broadway stage production of "Aesop's Fables," which
David Wolper will produce shortly.

New Mgr.

Heroic Stalingrad"

for Majestic

Des Moines, Aug. 9.—"Buck" Cole,
of Iowa City, has taken over the management of the Majestic Theatre
DeWitt, for G. L. DeNune.

at
I

Our next big war job— Third War Loan September 9th-20th

(These pictures
SPIES'

illustrate

methods used — have no connection with actual enen

MEETING PLACE ...To

get evidence

may con-

that will convict, investigators

an adjacent room,
of movies of such
"business conferences" as that shown here.
ceal a

CinerKodak

make thousands of

in

feet

How the Cine-Kodak is sound-proofed
and arranged to "see" through an innocent-looking wall
and other photo.

.

.

graphic details necessary for satisfactory
results
can't be told now.
.

.

.

SecretAgents

not so Secret

9

iMxialk ^

to
A CASUAL LETTER loses its "innocence" when a Kodak film, with the
aid of ultraviolet rays, discloses the
real

message— in

invisible ink.

e

TL

/TUGGING"

special-purpose films

the criminal— taking

-LVJ. his picture "full figure, full face,

—

and profile" is the widest use of
photography by the police. That's
useful

— after he's caught.

But
he's

catch him
wanted man

first,

the

.

be sure

.

.

.

get evi-

on

a

man

its

own

.

.

the alert

it

sees with

Photography makes
are often on
near the meeting places of

Cameras

—

suspected enemy agents even their
"casual" meetings on the street.

Kodak special-purpose films find
unseen fingerprints on surfaces

Serving

human

tell-

can even photograph

.

the aid of invisible infrared "light."
f

*

1

isn't finished

eyes.

this possible.

.

absolute darkness, with

in

And photography
the enemy agent when

.

.

document which has been tam-

pered with

exact science.

.

.

or ink strokes,

a

A jury will believe what

—Kodak Infrared Film makes fragments of charred paper readable.

infrared or ultraviolet rays

these
dence no jury can question
are counter-espionage activities
which photography has made an
.

BURNING an incriminating document
no longer safeguards an enemy agent

.

tale differences in ink,

.

.

dusted with a fluorescent powder.
unseen chemical erasures, or bloodstains on cloth, when illuminated by

with

he's trapped.

Through Kodak's Recordak

System,

photographs, fingerprints, and police history ... of 3,000
criminals can be condensed on one
small rollofl6-mm. film— for future
the "records".

reference

.

.

.

.

.

Eastman Kodak Com-

pany, Rochester, N. Y.

progress through Photography
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Hers to Hold"
Tops

at

Quotes

.

.

.

$14,500

Cincinnati

In

9

Critics

11

"THE CONSTANT NYMPH" (Warner

Bros.)

—

LOWELL REDELINGS,

Citizen-News, Hollywood a charming and refreshing picture ... a simple love story beautifully written for the screen
skillfully directed
and the film that won
ideal escapist entertainment
Her performance is on a par with, if not
stardom for Alexis Smith.
Miss
Boyer is at his suave best.
superior to, her established co-stars.
with rare
quality in her difficult role
Fontaine projects a spiritual
.

.

—

Cincinnati, Aug.

9.
Grosses held
a fairly high level, despite appreable competition from the state conAmerican Legion.
the
of
tention
iHers to Hold" topped with an estiAlbee.
td $14,500 at the
;

,)

j

RKO
for

receipts

jj^stimated

week

the

August 11-14:
Hers to Hold" (Univ.)

inding

(33c 40c-+4c-55c)
(Average. $15,000)

Gross: S14.50O.
The Youngest Profession"

RKO PALACE— (2,700)

7

(M-G-M)

(33c-40c-44c-55c) 7

Gross: $12,000. (Average, $13,000)
Stormy Weather" (ZOth-Fox)

RKO SHU BERT— (2,150)

(33c-40c-44c-55c)
days. Gross: $6,500. (Average, $5,000)

Du Barry Was a Lady" (M-G-M)

RKO CAPITOL— (2,000)

,;ross:

(33c-40c-44c-55c)

week, moveover from
(Average, $6 000)

2nd
$6,000.

Albee.

The Leopard Man" (RKO)

RKO GRAND— (1,500)

lays.

Gross:

$4,800.

(33c -40c -44c -50c)
(Average. $6,500)

Background to Danger"

RKO LYRIC— (1,400)

7

(W.B.)

(33c-40c-44c-55c) 7
Palace.

week, moveover from
(Average, $4,500)
,ross: $4,500.
Room" (Col.)
Black
The
Terror House" (PRC)
avs,

2nd

RKO FAMILY— (1,000)

(22c-33c)

4

days.

(Average, $1,400)
ross: $1,250.
Night Plane from Chungking" (Para.)
Gildersleeve's

Bad Day" (RKO)

RKO FAMILY— (1,000)

(22c-33c)

3

days,

(Average, $800)
fcross:
Appointment in Berlin" (Col.)
$800.

KEITH'S— (1,500)
Uoss:

.

skill.

.

.

$5,500)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

LOUELLA

O. PARSONS, L. A. Examiner— The. story is heavy-drama if
you will, with little or no humor. Yet with the magnificent cast and the
magic of Edmund Goulding's direction, it is no ordinary, every-day motion
The surprise of
picture.
A beautiful story told with delicacy and beauty.
does
"The Constant Nymph" is twenty-one year old Alexis Smith who
a job worthy of an actress twice her years.
.

.

.

.

HARRISON CARROLL,

L. A. Herald-Express—-This new screen version
Margaret Kennedy and Basil Dean lacks the crispFor all the skillful camouflage of Director Edmund
Goulding, it remains a conversation piece, charming to be sure, but a little
out of this world like the characters whose fortunes it relates.

of the novel and play by
ness of modern writing.

.

.

.

EDWIN

SCHALLERT, L. A. Times—The book from which the film was
taken was written by Margaret Kennedy nearly twenty years ago and has
little to do with the dynamic present.
It is made surprisingly modern and
alive in the direction, acting and general treatment.

"STORMY WEATHER" (20th Century-Fox)
GILBERT KANOUR, Baltimore Evening Sim— It has been

a long while

Hollywood has vouchsafed a musical with as much solid diversion.
the photoplay starts with a
With a cast composed entirely of Negroes

since

.

rush and finishes with a volcanic dash.
E. T. B. 3D, Baltimore
tion.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

Sun

There is much that is superb entertainment in
"Stormy Weather" is ... a step in the right direc-

.

Autry a Partner in
Broadcasting Deal DAVID LARDNER, New
Phoenix,

Ariz.,

Aug.

—

as one of the incorpoiators of Phoenix Broadcasting, Inc.,
here,
urchaser of station
rom M. C. Reese, indicating his enry into the broadcasting field when
eace comes.
Autry is now a technical sergeant
\.utry is listed

KPHO

t

Luke

Field, near Phoenix.

some swell spots

there are naturally

.

excellences.

NORMAN

o the Coast last year,

"Hers

has returned
d manage Central States' Palace Thetre at Burlington, Iowa, replacing
Harold Lyon, who has moved to the
^nglert at Iowa City, to take the place
f Al Davis.
Davis has been ordered

to
as ever.

.

.

is

a largely fictitious

Tons of Scrap Netted

—

by.

.

.

!

.

with a great cast and

a flock of the season's top song hits!

Hear Mary Sing:
Blow. Gabriel, Blow!
I'm Always Chasing

Rainbow.
I
Had To Bo You

It

—and more

.

The

film

by song.

.

.

The

.

plot just drips.

ness, the
"Hers to
.

.

.

.

.

Baltimore News-Post Miss Durbin is in fine form in
is a fine appealing performance and she sings as ably
bright, amusing, ingratiating.

Hers
is

.

.

.

—

Los Angeles Examiner The freshness, the sweetbeauty of Deanna Durbin have been never more apparent than in
There are moments of comedy
Hold," her happiest grown-up role.
.

.

novel, different, timely.

with no

romantic connip-

—

CLARK,

Hold."

little

.

.

.

Sis» er

'

.

.

—

Los Angeles Times Deanna Durbin goes glamorous
"Hers to Hold," which is a smartly made picture that

eclat in

derives no small part of
ing man. ...

its

esprit

from the presence

of Joseph Cotten as lead-

_

KATE CAMERON, New

News— "Hers

York Daily

tradition of the earlier Universal comedies produced so
around their singing star. . . .

ROB REEL,

Chicago Herald- American

,

i

Hold" is in the
smartly and carefully
to

.

^
1

Ta^
'" Jones
" Ben"„£Bat«««

1

1

— ...
.

V 7 leer."'*
GtA°
n
W0

1

1

by far the best of the Deanna
Durbin pictures since the little songstress grew up into a glamor girl. Deanna
And her director has brought out an honest
is lovely, with a new, sure poise.
acting ability and a nice flare for comedy.

MITCHELL MAY,

the private lives ol

.1.

their romances, their hopes,

.

EDWIN SCHALLERT,
Springfield, Aug. 9. The copper
nd brass collection drive in Springeld, Mass., theatres netted "literally
pnSj" a spokesman for the Red Cross,
/hich will get the proceeds, said to-

.

in the picture.

LOUELLA PARSONS,
.

Arizona for his health.

.

York Post— This picture, though of uneven
quality, jumps and bounces with infectious merriment and rhythm in its
will stand on its own as entertainment due to individual
better numbers

tion relieved occasionally

—

now

till

ARCHER WINSTEN, New

Des Moines, Aug. 9. Lionel Was:on, who worked here before going

Ip

Yorker— "Stormy Weather"

biography of Bill Robinson, featuring Mr. Robinson himself, Lena Home,
Dooley Wilson, Fate Waller, and Cab Calloway. This is a talented cast and

"HERS TO HOLD" (Universal)
GILBERT KANOUR, Baltimore Evening Sun— Prolonged

Wasson Returns

knew

their y earnings

HALE,

N. Y. Daily Mirror— ... the hottest thing in town. Even
if 20th Century-Fox had been indifferent about the production of this film,
which it definitely has not been, the picture would be a natural.

Gene

-he talented new star you cheered
"Shantytown" now comes to you In
her newest hit |. A romantic, reveal.
Ing story of the Hollywood you never
In

the stars

.

WANDA

9.

BIG PICTURE

.

.

.

"Stormy Weather."

(33c-40c-44c-55c) 7 days.

(Average,

$5,000.

.

.

.

Uvs.

days,

.

.

.

RKO ALBEE— U.300)

kys.

.

* a'C, M?-»wettM,
«s» 6ttW

B«v

war

.

M
f

"3*
,

Jr.

"DUBARRY WAS A LADY" (M-G-M)
CO., INC.

INSURANCE

LAURA

—

Philadelphia Bulletin "Dubarry Was a Lady" got a good
scrubbing and cleaning in Hollywood. Pert though she is, pretty Miss Ball is
no Merman ... on the Technicolor screen, "Dubarry Was a Lady" has even
more eye-appeal than the spendthrift stage version.

LEE,

.

Specializing
in

requirements of the

Motion Picture Industry
Maiden Lane, New York
510 W. 6th St., Los Angeles
75

It

.

—

GILBERT KANOUR,
superior.

.

Baltimore Evening Sun Pictorially, the adaption is
has been produced in Technicolor with setting as lavish as gov-

ernment ceiling

will permit.

.

.

.

—

ROB REEL, Chicago Herald-American Are you a tired businessman? Are
you a housewife with the blues? Do you have worries, like everyone else?
and you'll forget, for a while, all
Then go to see "Dubarry Was a Lady"
.

that's troubling you.

.

.

.

.

.

It's

a

REPUBLIC PICTURE
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Man
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20th-Fox Has
33 Set for

YORK,

U.S.A.,

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

11,

10.

U. S.

15 Others on

Tap

—

WMC

between 36 and 40 for the new season, 20th Century-Fox is set on 33
Others may have been
of its total.
If so, they have not
determined.
been divulged.

Fourteen of the 33 are completed
or being polished off technically,
four are shooting, five more start
rolling in the next three or four
weeks and 10 additionally are on
the definite production slate.
This is the program which, by official word, will cost $41,000,000 and
contain no "B's," although in a recapitulation

of

its

plans

studio

a

spokesman declares no differentiation
between "A" and "B" is noted.
In a number of directions, the rej

>

capitulation embraces attractions already declared. In others, the information now becomes official. The 14
attractions completed and, in some instances

"

already

reviewed

in

Motion

Picture Daily, are
"Bomber's Moon," George Montgomery and Annabella "Heaven Can
;

Wait,"

Don Ameche, Gene

Tierney,

(.Continued on page 6)

\

—

Baltimore, Aug. 10. Injunctions
against what independents charge are
unfair trade practices fostered both by
distributors and large circuits, to be
recommended for incorporation in a
re-drafted consent decree, stand here
today as No. 1 on the agenda of a
special directors' meeting of National
Allied, opening Wednesday morning,

Lord

Baltimore Hotel,
running through Thursday.

at

the

In Product Talks OWI Is

Fox West Coast
of M-G-M's

ject

will
first

large-circuit

FWC

execuAngeles, to confer with
on a formula for a contract for
his company's first block of 12-to-14

tives

head negotiations for
and Aaron will be assisted
by George Hickey, Western district
manager for M-G-M.
film buyer, will

the circuit,

Distributors'

Group

Deals covering Republic's entire
1943-44 program with the Golden
State and T. and D. circuits of 88
theatres were reported yesterday by
J. R. Grainger, president, who consummated the deals during his recent
trip to San Francisco.

Washington, Aug.

10.

—Organiza-

tion of the Motion Picture Section of
the Office of Civilian Requirements
got under way this week with the offi-

transfer of George N. McMurphey from the Office of Price Adcial

ministration to serve as

McMurphey

its

chief.

probably act as
assistant to Donald R. Longman, aswill

WPB

Vice-Chairman Arthur D. Whiteside, and in that ca-

sistant

to

pacity

will

tivities

OCR

handle various
acother than those dealing with

films.

OCR

officials

said today

that only

groundwork of the new organization, which is to be set up to protect

the

(Continued on page 6)

Washington, D.

C.,

Aug.

10.

— No

be under the same general arrange-

candidates whatever have as yet presented themselves for the position of
chief of the motion picture bureau of
the Office of War Information, but
Palmer Hoyt, director of domestic
operations, still is hopeful of getting
some important industry executives to
take the job, officials here said today.
George Lyon, chief of the
news bureau, also is meeting difficulty
in his search for a newsreel contact
man, the only suggestion so far made
being William P. Montague, Jr., former Paramount newsreel executive,
now with the
overseas branch.
Montague is rated highly in OWI, and
it was said he would not be taken
away from his present assignment if
he prefers to remain there.
Elimination of the
motion pic-

(Continued on page 6)

(Continned on page 6)

Plans Bond Premieres
Plans

for
war bond
the month of

premieres

September

industry activities in connection with the Third War Bond
Drive were discussed at a meeting of
the distributors' division of the War
Activities Committee yesterday.
releases
September
available by distributors

Outstanding

Grainger in Deal
With Coast Circuits

Picture Section

Still

new season.
throughout
Edward Zabel, Fox West Coast and other

for the

Up

Looking for
Chiefs for Two Film Units

be the sub-

negotiations for 1943-44 product. Eddie
Aaron, Metro circuit sales manager,
will leave New York Friday, for Los

and

The injunctions are to serve as an
alternative in case the Government
does not reopen its "key" New York
anti-trust action after expiration of
the decree, on Nov. 20. Hand-inhand with these injunctions is Allied's
(Continued on page 6)

Fox West Coast,MGM

Minneapolis, Aug.

will be

made

September war bond premiof which are to be anlater.
nounced by the
Yesterday's meeting also discussed
distribution arrangements for the new

for the
eres,

details

WAC

War

Information
of Office of
subjects. Distribution of the 26 subjects to be made by the industry will
series

10.

— Formal

request for divorcement of major
circuit operation from distribution
in such manner as to circumvent
other exhibition monopolies being
created has been sent to the Department of Justice at Washington
by North-Central Allied Independent Theatres, of which Donald
Guttman is president.

OCR Starts Setting

Today on Decree

to

Extension: Allied

WMC

Allied Meeting

Asked

Circumvent Monopoly

WMC

By RED KANN
Hollywood, Aug. 10. Ranging

TEN CENTS

Circuit Sales

WMC

14 Completed, 4 Shooting,

Industry

Prevent Intact

—Rejecting an application of local exhibi-

tors for classification of theatres as "locally needed activities," the
Washington office of the War Manpower Commission declares that
such a classification is a matter which should be dealt with nationally rather than on a regional basis, it was learned today.
officials to get into the
The disinclination of the regional
field of classification was made known to A. Julian Brylawski, of
Warner Brothers, chairman of a local exhibitor committee which
submitted the proposal as a means of getting possible assistance
in dealing with manpower problems.
Brylawski today said he had laid the matter before the
in the hope that some aid might be secured in filling theatre staffs.
officials here, however, took the position that such a petition
chairman, on a
should be submitted to Paul V. McNutt,
national basis since it dealt with a problem which has been raised
in practically every community.

New Season

Picture

1943

Local Theatre Manpower Problem
Placed in Hands of WMC's McNutt
Washington, August

to the wkjtson

OWI

OWI

OWI

•-

"We will press hard for a
provision circumventing affiliated circuits from being transferred intact to anyone, and
limiting the number of theatres that could be disposed of
to
any person or corporation," declared Guttman in a
statement to Motion Picture
Daily.

North-Central Allied's proposal to
Department of Justice was accompanied by the listing of nine specific
trade practices complained of as un-

the

and a three-part program for obtaining relief therefrom.
Besides divorcement of theatres in pieces, the
program calls for no limitation on the
number of features that may be pur(Continued on page 6)
fair,

RKO, Loew

in

Same

Deals in 1943-44
Metropolitan New York
expects to continue current
season's product deals with the same

RKO's

circuit

major distributors during 1943-44,
Harold Mirisch, chief film buyer for
the circuit, disclosed yesterday. Majors selling this year to the circuit
here are
Warners, 20th Century(Continued on page 6)
:

Raftery Predicts

Year
— "The
big-

'Biggest* United
Hollywood, Aug.

10.

gest year in history" was predicted for
United Artists by Edward C. Raftery,
president, at a stockholders' meeting
today attended by Mary Pickford,
Charles Chaplin, David O. Selznick,
Sir Alexander Korda, Danel O'Shea,
president of Vanguard Productions,
George L. Bagnall and M. Silberberg.
Raftery said, "The report of the first
six months indicates that the company
will have its biggest year both in domestic and foreign markets."

Motion Picture Daily

Personal
Mention
GELL of Pathe,
\\7 ILLIAM has
arrived in
VV London,

Insider's
By RED
Hollywood, August 10
Ltd.,

New

for a business visit and will be

York

Releasing
Corp. at a cocktail party in the lat-

Producers

by

entertained

ter's offices today.

Col. F. L. Uekkon'

mer head

of the

(retired), forforeign de-

MPPDA

partment, was a visitor at the
Office yesterday.

Hays

Julius Gordon, president of Jefferson Amusement Co., Beaumont, Tex.,
a Paramount affiliate, is a New York
visitor.

David Weshner, of Walt Disney
Prod., and Arnold Stotz of United
Artists, will be in Messina, N. Y., today.
•

Herman Starr, who recently resigned as zone manager for Skouras
Theatres, is now in the diamond business.

Mary

Krellberg,

J.

Pictures,

will

leave

of

Goodwill

tomorrow

for

a

New

Hampshire.
•
Major F. G. Doney, former manager of the Capitol, at St. Thomas'
N.B., and the Palace, London, Ontario, is now with the Canadian Army
vacation in

in

England.

•
Cpl. Sidney Ulan, former assistant
manager of Warners' Stanley, Chester,

now

overseas
Medical Corps.

Pa.,

Army

is

with the

•
Bailey, manager of Warners' Oxford, Philadelphia, has joined

Norman

the

Navy.
•

Thelma Rush,

secretary to

Jack

Greenberg, independent circuit head in
Philadelphia, and Lt. Kenneth Sack
will be married next week in Laredo,
Texas.

•

Stanley Smith, former

treasurer

Philadelphia, has been
inducted into the Army.
Earle,

at the

•
Bailey, of the Westville TheConn.,
and Mrs.
.atre,
Westville,
Bailey have returned there after visiting Mrs. Bailey's father, Morris
Joseph, retired New Haven Universal manager, at Miami Beach.
•
Ted Arnow, Loew publicity man,

Sam

will

enter

the

Army tomorrow

at

Camp Upton.
•
Flora Cohn has resigned as RKO
She plans
cashier and booker here.
to join the

WACs.
•

William Brown, former manager
of the Pickwick, Greenwich, Conn., is
stationed in the Aleutians with the

Army.
•

W. Stewart McDonald, Warner
has returned to the home
from Chicago.

executive,
office

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

EDNA R. CARROLL
MRS. chairman
of the Pennis

sylvania State Board of Motion
by-lined arHcture Censors.
ticle in the Philadelphia Inquirer
finds her charging the industry
with becoming a medium of
propaganda as against continuing its primary function of entertainment.
Her theory is, that propaganda
got its first boot up the ladder in
newsreels, travelogues and eduNothing in
shorts.
cational
Motion Picture Herald's story
which reported her viewpoint
enters the realm of fact to support this latter portion of her
take it there
observations.

A

We

were no

facts

offered,

none

to

report.

Going beyond, she centers
part of her argument on "Mission to Moscow," "Mr. Smith
Goes to Washington," Soviet

and

imports

OWI's

Victory

With

Wednesday, August

Outlook

astonishing is Mrs. Carapproach to the three war

films

"At

mentions.

she

the

Front in North Africa" was the
one made by Colonel Darryl F.
Zanuck under orders of the Signal Corps which Mrs. Carroll
presumably knows is part of the
United States Army,, not a Boy
Scout troop headquartering at
the White House. "Desert Victory" was photographed by the
British

Army

counterpart of the
Corps.
"Prelude
to

Signal

War" was an Army
The

first

project.

two revealed war

in

the raw.
The third, of course,
dealt with the rise of German,

"Desert Victory" and "Prelude
to War" were turned loose as

trine, indeed, but

and Japanese Fascism,
was made by Colonel Frank
Capra under military orders for
military use and later released
Italian

theatrically.

What devious intent is lurking here in writing of these in
terms of "spreading a particular
doctrine or a system of principles ?"

They spread a

inspection.

particular docnot that which
Mrs. Carroll circuitously implies.
Their doctrine is to report the conduct of the war on
several fronts and also to make
clear why there is a war. That,
we stoutly maintain, is public
and patriotic service, not a bordering on the mysterious and
the subterranean which Madame
Censor is suggesting.
"Spreading ... a system of
principles," go her words.
Of
course, spreading a system of
principles.
The principles declared by the President and

The OWI subjects, when not
made by it, were endorsed and

Prime Minister
Churchill.

accepted by a regularly constituted government agency. They
were designed to acquaint the
home front with continuing and
new problems attaching to the
war. They were conceived with
purpose and we believe they fulfilled important and official missions on behalf of the functioning government waging a war
voted by Congress with only one
dissenting vote.
How the Victory Films are

pound and
will be no surrender

documentary

on war

editorials

news and, she

adds, accepted as
such by the national moron, Mr.
Doe. Actually, according to her
lights, they have to be considered from the angle of please
get this
"spreading a particular doctrine or a system of principles
in short, they are propa-

—

—

—

ganda

films."

to frighten

This

is

The word seems

Mrs. Carroll.

strange fruit and rates

Through Air Power" opens
Aug. 18 in Messina, N. Y., and
United Artists report that a
print of the picture has arrived in Sicily. U. A. executives feel it would be neat if
the picture opened in Messina, Sicily, and Messina, N.
Y., on the same day?
Coul<3
be.

Empire-Univ. Meet
In Toronto Thursdai
Toronto,

Aug.

10.

—A

three-da;

convention of Empire-Universal Film
will open at the Royal York Hote
here, on Thursday, with discussion
by officials on the first day to be con
centrated on new season's product c
Republic Pictures, with James B!
Grainger in attendance from Ney
York. The second day will be devote
to Universal Pictures. Those in at
tendance from the home office wii
include William A. Scully, Frank J
A. McCarthy and Bernard B. Kreis:
ler.

Empire-Universal officials in attenc
ance including: Paul Nathan?on,
W. Perry, general manager Haske
M. Masters, Frank Fisher and A. j:
Laurie, the latter being Canadia

A

;

deliberate intent,
we stroll by all, but stop abruptly
by the side of those Victory
films.
Really, it is Mrs. Carroll
who stops us. Her exception to
official
motion pictures
these
gravitates around her statement
they include propaganda and,
particularly, because they represent the regimentation of the industry on the part of the government, according to the Herald.
To Mrs. Carroll, moreover,
"At the Front in North Africa,"
films.

—

2 Messinas Maybe
Walt Disney's "Victory

construable as emphasizing a
regimentation of the industry on
bowed and suppliant's knee before the Washington mighty defies our attempts at reasoning
that one out.
How they can
be viewed as any other manifestation than one emphasizing the
full-scale cooperation of the industry in the common effort,
which is the war effort, similarly passes our understanding.

As

Opening in

'Victory'

KANN

roll's

11, 194':'

Winston

The

manager of Republic, and als
Clair Hague, Canadian representativ
of Universal Pictures.
sales

New Union

Forbids
Publicity Handlini

Theatre managers

in the

New Yor

area who are members of the recent
organized M. P. Theatre Manage)

and Employees Local 152, CIO, wi
no longer be permitted to also hai
die publicity, according to D. F._ Ba
reca, union president. Publicity is tl
province of the Screen Publicis
Guild, which has given the union
vote of support, according to Barrec

United

Names Hirsch

Al Hirsch has joined the

publici

United Artists, Paul N. L
zarus, Jr., publicity and advertisii
Prior
chief, announced yesterday.
joining U. A., Hirsch was with Ur
versal and Paramount.
at

staff

Perrigo with Warners
Chicago, Aug.

10.

—Lucia

Perrig

feature writer and former motion fil
critic of the Herald- American her
will join the W.B. local publicity sta

principles they
thunder That there
:

cism under

names

is

its

until

own and

liquidated in the

Fas-

related

enemy

lands.

This is enterprise in which
the industry is glad to be a
party,
for
this
is
enterprise
keyed to the common good and
the guarantees of the future.
Perhaps all of this is gigantic
undertaking

with

which

Mrs.

Carroll

Maybe

not

is

there

sympathy

in

the

lies

explana

tion.

In this writer's view, it is
perhaps, even more simple. Mrs
Carroll could be a Republican.

Universal looks for an inter
gross hovering mag

national

nificently

and

between

$46,000,000

$45,00O,O0(
financia

this

year.
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40 Shootings
47 Preparing,

52 Editing
Hollywood, Aug. 10.— Production
showed no signs of slacking last week
although there were less pictures beprevious
fore the cameras than the
The studios had 40 shooting,
jjjk.
preparing and 52 editing, as compared to 55 shooting, 41 preparing and

i
'

week

46 editing the

before.

Fourteen finished, as against nine
winding up the previous week. Only
eight new ones were put before the

i

J

cameras, compared to 13 the week bestudio was rushing
fore, but every
preparations on productions which will
roll during the month.

J

there was an increasheavy demand for $5.50 a day
mob scene extras with producers seeking outside the regular extra ranks
for casuals and spurring productions
In addition

ingly

i

:

i

along the line to get as much film
the can as possible before the new
"draft fathers" ruling cuts in further.

all

in

The production scene

Columbia
"Cover
"Tropicana,"
Shooting
Girl," "There's Something About a
:

Soldier," "Is

Everybody Happy?"

"Cowboy

Finished:

in the Clouds,"

"The Gamble of Boston

;

Blackie."

I

Shooting:

Goldwyn
"Up in Arms."

Shooting:

"Andy Hardy's Blonde

1

I

;
.

"The Heavenly Body," "America," "A
Guy Named Joe," "See Here, Private
Hargrove," "Rationing."
Finished: "The Cross of Lorraine,"

"Madame

J

Curie."

Monogram
:

with
Bill

Henry, Tala Birrel, Alan Baxter, H.
B. Warner, Anne Nagel. "East of the
Bowery," with Leo Gorcey and East

|

Hollywood, Aug. 10
Meralta Theatre, in Culver
City, operated bv Principal Thehas taken the best-seller, "Hostages," by Stefan atres, a Fox West Coast affiliate, was
*
Heym, given the book an excellent screen play, by Lester Cole and destroyed by fire early this morning,
Frank Butler, assigned Sol C. Siegel as associate producer, Frank Tut- at a loss of $150,000. It is planned to
tle as director, cast some of its best actors and actresses in the film, and erect a big top show under canvas
the result is a highly-satisfactory picture that should at once meet with until priorities are available to reconstruct it. The Meralta seated 860.
exhibitor and audience approval.
•
Too much cannot be said for the fine acting in this one. Marking the
Publicity directors put the Industry
stalfeatures
such
picture
also
Rainer,
the
Luise
screen
of
the
return to
Service Bureau actively in the "Serwarts as William Bendix, Katina Paxinou, Arturo de Cordova, Oscar
vicemen's Overnight Housing Fund
Homolka and Paul Lukas. Potentialities for exploiting these person- Drive" today to assist in publicity and
They all do terrific jobs.
alities are high and wide.
furnish art and stories for the camThe story deals with the fate awaiting 26 hostages rounded up by paign. It also plans assistance for the
the Gestapo in Prague for the alleged murder of a Nazi lieutenant. The Hollywood Victory Caravan starting
underground goes into action to release hostage Janoshik (William Ben- Sept. 9, boosting the Third War Loan
drive, and Hollywood backing for nadix), who, unknown to his captors, is really the brains of the movetional war chests and participation in
the
over
to
tycoon,
is
won
Czech
coal
daughter
a
of
Rainer,
ment. Luise
the War Chest drive starting Oct. 29.
father,
but
her
free
underground, at first in the hope of finding help to
•
then in full support of the cause.
Joseph Pasternak will produce and
de
Plan of the patriots to obtain release of the hostages by having
Richard Thorpe will direct, M-G-M's
Cordova take the blame for the murder is made unnecessary when Jano- "Two Sisters and a Sailor," starring
shik escapes by a ruse, inducing the Nazis to take hint back to the cafe June Atlyson, Gloria DeHaven and
Harry James and
featuring
the
where he was formerly employed, on the pretext of helping them.
Xavier Cugat bands. Jimmy Durante
Shortly afterward, the Nazis discover that Janoshik is the brains of
As he directs the dynamiting of will have the comedy lead.
the underground, but it is too late.
•
hostages are shot.
remaining
the
barges,
ammunition
German
Paramount has purchased the Stuart
The picture ends with Miss Rainer and de Cordova, who are unsus- Cloete novel, "Curacao." John Farpected of any part in the movement, leaving Gestapo headquarters as a row will direct and the author will
new regime takes over, going on their way to continue their heroic fight write the screen play.
•
for liberty.

THE

(Paramount)

PARAMOUNT

Photography by Victor Milner, and the musical score by Victor
time, 88 rains.

4,819 'Block

&

national possibilities
and
in independent deals for its sixth
1942-43,
last block of features for

50 per cent of

its

Agnew, general

reports.

In the

manager,
weeks of sell-

sales

first five

ing, contracts on block six reached a
revealed.
new high of 4,819,

Agnew

Republic

h

lege Sweetheart."

li

Paramount
Started: "Going
Bing Crosby, Rise

,

!

«
if

j

My

Way," with

Stevens,

James

Brown, Frank McHugh, Barry Fitzgerald and Bob Mitchell's St. Brendan's Boys Choir.
Shooting: "Henry Aldrich's Code of
Honor," "Ministry of Fear," "Standing Room Only," "The Story of Dr
Wassell,"
"Frenchman's
Creek,'
"Hail the Conquering Hero."

P. R. C.

"Harvest Melody," with
Lane,
Johnny
Downs,
Radio Rogues, The Vigilantes, Eddie
TeBaron's Orchestra.
Shooting: "The Underdog."
Finished
"The Girl from Mon
Started:

Rosemary

Terry, Wynne
Shooting: "In Old Oklahoma."
"The Man from Rio
Finished:
Grande," "Here Comes Elmer."

20th Century-Fox
Started: "Lifeboat," with Tallulah
Bankhead, John Hodiak, Canada Lee,
Walter Slezak, Henry Hull, Hume
Cronyn, Heather Angel, Mary Anderson.

Shooting

"Tampico,"

:

"Pin

-

Up

Girl," "Buffalo Bill."

United Artists
(Samuel Bronston)
Shooting "Jack London."
(Harry Sherman)
Finished: "Thundering Hoofs."
(Gregor Rabinovitch)
"The Girl from LeninShooting

:

terey."

RKO-Radio

--

Universal
Shooting: "Set to Music," "Crazy
"AH Baba and the 40
House,"

Richard

Dix,

:

,

II

ex-

on Friday.
•

York by

Jr.,

vice-presi-

due

is

in

New

plane.

Four NEIC Comm. 20th Starts Final
special committee designated by
Meet on Coast Today
the National Entertainment Industry
—Home ofCouncil to consult with Theodore
Los Angeles, Aug.
A

10.

Gamble, of the Treasury Department,
on NEIC's cooperation in the September War Loan drive, has postponed its proposed trip to Washington until Monday, according to James
L. Sauter, of United Theatrical War
Committee, who is the
Activities
NEIC committee chairman.
Theatre sub-committee of NEIC's
project committee will hold a meeting
Thursday morning at Actors Equity
headquarters to work on new projects.
Also, NEIC's arrangements commitheadquartee will meet at
ters on Thursday afternoon to com-

UTWAC

program for the Aug. 23 entertainment industry pledge rally, and
NEIC coordinating committee
the
will meet at the Hotel Astor Thursday evening to discuss participation
in both the September War Bond
drive and in the October National
plete a

War Fund

drive.

branch and studio representatives
of 20th Century-Fox meet here tomorfice,

row, at the Ambassador Hotel, for the
opening session of a three-day regional for Western exchanges.
Tom Connors, vice-president in
charge of distribution; William J.
Kupper, William C. Gehring anil L.
J. Schlaifer will conduct the meetings.
William J. Clark, sales manager of
short subjects, will discuss 20th-Fox
short product already released, as well
as forthcoming lineup of shorts. Richard de Rochemont, vice-president in
charge of production of March of
Time, will discuss MOT, and Paul
Terry will discuss Terrytoon cartoons
scheduled.

Branch, district and division manaand sales personnel of the 12
following branches are represented
Denver, Salt Lake City, Los Angeles, Portland, San Francisco, Segers,

attle,

Steam

to

Manage

for

Warners in Cleveland
Bert

Warner

M.

Stearn,

who

sales force in

Indianapolis,

joined

New York

the
re-

Des

Kansas

City,

St.

Moines,

Minneapolis,

Name Ampa

Unit
Thurs.

Louis,

Omaha.

On Planning

"The Ghost Ship," with
cently, has been appointed Cleveland
A special Ampa luncheon meeting
branch manager for the company, efRussell Wade, Edith
Sister."
Butler's
"His
Thieves,"
Barrett, Eve March,
fective next Monday. He succeeds has been called by Vincent Trotta,
"Higher and
Trail,"
"The
Finished: "Sundown
Higher," with Michele Morgan, Jack
Charles Beilan who returns to the president, for tomorrow at which a
Goes Wild," "Top Man."
Haley, Frank Sinatra, Marcy Mc- Professor
Warner Brothers sales department in planning committee will be named to
take charge of arrangements for the
Guire, Leon Errol, Constance Moore,
Warners
Philadelphia.
The Hartman's, Dooley Wilson.
"Passage to Marseille,"
Shooting
Stearn formerly was district sales organization's first general meeting,
Shooting: "Gildersleeve on Broad- "Rhapsody in Blue," "Conflict," "In manager for United Artists out of Sept. 16. The new committee also will
way," "Revenge," "Government Girl." Our
Time," "Destination Tokyo," Cleveland, and prior to that was discuss plans for subsequent Ampa
meetings.
Finished: "Around the World."
"Shine On, Harvest Moon."
with M-G-M and Warners.
Started:

'

grad."

Universal

his family will leave here

New York

for

:

:

and

Frederick Ullman,
dent of Pathe News,

Meetings Called by

Deals

Paramount has closed approximately

Side Kids, Joan Marsh, Jack LaRue,
Started: "Mystery Broadcast," with
Mary Gordon,
Nils Asther, Frank Albertson, Ruth
Finished: "The Texas Kid," "ColGibson.

!

Fred Stengel

"G."*

Prutzman,

Charles
ecutive,

aid materially.

*"G" denotes general classification.

Neil

Started: "Hitler's Women,"
Nancy Kelly,
Gail
Patrick,

Coast Flashes

"Hostages"

Running

Trouble," "Broadway Rhythm," "Meet
the People," "White Cliffs of Dover,"

,,

Review

Young

M-G-M

3

!

!

!

Tops
nd
a

t/>e

>^

^o5e/

C omin g!
Technicolor!

BAmv

ou

VAS A LADY

Mickey Roone
Juo* Gariani

so nic<

together again;

to hold ovei

FOE ME]
AL

ended Kiih
ord Pacer! /
Record

CAft
THI

M-d-M

^th the fist!

IN

/M|RS
a Weeks!
Extra

Coming

Days

i

Exffe Special
i

To

keep a nation singing

at

its

work The Friendly Company brings

Comedy

the screens of America the biggest and gayest Musical
the industry has ever

Watch

Ball,

after

another and

"BROADWAY RHYTHM" (Ginny

for:

"Rochester;

known! One

1

Tommy

Dorsey and Band);

to

Hits

tor
still

they come.

Powell

Simms, George Murphy,

"MEET THE PEOPLE"

(Lucille

Dick Powell, Vaughn Monroe and Band); and the Greatest Musical

Ever Made, M-G-M's
Stars.

Keep your

ears

"THOUSANDS CHEER" with
The ROARING
to the screen
!

a

screenful of

Lion

e
*
* makes

SINGS

cals /
Begin to plan your campaign now!

Third

War Loan

starts

September gth!
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Circumvent Continuance
33 Set for
Of Monopoly, Says Allied
New Season

20th-Fox Has

{Continued from page 1)

chased at one time, and a prohibition
placed on distributors from condition-

of attaching C.O.D.'s to any feature
it chooses for money claimed due on
undated releases, and denial of right
to appeal local arbitrator's decision
contrary to Section XXII, paragraph
6, of the consent decree."

ing the sale of any fetaure upon any
Dorothy other product, either features or short
subject. "The sale of product in small
McGuire, Robert Young "The Danc- blocks has brought chaos to most indeAlso, "inflexible sales policies ading Masters," Laurel and Hardy
pendent exhibitors," Guttman charges. ministered without regard to individuThe program proposing relief from al problems, and retaliatory measures
"The Gang's All Here," formerly
"The Girls He Left Behind," Alice unfair practices was drawn by a com- directed at exhibitors active in trade
mittee of North-Central headed by organization affairs."
Faye, Carmen Miranda, Phil Baker,
Henry J. Greene, secretary. It listTheatre divorcement, which GuttBenny Goodman and his band "Gua- ed the following as unfair
man said, "we will support vigorously,"
dalcanal Diary," Preston Foster, Wil"Forced sale of undesirable features, "will go a long way in destroying a
liam Bendix, Lloyd Nolan; "Happy
foreign-made product, short subjects, guaranteed market for product and
Harry
Carey,
Ameche,
Land," Don
trailers
Inflationary
film
rentals place the independent exhibitors in the
Frances Dee, Ann Rutherford "Holy
achieved through integrated control of position of a desirable, worthwhile
Gracie
Matrimony," Monty Woolley,
production, distribution and exhibi- customer.
New doors to production
"Jane Eyre,"
Fields, Laird Cregar
be
opened,"
he
continued.
tion Discriminatory contractual privi- will
Orson Welles, Joan Fontaine, Mar- leges
granted
producer-distributor "Healthy competition amongst progaret O'Brien; "The Night Is Endowned theatres Disclosure and ex- ducers will flourish and benefit the
ing," George Sanders, Philip Dorn,
change of exhibitor's boxoffice re- entire industry."
"Roger Touhy,"
Brenda Marshall
ceipts and other confidential informaIn fighting to prevent any company
"Last of the Gangsters," Preston Fostion by distributors, their sales repre- or individual from acquiring a large
Kent Taylor, Louis Andrews
ter,
sentatives, checkers, and other em"The Song of Bernadette," Jennifer ployees Denial to independent exhibi- circuit intact, in case theatre divorcement is effected, Guttman said the obVincent
Bickford,
Holt,
Charles
tors of an unconditional cancellation ject is not only to prevent interests
Price "Sweet Rosie O'Grady," Betty
privilege
Refusal to license product closely allied to producers and distribuGrable, Robert Young, Adolphe Menunless all theatres under
common tors from setting up new monopolies
jou; "Winter Time," Sonja Henie,
{Continued from page

Charles Coburn;

1)

"Claudia,"
;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Oakie,

Jack

Carole

Cesar

Landis,

ownership or operation are included."

Also the use of contracts "lacking

Romero.

Four Are Shooting
Shooting are these four:
Bill," Joel

in
mutuality,
containing
inequities
arbitrary percentage terms,
such as
designated playing time, open brackets, unfair clearance and availability,
control of admission prices, weekly
payment of short subjects without re:

"Buffalo

McCrea, Maureen O'Hara,

Thomas Mitchell;
Darnell,
"Life Boat," Tallulah Bankhead, Canada Lee, Henry Hull; "Pin Up Girl,"
Betty Grable, Joe E. Brown, Martha
Linda

Raye, Charles Spivak and Band, and
Edward G. Robinson,
"Tampico,"
Lynn Bari, Victor McLaglen.

gard to playdates, distributor's right

Today on Decree
(Continued from page

OWI Is

at Detroit.
Allied directors in their meet
ing here may be guided in their
cree
conversations
by
conclusia^
6,

The

drawn from a meeting, on Monday,

A

directors here.

New

;

and
early next are these: "All Out Arlene," Ernst Lubitsch to produce and
direct "Command Performance," formerly "Four Girls and a Jeep," Carole
Landis, Martha Raye, Kay Francis,
"The
Mitzi Mayfair, Jack Oakie
Eve of St. Mark," Michael O'Shea,
Charles Bickford thus far "Greenwich
Village," Carmen Miranda, William
"Keys of the Kingdom,"
Bendix
Gregory Peck thus far "Moment for
later in the year

;

;

;

Selling Plan

the principal items to be
J
proposed by Allied for incorporation
in the decree, if the Government does
not prosecute its trust action, is a
of

new

selling plan, formulated by various Allied regional groups out of conversations with their members.

;

Still

(Continued from page

1)

lure bureau, Hoyt said today, has taken
the Government out of the field of film

production in which he does not beit has a place insofar as producing pictures for theatrical distribution
is concerned.
He emphasized this by pointing to
the way in which the film industry itself stepped into the breach offering to
produce the pictures on which work
was halted by Congress' denial of
film funds, and expressed the
belief that better pictures will be the

OCR Starts Setting
Up

Picture Section

lieve

For production

One

Other subjects
on
the
board's
agenda include: Reports on the Allied
from acquiring a large number of the- Caravan Committee's work; on 16
atres in order to exploit any lust for mm. and non-theatrical competition
power they might be nourishing. This," by Roy Harrold: on juvenile delinhe declared, "is not intended to stifle quency problems and remedies, b>
on the new Kilgore
normal growth or in an way to limit Jack Kirsch
legitimate expansion, or to curtail the theatre divorcement bill in Congress
on Canadian exhibitors' experience;
spirit of free enterprise."
under film price ceiling laws on prim
shortages and curtailed film deliveries
on curtailed releases by distributor;
and on current film terms, and pro-

;

Future Productions

in

Washington, with Assistant AttorneyGeneral Tom C. Clark, at which a
special
Allied committee presented
vie-'s on the desirability of changes
in the decree, and at which they
pledged cooperation with Clark in
rounding up reports of exhibitors' experiences under the decree.
report
of that meeting will be made to the

under new names, "but also to prohibit any large independent circuits

Looking for
Chiefs for Two Film Units

shortly

no cast; "The Lodger," Merle Oberon, Laird Cregar, George Sanders,
Sir Cedric Hardwicke, and "The Sullivans," Thomas Mitchell cast so far.

1

on affiliated circuit divorcement. Both the injunctions and the
separation of exhibition from distribution were prescribed as Allied policy in a resolution which came out
of the last Allied board meeting, May
insistence

;

are these five:
"Ambassador Dodd's Diary," Harry
Carey, probably Dorothy Gish "Army
"Home in Indiana,"
Wife," no cast
Starting

1943

Allied Meeting

;

;

11,

OWI

result.

posals for extending Allied's bulletii
service.

Hornig Makes Arrangements
Arrangements for the meeting went
conducted by Frank Hornig, presi'l

MPTO

of Maryland, and!
national Allied secijl
retary. Among those who are schedB
uled to be present, in addition to thosll
already named, are
M. A. Rosen!
berg, president; Abram F. MyersH
chairman and general counsel ColoneJI
H. A. Cole, Dallas
Don Rossitera
Martin Smith, P. J. Wood, Leil
Jones,
Maxwell Alderman, HarrJi:
Lowenstein, Irving Dollinger, ThornlJ
ton Kelley, Harry Walker, Sidnell
H.
Samuelson,
Chertcoff,
GeorgB
Ickes, L. Gold, W. L. Ainsworth, Ravi
Branch, Hugh Bruen, as "observerll
for the Pacific Coast Conference oil

dent

of

Meyer Leventhal,

:

(Continued from page

1)

;

the civilian economy, has so far been

developed.

An

operations of

outline of the proposed

OCR

has been sent to

Bureau of the Budget in conformity with custom for approval as
the

within the scope of the
fined by law.

WPB

as de-

OWI

;

and the
The launching of the new organiofficials in
Owners, an<j
Censorship, Hoyt opposed zation is a job of considerable mag- Independent Theatre
II
censorship of battle films, nitude, it was said, since it covers all Rotus Harvey, of San Francisco.
Army-Navy
"One
taking the position that the public trade and service catering to the civil"Rickenbacker
Story of an
book
Alderman Reporting
should see the war as it actually is. ian population, and a program of
American," no cast "Torpedo SquadNew Haven, Aug. 10. Maxwel
there is a feeling operations probably will not be deThroughout
"Wilson," Darryl
ron 8," no cast
that the war is essentially a news job veloped finally before the end of the Alderman, Connecticut Allied execu
Zanuck will produce, Thomas
F.
tive secretary, will bring the opinion
which should be handled in the same month.
Mitchell, Vincent Price, Sir Cedric
of Connecticut owners to the Nationa
way as are other events, with neither
Hardwicke thus far.
Allied board of directors meeting ii
propaganda nor "pussyfooting."
Seven will be in Technicolor. They
Baltimore, Wednesday. Upon his re
The search for a head for the
are "Heaven Can Wait," "The Gang's film bureau, the staff of which has
turn a Connecticut special meetinj
All Here," "Sweet Rosie O'Grady," been cut from 130 to 14 to get it withwill be called.
(Continued from page 1)
"Buffalo Bill," "Pin Up Girl," "Home in the $50,000 appropriated by Conin Indiana" and "Greenwich Village." gress, will continue in the hope of
Fox, and RKO. Half of Universal's
There may be others.
getting a man high in the industry product will also be shown.
in whom the industry has confidence,
Loew theatres in the Metropolitan
Hoyt said.
(Continued from page 1)
area will definitely show M-G-M and
'Adventure'
Columbia product in 1943-44, while ment which has prevailed heretofon
negotiations
United
Artists, namely, through the five newsreels o
Cleveland, Aug. 10. M. M. Jacobs,
with
operating Imperial Pictures, has ac- 'Destroyer'
Paramount, Universal for half of its the exchanges of the companies operat
quired the Ohio-Kentucky distribution
Columbia's "Destroyer" will have pictures, and Republic, for half, are ing newsreels, Loew's, Paramoun
according
rights to "The Amazing Adventure," its world premiere at the Strand The- nearing
completion,
to
Radio, 20th Century-Fox an
Eugene Picker, film buyer for Loew's. Universal.
a reissue starring Cary Grant.
atre, Providence, next Monday.
;

Like other

;

Benny

Goodman

thus far
World," the Wendell L. Willkie

Music,"

Office

of

—

;

—

OWI

;

;

OWI

:

RKO, Loew
Deals

in Same
in 1943-44

Distributors'

Group

Plans Bond Premiere,

Rights

Gets

—

Opens Mon.

1

RKO

"I represent the Wallop Poll

.

.

.

what type of picture do you

r

believe the public prefers today :

"Heaven Can
Wait" ~
in L «*
A "9«'es
****
B
» ies at f
four ihe**-^ •
SMn ^"eo„„
Neve, did
y!
you
suefc

7

^

CPOw<|s

|t

business of "Hello,
doubled the
Circleat the Carthay

Frisco, Hello"

records of
the
asbed
Sm

"Springe

State-and
at Loew s
Rockies"
the

-n

,

^
^

^

Out-grossed both "r
a "J"Fr,W

\T

a*

y Is,and "
©rauman's «.:-

*nd
the

Heaven" could
u,a

m
fx
«>e

every

key

so bjg i

it's
53/771

city

opening!

ERNST MBITSCH'S
OF
PRODUCTION

[EAVEN
,

Gene Tierney

-FOX

•

CM

Ameche
n»»
!»«» ailu,llie

Charles Coburn
, B> , ...„„ . Eu, eM fan*

•

THIRD

WAR LOAN

SEPT. 9th to 20th.
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DuBarry\ in
Double Runs,
Gets $19,000
Seattle, Aug.

10.

—"DuBarry

Review

'Canteen' Rides High

"True To Life"

$9,500 in 3rd

In Toronto, Taking

Week

(Paramount)

pARAMOUXT
taining

Was

has certainly not spared the budget on this enter-

comedy about two idea-hungry radio writers who move

in

on

Toronto, Aug.
Canteen" continued

10.

—"Stage

Door

be a mecca in
its
third week at Loew's Theatre,
with a prospective $9,500 and "Mr.
Lucky" appeared to be headed for
$9,500 at Shea's.
to

Paramount and Music a suburban family to "salvage" their thousand-dollar-a-week jobs. The
Hall theatres headed for a good §19,- large cast is headed by Mary Martin, Franchot Tone, Dick Powell and
Second week of Ice- Victor Moore.
000 this week.
Hoagy Carmichael and Johnny Mercer provide three
|f^|ades and Russell Bros. Circus was
Estimated receipts for the week
tuneful
songs
for
the vocal talents of Powell and Miss Martin. George
Weather was mild and
"ipetitive.
ending Aug. 12
I
nobler.
Marshall keeps the handsome production moving at as rapid a pace as "Night Plane for Chungking" (Para.)
Estimated receipts for the week
The re- "Salute for Three" (Para.)
the screenplay by Don Hartman and Harry Tugend permits.
EGLINTON— (1,086) (18c-30c-42c-60c) 6
ending Aug. 12
(Average,
"Presenting Lily Mars" (M-G-M)
sult is a highly satisfactory escapist picture which should help the folks days, 2nd week. Gross: $3,000.
Lady"

L

at the

BLUE MOUSE— (950)

7

(4Oc-50c-65c-85c)

2nd week, moved from Fifth Avenue.
(Average. $5,000)
Gross: $5,200.
"Stormy Weather" (20th-Fox)
(2©th-Fox)
"Jitterbugs"

idays,

AVENUE— (2,500)

FIFTH

Gross:

days.

7
85c)
$10,000)

"What's Buzzin' Cousin?"
"Crime Doctor" (Col.)

LIBERTY— (1,800)

(Average,

(Col.)

(4Oc-50c-65c-85c)

Gross:

3rd week.

days,

(40c-50c-65c-

$11,500.

7

(Average,

$7,500.

$S.00O)

"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)
N

s
1

v

BOX—

7
(40c-50c-65c-85c)
(950)
MUSIC
3rd week, moved from Paramount.
(Average, $5,000)
Gross: $5,400.

days,

Was

a Lady" (M-G-M)
"Prairie Chickens" (U.A.)

"DuBarry

MUSIC HALL— (2.275)

N
i

(40c -50c -65c -85c)

7

$8,500.

ORPHEUM— (2,450)

i

2nd week.

ldays,

(40c-50c-65c-85c)

Gross:

$8,600.

6

(Average,

$10,000)
»

"The Ghost and the Guest" (PRC)

PALOMAR— (1.500)

1

(30c -42c -58c -70c)

7

Vaudeville headed by Sally
Gross: $10,500.
Lee.

Stage:

days.

Shaw &

Rand and

(Average, $8,000)

Was a Lady" (M-G-M)
Chickens" (U.A.)

"DuBarry
"Prairie

PARAMOUNT— (3,050)

4

7

(Average, $10,000)

Gross: $10,500.

days.

(4Oc-50c-65c-85c)

Powell and Tone are the two top writers of a family radio program

which has not been
ine has lost her

selling as

homey

much soap as it should. Seems their
when Powell finds Miss Martin

quality,

Highlight of the picture is the performance by Victor Moore as the
baker who spends his spare time infather of the suburban menage.
venting handy gadgets, he puts Rube Goldberg to shame. As the benevolent daughter who inherits the two radio writers, Miss Martin makes
Others are
the most of the opportunities which the script affords her.
Mabel Paige, Bill Demarest, Beverly Hudson and Raymond Roe.

A

"True to Life" is good clean fun
Running time, 94 mins. "G."*

10.

*

•

ending Aug. 9-11
"The Constant Nymph" (W.B.)
"That Nazty Nuisance" (U.A.)
Gross:

Was

Lady

a

(Average,

$3,125.

BROADWAY— (1,040)

Gross

"Souls at Sea"

(Para.)

Gross

(Average,

$3,750.

Estimated receipts
ending Aug. 11-12:

the

for

week

(35c-50c) 7 days. Gross:

(Average, $4,000)
"DuBarry Was a Lady"
"Crime Doctor" (Col.)

MIDLAND— (3,600)

7

(Average,

$7,500.

Gross: $22,000.
"Dixie" (Para.)

(M-G-M)

(35c-50c)
7
$12,000)

days.

(Average,

NEWMAN— (1,900)

(35c-50c)

7

days, 2nd

Gross: $14,000. (Average, $9,000)
"The Pride of the Yankees" (RKO)
"Salute for Three" (Para.)

$6,400)

week.

"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)

"Honeymoon Lodge" (U.A.)

DENVER— (2,600)

(40c-50c-60c-65c)

7

Gross: $22,000. (Average, $11,000)
"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)
"Honeymoon Lodge" (U.A.)

days.

ESQUIRE— (740)
Gross: $5,250.

(40c-50c-60c-65c) 7 days.

(Average, $3,000)

"Background to Danger" (W.B.)
'He's

"Crime Doctor," the first week hitWeather
ting approximately $22,000.
got into the 100-degree level again,
apparently not hampering theatre at-

ESQUIRE— (800)

(30c-40c-55c-65c)

(1,750)

days, 2nd week.

is

$o.0i"O.

7

$2,500)

DENHAM —

Lady"

"Mister Big" (Univ.)

(M-G-M)
(30c-40c-50c-60c)

moveover.

days,

'

X" (RKO)

"Squadron Leader

approaching highest
takes at the Midland, accompanied by
a

tendance.
7

$2,500)

"DuBarry

Was

My Guy"

ORPHEUM— (1,900)

(30c-40c-50c)

7

(35c-50c)

7

days.

(Average, $8,000)
Gross: $8,000.
"Sherlock Holmes in Washington" (Univ.)
"No Place for a Lady" (Col.)
(2,200) (35c-50c) 7 days. Stage
(Average, $9,000)
Gross: $9,500.
show.
"Mister Big" (Univ.)

TOWER—

UPTOWN— (2,000)

(Univ.)

PARAMOUNT— (2,200)

Gross:

$7,500.

(35c-50c)

7

days.

(Average, $5,000)

(Average, $5,000)
"Stormy Weather" (20th- Fox)
"Get Going" (Univ.)

days.

Gross:

$5,000.

RIALTO— (900)
moveover.

Gross:

Col.

(40c-50c-60c-65c)
$4,375.

days,

7

(Average,

$3,500)

Adds 2 Vaults

Sax Francisco, Aug.

10.

—Because

increased film distribution made
necessary by increased business thoughout this area, plus need of Army camps
for pictures, the Columbia exchange
here has had to install two more film
vaults, bringing its total to six.
of

'Lucky' at 3 in Cleve.

—

for the

6

days.

Gross:

(Col.)

(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)

(Average, $11,500)

$9,000.

"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)

LOEW'S— (2,074)

days, 3rd week.

(18c-30c-42c-60c-78c)

Gross:

$9,500.

6

(Average,

$10,500)

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)

SHEA'S— (2,480)

(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)

6

Gross: $9,500.
(Average, $11,000)
"Submarine Alert" (Para.)

days.

"Happy Go Lucky"

TIVOLI— (1,434)

(Para.)
(18c-30c-48c)

6

days.

Gross: $4,200.
(Average, $4,500)
"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)

UPTOWN— (2,761)

(lSc-30c-42c-60c-90c)

Gross:

$7,500.

6

(Average,

Cleveland, Aug. 10. For the first
time in years, a motion picture followed a big opening week with a
move-over to two "A" houses on the
same street and in the same block.
RKO's "Mr. Lucky," after an opening week at Warners' Hippodrome,
extended its downtown run by moving
over to both the RKO Allen and
Warners' Lake.

Summerville Race Close
Toronto, Aug.

Toronto,

owner

Milton Livingston

10.

— After

serving

as a member ot the Ontario Legislature since 1937 for Riverdale Riding,

whole family.

W.

A.

Summerville,

in Toronto's East
defeated in the provincial

of theatres

End, was

elections by only 32 votes although
he polled a total of 6,959.

classification.

10.

;here this week and is expected to gross
In second place was Para
$22,000.
mount's re-created "Souls at Sea,"
which was due to hit §7,500.
Estimated receipts for the week

IMPERIAL— (3,373)

days, 2nd week.

a

davs, moveover.

a

''Something to Shout About"
"Crime Doctor" (CoL.)

$9,000)

$22,000 in Denver $22,000 to 'Doctor,'
—"Hit the Ice," 'DuBarry' in K.C.
Denver, Aug.
summertime suggestion, on a dual at
— "DuBarry
the Denver, appears to be the favorite
Kansas City, Aug.

(30c-40c-50c-60c)

in

diner slinging hash. Mistaking Powell for a down-and-outer, she takes
him home to her zany family. Immediately, Powell finds a wealth of
material for his air program. He is also smitten by Miss Martin, but
Tone, curious about the source of the new material which Powell is
supplying while living with the family, decides to see for himself. He,
The family
too, falls for Miss Martin, complicating Powell's problem.
But everyis furious when they discover the truth, and start a lawsuit.
thing works out well, with Powell nosing out Tone for Miss Martin's

*"G" denotes general

Hit the Ice' Hits

ALADDIN— (1,400)

hero-

hand.

(Average. $8,000)
"The Constant Nymph" (W.B.)
Gross:

Ldays.

$4,000)

forget their troubles for at least an hour and a half.

ROY ROGERS TRIGGER
KING OF

WE

COWBOYS

SMARTEST HORSE IN

WE MOVIES

in

"SONG OF
TEXAS

Motion Picture Daily

10

$25,500 for
Deanna Tops

Wednesday, August

'Nymph'

Review

1943

11,

Is

Chicago Best,

"Nobody's Darling"
(Republic)

Philadelphia
Philadelphia, Aug.
travel

10.

that

restrictions

—Easing on

resulted

in

a

week-end exodus to nearby
caused business at downtown
houses to dip for the first time this

general

resorts,

summer. However, business was far
better than summer weeks in pre-war
Biggest business is being atyears.
tracted by "Hers to Hold," at the

Mastbaum, with $25,500

sight.

in

Estimated takings for the week ending Aug. 11-13
"Victory Through Air Power"

ALDINE— (900)

(U.A.)

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

(Average, $9,000)
"The Youngest Profession" (M-G-M)
7

Gross:

days.

$7,200.

ARCADIA— (600)

(35c-46c-S7c-68c) 7 days,

2nd run.
Gross: $3,800.
(Average, $3,000)
"The Constant Nymph" (W.B.)

BOYD— (3,000)

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

davs, 3rd week.

7

(Average,

Gross: $15,700.

$15,000)

"Melody Parade" (Mono.) (6 days)
"DuBarry Was a Lady" (M-G-M) (1 day)

EARLE — (3,000)

TT HE

cipal

story concerns the efforts of the ugly-duckling daughorchestra on the stage, at the Chicago
film stars to prove to her parents and Hollywood
Theatre, is turning in a tine gross
schoolmates that she is worthy of carrying on the family profession. with $52,000 expected.
Vacation^,
The opportunity comes when Jackie Moran, the son of a famous come- and family parties are giving a liiGf
dian and the school's budding producer, plans to produce a musical. receipts.
"Stage Door Canteen" in its fourth
Mary surprises herself and everybody else by walking off with the lead
and Jackie's heart. But because of some imagined slight on Jackie's week is headed for an excellent gross.
Estimated receipts for the week
part, she runs away from school.
Jackie pursues her and in the confuending Aug. 12, 1943
sion at their disappearance, the newspapers report that they have eloped. "The Ox-Bow Incident" (20th-Fox)
APOLLO— (1,200) (40c-55c-75c) 7 days.
They are about to be withdrawn from the school but at the last minute,
Gross: $14,000.
(Average, $10,000)
parents have a change of heart and decide to let Mary do her stuff. "The Constant Nymph" (W.B.)
CHICAGO— (4,000) (40c-55c-75c) 7 days.
Needless to say, she proves a sensation.
Stage: Bob Chester and orchestra.
Gross:
Miss George and Calhern, as the parents, are unable to do much by $52,000. (Average, $43,000)

Miss Lee and Jackie
of brightening their unimaginative roles.
Moran, Lee Patrick, Bennie Bartlett and Marcia Mae Jones fail to raise
Harry Grey produced and Antheir performances above the ordinary.
thony Mann directed from Olive Cooper's screenplay and F. U. Her-

way

bert's original.

6

Running

2nd week.

Gross: $14,800.

KARLTON — (1,000)

7 days, 2nd
erage, $4,500)

75c)

ORIENTAL—

days, 7th

7

(Average, $8,000)

(Average,

$23,000.

$22,-

(Average,

'Appointment' and

$25,500 for 'Coney'

Gross:

$7,500 Increase
— "Coney
Cleveland, Aug.

2nd

days,

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-

week.

Gross:

$17,800.

$15,000)

"Appointment

in

Berlin"

STANTON — (1,700)
Gross:

(Col.)

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-

$9,500.

(Average,

$7,-

Designated Run Case
Filed Against RKO
A

designated run complaint has
been filed against
Radio at the
Oklahoma City arbitration tribunal
the
by
Mystic Theatre, Inc., operator
of the Mystic, a first run house at
Picher, Okla.

RKO

Complainant alleges that its theatre
has been denied first run RKO Radio

drome.
Estimated receipts for the
ending Aug. 12
"DuBarry Was a Lady" (M-G-M)

NEW— (1,581)

Gross: $10,000.

STANLEY— (3,280)

HIPPODROME— (2,205)
Stage:

and

"Wee" Bonnie

The

$5,000.

Baker, Danny

(20c-40c)

days.

7

(Average, $5,500)

Madman" (M-G-M)

VALENCIA— (1,460)

weekends)

7 days.

(28c-44c-50c

Gross:

$5,000.

and 55c

(Average,

$5,000)

—

income.

Touhy Will Renew
Complaint vs. Fox
Chicago,

Aug.

10.

— Irving

S.

Ruth, attorney for Roger Touhy, said
today that the amended complaint

"Roger
showing
of
Touhy, Gangster" is already drawn
up and will be filed in Federal Court
tomorrow.
Additional facts, Ruth said, will be
given about certain scenes which are
claimed to be false and allegation of
damage to Touhy and his family will
against

VACANT POSITIONS
FILLED
CALL

QUICKLY

FRANK McSRANN
POSITION SECURING BUREAU,

Inc.

(AGENCY)

MADISON

AVE., N. Y.

—

Tel.

MU.

2-6494

the

be clarified.

week

the

Gross:

(40c-55c-75c)

7

(3,500)

LAKE— (714)

"Two

(40c-50c-60c)

days,

7

2nd

(45c-55c-75c and
7 days.
Stage:
orchestra, Virginia Weidler,
Glenn Miller Singers. Gross: $26,000. (Average, $30,000)

Sundays and holidays)

"DuBarry Was a Lady" (M-G-M)

LOEWS STATE— (3,300)

(40c-60c)

7

Gross: $18,500.
(Average, $18,000)
Youngest Profession" (M-G-M)

LOEWS STILLMAN— (1,900)

days, 2nd
age, $8,000)
7

week.

Gross:

$9,000.

(40c-60c)

(Aver-

Extras Suit Held
Up for Settlement
Hollywood, Aug.

10.

—The

Screen

Actors' Guild suit against the producers for overtime allegedly due
1,300 extras, was put over indefinitely
by Federal Judge Yankwich when
SAG counsel William Berger told the
court today that the settlement was
virtually completed.
The extras claimed overtime wages
said to be due them for work prior
to 1940 when they were classified
professinonals under the Wages and
Hours Act.

Woman Mgr.
Moines, Aug.
—Margaretha

Another
Des

10.

Hudgell has been appointed manager
of Tri-States Rockett Theatre, at
Rock Island, 111., replacing J. Dickresigned.

(40c-55c-75c)

(Aver-

$17,000.

We

Raid Calais" (2t>th-Fox)
"Wings Over the Pacific" (Mono.)

WOODS— (1,200)
Gross:

(40c-55c-75c) 7 days, 2nd

(Average, $7,500)

$7,500.

'Henry' and

Good

Lyman
$22,500

at

(Average, $3,500)
Gross: $1,800.
Senoritas from Chicago" (Col.)

Ada Leonard

inson,

Gross:

days, 3rd week.
age, $18,000)

(Av-

Gross: $25,500.

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
week.

UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700)

days, 2nd

—

WARNERS' HIPPODROME

7

(Average,

$24,000.

$23,000)

week.

(40c-50c-60c)

(40c-50c-60c) 7 days.
erage, $18,000)

"The

Graysons,

MAYFAIR— (1,000)

"Hitler's

Los Angeles, Aug. 10.
Errol
Flynn must pay an additional $22,454
in taxes on his 1941 income, the Bureau of Internal Revenue claims in
a lien filed here.
Another lien asked
$3,094 from John Carradine's 1941

ALLEN — (3,000)

days.

(28c-39c-44c-55c-

STATE -LAKE— (2,700)

"Tonight

Gross:

Lowe, Hite &
Stanley.
Gross: $17,000. (Average, $13,500)
"I Escaped from the Gestapo" (Mono.)
Gross:

Fly tin Sued for Taxes

(28c-39c-44c-55c

weekends) 7 days, 2nd week.
(Average, $12,500)
$15.C00.
"Appointment in Berlin" (Col.)

60c

the competing
Picher.

for

(Average, $8,500)

"The Constant Nymph" (W.B.)

Drayson,

Circuit

days.

7

"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)
days, 4th week.

Barnum &

ended Aug. 1 1
"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)

7

(Average,

"Du Barry Was a Lady" (M-G-M)

85c

(15c-28c-35c-55c)

(40c-55c-75c)

(1,500)

Gross: $20,000.

7

RKO PALACE— (3,300)

age, $10,000)

"Heaven Can Wait" (20th-Fox)

days, 2nd week.

mated $25,500, at Warners' Hippodrome. Biggest competition was the

week. Gross: $10,5C0. (Average, $6,000)
""Coney Island" (ZOth-Fox)

CENTURY— (3,000) (28c-44c-50c and
weekends) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $13,(Average, $11,500)
000.
"Captive Wild Woman" (Univ.)
KEITH'S— (2,406) (15c-28c-33c-44c and 55c
weekends) 7 days. Gross: $11,500. (Aver-

66c).

Is-

Bailey Circus.
Estimated takings for

$19,-

$17,000)

land" was the best bet, hitting an esti-

55c

product contrary to provisions of Section 10 of the consent decree and that
the product has been sold first run to
Griffith

week

10.

(Average,

$22,000.

"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)

Is

—

(Average,

$7,500.

days,

7

(40c-55c-75c)

Gross:

000)

ROOSEVELT —

Show Get $17,000

(Av-

$9,500.

Bad Day" (RKO)

PALACE— (2,500)

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

STANLEY— (3,000)

331

(Aver-

(Col.)
(30c-35c-55c-65c)
7
(3,200)
Spike Jones and his City

Stage:
Gross:

2nd week.

Baltimore, Aug. 10. Hot weather
$3,000)
and holdovers are resulting in busi"Hers to Hold" (Univ.)
only slightly above average.
ness
MASTBAUM— (4,700)
(35c-41c-46c-57caided by a
68c-75c) 7 days.
Gross: $25,500. (Average, "Appointment in Berlin,"
$20,000)
stage show, is attracting the week's
"DuBarry Was a Lady" (M-G-M)
top figures of $17,000, at the Hippo-

7 days.

(40c-55c-75c)

$6,000.

Slickers.
000)

denotes general classification.

(M-G-M)

days, 2nd run.

75c)
000)

GRAND— (1,150)

7

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-

Gross:

run.

KEITH'S— (2,200)

(Average,

days,

7

$7,500.

"They Got Me Covered" (RKO)
"The Falcon Strikes Back" (RKO)

days.

G"

(40c-55c-75c)

Gross:

Loop.

in
$8,500)

week. Gross:

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)

7

week

"Gildersleeve's

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

$14,000)

75c)

GARRICK— (1,000)
5th
age,

"Hers to Hold" (Univ.)

FOX— (3,000)

7

"China" (Para.)

"Good Luck, Mr. Yates"

"G."*

time, 71 minutes.

"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)

"Bataan"

—

Chicago, Aug. 10. "The Constant
Nymph," with Bob Chester and his

two famous

age, $19,000)

days.

With $52,000

of Gladys

selling force

The uninspired

ter of

days of
vaudeville, including Russ Morgan's orchestra, Henny Youngman, Smiley Burnette, Harrv King & Arlina, Mary Osborne
and Walter Link. Gross: $22,750.
(Aver(46c-57c-75c)

names

George and Louis Calhern emerge as the prinof this unpretentious comedy of a Hollywood
family and its young hopeful, played by Mary Lee. It is pure froth
best suited for juvenile programs.

*

Indianapolis,
Aldrich Swings

Aug.

10.

— "Henry

with Abe Lyman
and band on the stage is taking top
honors in Indianapolis with an anticipated $22,500. At the Indiana, "Hers
to
will

Hold"
do

It,"

and

"Hoeymoon
Weather

$12,100.

Lodge"
very

is

warm.
week

Estimated receipts for the
ending Aug. 10-12:
"Henry Aldrich Swings It" (Para.)

CIRCLE— (2,800)

(30c-40c-50c)

Stage show: Abe Lyman's
(Average, $15,000)
$22,500.

days.

7

Gross:

band.

"Hers to Hold" (Univ.)

"Honeymoon Lodge"

INDIANA— (3,200)

(Univ.)
(30c-40c-50c)

7

days.

(Average, $11,000)
"DuBarry Was a Lady" (M-G-M)
"Crime Doctor" (CoL)

Gross: $12,100.

LOEWS— (2,800)

week.

Gross:

(30c-40c-50c) 7 days. 2nd

$8,500.

(Average, $8,500)

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
"Gildersleeve's

Bad Day" (RKO)

LYRIC— (2,000)
Gross:

$5,400.

(30c-40c-50c)

7

days.

(Average, $4,000)

F. A. Sulzer Passes

—

Philadelphia, Aug. 10. Funeral
services were held here for Frederick
A. Sulzer, 73, who played character
parts in the days of silent films. He
died at his home here yesterday, and!
at the time of his death was in charge
of Fred Albert's Entertainment Bureau. His wife, a son and a daughter
j

survive.
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Off the Antenna

Hollywood
Hollywood, Aug. 10
as gooc

news the continued trend of pro
duction toward musicals.
More and
more of them are in various stages of
preparation, many of them to be technicolored, and some of the studios are
increasing musical staffs.
While this does not portend the
shelving of all war pictures by any

means, it does indicate the producers
are switching even further to escapist
pictures and may sidetrack many of
the war themes that they had planned.
At M-G-M, for instance, the largest
musical staff in recent history of that
studio is now under contract.
With
the signing of Tod Duncan to work
with Johnny Green on "Broadway
Rhythm," M-G-M front office executives admitted that it was "very possible that we'll make more musicals

and

with a war slant."
also going for bigger,

less pictures

Universal

is

application papers for the FCC approval of Edward J. Noble's
purchase of the Blue Network are now being drawn by Noble's attorneys.
Noble claims that he is the sole purchaser.
Replying to charges
made before a Congressional sub-committee meeting in New York to investi
gate FCC curbs on foreign language broadcasting, FCC Chairman Fly is
reported as saying that it is imperative that the Government exercise some
degree of caution to guard against the use of the public's own airways to
promote the interest of our enemies. The 170 stations making foreign-language
broadcasts have welcomed FCC's interest in their activities as a protection
to themselves and as an assistance in their efforts to promote war activities,
Fly says.

"

.

may view

better and more musicals.
Of the 31
pictures that studio has in preparation,
14 are musicals.
Other studios have
show signs of the times.

.

War Labor Board hearings on the AFM-transcription companies' "alleged'
labor dispute are to start in New York on Aug. 16, with Arthur Meyer, pub
lie member, as chairman.
Transcription companies involved are Associated
Music Publishers, Empire Broadcasting, Lang-Worth Feature Programs,
radio recording division of NBC, World Broadcasting, Standard Radio and
Among the specific projects receiving the consideraC. P. MacGregor.
tion of the National Entertainment Industry Council is one of hospital entertainment by members of the radio profession.
It is felt that small units
of radio actors can be organized, and five or ten minute scripts provided,
with which entertainment (non-broadcast, but simulating broadcasts) with
name entertainers could be given in hospital wards and auditoriums. It is
also suggested that mobile units of radio actors, with brief scripts, tour the
city on trucks simulating radio studios, and appear at noon street meetings
in crowded areas during the forthcoming Third War Loan Drive.
:

.

.

.

Monogram

by

the lead in "East of
the Bowery," that studio's newest East
Side Kids picture.
Julie Bishop,
Warner's lovely redhead, is on the
.

.

buildup trail. Jack Warner has spotted
her in "Rhapsody in Blue," in the
role of Leon ore Gershwin, wife of
Ira,

the lyricist.

.

.

.

Walter Huston

becoming an international charac-

is

He

the role of Ambassador Joseph Davies in "Mission
to Moscow" to a Chinese role in
ter.

steps

from

M-

G-M's "Dragon Seed" and now John
Earrow and Joseph Sistrom are paging him for a role as Adolph Hitler
or Baron Joachim von Ribbentrop in
"The Hitler Gang."
•

Robert Young gets his most romantic role in M-G-M's "Canterville Ghost," in which he'll play the
part of an American Ranger on duty
in England.
Carol Ann Beery,
12-year-old daughter of Wallace,
.

.

.

starts her film career in "Rationing" starring her father and Mar-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WGN

.

.

in

is

vivid!

indictment a
Nazi leaders Hitler, Goebbels, Goeu
ing and Hess, and of the Germs,
people who allowed themselves \£.
carried away on the wave of rnilH
this

The running commentary by thi
Welsh poet, Dylan Thomas, become

ism.

quite hysterical at times and the emc
tional stimulus is irresistible.
Seem
of the party leaders conducting grej

mass demonstrations, with thousanc
and banners, the blaring mil
tary bands and enormous troop foi

of flags

mations, teach a strong lesson in mo
hysteria.
Strand Films productioi
Running time, 11 mins. Release dat<

A

Aug.

5.

"In the Drink"

.

.

Executives of Federal Communica-

.

"Common Cause"

.

.

.

.

NBC

.

Sweden Sees 158
Nine Theatres Join
U. S Films a Year
Cooperative Group
—
—

in the direction of co-operative

Summer

Pay-Off

Northampton, Mass., Aug. 10.-Manager Cliff Boyd, of the Academy

written evidence introduced before the
Congressional sub-committee investigating the FCC, meeting in New
York yesterday, by Eugene L. Garvey, committee's attorney.
The method used was to delay the
renewal of a radio station's license

mer

business, has been operating
at

a

all

as compared to 186 released in the
previous season, according to the De-

partment of Commerce here.
U. S.
films are popular in Sweden with the
exception of gangster features.
Sweden has 2,176 theatres, with a
seating capacity of 550,000.
Approximately 40,000,000 tickets are sold
yearly.
The Swedish film industry is
operated on a small-scale, 15 companies producing only 36 features last
year.

any

conclusions, but evt
interesting subjec
time, 11 mins. Release dat

definite

Running
Aug. 5.

make an

Michigan Allied Set
War Meet for Oct 4-

—

Detroit, Aug. 10. Allied Theatre
Michigan have scheduled their w;
conference for Oct. 4, 5 and 6 in D'l
of

troit.

Miss Pearl M. Sprott

WABC Sales

Volume

Sets July Record

sum-

profit.

13 new bookings and six renewals in July, station
CBS's
New York outlet, reports a 525 per
cent business increase over a year ago,
and an all-time July station record
for future bookings, according to Ar-

WABC,

thur Hull Hayes, general manager.
July record is second all-time high
for any month.
Station's all-time
monthly record was set in Aug., 1942.

is

in charj

of preparations for the three days
discussion of the war's effects on tl
theatre business and possible steps f<

•

remedial action.

—

Des Moines, Aug. 10. Irving Berlin's "This Is the Army" opens at the
RKO Orpheum Theatre here today
for first night admission set at $5.50

Blackout for Columbw
Columbus,

O.,

Aug.

10.

— SurprL

blackout tests by counties, follow<
by a complete state blackout, will I
conducted some time this month,
has been announced by Ralph I
Stone, State Defense Director.

3 Northios Raise Price

'Army' in Des Moines

top.

to

so they

With

of Music Theatre here, reports that
theatre, closed in previous years during
the summer months because of slack

capitulated, ac-

.

NBC

Commission and the Office of
War Information were accused of using extra-legal methods in barring
broadcasters from the airwaves in
tions

KMOX

.

.

.

Gagged Broadcasters

.

.

FCC and OWI

cording to the testimony.

propaganda

of

W2XWV

.

management

The power
demonstrated

I

;

until the

.

WGN

;

Claim

(M-G-M)

.

ing, as a means of reducing booking
Main, at M-G-M.
Maria and buying hazards.
Co-operative
Montez, Jon Hall, and Terhan Bey Theatres of Ohio, founded three years
play
themselves
in
Universal's ago by Milton A. Mooney, is now
"Crazy House," starring Olsen and serving approximately 60 theatres in
Johnson.
Walter Wanger is put- Northern Ohio. Last week Co-operating plenty of feminine loveliness tive service was extended to the Lake
in "When Women Fly," at Univer- and Park theatres, of Painesville the
sal.
He has cast Diana Barrymore, Lyric, at Fairport Harbor, and the
Anne Gwynne, Evelyn Ankers, Lexington, Cleveland, all owned by
June Vincent, Lois Collier, Vivian Jack Shulman and Abe Schwartz.
Austin and "U's" newest find, Ram- Also signing were the Vermes Circuit,
say Ames, a stunner, for roles in including the Yale, Eclair and Norsupport of Loretta Young and Ger- wood, Cleveland and the Fain-Gottlob
aldine Fitzgerald.
Circuit, composed of the Mt. Pleasant,
Milo and Waldorf.

jorie

(British Information Services)

i

signed

for

.

"These Are the Men"

•

.

Marsh has been

Joan

Reviews

(British Information Services)
(Warner Bros.)
Purely Personal: Jeff Sparks, formerly in charge of night operations at
This
the working an:'
WABC, has resigned to become a program director for an overseas Red Cross equipmentdescribes
of the tiny inflated rubb«
Richard Hubbell, of N. W. Ayer's radio department, is Seattle
unit.
raft by which the crew of a bombc
Miss Grace Manbound to set up a new radio show for Boeing Aircraft.
can survive should they be force
chester has joined the engineering staff of Springfield, Mass., station WSPR, down at sea.
It can be compresse
leading to the claim that she is the first woman in that part to take such a into
a small package and is easti
bringing
has
joined
the
Navy,
the
Bohn,
announcer,
to
Hal
57,
job.
opened and blown up.
An actu;
Robert Lyle Finch,
men in the armed services.
number of
demonstration of how it is used higl
the
Lieut,
Navy as
announcer and sportscaster, has joined
(j. g.).
lights the film.
The equipment ir
•
•
•
eludes gadgets of all sorts, mirror
food containers, flares, a flag, knif
in New York
Program Notes: DuMont television station
ladder and even a radio. Well filme
will inaugurate a series of dramatic shows in a Fall program expansion
interesting manne
and handled
Frank Sinatra will sing for U. S. Army Nurses in the South Running time,in an
plan.
Release dat
12 mins.
"We
the
People"
appears
CBS'
this
Saturday.
.
he
on
.
Pacific when
Aug. 5.
pinch-hit
from
retirement
to
for
Binnie
Barnes on
Gale Page will emerge
U. S. Senator
NBC's "Perpetual Emotion" program on Saturday.
Carl A. Hatch, who recently completed a nationwide tour to learn public
opinion of post-war plans, reports his findings on CBS, Aug. 17. . . . (British Information Services)
air lanes Aug. 19.
.
will (20th Century-Fox)
"March of Time" returns to the
The idea of this film, supposedly,
.
Jimmy Duair "Stars and Gripes," Army musical show, on Saturday.
to show that any differences betwee
rante visits the Paul Whiteman show on Sunday.
the Allied Nations in this war ai
The subject is di:
only skin deep.
cussed by an American transport fly<
and a Chinese airman, and in a Nort
Russian port by the Russian pilot ar
Washington, Aug. 10. A total of the British skipper of a cargo boa
Cleveland, Aug. 10. Local indeThe discussions never seem to mal
pendent exhibitors are leaning more 158 American features were released
book- for exhibition in Sweden last season, any particular specific point or coni
•

•

.

•

.
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Short Subject

U*ORMAL

EXHIBITORS

11,

New

Republic Biller

Des Moines, Aug.
Roberts is the new
Republic office.

10.

— Madeline

biller at the local

Hamilton,

O.,

Aug.

10.

—The Par;

loc
Palace,
and
Rialto
mount,
Northio Circuit units, have advanci
evening admissions for children fro

10 to 15 cents.

\

:

MQS

T

AlertAM

OFFICE OF WAR
INFORMATION.
BUREAU OF V.. P. 5TH FL.
7TH FL. 35 VEST 45Tri ST

NEW YORK

Y.

N.

,

to the

tion

Picture
Industry

|

I j-

54.

NO.

NEW

30

YORK,

U.S.A.,

THURSDAY, AUGUST

W.B. Definite Wm. Rodgers Heads
On21,in'43-44;

Minimum of 31
All but Three of the 21

Nearly Ready

—

indicated 31

minimum

Warners

this

for 1943-44,
juncture is defiAll but three are
nitely set on 21.
either finished, shooting or editing.
Many are being drawn from the
company's backlog, created through
the year by concentrating on attractions with war and war backgrounds.

The

at

trio set to

go are "Mr. Skeff-

"Unington," starring Bette Davis
certain Glory," starring Errol Flynn,
and "The Horn Blows at Midnight,"
which Jack Benny will start when he
returns from his overseas camp tour.

accepted the post of War Bond premiere chairman for the Third War
Loan and will immediately set in motion plans that are expected to result
in premieres in more than 1,200 cities,
according to L. C. Griffith, general
Griffith

made

the

the probability further
general release will be delayed unConsidered as
the 1944-45 season.
second roadshow, but not before

shown.
is
til

announcement yesoffices, where he

his headquarters until

campaign is terminated. With him,
brought C. D. (Brownie)
Akers, who will serve as campaign

the

Griffith

These are the definite new season's
{Continued on page 3)

The goal of 1,200 bond premieres
seats-for-bonds
possible
a
makes
show in every city in the country of
(Continued on page 3)

Balaban Commends

Owners

Washington,
'

'!

,

|

for Drives

the results of Red
Cross Week in the motion picture industry, as revealed this week in the
trade press, Barney Balaban, national

Commenting on

the drive, expressed his
genuine admiration for the way in
which exhibitors have responded in all
drives for the war effort.
"While some must assume the task
of organizing such elaborate industry-

chairman

of

118

—

network was filed
Communications Commission today.
Details of the proposed acquisition
by Edward J. Noble were given in a
voluminous document which reached
the Commission late this afternoon almost as it closed for the day.

The papers in the $8,000,000 deal
which totally divorces the Red and
(Continued on page 3)

Canadian Houses to
Get Less Heat, Coal

—

Toronto, Aug. 11. C. D. Howe,
Minister of Munitions and Supply, today announced an order-in-council as a
wartime emergency measure making
waste of coal or heat a Federal offense and said a schedule of maximum
temperatures for commercial estab(Continued on page 3)

General Sales Head

res-

—

Hollywood, Aug

11.
The 20th
foreign
department
has been placed under the operating

Century-Fox

dire
"

"""""1

Tom

'

Now

ction

of

Con-

J.

vicepresident

nors,

charge of
world - wide
d s t r b u -

Eastman Refunds

i

On War
Rochester, N.

Maurice Silverstone,
vicep r e s ident in
charge of for-

Contracts
Y.,

Aug.

11.

heading

that
division.
In the company's domestic

— East-

Co. revealed today that
refunded $15,048,000 to the

Government in a renegotiation
The information
of war contracts.
came in the semi-annual statement of
the company showing net earnings for
the 24 weeks ended June 12 of $8,532,590, equal to $3.38 a share on the

U.

sales,

eign

man Kodak
had

i

with

tion,

$15,048,000 to U.S.

S.

common

stock, after providing for
taxes, depreciation and dividends on
the six per cent preferred stock.
This compared with $7,462,336, or

Tom

Connors

J.

distribution division,

William J. Kupformer executive assistant to
Connors, has been appointed general
per,

(Continued on page 3)

Smith's Next

Woe

Parts for Projection

(Continued on page 3)

(Contin-ued on page 3)

in the Field to

Washington, Aug.

WPB

11— Next

big

problem of the
Service Equipment division will be to keep projection equipment in operation, because
repair and replacement parts are becoming scarcer, Allen G. Smith, head
of the section, stated here today as
he left for Toledo to confer with ofDue to growing box office expec- ficials of the Strong Electric Co., and
tancies, distributors are augmenting others,
on theatre equipment problems.
their field exploitation staffs, placing
Smith for sometime has been demore men in the field than ever bevoting attention to the growing need
fore. And plans call for still more.
for replacements for projectors which
Reasons given yesterday by home
spokesmen for ex- are becoming obsolete.

Push Picture Promotions

11.
Applicapurchase the Blue
with the Federal

Aug.

tion for authority to

Kupper Becomes Fox's

in

it

Papers Filed for

Purchase of Blue

Sales Chiefs

director.

If so,

a
well into 1944, is "Saratoga Trunk,"
but final decision has yet to be made
on this score.

slot-machine

Top

Duties of

Radio

around

taurant located between the
two had the first outside lineup of hungry moviegoers in
restaurant history in this sector. Mid-day lines at the
Roxy reached to Sixth Avenue and at the Music Hall
into Rockefeller Plaza.

WAC

now making

is

Hardardt

for the campaign.

;

As reported, "The Adventures of
Mark Twain" probably will be road-

Restaurants

20th Extends

City and down through 50th
Street have long benefited
from the business done by
the Music Hall and the nearby Roxy theatres. Business
boomed at the box offices of
the latter two yesterday, with
the result that, at showbreaking hours, the Horn and

William F. Rodgers, M-G-M vicepresident in charge of distribution, has

terday at the

TEN CENTS

1943

Automat SRO, Too,
As Theatres Boom

Drive for 1,200
Bond Premieres

By RED KANN
Hollywood, Aug. II. With an chairman

12,

Allied Proposals Are
Expected for Today

—

Baltimore, Aug. 11. Allied States'
national board of directors opened a
two-day meeting at the Lord Balti-

more Hotel here today with Abram
F. Myers, chairman and general counThe principal subject
sel, presiding.

before the meeting is Allied's recommendation for consent decree action including proposals for the new film
selling plan.

While numerous other trade subjects are on the

agenda for the two-

day meeting and today's discussion
cluded

many

other

subjects,

in-

no

action was taken by the
meeting at the initial session. Formal
recommendations are scheduled to be
definitive

made tomorrow, according

to

Myers.

office

distributor

tending exploitation field forces, all
intended to enlarge gross expectancies, are attributed to the fewer features now being released, at increased

and a desire by distributors to
establish even closer contact with exhibitor customers to encourage added
exploitation effort.
now has 35 exploitation
men in the field, working out of exchanges, under the supervision of William R. Ferguson, director of exploitation at the home office. Rodney
Bush, director of exploitation for 20th
(Continued on page 2)
costs,

M-G-M

He

was successful in secur(Continued on page 3)

recently

R. H. Dann to Join
Selznick's Vanguard
Hollywood, Aug. 11.— Robert H.
Dann, assistant secretary of RKO, has
been elected vice-president and gen-

Vanguard Prod., the
David O. Selznick producing
company, it was learned here today.
eral counsel of

new

Daniel

T.

O'Shea,

long

(Continued on page 6)

associated
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Now

Personal
Mention
representative, left yesterday for a Southern tour,

•

Morrow

of

Warners

Eastern talent bureau is in New Haven today.
•
Louis Morgan, Canadian distributor, is in Chicago on vacation.
•
Ted Lloyd, in charge of 20th Century-Fox's radio department, has returned from Washington.
•

Ernest Lubitsch
from Washington.
•

has

returned

Penn
mar-

Helen Westbrook,

of the
Wilkes-Barre, will be

Theatre,
ried to

Leo Williams on Aug.

18.

•

Don Lurie

received an
honorable discharge from the U. S.

Lt.

(Continued from page 1)

Century-Fox,

now

heads a

field force

of 14, located in districts paralleling
sales divisions. He pointed out that his
company's men are not responsible to

branch, district or sales managers, but
work as separate entities. On the other
hand, Alec Moss, exploitation head
for Paramount, declared that his staff
of 13, working out of centrally located districts, besides being responsible to the home office, also work in
close contact with district and branch

Air Force and will become assistant to Boris Kaplan of the Paratalent department.

office

•

Al Wilkie,

Harry Browning,

M

& P

circuit
of

publicity and advertising director
Boston, was in town yesterday.

•

Wolfe Kaufman, former

motion
of the Chicago Sun, is

picture critic
in

New

York.
•

Charles

Krantz,

Film

Classics
sales manager, left yesterday for Albany and Buffalo.

•

Miss Cletis Baker

of

United De-

troit Theatres has returned from
vacation as Mrs. Robert Pratt.
•

Josephine Hormel, manager
Rosedale

Theatre,

Detroit,

a

of the

has

dozen full-time exploitation men in
the field and augment this staff when

product requirements warrant. Warners' staff, under direction of Mort
Blumenstock, Eastern advertising and
publicity chief, also has a special event
unit, of six, who work primarily on

United Detroit

Theatres has been inducted into the

Army.
•

Johnny Tomlinson, salesman for
Universal at Charlotte, and William

RKO

manager of the
there, will be inducted into
the Army at Camp Croft, S. C, tooffice

exchange

morrow.
George

•
Landers,

manager

of

producer,

has

Frank Seltzer, his publicity head, to
the Hollywood Victory Committee.
Seltzer will leave tonight by plane to
join Edward Alperson,
executive, in advance of the T2 city "Hol'
lywood Caravan" tour for the 30C -<1
War Loan drive slated to st£ TSj&n

RKO

of

PRC

Pictures, formerly handled all
that company's exploitation, but
plans to name Coast and home office
exploiteers.
Republic plans to hire several exploitation men shortly in line with a largeof

ly

increased ad and publicity budget.

News Lets Up Freeman Denies Ad
On Amusement Ads Rumor About 'Ladif

York's Daily News yesterday
rescinded its order for a drastic cut

New

program, but henceforth advertising
space cuts would be made proportionately in all classifications, in classified
ads, department store ads, etc. The

newsprint situation is still critical.
It was also learned yesterday that
plates for theatre and picture advertising are being cast at one New York
City newspaper plant and mats sent
ads are the same for
each paper. Papers are rotating jn
casting plates, in line with the metal
conservation program being practiced
by both newspapers and amusements.
Saving of metal has proved effective
to the others, if

by this method,

it

was

learned.

Clearance
Case Names Four

Illinois

A

clearance complaint has been
the Chicago arbitration tribunal by Marchese Bros., operators
of the Geneseo Theatre, Geneseo, 111.,
against Loew's, RKO, Paramount and
20th Century-Fox.
The complaint alleges that existing
clearances over the Geneseo of the
Peerless Theatre, Kewanee, 111., and
adjacent Publix Great States theatres,
are unreasonable and should be abolat

filed

of

Artists

11

United
loaned

controlled, was declared to be not an
issue in the voting. Although the board
of directors has denied his petition for
a new trial, it has granted him an

appeal on his Class B membership and
temporarily reinstated him so he can
work pending an appeal date sometime after the Sept. 19 meeting.

Daily

be-:

•

Andrew,

premieres. Paul Lazarus, United Artists advertising and publicity director,
reported that he now has a staff of
at least eight in the field at all times,
but has used as many as 20. Hank
Linet handles eight field men for Universal who work out of centrally located districts. Columbia has a staff

Hollywood, Aug. 11— "Paramount
was never approached, directly or inby anyone to include scenes
'Lady in the Dark',"
Y. Frank Freeman, vice-president and

directly,

of advertising in

studio

added

head,
:

"I

a scene in
signs

or

stated

billboards

'Salute' Set for
will

Maine.

19 at

advertising com-

Ja-

•
"Laredo," a Technicolor musical
with Irving Starr producing and
probably starring Carmen Miranda,
has been announced by 20th-Fox.

Freeman

The whole story
an unfounded rumor, made out
mercial products.

Warners has renewed William
cobs' producing contract.

•
Universal has signed W. C. Fields
for "Three Cheers for the Boys," with
George Raft and Sophie Tucker.

is

of

synthetic cloth."

Henry Blanke

will produce "RoughSpeaking," a possible starring vehicle for Bette Davis.
ly

Motion Picture Daily in Tradewise of Aug. 9, commenting on the
rumor, said: "Paramount home office
and studio officials deny with impressive emphasis that such a proposal
(inclusion of advertising in the picture) ever was entertained by the

Jerry Wald has been assigned to
produce "Sergeant Schmidt, Marine,"
formerly "Al Schmidt, Marine Hero,"
at

Warners.

company."

FCC Lifts Ban on
Grainger in Toronto
Small Unit Building
For Empire Meeting Washington, Aug. — Wartime
11.

—

R. Grainger,
president of Republic Pictures, is here
attending the convention of EmpireUniversal Films, distributor for Republic in Canada. The three-day conference opens tomorrow at the Royal
York Hotel, and is being attended by
40 representatives of Empire, includ11.

J.

ing division and branch managers, and
salesmen.

restrictions

on increases for power and

construction of radio stations of not
more than 250 watts were relaxed today by the Federal Communications
Commission to permit the use of idle
equipment.
It will be necessary, however, for
applicants to show the War Production Board that the station will make
a direct contribution toward the war
effort in order to secure permission to
undertake any construction.

The meeting today will discuss
Canadian promotion on Roy Rogers,
with cooperative campaigns similar to
those employed in the U. S. being
Francis
planned in connection with the release
of his specials in Canada. First camOmaha, Aug. 11. Sol Francis, lopaign is for "Silver Spurs," which cal branch manager for Monogram,
opens day and date on Saturday at has been promoted to home office repthe Alhambra and St. Clair, Toronto. resentative for the company,
W. E.
Grainger will leave Toronto on Fri- Barker, former Universal salesman,
day, to return to New York.
replacing him here.

Moves Up

—

ished.

Loew's, Hartford, will spend 10 days
with his family at Cape Elizabeth,

today.

wish to deny that there is
the picture showing electric

Toronto, Aug.

come the wife of Larry Wenlowski,
manager of the Ramona Theatre.

Harold Brown

Hollywood, Aug.

six under Frank Rosenberg and Washington and wind up in ban
augments this staff frequently, using Francisco.
•
publicity and exploitation men from
both studio and home office.
The Screen Actors Guild has clariMonogram, according to Steve fied its Class B membership plan, anBroidy, general sales manager, is nouncing that the plan will be premanagers.
Twenty now comprise RKO's ex- using two field exploitation men stead- sented on Sept. 19, and ballots have
ploitation field staff, under direction ily and plans to add two others short- been distributed for prompt action.
of Terry Turner. They work out of ly. Sam Kestenbaum, newly appointed Hal Craig, who was suspended for
branch offices. Warners have about a advertising and publicity director for charging that SAG was producer-

Paramount Eastern in amusement advertising. In effect
publicity head, will return from vaca- for a fortnight, the paper's original
tion Monday.
order limited ads for pictures and the•
atres to no more than 100 lines per
diRKO
McCormick,
S. Barret
day on a run for any house or picture,
publicity,
and
rector of advertising
and to no more than 300 lines for the
will leave for the Coast today.
first two days of a new run.
•
Ben Moyer, advertising manager of
Arche Mayers, assistant to Jules the News, pointed out yesterday that
Levy, is expected to arrive from the amusements had borne the brunt of
newsprint conservation
Coast Monday.
paper's
the
•

194:

Coast Flashes

has

Army

mount home

12,

SAMUEL BRONSTON,

field

Marjorie

in the Field to

Push Picture Promotions

KALMENSON, Warner genBEN
eral sales manager, and Irving
Yergin,

Thursday, August

Aug. 19

Marines," M-G-M,
world premiere on Aug.

"Salute to the

have its
Loew's State, Cleveland.
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Eastman Refunds

Kupper

$15,048,000 to U.S.

On War

Manager; Schlaifer Upped On21,in'43-44;

Contracts
under Gehring comprises the Indiana-

(Continued from page 1)
(.Continued

from page

1)

manager, and L.

polis,

common share, in the corresponding period a year ago.
Gross sales for the 24 weeks amountcompared with
ed -to $114,067,043,
::*v#l,571 a year ago, representing
afflncrease of 20.1 per cent with war
sales accounting for the gain.

lished Central division.

of Canada.

The appointments were announced
at the

company's regional

sales
at
ings

issued by T. J.
Hargrave, president of the company,
and F. W. Lovejoy, board chairman,
pointed out that the firm's war production is increasing steadily and going forward at a faster pace than a
year ago. They also revealed that a
provision of $1,600,000 was made during the past six months to increase
the reserve for post-war readjustments, bringing the reserves total to
$7,600,000.

Canadian Houses to
Get Less Heat, Coal

New

were

r e leased
publication
by the company
only today.

for

The

first

joint statement

meet-

York, Chicago
and here, but

Directors today also declared the
regular quarterly dividend of $1.25 a
share on the common and $1.50 on
the six per cent preferred stock.

Provision for income. taxes for the
six months of 1943 amount to
$15,972,747 as compared to $20,853,766
for a similar period in 1942.

J.

Central

erly

lishments

will

be

fixed

for

winter

months.

Howe

declared

less

heat

be
people

will

permitted in theatres "where
gather for short periods and where
warm clothing can be worn," adding
that when such buildings are not in
actual use owners will be required to
lower the temperature drastically.

This action is necessary because of
the coal shortage in Canada for this
winter's requirements and a nationwide conservation program will be
enforced. Minimum coal savings expected will be 20 per cent and coal
wardens will be appointed to insure
the proper conditioning and operation
of heating plants while users must use
cheaper grades of coal.

read-

Smith now

in-

New

cludes

York, Philadelphia,

WashingPittsburgh,

ton,

At-

Memphis,

lanta,

New

Orleans,

Char-

lotte,

and
City.

Da

1

las

L. J. Schlaifer

Oklahoma
The realigned Western

division

Trainor Quits Films

O.

Before

Ben Kalmenson, general
manager, at the company's re-

outlined by
sales

New York

cent sales regional in

"Arsenic and Old Lace," "Conflict,"
"The Desert Song," at Christmas
"Destination
Tokyo,"
"Devotion,"
The last of the company's three re- "The Horn Blows at Midnight," "In
Our
Time,"
"Mr.
Skeffington,"
gional sales meetings opened here to"Northern Pursuit," "Old Acquaintday at the Hotel Ambassador and will
ance," and "Princess O'Rourke," in
continue through Friday.
Joseph M.
"Shine
On,
Harvest
Schenck and Darryl F. Zanuck are November

Skouras, Connors, Gehring, Home
office executives return to New York on Sunday, with
Kupper remaining to confer with the
local sales force.

For Bond Premieres Owners for Drives
(Continued f rom page 1)

1)

more than 10,000 population, Rodgers
declared.

wide campaigns and some must prepare and distribute necessary materials, the real job is done by the thousands of exhibitors who, through hard
work, wholehearted co-operation and
attention to hundreds of details, make
possible the generosity of their audiences and thus achieve such magnificent results. It is to these exhibitors
in the field who devote so much time
and effort to such drives, and to their
millions of patrons, whose support
they enlist, that unstinted credit is
due."

Smith's Next Woe:
Parts for Projection Massey on Inactive
(Continued from page

1)

Major Raymond Massey,

WPB

approval for a program of
manufacture during the remainder of
this year of 100 projectors, a similar
number of lamps and rectifiers, and
50 sound systems, to be distributed in
1944 to exhibitors whose booths have
been burned out. Previously there were

coming here, he
was with the W. & V. circuit in Norfolk, Va., and previously was in the
road show department of 20th Cen- no provisions for exhibitors
tury-Fox.
theatres had had fires.
cinnati,

for

Rodger s Heads Drive Balaban Commends

Allentown, Pa., Aug. 11.—Leo P.
Trainor, manager of Wilmer and ing
Vincent's Rialto Theatre here for the
past five years, has left the industry
to enter business for himself in Cin-

Moskowitz,

assistant
to
the past several years,
continues in that post.
Jack Bloom,
former head of the home office contract department, has been named assistant to Schlaifer.

Kupper

;

Moon," "Thank Your Lucky

Stars,"
Sept. 25
"Uncertain Glory," "Watch
on the Rhine" and the following
"B's," combined into the "Victory
Group"
"Adventures
Iraq,"
in
"Crime By Night," "Find the Blackmailer," "The Last Ride" and "Murder on the Waterfront."
;

:

To

the

Warner

list

as a definite

"A"

added "Never
Goodbye," starring Joan Crawford
Edmund Goulding, director, and Henpossibility

should

be

ry Blanke, producer.

Meanwhile, production will run
along at steady pace.
The company
intends maintaining an elastic position
by having sufficient and varied back-

hand

to meet market condithey should change contrary
Into it will fit "Passto expectation.
age to Marseilles" and "Rhapsody in
Blue," both in work.

logs on
tions,

if

Gell to Represent

PRC in Europe
Anticipating potentialities
in
the
European market, O. Henry Briggs,
PRC president, has appointed William
Gell as European representative. Gell
has been associated with PRC almost
since the company's inception, as representative in London.

He also stated that by arrangement with the various distributing companies, "any picture under
(Continued from page 1)
contract and available for booking
Blue networks of National Broadcast- during the period of the campaign,
ing, as required by the F.C.C. in its
may be used for a bond premiere at
long controverted network operation which the admission is purchase of a
regulations, were signed by Noble, as bond, where such bond premiere is
president, Earl A. Anderson of Upper the first performance of a continuous
Montclair, N. J., and C. Nicholas run in the theatre which has contractPriaulx, of Yonkers, N. Y., as direc- ed for the picture."
tors of American Broadcasting System.

Martin

releases, the pattern following
closely, but not entirely, the lineup

and other home

(Continued from page

Papers Filed for
Purchase of Blue

tle

clerk in the contract department,
booker in three field branches, assistant branch manager in four exchanges,
branch manager at Charlotte, Albany,
Chicago and Pittsburgh, to home office sales representative, Western division manager, and then assistant to
Connors.
He is the first from the
field ranks of 20th-Fox to rise to the
general managership.

Eastern
justed
under
division

(Continued from page 1)

Salt

to

The
1

Des Moines, Omaha, Denver,
Lake City, San Francisco, Seatand Los Angeles exchanges and all W. B.

apolis,

formheaded by
representing the studio at the meeting.
W. C. Gehr- Here from the home office are Spyros
ing,
was ab- Skouras, Connors, Kupper, Gehring,
sorbed in part
Smith, Schlaifer, Felix Jenkins, Hal
by the Eastern
Home, Sam Shain, Paul Terry, John
division,
headWood, Martin Moskowitz, Jack Siched by A. W.
elman, W. J. Clark, G. A. Roberts,
Smith, Jr., and
_
„
__.„.
William J. Kupper
\ u il Roger Ferri, Jack Bloom, Clarence A.
vv
in part by the
Hill, Ted A. Shaw, Edwin H. Collins,
Western division, headed by Gehring,
Irving Maas, Leslie Whelan, Harvey
when Kupper was made executive 'asDay, William Weiss, Morris Caplan,
sistant to Connors last year.
As reIrving Lincer, Jules Fields, and Richestablished with Schlaifer in charge,
ard de Rochemont and Phil Williams
the Central division now includes Bosof March of Time.
Buffalo, Albany, New Haven,
ton,
Kupper arrives at the general sales
Cleveland, Cinmanagership after 25 years with the
c i n n a t i, Decompany, from extra in the old Fox
Chicago
troit,
company's William Farnum pictures,
and Milwaudivision,

kee.
(Continued from page

St.

Minimum of 31

Louis, Kansas City, Minne-

Schlaifer,
home office representative for the past
several months, has been named sales
manager of the company's reestabsales

$2.94 a

A

W.B. Definite

20th-Fox Sales

Is

;;

3

whose

List

film

and

stage actor, has been transferred by
the Canadian

Army

reserve because of

ill

into the inactive

health after serv-

ing for eight months, the Playwrights

Co. has announced.

Major Massey will
from the

receive a medical discharge

Army

effective next Sunday.

According to Gell, 30 per cent of
approximately 5,000 theatres which are now operating, are
England's

playing

PRC

pictures.

Gell feels that American and British films will dominate the European
market in view of the sparsity of native product. He said that before the
war English producers accounted for
approximately 100 films a year, but
are now making less than 50 a year.

Double features still dominate the
market, and film admissions
have been stable for almost a year,
Gell revealed. There is a 27 per cent
tax on admissions with film rentals
running from 25 to 50 per cent.
Gell, who was managing director of
Pathe Pictures Ltd. in London, and
British

has been associated with British film
distribution for many years, plans to
leave for California for conferences
with Leon Fromkess, PRC vice-president in charge of production. He will
return to England in September.

Elmo Joins Paramount
Philadelphia, Aug.

Elmo has

11.

—

George

joined the staff of the local
Paramount exchange as salesman. He
succeeds James Clark, who was promoted to another position at the exchange.

A SALUTE

TO THE GRE

THE MOTION

PICTURI

This is America. This is the country where

IV

called upon, respond with a voluntary, typic

enthusiasm seen in no other land. With
salute the Exhibitors of the
It is

States,

q

through their generous efforts that IR

ARMY'

is

now

new measure

RVING BERLIN'S

United

of the

WU^_0if
Directed by

Army Emej
patriotism of this Ame

providing the

starring men of the armed forces
MICHAEL CURTIZ

Screen Play by Casey Robinson

anil

-

george murphy

Cap! Claude Binyon- Based on the State Snow Inrinj Benin's "This

a

-

fte

jc/

km

"

;

These are the Premiere
Prices Received to Date
{.more coming daily)

Starting at
ASTBAUM, PHILADELF
ORPHEUM, NEW ORLEANS

.

.

VIRGINIAN, CHARLESTON, W. VA.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

STRAND, HARTFORD

WARNER, BRIDGEPORT
WARNER, WORCESTER

HEART OF

OHIO, LIMA

.

GREAT LAKES, BUFFALO
INDIANA, INDIANAPOLIS

.

.

NATIONAL, RICHMOND

NORVA, NORFOLK

XHIBITOR

MAJESTIC, PROVIDENCE

l

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ROGER SHERMAN, NEW HAVEN
GRAND, COLUMBUS
CAPITOL, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
FOX,

SAN FRANCISCO

FOX,

OAKLAND

EARLE, WASHINGTON, D.C

WARNER, WILMINGTON
WARNER, READING
SHERMAN, CHILLICOTHE
COLUMBIA, PORTSMOUTH
KEITH'S, SYRACUSE
STANLEY, PITTSBURGH
CAPITOL, CINCINNATI

.

ORPHEUM, DES MOINES
AMBASSADOR, ST. LOUIS
VENETIAN, RACINE

)n Picture Theatres

when

American, whole-souled

,

sincerity

)

Warner Bros,

ORPHEUM, KANSAS CITY
VICTORY, DAYTON

SHEBOYGAN, SHEBOYGAN
STRAND, CUMBERLAND
RIO, APPLETON

....
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

....
....
....
....
.

.

.

.

RIALTO. ALLENTOWN
SENATOR AND ALHAMBRA, SACRAMENTO
CALIFORNIA, STOCKTON
CALIFORNIA, SAN JOSE

.

CALIFORNIA, SALINAS

lit

and independent

alike.

HANLON, VALLEJO
EUREKA, EUREKA

......

MODESTO
PELICAN, KLAMATH FALLS

STATE,

<G

BERLIN'S 'THIS

IS

THE

....

STATE, MARYSVILLE
STATE, EASTON

{icy

Relief

Fund with

BAY,

a

GREEN BAY

.

.

.

.

.

.

JOHNSTOWN
STRAND, OSHKOSH
STATE,

industry.

in

Out

These Premieres Bought

By Local Committees
WARNER,
KENOSHA, KENOSHA
STRAND, ALBANY
CAPITOL, MADISON

.

*

It

RONALD REAGAN

Nl hita

Produced by

JACK

L.

•

george tobias

WARNER

m

HAL

alan hale
B.

WALLIS

•

charles butterworth

Back

the Attack!

Back

the 3rd

Waif Loan

in

Sept em
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Thursday, August

Himber

Again a

Review
Oklahoma

'Coney'

is

Tune
Hollywood, Aug.

City, Aug. 11— "Coney
Island," in its second week at the
Criterion, hit another smash figure for
$8,000 with a probable third week
All other films held up well
ahead.
and most were over average. Weather
still hot but shortened a bit by rain.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Aug. 13th:
"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)

CRITERION— (1,500)

Gross:

week.

second

(2Sc-40c-50c) 7 days,

(Average,

$8,000.

$6,000)

"Take

Me Back

"Behind

Prison,

Oklahoma" (Rep.)

to

Walls" (PRC)

FOLLY— (600)

(20c-25c)

Gross:

days.

3

(Average, $250).
"Bells of Capistrano" (Rep.)
"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch"

(RKO)

7

days.

$350.

LIBERTY —

(20c-25c)
(Average, $3,250)

(1.200)

Gross: $3,500.
"Jitterbugs" (U. A.)
"Aerial Gunner" (Para.)

MIDWEST— (1,500)

days.

7

(25c-40c-45c) 7 days,

sec-

ond week. Gross: $6,000. (Average, $4,500)
"Action in the North Atlantic" (WB)

TOWER— (1.000)

third week.

Gross:

(20c-25c-40c)

days,

7

(Average, $2,500)

$3,000.

$2,000 Above Par
Tulsa, Okla., Aug. 11.— "Hit the
like

Ice,"

all

Abbott-Costello films
week's grosses with a

here, led this
swell $9,500 at

the

The

Orpheum.

weather has been extremely hot
though this is said here to be helping
grosses

;

to land duty.

There are acts of bravery, but they blend naturally and properly into
The performthe drama. The sea and air fight is thrillingly handled.
ances are restrained, but natural, and of high order. Robinson leads,
but Ford is close His romantic interludes with Marguerite Chapman
Edgar Buare delicious, and his marine swagger is highly amusing.
chanan once more delivers on the comedy side while very good indeed is

no other competition.

home with
Running

(25c-40c)

week. Gross: $3,500.
"Hit tfa Ice" (Univ.)

ORPHEUM— (1,400)

(Average,

third

$2,500)

Selznick,

Dann

days.

7

staff,

Gross: $9,500. (Average, $7,500)
"It's a Great Life" (CoL)
"No Place for a Lady" (Col.)

RIALTO— (1,250)

—

Mexico City, Aug. 11. Although
Van- Mexican studio writers have registered

(.Continued from page 1)

bers
(20c-40c-50c)

is

president

of

of

is

the

in

mem-

one of the ranking

RKO

addition

home

office

being

to

legal

assistant

He

secretary of the parent company.
for
has been associated with
approximately 10 years. He will assume his new post about the middle

75 feature scripts with the Cinematographic Scenarists and Adapters union,
a shortage of raw film precludes the
production of more than 60 films this
year of which 42 have already been

made.

RKO

(20c-40c) 3 days.

Gross:

(Average, $1,500)
Senoritas from Chicago" (Col.)
"Good Luck Mr. Yates" (CoL)
RIALTO— (1,250) (20c-40c) 4 days. Gross:
(Average, $1,950).
$2,600.
"The Youngest Profession" (M-G-M)
RITZ— (2,000) (25c-4Oc-50c) 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $7,750)
$9,200.
$1,800.

"Two

of September,

making

his

headquarters

here.

Midnight Shows Click

—

No Brockton Competition
Boston, Aug.
—The Brockton
11.

Fair, largest in the East since the
Eastern States Exposition closed last
year for the duration, will not open
this year. Joe Cahill, Brockton theatre
man, has been identified with the fair.

Springfield, Mass., Aug. 11. Satiswith the results of his experiment,
district manager Edward Harrison, of
E. M. Loew's theatres, has ordered
Indianapolis, Aug. 11. Joe Goldthat the Friday midnight show for war berg, manager of the
Circle Theatre
workers at the Court Square Theatre here, has been appointed manager of
be continued.
the Indiana to succeed Leonard Tuttle,
resigned.
Moe Esserman is being
moved up to the vacated post of house
fied

Kestenbaum Named

PRC Ad

Director

S. S. Kestenbaum has been appointed director of publicity and advertising of PRC, to succeed Joseph O' Sullivan,

baum,

who

recently resigned. Kesteri-

until

his

appointment, was in

charge of exploitation for

His
tional,

PRC.

former

Monogram,

connections
include
Republic and Grand Na-

and others.

Fishman

WMC
—

Philadelphia, Aug. 11.
George
Fishman, Universal exploiteer here,
has been loaned to Frank McNamee,
regional War Manpower Commission
head, to serve as a consultant. Before
Universal,
McNamee was with
Emanuel theatres here and previously

was

RKO

Goldberg

Scrap Metal Matinee

Wilkes-Barre,

Pa.,

Aug.

11.

—

of 3,369 pounds of scrap metal
collected at a scrap metal matinee held at 12 Comerford and several
total

were

Luzerne
in
theatres
independent
County, Pa., and staged by the local

to

branch manager here.

was at the Brandeis,
where "The Constant Nymph," vAfh
"Murder in Times Square," nerma
parative business

War

Activities Committee.

Mex. Army
Mexico

conscripts.

manager

Named
—

at the Circle.

to

See Films

—

noMW-

sweltered, but

was noted

effect

on

box-

offices.

Estimated receipts for the week ending Aug. 11-12
"The Constant Nymph" (WB)
"Murder in Times Square" (CoL)

BRANDEIS— (1,200)

(30c-35c-44c-50c)

7

Gross: $8,200.
(Average, $6,500)
"Dixie" (Para.)
"Yanks Ahoy" (U.A.)

days.

OMAHA— (2,000)

(30c-35c-50c)

moveover from Paramount

7

days,

Gross:

$6,000.

(Average, $6,000)
"Jitterbugs" (20th-Fox)

ORPHEUM— (3,000)

(4Oc-50c-65c)

days.

7

Richard Himber and orchestra on stage.
Gross: $15,400.
(Average, $14,500)
"The Youngest Profession" (M-G-M)
"Tennessee Johnson" (M-G-M)

PARAMOUNT— (2,900)

days.

Gross:

(30c-35c-50c)

7

(Average, $9,000)

$8,200.

'Burlesque' Does

$9,200 in Third
Buffalo, Aug.

11.

— Holdovers

were

the rule here this week.
In a third
week at the Hippodrome, "Lady of
Burlesque" will end a swell run with

O'Neil Manages Suffolk
Holyoke, Mass., Aug. 11.— Larry
O'Neil, former manager of the Cameo
Theatre, Hartford, has been named
manager of the Suffolk to succeed

Silverstein

ing Aug. 14:
"Dixie" (Para.)

BUFFALO —

(35c-40c-55c-65c)

(3,489)

days, 2nd week.

Gross:

"The Constant Nymph" (W.

B.)

"Salute for Three" (Para.)

GREAT LAKES— (3,000)

days, 2nd week.
age, $13,000)

(35c-40c-55c-65c;

Gross: $13,400.

7

(Aver-

"Lady of Burlesque" (U. A.)
"Somewhere in France" (U. A.)

HIPPODROME — (2,100)

7 days, 3rd week,
(Average, 8,500).

(35c-40c-55c-65c)

moveover.

Gross:

$9,200.

"Behind the Rising Sun" (RKO)
"Chatterbox" (Rep.)

TWENTIETH CENTURY— (3,000)

55c)
7
$8,500)

"Hers
"Hi,

days.
to

Gross:

(35c-

(Average,

$19,000.

Hold" (Univ.)

Buddy"

LAFAYETTE— (3,000)
Gross:

$13,500.

(35c-55c)

(Average,

7

days.

8,500).

Switches in Philadelphia
Philadelphia, Aug.
gerial

changes

in

the

—

ManaWarner and

11.

William Goldman circuits here were
announced this week. Ray Meyer,
manager of Warners' 69th St., and
his assistant,
to Goldman's

Henry

Rosenfelt, switch

Karlton Theatre. James

McHugh

is the new 69th
St. mantransferring
from Warners'
Lane Theatre, where he is succeeded
by Louis Coluntuano, former rotating
manager. Also, Roland Hayes moves
from the circuit's Keystone to the Oxford, succeeding Norman Bailey, who
left to enter the Navy, and Nat Warshaw moves from the Allegheny to
the Keystone.

Promoted

Named

Robert Clark
Philadelphia, Aug. 11. I. Hirst,
owner of the Garden Theatre, and
Seattle, Aug. 11.
Robert Clarkothers here, has promoted S. Silver- has been appointed booker for John
stein, assistant manager of the GarDanz's Sterling circuit here. Clark
den, to the post of manager at his was formerly connected with theatre
Forepaughs Theatre.
operations in Salt Lake City.

—

7

(Average,

$16,500.

$15,000)

ager,

Jerry Germaine.

City, Aug. 11. Ministry of
National Defense has distributed 12
projectors, recently acquired from the
United States, to the Army to permit
a large-scale exhibition of films to

Omaha

$8,200.
ticeable

an expected $9,200.
Estimated receipts for the week end-

classification.

guard.
days,

7

Red Kann

"G"*

Mexico Can Make
R. H. Dann to Join
Only 60 Pictures
Selznick's Vanguard
with

ing Aug. 13th
"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)

plenty to spare.
time, 99 mins.

*"G" denotes general

Estimated receipts for the week end-

MAJESTIC— (570)

—

Omaha, Aug. 11. Richard Himber
and orchestra and "Jitterbugs" grossed
$15,400 at the Orpheum.
Best com-

Lee Gorcey and tough, side-of-mouth-bluejacket Regis Toomey is tailor-made as the destroyer captain.
"Destroyer" was directed by William A. Seiter and produced by Lou
F. Edelman. Both rate bows, and so does Columbia, for this one makes

'Hit the Ice' Hits

of $15,400

11

a rousing, full-bodied story of a ship and a man who believed
in her when most of her crew was preparing to walk.
The ship
is the U.S.S. Destroyer "John Paul Jones," built to perpetuate an honored Naval name after its predecessor went down in the Battle of the
Coral Sea. The man is Edward G. Robinson, salty tar out of World
War I, then a welder, who assumes construction of the new vessel as a
one-man self-imposed job and finally, on board as chief bos'n's mate.
Only it's different in this war. Tactics have changed, the equipment
Robinson gets himself in bad with the
is new, and, largely unfamiliar.
crew and, in particular, with Glenn Ford whom he supersedes. The
On two trial runs, faults show.
ship itself fails to reach specifications.
The "Jones" gets a Naval hex, is withdrawn from combat duty and assigned to a mail run to Dutch Harbor. By this time, many of the crew
are seeking transfers, but Robinson, telling simply, and with feeling,
the historic story of John Paul Jones and "Bonhomme Richard," instills a pride that persuades them to stick, and propels them into battle
with six Japanese planes, which they destroy, and a Nip submarine,
which they cut neatly in two. The victorious destroyer gets its reward
is

by assignment to the South Pacific Battle Fleet, and Robinson retires

(20c-25c-45c)

Gross: $6,250. (Average, $5,600)
"Flight For Freedom" (RKO)
"The Falcon Strikes Back" (RKO)

STATE— (1,100)

TTERE

Plays for

'Jitterbugs' to the

Smash in
"Destroyer"
Grossing $8,000 {Columbia)
Oklahoma
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BETTER THAN HITLER'S
CHILDREN' IN PORTLAND, ORE!
(Same two houses; same days of week)

..That's the first flash from the
Pacific Northwest Area Premiere,
where 47 theatres will open earlier,
close later, to handle the biggest
crowds they ever dreamed of!

And

hanging up records
throughout New England and New
York State, where it premiered in
79 theatres to the greatest ballyhoo this business ever heard of!
. .

it's still

4

DARKNESS

STREET OF
with

SIGRID GURIE

•

J.

EDWARD BROMBERG

•

J.

Screenplay by FREDERICK TORBERG and ARTHUR RIPLEY • Adapted from an
Original Story by ARTHUR RIPLEY • Muiieal Score by MICHEL MICHELET

Produced by

i

ARTHUR RIPLEY-RUDOLPH MONTER

3IRL

•

Directed by

ARTHUR

francis lederer

starring

CARROL NAISH

•

ALEXANDER GRANACH

The Story of a Musician
"Killer"

RIPLEY.

MONTEREY
FROM D'ORSAY

Who

Becomes a Ruthless
Tortured By The Nazis.

When

OH! SAY CAN YOU SING!

FIFI
Cyclonic Comedy of a Mexican Night Club.
starring

A

TALENT SCHOOL
A Glamorous Comedy

A Glamorous

FORGOTTEN CHILDREN
JIM TULLY's Dramatic Story of

of Stagestruck Girls.

Stark

Drama

WHEN THE
A

Rollicking

Melodrama

of The Arctic Regions.

LIGHTS

A

BERLIN REVOLTS

A New

German

Melodrama

Youth.

Heroic Russian

OF HORROR

Real

JIVE

A

Vets

Do

Their

Bit.

JUNCTION

THE LAST PAGE
A

of Neglected Girls.

I'M

at Stalingrad.

Hepcats on Parade! Comedy With Music.

of a Black Market Racketeer.

1943-44

Women

Two Spanish-American War
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Human Drama

Thriller.
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of Music
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At L.A. Runs
With $48,000
Los

Angeles,

Aug.

11.

'Mr. Big', Big

Review

Strong

'Dixie'

Thursday, August

— "Dixie"

leads the first run field with a strong
§48,000 at the Paramount Hollywood
and Downtown theatres, in spite of
"unusual" summer heat.
"Heaven
Can Wait" did well at the Carthay
Circle, Chinese and Loew's State theatres, with grosses of $11,000, $16,000 and $22,500, respectively.
Other
first runs, many of them holdovers,
were well up on the list.
Estimated grosses for the week end-

Big

12,

1943

Show

$19,000 in
Minneapolis Run

"Good Luck, Mr. Yates"
(Columbia)

at

TP HE

vigorous acting of Claire Trevor and Jess Barker, Columbia's
juvenile, gives this picture the life which the plot could not
Minneapolis, Aug. 11. "Mr. Big,''
offer on its own
It is timely and morale-building set against a back- coupled with a stage show, appeared
ground of a military school and a shipyard, about a 4-F draftee who headed for a heavy $19,000 at the,
overcomes his disappointment at being rejected by the Army to become Orpheum. Other grosses were satisfactory.
Changeable weather kept th{^
a hero on the home front.
public in mixed mind about
/~nAyoung
Barker,
instructor
at
military
school,
a
leaves for the and swimming, theatre businessv^p^i-;
Jess
Army amidst the fond farewells of his students. But he is rejected, cipal summertime competitors in thesf
and rather than shatter the faith which the boys of the school have in parts.
Estimated receipts for the week endhim, he arranges to have a soldier friend send inspiring letters to the
boys from an Army camp. But Barker's doctor assures him that the ing Aug. 14:
physical defect which caused his rejection can be cured, and in the mean- "Mr. Big." (Univ.)
ORPHEUM— (2,800) (45c-60c) 7 days. Ot
while he gets a job in a shipyard. The students first discover his de- stage: Blue Barron orchestra, Sydell &
Christine
Spotty,
Forsyth,
and others
ception and then a fellow worker suspects him of being a spy when he
Gross: $19,000. (Average, $8,500)
overhears Barker talking on the telephone to his doctor, a German
"The Devil and Daniel Webster" (RKO)
refugee.
The climax comes when, during a fist fight with the other
WORLD— (350) (40c-50c-55c-75c) 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $2,800. (Average, $2,000
fire
breaks
out,
and
Barker
helps
extinguish
worker at the shipyard, a

—

new

I

ing Aug. 11
"Heaven Can Wait" (20th-Fox)

CARTHAY CIRCLE— (1,518)

75c) 7 days.
407)

Gross: $11,000.

(33c-44c-55c-

(Average,

$8,-

"Heaven Can Wait" (20th-Fox)

CHINESE— (2,500)

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

days.
Gross: $16,000.
"Spitfire" (RKO) 2nd

"The Falcon
to

(33c-44c-55c-75c) 7 days.

(Average,

$8,0C0.

"Hera

3rd

$9,264)

Hold" (Univ.)

HILLSTREET— (2,700)
days,

$14,052)

week
Danger" (RKO)

in

HAWAII— (1,000)

Gross:

(Average,

7

week.

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

Gross:

5

(Average,

$9,200.

$15,244)

"Heaven Can Wait" (20th-Fox)

STATE—

LOEW'S

(33c-44c-55c(2,500)
75c) 7 days.
Gross: $22,500. (Average, $20,752)
"Hers to Hold" (Univ.)
(33c-44c-55c-75c)
5
(3,000)

PANTAGES—

days, 3rd week.

Gross:

the blaze at the risk of his own life, receiving new injuries which comBy this time both Barker and
pletely disqualify him for Army service.
the students realize that being a soldier is not the only important job in
the war.

LYRIC— (1,200)

(40c-55c)

days,

7

week
Gross: $5,500.
(Average,
"White Savage" (Univ.)

CENTURY— (1,600)

week.

Gross:

$6,000.

(40c-55c)

3n

$4,000)

7 days, 2n.

(Average, $6,500)

Miss Trevor is well qualified, both in looks and personality, to provide "The Human. Comedy" (M-G-M)
STATE— (2,300) (40c-55c) 7 days. Gross
romantic interest, while the rest of the cast, including Tom Neal, Hen- $18,500. (Average, $10,000)
ry Armetta, Edgar Buchanan, Tommy Cook, Frank Sully and Rosina "Assignment in Brittany" (M-G-M)
GOPHER— (998) (35c) 7 days. Gross
David J. Chatkin produced and Ray
Galli, give admirable support.
(Average, $3,000)
$3,900.
Enright is responsible for convincing direction. Screenplay and story "Squadron Leader X" (RKO) 4 days
credits go to Lou Breslow, Adele Comandine and Hal Smith. Should "All By Myself" (Univ.) 4 days
ASTER— (900) (20c-30c) 7 days, with mid
appeal to general audience, and to the juvenile audience especially.
week change.
Gross
:

Running

(Average,

$8,100.

"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)

Ted Rowland

time, 70 mins. "G."*

$2,600.

(Averagf

$2,250)

$12,810)

"Dixie"

(Para.)

(Aver-

Edwin Schwalbe Namet

"Night Plane from Chungking" (Para.)
(3,595)
PARAMOUNT (Downtown)

La Crosse, Wis., Aug. 11. Edwi
Schwalbe has been elected secretary
treasurer and general manager of L

PARAMOUNT

(Hollywood)— (1,407)
Gross: $15,000.

44c-55c-75c) 7 days.
age, $10,808)
"Dixie" (Para.)

—

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

days.

7

Gross:

*"G" denotes general

(33c-

$33,000.

(Average, $19,768)

—

'Claudia'Trade Shows
In Exchanges Aug. 16

"Heaven Can Wait"

RITZ— (1,376)
Gross:

(20th- Fox)
(33c-44c-55c-85c)

7

"The Constant Nymph" (W.B.)
WARNER BROS. (Hollywood)— (3,000)
(33c-44c-55c-85c)
$10,666.

Gross:

days, 4th week.

7

(Average, $13,651)

"The Constant Nymph" (WB..)
WARNER BROS. (Downtown)— (3,400)
(33c-44c-65c-85c)
$11,484.

days, 4th week.

7

Gross:

(Average, $16,094)

"The Constant Nymph" (W.B.)

WARNER

BROS.

Gross: $10,505.

—

(Wiltern)
days,
4th
(Average, $12,794)

(33c-44c-55c-65c-85c)

(2,200)

week.

7

Trade

days.

(Average, $9,416)

$11,000.

classification.

"Claudia"

showings
will

be

of

held

20th-Fox's

Monday

in

New

York, Atlanta, Chicago, Denver,

Los

Angeles,

Philadelphia,

Boston,

Women Marines
Recruit in Theatres
Women

Marines are touring nine

theatres in the Metropolitan area this

week

in

a recruiting drive being held

in cooperation

with the

War

Crosse Theatres Co., succeeding th
Frank Koppelberger, it was an
nounced following a company organ
ization meeting. M. Rosenstein re
mains as president and W. D. Burfor
late

as

vice-president.

Activities

San Committee. Following a session last
Cincinnati, Detroit,
week between Marine recruiting ofFrancisco and Seattle.
On the 18th, screenings will be held ficials and the WAC, industry assistin
Albany, Cleveland, Indianapolis, ance was offered and accepted.
Theatres being used in the camNew Haven, St. Louis, Buffalo, Dalpaign are
Loew's Metropolitan and
las, Kansas City, New Orleans, CharDes Moines, Memphis, Okla- Century's Kingsway, Brooklyn Skoulotte,
ras' Park Plaza and Loew's Paradise,
homa City, Portland, Pittsburgh, Salt Bronx; RKO's
86th St, Skouras'
Lake City and Washington, D. C. On Academy of Music, and Loew's State,
take
place
Manhattan,
and Loew's Valencia and
the 19th, the showing will
Milwaukee,

:

Transcriptions for
Theatre Bond Drives
Washington, D. C, Aug. 11.
Treasury Department is understood to
be preparing to use Hollywood stars
in a new series of radio transcriptions,
for exhibitor use in their local campaigns in the Third War Loan drive,
starting Sept. 9.

Discussions on the subject were held
here this week between officials of the

;

in

RKO

Minneapolis.

Paramount Sets
2 More BelV Dates
Of News Telecasts Two
more premieres for "For

RCA

Plans Series

RCA

Ed

is understood to be planning a
series of television broadcasts dealing

Schreiber,
publicity director,
also turned over to the
a
series of five songs prepared by the
war music committee of the American
Theatre Wing, to be used in the drive.

with major news and feature events
connected with the war. Purpose of
the series, which would be broadcast
by NBC, is to provide present owners
of television sets with programs to

War

Finance

Committee

WAC

and

WFC

who

Seattle Promotion Plans
Seattle, Aug.
playing host this

—

This city is
week to several pub11.

licity-exploitation representatives from
various
studios
and home offices.

Terry Turner,

RKO,

head of exploitation

here in advance of "Behind the Rising Sun" Mike Newman,
Coast exploitation head for Columbia, is here in behalf of "Destroyer"
and "Appointment in Berlin"
and
Marty Weiser,
Warner's
Pacific
Coast exploiteer, is here on plans for
"This Is the Army."
for

is

;

;

Keith's Flushing in Queens.

build interest in the
post-war period.

medium

for the

However, shortage of tubes and
other equipment, as well as a dearth
of technicians, are reported stumbling
blocks.

Heavy 'Phantom' Budget
Universal reports a budget of $250,000 for the promotion of "Phantom of
the Opera." The pattern for the promotion is being set in the campaigns
heralding the world premieres of the
picture at the Palace, Cincinnati, and
the Orpheum, Minneapolis.

(

Whom the Bell Tolls" were announced yesterday by Charles M. ReaParamount assistant general sales
manager: Sept. 1, at the Alcazar, San
Francisco, and Sept. 2, at the Stategan,

Lake,

Chicago.
Oct. 1, the picture will open day
and date in from 45 to 50 additional
key cities. Robert Gillham, Paramount
advertising and publicity director, Rufus Blair, studio publicity man, and
W. C. Lewellen, Dallas district ad
representative, will be in Chicago today to set the campaign for that city.

On

Dinner for 'Licked'
Texas A.

& M.

alumnae

will spon-

sor a screening of Walter

Wanger's
"We've Never Been Licked," preceded
by a dinner, at the Waldorf-Astoria,
next Tuesday. The picture is distributed by Universal.

summer's hottest short!

1

MOTION PICTURE
A
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54.
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NEW

31

Have
46 Features
By Year End

Para, to

U.S.

for This Season; Bolsters Backlog
By

RED KANN

—

12.
While
Aug.
Paramount has not committed itself
o release more than 30 for the new

Hollywood,

•eason, current plans tally at least

completed, under

way or

defi-

committed for production between now and approximately the
ynd of the year. The inference, it
s assumed here, is that the process
nitely

W

backlog leading
1944-45 season will be
rjnto the
tpushed without letup.
The company this week completes
establishing

page 5)

FRIDAY, AUGUST

Exhibitor

stands ready to
of its
industry
anti-trust suit if the survey of exhibitor and other viewpoints on the decree, now being conducted by the De-

By

JOHN

Santiago,

F.

Chile,

— Santiago's

SHEIK
July

30.

(By

p'Loghlin, general manager in Canida for 20th Century-Fox for 18 years

theatre,
newest
Normandie, will be
1,000-seat
the
opened Aug. 20 by Santiago Mosca
and Tomas Cereceda. It will exhibit
Warner and 20th Century-Fox prod-

'orior to his be-

uct, first run.

Montreal,

12.

— James

P.

"Sergeant York" will be the openall proceeds of the
premiere performance will be donated

succeeded
month due

;mg
\

Aug.

ast

ing attraction and

(was
,

-esort

(Continued on page 5)

health

his
condition
beJ: a
serious.

me

H e continued
with the company in an adJ. P. O'Loghlin
visory capacity
3n full salary,
eaving his active post only because
ie had been ill for the past few years.
O'Loghlin was prominent in Cana(Continued on page 5)

In

New

HARRY BROWNING

By

Baltimore,

Aug.

12.

—

12.

The

board of directors of National Allied States Association passed a
o 1 ution
against
the
extension
o f
r e s

Season

percent age
playing on the

— Twenti-

that

ground

eth Century-Fox will release 39
features during the new season, it

u n d e r
centage

was announced today by Tom J.
Connors, vice-president in charge
of worldwide distribution, at the
last of the company's three regional
sales meetings in session at the
Ambassador Hotel here.
The company also will release 41

tracts the distributor regu-

short subjects, 13 issues of March of
Time and the customary 104 issues of

sion

Titles of 37 of the 39 features were
Thirtygiven to the sales meeting.
two of the 37 titles were published
in

Motion

Wednesday.

Picture

The

Daily

on

per-

con-

admis-

lates

prices

and dates
which pictures
Abram

F.

Myers

be played
addition to
other details of theatre operation, it
shall
in

Movietonews.

(Continued on page 5)

Leserman

Shifts 3,

five additional titles

Promotes 2

:

(Continued on page 4)

Prepare for Eventualities

at U.A.

Due

For Western Gas
Chicago, Aug. 12—Paul M.
O'Leary, OPA fuel rationing
chief in Washington, revealed
that Secretary Ickes will cut
gasoline rations 25 per cent at

Republic Launching

Hour Radio Program
— Republic
Hollywood, Aug.
12.

stated here today that it expects to
launch a national, one-hour radio show

November.

No

commercial spon-

sorship is contemplated, it was said,
and the company would use its top
players plugging next season's attractions.

Oklahoma

City,

Aug.

12.

Carroll

man

in

Trowbridge, former saleshas been upped to

Seattle,

— The

"polio" scare which has had state theatre men wondering if a closing order
might not strike their houses any day
still hangs over almost every section
of the state as the number of cases has
passed the 100 mark and several new
ones are being reported daily. However, the number of cases being reported is not at the pace set earlier,
so there is some hope that the "dark"
order may not be issued by state
health officials.

Herbert Yates will leave here for
Chicago by plane Friday night. There
he will meeet James R. Grainger, Re(Currently the disease is of epidepublic president, for conferences with mic proportions
California and
in
network officials on the contemplated Texas and is verging on the epidemic
airshow.
After the discussions are fringe in Oklahoma and Texas. Kenconcluded Yates will leave for New tucky has reported 51 cases, while
York.
(Continued on page 2)
.

midnight Sunday in Central
and Midwestern States.

two United Artists
branch managers and
transfer of three branch managers to
other territories were announced yesterday by Carl Leserman, U.A. general
sales
manager.
All appointments are effective immediately.
of

(Continued on page 5)

in

Slash

From20th-Fox

'Polio' on Increase, Theatres

when

25%

39 Features

;

He

2uebec

Board Condemns Them
As Monopoly Aid

to the

brought
from
a

lere

Playing Pacts

not previously published are "SomeAmerican War Relief unit here. thing for the Boys," based on the
"By Jupiter,"
National and municipal government Broadway stage hit
Broadway stage success with music by
officials will attend.
Promotion
The opening of the Normandie gives Rodgers and Hart; "Stars and Stripes salesmen to

ill health by
Sidney Samson,
j lied here today
n
General

:o

(Hospital.

Mail).

At Percentage

14.5.

Hollywood, Aug.

Santiago, Chile,

lames P. O'Loghlin
Dies in Montreal

is

(Continued on page 5)

New

Allied Hits

Tomorrow?

Hollywood, Aug. 12.— Of 55

prosecution

partment of Justice, shows need for
such action, Tom C. Clark, assistant
U. S. attorney-general, states in an
interview^ published today in Motion
Picture Herald. Clark indicated, however,
that the Government is not
averse to effecting a compromise settlement of not only the New York
anti-trust action, but also the pending
suits against large circuits in the field
under proper conditions.
In his contacts with exhibitors thus

of

TEN CENTS

1943

13,

features currently in production at all Hollywood studios
only eight are films pertaining to the war or having war
backgrounds, a survey completed today revealed. The
percentage of war films to the
total in production, however,

The Government

House Opens Aug. 20

i

What

Survey Shows Need

a

(.Continued on

U.S.A.,

Ready to Push

Suit, if

reopen

W

YORK,

Industry

Alert Clears N. Y.

Theatre Districts
business in New
affected but slightly
by yesterday's air-raid alert

Theatre

York was
test,

which occurred during
from 5:15

theatres' off-hour,
to 5:40.
It

was

New

"rush-hour"

York's

first

and it
cleared Times Square, Lengacre Square, Radio City and
alert,

other theatre areas completely of pedestrians,

who were

herded into building shelters.

Motion Picture Daily
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9

on Increase, Theatres
Prepare for Eventualities

Personal
Mention

'Polio

1)

New Firm

A. Mc- Arkansas
Officials
state
has
46.
•
Carthy and Bernard Kreis- that there was not much incidence of
ler, Universal sales executives, left the disease in the northern part of the
for Empire-Universal's Toronto meet- country or in New England, although
Is
ing last night. They will return Mon- New Haven health officials report one
day.
death and 56 cases there.)
Washington, D. C, Aug. 12.
•
Standard Theatres, operating ten
Kennedy, Edmund houses in Oklahoma City, still hold Edward J. Noble's application for the
P.
Joseph
Goulding, Frederic Lonsdale and their ban on youngsters under 12 and purchase of the Blue Network, now
Gradwell Sears, U.A. distribution have run advertisements in newspaper; before the Federal Communications
Commission, reveals the existence of
chief, attended a press screening of asking youngsters to be patient, but
the American Broadcasting System, a
"Claudia" at the 20th-Fox home of- calling their attention to the dangers
of the disease and how easily it may newly organized Delaware corporafice yesterday.
tion, set up to take over the network.
•
be contracted in theatres.

SCULLY,

F.

Noble's

J.

For Blue

William Hutchins, New Haven
of National Theatre Supply,
will report to Princeton, for training,
Aug. 15, as a Navy lieutenant, j.g.

manager

Michael

RKO

Hoffay,

foreign
return from

will

director,

vacation Monday.
•

Nicholas Napoli, Artkino Pictures
president,

morrow

will

Other local houses have not followed the Standard ban on children.
However, nearly all are set to do so
at the first sign of an increase in the

number

•
publicity

arrive

to attend the

of cases reported.
Tulsa houses are also watching the
charts with considerable interest, although cases in Tulsa have not yet
reached the two score figure as they
have here. Other cities over the state

are standing by to carry out any sugin Toronto tohealth board.
Empire-Univer- gestions from the state

sal convention.

•

Leo Brody, former member of
Paramount home office publicity

George Diamos

Cpl.
the

now

PCCITO

with the Army
Mexico, is in town

New

President

—

stationed

All Set

New

194

'Universal Day' at

Empire Canada Meel
Toronto, Aug. 12. Universal saleW. A. Scully, F. J. A.
McCarthy and Bernard Kleisler, are
due here tomorrow morning to attend
executives

the second day's session of the threeday meeting of Empire-Universal
Films, Canadian distributor for Universal and Republic, at the
A
York Hotel.
f

Rw

f^

Today

the convention highlighted a
discussion of Republic's new season's
product plans and sales policies, with
James R. Grainger, Republic president, in attendance. This was followed
by a dinner honoring Grainger.
Nicholas Napoli, Artkino Pictures
The application also reveals that president,
from New York, will adNoble has already put up §1,000,000 in
dress the Saturday morning session.
connection with the transaction and
Empire-Universal is also Canadian
will pay
the remaining $7,000,distributor of Artkino-Soviet prod000 upon FCC approval of the sale.
uct.
The new corporation has a capitalization of 500,000 shares of common
stock with par value of $10 a share,
with 400,000 shares to be' issued when
the deal is closed.
It is said Noble personally proposes
to put up $4,000,000 of the web's purchase price, and has arranged to borrow the remaining sum from three

RCA

NEW YORK THEATRES

New York

banks Commercial Bank
and Trust Co, $1,000,000; Bankers
Trust Co, $1,500,000, and Central
Hanover Bank and Trust Co, $1,500,:

12.
George
Aug.
Hollywood,
Diamos, of Tucson, Ariz., has been 000.
elected president of the Pacific Coast
•
Conference of Independent Theatre
Bill Salmons, of the Comerford Owners, succeeding Jack Y. Berman.
booking office, Scranton, Pa., is in The PCCITO will discuss its future
First
course regarding the consent decree
Philadelphia.
RKO's Palace Theatre on Broadat a meeting in San Franciso, Aug
•
way, starting next Thursday, goes
Major Ben Lyon, formerly of 18 and 19.
to first-run single features.
Initial
the
San
with
will
attend
Those
who
Hollywood and London, and now
attraction under the new policy will be
session
include
L.
JohnV.
the U S. Army Air Force, is in Bal- Francisco
"The Fallen Sparrow," to be followed
son and L. O. Lukan, Seattle; M. W.
timore on official business.
by RKO's "The Sky's the Limit,"
Mattecheck and Robert White, Port•
"Behind the Rising Sun," "Around the
Walter Batcheler, left New York land H. V. Harvey and Ben Levin, World" and "The Iron Major."
and
Bruen
San
Francisco
Hugh
Leo
met
Hollywood
to
yesterday for
Chief reason for the change from
George Diamos, Los Angeles Robert
Spitz and Jack Skirball.
first- and second-run duals, according
H.
Poole, executive secretary
M.
J.
•
to RKO, was the congestion of bookHone, executive secretary of the
"Sonny" Greenberg, former man- Northern California unit, and O. K. ings with resultant delays in prompt
Park City Theatre,
ager of the
New York showings elsewhere.
Miller,
executive secretary of the
Bridgeport, is home on furlough from
Oregon unit.
Alabama.
•
Jack Shields, manager of the
Capitol, Ansonia, Conn., is on vacaJohn T. Zinn, for the past seven
tion with his son, home on furlough
Hollywood, Aug. 12. David Loew, years business manager of the casting
from the Navy.
partner with Arthur Lyons in Produc- and talent department at Paramount,
•
join Vanguard Films Oct. 1 as
Frank Phelps, Warner Theatre ing Artists, Inc., newly-formed pro- will
release general manager, Daniel T. O'Shea,
ducing
outfit
which will
executive in charge of labor relations,
through United Artists, has broad- president of the company, announced
visiting Philadelphia and Atlantic
is
ened his plans, setting up a financial yesterday.
City.
Zinn started in the industry with
organization separate from his new
•
company to handle secondary financ- Universal in 1930, working his way
Warren Conner, Cincinnati district ing as well as arranging for pri- up to business manager and assistant
manager of Altec Service, E. O.
mary financing for stars, directors secretary. During 1934 and 1935, he
Wilschle of Altec Lansing, Holly- and producers desiring to make their was assistant studio manager for Fox.
Altec
DeDickely,
wood, and F. C.
own pictures for United Artists
troit district manager, are in town.
through the Producing Artists setup.
staff,

Air Force in
on furlough.

13,

—

{Continued from page

WA.

Friday, August

Palace on Broadway

New RKO

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
CARY GRANT

"MR. LUCKY"
with LARAINE DAY
AN RKO RADIO PICTURE

Gala Stag* Revue
Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.
Circle 6-4600

Run

:

;

;

BOB HOPE

In

BETTY HUTTON
..tfi'S

Q0^H
AND BAND
CONDOS BROS.
JACK MARSHALL

*f

A Paramount

BU w a r
bJn d s

Person

BENNY

Picture

paramount sto^ers

;

;

David Loew Sets Up
New Financial Plan
—

Marshall,

of

Interna-

awarded
honorable mention by the Labor Management Board of the Metropolitan
tional

Projector,

has

been

Majestic Closes Deal
With Astor Pictures

Milwaukee, Aug.

12.

—Andrew

•

Pat Notaro, manager

of

Columbia Theatre, Sharon,

Army.

Warner's
Pa.,

has

C.

Gutenberg, 49, manager of the Grand
Theater here, died after undergoing an
emergency appendectomy.
He forHollywood, Aug. 12. Gene Tay- merly was president of the Independent
mon, president, Majestic Prod., to- Theater Owners of Wisconsin and
Survivors are his
day closed a national distribution deal Upper Michigan.
with Astor Pictures, represented by wife, Evelyn a daughter, June a son,

—

district.

resigned to join the

ROXT
^TCtvC/v SQ v
2nd

WEEK

ON SCREEN
JOAN CRAWFORD

FRED MacMURRAY

"ABOVE
SUSPICION"

IN PERSON
HAPPY FELTON
LUBA MALINA
HI. LO,

JACK

& THE DAME

A. C. Gutenberg Passes

•

Ashton

Zinn New Vanguard
General Manager

;

Bob

Savini.

James

;

and three

;

PALACE
PAT O'BRIEN

•

B WAY &
47th St.

RANDOLPH SCOTT

"BOMBARDIER"
GALS INCORPORATED'
LEON ERROL • HARRIET HILLIARD

sisters.
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JACK THE ATTACK! BUY

WAR

BONDS! THIRD

WAR

LOAN.
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39 Features
From20th-Fox
In

New

Season

Review

music

the

John

of

"Where Do

We

Philip

Sousa

Go from Here?" by

Morris Ryskind and Sig Herczig,
with Betty Grable, to be produced by
William Perlberg, and "State Fair,"
from the Phil Stong book with music
by Oscar Hammerstein II, and Richard Rodgers.
The remaining two productions on
the new season's schedule will be
selected from these properties
"The
:

Bowery After Dark," "Laura," "A
Tree Grows in Brooklyn," "Kiki" and
"Only the Stars Are Neutral."
Two of the titles listed by Motion
Picture Daily on Wednesday have
been changed. They are "The Night
:

changed to "Paris After
Dark," and "Tampico," changed to
"Galveston."
A third title listed by
Motion Picture Daily, "Ambassador Dodd's Diary," is not included in
the company's announcement.
Is Ending,"

The

"A"

schedule will include
10 Technicolor productions, seven of
them musicals, the sales meeting was
told.
At least two, and perhaps four,
of the list may be of road show caliall

Connors

bre,

said.

The short subjects schedule
made up of "Three Sisters

will be
of the

Moors," story of the Bronte sisters,
directed by Irving Pichel
20 Terrytoons in Technicolor six Magic Carpets six Ed Thorgersen sports reels
six Movietone Adventures and two
Lew Lehr comedies.
;

;

;

Fox Quality Will Be
Maintained: Schenck
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

{Universal)

T^HE
*

our

of

be maintained regardless of the handicaps of wartime

product

conditions,"

the Western

will

Joseph M. Schenck told
Fox convention today. He
the company was now

torn of the

Opera"

have a treat

in silent

in store for

and
them

that

making plans

the early versions of "The Phanpart-sound, black-and-white producon their return to this new version

in Technicolor.
Far more clearly and more sharply defined than in
other re-makes of the screen's one-time classics are the evidences herein of the grand-scale advances of the motion picture art within a rela-

tively brief time.

These advances

will be impressively apparent to those

Hollywood

today, as never befort
in its history, is short of young men
to fill extra roles. Only 4-Fs are being registered at Central Casting and
there's few available. On the other
hand, Hollywood has all the girls it
needs and, in addition, can obUp
'
casuals for extra roles from the vw*
of aircraft wdrkers who get thJ?.s/selves assigned to the
'graveyard'
shifts so they may be available for
picture work.
1

who found in the earlier
To the many who will

versions a memorable theatre experience.
see this screenplay for the first time it will be
nonetheless enjoyable for want of the added interest of mental comparison with the old and the lack of a standard by which to mark the onward
march of the screen. This new "Phantom," lavishly produced, finely

•

acted and directed, offers to theatre patrons memorable music, diverting
romantic moments, sequences of sustained suspense and a forward moving story that never once permits the viewer's interest to turn away from
it.
It is far removed from present-day affairs, and for that reason it
will be the better appraised by the many who will lose themselves in it
for the space of its running time.
In its detachment from the world of
today it is of the essence of the screen the intermingling of art and
make-believe that the multitudes seek and pay for.
The familiar story of the "Phantom" is here in capable hands again.
Claude Rains does well with the role of Enrique Claudin, the Paris
Opera violinist, driven by misfortune to murder, and then to be a
scarred and masked fugitive living in the subterranean sewers of the
city and haunting the opera house to advance the career of the young
singer, played by Susanna Foster.
The efforts of her admirers, Nelson
Eddy, as the opera baritone, and Edgar Barrier, as the police inspector,
to capture the maddened fugitive, and the latter's sinister exploits, carry
action, excitement and suspense throughout the film.
The singing of Miss Foster, Eddy and Jane Farrar are highlights of
the film, as well as some splendid symphonic contributions.
Liberal
operatic stagings from "Martha" and originals based on themes by Chopin and Tschaikowsky are distinctive segments of the production. George
Waggner produced and Arthur Lubin directed, with Charles Gould as
William Wymetal handled the operatic sequences
assistant director.
and Edward Ward the musical direction. Color, camera and art work
are in keeping with the superior production and supporting roles are

Edward Small will produce "Bella
Donna" for UA, with Marlene Die-

handled splendidly.

Sister,"
Deanna Durbin-Francho
starred. Tamiroff made his de
but there in "Okay, America!"

—

Running

time, 91 minutes.

He

trich starred.
purchased the rights
to the Robert Hichen's novel about a

year ago. It's a romantic mystery
drama with an Egyptian background.
Jack L. Warner has completed
arrangements for production of the'
story of Cole Porter, to be titled
"Night and Day." Hal B. Wallis will
.

.

.

The

produce.

picture

will

feature

Porter hit songs and new ones which
the tunesmith will write for it.
9

Because of his experience newsreeling the Nazi invasion of Polanc
and "Passport to Suez," Andn
DeToth has been selected by Pro
ducer Sam Bischoff to direct "Non<
Shall Escape," for Columbia. Th<
story is about Nazi oppressor!
brought to trial in the postwar era
has sold its entire 1943-4'
. .
program to Fox West Coast for it
Southern California houses.
Akim Tamiroff returns to Universa
for the first time in 15 years, to pla;
a top comedy role in "His Butler'
.

PRC

.

Sherwin Kane Tone

"G."*

classification.

Canada Independent CapitalHearsDarker
Exhibitors Set Meet
Toronto, Aug.
—Annual conven- HouseFrontsComing
12.

tion 6f National Council of Independent Exhibitors of Canada is scheduled to be held at the King Edward
tation in
Hotel here August 23rd through Aued out films now showing in Sicily and
gust 25th, with a representative of unAlgiers are great morale builders.
Darryl F. Zanuck told the conven- affiliated theatre owners expected to
attend from both Eastern and Westtion, "A film company is only as good
Meetings are to be unern Canada.
as its entertainment and Fox has a
program second to none in film his- der the direction of W. E. Mason
tory.
While it is true many of our of Spring Hill, Nova Scotia, as national chairman.
Organization of the
biggest male stars are now in the
convention is in the hands of Harry
fighting forces, we have been able to
Romberg, who is secretary of the Onbuild up a formidable list of players
tario
branch and manager of the
and, in addition, are developing new
Metro Theatre here.
stars who, in a comparatively short
time, will be firmly ensconced in public
favor.
Our company is giving 'Jennie' Set for
serious thought to the trend of picAmerican premiere of "Jennie,"
tures to be made. For that reason our British-made, will be held at the Litprogram will contain many big pic- tle Carnegie Theatre, English Films,
tures of significant character, includ- Inc., announced yesterday.
ing "Woodrow Wilson" and Wendell
L. Willkie's book now in work."
have been persistent Fox is adopting a
Spyros Skouras declared the com- sliding scale formula inaugurated by
pany has just concluded "its most suc- Metro, probably with variations.
cessful year" but looks forward "to
Declaring newspapers and trade paeven greater things."
He described pers are "more important to the inthe territorial realignment in distribu- dustry
in
these war years,"
Hal
tion as a strengthening move, pointing Home,
advertising chief, observed,
"toward a more streamlined sales "This already has been evidenced by
plan which includes regrouping of the fact that the industry has' taken
territories."
He added that the elimi- more advertising space during the past
nation of lower bracket pictures means year than ever before."
He stated
"we know we will have product to that Fox was further expanding its
back our new sales plan."
Such a advertising appropriations, in many
plan was not divulged, but reports cases doubling expenditures.

added

Hollywood, Aug. 12

many who saw and remember

*"G" denotes general

— "Quality

Hollywood

"The Phantom of the Opera"

tions,
(Continued from page 1)
Forever," based on the life and using

Friday, August 13, 1943

complete represenpostwar Europe. He pointfor

Carnegie

Paramount Sales
Meet in New Yorl
A

two-day meeting of Paramour
and booking staffs in the Ne\!
York district opened yesterday at thi

sales

exchange, with Milt Kusell, di;
manager, in charge.
Yesterday's session dealt with 194:
in inland areas as well as along the
44 product and production plans, aivi
coasts may be required to restrict or sales policies on features, shorts aiw
eliminate entirely all of their extra Paramount newsreel. Today's session;
premiere or holiday lighting from now will be devoted to a round-table dit
cussion with sales and booking head
until the end of the war, it was learned
on individual problems, a discussio
here today.
of exploitation and a booking depart
Utility companies throughout the ment meeting.
Among those addressing the meei
country are about to undertake a caming, in addition to Kusell, are Henr
paign for the conservation of fuel,
Randel, New York branch manager
manpower, equipment and material as Myron Sattler, sales manager; Jacfl
a move to carry an expected increase Perley, 'head booker, and Sid Mes
local

Washington,

Aug.

12.

—Theatres

trict

i

i

the demand for current without
constructing
additional
generating
facilities, in which the restriction of
decorative lighting will be a major
in

factor.

Government

officials are confident
the productive capacity of the
utility industry is adequate to meet
the expected demand of the next year
or two, but only if all unnecessary
consumption is eliminated in defense
areas where requirements are heavi-

that

est.

No general prohibition upon general
holiday lighting, is expected but the
extent to which it can be employed depends upon conditions locally and will
be determined by the individual power
companies, it was said.

bov,

advertising

district

represent;

tive.

Those attending,

in addition to tr

Edward Bell, Albei
Gebhardt, Edward Ugast, Nat Beie
above,

include

1

Max Mendel, salesmen, and Ricl
ard Magin, Charlotte Solomon, Irvin
Barron, Lillian Bergson and Kittlj
Flynn, bookers.
and

Foreign Press Pledges
Twenty-two foreign language
papers in
director,

New

new.-

York, through the

Sigmund

Gottlober, yesterda

pledged 100 percent cooperation to
industry

tlj

tq
forthcoming Third War Loan, accon
ing to a statement from the War A<
tivities Committee.
in

its

participation

in

j

;;

Friday,

August

; ;;;
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Have
46 Features
By Year End

Para, to

James P. O'Loghlin

(Continued from page

1)

showings of

initial

its

Thirteen more are finare shooting. In the
three months, nine additionally
utO face the cameras. Beyond these is
another group of 14 which are being

* J and

five

prepared and, in some instances, already assigned to cast, producer or director.

There

way

is

completely

no

accurate

which exactly of the
reach the market in the new
Yet Paramount is expected

to foretell

46 will
season.

to follow the

He

of the

"True to Life," "The Good Fellows"
and "Tornado."
Bell

Tolls

will

continue its scheduled roadshows but
will not go into general distribution
"Lady in the Dark," starin 1943-44.

Motion Picture

War

treal.

to Utopia," after
in "California," a

which he

will

Playing Pacts

$2,000,000 in cost.

duce,

Ginger Rogers and Ray Milland,

In Techa roadshow possibility.
nicolor, the attraction reputedly tops

Season's Product

Finished and believed slated for the
new season are these: ''The Miracle
of Morgan's Creek," with Betty HutPreston
ton and Eddie Bracken.
Sturges produced and directed another of his, completed months ago, is
"Triumph Over Pain," with Joel McCrea and Betty Field "No Time for
Love," with Claudette Colbert and
"Riding High,"
Fred MacMurray
with Dorothy Lamour and Dick Powell, in Technicolor
"So Proudly We

hibitors.

To Probe Discrimination
investigation proves discriminathese cases, Clark said, the
Government might well feel that it
had grounds for action to stop conspiracy in restraint of trade.
If

tion

star

story of the Gold
Rush, in Technicolor; "The Hitler
Gang," which Joseph Sistrom is slated

is

New

Survey Shows Need

Services

Committee.
Funeral services are expected to be
held Saturday with burial in Mon-

produce and John Farrow to direct,
probably starting in mid-September;
"And Now Tomorrow," with Loretta
Young, Veronica Lake and Joel Mc-

ring

to

Crea, which Fred Kohlmar will probeginning in October "Tomorrow's Harvest," with Ray Milland
and probably Maureen O'Hara, which
Irving Pichel will direct for an October start; "Rainbow Island," musical,

with Dorothy Lamour and Eddie
Bracken, starting in September, with
George Marshall directing, in Technicolor "Incendiary Blonde," a musical
with Betty Hutton, starting in September, with Joseph Sistrom producing
"Double Indemnity," for September,
with Barbara Stanwyck, Fred MacMurray and Edward G. Robinson, to
be directed by Billy Wilder and "Her
Hail," with Claudette Colbert, Paul- Heart in Her Throat," starting in
either November or December with
ette
Goddard and Veronica Lake
"The Hour Before Dawn," with Sistrom producing.
Veronica Lake and Franchot Tone
In Preparation Stage
"And the Angels Sing," with Dorothy
In preparation stages, with some
Lamour, Fred MacMurray and Betty
partially defined as to producership
Hutton "The Uninvited," with Ray
"A Medal for
and casts are these
Milland and Ruth Hussey, and two
Benny," with Dorothy Lamour, Ar"Minethus far from Pine-Thomas
thur De Cordova and Akim Tamiroff,
sweeper," with Richard Arlen and
which
Paul
will
produce
Jones
Jean Parker," and "Timber Queen,"
"Ready, Willing and 4-F," with Eddie
with Arlen and Mary Beth Hughes.
Bracken, E. F. Leshim, producer
In the completed backlog are two of
probably
the Aldrich series
"Henry Aldrich "Olympia," which Wilder
will direct
"Miss Susie Slagle," John
Plays Cupid" and "Henry Aldrich
Houseman's first producing effort for
Haunts a House."
Preparing and
the company
"The Griswold Case,"
about to start is "Henry Aldrich's
which Seton I. Miller, as producer, is
Little Secret."
preparing now "Girl's Town," a musical with an all-feminine cast, and the
Films Shooting
;

;

;

in

Agreeing that
combine the

;

New York

:

would be impossible

field

precedent

is

set.

Special Federal attorneys already
have been, or soon will be, stationed
in each of the Department of Justice's 12 field offices to hear and inThey will
vestigate film complaints.
listen not only to exhibitors, but to
distributors, producers, the public or
any interested party, said Clark. "No
one has any reason to be afraid to discuss his complaints with the Government" they will be kept strictly confidential, he added.
;

(Continued from page 1)

was announced by Abram F. Myers,
chairman and general counsel, as
the two-day meeting closed at the
Lord Baltimore Hotel here tonight.
This
extends
the
distributors'

monopoly in the field of exhibition
just as much as the acquisition of theatres, therefore such percentages playing is contrary to the purpose of the
consent decree, the resolution added.
The board also adopted a resolution demanding that Columbia Pictures
Corp. deliver eight pictures
listed in its 1942-43 announcement and
which, according to the board, have
not been delivered to date.
These
pictures, states the resolution, are now
listed for release during 1943-44 and
exhibitors want them under their current

contract.

Back Kilgore

Bill

The board

also endorsed the Kilgore Bill and reaffirmed its opposition to operation of theatres by distributors and left further action to the
discretion of the executive committee.
report was made, Myers revealed,
that Canada's price ceiling law is
working out to the disadvantage of independent theatre owners. Under it,
their admission prices have been frozen but it has not had the effect of
holding down film rentals.
report
was also made on print shortages and
curtailed film deliveries but no action
was taken other than agreeing that
regional associations could work out
locally any instances that may arise.

A

A

Field Offices
Allied

Field offices of the Department, and
the attorneys in charge of film matBoston, Edmond J. Ford,
ters, follow
82 Devonshire St. Chicago, Lewis J.
Whiteman, 208 So. La Salle St.;
Cleveland, Willis Hotchkiss, Standard
Bldg. Dallas, Horace J. Flurry, 1024
Denver, George HadAllen Bldg.
dock, First National Bank Bldg.
Detroit, Stewart Kerr, Buhl Bldg.;
Kansas City, Sheridan Morgan, Scarritt Bldg.
Los Angeles, Harold Collins, U. S. Post Office Bldg.; New
Orleans, Victor O. Waters, Carondelet Bldg.
New York, Joseph T. Quinan, 30 Broad St., and Seymour D.
Lewis, U. S. Court House, Foley
Square; Philadelphia, John B. Brumbelow, U. S. Court House St. Louis,
Joseph J. Cella, New Federal Bldg.
Paramount contract list, which Sis- San Francisco, Joseph Alioto, Post
trom will produce "Every Thursday Office Bldg.; Seattle, Robert McFadOff," perhaps co-starring Claudette den, U. S. Court House.
Colbert and Fred MacMurray, with
Richard F. Blumenthal producing
"All Around the Town," a musical

Caravan Report

;

;

Myers
sions

a

said that during closed sesreport was made on Allied

:

;

;

;

:

:

it

trust actions in
Nashville, Oklahoma and Buffalo, together with the New York case, Clark
feels that there should be a single pattern to effect a consistent policy for
all.
To do this, he said, the field
cases could be postponed until the
to

;

;

Allied Hits
At Percentage

first

was active in many indusneers.
try patriotic groups, being director

No question, of course, prevails
about the first block, which is made
up of "Let's Face It," "Hostages,"
the

Exhibitor

(Continued from page 1)
Canadian distributors of
Metro product, and in 1921 was ap- far, he has found little enthusiasm for
pointed to a similar post with Spe- blocks-of-five selling and other decree
Film prices might also
cialty Film Import, Ltd., distribut- practices.
Two years later he come under Federal scrutiny, he said,
ing for Pathe.
organized his own firm, Canadian Dis- And he expressed curiosity as to how
tributors Corp., but joined Fox in some circuits were able to show two
top pictures on a double bill when in1924.
At the time of his death, O'Logh- dependent exhibitors were asked to
each.
lin was president of Canadian M. P. pay 35 or 40 per cent rentals for
Distributors Association and was also This, he disclosed, has been bringing
an officer of Canadian Picture Pio- many complaints from independent ex-

general pattern hereafter

Whom

Suit, if

(Continued from page 1)
dian film circles for 30 years. In 1914,
he was named head of Star Films,

outlined.

•'For

5

Ready to Push

U.S.

Dies in Montreal

Ltd.,

national trade
block of five.

;;

;

;

Caravan committees work.
Reports
were also made by Roy Harrold on
16mm and non-theatrical competition,
and by Jack Kirsch on juvenile delinquency
problems
and
remedies
which were received with a vote of
thanks from the board. Myers insisted the contents of those reports were
of interest only to the board and not

Members
general consumption.
adjourned in the early afternoon following a decision to hold the next
Dallas,
during
meeting
in
Tex.,
for

November.

;

;

Shooting at this point are "Standing Room Only," with Paulette Goddard, Fred MacMurray and Edward
:

I

Arnold; "Ministry of Fear," with Ray
Milland, Marjorie Reynolds and Rita
Johnson "Hail the Conquering Hero,"
with Eddie Bracken and Ella Raines,
Preston Sturges directing; "The Story
of Dr. Wassell," with Gary Cooper,
Laraine Day and Signe Hasso, Cecil
B. DeMille producing and directing,
in Technicolor
"Frenchman's Creek,"
a high-budget film with Joan Fontaine, Arthur de Cordova and Basil
Rathbone, in Technicolor.
The following group goes into work
in the next two weeks and continuing
through November and December:
"Going My Way," with Bing Crosby,
who will also co-star with Bob Hope
and Dorothy Lamour in "The Road
;

;

j

.

;

;

which Fred Kohlmar draws as producer
"National Barn Dance" with
Betty Rhodes, Johnny Johnston and
the radio cast, with Walter MacEwen
producing
"Victoria Grandolet," assigned to David Lewis as producer
"Our Hearts Were Youne and Gay"
with Gail Russell, James Brown,
Dorothy Gish and Charles Ruggles.
The producer will be Sheridan Gibney
and the director Lewis Allen.
Cecil B. DeMille. who delayed "Ru;

Leserman Shifts 3,
Promotes 2 at U.A.
(Continued from page 1)

New

Santiago, Chile,

House Opens Aug. 20
(Continued from page

Santiago

its

and the 233rd

ninth
in

first

Chile.

1)

run theatre
Several ad-

ditional theatres are under construction now and others are planned for
the post war period.

branch manager in Salt Lake City.
Carl Burton, salesman in the Charlotte, N. C, branch, becomes manager.
Gable Flies in
Earl Collins, Dallas branch manCapt. Clark Gable, the former film
ager since 1936, has been transferred
to head the Los Angeles office, suc- star, rode in a Flying Fortress of the
ceeding Cresson E. Smith, retired. U. S. Eighth Air Force in a raid on
former
Charlotte Gelsenkirchen yesterday, according to
Bryon
Adams,
rales" to make "The Story of Dr. branch manager, will head the Dallas an Associated Press dispatch from
Wassell" first, is expected to start branch office. Clarence Olson, former London. Capt. Gable was in the leadwork on the deferred film around the manager in Salt Lake City, is shift- ing fortress which sustained 15 holes
from anti-aircraft fire.
first of the year.
ed to branch manager in Denver.
;

Raid

*****
Just s»<*
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..
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Motion Picture Daily

Off the Antenna

'Sun\ 'Cousin'

And'Coney'Do
Well

Boston

in

—

Boston, Aug. 12. Business in Boston theatres was up to expectations
this week.
Keith Memorial was the
only de luxe house to continue a picture the second week, placing "Behind
the Rising Sun" again on tap for a
public which seemed eager to view it.
The Metropolitan suffered a drop with

"Coney Island."
ing Aug. 12
"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)
"Henry Aldrich Swings It" (Para.)

METROPOLITAN — (4,367)

7

(1,879)
(44c-55c-65c).
$12,500.
(Average, $11,500)
(1,098)
(44c-55c-65c)
Gross:
(Average, $9,000)

FENWAY —

$9,800.

"Presenting Lily Mars"
"Pilot No. 5" (M-G-M)

(M-G-M)

days.

Gross:

(Average,

$16,800.

"Here Comes Kelly" (Mono.)
"The Housekeeper's Daughter" (Mono.)

TRANS LUX— (875)

Gross:

(30c-40c-50c)

days

7

(Average, $6,000)
"Behind the Rising Sun" (RKO)
"Melody Parade" (Mono.)
$6,500.

KEITH MEMORIAL— (2,980)
days.

7

Gross: $23,000.

(Average, $19,500)

RKO BOSTON — (3,900)

(55c-65c-90c)

7

Stage Show with Three Stooges.
Bobby Sherwood and Mary Hughes. Gross:

days.

(Average, $22,500)

"Social Enemy Number One" (Univ.)
"He Stayed for Breakfast" (Col.)

GAYETY— (1,005)

.

.

.

.

.

Gross:

(Average,

$9,800.

WAAT

.

WGCM

WFLA

$23,500

at

All Grosses

Pittsburgh, Aug. 12.— Thermomeand box office figures alike shot upward this week, with grosses headed
for their best level in several weeks.
Playing at the Penn, "The Constant

Nymph" looked like the best witlp^estimated S23.500 gross.
\ ts?
Estimated receipts for the week ending Aug. 10-12
"Mr. Big" (Univ.)

FULTON— (1,700)

.

.

.

.

Good

ter

Gross:

$9,500.

(35c-44c-60c)

(Average,

7

daysJ

$7,600)

"We've Never Been Licked" (Univ.)

HARRIS —

.

Gross:

$9,000.

(2,200)

(35c-44c-60c)

7

davs.

(Average, $9,500)

"The Constant Nymph" (W.

PENN—

B.)
(3,400) (30c-40c-60c) 7 days.

Gross :1

(Average, $18,200)

$23,500.

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)

RITZ — (1,100) (35c-44c-60c) 7 days, 4tl
Purely Personal: Harold H. Patterson, former Southern California food week, moveover after one week at Penn
two at Warner. Gross: $3,500. (Average
administrator, has joined the Blue sales department.
Walter Kiernan is $2,850)
WJZ's newest news analyst.
John H. Field, Jr., succeeds Beverly M. "Sherlock Holmes in Washington" (Univ.)
the Band" (Univ.)
Middleton as
ABC sales manager. Middleton reports to the Army Aug. 23. "Follow
SENATOR—
(35c-44c-60c) 7 days.
Joe Besser, of Broadzvay's "Sons O'Fun" and the Fred Allen radio show, Gross: $2,500. (1,750)
(Average, $2,600)
reports in Hollywood for a Columbia picture assignment on Aug. 20.
"Henry Aldrich Swings It" (Para.)
STANLEY— (3,800) (35c-50c-75c) On stage
Albert Grobe,
chief announcer, has just completed the narration
6 days of vaudeville, including Woods Her
"Barnyard
and "Inca Civilisation."
two
.

.

.

W

.

.

WQXR

short films,

for

Golf"
•
•

.

.

man's

•

band.

Gross:

$24,000.

(Average

"DuBarry Was a Lady" (M-G-M)

Program Notes: Developments in the manpower situation which are
WARNER — (2,000) (35c-44c-60c) 7 days,
expected to transpire over the weekend, will be reported on Blue's 3rd week, moveover after two weeks al.
Penn. Gross: $8,000. (Average, $7,000)
in Philadelphia has
"This Is Official" program on Sunday.
added a second daily motion picture program conducted by Betty Hurd.
Station's "Movie-Go-Round" is conducted by a staff announcer. ... A
special broadcast in connection with the 48-hour work week in Northern
of
The five U. S. Senators
on Sunday.
New Jersey will be aired by
Washington, Aug. 12. A complete
who are touring Great Britain to observe how Lend-Lease is helping
the Allied war effort, will be heard on Mutual's "Stars and Stripes in investigation of the Office of War InGinger Rogers, Preston Foster, and formation, with particular reference tc
Britain" program on Sunday.
Allyn Joslyn will be heard in the Screen Guild Players version of its broadcasting activities, will be
Paramount is tieing up Walter sought when Congress convenes next
"Skylark" over CBS on Aug. 23.
Abel's appearance in NBC's airing of "The Great McGinty" on the month, it was announced today b>
Hollywood Theatre of the Air program, with its exploitation campaign Rep. J. William Ditter of Pa. Ditter
speaking as chairman of the nationa'
on "For Whom the Bell Tolls" and "So Proudly We Hail."
Republican Congressional committee
declared that OWI "was placed or
Boston Rialto
probation by Congress" when it passeo
Boston, Aug. 12. Fire that started its appropriation last month and ha;

WOR

.

.

.

WCAU
.

.

To Seek Congress
OWI Again
Probe
—

.

.

—

.

.

Burns

—

in

the projection booth of the Rialto

Theatre, Glendale Square, here today
inflicted damage to house and equipment estimated at better than $15,000
by Lyndon H. Forkey, of Everett,

—

violated that probation.
"In spite of assurances, we find
Davis' organization again browbeating the radio industry into deluding,
the American public."

1

Show Monday

BIJOU— (1,627)

(Average, $7,000)
Gross: $13,000.
in the Sky" (M-G-M)

(Col.)

(40c-50c)

7

"Cabin
Gross:

days.

(Average, $3,500)
"DuBarry Was a Lady"

$3,700.

"I

(M-G-M)
Walked With a Zombie" (RKO)

COLLEGE— (1,565)

week.

Gross:

$3,400.

(40c-50c),

7

(Average,

days, 2nd
$3,000).

7

days.

Gross: $7,500.
(Average, $9,000)
"Dixie" (Para.)
"High Explosive" (Para.)

PARAMOUNT — (2,373)

2nd week. Gross:

$6,000.

7 days,

(Average,

$5,800).

"The Falcon's Brother" (RKO)
days.

Gross: $10,600.

(40c-50c)
(Average, $6,000)
(2,037)

VACANT POSITIONS
FILLED
CALL

OUICKLY

FRANK McGRANN
POSITION SECURING BUREAU,

Inc.

(AGENCY)
331

MADISON

AVE., N. Y.

— Tel.

7

days.

PRINCESS— (2,200)
$4,000.

(30c-40c-52c)

(Average,

7

days.

PALACE —

Gross:

$6,500.

(2,700)

7

days.

NOTICE OF TRADE SHOWING

$3,500)

(30c-45c-62c)

(Average, $7,000)

"Shrine of Victory"
with

(40c-55c)

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)

ROGER SHERMAN —

(Col.)
(30c-40c-52c)
(2,700)

"China" (Para.)

(40c-50c)

(3,005)

CAPITOL —

(Average, $4,500)
Gross: $7,500.
"Jitterbugs" (20th-Fox)
"The Ox Bow Incident" (20th-Fox)
Gross:

"Stormy Weather" (20th-Fox)
"Good Luck, Mr. Yates" (Col.)

LOEWI-POLI—

"AU By Myself"

MU.

2-6494

7

WOR-Film Hook-Up
In 3d War Loan Meet
Mutual Broadcasting and the War
Finance Committee will stage special
"Action" meetings on the Third War
Loan in more than 200 cities, on Aug.
25, with an address over a closed
Theodore R.
hook-up
circuit
by
Gamble, national director of the WFC,
L. C. Griffith, general chairman of
the film industry committee, and a
high-ranking official in one of the

Armed
to

Griffith will travel
to make his address.

Services.

Washington

OFFICERS

AND MEN OF THE GREEK NAVY

A CASANAVE-ARTLEE PRODUCTION
PRODUCED AT EALING STUDIOS, LTD.
RELEASED BY 20TH CENTURY- FOX
at the
20th Century-Fox Exchange, 345

New

MONDAY

West 44th Street

York, N. Y.

AUG.

16th, 10:30 a.m.

j
:

$21,600)

"Coney IsMontreal, Aug. 12.
Haven, Aug.
12.
"Mr. land," at Loew's, looks like the best
Lucky" and "The Falcon's Brother" thing this week with $13,000 expected. manager.
9
'Shrine
About 200 persons, mostly children,
dualled to a high gross at the Roger "Cabin in the Sky," at the Capitol, is
were led to safety by Cashier Mary
"The Shrine of Victory," a BritishSherman this week, and the bill stays runner-up with $7,500 anticipated.
over for a second, having grossed
Estimated receipts for the week end- Connelly. Robert Rapps, a Marine produced film to be distributed by
hero recently discharged after service 20th Century-Fox, will
trade
be
about $10,600. Second week of "Dixie," ing Aug. 12
in the South Pacific, dragged projec- shown at the New York Fox exdualled
with
"High
Explosive," "Stage Door Canteen." (U. A.)
(1,100) (30c-40c-60c) 7 days,
ORPHEUM—
tor operator Albert Schacht to safety. change Monday, at 10 :30 a.m.
grossed $6,000 at the Paramount.
(Average, $3,500)
Gross: $3,500.
5th week.
Estimated takings for the week end- "Coney Island" (20th-Fox)
LOEW'S — (2,900) (35c-53c-67c) 7 days.
ing Aug. 12
"First Comes Courage"
"Sarong Girl" (Mono.)

|

.

.

Haven

New

i

.

.

Rest
Lucky'Dual$10,600 'Coney' Tops
In Montreal Week
Gross in New
4

.

WSAY
WSBA

.

.

"Crash Dive" (2ttth-Fox)
"Henry Aldrich Gets Glamour" (Para.)
EXETER (carriage trade house)— (1.456)
(44c-55c-65c).
$8,700)

.

.

Gross:

(30c-40c-55c)

(Average, $4,400)

$8,500;

.

WBLM

.

(44c-55c-6Sc)

"What's Buzzin' Cousin?" (CoL)

$24,800.

AFM

.

LOEWS STATE— (3,940) (44c-55c-65c) 7
Gross: $23,400.
(Average, $19,500)
LOEWS ORPHETJM — (3,000) (44c-55c-

days.

65c)
7
$15,000)

AFM

WSAY
WSAY

.

(44c-55c-60c)

PAEAMODN T—

Gross:

Mutual's Rochester affiliate, is reported to be seeking
VV
1 j an injunction against James C. Petrillo,
president,
to restrain Petrillo, and Leonard Campbell of the Rochester Musicians
Protective Association, from exercising further pressure against Mutual
to prevent the network from supplying
with network programs.
Mutual is not a party to the month-old dispute between
and
AFM, but withdrew from servicing
with web programs when
threatened a strike against the network.
Station
of
York, Pa., joins the Blue on Aug. 16,
of Macon, Ga., joins
Aug. 23, WTRC, Elkhart, Indiana, Aug. 30, and
of Gulfport,
Miss., on Sept. 19.
George B. Storer, Detroit industrialist and
former owner of three stations, has applied to the FCC for permission
to build a 50-kilowatt station in Detroit with unlimited operational
hours.
in Jersey City, and
in Tampa, Florida, have
been denied additional power by the FCC.
Radio Manufacturers
Association is undertaking a study of the industry's postwar problems.
The start of construction of WJZ's new transmitter at Lodi, N. J.,
on Aug. 18 will be marked by ceremonies in which Blue officials will
participate.
Hooper's recent Pacific program ratings places Ellery
Queen first and Kay Kyser, second.
•
•
•
.

days. Gross: $26,500.
(Average, 24,500)
"First Comes Courage" (CoL)
"Petticoat Larceny" (RKO)

'Nymph'

Best in Pittsburgh;
\\7"Q
/\ V"
O £x

.

Estimated receipts for the week end-

Friday, August 13, 1943'

MOTION PICTURE
Impartial

NO.

NEW

33

Canada Houses
Again Hit By

Draft Order

Ottawa, Aug.

16.

—Already

fac-

ing a severe labor crisis because of
continuing tapping of its male personnel, Canadian theatres, like many
other business establishments in the
Dominion, now stand to lose untold
additional numbers because of Labor
Ministry Humphrey Mitchell's decision
calling

to

the

military

between 27 to 30 and

men
men who

married
all

Only

week,
the Ministry ordered all men between
lt> and 40 to change over to essential
war industries.
reach

18 this year.

last

The new draft covers all men in the
brackets mentioned not heretofore designated or under arms, regardless of
their marital status.

4

U.S.A.,

Heaven' at $115,000

New All-Time
Record at Roxy

TUESDAY, AUGUST

Holdout

lines
last

were

week.

the

on

rule

The Roxy

is

headed for a new all-time record gross
of $115,000 for the initial seven days,
ending tonight, of "Heaven Can Wait"

and a stage show featuring Yeloz and
Yolanda, Jerry Colonna and Uona
Massey, beating the former $105,000
record gross set by "Coney Island"
The new mark
and a stage show.
is further remarkable in view- of the
fact that only 29 show-s will have been
played when the week ends, where
ordinarilv 35 shows are played.
"Mr. Lucky," at the Music Hall,
up well with a gross of
is holding
about $105,000 in sight for the fourth
week of the bill, which includes a
stage show still starring the Don CosThe bill continues for a
sack Choir.
The combination of Benfifth stanza.
ny Goodman on the stage and Bob
Hope, on the screen in "Let's Face
(Continued on page 11)

Radio Technical
Unit Urged
U' Stockholder Gets Planning
—Leading
Washington, Aug.

17,

Know Her Enemy
Last Friday, the thirteenth,
Princeton Film Center, at
Princeton, N. J., received a
letter via Clippermail from
the Office of Civilian Defense,
Honolulu, (Remember Pearl
Harbor!) ordering a motion

"KNOW
entitled
picture
YOUR ENEMY, JAPAN!"

No Crescent Ruling

Intervention Right
Supreme Court Justice William T.
Collins yesterday granted to Maurice
minority stockholder, the
intervene in the litigation
recently
terminated in the

Deutsch,
right

a

to

which

approval of merger of UniverPictures, Inc., into its parent organization. The Universal Corp., for
the sole purpose of appealing from the
court's approval.

i

ourt's

sal

Judge Collins, on June 3, approved
the merger, which resulted in the settlement of a
action

stockholders' derivative
instituted against the picture

company management by Samuel I.
Posen, a director and stockholder, and
other stockholders.

Under

the
settlement agreement,
minority stockholders of the picture
company received three shares of common stock of the merged organization
(Continued on page 10)

Rochester, Aug.
million feet of 16
film

16.

—Fifteen

mm.

positive

has been donated by East-

man Kodak

for motion picsent to U. S. service
men throughout the world, it
has been learned here.
tures

the

radio

and

New

tele-

York
vision field will meet in
Sept. 15 to set up a radio technical
planning board to guide postwar developments in the radio and television
Preliminary organization
industries.
work has been started by committees
of the Radio Manufacturers Association and the Institute of Radio Engineers.
The organization is being set up at
(Continued on page 10)

For Decree Writing

to theS^ cjtion

Picture
Industry

TEN CENTS

Down for 28-35
In New Season
Small Will Contribute
Six, Largest Group
By

RED KANN

Hollywood, Aug.

16.

— United

Art-

may

release between 28 and 35
next season.
This is the blueprint,
subject to considerable change at the
hands of contributing producers.

—

the Crescent anti-trust case as a precedent in time to use it in the forthcoming negotiations for a new or rewritten consent decree, which expires Nov.
20.
The Court, now recessed, will not

reconvene until October, and hearings
are yet to be held in Washington on a
Government motion to appeal the
Crescent circuit action on the new
theatre acquisition provision of the
(Continued on page 10)

St.

Louis Clearance
Is

ney's

first,

are

awaiting

release.

Gregor Rabinovitch is producing "The
Girl from Leningrad," with Anna Sten
and Kent Smith and Samuel Bronston
is filming "The Life of Jack London."
with Michael O'Shea and Susan Hayward.
David O. Selznick has lined
up a blue-ribbon cast for "Since You
Went Away," and is expected to roll
in a couple of
bert, Jennifer

weeks.
Jones.

Claudette ColJoseph Cotten,

Monty Wool ley, and Shirley Temple
are his leads.
In point of potential top delivery,
(Continued on page 10)

Cut Seven Days
British

Meet on

The 14-day clearance of the Pageant
Theatre over the Apollo Theatre, St
Louis, has been reduced to seven days
by Harry G. Erbs of the St. Louis
tribunal, it was announced yesterday
by the American Arbitration Assn.
London,
Aug.
16.— Government
The Apollo's complaint named 20th representatives, including
Board of
Century-Fox, RKO Radio, Paramount Trade officials,
will attend the meeting
(Continued on page 11)
here tomorrow of the British Film
Producers Association to examine and
discuss post-war plans of the British
motion picture industry.

Post-War Plans

The

session

[Warner Brothers]

THIS

musical comedy extravaganza produced by Mark Hellinger
with a tuneful score by Arthur Schwartz and Frank Loesser, is a
lavish spectacle. Emphasis is on music and stunning production
numbers with the Warner galaxy of stars and featured players, augmented
by Eddie Cantor, Dinah Shore, and others working well together under
David Butler's able direction, to provide the customers with more than
two solid hours of top, eye-filling, escapist entertainment.
slightly contrived

y

Irvdispeji

"Hi Diddle Diddle," with Dennis
Nashville, Aug. 16. The Departand Martha Scott, and
ment of Justice is not expected to have O'Keefe
"Johnny Come Lately," James Cagavailable a Supreme Court decision in

"Thank Your Lucky Stars"

The

15 Million Feet of
Film to U. S. Forces

in

arra

United Artists

ists

16.

organizations

A.

1943

Honolulu Would

Sets

Broadway

Married Men Between
27 and 30 Called

YORK,

1

InteUiges

DAILY

and

l*)L. 54.

A

Alert,

Norman Panama-Melvin Frank- James V. Kern

Everett Freeman-Arthur Schwartz original,
has Cantor playing two roles. As himself, in the film, he proves to be a
thorn in the side of Edward Everett Horton and S. Z. Sakall, a couple
of producers putting on a big charity show, who are anxious to secure
Dinah Shore's services. Seems that Cantor has Miss Shore under contract for his own radio show, and his price for permitting her to
appear for the charity event is the chairmanship and directorship of that
show, which he gets and which he promptly proceeds to tear apart. Playing as Joe Simpson, a Hollywood guide whose resemblance to Cantor
screenplay, based on the

(Continued on page 2)

will be the first
(Continued on page 11)

held

They're Giving,
Not Just Loaning
Washington, D. C, Aug.
A check for $575, representing one day's pay of a
Hollywood film executive, and
another for $5.50, one day's
pay of a Palo Alto, Cal.,
stenographer, were among the
thousands of donations which
have built up a fund of

—

16.

war purreported to-

$4,500,000 for various

poses, the
day.

OWI

More than 20,000 persons
have sent in outright gifts
rather than turn them into
war stamps or bonds.
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"Thank Your Lucky Stars"

Personal
Mention

{Continued

from

page

Coming Events

1)

has frustrated his acting career, Cantor helps Dennis Morgan and Joan
Leslie, two young hopefuls, to remove the obstreperous Cantor. With
Joe Simpson impersonating Cantor, Dennis gets a break in the chanty
show. The show provides the Warner contractees an opportunity to
SKOURAS, president display quite some versatility. Bette Davis is a blase sophisticate who
of National Theatres, visited the sings a number about the man shortage and gets tossed around by a
Fox-Wisconsin Amusement headquar- jitterbug in the process. Ann Sheridan sings "Love Isn't Born, It's
ters in Milwaukee with Tom Paige, Made" against a boudoir background. Jack Carson and Alan Hale do
Andy Krappmin and Harry Cox, an old time vaudeville skit. Olivia de Havilland, Ida Lupino, and George
treasurer of the organization.
Tobias perform in a delightful comedy song turn. Errol Flynn is a
•
in an English 'pub' number. Also appearing are Alexis Smith,
Sam Galanty, Columbia district dandy
Humphrey
Bogart, and John Garfield. Cantor maintains a fast, furious,
last
late
Cincinnati
in
was
manager,
week for a conference with Allan S. and funny pace throughout. Dinah Shore does several numbers, the
best of which is "Ice Cold Katie," with Hattie McDaniel and Willie
Moritz, branch manager.
•
Best. Spike Jones and His City Slickers cavort in a brace of numbers.
publicity Others in the cast are Ruth Donnelly, Henry Armetta and radio's
Chicago
Fred
Joyce,
Don
will
Artists,
representative for United
Wilson.
leave for the Coast Saturday.
Credit goes to Leo Forbstein for musical direction; to Ray Heindorf
•
Harry Schifferin, former Warner for orchestrations to Dudley Chambers for vocal arrangements all of
salesman in Omaha, has been promot- whom help make the Schwartz-Loesser tunes a high spot. Plaudits also
ed to sergeant in the Army in North go to the Leroy Prinz staging. "Thank Your Lucky Stars" is good,
wholesome entertainment for every member of the family although it
Africa.
•
is a bit long.
Budd Rogers, New York represenRunning time, 127 mins. "G."
Milt Livingston
tative for Charles R. Rogers Produc-

CHARLES

;

tions,

left

yesterday

for a three weeks'
•

for

Hollywood

visit.

Will Yolen, head

Warners

_

M-G-M
Army

Weiss, former
publicity man, is now in the

Milton

Pvt.

at Astoria, L.

I.

•

Marie
Theatre,

George
week at

Warners' Fox
and Lieut.
Johns, were married last
Camp Davis, N. C.

Morse,

of

Philadelphia,

•

Everett Callow,

advertisCapt.
ing-exploitation head for Warner theatres in Philadelphia, before entering
the

Marine Corps, has been placed

in

charge of the Philadelphia public relations office of that service branch.
•

Jack Flynn, district manager for
Warner Bros, circuit in Philadelphia,
became the father
last week at Bryn

of a daughter, born

Mawr

•
Vincent Trotta,

art

Hospital.
director

of

National Screen, will again head the
judges who will select Miss America
—1943, at the annual beauty pageant
Also
in Atlantic City, next month.

—

Aug.

17
Latin American Testimonial Luncheon, International
Film Relations Committee, Harvard Club, New York.
Aug. 19-20 Canadian Sales Meeting, Warner Bros., Alount Royal
Hotel, Montreal.
Aug. 23— Midnight Rally, National
Entertainment Industry Confer^
ence, New York.
Sept. 5-11 -25th Anniversary "Para-

—

—

mount Week."

— Annual Installation Lunch-

Sept. 9
eon,

ITOA, Hotel

York.

Astor,

New

—

9-14
Hollywood-Treasury
Department "Hollywood Victory
Caravan" Tour of 12 key cities.

Sept.

Sept. 9-20
Drive.
Sept.

16

— Third
— First

AMPA, New

Victory
Fall

Loan

Meeting,

York.

"A Lady Takes a Chance"

spe-

cial publicity events department, returned yesterday from a "vacation"
which he spent with the New York
State Guard.
•

_

;

(RKO -Radio)
of

1943

17,

I

F

this

is

That's

Hollywood, August 16
makes an unchallenged substitute.
a comedy "A Lady Takes a Chance" proves

not on the riot side,

how

delicious

NEW YORK THEATRES

it

itself to be.

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

Don't approach it in terms of story, for it has so little of story it
won't take more than a couple of lines of type to tell about it. It's 1938.
Jean Arthur, typical American girl, captures a dream A trip by bus
from New York to the wonders of the west for $137 plus a few odd cents
and all expenses paid. She is ripe for love, can't get excited over the
three adoring boy friends left behind. Then she meets John Wayne, big
outdoor he-man performing at a rodeo and proceeds to fall. The pursuit,
however, is chiefly hers. Wayne is willing, only he doesn't know it unHe follows and back to the West
til the bus carries Miss Arthur East.
they go on the same bus.
Very simple. But also decidedly warm and homey, down-to-earth and
as funny and as deft as can be in treatment, direction and performance.
The fact is "A Lady Takes a Chance" is a quadruple-A example of

ROCKEFELLER CENTER
CARY GRANT

"MR. LUCKY"

:

Firstly, the naradroitness in all three of these essential departments.
rative wisp, which is all it is, had to be developed with incident which
much of the original
would give the completed job substance.
story by Jo Swerling, and how much was added by Robert Ardrey in
He does know, on the other hand,
this script, this reviewer knows not.

with LARAINE DAY
AN RKO RADIO PICTURE

Gala Stag* Revue
Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.
Circle 6-4600

In Person

BOB HOPE
BETTY HUTTON

BENNY

u

too****
A Paramount
^

bonds"

How

Picture

AND band
C0NDOS BROS.
JACK MARSHALL

paramount

that results are there.
The direction, by William A. Seiter, appears to take every advantage
of a job.
of twist and turn and the overriding consequences is a
On the side of performance, far and away, of course, is Miss Arthur.
She continues unique in a solo classification for the particular kind of
iomantic and comedy role which she has maintained so successfully for
so long. If your reviewer knew a better word for excellent, he'd use it.
John Wayne, who finally decides to marry the girl, never has done a

wow

on the board is Vyvyan Donner, of
20th Century-Fox Newsreel.
•
Support of high order
better job within this knowledge, at any rate.
Corp. Herbert S. Alpert, former comes from Charles Winninger as an old cowband and, latterly, from
assistant at the Lyric, Bridgeport, is Phil Silvers as tour conductor of the bus which starts this delightful and
directing an all-soldier show at a U.S.
uproarious comedy rolling.
fighter field in England.
has a hit on its hands.
No question whatsoever about this one.
•
It
enter in the black and shiny column.
Anita Zigliani, of the New York Exhibitors will have one to
pleasure.
office of Ross Federal Service, has ought to be a
Frank Ross, Miss Arthur's producer, of course, was on hand again.
moved to Tucson, Ariz., where she
Red Kann
Running time, 85 minutes. "G."*
will make her home.

RKO

•

David Rose, Paramount managing
director in Great Britain, arrived here
and is
California
yesterday from
scheduled to leave this week for Lon-

*"G" denotes general

PRC Adds Two

classification.

in Phila.

—

Son Born

to

Sam

r

Shain

A son was born Sunday to Sam
Philadelphia, Aug. 16. Harold
Rosenbaum, formerly with William Shain,
20th-Fox's
trade
relations
Roy Haines, Arthur Sachson, Goldman's independent circuit, has head, at Le Roy Sanitarium, ManJules Lapidus and A. W. Schwal- joined PRC Pictures as salesman in
William Gimbel hattan. Mrs. Shain and son are doberg, of Warners, returned yesterday the local exchange.
ing well.
from trips around the country.
has joined PRC as a booker.
don.

•

PALACE
PAT O'BRIEN

•

RANDOLPH SCOTT

"BOMBARDIER"
— and —
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52 Shooting,
38 Preparing,

9

Review

Hollywood

"So This Is Washington"
(RKO)

57 Editing OF
Hollywood,

Aug.

16.

— Production

apparently settled into a steady stride
nere this past week with seven new
pictures placed on the stages to bring
K.) 52 the number before the cameras
as compared with 48 the previous

Three finished camera work
week.
while 57 were in the cutting rooms
and 38 scripts were in preparation.
The week before saw 14 finished,
eight new ones started, 48 shooting,
47 preparing and 52 editing.
M-G-M still headed the list, with
eight shooting, but Paramount and
RKO-Radio were close seconds with
>even each in work and Warner Brothers had six before the cameras. The
production scene

on synthetic rubber.
In Washington, the boys cannot find a place to sleep and also cannot
get in to see their man. While sitting on a park bench they overhear a
conversation between a Congressman and a Senator, and solve the problem these lawmakers are discussing. They become known for their
problem solving and hold court on this park bench. In making a tour
of the Capital, they view many of our national shrines and comment
philosophically on each. How they finally get to see the government
man and convince him that their synthetic rubber invention works
proves an interesting climax to the film.
Alan Mowbray, as the government man Roger Clark, as a newsWoman," paper reporter friend of Lum and Abner's, and Mildred Coles, as secre-

Columbia

;

"Ten Percent
Started
with Rosalind Russell, Brian Aherne,
Willard Parker, Alan Dinehart, JonCavanaugh,
Hobart
Hale,
athan
Shinen Ruskin, Isabel Withers, Norma
Varden, Barbara Broom, Charles Hal:

ton.

"Cover
About a
Everybody Happy?"

"Tropicana,"
Shooting
"There's Something
:

Girl,"

Soldier," "Is

the current Lum and Abner series being produced by RKO, this
Exhibitors whose audiences have been enjoyis the best to date.
ing previous experiences of the pair should gain at the boxoffice with
'"So This Is Washington." It is topical, typical and fairly amusing.
Lum and Abner are members of a local draft board, the ration board
and the tire inspection board, all of which have headquarters in their
store in Pine Ridge. Listening to the radio, the duo find that there is a
man in Washington seeking inventions from "the common man." Lum
talks Abner into a trip to the Capital with an invention of the latter's

Samuel Goldwyn
"Up in Arms."
Slwoting
:

M-G-M

Mowbray, give

creditable performances.
a Jack William Votion production with Ben Hersh
receiving screen credit as producer and Raymond McCarey as director.
The screenplay, by Leonard Praskins and Roswell Rogers, from an
original by Rogers and Edward James, is enjoyable and fast moving.
Fred Stengel
Running time, 64 mins. "G."*

tary to

The

picture

is

Joe,"

:

:

"See Here, Private Hargrove,"

will be previewed this evening at the
York, and at RiverCriterion,

has been raised to Class A-II (unob-

jectionable for adults), the Legion reNew
ported yesterday.
Mihvaukee.
Newly classified as objectionable in
Other dates already set follow
Started: "Death Valley Rangers,"
Aug. 19, Aladdin, Denver Aug. 23, part, with Class B ratings, are Parawith Ken Maynard, Hoot Gibson, RobOrpheum, San Francisco mount's "Let's Face It," because of
ert Steele, Linda Brent, Kenneth Har- Fox, Detroit,
Aug. lines and situations observed by the
and Basil's Victoria, Buffalo
lan, Charles King, George Chesebro.
Aug. Legion to be suggestive, and RepubShooting: "Hitler's Women," "East 24, Harris-Denis, Pittsburgh
lic's "West Side Kid," because of "low
25, United Artists, Portland, Ore.
of the Bowery."
Aug. 26, Hollywood Pantages, Los morale tone."
Paramount
Rated Class A-I, for general patronAngeles Aug. 30, Des Moines, Des
Shooting
"Going
My Way," Moines, and Fox, St. Louis Aug. age, were PRC's "Cattle Stampede,"
"Henry Aldrich, Boy Scout," "Minis- 31, Albee, Cincinnati; Sept. 2, Palace, Columbia's "Destroyer," Universal's
"Frontier Bad Men" and Republic's
Dallas.
try of Fear," "Standing Room Only,"
Rated as Class
"Hoosier Holiday."
"The Story of Dr. Wassell," "FrenchA-II, for adults, besides "Best Foot
man's Creek," "Hail the Conquering
Illegal
Oversold
Forward," were 20th Century-Fox's
Hero."
Summerville, Ga., Aug. 16. Local "Holy Matrimony," RKO's "Lady
P. R. C.
theatres, by an ordinance just passed Takes a Chance,"
M-G-M's "Man
Finished "The Underdog."
by the city council, cannot continue from Down Under" and Universal's
Shooting "Harvest Melody."
selling tickets after the seating capac- "Phantom of the Opera."
Increased attendity has been sold.
RKO-Radio
ance in all local places of amusement
Started "Rookies in Burma," with
preAlan Carney, Wally Brown, Claire making even standing room at a
mium, is said to be endangering safety
Carleton, Erford Gage, Joan Barclay,
hazards.
"Tender Comrade," with Ginger Rog- and increasing fire

"Rationing."

side,

Monogram

:

;

;

;

;

:

;

Houses

—

:

:

Camacho Honors

:

Mayer, Disney

has
Camacho
Avila
awarded the decoration of the Aztec
Eagle, one of Mexico's outstanding
honors, to four Americans connected
with the film industry, according to
press dispatches received here yesterPresident

Katina Paxinou,
Hunter.
Slwoting
"The
Ghost
Ship,"
"Higher and Higher," "Gildersleeve on
Broadway," "Revenge," "Government
ers,

Robert

Ryan,

Patricia Collinge,

Kim

:

(Gregor Rabinovitch
"The Girl from LeninShooting
:

grad."

Universal

Girl."

Republic
"Mystery
"In Old Oklahoma."
Shooting

:

Broadcast,"

Finished: "Crazy House."
Started: "Gung Ho," with Randolph Scott, Grace McDonald, Alan
"GunfightCurtis, Noah Beery, Jr.
Russell Hayden, Fuzzy
ers," with
Knight, Jennifer Holt.
Shooting
"Set to Music," "AH
Baba and the 40 Thieves," "His But;

20th Century-Fox
Started: "The Lodger," with Merle
Oberon,
George
Sanders,
Laird
Cregar, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Sara
Allgood, Aubrey Mather.
Shooting
"Lifeboat," "Tampico,"

:

ler's

Girl,"

Nine were before cameras while seven
were rehearsing.
Gaorge Murphy and Ginny Simms
were working in "Broadway Rhythm,"
Spencer Tracy had the makeup on

"A Guy Named Joe," Irene Dunne
was doubling in celluloid in the same
for

film and "White Cliffs of Dover";
Wallace Beery was doing his stuff in
"Rationing," Dick Powell and Lucille
Ball were on the stages in "Meet the
People," Pierre Aumont was working
in added scenes for "Cross of Lorraine," and Mickey Rooney was clowning in "Andy Hardy's Blonde Trouble."

M-G-M rehearsal stages saw Margaret O'Brien, Charles Laughton and
Robert Young readying themselves for
"The Canterville Ghost," Ronald Colman for "Kismet," Ingrid Bergman
and Charles Boyer for "Gaslight," and
Red Skelton and Esther Williams for
"Mr. Co-Ed."
In

Wesley

addition,

Ruggles

had

Donna Reed and Robert Walker

before the Cameras in "See Here, Private Hargrove."

Warners
Shooting

"Rhapsody

Our

:

RKO

had

biggest stage load of
the year today with two new pictures
going into production in addition to
five in various stages of camera work.
its

The new ones given the green light
are "Rookies in Burma," with Wally
Broivn and Alan Carney, and the GinRogers starrer, "Tender Comrades."
Those shooting are "Government Girl," "Revenge," Higher and

ger

Higher," "Gildersleeve on Broadway,"
and "Ghost Ship."
•

Samuel Bronston, producing "Jack
London" for UA release, has just
signed Regis

Toomey

for the salty

and meaty role of "Scratch" Nelson,
an oyster pirate. Toomey just finished a chore for Columbia as skipper in "Destroyer."
Sam Wood's
next will be "The Land Is Bright,"
under his own production setup for
Columbia release. .
Sam Bischoff
looks toward an early starting date
for "None Shall Escape" at that
studio.
Samuel Goldwyn thinks
he has star material in Lee Nugent,
17-year-old daughter of actor-director-writer Elliott Nugent, directing
"Up in Arms."
Frank Sinatra
may be a "glamour god" to the gals
but he's a headache to Pasadena
.

.

police.

.

.

.

.

.

.

tect

.

It

.

.

took 40 bluecoats to pro-

him from some 600 teen-agers,

mostly

girls,

when he dropped

train there to report at

"Passage

.

.

in

Blue,"

Columbus,

Time,"
"Destination
"Shine On, Harvest Moon."

—

Burglars
O., Aug. 16.
and war stamps at the
neighborhood Westmont, making the
Tokyo," seventh local neighborhood house to
be robbed in two weeks.

Marseille,"
"Conflict," "In
to

a
for

off

RKO

"Higher and Higher."
•

Red Skelton and Esther Williams
day from Mexico City.
will have 16 hot tunes and Harry
Louis B. Mayer, Walt Disney, James' band to back them
up in "Mr.
Francis Alstock, head of the film sec- Co-Ed," which
starts shortly.
tion of the office of the Coordinator of
Producer Walter MacEwen has asInter-American Relations, and James signed Ralph Murphy
to direct "The
A. Fitzpatrick were the Americans Man in Half Moon Street"
at Parafurthering
Mexicanfor
honored
mount.
Monogram has signed Una
American friendship.
Merkel for the lead in "Sweethearts
of U. S. A.," musical.
W. Ray

7 Theatre Robberies

"Buffalo Bill."

United Artists
(Samuel Bronston)
Shooting: "Jack London."

tion spread to a full scale invasion today with 16 names at work on the lot.

.

got

cash

Johnston,

.

.

.

.

Sister."

:

"Pin-Up

Commando

•

Legion Reclassifies
'Fired Wife' Is U's'
'Best Foot Forward'
First for New Season

M-G-M's "Best Foot Forward" has
Universale "Fired Wife," initial re"The Heavenly Body."
"Andy Hardy's Blonde lease for 1943-44, is being audience- been relieved of its Class B (objecRhythm," previewed in all exchange centers, tionable-in-part) Legion of Decency
"Broadway
"Meet the People," "White Cliffs of with Atlanta, Omaha and Albany rating, with the elimination of a seThe picture quence described as suggestive, and
Dover," "America," "A Guy Named showings already held.
Finished
Shooting
Trouble,"

Hollywood, Aug. 16
attack on the
usual summer slump in produc-

M-G-M'S

Monogram

.

.

president, is protecting that studio's "Hitler's Women,"
by registering the title "Women in
Bondage" just in case Adolph does a
Mussolini before the picture is released.

Motion Picture Daily
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No Crescent Ruling

United Artists

Down
In

New Season

{Continued from page
in that suit.

{Continued from page 1)

Small.
He
has about a dozen properties on hand
and scripts are ready for many of
them. He states he will make a pos"Cagsible six, drawn from these
liostro," "The Raft," "Up in Mabel's
Room," "Kate Fennigate," "Bella
Donna," perhaps with Marlene Dienumerically,

is

Edward

:

—

Aug. 25 was the date set by Judge
Buffalo, Aug. 16. "The YoungElmer Davis here for the transfer of est Profession" and a stage show at
records to Washington for a hearing the Buffalo are expected to lead the
of the Government motion to appeal, town with a big $24,000.
"Heaven
but it appears doubtful that this trans- Can Wait" and "Night Plane from
fer will be completed by that date.
Chungking" are big at the Buffalo and
Judge Davies, holding court here are expected to end the week with

now, has given no indication of
whether he would act on pending motions by the defendant to amend his
findings of fact and to modify the divesture provision of his proposed dethis producer's list.
cree or allow the whole thing to be
Hunt Stromberg may make "Guest considered by the Supreme Court.
in the House" as his next and first

$21,000.

for the new season, thereafter following with the Marx brothers' musical
and "This Is the Life." He appears
pegged at three for 1943-44. Similar
is the situation with Charles R. Rogers.
His plans, and he says they are

Miller's orchestra.
erage. $15,000).

"Big Time," perhaps with Ed
Wynn; "The Ghost of Monte Cristo"
and "The Life of Valentino," long on
trich

;

embrace "The Gaunt Woman,"
"One Man's Family" and "Song of
the Open Road." Ben Bogeaus is ofdefinite,

designated for

ficially

One

two.

is

"There Goes Lola Henry" and the
other, "The Bridge of San Luis Rey,"
which is declared slated for Technicolor.

UA

Other

producers are planning

these

The Spitz-Skirball unit is down for
"Duffy's Tavern," with Ed Gardner
Jules Levey, "The Hairy Ape"; Mary
Seymour
Pickford, "Junior Miss"
Nebenzal, "The Moon Their MisAndrew Stone, "Petticoat
tress"
Lane" Arnold Pressburger, "Tomor;

;

Since

the

Goes
$6,000 Over
Chi, Average

Up $24,000

Roll

1)

defendant's

recently

filed

motion for dismissal of the Government's appeal motion was based on the
fact that these motions are pending,
such a basis would be nullified by the
district court's action on all motions
and petitions.

Estimated receipts for
ending Aug. 21
"The Youngest Profession"

(Continued

from page

1)

Gross:

(Av-

$24,000.

"Heaven Can Wait" (2flth-Fox)
"Night Plane from Chungking" (Para.)

GREAT LAKES— (3,000)

7 days.

Gross:
"Dixie" Para.)
days, 3rd

(35c-40c-55c-65c)

(Average,

$21,000.

HIPPODROME -

Gross:

$7,100.

$8,500).

TWENTIETH CENTURY— (3,000)

"Hi,

to

week.

Gross: $14,000. (Av-

(Univ.)

LAFAYETTE-(3,000)
2nd

week.

Gross:

(35c-55c)

$10,000.

7 days
(Average.

APOLLO— (1,200)
2nd week.

and

"Utah,"
with
Joel
Sol Lesser, another canteen

possibly

McCrea
story,

;

tentatively

titled

"Hollywood

Canteen," and Producing Artists, Inc.,
an untitled musical.
On the register once again is "The
French Bluebeard," which Charles
Chaplin will produce and in which he

Skouras, Fitzgibbons
At O Loghlin Rites
Montreal, Aug.

16.

— Active

pall-

bearers at James P. O'Loghlin funeral here Saturday were J. J. Fitzgibbons, president of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., Toronto F. J. Craw;

Toronto broker Ross Vineberg,
Montreal merchant Murry R. Raymond and W. A. Stanford, O'Loghlin's
sons-in-law
Eddie
English,
Montreal manager for 20th CenturyFox Sidney Sampson, and William

ford,

;

;

will also star.

&

;

B.
K. Shifts Loop
First Run Managers

—

Chicago, Aug. 16. Miles Concannon, who has been with Balaban and
Katz for 25 years, has resigned as
manager of the State-Lake Theatre
and H. Swan, manager of the Cine
Theatre, has been inducted into the
army.

The

resulting shift in personnel affour of the big Loop houses.
Charles Cottle has been transferred
from manager of the Roosevelt to
manager of the State-Lake Charles
Nesbit from co-manager of the Chicago to manager of the Roosevelt
G. R. Greer from co-manager of the
State-Lake to manager of the Garfects

;

Hall, personal friend.
Honorary pallbearers were Spyros
Skouras, president, National Theatres
T. J. Connors, and W. C. Geh;

ring, of 20th

Century-Fox,

New

and Austin Johnson, a personal

York,
friend.

Paramount Promotes
Clark to Manager

Promotion of James Clark, Paramount salesman in Philadelphia, to
branch manager in Portland, Ore.,
was announced yesterday by Neil
He
Agnew, general sales manager.
succeeds A. R. Anderson, who is rerick
George Rosenthal from mana- turning to Minneapolis for the comger of the Garrick to manager of the pany.
Clark was ad sales manager until
Luna, and S. Schmidt from manager
1933, rejoining Paramount in 1941 as
of the Luna to manager of the Cine.
salesman in Atlanta. Several months
ago he was transferred to PhiladelMeeting
George EJmo succeeds Clark in
phia.
Harry Mandel, public relations Philadelphia.
chairman of the Metropolitan New
York exchange area for the WAC.
Set 'Matrimony' Date
will meet with his committee at War
"Holy Matrimony," 20th-Fox film
Activities Committee-Motion Picture
Industry headquarters, 1501 Broad- starring Gracie Fields and Monty
way, tomorrow afternoon.
Publicity, Woolley, will be trade shown, starting
nmmotion and advertising for the Friday, Aug. 20, at the New York
Third War Loan Drive will be dis- exchange, it was announced yester;

;

WAC Comm.

cussed.

day.

days.

7

(Average,

$10,-

"The Constant Nymph" (W.B.)

CHICAGO— (4,000)

(40c-55c-75c;

Gross: $48,000.

days,

7

(Average,

$42,-

C00)

days, 6th week in Loop
"Yanks Ahoy" (U.A.) 7 days, 2nd week
GARRICK— (1,000) (40c-55c-75c). Gross:

"China" (Para.)

7

(Average, $8,500)

"They Got Me Covered" (RKO) 4
8th week
"The Falcon Strikes Back" (RKO) 4
8th week
"Forever and a Day" (RKO) 3 days
"Melody Parade" (Mono.) 3 days

GRAND— (1,150)

$9,500.

days,

Gross:

(40c -55c -75c).

(Average,

days,

$8,000)

"Mr. Big" (Univ.)

ORIENTAL— (3,200)

'IT

Stockholder Gets

Intervention Right

gician.

Loop

Gross:

;

NEIC

Pledge Rally
Set for Sept 13

The much-postponed National Entertainment Industry Council pledge
drive rallv and service flag dedication
has now been set for Sept. 13, at a
New York theatre to be selected, according to James L. Sauter, NEIC
coordinator.
Activities dealing with
NEIC participation in the Treasury's
Third War Loan Drive and the October National War Fund Drive, will be
coordinated with the rally.
The radio projects committee of
NEIC will hold a meeting Wednesday evening, the coordinating committee will meet Thursday evening, and
the theatre projects committee will

meet Friday morning.

'Salute'
M-G-M's

Bows Aug.

28

7

"Gildersleeve's
3rd week

run.

$22,000.

Bad Day" (RKO)

days,

4

(Univ.) 3 days.
Lodge" (Univ.) 3 days

"Hit the Ice"

PALACE— (2,500)

from page 1)
for every one share held, as well as
other benefits.
After extended hearings, Justice Collins ruled that the
merger plan offered the only reasonable means of giving stockholders the
prospect of an immediate return on
their investments.
In granting Deutsch the right to intervene for the purpose of an appeal,
Justice Collins imposed the following
conditions: (1) That applicant serve
his notice of appeal within five days
after the service of a copy of the order
of intervention
(2) That the appeal
be perfected before the commencement
of the October term of the Appellate
Division, first department; (3) That
the appeal be noticed for argument
and argued at such term.

(30c-35c-55c-75c)

Stage: Dante the ma(Average, $22,000)
"Her's to Hold" (Univ.) 4 days, 3rd week
days, 2nd

"Honeymoon
(Continued

;

(40c-55c-75c)

Gross: $11,000.

000)

;

row Never Comes" Harry Sherman,
"Wherever the Grass Grows," as well
as a program of Hopalong Cassidys

(20th-Fox)

"Jitterbugs"

$7,500.

(35c-

Hold" (Univ.)

Buddy"

000 in its fifth at the State-Lake, are
also doing very well. Eight holdovers
occupied nine of the ten first run
houses for the weekend.
Estimated receipts for the wees
ending Aug. 19:
"The Ox-Bow Incident" (20th-Fox)

$13,000).

(3Sc-40c-55c-65c)

week moveover.

55c) 7 days, 2nd
erage. $8,500).

—

Chicago, Aug. 16. "Action in the
North Atlantic" leads Chicago's Loop
with an estimated §24,000 at the Unit"The Constant Nymph
ed Artists.
$48,000 in its second week at the Cn
cago, and "Stage Door Canteen," $23,-

2nd week.
(2,100)

"Behind the Rising Sim" (RKO)
"Chatterbox" (RKO)

"Hers

Organizations invited to participate in
the New York meeting include the National
Association of Broadcasters,
National Independent Broadcasters, F.
M. Broadcasters, Inc., and others.

7

stage, with

(Average.

the recommendation of James L. Fly,
chairman of the Federal Communications Commission, and will act as a
technical advisory body to the government and agencies in the industry.

(35c-40c-55c-65c)

Hal Mclntyre and his orchestra on
Helen Ward and Al Nobel, Tim
Herbert and Dorthy Keller, Paula Kelly
and The Modernaires, singers, with Glenn
days.

7

Radio Technical
Planning Unit Urged

week

the

:

BUFFALO— (3,489)

1943

17,

'Action'

Show In Buffalo

proposed decree

local Federal Court's

and

'Profession'

For Decree Writing

for 28-35

Tuesday, August

Gross:

(40c-55c-75c).

(Average, $19,000)
"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)

$24,000.

ROOSEVELT— (1,500)

(40c-55c-75c)

Gross:

days, 3rd week.

$17,500.

7

(Average.

$17,000)

"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)

STATE-LAKE— (2,700)

(40c-55c-75c)

Gross: $23,000.

days, 5th week.

7

(Average.

$23,000)

"Action in the North Atlantic" (W.B.)

UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700) (40c-55c-75ci
(Average, $18,000;
davs.
Gross: $24,000.
"Tonight We Raid Calais" (20th-Fox) 5
7

days, 3rd week
"Wings Over the
3rd week

Pacific"

(Mono.) S days,

Man"

(W.B.) 2 days
"Black Raven" (W.B.) 7 days.
"Gorilla

WOODS— (1,200)

$8,000.

(40c-55c-75c).

Gross:

(Average, $7,500)

Heavy Promotions

in

'Marines' Premiere

—

Cleveland, Aug. 16. World premiere of M-G-M's "Salute to the
Marines" will take place Wednesday
midnight at Loew's State. Ed Fisher,
publicity director for Loew's here, with
Sgt. Vaughn P. Utt, of the Marines,
has arranged an exploitation campaign equalling that for "GWTW."
Starting with a proclamation by the
mayor, establishing Aug. 19-31, as "Salute the Marines" week, the campaign

includes participation of members of
the armed forces in a parade on the
opening night, culminating in a review
front of
the
Stat\
in
of troops
Marine recruiting boards will carry
announcements of the opening. A recruiting stand is being erected in the
State lobby. Recruits will be inducted
on the stage on the opening night.
These are just a few of the 33 item-set for the opening at which Marines
will be guests of Loew's.

Fox

to Distribute 'Shrine'

"Salute to the Marines,"
Technicolor film starring Wallace
Beery, will have its New York premiere on Aug. 28 at the Globe The-

be

atre.

Century-Fox,

"The Shrine

Greek
England, will
America bv 20th
in
was announced.
of Victory," a

documentary filmed
distributed
it

in

Tuesday. August

17,
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New All-Time
Record at Roxy

High

Sets

the

at

(Continued from pane

An

mount.

1)

winning one at the Para-

a

is

estimated

§90,000

sight for this bill for the
ending tonight.

is

in

second week

"Stage Door Canteen" with Phil
Spitalny and his all-girl orchestra
on the stage at the Capitol winds up
an eight-week stay tomorrow with the
estimated gross for the final week being set at $55,000, which is very good.
"This Is the Army" continues on its

merry way at the Hollywood where
a hefty §47,000 gross is expected for
tliis picture from its third week.
The Strand Theatre, with "The
Constant Nymph," and Carmen Cavellaro and his band on the stage is
expected to gross about $42,000 for
its fourth week with the bill holding
a
Tolls"
tor

"For

fifth.

the Bell
gross in the
its

fifth

week at the Rivoli.
"Hers to Hold" concludes a successful engagement at the Criterion
tonight.
Gross for the fourth week

Weekend
at
$18,000.
for "Victory Through Air
Power," at the Globe, was about §4,300, with $9,000 in sight for the fifth
estimated

business

week.
headed
its

first

16.— "Dixie,"

Aug.

as

films

local

Estimated receipts
ending Aug. 19th
"Hit the Ice"

the

for

(Univ.)

Badmen" seems
"Frontier
for §10,000 at the Rialto in
week and holds for a second.

ORPHEUM— (1,400)

Gross:

(20c-40c-50c)

(Average,

$9,000.

7

days.

$7,500)

RIALTO— (1,250)

(20c-40c)

3

days.

Gross:

(Average, $1,500)
"Captive Wild Women" (Univ.)
"Sherlock Holmes and the Voice of Terror"
(Univ.)
(20c-40c) 4 days.

Gross:

(Average, $1,950)
"Dixie" (Para.)
(25c-40c-55c) 7 days. Gross:

commit-

.„

s

(33c-40c-44c-55c)

$13,000.

RKO PALACE— (2,700)

„
/

$15,000).

tee of the industry will be host at a
luncheon at the Harvard Club today
to a group of newspapermen from

Ecuador.

and

Venezuela

The South Americans

are touring the
auspices of the

country under the
Coordinator of Inter-American

Af-

fairs.

of the industry group who
the committee which will
tender the affair include Dave Blum,
Al Dean, Paul
of M-G-M, chairman

Members

:

;

Sam Cohen,
Ackerman, Paramount
U.A. Leslie Whelan, 20th CenturyFox G. R. Keyser, Warners Michael
;

the

film's

you

find

(33c-40c-44c-55c) 7

tional

(Average, $13,000).
Gross: $14,000.
"Stormy Weather" (20th-Fox)

week.

days.

RKO SHUBERT— (2,150)

(33c-40c-44c-55c)

dnys, 2nd week. Gross: $6,000.

(Average,

Army" (W.

B.)
(40c-50c-60c)
7
Gross: $22,000, exclusive of premiere
days.
33c-40c-44cat $1.10 to $5.50). (Average, at.
Is the

55c, $6,000).

to

(33c-40c-44c-55c)

moveover

from

"Du Barry Was

7

Albee.

days, 2nd week,
(Average, $6,500)
Gross:- $5,500.

(33c -40c -44c -55c)

week, moveover from
(Average, $4,500).
Gross: $3,800.
"Thunder Birds" (ZOth-Fox)

7

Grand.

3rd

RKO FAMILY— (l.OCO)

has not been.
Estimated receipts for
ending Aug. 19

er certainly

week

the

Los

:

Whom

"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)

CRITERION— (1,500)

(25c-40c-50c) 7 days.

Cross: $8,900.
(Average, $6,000)
"Union Pacific" (Para.)
"Shantytown" (Rep.)

LIBERTY— (1,200)

Gross: $4,000.

(20c-25c)

days.

7

(Average, $3,250)
(ZOth-Fox)

"Stcrmy Weather"

MIDWEST—

(25c-40c-45c)
(1.500)
Cross: $7,200.
(Average, $5,600)
"Latiy cf Burlesque" (RKO)

7

days.

$1,300.

(Average,

RKO FAMILY— (1,000)

STATE-(UOO)

(25c-40c-45c)

fourth downtown week.
(Average, $5,200).
"This Is the Army" (W.B.)

days.

(30c-40c-50c-75c-90c)
7
(2,210)
On stage: Ladd Lyon; Lydia Sue;
days.
Rovvettes. Gross: $30,000.
(Average, $15,-

days, third

Gross:

$4,500.

RKO;

Opens
At 2 L.A. Houses
—"For
Angeles,
Aug.
16.

Bell Tolls" opened here
tonight at the Carthay Circle Theatre before a capacity audience which
included many leaders of the industry.
Proceeds of the premiere, totaling $7,500, were donated by Paramount to the Los Angeles War Chest

the

St,

July,

Louis Clearance
Is

Cut Seven Days
(Continued from page

and Vitagraph.

I

3 Warnerites Die in

when

the Board of
Trade presented a questionnaire to the
producer group asking the latter to
launch an inquiry and report back to
the board on the home
industry's
peacetime potentialities.
late

1)

Montreal, Toronto
Montreal, Aug.
Warner exchange

16.

— Two

oldtime
here

employees

have passed away.
They were J. C.
James, booker, with the company
since 1919, and T. E. Carr, also a
booker,

who

Toronto,

joined

Aug.

Warners
16.

in

—First

1924.

death

among former Warner Canadian employees now in the Canadian armed

The St. Louis Amusement Co. and the Union Southern Co.
were intervenors. The complaint was
dismissed as to Loew's at the start of

was a member

the hearings.

here.

is
that
of
Lance Corporal
Aaron Sabblut, reported killed in ac-

forces
tion

in

the

He

Sicilian campaign.
of the exchange staff

A UNIVERSAL

downtown week.

LOEW'S PALACE— (2,242)
days,
$17,000.

Meet on

(.Continued from pane 1)

since

(40c-50c-65c)

7

$15,000.

(30c-44c)

Gross:

7

$9,000.

(Average, $4,250).
"Dixie" (Para.)

days.

Post -War Plans

(1,800)

MEROPOLITAN— (1,600)

days.

3

(33c-40c-44c-55c) 7 days,

Palace.

—

downtown week. Gross:

(Average, $11,200).
"The Constant Nymph" (W.B.)

(Average, $800).
"The Youngest Profession" (M-G-M)

week, moveover from
(Average, $5,500).

7

$7,-

500.

days, second

$1,400).

(22c-33c)

(30c-50c)

Gross:

days,

—

British

Ray

(28c-39c-44c-

stage: Harry Langdon.
English. Gross: $29,000.

(Average, $19,000)
"Coney Island" (ZOth-Fox)

Gary Cooper and Ingrid Bergman,
7

On

"Hers to Hold" (Univ.)
4

$800.

KEITH'S— (1,500)

days.
Edith Fellows,

stars

(U.A.)

first

its

19th:

7

of the picture, headed a contingent of stars present.
Production
Cross: $8,500. (Average, $4,500)
executives from most of the major
"Coney Island" (ZOth-Fox)
TOWER (1.000) (20c-25c-40c) 7 days, 3rd studios also attended.
week. Gross: $3,250. (Average, $2,500)
The picture also opens tomorrow at
the United Artists Theatre here on
a continuous policy, while playing at
the Carthay Circle two-a-day.

"That Natzy Nuisance"

for

LOEW'S CAPITOL— (3,434)
66c)

Fortunat Baronat,
Oklahoma City, Aug. 16. "Lady Universal, Clarence Schneider, Colof Burlesque," with "That Natzy Nui- umbia, and Rosa Lewis, M-G-M. Repsance," at the State, led this week's resentatives of the Hays office and
grosses with an $8,500 mark.
All the CIAA will also be present.
other films were satisfactory as business continues good though the weath'Bell Tolls'

—

grossing an excep-

estimate

Estimated grosses for the week ending Aug.

;

;

Hoffay,

$41,050

RKO-KEITH'S
(22c-33c)

"Scrig of the Island" (ZOth-Fox)
"Colt Comrades" (U.A.)

2nd

reserved-seat premiere and

"Army"

500)

"The Renegade" (PRC)

Gross:

at
this

EARLE —

a Lady" (M-G-M)

RKO LYRIC— (1,400)

Gross:

Add

LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,234)

Hold" (Univ.)

RKO GRAND— (1,500)

days,

tune

"Above Suspicion" (M-G-M)

$5,000).

"Hers

jingle

will

it

record-breaking

$30,000

Warners' Earle Theatre.

RKO CAPITOL— (2,000)

International film relations

though

looks as

office

record total to the $11,050 earned on

(RKO)

(Average,
"Heaven Can Wait" (ZOth-Fcx)

"This

Industry Unit Will
Fete SouthAmericans

Colombia,

ton audiences cheering while the box-

a

Gross:

days.

Washington, D. C, Aug. 17.
Army" finds Washing-

"This Is the

ing Aug. 18-21

7

(Average, $7,750)

$10,750.

Capitol,
is piling

Estimated receipts for the week end-

$2,500.

RITZ— (2,000)

RKO

good.

RKO ALBEE— (3,300)

$1,650.

RIALTO— (1,250)

roads

16.— All

Aug.

Business at the other houses

"Spitfire"

"Get Going" (Univ.)
"Clancy Street Boys" (Mono.)

;

Nearly Doubles Par

is

"The Constant Nymph" (W.B.)

comprise

'Burlesque's' $8,500

Cincinnati,

here are leading to the

$5,146.

(25c-40c) 7 days, move(Average, $2,500)
$3,500.

Gross:

Breaks
Earle Record

where "This Is the Army"
up an estimated $22,000 at regular
week prices for this engagement, following
a sellout premiere which grossed

MAJESTIC— (570)
over.

$22,000 on
Gross
$6,000 House Par

it

scored §10,750, though "The Constant
Nymph," at the Orpheum, was not far
All other
behind on $9,000 mark.
films were over average though the
weather continues hot.

Whom

expected to
is
neighborhood of §33,500 for

is

Okla.,
Ritz, led

$41,050'Army'

$10,750 Gets

at

Tulsa,

11

'Army' in Cincinnati

'Heaven' at$115,000 'Dixie' in Tulsa

It."

—

:

:

PICTURE

(28c-55c)

second downtown week.
(Average, $15,750).

7

Gro*^:
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Off the Antenna

'Army' on 5-a-Day
In Capital Showing

He

in Washfive showings of "This Is the Army" daily instead of the usual four with shows
starting at 10:15 a.m.
"Army" bows
in Detroit at the Palm State Theatre
on Aug. 27 after a premiere on Aug.
26.
In Des Moines, "Army" grossed
$3,337 at the Aug. 11 premiere, proceeds of which went to Army Emer-

New

Army Emergen-

900, netted $7,200 for
cy Relief at the Aug.

Charleston, W. Va.
a day-and-date run
and Rialto the next
thur, owner of the
theatres in Long Beach, Calif., where
"This Is the Army" will have a dayand-date run, has personally bought
all the $1.10 seats for tonight's special premiere and is using them to play
host to 1,300 soldiers and sailors who

.

.

.

Theatre, seating only
13 premiere in
The film started
at the Virginian
day. Milton ArState and Cabart

area. He is now treasurer for
local China War Relief, which
follows a stint on the Greek
Relief drive. Previously, he
was publicity chairman for
Russian War Relief, the Victory Bond Drive, a campaign

A

gency Relief.

The Virginian

Gaiety Theatre here, is the
"fund raisingest" man in this

New

.

.

.

.

KFMB,

.

Informed trade

Edward

suit

WMCA,

will have any
to rescind the sale of
of Noble's acquisition of the Blue
Network. According to
regulations,. Noble has to dispose of
Most recent reported asking price is believed to be in the
neighborhood of $1,250,000.

against
effect

in

Noble

J.

FCC

delaying

approval

FCC

WMCA.

war
savings
stamps,
the Red Cross and Allied War
Services.
on

.

.

wondering whether Donald Flamm's

are

circles

B„ Aug. 16.—
owner of the

N,

T. J. O'Rourke,

far

.

Raises Dollars

Minto,

for complete divorcement of the Red and Blue networks as
as operation is concerned, got underway yesterday with the
return to
York of Charles Rynd, Blue official, who surveyed the
situation in Chicago where news and special events departments, as
well as the music library and mailing departments, are operated jointly.
similar divorcement study was conducted on the Coast. Some facilities
in
York's Radio City headquarters, are still operated jointly.
U. S. Senator Harry S. Truman sees television sets in homes,
schools, offices, and automobiles after the war.
Post-war phonographic
music faces a radical change if a patent issued to Henry P. Clausen
of White Plains, N. Y., and assigned to the Gray Manufacturing Co.,
of Hartford is applied.
Patent calling for a machine for making
long-playing sound records similar in principle to the film sound track.
Station
of San Diego, joins the Blue web on Sept. 1st.
.

Warners' Earle Theatre
ington, D. C, has instituted

194

For United Nations

DLANS

*•

17,

Chicago Mobsters'
Trial Off to Oct.

•
•
•
Theodore M. Thompson is the new manager of NBC's
Walter E. Schneider, associate editor of
guest relations department.
With two important Governmen
Editor and Publisher, joins the NBC press staff as magazine editor on Sept. 1. witnesses listed as fugitives, and bedepartment
has cause of the unavailability
Irving Hopkins, assistant director in CBS' operations
of a FedFred Feibel, CBS organist for 14 years, reports to eral judge to try the case in Septemleft for the Army.
have been wounded.
Bill Barlow, director of publicity for WLW-WSA1, ber, the trial
In Oklahoma City, Standard Thea- the Army, Aug. 25.
of six alleged Chicagr
tres will donate "Army" receipts of Cincinnati, has been assigned to the office of James D. Shouse, v. p. and gangsters, John Rosselli, former husthe premiere to Army Emergency g. m. in charge of broadcasting
band of June Lang, film actress, anc
•
•
•
Relief which will have a special preLouis Kaufman, business agent of the
Program Notes Bob Hope speaks from North Africa on CBS' "We Newark local of the projectionist:
view at the Midwest on Aug. 25.
Office of the Coordinator of Inter- union, will
Warners reports three cities showing the People" program Aug. 22.
be adjourned until at leasl
"Army" at sellout performances have American Affairs will shortwave the Hollywood opening of Irving Oct. 4, it was learned here yesterday
topped the Broadway premiere.
In Berlin's "This Is the Army" tonight from the Hollywood Theatre, also
Assistant Attorney General Boris
NBC reports that 42 Kostelanetz, in charge of the prosecuSeattle, where the Orpheum has been beaming the ceremonies to Latin-America.
Victor tion of the defendants, who are acscaled at a $23,000 gross for tonight's stations have signed for its recorded series "The Weird Circle."
performance, the schedule has been Moore and William Gaxton will guest-spot on the Paul Whiteman cused of shaking down major filrr
revised upward to about $34,000. The program on Sunday.
Lieut. Burgess Meredith will be heard on the companies for more than $1,000,000 ir
Mastbaum, Philadelphia, will take in CBS "Transatlantic Call" program Sunday, interviewing Anglo-American violation
the
antiof
Federal
about the same sum tonight and so workers in England.
Carole Landis and Jerry Lester will be starred racketeering act, admitted yesterday
will the six-theatre Los Angeles preJose Iturbi that Federal authorities have made litin the Philip Morris Playhouse version of "Lady Eve."
miere.
is the first guest artist to be signed for the RCA program "What's New." tle headway in their search for the
two fugitive witnesses, Robert McCullough, of Chicago, and Nicholas Avolio, of Brooklyn.
Warrants for their
arrest were issued by Federal Judge
John C. Knox about ten days ago.
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'Outlaw' Release
Soon, Says Birdwell

—

Chicago, Aug. 16. According to
Richard Birdwell, press agent, it is
now expected that Howard Hughes'

"The

Outlaw"

will

finally

go

into

general release at an early date, probably after a road
Detroit.

San Francisco
$264,000

show engagement

Gross
is

for

the

in
in

reported to have been

ten

weeks,

stopped

here

in

picture

breaking

records.

Birdwell

over

the

week-end en route to New York and
Washington.
He will spend three
weeks in the latter city with Major

Testimony Vital
Their testimony, Kostelanetz
cated,

is

indi-

of such a vital nature, as far

is concerned, thai
every effort is being made to apprehend them. The two men, according

as the prosecution

avoidec
Kostelanetz,
studiously
usual haunts during the last
when a special Federal Grand
Jury investigating racketeering withir
the film industry sought to questior
them. In the event that they are nol
apprehended before Oct. 4, it is likeh
that the Government will- ask for
further adjournment of the trial.
to

their
year,

The case currently is set for trial
Jr., now with
was recently dis- on September 7 but it is known thai
charged from the army following an attorneys for both sides have agreec
Cornelius
Birdwell,

Vanderbilt,

who

injury received in the South Pacific.
Washington office will be opened to
work on post war planning with particular emphasis on foreign affairs.
The organization will continue to
handle picture publicity, but will also

A

itself with tourist trade,
pecially in Latin America.

concern

es-

Variety Outing Aug. 30
Cincinnati,

10

the"

,

fa

>

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

Aug.

16.

Variety Club will hold

— The

local

ninth annual golf tournament at the Summit
Hills Country Club, Aug. 30.
Saul
M. Greenberg, club property master,
is
general chairman, with Maurice
its

postponement of the trial date.
Meanwhile, Judge Knox yesterda)
postponed the trial of Isadore Zevin
E
secretary
George
former
to
Browne, convicted former president oi
the IATSE, until Sept. 13. Zevin is
accused of having committed perjur)
while being questioned by the specia
grand jury concerning the disposal oi
a special fund of $1,500,000 assessec
to a

against

members

New

of the

IATSE.

WB Supervisors

Joseph M. Houston has been ap
pointed supervisor of Warner Bros
picture checking service in the Cleve
land and Detroit territories, succeeding Joseph Friedman.
Albert A. Gorrel replaces W. P

White, James J. Grady, Harold Bernstein, Joseph Oulahan, Allan S. Moritz,
Peter Niland, Noah Schecter, Bernfield as field supervisor for tint
Harry Hartman and Mike Greenberg Los Angeles and San Francisct
areas.
on the committee.
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THE REFERENCE

The 1943-44

INDUSTRY

now on

edition,

the press,

will contain the most exhaustive

compilation of up-to-the-minute facts

and figures about

the motion picture

industry ever published.

Serving the producer, the distributor,
the exhibitor

and

all other factors

of the business, the Almanac

is

the

supreme reference annual of the
industry.

Edition

your copy now.
U. S. A.,

is

limited.

Reserve

$3.25 postpaid in

$5 elsewhere.

EDITED BY TERRY RAMSAYE
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BETTY

HUTTON

"LET'S

FACE

i

in

IT'

HOW SHOWING

Cartoon from July

J ro/Z in the aisle at
(Memo
Take

to the

this tip

Bob Hope— and

I get

"

Esquire

darn dusty

Broadway Crowds who are breaking "Road To Morocco" records.
from "Esquire" when you go to Paramount' s greatest laugh-show)

—
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Is

On Tap Again
Producer on Coast from
London for Talks
Alexander Korda's

one-fourth
stock
interest
in
United Artists is scheduled for
discussion again at meetings of

company's board of directors
on the Coast this week
and next, it was learned from au-

the

to be held

thoritative sources here yesterday.
Korda arrived in New York from

London

last

weekend and

left

imme-

the

Coast, arriving there
for the scheduled conferences yesterfor

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

day.

Informal discussions of a purchase
the Korda stock by the company
were held in Hollywood early last
Spring prior to Korda's departure for

N.Y. Censors

head

to

assume

his

new

post

as

production
for
M-G-M. Reports at the time were
that the discussions were stalemated
over Korda's asking price for the
block of stock, which was said to be
of

$500,000.
One of

British

the

company stockholders

(Continued on page 10)

Support

Post- War Industry

—

London, Aug. 17. Further assurances that the British government was
wholeheartedly backing plans for postwar entrance of British films into the
world market were given here today
at a meeting of the British Film Producers Association.
H. T. N. GaitsBoard of Trade official and director of that agency's film department, stressed that the government is

its list of esactivities to include
motion picture film processing, sensitized film development and new categories in

1,152 features and
in the period
from July 1, 1942 to Mar. 31, 1943,
covered by today's report. (Change
in the state's fiscal year from July 1
to April 1 makes this a nine-month
report.)
Receipts, according to Director Irwin Esmond, totaled $226,995, and ex-

(Continued on page 10)

Republic Air Show
Blocked on Talent

More Filming;
Abbott

total of

were reviewed

Luce Gets Chase
Stock in G.P.C.

&

3 With
Costello

By RED KANN
Hollywood, Aug. 17. Seven

—

of

UniversaPs bigger attractions are
finished and three more of its possible 22 are in work for the new
Henry Luce's Time-Life-Fortune
season even before it gets under
interests are understod to be the prinway.
This reflects a policy dilipenses were $51,582, leaving a net rev- cipal purchasers of Chase National
enue of $175,413.
Bank's substantial holdings in General gently pursued by Nate J. BlumExaminations were made in 41 films Precision Corp. (formerly General berg of getting the merchandise off
on statutory grounds, the 348 elimina- Theatres Equipment), parent of Na- paper and on celluloid.
In the vaults are "Cobra Woman,"
tions dividing as follows
indecency, tional Theatre Supply and Interna:

229

;

inhumanity,

1

;

tending to incite

(Continued on page 8)

Plan Unit to Advise

On Vacuum Tubes
Washington, Aug.

17.

—An

advis-

ory committee to cooperate with the
War Production Board on vacuum
tube problems will be set up at a
meeting to be held next week, it was
disclosed today by Allen G. Smith,
chief of the
theatre equipment
service section.
Smith said the committee, not yet selected, would be
comprised of manufacturers and supply dealers and is to be set up to permit closer cooperation between the industry and the government.
The
meeting next week will be largely to
(Continued on page 10)

PCCITO

Charles Stillman,
tional Projector.
treasurer of Time, Inc., has been
lected to the General Precision Corp.
board.
spokesman for the Luce organization stated yesterday that Luce had
"investigating"
the
postwar
been
equipment field, as he had been looking into "many other" fields for future
possibilities, adding that it was also

A

(Continued on page 8)

Lindsley Named NTS
Ad, Publicity Head
The appointment of A. J. Lindsley
to handle advertising and publicity
for National Theatre Supply Co. was
announced yesterday by W. E. Green,
president of the company.
Lindsley, who formerly was with
International

Projector

Corp.,

Questionnaire

Is

Mailed on Consent Decree
Ted Lloyd, Liaison
Between WAC, U. S.
Ted Lloyd has been loaned by 20th

with the "Arabian Nights" combination
Ma ria Montez, Jon Hall and
Sabu
in
Technicolor
Olsen and
:

—

;

Johnson

in

"Crazy House"

among

Scott,

K-225"

;

britton

others,

Randolph

;

"Corvette
Robert Paige and Louise Allin
"Fired Wife"
Charles
in

;

Boyer, Edward G. Robinson and Barbara Stanwyck and other top names
in
"For All
Know" Donald
O'Connor and Susanna Foster in
"This Is the Life," and "Top Man."

We

;

The Montez-Hall team, with Turban
(Continued on page 10)

Hearing Precludes

Quick Blue Sale

as-

sumes the duties formerly held by F.
L. Friedman, who resigned July 31.

kill,

eager to play a part in the industry's
general export position after the war.
He referred to the likely unfavorable

TEN CENTS

Possible 22
For Universal;
Seven Ready
3

newsreel work.

annual report by the film division of the
State Education Department revealed

A

—The

17.

today widened

—

WPB

British to

Essential List

War Manpower Commission

Albany, N. Y., Aug. 17. Rejection of pictures in their entirety fell
to just two in the last fiscal year, the

Industry

1943

sential

of

London

On

Washington, Aug.

By

today.
shorts

18,

Film Processing

Rejected Entirely

Stock Sale

diately

U.S.A.,

Only Two Features

Korda's U.A.

Sale of Sir

YORK,

tion

—

Hollywood, Aug. 17. Ranging the
from an alleged forcing of fea-

Washington, D.

C, Aug. 17.
immediate approval of the
sale of the Blue Network to Edward
Noble and his American BroadJ.
casting System were dissipated today
when the Federal Communications
Commission ordered a public hearing
on the application, to be held Sept. 10.
Chances

of

The hearing

will be before the full

(Continued on page 10)

Industry Out to

field

tures and shorts to unfair trade practices not covered in the decree, the
Pacific Coast Conference of Inde-

Sell

Extra Bonds

Century-Fox to the Treasury Department to serve as liaison in Hollywood pendent Theatre Owners is mailing
George J. Schaefer, chairman of
between the War Activities Commit- all members from Alaska to the MexProposed Republic half-hour week- tee and the Treasury during the Third ican border, a detailed questionnaire the War Activities Committee, will
ly radio show over a national hook
War Loan Drive. Lloyd, who will in an effort to line up a cross-section head a "Rangers" field organization
up intended to feature the studio's report in Hollywood at the weekend, of theatre beefs and suggestions for to sell an additional bond to every
stars and players, looks improbable in is in charge of the 20th-Fox home an amended decree.
It hopes to have employe of the industry, L. C. Griffith,
view of inability to line up the neces- office radio promotional department, the answers tabulated and prepared general chairman of the industry's
sary talent, according to a company under Hal Home.
Third War Loan drive, announced
for the second meeting with Tom
official.
He will work in Hollywood under Clark, Assistant Attorney General, yesterday. Sales managers in home
Prior commitments of Roy Rogers joint direction of Vincent F. Callahan, here early in September.
offices, exhibitor representatives in exand other Republic talent to the Hol- director of advertising, press and radio
PCCITO expresses confidence in the change areas, and other committees
(Continued on page 10)

(Continued on page 10)

(Continued on page 10)

(Continued on page 8)
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Personal
Mention

Insider's
By RED
Hollywood, August

EDWARD

ALPERSON,

head of
RKO Theatres, and Barry Buchanan of the Treasury department,
will leave by plane today for the
Coast on Third War Loan drive busi-

Ray

Schreiber, 20th Century-Fox
paymaster for 12 years, will leave for
the Army at the end of this week.
•

Helen Jaffee Klinger of the 20th
Century-Fox story department will
leave the company this week for a domestic career.

•

RKO

home
Irving Shiffrin of the
publicity department, has returned from a three-week visit to the
office

studio.

of Ohio,

is

in

president

of

the

town.

James R. Young and Terry Turner are in San Francisco.
•

Edward C. Rafter y, United Artists
president, will leave Hollywood today for the East.
licity

RKO

home

office

pub-

department member, will leave
for a two-week vacation at

Monday

Block Island, R.

I.

•

Moe

Silver,

Warner Theatre

Pitts-

burgh zone manager, will arrive in
town today. Harry Feinstein, buyer
and booker for the Pittsburgh area, is
also in town.

•

Hoffman, New Haven zone
manager for Warner Theatres, is in
I.

columnist who tried
smear brush on the
Hollywood Victory Committee,
» »

the

to slap the

on the ridiculous ground it was
noisily left wing and a loud'declaimer on the side of the Four
Freedoms, has unearthed a new
"conspiracy."
He wrote about
it in the columns of the Los Angeles Times the other day, traveling backward to the Red Cross
drive and the appeal short made
by Captain Eddie Rickenbacker.
The scene, as cited, was Mich-

The

evidence, as cited,
was the text of a notice to exhibitors by Ed Beatty,
state
igan.

WAC. In it, PegBeatty said, "I wish to
impress on all exhibitors that

ler said

the elimination of the, showing
of Captain Rickenbacker making
the talk on your screen is an absolute must and that only the
sound track is to be used."

The

•

Jack Lewis,

17

PEGLER,

chairman of

•

Martin Smith,

ITO

\X/-ESTBROOK

J.

town.

"conspiracy," which presumably denied Michigan audiences the fact "they were hearing a patriotic appeal from one
of the greatest American patriots," continued Pegler, came to
its reported boil on the strength
of protests made by Frank X.
Martell, president of the Wayne
County Federation of Labor, and
C. Patrick Quinn, president of
the Greater Detroit and Wayne

County Congress of Industrial

been commissioned a second lieutenant
in the Signal Corps, and has been assigned to temporary duty at Astoria,

Organizations. They, like many
other labor men, failed to react
pleasantly to the many speeches
Rickenbacker had been making
up and down the country on absenteeism, et al.
And so they

L.

protested.

•

Len Spinrad, formerly of Warners'
home office publicity department, has

I.

Ashman,

Geller,
plain.

is

on

director

of
vacation at

WAC

Island

Weiss and
Lake Cham-

entered

this

situation

because it and its approximately
16,000 pledged theatre allies had

committed their combined efforts
toward putting over a national
drive for the Red Cross.
In
war time, and it might be noted
in peace times as well, this is
important
business.
Rather
than run afoul of any circumstances which might imperil that
drive and imperil as well the

purposes for which it was being
waged, it was considered the
better part of strategy to avoid
chances of kickbacks generated
out of protesting labor ranks.
the story, and its hisIf that marks the industry

That
tory.

is

party and boot to a "conspiracy" to blanket out Rickenbacker, which is carrying matas

ters pretty far,

no one can deny

Buy Lunch
For Press Agents!

Atlanta Aug. 17.—A "Man
Bites
Dog" luncheon was
given here today by Ernest
Rogers and Paul Jones, motion picture
editors of the
Atlanta Journal and Atlanta
Constitution, to film press
agents covering the Southern
territory. The "reverse plate"
feed was tossed by the two
scribes for what they termed
"recognition of honest dealing
on the part of the space grabbers." All major companies
were represented.

it was undertaken for a highly
worthy cause and one which the
American public would vote im-

among

mediately as

the worthi-

est.

But what makes Pegler's devious reasoning the more so is
the amusing channel through
which he made himself travel
in an effort to read in something where there is nothing.
He tried this by concluding:
"of course, has tremendous economic power over the
theatre owners."
Which it has
not.
It would be more correct
to
say the combined theatre
owners wield a tremendous power, but not economic, over
since without patriotic exhibitors there would be a thorough-

WAC

WAC

ly

WAC.

ineffectual

And what makes Westbrook's
peg the funnier and the more
uncertain is his line, technically
unrelated to what preceded it, in
which he wrote, "Among those
on the committee (WAC) are
most powerful
Hollywood magnates."
several

of

the

Anyone will get what he was
driving at. He was inferentially suggesting Rickenbacker is
the subject of a plot tending to
snuff him out of the American
scene at the hands of some of
Hollywood's mighty. But Pegler here entered the realm of
half truths because he failed to
point out, as he should, provided
he wanted to be on the square,
that
Hollywood mighties are
going ahead with "Rickenbacker
Story
of
an American"
which, of course, is the captain's

—

the

is

large-scale

one

which Winnie Sheehan has been
working on for months. It is the
same one which 20th CenturyFox will husband and release.
Where does that leave Pegler ?

swer.

"At

The

question has

Only

it

its

an-

can't be printed.

two

and perhaps
be of roadshow
calibre," went the 20th-Fox production statement.
No one knows definitely, but
candidates well in the running
are "The Song of Bernadette"
and "The Gang's All Here,"
both of them finished. Futures
include the two Darryl Zanuck
is
much excited over.
One
least

four others

may

"Wilson," which

is

plotted on so

big a canvas that outside studio
space is required in order not to
interfere with regular production.

The

other,

"One World,"

1943

18,

Critics

KANN

This

Long

zone manager for Interboro Circuit,
is the father of a daughter,
Susan,
born to Mrs. Ashman at Kew Gardens Hospital, L. I.
•
Mrs. Sidney G. Alexander, wife
of the Columbia executive, gave birth
to a girl Sunday, at the Jewish Hospital, Brooklyn.
•
Thomas P. Mulrooney, United
Artists assistant foreign manager, who
has been confined to his home with
influenza for the past several weeks,
is
now recuperating but is not expected back at his office for several
additional weeks.
•
Irving Shapiro, general manager of
Film Classics, left yesterday on a trip
to key cities and the Coast.
•
Joseph H. Cohn, motion picture
advertising

Outlook

life story.

•

Maurey

Wednesday, August

_
m

WB Home Office Men
Off to

Canadian Meet

Ben Kalmenson, Warners'

general

manager, who will return this
morning from a Southern trip, will
head the home office sales department
sales

delegation

leaving

tonight

for

Mon-

where he will conduct the company's two-day Canadian sales meeting in the Mount Royal Hotel, starting tomorrow morning.
Mort Blumtreal,

enstock, in charge of advertising and
publicity in the East, is expected to fly
to Montreal tonight or tomorrow.

Arthur Sachson, assistant general
manager
Norman H. Moray,
short subject sales manager, and A.
sales

;

W. Schwalberg, supervisor of exchanges, are the other home office executives who will attend the sessions.
The Canadian delegation, headed by
Wolfe Cohen, district sales manager,
include

following

branch
Pearlman, Calgary I. Coval, Montreal L. McKenzie,
St. John; Joseph Plottel, Toronto Earl H. Dalgleish, Vancouver,
and Greydon A. Matthews.
will

managers

:

the

Samuel

;

;

;

All salesmen, and Glenn Ireton, field
representative, also will attend.

Connors, 12 20th

Heads Return Today
Tom Connors, vice-president in
charge of worldwide distribution, and
12 other
return to

home

executives

office

will

New York

today from Los
Besides
meetings.

Angeles regional
Connors, the group will include

:

W.

Gehring, Western sales manager
Schlaifer, Central sales manJ.
ager A. W. Smith, Jr., Eastern sales
manager Hal Home, director of publicity and advertising
W. J. Clark,
short
subjects
sales
manager, and
Martin Moskowitz, J. Sichelman, E.
C.
L.

;

;

;

H.

Roger Ferri, George RobPaul Terry and Harvey Day.
W. J. Kupper, general sales manager, will return to the Coast for con-;
ferences with West Coast exchanges
Collins,

erts,

II

following his visit to Omaha for the
Claudia" premiere tomorrow.

Kennedy F.

&

I

M. Booker

Tom Kennedy

has joined F. & M.
Stageshows, Inc., to handle bookings
of Fanchon & Marco acts, Sam Shay-

on of F.
is

& M.

Wendell

has announced.

Willkie's

amazing

best-seller.
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them

Put

M-G-M'

all

together:

ABOVE SUSPICION

s

EVERYWHERE

SENSATIONAL
JOAN CRAWFORD

ZOOMING

GROSSES
JOAN CRAWFORD

ERED Mac MURRAY'S

THRILLER

ROMANTIC

FRED MacMURRAY in "ABOVE SUSPICION" with
Rathbone
Reginald Owen • Screen Play by Keith
Winter, Melville Baker and Patricia Coleman • Based Upon the Novel by
Helen Maclnnes
Directed by Richard Thorpe • Produced by Victor Saville

Conrad Veidt

1 to

d

Producer Leon

plan your campaign now!

War Loan

starts

WATCH!

•

•

Associate

SENDS

•

Basil

•

IS

September ath!

Gordon

•

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Picture

"It

Happened

on a

Honeymoon!"
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Warners Dispose
Of Preferred Stock
In Their

Company

Wednesday, August

Review

Hollywood

"The Fallen Sparrow
(RKO)
Hollywood, Aug.

Hollywood, August 17

—

night reported that the

brothers have disposed

Warner Brothers preferred stock, Albert Warner reporting
the sale of 22,280 shares, Harry M.
holdings

of

Warner, 19,395
Warner, 15,181

shares,

and Jack L.

shares,

well

as

as

their holdings of 3,500 shares in "Trust

A" and

500

shares

in

"Trust

B."

Also reported was the purchase of 6,600 shares of common by Jack L.

Warner, increasing

his interest in

mon

shares,

to

193,200

com-

and

5,000

shares by Albert Warner, giving

him

a total of 214,550 shares, according to
the

SEC's report

CASTING

'1PAUT

and tense suspense which mark the outset of "The Fallen
Sparrow" and prevails intermittently throughout its length encounters interference from a complicated story development and plot imthree Warner
plausibilities.
Nevertheless, and taking the picture as it stands, the
of their entire overall results are earmarked with
commercial satisfaction.

Philadelphia, Aug. 17. Securiand Exchange Commission to-

ties

for June.

Goetz Sells Shares
Another large transaction reported
by the commission, but which took
place in May, as shown by a corrected
report filed by William Goetz, director of 20th Century-Fox, was the
sale of 40,000 shares of common and
13,500 shares of preferred stock held
direct and 21,100 shares of common
and 6,500 shares of preferred held
through his wife. At the close of the

month Goetz held 4,588 shares

of

com-

mon and

323 shares of preferred direct
and 1,192 shares of common and 410
shares of preferred through his wife.

Also in 20th Century-Fox, Chase
National Bank reported the sale of
one share of preferred stock leaving il
with a total of 665,715 shares.
report on Columbia Pictures
showed the acquisition by Charles
Schwartz of 140 shares of common and
nine shares of preferred stock, his entire holdings, while a report on Mono-

A

the sale by W.
shares of common, leaving him with 16,571 shares,
and the sale by Samuel Broidy of
1,000 shares of common stock in May
and 2,200 shares in June, reducing
his holdings to 4,400 shares.

gram Pictures showed
Ray Johnston of 2,500

Loew Acquisition

What

goes on here

is

17

holding up the

product.

And,

isn't the sort of

it

casting tro-^,

V

ble that studios
for an excuse in

this

ing httle difficulty except in the
matter of male players, many
of whom
are in the Army. To get around this
they have dusted off many a

criss-crossing, he learns the truth and verifies his impression that the
killed his friend is the same Nazi functionary responsible for
almost unbalancing his (Garfield's) mind in the Spanish prison.

man who

The functionary

is

What

Walter Slezak.

he

after

is

is

good

male

featured player and are also
building up new stars from stage,

the fighting

standard of a Spanish Nationalist brigade which Garfield and his Loyalist associates in arms had captured on the battlefield.
Maureen O'Hara radio, and their own contract lists.
fails to understand completely why Garfield should risk his life to pro•
tect it.
He tries to explain and in dialogue frankly states it's hard to
An example of wartime casting trouconvey the emotions that prompt him. In view of the method of the ble zuas revealed today when Andrew
Stone admitted that plans for a new
handling, it is probable audiences will agree.
picture
Highly implausible is the central situation which has a well-organ- mulled for UA release were being
but that he was having
diffiized Nazi spy-nest committing two unwarranted murders and indulging culty lining
up players he wanted. He
in great risks for the purpose of getting its hands on the banner in- may do a musical
number next.
volved. In the end of course, it does not. Garfield shoots Slezak and,
Charles R. Rogers is Iiaving the
moreover, does not get the girl who is established as a Nazi agent.
same sort of headache with his "The
Photographically and by way of mood, "The Fallen Sparrow" has Gaunt Woman," from the Satevepost
much to recommend it. In point of performances, its rating is high. story, which he hopes to get before the
He's having
Slezak is oily and men- cameras by Sept. 1.
Garfield gives a tough and hard performance.
trouble getting male leads for the salty
acing as the Nazi. Miss O'Hara has little to do, but that little is com- roles
of seamen the story calls for.
Patricia Morison and Martha O'Driscoll in small The Navy
petently handled.
is all set to cooperate, the
roles acquit themselves representatively.
waters of the Puget

Sound are as
Richard Wallace's direction is able; after all, he was not responsible turbulent as ever, but Rogers just
hasn't
the
names
to
set "The Gaunt
for the script by Warren Duff from the novel by Dorothy Hughes, and
Woman," a-sailing.
Robert Fellows produced.
its frequent diffusions.

Running

•

Red Kann

time, 93 minutes. "G."*

Herman Millakowsky and
*"G" denotes general

'Destroyer'

Bows

in

WAC
With

Providence Opening

—"De-

Aug. 17.
stroyer," new Columbia film, had its
world premiere at the Strand TheaProvidence, R.

here,

Tuesday

I.,

night,

highlighted

Harry Brooks, State
Dies
Union
—

and was a member of the State Assembly in 1925.

Jeffery

Bernerd have bought "Desert Comedy,
original by Frank Wisbar,

classification.

WAVE

re-

is

have sometimes u
dropping plans for u
John Garfield, veteran of the Spanish Civil War on the side of the picture or dropping
a producer from
Loyalists, returns from a rest cure in the West to unearth the real reason the contract list.
It's
real casting
behind the death of a pseudo member of the New York police, although trouble these days which sees some of
actually working for the government in running down an espionage the leading independent producers at a
ring.
Convinced there was no suicide here, but that the strange cir- loss to find box-office names for leadcumstance ties with the fact his dead buddy helped him escape from ing roles in important productions.
For the most part the studios w ith
Nazi torture in Spain, Garfield overrides police acceptance of the death
as an accident.
Through devious method, cross purpose, and story fairly adequate contract lists are hav-

tre,

SEC

trouble

start of production on a number
of topflight pictures planned by independents known for their better class

A

Loew's, Inc., reported the acquisiby the personal appearance of Martion of another five shares of Loew's
Boston Theatres common, giving it a guerite Chapman, the picture's star.
Providence and surrounding territotal of 119,706 shares, while Howard
Dietz, of Loew's, reported the pur- tory was blanketed with placards anchase of five shares of the company's nouncing the opening and personal
common stock, giving him 15 shares. appearances of Miss Chapman. A
Reports on the holdings of persons narade of Navy and Coast Guard men,
becoming officers or directors of reg- including 200 Navy Mothers, was clithat maxed by massing of the colors at
showed
corporations
istered
George H. Shaw, New York, held the City Hall, where Miss Chapman
no Radio-Keith-Orpheum securities pinned gold stars on five Navy Mothwhen he became a director June 2, ers whose sons had lost their lives.
recruiting
while William A. Scully, New York, A war rally and
had 15,000 Universal Pictures (for- drive also were held.
merly Universal Corporation) common voting trust certificate warrants
and 100 voting trust certificates. Joseph H. Seidelman had 3,000 warOfficial,
rants, S. Machnovitch had 700 certifiTroy, Aug. 17. Harry M. Brooks,
cates and Eugene F. Walsh had no
securities, when thev became officers president of the Troy local of the
M. P. Operators union for the last 26
in the company.
In a series of sales, Rockefeller years and treasurer of the state unit
Center, Inc., New York, disposed of of that group, died suddenly last night
shares
Radio-Keith-Or- after an illness of several months. He
23,300
of
pheum common stock, reducing its in- was a candidate for Congress in 1938
terest to 366,700 shares, the
ported.

1943

18,

*™
Affiliation

War

1

deadline for

Committee's

Activities

affilia-

tion with the National Entertainment

Industry Council

only two

weeks
group appointed to study affiliation, has no immediate meeting plans, according to George
off,

the special

is

WAC

WAC

Schaefer,
chairman.
Activity in preparation for WAC's
participation in the Treasury's Third
War Loan drive, as well as unavailJ.

ability

of

"Hitler's
.

NEW Delayed

Although the Sept.

wr ote

some committee members,

Women,"

for

Millakowsky.
Richard Arlen is
due back this week from Theater
Guild stage conferences anent a fall
Production. .
S. Sylvan Simon,
M-G-M director, was handed a new
contract today and the title "M-G-M
Iron Man." He has directed eight
topflight pictures in the past 25
months. In three of them Red Skelton starred, two were Wallace
Beery starrers and one was an
Abbott and Costello.
Esther
Williams bleaches while thousands
seek a tan. The M-G-M bathing
beauty deluxe, has to bleach her
skin for her role opposite Red Skelton in "Mr. Co-Ed."
.

.

.

.

.

are given as the reasons for inability
to convene the committee.

Producer

Tennessee

Run

George Auerbach has
"The Hep Cat People" to Repub-

sold

Files

Some Run Complaint

lic and the studio expects to start
production shortly. Auerbach will probably produce.
Fox has put Walter
Brennan in a featured role in "Home
in Indiana," and Ann Baxter has been
given the title role in "Army Wife."
Warners has set Paul Henreid

W. F. Roth, operator of the Palace
Theatre, Gallatin, Tenn., has filed a
combination some run and designated
run complaint against Loew's and
Paramount at the Atlanta tribunal, the for the title role in "Mr. Skeffington,"
American Arbitration Association an- Bette Davis starrer, which bows Phillip G. and Julius J. Epstein as pronounced yesterday.
Milton Arthur, owner of
The complaint charges that after ducers.
having bought Loew's and Paramount the State and Cabort theatres, in Long
Beach,
Cal., bought 1,300 of the $1
product for 18 years, the two companies sold away from him in recent seats for the opening of Warner's
years.
The Roxy Theatre, Gallatin, "This Is the Army" and gave them to
wounded soldiers and sailors.
was named as an interested party.
.

.

.

.

.

.

...

"llH*MQMl& OPERA
f
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THESE PREMIERES ON AUGUST 19th HERALDED BY
BIGGEST CAMPAIGN EVER SEEN IN THESE TWO CITIES!

Motion Picture Daily
7 New Leading Men
Signed by W. B.
the

In

six

months since Jack L.

producer, established the new Warner Bros, talent
bureau in the East under Martin Jurow, the company has discovered and
All
signed seven new leading men.
have already been put to work in pictures, with eventual stardom in prospect for the entire group.

Warner,

executive

Newcomers to the screen
Warner Anderson and Tom

include
Tully,

both recruited from radio; Robert
Shayne, William Prince, John Dall and

Zachary Scott, from Broadway legitimate shows, and Bob Hutton, whose
only experience was in summer stock.
Prince played the lead in "Eve of St.
Dally, who replaced him in
Mark."
that show, was signed by Warners
An eighth newshortly thereafter.
comer, Bob Alda, was selected by
Jesse L. Lasky for the George Gershwin role in "Rhapsody in Blue."

A

few feminine candidates also have
been discovered. One of these, Marie
Lund, stage actress, goes to the Coast
Another, Angela Green,
this week.
from the musical "Early to Bed," and
voted the prettiest showgirl in New
York, leaves for the studio within the
next 10 days.
In establishing the new talent bureau here early this year, a policy
was adopted whereby no new players
would be sent to the Coast unless
they could be put to work in pictures immediately or at least within a
few months.
Warners also have established a
coaching school in the East to develop

Review

Mexico City, Aug.
are

17.

—

Mexican

representato learn the film

of the novel

Come Home"

is

a

his dog.

porations.

%
Luce Gets Chase
Stock in G.P.C.
(Continued from page

1)

Luce had been

quite possible that

talk-

ing about educational films with persons important in public life, as reported.

Chase Bank has disposed

of other
the industry. Last
month, 20th Century-Fox stockholders

of

interests

its

in

approved their company's purchase oi
Chase's remaining 58 per cent interest in National Theatres,

for $13,000,Scenes of the countryside during Lassie's travels are beautiful in color. 000. Chase's
sale of its entire interDirection by Fred M. Wilcox displays deftness and patience, which est in General Precision Equipment
keeps the picture moving smoothly. Samuel Marx produced with Hugo consisting of 63,300 shares of capita
"Lassie Come Home" will be compared stock, came to light only yesterday ii
Butler doing the screenplay.
by many with "My Friend Flicka" and will not suffer in this comparison. the monthly report by the Securitie:
Fred Stengel and Exchange Commission of trad
Running time, 90 mins. "G-"*

*"G" denotes general

ings in stocks of film companies anc,
others in the industry.

classification.

Chase acquired

Industry Out to

Extra Bonds

Sell

{Continued from page

"one

1)

the aim of selling
each employe in the

work toward
bond

to

industry."

New York
cludes
Briggs,

executive committee inBalaban, O. Henry
Steve Broidy, Jules Brula-

Barney

its

holdings in Gen

through substantia
loans originally made to General The
atres Equipment, which went into re
ceivership in 1932.
In 1936, whei
Precision
was organized
has General
The
Treasury
Department
leased the property at the rear of the Chase was given capital stock in tha
Roxy Theatre, together with the idle company to satisfy its loans.
outdoor circus quarters thereon, as a
Luce Interests
publicity center and showplace for the
Third War Loan drive. The entire
With the Luce interests getting
area from 50th Street through to 51st substantial part of Chase's stock
will
Street,
be designated Victory General Precision, the rest is undeiv
Square during the drive.
stood to have been taken by a downj.j
Plans for the operation of the prem- town syndicate which sold the stoc
ises will be discussed at a luncheon on the open market.
Charles Still
W. Ran- man, treasurer of Time, Inc., is repreat the Hotel Astor today.
dolph Burgess, chairman of the War senting the Luce interests on Genen>
Finance Committee here, announced Precision's board.
eral

:

sending a

"Lassie

nicolor definitely adds to its entertainment value.
The story is told simply and with charm. Lassie, a black-white-gold
collie, is the pet of Roddy McDowall, whose father, Donald Crisp, is- a
poor Yorkshireman on the dole. Because of the straitened circumstances
in which the family finds itself, the dog is sold to wealthy Nigel Bruce,
who wishes to groom her as a show-dog. Lassie escapes from the Bruce
kennels three times to return to Roddy, the third time from Scotland,
hundreds of miles from Yorkshire.
Her travels from Scotland, through forests, swamps, lakes and in all
kinds of weather, lends a poignant touch to the film. Lassie is saved
from a death by hunger through the ministrations of Dame May Whitty
and her husband. They sense, though, that the dog wishes to move on.
Then Lassie meets up with Edmund Gwenn, a kindly travelling merchant of pots and pans. Lassie saves Glenn's life when he is set upon
by two men bent on robbing him. But even Gwenn senses that the dog
Finally, the
is intent on being somewhere else and parts with her.
dog, dishevelled, spent and injured, returns to her master and Bruce
offers Donald Crisp a job as his kennel man, allowing Roddy to keep

will

producers

Major Eric Knight, author

upon which
glowing tribute
to all concerned in its making and will meet with good word-of-mouth
promotion that should result in excellent returns at the boxoffice. Techto

this picture is based,

1943

'Back the Attach

(M-G-M)

PREDICATED

18,

Exhibitors and others in
the industry participating in
the Third War Loan Drive
will apply the slogan "Back
the Attack, Buy War Bonds!"
as the keynote officially approved by the Treasury Department, in the forthcoming
campaign to sell bonds to
individuals rather than cor-

Come Home"

"Lassie

newcomers.
Jurow's assistant in talent-hunting is
Marjorie Morrow, former talent expert for the Columbia Broadcasting.

Mexico Seeks Ways
To Save Raw Stock

Wednesday, August

Precision

Bond Drive Center
At Rear of Roxy

i

Jack Cohn, Stanton Griffis,
Hays, Hermann G. Place,
stock,
Edward C. Raftery, N. Peter Rathand conserve film during production. von, Herman Robbins, Nicholas M.
They are said to be using too much Schenck, Spyros Skouras, Herbert
yesterday.
The Luce-Time buy into Genenis
film, and measures are to be taken
Yates and Adolph Zukor. Joseph H.
Major L. E. Thompson, of RKO Precision indirectly brings
shortly to exercise wartime economy Hazen is chairman of the New York
particip;
chairman of Victory tion in
Theatres,
is
television, General and Pan
on film usage.
division and Henry Ginsberg will be Square. He said yesterday shows will
mount Pictures having bought a coi
chairman of the Hollywood division be held twice daily, beginning Aug.
trolling interest in Scophony, Ltd
for the campaign.
will be by purchase
Admissions
25.
in
British television company, last sprini
Schaefer pointed out that newspa- of stamps and bonds.
The Luce
tive to
capital's

Hollywood
method of saving raw

Capra

—

rived

here
film

today

Will

|

H.

England

London, Aug. 17.
Col. Frank
Capra and Capt. Anthony Veiller ar-

Army

tour,

to

U.

discuss

personnel. Bond sales within the
industry will be reported separately,
not only in terms of dollar value, but
also the number of bonds sold.

own

matters.

Theatre Personnel

Lack Grows Worse
Personnel situation in

S.

pers, radio, retailers, advertising men
and the film industry are working
toward 100 per cent bond sales to their

New

York theatres reportedly is
going from bad to worse.
Theatre managers in the
Metropolitan area, and elsewhere nearby, are in a dither
with the growing realization
that hiring of women has not
solved the problem. Girls are
staying on the job until they
find better paying posts. Male
ushers, ticket takers, doormen and others have been
declared
non-essential,
so
there will be little or no help
from that angle.

Only Two Features
Rejected Entirely

To Hollywood Today
L. C. Griffith, general chairman of
the industry campaign for the Third

War Loan Francis S. Harmon, head
of the War Activities Committee;
;

WAC

theatres
Si Fabian, head of the
division, and Ray Beall, publicity head
of the industry bond drive, will leave
for the Coast today in connection with
arrangements for Hollywood partici-

i

;

(Continued from page 1)

immorality or tending to
to crime, 1
sacrilegious, 15.
corrupt morals, 102
Affected were two comedies, nine
dramas, three scenic pictures, 26 novelty and musical subjects and one misScenes eliminated totaled
cellaneous.
subtitles or dialogue eliminated
255
;

Bond Drive Heads

interests also hold 8,0(
shares of 20th Century-Fox commo
acquired from a syndicate which hsj
bought some 96,000 of Fox shares di
posed of last Spring by Chase Ban
The Luce group made the Fox buy
about the time it closed for distribi
tion of its March of Time short sul

;

jects

series

Lt.

Erb Dies

Rochester,

;

examined

totaled
4,453, while 429 of the 1,152 pictures
were features.
totaled

93,

reels

Fourth Award for Staley

through 20th.

Aug.

in
17.

Crash

—

Secoi

W.

Erb, formerly with Ea<
man Kodak, was killed with ni:
other Army airmen in a plane era
near Boise, Idaho, yesterday.
Lieut. J.

Sunday Movies Rejecte

Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 17.—
Springfield, Tenn., Aug. 17.
Fourth Air Medal award in the form
Gordon White, Southern representa- of an Oak Leaf Cluster has been spite of strong pressure and many r
tive for the industry Public Relations conferred upon Capt. Harry A. Staley, titions, the latest presented by t
Committee, returned to New York formerly of Eastman Kodak. Captain USO, the local city commission 1"
from Dallas yesterday to aid with the Staley previously won the Distin- refused to act on Sunday films a
voted to table the matter indefinite
industry bond campaign.
guished Flying Cross.
pation in the drive.

—

WE HOLD DEAR

THINGS
Precious things that

Freedom of worship

we have
in

Worth

a beloved flag.

sent our boys across the sea to fight for.

any house of

God and

fighting for indeed

all

the freedoms under

and we on the home front

have never been called upon to wage a more important campaign
in their behalf

showmanship

than the 3rd

skill in

selling

War

Loan.

Its

success depends

on our

bonds to our mass audience through

the theatres. Small bonds in millions of hands, that's our job.

time to

lose.

September 9th

is

keep faith with our
Sponsored by

War

lads.
Activities

Have you
War Activity Committee? Let's

close.

been in touch with your nearest

No

Is

your pledge in?

Back the Attack!

Committee of Motion Picture

Industry, 1501 Broadu/ay,

New

York City

Motion Picture Daily

10

Possible 22
For Universal;
Seven Ready
(Continued from page

1)

Bey replacing Sabu, is working in "Ali
Baba and the Forty Thieves," likewise
Walter Wanger is in
in Technicolor.
his second week of "Gung Ho," with

Randolph Scott and Noah Beery, Jr.,
while Deanna Durbin, Franchot Tone
and Pat O'Brien are working in "His
Butler's Sister."

Futures continue to include three
Abbott and Costellos. These are designed to be "Abbott and Costello in
Society," "Here Come the Co-Eds"
Miss
and "The Naughty Nineties."
Durbin is down for "Christmas Holiday," George Raft for "All My Love,
Joe" and "Three Cheers for the Boys,"
along with W. C. Fields and Sophie
Anticipated as one of the
Tucker.
big ones is "Hip, Hip Hooray," musical which will feature the entire

with the exception of
Technicolor for this,
Durbin.

contract

Miss

list

PCCITO Questionnaire Is
(Continued from page 1)

questionnaire, because it treats with
"sins of omission as well as commission" and will represent the most
definite and concerted action by any
exhibitor organization in the nation
in its endeavors to correct what it
calls
the "inadequacy of the New
York consent decree."

The questionnaire dips into forcing
features and shorts, the effect of fiveblock selling on run, expression on
preference or otherwise for full season's sales with an unrestricted 20
per cent cancellation or some other
basis than now provided in the decree.
It asks if any distributor refused to sell "some run," or declined
to cancel any picture on moral, religious or racial grounds. It seeks information on discrimination in clearances, and withholding of prints. It
asks if any decree signatory has acquired or built in competition and if
the decree has permitted further exnansion of affiliated circuits in the ex-

British to Support

Post- War Industry
(Continued from

New York
were hosts

alumni of Texas"

last

A&M

night to trade press

representatives and New York newsat a dinner held in the Waldorf Astoria prior to a showing of
Been
Never
Universal's
'We've
Licked," scenes of which were taken
on the campus of the Texas college.

papermen

Korda's U.A,

proceedings. In the unfair trade practice group, questions ask if film rentals were "unduly raised" in the past
three years and if "moveovers" have
affected business detrimentally. The
same, information is sought on additionally established first runs by affiliated circuits and how a commercialized
preview system, if adopted, would affect business.

An interesting question is if distributor hoarding or delayed release
of completed pictures has affected
members' business and if
distributor refusal to allocate rentals
at licensing time is affecting operations.
The impact of arbitrarv designation of playdates is still another,
while data is sought on the effect of
affiliateds playing two "A" attractions

PCCITO

on one bill while "demanding from
you arbitrary percentages on high flat
rentals which prevent you from equal
opportunity."
Clearly referring to films with political background without so stipulating
is this question
"In what manner, if
any, have distributors sought to compel you to license any type of picture
by intimations that your American
loyalty or patriotism would be questioned or publicized in event of your
failure to

do

so."

Plan Unit to Advise

On Vacuum Tubes

postwar balances and pointed out that
films can help right these balances.
Appealing to British producers for
collaboration on the recent Board of
Trade questionnaire sent to them and
asking for discussion and suggestions
for post-war planning, Gaitskill asked
for explicit suggestions and guaranteed that the government is ready to
consider all helpful ideas and would
not over-rule an amendment to the
Quota Act. The producers decided to

legitimate theatrical season
uled to open Aug. 30 at the

Theatre with

"A New

Life,"

is

sched-

Maryland
by Elmer

The Playwrights Co. is
ducing the show with Betty Field
Rice.

prostar-

get the committee organized and make
a preliminary canvass of the tube situation.
Arthur Meyer of the National-Simplex-Bludworth
Corp.,
New

ever, the company is still
iron out these difficulties.

trying to

Ted Lloyd, Liaison
Between WAC, U.
War

Division, and
Carlton Duffus, associate field director in charge of motion pictures and
special activities, both for the Treasury.
for

the

Finance

Pickford and Charl

Chaplin, combined.

Top Film Names

in

New Broadway Play
Two
ing on

plays being set for early sta|

Broadway

names.

wL

will be studded

Cheryl

Crawford, pr
ducer of "One Touch of Venus," m
sical, which opens in Boston, Sept. l]
and comes to Broadway in Octobej
will have Mary Martin, John Bolt
Kenny Baker and Paula Laurence f
leads.
Jr.,

will

play,

produ

"The Voi

of the Turtles," with Margaret St
lavan and Elliot Nugent, who h
just returned from the Coast.

Comes Up

Center Reverts to W.B.
Philadelphia, Aug.

—Warners'

17.

Center Theatre property
town section, purchased

in

the mid-

earlier

this

re-

—

of class B membership la
night.
It will present it to that grov
at the Sept. 19 meeting.
Ballotir
follows immediately by mail.

autonomy

Application

made by 350

m

signers

from class
Juniors was approved
The move was made

application for transfer
to class

A

the board.

group to avoid being in the
B group under the proposed
tonomy program.

this

I

ft
1,

cla

all

Columbia Names
Blake Talent Scon
Carter Blake, former head of iw
Eastern motion picture department I
Music Corp. of America, has be jt
named Eastern talent scout at Colui

unThe property was pur- bia, the company announced yesterdE
der a lease.
chased in the name of the Stanley
Blake, who has also served as D
Company of America for $225,000. Al- vid 0. Selznick's Eastern casting rj)
bert M. Greenfield & Co. were the
rector, will leave for the Coast
brokers.
Friday, making stopovers at Philadc
phia, Chicago and San Francisco
to the circuit, to operate

i

Para. Signs 'Duffy's'
Hollywood,

Aug.

17.

—Paramount

It
has signed for "Duffy's Tavern."
has until July 19, 1944, to make the
first film with Ed Gardner and the
radio cast plus film names and an option to make four more at the rate of
one annually.

8.

(Continued from page 1)

Mary

owners,

;

SAG Class'B' Plan

conveyed

lywood Victory Committee, and other
groups arranging for entertainment in
connection with the war effort, is given as the main stumbling block. How-

Acquisition of the Korda stock wou
greatly increase Selznick's authority
United Artists, leaving him on equ.
voting terms with the other tv

November opening on Broadway
planned for this one".
York, conferred with Smith today on
problems relating to Army and Navy
theatre equipment procurement. Both
services,
it
was said, have major
problems because of the vast amount
Sept. 1
of equipment needed for the expandHollywood, Aug. 17. The Seres!
ed Army and Navy.
Actors Guild board studied a plan f<

summer by Eugene Hookey, was

ring.

1)

ulation now as to whether Kon
would find a purchaser for the shar
in David O. Selznick should Unit<
Artists refuse to buy at his pric:

John Van Druten's

1)

—

from page

El

Alfred de Liagre,
(Continued from page

page 1)

Hearing Precludes
Quick Blue Sale

(Continued

1)

p(w

film

Those present included:
discuss the Board of Trade request
John O'Connor, Tom Mead, Mau- and will present data on post-war
rice Bergman, Major Henry Ditman, plans to that agency.
Dorothy Masters, Alton Cook, Irene
Sidney Bernstein, of the Ministry of
Thirer, Ernest Emerling, Fred Wat- Information, will meet shortly with
(Continued from page 1)
ers, Lloyd Seidman, Inga Avard, An- the producers and confidentially disFCC and, it was explained by Chairdrew J. Sharick, Chick Lewis, Phil cuss plans for film releases in liberat- man James L. Fly, was ordered "in
Laufer, Phil Stern, Fred Stengel, ed territories.
view of the national importance and
Jack Alicoate, Lou Pelegrine, Don
general public interest in the proposed
Mersereau, Al Steen, Phil Konecoff,
Baltimore Stage Season sale."
R. W. Baremore and about 50 alumni
Baltimore, Aug. 17. Baltimore's
of Texas A. and M.

Republic Air Show
Blocked on Talent

(Continued from page

was described as having objected
paying that amount on the gr«jai<
that only $300,000 had been
Samuel Goldwyn's interest u.
company and only $400,000 for th;
of the Douglas Fairbanks' estate.
Under the company's by-laws, stoc
to be disposed of must be offered
the company first.
If it is not puJ
chased by the company it may then I
offered to others. There is some spe

:

Sought is a viewpoint on arbitraJean Gabin is assigned the lead in
"Passport to Dakar," and Charles tion, whether beneficial or detrimenBoyer to "72 Hours," which he will tal and, if the exhibitor viewed his
Loretta Young and complaint was justified, for what reaalso produce.
Geraldine Fitzgerald head the cast of sons he failed to invoke arbitration
"When Ladies Fly," another from
Wanger will be made, while "Gung
Ho" is shooting. The Montez-HallBey trio is also slated for "Raiders of
Joan
the Desert," in Technicolor.
Harrison's first as producer of "chillers" will be "Phantom Lady."

Alumni Are Hosts at
Showing of 'Licked'

19-

18,

Mailed on Consent Decree Stock Sale Is
On Tap Agah

hibitor's territory.

too.

Wednesday, August

No

Circus Competition

Roch hester, Aug.

17.

—

Rochester
competition

exhibitors will have no
from the circus this year, for the first
time in years, because of the pleasure
driving ban.

i

'World of Plenty' Set
"World of Plenty," British documentary, has been set for limited distribution in the U. S. through Budd
Rogers, according to the New York
branch of the British Information
Services.
The picture will open in
Buffalo,

Theatre.

Sept.

3,

at

the

Telenews

search of talent.

Frances Fink to

PRC

Frances Fink, former newspap
and magazine writer, has been a
pointed assistant to Samuel S. Kt.
tenbaum, director of advertising a
publicity

for

PRC

Pictures,

was announced yesterday.

Inc.,

j

—
Motion Picture Daily

:
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Off the Antenna

9.500 for 'Stage

Door' in 4th Week

POST-WAR

Of Toronto Run
Toronto, Aug.

1

— "Stage

17.

Door

unteen" continues to roll at Loew's
ith §9,500 in sight for the fourth
helped
by cooler evenings,
eek,
held promise of
iers to Hold"
at the Uptown Theatre in a
ng surge of patronage,
.miated receipts for the week endg Aug. 19:

'Weather' Big
In Philadelphia

problems will be discussed by leaders in many fields, in the
Fight" programs, starting Sept. 4. The 13
second series of "For This
programs will feature Robert H. Jackson, associate justice of the U. S. Supreme Court; Secretary of State Cordell Hull; Stuart Chase, economist;
Frederick C. Crawford, National Association of Manufacturers president
Philip Murray, CIO president; Senators Robert F. Wagner, Burton K.
Wheeler, and Arthur H. Vandenberg. Topics to be discussed include "The
"Tomorrow's Trans"Post-War Jobs"
America We're Fighting For"
"New Plans for Education" and "Financing Post-War Prosportation"

We

;

;

.

Philadelphia, Aug. 17.— In face of
tempo of the weekend exodus to seashore points and parks, the

the swelling

;

;

perity.".

With $31,000

.

•
•
W ith ten additional programs signed up for July through September, and
six regular programs due back on the air in the Fall, Blue Network sales
AJibi" (Rep.)
curve for the second half of the year is expected to shoot sharply upward,
low's About It?" (Univ.)
Outlook for the second
IEGLINTON — (1.0S6) (18c-30c-42c-60c) 6 according to Edward F. Evans, research manager.
(Average, $4,000).
six months promises an even more favorable record than the first half of the
Gross: $3,800.
,y*.
i'tcrmy Weather" (20th-Fox)
year when one-quarter of the Blue's lineup of 36 sponsored programs were
IMPERIAL— (3,373) (18c-3Oc-42c-60c-90c) 6 newcomers to the network. Blue in July had a total of 68 evening commer(Average, $11,500).
Gross: $11,000.
.vs.
cial quarter hours sold as against 39 one year ago, an increase of 74 percent.
Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)
LOEW'S — (2,074) (18c-30c-42c-60c-78c) 6 Average number of stations per evening commercial quarter hour in July is
(Average,
Gross: $9,500.
liys, 4th week.
94 against 76 a year ago, an increase of 24 percent.
10,500)
•
•
•
Ulr. Lucky" (RKO)
6
(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)
ISHEA'S— (2,450)
Purely Personal George H. Combs has been appointed director of spe(Average.
Gross: $8,500.
iyi, 2nd week.
Roland J. Young has joined CBS as mancial events and news at WHN.
1,000)
J. H. Swenson, supervisor of CBS mainager of construction operations.
Zhina" (Para.)
Mexican Spitfire's Blessed Event" (RKC
tenance and construction, and R. A. Trago, assistant supervisor, have left to
T1VOLI — ( 1,434) (18c-30c-48c) 6 days,
RayJ. Fahey is a new member of th-e department.
join the Army.
(Average, $4,500)
l-iro-s: $3,800.
Hers to Hold" (Univ.)
mond Clapper, Mutual commentator, has resumed broadcasts from Washing6
UPTOWN— (2,761) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)
Stockton Hclffrich, manager of NBC's
ton, after several months abroad.
Gross: $11,000. (Average, $9,000)
jiys.
continuity acceptance department, has resigned to begin training with the
U. S. Naval Reserve.
•
•
•
Program Notes Recent orders of the War Manpower Commission
director for New York
will be discussed by Stephen Sheridan,
tomorrow. The pros and cons of drafting men and
City, over
women for war industries will be discussed on WJZ's "John Q. Public"
Kate Smith program, which returns to CBS on
program on Friday.
Starting off Oct. 1, will be a full hour show instead of a half-hour program.
George
Baltimore, Aug. 17.
Burns and Gracie Allen resume their weekly program on Aug. 31, after
ith an opening that put "Dixie" in a
Wass with record-breakers for a week- spending an eight-week vacation from the air touring Army camps. . . .
id at the Stanley, the picture is listed
spot.
The "Great Gildersleeve" returns on Aug. 29 to his
Business is strong Charles Coburn visits NBC's Johnny Mercer program, Aug. 24.
)r a $21, 500-week.
Billie
-: all downtown houses.
Lucille Ball and her
Burke will visit the Jerry Lester show on Sunday.
Estimated receipts for the week end- soldier husband, Desi Arnaz, will be guests on Groucho Marx's "Blue
|
"The Mystery Theatre," featuring Broadlg August 19
Ribbon Town" on Saturday.
* Pilot No. 5"
(M-G-M)
way plays and dramatizations of mystery stories, will be a weekly
CENTURY — (3,000) (28c-44c-50c and 55c program starting Sept. 4.
Charlie McCarthy and Edgar Bergen are to
(Averjleekends) 7 days.
Gross: $18,000.
be heard as a regular weekly feature from England via transcriptions,
se, $11,500)
We've Never Been. Licked" (Univ.)
will broadcast windowaccording to a BBC announcement.
KEITH'S— (2,406) (15c-28c-33c-44c and 55c unveiling ceremonies at Gimbel Brothers dedicated to Disney's "Victory
(Average,
reekends)
days,
$13,500.
7
Don Ameche will tell the press
Through Air Power," tomorrow.
*0,000)
.Heaven Can Wait" (20th -Fox)
"What's New" program at a Waldorf cocktail party
about his new
2nd
days,
7
H NEW— (1,581) (15c-28c-35c-5Sc)
on Friday.
•eek.
Gross: $9,500. (Average, $8,500)

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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W

i

.

.

jood Start Gives
'Dixie'

.

.

.

WMC

WHN

.

—

'

.

.

—

$21,500

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

NBC

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

week started favorably. Closing of
the Earle until the end of the month
to allow for refurnishings will also
provide added attendance at other
houses in the first-run district. Biggest business is centered at the Fox,
where "Stormy Weather" should show
$31,000 handily for its get-off week.
Estimated takings for the week ending Aug. 18-20

"Above Suspicion" (M-G-M)

ALDINE— (900)

days.

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

Gross: $16,200.

7

(Average, $9,000)

"The Youngest Profession" (M-G-M)

ARCADIA— (600)

(35c-46c-57c-68c) 7 days,

2nd run, 2nd week.

Gross:

$2,800.

(Aver-

age, $3,000)

"Heaven Can Wait" (20th-Fox)

BOYD— (3,000)

days.

Gross:

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

7

(Average, $15,000)

$23,200.

"Stormy Weather" (20th-Fox)

FOX— (3,000)

days.

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

Gross: $31,000.

7

(Average, $14,000)

"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)

KARLTON —

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-

(1,000)

75c) 7 days, 2nd run.
age, $4,500)

Gross:

$6,200.

(Aver-

"Bombardier" (RKO)

KEITH'S
75c) 7 days,
age, $3,000)

—

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-

(2,200)

2nd run.

Gross:

$4,700.

(Aver-

"Hers to Hold" (Univ.)

MASTBAUM— (4,700)

75c)

2nd week, 4 days.

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-

Gross: $12,500. (Av-

erage, $20,000)

Was

'DuBarry

STANLEY —

a Lady"

(M-G-M)

(3,000)
(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c75c) 7 days, 3rd week. Gross: $12,300. (Average, $15,000)
"Appointment in Berlin" (Col.)
(1,700)
(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c75c) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $7,500. (Average, $7,000)

STANTON —

,

.

.

.

NBC

'Above Suspicion'

i

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Dixie"

(3,280)

(28c-39c-44c-55c

weekends) 7 days. Gross: $21,500.
erage, $12,500)
The Falcon Strikes Back" (RKO)
5c

HIPPODROME —

-

"5c)

and
(Av-

(28c -39c -44c -55c-

(2,205)

Stage show: Carlos Molina &
Armida, Riela Ressy, Juan Jose
Gross:
Cheena deSimone Dancers.

days.

7

irchestra,
I .aro,

(Average, $13,500)
Bombers Moon" (20th-Fox)

j,16,500.

MAYFAIR— (1,000)

1

iiross: $6,000.

20th

(20c-40c)

(Average,

days,

7

$5,500)

NBC

Renews

Business Relations
Hollywood, Aug.
has announced

—

Twentiethresumption of

17.

ox

NBC

but will
ness relations with
withhold dealings with the Blue Netrk pending retraction of the slur
;

Fox personality which
a
rought about the rupture several
aonths ago.
Understanding here is that the
eference is to an unfounded story
ired by Jimmy Fidler concerning the
'ersonal habits of a feminine star.
gainst

'

Theatres Aid Recruiting
Rochester, N. Y., Aug.
•

1

17.

—Local

xhibitors are taking a leading role in
lans for an "Army Air Forces Week"
o
stimulate Air Corps enlistments
ere starting Aug. 28.
Participating
re

Jay Golden,

2r

Pollock,

thers.

.

RKO

Loew's

LesPalace
Rochester, and
;

Organize Safety Club
Jones Gets Classics
Chicago Franchise To Curb Delinquency
Film Classics productions will be
released in the Chicago territory by
John Jones, of the Jones, Linick and
Schaefer circuit, according to George
A. Hirliman, president of Film ClassInc.
Jones will open offices in
ics,
Chicago, Milwaukee, Indianapolis and
St. Louis.

Among

product to be distributed in
the deal will be 24 20th-Fox Gaumont
reissues and seven David O. Selznick-

John Hay Whitney productions. Meanwhile Irving Shapiro, Classics general
manager, left New York yesterday on
a national tour of the company's offices.
In Hollywood, Shapiro will
confer with independent producers regarding future Classic releases.

Sues to Recover Funds
Des Moines, Aug.

17.

— Burton

B.

president of Inter-State Film
Corp., and former president of Iowa
News Flashes, has asked dismissal of

Jerrel,

municipal court suit against two
lawyers for recovery of a sum of
money he claimed he had paid the
men to obtain passage of a bill for a
$25,000 appropriation to purchase the
Iowa News Flashes newsreel library
a

for the state.

$18,500

at

.

(Para.)

STANLEY —

,

.

Tops

WINS

RCA

|

f

.

.

Nashville, Tenn., Aug. 17.— Outbursts of vandalism involving theatres
continue to occur in the state with efforts everywhere being made to curb
juvenile delinquency.
Kingsport has
organized a "Junior Safety Club" for
boys 10 to 17, with Charles L. Lineback, city director of public safety, in
charge, and proposing a program that
may take trouble-making boys off the
streets.
Mayor E. D. Bass, Chattanooga, has stated that the city is not
able at the present to invest $10,000
in a detention home for delinquent
children with a crime record but will
make some contribution toward the

delinquency problem.

Cleveland, Aug. 17.— "Above Suspicion" was the best draw of the three
new pictures on parade here with
$18,500 in the till while "Coney Island" topped the hold-overs. For unknown causes, downtown business
showed a drop from recent previous

weeks.

Estimated takings for week ending

Aug. 18:
"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)

RKO ALLEN — (3,000)

(40c-50c-60c) 7 days,

2nd week on moveover from Hippodrome.
Gross: $12,500. (Average, $6,000)
"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)

WARNERS'

HIPPOD'ROMEV-(3,500)

(40c-50c-60c) 7 days.
age, $18,000)

Gross:

$18,000.

(Aver-

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)

WARNERS' LAKE— (714)

days, 3d

Gross:

week and 2nd week

$3,100.

(Average,

(40c-50c-60c) 7
of moveover.

$3,500)

"Background

to Danger" (Warners)
(3.30O)
(45c-55c-75c and
85c Sunday and holidays) Stage: Pin-Up
Girls Revue starring Margie Hart, and Virginia Weidler.
Gross: $26,000.
(Average,
$30,000)

RKO PALACE—

"Above Suspicion"

LOEW'S STATE— (3,300)

Hellborn Leaves $25,082
Des Moines, Aug. 17. — A report
former

court here reveals
of Louis Hellborn,
exploitation
for
manager

M-G-M

in

filed

in

that

the

district

Gross:

$18,500.

Average,

(40c-60c) 7 days.
$18,000)

Was a Lady" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STTLLMAN — (1,900) (40c-60c)

"DuBnrrv

2nd week, on moveover from State. Gross:
$11,000.
(Average, $8,000).

estate

Iowa and Nebraska,

to-

JACK SHAINDLIN

taled $25,082.

Musical Direction

Completed

Detroit United Gives 45

—

Detroit, Aug. 17,
More than 45
persons out of the normal staff of
450 of the United Detroit Theatres
Corp. are now in the Armed Services.

"And Then Japan"
March of Time
In

preparation

"Life

& Death
U. S.

of the Hornet'

Navy
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"MY KINGDOM FOR A COOK" if
IN COLUMBIA COMEDY TRADITION
Charles Dingle Coburn
Stars in Attraction
Released Aug. 31
The announcement by Columbia that
on Aug. 31 it will release "My Kingdom For A Cook", a picture it believes
will rank high up among Columbia's
greatest comedies, brings to

mind

this

remarkable record as a producer of works in a light vein.
There are studios distinguished for
their treatment of headline dramas,
studio's

others renowned for their musicals,
still others for their screen romances.

While Columbia has produced successful attractions in
it

is

all

these fields,
to as "the

more often referred

studio of great comedies" than in any
other way.
And there is good reason for this
appellation.
The industry well remembers the
story of "It Happened One Night".
How it boosted to great new heights
the fortunes of Claudette Colbert and
Clark Gable. How it started the ro-

mantic comedy cycle.
And no one in the industry can

fail to re-

remarkable success achieved by "The
Awful Truth", which set in full swing the

call the

"wacky" comedy

cycle.

interesting that within this comedy
Columbia has been able to produce out-

It is
field,

standing pictures as different from each
other as "Here Comes Mr. Jordan" and "My
Sister Eileen"; "You Can't Take It With
You" and "Mr. Deeds Goes To Town"; "Mr.
Smith Goes To Washington" and "The More
The Merrier".
Which brings us to "My Kingdom For A
Cook".
This one stars Charles Coburn, who has
every right, on the basis of his achievement
in "The More The Merrier", to call himself
Charles "Dingle" Coburn.
Everyone who has seen "Merrier" knows
what a whale of an acting job Coburn turned
in as "Dingle", the elderly Cupid, Columbia
officials point out. And the heaps of fan mail
that followed his success in "Merrier" testified to the public response to his rare kind of
heart-warming fun-making.
The studio at once elevated him to star-

dom, and
first

"My Kingdom For A Cook"

is

his

starring vehicle.

In "Kingdom", Coburn has an even bigger
to strut his inimitable stuff, it is said.
He is cast as Rudyard Morley, worldfamous British author, who decides to go to
America to do his bit to further international

chance

amity and United Nations unity.
But bit or no bit, the biggest thing in Morley's life is his stomach. Even his lovely
daughter Pam (Marguerite Chapman), runs
it a bad second in his thoughts.
His adventures in a small American town,
where he makes his presence thoroughly felt,
and ends up by stealing his hostess' cook,
even though Pam has fallen for his hostess'
son (Bill Carter), make for some of the most
farcical farce in years, according to Columbia officials.

Richard Wallace directed "Kingdom". Producer is P. J. Wolfson. The screen play is by
Harold Goldman & Andrew' Solt; Joseph
Hoffman & Jack Henley.

ADVERTISEMENT

—
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20th-Fox Has
Half -Year Net
Up

$1,652,355

Over Last Year
Twentieth

Century-Fox

yesterday

26 weeks of 1942, after providing
for Federal income taxes o.f $1,250,000.
For the second quarter, ended June
first

1943, the net profit, after all
Charges was $2,091,510, compared with
the first quarter profit of $1,751,739,
land a profit of $1,349,333 for the
second quarter of 1942.
Profit for the first half of 1943
equals $1.81 per share on 1,742,000
shares of common stock outstanding
at June 26, after the usual preferred
:26,

dividend.

Bond

Treasury

U.S.A.,

'Circus'

Department

officials

Victory Square-War
the
Center, on the site of the former circus
grounds at the rear of the Roxy Theatre, during the Third War Bond drive.
The canvas "big top" seats 2,100
and will be the scene, night and day,
of a war exhibit and entertainment,
admission to which will be by bond
purchases. It also will be the scene
of more than 100 meetings and rallies
by individual organizations participating in the September drive. The first
of such meetings is scheduled for
Aug. 25. Major L. E. Thompson of
will be in charge of the project
for the Treasury Department.
Addressing
yesterday's
luncheon
(Continued on page 6)

RKO

Phila. 'Bulletin'

Cuts Film Ads

(Continued on page 3)

Washington. D.

An

C,

Aug.

18.

adopting the procedure set up by the Office of Censorship for the handling of motion pictures for export, will be issued this
week by the Office of Economic Warfare, it was learned here today.
There will be no changes whatever
official

bulletin,

(Continued on page 3)

W. B. Anticipates
Visit to Tokyo
Judging from the speed in
turning
"Destination
out
Tokyo," action in the Pacific
against
Japan itself, and
Tokyo, in particular, would
seem to be imminent.
Reports reaching New York
from the Coast disclose that
Warners are dubbing sound,
editing and cutting the feature on the same day scenes
are being filmed, company remembering, perhaps, the newspaper breaks given its "Casablanca" and "Mission to Moscow" in connection with the
historical events which transpired at about the time those
features were released.

ap-

at

Twentieth-Fox had gross income of

Same Export Rules
For OEW and OOC

THURSDAY, AUGUST

pealed to the industry at a luncheon
at the Hotel Astor yesterday for assistance in conducting a month-long

show

reported net profit for the 26 weeks
ended June 26, 1943, of $3,843,249,
after provision for Federal income
This compares
taxes of $4,620,000.
with a profit of $2,190,894 for the

YORK.

Show World Pledges
Aid to Treasury's

$3,843,249 War
Profits

Alerts
IntelUgei

may

DAILY

il

Accural

m

.

Philadelphia,

25%

18.
Aug.
afternoon newspaper

—The

U. S.

19,

Warns on
Tax Declaration

—

to

Guy

Commissioner

T. Helvering,
of
Internal

Revenue.

Columbia Now
Set on 21 for

New Season
By RED KANN
Hollywood, Aug. 18. Columbia

—

embarks upon the 1943-44 season
with two of its top budget attractions completed and six more of a

here
with the largest circulation, is the
first local paper to restrict space buying of local film houses. The Warner
circuit, operating all the local firstrun houses, in addition to scores of
neighborhood theatres and the biggest
spacebuyer among local theatres was

"Destroyer" with Edward G. Robinson and "Sahara," with Humphrey

(Contimied on page 6)

(Continued on page 3)

Bulletin,

the^ gtion

Picture
Industry

TEN CENTS

1943

Washington, Aug. 18. Thousands of small business men,
exhibitors
an d
including
others in the film industry,
who do not come under the
wage and salary withholding
provisions of the Current
Tax Payment Act of 1943, will
be required on or before
Sept. 15 to file with their collector of internal revenue a
form known as the "Declaration of Estimated Income and
Victory Tax" and make payment on the tax they estimate
they owe for the year, according

to

Clark to See
Exhibitors in

TheMid-West
Decree a Topic During
His Chicago Visit
BERTRAM

F.

Washington, Aug.

18.

By

LINZ

—Exhibitors

in the mid-West will have an opportunity next week to present their
views on the consent decree directly
to Assistant Attorney General Tom
C. Clark, after he attends the fourth
and final of a series of wartime regional conferences of U. S. attorneys,
to be held in Chicago, Aug. 23 through

26.

Clark,

in

charge of the anti-trust

division of the
will

spend time

Department of Justice,
in Chicago reviewing

the industry situation in that area with
respect to the decree, trade practices
and exhibitor outlook on the workings of the decree. While attending
other regional sessions of U. S. attor(Continued on page 3)

N. Y. Circuits to

Get

Wage Demands

probable

21 in production.
Star
values, solo and in combination, are

being stressed.

Newsreels Losing Workers,
Despite Essential Rating

The new M.
and

Employees

Managers

P. Theatre

Union,

Local

152,

CIO, will this week draft plans for
demanding new wage scales for members, to submit to Warners, RKO,
Paramount, Loew, Skouras, Brandt,
and other major and independent cirin

cuits

F.

this

Barreca,

according to D.
former Loew district
area,

who

manager,

is

president

of

the

union.

Barreca

was

in

Washington

this

(Continued on page 3)

$2,000,000 of Univ.
Bonds Go to Public
A public market for $2,000,000 of

Rulings of the War Manpower
Commission, in Washington, issued
several months ago, placing certain
key newsreel workers in essential

Universal debentures has been established through re-sale to the public

categories, has not prevented a continual tapping of newsreel personnel
by local draft boards. Film cutters
and apprentice cutters have been principally affected. The reels, therefore,
are counting but little, if at allj on the
new directive, of Tuesday,
widening the scope of its original

of

securities in

that

Kidder, Peabody

&

face amount by
Co., Wall Street

firm.

The securities were acquired at the
time of consummation of Universal's
and merger program
in June by Kidder,
Peabody from
Eastman Kodak, Western Electric
(Erpi) and General Film Distributors.
They have since been re-sold to the
public. The debentures, due in 1950,
through the extension of maturities
under the recapitalization plan, had
been held by the sellers since their
recapitalization

(Continued on page 3)

WMC's

order and placing all newsreel workers
in the essential class. They expect further losses to their already seriously
reduced staffs, regardless.

The
by the

essential ratings

WMC

handed down

are intended to serve
as a guide to local draft boards in
calling newsreel and other essential
(Continued on page 3)

Korda's U.A. Stock
Active, But Unsold

—

Hollywood, Aug. 18.
The
status of Sir Alexander
Korda's one-fourth stock interest in United Artists is
quiescent today after a state
of flux which saw it offered
by the producer, in accordance with U. A. bylaws, to the

company and, subsequently,
was the object of an offer
from David O. Selznick, later
withdrawn. As of noon today,
Korda is represented as having changed his mind about
disposing of

it.

Motion Picture Daily
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Personal
Mention
HENDERSON

jfBranton

Des Moines, Aug.

sales official, will reafter two days in Wash-

turn today
ington.

•

John Joseph,

Universal's

of advertising and publicity,
tioning in Mexico City.

director

vaca-

is

•

Harry Katz,

of

Monarch Thea-

Hollywood.

tres, is in

•

Edward A. Golden

expects to remain in Hollywood for six months.

•

James A. Mac Farlane, former
Canandaiga, N. Y., theatre operator,
recently observed his 90th birthday.
•
Jules Fields, of the 20th Century-

Fox

exploitation staff,

is

in

Atlantic

City.

G.

J.

William

N. F. WAC Meets
On Third Bond Drive
exchange area publicity

in the East.

Activities

Com-

mittee met yesterday afternoon with
M,andel, of
Theatres,
presiding and discussed plans for
in
theatres
the Metropolitan area
which will take part in the Third
War Loan Drive. Ray Beall, national
publicity chairman for the industry's
part in the campaign, spoke at the

Hutchins, Harry

former manager of National Theatre
Supply Co. in New Haven, has reported to Princeton for duty.
•
Howard Strickling left for the
Coast last night after several weeks

RKO

session.

•

Among those present were Al
Thea- Charnoff,
John Cassidy, Ed Dowden,
tre circuit
will leave
Ira Morais, Murry Ashman, Blanche
for a two-week vacation tomorrow at
Livingston,
Myron
Siegel,
Jane

RKO

John Cassidy
L.

Franklin, Peggy Foldes, Paula Gould,
Al Zimbalist, Manny Frisch, Nick J.
Phillips,
attorney,
Paramount
Lou
Matsoukas, Irving Ludwig, Robert
will return from the Coast Monday.
Irving Windisch,
Ernest
Shapiro,
•
Emerling, Robert Paskow, Edward

Ed McEvoy

office

is

in

of the

home

Universal

New Haven

for

few

a

days.

Serlin, Julius Colby, Janice Rentchler

and Edgar Gouth.

•

Hal

B.
producer, is

Wallis,

Warner

Bros,

Swenberger Named
Aide
Ben Berger

due in New York late
to
next week from the coast.
•
Minneapolis, Aug. 18.— Gil SwenWilliam A. Scully, Universal berger, manager of the Paramount,
vice-president and general sales man- Brainerd, Minn., becomes assistant to
ager, was in Charlotte yesterday.
Ben Berger, president of Berger
•

Mrs.

Lydia

to participate now assures the formation of the British Film Production

diction in the Screen Publicists Guild
case against Republic over the discharge of its publicity staff on the
basis that a union contract precluded
an appeal under the work stabilization
program.
The guild now is taking
the case to the area
chief
ish for further discussion and exp,^^
a hearing later this week.

Advisory Council, it was learned here
today. Organization of the new group
will not interfere with actual operations of units that will take part as
the council will function in a purely
advisory capacity to consider and
discuss matters of general interest and
importance to the production end of
the industry with power to cooperate
with outside authorities such as the
Board of Trade and the Ministry of
Information.
council will include represenof the BFPA, laboratories,
short subject producers, members of
each of the employee unions affiliated
with production, and will have an in-

dependent chairman.

Amusement Co. The company also
Milan, secretary to announced the purchase of the Crystal
is on vacaTheatre Building, this city, from the

Claude Lee at Paramount,
tion.

•
Irving Yergin, Warner Bros,
representative, returned to New
yesterday from the South.

Rank

Arthur

presided at the
meeting of the British Film Producers
Association today which ratified the
decision to join the council, but representatives of the Cinematograph Exhibitors Association and the Kinematograph Renters
Society
were not
present. Rank stressed the need for
the ultimate formation of an all-industry council at some future date.
J.

2 for

field

several years in the booking department of the circuit, to office manager,
and Edith Kronick as her successor.

Mrs. Molly Rosenthal, wife of
Morris Rosenthal, manager of the
Loew-Poli Majestic, Bridgeport, is recuperating from an operation in the
New England Deaconess Hospital,

Hank Kopald and Mark Miller have
been added to the managerial staff,
with the latter succeeding Swenberger,

Boston.

old Tyler, resigned.

•

Sidney Picker to Be
Associate Producer

New Company

Films planned for immediate production by the new company headed
by Ed Peskay, who is also Hal Roach
Eastern representative, will be "Red,
Hot and Blue," written by Russell
Crouse and Howard Lindsay with a
musical score by Cole Porter, and
"Copacabana," to be made in conjunction with Monte Proser, it was
learned yesterday.

Distribution deals

for these pictures,

and several others

planned by a syndicate of independent
producers, to be associated with Peskay, will be announced shortly.

Peskay will leave for the Coast
tomorrow to arrange for studio space
and other production details. It was
learned that

also

Peskay's

activities
Mutual Life Insurance Co.
with the new company will in no way
Other personnel changes include the
affect his status as Eastern represennaming of Fay Karrigan, for the past

York

and Kopald assuming management of
the World, St. Paul, succeeding Har-

Sell $13,741 in
Wilkes-Barre, Aug.

Bonds
18.

—A

total

of $13,741 worth of War Bonds and
Sidney Picker, Republic New York
Stamps have been sold in theatres of
office manager, has been made an asthis area, according to John Comersociate producer for the company and
ford.
will leave for the Coast shortly after
Labor Day to take over his new assignment at the company's studio.
Joe Fisher to Lecture
Picker is the brother of Gene Picker,
Los Angeles, Aug. 18. Joe Fishof Loew's
Arnold Picker, of the er, long associated with theatre operColumbia foreign department, and ation in Singapore, will lecture with
Leonard Picker, of the Columbia three color films at the Wilshire
studio.
Ebell Theater here Aug. 26-28.

—

;

Manpower Commission
has

office

refused

juris-

WMC

•
Francis S. Harmon, War Activities
Coordinator, has reported that 2,232,205 uniformed personnel in North
Africa saw American features on
16mm film in 2,132 screenings during
June.
•

Adding Joseph Cotten,
making "Gaslight" into a
Others

rer.

in

M-G-M

the cast are Charles

Boyer and Ingrid Bergman. Cotten
and Miss Bergman are on loan from
David O. Selznick.
•

Joan Fontaine
ever," also at

will

M-G-M,

star in "Forafter "French-

man's Creek." Miss Fontaine
wise on loan from Selznick.

is

like-

tative for

Roach.

Canter's Colonial
Gets More Relief
Reuben

C. Canter, operating the
Colonial Theatre, Skaneateles, N. Y.,
was granted additional clearance relief by the arbitrators appeal board in
a decision made public yesterday.
original complaint named all
consenting distributors, but the
case against 20th Century-Fox and
Paramount was dismissed during hearings before the arbitrator at the Buf-

The

five

falo

tribunal,

who made an award

reducing the 30-day clearance

in

favor

of the Auburn, Jefferson and Palace
theatres in Auburn over the Colonial
Theatre, to 27 days. On appeal by
the plaintiff, the award was modified,
further reducing the clearance in the
case of the Auburn to 21 days, in the

case of the Jefferson to 14 days and
in the case of the Palace to one day.

Capital a Model for
Distribution Carlton Files for
Clearance Cut
Washington, D. C, Aug. 18.

WAC

Henderson M. Richey, assistant to
A clearance complaint has been
William F. Rodgers, M-G-M's dis- filed at the Boston tribunal by Carlton
tribution vice-president, is here from Amusement Enterprises, operating the
New York to set up a model system Cameo, in Pittsfield, Mass., it was
for distributing the 26 250-foot war announced by the American Arbitrabriefs which the newsreels will pro- tion Association, yesterday. The comduce in 1943-44 for the War Activi- plaint names all five consenting disties Committee and Office of War Intributors and asks that the 90-day
formation.

are devising a practical manner
and method for handling the shorts,
to be applied to all companies' exchanges elsewhere in the country.
Richey will return to New York on

clearance in favor of the Palace,
Capitol and Union Square theatres,
over the Strand and Colonial, second
run theatres, all in Pittsfield, be reduced.
It also asks that the 90-day
clearance in favor of the Strand and
Colonial over the Cameo be reduced
so that the Cameo may play 37 days

Thursday.

after

Using the
Richey and

OWI,

local

Arch

M-G-M

exchange,
Mercey, of the

first

run theatres.
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is

triple-star-

Peskay Sets First

I.

•

Hollywood, Aug. 18

War
THE
branch

:

of the
publicity staff

Bay Shore,

—

London, Aug. 18. Approval of the
British Film Producers Association

The

War

Coast Flashes

Council Assured

tatives

committee of the

•
Lt.

ager of Tri-State circuit, has
evolved a plan to train women
to manage theatres, to relieve
the shortage of trained male
personnel lost to the armed
forces and war work.
The women will be given
six weeks of schooling and
then placed in Des Moines
theatres for actual experience
before placed in out-of-town
positions. Tri-States ran newspaper ads in several large
Iowa cities, seeking applications from women over 30
with high school education.

New York

1943

18.

Ralph Branton, general man-

M-G-M

19,

British Advisory

For Women Mgrs.

RICHEY,

M.

Has School

Thursday, August

:

Thursday, August

19,
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Now

Columbia

Set on 21 for

New Season

Review

Hayworth

Rita

finished.

''Cover Girl"

1)

from Warner, are
is

busy on

Mae West and

;

Victor

Moore on "Tropicana," Ted Lewis on
Everybody Happy?" Rosalind
!ls
|L)sell started late last week on "Ten
Cent Woman." Moving along is
"There's Something About a Soldier"
with Douglas Drake, Tom Neal and
Evelyn Keyes.
Probably the most important of the
new program, in point of cast power,
is
"Gone Are the Days," in which
Cary Grant, Miss Hayworth, Janet
Blair and Charles Coburn will appear
Others fitting into
in Technicolor.
the upper bracket division are viewed
as these

Paul Muni in "At Night We
Dream," Olivia de Havilland in "The
First Woman Doctor," Miss Hayworth and Miss Blair in "Heart of the
City," also in Technicolor
Grant and
Miss Blair in "My Client Curley,"
;

Dunne

Irene

in

"Road

to Yesterday,"

Ann

Miller and Joe Besser in "Hey,
Rookie" an untitled Jean Arthur vehicle
"Good Night Ladies," "The
Land Is Bright," "Life of Al Jolson,"

20th-Fox Has

$3,843,249

"The Seventh Victim"
(RKO)
jD

(Continued from page

Bogart, on a loanout

3

uses this moderately budgeted mystery melodrama to introduce
a new actress, Kim Hunter, who does a fairly good job with the
material at hand. Avid "thriller" audiences will find this one to their
liking for it is suspenseful in spots, although "The Seventh Victim" has
a thin plot hampered by loose scripting.
Story deals with a girl (Kim Hunter), who leaves school to find her
sister, an only relative, who has not been heard from for six months.
She gets little help in this direction from the woman manager of her
sister's business (Mary Newton), who has taken over the beauty parlor
establishment from her sister.
Miss Hunter then goes to an Italian
restaurant in Greenwich Village where her sister was last seen, but is
advised to turn the search over to the police. However, she continues
the search.
She meets her sister's husband, a lawyer, played by Hugh Beaumont,
who joins in the search. They learn from the proprietor of the Italian
restaurant that her sister rented a room in their house, but never resided
there. They visit the room, find it devoid of furnishings except for a
chair and a noose hanging from the ceiling. Through a poet they also
learn that a Dr. Judd knows the missing girl quite well. Dr. Judd (Tom
Conway) tells them the girl is a member of a cult and is on the verge of
insanity. How the missing girl is found, only to become "The Seventh
Victim" of the secret organization, climaxes the picture.
Val Lewton produced and Mark Robson directed, from a screenplay by
Charles O'Neill and DeWitt Bodeen.
Fred Stengel
Running time, 71 mins. "G"*

"Mr. Winkle Goes to War," '-'Nine
Girls," and "None Shall Escape."

*"G" denotes general

Newsreels Losing

(Continued from page

1)

in the requirements to be met by film
companies in exporting their pictures
to Allied and neutral nations, which
have been found to operate to the
complete satisfaction of both the OOG
and OEW, it was said.
The
today published an

OEW

amendment
lishing

to

the

its

regulations,

classification

estab-

"GPF"

(General Photographic Film) for developed film, plates, paper and prints,
and provided that general licenses may
be secured for their export to all
Allied and neutral countries previously listed.
The only neutrals in the
Switzerland,
European
area
are
Sweden, Portugal, Spain and Turkey,
the last enjoying the greatest privileges as a 'friendly neutral."
Within the next few days, the
will annul the provision for export
of unexposed film under general license to Newfoundland, the only country to which such privilege has heretofore been accorded, and will require
that all such exports to any country
be under individual license, with ship-

OEW

ment under Government

seal.

Frank Gets His 17th

workers.

board disregards the

a

If

which

it

WMC

and "development of sensitized film"
workers. This applies to workers in
film laboratories, but there was speculation yesterday as to whether workers
of raw stock plants are involved.
It became known later in the day
directive also
that the new
considers workers in the electrical

WMC

sound equipment

field as essential,

bracing employees of film sound
producer and recording equipment
parts manufacturers. But it does
consider studio or theatre sound

vicemen

as

essential.

The

servicing companies have lost
of servicemen to draft calls.

re-

and
not
ser-

sound
dozens

Clark to Meet with
Exhibitors on Decree
(Continued from page

—

1)

:

World, Minneapolis.

The

released originally as "All

Can Buy."

Frank says

to reissue nationally.

nicture was while
That Money make

RKO

plans

1)

Barreca said.
campaign bv mail, has been directed at theatre managers and assistants in this area, and Barreca reports
ings,

A

response.

Union

in Chicago. He is scheduled to
a second trip to the Coast early
next month and will renew consultations on the decree there at that time.

scale calls for

an all-around

40-hour week with $100 minimum for
managers
$50 for assistants
$30
for doormen
$25 for cashiers and
counsellors (claimed to be matrons
acting in an assistant manager capacity)
and $20 for ushers.
;

;

;

;

of

pro-rating

(Continued from page

1)

participation in financing the purchase
of the controlling interest in Universal
by Standard Capital Co. from the late
Carl Laemmle, Sr., in 1935. Erpi held
$1,000,000 of the debentures and the
balance was held by the other two.
No change in the Universal board
nor in its British distribution arrangements with General Film Distributors
results from the disposition of the
debentures.
e

Harry Arthur Heads
St. Louis Committee
St. Louis, Aug.
— Harry Ar-

estimated excess
through the year.
provision for excess

its

profits credits evenly

There was no

profits taxes in the first half of 1942.

Because of the lifting of currency
no reserve against foreign
assets has been made in either the
first or second quarters of 1943. Reserves of $3,100,000 were provided in
the
first
half
of
1942, of which
$1,100,000 was provided in the first
quarter and $2,000,000 in the second
restrictions,

quarter.

National Theatre Earnings
Earnings
Corp. and

its

of
National
Theatres
majority-owned domestic
as

reported

ended June

26,

for

the

26

amounted to

$1,650,032, after providing for Federal
taxes of $5,894,124, and net profits
applicable to minority interests in

underlying companies of $609,828. The
net profit for the first half of 1942
was $992,159, after providing for
Federal taxes of $1,988,392, and net
profit applicable to minority interests
of $272^59.

The amount of the provision for
excess profits taxes for National for
the first half of 1943 included in the
foregoing figures is $4,964,125 compared with the provision of only
$132,121 for the same period of 1942.
The provision has been made by National Theatres on the basis of prorating its estimated excess profits
credit evenly through the year. No
dividends were declared by National
in the first half of either 1943 or 1942
and the foregoing earnings of National
are not included in the consolidated
earnings of 20th Century-Fox.

$2,000,000 of Univ.
Bonds Go to Public 20th

em-

18.
W. R. neys, the last in Denver, Clark is
Aug.
Frank, Minnesota exhibitor, now here known to have discussed the decree
to start production Sept. 8 on "Dr. with exhibitors and industry reprePaul Joseph Goebbels
His Life and sentatives in those areas. He subseLoves," has acquired the Roxy, Owa- quently conferred with exhibitors and
tonna, Minn., from Sidney Kinyin. It other industry representatives in Los
gives him 17 houses.
Angeles, Washington and New York.
"The Devil and Daniel Webster,"
There has been considerable dismade by William Dieterle for RKO satisfaction in the middle West with
with Frank associated, is now playing operations of the decree, and it is said
its third
week of a revival at the that Clark will go into the complaints

Hollywood,

(Continued from page

after conferring with its CIO
parent, United Office and Professional
Workers of America, which gave him
the green light to launch both or-

week

ganization drive and negotiation meet

1)

has the authority to
do, the newsreel or other employer
can appeal to a special Presidential
appeals board.
This, the newsreels
have so far refused to do.
order widening the
Tuesday's
scope of essential activities also specified "motion picture film processing"
rating,

N. Y. Circuits to
Get Wage Demands

1)

Operating profit was $8,588,790.
Corporation has estimated excess
profits taxes of $4,095,000 on earnings
for the first half of 1943, on the basis

weeks

classification.

Same Export Rules Manpower, Despite
For OEW and OOC Essential Rating
(Continued from page

(Continued from page

$38,633,614 in the first half of 1943,
and operating expenses of $30,044,823.

subsidiaries

;

;

Half- Year Net

KO

Century-Fox

Declares 3 Dividends

Cash dividends on common, preferred,
and prior preferred stocks were announced by 20th Century-Fox's board
of directors yesterday.

Common stock dividend of 50 cents
a share to stockholders on record at
the close of business Sept. 15, will
be paid Sept. 30. Holders of preferred
stock on record Sept. 15, will be paid
37y2 cents per share on Sept. 30.
dividend of $1.12^ cents will be paid
on Sept. 15., to holders of prior preferred stock on record at the close
of business Sept. 3.

A

_

18.

thur,

manager

of Fanchon and Marco Theatres here and
chairman of the St. Louis War Activities Committee, has been named
chairman of the publicity committee in
St. Louis for the Third War Loan
Drive.
Dave Arthur and Les Kaufman, also of Fanchon and Marco,
have been appointed vice chairmen of
the committee and will attend the
meeting of the War Activities Committee in Chicago next Monday.
Jr.,

general

Wallis, Berlin to Confer
Hal B. Wallis, Warner production
executive, is due in New York from
the Coast next week to confer with
Irving Berlin on the company's proposed new musical tentatively titled
"Liberty Hall," which Berlin is preparing to star Humphrey Bogart and
possibly Ingrid Bergman, pictured to
be directed by Michael Curtiz, who
handled Berlin's "This Is the Army."
This also will be a patriotic musical.
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'Army Does 21 'Army' Gets $500,000 from 'Army' Wins
Times Par in 68 Openings in Two Nights Big $27,000
9

1st K.C.

Week

Kansas

City, Aug. 18.— "This Is
Army," breaking records at the
Orpheum, after a sell-out premiere,

the

at $2.20

$5.50, for a gross above
leading first-runs with an
estimated $21,000 for the first week
at
regular
prices.
"Heaven Can
Wait" is close to records at the down-

$5,000,

to

is

Combined gross of $500,000 at 68
key city "This Is the Army" premieres held last night and Wednesday,
and a gross of $1,034,000 from the
"Army's" first 107 local premieres up
to and including Friday of this week,
are reported by Warner Brothers,
which claims
both
totals
be
to
world records in grossing achieve

In

ments.
Anticipations from the pre
mieres still to be played off this week
are based on actual advance sales for
town Esquire and midtown Uptown,
the
special
advance-scale perform
the two getting $15,000.
Weather ances, which on the overall average
turned cool midway of engagements.
are running at the rate of $9,663 per
Estimated receipts for the week opening performance.
ending Aug. 18-19:
Warner Brothers cite the follow
"Heaven Can Wait" (Z&th-Fox)
ing figures for Irving Berlin's musi
ESQUIRE— (800) (35c-50c) 7 days. Gross: cal for Army Relief Receipts of 10
$7,500.
(Average. $4,000)
special advanced-price premieres held
'•DuBarry Was a Lady" (M-G-M)
"Crime Doctor" (Col.)
to date,
including the New YorkMIDLAND (3,600) (35c-50c) 7 clays, 2nd world premiere, $75,000; regular New
week. Gross: $12,000.
(Average. $12,000)
York run to date (3 weeks), $150,"Dixie" (Para.)
NEWMAN — (1,900) (35c-50c) 7 days, 3rd 000 nine out-of-town runs to date
week. Gross: $12,000.
(Average. $9,000)
$140,000; Tuesday night's premieres in
"This Is the Army" (W.B.)
ORPHEUM— (1,900) (35c-50c) 7 days. Los Angeles, Philadelphia and San
Gross: $21,000.
(Average, $8,000)
Francisco, each grossing approximate
"Silver Spurs" (Rep.)
ly $35,000, $105,000
premieres in 94
"Mexicala Rose" (Rep.)
TOWER— (2,200) (35c-SOc) 7 days. Stage additional cities (24 Tuesday night, 41
show.
Gross: $10,000.
(Average, $9,000)
Omaha, Aug. 18. Following the
last night, 12 tonight, 17 on Friday),
"Heaven Can Wait" (2Mh-Fox)
refusal of Walter Johnson, State atUPTOWN— (2,000) (3Sc-50c) 7 days. with practically every performance al torney
general, to take action, R. D.
ready reported a sellout, $564,000.
Gross: $8,000.
(Average, $5,000)
Except for the Broadway run. Goldberg Theatres Corp., operators
:

—

Goldberg Files Trust

;

Suit Against Majors

;

—

which began three weeks ago, the mil
lion-dollar
gross
will
have
been

U. S. Builds Theatre
Clinton, Tenn., Aug.
English

"In

Which

18.

—

The achieved in a space of
which, Warners say, is

We

Serve,"
was the opening offering of the new
government-constructed
theatre
for
workmen at the Clinton Engineering
Works war plant here.
film,

a single week,
believed to be
record for a

the highest take on
picture in a week's time.

Four more

cities,

making

15 to date, are playing

a total of
simul-

the

of

Town

neighborhood

and

Theatre
houses

several

has filed
suit in District Court against opera-

Omaha."

picture business in

Through

"combination,"

the
theatre is proobtaining "first-class"

this

suit charges, the

Town

hibited from
pictures that have not already been
shown here. It also charges that the
other operators are able to dictate
what pictures the Town shall play
and when they shall be scheduled. The
action asks that the defendants be
permanently enjoined from these practices, and from doing further business
in

Nebraska.
Defendants named are

Singer Omaha Corp., operators of
Tri-States
Theatre
Brandeis
the
Corp., operators of the Omaha, Paramount and Orpheum and the following Tri-States employes, A. H. Blank,
president; G. Ralph Branton, general
;

manager; Joseph Kinsky, Omaha disWilliam Miskell, Ortrict manager
pheum manager Ted Emerson, Paramount manager Loew's, Inc. Paramount 20th Century-Fox Vitagraph,
RKO Radio Universal Film
Inc.
Inc.
and
Exchanges,
Columbia,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

St.

o

—

—

"DuBarry

Was

a Lady" (M-G-M)

a Great Life"

"It's

LOEW'S

(Col.)

STATE— (3,162)

55c) 7 days, 2nd
erage, $15,000)

week.

(30C-40C-5G
(Ai

Gross:

$17,500.

"We've Never Been Licked"

(Univ.)

"Dixie" (Para.)

MISSOURI— (3,514)
Gross:

(30c-40c-50c)

7

day

(Average, $7,000)

$8,500.

"Hitler's Madman" (M-G-M)
"Prairie Chickens" (U-A.-Roach)

LOEW'S
50c) 7 days.

ORPHEUM— (1,900)
Gross:

$6,300.

(30c-4ft

(Average, $6,00

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
"Mister Big" (Univ.)
ST.
Gross:

LOUIS— (4,000)

(35c-40c)

day

7

(Average, $4,400)

$4,500.

here,

tors of first-run theatres and the
majors charging "a combination and
conspiracy to monopolize the motion

"Army"

Photo of a Saboteur

Loim

taneously in two or more houses. Additions
include Charleston, W. Va.,
Bridgeport, Conn., Richmond, Va., and
Astoria, Ore.
Other situations showing the WarSt. Louis, August 18.— "This I
ner Bros, soldier musical on a day- the Army" captured St. Louis thi
and-date schedule include Los Angeles week, packing the customers to th
(six houses), Denver (three houses), tune of an estimated 27,000
and two houses each in Portsmouth, days at regular prices, in additl
O., Milwaukee, Portland, Ore., Co- $10,000 at the opening night pert
:rform
lumbus,
Sacramento,
O.,
Seattle, ance at advanced prices.
Proving ths
Long Beach, Cal., and San Diego.
St. Louis is movie-minded this weel
the Fox is headed for $25,000 wit
'Army' Draws 225,000
"Heaven Can Wait."
In First 3 Weeks
Estimated receipts for the wee
In its first three weeks at the Hol- ending Aug. 18:
Is the Army" (W.B.)
lywood Theatre, New York, ending "This
AMBASSADOR (3,314) (30c-40c-50c)
last night, "This Is the Army" played days.
Gross: $27,000.
(Average, $11,500)
to an attendance of 255,000 persons. "Heaven Can Wait" (20th-Fox)
"Gals, Incorporated" (Univ.)
This is the all-time record for the
FOX (5,038) (30c-40c-50c) 7 days. Gros^
Broadway house.
$25,000.
(Average. $15,000)

;

Show World Pledge!
Aid to Treasury'*

War Bond

'Circus

(Continued from page

meeting,

man

of

1)

W. Randolph Burgess, chair
the War Finance Committei

expressed the Treasury's appreciatio
of the industry's cooperation in pa;
and current bond drives, remarkin
that the Treasury wished to show it
gratitude by asking for more industr
help. He stated that the principal ait
of the Third War Bond drive is tj
enroll as numerically many bond put,

chasers as possible, as an anti-inflai:
tionary effort as well as a desirabljj
selling objective. He said thaS
is to be placed on thl
$15,000,000,000 goal, nearly one-thirl
of which must be raised within Ne

bond
less

emphasis

-

^

York

State, than has been placed o
the monetary goals of the preceding
drives.
In order to reach the masses, Bull
I

;

This

is

a

G-112-G

aren't stripped,

When
Get the

its

gear. Its teeth are stripped.

G-112-G

teeth strip,

it's

is

When

teeth

a faithful worker in your booth.

it

Phila. 'Bulletin'

a saboteur— and there's hell to pay!

local Altec technician to tell

Cuts Film Ads

you how the Altec-originated

Booth Parts Repair-Replacement Plan can protect you— just
has

gess said, the Treasury realizes th;M

United Artists.
its

as

25%

it

been protecting other exhibitors for nearly four years.

(Continued from page 1)
25 percent based on the space
purchased in the past 45 days.
The Bulletin hinted that another cut
may be necessary. The paper has
been the hardest hit by newsprint
shortages since it picked up most of
the circulations of the defunct Evening

cut

Or

write:

JVLTEC
250 West 57 th

Street,

Protecting the theatre

New

— Our

York 19, N. Y.

"first line

of morale

4

Ledger after the Government made
the newsprint allotments. The other
three local dailies are studying the
situation, but no definite action has
been announced.

must win

their interest

and

is

tun

!!

ing to show business for help in cor
ducting the Victory Square-War Cei
Stars of stagj:
ter for that reason.
screen and radio will be essential ffl
the success of the effort, he said.
Thompson, assuring the Treasuiji
officials of the industry's full cooper; .{
tion, pointed out that it fitted in wil
j
the industry's own bond drive eff or
Griffith
under the direction of L. C.
•

!

PRC Appoints Bugie
Harry Bugie has been named branc
manager of the PRC Cincinnati e:
change, Arthur Greenblatt, vice pres
dent and general sales manager, h:j
wil
formerly
Bugie,
announced.
Warners, M-G-M and Republic, su'j
ceeds Nat Kaplan, resigned.
|
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'Bell\ 'Army'

Open Strong in
Los Angeles
—

18.
The keenpromotional rivalry ever witnessed
in this neck o' the woods for premiere interest ran to a climax here
last night with Paramount's opening of
"For Whom the Bell Tolls," at United Artists Downtown Theatre, and
the opening, today of Warners' "This

Los Angeles, Aug.

est

.

the Army," at the Downtown,
Hollywood and Wiltern theatres.
"Bell's" Tuesday-Wednesday take was
estimated at $15,000 and the "Army's"
Wednesday estimate was $6,325, $5,Is

215

and $4,950,

respectively,

the

at

three theatres.

Estimated takings for
ending Aug. 18
"For Whom the Bell Tolls"

(Para.)

CA_RTHAY CIRCLE— (1,513)

$1.65) 2
$8,407)

'Gross:

days.

"Hangmen Also Die"

week

the

(85c-$l-$1.10-

(Average,

$15,000.

CHINESE— (2,500)
days.

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

7

(Average, $14,052)
3rd week

Gross:

$11,500.

(RKO)
"The Falcon in Danger"

"Spitfire"

HAWAII— (1,000)

In Pittsburgh Rur

{RKO -Radio)
HP HE trials and
*
Sam's Army

—

tribulations of a hapless trio of rookies in Uncle
Pittsburgh, Aug. 18. With hoi
Since the overs at all except three theatres, ai
are entertainingly portrayed in this one.
cast is devoid of box office names, exhibitors will have to sell "The Ad- a double bill at one of those, "Dixie
ventures of a Rookie" on the basis of the picture's subject matter. This led the field by a wide margin with
promised $23,000 at the Penn, an
should not be difficult in view of its timeliness.
seemed headed for another week jjj singer
none
too
bright
Wally Brown is a night club
Alan Carney is a
Estimated receipts for the
truck driver; and Richard Martin is a snobbish musician when Uncle ending Aug. 17-19
Sam's induction notice fetches them from their daily pursuits, and "Mr. Big" (Univ.)
FULTON— (1,700) (30c-40c-60c) 7 day'
plunges them into the routine of Army life. After the usual formalities 2nd
week. Gross: $7,000. (Average, $7.6C
they are turned over to Erford Gage, the tough sergeant. Not only are "We've Never Been Licked" (Univ.)
HARRIS—
(35c-44c-60c) 7 days, 2ii
Brown and Carney the bane of the sergeant's existence when it comes week. Gross:(2,500)
(Average, $9,500)
$5,500.
to drilling, but thanks to Brown's ideas, they get the sergeant quaran- "Dixie" (Para.)
PENN—
(30c-40c-60c)
7
da%
(3,400)
tined with them in the home of Margaret Landry, who gives a party Gross:
(Average, $18,200)
$23,000.
for some soldiers. Although it is all a mistake on the part of the doctor "DuBarry Was a Lady" (M-G-M)
RITZ— (1,100) (35c-44c-60c) 7 days, 4t
in analyzing the cook's strawberry rash as scarlet fever, the boys remain
week, holdover after two weeks at Pen
undaunted, and proceed to get themselves into new difficulties. They one at Warners. Gross: $3,000. (Averag
wind up in the guardhouse after inadvertently drifting out of camp when $2,850)
"Captive Wild Woman" (Univ.)
they should be going on maneuvers. Anyway, it all winds up all right "All By Myself" (Univ.)
SENATOR— (1,750) (35c-44c-60c) 7 dav
for them, and they march off to battle.
Gross: $2,900.
(Average, $2,600)
Bert Gilroy produced, and Leslie Goodwins directed. Screenplay by "The Youngest Profession" (M-G-M)
;

—

STANLEY— (3,800)

Gross: $17,000. (Average,
"Hangmen Also Die" (U.A.)
"Follow the Band" (Univ.)

LOEWS STATE— (2,500)
Gross:

7

$13,255)

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

(Average, $20,752)

$20,000.

"Appointment in Berlin" (Col.)
"What's Buzzin', Cousin?" (Col.)

PANTAGES— (3,000)

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

(Average,

Gross: $16,300.
"Dixie" (Para.)

days.

PARAMOUNT

7

$12,810),

(Hollywood)— (1,407)

(33c-

Gross: $12,(Average, $10,808)
"Dixie" (Para.)
"Night Plane from Chungking" (Para.)
44c-55c-75c) 7 days, 2nd week.

Penn.

of Victory"
& Artlcc-20th Century-Fox)
A COMBINATION documentary and

PARAMOUNT

(Downtown)— (3,595)

44c-55c-75c) 7 days, 2nd week.

(33c-

Gross:

$24,-

(Average, $19,768)
"Hangmen Also Die" (U.A.)
"Follow the Band" (Univ.)

000.

RITZ— (1,376)

(33c-44c-55c-85c)

(Average,

$7,800.

days.

7

$9,416)

"The Constant Nymph" (W.B.)
WARNER BROS. (Hollywood)— (3,000)
Gross:

5th week.
(Average, $13,651)
"The Constant Nymph" (W.B.)
(33c-44c-65c-85c) 6 days.

$9,450.

WARNER

(Downtown)— (3,400)

BROS.

(33c-44c-65c-85c)
$10,240.

Gross:

5th week.

6 days,

(Average, $16,094)

"The Constant Nymph" (W.B.)
WARNER BROS. (Wiltern)— (2,200)
44c -55c -65c -85c)
$9,230.

travelogue, both interesting
and men of the Greek Navy.
"The Shrine of Victory" is a Casanave-Artlee production, produced at
the Ealing studios in London under supervision of Michael Balcon.

and informative, featuring the

6 days,

5th

Gross:

week.

Early sequences of the film depict the quiet, peaceful life of the Greek
countryside, with people working in the vineyards, making pottery, or
existing from the soil. Later, the Greeks, with their British allies, offer
stiff resistance to the Nazi hordes that overrun the country, but they are
hopelessly outnumbered. Nazi tyranny with all its viciousness descends
up the fair countryside. Leonidas is one of those who manages to escape to England to join the Greek unit of the Royal Navy. Though
their main job is guarding convoys, the Greek warships constructed in
England, and manned by Greek personnel, are shown making a contribution toward hastening the day when their land can again return to former
peaceful pursuits.
by Frank Owen and Angus MacPhail. Charles Hasse directed. Original music by Ernest Irving, together with traditional melodies of Greece, serves as a musical background to this satisfactory film.

Narration

(33c-

(Average, $12,794)

'Coney' Is Montreal's

Montreal,
in

its

Aug.

second week at Loew's,

ending Aug. 19
"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)
6th week.

(30c-40c-60c)

Gross: $3,500.

7

(Average,

(35c-53c-67c)

days.
$3,500)

7

days, 2nd

(Average, $7,000)
Gross: $12,000.
"Cabin in the Sky" (M-G-M)
"All By Myself" (CoL)
week.

CAPITOL— (2,700)

(30c-40c-52c)

7

days.

2nd week. Gross: $6,000. (Average, $4,500)
"Captive Wild Woman" (Univ.)
"Follow the Band" (Univ.)

PRINCESS— (2,200)

(30c-40c-52c)

7

days.

(Average, $3,500)
the Merrier" (Col.)

$5,000.

"The More

PALACE— (2,700)

Gross: $10,500.

*"G" denotes general

Milt Livingston

"G."*

$7,000)

toria,

(30c-45c-62c)

(Average, $7,000)

7

days.

in

Russia

will

have

on Broadway, beginning Sept.
City That Stopped Hitler

4.

"The

— Stalingrad,"

The Belgium Government

has sent
the United States a 13-reel feature
Belgian Congo's war effort, for
distribution
here through
channels
still

to

be

determined.

Directorspent eight
others, in the

cameraman Andre Cauvin

feature at the
house. Artkino Pictures, U. S. film
representative for the Soviet Union,
set the deal for the theatre.
Maurice Maurer, manager of the
Stanley Theatre, currently being used
house for Russian
first-run
as
a
product, will also manage the Victoria.
The Stanley will continue to house
first-run Soviet pictures, "Seeds of
Freedom" being set to follow "Black
Sea Fighters" into this theatre Aug.

Congo

24.

initial

I.,

months,
tural

whose

with three
filming the industrial and cullife
of the colony in Africa
strategic raw materials are

American war

factories. John
will write a commentary
for the film, which will be ready in

sent to

La Touche

two months.
George Theunis, Belgium Minister
of State and Ambassador Extraordi-

18.

—"B*

Estimated grosses for the
ending Aug. 19:
"Behind the Rising Sun" (RKO)
"Good Morning, Judge" (Univ.)

RKO-ALBEE— (2,239)

days, 2nd week.

wee

(28c-39c-50c)

Gross:

$15,000.

(Averap

$8,500)

"Aerial Gunner" (Para.)
"Henry Aldrich Swings It" (Para.)

STRANDM2,20O)
Gross:

(28c-39c-50c)

(Average,

$11,500.

da-

7

$9,000)

"Above Suspicion" (M-G-M)
"Good Luck, Mr. Yates" (CoL)

LOEW'S STATE— (3,232)
Gross: $20,000.

days.

(28c-39c-50c>

(Average,

$12,000:

"The Ox-Bow Incident" (ZOth-Fox)
"Stormy Weather" (20th -Fox)

MAJESTIC— (2,250)

(28c-39c-50c)

7

day,']

(Average, $10,000)
"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)
"Show Business at War" (20th-Fox-Mar
Gross:

$11,000.

Time)

5th week.
Majestic).

(Moveover
Gross:

(20c-39c-50c)
after two

da:

7

weeks

:

I

(Average,

$3,900.

000)

"SUver Spurs" (Rep.)

FAY'S— (1,800) (28c-39c-50c) 7 days. '|4
stage: Tanit Ikao, Sailor Burns, Harris
|

Howell,

Raymond

Frank Carpenter, Olga Saunde
(Avti
Gross: $6,900.
Pike, Jr.

age, $5,500)

Greek Rally Will
Aid 'Bell' in Ch
Chicago, Aug.

18—A

Grefk

Wj

Relief rally at the Civic Opera Hot
here, preceded by a parade, next Su
day, will highlight the Midwest pi
the Bell Tolls
miere of "For
at the State-Lake Theatre on Sept
Katina Paxinou, the film's Pilar,

Whom

appearing here in conjunction with
local

campaign on the

nary to the United States, will be host

The

tonight to the press at a screening of
the film at the Preview Theatre, 1600

of the

Broadway.

Aug.

cion."

CARLTON— (1,525)

Soviet-made army documentary being
distributed by Paramount in this counwill be the

Providence, R.

hind the Rising Sun," after breakir
all house records with a terrific $22
000 at the RKO-Albee, was head(
for a $15,000 second week,
whi
Loew's State rode along merrily wi<
a likely $20,000 for "Above Susp

of

classification.

made
own first-run theatre, the Vic- to
now known as the LafT movie, on

Films
their

try,

"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)

LOEW'S— (2,900)

time, 45 mins.

Is-

18.

looks to be the best thing this week
"The More
with $12,000 expected.
the Merrier" at the Palace should be
runner-up, with $10,500.
Estimated receipts for the week

ORPHEUM— (1,100)

is

$12,000 B'way First-Run
Belgium Sends Film
— "Coney
For Soviet Product On Congo War Effort

Best, with

Gross:

(Average.

$7,500.

Up with »15,00(

officers

Through the medium of Petty Officer Leonides, essayed by Vrassidas
Capernaros, a thin narrative thread recounts the Nazi conquest of
Greece, and the emergence of the Greek unit of the British Royal Navy
to fight side by side with the United Nations to destroy German tyranny.

Running

land,"

Gross:

'Rising Sun' Comes

(Casanave

500.

Gross:

C

(35c-50c-75c).

based on an original story and adaptation by William stage, six days of vaudeville, includii
Lionel Hampton's orchestra.
Gross: $2C
Bowers and M. Cerates Webster, Others in the cast are Patti Brill, Rita 000.
(Average, $21,600)
Corday, Robert Andersen, and John Hamilton.
"The Constant Nymph" (W.B.)
WARNER— (2,000) (35c-44c-60c) 7 day
Running time, 65 mins. "G"*
Milt Livingston 2nd week, holdover
after one
week
is

The Shrine

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

days.

days.

"The Adventures of a Rookie"

$6,700.

HILLSTREET— (2,700)

7

Is

Wide, at $23,000,

(33c-44c-55c-75c) 7 days.

(Average, $9,264)
'Appointment in Berlin" (Col.)
"What's Buzzin', Cousin?" (CoL)
Gross:

19

19,

Margin

'Dixie's'

Reviews

Edward James

(U.A.)

"Follow the Band" (Univ.)

Thursday, August

rally

tj

film.

was arranged by

officii

Ahepa, Greek natiot
fraternal organization, in honor
Mme. Paxinou.

Order

of

MOTION PICTURl
IL.
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25 Top Stars in

Bond

Selling

Lists Players
for 'Cavalcade'

Treasury

Washington, Aug.

19.

— Plans

Coast-to-Coast "bondbardrnent"
>our of the industry's cavalcade of
or

bonds

itars to sell $500,000,000 in

public here today by
Secretary of the Treasury Mor<enthau. The tour, Sept. 9 to 24,
Will include at least 25 top-flight
film players who last September did

made

nuch
ing

a

to stimulate

similar

bond buying dur"Stars

called

tour

YORK,

U.

S. A.,

FRIDAY, AUGUST

Areas in Tough
Spot, Says Smith
By FRED STENGEL
Reports from exchanges throughout
the nation have been showing for

months that exhibitors

in rural areas

are "finding the going tough" at a
time when the other theatres are
literally "reaping a harvest/' according to Martin Smith, president of the
Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio.
He stated during an interview here
yesterday that almost without exception in the mid-West, neighborhood
houses and subsequent run theatres in
towns adjoining fair-sized cities are
taking "beatings" at the box office.

The
way,

situation

itself up this
Smith
Theatres
and their suburbs

sizes

according to

in large-sized cities
are doing big business.

:

And

theatres

to show British
features exclusively. Not since

before the Red Revolution
has any outside product had
opnortunitv for any but sporadic exhibition in Russia.
Details of the arrangement,
which could easily have political significance, were learned
here today. British producers
will at first supply a minimum of 12 features for

Circuit Partners Get

Elcock Houses
By

Investigate Fatal

Memphis Explosion
Memphis, Aug.
—The
19.

district

attorney general joined city officials
today in an investigation of the explosion Tuesday night in the air conditioning system at the suburban Peabody Theatre which cost the life of
Elrov R. Curry, theatre maintenance
|

man.
McGregor's, Inc., officials said that
they had warned John Eaton, owner
(Continued on page 6)

75%

of Film Net

Offered for 'Father'

management participation.
The deal, disclosed here

More Vacuum Tubes
On Way, Says WPB

An

all-time record offer of a payof $500,000 against 75 percent
of the net from the picture for screen
rights, has been made by Mary Pick-

ment

ford for "Life With Father," Broadway stage comedy. Producer Oscar
Serlin, playrights Howard Lindsay
and Russell Crouse, and Mrs. Clarence
Day, widow of the author, who jointly control the property, are considering the offer despite Broadway renorts
that it had been rejected. Miss Pickford's recent purchase of screen rights
(Continued on page 6)

war position

the British
considered in
London to be a virtual challenge to J. Arthur Rank,
whose growing theatre acIsles,

attributed to
for tungsten

which

off around
Both vacuum

expected to

is

of the

year.

fall

(Continued on page 6)

Sherman Budget Is

On
Columbus,

Refrigerants
Miss.,

Aug.

19.

MPTOA

h

::

•

—

Ed

Kuykendall,
cautioned exhibitors

president, today
against the use
of substitute refrigerants in their cooling systems to replace the now highly
scarce freon gas.
"Substitution of refrigerating gases
is an extremelv dangerous practice,"
Kuvkendall said. "It is daneerous to
both life and pronerty. Exhibitors are
far better off without refrigeration of

any kind

known

than

they are with

substitutes for freon."

little

ger for Harry Sherman productions,
has drawn a record budget of $3,000,000 for 1943-44, it was announced
here yesterday by United Artists,

Sherman's
"Utah."

quisitions were officially halted recently by the British
Board of Trade, except for
deals specifically approved by

The 40

theatres are located in the
provinces.
Their disposition leaves
Elcock's Mayfair Circuit with but 20
houses. The turnover presumably has
already had the approval of the BOT.
It raises the Associated British-Warner and related Union Cinemas hold(Continued on page 6)

in

Technicolor,

Butterfield.

is

down for
"The
be

Others will
$1,500,000.
(Continued on page 6)

1944-45. Indicating the trend in subject matter, only eight features
of 55 now shooting in Hollywood have war themes or war back-

grounds.
Surveying inventories of all 11 companies, Red Kann, in Hollywood, lists the following basic factors for the big buildup of top
product, in Motion Picture Herald, published today: (1) The desire
to play safe on raw stock against any possible further allocation
curtailment by the Government: (2) the advisability of maintaining
product at an uninterruDted level as long as it is possible to do so;
and, (3) the strategy of keening production in hi?h with existing
manpower, the expectation being that mannower flexibility which
is still available for production probably will not be as resilient 12

War

Dept. Film Liaison
Allyn Butterfield has been appointed
<-hief

War

distributor.

254 Top-Budget Films Set by 11
Companies for '43-44 and Backlog

months from now.

in

is

Set at $3,000,000
Richard Johnston, production mana-

PRC, now have scheduled 254 super or top-budget features from
which to draw for 1943-44 and for the beginnings of a backlog for

Kuykendall Warns

and

it.

was
heavy military demand
shortage

Eleven companies, the eight majors, Republic, Monogram and
i

to-

day
obviously
strengthens
Warners' immediate and post-

months.

the end

—

19.
Forty theatres
G. Elcock's Mayfair Circuit,
Ltd., have been acquired by Associated British Cinemas, Ltd., in
which Warner Brothers have a 25
per cent stock interest and a strong

W.

of

monthly-change programs.

The

AUBREY FLANAGAN

London, Aug.

—

the cavalcade will include out-tanding celebrities 'even if it is necessary to close down a studio or two'
to release them for service during the
Third War Loan drive.
Producers
and stars have offered their full cooperation."
Among the personalities expected to
(Continued on page 6)

TEN CENTS

More Theatres

Moscow

;

that

Industry

W.B. Buy Forty

precedent is established by
the Soviet Government's setting up an 'all-British cinema'

America."
in small towns with some sort of
The statement by the Treasury De- war activity, such as a war plant or
partment said: "L. C. Griffith, general camp, are in good shape. But business
Washington, Aug. 19. A serious
jhairman of the motion picture in- in towns adjoining "is way off" this shortage of vacuum tubes has been
receiving the attention of War Produstry's Third War Loan campaign,
(Continued on page 6)
iuction Board officials who today exand Kenneth Thomson, chairman of
Dressed the belief that the situation
the
Hollywood Victory Committee,
would improve within the next few
,nave assured Secretary Morgenthau

jjover

Picture

Assoc. British,

All-British House
To Run in Moscow
London, Aug. 19.—A 26-year

in

tion

20, 1943

Theatres in Rural

Tour of U.S.

.vere

Alert,

;

of the feature film section of the

Department,

n Hollywood.

He

with

headquarters

will serve as prin-

cipal liaison between the War Department and feature producers, and
will leave for the Coast in a few

davs.
Butterfield

heen

in

recent months has
service in Washhas been in the film busiin

Government

ngton. He
ness since 1915. editinsr and produc;
n£ features and shorts and serving
various capacities in the newsreel
;

m

field.

Loew's Successful
In Bid for Ziegfeld
Suoreme

Court

Justice

Bernard

Botein ve c terdav authorised the trustees of the Ziegfeld Theatre here
to enter into a lease for one vear
w'th Loew's. I«<\. the present lessee,
>t a rental of $67 500. a iumrj from the
^0.000 r pntal paid by Loew's annually
since 1933.
In addition, the court instructed the
(Continued on page 6)
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Personal
Mention
JOSEPH

HAZEN,

H.

And

Victory Garden
Still Feeds Rabbits

Warner

Bros, vice-president, will return to
?Jew York over the weekend from a.
two-week trip to the Coast, where he
conferred with Harry M. Warner.
•
Miss Loretta Duffy of the
home office will become the bride of

RKO

Emanuel Hunt on Aug.

29.

•

Sumer W. Singer and John Cunningham of Buchanan & Co., Inc.,
will leave for the

Coast today.
•

Richard de Rochemont, executive
producer of the March of Time, returned yesterday from California.
•
Russell Trado, secretary to Rutgers Neil son at RKO, will leave totwo-week
Orchard Grove, N. J.

night

for

a

-

vacation

at

for a rabbit trap, made
wire mesh rather than boards.

of

As he let his Great Dane
dog out the other morning, it
made a dash for the trap,
then yowled and withdrew in
haste. There was a skunk in
the trap instead of a rabbit.
Bernie investigated and found
that the skunk was not at all

He also learned that
a skunk in a box can be carried away but a skunk in a
mesh trap can not. At least,
not without dire consequences.

friendly.

Now

Bernie

is

worse

off

than

Separate Release

For 'Stalingrad'

day.

•
United Artists

$10,000 Bond Show
4

For

"The City that Stopped Hitler
Heroic Stalingrad," a Soviet film, will
be released by Paramount on separate
contract,

Neil

Agnew, general

sales

dis-

Hollywood, Aug.

With

up to $10,000 each
in War Bonds, a bond premiere will
launch the advanced price extended
engagement of Paramount's "For
Whom the Bell Tolls" at Loew's
Palace, Washington, on Sept. 15, Neil
Agnew, general sales manager, announced yesterday.
Paramount representatives will meet
with Carter Barron, Loew's circuit
division manager, in Washington next
Tuesday to discuss premiere plans.
Attending the meeting will be Earle
seats scaled

W.

Paramount district
Sweigert,
Alec Moss, exploitation
manager
manager; William Brooker, district
;

W. C.
representative,
advertising
Lewellen, of the field exploitation staff,
and C. K. Odell of the home office
publicity staff.

British Expect
Hitch
U.

Warners Name Drive
Winners in Canada
— AnnounceMontreal, Aug.

Sam

Vorzimer

of

studio exploitation staff
terday from the Coast.

arrived yes-

•

Ted Lloyd

of

the

20th-Fox home

office publicity staff will leave for the

Coast today to serve as Treasury Department-WAC liaison during the
Third War Loan drive.
•
William Doyle, Universal salesman in Philadelphia, has left Graduate Hospital and is recuperating from
an operation.
•
C. G.

Keeney, manager

of the

Park

Theatre, Reading, Pa., is visiting his
sons in the Armed Forces at San
Diego, Cal.
•

tion Picture

l (i

Mo

Committee for Holly

mem

wood, has named the following

Motion Picture Wa
Finance Committee in charge of th
studio phase of the Third War Loai
E.jL
drive: W. K. Craig,
William Dozier
Depattie, Warner
Wilson Stone, RKT
Paramount
Benjamin Kahane, Columbia A. y
McCausland, Universal Fred Metzlet
bers

the

of

MGM

;

;

:

;

;

;

Fox

;

M.

Siegel,

J.

Republic

Sc

;

MPCFH

Lesser, Independents.
sold $24,000,000 in war
April, 1942.

NEW YORK

ha

bonds sine

THEATRE!

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
CARY GRANT

MR. LUCKY

ii

with LARAINE DAY
AN RKO RADIO PICTURE

Symphony Orchestra

Gala Stag* Revue

First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.

Circle 6-4600

RADIO CITY MUS IC HALL

WA* CH y,
Ot

Anothe'
hv
Released

Deal Chicago 'Tribune'
Film Ads

—

Paramount's

Henry Ginsberg,

Century-*

No

James Powers, for 13 years staff
British Information Services, New
Curtails
photographer for Paramount here, will York agency of the British GovernChicago, Aug. 19. Shortage of
enter the Navy today. Larry Upton ment, said in a statement yesterday
newsprint has caused The Chicago
New York photographer, succeeds that it is "generally assumed there Tribune to announce the restriction
•

CHAIRMAN

Advance sale for the two-a-day reserved seat Los Angeles roadshow of
Paramount's "Bell" at the Carthay
Circle reached approximately $10,000
yesterday afternoon, said the company.

manager, announced yesterday. Trade
trict manager, is in town from Bos- showings of the picture have been
19.
conferences.
office
home
for
ton
set in all exchange centers for Friment
of the winners in the special
•
day, Aug. 27.
Canadian sales drive held recently,
The American premiere of the film, with the St. John branch office taking
Harry M. Kalmine, assistant general manager of Warner Theatres, left which is a documentary record of first place, was among the highlights
Red Army's Stalingrad stand, of today's opening session of the twolast night for Milwaukee, where he the
will inspect the circuit's newly re- will be held Sept. 4 at the Victoria day Warner Bros, sales meeting here.
Theatre, formerly the Laffmovie, on Session was addressed by Ben Kalopened Alhambra Theatre.
Broadway.
•
menson, general sales manager, and
The film was prepared at the Para- Wolfe Cohen, Canadian district sales
Edward Small, United Artists
mount
studios
in
Hollywood
for
producer, will arrive today from Holmanager.
American release, narration by Brian
lywood.
First prize, won by L. McKenzie's
commentary
Donlevy,
with
by John branch, was $1,000 in Victory Bonds.
•
Central
Vancouver, with Earl H. Dalgleish
W. C. Lewellen, Paramount field Wexley. Compiled by the
here Newsreel studios in the U. S. S. R., as manager, took second place, $600
is
representative,
exploitation
it utilizes material from German newsin
Victory Bonds, and Montreal,
from Chicago.
reels captured by the Russians.
•
under I. Coval, was third, with a
bond prize of $400.
Frank Rogers, president of Florida State Theatres, Jacksonville, is
visiting in New York.
•
in
S.

him.

Coast Flashes

Bell' in Capital

before.

•

Tony and Sally de Marco are expected here from the Coast on SunJames Winn,

Ware, Mass., Aug. 19.—Bernard Satz, manager of the
Casino Theatre here, has been
bothered with rabbits eating
his Victory Garden, so he sent
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will be no opposition to the renewal
of the contract" whereby major U. S
distributors will
handle release of
three more features and 10 more short
subjects made in Great Britain.
The
contract now is in the process of negotiation for another year.
George Archibald, director of the
film division of the agency here, has
arrived in London and expects to return to
York early next month

New

amusement advertising to an
amount not exceeding that carried a
year ago. This is the first cut made
in amusement advertising here though
retail
business and classified users

Scoop Coxlox, personal represenLevy, who has been handling sales
tative of Paramount producer Mark in the Disney organization here, sucSandrich, is here from Hollywood ceeds Reginald Armour, who resigned
for a month.
several weeks ago.

A Paramount
B

wa r

Picture

BENNY

ml,

AND BAND
CONDOS BROS.
JACK MARSHALL
T MES
S Q'J ARE

PARAMOUNT

bon d s

have been previously curtailed.
Theatres have been using from 20
to

25 per cent

more space than

According

year.

to

last

amusement ad chief,
be made to make the ruling

flexible in

leading
Delano Frederic,
Jorge
Chilean film producer and theatre
owner, who is a distant relative of
President Roosevelt's, arrived in New
York from the Coast yesterday. After
a two weeks visit here he will return
to Hollywood before leaving for Chile.

His

United States is as a
State Department.

visit in the

sruest

of the

IN

H.

Swatek,
an attempt will
L.

order to meet conditions due to open-

ranged.

BETTY HUTTON

of

ings.
Levy to England
For Walt Disney Chilean Film Man
William B. Levy, managing director
Hollywood
of Walt Disney, Ltd., in London, and Here from

special European representative for
ten years before he resigned in 1939,
is
to resume that post as soon as
transportation to England can be ar-

In Person

BOB HOPE

Harry

PERSON

LANGDON

ON SCREEN
BING CROSBY
DOTTY LAMOUR

EDITH FELLOWS

"DIXIE"

Attraction

IN

Added

ARTHUR TRACY

COLOR

PALACE
EXCLUSIVE

FIRST

B'WAY &
47th

St.

RUN THEATRE

WORLD PREMIERE
JOHN

GARFIELD

FALLEN

M'UREEN

CVHARA

SPARROW
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AUDIENCE

PREVIEWS

BACK UP
THESE

FUNNY

MEN
100%!
Be sure

to attend

the previews in

your exchange
city.

..and hear

for yourself the

gales of howls at
the funniest

com-

edy of the year!

DIANA BARRYMOf
WALTER CATLETT

•

ERNEST

TRIE

RICHARD
Screen Play, Michael Fessier and Ernest
Directed by

•BACK THE ATTACK

!

BUY WAR BONDS!

THIRD WAR LOAN.

CHARLES LAMONT

III
F }<

"PREDICTION!"
THIS LOVELY LADY
IS

GOING PLACES

...KEEP YOUR EYE
ONI HER!

WALTER ABEL
IlAN DINEHART
":X

•

GEORGE DOLENZ

INGRAM

iginal Story
I

by Hagar Wilde

Produced by ALEX GOTTLIEB

Motion Picture Daily
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25 Top Stars in Associated British and
Bond Selling W. B. Acquire 40 Theatres

Tour

of U.S.

(Continued from page 1)
participate in the tour are: Judy Garland, Mickey Rooney, Greer Garson,

(Continued from page

1)

ings to approximately 500 properties,
topped only by Rank's 563, through
his control of the Odeon circuit's 300
and Gaumont-British circuit's 263.
A. B.-W. B.'s 460 are divided into

Hedy LaMarr, Joan Crawford, Cary 320 operated by Associated and
Grant, Kay Kyser and his entire by Union Cinemas.
band, Dick Powell, Lucille Ball, Fred
Astaire, Edward Arnold, Red Skelton,

Lamour

Dorothy

and

Walter

Pidgeon.
Secretary
Morgenthau said the
campaign should make good use of
salesmen in
"the most glamorous

America"

— the

stars of

America

Heading actual management
are

latter

Eric

British interests,

of the
for the

Lightfoot,
Max Milder, for

and

Milder has been managing

Warners.

of all Warner British proand exhibition
distribution
interests since 1931.

director
ducing,

Hollywood.

In cooperation with the Hollywood
Victory Committee and the War Activities Committee the stars will make
the coast-to-coast tour by train. They
will "invade" the population centers

urge their movie-going
followers to buy an extra $100 War
Bond in September.
of

140

to

W.

B. Buying Theatres
Abroad for Post-War
Meanwhile, Warner Brothers

is understood to be laying the groundwork
for a foreign post-war theatre circuit, buying theatres, leasing others
and acquiring land for building in

several

countries.
recent announcement of
"tying-up" the Park Theatre, Stock-

Warners'

'Cavalcade of Stars'

holm, Sweden, added another link
to a chain which also has the Central
Theatre, Lima, Peru; Op^ra Theatre,
Cairo, Egypt; a theatre in Sydney,
Australia a site purchased in downtown Sydney for a second house;
other Australian properties under consideration, and acquisitions under con;

sideration in Mexico.
Principal participation of American
companies in foreign exhibition at
present is in England.
few have a
spattering of operations elsewhere.
scramble is anticipated by both
American and foreign film companies
for a quick foothold in markets abroad
when peace comes. The vast territories in countries belonging to or
controlled now by the Axis, and now
closed to all but Axis motion pictures,
will, when thrown open to the world,
represent a more fabulously lucrative
field than before the war.
Since the
start of the conflict, there has grown
a deeper and wider realization abroad
of the power of the screen.

A

A

The "Cavalcade

of Stars" will go
Washington on the night of Sept.
8 and will launch the Third War
Loan Drive. On the opening day of

:

;

;

;

;

shows, admission to which will be by

bond purchase

only.

Make Plans

Exhibitors

For Third War Loan
With the opening of the Third War
Loan less than a month away, plans
successful

the

direction

the
campaign have already been reported
by many exhibitors throughout the
country, according to the
for

of

WAC.

Lou Brown, Connecticut
chairman,

More Vacuum Tubes
On Way, Says WPB

;

11th; Pittsburgh, 12th; Detroit, 13th;
Cleveland,
14th;
Cincinnati,
15th;
Chicago, 16th Minneapolis, 17th St.
Louis, 18th; New Orleans, 19; Dallas, 20th
San Francisco, 23rd winding up in Los Angeles for a giant
bond rally on the 24th.
Treasury war finance committees in
each city visited by the cavalcade are
arranging for parades and mass meetings at which the stars will put on

publicity

reported that I. J.
Hoffman, state exhibitor chairman and
members of his committee will hold
several meetings with exhibitors to
discuss the most effective plans for
the campaign in that state.
Exhibitors have already been asked
to contact friends, business associates,
unions, fraternal groups, fac-

has

(

Continued from page

1)

tubes and regular electric light bulbs
were said to be affected.
officials currently are studying the supply situation in a number
of lines of civilian goods and will
increase the allotments of materials
where such action is necessary to keep
25
the civilian economy healthy.
per cent increase has been made in
the allocation of steel for use during
the final quarter of the year in producing consumer goods.
In the near future it is proposed to
issue a directive to manufacturers receiving allotments of materials for
civilian goods which would require
them to sell their output from those
materials only in civilian channels.
The plan is the outgrowth of reports

WPB

A

that much goods produced from civilian-allocated materials has been diverted to the Army and lend-lease.

Sherman Budget

Is

Set at $3,000,000
(Continued from page

1)

American Cowboy," Will James' last
cowboy tale "Nob Hill," by Elizabeth Griffith, and the customary Shertories, etc., and urge them to buy an
extra hundred dollar bond over and man Western, planned thus far as
above regular payroll deductions be- "Wherever the Grass Grows," Allan
fore Sept.

Chicago, Aug.

19.

Expands

— The

home

of-

Indiana-Illinois Theatre
circuit, at 600
So. Michigan Ave.
here, is being enlarged to provide
for
several
new employees. Alex
Manta is president and Jack Rose is
secretary-treasurer.
of

the

WANTED
Theatre supply house

ment work wants

doing govern-

store salesman

and

counter man. Salary plus commission.
Box 217,

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY.

Spot, Says Smith
(Continued from page I)
is also true in farm areas where much
of the population has moved to cities
for better paying war jobs, Smith
said.

Smith operates five theatres
'f
Toledo, Ohio, and is a partner wiw
William Skirball, brother of producei
Jack Skirball, in two other houses in
that city.
He is a member of the
executive board of National Allied
and treasurer of that organization,
and is in New York on a visit following the Baltimore session of National
Allied held last week.
In combating vandalism in Toledo,
Smith said that all theatre managers
have been appointed special policemen by the safety director of that
city.
special policeman, assigned
solely to meet the evil, is always
within call of any manager as well.

:

A

Smith believes that the series of
special short subjects to be sponsored
by mayors will aid in curbing vandalism. Several such subjects are in the

Adventure Sues

to

Stop 'Invasion*
A

motion for a temporary injuncCentury-Fox and
Time, Inc., from using the title "Invasion" in connection with a March of
Time release will be argued in New
York Supreme Court on Aug. 26, on
the petition of Adventure Films, Inc.
Adventure charges that the title
"Invasion" was copyrighted by them
in 1941, and is being used unlawfully
by Time, Inc. Also that the March of
tion restraining 20th

Time
to

release bears certain similarities

an Adventure

film.

at

Hollywood

studios.

Investigate Fatal

Memphis Explosion
(Continued from page 1)
manager of the theatre not

and

to

use methyl chloride in his cooling
system since freon for which the
system was designed is now "frozen"
by WPB.
Eaton said he had switched over
to the use of methyl chloride but had
been assured by an agent that the
refrigerant was only slightly inflammable. The blast occurred when fluid
leaking from the system was ignited.
An usher, Milton Rayburn, 14, suf-

75%

fered minor burns.

Smoke and fumes

caused hundreds to flee but fire damage was only slight. The blast bulged
one portion of the brick wall.

Loew's Successful
In Bid for Ziegfeld
(Continued from page 1)
to hold Loew's check for
$480,000 for the outright purchase of
the theatre, pending the progress of
the reorganization proceedings of the
W. A. R. Realty Corp., owners of
the building.
In addition to Loew's successful bid,
the only other bid received was one
from Billy Rose's Diamond Horse-

trustee

for $55,000 for the year's

shoe,

Inc.,

lease,

and $425,000 for outright pur-

chase.

O'Shea Slices Cake
E. K. O'Shea,
tive,

was

really

M-G-M

sales execusurprised when his

of

Film Net

Offered for 'Father'

—
—

;

/-/ Circuit
fice

;

Bosworth's Satevepost story "Hank
Johnson's Brother," and several Hopalong Cassidys.

9.

Areas in Tough

making now

to

the drive on the 9th, they will invade Philadelphia and then follow this
bond route Boston, 10th New York,

Theatres in Rural

(Continued from page
to

"Junior

I)

Miss" for $410,000 as a

straight sale, or $355,000 plus 35
percent of the net from the picture,
exact plan of purchase to be decided
within six months, is the present alltime high for screen purchases.
Miss Pickford's offer for "Father"
tops the offer which Warner Bros,
are understood to have made, at
$500,000 against 50 percent of the
film net. One of the first offers to
be made for "Father" before its
Broadway opening almost five years
ago, was one of $15,000 reported to
have been made by Byron Foy.
The play's owners are understood
to have set certain conditions for
sale of "Father," which would permit
them to control the selection of the
cast for the picture, suggest the nature
of production, give them approval of
the script and final picture, as well
Sale
as consult on its distribution.
would be on the basis of a seven
year lease to make one picture with
rights reverting to the play's sellers
And release date
after that period.
would have to be set so as not to
interfere with the run of the play.

Dismiss Grafton
Action on 'Stars'

Supreme Court Justice Bernard
luncheon at the Astor yesterday was
turned into a birthday party by E. M. Botein yesterday dismissed a $1,000,Saunders.
A single-candle birthday 000 action against Loew's, Inc., filed
cake completed the luncheon and was by Grafton Productions, Inc., and
shared by all and sundry at adjoin- based on a distribution contract for
ing tables. The O'Shea birthday was
located with the aid of a range finder
and a plane detector as somewhere
between the 40th and 50th.

Harry Short Rites

"The Stars Look Down."
March 15, 1940, Grafton
produced the film and on March 29,
the film,

Prior to

M-G-M

67, distribution of gross receipts. M-G-M
musical come- Pictures assigned the contract to
dies and vaudeville, were held yester- Loew's Inc., and the complaint charged
day in the Walter B. Cooke, Inc., that Loew's Inc., violated the contract
Funeral Home. Short died Tuesday by withholding the release of the film
night at the House of Calvray.
for more than 16 months.

Masonic

rites

for

who had appeared

!

1940, entered into an agreement with
Pictures, Ltd., the English
company, for its distribution and exhibition, the contract calling for equal

I

:

Harry Short,

in

I

i

!
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Review
t(

Asi Se Quiere

En

Jalisco"

(Clasa-Mohme, Inc.)

\\7 HILE

not up to Hollywood technique, this first Technicolor film
of Mexican studios has on the credit side an excellent
cast headed by Jorge Negrete, Mexican screen favorite, a number of
very catchy Latin tunes, and capable direction.

*»

come out

to

The plot is concerned with the efforts of a rich ranch owner, Carlos
octezuma, to force Maria Elena Marques, with whom he is infatuated,
He begins by lending money to her parents to pay off
o marry him.
their mortgage on condition that Maria be his housekeeper until the debt
Although already the fiancee of Jorge Negrete, she feels oblii^ paid.
gated to accept in spite of her lover's objections. When Jorge hears that
his fiancee is being courted by the ranch owner, he threatens to burn
down the ranch. Moctezuma, learning of Jorge's threat, proceeds to get
him out of the way. A barn is set afire by one of Moctezuma's men and
Jorge is accused and thrown in jail. Jorge escapes, finds his man at
As he is about to leave with her, he
.Maria's house and attacks him.
Moctezuma, convinced by the lovers' deis again seized by the police.

with this week's issue of

termination, sees his error and tells the truth of the affair.

Negrete, besides having a fine voice, turns in a nice performance, and
Miss Marques is attractive and capable as the heroine. The film, because of its slow progress, seems unnecessarily lengthy and could stand
cutting.
It was directed and produced by Fernando de Fuentes from a
It is a
It is in Spanish, with English subtitles.
script by Guz Aguilla.
tine attraction for Spanish-speaking audiences and should be acceptable
in all situations having patronage interested in foreign language films.

Running

time,

*"G" denotes general

Ted Rovvand

"G."*

140 minutes.
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NEW DEPARTMENT

'Nymph' and 'Moon' 'Gunner' and a Show

Do $11,000

Will

Indianapolis, Aug.

19.

—"Constant

Nymph" and "Bomber's Moon"

will

do $11,000 at the Indiana this week.
At the Circle, "Blessed Event" and
"Spitfire" were headed for $10,000.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Aug. 17-18-19:
"Blessed Event" (RKO)
"Spitfire" (RKO)

CIRCLE — (2,800)

Gross:

$10,000.

"Constant
"Bomber's

(30c-40c-50c)

days.

7

(Average, $10,000)

Nymph" (W.
Moon"

(30c-40c-50c)

days.

6'A

Gross: $11,000. (Average, $11,000)
"Pilot No. S" (M-G-M)

"Straneer in

Town" (M-G-M)

LOEW'S— (2,800)

(30c -40c -50c)

days.

7

Gross: $9,000. (Average, $8,500)
"Her's to Held" (Univ.)
"Honeymoon Lodge" (Univ.)

LYRIC

—

(3,000)

days,

7

$5,000.

Estimated

receipts

(Aver-

Mary Francis Switches
the

She

Francis

Columbia branch

was

formerly

of-

with

Monogram.

Poli Theatre Needs
250 More Seats

was

it

the

Management

BRANDEIS— (1,200)

theatre operation
THE

7

(Average,

$6,000.

to

week

(30c-35c-44c-50c)

Gross:

holdover.

newcomers

for

ending Aug. 11-12:
"The Constant Nymph" (W.B.)
"Murder in Times Square" (Col.)

"Hers to Hold" (Univ.)
"Melody Parade" (Mono.)

OMAHA— (2,000)

WAR

has called

managers and members of

many

theatre

their staffs to the

service of their country, so theatres have had

(30c-35c-50c)

7

days.

$8,500)

ORPHEUM— (3,000)

(40c-50c-65c) 7 days.
orchestra on stage. Gross:

Count Basie and

(Average, $14,500)

$17,100.

"Heaven Can Wait" (ZOth-Fox)
"Report from the Aleutians"

PARAMOUNT— (2,900)

days.

Gross: $10,900.

(WAC)
6

(30c-35c-50c)

(Average,

$9,000)

'Destroyer' in Portland
Portland, Me., Aug.

19.

— Colum-

"Destroyer," starring Marguerite
for personal appearances, opened yesterday at the Strand
bia's

Chapman, here

Springfield, Mass., Aug. 19.
Loew's Poli Theatre walls
are bulging. And they will be
altered soon, with the stage
being removed, to make room
for an additional 250 seats.
The house's seating capacity of
2,500 has been taxed for some
time now as this city's population has swollen with the
advent of the war and its
place as one of the leading
war industrial cities in the

here, has

East has grown.

policy.

—

when

for

Gross: $8,500.
(Average,
"Aerial Gunner" (Para.)

Omaha, Aug. 19.— Mary

in

$6,500)

age, $4,000)

has joined
fice
here.

than the previous week,

days,

(30c-40c-50c)

moved from Indiana. Gross:

Methods

—

Omaha, Aug. 19. Combination of
Count Basie and his orchestra on the
stage and "Aerial Gunner" on the
screen grossed $17,100 at the Orpheum. "Heaven Can Wait" and "Report
from the Aleutians" drew $10,900 at
the Paramount.
Weather was cooler
scorching.

B.)

(20th-Fox)

INDIANA— (3,200)

Gross Nice $17,100

to the accompaniment of civic demonHerman B.
strations and parades.
Libby, chairman of the City Council,

Wednesday "Navy
Day" in the city.

proclaimed
stroyer

De-

Ellis Sets Vaudeville
19.— The
Francisco, Aug.
formerly a neighborhood house in the Fillmore district

San

Ellis

Theatre,

shifted to a vaudeville-film

New

Theatres, Inc.

owners

are

Redwood

to be increasingly

manned by persons not
management.
The new department, Methods in Managepreviously trained for theatre

ment,
tion

is

addressed to them, offering informa-

on their

vidual counsel

common
in

problems, and

response to inquires.

indi-
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Polio Scare Hits

'Watch' Take

New Haven Gross

Hub Lands

In
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New Haven,

Big $28,750
—

Aug.
"Hers

19.

—The

Para-

Hold" and
"Mug Town" took $9,000 and the bill
The
stays over for another week.
Bijou with "Swing Shift Maisie" and

mount

with

to

Look Out

Boston, Aug. 19. The world pre- "No Escape" grossed $4,000. At the
Can Wait,"
miere of "Watch on the Rhine" was Loew-Poli
"Heaven
"Passport to Suez,"
the biggest single item in Boston this dualled with
week and brought the Metropolitan to grossed $8,500. Daily report of new
a new high for the summer with a polio cases in the city and warnings
$28,750 gross.
of Public Health officials to keep
Loew's State and Loew's Orpheum away from crowds took their toll in
brought "The Youngest Profession" theatre attendance.
to town and also drew nice grosses
Estimated takings for the week endof $18,000 and $24,000, respectively. ing August 19:
Estimated grosses for the weekend- "Swing Shift Maisie" (M-G-M)

"No Escape" (Mono.)

ing Aug. 18:
"Watch on the Rhine" (Warners)
"Nobody's Darling" (Rep.)

METROPOLITAN— (4,367)

(44c -50c -65c)

7

(Average, $27,500).
Profession" (M-G-M)

Gross:

days.

BIJOU— (1,627)

$28,750.

"The Youngest
"Assignment in Britanny" (M-G-M)

STATE— (3,870)

LOEW'S

Gross: $18,000.

(Average,

(44c-55c-65c).

$17,000).

LOEW'S

Brittany"

in

(44c-55c-

(Average, $23,500).
Gross: $24,000.
"Behind the Rising Sun" (RKO)

MEMORIAL— (2.800)

KEITH
"Falcon

in

Gross:

Danger"

$19,000.

Gross:

A.)

(40c-50c)

(Average,

$2,500.

(44c-55c-

(Average,

"Passport to Suez"

(Col.)
(40c-50c)
$9,000)

days.

7

"Hers to Hold" (Univ.)

"Mug Town"

(Univ.)

(40c-55c)

(Average,

$9,000.

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
"The Falcon's Brother"
Gross:

7

days.

$5,800).

(RKO)

ROGER SHERMAN— (2,039)

Stage show with Sammy Kaye.
days.
(Average, $26,800).
Gross: $27,800.
"First Comes Courage" (Col.)
"Petticoat Larceny" (RKO)

days.

7

$3,000).

(Average,

$8,500.

days. 2nd week.

(44c-55c-65c-85c)

Gross:

days.

(U.

"Heaven Can Wait" (20th-Fox)

Gross:

(RKO)

RKO BOSTON— (3,900)

COLLEGE— (1,565)

PARAMOUNT— (2,373)

65c.)

65c) 7 days.
$19,500).

"The
"The Kansan" (Mono.)

Gross:

(M-G-M)

ORPHEUM— (3,600)

7

LOEW-POLI— (3,005)

"The Youngest Profession" (M-G-M)
"Assignment

(40c-50c)

(Average, $3,500).
Devil With Hitler"

$4,000.

(40c-50c)

7

(Average,

$5,200.

$6,000)

7

PARAMOUNT— (1,940)
(Average,
Gross: $8,200.
FENWAY— (1,098) (44c-55c-65c)

(44-55c-65c)

days.

Gross:

$5,400.

(Average,

View War Efforts

7

$8,400).

days.

7

Coast Writers to

$5,800).

Polio Bars Children

From Berwyn Houses

Hollywood, Aug.

19.

—Hollywood

Writers Mobilization, a war effort
group comprised of various guilds
here, is sponsoring "The Writer in

v

the War," a three-day conference to
be held Sept. 17-19. Marc Connolly

is co-chairman with Ralph Freud of
Chicago, Aug. 19. In a move to the University of California, and tocombat the spread of polio the town- gether they are preparing the agenda.
ship board of health today barred
Hollywood Writers Mobilization is
children under 14 from attending any composed of the SWG, Radio Writers
The
theatre in Berwyn.
request was Guild, Independent Publicists, Song
willingly complied with by all four Writers
Protective
Ass'n,
Screen
film houses in the suburb. Twenty- Readers Guild and Screen Cartoonists
five new cases were reported in the Guild.
Chicago area today and the situation
here is regarded by the National
Clark Starts
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis as
the most serious in the middle West.
M. R. (Duke) Clark, formerly
Paramount Los Angeles exchange
manager, arrived in New York yesin 'Sun' Post terday to confer with Paramount sales
ChicagOj Aug. 19. Henry T. Mur- executives Neil Agnew and Charles
doch has taken over as amusement Reagan, preparatory to his taking
editor of the Chicago Sun, on the ap- over as acting district manager, in
pointment of E. Z. Demitman, execu- Cleveland, on Monday.

—

Monday

Murdoch

That

—

WCAU

film critic and amusement editor, in
the Philadelphia
order, with
that

Goldberg with

Home

Lou Goldberg, who was recently
honorably discharged from the Army
Air Force, has joined the advertisingpublicity department at 20th CenturyFox under Hal Home. Before going
into the Army, he was with the Cleveland

Chamber

of

Commerce.

Leo Brecher, New York exhibitor,
has been appointed bond chairman of
the

Third

War Loan
area,

for

the

by L. C.

New

Griffith,

general chairman of the industry campaign and Sam Rinzler and Fred
Schwartz, permanent War Activity

chairmen of

New

York.

"The Sky's the Limit," new Fred
Astaire-Joan Leslie musical, will play
in

more

RKO

Cagney Film Preview

_

THE CITY THAT

'Limit in 100 1st Runs
Labor Day weekend dates

United Artists will preview the new
William and James Cagney producCome Lately," at
tion,
"Johnny
Loew's Ziegfeld Monday night. The
showing will be preceded by a dinner
at Toots Shor's at which the company
will be host to trade paper representatives and other guests.

Paramount's

Brecher Bond Chairman

York exchange

Evening Ledger.

\

Of Fire In

tive editor.

Murdoch has been promotion manaand preger of radio station
viously held the posts of dramatic and

Ball

STOPPED HITLER

than 100 first-runs, according to
general sales manager Robert Mochrie.

Heroic Stalingrad"

Lippert Books Barry

—

San Francisco, Aug. 19. Don
(Red) Barry, Republic cowboy star,
has been booked for personal appearances at Robert L. Lippert's 16 theatres in Northern California.

Our next

big

war job— Third War Loan September 9th-20t

—

MOTION PICTURE
NO.

54.

fcU.S.

DAILY
NEW

37

Asks Bond

Each

ale for

iTheatre Seat

YORK.

U.S.A..
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23.
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WMC

Lists Specific Non-Deferrable
Theatre Occupations for Exhibitors

Must Rehire
Servicemen,

—

Washington, Aug. 22. In response to numerous exhibitor inquiries. War Manpower Commission officials at the weekend listed
the specific theatre employe classifications and other show busi-

WMC

ness occupations that are non-deferrable under the new
such occupations on Aug. 14.
officials explained that the following occupations are nondeferrable regardless of the industry in which they may be found,
and suggested that exhibitors might find who in their personnel
comes within this category by the following list:
Barker, billposter, booking agent, chairman and cleaner, doorman
and starter, elevator operator and starter, errand boy, messenger
and office boy, gardener, lavatory attendant, porter, private chauffeur, sign painter, sign writer, ticket taker, and usher.
Other non-deferrable occupations in the amusement industry
include: advance-advertising agent, amusement-device operator,
booking agent, actor agent, managing agent, receptionist, and all
jobs in amusement arcades, amusement ticket agencies, night clubs
and theatrical, dance and music art studios and schools.

O WI

Says the

listing of

WMC

Says Films Have a Major
Part in Bond Drive
A major

part of the task of raisdollars during the
Third War Loan drive Sept. 9
through 30 falls upon the motion
(picture industry, in the opinion of
Treasury Department, citing
ithe
:hree ways in which the industry

I

*

billion

15

Tjina:

campaign:

will participate in the

and

screen

2.
To
theatres
especially
public,
the
sell

;

bonds to
through 5,000

bond-issuing

agent

least
one bond for
theatres, at
levery seat in every theatre and, 3.

an extra bond to every em-

sell

ploye in the industry.

These were the points emphasized
W. Randolph Burgess, N. Y.
State chairman for the bond division
of the Treasury Department, during
a speech made here to film and other

by

Ticket Taxes

PRC Buvs Studio
And an Exchange
Fine Arts Studio, in Hollywood,
and Meyer Stern's film exchange, in
Omaha, have both been purchased bv
PRC, O. Henry Briggs, PRC presi-

weekend.
and property were pur-

dent, disclosed at the

The
chased
of

studio

fromxWeco

Western

Corp.,

Electric,

in

subsidiary

through which, the company acquired YVeco's entire mortgage
interest.

takes over the Stern film ex(Continued on page 7)

Gas Probe of All
Memphis Theatres
Memphis, Aug.

—

City officials
conditioning systems in all Memphis theatres as a
result of the explosion Tuesday night
at the Peabody Theatre, neighborhood
house, in which Elroy R.
Curry,
maintenance man, was killed, and Milton Rayburn, usher, received third
degree burns.
The explosion was caused by the
use of methyl chloride in the theatre's
will

22.

Anti-Decree Stand

To $15,750,519
Washington,

Aug.

22.

investigate air

(Continued on page 7)

22.

the armed forces will have
answer to the Government, it
was warned tonight by the Office of

enter
to

Information.

the highest point for any month this
vear at $15,750,519, an increase of
$4,641,000 over June's $11,109,477, the
Revenue Bureau reported
Internal

Saturday.

Month's collections were more than

shown.

The

special report

on collections

in

the Third New York (Broadway)
District indicated that the increase
over June was well spread out over
(Continued on page 7)

Films

to

San Francisco, Aug.

22.

— Pacific

Independent
of
Committee
Coast
Owners trustees, meeting
Theatre
here, reaffirmed their stand on abolishment of the consent decree, urged

Government prosecution of the New
York anti-trust suit against major
theatre
indorsed
and
distributors
divorcement in such a manner as to
prevent the
monopolies.

continuance

of

circuit

The group decided to take necessary action against commercialized
previews of feature pictures, protesting the alleged monopolistic tendencies
(Continued on page 7)

Our Men from

Leopoldville to Liberia
Tri-States Promotes

William Miskell

By FRED STENGEL
American
there
are
Wherever
Army, Navy or Marine personnel, in
fronts
in
the
world,
fighting
there are Hollywood motion pictures,
Major John W. Hubbell, chief of the
overseas motion picture division, Spe-

—

all

Omaha, Aug. 22. Appointment of
William Miskell as Nebraska and
Western Iowa manager for Tri-States
Theatres, succeeding Joseph Kinsky, cial Services Office, U. S. Army, rewho is moving to Santa Monica, Cal., norted Friday.
And in many into own and operate a theatre there, stances, fighting
men from all the
was announced here today by G. Ralph United Nations are seeing these picBranton, of Des Moines, Tri-States tures
as well.
general manager.
"Training films help to win the
manTed Emerson, now Paramount
war, and entertainment films help
ager, will take Miskell's place as morale
tremendously,"
the
Major
Orpheum manager. Don Shane, mana- pointed out, in an interview here.
ger of the Capitol in Davenport, la., a "Pictures are the foremost recreation
former assistant to Miskell at the for our troops, and next to mail from
Orpheum, will become Paramount home, they are looked forward to by
manager.
our boys more than anything else."
Kinsky, who became district manaThe War Deoartment has set up 17
_

(Continued on page 7)

disabled
outlined

(Continued on page 7)

rehabilitation of
soldiers and sailors,
the various measures which

OWI

have been adopted to have their return to their proper place in civilian
life

— Federal

admission tax collections in July hit

Reiterates

an all-cash

transaction

PRC

PCCITO

Jump

$3,000,000 above those of July. 1942,
when $12,484,881 was received, it was

{Continued on page 7)

Washington, D. C, Aug.

Reporting on the

;

To

Case of Theatre
Projectionist

Exhibitors and employers in this
and other industries who fail to take
back men who left their employ to

War

1.

To

disseminate information to the
public on the drive through the

Cites

and pointed out that the Selective

Service

Law

garding the
service

man

contains provisions rereturn of a discharged

to his old job.

Men

released from the Army and
Navy are advised of their rights by
Selective
Service,
which
watches
closely that they are protected.
Few
employers have thus far refused to
take men back, it was said, but some
(Continued on page 7)

Arndt May Be

OWI

Newsreel Liaison
Washington,

W. Arndt,
News and

Aug.

22.

—Howard

formerly with Paramount
before that with Pathe, is

under consideration as contact
for newsreels for the Office of

man

War

Information.

Arndt's name was submitted by the
newsreel editors, whose assistance in
securing a man for the job was asked
by George H. Lyon, chief of the
news bureau, at a meeting Aug. 3.
A native of New York and 37 years
old, Arndt, who now lives in Ridge-

OWI

(Continued on page 7)

U. S. Losing Latin

Market: Frederic
Fewer pictures produced in Hollywood are being shown each year in
Latin and South America, in the
opinion of Jorge Delano Frederic,
Chilean producer and exhibitor, who
is visiting this country at the invitation
of the U. S. State Department under
the auspices of the Coordinator of

Inter-American Affairs.
"But the amount of the loss
(Continued on page 7)

at this
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Tradewise

Personal
Mention
OSCAR A.

MORGAN,

might reasonably be exthat M-G-M, which

A pected

advertised

its

willingness to
contracts

make adjustments on

instances
where circumstances warranted, would receive more exhibitor requests
as a result than any other distribution company. It not only
proclaimed the making of warranted adjustments as an open
company policy but followed
up with notifications to that
effect to all heads of exhibitor
organizations around the counin

Friday.

•
of
will

Loew's

return
department,
today from Cleveland where he completed plans for remodeling the Ohio,
which was taken back by the circuit
recently and is being reconverted.
construction

•
Joel Levy,

former writer on

Jr.,

the Monogram lot, is now stationed
at Astoria with the Signal Corps. He
is the son of Joel Levy, out-of-town
booker for Loew's.

•
to Bill
at M-G-M, left for the
Coast Friday to be gone a month on

Shirley
Ornstein

Graf,

assistant

a combined business and vacation

Dave

T

T

•
Levy, Universal

trip.

New York

manager, will celebrate another birthday on Sept. 3.
•
Mike Simons, editor of The Distributor, M-G-M house organ, is on
branch

try.

F. Rodgers now
these several months
after the policy was publicized,
that requests for adjustments
have been numerically few.
Moreover, he adds that not a
single request has reached him,
personally,
under the company's procedure of advancing
unsettled applications for ad-

But William

reports,

justments progressively through

branch and

vacation.

•

managers

district

the home office, the final
court of appeal, so to speak, for
cases not easily adjudged. This
would appear to indicate that
exhibitors, in Metro's case, at
least, are not pressing applica-

to

Joseph H. Moskowitz is scheduled
from the Coast today after
three weeks at the 20th-Fox studio,
o
Howard Strickling and Mrs.
Strickling will arrive on the Coast
to arrive

for adjustments on unworthy grounds or merely in
the hope of getting an unde-

today following a stopover at Seattle
for a brief visit with Mrs. Strickling's family on their way back from

tions

New

served kick-back.
Not only
have the requests for adjustments been disposed of in their
early stages, according to Rodgers, but a very high percentage of them apparently had
obvious merit.

York.

•
Jack Goldstein, 20th CenturyFox's Eastern publicity manager, left
Friday for Hollywood.
•

Lother Wolf,

film editor of

March

Time, is back in New York from
Canada, where he spent a four weeks'
of

vacation.

•

Ted Lloyd, 20th Century-Fox

radio
left Friday for the

department head,
Coast by plane to be gone six weeks.
•

Richard De Rochemont, managMarch of Time, has returned to New York from the Coast.
ing editor of

A

vice-president of a major
company is watching his mail
with more than usual interest
His contract will
these days.
expire Sept. 1 and up to this

writing no new one has arrived. Or, for that matter, been
discussed.

•

RKO Radio exon the Coast Saturday
for a three-week visit.
•
Herman Gelber, Local 306 president, is in Buffalo for an American
Federation of Labor convention.
•
Moe Yeshevitz, New York projectionists' Local 306 official, left for
a two-week vacation on Friday.
Walter Branson,

ecutive, arrived

Signs of the times

:

An

indi-

cated $10,000,000 net before
The
this year.
taxes for

RKO

half net, after taxes, likely
around $4,000,000. The
picture company, studio and

first

will be

only is creating difficulties for
other studios in an already serious manpower and salary period but has unpopular wartime
potentialities which affect the
entire industry.

•

•

Unusual situation at Warners.
While "This Is the
Army" is gathering in huge
grosses, the profits go to Army
Emergency Relief, and the
bread-and-butter pictures for
the company currently in release and to be released are
confronted with the stiffest
kind of competition for top
playing time from that entry

from their own stables. Aside
from a 20 per cent distribution charge, a modest one by
industry standards, Warners
will
receive
nothing
from
"Army"
earnings.
Fixed
charges must be met and
profits made for the company
by
other
Warner product,
which, in the effort to launch
"Army" so successfully, could
not be given all the attention
they might have received normally.
That means Ben Kalmenson's sales force will have
to do some extra hustling on
the rent-money pictures in the

months

to

ta Claus

your

come.

Playing San-

more than getting

is

on

picture

a

greetings

card.
•

•

This was an interesting, and
important, meeting.
That one
of

decree

and

company presidents

their counsel in the

Loew

Bldg. last midweek.
•
•

Theatre stationery notify

tember
bulletins
lumbus, O."

to

Dead or Alive" have been
from Ben Judell by Saul

Solomon, president of Exclusive Pic-

Solomon has also acquired
"Under Secret Orders" from Guaran-

turning

•

executives

re-

Hollywood are
one big studio which

from

critical of
is

Sept. 1
theatre
for Servicemen's Overnight

from

drive

Hous-

ing Fund.
25th Anniversary "Para-

—
—
Sept. 8
"Cavalcade of Stars" Third

Sept. 5-11

mount Week."

War Bond Tour

starts,

Wash-

ington, D. C.
Sept. 9 Annual Installation Luncheon, ITOA, Hotel Astor, New

—

York.
Sept. 9

—"Cavalcade of Stars" Third

War Bond

Rally, Philadelphia.
Sept. 9-30— Third
Victory Loan
Drive.
Sept. 10
"Cavalcade of Stars"
Third War Bond Rally, Boston.

Sept.

—
11 — "Cavalacade
War Bond

Third
York.

—

Sept. 12

"Cavalcade

burgh.

—National

13

Sept.

of
Stars"
Rally, Pitts-

War Bond

Third

of
Stars"
Rally, New

Industry

Entertainment
pledge drive

Council

and service flag dedication,
York.
Sept. 13
"Cavalcade of Stars"
Third War Bond Rally, Detroit.
Sept. 14
"Cavalcade of Stars"
Third War Bond Rally, Cleverally

New

—
—

land.
Sept. 15

—"Declaration

Estimated

of

Income and Victory Tax" report
to Internal Revenue Dept. due.
Sept.

—

15

"Cavalcade of Stars"

War Bond

Third

—

16

AMPA,

First

presenting

Hotel

Services,"

York.
16

Meeting,

"A

Salute to

—

17

Armed

New

Rally, Chicago.

"Cavalcade of Stars"

War Bond

Third
apolis.

in

Astor,

"Cavalcade of Stars"

War Bond

Third
Sept.

—

Cincin-

Fall

Men and Women

Film

Sept.

Rally,

Rally,

Minne-

—

War Emergency MeetTheatre Equipment Dealers
Protective Association, Hotel Bismark, Chicago.

Sept. 17-19
ing,

this

The comments
tax situation.
heard are that the practice not

•
office

WAC

—
— Hollywood

column

teed Pictures.

rights

running

—

James Mason, Cherry Valley,

A

—

Annual Convention,
National Council of Independent
Exhibitors of Canada, King E*fr
ward Hotel, Toronto.
Aug. 25 Third War Bond meeti
Eastern state
chairmen
Hotel Statler, Washington, D. C.
Aug. 25 New York Victory Square
War Bond Center opens.

Sept.

tures.

"Hitler,

acquired

distribution

is

York.
Aug. 23-25

overtook
our
good friend and correspondent,
Ohio, exhibitor, last week.
new order of 10,000 letterheads
for his De Luxe Theatre disappeared. He solicits your aid
in helping him to track down
the culprit; asks that anyone
receiving mail purporting to
be from him and on De Luxe

WAC

state

—WAC

Misfortune

said to be paying the-sky'sthe-limit prices for all types of
talent on the theory that it can
afford to do so because of the

New York

Solomon

now

close to theatre company earnings for the first time in ohso-many years.

Home
'Hitler' Rights to

meeting,
chairmen,
Hotel Blackstone, Chicago.
Aug. 23
distributors division
meeting, Hotel Warwick, New

nati.

immediately, for the
writer will be an impostor, as
Jim is completely without stationery now.
What mystified us most was
what possible use Jim could
have for 10,000 letterheads in
his home town of 240 population, so we asked him.
Came
the reply: "Half of them were
to
write
consent
decree
squawks to Tom Clark on, and
the other half to answer Sep-

distribution,

1943

23—Third War Bond

Aug.

Mid-West

Paramount

23,

Coming Events

SHERWIN KANE

By

short subjects sales manager, was
host at a luncheon to trade paper representatives at the Hotel Astor on

Harry Moskowitz, head

Monday, August

Co-

Frick, Tulipan Feted
Lou Frick and Ira Tulipan, 20thFox publicity department members,

'

were feted

at a luncheon Friday prior
their leaving for the Army and
Navy, respectively, next week. Present

to

were

Christy

Wilbert,

Charles

Schlatter,
Syd Blumenstock,
Thall,
Jonas Rosenfield, Jr.,

Jack

Ben

Wortheim, Dick Dube, Harry Hockfeld, Dave Bader, Manny Isip, Leo
Israel,

Ted

Jaediker,

Max

Stein, Jules

Schnaer, Simon Wolf,
Bernie Bozzone, Sam Resnick, Jerry
Novat, Molly Grill, Dave Sternfeld
and Joe Shea.
Fields,

Sol
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On opening
from 6

P.

night,

M. to closing.

Phantom of the Opera
did

40%

more business

than any Universal
picture ever did on

any opening day from

10 A. M. to closing!
Watch

for the neivs

from Minneapolis

where the opening day record was broken!

BACK THE ATTACK! BUY WAR BONOS

!

THIRD

WAR

LOAN.'

Xjjjfjjfr-

UNIVERSAL PlCTim^
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Monday, August

Review

Hollywood
22.

PRODUCER SAM BISCHOFF

H ollywood, Aug. 22.
FRANCIS ALSTOCK has gone to

has added "They Met in Rio,"
musical comedy, to his schedule at
Columbia.
Arthur Hornblow, Jr.,
has started "Gaslight," his pyschological murder mystery, at M-G-M, starring Ingrid Bergman and Charles
Boyer.
Carleton Alsop, network
producer,
checked in at Republic
under a new producer contract.
In
addition, he's producing Judy Canova's
.

.

.

.

radio

.

.

show on CBS.

Hughes,

.

.

John B.

.

newscaster, will don
makeup at Warners soon to do a bit
in "Rhapsody in Blue."
William
Castle has been assigned to direct
"Klondike Kate," for Producer Irving
Briskin at Columbia.
Alan Baxter has finished his role in Monogram's "Hitler's Woman" and reports
for Army duty.
radio

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

ducer-composer contract.
Ted
Lezvis and his orchestra were at work
in pre-production scenes for Charles
K. Feldman's "Three Cheers for the
Boys," at Universal with Eddie Suth.

erland directing.

"We

the

of

.

.

.

.

"U"

.

will roll
today, with

Theatre"

Charles Lamont directing, and Donald
O'Connor, Martha Driscoll and Peggy
Ryan in star roles.
Elyse Knox,
.

.

.

Richard Seidel and the Andrews Sisters are working in "U's" "Moonlight and Cactus," Edward Cline directing.
Ann Corio checked in at
.

.

is

script

the

word

.

Monogram

over the weekend for "The
Sultan's Daughter."
Fox has purchased "Centennial Slimmer," novel by
Albert E. I dell.
.

a

be regarded as one of Great
best comedienne.
To Johnson's
screenplay, from a novel by Arnold Bennett, goes much of the credit for
the certain success of "Holy Matrimony."
Woolley, painting and living in a remote part of South Africa, is
ordered back to England to be knighted. During the trip his valet (Eric
Blore) becomes ill and dies soon after they reach London. The doctor,
thinking Blore is the famous painter, makes out the death certificate that
way and Woolley lets it go through, only to find that burial will take
place in Westminster Abbey, with the King and other great personalities

She again proves her right

manner.

Britain's best actresses, as well as

to

its

.

England paying homage.

;

directed.

Running

"G."*

time, 87 mins.

Hawks

54 Chi. Houses

Now

In Allied' s Combine
22.

— Fifty-four thea-

tres are now members of the Allied
buying and booking combine with the
addition of the Rivoli and Rockne
Theatres.
Film salesmen here report that their
work has been greatly simplified due
to the reduction in the number of calls
that have to be made.

Raftery, 'Johnny'
Arrive from Coast
Raftery, president of United Artists, arrived Saturday morning at
Grand Central station from
Hollywood with Mrs. Raftery,
their three children, seven
and a print of
suitcases
"Johnny Come Lately," James
C.

Cagney's first for U.A. which
will be given a special showing tonight at Loew's Ziegfeld Theatre.

•

•
Republic has announced "The Return of Casanova" as a Joe E. Brown
musical. The actor plays a song-anddance man.
Albert J. Cohen is producing.
•

Republic has given George Blair an
associate producership and assigned

him "Whispering Footsteps," a postwar fantasy.
»

Fred Stengel

Louis Mayer and James Fitzpatrick,
Metro Traveltalks producer, are in
Mexico City to receive Aztec eagle
awards from President Camancho today.

•

PRC

has

rechristened the "Billy
the Kid" series the "Buster Crabbe"
series to eliminate the outlawry sug-

classification.

—

.

to direct.

technical advisor.

gestion.

*"G" denotes general

Independents

.

"The Purple Heart" has been confirmed by 20th-Fox as the third picture on Darryl Zanuck's schedule.
Laid inside Japan following Pearl
Harbor, the film has an all-male cast.
War correspondent Otto Tolischus,
author of "Tokyo Report," will be

;

.

.

Washington following a meeting at
the weekend of the Motion Picture
Society for the Americas.
Although
details of the meeting were withheld,
it is understood that the directors expressed enthusiasm regarding the past
year's accomplishments and larger u^.
dertakings were mapped for it.
rtf

Paramount has announced "True to
the Navy," a musical starring Eddie
near- Bracken. Fred Kohlmar will produce.

Since people had not seen Woolley in
He even attends the
25 years, they do not know the difference.
funeral, but cannot get into the church.
In front of the Abbey, Woolley meets Gracie Fields, who also thinks
he is the valet since the latter had been corresponding with her through
a matrimonial agency, sending a picture of both valet and master without
pointing out who was the valet and who was the artist. Woolley accepts
her hospitality, continues playing the part of his valet and marries her.
Following in rapid succession are scenes in which the valet's wife
and sons show up, charging him with bigamy Woolley's confession to
Miss Fields that he really is the artist, which she fails to believe until
she actually sees some of his paintings a suit in court in which a wealthy
art lover seeks damages from a dealer (Laird Cregar), claiming that
since Woolley had died he could not possibly have painted some of the
pictures the dealer was selling her as original works of art, and finally,
the denouement where Woolley proves who he really is, with the help of
two moles on his shoulder.
Word-of-mouth should prove a big factor in its favor. John Stahl
in

Hear War Loan

Edward

in

also pro-

Monty Woolley is as capable as he was in "The Pied Piper," and
others, playing the part of a great artist in England, who hates the public limelight. Gracie Fields portrays the part of his wife in a most winning

•

Chicago, Aug.

who

duced, result in a delightful comedy that will sell itself easily. Exhibi20th Centurytors will not be disappointed nor will their audiences.
Fox has a winner in this one.

Fox has assigned Dana Andrews, 300
the male lead opposite Anne BaxPlans
ter in the comedy "Army Wife,"
Los Angeles, Aug. 22. S. H.
Otto Preminger producing, with Fabian, L.
C Griffith, Francis HarJack
Archie Mayor directing.
mon and C. W. Ball outlined the War
Warner announced purchase of Activities Committee's plans for the
"These Endearing Young Charms," Third War Loan campaign to 300 inwith Howard

Outstanding players

to describe this one.

outstanding writer, Nunnally Johnson,

ly

Hillary Brooke replaces Rita Johnson as third feminine lead in "Ministry of Fear," due to the illness of the
latter.
Sam Coslozv returns to
Paramount with an associate pro.

{20th Century-Fox)

^ LASSYby an

1943

Coast Flashes

"Holy Matrimony"
Hollywood, Aug.

23,

dependent circuit exhibitors, guests of
Skouras at the Cocoanut
Charles
Grove, Ambassador Hotel, at a luncheon following the morning sessions
with Western state chairmen and preceding a closed meeting under the
chairmanship of Griffith at weekend.
R. H. Molton, representing Secretary Morgenthau, bespoke the Treasury Department's confidence in the
industry's effective cooperation.
Skouras tentatively pledged National
Theatres Corp. to purchase $500,000
in bonds during the drive. Bob O'Donnell, in proffering an idea for national
adoption, said Interstate has arranged
a Texas-wide blackout Sept. 8th to
force citizens to hear the bond selling
Governor,
featuring
the
program,

broadcast over all Texas stations.
R. H. Poole pledged independents to
100 per cent cooperation in the campaogn.
Y. Frank Freeman assured the gathering of the complete assistance of the
production branch.

•
9

'Phantom Grosses

Day
—"Phantom

$2,300 in 1st
Cincinnati,
of the Opera"

Aug.

22.

in its night premiere
Palace, six o'clock until
more business than any
other Universal picture at this theatre
for an entire day, grossing $2,300 in
its first day, against a house average
of $1,600.

here, at the
closing, did

In

its

Minneapolis premiere, opening

at 11 :30 p. m., for the benefit of the
American Red Cross, the entire theatre was sold out two days ahead.

Highlights of the Cincinnati campaign were three page-one breaks on
Susanna Foster awarding a $1,000
scholarship to the Conservatory of
Music and College of Music.
(

288 HaiV Dates
For Para. Week
We

RKO

—Arthur

has purchased an original
"Good Luck, Johnny Coke." John H.
Auer will produce.

SMPE Holding

Coast

Meeting Oct. 18-22
The 54th semi-annual conference of
the Society of M. P. Engineers will
be held from Oct. 18 to 22, at the
Hollywood-Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood, over the weekend, W. C. Kunzmann, convention vice-president of the
society, announced over the weekend.
Conference will be launched by an
informal luncheon on the 18th, and
Wednesday evening the society's 54th
semi-annual dinner will be held.
Officers and chairmen of committees
in charge are Herbert Griffin, president, Emery Huse, past president and
chairman of the reception and local
;

;

;

leading circuit advertising directors as
expressed at meetings held in New
York and Los Angeles several weeks
ago.

Titus,

22.

•

RKO

;

formerly with Universal here,
has been appointed booker and office
exchange, sucmanager at the
ceeding Flora Cohn, resigned.

Haven, Aug.

It starts in the spring.

Hail"

L.

New

RKO

Stevens.

arrangements committee
Loren L.
Ryder, executive vice-president W. C.
Kunzmann, convention vice-president
A. C. Downes, editorial vice-president
E.
A. Williford, secretary
C. W. Handley, chairman of the
nounced at the weekend, and said Pacific Coast section
Julius Haber,
dates have been set in practically chairman of
the publicity committee.
every important city.

Paramount's "So Proudly

already has a total of 288 bookings
set for the week of Sept. 5-11, the
25th annual "Paramount week," Neil
Agnew, general sales manager, an-

Many of the engagements are to
have Paramount cooperative advertising campaigns embodying the ideas of

Arthur Titus Joins

Paramount has announced "Count of
Luxembourg," as an operetta for Rise

'Limit' Set for
Los Angeles, Aug.

RKO

FWC

22.

— The

first)

film to play Fox West Coast*
first-runs, "The Sky's the Limit," will
open at the Chinese, Loew's State and,;
the Ritz here on Sept. 9.

wee two

ray
8/ore
Prod

CENTURY-FOX
THIRD

WAR LOAN

9th to 20th.

SEPT.

GET READY!
PRINTED IN

^"SSS*

G

U.S.A.

s

;
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Bond Films to Our Men from
Must Rehire
Leopoldville to Liberia Servicemen,
Each

U.S. Asks

Sale for

Theatre Seat

(Continued from page

(Continued from page

lj-iday, at a luncheon in Toots Shor's
^r^aurant, at which an outline of
W-Qs by the industry's War Activi-

for

was presented by George
|

WAC

campaign

the
J.

Schaefer,

chairman.

"There are two prime objectives for
i

War

Loan," Burgess dethe Third
"First, we must raise the
clared.
morale of the people to a point where
they will want to buy more bonds,
and second, we have to sell those
bonds."

i

and

one

short

Four new

Schaefer outlined seven ways in
which the industry is setting out to
do its share in the campaign as follows
Appointment of 32 "Rangers,"
1.
leading exhibitors in all parts of the
country; 2. Appointment of 48 state

are

subject

flown to each exchange each week,
with from one to three prints of each
picture being shipped, according to
the size of the exchange.
During the past seven days, according to Major Hubbell, 10,000 motion
picture shows have been exhibited to
our troops overseas. Under all conditions, and in all types of weather, reports record that these shows are always capacity. Places where pictures
were never exhibited before, such as
Leopoldville, in the
isolated situations in

Industry Share in Drive

t

Generally, prints are

flown to these exchanges.

1)

company presidents and executives on pictures

Committee

1)

overseas exchanges to date to handle
film distribution.

ties

7

Congo,

and

in

Liberia, have
In most cases, they

"theatres" now.
are outdoors, without seats.
Film musicals lead with our troops
and comedies and girl pictures come

next.
Propaganda and war pictures
are not liked.
There are now 1,200 projectors in
service for the services throughout
the world, with 3,000 the goal by the
end of the year, a long way from the
few hundred projectors shipped when
the overseas film service started in
August, 1942.
The film industry,
through the War Activities Committee,
supplies the War Department
with prints, without charge.
When
the War Department finishes with
the print, ordinarily a year to 18
months later, they will be returned to
the company releasing the picture.

At

present,

Major

Hubbell

esti-

fighting
men and
500,000
women are seeing pictures every night
all over the world.
Many "dress up"
to go to the theatres, just as if they

mates,

Naming of company
3.
managers as those responsible
for solicitation of bond buying by
every company employe 4. The "Cav-

chairmen

A

;

which war heroes and Hollywood

in

will comb the naholding rallies and meetings to
aid the sale; 6. The holding of 1,200
him bond premieres, being set 'by a
committee under the chairmanship of

top

personalities

tion,

i

William F. Rodgers, M-G-M 7. The
naming of Joseph Hazen, Warners,
as chairman of a committee which
;

i

will

solicit

bond

sales

from top

New York

dustry executives in

in-

City.

Subscription Breakfast

Hazen announced

at the luncheon
an all-industry breakfast will be
held the second week in September
for the purpose of having industry exthat

,

ecutives

publicly

subscribe

to
the
exhibitor, newly
appointed bond chairman for the
York exchange area during the Third
War Loan, stated that 55 loge boxes,
priced at one million dollars per box,
would be available at Madison Square
Garden Sept. 11 when the "Cavalcade
of Stars" will hold a huge rally here.
Among those present at the meeting
Friday
were
Nicholas
M.
drive.

Leo Brecher,

New

Hazen,
Joseph
Hermann Place, John O'Connor, Walton Ament, Dan Michalove, David
Lipfcon, Max Blackman, Colvln Brown,
W illiam F. Rodgers, Tom J. Connors,
Robert Mochrie, Major Leslie Thompson, A. W. Schwalberg, Abe Lastfogel,
Leonard Goldenson. Walter
Vincent, Malcolm
Kingsburg. Sam
Rinzler, William Cartef, Joseph Vogel,

1

A. P.

Cohn,

Waxman, Maurice

Livingston,

Maxwell Gillis, C. B. Akers and
Arthur Mayer.
Charles K. Feldman, of the Hollywood Victory Committee, has accepted

A

letter

calling

with adequate machinery that
"could and would" be invoked to en-

Ticket Taxes Jump

To $15,750,519

it.

"The ex-private was back on his
job within a week,"
OWI commented.

Tri-States Promotes
(Continued from page

time

is

(Continued from page

1)

alarming," Frederic
clared, "although it is well on its
not

toward that stage.

de-

way

And Hollywood

producers definitely can do something
to curb that imminent loss."

He

called for the

American indus-

try to give Spanish writers, directors
and actors a chance to prove their
worth, and suggested the opening of
studios, not only in Chile but in other
countries South of the border, by
American film companies. The amount
of money involved would be a "drop
in
the bucket" and aid materially
in
creating the good-will vital to
friendly relations between the U. S.
and its neighbors to the South. The
financial returns would also be worthwhile, in Frederic's judgment.

The Chilean owns two studios in
Santiago and is erecting a third, costing 15,000,000 pesos. The government
is a partner in his new studio, he said.

Frederic arrived in

New York

Gas Probe of All

Memphis Theatres

I)

the country, receipts in that area accounting for about 10 per cent of
the total increase.
New York collections were set at
$2,403,248, against $1,967,604 in June,
with all of the increase concentrated
in theatre box-office collections, which
jumped from $1,787,404 to $2,223,605,
while receipts from tickets sold by
brokers declined from $17,405
to
$16,792. Taxes on admissions to roof
gardens and cabarets showed a negligible
increase,
from $162,745 to
$162,850.

Heavy July receipts brought total
collections for the first seven months
of the year to $89,688,992 as compared
with $78,344,90J for the corresponding
period last year.

Reiterates

Anti-Decree Stand
(Continued from

page

1)

1)

discriminatory practices which
they claim have been adopted by major
distributors in this regard.
Listed on the original delegates' list

were

L. V. Johnson and L. O. Lukan,
Seattle;
M. W. Mattecheck and

instead of freon gas, for
which it was designed. Freon, noninflammable, has been frozen since
order.
July, by
Investigators said that it is possible
to use methyl chloride instead of freon
proper alterations are made, and
if
providing there are no aluminum parts
in the cooling system. City ordinance
prohibits change in fluid without apunit,

WPB

proval of

fire

department

officials.

Robert White, Portland H. V. Harvey and Ben Levin, San Francisco
Hugh Bruen and George Diamos, Los
Angeles Robert H. Poole, executive
secretary J. M. Hone, executive secretary of the Northern California unit,
and O. K. Miller, executive secretary
;

of the

Oregon

—

Rochester, Aug. 22. Charles Donthe post of co-chairman of the talent ald, formerly head of Kodak, Ltd.,
committee and co-manager of the Singapore, is reported to be a prisoner
"Cavalcade of Stars." Feldman, with of the Japanese, while Tech. Sgt. Earl
Kenneth Thomson, will devote all of I. Switzer, former Eastman Kodak
his time to lining up talent for the
employee here, is reported missing in
show.
action over Germany.

unit.

Henigson Sues on
Stromberg Deals
— Henry
Los Angeles, Aug.

Miskell came here 13 years ago to
the Omaha Theatre, then the
World, and is the oldest Tri-States
manager in town from point of ser-

manage

Emerson came

vice.

Omaha

to

in

1934 as press agent for the Paramount,
then was made advertising chief for
the State and finally became the

Omaha's manager.
The change was announced at
meeting of the managers of the

a
16

theatres in the district.

known

here for community service,
Kinsky in the copper and brass drives
and other patriotic work, Miskell especially

the

in

of

field

safety

pro-

motion.

Arndt May Be OWI
Newsreel Liaison
(Continued from page

N.

field,

J.,

man

contact

served

as

1)

editor

Paramount

for

and
after

several years with Pathe as assistant

news

editor.

An

OWI

spokesman tonight expressed satisfaction that the newsreels
themselves had selected the man who
is to be the liaison between them and
the Government agency as an excellent
start for the new policy of providing
only newsworthy or pictorially desirable

pictures.

22.

Henigson,
with the

November,

Donald a Prisoner

Prior to that he managed theatres in
Chicago.

:

;

air

1)

ger here two and one-half years ago,
has been with Tri-States 11 years.

and

;

(Continued from page

William Miskell
(Continued from page

Both Kinsky and Miskell also are

PCCITO

re-

cently from Hollywood and Washington for conferences with Coordinator of Inter- American Affairs officials
and returns to the Coast on Wednesday.

Schenck,
Barney Balaban, Adolph
Zukor, Spyros Skouras, Ned E. De-

Jack

national headquarters.

his job,

Market: Frederic

:

pinet,

who had

been an operator before his induction
was given a certificate of disability
discharge.
His former employer was
unwilling to take him back on the
ground that his new operator was satisfactory and he did not want to make
a change. The ex-soldier reported the
matter to his draft board, which referred the case to Selective Service

Major.

;

-

one involving an exhibitor.
In this case, a private

in their home town.
This is
a great boost to their morale, said the

would

;

sales

alcade of Stars," starting in Washington Sept. 9 and taking in all major
cities, running until Sept. 24, and the
goal of which is the sale of $500,000,U00 in bonds by more than 25 topflight Hollywood stars
5.
country-wide tour of five Army bombers

(Continued from page 1)
instances have been reported, including

force

U.S. Losing Latin

O WI

was written the exhibitor
attention to the soldier's reemployment rights and reciting his
obligation under the law to restore

:

1

Says the

who ended an association
Myron Selznik Agency in

Superior
Court suit here against Selznick and
Hunt Stromberg asking 50 per cent of
the proceeds from Stromberg deals
made by Selznick past, present or
future, according to an alleged oral
contract.
"Lady of Burlesque" and
1942,

filed

PRC Buys Studio
And an Exchange

a

(Continued from page

change

sales
Mariner in

blatt,

1)

Arthur

immediately,

Greenmanager, placing Bernard

Company's

charge.

purchases

are in line
several weeks

all

future Stromberg films and salaries
would be included, according to the

with

the

ago,

to

suit.

and distribution properties.

decision,

develop

of

its

own

production

i

Motion Picture Daily
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Army Sends

S.O.S.

For More Cameras

—

Washington Aug. 22. Urgent need for motion picture
cameras for use by troops
overseas
and in training
schools in this country,
disclosed tonight by the

was

War

Department.
Although scores of cameras
have been sold to the Government by civilians, there still
is a serious need for both 35
and 16 mm. sound cameras;
and lenses, tripods, exposure
meters,
and still picture
equipment.
Owners of such equipment
will sell it to the Army
should send a description to
the emergency purchase section of the Philadelphia Sig-

who

nal Corps

Procurement Dis-

trict.

NBC

in

Post-War

Television Planning
Envisaging the quick development of
television immediately following the
war, Niles Trammell, NBC president,
announced over the week-end the creation of a post-war committee to forcompany's
mulate
plans
for
the
expansion of that field. Essential
technological studies and surveys of
the problems involved are to be initiated now, 'and conclusions held in
readiness for the first days of peace.
Committee consists of NBC vicepresidents John Royal, in charge of
international shortwave and television,
chairman
William S. Hedges, in
charge of stations
O. B. Hanson,
chief engineer; and C. L. Menser,

Monday, August

Review

'Merry Macs'

"Hoosier Holiday"
'{Republic)

T

EANING

will

be under the

direction

Williams and his
Menser.

NBC

staff

reporting to

farming.

the television plans of
facturing division.

RCA's manu-

Television needs only the release of
material and the services of
electronic engineers, both now confined to the war needs, to serve the
nation, according to Trammell.

$500,000

Ad Budget

For Goldwyn' s

'Star'

Samuel Goldwyn has appropriated

and Charles Henderson.
Running time, 72 mins.

22.

—"Mexiwith

Event,"

The Merry Macs on

the stage, hit an
important §27,000 at the Golden £>
followed by a strong $22,500 ioWs
second week of "Heaven Can Wait

and "Henry Aldrich Swings It," at!
the Fox. Total first run business was
$142,000; average is $124,500.
Estimated takings, week ending
Aug. 17-19:
"Heaven Can Wait" (20th-Fox)
"Henry Aldrich Swings It" (Para.)

FOX— (5,000)

2nd

week.

(20c-35c-55c-75c)

Gross:

days

7

(Average

$22,500.

$21,500).

"Stormy Weather" (20th-Fox)
"Jitterbugs"

(20th-Fox)

PARAMOUNT— (2,740)

days, 2nd week.
age, $15,500).

(20c-35c-55c-75c

Gross:

7

(Aver

$18,500.

"Captive Wild Woman" (Univ.)
"Gals, Incorporated" (Univ.)

ESQUIRE— (950)
Gross:
"First

(20c-35c-60c-75c)

7

days

*"G" denotes general

Milt Livingston

"G."*

(Col.)

"Crime Doctor" (CoL)

ORPHEUM— (2,440)
Gross: $17,000.

(20c-35c-55c-75c)

(Average,

Spitfire's Blessed

(RICO)

GOLDEN

$12,500).

i

j

J

Event"

GATE— (2,850)

(20c-35c-44c'l

days.

Stage: vaudeville.
(Average, $25,500).

75c)
7
$27,000.

classification.

I

(Average, $10,000)

$12,500.

Comes Courage"

"Mexican

Gross

"Salute for Three" (Para.)

'Courage', with Show 'London' and Jones
High at $19,500 Top Kaye's $23,000

WARFIELD— (2,680)

Stage: vaudeville.
Gross:
(Average. $19,000).
"Constant Nymph" (W. B.)

—

Texas" (Rep.)

of

Gross:

$3,000.

WORLD— (350.)

(4Oc-50c-55c-75c)

(Average,

GOPHER— (998)

(Average,

7

days.

$2,200).

"What's Buzzin, Cousin"
(35c)
$3,400).

(Univ.)
days.
7

Gross:

Gross:

week.

$7,000.

(40c-55c)

7 days,

(Average,

2nd

$7,000).

"Mantrap" (Rep.) 4 days
"Get Going" (Univ.) 4 days

ASTER— (900)

(20c-30c)

Gross:

7

$3,400.

with
(Average,

days,

$2,300).

"First

Comes Courage"

ORPHEUM— (2,800)

Milwaukee, Aug.

(Col.)
(45c-60c) 7 days.

On

ST.

FRANCIS— (1,400)

(20c-35c-55c-75c)

Gross: $11,000.

(Averae

$13,500.

"Two

week

(S0c-65c) 7 days. Gross:

(Average, $11,500).
Tickets to London" (Univ.)

RIVERSIDE— (2,700)

(44c-60c-75c)

7

days.
Plus Spike Jones and his City
Slickers on stage.
Gross: $24,000. (Average, $15,000).

"DuBarry Was a Lady" (M-G-M)
"Stormy Weather" (2(rth-Fox)

STRAND— (1,400)

downtown week.

Hilliard,

age,

NEICWill Provide
Bond Drive Talent

— Smash went

Estimated receipts for the
ending Aug. 21
"Presenting Lily Mars" (M-G-M)
"Pilot No. 5" (M-G-M)

stage:

Ozzie Nelson's orchestra, Harriet
Gross: $19,500.
Harris & Shore.
(Average, $11,600).
"Dixie" (Para.)
STATE— (2,300) (40c-55c) 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $12,000).
$17,000.

22.

theatre records at the Riverside Theatre
here this week when "Two
Tickets to London" and Spike Jones
and His City Slickers topped Sammy
Kaye's recent all-time high of $23,000 with a better than $24,000 gross.
Runner-up was "Hers to Hold."

PALACE— (2,400)

"The Human Comedy" (M-G-M)

CENTURY— (1,600)

$22.5(K

"The Avengers" (Para.)
days, 3rd week.

"Song

(20c-35c-55c-75c)

days.

$9,500).

'BelV

Campaign Set

For Chicago Opening

—

Chicago, Aug. 22. The newspape
and radio advertising campaign use
in New York and Los Angeles
i

being duplicated here for the premier
of "For
the Bell Tolls" at th;.
State-Lake Theatre Sept. 2.
William Hollander, advertising an
publicity manager for the Balaban an
Katz circuit, is carrying through o
local plans following the departure c
Robert M. Gillham, Paramount ac

Whom

vertising and publicity director, ovt
the weekend for San Francisco to s<!
the campaign for the opening thei
on Sept. 1.

days. 3rd
7
(Aver$4,500.

(50c-65c)

Gross:

$5,500).

"Hers to Hold" (Univ.)

"AU By Myself"

(Univ.)

WARNER— (2,400)

Gross:

$15,000.

(44c-65c)

(Average,

7
$14,000).

days.

"Heaven Cart Wait" (ZOth-Fox)
"Bomber's Moon" (20th-Fox)

WISCONSIN— (3,200)

Gross:

$14,600.

(50c-65c)

(Average,

7
$14,000).

days.

for a national promotional
A talent-pool committee will be
in
campaign for "North Star," accord- formed here today by the National Clark,
ing to an RKO-Radio announcement Entertainment Industry Council to
for
made here over the weekend.
provide immediate cooperation with
Cleveland, Aug. 22. John HimApproval of the budget followed the Treasury and the War Finance
former
local
Paramount
week,
in
Hollywood,
last
the arrival
committee for New York, in the opera- melein,
of S. Barret McCormick, RKO-Radio tion of the War Bond tent to be branch manager, and, more recently
advertising and publicity director, and opened on 50th Street near Sixth Ave- a special representative out of Chicago,
has returned here in the capacity of
William A. Schneider, Donohue and nue on Wednesday.
Coe, ad agency, vice-president.
Anita Grannis, assistant to NEIC assistant to the district manager.
M. R. (Duke) Clark is due to
Ned E. Depinet, president of RKO- coordinator, James L. Sauter, has reRadio. will leave New York shortly signed from that position, but will arrive here Monday to substitute for
for Hollywood to confer with Goldwyn continue as a member of the coordi- district manager Harry Goldstein who
on distribution plans for "The North nating committee. Entire council of is taking a six-months' leave of abNEIC will meet on Sept. 28.
sence on account of ill health.
Star."

$500,000

Blessed

Spitfire's

days.

midweek change.

vital

can

Direction, by Frank McDonald, keeps the proceedings moving at a "Stage Door Canteen" (U.
A.)
Associate producer Armand Schaefer has likewise done
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200) (20c-35c-55c
tuneful gait.
65c) 7 days, 5th week.
Gross:
$11,000. (Av
Original songs are credited to Johnny Marvin erage.
well with the material.
$9,500).

$4,000.

committee is coordinating its activities with research
work of RCA laboratories, and with
television

San Francisco, Aug.

;

"First
Minneapolis, Aug. 22.
manager of the program department. Comes Courage," coupled with a stage
John T. Williams, assistant to Noran show, appeared headed for a $19,500
Kersta, now in the Marine Corps, was week at the Orpheum Theatre, and
"Dixie" was piling up a $17,000 total
named secretary.
Hereafter, programming of NBC's at the State Theatre.
Estimated receipts for the week endEmpire State building television transmitter,
which operates four hours ing Aug. 21

NBC's program department with

Make $27,000

heavily upon radio talent, "Hoosier Holiday" comes up

as an entertaining, tuneful musical picture, which also effectively
presents a timely war message. The "Hoosier Hot Shots," instrumental
and vocal quartet of the National Barn Dance the "Music Maids," four
charming girl vocalists of Bing Crosby's Kraft Music Hall; Isabel Randolph, "Mrs. Uppington" of the Fibber McGee and Molly program
George Hay, "The Solemn Ole Judge" of the "Grand Ole Opry" program; and Lillian Randolph "Birdie" of the "Great Gildersleeve" program, are some of the radio performers who join with Republic's Dale
Evans, of the Chase and Sanborn show, and the studio's newest discovery, George Byron, in giving exhibitors additional exploitation items to
The war message is an appeal for a land army
sell to the customers.
of farmers and farmerettes to help our food production.
The original story and screenplay by Dorrell and Stuart McGowan,
based on an idea of Edward James, has the five Baker boys (George
Byron and the Hoosier Hot Shots) trying to leave their mid- West farm
Thurston Hall, local banker, and draft board
to join the Air Corps.
chairman, turns them down since they are needed more on the farm.
They are in the land army for which they themselves have been recruiting volunteers. When Hall's five daughters (Dale Evans and the Music
Maids) return from finishing school, the harem-scarem Baker boys try
to take advantage of Hall's opposition to them which had grown out of
an old family feud. By playing up to the girls, the Baker boys hope to
force Hall to permit them to enlist in the Air Corps, but their efforts
only lead to a love fest, ending with everybody taking a hand at the

;

weekly,

1943

'Mexican' and

;

of

23,

Himmelein

Cleveland

Para,

—

Henry Junior Goes
Unheralded, Unsung
Filmites in Radio City's
Building, like their colleagues in every other building around this town, are doing a lot of talking about and
walking for the industry^
effort
in
the approaching
Third War Loan. And so it

RKO

|

was

last Friday when a jampacked elevator rode the rails
downward and two dozen film
workers and film executives
emptied into the lobby. One
of the riders, who went comj

pletely unnoticed, was Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau, Jr., Uncle Sam's No. 1

War Bond moneybags.

The

Prize

Leo

Baby

Salutes
the Lion for a

IATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE CORPORATION

;

MOTION

PICTUll!

DAILY
NEW

Exhibitors in

'Heaven'

Cleveland,

Charlotte,

New Haven

Organize

by exhibitors for
participation in the Third
Loan drive, September 9-30,

Organization
their

War

continues apace with Hollywood's
and New York's industrywide efforts to aid the Treasury dispose
bf $15,000,000,000 in extra bond
Reports reaching here yes;sales.
terday from Charlotte, New Haven
and Cleveland are the latest to disclose progress of theatre owners in
held work.
committee
At Charlotte, the

WAC

through Theatre
Owners of North and South Carolina,
Inc., has sent requests to every house
operator in the two states urging 100

(for

per

the

Carolinas,

co-operation

cent

in

the

drive.

The committee is composed of H. F.
Roy Smart, coKincey, chairman
ordinator and Cy Dillon, C. H. Arrington,
H. R. Berry, Lyle M

TUESDAY, AUGUST

U.S.A.,

"Heaven Can Wait" and

the

been

basis

of

placed

current
in

the

estimates,

has

neighborhood of

which is very good.
Holdovers are in the top groove as
"This Is the Army" is running
well.
heavy at the Hollywood, with $47,000
?60,000,

in sight for the fourth week ending
tomorrow night. "Mr. Lucky" and the
stage show featuring the Don Cossack Choir at the Music Hall is

(Continued on page 6)

Net profit of $963,605, after all
charges, for the 26 weeks ended June

was
Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp., compar-

30,

reported here

yesterday by

ing with a net of $507,571 for the first
half of 1942.
This year's half-year
income represents a $456,034 increase
over last year.

Operating profit for the circuit in
(Continued on page 6)

—

23.
John W.
owner and manager of the
suburban Peabody Theatre where a
maintenance employee was fatally injured in an explosion and fire on the
night of Aug. 17, was arrested today
on a second degree murder charge by
Shelby County deputies.

Eaton,

New York

State's quota in
the Third War Loan drive
has been set at $4,709,000,000

by the Treasury Department.
New York City's share is $4,161,000,000,

divided up thusly;

Manhattan,

$3,705,000,000
Kings, $324,000,000 ; Queens,
$92,000,000; Bronx, $38,000,000;
Richmond, $9,000,000. The total
is $331,000,000 more than was
raised during the last bond
drive in April.

Warner

after

a

"careful

investigation."

The

charge will be considered soon by the
Shelby County grand jury. Eaton declined comment following his arrest.
Officials of McGregor, Inc., here revealed following the blast in the theatre's air cooling system that they had
warned Eaton not to switch from the

New Union

Bros.'

Charges
Randforce Interferes

policy of individual

treatment in the selling and merchandising of pictures is proving successful
in
Canada, it was reported by
Ben Kalmenson, general sales manager, on his return to New York
yesterday from conducting the company's two-day Canadian sales meeting
in Montreal.
Actual number of pictures to be
released in Canada during 1943-44
will depend upon the local market's
needs, the same practice that is being
followed here, Kalmenson said.

women

for

men

Washington, Aug. 23.
Field
investigation of the decree situation is moving ahead faster than
anticipated and a considerable volume of data will be available when
Assistant Attorney General Tom
C. Clark goes to the Coast ncxi
month for discussions of changes in
the decree, it was disclosed today.
Preparing to leave for Chicago for
a conference of U. S. attorneys, Clark
said tonight that the department is
receiving "100 per cent cooperation"
its effort to find out just how the
decree has worked, and that it now
ippears probable that he will be able
to carry a complete story to the Coast
about Sept. 15.
While he will be available for exhibitors and others who have film
matters to discuss with him while in

in

in

Canada, to fill
positions of bookers, ad salesmen, film
inspectors and other posts vacated bv
men called into service, has been taking place on a larger scale than in

(Continued on page 6)

in

Nine Radio Heads

To Advise

(Continued on page 6)

70-30 Terms for

Washington, Aug.
ing

Ruled Out
—"For Whom
Aug.

'Bell'

Attorney General Will Gerber requested the issuance of the warrant

use of freon.

N. Y. State's Bond
Quota: $4,709,000,000

Canada for Warners

Warner branches

In Fatal Explosion
Memphis, Aug.

$456,034 Increase

Flexible Policy in

Substitution of

Hold Theatre Man

All Sides

—

i

(Continued on page 6)

$963,605 KAO Net,

From

Business at most theatres along the
Rialto was strong. "DuBarry Was a
Lady" and a stage show headed by
Horace Heidt and It s "Musical
Knights" opened strong at the Capitol
Thursday and recorded an excellent
weekend.
Seven days' business, on

Is

Clark Reports 100% Aid

ond week ending tonight, after doing
a terrific $115,000 record for the first
stanza.

TEN CENTS

Moving Ahead

MOT

concerned, with its
a stage show
featuring Veloz and Yolanda, Jerry
Colonna and Ilona Massey, headed
for an estimated $105,000 in its secare

grosses

as

Industry

By U.S.

Hollywood, Aug. 23. Twenannounced
tieth-Fox today
the
signing
of
Louis de
Rochemont as a producer.
The founder of the March of
Time, he severs his connecand reports
tion with
to the studio Sept. 15. No
subject has as yet been assigned him for production.

talk
far

Picture

Decree Probe

—

The Roxy continues to be the
of the trade along Broadway as

tion

1943

Louis de Rochemont
Signed by 20th-Fox

Grossing $105,000

;

;

24,

the Big

Is

Talk of Broadway,

Field Rush War

Bond Setups

YORK,

Alert,

Toronto,

23.

the Bell Tolls" cannot play Canadian
theatres as a roadshow under contract
terms of 70-30 percentage and $1.50
top admission prices, according to a
ruling formally issued today by R.
G. McMullen, administrator of theatres

and

films.

Under Federal

restrictions govern-

ing theatres and film distributors the
maximum rental is 50 per cent, while
the regular admission scale must be
(Continued on page 6)

Charging interference with their
campaign to organize the circuit's
managers and assistants, officials of
M. P. Theatre Managers and Employees Local 152, UOPWA, CIO,
New Haven, Aug. 23. Weekend
have sent a protest to Louis Frisc.h,
president of the Randforce Circuit, business here suffered as a result of
Brooklyn, threatening to go to the the local "polio" epidemic and warnState Labor Relations Board if the ings from Public Health officials to
the public to shun crowds.
Attendinterference does not stop.
Recently organized union has draft- ance of children and the large milied a special wage scale for New York tary units in the city was cut severemanagers,
assistants,
cashiers
and ly. At neighborhood runs business was
reported off as much as 40 per cent.
doormen.

Paralysis Epidemic
Hits New Haven Take

—

23.

OWI

— Nine

lead-

radio

industry
officials
have
agreed to serve as an advisory and
policy committee to consult with the
Office of War Information on war information matters pertaining to radio.
The committee consists of the following Miller McClintock, president
of Mutual; William S. Paley, president of CBS; Mark Woods, president
:

(Continued on page 6)

Disney Cartoons
Replace 2nd Film
RKO Radio is promoting
the use of extra Walt Disney
cartoons in place of the second feature on double bills.
Four cartoons are in the package, labeled 'Disney Laff Revue.'

Loew's first tested the idea
in its Bridgeport Poli Theatre,
results
bringing
its

by

Loew's through
and on into the
Midwest. Feiber and Shea and
other circuits have also adoptspread

New England
ed

it.

Motion Picture Daily

2

272 'This

Personal
Mention
TOM

Army'

is

CONNORS,

•

Brothers

Technicolor

prints

have 450
"This Is the

will

of
Army," for Army Relief, working in
September. This will be the maximum. Out of necessity, the company
is understood to be in no hurry about
closing actual run contracts, because
there are not enough prints to fill
Prints are being put to
bookings.
work as fast as they are received, but
will take another few weeks before
entire 450 print-order is delivered

it

George Ettinger of the Columbia
the
exploitation department returned from

by Technicolor.

vacation yesterday.

1943

to

Tighten Standards
Hollywood, Aug. 23

Warner

24,

Mexico Censors

Coast Flashes

'Premieres' Are Set

vice-president
in charge of distribution; Jack
Bloom, assistant to L. J. Schlaifer,
and Eddie Collins, assistant to W. C.
Gehring, all of 20th Century-Fox,
have left for sales conferences in New
Haven and Canada. Gehring will accompany Connors to Canada.

Independent Theatre Owners
THESouthern
California and Arizona

of

trustees at the past week's session in

eral

—

Mexico

City, Aug. 23. Censorship
Mexican and foreign films is to be
will meet Friday to implement plans more stringent in order to make them
formulated by Pacific Coast Confer- conform more closely to the new moral
ence of Independent Theatre Owners norms in wartime, the Mexican fedof

San Francisco.
•

'

film supervision and censorship
department has declared. These norm-,
in effect since 1940, are designed to

Chairman Henry Ginsberg of the safeguard
Motion Picture Committee for Holly- film-going

wood has appointed
cial

labor

the following spe-

committee to conduct the

Third War Loan drive within their
groups David Butler, Screen Directors
Guild
Jane Murfin,
Screen
Writers Guild
Ralph Byrd, Screen
Actors Guild; Carl Cooper, IATSE;
Herbert Sorrell, Conference of Studio

the 'moral' interests oW*»J
public and will be^j
fundamental basis on which a picture
will be ruled eligible for exhibition in
Mexico, the department declared.

:

•

Hortense Shorr returned

yester-

The main "Army" activity now is
premieres
special
the
setting
up
wherever possible, as print availMore than 272 of
abilities permit.

day from a two-week vacation at New
London, Conn.
these advanced-scale local premieres
•
Harry Goldstein, former manager have been set to date, with several
additional applications for
of the Globe on Broadway, was in- hundred
premiere dates on hand. Here again,
ducted into the Army late last week.
rapidity of filling the bookings is con•
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO Radio tingent upon availability of prints,
each
sales promotion manager, has returned which is slowed down because
print goes into an extended run imfrom a two-week vacation.
mediately after the premiere.
•
"This Is the Army" has played to
Mary Sitton, Paramount Chicago
exchange inspectress and member of 4,000,000 in 126 cities in less than two
the executive board of IATSE, Local weeks, except for the Broadway run,
which has been in progress at the
B-45, has joined the WAC.
•
Hollywood Theatre for four weeks,
execu- Warners reported yesterday.
Arthur De Bra,
tive, returned yesterday from a twoweek vacation at Quaker Hill, Pawling, N. Y.

MPPDA

•

Frank Rosenberg, Columbia

exyesterday for
Camp Campbell, Ky., to arrange for a
"Saraha" opening for the second anniversary of the 4th Armored Corps
He will return
division on Sept. 2.

ploitation director,

at the

Tuesday, August

U.A. Shows First
Cagney Production

left

•

;

NEW YORK THEATRES

Unions
Frank
Carothers,
basic
agreement signatories.
•
Monogram announced the release of
its first eight productions on its 194344 program
"Lady Let's Dance,"
"Hitler's Women," "Sweethearts of
;

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
CARY GRANT

:

the U.S.A.," "The Unknown Guest,"
"Spotlight Scandals,"
"Mr. Muggs
Steps
Out,"
"M e 1 o d y Parade,"
"Charlie Chan in the Secret Service."

MR. LUCKY
with LARAINE DAY
AN RKO RADIO PICTURE

Symphony Orchestra

Revue

Gala Stags

First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.

Circle 6-4600

•

PRC

O. H. Briggs, president of
Pictures, is due here Aug. 30 for a
week of conferences incidental to the
transfer of
production to the

PRC

newly acquired Fine Arts Studio.
•

Stanton Griffis left here for the
East Sunday night by plane after conferences with
Y. Frank Freeman,
Henry Ginsberg and B. G. DeSylva.

"Johnny Come Lately," first James
Cagney starring production for Unit•
ed Artists, was "sneak-previewed" for
M-G-M announced John Nesbitt is
company executives, circuit heads and making ten Passing Parades in 1943press, at a public showing, last night,

weekend.

;

at

Loew's Ziegfeld Theatre.

U.A. was

44 due to his preoccupation with government work.

•
of United Artists foreign host at dinner preceding the preview.
The 48-hour week became effective
department will arrive in
Among those present were Ernest
New York today by plane, concluding Emerling, Eugene Picker, John Be- here today with a number of exa three-months' business trip to Mexi- nis, Harry Goldberg, Nat Fellman, changes, and others in the industry,
Harry Rosenquist, Frank Marshall, seeking exemptions. The War Manco and Cuba.
•
Rinzler and power Commission has not yet decided
L. G. Kaufman, Sam
Bill Thomas, of Pine-Thomas, Joseph Seider. United Artists home whether to grant or to deny the appli-

Len Daly

publicity

Paramount producers, left yesterday
Wilmington and Washington.

for

Abe Goodman,

•
ad-production

ager of 20th Century-Fox,

is

man-

on vaca-

tion.

•

Ellman,

Henri

PRC

Chicago

franchise holder, arrived in New York
Arthur
with
confer
to
yesterday
Greenblatt, sales manager.
•

Roy Haines, Western and Southern
division

manager

for

Warners,

left

executives included Grad Sears,
Kelly, Carl Leserman, Edward Schnitzer, Harry Gold. Sam
Lefkowitz, Harry Buckley, Walter
Gould, Paul Lazarus, Sr., Manny Silverstone, Phil Dow, Jack Ellis, Jack
Wrege, Charles Steele, Steve McGrath, Harry Muller, Paul Lazarus,
Robin Harris, Arthur Jeffrey,
Jr.,
Arnold Stoltz and Herb Berg. James
Mulvey and Joseph Shea represented

office

Cagney.
Following trade

paper representaR. W. Baremore,

tives were present
William G. Formby, James Cunningham, Jack Harrison, James Ivers,
Mori Krushen, Charles Lewis, Frank
Leyendecker, Al Picoult, Floyd Stone,
John Stuart and Lou Pellegrine.

night for

a

mid-West

tour.

•

Leonard Schlesinger, for mer
Warner Theatre executive, has been
assigned to the Bureau of Yards and
Docks, Navy Building, Washington.
•

Robert

H. Dann
Hollywood

RKO

will
of
Sept. 10 to assume his new post as vice-president
and general counsel of Vanguard Prowill follow two
ductions. Mrs.

leave for

Dann

weeks

later.

•

Steve Broidy, Monogram general
sales manager, has left for the Coast.

Rodger s
M-G-M

executives,

left

ters,

following

distributor

a

meeting

Aztec Eagle award.
A Paramount

Legion Rates Five;

members

at the

Hotel yesterday afternoon.

Warwick

wa r

Picture

&Q0^
AND BAND
CONDOS BtfOS.
JACK MARSHALL

I

I

s
t
s q'u% e

B' for 'Fired Wife'
Universal's "Fired Wife" gets a
Class B (objectionable in part) rating
in the current Legion of Decency listing.
Listed as Class A-I, for general patronage,
are "Death Valley
Manhunt," Republic
"Passport to
Suez," Columbia, and "True to Life,"
Paramount.
Class A-II, for adults,
was given RKO's "Fallen Sparrow."
"Light treatment of marriage" was
the reason given by the Legion for the

K

•

/

TIMES T~

ataterV" J

PERSON

IN
Harry

LANGDON

ON SCREEN
BING CROSBY
DOTTY LAMOUR

EDITH FELLOWS

"DIXIE"

Attraction

Added

;

B

rating.

Fox Reopens Two

—

theatres here, the Lincoln, on Lincoln
Ave.,, and the Mirth, on Kinnickinnic

IN

ARTHUR TRACY

COLOR

i

PALACE
EXCLUSIVE

FIRST

B WAY &
47th St.

RUN THEATRE

WORLD PREMIERE
JOHN

GARFIELD

'FALLEN

MAUREEN

O'HARA

SPARROW

Ave.
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'

BENNY

PARAMOUNT

bon d s

MASSEY

ROXYH

HCTUtf

In Person

BETTY HUTTON

Walt Disney arrived here from DeHe will leave for Mexico
City by plane tomorrow to accept the

for

WAC

?0lh CfNTUBr-FOJt

BOB HOPE

Milwaukee,
Aug.
23.
Fox
Washington last night on War Activities Committee-Government film mat- Amusement Corp. has reopened two
of

,

troit today.

William F. Rodgers and Henderson
Richey,

COtONNA

llono

•

"Fired Wife"

to Capital

Jerry

cations.

Arthur

:

last

VEIOZ and YOLANDA

:

•

THERE'S

A SWELL

PICTURE AT

UNITED ARTISTS
CALLED
DON'T BOO*
o0
Iphe

i

immoral
and

an

BILLIE

production

'STORMY WEATHER'

Screen play by

UNITED ARTISTS

BUY

RE

«M

ondolof

°™'t cnzy...b at

FREDERICK JACKSON

THE ATTACK f

,

of
other smart
film buyers

BURKE

JUNE HAVOC

Released thru

CJC

•

ANDREW STONE
Director of

S

POLA NEGRI

"DENNIS O'KEEFE

YOU

-W/LiM£ R&V[NC£Nr

MENJOU- Martha SCOTT

with

:

(r _

WAR BONDS!

THIRD

WAR LOAN!

9^bbed
m

it

they've

like crazyi

CLAUDIA

Olga Baclanova
William Goetz
Ryskind

•

McGuire
Robert Young «lna Claire
Reginald Gardiner
Directed by Edmund Goulding
Produced by William Perlberg
Charge of Production
Adapted for the Screen by Morrie
Play by Rose Franken as Produced for the Stage by John Golden

with Dorothy
•

in

From the

•

•

•

.

!

>Vit

a

He said you'd
the

your

triple

World Premiere

stars

and

editor of

stuff

— you

CLAUDIA

Omaha — without

did

it!

is

rolling

definitely

And

— and at

caravans,

Jack Rachman, drama
this to

say:

along with another big

heading

line-up of outstanding hits! Effect
terrific !"

success

Omaha's World-Herald had

20th Century-Fox
one!

in

New York

for top billing in

on entire audience

look at this wire that just

came

in:

CENTURY-FOX
BACK THE ATTACK/ BUY WAR BONDS! THIRD WAR LOAN
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Exhibitors in
FieldRushWar

Chicago,
Aug.
23.— Si Fabian,
chairman of the War Activities Com-

Friend," to be shown in thousands of theatres during the
Third War Loan drive, Sept.
9 through 30, the War Activi-

Committee

ties

mittee,

announced

being requested to buy bonds for themselves
and each member of their families before asking patrons to buy, the same
is being urged of all members of theatre personnel, the use of premieres
in
promoting bond sales is being
stressed, and owners are being advised
to enlist the support of local heroes
on furlough as a promotion angle.

Loan campaign, addressed about 125
industry representatives at the Blackstone Hotel here today in preparation
for the biggest bond selling job ever

Dorothy Lamour, Hedy LaGreer Garson, Judy Garland,
Joan Crawford, Lucille Ball, Cary
Grant, Mickey Rooney, Dick Powell,
Fred Astaire, Edward Arnold, Walter
Pidgeon, Red Skelton and Kay Kyser
and his band.
Cleveland exchange men met yesterday to outline plans to promote the
September bond sale. I. J. Schmertz,
20th-Fox branch manager, and cochairman with W. N. Skirball of the

WAC,

will pre-

side.

Chairmen Named
In New Haven, following a meeting at the Hotel Taft for the September War Bond campaign, at which I.

Hoffman and Harry Shaw, War-

ner and Loew-Poli division managers
respectively, presided, the following
exhibitor chairmen have been
appointed for the state: H. Shaw, Matt
Saunders, J. J. Scanlon, Fred Greenway, Ernest Dorau, Joseph Miklos,
and R. B. Hamilton.
Assisting are Alexander Hamilton,
Sam Weiss, Robert E. Russell, John
Hesse, Jim Darbv, D. Rich, J. Borenstein,
Sanson,
Henry Needles,
J.
Morris Harris, T. Grace, J. Murphy,
J. Boyle, J. W. Smith, Edward Fitz-

Leo

H.

J.

Harvey,

J.

Samartano,

them traveling 1,000 miles for the
were among those present.
Plans were made for the greatest ef-

of

fort

U. S. Decree Probe

Moving Ahead
1

Chicago, Clark said no conferences
have been formally scheduled. However, as in the case of his visits to
other cities, it is expected exhibitors
will be present for impromptu sessions.
There has been no change in
the decree situation itself, he said, and
no proposals for revision of the decree have yet been advanced by either
the Government or the participating
parties.

'Lassie' for

Music Hall

"Lassie
Come Home
Again" will follow the engagement of
"So Proudly
Hail," the Music
Hall's next attraction, G. S. Eyssell,

M-G-M's

We

managing
day.

director,

the

industry

has ever put

selling $15,000,000,000 worth of bonds
50,000,000 different people in the

(.Continued from

maintained

at

announced yester-

page

pointed out by McMullen,
that

the

1)

theatres,

all

stabilizing

of

was

it

who added
terms

rental

had been effected to protect exhibitors.
In the case of Royal Alexandra Theatre, Toronto, where "Fantasia" was
playing at the time of the basic period

covering the four weeks Sept. 18 to
Oct. 11, 1941,

top

price

shows

is

exceeded

McMullen declared
there for

fixed

the

road-

film

75 cents, and could not be
in

roadshowing

of

starts

Sept.

9.

"Bell,"

while the rental figure even there
could not be higher than SO per cent.
This was the only theatre having a
roadshow during the basic period and
thus all others cannot go beyond the
regular admission scale.

With

Jay N. Whipple, vice chairman
the

(Continued from

Finance Committee, expressed the hope that 1,000 or 1,500
new theatres would be added to the

1)

holds the bill will continue for a
seventh, otherwise "So proudly^"Hail" and a stage show move
the Hall at the conclusion of the
sixth week of the current film.

V

The Paramount

.

enjoying good
Face It" and
Benny Goodman and his band on the

business with

is

"Let's

stage. The show holds for a fourth,
after doing about $80,000 for its third

week.
finding

"For Whom the Bell Tolls" is
smooth going at the Rialtc,

where a $33,500 gross appears
sixth

'Rhine'

of

War

page

headed for a neat $105,000 for its
fifth
week, ending tomorrow night
and holds for a sixth.
If business

for the
run.

Whipple Speaks

Ruled Out

'Bell'

The Strand

week

of

Opens

its

likely

road-show

at Strand

open with "Watch
on the Rhine" and Abe Lyman and
his band on the stage Friday, followtotal of 4,500 who are now issuing
ing the fifth and concluding week of
agents.
Fabian praised the industry's
"The Constant Nymph" and Carmen
record to date, but said that we are
Cavallaro and his orchestra, which is
now on a team with radio, newspapers, expected
to garner about $36,000 for
retailers^ and outdoor advertisers and
the final seven days.
must unite for the prosecution of the
"We've Never Been Licked" will
war until victory. Francis Harmon,
gross about $24,000 in its first week
coordinator, predicted that as
at the Criterion, and continues.
The
a result of the war loan effort, the
Globe will bring in "Salute to the
industry would be united as never beMarines," Saturday, following confore and that even more important was
clusion of the sixth and final stanza
the national unity which is being
of "Victory Through Air Power,"
achieved.
Exhibitors are urged to which is headed for an estimated
$6,will

WAC

sign a pledge of cooperation in triplicate.

One copy goes

to

500 gross this week.
"Frontier Badis expected to wind up its twoweek stay at the Rialto with about
$5,000 for its second seven-day perriod, with "Hitler's Madmen" opening
Friday.
"Best Foot Forward" rolls
along at the Astor, where it grossed
about $17,000 in its eighth week, and

New York men"

headquarters, one to the state chairman and one to National Screen Service.
The one to NSS is used as an
order for the gratis campaign trailer.
Use of an additional war loan accessory kit which its being made available through NSS at a below cost
price of 75 cents, was urged.

reference to the new season's
McMullen declared he had
Seeks Good Ideas
passed upon the proposed booking contracts for pictures in special and other
Ray Beal, Interstate Circuit, gave
classes with the exception of one film details of the national
campaign and
exchange where executive personnel requested exhibitors to report any
good
had recently been changed, but the ideas to the committee for use nanew season's list was expected from tionally. Jack Kirsch presided in the
this company in the next few days.
absence of Jules Rubens, Illinois state

continues.

product,

chairman,

Some Loew Theatres
To Play
Charles

Among

who

Paramount

Whom

Bell

theatres

the

Tolls,"

M. Reagan, Paramount

is

ill.

were Ralph

present

Branton, Des Moines,

Marc Wolf and

The picture will open extended engagements on a continuous run adthe
the
the

KAO

Net,
$963,605
$456,034 Increase
(Continued from page

1)

NBC

;

NAB

David
Fred
Wehrenberg, St. Louis H. E. Jamey- and Martin Campbell, managing dison and E. C. Rhoden, Kansas; Mau- rector of WFA, Dallas, and WBAP,
rice Barr, New Orleans
Arthur Leh- Fort Worth.
man, Jackson, Miss.; Frank Selzer,
Hollywood John Friedl, Minneapolis
B. J. McKenna, Oklahoma City and
Flexible
in
Harold Fitzgerald, Milwaukee.
Indianapolis

Kaufman

;

WHN

and

;

;

;

Policy
Canada for Warners

of-town theatres.

;

(Continued from page

of the Blue Network; Niles Trammell, president of
Lewis Allen
Weiss, vice president and general
manager of Don Lee Neville Miller,
president;
Leo Fitzpatrick,
vice-president and general manager of
the Good-Will Station, Detroit; Herbert L. Pettey, director of

;

as-

general sales manager, announced yesterday, following consummation of a deal with Joseph R. Vogel, Loew executive in charge of outsistant

vanced-price basis Sept. 30 at
Stillman
Theatre,
Cleveland
Broad Theatre, Columbus, and
Great Lakes Theatre, Buffalo.

Nine Radio Heads
To Advise OW1

;

those

Don Rossiter,
'Bell Tolls' Arthur,
Les
out of town
product will

circuit

which play
show "For

(Continued from page

that

forth in order to achieve the goal of

70-30 Terms for

Loew

Ricci.

Is

some

meeting,

campaign which

marr,

patrick,

state chairmen,

to

cludes

J.

Ten

attempted.

Stars to Appear

local division of the

division, and L. C.
chairman of the Third War

Grossing $105,000

theatre

Griffith,

yesterday. This will be the
only free trailer available to
exhibitors at National Screen
Service exchanges, since another trailer being readied,
featuring Rosalind Russell,
will be tacked on to the five
newsreels. Ladd's trailer was
made in Walla, Walla, Wash.,
where he is stationed, and
was directed by Capt. Sherry
Shrouds, with Capt. Ted McCord as cameraman.

are

In Cleveland, Frank Selzer, advance man for the bond "Caravan of
Stars," spent the weekend arranging
with local Caravan chairman Nat
Wolf, Warner zone manager, for the
appearance of the stars in Cleveland
on Sept. 14th. Tentative list of stars
scheduled to work in Cleveland on
that date to boost the bond sale in-

the Big

Is

On Third War Loan Talk of Broadway,

Alan Ladd stars in a
trailer, titled "Letter from a

Irvin.

operators

24, 194

Cpl.

(Continued from page 1)
Wilson, George W. Parr, Roy Rowe,
C. R. Bamford, H. H. Everett and

Theatre

Fabian, Griffith Talk 'Heaven'

Alan Ladd Stars
In 3rd Loan Trailer

Bond Setups
Warren

Tuesday, August

1)

1943 was $1,953,629, compared with
$1,300,100 last year.
Charged against
the operating net this year was $317,773 for depreciation and provision of
$672,251 for income taxes.

Dedicate Victory

Square on Sept. 3
Official

dedication

Square-War Center

of the Victorywill take place on

night of Sept. 3, preceded by a
parade of Armed Forces, it was announced yesterday by Major L. E.
Thompson, of RKO, in charge of the
project for the Treasury Department.
Mayor LaGuardia and military chiefs
will officiate at the opening, and 2,000
guests will witness a military exhibit
and talent show, the latter sponsored
by the United Theatrical War Activities
Committeee.
Opening for the
public will be on Sept. 9.
the

(Continued from page

1)

country, but extra effort is enabling exchanges to maintain effithis

ciency.

Arthur Sachson, assistant general
manager,
and
Norman H.
Moray, short subject sales manager,
returned to New York, with Kalmenson from Canada.
sales

State
Loew's

Marks 22nd Year
State

will

mark

its

22nd

year Monday, Aug. 30 with a party
for 22 servicemen and women whc
are celebrating their 22nd birthday;
on that date.

You can obtain maximum efficiency and economy from
your Victory Carbons by observing the following simple
rules.

USE CARBON TRIM RECOMMENDED FOR YOUR PROJECTION EQUIPMENT.

The Victory Carbon trims indicated in the above table
were established by comprehensive laboratory and field
tests to ascertain the best results obtainable in all types

tween positive and negative carbons. On lamps equipped
with adjustable feed and formerly operated above 45
amperes arc current, this ratio should be adjusted to
meet the new current conditions.

A

bulletin describing operation of the new Victory High
Intensity Carbons is available for distribution and will
be sent promptly upon request.

of equipment
OPERATE CARBONS AT SPECIFIED ARC CURRENT.

Better projection and greater economy are obtained
when recommended arc currents are maintained. The
maximum allowable arc current is stamped on each
Victory Carbon at the left of the trade-mark.
CHECK FEED RATIO CAREFULLY.

Changes of arc current

alter the ratio of

SAVE

TATES"

„WAR
IONDS

H

E

COPPER

Most

of the coppei used for plating copper coated
projector carbons drops to the floor of the lamp house
when the carbons are burned. Continue to save these
copper drippings and turn them over to your supply
dealer as designated by our government.

burning rate be-

FQgyiCTORY

BUY
'NITED

T

Carbon Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

QH3

GENERAL OFFICES
Street, New York, N.

30 East 42nd

Y.

BRANCH SALES OFFICES
New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco

Motion Picture Daily
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49 Shooting,
50 Preparing,

58 Editing
—

Hollywood, Aug. 23. The producweekend indicated in-

tion scene at the

creasingly heavy shooting schedules on
almost every lot, with 50 pictures in
preparation, most of them to start during September. There were 49 before
the cameras, compared with 52 the
previous week, 11 finished to three for
the week before, and eight new ones
started, which was par with the preFifty-eight were editing,
vious week.
compared to 57 the week before.
The figure of 50 preparing was a
record for the year with the next highest preparation mark having been set
the week ending Aug. 7, when 47 were
The production scene
being readied.
at the weekend

Columbia
"Tropicana,"
"Cover
Girl," "There's Something About a
Soldier," "Ten Percent Woman."
Finished: "Is Everybody Happy?"

Shooting

Shooting

:

"Gaslight,"

:

Owen, Donald Stuart, Russell
Marc
Horace McNally,
Cramer, "Mr. Co-Ed," with Red Skelton, Esther Williams, Harry James
and orchestra, Xavier Cugat and orinald

Gleason,

chestra, Carlos Ramirez.

Shooting

"Andy Hardy's Blonde

:

Trouble," "Broadway Rhythm," "Meet
the People," White Cliffs of Dover,"
"See Here, Private Hargrove," "Rationing."

Finished

"America,"

:

"A

Guy

Joe."

Monogram
"Mr. Muggs

.Started:
Steps Out,"
with Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Halliwell Hobbs, Eddie Gribbon,
Joan

Marsh, Billy Benedict, David Durand,
Stanley Brown, Nick Stuart, Betty
Blythe, Bobby Stone, Jimmy Strand,
Lottie Harrison, Patsy Moran, Bud
Gorman. "Sweethearts of the U. S.
A.," with Una Merkel, Donald Novis,
Lillian Cornell, Joel Friend, Parkyakarus, Ralph Sanford, Cobina Wright,
Sr., Judith Gibson, Joe Devlin, Vince
Barnett, Forrest Taylor, Marion Mar"The Sultan's
tin,
Joseph Kirk.
Daughter," with Ann Corio, Charles

Butterworth,

Edward

Louis, Aug. 23.

—A

resolution

being used for political purdomestic affairs of the
in
Government, will be introduced by
Congressman Ploeser, of Missouri, as
soon as Congress reconvenes next
month, he reports here.
Ploeser wants to determine whether
there has been any pressure brought
to bear on the industry, to allegedly
cause it to make political propaganda
films for domestic consumption.

try is
poses

Attend
CI A A Screenings
Hollywood, Aug. 23. — The Office of

15,618,733

the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs revealed today a total attend-

ance of 15,618,733 at 64,639 screenings
of 16 mm. films sponsored by CIAA
to

—

whether the film indus-

Tim and

Norris,

Irene Ryan,
Fortunio Bonanova,

$28,000 for
'Army' in 2nd

Week

Capital

LOEWS CAPITOL— (3,434)

age. $16,400).
"Hitler's Madman"

(M-G-M)

HIPPODROME— (2,100)

vitch

(35c-40c-55c-65c)

Gross: $14,000.
(Average, $9,500).
"Behind the Rising Sun" (RICO)

7 days.

"Chatterbox" (RKO)

TWENTIETH CENTURY— (3,000)

55c) 7 davs, 3rd
erage, $10,600).

week.

(35c-

Gross: $13,000. (Av-

My Guy" (Univ.)
LAFAYETTE— (3,000)

"He's

3rd week.

(35c- 55c)

Gross: $12,400.

7

days,

(Average,

$10,-

500).

Conn. Allied to Meet
New Haven, Aug. 23.—Allied The-

(28c-39c-44c

On stage: Mine
days, 2nd week.
Harmonica Rascals; Cynda Glenn

(Average, $22,000).
Gross: $19,000.
"Dixie" (Para.)

LOEW'S COLUMBIA—

(1.234)
(30c -50c
Gross: I8.0CC
7 days, 3rd downtown week.
(Average, $6,900).
(W.B.)
"This Is the
(30c -40c -50c -75c -90c)
(2,210)

EARLE—

Army"

2nd week.
On stage: Lyda Su<
Gross: $28,00(
Ladd Lyon. Roxyettes.
(Average, $18,800).
"Saludos Amigos" (RKO-Disney)

days.

"Here to Hold" (Univ.)

United States.

7

66c)

"Buckskin Frontier" (U. A.)

persons attended 16,882 screenings in
Latin-American countries, the rein the

1945'

,

Aug. 1.
breakdown shows that 7,920,995

mainder

24,

Buffalo, Aug. 23. "DuBarry Was
Lady" is doing what was expected
at the Buffalo and probably will lead
The Hipfor the week with $20,000.
podrome went out of its role as a
Washington, D. C. Aug. 23.—
moveover house this week, is playing
Warner Bros.' "This Is the Army'
"Hitler's Madman" and probably will
still proves to be the outstanding filrr
surprise with a good $14,000.
in Washington, estiros.^c-i
Estimated receipts for the week end- attraction
to do $28,000 in its second weekly
ing Aug. 28
Earle.
A runner-up is "Heaven
"DuBarry Was a Lady" (M-G-M)
BUFFALO— (3,489) (35c-40c-55c-6Sc) 7 Wait," which will do an above-aver
(Average, $16,500)
Gross: $20,000.
age $18,500 at Loew"s Palace.
days.
"Heaven Can, Wait" (20th-Fox)
Estimated grosses for the weel
"Night Plane From Chungking" (Para.)
are
GREAT LAKES— (3,000) (35c -40c -55c -65c) ending August 26(M-G-M)
"Above Suspicion"
7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $16,000.
(Avera

A

brau tomorrow.

with Ingrid
Bergman, Charles Boyer, Joseph Cotten, Dame May Whitty, Angela Lansbury.
"The Canterville Ghost," with
Charles Laughton, Margaret O'Brien,
Robert Young, Rags Ragland, William Tannen, Frances Raeburn, Reg-

Named

St.

to investigate

"The Next of Kin" (Univ.)
RKO-KEITH'S^(1.800)
(40c-50c-65c)
Gross: $13,000.
(Average, $11,400).
"Pride of the Yankees" (RKO-Goldwyn)

days.

Warners Buys Art

atre Owners of Connecticut will hold
a special luncheon-meeting at the Hof-

M-G-M
Started

Threatens Probe
'DuBarry' $20,000
On Political Films
Is Buffalo's Best

:

Goldwyn
"Up in Arms."

Tuesday, August

Theatre in Springfield

—

Maxwell Alderman,

Springfield, Mass., Aug. 23. The
Art Theatre here has been taken over
as a second-run house by the Warner

executive secretary and delegate to
the Allied Baltimore convention, recently held, will report.
Questionnaires for consent decree viewpoints
will be distributed.

Bros, circuit.
While the purchase
has been completed, further details
were not available, although it was
learned that Warners will take over
within 10 days.

METROPOLITAN— (1,600)

days.

Gross:

$9,000.

(30c-44c)

(Average,

$6,900).

"Heaven Can Wait" (ZOth-Fox)

LOEW'S PALACE— (2,242)

days.

Gross: $18,500.

(28c-55c)

(Average.

$17,600).

De Havilland Sues
To Cancel Contrac
— Olivia

Los Angeles, Aug.

23.

d

Havilland filed suit in Superior Coui!
Poulton
here today asking the court to declar
her contract with Warners void und(
Albert
New Haven, Aug. 23.
a state law providing contracts to t
Poulton, for many years theatre game
$150,000 for 'Canteen'
unenforceable after seven years.
representative in this territory, and
Chicago, Aug. 23. "Stage Door
The action contends the contrai
once Paramount salesman in Denver,
Canteen" is cited for the all-time re- ended
last May.
is new Monogram salesman for Maine,
cord at the State-Lake Theatre, with
New Hampshire and Vermont.
a gross of $150,000 in its first five
weeks.
It will continue for at least
Dorothy Kelly, George Givot, Isabel two more weeks.
Radio spot anin
Jewell, Rita Corday, Amelita Ward, nouncements, used for the first time by
Washington, Aug. 23. A ne
Brill,
Margaret Landry, Ed United Artists, will also be used on
Patti
Gargan, Elaine Riley.
"Victory Through Air Power," which company, Capitol & Allied Theatre
"Rookies in Burma," opens at the Woods Theatre on Aug. Ltd., capitalized at $900,000, has bee
Shooting
formed in Eire to acquire the Capit*
"Tender Comrade," "The Ghost 30.
Cinema, Pillar Picture House, Mai
Ship," "Higher and Higher," "ReStreet Picture House, New Electr
venge."
Theatre and the Rotunda Cinema, tl
'Freedom'
Finished: "Gildersleeve on Broad"Seeds of Freedom," modernized U. S. Department of Commerce hei
way," "Government Girl."
version of Sergei Eisenstein's "Po- reports from Dublin.
Republic
temkin," will have its U. S. premiere
Shooting "In Old Oklahoma."
at the Stanley Theatre here this mornJoins
Broadcast."
"Mystery
Finished:
ing.
Produced by William Sekeley
James A. Stangarone, formerly
20th Century-Fox
"Tampico," and directed by Hans Burger, the new Life magazine, has been named assis
"Lifeboat,"
Shooting
sequences were prepared by Albert ant to Phil A. Williams, March
"Pin-Up Girl," "Buffalo Bill," "The
Maltz and have Henry Hull and Aline Time advertising director, it was ai
Lodger."
MacMahon, among others, in them. nounced yesterday. Stangarone w;
United Artists
Artkino Pictures will distribute.
previously connected with Penn
(Samuel Bronston)
tual Insurance Co. and with Barrc
Shooting "Jack London."
Collier in a sales capacity.
(Gregor Rabinovitch)
Soviet
to
Finished: "The Girl from LeninAndrei A. Gromyko, new Soviet

Mono. Names

—

—

New Company Gets
5 Theatres

—

Eir

:

Opens Today

:

MO!

Stangarone

<

:

!

m

:

Envoy

Jack LaRue, Gene Stutnorth, Chris- grad."
Pin Martin, Joseph J. Greene, FredUniversal
die Fisher and orchestra.
Started: "Moonlight and Cactus,"
Shooting "Death Valley Rangers," with Elyse Knox, Leo Carrillo, An"Hitler's Women."
drews Sisters, Tom Seidel, Shemp
Finished: "East of the Bowery."
Howard, Tom Kennedy, Murray Al-

Be Host

'Stalingrad' Screening

and Mme. Gromyko,
Th;
City
"The
Paramount's
will host the Washington diplomatic
Stopped Hitler Heroic Stalingrad
corps and newspaper correspondents,
official Russian Army film record
columnists, and radio commentators at
the siege of Russia's Pittsburgh, v/i
Washington preview of
special
a
be screened for the trade at the 20
Paramount's "The City That Stopped
Century-Fox projection room at 3'
Paramount
per, Frank Lackteen, Eddie Quillan, Hitler
Heroic Stalingrad," on ThursWest 44th Street, New York, Aug. 2
Shooting
''Going My Way," Mitch Ayres and orchestra.
day evening in the Interior Departat 2 :30 P.M.
"Gung Ho," "Ali Baba ment Auditorium.
Shooting
"Henry Aldrich, Boy Scout," "Ministry of Fear," "Standing Room Only," and the 40 Thieves," "His Butler's
Premier
'Claudia'
"The Story of Dr. Wassell," "French- Sister."
Para. Salesman Omaha, Aug. 23. World premie
Finished: "Gunfighters," "Set to
man's Creek," "Hail the Conquering
Music."
Los Angeles, Aug. 23. Vincent of 20th Century-Fox's "Claudia"
Hero."
Murphy, formerly assistant booker at the Paramount Theatre here late la
P. R. C.
Warner Bros.
"Smokes £
the
enriched
Finished: "Harvest Melody."
"Passage to Marseille," the Paramount exchange here, has week,
Shooting
thre
"Destination Tokyo," "In Our Time," been promoted to salesman, replacing Service Men" fund by nearly
RKO-Radio
cigarettes, a
Started "The Falcon and the Co- "Conflict," "Rhapsody in Blue," E. E. Bauerman, who has returned quarters of a million
cording to manager Ted Emerson.
as booking manager.
eds," with Tom Conway, Jean Brooks, "Shine On, Harvest Moon."

Ambassador,

—

:

;

—

:

:

Murphy,

:

:

I

Fund

—

—

;

'

—

MO

,
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Screen Broadcast
^5,714,392
Asks Dismissal of
W.B. Net for FTC Ad Film Order
Nine Months A
and dismissal
of the Federal Trade Commission order directing Screen Broadcast Corp.
and Albert Fair, president, among
eight respondents, to desist from acts
petition for review

Zarns $1.46 on

Common,

$57.49 on Preferred

alleged to restrain trade in the making, booking and distribution of adNet profit of $5,714,392 was re- vertising films for theatres was filed
nted yesterday by Warner Broth- in the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
rs for the nine months ended May 29,
here yesterday by Screen Broadcast.

deducting all charges inuding amortization and depreciation
id provision for Federal income and
after

1043,

This compares
ecess profits taxes.
jfith a net of $5,371,875 for the corisponding 1942 period.

The petition, filed by Willard
McKay, counsel, contends that

S.

the

FTC

order of June 25 was based upon
stipulations entered into by all respondents with the exception of Screen

Broadcast at a hearing in Kansas City
During the nine months a provision a year ago. It contends that it is not
$4,500,000 was made for net losses bound by the order because it was not

fixed assets sold subsequent to May
',
No provision for contingen1943.
es was required in respect of foreign

l

during the nine months ended
iay 29, 1943, whereas during the cor:sponding period last year a proviisets

';on

was made

in

the

amount

of $1,-

;5,ooo.

Provision for Federal income taxes
{Continued on page 7)

Sew York Theatres

Ready for Bonds
theatres of the New York
etropolitan exchange area yesterday
id cleared their decks to "back the
Jctack" in the Third War Loan Drive
fhich. starts Sept. 9.
Various local committees of
=ive met with representatives of the

Film

a party to the stipulations.
The petition enters sweeping denials of the
FTC's report and findings, contending
that no proof was adduced at the hear(Continued on

page 7)

Demand

Protection
Vs. Power Failure

Murfreesboro, Tenn., Aug. 24.
Theatres and other electric power
users here, in Lebanon, and in other
towns in mid-Tennessee, are demanding of Tennessee Valley Authority
that additional power feeder lines be
afforded this section following two
complete power failures on successive
Saturday nights when theatres are at

(

capacity.

Patronage of soldiers now on man(Continucd on page 7)

25,

TEN CENTS

1943

Disney, Ford Confer

On Johnny Soy Bean
Detroit,

Aug.

24.

—After

War

S.

Finance Committee and

studio with a portfolio of
ideas fresh from Henry Ford.
They are for a new Disney
picture, to be titled "Johnny
Soy Bean," culled from Ford
Dearborn plant,
and
his
where much has been done in

developing beans
trial purposes.

for

The Aztec Medal from
President
Avila
Camacho.
Louis Mayer, James FitzPatrick and Francis Alstock will
be similarly honored.

receive

'Army' Shown

to

Canadian Conferees
Aug.

24.

New York, Westand New Jersey.
All employees of the 1,200 theatres

— Ranking

mili-

tary officers relaxed here last night,
for a few hours, from mapping war
strategy in the Conference of Quebec,
to see Irving Berlin's "This Is the
Army," as guests of the United
States Army, at a special showing at
the Capitol Theatre.
Among those present were Subaltern Mary S. Churchill, daughter of
Winston Churchill, with 24 guests
from the Citadel
Lord and Lady
Louis Mountbatten, First Lord of the
;

Admiralty Admiral Ernest J. King,
Commander-in-Chief of the U. S.
Fleet;
Vice-Admiral
Percy
W.
Nelles, Chief of Staff of the Royal
(Continued on page 7)

Bonds for a Seat to
See Stars of Hollywood Cavalcade

The U. S. Treasury Department and the film industry appear
convinced that there are film fans with sufficient enthusiasm to
pay $2,000,000, in War Bond purchases, for a box seat to see an
extra special performance of two dozen Hollywood studios on one
bill.

Coast Flashes
Hollywood, Aug. 24

PHE

Screen Publicists Guild speA cial contract committee meets toght to review operation of its conact with producers for the past two
iiars
and prepare a report to the
smbership
on any
recommended
anges to be sought through negoition.

•
jSaril

leresa

Goldwyn has announced that
Wright and Dana Andrews
(Continued on page 7)

—

Chicago, Aug. 24. The Chicago Regional War Labor Board
today rejected a voluntary proposal
of local motion picture exhibitors
and owners to raise the pay of their
projectionists.

made

several

Under an agreement
months ago the men

were to receive a five per cent raise
for one year, retroactive to Sept. 1,
1942, and an additional three per
cent the following year.
Although the increase would have
been

allowable
under the "Little
Steel" formula, which permits payment
of 15 per cent above the rate prevailing on Sept. 1, 1941, the board followed the principle set in a case involving
Lester
Bros.
The steel
formula was waived in this case be(Continucd on page 7)

Rank Reported After
More Key Houses

;

$2,000,000 in

iigns in Greater

(Continued on page 7)

Rejects Exhibitor, Offer
To Increase Pay

indus-

Disney will leave Hollywood
next Tuesday for Mexico to

Quebec,

Projectionists

—

London, Aug. 24. J. Arthur Rank,
No. 1 power in exhibition,

Britain's
is

understood to be

still

seeking con-

many

'super cinemas' which
his
circuit operates, but does not
own, this despite the official discouragement given to further Rank expansions by the British Board of
Trade, which ordered that Rank is
to make no further acquisitions without approval of the board.
trol of the

GB

ans have been set for action camlester

Bans Rise for

a

Walt Disney is en
route back to his Hollywood
visit here,

WAC

.

Chicago WLB

The new Rank movement,
pears,

is

in sequel to last

ap-

chase of 40 theatres from the Elock
by Associated British-Warner

circuit,

The Hollywood Cavalcade

of stars touring the country during
Third War Loan, will appear at Madison Square Garden,
Saturday night, Sept. 11, sponsored by the industry, to help New
York reach its campaign goal of $5,000,000.
Admission will be through purchase of War Bonds only. There
are 18,500 seats available and their sale will represent $86,000,000
in extra bonds. Since the Third Loan is expected to prompt the
purchase of an extra $100 bond by every person in the country,
the largest block, 10,000 seats, has been allocated to this price.
There are 1,800 seats to be 'sold' for the purchase of a $25 war
bond; 2,000 seats to go to $50 bond purchasers, and 2,000 tickets
for buyers of $500 bonds. Wealthier fans will have the chance to
see the all-film-star show from boxes to go for $2,000,000 each.
Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau recently called the Hollywood Cavalcade stars "the most glamorous salesmen in America."
During the three weeks of the $15,000,000,000 drive, the Cavalcade
will visit 15 cities, travelling in a private train.

it

week's pur-

(Continued on page 7)

the

Prudential Circuit

Buys

3 in

New York

Prudential Theatre Circuit yesterday confirmed the purchase of three
theatres in the 34th St. area of New
York, from the Yost Estate.
Theatres are the 34th St., Superior Theatre, at 31st St. and 3rd Ave., and the
Regent, at 28th St. and 3rd Ave.
:

Joseph Seider, head of the circuit,
confirmed the appointment of
Louis Shaeffer as division manager in
charge of Westchester County thealso

atres

owned by

Prudential.

Motion Picture Daily
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Personal
Mention
DAVID
left

Insider's
By RED

ROSE, Paramount man-

aging director in Great Britain,
here by Clipper yesterday morn-

ing for London.

•

Hollywood, August 24
time anyway, Hollywood conversation has been
barking up the correct tree,
probably without even knowing

THIS

•
assistant to Robis on vacation.

Michael Poller,
Mochrie

ert

RKO,

at

own

degree of accuracy.
When Charlie Chaplin sued
David O. Selznick, 20th-Fox

its

Bert Ennis is aiding the U. S.
War Finance Committee line up talent for the Victory Square war bond
center shows starting here Sept. 3.

and UA, his own company, eyebrows inevitably tilted. But the

was

tilting

the

in

facts.

them

interesting, as well.

is

the

of

face

What's

known

behind

Al

O'Keete, Universal's Western
division manager, is en route to the
Coast for a tour of his territory.

The crux

of the action, as reSelznick's deal under
which "Keys of the Kingdom,"

ported,
C. C.

Moskowitz

of

Loew's

left for

Washington yesterday.
Joseph
the Coast

Moskowitz

from

arrived

last night.

L. W. Conrow, president of Altec
Service, has returned to New York

from the Middle West.
•

New York

Dowden,

public relations chairman of the

City

WAC,

has been in Washington conferring
with Ted Gamble, national director,

War

Finance Division, and Oscar A.
Doob, assistant director.
•

Robert J. Weil, president of Scoop
Newsreel Theatre Enterprises, is vacationing at Lake Champlain.
Lieut.
president

J.

J.

•
Fitzgibbons,

Fitzgibbons, of

J. J.

son

of

Famous

•

Harry Ettling, stage manager of
the RKO-Golden Gate Theatre, San
Francisco, and chairman of the Stage
ter a

there,

three-week

Joan FonDorothy McGuire, Alfred
Hitchcock and Robert Steven-

is

visit

back home afNew York.

to

•

Ed Rosenbaum marks

his eleventh

year as Columbia exploiteer in Philadelphia and his first wedding anniversary this week.

•

James Pisapia, manager
Harbor Theatre, Brooklyn,

son.

contention

Chaplin's

UA

had

been

impinged.

rights

On

that

is

which

have

behalf

of

company, as well as himself,
and despite the peculiar twist
which finds UA refusing to join
the litigation, an accounting
of profits is sought. This is how
20th-Fox is embroiled.
in

Now

the place for a lawsuit is
not here. In the
courts it remains, aside from
citing the
Selznick viewpoint
which is that no agreements
were violated that
knew
David might not produce on his
own for considerable time and,
moreover, that such a contingency was provided for when
his arrangement with the company was whipped into its present form.
Well-grounded reports tend to
credit a falling out between

UA

;

the

rangement

be

the action.

Reason

as

background

for

Jack Barnett, Fox Movietone
cameraman, who was recently awarded the Order of the Purple Heart, is

the upset facing
internally
and on the effect outside. They
failed, of course.

New York

for a vacation after 22
most of it in the
Mediterranean combat area.

months

controversy within

is

UA

Rex Williams, manager

of

New

York.

War

Third
Sept.

Loan,

Mexico City, Aug. 24.
Loew's Moreno has been elected

—Jose

Elias
president of
the Student Society of the Cinematographic Academy, the film acting and
technical work school.

first

the

in

opening

9.

The film, produced by Crf* \
umbia and starring Rosaline
runs about three
minutes. About 10,000 theatres will receive the bulletin
through
the
five
regular
newsreels. Additional circulation through WAC channels
will insure showing in 15,000

Russell,

theatres.

The

film

clears

the Office of War
Information. It will reach its
maximum audience in about
half the 16 weeks necessary
for the usual
release.

through

WAC

Selznick
a
Meanwhile,
is
partner with Miss Pickford and
Chaplin. It may be two against
one on this law suit, but it's the
three together on any question
bearing on stock ownerships.
Alexander Korda seems ready
to sell his fourth interest one
day and unwilling the following.
Since any owner's block must
be offered to the company first,
the remaining three have to
what they intend
determine

unanimous
under
doing
the
consent proviso set up by U. A.
by-laws. Thus, at one juncture,
Miss Pickford and Selznick
were prepared to buy Korda's
block. Chaplin demurred. There
deal.

Rochemont

Succeeds Brotht
Richard

de

Rochemont,

managi

editor of March of Time for the p;
three years, will succeed his brothLouis, as executive producer, when t
latter leaves Sept. 15 to become a ft]
ture producer for 20th-Fox on t
Coast.

Previously Richard had been E
ropean editorial representative for t]
organization and managing director
the March of Time, Ltd., England.

Shain Given Added
Duties at 20th-Fo
Sam

Shain, director of trade re'
tions for 20th Century-Fox, has h
added to his present duties those fc
merly handled by Sterling Sillipha
assistant to Spyros Skouras and Lar
Kent. Silliphant entered the Navy
cently as an ensign.
Shain's dut
as trade relations director under t
Home, advertising and publicity
rector, remain unchanged.
i

Counterwise, Korda, of course,
sell to whomever he pleases
if the company determines not
His block is valued
to acquire.
at $650,000 to $1,000,000 which,
incidentally, places a total valuation on
of from $2,600,000

may

UA

If

a potential buyer enters, he
to move with the

would have

mous,

which must be unani-

may

Simibe reached.
the three would have to
obtain the newcomer's approval.

larly,

The understanding,

additionally,

no distribution franchise
goes with Korda's interest.

Hallam Leaves RKC
Exploitation Poi
Kenneth Hallam,

RKO

Radio

e

ploitation official for many years, \
resigned.
His successor will be z
pointed on the return from the Co;
early next week of S. Barret H
Cormick, advertising, publicity a
Hallam h
exploitation director.
been with the company for 18 yea

having joined the
partment of the old
August, 1925.

press

FBO

book c
company

is that

sounds confusing, you're
right on the beam.
If

it

Dissatisfied Over
British Troop Shou
London, Aug.

Mexicans Elect Moreno

Sooner,"

participation

try's

R. de

was no

Day

"Film Bulletin" to be produced under the new WAC
war information film program,
will be released to theatres
as an advance for the indus-

UA.

abroad,

State and Loew's Orpheum Theatres,
St. Louis, has returned there from a
trip to

calm is restored. He is
believed to have had a deal set
with Nunnally Johnson for two
and with Clarence Brown for
Casts were to be
two more.
drawn from his contract list,
which includes Jennifer Jones,
Shirley Temple, Joseph Cotten,
Gordon Oliver, Gregory Peck
and Richard Kendrick.
Johnson and Brown have
gone over to International Pictures, Inc., Bill Goetz's company, presumably in whole or in
part because Selznick abandoned
plans to proceed in view of the
internal

cisions,

•

in

understood

is

Selznick is consciously marking time on production
until the situation unravels and
:

other three partners before de-

of

Army.

The aftermath
to be this

V)

25,

'Film Bulletin' Will
Aid 3d War Loan
"One

to $4,000,000.

around to indicate
that Mary Pickford and Selznick, too, argued and pleaded
with Chaplin against taking the
step, resting their contention on

tion into the

KANN

Selznick and Charles Schwartz,
Chaplin's New York attorney,
over some phases of that ar-

will

honored with a farewell dinner by Interboro circuit executives and managers on Sept. 30, prior to his induc-

Outlook

tract talent including

in the courts,

Players Canadian Corp., Toronto, is
the father of a son, John Joseph, born
to Mrs. Fitzgibbons in Honolulu.

Door Canteen

Eyre"
and "Jane
"Claudia"
were turned over to 20th-Fox
for production along with containe,

•

Eddie

is

Wednesday, August

Beilan to Philadelphia
Philadelphia, Aug.
Beilan, branch manager

24.

— Charles

of the

War-

ner Cleveland exchange, will return to
his former post as salesman at the

Warner exchange

here.

24.

—

It is understc

here that as a result of great d
satisfaction over the British troep
tertainment position in North Afri
Army welfare authorities are pl<
ning an immediate and emphatic
<

_

i

provement of military film enterta
ment there.
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New York

City exhibitors
have sent over 26,772 registrants to the Red Cross blood
bank since Feb. 8.
Exhibitor campaign, which
originated in New York, has
been followed in New Haven,
Los Angeles, and other cities.
Red Cross
stations
Plan

Hollywood, Aug. 24

DRODUCER EDDY WHITE
latest Bill Elliott

Hit by Polio

•

Is

Wave

'

n

in

for

g the

which the National FoundaInfantile
profits,

Paralysis

is

shar-

opened at the Grand

"neatre here today at the

same time

at an epidemic of polio is threatNearly 300 cases of
ing the city.
disease have been reported in
|e
licago and Cook County with 29

aths as a result.
Specialists from the National Foun\tion are conferring with Health
epartment officials and warnings to
-

.

*ep children

away from crowds have

duced theatre attendance sharply in
ime sections.
One suburb, Berwyn,
barred children under 14 years
*s
om attending shows.
At a meeting of medical advisers
5th the executive committee of the
x>k County chapter of the National
'oundation today, it was recommended
at schools and shows remain open
ynce rest and quiet are said to be
.duable in the treatment of the disuse.
More than 500 former victims
the disease were guests at a preew of the film this morning.
.

Hair Aids Recruit
Drive for Theatres
Theatres will aid a recruiting drive
t the Army and Navy nurse corps
Lincurrently with the exhibition of
aramount's "So Proudly
Hail,"
be launched during the 25th anni-

We

,

-Tsarv of

"Paramount Week,"

Sept.

[11.

Drives will be conducted locally
-jring the run of the picture under
Vint auspices of the theatres and the

Red Cross chapters.
Theatres are to cooperate with rales on the stage, recruiting booths in
cal

bbies and similar activities.
To aid
the drive. Paramount has distrib:ed to Red Cross chapters copies of a
-irse

the King Edward Hotel which feafirst scene to the end.
tured the annual convention of the
Story, by Fred Myton and Eddie White, is laid around a retiring
National Council of Independent MoU. S. Marshal, Bill Elliott, who picks up his guns and puts on his star tion Picture Exhibitors of Canada,
once again at the behest of a friend of his late father.
this being the only open gathering of
He's sent to restore law and order to a desert town where wildcat the conference.
drillers, ranch owners, and a representative of the company, who controls
Fitzgibbons said the Wartime Prices
the forces of the law, are at six-gun odds.
Board had done a good job in reguElliott finds that the company representative, played effectively by lating the film indusry and asserted
Weldon Heyburn, is crooked, and is scheming to grab off the ranchers one of his own efforts had been to
land for himself after destroying their wildcat well before it can be correct the idea the film trade was
not in good repute with Federal aubrought in.
thorities.
Also, he had to impress
In a hair-raising fight on the towering oil derrick, the villain is de- on the government Famous Players
feated and plunges to his death and Bill swings down on a cable just was not running the moving picture
as the well blows in a gusher.
industry adding, with a smile, that
George Hayes, as Gabby, is as effective with the youngsters as ever, troubles the independent theatre ownwhile Anne Jefferys supplies just the right touch of light feminine er had could be multiplied 300 times
interest, and Herbert Heyes is in tiptop form as the double-dealing judge. in his own case.
McMullen expressed the belief the
Lens work of Ernie Miller leaves nothing to be desired.
Running time, 55 minutes. "G."*
Jack Cartwright wartime board had brought more
harmony into the film business due

"Billy
" the

in the

Renegade"

HP HE

discovery of oil provides the motive for dirty work and the opportunity for Buster Crabbe to clean up the mob again, in this
hard-ridin', hard-shootin' Billy the Kid Western, with Al "Fuzzy" St.
John supplying the comedy.
Crabbe's job this time is to get the goods on a gang of crooked ranchers,
who are barring no holds to get their hands on some apparently worthless land around town.
The Kid also suspects them of being responsible
for a bank robbery for which the banker, Karl Hackett, has been arrested.
St. John puts up the deed to his land as bail and gets the banker
out of jail. On his way home, Hackett is met by the mayor of the town,
who advises him to keep out of sight for awhile by hiding out in an old
shack. But the mayor, who is really the leader of the crooks, sends his
men to the shack to murder the banker so that he can get hold of his
ranch. Meanwhile, the Kid and Fuzzy get wind of what's up and ride
On the way they are ambushed by two of the mayoff to help Hackett.
or's men, but after a guerilla skirmish, overcome them and arrive at
Fuzzy discovers
the shack just in time to foil the would-be assassins.
that the presence of oil on his land and on the other ranches was the
reason for its sudden interest to the crooks. The picture closes with
him, already in top hat and tails, making big plans for the future.
St. John's comic antics and plenty of fast action, make up for any lags
Crabbe comes through again
for which the plot might be responsible.
with a smooth performance. Others in the cast include Lois Ranson,
Rav Bennett, Frank Hagney and Jack Rockwell. Melville De Lay directed, and Bert Sternbach produced, from a screenplay by Joe O'Donnel, based on a story by George Milton.
Ted Rowland
Running time, 58 mins. "G."*

*

*"G" denotes general

'Army'

classification.

Set in 15

More Oregon Spots
Portland, Ore., Aug. 24.— Openings of Warners' "This Is the Army"

recruiting poster.

llumenstock Assigns
Three to Field Trips

Three members of Mort Blumendepartment at War;rs left yesterday for the South and
outhwest to work on special preiieres of "This Is the Army."
Will Yolen has gone to Dallas,
here he will cooperate with Inter.ate Circuit and Army representatives
ping Yergin has left for New Organs to set up a statewide organizaon for the picture in Louisiana Abe
xonenberg will cover openings in Atnta, Jacksonville and Miami.
ock's publicity

;

;

I

Kid

(PRC)

are

;;

and Director Jack English bring this
Western through in fine style with bang-up action

Toronto, Aug. 24. President J. J.
Fitzgibbons of Famous Players and
Administrator R. G. McMullen of
the Wartime Prices and Trade Board
were among guests at a luncheon at

from the

Chicago, Aug. 24.— The first run
Forever and a Day," RKO's pic-

'ire

Annual Meeting
—

(Republic)

jjurses in a different group of

Attendance

In

"Death Valley Manhunt"

fjyVal theatres each week.

hi.

Canada Exhibitors

Reviews

N. Y. Exhibitors
Get 26,772 Donors
i

3

now

Oregon

being
cities,

set

for

15 additional
early September,
in

according to Al Oxtoby, local Warner
"Army" grossed
branch manager.
$3,040 for the single premiere performance in the 475-seat Venetian
Theatre, Albany, Ore., with 6,000
population.

'Stalingrad' Preview
War correspondents, newspaper and
radio commentators and authors will
be guests at a special preview showing of "The City That Stopped Hitler
Heroic Stalingrad," sponsored by
the Overseas Press Club of America,

—

Paramount home

tomorThe film will be released by
row.
Paramount.

at the

office

Union Switches Counsel

formation of trade associations
to
since December, 1941, while the advisory council to the wartime board,
representing all branches of film business,
had performed an important

drawing up control regulaOther speakers came from all
parts of Canada while Mayor Fred
J. Conboy welcomed delegates to Toronto.
Ben Freedman, president, Ontario
branch of independents, was
part

in

tions.

chairman.

Weekly Coast Wages
Average $70, Up $14
San Francisco, Aug.
—Wages
24.

in the

California film industry during
June averaged $70.81 per week, a gain
of $14.47 over June, 1942, and a gain
of $4.44 over May, 1943, according to
figures released here by the California
state labor board.
Studio workers averaged 44.7 hours
a week during June, at $1.58 an hour,
an increase in time and rate over May.

9

Censors Cuts Are
Away Down in Ohio
Columbus, O, Aug.

24.

—From

a

150 films, representing 4,332
reels, censored in July, the Ohio board
ordered eliminations from nine films,
or 13 reels. Comparatively, 343 reels
total

of

were censored in June of this year,
and 33 eliminations ordered, while in
July, 1942, eliminations were ordered
from 24 reels out of 505 censored.

Wirthwein Takes Over
Harold Wirthwein, sales manager at.
Paramount Chicago exchange for
more than a year, has been promoted
to manager of the Milwaukee branch,
Frank Clark, resigned,
succeeding
Neil Agnew, general sales manager,
announced here yesterday.
the

New M. P. Theatre Managers and
Employees Union, Local 152, UOP
Declares Dividend
James Cagney will head a contin- WA, CIO, here, has engaged Boudin,
General Precision Equipment Corp.
gent of screen, stage and radio stars, Cohn and Glickstein, counsel for the
including Irving Berlin, Ethel Mer- Screen Office and Professional Em- yesterday declared a cash dividend of
Publicists 25 cents per share on the capital stock,
Union,
Screen
man and Milton Berle, in appearances ployees
at the $800,000,000 Journal- American Guild, and the Association of Theat- payable Sept. 13, 1943, to stockholdThe same
War Bond baseball game and show at rical Managers and Press Agents, in ers of record Sept. 3.
amount was paid on June 15.
a switch of counsel.
the Polo Grounds tomorrow.

Cagney Aids Bond Game

GPE

"Such
lines,

box-office

and so nice

to hold over!"

"""""""HlMH

*,

Ready!
/

f

"Du

Barry

Was

A

Lady"

Ragland, Zero Mostel
Irving Brecher

•

•

starring

Tommy

Red

Skelton, Lucille Ball,

Dorsey and His Orchestra

Adaptation by Nancy Hamilton

•

•

•

Directed by

Roy Del Ruth

•

Kelly with Virginia O'Brien,

Photographed in Technicolor

Additional Dialogue by Wilkie

Play Produced by B. G. DeSylva and Written by Herbert Fields

Cole Porter

Gene

and

B.

•

Mahoney

"Rags"

Screen Play by
•

Based on the

G. DeSylva with Music and Lyrics by

Produced by Arthur Freed

•

A

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

Set!

3rd

War

Loan —

Sept. 9th!

Motion Picture daily
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"The Flemish Farm"
(Two

Hollywood, Aug. 24

RKO-Radio

at

HP HOUGH

"Having a Wonderful Crime," "ExDavid HempPerilous"
;

"Gibson

Girl,"

"Prodigal

Women," "The Company She Keeps,"
"None But the Lonely Heart" "Show
;

Business," with Eddie Cantor at the

Emmet Lavery

readying "China
whose
Geraghty,
writers are at work on "The Falcon
in Texas," "Nine Lives," and "International Zone" Bert Gilroy, touching up "Mr. and Mrs. America," and
an untitled rookie picture, Val Lew-

helm
Sky"

;

Maurice

;

familiar pattern.
Dell's directorial treatment is, however, an asset.
He has sensibility
and dignity, and handles his situations with such restraint and understatement that the film takes on sometimes the flavor of a dramatized
documentary. Editorial treatment, however, does not seem to have done
the film justice and there are both entanglements and sudden continuity

;

These Our Children,"
"Curse of the Cat People," "Amorous
Ghost" and Herman Schlom on "Gil-

ton's

"Are

dersleeve,

Mirandy"
(Universal)
i

:

stead's

war films are looked upon with a highly critical eye
notably war films about underground workers in occupied territory

"Pass the Biscuits,

Walter Lantz has created an amus
by the picture-going public British producers and distributors do not
seem to be in line with current exhibitor scepticism about the genre. ing Technicolor cartoon novelty
Mirandy's d^t
this hillbilly effort.
This one, Jeffrey Dell's first venture as author-director, is sincerely
cuits do not make good eating,\
handled, dramatic and often quite moving, but it has had many pre- they certainly make effective bullet;
decessors, and exhibitors will need to exert effort to convince the pub- They prove their worth in the feu
lic that it has that little extra to make it worth while.
between the Bartons and the Foy<
The story is a "true bill", being the story of a war incident in which and Uncle Sam decides to make us
of them.
Mirandy as well as th.
a Belgian flier went back clandestinely to recover and bring back the
Bartons and the Foys are snatchc
flag of the Belgian Air Force.
(The real-life hero was present at the up and put in the front lines wher
press presentation).
As such it has a definite story twist, but the Mirandy's biscuits go to war, wit
development, with its secret operations, encounters with Nazi jack- devastating effect.
Running time,
Release, Aug. 23.
bootery, adventures and escapes, suspense and thrills, is designed to a mins.

writers on the scripts, several of which
have collaborating writers at work.
Those preparing include Producer
Robert Fellows' "Marine Raiders,"

periment

Cities-General Film)

London, Aug. 24

*

194

Reviews

F

is

due to soar shortly with eight
producers now preparing 18 stories to
go before cameras before the first
of the year. The producers have 25

25,

Short Subject

Reviews

Hollywood
PRODUCTION

Wednesday, August

"Popular Science"
(Paramount)

Some of the marvels of moder
science appear in this interesting an
unusual Technicolor short.
There
a mobile police station, equipped wit
everything from a gun turret to a lil
i

leaps.

Detective."

Phillip Friend, as the man who hid the flag and to whose wife, Jane
•
Baxter, Belgian Pilot Clifford Evans goes back, and Clive Brook, as
bands
name
in
going
for
M-G-M is
an underground worker, are in the cast.
The camera work is often
in a big way. In addition to the bands
used in one or two new pictures, the of the artistic type but in general is satisfactory.
studio now has six on term contracts
Running time, 82 minutes. "G."*
Aubrey Flanagan
counting the newly signed Guy LomThe other five are Harry
bfrrdo.
James, Xavier Cugat, Tommy Dorsey,
Vaughn Monroe, and Spike Jones.
RKO-Radio has seven pictures (Monogram)
scheduled to start camera work in the
John Carradine as a half-mad scientist bent upon creat
next 30 days, including "The Falcon *
ing an army of zombies for service in the Nazi armies, this is a com
and the Coeds," just started, "Denbination of horror and espionage, set against a background of Louisiana's
gerous Journey," "Curse of the Cat
Detective" bayou country. Exhibitors should sell "Revenge of the Zombies" on the
"Gilder sleeve,
People,"
"Seven Days Ashore" "Are Thes'e basis of the spine-chilling implication of the title, and the marquee appeal
Our Children?" and "Show Business". of Carradine, Bob Steel, Gale Storm and Veda Ann Borg.
Producer-director Leo McCarey
Original story and screenplay by Edmund Kelso and Van Norcros
is shooting all the musical interludes
has Carradine manufacturing zombies at his remote estate. When he
starts
he
before
Way"
"Going
My
of
makes his wife, Veda Ann Borg, an addition to his motley crew, he
the cameras rolling on the story at
Universal has added arouses the suspicions of her old family physician, who summons her
Paramount.
Carradine's mad plan to place his experiments at the
Charles Grapewin and Charles Butter- errant brother.
worth to "Three Cheers for the Boys." disposal of his fatherland, Germany, is frustrated by Bob Steel, an FBI
•
agent, with the help of Miss Borg's brother and his friend. Carradine
Twentieth-Fox has set William is checkmated by Miss Borg when she turns out to be an unwilling zomEwthe as male lead in "Eve of St. bie. She turns the other Zombies against Carradine, and manages to
Marks," featuring Maureen O'Hara, lead Carradine to his death in the swamp, freeing the other zombies.
Michael O'Shea, and Charles BickLindsley Parsons produced this rather minor effort with Steve Sekely
Charles Barton has been
.
ford. .
supplied by Mantan Moreland, as a colored
signed to direct "Hey Rookie," star- directing. Comedy relief is
chauffeur, and Madame Sul-Te-Wan, sepia housekeeper.
.
ring Ann Miller, at Columbia.
George Reeves will have a supportMilt Livingston
Running time, 62 mins. "G."*
ing role to John Wayne's lead in
Republic's "Fighting Seabees," to
*"G." denotes general classification.
Brooks

"Revenge of the Zombies'*

U EATURING

a scientific gymnasium, th
splits to reveal a swim
ming pool underneath
a sequenc
showing the miles of beautiful mosaic
with which the streets of Rio d
Janeiro are paved, and the boat build
ing program in
Orleans, with
demonstration of the actual use of tli
Running time, 1
boats in warfare.
mins.
Release date, Aug. 13.

detector

;

floor of

which

;

New

]

1

.

.

.

.

.

.

"Any Chickens Today"
(Universal)

"Unusual" chickens,
hatching

chicks,

of

scientific mass
and unique ar

rangements

in egg production, pro
vide the subject matter for this in
teresting novelty. The Hull Hatcher
in Connecticut, which incubates 16,
000,000 chicks annually, is featurec
There is also the Miami "hen hotel,

where egg production

is a fine art
Beer-drinking Pete of Philadel

too.

phia, a rooster that likes his "suds,
as well as the strange doings of othe
chickens, make up the remainder o
the subject.
Running time, 9 mins
Release, July 26.

.

.

.

•

Jean
next month.
the feminine lead in RKO's
"The Falcon and the Coeds."
RKO has stepped the release of
"Around the World," starring Kay
Kyser, up to Oct. 16.
roll

.

.

.

gets

.

.

.

'Canteen' in 20 Dates

—

Harrison
Cleveland, Aug. 24.
Orr, United Artists branch manager
here, reports that "Stage Door Canteen" will break in 20 out of a possible 24 houses simultaneously on the
35th day after the downtown run.
This is the first available date to

Dedicate Legion

—

Rooms

(Paramount)
Helen O'Connell gives a reques
program for the Armed Forces in thi
musical short, accompanied by Jo
Venuti and his orchestra. The num
Providence Stock Over bers which the boys chose for Helen'
Providence, Aug. 24.
The Play- bombastic voice include "Murder H>
house will wind up its 10th week of Says," "He Didn't Ask Me," and

—

Dedication of
Boston, Aug. 24.
the Henry Decker memorial room in
the new home of the Theatrical and summer stock here with the appear- Have Faith," the latter being sun}
Film Post of the American Legion ance of Glenda Farrell in "Brief aboard a troop train with the soldier
here will be held next week, while Moment." Associated Theatres, Inc., joining in on the second chorus. Run
Release datt
that for the late Louis Boaz, one of which backed the project, plans to let ning time, 11 mins.
the founders here of the original Film the house remain idle for awhile con- July 23.
the centrating on stage shows and firstof
predecessor
Club,
Friars
Variety Club, will be held in Septem- run films at its local Metropolitan
for a Day*'
Theatre which re-opens Friday.
ber.
(Columbia)

"Farmer

Air Maps for 'Victory'

subsequents.

Meltzer an Exhibitor

Arrangements have been completed
Toronto, Aug. 24.
Jack Meltzer,
and the
Artists
United
between
Aluminum Co. of America, whereby advertising manager for Theatre
U. A., in connection with Walt Dis- Holding Corp. and Premiere Operatresigning to take over
ney's "Victory Through Air Power," ing Corp., is
operation of the Queen's Theatre,
will distribute several million air maps
purpublished by the Aluminum Co., Paul Hespeler, Ont, which he has
N. Lazarus, Jr., U. A. director of chased from Pete Barnes and Lou Da-

—

To: Busy Executive
Need

a

trative

good right hand
ability?

Young

man?
man

Adminis31,

draft

all
in
Extensive experience
exempt.
phases motion picture industry. UniverLegal training. Box 218,
sity graduate.
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"Sing, Helen, Sing"

advertising, has announced.

vidson.

In

this

slappiest

of

the

slapstick

Douglas Leavitt, Betty Blythe am
Jody Gilbert pool their wits in a con
test to see who can come the neares
other's brains out
a victory garden, whicl
because of a few sticks of dynamiti
here and there never materializes
Releas'
Running time, \7 A mins.
to

beating

The excuse

each

is

l

date,

Aug.

20.

:

Wednesday, August

Motion Picture daily

25, 1943

$5,714,392

W.B. Net

'Du Barry' Sets New
1-Day Capitol Mark

for

A new

(Continued from page

the

1)

months this year was
compared with $4,100,000

nine

PI 1,600,000,

or the corresponding period last year,
iiyross income, after eliminating inKJompany transactions, for the nine

fenths ended May 29, 1943, was $97,Gross income for the nine
ilSo25.
faonths ended May 30, 1942, was $87,/90.224.

Cash
day 29,

in

the

1943,

States

as

of

amounted

•ompared with
ary 27,

United

to $9,767,991,
$12,325,615 at Febru-

1943.

Earnings per share on the 1943 net
equivalent to $57.49
preferred shares
Iter share on 99,397
outstanding May 29, 1943 (after deleting shares held in treasury). Preerred dividends in arrears as of June
1943, amounted to $33.68 per share.
The net earned §1.46 per share on
,701,090 common shares outstanding
after deducting shares held in treasury) at May 29, 1943, after allowance for current dividend requirements
hn the preferred.
$5,714,392

.f

;

fennessee Having

Federal Trade's

Ad

(Continued from page

(Continued from page

'Army' Shown

to

ings to warrant entry of the order
It conagainst the two petitioners.
cludes that the Commission was "without authority or jurisdiction to enter
any order respecting your petitioners
other than an order dismissing its
complaint."
Companies named in the FTC order,
in addition to Screen Broadcast, were
Motion Picture Advertising Service,
New Orleans United Film Ad SerRay-Bell
Inc.,
Kansas City
vice,
Films, Inc., St. Paul Alexander Film
;

;

;

;

;

of

its

Ralph

Publicists Guild case
over the discharge

Republic
publicity

staff

is

now

before

War Manpower Com-

Elliott,

mission assistant area director, who
is seeking clarification of a reported
directive from Washington that
of union contractual relations
viding for discharge nullify the
visions of the work stabilization

cases
proproplan

employees.

firing

The Hollywood Victory Commit-

Mabry.

The order

prohibits the respondent
distributors and trade association from

1)

—

first time that the
sponsored the showing of

marked the

It

U.

Army

S.

Ad

New

Radio
Head at 20th-Fox

Alherti

the only
Tenn., Aug. 24. At a picture in Canada it was
picture
to be formally screened during
balconies
managements,
lie request of
Jules Alberti has been appointed nathe conference, and it was the first
nd "dark spots" in several local theational director of radio advertising at
of the Warner picture in the
showing
city
patrolled
by
-es here are being
20th Century-Fox, in line with that
Dominion.
olice in an effort to prevent vancompany's increasing participation in
Famof
president
Fitzgibbons,
alism and disturbances.
J. J.
radio, the company announced yestermade
Corp.,
The city council of Murfreesboro ous Players-Canadian
Alberti, who was slated for the
day.
a curfew ordinance. Per- the theatre available.
a^. passed
post of assistant to Spyros Skouras,

Knoxville,

The Screen
against

;

engaging in any understanding or
agreements to enter into exclusive
contracts with exhibitors, fixing or
S.
L.
Marshal
Canadian Navy; Air
maintaining screening or display rates
Royal
the
Breadner, Chief of Staff of
to be charged national advertisers or
Marshal
Canadian Air Force; Air
the commissions to be paid the bookSir Charles Portal, Chief of Staff of
ing agencies, or using any rate card
the Royal Air Force; Wing Comissued by the association or a bookmander G. P. Gibson, VC, DSO, ing agency for computing the comDFC, among others here in connec- pensation due any exhibitor.
Roosevelt-Churchill
the
with
tion
{Continued from page

follow.

and A. V.
Colorado Springs
Cauger Service, Inc., Independence, against
General Screen Advertising,
Mo.
Inc., Chicago
J. D. Alexander and
C. J.

Canadian Conferees

1)

"Those Endearing Young
Charms." "Bid for Happiness," originally intended for Miss Wright, will

will star in

1)

tee has announced that the Kay Kayser
band will be the nucleus around which
the Third
Loan talent "Caravan"

War

show

will be built.
Thomson and talent
man Feldman, in a

HVC

chairman
committee chairjoint

statement,

"Considerable number of top
stars" are being determined as parsaid,

the announcement of names
the completion of commitment clearances in which studio heads
are cooperating.

ticipants,

to follow

conferences.

Vandalism Headache

\

Coast Flashes

Film Order Opposed

Co.,

is

,

7

opening day record

for the Capitol Theatre was
set by "Du Barry Was a
Lady," which grossed close to
$9,800 in its debut, it was
learned yesterday. Although
a new first-day record for
the house, it was only a few
previous
over the
dollars
mark set by "Lady of Burlesque."
The picture will end its
first week at the Capitol tonight with an estimated gross
of nearly $75,000.

Nine Months
lor

'

;

Robert Siodmak has been assigned
direction of "Phantom
Lady,"
Joan Harrison's initial production for
the

Universal.

•
has
signed
Columbia
Billy" Anderson to appear
Snapshot one-reeler.

"Broncho
Screen

in a

1

17 cannot be out after
accompanied by
unless
o'clock
: )
arents. The council will issue persons

under

to
quires

mits

minors whose
them to be out

employment

WLB Bans Rise for
Chi. Projectionists

late at night.

(Continued from page

Nevskff

Ban Withdrawn

cause
crease

1)

was held that the wage inwould disturb existing stabil-

it

president
head the

Home,

of

the

firm,

will

instead

new department under Hal
director

of

advertising

and

Boris Morros and S. P. Eagle have
checked off the 20th-Fox lot taking
three

stories

they

owned previously

mentioned for Fox production

Alberti

was

formerly

coordinator

of celebrities and talent for bond rallies in the U. S. Treasury Department and prior to that was a
producer-director for the Blue Net-

Is

"CarRed,"

WAC

chair-

Hall," "The Snow
"Grand Street Boys."

negie

publicity.

George

J.

Schaefer,

:

man, has arrived here to collaborate
an industry.
with Edward Alperson in completing
work.
to
paid
rate
hourly
average
The
details of the "Caravan" project. He
372
in
operators
picture
609 motion
will remain about two weeks.
to
Dick
reported
Condon,
et
al,
is
Chicago area theatres
Leaving 20th-Fox
have been $2.54 as of Sept. 1, 1943.
ithdrawn after a few engagements
Richard (Dick) Condon, in charge
Competition
Ontario under a general ban of
of
special
promotional
events
at
Detroit,
24.
Aug.
Drawing a total
e Provincial authorities, some time
the 20th-Fox home office and, posattendance well above 200,000 for 10
but the situation has entirely
sibly others, are understood to be
to,
days, the Ringling Brothers and Barlanged with Soviet product now beleaving their posts. Condon, it is said,
num-Bailey Circus, with its run ended,
ig freely approved.
contemplates
a
free-lance
publicity
of(Continued from page 1)
gave Detroit theatres stiff competition
fice here.
for that period. Last year the circus
interests, which presumably was given
attracted only 100,000.
approval by the BOT.
File in
Theatres in other Michigan areas
Also, it is expected that Rank will
Albany, N. Y., Aug. 24. Thomas shortly conclude a deal for the Metwill escape the competition this year.
Curran, Secretary of State, has ropolie, independently-owned London
Travel restrictions have limited the
sued incorporation papers to two super theatre.
show to one stand in Michigan.

—The

Soviet
Toronto, Aug.
|m, "Alexander Nevsky," has again
?en released in Canada and opens
ith an engagement at the Victory
The picture had been
heatre, here.
24.

ized rates in

Double

—

Rank Reported After
More Key Houses

Two

Albany

New York

—

Ready

Inc., Manhatwas formed by Gregory Coleman,
dney H. Reiss and Samuel Goldrg. Isaacomedy, Inc., Kings County,
is formed by Isaak and Lola Feld
id Benjamin Chasin.

n,

Two Theatres Burn

j

for

Bonds

(Continued from page 1)

otion picture firms.
Amusement Artists,

—

Francisco, Aug. 24. Two
ral theatres have been badly darned by fires. The Rex, Oroville,
erated by Emory Clover, was burned
the ground due to blaze believed
carelessly-discarded
used
by
a
?arette.
The State, Petaluma, sufed damages to the roof by fire of
determined beginnings. John Peters
d Dave Boulton own the latter.

San

Theatres

9
'Darling in 5-House Deal
J.
lic,

R. Grainger, president of Repubdisclosed yesterday that M. & P.

Theatres, Boston, has booked "Nobody's Darling" into their Boston
Theatre, starting today, with subsequent carryovers, to the Paramount,
Fenway, Scollay Square and Olympia
theatres.

Miranda

to

Sing

City, Aug. 24— Carmen
Miranda, will give two concerts for
Mexican charities here in mid-September, the Federal tourist department has
announced.

Mexico

throughout the area are first being
urged to buy an extra bond during
September.
A "Back the Attack" night will
launch the campaign on Thursday
evening, Sept. 9, with all theatres
staging rallies and attendant events.

Ethel Peffer Resigns
Ethel Peffer's resignation as assistant executive secretary of the League
of New York Theatres has been accepted by the league's board of govMiss Peffer was with the
ernors.
league since its inception 13 years
ago.

Demand

Protection
for Buffalo House
Vs. Power Failure Shows
Buffalo, Aug. 24. — Two stage
(Continued from page

1)

euvers in this section is involved in
the demand by the owners. T. V. A.
is able to generate sufficient power,
but single feeder lines are subject to
failure.

shows are scheduled for the Twentieth Century Theatre here, the first
in months, according to managing diGeorge
rector Robert T. Murphy.
White's "Scandals" will be one, with
the other as yet unannounced.

WATCH FOR MORE

PRIZE PACKAG

f

ln

Musi
cal..
/ftONofram's

IT'S A
'Of*

,1

SHOWMAN'S NATURAL!

"There's a new team of comics in the world of show business to be reckoned with from this point on, folks, and it's
an idea grounded in precedent to give them plenty of
running room in billing and on screen. They're Frank Fay
and Billy Gilbert, and they're not like Abbott and Costello,
but they stack up in this first of their pictures much as Bud
and Lou stacked up in their first, therefore it's a good bet
they'll be going on and up in the scale of popularity when
the public gets a look at them."
•
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Off the Antenna

'Army'$55,000

Record Gross

Wednesday, August

1943

25,

'Phantom of Opera'

$19,500 Gross

in

pOLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM, owner and operator of
^
WCCO in Minneapolis, has withdrawn opposition to longer operation Cincinnati Premiere
hours for New York's municipally-owned station WNYC for the duration of
its

In Philadelphia
Philadelphia, Aug.

24.

—In a class

"This Is the Army" at the
Mastbaum, with the first week, excluding the premiere $50-top performance,
pointing to a record $55,000. Also enjoying big business is "Dixie" at the
the
opening
with
week
Stanley,
figured on reaching $26,500. Also inby

itself is

downtown

fluencing the business

the

is

twin showing of "Stage Door Canteen" on its second run at William
Goldman's Karlton and Keith's, with
both houses enjoying good business.

Estimated takings for
ending Aug. 25-27
"Above Suspicion" (M-G-M)

week

the

ALDINE —

the war, in a petition filed with the Federal Communications Commission,
provided that in the opinion of the FCC such action would aid the war effort.
New York City officials have been seeking for several years to have WNYC's
operation time extended, but they have been opposed by the state of Minnesota
and CBS because the extended night time schedule of
would interfere
with WCCO's program service for rural listeners.

WNYC

Decision has been reserved on the appeal of WSAY, Mutual Rochester
for an injunction to prevent further interference by the American
Federation of Musicians in forcing Mutual to discontinue servicing the
station.
KFSD, which joins the
web on Sept. 1, will become one
of the seven
basic network stations on the coast on Oct. 1, 1944.
WENY, Elmira, N. Y., becomes a basic supplementary station in the NBC
net on Sept. 1.
at Atlantic City joins the Blue on Oct. 4.
Latest
Hooper survey has the substitutes on the Walter Winchell program, Fulton
Oursler, Louella Parsons, and Robert St. John, in the top slot. Mr. District
Attorney is second, and the first half hour of the Kay Kyser program is
third.
Earnings of Philco Radio for the first six months of 1943 are
$1,526,282 or $1.11 a share, as compared to $1,152,877, or 84 cents per share
for similar period last year.
•
•
•
affiliate,

.

.

NBC

.

NBC

.

WFPG

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ARCADIA—

"Heaven Can Wait" (20th-Fox)

BOYD — (35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

2nd week.

days,

7

(Average,

Gross: $14,600.

$19,-

0CO)

"Stormy Weather" (20th-Fox)

FOX— (3,000)

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

days, 2nd week.

Gross:

7

(Average,

$19,700.

KGO,

Elise Goddard is the new continuity editor at
David Stein has joined the
outlet of the Blue.
York
with the closing of the station's Chicago sales outlet.
sales force of
shortwave production and announcGlenn Wilson has been added to the
C. Herbert Masse has been named sales manager of
ing staff.
England stations.
"About the Girl,"
and
the Westinghouse
a new operetta by Kent Cooper, Associated Press executive director, will
have its premiere on Mutual' s "Chicago Theatre of the Air" program, Sept.

Purely Personal

San Francisco

.

.

New

.

WHN

.

CBS

.

.

11.

.

New

Paul

.

.

Doniger has joined

J.

.

WBZ

.

WBZA,

.

.

WOR's

.

.

promotion

staff.

$17,800)

"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)

KARLTON— (1,000)

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-

Gross:

75c) 7 days, 2nd run.
erage, $4,700)

(Av-

$7,500.

"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)

—

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68cKEITH'S
(2,200)
Gross: $7,500. (Aver75c) 7 days, 2nd run.
age, $5,300)
(W.B.)
"This Is the
(4.700) (35c-41c-46c-57c-68cGross: $55,000. (Average, $22,75c) 7 da vs.
900)

Army"

MASTBAUM—

"Dixie" (Para.)

STAN LEY— (3,000)

75c) 7 days.
300)

"First

Gross:

(35c 41c 46c - 57c - 68c -

Comes Courage"

$18,-

(Col.)

—

(Average,

$11,500.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Estimated receipts for
ending Aug. 26:
"Above Suspicion" (M-G-M)

CENTURY— (3,000)

weekends)
age,

7
$15,000)

days.

(28c-44c-50c

Gross:

$18,500.

and 55c
(Aver-

"We've Never Been Licked" (Univ.)

KEITH'S— (2,406)

(15c-28c-33c-44c and 55c

weekends) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross:
(Average. $11,900)
500.
'Heaven Can Wait" (20th-Fox)

NEW— (1,581)

3rd

week.

(15c-28c-35c-55c)

Gross:

$10,-

days,

7

(Average,

$8,000.

"Dixie"

STANLEY— (3,280)

(28c-39c-44c-55c

weekends) 7 days, 2nd week.
(Average, $15,100)
$17,500.
"First Comes Courage" (Col.)
60c

HIPPODROME— (2,205)

.

.

.

7

days.

erage, $16,500)

"Bomber's Moon" (2<Hh-Fox)

MAYFAIR— (1.000)

week.

Gross:

$5,500.

(20c-40c)

7

(Average.

days,

2nd

$6,100)

Milwaukee, Aug. 24.—Film Arts
and Astor Pictures are now located in
new offices at 725 West Wells St.

.

,950inTulsaWeek
Tulsa, Aug. 24.—"Hers to Hold"
the $8,950 mark on this week's

hit

record chart for its run at the Ritz,
but close behind was "Stormy Weather" on a double bill with "Report from
the Aleutians" showing $8,500 at the

Orpheum.

MAJESTIC— (570)

for

$12,600)

Gross:

3rd week.

7 days,
$5,000)

$4,200.

RKO CAPITOL— (2,000)
Gross:

33c-40c-44c-55c,

at

(40c-50c-60c)

$19,000.

(Univ.)

RKO GRAND— (1,500)
Gross:

"/

(Average

$6,200)

Bad Men"

"Report form the Aleutions"
days.

(Average.

Army" (W.B.)

"This Is the

"Frontier

(33c-40c-44c-55c)

$5,000.

(WAC)

(33c-40c-44c-55c)

(Average,

$5,200)

"Du Barry Was a Lady" (M-G-M)

RKO LYRIC— (1,400)

(33c-40c-44c-55c)

days, 3rd downtown
house.
Gross: $3,200.

week, 2nd at this
(Average, $3,900)
"The Big Shot" (W.B.)
"Sherlock Holmes in Washington" (Univ.)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (22c-33c) 4 days
(Average, $1,400)
Gross: $1,350.
"The Falcon in Danger" (RKO)
"The Avenging Rider" (RKO)

FM

—

the

of

conventional

four-letter

cal

.

.

.

.

Gross:

Move(Aver-

$3,750.

"Stormy Weather" (ZOth-Fox)
"Report from the Aleutians"

ORPHEUM— (1.400)

(WAC)

(20c-40c-50c)

$1,500.

(Average,
in

7

days.

(Average,

3 days. Gross:

$1,500)

X" (RKO)
(20c-40c) 4 days.

Gross:

$1,950)

"Hers to Hold" (Univ.)

RITZ— (2,000)
$8,950.

(30c-40c-55c) 7 days. Gross:

(Average, $7,750)

24.

— The

Orpheum

skyrocketed $8,000 to head
for a gross of $19,500 with Ozzie Nelson and his orchestra plus "Pilot No.
5."
"Claudia" ran eight days and
included a world premiere on August
18 to gross an estimated $10,900.

station,

week

Estimated receipts for the
ending August 25-26
"What's Buzzin' Cousin?" (Col.)
"Appointment in Berlin" (Col.)

BRANDEIS
Gross:

OMAHA —

(1,200) (30c-35c-44c-50c)
(Average, $5,500)
$5,200.

(2,000)

7

McPherson Takes

OWI

Radio

7 days.

Gross:

$6,100.

(Average, $8,300)
"Pilot No. 5" (M-G-M)

ORPHEUM— (3,000)

(40c-50c-65c)

7

days.

Ozzie Nelson's orchestra, stage review.
Gross: $19,500.
(Average, $11,500)
"Claudia" (2ttth-Fox)

"Alaska Highway" (Para.)

PARAMOUNT —

days.
18.

(2,900)

Positioi

—

Louis, Aug. 24. Colvin Mcj
Pherson, motion picture and dram
critic for the Post-Dispatch here fcl
the past nine years, has resigned
accept a position in the English radi
department of the Office of War Ii

(30c-35c-50c)

I

i|

(WAC)

(30c-35c-50c)

us

1

—

"Report from the Aleutians"

may

the call of the latter with the letter
"FM" as a suffix.
The present combination calls wer
found to be cumbersome and unpopu
lar with the public and it was fore
seen that the letters therein which ar
designed to identify the cities in whic
the stations are located would fail c I
their purpose after the war when FJ
operation spread.

St.

Moveover from Paramount.

Manhattan" (Univ.)

"Squadron Leader
RIALTO^(1,250)
$1,950.

(20c-40c)

Omaha, Aug.

"Heaven Can Wait" (20th-Fox)

$8,500.

RIALTO— (1,250)

Omaha Opening

Theatre

days.

(Average. $7,500)
"Gals Incorporated" (Univ.)
"Border Patrol" (U.A.)
Gross:

In

week

the

(25c-40c) 7 days.

over from the Ritz.

"Cowboy

New Offices for Film Arts

RKO SHUBERT— (2,150)

.

'Hers to Hold' Neat 'Claudia' Does Well

age, $2,500)

Stage show: Henry Youngman, Frank Paris, Jerry Bergen, Charlo
& Dupree, Fredysons. Gross: $18,000. (Av-

66c)

(33c-40c-44c-55c)

(Average,

Gross: $19,500.

days.

standard broadcast

"Dixie" (Para.)

(28c-39c-44c-55c-

RKO PALACE— (2,700)

7

"Stormy Weather" (20th-Fox)

to

and

Gross:

.

.

Estimated receipts
ending Aug. 26th

(Para.)

7

"Phantom

.

.

$9,-

300)

(33c-40c-44c-55c)

Gross: $13,000. (Average, $15,800)
of the Opera" (Univ.)

days.

Gene Tierney, system used by standard broadcaster
tember income tax returns over CBS, tomorrow.
featured in 20th Century-Fox's "Heaven Can Wait," will appear in the effective Nov. 1.
FM operators will be permitted
Philip Morris Playhouse adaptation of "The Hard Way," over CBS,
Red Skelton select their own combinations fron
on Friday, and on the Jerry Lester show on Sunday.
"The Moon Is Down," featuring among the approximately 4,000 four
returns to the NBC web on Sept. 14.
Sir Cedric Hardwicke and Lewis Stone, are the selections of the Screen letter calls which are available fo
assignment or, if they also operate
Guild Players show for Aug. 30.

week

the

RKO ALBEE— (3,300)

week

the

.

.

24— Substantial

Aug.

Estimated receipts for
ending Aug. 25-28
"Above Suspicion" (M-G-M)

Adopt

.

Baltimore,

RKO

tol

WMCA

.

openings and strong weekend business
gave the first-run houses an excellent
Topstart for their week's grosses.
ping the list is "Above Suspicion,"
which is headed for an easy $18,500 at
the Century.

in the

.

.

Sullivan, assistant secretary of the U. S. Treasury, will tell about Sep-

Best in Baltimore

is

.

.

'Above Suspicion'

Palace,

RKO FAMILY— (1,000) (22c-33c) 3 days.
Program Notes Dinah Shore, featured in Warner's "Thank Your
(Average, $800)
$850.
Lucky Stars," will appear on the premiere program of RCA's "What's Gross:
"Heaven Can Wait" (20th-Fox)
Dickie Jones, of motion pictures, will be the new
—
New," Sept. 4.
(33c-40c-44c-55c)
KEITH'S
(1,500)
Henry Aldrich when the program returns to the NBC network Sept. 2. days, 2nd week, moveover from Palace
(Average, $5,200)
Gross: $5,000.
Frank Sinatra will continue his radio work while he appears before
the RKO-Radio cameras in the filming of "Higher and Higher."
"Rags" Ragland will take time off from current film work in Metro's
Stations Will
"Whistling in Dixie," to be Bing Crosby's guest at the Kraft Music Hall
4-Letter Calh
Under the supervision of Ethel Colby, station's new drama
Sept. 2.
will launch a Broadway gossip proand motion picture editor,
Washington, Aug. 24. The Fed
James Cagney will appear on CBS' "Eyes of the eral Communications Commission to
gram on Sept. 13.
Air Force," tomorrow, and on Mutual's "Saturday Night Bandwagon" day abandoned the use of combinatioi
The Maxwell House program, featuring Fannie Brice letter-and-number identifications fo
on Aug. 28.
John L. FM stations and ordered the adoptioi
and Frank Morgan, returns to the airlanes on Sept. 2.
.

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-

Gross:

days.

(Average,

$26,500.

STANTON— (1,700)
7
75c)
$8,400)

-

-

RKO

days. 2nd week.

7

—

Aug. 24. "Phantom
which had a world pre-

high bracket for the newer releases,
with an estimated $19,500.
"This Is
the Army" should do around $19,0*
on its second week at the
Cij

.

.

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)
(900)
Gross: $12,200.
days, 2nd week.
(Average, $10,300)
"Road to Morocco" (Para.)
(600) (3Sc-46c-57c-68c) 6 days,
(Averreturn engagement.
Gross: $1,800.
age, $3,500)

.

.

Cincinnati,
of the Opera,"
miere at the

8

Included world premiere on August
Gross: $10,900.
(Average, $6,900)

formation, and will leave for Ne*J
York City to take up his new dutif
shortly.
His successor has not bee

named.

Miller Replaces Kositsh
Cleveland, Aug.
ler

24.

—Yarrow

Mi

has succeeded Stanley Kositsky

Vitagraph

:

manager, beir
transferred here from the company
local

Pittsburgh

office

office.

HE GREATEST MYSTERY IN ALL HISTORY!

1

4!>

with

LUDWIG DONATH • GALE SONDERGAARD

GEORGE DOLENZ
LUDWIG STOSSEL

FRITZ KORTNER

•

•

Screen Play by

WILLIAM TRENK
Fritz

Kortner

Original Story by Fritz Kortner

Directed

and Joe May

by James Hogan

Associate Producer, Ben Pivar

UNIVERSAL PICTORtS

K.

.

,

WILL H. HAYS
WALDORF ASTORIA HOTEL,
PARK AVE. & 50TH ST.
NEW YORK,
/k

First In

n.

r.

URE

J,

Alert.

to the

tion

Picture
Industry

NO.

)L. 54.

NEW

40

)ecree Views

Of

'Big Five'

Reported Set
First Draft May Go to
Clark Monday

A first draft of views of the five
»nsenting companies on results of the
•erations of the consent decree durg its three-year trial period and suggestions for improvements in the way
amendments
and
modifications
ould the decree be continued in force
as reported yesterday to have been
mpleted by counsel for the five
mpanies and is expected to be prented to Tom C. Clark, Assistant
S. Attorney General, at a meeting
Washington on Monday.
Details of the contents of the draft
ere not learned but it was reported
lofficially that the consenting comnies base their proposals for modi-

THURSDAY, AUGUST

U.S.A.,

Industry Workers

25.

— Ted

A

Eastern area.
speaker was Paul

surprise

Mc-

Nutt,

War

chief,

who declared that the needs
Army precludes any change in

of the

(Continued on page 6)

•riod of three

RKO,

ount,

20th Century-Fox and

(Continued on page 3)

Crescent Appeal by

Postponed

Washington, Aug.

25.

— Filing
from

of
the

Silverstone to

20th-Fox Foreign,
Arthur
well
Silverstone,
known
Ides executive in both the foreign
id domestic fields, has been named
representative for the 20th
entury-Fox foreign department, it
as
learned yesterday.
Silverstone
ready is in his new post and is
heduled to be given an assignment
hich will take him abroad in the
special

iar future.

By OSCAR

cides

Cities

Louis, Chicago and PhiladelSt.
phia report organization progress for
participation in the Third War Loan
drive.
In St. Louis, full industry cooperation has been promised by Harry
Arthur, Jr., managing director of

Eanchon and Marco, and state chairArthur has been
of die WAC.
designated state chairman of the industry division for the drive and is

man

also serving as St. Louis publicity
Dave Arthur and Les
chairman.

Jones Expanding
Independent Setup

of Silverstone's assignnot known yet but it is beeved to involve a survey of Euro;an markets for postwar possibilies and probably will call for an early
is

OWI Lauds WAC; Plans No
in U. S.

(Continued on page 3)

C. Grand Jury to
Probe Delinquency

|L

Kansas

City,

Aug.

25.

— Grand

iry of Jackson County,

Mo., assemhas been
23,

ed here on Aug.
larged to investigate the juvenile denquency situation by Judge Ray G.
'

i

Brendan Bracken Is
MPPDA GuestToday
The

MPPDA

will

be

host

at

a

luncheon at the Waldorf-Astoria today to Brendan Bracken, Great BritMinister of Information. The
ain's
executive heads and foreign managers of all companies will be present.

Bracken will arrive in New York
morning from Quebec, where he

this

has been attending the Allied strategy
Arconferences in The Citadel.
owan, who emphasized in his in- rangements for the luncheon were
ructions that the problem of juvenile made by Charles F. Coe,
vice-president and general counsel.
(Continued on page 3)

MPPDA

near

future,

determined
according to
Assistant At-

Tom C. Clark, U. S.
torney General.
From evidence already received, a
change appears necessary but action
will not be taken until both sides have
presented
their
cases
completely,
Clark said.
Letters from exhibitors
have been pouring in at the rate of
40 to 50 a day.
Many of them urge
divorcement
quite possible
solution.

and, Clark said,
that may be the

it

is

only

Clark has been in Chicago for two
days attending the regional conference
of U. S. district attorneys and has
also met with a number of independent exhibitors. He will go to Fargo.
N. Dak., tomorrow for further ex-

Goldwyn Office

to

Represent Bronston

will

-

Film Setup

The nature

ment

decree has

at all will be

(Continued on page 3)

(Continued on page 3)

Change

the

(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 3)

A

—

the consent

that

any value

State-right interests of John Jones
be expanded in the Mid-West.
Jones, controlling Capital Film Exchange, Chicago, arrived in New York
yesterday to buy franchises for inde-

government's

LUNDY

Chicago, Aug. 25. Whether or
not the Department of Justice de-

appeal
decision in the Crescent
Amusement Co. case will be delayed
for possibly as much as 60 days in
order to give the Tennessee court
time in which to act on the defendant's motion to modify the decree, it
was disclosed at the Department of
motion to that end
Justice today.
the

Nashville

k.

Says Exhibitors Urge
Divorcement

Mobilize for Bonds

OWI

U. S. Is

By Clark

in

Three More

in

Decree Seen

Commission

Manpower

present Selective Service plans other
than an effort to fulfill all quotas alasPalmer Hoyt,
ready set.
sistant director, also spoke and pointed
out that 21 informational shorts will
be set for distribution by the film
industry next season.
Addressing exhibitors, War Activ-

on an extension
an amended document for a second

Change

Jan. 17, 1944, of the last of
the 17 theatres by the Schine
Circuit, Tom C. Clark, Assistant U. S. Attorney Genrevealed here today.
eral,
The circuit was unable to
dispose of eight of the theatres within the year's time
allotted by the Department
and recently asked to be relieved of the order as to the
remaining theatres.

Gam-

Secretary of Treasury Morgenble,
thau's assistant, revealed today that
the 100,000 employes of the industry
agreed to purchase one extra bond
during the Third War Loan drive,
from Sept. 9 to 30, in addition to
bonds already pledged by film workHe spoke at a meeting in the
ers.
Hotel Statler of leading theatre men
in the

TEN CENTS

1943

Chicago, Aug. 25.—-The DeJustice
has
of
partment
agreed to postpone final action on the divestiture to

Bond Purchases
Washington, Aug.

26,

Schine Gets Stay
On Divestiture

Pledged to Extra

:ation of the decree

years or longer. The
port also is described as being crital of the operations of some phases
the decree during the trial period,
fficial sources indicated that a stateent describing the position of the
•nsenting companies, Loew's, Para-

YORK,

Washington, Aug.

25.

—The

film

War

Activities Committee
has given such unstinting and efficient
cooperation to the Office of War In-

industry's

formation that no thought is being
given to the setting up of an advisory committee such as was appointed

week for the
zine industries, it
night.
this

radio

was

and magalearned

to-

Asked specifically if the setting up
of these committees foreshadowed the
formation of a similar group for mospokesman
an
tion pictures,
retorted with a question of his own.

OWI

"What would we want another com(Continued on page 3)

The Samuel Goldwyn Eastern ofunder James A. Mulvey and William Heineman has completed arfice

rangements to act as Eastern representatives for Samuel Bronston Prod.,
it
was learned yesterday.
The deal is unusual in that Goldwyn productions are distributed by

RKO

Radio while Bronston produc-

tions are handled by United Artists.
Conclusion of the arrangements suggests, therefore, the possibility that

Goldwyn

Eastern organization
further as sales represen(Continued on page 6)

the

may expand

Shirley in

M-G-M

Survey on Contracts

—

Minneapolis, Aug. 25. Sam Shirdistrict manager for M-G-M, is
currently making a survey of exhibi.

ley,

tor

accounts

move

here

to eliminate

in

the

company's

complaints on deals

to be made for the first of the new
season's block of
pictures.
Shirley recently concluded similar
surveys in the Milwaukee and Des
Moines areas.

M-G-M

Motion Picture Daily
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Exhibitors Need
To Sign Pledge

Hollywood, Aug. 25
ASSOCIATION of Motion Pic- The approaching 1943-1944 stage
ture Producers board of directors season finds several major companies
ILL H. HAYS is expected reaffirmed
resolution banning all seeking Broadway play investing opits
back from the Coast on Mon-

The
yesterday stressed
the need for exhibitors to
sign the pledge of War Bond
cooperation which is included
in the Third War Loan

home

Frank W. Phelps, Warner

labor

screenings until local first runs
This was apparently
are completed.
to strengthen action taken some time
ago, which was believed to be evaded
With Y. Frank Freein some cases.

WAC

WAC

portunities.

campaign book now on
1

Paramount
vesting

reported

is

$20,000

in

be

to

"One Touch

way

in-

Washington.

Venus,"

son
from Washington today.
•

James R. Mairn, Famous Players
Canadian advertising
New York.

director,

is

in

Universal board
J. Cheever Cowdin,
chairman, left here for Chicago today,
where he plans a two-day stopover.
From there he continues on to the

•

duction into the Navy.
•
A. H. Blank plans

return to
Des Moines Sunday after three weeks
at Saratoga Springs and a week here.
G. Ralph Branton will remain in New

chief

Paramount,

for

is

Rochester.

20th-Fox
dom."

will be

N.

Peter

McCormick
East

"Keys

first

film

of the

Rathvon and

S.

leave here
following a

will

studio

at

King

House

is

Columbia

is

understood to have sevup for possible back-

eral plays lined

Twentieth Century-Fox, said to
have arrangements with Broadway
producers Max Gordon, Jed Harris,
and Michael Todd, to participate in

Back To You," which Nunnally Johnis adapting from the Thomas Bell
ten-day book in collaboration with Jed Harthe

son

for

added

has

Kids"

"Boarding

schedule
to
its
will produce.

•

Universal has added "The Merry
Monohans" to its schedule, described
Factor has received a medical as Donald O'Connor's biggest budget

discharge from the Army and is back
at the Chicago Universal exchange.
•
Grace Goldberg, secretary to Jacob
Wilk at Warners, is recuperating
from an operation at Doctor's Hospital.

•
British

Michael Fessier and Ernest
Pagano will write and produce.

picture.

Paramount Ad Men
To Meet on 'Bell'

Lawrence Caine.

MPPDA

of the
return today or tomorrow from
a three-week vacation in Maine.
•
Jules Alberti, new director of radio advertising of 20th Century-Fox,

Alec

Hamrick-Evergreen
Announces Transfers
Seattle, Aug. 25. — Dan Redden,
many

Moss,

exploitation

will preside at the meeting.

New

Haven.

•

with LARAINE DAY
AN RKO RADIO PICTURE

Gala Stag* Revue
Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.
Circle 6-46C

manager,
District

advertising representatives attending
will be William Brooker, Philadelphia
C. C.
J. M. Joice, Cleveland
Perry, Cincinnati
Arnold Van Leer,

for

years

Simultaneously,

;

it

has

been

anhas

Reese, Mendenhall to
Omaha,

Aug.

25.

—Carl

UA
Reese,

formerly Minneapolis Republic branch
manager, and Ted Mendenhall, former
local Paramount branch manager for
15 years, have joined the United Artists sales staff here.

BOB HOPE

;

;

New Condon

publicity organization in the near future.
Youngstein was a member of
Condon's organization at the 20th-Fox
studio last Spring and returned from
the Coast recently.

Loew's State Party
A

In Person

BETTY HUTTON

A Paramount

WA R

4»

Picture

BENNY
AND BAN
CONDOS BROS.
JACK MARSHALI
M ES

PARAMOUNT

bSn d s

Youngstein to Join

party to celebrate the 22nd anWilliam Shartin, niversary of Loew's State Theatre
George Labanot of the West End recently resigned as Midwest district will be held at the Broadway house
Theatre, Bridgeport, is now an Air manager for Warners, has also joined Monday evening with Al Rosen, manCadet.
ager, as host.
U- A.'s local staff.
in

"MR. LUCKY"

set.

•

Dave Palfreyman

ROCKEFELLER CENTER
CARY GRANT

Whom

•
nounced that William Hamrick
Office
Jules Fields, of the 20th Century- resigned as manager of the circuit's
Max Youngstein, former assistant
Fox exploitation department, is back Music Hall theatre, and will be sucto Hal Home, 20th Century-Fox adfrom Atlantic City.
ceeded by Ed Hamrick, currently
vertising and publicity director, will
•
managing the Music Box theatre.
Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., of the 20th Loren Kinney, assistant to Fax Dun- be associated with Richard Condon,
Century-Fox
publicity
department, can at the Fifth Avenue theatre, will in charge of special promotional acwill leave this week for a vacation trip be advanced to the management of the tivities for 20th-Fox, when the latter
launches his projected independent
to Maine with Mrs. Rosenfield.
Music Box.

will

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

Paramount
district
advertising
representatives in the East will meet
here tomorrow to discuss plans for
the handling of premieres of "For
the Bell Tolls" in key cities.
About 50 openings will be held on or
about Oct. 1.
Dates are now being

manager of local
managing director, is due here from houses for the Hamrick-Evergreen Boston; Ed J. Wall, Albany; James
London within a few days.
circuit
and currently directing the C. Furman, Atlanta, and Sid Mesi•
W. C. Lewellen,
Paramount Theatre, reports for Army bov, New York.
Janice Emerson Barnat, daugh- induction next week. He will be suc- Dallas district advertising representater of Joseph Barnat, director of ceeded at the Paramount by
tive, will also attend.
J. Gross,
amusement advertising for General at present manager of the Coliseum
Outdoor advertising, recently became theatre for the same circuit.
the bride of Cpl. S.

NEW YORK THEATRE

ris,

•

M-G-M

So

•

Allied, Chicago, has been inducted into
the Navy.

Eckman,

scripts.

Barret

for

visit.

Lou Abrahamson, secretary to
Wallace McDonald
Jack Kirsch, president of Illinois

Sam

suitable

M-G-M.

their productions, is believed to be
interested in financing "Till I Come

Friday,

Columbia

•

Max

seeking

its

all

National Screen exchanges^
starring Cpl. Alan Ladd.
I
The pledge is in triplicate;
one goes to the WAC state
bond chairman, the second
goes to WAC headquarters in
New York, the third goes to
National Screen and is the
allocation for the Ladd trailer.
Raw stock is hard to get
these days and the signed
pledges will make possible a
more accurate print order, the
WAC pointed out.

who plans to produce the play.
Gradwell Sears, United Artists viceParamount has given Ray Milland president, has been reported to be
a straight seven-year contract with no interested in financing the play "Suds
"Tomorrow's Harvest" will in Your Eyes."
options.
be his next film.
in
•

next Wednesday.
•
J. Robert Rubin is scheduled to arrive from the Coast on Monday.
•
Raymond Schosberg, theatre candy
sales

Herman Mankiewicz'

to

until

to

ing.

East.

•

Aaron Dultz of the Paramount
home office will leave Friday for in-

lieved

to

theatres. This
pledge insures the exhibitor
the free trailer available from

of

forthcoming musical,
bebe budgeted at $115,000.
man presiding, the board heard a re- Howard S. Cullman is another in•
survey on studios, guilds, vestor in the same production. ParaBen Kalmenson, Warner general port of the showing
6,000 men, in ex- mount is said to be seeking other
and unions,
sales manager, will leave today on a
cess of one-third of the normal com- scripts. Warners, which made a comcross-country tour to the West Coast.
plement of male workers in produc- mitment to participate in the Richard
•
tion, are now in the armed services. Rodgers-Lorenz Hart revival of "A
HenderRodgers
and
William F.
•
Connecticut Yankee," is said to be
return
to
Richey are expected
relations executive, left last night for

is

1

Finance B'way Plays

Coast Flashes

day.

York

26,

Majors Looking to

Personal
Mention

w

Thursday, August

S q'u a r

i

LOEW'S

State

IN

ON SCREEN

"STAGE DOOR
CANTEEN"
48
6

PERSON

HENRY JEROME
AND 0RCH.
PAT R00NEY.SR.

STARS

TOMMY

DIX

BANDS

PALACE
Broadway's

New

1st

B'WAY
47th

Si

Run Theatre

WORLD PREMIERE
JOHN

GARFIELD

FALLEN

MAUREEN

O'HARA

SPARROW
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ODT Asks Labor Day
Travel Curtailment
Washington, Aug.

25.

—Ap-

pealing to the public to stay
home and voluntarily
at
curtail

its

inter-city

travel-

Labor Day weekEastman,
B.
Joseph
end,
director of the Office of Deing

over

fense Transportation, yesterday warned that travel conthan
that
worse
estion
xperienced over the Fourth
of July weekend would ensue
the public persisted in
if
doing otherwise.

hour as Theatres
Motion Is Denied
'Federal Judge John C. Knox yesIday rejected the contention of the
ouras Theatres Corp. that the Fedii Court lacked jurisdiction in re
: ect of a motion by Robert Aronstein,
orney for a creditor in the Fox
set
jieatres Corp. receivership, to
sale of the Academy of
lide the
kisic by the Fox receiver to Skouras
-

leatres.

basing his motion upon
grand jury indictment
Federal
ainst Skouras Theatres Corp., and
lers, asked that the sale of the the•e in 1937, be set aside.

.Aronstein,

Schwartz and Frohlich, attorneys
Skouras Theatres, moved to set
•

de the alleged service of process
"on Skouras Theatres. Judge Knox,
1 his decision,
struck out the spe
appearance of Skouras Theatres
rp., but gave the attorneys 15 days
.1

•

which to otherwise move

in reto the petition of Aronstein.

.^ct

Il

'rescent Appeal by
U. S. Is Postponed
(Continued from page 1)

been

s

filed

with

Judge

ivies.

department spokesman explained
government had delayed the
nial filing of its petition with the
preme Court in order to give time
the clearing up of motions pending
fore the lower court.
Under the
tice of appeal originally filed with
court, today was the final date for
the

:

Decree Seen

"Johnny Come Lately
(Cagney-United Artists)
picked for his first venture into independent production a nostalgic tale of American life of the early 1900's, and with

omission of the petition.

of the familiarity of plot.
"Jimmy," and his brother-partner, William, the actual producer, come up with a lusty piece of entertainment
that shows no pretense of being anything else.
The pattern is that of the small-town, "pot-bellied" crooked politician,
who is eventually routed by the local late newspaper publisher's widow,
aided and abetted by a roving reporter, who happens along just as the
widow is on the verge of folding her newspaper under the duress of the
all

was pointed

out.

brought

to

Cagney by

his

A

;

the plot.
On the whole,

"Johnny Come Lately" contains humor, wistful sentiment, a bang-up crusade, some powerful fisticuffs, appropriate production

—

*"G" denotes general

classification.

Change

in U. S.

(Continued from page 1)

mittee for?" he asked.

Attaches of the court said that so
the docket for the coming session
very light, indicating that suits
ought up for its consideration will
disposed of quickly.
•

Silver stone to

20th-Fox Foreign
(Continued from page 1)

(ne

was

Up

to 1939 Silver-

WAC

"The
It is

a com-

industry

might

job.

lied.

England.

However, he added,

if

the

new

chief

bureau should
necessary to secure assistance
could
which for any reason the
not provide, he would be left free to
set up an advisory group for that
purpose, although it was difficult to
of the motion picture
feel

it

WAC

foresee any situation which the
could not meet.

WAC

OWI

officials so far have had no
success in their search for a new film
bureau head to act as liaison between
the agency and the industry, it was
admitted.

manager for United
England and assistant to
_.t company's joint managing direcs there.
Subsequently, he was apwith Gill
Fred
nted assistant Eastern sales maner for United Artists here and then
George Gill, PRC Pictures Washs
named a district manager. For ington franchise holder has engaged
past two years he has represented Fred Sandy, as salesman. Sandy was
,tists

sales

in

Sandy

ependent producers here.

selling in blocks of five.
Violations of the consent decree
have been reported here with the refusal of exchanges to sell a second
block of five to an exhibitor who
didn't take the first block. Claims have
been made that "A" houses are able to
play a double feature at flat rentals
while a subsequent run would be required to pay 35 per cent for each of
the same pictures. Cancellation privileges are also said to be inadequate.

Majors' Decree Views
Are Reported Set
(Continued from page

1)

Warners, with respect to amendment
or continuance of the decree would
be made public early next week.
Counsel for the consenting companies, probably accompanied by some

home office executives, are scheduled
to attend the Washington meeting on
Monday. Heads of the five companies
and their attorneys have held a series
of meetings here at various times
throughout the Summer to exchange
views on the operations of the decree
to date and on changes regarded as

Jones Expanding
Independent Setups

OWI Lauds WAC; Plans No

session until

to

hibitor

"Yankee Doodle Dandy," though "Johnny and

Lately" is no "Yankee Doodle" super-duper. But the latter will
recognize that here is hokum humor almost entirely unadulterated.
Cagney literally strolls through his enactment of the roving reporter
hero, who, tarrying a while from his hobo rail-riding, in the little town
of Plattsville, is befriended by the motherly newspaper publisher, played
by Grace George, whose fading publication is restored by the grateful
vagrant reporter. Miss George contributes a highly sympathetic note.
She is proper at all times in her serious role.
high-spot in portrayals, however, is built, with gusto, by Marjorie
Main, as "Gashouse Mary," who has come a long way in pocketbook, in
diamonds, and in years, as the conductor of the town's "joint," selling
She is really good, on the rough
beer, brass band and just plain brass.
side, in a comedy vein that is responsible for much of the entertainment
Her climax is done in Keystone Cop fashion.
in the unreeling.
Although burlesqued, there is at times unusual and unnecessary stress
on the type of "joint" she is operating, and from which she diverts the
"protection" money she usually pays to the crooked politician, to the
town's reform group headed by Reporter Cagney and Publisher George.
she has been on the stage for
It is Miss Main's first visit to the screen
many years. Hattie McDaniel, buxom "mammy" of the publisher's
household, kicks up many a chuckle with her grouses, and Ed McNamara
does an appropriate job as the politico. Marjorie Lord and Bill Henry
have a romance which requires nothing more than excuse for parts of

Come

Supreme Court does not open
Oct. 4, and already is doing a splendid
5 some cases which would normally
other
any
mittee
Tie up before
the film suit was
envy."
le

•it

(Continued from page 1)

conferences and a meeting
with representatives of the five consenting companies has been arranged
for next Monday in Washington.
Numerous complaints have come
from the mid- west. Objections in the
threatening politico.
Chicago territory center around what
It is highly saleable merchandise, both to Cagney's steady fans, who is claimed to be excessive clearance
to
will find much of their favorite to delight them, and to those who were first run houses, percentage pictures

great
delay
in
the
action
ogress of the case will result from
it

By Clark

JAMES CAGNEY

-

Film Setup

No

postponement,

in

warranted by experience under! it in
and James Cagney.
Producer William Cagney and capable director William K. Howard the event that it is to be extended for
a further period.
do a competent job on John Van Druten's script from Louis Bromfield's
"McLeod's Folly" novel.
Elmer
James Cunningham
Running-time, 97 min. "G."*

A
it

Change

Review

formerly with United Artists.

(Continued from page 1)
pendent product, for distribution in
Chicago, Milwaukee, Indianapolis and
St. Louis.
He recently acquired 31

20th-Fox-Gaumont-British and David
Selznick-John

Hay Whitney

features

Jones will open an
exchange in Milwaukee. He is a partner in the Jones, Linick and Schaefer
circuit, in Chicago.
for

reissuance.

K, C. Grand Jury to
Probe Delinquency Hawley Named to
(Continued from page
Expedite SPG Pact
delinquency
nationwide, and ex1)

is

pressed the opinion that it was no
Peter K. Hawley, labor representaworse, and probably not as bad in tive on the local regional board of the
Kansas City as in some other cities. War Labor Board and a
Judge Cowan suggested that the national representative, has been asjury consisting of twelve leading busi- signed to assist the Screen Publicists
ness and professional men might make Guild in concluding negotiations with
recommendations that might assist nine film companies on the reopening
those agencies concerned with the of the wage clause in contracts beproblem. Roe Bartle, local Scout ex- tween the union and the firms.
The
ecutive, is grand jury foreman.
SPG is an affiliate of the United Office
and Professional Workers of

UOPWA

Canada Exhibitors
Conclude 3-Day Meet
Toronto, Aug.
—National Coun25.

cil

of Independent Exhibitors of

ada closed
today after

Can-

three-day convention
adopting a number of
undisclosed resolutions which are to
be presented to the Dominion Government in the near future by a deputation.

its

America, CIO.

Plan 'Good-Will' Rally
As

a tribute to

Mexico and Cen-

tral

America on

Day

anniversary, the

their

Independence

Good Neighbors

Center of New York, located at 310
Riverside Drive, will hold a rally and
"fiesta" Tuesday, Sept. 14th, on the
stage of Skouras' Beacon Theatres,
Broadway and 74th Street, at 8 P.M.

DONALD CRISP
ROSEMARY LANE
Directed by LLOYD BACON
Play by Warren Duff, Robert
Buckner and Edward E. Paramore
From an Original Story by Edward E.
Paramore and XV ally Klein.

Screen

6

]

Industry Workers

4

Motion Picture Daily

!

Pledged to Extra

(Continued from page

and

members,

Committee

ity

1)

press

gathered in 209 Mutual Broadcasting studios in a "convention of the air," over a national
closed-circuit hook- up, Li C. Griffith,
representatives

way

Ambassador

the

holdovers

leads the
with $23,000.

for the

Estimated receipts for the
ending August 25
"Presenting Lily Mars" (M-G-M)
"Good Luck, Mr. Yates" (Col.)

operating with the Treasury's September drive, and outlined nine points

7

of exhibitor cooperation. National DiFinance Commitrector of the
tee Gamble and Francis Harmon, exwere
ecutive vice-chairman of

War

WAC,

also speakers in the ten-minute broadcast, originating at the Hotel Statler.

asked for exhibitors to sell
sell
an extra bond to each family
an added bond to each employee
write to National Screen Service for
the Alan Ladd trailer become Treaswrite to the
ury issuing agents
;

;

;

for available display kits
newspaper advertising space to

;

use

(Average,

$26,500.

Army" (W.

days, 2nd week.

Gross:

$16,900)

B.)
(40c-50c-60c)
$23,000.

7

(Average,

$12,500)

"Gals, Incorporated"

FOX— (5,038)

7

2nd

days,

(Average, $15,800)

Gross: $17,000.

bonds; keep bond books open at
arrange for special bond pretimes

"Ifs a Great Life"

(Col.)

ORPHEUM— (1,900)

days.

Gross:

$8,300.

(30c-40c

(Average,

$6.-

MISSOURI— (3,514)

B.)

Gross:

$5,000.

7

days.

7

the other speakers,

and Harmon, was
director

of

beC.
the

B. Akers, national
industry's campaign.
Practically every major film theatre organization was represented at
the session, including Joseph E. BernCharles Moskowitz, Leonard
hard,
Goldenson, W. K. Jenkins, R. J.

INDIANA— (3.200)

Three More Cities

Tom Gilliam, chairman of the ChiWAC, distributors' division, has

cago

called a meeting of branch

managers

and exchange representatives for today, at which plans will be made for
a bond premiere during the Third
War Loan and for release of the 26

WAC

film bulletins

B.)
(30c-40c-50c)

days.

7

$11,500.

(30c-40c-50c)

(Average,

Nymph" (W.

LYRIC —

7

(2,000)

Indiana.

B.)

Gross:

,

$4,000.

7

days.

(Aver

Some 2,000 "Bombadiers," representing almost 28,000 New York business firms, including those in the
film business, enrolled in the payroll
allotment war bond savings plan,
held a meeting at the Victory Square
war center tent yesterday to hear J.
P. Stevens, Jr., director of the payroll
savings division of the U. S.
War Finance Committee, outline
plans to mobilize workers in stores,
offices and factories to buy an extra
bond during the Third War Loan
drive starting Sept. 9.

to be issued.

M.

;

Goldwyn

Represent Bronston

Local

Hear

WAC
WOR

Members

(Continued from page

Broadcast

tatives

WAC

executives
Local circuit and
gathered at the studio of WOR, local
Mutual affiliate, to hear L. C. Griffith, Theodore R. Gamble, and Francis Harmon address exhibitors,

WAC

members,

and

press

representatives

gathered in 209 Mutual Broadcasting
studios over a coast-to-coast closed
circuit hook-up on exhibitor coopera-

War Loan

1)

ers.

The Goldwyn New York

office

al-

ready is geared for such expansion
with Heineman, a veteran sales executive, heading that department here.
Heineman formerly was assistant general sales manager of Universal. He
has held virtually every position in
sales and distribution from booker and
office manager on up since entering
the industry in 1918. He joined the
Goldwyn organization last Spring.

PARAMOUNT— (2,740)

(20c-35c-55c-75c)

',

Gross: $18,200. (Average, $15,700)
"This Is the Army" (W. B.)
FOX (5.000) (20c-35c-55c-75c) 7 days
Gross: $32,000. (Average, $21,100)
"Captive Wild Women" (Univ.)
"Gals Incorporated" (Univ.)
ESQUIRE— (950) (20c-35c-60c-75c) 7 days
2nd week. Gross: $8,700. (Average, $9,500
"First Comes Courage" (CoL)
"Crime Doctor" (CoL)

ORPHEUM — (2,440)

(20c-35c-55c-7Sc)

Gross: $15,500.

5

(Average.

$12,700)

"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)

UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200)
7

65c)

days,

6th

-week.

(20c-35c-55c'

Gross:

$9,800',

(Average, $10,100)
"Pride of the Yankees" (RKO)

GOLDEN GATE— (2,850)

(20c-35c-44c-75c

i

days. Stage: vaudeville. Gross: $28,500
(Average, $24,500)
"Headin' for God's Country" (Rep.)

7

WARFIELD— (2,680)

(20c-35c-55c-75c)

:

|

Gross: $21,000^
Stage: vaudeville.
(Average, $18,600)
"Heaven Can Wait" (20th-Fox)
"Henry Aldrich Swings It" (Para.)
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400) (20c-35c-55c-75c)
days, 3rd week. (Moved over from Fox.
Gross: $9,000. (Average, $8,300)
days.

j

Dohr Wins Award
Vs. DuPont Filmt
Federal Judge Simon H. Rifkinc
yesterday approved an award of $6,
000 to James L. Dohr, for service:
rendered as special master in an ac
tion brought by Pathe Laboratories
Inc., against the Du Pont Film Manu
facturing Corp., based upon allega
latter
corporation
tions
that
the
included
improper items in cost*
charged to Pathe Laboratories.

The

special master, after 15

month

found that Du Pon
had overcharged Pathe some $111,18!
try
Council,
in
cooperation
with
connection with a contract govern
United Theatrical
War Activities in
Thi
ing the purchase of raw films.
Committee, and the Hollywood Vicmajor item in the suit, which is ex
tory committee, plans to put on a twobe tried in Federal Cour
hour show on the night of Sept. 1 at pected to
this Fall, revolved around a "formul;
the Center, in connection with the
price" for certain materials whicKTreasury drive.

The National Entertainment Indus-

for other independent produc-

'

days, 2nd week.

Former Governor Alfred E. Smith,
In the Philadelphia area, chairmen
A. Lightman, Myer
and W. Randolph Burgess, chairman,
Conway,
Ben
Joe
Fertel,
Melvin Fox, War Finance Committee for New
Schine, H. F. Kincey, Jay Emanuel,
M. A. Silver, Frank Hornig, Pete Jack Greenberg and Mel Koff have York State, addressed the meeting,
been
appointed
to lead industry parWood and A. Julian Brylawski.
the first to be held at the new Centicipation in the drive.
Samuel Var- ter, which will be the scene of Army
John J. Payette and Carter Barbalow will head the drive for the
exhibits, shows and numerous rallies
ron, co-chairmen of the War ActiviSouthern New Jersey district.
during the September War Loan
ties Committee in Washington, aided
drive to sell $15,000,000,000 in bonds
by Frank LaFalce, Warner Bros,
publicity director, handled the arand stamps. Lucy Monroe led yesterOffice
to
rangements for the meeting.
day's audience in the singing of the
"Star-Spangled Banner."
O'Donnell,

Yankees" at Golden Gate, due tc
gross $28,500. "Youngest Profession'
pairing with "Someone to Remem
ber" to take $18,200 at Paramount.
Estimated takings for the weel
ending Aug. 23-25

—

days.

$9,900)

(30c-40c-50c)

I

days.

(Average, $11,500)
"Above Suspicion" (M-G-M)
"Two Senoritas from Chicago" (Col.)
$22,000.

LOEW'S— (2,800)

—

San Francisco, Aug. 25. Firs'
seven days at regular prices will fincj
"This Is the Army" banging ou|
$32,000 at the Fox, followed by bj
show and "Pride of the
stage

"Youngest Profession" (M-G-M)
"Someone to Remember" (Rep.)

Army" (W.

Bond Rally Opens
N.Y. Bond Center

(Average, $4,400)

the

Griffith

Gross:

days.

Mobilize for Bonds

Among

days.

7

band.

age, $4,500)

(35c-40c)

morning and afternoon
(.Continued from page 1)
sessions were presided over by Si Kaufman, of the Fanchon and Marco
Fabian, chairman of the theatre divi- staff, are vice-chairmen of the pubsion of the War Activities Commit- licity committee.
sides

(30c-40c-50c)

Del Courtney and
(Average, $li,000)

Moved from

;

tee.

San Francisco

will

CIRCLE— (2,800)
"This Is the

Gets$32,000in

Is

"Bomber's Moon" (20th-Fox)

(30c-40c-50c)

LOUIS— (4,000)

— "This

this

"Constant

Gross: $8,500. (Average, $7,300)
"Silver Spurs" (Rep.)
"Bomber's Moon" (20th-Fox)

ST.

25.

At the
expected to gross $11,500.
Circle, "Falcon In Danger" with the
support of Del Courtney and band
will do $14,000.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Aug. 24-26:
"Falcon in Danger" (RKO)

Gross:

"The Constant Nymph" (W.
"Honeymoon Lodge" (Univ.)

mieres.

Both

diana

Gross:

sell
all

Army"

Aug.

do $22,000 at the Inweek, almost double the
house.
that
for
average
weekly
Loew's, with "Above Suspicion," is

the

$14,000.

(Univ.)

(30c-40c-50c)

"DuBarry Was a Lady" (M-G-M)
7

Indianapolis,

in

1943

26,

Army'

"This Is

Week

Indianapolis

Stage:

"Heaven Can Wait" (ZOth-Fox)

50c)
900)

Griffith

WAC

Gross:

days.

week

(3,162) (30c-40c-50c-55c)

AMBASSADOR— (3,154)

LOEW'S

Asks Extra Bond

Griffith

LOEW'S STATE—

"This Is the

week.

Average Gross

—

Louis, August 25. "Presenting Lily Mars" will present Loew's
State with an estimated gross of $26,500 to lead the box office parade in
St. Louis this week. With an advanced
price scale, "This Is the Army" at
St.

Third War Loan
chairman, speaking from the meeting,
called upon exhibitors to_ utilize all
showmanship abilities in cotheir
industry's

the film

'Army' Does Twice

Louis Grosses

St.

Bond Purchases

Top

Lily\ 'Army'

Thursday, August

hearings,

of

Du

Delinquency Film to
Premiere in Houston

Pont contended, could not

ha\':

lower price becaus<
of provisions of the Robinson-Patmai
been

sold

at

a

Act.

The Du Pont corporation was up;
Members of the Metropolitan New
held, in the special master's report
"Teen Age," a feature length pic- with respect to certain charges sucl
York area WAC attending were Sam
ture dealing with juvenile delinquency, as depreciation, shipping expenses an'
Rinzler, Henry Randel, Harry ManKathryn Grayson, Walter produced by J. D. Kendis, president power, but the special master criti
del. Eddie Dowden, Ernie Emerling, Garland,
Ed Schreiber, Mike Segal, Paula Pidgeon and Dick Powell as stars of of Continental Pictures, from a story cized the transfer of ingredients fron
Gould, William Downs and Maurice the Hollywood Bond Cavalcade.
A by Elmer Clifton, has been completed. one manufacturing plant to another a
Premiere has been set for Sept. 2, at a price above the cost of manufacture
Seidlitz,
Mike Edelstein, Blanche three-hour show is planned.
Chairman Henry Ginsberg, Motion Interstate Circuit's Palace Theatre in A charge of $107 for experimental ex
Livingston, Fred Herkowitz, Peggy
tion in the

Third

drive.

Foldes. Al Zimbalist, Joel Swenson
and Jack Murray of Donahue & Coe.

HVC Names

Top Stars for
Hollywood Bond Cavalcade

—

Hollywood, Aug. 25. The Hollywood Victory Committee today named
Fred Astaire, Lucille Ball, James
Cagney, Olivia de Havilland, Judy

Picture War Finance Committee, has
appointed 20 representatives of Allied

Industries as a special committee of
the Third War Loan campaign with
Tom Baily and Albert Ruben as cochairmen.
An independent studios
committee was also formed under Sol
Lesser's
chairmanship with
I.
E.
Chadwick and Tremm Carr as co-

chairmen.

Houston,

to be followed by other dates
the Interstate circuit.
Fox-Intermountain has also set the film for a
number of its theatres.
in

Kendis is now in New York, to set
distribution deals with some independent distributor here.
He will screen
"Teen Age" for circuit heads in the
New York City territory within the
next i0 days.

t

pense in the 15-month period coverer
was also found to have been ini
proper.

Allied Gets

Two More

—

Chicago, Aug. 25. The Gold Coas
and Plaza Theatres, owned by Henr
Goldson, have joined the Allied buy
ing and booking combine here.

>1

:

August

rsdav.

Down

9

irStormy Big

.,

Chicago's
this week. "Dixie" with Teddy
Ijgell and his orchestra on the stage
the big

in

receipts

'

•

is

$58,000

of

clicking
probable.

held over.

opening at two
u<es, the Apollo, in the Loop, and
Regal, on the South Side, looks

Kormy Weather"

X
'

gross

a

,.)th

a fine $44,000.

Estimated receipts
ding Aug. 26:
cormy Weather" (20th-Fox)

onstant
I

Nymph" (W.

aRRICK—
week

f

(

|V, $8,500)

hey Got

Me

MAJESTIC— (2.250)

B.)

Gross:

Gross:

days,

7

S9.C00.

CARLTON— (1,525)
FAY'S— (1,800)

)RIEXTAL—

(30c-35c-55c-65c)

7

Loop run. Stage: Vaughn Monand orchestra. Gross: $23,000. (Aver-

{Vs. 2nd

it

fik.

cr.ey

—

4th

vs.

week.

1

(30c-35c-55c) 3

Olsen & Shirley, Don Mario & OrchGross: $8,500. (Average. $6,800)

$19,900)
4

(40c-55c-75c)

(1.500)

Gross: $17,000.

7

(Average.

Army'

Door Canteen" (U. A.)

JTATE-LAKE— (2.700)
week.

6th

fjs

(40c-55c-75c)

Gross: $23,000.

2nd week.

•.
$18,000)
orilla
ilack Raven"

Gross:

Man" (W.

(Average.

—

"tek.

Gross:

Aug. 25. "This Is the
Army" at the Music Hall and Orpheum theatres this week hit a
Seattle,

(40c-55c-75c)

$20,000.

(Aver-

B.)

tremendously

(PRC)

VOODS— (1,200)

(40c-55c-75c) 7 days. 2nd

(Average.

$S.0O0.

$7,500)

big
beating
$26,000,
attractions by a wide margin.
"Destroyer" at the Liberty was favor-

other

and "Heaven Can Wait" average at the Fifth Avenue. Weather
was mild and clear.
Estimated receipts for the week endable,

Jcked'

in

$9,350

Denver Theatre B.O.

—

Denver, Aug.

25.
First runs here
d a setback this week with most
rveovers
and one return listed.
Ve've Never Been Licked" on a dual
the Denver was slated for S9.350
lile the return
of "Union Pacific"
the Denham grossed $8,500.

Estimated receipts for the week endt Aug. 23-26:
eaven Can Wait" (20th-Fox)
assport to Suez" (Cel.)

—

iLADDIN
•'s.

(1.400)

moveover.

$5,000.

(Average.

'800)

(30c-40c-50c-60c)

Gross

$3,125.

7

(Average.

BLUE MOUSE— (950)

$19,200).

—

return.

(1.750)

(30c-40c-55c-65c)

Gross:

$8,500.

7

(Average.

Never Been Licked" (Univ.)

als Inc."

WARNER— (2,000)

week, moveover
Penn.
Gross: $6,000.

B.)
(35c-44c-60c)
after one

week

(Average,

$6,900).

$4,600.

Opens

'Marines'

AVENUE— (2,500)

FIFTH
85c)

2nd

days,

7

week.

(40c-50c-55cGross
$9 500
:

(Average, $10,500)
"Destroyer" (CoL)

LIBERTY

(40c-50c-60c-65c) 7 days.

Gross:

7

(40c-50c-65c-85c)

Gross:

"This

Is the

(40c-50c-65c-85c) 7

(Average, $8,300)

$11,400.

Love." Nightclub background switches
to an imagined harem for an Arabian 'boogie-woogie' number
Running
15

mins.

Release,

Sept.

28.

B.)
(40c-50c-65c-85c)

(Average, $9,300)
$14,600.
It Takes" (CoL)
(30c-42c-5Sc-7Cc)
(1,500)

PALOMAR —

days.
teurs

7

iSOLTRE— (740)

(40c-50c-60c-65c)

7

7

"All -Network Radio AmaTour." Gross: $8,500. (Average.

PARAMOUNT— (3,050)
2nd

week.

Gross:

(40c-50c-65c-85c) 7
$8,000.

(Average.

S9,50O)

days

(Average, S3.CC0)

omber's Moon" (ZOth-Fox)
lelody Parade" (U. A.)
J
(2.200)
(30c-40c-50c)

ARAMOUNT —

7

Gross: $5,500. (Average, $5,000)
ht the Ice" (Univ.)
leney Mocn. Lodge" (U. A.)
(40c-50c-60c-65c)

>veover.

$5,250.

7

(40c-50c-60c)

7

days, 3rd

(Average, $8,300)

$9,500.

Gross:

$25,000.

(3,500)

(Aver-

(40c-50c-60c)

7

week, moved over from HippoGross: $4,200. (Average, $3,100)

days, 2nd

(Col.)

RKO PALACE — (3,300)

(45c-55c-75c

and

&

Holidays) 7 days. Stage: Blue
Smiley Burnette, June
Preisser. Gross: $31,500. (Average, $25,800)
"Salute to the Marines" (M-G-M)

S5c Sun.

Barron

orchestra,

days

(Average, $3,500)

Iowa,

Aug.

25.

— Central

has closed the Boone here,
claiming a product shortage.
The
house is the second to be shuttered
here in recent months, the Strand
having previously been closed.
States

Morris Segel Joins U. A.
many

25.

—Morris

until

his

resignation

several

local

Uni-

ted Artists sales staff. He succeeds
Carroll Trowbridge, who has been
advanced to the position of branch
manager for United Artists in Salt
City.

with

wrestles

situation

in

this

Walter Lantz Technicolor
Action deals with Woody's

attempt to siphon gas out of the tanks
abandoned cars in a junk yard
when his tank runs dry while he is
violating the pleasure driving ban.

of

He

gets into a

mess of trouble when

tries to empty the tank of a police
car, and after a series of misadventures, both
and the cop wind

he

Woody

up

in

heaven applying at the wing

ration board.
Running time, 7 mins.
Release, July 26.

"Three Bears in a Boat'
W

hat happens when three bear cubs
take a cruise downstream in a canoe
is
entertainingly
narrated by Joe
Laurie, Jr., in this animal short. The
perilous ride takes them through the
rapids, over waterfalls, and ends up
with the cubs crossing the river in a
cable boat.
Running time, 10 mins.
Release date, Aug. 20.

Just arrived in New York from Hollywood, California with the following
re-issue
exploitation
pictures
for
greater New York and other territories:

"Secrets Of
with Cheryl

years salesman and mana-

months ago, has joined the

Lake

cartoon.

Segel,

ger of the Paramount exchange in this
city

amusing

rationing

ATTENTION FILM BUYERS

(40c-60c) 7
from State.

days, 2nd week, moved over
Gross: $10,400. (Average, $8,600)

Aug.

gas

(40c-60c) 7 days.

Gross: $23,500. (Average, $16,800)
"Above Suspicion" (M-G-M)

Seattle,

the

(Paramount)

HIPPODROME —

(40c-50c-60c) 7 days.
age, $17,000)

for

Shortage Closes House
Boone,

vs.

UALTO-(900)

Gross:

week end-

LOEWS STILLMAN— (1,900)

Stage:

on

ALLEN— (3,000)

week.

Universal)

Woody Woodpecker

—-World

Estimated take for the
ing Aug. 25
"Coney Island" (20th-Fox)

LOEWS STATE— (3.300)

Army" (W.

ORPHEUM — (2,450)
Gross:

25.

RKO

"Crime Doctor"
7

week. Moved from Paramount.
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $4,600)
"This Is the Army" (War)

als Inc." (Univ.)

Gross:

Busse and his band play their
favorites
"Hot Lips," "You Were
Aleant for Me," and "Linger Awhile."
Eberle offers "I'm Through With

time,

at

premiere of "Salute to the Marines," accompanied by a big exploitation campaign hit a bull's-eye at the State with
a strong $23,500 estimated take. "Hers
to Hold" was a Hippodrome hit with
Palace soared
$25,000 in sight.
to the heights wdien "Crime Doctor"
and Smiley Burnette heading the
vaudeville
show collecting $31,500.
Cool weather helped boost theatre
business generally.

drome.

$9,200)

6th

days.

Aug.

WARNERS' LAKE— (714)

(40c-50c-65c-85c)

(1,800)
$9,500.

MUSIC BOX— (950)

days,

(Average. $11,000)
/e've Never Been Licked" (Univ.)

;

at

"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)

—

(Average,
"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)

days.

Cleveland,

WARNERS'

"Behind the Rising Sun" (RKO)

(Univ.)

»ENVER— (2.60C)

\

days,

7

$8,300)

o=s: $9,350.

Jss: $2,500.

"The

stars

:

"The Constant Nymph" (W.

"Hers to Hold" (Univ.)

(Average. $4,400)
"Heaven Can Wait" (20th-Fox)
Gross:

"She Has What

nicn Pacific" (Para.)

»ENHAM

(40c-50c-65c-85c) 7
Fifth Avenue.

Moved from

days, 3rd week.

days.

J500)

H00)
/e've

"Jitterbugs" (20th-Fox)

MUSIC HALL— (2,275)

ataan" (M-G-M)
hatterbcx" (Rep.)

•5ROAD WAY— (1.040)

vs.

ing Aug. 26:
"Stormy Weather" (20th-Fox)

davs,

(30c -40c -50c -60c)

Gross

moveover.

radio

the

Johnson.

(

2 Seattle Houses

7

North Atlantic" (W. B.)

IJDNITED ARTISTS— (1.700)
Says.

are

$23,500, Cleveland "Ration Bored"

Terrific at

(.000)

ction in the

Featuring the music of
Henry
Busse and his orchestra, and a vocal
number by Ray Eberle, this is a satisfactory musical novelty.
Others ap-

Taylor Maids," and songstress Janelle

B.)

night,
(Opening
remainder of run, 35c$1.10. $2.20, $6.50;
(Average,
44c-60c) 7 davs.
Gross: $45,000.

Looo)

rage

(Universal)

pearing

$3,200).

Army" (W.

3rd

(Rep.)

METROPOLITAN— (3,050)

days.

7

8.

(40c-55c-75c) 7 davs, 2nd

Gross: $24,000. (Average.
Island" (ZOth-Fox)

iOOSEYELT

"Thumbs Up"

Colt.
estra.

the Ice" (Univ.)

cneymoon Lodge" (Univ.)

\VLACE— (2,500)

2n

(35c-44c-60c)

(Average,

days. On Stage: Three Stooges. The Great
Lester. Roy Davis. George Kave. Phyllis

$22,000)

e.

days.

7

SENATOR— (1,750)

Gross: $3,250.
"This Is the

STANLEY— (3,800).

(Moveover from Majestic.)
On
Betty Tanner & Buddv Thomas.
Dave Seed & Yvette. Carlell & Rosa.
Gloria LeRoy, Art & Bob Coleman. Dario
Maiani. Gross: $6,000. (Average. $5,400)

Up America"

(3.200)

from

week.
Stage:

*h-Fox)
1

"The Leopard Man" (RKO)
days.
Strand.)
7

on his way to Sunday
Jasper,
school, meets temptation in the persons of a scarecrow and blackbird,
who urge him to go fishing. Jasper's
fishline drops into the midst of an
aquatic church service, and the fish,
anno3 r ed at being disturbed, pull Jasper and his friends into the water.
After being pursued through the
depths by sea monsters, Jasper escapes
and is glad to return to Sunday School.
An amusing Technicolor short. Running time, Syi mins.
Release date,

"Hit Tune Serenade"

$16,800).

(Average,

$2,500.

(Paramount)

Oct.

(35c-44c-60c)
7
days, 5th
after two weeks at Penn,

Gross:

(Madcap Models)

2nd

$2,S00).

$3,600)

(28c-39c-50c)

days.

days,

7

(Average,

Gross: $13,000.

week, moveover
one at Warners.

davs

"Stormy Weather" (20th-Fox)

Gross:

(40c-55c-75c).

7

(28c-39c-50c)

2nd
week.
(Move-over
Gross: $3,500. (Average,

(Average. $8,000)

hey Came to Blew

j

(28c-39c-50c)

7

$9,300).

(35c-44c-60c)

RITZ— (1,100)

(Average. $11,700)

$9,000.

week.

(35c-44c-60c)

"DuBarry Was a Lady" (M-G-M)

"Above Suspicion" (M-G-M)
"Good Luck, Mr. Yates" (Col.)

(Aver-

Covered" (RKO)

•RAND— (1,150)

7

"The Constant Nymph" (W.B.)

ays, 9th week
he Fa:con Strikes Back" (RKO)
lays, 9th week
orever and a Day" (RKO) 3 days
.'elody Parade" (Mono.) 3 days
''600.

(2Sc-39c-50u)

(Average. $14,410)

$15,100.

PENN— (3,400)

days.

$7,700).

(Average,

Gross: $15,500.
"Dixie" (Para.)

"Inside Fascist Spain" (M. of T.)

(40c-55c-75c)

1,000)

Loop.

in

Gross:

days.

(Average, $43,000)

.000.

HARRIS— (2,200)

days.

7

$9,600)

LOEWS STATE— (3.232)

(40c-55c-75c) 7 days.
Powell and orchestra. Gross:

Teddv

ge-

(28c-39c-50c)

(Average.

$13,000.

7

(35c-44c-60c)

(Average,

"Heaven Can Wait" (20th-Fox)

(Para.)

Lvie"

FhICAGO— (4,000)

FULTON— (1,700)

Gross:

STRAND— (2,200)

»POLLO—

$10.SOO)

ing Aug. 24-27
"Hers to Hold" (Univ.)

"Swing Your Partner" (Rep.)

"Swing Shift Maisie" (M-G-M)
"Somewhere in France" (U. A.)

days.

;

Despite this
attendance
soared
to
competition,
near-record heights at other theatres.

Estimated receipts for the week end-

(28c-39c-50c) 7 days.

(Average.
$17,000.
(Col.)

the

finishing

"Destroyer"

Gross: $14,300.

(40c-55c-75c)
(1,200)
(Average, $10,000)
$14,000.

i*?:

RKO-ALB EE— (2.239)

week

the

Estimated grosses for
ending Aug. 26
"Hers to Hold" (Univ.)
"Honeymoon Lodge" (Univ.)
Gross:

ieek

the

tor

"Jasper Goes Fishing"

—

Pittsburgh, Aug. 25. With a sellout $14,500 house for its reservedseat opening at $1.10 to $6.60, "This
Is the Army" headed for a high-flying

show and "Thumbs Up." "Destroyer" $45,000 at the Stanley,
did well at the Strand and is being week at regular prices.

^p

ftthe Chicago Theatre

figures after the hectic boom of the
past month. Metropolitan opened for
the season and reaped a very satisfactory $8,500 with an excellent stage

Reviews

Soars to $45,000

—

Week

Short Subject

$19,200; 'Army'

Average

to

25.
Business
Aug.
Providence,
here
this
week was considerably
slower, dropping almost to normal

Chicago, Aug. 25.— Musicals are
:ting

Stanley Averages

Providence Gross

and

In Chi.

:

Motion Picture Daily

1943

26,

3ixie'

h

:

A Model"
Walker

"Crusade Against Rackets"
"Parole From The Big House"

See

and

ethers.

J.

D.

KENDIS

CONTINENTAL PICTURES.
Room

INC.

1045, Edison Hotel, N. Y. C.

Exhibitors car

count on extea
sive grosses Jhrilh

hrobs, romance

packed

into

rate film.

Ace con

tribution to

firs

war

inspired films.
FILM DAIL)

"Standout. Top

revenue. Gripping.

BOX

OFFIC

GLENN FORD
MARGUERITE CHAPMAN
EDGAR BUCHANAN
with

Screen Play by Frank Wead, Lewis Meltzer and Borden Chase

LOUIS

F.

EDELMAN

•

Directed by

WILLIAM

A.

SEITER

•

.

Produced

A COLUMBIA

PICTUI

Should

hit

ull's-eye.

One

ms about
>

box

of best

U. S.

plow across

office

Nav

screen."

Rousing, full-bodied
story of ship.

Makes

home with plenty
spare."

to

M P DAILY

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
'aclced

with situations

udiences will enjoy,
ast

moving melodrama

as

all

the angles."

"Fine

example

of

what

swell entertainment can

be put

war

into picture with

theme."

THE EXHIBITOR

SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

Exciting, timely enter-

"Excellent. 'Destroyer

ainment. Appeal to

rings true as the steel

nen and

women.

of her keel."

DAILY VARIETY

CK THE ATTACK! BUY WAR BONDS!

At

P HERALD

THIRD

WAR LOAN!

Motion Picture Daily

10

'Army' and

1943

26.

'Phantom' Premiere

Review

Big in

'Bell'

Thursday, August

Hits Big $16,000 in

"Black Market Rustlers"

Week

Minneapolis

(Monogram)
HP HE Range Busters: Ray (Crash) Corrigan, Dennis Moore and Max
*
Minneapolis, Aug. 25. Launched
Terhune are back in the saddle again, this time hitting the black
by a premiere showing which netted
market at the source in a full-blooded action thriller.
Corrigan and his pals have been sent by a cattlemen's association to $1,250 for the Red Cross canteen ser25— Ideal
Aug.
Angeles,
Los
vice, "Phantom of the Opera
apCrash, arriving
find
swimout about certain black market cattle rustlings.
a
of
continuation
weather and
peared headed for a very heayv,
beach
rustlers
dying
in
his
cabin.
He
is
victim
of
the
before
the
others,
finds
a
discouraging
ming quarantine
$16,000 at Orpheum theatre, whM
addicts combined with an influx of discovered there and is jailed for murder, but is released when his friends "Dixie," holding at the State a seow)

Los Angeles

—

1

'

trainees and a relaxation of Jap invasion apprehensions to give the town
the
a bonanza weekend. "For Whom
Bell Tolls" rated $31,500 at the Uniat
ted Artists, downtown, and $16,500
"This
the two-a-day Carthay Circle.
the Army" more than doubled
Is
house averages at the Warner Hollywood, Downtown and Ritz, with $26,respectively.
S90, $31,540 and $25,700
Estimated takings for week ending

August 2d

:

_ in
Whom the Bell Tolls" (Pa*^)
(85c-$l 10CARTHAY CIRCLE-(1,51S)
Gross: $16,500.

"For

(Average,

week.

2nd

days,

7

$165),

$8,400)

_

"The Youngest Profession
"Assignment

CHINESE

Brittany"

in

"^nirfire"

"The Falcon

(33c-44c-5ac-75c)
HAW \H— (1.000)
(Average, $9,260)

Gross:

days.

7

Gross:

(Average

$26,000.

/

$15,240)

(M-U-M)
Brittany" (M-G-M)

Youngest Profession

"The
"Assignment

in

_

(33c-44c-55c-75c)
LOEWS STATE— (2,500)(Average.
S20./30)

days. Gross: $19,500.
"Mr." Lucky" (RKO)
"Saludos Amigos" (RKO)

PANTAGES— (3.000)
Gross: $26,000.

days.

"Dixie*'

(Average, $12,810)

(HOLLYWOOD)-(1.407)
Gross:

week.

7 days, 3rd
(Average, $10,800)

(33c-44c-55c-75c)
$11,000.

7

(Para.)

PARAMOUNT (DOWNTOWN) -

(33c-44c-55c-75c)
$18,500.

(3,595)

Gross:

3rd week.

7 days,

(Average, $19,760)

"The Youngest Profession" (M-G-M)
"Assignment in Brittany" (M-G-M)

RITZ— (1.376)
Gross:

"For

$8,700.

'Above Suspicion'
Good in New Haven

Whom

(33c-44c-55c-S5c)

days.

7

7 days,
Is the

"This

WARNER

(3.000)
$26,590.

Army" (W.

B.)

(HOLLYWOOD) —

BROS.

Gross:

days.

7

show-

of "Hers to Hold" and "Mug
at the Paramount grossed $6,Second week of "Heaven Can
100.
Wait" and "Passport to Suez" at the

College grossed $3,500. Polio epidemic
centered about New Haven undoubt-

'Action', 'Canteen'

7

Gross:

days.

$3,200.

(33c-44c-55c-65c-85c) 7 days.

Gross:

$25,700.

Best in Montreal
—

Montreal, Aug. 25. "This Land
Is Mine" at the Capitol looks to be
best this week with $11,000 expected.
Runner-up will be "Coney Island,"
in its third week at Loew's, with
"The More the
$8,000 anticipated.
Merrier," in its second week at the
Palace, looks good for $7,000.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending August 26
.

"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)
7

days.

7th week. Gross: $3,500. (Average, $3,700)
"Coney Island" (ZOth-Fox)
(2.900) (35c-53c-67c) 7 days, 3rd

LOEW'S—

(Average.

week. Gross: $8,000.
"This Land Is Mine" (RKO)
"Falcon in Danger" (RKO)

$9,000)

CAPITOL— (2,700) (30c-40c-52c)
Gross: $11,000. (Average. $6,500)
"Captive Wild Wcman" (U.)

7

days.

(30c-40c-52c)

7

Estimated receipts
ending Aug. 26:
"Squadron Leader X"

2nd

days,

LOEW-POLI— (3,005)

(40c-50e)

Gross:

$6,100.

(18c-30c-42c-60c)

Gross:

9

(Average, $4,300)

Danger" (W.B.)

to

(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6

$11,500.

(Average, $12,300)

"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A)

LOEW'S— (2,074)

(18c-3Oc-42c-50c-78c)

Gross:

$9,500.

6

(Average,

"Action in the North Atlantic" (W.B.)
(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)

"Hers
(40c-33c)

days,

7

(Average,

6

Gross: $12,000. (Average, $12,200)
"Dr. Renault's Secret" (ZOth-Fox)
"Hello, Frisco, Hello" (ZOth-Fox) (Trsfrd)
Gross:

Town" (Univ.)
PARAMOUNT-(2,373)

(Univ.)

$4,300.

TTVOLI— (1.434)

"Hers to Ho'd" (Univ.)
week.

Gross:

SHEA'S— (2,480)

(Average, $9,300)

$9,500.

$5,-

$4,000.

to

(18c-30c-48c)

(Average,

days.

6

$4,600)

UPTOWN— (2,761)

(lSc-30c-42c-60c-90c)

Gross:

days, 2nd week.

$8,500.

6

(Average.

$6,000.

(RK-O)
(fc-50c) 7
(Average, $6,4»)

Oklahoma City Goes

For 'Hers to Hold'
Had 3 Screenings Oklahoma City, Aug. — "Hers
Toronto, Aug. 25.— The Roosevelt25.

Churchill conference at Quebec was
not without its bright film moments

with

three

days.

Gross: $4.0CO. (Average, $4,300)
"The More the Merrier" (Col.)
PALACE— (2.700) (30c-45c-62c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $7,000. (Average, $8,500)

special

screenings

there

and
for officials of the United Nations
Warner
a crowd of newspapermen.
Bros.' "This Is the Army" was presented under auspices of the U. S.
Army while United Artists' "Victory
Through Air Power" held the screen
another occasion and the British
on

was
Fleet,"
Silver
shown under the sponsorship of the
Free Netherlands Government at the
feature,

"The

Capitol Theatre in Quebec
the courtesy of President J.

sibbons of
Corp.

through
J.

Fitz-

Famous Players-Canadian

from the special previews
high officers and their retinues were
entertained at a stage performance of
the Army show under auspices of
the Canadian Government.

(40c-55c)

7

days.

(Average, $11,600)

ASTER— (900)

week

days

4

(20c-30c) 7 days, with mid-

change.

Gross:

(Average

$2,500.

$2,300)

Tower

'Army'

Bill,

to

Hold" was top grosser here

this

week, pulling around $8,500 into the
Criterion boxoffice.
Estimates for the week ending
Aug. 26th:
"Hers to Hold" (Univ.)

CRITERION— (1,500)
Gross:

FOLLY— (600)

(20c-25c)
$250)

3

Sell

My

(PRC)

Life"

LIBERTY— (1.200)

(20c-25c)

(Average,

$4,000.

"Background

$7,000.

(25c-40c-50c)

(Average,

Comes Courage"

"What's Buzzin' Cousin"

STATE— (1.100)
Gross:

$5,200.

days.

7

$3,250)

Danger" (W.B.)

to

MIDWEST— (1,500)

Gross:
"First

—

Kansas City, Aug. 25. Count
Basie on the stage and "Lady Bodyguard" on the screen at the Tower
lead grosses with approximatelv $15,000. "This js the Army," at the Orpheum for its second week, is bringing in upwards of $14,000. "Heaven
Can Wait," at Esquire and Uptown,
continues through its second week to
run close on the heels of recent top
holdovers at these houses.

Estimated receipts for the week end"Heaven Can Wait" (ZOth-Fox)

ESQUIRE— (800)

(35c-50c)

2nd

days,

7

Gross: $5,500. (Average, $5,000)
"Pilot No. 5" (M-G-M)
"A Stranger in Town" (M-G-M)

7

days.

$5,600)
(Col.)
(Col.)

days.

(20c-25c-40c)
7
Criterion.
Gross:

days.

(Average,

$4,500)

"Stormy Weather" (ZOth-Fox)
Moveover from
(Average, $2,500)

(35c-50c)

7

days.

7

days.

(Average, $14,000)

"Background to Danger" (W.

NEWMAN— (1,900)

B.)

(35c-50c)

Gross: $12,000. (Average. $10,900)
"This Is the Army" (W. B.)

ORPHEUM— (1,900)

week.

Gross:

(35c-50c) 7 days. 2nd

(Average, $10,000)

$14,000.

"Lady Bodyguard"

TOWER— (2,200)

(Para.)

(35c-50c)
orchestra on stage.

Basie &
(Average.

days.
Gross:

Count

7

$15,000.

$9,400)

"Heaven Can Wait" (ZOth-Fox)

UPTOWN— (2.000)

week.

Gross:

$6,500.

(35c-50c)

7

days.

2nd

(Average, $5,600)

'Stalingrad'

Washington, Aug.

25.

Show

—To

give;

heads of the War Production Board
an opportunity to see how United
States war materials sent to Russia
perform in combat, a special showing
of "The City That Stopped Hitler
Heroic Stalingrad" will be held here
Friday, at the request of
officials.
The picture will be released by

WPB

7

(25c-40c-50c)

TOWER— (1.000)

MIDLAND — (3,600)

Gross: $13,000.

WPB
Gross:

days.

(Average.
"Grls in Chains" (PRC)

$300.

Gross:

City

(25c-40c-50c) 7 days.

(Average. $6,000)

$8,500.

"Ghost and the Guest" (PRC)
"The Black Raven" (PRC)

"I'll

Top Kansas

week.

"Behind the Rising Sun" (RKO)
"Mexican Spitfire's Blessed Event
Gross:

davs.

ing Aug. 25-26

Hold" (Univ.)

$9,000)

ROGER SHERMAN-(2,037)

7

(Br.)

days.

days.

7

(40c-50c-55c-75c)

$2,700.

"Sarong Girl" (Mono.) 4 days
"Headin' for God's Country" (Rep.)

week

the

for

EGLINTON— (1,086)

days.

days, 5th week.

"Falcon in Danger" (RKO)

Apart

"Follow the Band" (U.)

PRINCESS— (2,200)

7

Gross:

days.

in sight.

Quebec Conference

'Land' at $11,000 Is

(30c-40c-60c)

at Shea's with the assistance of a
naval parade and broadcast and pointed to $12,000, while "Stage Door Canteen" continued for a fifth week at
Loew's Theatre with a steady $9,500

$11,400)

(40c-50c)

7

(35c)

(Average, $3,400)

ORPHEUM— (2,800)

—

IMPERIAL— (3,373)

(Average, $3,200)
Gross: $3,500.
"Above Suspicion" (M-G-M)

days

7

(Average, $2,200)
"Phantom of the Opera" (Univ.)

Toronto, Aug. 25. " Action in the
North Atlantic" opened with strength

days.

Gross:

days.

7

$3,600)

COLLEGE— (1.565)

days.

ORPHEUM— (1,100)

(Average.

(40c-50c)

week.

2nd

(Average, $12,790)

:

(1.627)

(40c-55c)

(1.600)

WORLD— (350)

Strong in Toronto

"Background

900)

(WILTERN) — (2.200)

BROS.

3rd

$4,500)

"Journey into Fear" (RKO)
Gross:

"Follow the Band"

week

the

Estimated takings for
ending Aug. 26
"Bomber's Moon" (ZOth-Fox)
"Leopard Man" (RKO)

- "Mug

(Average, $16,090)
"This Is the Army" (W. B.)

2nd week.

— Best

Town"

Gross:

Army" (W. B.)
(DOWNTOWN)
BROS.

(33c-44c-65c-85c)

WARNER

25.

"Passport to Suez" (CoL)

(S5c-$1.10Gross: $31,500.

(Average. $13,650)

WARNER

(3,400)
$31,540.

week.

2nd

(33c-44c-65c-85c)
Is the

"This

Aug.

"Heaven Can Wait" (ZOth-Fox)

UNITED ARTISTS — (2,100)

$165)

New Haven,

ing in town was made by "Above Suspicion" and "Falcon in Danger," takThe bill moves to the
ing $9,500.
Second
College for a second week.

BITOU—

(Average, $9,410)
the Bell Tolls" (Para.)

(Average,

Gross: $10,000. (Average, $7,000)
"Two Tickets to London" (Univ.)

classification.

edly hurt.

"Dixie" (Para.)

"Night Plane from Chungking

days.

7

(40c-55c)

$5,000.

CENTURY —

*"Q" denotes general

week

(33c-44co5c-75c)

(Para.)

PARAMOUNT

Gross:

Gross: $16,000.

(33c-44c-55c-/ 3 c)

HILLSTREET-(2,700)
davs.

7

LYRIC— (1,250)
week.

$4,500.

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
"Saludos Amigos" (RKO)

week

Merton, Glen Strange, Carl Sepulveda and George Cheeseboro. It was "Dixie" (Para.)
STATE— (2.300) (40c-55c) 7 days. 2nd
produced by George W. Weeks and directed by S. Roy Luby from a
week. Gross: $12,000. (Average, $12,000)
screen play by Patricia Harper.
"Saludos Amigos" (RKO)
Ted Rowland "The Youngest Profession" (M-G-M)
Running time, 59 mins. "G."*

GOPHER— (998)

4th

generally.

Estimated receipts for the
ending Aug. 28
"The Human Comedy" (M-G-M)

$4,300.

week
Danger" (RKO)Jrd week

in

of year, bettering business

(M^VT'

(Average, $14,050)

(RKO)

ond week, is due for a $12,000 week.
Weather remained cool for this time

(M-G-M)

days.
(2.500) (33c-44c-55c-/5c) 7

Gro=s: $14,000.

After a bit of scouting around, they discover
arrive and identify him.
that the cattle are being smuggled out of the area in a huge van. With
the cooperation of the local ranches and the sheriff's men, they ambush
the rustlers and, after a galloping gun fight, succeed in rounding them up.
Evelyn Finley, as a gun-totin' rancher's daughter, adds attractive romantic relief to the gun smoke. The Range Busters are up to their
Others in the cast include Steve Clark, John
usual smooth standard.

$2,950.

Paramount.

The screening will be limited to the
and a few other
heads of the
high Government officials,
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INDUSTRY BACKS BOND DRIVE
Capital

Hears

Open Markets

for Full Resources

Films Are Advocated

Extended Arbitration Is

Looked For
Washington,

Aug.

26.

— The

decree distributor signairies are looking to "a five-year
sal" with the Department of Jusbe under a revised draft, after the
"t-sent decree expires on Nov. 20,
•cording to reports heard here.
Department officials tonight said
ley were without any information as
what the five companies would prounsent

<se

when they

MPPDA

Bracken
artificial

said

he

was opposed

trade restrictions.

to

Asserting

that there are none in England now,
he expressed the hope that there would
be none here against British films.
Motion pictures should stand on their
own merits, he stated, observing that
(Continued on page 20)

offer preliminaries for

of the decree at a meeting
U. S. Assistant Attorney-General
am C. Clark here sometime next
eek.
Clark, in Chicago, yesterday,
id the meeting was scheduled for
onday, but it will probably be deyed until later in the week.
vision

ith

So far, conversations between the
mpanies and Department officials
ve been general in character, but it
understood the former were told

Edwards, Jones

in

New Republic Posts
Realignment of Republic's advertising-publicity forces to meet increased
promotional plans for 1943-44 was announced yesterday by James R. Grainger, president.
The advertising-publicity department, operated until now
under Charles Reed Jones, has been
split into two departments, with Steve

(.Continued on page 20)

(Continued on page 20)

Treasury in Greatest Effort
To Reach Masses in September

Marshaling its entire resources to aid the Government again in
bringing a huge war bond drive to the masses, the industry during
the next few days will complete arrangements for its large-scale
participation in the "Back-the-Attack" Third War Loan Drive.
More
than
16,000
theatres
throughout the country will aid
either with special programs and
events for direct bond sales on the
premises and at exterior theatre bond
vs.
booths or with special trailers, short
subjects, recordings and speakers to
Los Angeles, Aug. 26. Bard's boost the sale of bonds in their comTheatre, a neighborhood independent munities and neighborhoods. Theatre
here, has filed a Federal Court suit operators
in every state,
film excharging 20th-century Fox with viola- changemen in every key city, home
tion of the Sherman and Clayton Anti- office and Hollywood executives are
Trust Acts and the consent decree, enlisted in the campaign, as are hunin discriminatory distribution practices
dreds of Hollywood stars and players
favoring competitive Fox West Coast and all industry organizations.

Independent Files

20th

Trust Suit

—

houses.
Pivotal in the complaint are exhibition dates and rental terms. The
suit seeks an injunction restraining
20th Century-Fox, and $25,000 in attornev fees.

Man Is
bought to Head Unit of OCR
Washington, Aug.

Theatre Booking
Changed by Polio
Chicago,

Aug.

26.

—Due

to

the infantile paralysis situation in Chicago, the Oriental

Theatre
has
changed
its
booking for next week. "Silver Spurs," which was expected to be a big attraction
for children, has been withdrawn in favor of "Spotlight
Scandals," a first run musical.

26.

— Plans

to

an experienced theatre man in
charge of the motion picture unit of
the amusement and recreation section
of the Office of Civilian Requirements
were disclosed today by George W.
put

McMurphey,
The War

chief of the section.
Activities
Committee,
Allen Smith, chief of the
theatre
equipment service section, and
others in the industry have been asked
to assist in locating a man with the
high qualifications which have been
set as neessary to the proper administration of the unit.

The man being

WPB

sought,

McMurphey

(Continued on page 20)

The

industry effort will
it does not exceed,
the highly successful undertaking of September, a year
ago, when spearheading the
Treasury drive at that time,
it
was credited with the
greatest single contribution
in the sale of more than one
billion dollars face amount of
war bonds in the single
equal, if

Flexible Policy in
East for Goldwyn
The Samuel Goldwyn

Experienced Theatre

to Aid

U.S.

Majors Seek
By Brendan Bracken
5-Year Decree
Brendan Bracken, British Minister
of Information, endorsed the principle
of open competition for films in international markets, free of such barriers as quotas, monetary restrictions
and other artificial nourishment for
home product, in addressing a luncheon
meeting tendered him by the
at the Waldorf-Astoria yesterday.

Being Marshaled

New York

may

represent an occasional additional independent producer in the
East from time to time but has no
plans for establishing itself as representative for such producers generally,
Motion Picture Daily was advised
officially yesterday.
The company some time ago completed arrangements by which it will
represent Cagney Prod, here and more
recently added Samuel Bronston Prod,
to its representation, as reported exoffice

clusively

in

month.

The "Back-the-Attack"
ing

Sept.

ury

officials

that

Four

in 1943-44

Century-Fox

will

reis-

sue four features in 1943-44, according to Tom Connors, vice-president in

charge

The

of
world-wide distribution.
films are "Call of the Wild," "In
:

Old Chicago," "Under
and "The Rains Came."

Two

Flags"

have emphasized, however,
aim of the Third

the principal

(Continued on page 3)

Bond Drive Aids
In Today's Issue

(Continued on page 2)

Twentieth

drive, start-

and continuing through

Sept. 30, has as its goal the sale of 15
billion dollars of war bonds.
Treas-

Motion Picture Daily

20th-Fox to Reissue

9

Additional news of the industry's participation in the
Third War Loan Drive, together with information concerning administration of the
industry effort and exploitation aids for participating
theatres, will be found on
Pages 3, 12, 14 and 16 of this
issue.

Motion Picture Daily

Personal
Mention
OI FABIAN,

L.

C.
C.

Coast Flashes
Hollywood, Aug. 26

Griffith,

Akers

*J Francis Harmon,
B.
and Ray Beall will return this morning from Washington.
•

Henry Brash, New York

Friday, August 27, 1943

repre-

sentative for Arnold Pressburger, will
arrive today from Hollywood.

TWENTIETH-FOX

has reassem-

bled the cast of "Song of Bernadette" for added scenes designed to
expand the film in view of a decision
to

roadshow

here

is

it.

planned

attraction

A

December opening
order to

in

for

eligible

the

make the
Academy

BOWRON

has
proclaimed Sept. 1-8 "Servicemen's

Overnight

Housing

Fund

Week."

"The

film industry has undertaken the
task of conducting a statewide drive
to raise funds to provide sleeping facilities for visiting servicemen, and the

•

Mochrie, RKO general
Treasury Department transcription
manager, will leave today for a head E. G. Opie will make a 15Western minute Third War Loan campaign
company's
of
the
tour
disc presenting a star from each studio.
branches.

Robert

The

Sam

Eckman,

M-G-M's

British

disc will be supplied to 900 radio
stations.

has arrived from

director,

London.

W.

A.

Scully,

executive,
Charlotte.

returned

Universal
yesterday

sales

from

•

Jacob Wilk, Warner's Eastern production chief, returned to
yesterday from Cape Cod.

New York

Studios will delegate eight top publicists to the Industry Service Bureau
for the promotion of the bond campaign, three to accompany the talent
Caravan.
In addition to Chairmen
Charles Feldman and Kenneth Thomson, the executive roster on tour will
include
Edward Alperson, Danny

Winkler, and John Maschio.

•
Frederic Ullman,

Jr., will leave
for Canada Monday to see theatre circuit managers in Toronto and Mon-

treal.

•

John De Mott, formerly of United
News Reel, is a new unit manager for

Pursuant to an arrangement made
prior to filming, 20th-Fox is shooting
additional scenes from "Roger Touhy"
implementing
suggestions
received
from the FBI.

support this undertaking.

•
C. Raftery, United
tists president, is on the sick list.

•
Private Charles Prtjtzman,

Ar-

Matthew

J.

•
Fox, former Universal

vice-president, is saying farewells to
friends in the industry here before reporting in two weeks to Camp Upton
as a private.

•

Nick Cavaliere, New Haven newsreel man, is back from a Government
photo mission.
•

Lt.

Sonny Shepherd, forWometco Circuit, Miami, is

(j.g.)

merly of

hospitalized at the Base Hospital, in

Argentia, Newfoundland.
•

James H. Bloom,
of the

Paramount,

has announced a $250,000 adbudget on "Lady Takes a

Jr.,

Crowder, Mo.
_

RKO
vertising

Chance."

son of the Universal vice-president and
general counsel, who entered the Army
recently, has been assigned to Camp

assistant manager
Springfield, Mass.,

William Cagney and Charles Daggett have left here to attend the opening of "Johnny Come Lately" in New
York and to confer with James Mulvey, Grad Sears and Edward C. Raftery, United Artists executives.

•
Phil L. Ryan has been elected president of Terneen Productions, and Pat

named

O'Brien has been

vice-presi-

dent.

$78,000,000 worth of
bonds between Sept. 1, 1942
and June 1, 1943.

selling

•

Harry

Canada Exhibitors
Elect A. J. Mason
Toronto, Aug.

26.

—New

left

announced
has
"Belle of the Bowery," a Technicolor
musical comedy, as his first deviation
from Western themes, for production
Release channels are as
this winter.
yet undetermined.
•

M-G-M

producer, has been signed to a producer-director-writer contract by 20th
Century-Fox. His first will be "Keys
of the Kingdom."

Schulman, of Winnipeg, and Malcolm
Walker, of Halifax, members of the
board of directors.
Freedman, Mason and Falk were

Columbia has sold its 1943-44 product to Mullin and Pinanski, operating 70-odd theatres in New England,
out of Boston, and to Saenger Theatres, operating more than 100 in the
South, out of New Orleans.
The M. and P.' contract is Columbia's first full-season's deal with that
The Saenger
circuit in six years.
arrangement runs for three years,
Circuit, last year,
through 1945-46.
Columbia for 1942-43
closed with
That contract was
through 1944-45.
cancelled and the new one negotiated.

Flexible Policy in
East for Goldwyn

for

Bank

1

!

named
cil

to the industry's advisory coununit of the Wartime Prices and

Trade Board.

>

The advisory

council
has equal representation of distributors
and circuits, with J. J. Fitzgibbons,
president of Famous Players-Canadian,
as chairman.
R. G. McMullen, administrator of
the Wartime Prices and Trade Board,
was scheduled to be present tonight
for a presentation to him of proposed
new clearance complaint has been industry reforms by the group, which
filed by Gary Theatre Corp., operator were not publicly outlined but were
authoritatively understood to deal with
of the Palace, Gary, Ind., at the Chi
cago arbitration tribunal, following rental contracts and feature groupings
the recent appeal board decision af- for the new season.
The advisory body is expected to
firming the dismissal by a Chicago ar
bitrator of the Gary's combination meet early in September to deal with
clearance
and run complaint, but proposals by independent exhibitors!
which left the door open for the sepa along broad lines for final considerarate filing anew of either a Section tion by McMullen.

I

Columbia Sells to
Gary Theatre Files
M. & P. and Saenger New Clearance Case

flight training in the

rectors of the First National
Atlanta.

I

;

Sherman

A

8 or Section 10 complaint.
The new Gary case names
and 20 Century-Fox and seeks the
elimination of clearance over the Palace held by the Tivoli, Avalon, SouthLouis
Lober,
formerly
town, Capital and Chicago theatres,
Chicago, on the grounds that their manager in the middle East, has been
appointed executive assistant to Robert
clearances are unreasonable.
The Gary's first case was dismissed Riskin, chief of the motion picture
after opening statements at the Chi- bureau of the Office of War InformaLober previously was chief of
cago tribunal.
It was appealed by tion.
Gary, an oral hearing was held before the special assignments division of the

RKO

Lober

to Assist
Riskin in

OWl
M-G-M

Ottumwa, la., for pre{Continued from page 1)
Naval Air Corps. yesterday.
It was pointed out that
•
Cagney and Bronston both are using
William K. Jenkins, head of Lu- the Goldwyn lot, and the placing of
the appeal board and subsequently the OWI outpost bureau.
cas and Jenkins Theatres in Georgia, Eastern representation for two with
dismissal was affirmed. The board was new duties Sept. 1.
has been elected to the board of di- the Goldwyn office here is merely an
critical of the combining of a new
has

officers of

National Council of Independent
Motion Picture Exhibitors of Canada
were formally announced here today
following a convention of delegates
from Coast-to-Coast. They are: A. J.
Mason, of Spring Hill, N. S., president Henry Falk, of Montreal, chairman of the board Ben Freedman, of
Toronto, R. McTavish, of Vancouver,
W. Marion, of Prince Albert, H. G.
Stevenson, of Edson, Alberta,
H.

the

;

Joseph Mankiewicz, former

Pathe.

Edward

country count, they reported

public," he said, urging all citizens to

sales

managing

Paramount theatre partners
and associates are selling
War Bonds at the rate of
$100,000,0€0 a year. The theatres are Treasury bond-issuing agents. At the last cross-

success of this campaign depends upon
the cooperation of the theatre-going

Award.

9

]V/lAYOR
J-Vl

78 Millions Sold
By Para. Partners

He

assumes

his

of

added convenience.
complaint with the original one after
James A. Mulvey, vice-president of proceedings had been started.
William
Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., and
Ted Tod, Warner mid-West field Heineman, general sales manager, will
representative, is in Detroit for a leave for the Coast Sept. 10 to see
B.
week.
Goldwyn's newest production, "The
in Italian
•
North Star."
Lt. Michael S. Manning, forWarners have dubbed a second feamerly of Eastman Kodak, has been
ture,
"They Drive By Night," in
Pleasure
awarded the Air Medal.
Italian, in anticipation of the reopen•
Washington, Aug. 26. Public re- ing of the Italian market. Initial feaMartin Cherry, Columbia booker sentment against the pleasure-driving ture so dubbed was "Sergeant York."
in Philadelphia, is vacationing in the ban in Northeastern states is expected A French version of "Night" has also
Pocono Mts., Pa.
here to force its lifting on Sept. 1.
been dubbed.

W.

Dubs Another
Film

Ban Ending

—

9

'Army Set for 52
More Premieres
Warners' "This Is the Army" has!
been set for 52 more special advanced
price local premieres this week, bringing total openings to 175 to date.
i

Seventeen

premieres

took place
21 were held last
14 will be held tonight. Sell-

Wednesday

night,

night and
outs have been reported by local first
night committees in all situations.
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Bond Drive

All-Out Industry Effort for
(.Continued from page 1)

War Loan campaign

is to sell bonds to
private individuals as possible, rather than in huge amounts to
banks, insurance companies and other
large purchasers, as heretofore.
broad aim of the Treasury is to effect
bond sales, regardless of amount, to
In this way, it
50,000,000 persons.
was pointed out, the drive not only
vould succeed in selling a huge total
alue of bonds but also would drain
ciff
surplus spending money in the
hands of the general public and thereby

as

many

A

win an immediate and important victory in the

war

WAC,

points out that motion pictures

—production, distribution and exhibition— are
an ideal position to aid
in

the drive.
His letter concludes with
the statement, "Be assured that the
efforts of your players, your theatre
owners, your studios and your staffs
are appreciated by the Treasury."
This letter adds further proof that
the industry's job during previous war
bond drives has met with more than

THIRD WAR LOAN COMMITTEE

approval in official circles. There
every reason to believe that the offi-

little
is

"Back the Attack
Buy
Bonds!" will spur exhibitors,
players and the industry as a whole
slogan,

cial

!

War

against inflation.

even greater achievements
new campaign.
Two trailers being issued
drive committee will endeavor
public morale to the spirit of
casion.
Corporal Alan Ladd,

during

to

Aiming at Lower Brackets

the

The

drive's

50,000,000

prospective

bond purchasers are in the important
income group of less than $5,000 annually, the group which can do the
most to win or lose the fight against

Paramount star, now
made a trailer which

in the

by the
to raise
the oc-

former

L,.

C. Griffith

General Chairman

C. B.

Akers

Ray

Campaign Director

Beall
Publicity

George J. Schaefer
"Bangers"

Joseph II Hazen
Industry Sales

Army, has

will be available
to exhibitors, through their nearest
reach the masses and make the
National Screen Service exchange, free
drive a success, Treasury officials
of charge.
An appeal trailer starring
>tate, the complete cooperation of the
Rosalind Russell will be appended to
industry, radio and the press must be
all five newsreels.
had, as motion pictures, radio and the
press reach the masses as does no
'Cavalcade' Is Focal Point
other combination. That is why, they
explain, the industry and every one of
Nine screen personalities and a
its component parts and members must
"name" orchestra will headline the
cither be an active participant in the "Hollywood Bond Cavalcade," a huge
drive or a bond buyer, and preferably variety show designed as Hollywood's
inflation.

To

both.

The motion

picture industry during
the Third War Loan drive will be
both the seller and buyer of bonds.

top war bond sales effort, which will
travel by special train to 15 key cities
in behalf of the Third
Loan, according to a joint statement released

War

by Charles K. Feldman and Kenneth
Thompson, representing the Hollywood Victory Committee.
This nation-wide tour, made at the
request of the Treasury Department
War Finance Committee, is expected
to be the highlight and focal point for
publicity for the campaign.
Edward
L, Alperson is Cavalcade chairman,
with Frank Seltzer, for the Victory
Committee, as his associate.
The following stars, Feldman and
the

Every employe will be solicited to buy
an extra bond during the campaign.
For this purpose, George J. Schaefer,
War Activities Committee chairman,
is heading a group of 32 "Rangers"
appointed by L. C. Griffith, national
chairman for industry participation in
the Third War Loan.
Exhibitors Sign Pledges

The

committee for
Loan, working out of
headquarters in New York City,
comprised of the following men L.
over-all

War

Third

WAC
is

:

C. Griffith, president of Griffith Theatre circuit of Oklahoma City, general

chairman
rector

;

circuit,

<

Waxman

Advertising

.

currently
entertainment

are

declared,

scheduled
for
this
junket: Fred Astaire,

Lucille

Ball,

James Cagney, who may only be able

make

to

part of the

Olivia

trip,

De

Havilland, Judy Garland, Kathryn
Grayson, Walter Pidgeon, Dick Powell, and Kay Kyser and his orchestra.
H. There is also a possibility that Mickey
Joseph
Warner Rooney may join the Cavalcade en
of

C. B. Akers, campaign diRay Beall, of the Interstate
publicity chairman
A. P.

Waxman,
Hazen,

Thomson

A. P.

;

;

advertising
vice-president

;

Bros., and Henry J.
Ginsberg, in
charge of sales to industry personnel
in the higher bracket income group
E. L. Alperson, head of the
Theatre circuit, in charge of the Hollywood "Caravan of Stars" Kenneth
Thomson and Charles K. Feldman,
talent coordinators
William F. Rodgers, general sales manager of M-G-M,
handling bond premieres, and Harry
Brandt, in charge of the issuing agents.

route.

Henry Ginsberg

E.

Industry Sales

Caravan

~L.

Alperson

Kenneth Thomson
Talent

'Caravan' Itinerary

;

RKO

;

;

K

Exhibitor

pledges

in

which

they

signify their intention of joining in the
all-out drive are coming in by hun-

,

dreds each day to Griffith's headquarters. Those who have not already sent
in their pledge are urged to do so immediately, since the heads of the drive
wish to report to the Treasury Department at the earliest possible moment.

Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau, in a letter to Si Fabian, chairman of the theatres division of the

The

cities

following the

to be visited
opening appearance in

scheduled

Washington on September

8th, are
Philadelphia, 9th; Boston, 10th; New
York City, 11th; Pittsburgh, 12th;
Detroit, 13th; Cleveland, 14th; Cincinnati, 15th; Chicago, 16th; Minneapolis, 17th; St. Louis, 18th; New
Dallas,
20th;
San
Orleans,
19th;
winding up in Los
Francisco, 23rd
Angeles for a giant bond rallv on the
;

24th.

Liaison between the War Finance
Committee and the industry's War
Activities Committee is being maintained by Oscar A. Doob, who is acting
the

as

assistant national

WFC.

director of

Theodore R. Gamble, national director of the WFC, is an exhibitor in Oregon himself.

Charles Feldman
Talent

William F. Rodgers

Harry Brandt

Bond Premieres

Issuing Agents

LOEWS

INC.

•

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURES

Call

on

me

for anything

to serve you

who

serve

your country in the
3d War Loan.

.

mencans
We will back the

attack with

War Bonds

As

individuals, as groups, as an industry,

it's

our job to

.

.

KEEP AMERICA'S THEATRES
ON THE FIGHTING FRONT OF

WAR BOND SALES
Let s do

it

.

.

a gain

.

.

for

.

.
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WAR LOAN PLAN FOR THEATRES

2-point program detailing the essentials of
effective exhibitor participation in the Third
1

War

Loan Drive, which will start Sept. 9, has been
prepared by the industry campaign committee
under the direction of L. C. Griffith, general chairman. Careful study of the program, which follows,
will be of invaluable aid to every participating exhibitor:

direct from the Treasury Department an envelope containing three 22x28 upright posters. Utilize this Treasury Depart-

ment material
7.

in

addition to the above.

BUILD NEW BOND BOOTH
OR REDECORATE OLD ONE
Most bond booths now

in use around the country are a
shopworn and the worse for wear. Either construct a
new one embodying designs shown in the national press

little

sheet, or redecorate your old one, so that
1.

CONTACT LOCAL WAR FINANCE COMMITTEE

Again we want to emphasize the fact that the War Finance Committee is directing the Third War Loan Campaign, and in your case it is your local county or city War
Finance Committee chairman. Your first duty is to contact
him, offer the services of your theatre and determine how
you can most effectively participate in the campaign.
2.

CALL MEETING OF THEATRE EMPLOYEES

After you have contacted your local War Finance Committee chairman and met with him, representatives of the

outdoor advertising, and retail merchants assocall a meeting of your theatre employees and enlist
the campaign from the theatre standpoint.

press, radio,

ciation,

them

in

8.

SIGN

YOUR PLEDGE

IN TRIPLICATE

Be sure to sign your Third War Loan pledge in triplicate
as soon as you receive it. Mail the original to your State
Motion Picture War Bond chairman, one copy to
headquarters in New York, and one copy to your nearest
National Screen Service Exchange. It is most important that
The NSS
all three copies be signed and mailed promptly.
copy constitutes an automatic order for the gratis campaign
trailer.
Unless NSS receives this copy you will not get the

WAC

trailer.

4.

Be sure that the gratis trailer is put on your screen on
9, the opening day of the campaign, and shown
for at least the first ten days or two weeks. This trailer can

September

be interspersed with Third

War

Loan

film bulletins affixed to

regular newsreels. Both trailer and bulletin
appeal to theatre patrons.

make

ORDER AND USE

N.

S. S.

Picture
results,

ACCESSORIES

YOUR MARQUEE,

FRONT AND LOBBY
addition to the accessories in the Third War Loan kit,
there are other accessories, such as valances, etc., available
as listed in the national press sheet. Use them so that your
theatre will present a patriotic appearance and generate
enthusiasm in prospective bond buyers. You will also receive
In

sales-

SEPT. 8th

War
both

Bond Chairman and
in dollars (sales

WAR BOND

value)

WAC

headquarters the

and number of purchases.

PREMIERES

In view of the popularity and success of war bond premieres during the September campaign last year, we suggest that you arrange one or more war bond premieres in
your theatre during the campaign. Scale admissions on bond
purchases of $18.75 and up. See the special page on war
bond premieres in the national press sheet.

ENLIST ARMY, NAVY AND
MARINE CAMP COOPERATION

If your town is near an army, navy or marine camp, enlist
the cooperation of the personnel and facilities of the camp
through the commanding officer. This cooperation can result
in use of personnel and equipment from these sources.
Be
sure to seek this cooperation because it adds the necessary
service flavor to your entire bond selling effort.

12.

DRESS UP

NATIONWIDE SALUTE NIGHT OF

bond

a definite

National Screen Service has prepared an excellent accessory kit which includes a 40x60, a one-sheet, 22x28, and
a combination 11x14 and 8x10. The latter is designed so
that it can easily be cut to fit a flat 8x10 frame. This special
Third War Loan accessory kit is available from your nearest
National Screen Service exchange, at a below-cost price
of 75c. Order immediately and put this material to use.
6.

auxiliary organizations to act as

Your theatre should participate in the nationwide salute to
the Third War Loan by receiving and amplifying the coastto-coast broadcast of the opening ceremonies at the White
House on September 8th, the eve of the campaign. After
the broadcast you can start bond sales from your stage. At
the conclusion of the salute, advise your local State Motion

11.
5.

attract

STAFF BOND BOOTH ADEQUATELY

from women's
men.

10.

RUN TRAILER THROUGHOUT CAMPAIGN

will

Since the goal of the Third War Loan campaign is to sell
$15,000,000,000 in War Bonds, the greatest task the Motion Picture Industry has ever been asked to participate in
it is most important that you make arrangements with your
local War Finance Committee to furnish an adequate staff

9.
3.

it

the attention of prospective bond purchasers coming into
your theatre. It is most important that you do this. If it is
impossible to construct a bond booth, an army tent appropriately bannered will serve admirably.

SUSTAIN INTEREST IN THE

CAMPAIGN WITH LOCAL ANGLE
Your community and every other community can build
events around local boys now in the service, and their
families. Watch your newspapers and other channels for
your local war heroes home on leave, and fit them into your
bond selling plans. Also capitalize on the bond purchases
of local celebrities and employees of nearby defense plants.
stirring

Motion Picture Daily
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COMMITTEES NAMED FOR BOND DRIVE
C.

L.

Griffith

Directs

National Campaign
Running the industry's Third War
Loan machinery, under general campaign director L. C. Griffith, and his
are four special committees
staff,
state exhibitor committee chairmen,
the "Rangers," the New York executive committee and the distributor's
committee.
State exhibitor chairmen, listed elsewhere on this page, are actual over-

Morgenthau Praises Theatres for War Bond Sale Aid
Recognition of the nation's motion picture theatres as a powerful instrument of the
sales effort, has come from Secretary of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau,
Jr., in a letter to S. H. Fabian, chairman of the Theatres Division of the War Activi-

war bond

ties

Remembering the impressive efforts the motion picture industry put forth in
the war bond drive of last September and your continuing effort since then, I am
confident that you will again plan an important part in the success of the
Third

bond

managers of the industry's
selling effort in the states. The

"Rangers," under George Schaefer,
are assigned to sell an extra bond in
September to each film industry employee. Group is comprised of 36, as

of bonds yourselves, but by your exuberant leadership in your communities you
can provide a general, over-all enthusiasm that will result in great numbers of
"extra" bonds being sold during the Third War Loan.
Be assured that the efforts of your players, your studios, your theatre owners
and staffs and all others in your industry are appreciated by the Treasury.

follows

Golding, Albany; R. B. WilAtlanta; S. Pinanski, Boston;
Vincent R. McFauL Buffalo; H. F.
Kincey, Charlotte; John Balaban,
Chicago; Ike Libson, Cincinnati;
William Skirball, Cleveland; R. J.
O'Donnell, Dallas; Rick Ricketson,
Denver; A. H. Blank, Des Moines;
Earl Hudson and Charles Perry,
Detroit; Harry Katz and Don R.
Rossiter, Indianapolis; Elmer Rhoden, Kansas City; Charles Skouras
and Arch Bowles, Los Angeles.

Lou

by,

Also,

M. A. Lightman. Memphis;

War Loan.

You are in an ideal position to help in this most important of all war bond
drives. As you know, the success of the Third War Loan depends upon the
response of the individual bond-buyer. We hope for the greatest mass sale in
history. And it is through the motion picture theatres that those American millions can be reached with our bond message. You not only can sell vast number

field

all

Committee. Morgenthau said:

Bond Chairmen

State

as nearly as
In order to
possible the organization of the Treasparallel

ury Department's

War

Finance Com-

mittee which is set up in each state,
L. C. Griffith and his special industry

Harold Fitzgerald, Milwaukee John
Friedl, Minneapolis; I. J. Hoffman, Third
;

War Loan campaign committee
New Haven; E. V. Richards, New appointed a state exhibitor chairman
York
New
Orleans; Leo Brecher,
who will supervise all matters pertain-

McKenna, Oklahoma
William Miskell, Omaha;
John Nolan, Philadelphia; M. A.
City;
City;

J.

B.

ing to the industry's part in the drive.
This in no way changes the position of the permanent motion picture
war bond chairman working under the

Pittsburgh; Albert Finke,
Silver,
Portland, Ore.; Harry Arthur, St. War Activities Committee. The state
Louis; John Rugar and Tracy Bar- exhibitor chairmen follow
ham, Salt Lake City; D. J. Mc- Alabama R. H. Kennedy, Alabama
Nerney and B. B. Sturdivant, San
Theatre, Birmingham.
Francisco; Frank Newman, Seattle;
Orpheum
Arizona -Harry
Nace,
Julian Brylawski, Washington, D. C.
Theatre Bldg., Phoenix.

—

—

Distribution Committee
companies have a
special committee for the drive,
comprised of the following 14 sales
Distribution

Arkansas

— M.

McCord,

S.

Rock.
California

(Southern)
Skouras, Los Angeles.

—

Little

Charles

RKO

Kalmenson. Warner Bros.; William
Kupper, Twentieth Century-Fox;
Leserman, United Artists;
Carl
Robert Mochrie, RKO Radio; Abe
Montague, Columbia; William F.
Rodgers, M-G-M; W. A. Scully,
Universal; Gradwell L. Sears, United Artists.

The New York executive committee, of 15 company presidents,
follows:

Barney Balaban, O. Henry Briggs,
Steve Broidy, Jules E. Brulatour,
Jack Cohn, Stanton Griffis, Will H.

Hays, Hermann G. Place, Edward
C. Raftery, N. Peter Rathvon. Herman Robbins, Nicholas M. Schenck,
Spyros P. Skouras, Herbert Yates,
Adolph Zukor.
Henry Ginsberg is chairman of
the

Hollywood

division.

cisco.

*«•

— Rick Ricketson, Denver
Theatre*.Bldg., Denver.
Connecticut— Harry F. Shaw, Poli
Bldg., New Haven.
Delaware— Lewis
Black, Warner
Theatre, Wilmington.
Florida —
L. Cartwright, Tampa
Theatre Bldg., Tampa.
Georgia —W. K. Jenkins, Fox Theatre
Bldg., Atlanta.
Idaho— Harry Gordon, Rialto TheaBoise.
Illinois — Jules Rubens, 175 State

Colorado

S.

J.

tre,

St..

Chicago.

—Don

Rossiter, 444 N. Illinois St., Indianapolis.
Iowa A. H: Blank, Paramount Bldg..

Indiana

—

Des Moines.

tan.

.•

4

l

Kentucky—Fred

Industry Executives
On Drive Committee
The industry's special Third
War Loan campaign committee,

with headquarters in the

War

Activities Committee ofBroadway, New
1501
York, consists of the following exhibition, distribution or
fices,

production executives:

Amuse.

Dolle. Fourth Ave.
Co., Louisville.

Louisiana— E. V. Richards, 608
Canal St., New Orleans.
Maine Connie Russell, Bangor.
Maryland Frank A. Hornig, 531 N.
Howard St., Baltimore.
Massachusetts Sam Pinanski, 60
Scollay Sq., Boston.
Michigan— E. C. Beatty, 1492 Na-

—

—

—

Bank Bldg., Detroit.
Minnesota John Friedl, Minnesota
tional

—

chairman;
C. B. Akers, campaign direc-

Amuse.

tor; A. P. Waxman, advertisSchaefer,
ing;
George J.

Mississippi

"Rangers"; Joseph H. Hazen
and Henry Ginsberg, sales to

Missouri

L.

C.

Griffith,

industry personnel; Edward
L. Alperson, "Caravan," Kenneth Thomson and Charles K.

Feldman, talent; William F.
Rodgers, bond premieres and

Harry Brandt, theatre
ing agents.

Ray

issu-

is camcommittee

Beall

publicity
paign
chairman.

Listed

New Mexico— Geo.

Tucker, Kimo
Theatre, Albuquerque.
Nevada N. Dow Thompson, T. & D.

—

Enterprises, Reno.

New

York

Brecher,

(Metropolitan)
East 58th St.,

32

Co.. 17

apolis.

No. 6th

St.,

Minne-

New

— Arthur

Lehman,

Jack-

—Harry Arthur, Fox TheaMontana—A. M. Russell. Bozeman.
OrMiskell,
Nebraska—William
pheum Theatre Bldg., Omaha.
Fahey,
New Hampshire— Edw.
1118 Elm
Manchester.
New Jersey (Southern) — Sam Vartre Bldg., St. Louis.

J.

St..

balow, 4605 Westfield Ave.,
den.

New

—

Cam-

H.
(Northern) H.
Jersey
Lowenstein, 24 Walnut St., Newark.

New

York

(Upstate)

—

Myer

J.

Schine, Gloversville.

—
Dakota — Mike

North Carolina
E. 3rd

North

H. F. Kincey, 120
Charlotte.

St.,

Cooper, Forks
Theatre, Grand Forks.
Ohio Pete Wood, 55 E. State St.,

—

Columbus.

Oklahoma— B.

J.

McKenna,

No. Lee Ave., Oklahoma

Oregon

—

11^2

City.

A.
Finke,
303
Orpheum
Theatre Bldg., Portland.
Pennsylvania
(Eastern)
Jay
Emanuel, 1225 Vine St., Philadel-

—

—

Warner

Silver,

Pittsburgh.

(Western) M. A.
Bros., Clark Bldg.,

—

Rhode Island Ed Fay, Providence.
South Carolina—Warren Irwin,
Palmyra Theatre, Columbia.
Fred Larkin, State
Theatre, Sioux Falls.
Tennessee Tony Sudekum, Crescent
Amuse. Co., Nashville.

South Dakota

—

—

Texas— R.
Circuit,

O'Donnell, Interstate
T.
Majestic Theatre Bldg.,

Dallas.

Utah — Samuel
tre,

son.

— Leo

York.

phia.
Kansas— Hiirry Wareham, Manhat- Pennsylvania

executives
Neil F. Agnew, Paramount; Steve
Broidy, Monogram; Tom Connors,
Twentieth Century-Fox; Ned E.
Radio; James R.
Depinet,
Grainger, Republic; Arthur GreenProducers Releasing; Ben
blatt,

(Northern)—tD. J. McNerney, -25 Taylor St., San Fran-

California

Gillette,

Strand Thea-

Tooele.

—
—

Vermont

Frank Venett, Paramount
Theatre, Rutland.
Virginia M. G. Thalheimer, 1013
A. East Main, Richmond.
Carter Barron,
C.
Loew's Inc., Washington, D. C.

Washington, D.

Washington

—

—Frank

Newman,

Sr.,

Skinner Bldg., Seattle.
West Virginia Sol Hyman, Lecko
Bldg., Huntington.
Wisconsin Harold Fitzgerald, 1324
W. Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee.
Wyoming Fred Glass, Lincoln Theatre, Cheyenne.

—

—

—
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THIRD WAR LOAN BOND SALES EXPLOITATION

*

"*
Comic Mats, Trailers
Available for Drive
Through the courtesy of
King Features Syndicate, exhibitors may secure mats of
cartoons of "Popeye" and
"Snuffy Smith" buying bonds
at theatres which can be
placed with local newspapers.
The local paper using either
of these two comic strips
regularly must be given first
choice of using the mats,
which may be secured from
National Screen Service.

A

special all-in-one accessory kit designed to give exhibitors extra trimmings for

Third War Loan campaign are also available at
NSS exchanges, for 75 cents.
The Cpl. Alan Ladd trailer is
the

exhibitors and the
Rosalind Russell trailer will
be appended to each of the
five
newsreels during the
drive. Three one-sheets are
available from the Treasury
Department in Washington at
no charge. Usher's sashes
may be bought from National
Screen at 75 cents each, and
an eight-foot marquee gabardine valance is also available
through National Screen at
$3.75 each.
free

to

Theatre Role
In War, Press

book issued to exhibitors in connection with the industry's drive for the
Third

War Loan

contains suggestions for ads that can be used in newspapers during the campaign. Included
in the supplement are one, two and
three-column ad slugs available in
one mat, free of charge, through the
nearest National Screen Service exchange. Also included are ads which
may be used jointly by all theatres in
one city, theme of which is the sale
of more bonds, pointing out that their
theatres are available as issuing agents
at all hours of the day. These ads
may also be used by merchants with
room in each one for names of participants.
On the back page of the
supplement are borders to be used in
either two, three, four or eight-column advertisements by theatres with
the theme, "Back the Attack, Buy
More Bonds" with an underline calling attention to the fact that these
bonds may be bought at the patron's
favorite film house.

Quota Plan Urged

As Local

Incentive

Exhibitors are urged by the War
Activities Committee to get their local

Treasury War Finance Committee to
set up a bond sale quota during the
forthcoming Third War Loan Drive,
Sept.

9-30.

The

WAC

believes

that

each owner participating in the campaign will add impetus to their efforts
by honoring their home city by sponsoring a fighting ship, or by putting
a plaque on a tank.

Following

are

some

goals

which

Aid Suggested from
Local Organizations
The industry's Third War
Loan Bond Drive committee,
headed by L. C. Griffith, suggests to exhibitors that any
or all of the following local
organizations be enlisted to
aid in bond premieres, parades, or other events during
the forthcoming drive, Sept.
9-30:

American Legion, American
Legion Auxiliary, Boy Scouts,

Chamber of Commerce, Disabled
American
Veterans,
Elks Club, Girl Scouts, Junior
Chamber of Commerce, Kiwanis Club, Lions Club, Parent-Teachers Association, Red
Cross, Rotary Club, Spanish

War Veterans and Veterans
of Foreign Wars.

might be set and the sums needed to
have a city named as sponsor
For
:

submarine, $7,000,000; destroyer
a
escort vessel, $5,000,000 motor minesweeper, $800,000; harbor tug (large),
$300,000; harbor tug (small), $100,000 63-foot aircraft rescue boat, $60,000; landing barge, $35,000; amphibian steel tractor, $27,850 45-foot aircraft rescue boat, $20,000
36-foot
wooden landing craft, $12,500.
;

;

;

;

Other

listings

Procedure in
Arrangement
of Premieres
Ten basic approaches to be used
by exhibitors in staging bond premieres during the Third War Loan
Drive are outlined by the War Activities Committee, to roll up 1,200 premieres during the campaign, from
Sept. 9 to 30. Exhibitors should act
as follows

Get

approval from the local
Finance Committee; after
details with them have been arranged
and the date determined, contact William F. Rodgers, general sales manager of M-G-M, and premiere chairman, who will get approval from the

U. S.

official

War

distributor whose picture is to play
at the time of bond premiere ; special
reserved seat tickets should be printed

advance, with bond purchase price
right on the ticket
scale the house
from $18.75 up.
Arrange for a special War Bond
Premiere ticket booth, which will lend
added importance to the occasion;
your local War Finance Committee
will
arrange for prominent local
in

;

citizens to purchase bonds, which can
be used in exploitation of the event;

where plaques are get the cooperation of local newspapers, radio stations and merchants
in the form of special art stories, spot

ivailable for placement graduate downward to as low as $1,000 for purchase
of a bomb trailer.

announcements, special ad slugs.

POSTERS TO BE SUPPLIED TO THEATRES

Book Theme
Editorials and news stories which
be planted with newspapers by
exhibitors are featured in the press
book issued by L. C. Griffith and the
War Activities Committee for the

may

Third

Loan

drive.

Lead

editorial,

Si Fabian, chairman of
theatre division, is titled
""Movies Are Weapons," and points
out that the industry, and theatres in
particular, are doing a terrific job in
aiding the war effort because "they
reach millions of potential members
of the bond buyers' brigade."
Other editorials give reasons why
Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau
has called upon theatres for special
aid in the drive to raise $15,000,000,000 from Sept. 9 through 30, and another has as its theme, "Back the Attack!" giving reasons why the public
should buy bonds at this time.
News stories with cuts of Tyrone

written
the

by

WAC

Power, Robert Montgomery and Alan
Ladd, stars now serving Uncle Sam,
and Rosalind Russell, who will be
featured in a trailer to be attached to
the five newsreels, point out the various promotions in which exhibitors
will take to further bond buying.
A special supplement to the press

BUY WAR BONDS
3rd War Loan
Photographic reproductions of upright posters, 22 inches wide, 28 inches deep, which have
been prepared by the Treasury's War Finance Committee, and which are being mailed
by the War Activities Committee to every exhibitor in the country. These posters are
to be used by theatres along with the "Come On, Movie Goers!" 40x60, one sheet, 22x28 and
11x14 posters available to exhibitors from local National Screen Service offices.
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Short Subject Reviews

Vandals Leave Walls
Of This Theatre

—

New
tale

Haven, Aug. 26. NaDiFrancesco has had to

replace or repair 431 of the
492 seats in his Fairmont
Theatre, because of vandalism, besides repainting the
lobby, installing new carpets
and replacing drapes.

"Arctic Passage"

"Birds on the Wing"

("This Is America")
(RKO Pathe)

(

in

series,

the 1,600-mile Alaskan Highway,
from Dawson Creek, British Colum-

of

bia,

to

Fairbanks, Alaska.

Thousands

of

American

soldiers.

Army

engineers and civilian construction men worked in the muskeg, dust,
Committees for preparing the enter- mountains, ravines and rivers in forgFeatured
tainment facilities to be set up for the ing through to Fairbanks.
Treasury Department's War Bond in the trek of a ten-truck convoy bearVictory Square here will- be appointed ing munitions and supplies to the fronOne truck plunges into
next week with unions, theatres in tier town.
the Times Square area, and the press a ravine, halting the convoy only long
participating, Major L. E. Thomp- enough to recover the cargo before
toward its destination.
son, chairman of the Victory Square proceeding
committee, announced at a luncheon, Trucks undergo repairs on the road
yesterday, of representatives of all and fresh drivers take over at interbranches of show business, held at vals to keep the convoys moving.
Good commentary makes this an
The tent
Toots Shor's Restaurant.
Fredin back of the Roxy Theatre, which interesting and timely subject.
Runwill be used for the sale of bonds, erick Ullman, Jr., produced.
Release date, Auwill be dedicated on either Sept. 1 ning time, 20 mins.
gust 27.
or 3.
Among those present at yesterday's

luncheon were

:

Show

Bob Weitman, James

E. Sauter, Neville Ford, John Price
Jones, Zeke Epstein, Jesse Kaye, Leo
Brecher, Sonny Werblin, Larry Puck,
Harry McDonald, Arthur H. Ashley,
Bert Ennis, Mori Krushen, Fred Stengel, Lou Walters, Vince Jacobi, Terry Ramsaye, Jack Alicoate, Alfred H.
Mortin, Mel Konecoff, William Feinberg, Mac Pomerantz, Robert Francis,
Frederic G. Kraus, James M. Jerauld
and R. W. Baremore.

Make

"/

Can Har~dly Waif

(Columbia )
latest offering of frantic
the Three Stooges devote
their energies to the problem of toothCurly's tooth is the problem,
pulling.
and their own ingenious devices
for pulling it have failed, they call in
The dentist gets the right
a dentist.
tooth but the wrong stooge. Running
time, I&/2 mins. Release date, Aug. 13.

In

this

slapstick,

VICTORY
product

this seasorts
An

extra bond for every seat
in your theatre, Mr. Exhibiis
tor,
the showman's job
while the quietly-colossal
guys are doing the fighting.

Columbia)

all

BACK THE ATTACK

Hollywood, Aug. 26
America of the

TURBULENT

present
day,
where rationing
between North and South Amerchanges almost daily, wartime boom
It was produced in cooperation
with the New York Zoological Soci- towns spring up overnight, gas costs
ety and takes one from the far North- one coupon for four gallons on the
ern breeding habitats to their winter West Coast and one coupon for three
resorts in the heart of the Amazon. gallons in the East, is presenting a new_
The camera has caught wonderful headache in research to producers. M]
Each new official directive puts
close-ups a field of white wings rising into the air, Canadian Geese wing- ditional pressure on the research end
ing their way across the sky in great of the business of making pictures.
"V" formations, and there is an excel- If pictures with the American scene
lent running commentary by Raymond as a background are to have authenRunning time, 9 2 mins. ticity the pieces must fit together perMorgan.
tions
ica.

a™

;

/
x

Release date, Aug. 26.

fectly.

"Yukon Outpost"

working overtime trying to keep up
with the directives in Washington and

Research

(

Universal)

national forests of Southeastern
Alaska are supplying lumber, minerals,
and food to the American war machine.
These valuable contributions,
as well as the natural beauty of the
region, are depicted in this travelogue.
Timber, salmon, and gold are the
main products of this colorful region,
with national game being preserved
through
enlightened
administration.
Waterpower is also abundant in this
region all shown in this subject.
Running time, 9 mins.
Release,

—

Aug.

of

today,

SELL

WAR BONDS
One

for each theatre seat

BACK THIRD WAR LOAN
September

9 to

October 2nd

Republic and
are preparing scripts for
early camera starts based on juvenile
delinquency, which Federal authorities
have indicated they will not pass for
export, Charles R. Rogers is jumping
into the youth picture swim.
Only
he's breasting the current instead of
swinging with it.

Monogram

Sef

PRC

Pictures, Inc.

"Song

purchased

has

Open Road," which

the

of

deals with

Amer-

ican youth on the home front.
swings through youth movements

( Sportlight

(Paramount)
Grantland Rice and the camera
the unusual training through
which members of the U. S. Maritime

show

Service must go.
Most interesting is
the use of an old square-rigger as a
training ship. The boys learn how to
handle cargoes, climb riggings, navigate, take up sails in a storm and
many other jobs. Running time, 9^2
mins. Release date, Sept. 10.

"Mardi Gras"
(Paramount)
The Mardi Gras is the setting of
this colorful and entertaining Technicolor musical, held together by the
romantic adventures of Betty Rhodes
and Johnnie Johnston. The two youngsters throw aside their roles as secretary and soda-jerker to meet in costume at the festival, highlight of which
is an hilarious act put on by Adriana
Runningand Charly, net acrobats.
Oct.

1.

"Community Sing No. 2"

It
to

help harvest the crops, entertain the
troops, and other war activities of the
kids of 'teen age.

Although

he

hope

can't

start

to

shooting before spring, Rogers is convinced he's got a real property in this
one.
OWI, CIAA, and other government agencies seeking to present

America

the

in

best

possible

upon

abroad probably will look

light
the

subject with favor for distribution in
the United Nations.
•

Janis Paige, who earned the title
of 'Hollywood Canteen Girl' because
of her repeated appearances there,
has been assigned a role in M-G-M's

"Mr. Co-Ed," starring Red Skelton
and Esther Williams.
20th-Fox
has signed Randolph Scott to star
in "Torpedo Squadron Eight."
RKO has launched a second exploitation unit for "Behind the Rising Sun," the indictment of the
Jap savages. Gloria Holden, a featured player in the film, heads a
list for personal appearances and
.

.

.

.

.

.

radio chats.
•

out with an unusually good selection
"Honey Suckle
of tunes, including
Rose," "A Heart That's True," "Way
Down Yonder in New Orleans," "I'm
Just Wild About Harry" and "By the
Light of the Silvery Moon." Running
time, 9 T mins. Release date, Aug. 26.
:

A

story editor, Florlooking
at plays and material.
Jack L.
.

.

.

Never," from the book, "The Fool of
the Family," and handed Henry Blanke
Sam Bischthe production reins.
off names "Victory Caravan" as first
.

of

and

"Kings of Basketball"

New York

Warner has purchased "Escape Me

the

.

.

two Kay Kyser musicals

Columbia.
his

.

.

band

.

When

finish in

at

Charlie Spivak

"Pin-Up

Girl,"

starring Betty Grable, they'll go into
the Hollywood Palladium, Sept. 7.

(Columbia)
Bill
Stern's commentary and the
slow-motion camera help to explain

•

school, of Brooklyn, tops in
basketball, namely, expert coaching,
perfect timing and plenty of tall men.
The team is shown in action in some
Runof their lightning manoeuvers.
Release date,
ning time, 10 mins.

David Hempstead, RKO-Radio producer, is one of the busiest with
three completed or released this
year and six in the next six months.
They include "Tender Comrades,"
now rolling and "The Gibson Girl,"
in Technicolor. Both star Ginger

Aug.

Rogers.

in

this

John's

Contributed by

quicksilver to the
It just won't stay

RKO-Radio,

Edward Small's
The Delta Rhythm Boys are the feature of this community sing, swinging ence Strauss, is in

Every employe 10% or more

been

•

While

(Columbia)

BUY WAR BONDS

have

put.

He

Release,

like

is

movie researcher.

30.

"All Sails

departments

changes almost everywhere. America,

The

time, 20 mins.

We'll

Hollywood

Beautiful,
awe-inspiring
are
the
scenes of this film's great bird migra-

"This
Is
Pathe's
"Arctic Passage" is
the dramatic story of the construction

Eleventh

America"

Meet on Talent for
Victory Sq.
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27.

sport

short

what makes

St.
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Experienced Theatre Man Is
Majors Seek Sought to Head Unit of OCR

Capital Hears

5-Year Decree
(Continued from page
it

would be up

1)

working out well and

them

to

in

some quarters

here it is believed the field of the
arbitrators should be expanded to take
in more controversies of types which
arise repeatedly.

First

40 U.S. Films

Showing

in

Sicily

All of the 40 Hollywood features
picked several weeks ago by the Office of War Information to be shown
in
conquered Axis countries for
morale and propaganda purposes have
already arrived in North Africa and
Sicily
and are presumably being
shown to natives in both places. The
pictures, chosen from the catalogues
of major companies, along with short
subject programs, are specially edited, with native titles inserted by the
distributors
and at their expense.
Titles of the 40 appeared in Motion

Picture Daily on Aug.
Distribution
Service Forces
field outposts,

5.

handled

by
working with

is

Army

OWI

with rentals to be col-

whenever

these to
eventually reach U. S. producers.
Name of
(Allied Military
Government in Occupied Territories),
which re-establishes commercial trading for U. S. companies in conquered
countries, has been changed by the
(Allied
War Department to
Military Governments), Washington
reported yesterday.
lected

said,

is

1)

one with experience in theawho has some technical
equipment and supplies

possible,

Ambassador

to

Reopen

The Ambassador Theatre, dark

for

The motion picture unit which is
now being developed, he explained,
act as a "friend at court" for
exhibitors who need assistance in the
procurement of supplies or who have
or other
problems, either with
can give
agencies, in which the
them help. The unit also will process
exhibitor applications for materials and
supplies other than projection equipwill

WPB

OCR

ment.

McMurphey emphasized
fice

will

in

that his of-

no sense be regulatory,

with the possible exception of situa-

which

theatre owners
ask for controls. He cited as a possible example of the latter, a severe
scarcity of vacuum tubes which might
lead exhibitors to ask for controls to
insure equitable distribution.
The section will have no authority
of its own with respect to materials
needed by exhibitors, but will prepare programs to improve the supply
situation and deal with other problems which it will present to and press
before the agencies in control, Mctions

in

Murphey

the

said.

"This Is the Army" is averaging a
gross of $6,000 for each of the single
opening night performances held to
date, hitting $1,080,000 at the 180 special local premieres conducted so far.
Warner officials claim this is the largest over-all take for this number of
local openings in box office history.
Warners reveal that the runs of
"Army" are continuing to bigger daily
volume. The reason they give for this
is that the special premieres are bringing out "class" trade, claiming nonregular patrons comprise 75 to 80 per
cent of the premiere audiences, and
subsequent days' business is stimulated

by heavy word-of-mouth advertising.
Warners cite as an example, the
business chalked up by "Army" at the
Hollywood
Theatre,
New York,
where, hitting a take of $7,000 on
Wednesday, the final day of the fourth
week, to beat the opening day's business of $6,900, the picture grossed approximately $50,000 for the week, a
house record, and only a few dollars
under the initial week's take, exclusive of the special $55-top world premiere.

CIO Asks Voice in
Blue Network Sale Edwards, Jones in
Posts
Washington, Aug.
—A new note New Republic
from
26.

(Continued

was injected

into the proceedings of
transfer of the Blue Network
from the Radio Corporation of America to Edward Noble when the Congress of Industrial Organizations petitioned the Federal Communications
Commission today for permission to
intervene in the proceedings.
The
CIO contended that organized labor
had_ an interest because of restrictions
oh its use of the radio.

the

Edwards assuming

page

1)

the newly created

post of director of publicity, and Jones
handling advertising.
All West Coast publicity will hereafter be cleared through the New
York office, with Len Boyd as studio
liaison.
Bill Saal, special representain Hollywood, who has handled
special advertising and publicity promotion, will make his headquarters in
York as assistant to Herbert J.

tive

New

Picture Pioneers Dinner
Plans for the annual harvest dinner
of the Picture Pioneers sometime in
November are now being formed by
the organization's executive committee, according to Jack Cohn, house
manager.
More than 300 veterans of the industry are now on the Picture Pioneer's roster, said Cohn.

months by order of License Commissioner Moss, will reopen
Grace George's 1st Role
Sept. 4 to house "Blossom Time."
In a review of James Cagney's
The house was shuttered when its license was rescinded Dec. 3 on the "Johnny Come Lately," yesterday, in
Picture Daily, Marjorie
sentencing of three persons for per- Motion
performances
of Main was inadvertently mentioned as
indecent
mitting
having made her first screen appear"Wine, Women and Song."
ance in
that
production,
whereas
Grace George was intended.
Miss
Goodno Replaces Tipton Main
has been on the screen for years.
Palace
Theatre, Miss George had been on the stage for
Goodno,
John

W.

Yates.
It

sult

Roy

also announced that as a rethe national campaigns for
Rogers, similar national cam-

was
of

—

Hollywood,

Arthur
Aug. 26.
husband of Bette
Davis, who died here Wednesday,
had apparently been suffering for two
weeks from a serious head injury
which finally caused him to become
dizzy, collapse and fracture his skull,
Farnsworth,

35,

the coroner's office reported today.

1)

;

wood was

available.

to New York fron
the Allied conferences at Quebec, an
after a brief visit here will go fc
Washington before returning to Lon
don.

Bracken came

He

praised the constructive wartim
of films, both American am

work

British,
and expressed gratificatio:
that representative British Ministry o
Information films were being distribu
ted here by the American industry
adding that comparable American film
also were being distributed throughou
Britain.
In this connection he mad
particular mention of Colonel Franl

Capra's "Battle of Britain," which h<
would be released throughout tha
country beginning Sept. 15, the an
niversary of that battle.
"I hope," he said, "that these be
ginnings of cooperation between oui
two countries in the field of motioi
pictures may be the foundation for
deeper mutual understanding by oui
two peoples, for on that understand
ing much of the future happiness c
all peoples depends."
Among those at the luncheon were
Barney Balaban, Spyros Skouras
said

;

Seidelman,
Stanton
Griffis
Michel,
Austin
Keough
Maurice Silverstone, R. K. Hawkinson, M. A. Spring, Robert Schless.
Sam Eckman, Charles F. Coe, Carl
Milliken, Fay Allport and George
Borthwick.
C.

Capital at Special

Opening

—

Washington, Aug. 26. More than
$1,000,000 in war bonds are expected
to

be sold for the premiere here di

War

"The Last Hazard," a Royal Air exploiting the picture, according to a
Verdi Theatre Sold
Force Film Unit two-reeler, will be company statement yesterday.
Chicago, Aug. 26. Chris Christos,
The short will be tied in with proreleased on Sept. 24 by RKO Radio,
motional activities on behalf of a new with the Van Nomikos circuit for 17
it was announced yesterday by RKO
recruiting drive. It was filmed years, has bought the Verdi Theatre
short subjects sales manager Harry
in Technicolor at Fort Des Moines. here from Mrs. T. Keleres.
Michalson.

—

WAC

(Continued from page

the British industry could not right
fully expect its public tu choose
British film if a better one from Holly

'Stalingrad' Preview
$1,000,000 'Bell'

Department has given its ap- "For Whom the Bell Tolls," at
proval to "Women at the War," War- Loew's Palace, on Sept. 15.
Seats
ner two-reel special dealing with the are scaled up to $10,000 in war bonds.
WACs, and plans to cooperate in

Aid W. B. Short

Open Film Market

Joseph

campaign.

to

Bracken Advocates

Farnsworth Had Injury W.

years.

Army

their surburban areas, showed
a total population gain of
2,970,000; 54 showed a combined loss of 1,280,000.

paigns will be given major productions
in the new year, starting with "In Old
Oklahoma," based on Thomson BurIt Gradwell
tis' story, "War of the Wildcats."
Sears, John J. O'Connor
is planned to multi-premiere the picJoseph Hazen, Jack Cohn, John Hicks
ture in 32 cities.
Joseph McConville, Walter Gould

Va., replaces Cecil E.
Tipton, Orpheum Theatre, as public
relations chairman for West Virginia,
in the Third War Loan film industry

'Hazard* Release Set

tors in the areas affected is
the U. S. Census Bureau's report that the population is
shifting from Northern areas
to the South and the Pacific
Coast, lured by the twin advantages of a warm climate
and jobs in war industries.
These centers have gainedM
2.5
percent
in
populatio™-'
since the 1940 census, or a
total
of
1,691,000
persons.
Eighty-four cities, including

Grossed by 'Army'

and knows theatre construction and

the last ten

Huntington,

—

materials.

AMGOT

AMG

To South and West
Washington, Aug. 26.
Of
immediate interest to exhibi-

$6,000 per Opening

tre operation,
knowledge of

to make
proposals for changes in the decree.
If any suggestions are brought to
Washington by the company contingent, they will probably be little more
than a tentative outline of how far the
distributors are prepared to go voluntarily to meet complaints against the
decree.
It was reported tonight that extension of the arbitration system to cover
considerably more territory might be
a feature of the revised decree.
So
far as it goes, arbitration is seen as

that

(Continued from page

Population Shifting

Washington,

Aug.

26.— Officials

of Soviet Russia were hosts here tonight to an audience of 900 persons
comprised of government officials and
dignitaries from many foreign nations,
at a special screening of "The City
That Stopped Hitler Heroic Stalingrad," which Paramount will dis-

—

tribute.

Among
of

those invited were members
President
Roosevelt's
cabinet,

White House

staff, U. S. Supreme
Court Justices, members of Congress,
and attaches of embassies.

To A

SMASHING

SUCCESS
in the

THIRD
WAR LOAN
CAMPAIGN
Eastman Kodak Company

THIRD WAR LOAN
starts—^

SEPTEMBER

INVEST IN AMERICA
AND

AMERICAN IDEALS
•

J.

E.

BRULATOUR,
EASTMAN FILMS

FOK.T LEE

CHICAGO

INC.

*
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Allied Basing

Decree Stand

On

Are Said

18 Points

Present

To U.

S. in

Case

Its

Month

Washington, Aug.

29.

— Con-

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, AUGUST

More Independent
Suits vs. 20th
to

it

was

dis-

Views of exhibitors on these matters
sought in a questionnaire
by Allied, in which members
are asked to report their experiences
under the decree with respect to 18
are

GROSS
AT KEYS IN MONTH

Los Angeles, Aug. 29. Prospect of
substantial number of independent

exhibitor suits virtually paralleling
Bard's Theatre complaint against 20thFox looms, according to attorney Albert J. Law, counsel for many independents, who filed Bard's suit last
week. All such cases, which are expected to also name other major companies operating theatres, will allege
discriminatory distribution practices in
violation of the Sherman and Clayton
acts.
direct bearing upon the De-

which Law serves in a legal capacity,
be laid before the Department
has recorded opposition to extension of

of Justice next month,
closed here tonight.

the decree. While Bard's action, filed
in the name of a Colorado corporation,
owners and operators, does not specifi(Continitcd on page 3)

being

$3,550,000 Gross for
Army' in 4 Weeks
month's box office
First
Warners'
of
performance
"This Is the Army," for Army
Relief, brought a total gross
of $3,550,000, from July 29 to
the weekend, on less than 200
openings. Actually, the bulk
of the gross is for less than
nearly
two
weeks,
three
weeks elapsing between the
July 29 New York world premiere and the next key city
opening.

Griffith Sets

Bond

sent out

specific matters.

Among

the subjects covered by the
(Continued on page 4)

TEN CENTS

1943

$9,357,700

Loom

sensus of Allied exhibitors as to the
manner in which features should be
licensed, under the consent decree,
be
should
decree
the
whether
A
amended to require that prices and partment of Justice's attitude toward
allocations be written into the con- the consent decree is anticipated.
Independent Theatre Owners of
tract and whether the Arbitration
Appeal Board should be abolished, Southern California and Arizona, for
will

30,

Industry

—

a

Will

YORK,

Picture

Exhibitors Seek
Equipment Release
Circuits

and exhibitors

are

being

Sales -Listing Plan

Estimated $2,681,500
For Past Week
Riding
crest of a

increasing daily, downtown theain large cities rolled up a
gross of $9,357,700 in August.
tres

The final week will establish a
record for the year, hitting approximately $2,681,500 in the 175 theatres
covered in Motion Picture Daily's
regular box office reports.
Small
part of the final week's figures are
based on estimates.
Extent to which the box office
barometer is climbing, is best attested
by a comparison of the $15,322 average intake per theatre for the past
week, against the $12,584 average of
key city theatres one year ago.
The past three weeks has seen a
steady

On

his

return

to

War

wide and high on the
box office bonanza that is

climb,

attributed

in

large

(Continued on page 4)

Activities

Equipment Committee headquarters in New York
Dealers Protective Association to at- from Washington over the weekend,
tend a Chicago conference to be held L. C. Griffith, general chairman for
at the Bismarck Hotel on Sept. 17-18, the Third War Loan, disclosed that a
with the idea of seeking a definite plan for reporting bond sales was
in
commitment from Allen G. Smith, head adopted by the recent Third War
Military
of the -theatre equipment division of Loan meetings in Los Angeles, ChiOn agreement by counsel for Parathe War Production Board, on the cago and Washington.
The intent was that reports would mount, RKO, 20th Century-Fox and
London, Aug. 29. In the absence disposition of available equipment. He
be filed by exhibitors in each state Vitagraph waiving a technicality on
of any save a nebulous official state- is expected to attend.
Although they have been assured to the state
chairman, who which a New Orleans arbitrator disment the real purpose of Col. Frank
urged

by

the

Theatre

Technical Rights

See Joint Allied
Film Unit

Run Case

Waived

—

WAC

Capra's visit

is

(Continued on page 3)

provoking much spec-

(Continued on page 4)

ulation here.
It is understood here that a new
organization is likely to develop, establishing a motion picture unit for Gen-

eral

Headquarters, U. S. Army, Lon-

embracing all U. S. Army sections
which would collaborate jointly with
a British Army unit and cooperatively
cover all combined operations.
Such joint coverage would teamup
unparalleled production and technical
personnel and place motion picture
coverage on the same Allied footing as
don,

(Continued on pane 3)

CIAA Gets More
Say on Latin Films
Hollywood, Aug.

—

29.
Coordinator
Inter-American Affairs' influence
upon Hollywood in implementation of
the
good-neighbor
policy
filtered
through the Motion Picture Society for
the Americas, will percolate to more

of

pictures

Theatres in East Faced
By Manpower Shortage

(Continued on page 4)

to the arbitrator for a full trial of the
case on its merits, it was disclosed on

Friday.
In a second decision, the appeal
board affirmed the award of a Wash(Continued on page 3)

Warners

On

to Protest
Sale to Goldwyn

Sale of screen rights of "Those Endearing Young Charms," Max Gordon

Broadway play, to Samuel Goldwyn
for a reported $75,000, after sale of
the property to Warner Bros, had
been arranged, for a reported $35,000,
faces a possible court test.

Warners are understood to have
closed, but not signed, a deal for the

Circuits in the East, most of which
have just about managed to get by
with staff difficulties this summer by
using high school students as ushers,
usherettes, and in other capacities,
again face a problem with the reopening of schools, starting in two weeks.
Turnover in this group even now is
reaching astronomical proportions, according to circuit personnel heads,
with the theatre cashier turnover running a close second.

Managers and assistants are said to
with
playwright Edward
Chodorov on the Coast, getting the be more dependable in the growing
approval of producer Gordon as well, theatre manpower shortage, in view
but failed to get a final commitment of the fact that the-" enjov seniority
than heretofore when a new from Sidney Fleisher, arbiter of the in most instances, and
are described as

system of channeling suggestions to
producers, now in the final stages of
preparation, is instituted.
Until now

missed the specific run complaint of
the Peacock Theatre, New Orleans,
the appeal board remanded the case

property

Dramatists Guild.
Edmund Pauker, reluctant to leave their jobs for the
agent for Chodorov is under- claimed unsteady future which war
stood to have come forward with the work offers, despite the lure of higher

local

(Continued on page 3)

(Continued on page 4)

David Loew's

—

"It Whistles"

—

Hollywood, Aug. 29.
A
"sound only" motion picture
title has been registered with
the Hays office by Producing
Artists,
Inc.,
newly-formed
David Loew-Arthur S. Lyons
producing company. The title
is a two-note whistle designed for a musical picture and
Cole Porter is slated to do a
special

series

of

tunes,

in-

cluding one bearing out the
idea embodied in the unique
"title."
It was recorded with
the MPPDA via a disc.
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LESERMAN, United ArtCARL general
sales manager,
left

ists

over the weekend for the Coast.
•
Frank Scully, M-G-M branch
salesman, is recovering from a recent
hospital stay at Peak's Island, Maine.
•

Feldman, Warner

assist-

ant Pittsburgh circuit manager, returned to Pittsburgh over the weekend

New

from

York and Washington.
•

John

F.

Wrege, manager

the

of

United Artists' playdate department,
and Mrs. Wrege, are parents of a son,
John, Jr., born Friday at Holy Name
"Hospital, Teaneck, N. J.
•
Roy Haines, Southern and Western division sales manager for Warners, will return early this week from
vacation.

•

Gil Golden and John Harkins of
deadvertising-publicity
Warners'
partment, will return today from vacation.

Dave Lewis, M-G-M Rio de Janeiro manager, is recovering from illness at the Sao Paulo Hospital there.
•
to
re-

•

Players

director of publicity and advertising,

has returned to Toronto.
•

William Cagney. head

William

of

Cagney Productions, arrived

York

in

New

yesterday.

•

John J. Jones, of the Jones, Linick
and Schaefer circuit, returned Saturday to Chicago.
•

Norman

RKO
left

Freeman,

president

N.

to

assistant

Peter

Rathvon,

Friday for the Navy.
•

Rube Jackter, Columbia assistant
manager, will leave
general
sales
Monday for a week's visit to Jacksonville,

Fla.

•

Harry Kalmine,
manager
turn

of

today

Warner
from

assistant general
Theatres, will re-

Wisconsin.
•

Lou Davidoff and John Turner,
heads of the Warner Circuit film buying department in Philadelphia, returned there over the weekend after a

week

in

New

York.
•

Win

Barron,

sales

promotion

di-

of Canadian Paramount, has
returned to his Toronto office after a
mission to the Roosevelt-Churchill

rector

conferences in Quebec.

•

Ben

Kalmenson,

Warners

sales

head, will arrive on the Coast tomorrow for conferences with Jack War-

ner and Charles Einfeld.
•

Perry Lieber of RKO has gone to
Washington due to his mother's illness.

TOM
ment

C. CLARK, Departof
jockey
Justice
aboard the industry consent decree, was reported recently by

ing together of the product of
several independent producers.
•
•

Motion Picture Daily's

not confront
Columbia, it is equally uncer-

.Ber-

tram F. Linz in Washington as
having expressed the wish that
a decree could be devised this
Fall which would cover all
eight major companies which
are defendants in the Government's New York anti-trust
suit, thereby disposing of the
action in its entirety.
'1
he so-called Little Three,
Columbia, United Artists and
Universal, have taken the position that the principal aim of
Government's New York
the
suit, as originally filed, is to
obtain the divorcement of affiliAs non-theatre
ated theatres.
owning companies, they consubordinate
tend
that
only
phases of the Government's bill
of complaint apply to them,
phases attacking block booking
and blind selling. They contend further that their sales
methods are not illegal that, if
the Government so desires, they
are willing to have those trade
practices tested in the courts
and, if they are there found
wanting, they stand ready then,
and only then, to change them.
This was the position the three
took in refusing to become
parties to the consent decree in
the Fall of 1940 and has remained their position since.
•
•
;

secretary
Miller,
Lillian
Claude Lee, of Paramount, will
turn today from vacation.

James R. Nairn, Famous

SHERWIN KANE

By

Whether the three would
consider abandoning this position now to enter into a consent decree which would more
or less permanently defer trial
of the Government suit against
them, would appear to depend
entirely upon the kind of decree
Clark is prepared to offer them.
It could not be the same decree offered the five consenting
companies because anything
and everything pertaining to
the operation of affiliated theatres and contained in that decree would not be applicable to
the non-consenting companies.
It is doubtful even whether all
of the trade practice regulations imposed upon the five
consenting companies would be
acceptable to the other three,
and is particularly doubtful in
the case of United Artists
which, as a distributor exclusively, might be unable to obtain the sanction of its independent producers for a system
of selling which, for example,
called for the marketing of a
block of pictures at one time
which would involve the lump-

While

this

aa„,

August

30.

194.

Paramount Ad Men
Meet on 'Bell Tolls

Tradewise

Personal
Mention

Joseph

Mo

problem

would
Universal and

tain whether either
firmly convinced as

or

both,

they

are
present methods of
business
are
entirely

that their

doing
within the law and

Alec Moss, Paramount exploitatioi
manager, presided at a meeting u
Eastern district advertising represen
tatives at the home office Friday, n
a discussion of plans on key city premieres for "For
the
Bel
Tolls."
Fifty openings are scheduler
on or about Oct. 1.
W. C. Lewellen, Dallas distric
representative, who has been assign^ I
to key city campaigns on the
outlined the drives already put on
J
He will leave tomorrow to confer wit!
M. D. Cohn, in Kansas City, anc ]

Whom

would find any proposal
that Clark might offer them intriguing enough to exchange
for their current freedom from
Government regulation of their
operations. Also they have behind them already clean bills of

in Denver.
From there!
he will proceed to his Dallas head !
quarters to direct that territory's cam-j
paign with the assistane of Bud Gray
In addition to Moss and Lewellen
those attending
the meeting werd
Arnold Van Leer, Boston Willian
Brooker, Philadelphia
M. Joict
J.
Cleveland;
Ed J. Wall, Albany:]

health in the Crescent Circuit

James C. Furman, Atlanta, and

to their lik-

ing,

case,

Columbia having won

its

dismissal in Nashville Federal
court immediately upon the
close of the trial there and

Universal having been dismissed when the court's decision

was handed down

later.

It is difficult to imagine what
Clark might have to offer that
would tempt the three. He has
offered them nothing yet and it

unlikely

is

any of them

that

will reach for his trial balloon,
if

such

it

was, until his propothem.

sition, if any, is before

•

•

A

former major company department head, disgruntled, tlie
story goes, over his dismissal
from a post he had held for
years,

recently applied to the

New

York

World-Telegram
for advertising space up to a
full page in which to publish
an open letter calling upon
Westbrook Pegler to desist
from his tender essays on labor
racketeers once identified, with
the industry, long enough to
rake industry executives over
the coals.
The World-Telegram advertising department,
it
related, after consulting
is
with Pegler on the copy submitted, rejected the proposed
advertisement.
•
•

The 20th Century-Fox

adseriously

sales department is
concerned over a continuing

decline

in the sale of its accessories.
The past season's

ad-sales

delivery

is

estimated

at 16 per cent of the proceeds

the previous season, and
they were below par in that 52for

week

period.

•

There

is

•

a report going the

rounds that RKO's Bob Wolff
may be given an interesting
new assignment one that would
take him a long way from his
;

well established bailiwick here.

James Lundy,

;

;

Mesibov,

New

Sid:

York.

Monogram Launches

New

Selling Policy

Hollywood,

Aug.

29.

—Inaugurat-

ing a new selling policy of contracting
for pictures in blocks of eight, Monogram today announced the first group
to be offered for opening of the 194344 program, according to a statement
here by president W. Ray Johnston.
All except one of the eight are either
completed or in production.
Heading the list is "Lady, Let's
Dance," musical. Others are "Hitler's
Women," "Sweethearts of the U.S.A.,"
"The Uknown Guest," "Mr. Muggs
"Spotlight
Steps
Out,"
Scandals,"

"Melody Parade," and "Charlie Chan
in

the Secret

Service."

Universal Makes
Three Sales Changes
Three changes have been made in
Universal sales districts, according to
W. A. Scully, vice-president and general sales manager, in order to effect
closer concentration and supervision
in

the

field.

Samuel Applegate joins Universal
and will supervise sales in Philadelphia and Washington, with headquarters in Philadelphia.
Dave Miller
will handle Cleveland and Pittsburgh,
with headquarters in Cleveland, and
Barney Rose, formerly in Philadelphia, will cover Albany, Boston, Buffalo and
Haven offices, with

New

headquarters

in

Boston.

V and M-G-M Each
Lose 3 Publicists
Universal and Loew's lost three
men each in their home office exploitation-publicity
departments
the
at
weekend.
Lou Carroll, in Boston,
and Morris Abrahams and Irving
Golder, working out of the home office for Universal, resigned.
Golder
plans to enter the radio exploitation
field, while plans of the others were
not disclosed.
At Loew's, Teddy Arnow, Carl
Fishman and Saul Handwerger resigned. Arnow joins the Army, Fishman, the Navy, and Handwerger, another film company.
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tfore

Independent

Suits vs. 20th Waived
Are Said to Loom

in

(Continued from page

1)

charge infraction of the consent
lecree, allegations are otherwise esseniallv identical with the Sidney Pink)i»>eph Moritz suit against 20th-Fox,
x West Coast and others, filed by
rney Law May 24, which does
Karge decree violation.
Law said he will push Bard*s case
The court has given 20th-Fox
krst.
"These
'U days in which to answer.
Kvo cases are just a starter." said
|aw, who resumed private practice
ifter 18 years in the anti-trust division
>t
the Department of Justice, inclusive
the
Thurman Arnold regime.
i>f
'Others will undoubtedly follow. There
lire a great many instances where similar conditions obtain, working hardship on exhibitors because of discriminatory practices by the distributors favoring theatres they own or
control."
Declaring that the decree is not
•operating as it should because it does
mot cover most independents' problems,
and covers none adequately. Law said,
however, "divorcement will not eliminate the major problem of discriminain distribution, because some independent theatre chains are just as
tough if not tougher in their dealings
than chains controlled by film com-

tion

the right to play 60 days after

1)

the

New

The remainder

Orleans

first

the case

was not heard by

run.

of
the arbitraheld that the situation disthe Peacock from bringing

S. Calif.,

Arizona

Back PPCITO Stand
Hollywood, Aug.
—A Southern
29.

California

and

Arizona

tor,

who

Theatre, Ellicott City. Md., to
seven days on
Radio product.
The award had been-appealed by Ellicott, which sought complete elimination of the clearance between the two
on the grounds that the two are non- consenting companies, prior to this,
competitive, or that, if competition agreed not to stand upon the techniwas found to exist, that clearance be cality and requested that the case be
limited to one day.
It also asked for remanded to the New Orleans arbitraavailability of 35 day s after Boston tor for a trial on its merits, a salient
cott

RKO

NRA

questionnaire.

ITO Director Hugh Bruen's report
on his meeting with Clark in Washington was also approved.

r

Bond

would be whether the
$5,000,000
Goal
Peacock was deprived of its former
RKO Theatres in Brooklyn and
The appeal board held that some run in favor of United Theatres' Queens have set a $5,000,000 goal for
competition did exist and warranted a Dreamland and Rivoli because the lat- the Third War Loan drive. Borough
The appeal Presidents John Cashmore, of Brookseven-day clearance in favor of the ter are circuit theatres.
Alpha.
Its decision added that one board, in remanding the case to the lyn, and J. J. Burke, of Queens, will
day's clearance should be taken from arbitrator for a trial on the merits, inaugurate
the
campaign in their
the Alpha for every day after 14 days observed that it regarded complain- areas.
Air raid wardens and memdelayed ant's interpretation of the stipulation bers of the American Women's Volit
of its availability that
"as immaterial to the merits of the untary Services will aid in the bond
playing a picture.
The technicalitv on which the New present controversy."
sale.
first

run,

irrespective of

Alpha

point of which

pla\r

dates.

I

SING, AMERICA SING!

panies."

Bard's suit alleged 20th-Fox gives

Wlith

Fox West Coast competitor houses a
week to two weeks advantage in violazone system and claims the
"defendant has discriminated in price

tion of the

between plaintiffs and Fox West Coast
theatres."
The complaint also cites
20th-Fox ownership of 42 per cent of
the stock which owns

LUCY MONROE

FWC.

Mayer, FitzPatrick,
Disney Return Home
Hollywood, Aug. 29. — Louis B.
Mayer, Walt Disney, James A. FitzPatrick, Hedy Lamarr, Walter Pidgeon, Mrs. Mayer. Federal Judge J. F.
T. O'Connor and Robert Yogel returned here at the weekend from Mexico

City where the

first

three received
Presi-

The Aztec Eagle award from
dent Camacho.

See Joint Allied
Military Film Unit
(.Continued from page 1)
other military and political activities.
The first fruits would be in a forthcoming joint Capra and British documentary of the African campaign
which was originally planned as two

distinct films.

Exhibitors Seek
Equipment Release
(Continued from page 1)
that needed equipment is
available,
exhibitors,
manufacturers
and dealers are said to want to querySmith directly at the convention as to
when it will actually be distributed

variously

and on what

basis.

Warners to Protest
On Sale to Goldwyn
(Continued from

Goldwyn

wyn

deal.

A COMMUNITY SING
featuring

"THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER"

"ANCHORS AWEIGH"
SERIES 8 NO. 2

•

•

"ARMY

"OVER THERE"
AIR CORPS"

A COLUMBIA RELEASE

parte 1)

which Fleish<=r accepted on behalf of Chodorov, who subsequently gave his approval to the Gold-

membership

meeting at the weekend formally approved the Pacific Coast Conference
qualified
of Independent Theatre Owners' stand
a complaint under Section 10 of the
on theatre divorcement and commerdecree.
cialized previews.
It voted appreciaComplainant appealed and subse- tion of Assistant
U. S. Attorney-Genquently produced what purported to eral Tom Clark's invitation to register
be the
award. Counsel for the opinions on the consent decree via

C,

arbitrator, reducing the
14-day clearance of the Alpha Theatre, Catonsville, Aid., over the Ell i-

ington, D.

dismissed

arbitrator

Peacock case hinged upon the inability
of the complainant to produe an NRA
award, made in 1935, granting him

Run Case

(Continued from page

llv

Orleans

Technical Rights

offer,

READY FOR BOOKING

starting SEPT. 24th

Motion Picture Daily

$9,357,700 Gross at

Allied Basing

Decree Stand
On 18 Points
(Continued from page

1)

whether

are

questionnaire

attempts

have been made to force features or
shorts

;

the

effect

plan on run
cense

;

refusal of

;

five-picture

"some

attitude of distributors

on

cancellations

grounds

racial

the

of

clearance

;

moral,

run''

discrimination

;

withholding of prints

fusal to license on requested run
filiated theatre

li-

toward

religious

or
in

re-

;

;

af-

expansion.

Exhibitors are asked also to give
experiences under arbitration,
and to report whether the five-picture
plan has had the effect of unduly increasing rentals whether distributors
have increased their demands for preferred playing time whether the withholding of completed pictures by some
distributors
has created a product
whether affiliated circuits
shortage
have set up additional first runs or
increased move-overs whether the reporting exhibitor has sold a theatre to
an affiliated circuit or entered into an
operating arrangement within the past
whether the affiliated
three years
houses have double-featured "A" pictures which the Allied exhibitor could
not do because of high percentage or

Key Runs
(Continued from page

;

;

;

;

;

rentals demanded, and whether the
distributors have sought to force war
intimating that refusal to
pictures,
take them would be disloyal or un-

American.

CIAA

Gets More
Say on Latin Films
(Continued from page 1)

CIAA has dealt with, suggested and
advised on or against singly designated pictures, although proffering
counsel on any and all if sought.
The new system, devised by Lou
Greenspan, former trade journalist repost by
cently employed in the
President Joseph I. Breen, will expand
operation to include supplying all producers with a list of Latin-American
nations and cities and other appropriate material considered suitable for
casual mention in the running dialogue
where it can be substituted for other
names without violence to the story.
Queried on the project, Greenspan
said
"In this way a line of dialogue
'thrown away' by an actor can achieve

MPSA

:

the same effect as a picture filmed for
the purpose."

Picture started in
three weeks ago.

performances.
field

Besides "This Is the Army," some
figuring frequently in
Motion Picture Daily's headlines on

of the pictures

key

Offices

on Sept. 15

director of advertising

box

city

"Du Barry

month included

No. of
Theatres

1842

Week Ending
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

reports

office

2-3

150
138
150

..

9-10

...

..

16-17
23-24
30-31
6- 7
13-14
Feb. 20-21
Feb. 27-28

.

.

142

March 6March 13-14
March 20-21
March 27-28

130
148
146
136
161
137
129
141
153
152
157
150
148
142
140
148

...

3-4
April
April 10-11
April 17-18
April 24-25

May 1-2
May 8-9
May 15-16
May 22-23
May 29-30

,

141

146
139
135
140

June 5-6
June 12-13
June 19-20
June 26-27
July
July
July
July
July

3-4
10-11
17-18

24-25

131

149
150
136
130
136
140

....
....
....
....

31-Aug. 1
Aug. 7-8 ....
Aug. 14-15 ....
Aug. 21-22 ....
Aug. 28-29 ....

140
141

134

Door

August

in

"Constant Nymph," "Stage
Canteen," "Dixie," "Hers to

(Continued from page

the
Was a
of

trons into theatres during the terrific
heat of August, and, similarly, travel
curtailments, big reasons for the continuing climb are a pretty steady diet
of quality product, in the main, plus
wartime prosperity of war workers
and others seeking escape. The public
apparently is simply on a picture-buying spree.

induce students now on their staff
work nights and week-ends wheJ
schools reopen, recruiting them fron
the local neighborhood to lessen ex
penses of carfares and meals for th'
low-bracket workers. Loew's, operat
ing 75 houses in the New York area
is one of the circuits planning to offe

part-time employment to neighborhoo<
runs help.
1 follows
RKO, operating 43 houses in thi:
area, has been leaning heavily oi
1943
No. of
Total
usherettes, trying to secure personnel
Week Ending
Theatres Gross
beyond the high school age, but th(
1-2 ... .. 151 $2,813,506
Jan.
turnover is, nevertheless, acute. Botl
..
154
Jan. 8-9
2,424,300
and Loew houses are already
..
149
Jan. 15-16 ...
1,830,500
understaffed with the situation grow"
127
..
Jan. 22-23
1,648,600
ing more serious as school reopening127
..
Jan. 29-30 ...
1,789,500
approach.
Feb. 5-6
126
1,743,000
Brandt and Century circuits are usFeb. 12-13 ...
..
132
1,919,000
ing girls as ushers in their houses'
Feb. 19-20
139
1,885,900
with Brandt expecting to use student:
Feb. 26-27
149
2,005,200
after school hours to implement it;
March 5- 6
142
1,933,400
house staffs. The Interboro Circuit
March 12-13
151
1,944,600
in Manhattan and Brooklyn admits
March 19-20
143
1,968,300
that the usher problem is serious now
March 26-27
147
1,938,200

Comparison
since January

Total

Gross
$1,815,500
1,700,000
1,600,600
1,575,100
1,474,700
1,641,400
1,518,600
1,500,000
1,815,300
1,435,500
1,366,600
1,447,900
1,539,100
1,516,400
1,861,000
1,740,500
1,580,900
1,459,500
1,483,000
1,638,300
1,653,000
1,585,800
1,564,000
1,539,100
1,557,300
1,403,800
1,612,200
1,685,000
1,543,400
1,529,300
1,652,700
1,818,900
1,693,500
1,822,900
1,686,300

of

downtown

first

:

RKO

.

.

.

.

1

and feels that it will become morq
1,785,800
acute when school starts.
2,029,100
Skouras, operating over 40 theatres
1,868,500
in this area, is employing usherettes
2,006,200
in 95 per cent of its nouses, and re-^
2,284,200
ports a terrific turnover.
2,168,400
arner officials report they are hir-l
2,053,700
2,096,200 ing retired police and firemen in some)
2,036,600 cases, and don't anticipate any seriou
2,289,700 problem for the present.
1,865,873
1,961,600
2,125,300
2,133,800
2,433,700
2,109,400
2,185,100
2,347,900
(Continued from page 1)
2,032,400
would report each week to the New"
2,302,200
York
so that there would be*
2,341,600
a tally at the close of each of the
2,681,500
three weeks of the campaign. In this
manner, said Griffith, the
the'
War Finance Committee and the press
will know how well the industry is
doing at the close of each week of the
1

April 2- 3
April 9-10
April 16-17
April 23-24
April 30-May

123
147
147
158
154

.

1

.

.

May 7-8
May 14-15
May 21-22
May 28-29
June 4-5
June 11-12
June 18-19
June 25-26

161
161

...
...

2-3

...
...

W

158
155
169
166
163
168
164

...

9-10
Tuly
July 16-17

July

1

Griffith Sets

153
151
155
164
138
166
153
175

...

July 23-24
July 30-31

Aug. 6-7
Aug. 13-14
Aug. 20-21
Aug. 27-28

WAC,

:

{Copyright, 1943, Quigley Publishing Company, Inc.)
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Randforce Circuit
Eyeing OWI Radio,
Denies Union Charge
Film 'Propaganda'
Denying charges made by M. P.
Managers

Theatre
Union,

Local

they

union's

152,

are

drive

and

interfering
to

Employees
CIO,

UOPWA,

organize

with

the

Randforce aganda,

employees, Louis Frisch, president of
the

Brooklyn

Circuit

Washington, Aug.

operating

MPTME

43

29.

—A

Con-

gressional investigation of radio prop-

tures,

War

perhaps, motion picabroad by the Office of
Information may be sought this
and,

sent

campaign.

"The burden

of this job," he stated,
the main simply bookkeeping, rests on the exhibitor.
The
amount that he sells is important information. May I, through the
trade press division, ask that each
exhibitor file his report every day to
his state chairman?
It's
the unglamorous side of this glamorous campaign, but it is necessary."

"which

theatres, in a letter to

presi-

as

a

result

of

recent

dent,

MPTME

York

plans to petition the New
State Labor Board for an elec-

Condon in the new venture, tion covering managers and assistants
which also was reported previously in in the Skouras Circuit of 41 theatres
Motion Picture Daily on Aug. 26. coming under the union's jurisdiction.
with

fall

is

in

WAC

The

Youngstein, recently executive
Home, will be associated

Bond

Sales -Listing Plan

to the

Max

1)

Hold,"

"boners"

assistant to

'

Theatres in Easl
Facing Furthei
Manpower Shortag<

Dominick Barreca claims that which have focussed attention upon
that branch of the agency's work, it
his company does not employ unfair
was learned here over the weekend.
labor practices, and has never counThe alleged interference of OWI in
tenanced the employment of any prac- the operation of foreign-language statices in violation of the National La- tions also has raised some criticism
bor Relations Act.
Frisch charges and there is a belief in some conthe union with acting in bad faith in gressional quarters that the whole
licity offices to be known as the Richsubject might well be given a thorbringing the charges.
ard Condon Organization.
Claiming the necessary signatures, ough going over.
If such a probe

and publicity at 20th Century-Fox,
Friday formally announced the resignation of Richard Condon, director of
national promotion for the company,
and which was reported in Motion
Picture Daily on Aug. 25. The resignation becomes effective Sept. 15,
when Condon will open his own pub-

30, 194;

"Stormy Weather," "Coney wages. Selective Service, however, ha
Island," "Heaven Can Wait," "Above taken its toll
in these classes.
Suspicion," and,others.
The situation in the Greater Xe
the
While
theatre
cooling
systems York area is particularly acute,
figured to some extent in sending pat- eral circuits here plan to
attemp

Week ending Aug. 13-14 brought a
gross of $2,302,200 to downtown runs,
climbing to $2,341,600 in the week
ending Aug. 20-21, and to the year's
record figure of $2,681,500 in the past
week.

that

Condon Opens Own

Lady,"

1)

measure to the phenomenal receipts
of "This Is the Army," aided somewhat by its high-priced opening night

their

Hal Home,

Monday, August

lowing

chairmen will wire results
in New York on the foldates
Sept. 16, announcing

state

WAC

:

the first week's sales Sept. 23, for the
second week, and Sept. 30 for the final
;

week.

Tamarin
Alfred H.

to Theatre Guild

undertaken, it is probable that it
quickly be extended into a
study of permitting propaganda, including that disseminated in motion

Tamarin, in charge of
national magazine and syndicate publicity for United Artists, has resigned
to head the press department of the
Theatre Guild, assuming his new post
today. He replaces Joseph Heidt, now

pictures.

in

is

would

service.

,

—

MOTION PICTURE

I

DAILY

and
Impartial

L. 54.

NO.

NEW
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ilPTOA Views

On Decree

to

Justice Dept.
V© Radical Approaches
To Problems'
Views of the MPTOA on the connt decree and proposals to correct
nissions and commissions have been
Jed with the Department of Justice, a
atement by Ed Kuykendall, presiIssued from ordent, said yesterday.
the
here,
headquarters
jjanization
Statement disclosed that the board of
rs had approved the draft,
e have expressed no radical apes to any industry problems and

endorse those who do,"
iid Kuykendall, adding: "We want
lly that to which we are entitled, on
me business principles and for that
not

I

|

£

YORK,

U.S.A.,

TUESDAY, AUGUST

No Delay Seen for Consent Decree
As Tom Clark Is Shifted by D.

The change, arising out of the transfer of the war frauds unit of
the war division and the criminal enforcement of rationing and production and price control of the anti-trust division to the criminal
division, will give Clark an even broader field than he has heretofore
operated in.
The retention of the consent decree negotiations by Clark was
ordered by Attorney General Francis Biddle because of the start the
former has made toward the development of the new decree.
Berge, who has been associated with the department since 1930,
was assistant to former Assistant Attorney General Thurman Arnold.

Ickes to Lift Gas

MPTOA

I

Ban for East Today

All Exhibitors

War bond premieres are not reKuykendall revealed also that the
and all its members are stricted to theatres named in a letter
oskjng with its committee on prices
sent out Aug. 13 by William F. Rodnd policies in order that more unforchairman of bond premieres durgers,
jnate exhibitors be given considerafen because of the changing popula- ing the Third War Loan drive, and
vtfand misunderstandings between "distributors will welcome additional
roducer-distributor interests and ex- bond premieres and will furnish a picture to any exhibitor who desires to
(Continued on page 10)
participate in the bond premiere plan,
no matter where he is located," exchange area chairmen for the campaign were notified in a telegram from

:

of /.

—

for

McNutt Reiterates:
Entertainers Will

Go

Washington, D.

C,

Aug.

30.

Lifting of the ban on pleasure driving
in the East is expected to be announced formally by the Office of

Administration tomorrow, efSept. 1, but increased rations
were said today to be at least a month
Price

fective
off.

The

lifting

of

the

curb

on

non-

essential driving will ease the situation of exhibitors in locations with lit-

or

tle

public transportation and
possible the reopening of
theatres which had to close

no

may make

drive-in
Rodgers yesterday.
Washington, Aug. 30. Paul V.
l
exchange last May. They still could get in a
also
advised
Rodgers
IcNutt, head of the War Manpower chairmen that distributors were will- few months of operations before bad
Commission, today, at a press confer- ing "to agree to a picture being played weather sets in.
in
nee, reiterated that entertainers
Motorists in the Eastern states will
not further than two weeks in advance
heatres, night clubs and other estab(Continued on page 10)
(Continued on page 10)
He
lishments were non-deferrable.

—

j

5

aid determination of their draft staus is up to local draft boards.

VAC
vlap

.

'

1

Exhibitors

McNutt Meet

moved ahead yesterday for a
neeting of members of the distributorxhibitor unit of the War Activities
Plans

WMC

Chairman Paul
Committee with
w. McNutt, during which clarity on
he draft setup

in

relation to exhibi-

(Continued on page 10)

Smith to Attend
Chicago Meeting

Exhibitors War Bond
Reports Flooding WAC
9

RKO

Midwest

in

Third

Bond Retirement
Cincinnati, Aug. 30.— RKO Midwest Corp. has retired $3,500,000
six per cent mortgage bonds on
local properties,

it

was disclosed

of
its

at the

War Loan campaign reports
War Activities ComNew York headquarters, as

are flooding the
mittee's

received from exhibitors in the field,
and they "reflect the creative intelligence that has been applied by showmen everywhere," according to Francis

Harmon,

WAC

Picture
Industry

TEN CENTS

Projectionists

Washington, Aug. 30. A sudden week-end shake-up in the Department of Justice resulted today in Assistant Attorneys General
Tom C. Clark and Wendell Berge trading jobs, the former becoming chief of the criminal division and the latter head of the antitrust division, but Clark will take with him to his new post the
negotiation of the new consent decree and the film unit of which
Robert Wright is head.

Bond Shows

tion

1943

31,

continue to fight."

will

Alert,

executive.

In Detroit Get

Wage Raise
WLB

Says, 'Would Like
Admissions Roll Back'
Detroit,

Aug.

30.

—Overruling

strong opposition by industry members,
the Regional
War Labor
Board has granted wage increases
to 114 motion picture projectionists in 86 Detroit theatres.
Operators affected were receiving from
$58 to $118 a week before the raise.
The increases were granted by the

WLB

unit as coming
"Little Steel" formula.

under

the

"Refusal would merely benethe theatre owners, who are
admittedly enjoying great prosperity," Edwin E. Witte, board
chairman, said.
"The most
equitable thing to do probably
would be to roll back theatre
admission prices, but this is
not within our power. Acting
fit

under powers we have, and in
with
the
National

accord
Board's

interpretation of the
Stabilization
Act,
we
have no other course but to approve the increases."

Wage

(The wage

rise

approval

by

the

(Continued on page 10)

20th Sales Chiefs

To Probe Exchanges
Twentieth Century-Fox

is conductpattern "inventory" at every
exchange in the country, with sales
managers Andrew Smith, Eastern district
L. J. Schlaifer, Central, and
William C. Gehring, in the West, personally
visiting
their
respective
branches to dig into unfinished 194243 business, including both unsold accounts and unbooked product, and to

new

ing a

;

uniform revenue-producing
machinery for the new season.
establish

Sue

Empire
Merger with 306

to Split

Nathan Frankel, attorney representNew York Projectionists Local
306 and Empire State Union, yesterday told Judge Henry G. Wenzel,
hearing a petition of some Empire
members for an injunction to prevent
Empire and Local 306 from continuing

Charles Winchell reports that bond
It is understood that the
all towns
bonds were not due for six years, but premieres are already set in
of 10,000 and over in the Minneapolis
were callable on three months demand. area. Plans are well advanced for a
'inference of the Theatre Equipment
financed $20,000,000 performance of the HolDealers Association, to be held at the A portion of the issue is being
Bismarck Hotel on Sept. 17-18, with through bank loans, according to the lywood Cavalcade at the Minneapolis ing their recent merger, that he beAuditorium on Sept. 17.
exhibitors also attending.
lieved the action was instigated by
report.
Exhibitors, manufacturers and dealCarolina the Century Circuit of Brooklyn.
South
Warren Irvin,
ers are expected to query Smith on
The Empire members are seeking
BACK THE ATTACK. Sign your Third chairman, reports that South Caroavailable equipment.
War Loan Drive pledge.
(Continued on page 10)
(Continued on page 10)
Allen G. Smith, head of the theatre
;quipment division of the War Production Board, will attend the Chicago

weekend.
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Review

Personal
Mention
•

COWDIN,

chairman of Universal,

board
sched-

is

New York

uled to return to

tomor-

Herbert Crooker, of M-G-M's
home office publicity department, will
arrive in Chicago today.
•

gen-

manager, will arrive at the

company's Burbank studios today.
•
Arnold Albert, Warner Bros,
subjects

short

New York

arrived

producer,

in

from the Coast yesterday.
•

Roger Ferri resumed publication
20th-Fox house
yesterday of the
organ, Dynamo, suspended during the
recent sales regional meetings, issuing
four supplements to the main issue.
•

Herbert White, 20th-Fox Cuban
sales

manager,

home

a

is

office visitor.

•
Ira Tulipan of 20th Century-Fox
advertising

duty at

department,

Camp Upton

reported
yesterday.

for

•

Morris

Goodman,

Republic vicepresident in charge of sales, arrived in
New York today after a four of South
America.
•

Rufus Blair

of the Paramount
studio publicity department, is in New

York.

Felix Jenkins, 20th-Fox secretaryhas returned from

general counsel,
the Coast.

•

Edward Small
Coast from

New

—

Sept. 1
Hollywood theatre drive
for Servicemen's Overnight Hous-I

Universal)

ing Fund.
Hollywood, Aug. 30
Sept. 3
Dedication, Third War
a
knockout
farce
as
Bond "Victory Square" center
* comedy with the kind of zing to it that means' audience hilarity,
50th St., New York.
you've now got to make room right alongside of that memory for Sept. 5-11—25th Anniversary "Para
mount Week."
Universal's "Fired Wife." At the same time, dust off a niche up there
with Myrna Loy and William Powell for a pair of comedy talents whose Sept. 8 "Cavalcade of Stars" Thirc
War Bond Tour starts, Wash
stars are shining brighter than ever
Louise Allbritton and Robert
I F you've retained memories of "The

—

Women"

has returned to the

ington, D. C.
8
Sept.
u ar

—

—
—

—
—
—
—

—

—

NEW YORK THEATRE

a brilliant season.
Running time, 73 minutes.

"G."*
i

RKO,

terday.

•

Mark Sandrich

and Mrs. Sandrich have arrived in New York from
the Coast.

•
general manager, will be in
Philadelphia and Washington today.
•

atres

George Fraser

Columbia's exploitation department, is on three-week
furlough before leaving for the Army.
•
of

president of

MPDDA,

has returned from the Coast.
•
Carl Rigrod,
special events
director, returned yesterday from va-

RKO

cation.

•

Frank Rosenberg returned to his
desk at Columbia yesterday from a
Southern trip.
•
Sol Siegel, Columbia producer, is
expected from the Coast today.
•
S. Barret McCormick,
publicity
and advertising director, returned yesterday from Hollywood.

RKO

TECHNICOLOR!

m hemh

classification.

A

Kosiner to Edward
Universal Is Host
Small Post Here
To Susanna Foster

-

m mm

CtHTUIT FOX

20lti

of the Opera," at a cocktail party at

the 21 Club yesterday.

those present were

:

Mr. and

Mrs. Charles D. Prutzman, John

J.

the Office of War Information for the
past several months, will assume his
new post as Eastern representative for

Edward

Sharick, Mona Reilly,
Levin, Sherwin Kane, A'l
Steen, Al Horwitz, Chester Bahn,
George Morris, Al Picoult, Tom Kennedy, William Formby, Louis Sobol,

Miss

Andrew
L.

Henry Rapee and James

Ivers.

Two Ex-Kodak Men

—

Lost

Rochester, Aug. 30. Sgt. Roger
H. Knowlton and 2nd Lieut. John W.
former
Eastman Kodak
Bancroft,
workers, have been killed in routine
training flights.

Small

tomorrow.
Kosiner
formerly was Eastern representative
for Walter Wanger Prod., and more
recently was with the United Artists

O'Connor, Joseph Seidelman, F. J. A.
McCarthy, Al Daff, Maurice Berg- home
man, Walter Abel, Ben Serkowich,
Martin Quigley, Don Mersereau, Ernest Emerling, Alton Cook, Hank Linet,

llona

MASSEY

BOXY

In Person

BOB HOPE
BETTY HUTTON

Harry Kosiner, assistant to Robert
Universal was host
Riskin at New York headquarters of
Foster, singing star of "The Phantom

Among

HCWU

Jerry

I

BENNY

u

Susanna

to

Norman Elson, Trans Lux The-

Will Hays,

*"G" denotes general

VOUNI
COIONNA

VELOZ and

Jack CaRtwright

York.

Peter Rathvon, president of
returned from the Coast yes-

|

t e r 1 v
Q
Meeting
This one is the kind of "escapist entertainment" that suggests dusting
MPPDA, 28 West 44th St., Nevd
off your carpets, for it's sure to have the audiences rolling in the aisles,
York.
with roars of laughter at its wholesome, yet decidedly sophisticated, Sept. 9 Annual Installation Lunch
eon, ITOA, Hotel Astor, Nev
mirth-provoking situations and lines.
York.
It's apparent from the opening dialogue to the tag why Universal
Sept. 9
"Cavalcade of Stars" Thirc
has elevated its scripters, Michael Fessier and Ernest Pagano, to
War Bond Rally, Philadelphia.
producer-writers.
Sept. 9-30
Third Victory Loai
Drive.
The story farcically portrays a marriage and career mix-up, blithely
"Cavalcade of Stars'
aimed at the funnybones of the audience, upon which the picture spiritly Sept. 10
Third War Bond Rally, Boston
dances its way from one amusing situation to another.
11
Sept.
"Cavalcade of Stars
It opens with Louise Allbritton and Robert Paige forced to forsake
Third War Bond Rally, Madisoi
plans for a honeymoon with his folks in Indiana when her boss, Walter
Square Garden, New York.
Abel, a Broadway producer with a phobia against marriage, orders her Sept.
12
"Cavalcade
of
Star
Third War Bond Rally, Pitts
to rush back to direct his newest and greatest play.
burgh.
When she has to keep her married status from her boss, her husband
Sept. 13
National Entertainmen
becomes involved in situations with his radio broadcast star which surIndustry Council pledge driv'
pass the bride's understanding, and from one mix-up to another the
rally and service flag dedication
A reconciliation is effected just as she is about New York.
trail leads to Reno.
to be bull-dozed by Abel into marrying his male-star, George Dolenz, Sept.
13
"Cavalcade
of
Star
Third War Bond Rally, Cleve
who faces deportation unless wed to an American.
land.
The reconciliation finale in a justice-of-peace courtroom leaves that
"Here we go again" feeling providing an opening for the next one.
Alex Gottlieb did his last producing chore for Universal on this one,
going thence to Warners, while Charles Lamont directed in a tempo
Paige and Miss Allbritton topped a
that leaves nothing to be desired.
thespian roster which not only included the extremely capable Abel, but
also Diana Barrymore, George Dolenz, Rex Ingram, Ernest Ruex, Alan
Dinehart, Walter Catlett, Richard Lane and Samuel S. Hinds, all turning in neat performances.
It's been chosen for 'U's' lead-off release for 1943-'44 and promises

•

N.

1

—

—

Paige.

Ben Kalmenson, Warners'
eral sales

Coming Events

"Fired Wife"
(

JCHEEVER

Tuesday, August 31, 1943

office distribution

department.

A Paramount
^

bonds ^

Picture

PARAMOUNT

A LOEWS
State
ON SCREEN

Selznick, Vanguard
Ask Suit Dismissal

"STAGE DOOR

CANTEEN"
46
6

David O. Selznick Productions and
Vanguard Films, Inc., defendants in
the Charles Chaplin suit, are scheduled to file a petition today in Supreme Court, New York county, special term, part II, asking that the
complaint be thrown out on the
grounds that the defendants are not
doing business in New York state.

BACK THE ATTACK.
War Loan Drive

your

Third

,yjjffE

IN PERSON
HENRY JEROME
AND ORCH.

PAT ROONEY,

STARS

SR.

TOMMY DIX

BANDS

PALACE
Broadway's

New

1st

B

WAY

47th

St.

Run Theatre

WORLD PREMIERE
JOHN

GARFIELD
'

Sign

AND BAND
CONDOS BROS.
JACK MARSHALL

FALLEN

MAUREEN

0*HARA

SPARROW

pledge.
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'Flying Tiger

Fred ... on leave from smackin'

down

Zeros

.

.

.

and

lovely

to behold! Every step's a treat!
Joan, in each other's arms ... is something
See it! Soon!
Every song's a hit! Every scene's a lulu!

FRED
JOA

IE
Thrillingly together
for the first wonderful

time!

oo

IN

m6
eS '

«SS*

A'. BACK THE ATTACK!
t

BUY

WAR

BONDS!

THIRD

WAR

LOAN.

BERT

WBfft
ROBERT BENCHLEY
GATESON

RYAN-ELIZABETH PATTERSON'MARJORIE

d
REDDIE SLACK ™, ORCHESTRA

Produced by

DAVID HEMPSTEAD

Fen.on ond Lynn Roo.
0,. 9i«a. Screen P.oy by Fran-

•

•

Directed by E. H. GRIFFITH
M U ,ic by Harold Ar.en
by Johnny Mercer

Lyric,

Greatest Array Of STAR

FOR FIRST RUNS-CIRC

FILM

%

THE LUCKY SEVEN SELZNICK-COOPE*

F I L WfilaMi* -The Fastest

fj

In

Am

Film

R K

Compmfs

Business

BUILDING

1270 SIXTH AVE
NEW YORK 20. N. Y
COIumbus 5-6607

Company In The Industry

Motion Picture Daily

58 Shooting,

Nine B'way Houses

War Washington

25 Preparing,

60 Editing

All Filled

Washington, D. C, Aug. 30.
Robert Russell, who
helped pen "The More the
is

Hollywood, Aug.
new high mark

30.

— Production

for the year durwith 58 pictures

ing the past week,
shooting, including 11 new ones. The
next highest week for the year was
the last week in July, when 55 pictures were on the stages. Only two
productions finished during the week,
while 25 were preparing and 60 were

Out of 12 first-run houses along the
Rialto, nine played holdovers and they
all grossed big in the week just passed.
The three theatres that brought in
new bills also profited handsomely.

This
the advertisement that appeared in the local Washington papers:
AUTHOR of "The More the
Merrier" wants apartment or
small house neighborhood Dupont Circle or 16th st. n.w. HO.

editing.

previous week saw 49 on the
11 finished, eight started, 50
preparing and 58 editing. The production scene

The

is

9:30-12.

8351.

8

"Heaven Can Wait" and a stage
show featuring Veloz and Yolanda is
still tremendous in its third week at
the Roxy, where a gross of $110,000

But when Senators and
Congressmen can't get apartments, what chance has a
Hollywood author?

Columbia

:

Something About a Soldier."
Shooting

Goldwyn
"Up in Arms."

:

M-G-M

"Andy

"Rationing,"
Shooting:
Hardy's Blonde Trouble,"

"Broad-

Rhythm," "Meet the
"White Cliffs of Dover," "See Here,
Hargrove," "Mr. Co-Ed,"
Private

way

People,"

"Gaslight," "Canterville Ghost."

Monogram
Shooting "Mr. Muggs Steps Out,"
"Sweethearts of the U. S. A." "The
Daughter," "Hitler's WoSultan's
men."
Finished: "Death Valley Rangers."
:

Paramount
Started "Our Hearts
Gay," with Diana
:

Were Young

A.

E.

Projector Chief
In Field Survey
Meyer, has been appointed

of the projection equipment
National-Simplex-Bluddivision
of
worth company. He will leave shortly on a trip to the Pacific Coast, stopping at key centers to meet theatre

manager

owners and N-S-B-branch managers.

Meyer

also expects to attend meetings of
locals to discuss maintenance and projection under existing
conditions.

IATSE

Ryde Named
Aug.

Buffalo,

to

IATSE

30.— Albert

F.

Ryde, a member of the Buffalo City
Planning Commission, has been elected to the stage executive board of

He is president
District 10, IATSE.
of the Buffalo Amusement Crafts and
a former member of the auditorium
and stadium board.

Columbia's "Sahara" will have its
world premiere on Thursday, at Camp
Campbell, Ky., headquarters of the IV
Armored Corps, in celebration of the
The
first anniversary of the Corps.
premiere is expected to be viewed by
40,000 in an open-air bowl in the

:

:

Vitale. "The Curse of the Cat People," with Simone Simon, Kent Smith,

Jane Randolph, Julia Dean,
ter,

Ann Car-

Elizabeth Russell.

Ghost," with Lon
Cbaney, Jr., John Carradine, Acquanetta, Robert Lowery. "Passport to
Allyn
Gabin,
with
Dakar,"
Jean
Joslyn, John Qualen, Eddie Quillan,
Richard Whorf, Peter Van Eyck,

"The

'•

Mummy's

Shooting
"Rookies in
Burma,"
"Tender Comrade," "The Ghost Ship,"
"Higher and Higber," Revenge," "The Fritz Leiber, George Irving, Harry
Woods. "The Marshal of Gunsmoke,"
Falcon and the Co-Eds."
with Tex Ritter, Russell Hayden,
Republic
Started: "Hands Across the Bor- Jennifer Holt, Fuzzy Knight, Herbert
Harry Woods, Johnny
der," with Roy Rogers, Ruth Terry, Rawlinson,
Duncan Renaldo, Mary Treen, Jo- Bond and Red River Valley Boys.
Shooting
"Gung Ho," "Ali Baba
seph Crehan, LeRoy Mason, Roy Barand the 40 Thieves," "Hi's Butler's
croft, Sons of the Pioneers.
Sister," "Moonlight and- Cactus."
Shooting
"In Old Oklahoma."
:

:

:

20th Century-Fox
Shooting: "Buffalo Bill," "Pin-Up

"Tampico,"
Lodger."

Girl,"

"Lifeboat,"

"The

:

Faye Emerson, Douglas DumArt Smith, Pedro de Cordoba.
Shooting
"In Our Time," "Destination Tokyo," "Shine On, Hnrvest
Moon," "Passage to Marseille."
:

Universal

'When Ladies

Warners
Started
"Uncertain Glory," with
Errol Flynn, Paul Lukas, Jean Sullibrille,

Shooting: "Tack London."
:

the

sixth
stay

the Rhine" and Abe Lyorchestra on the stage
are being well received at the Strand.
First week of this show is expected
to strike in the neighborhood of $55,The Rialto
000, which is very good.
brought in "Hitler's Madman" last
Friday and the picture is headed for
an estimated $13,000 in its first week.
The Globe is doing nicely with "Salute to the Marines" which did about
$10,400 for the weekend.

"Watch on

man and

his

"DuBarry Was a Lady," with Horace Heidt and his band on the stage
at the Capitol continues to do topflight business in its second stanza
with a probable gross of $71,000 and
"Let's Face It"
holds for a third.
and Benny Goodman on the stage is
playing a merry tune at the Paramount where a fourth week gross of
$69,000 estimated was recorded ending
last night as a fifth week started today.
in at the

Is the

Army"

Hollywood

is

in

Fly,"

with

Finished

:

"Conflict."

the

of

mittee executive committee meets tomorrow night to shape final plans for
a 20-day tour in an eight-car train.

Chairman Henry Ginsberg

»

.

(\
of

the

War F inance

packing them
fifth week,

with an estimated gross of $45,000 in
sight for the seven days. It holds for
The sixth week of
a sixth week.
"For
the Bell Tolls" is expected to wind up with about $33,200 at the Rivoli.
The road-show
continues for a seventh week.

Whom

Broadway's newly converted

first-run

theatre, the Palace, is rolling merrily
along after garnering $30,500 in the
first

week

of

"The Fallen Sparrow"

and

is headed for about $25,000 in its
second and final week. "The Sky's the
Limit" opens at the Palace Thurs"We've Never Been Licked"
day.
will gross about $17,000 in its second
week, with "Destroyer" opening tomorrow at the Criterion, while "Best
Foot Forward" is doing excellent at
the Astor where it got about $17,000

in its ninth stanza.

'Baby Cocktail Party*
Owen Murphy,

Jr.,

War Loan

Third

the

campaign may

be properly credited to the industry.
•

The

Panama and Major

president of

General Ralph Meyer will be guests
of honor at the Latin-American premiere of "Hers to Hold" at an undisclosed army post in the Panama Canal
Zone Sept. 5.

•
Spencer Tracy and Katharine Hepburn, will co-star in M-G-M's "Without Love," the Philip Barry stageplay.
Leon Gordon will produce. It is his
first for M-G-M.

•

Howard
eral

Strickling

is

weeks of complete

taking sevon his

rest

doctor's orders.
.

•

Andrew Stone has announced "Sensations of 1944," a revue type musical,
as his next for U. A.

•
Robert Gillham, Paramount director of publicity and advertising, will
feave here tomorrow for the East byplane.

7-month old war

Five Features Get

Legion Ratings
Current crop of features all get Legion of Decency approval, as folios
Class A-l, for general patronage, to
"Good Fellows," Paramount "Law of
the Saddle," PRC, and "So This Is
Washington,"
Class A-II, for.
adults, to "Claudia," 20th Century-'
Fox, and "Watch on the Rhine," War-:
;

RKO

;

ners.

New Nova

Scotia
Circuit Building

Whitney, Pier, N. S., Aug. 30.— F.
Sobey, of Stellarton A. J. Mason, of
Springhill
M. Walker, of Halifax,
and A. Fielding, of St. John, all independent exhibitors, partners in the;
Star here, plan to acquire and operate
other theatres in the Atlantic prov;

;

inces.

"salesman," whose belligerent
for
countenance has been widely distribut"What d'ya
ed with copy reading.
Circleville,. O.,
Aug. 30. City
mean you ain't gonna buy no bonds," Council here has approved a 10 :3U
will be the guest at a "baby cocktail p.m. curfew requested by Judge Lemuparty" at the Hotel Astor, tomorrow el B. Weldon, of juvenile court, as a
afternoon at 3 o'clock.
Over 300 in- means of curbing juvenile delinquency
vitations have been sent- to screen, and vandalism.
Parents will receive a
and radio personalities, the warning for the first offense, and will
stage

bond

Curfew

Ohio Town

—

—

press, Treasury officials
Activities Committee.

and the

War

be fined for any thereafter.

'Destroyer' Holdovers
Columbia's "Destroyer" is being
held over for a second week in preOmaha, Aug 30.
Edward Cohn release showings, in Providence, Seathas joined the Universal exchange tle, Portland, Me., Waterbury, Conn.,j
and Detroit.
here as a salesman.

Joins 'U' in

—

:

its

van,

United Artists
(Samuel Bronston)

Started

for

for a seventh.

"This

40,000 to See 'Sahara'

Lynn, Gail
Russell, James Brown, Bill Edwards,
Charles Ruggles, Dorothy Gish, BeuFreeman, Alma
lah
Bondi, Helen
Kruger.
Corps area.
Shooting
"G o i n g My Way,"
"Henry Aldrich, Boy Scout," "StandGeraldine Fitzgerald,
ing Room Only," "The Story of Dr. Loretta Young,
Gwynne, Diana Barrymore,
Wassell," "Frenchman's Creek," "Hail Anne
Vincent, Lois
the Conquering Hero," "Ministry of Evelyn Ankers, June
Collier, Vivian Austin, Ramsay Ames,
Fear."
Marie Harmon, Janet Shaw, Dorothy
RKO-Radio
Started "Dangerous Journey," with Moore, Gwen Crawford, Audrey ManEleanor
Warrington,
Jackie
Elsa Lanchester, Gordon Oliver, Rita ners,
Corday, Lionel Royce, Lloyd Corri- Lawson, Carrie Devon, Betty Brodel,
Hinds.
gan, Gavin Muir, Fritz Feld, Joe Richard Fraser, Samuel S.

and

estimated

is

week and the feature and show

New

performances

Hollywood Bond "Caravan" at two
major encampments en route to the
East.
The Hollywood Victory Com-

;

$100,000

:

Hollywood, Aug. 30.
Department has okayed

Committee, announced
that all studios, headquarters of althe bill is slated to remain lied industries, theatre circuits and ten
is in sight
"Mr. banks, have been designated issuing
at the house for five weeks.
Lucky" and a stage show at the Music agents for Wat Bonds so all purHall is not far behind.
A take of chases by industry members during

evenings.

stages,

Started "The Return of the VamMichael
Bela
Lugosi,
with
pire,"
Duane, Miles Mander, Matt Wills,
Inescort,
Frieda
Collier,
Shirley
Roland Varno. "Roundup for Victory," with Charles Starrett, Jeanne
Bates, Dub Taylor, Grace Lenard,
Oakman,
Wheeler
Arnold,
Jessie
Clancy Cooper, Joel Friedkin.
"Ten Percent Woman,"
Shooting
"Tropicana," "Cover Girl," "There's

War

preview

finding real life

his fictional imaginings.
hit a

Coast Flashes

Week of Holdovers THE

Washington as tough as

in

1943

31,

Gross Big with a

Up

—Author

Merrier,"

Tuesday, August

Omaha

:

—

:

August

fcsday,

:

Motion Picture Daily

1943

31,

uuekyVArmy'
Marines' on

High

]apital

Aug.

C,

D.

30.

mpetition for top gross honors

"Salute to

Hcky,"

was

"Mr.
the Marines" and
with

Washington,

in

•en

the Army" doing box-office
Lucky," at RKO"Air.
ith's should do $20,000 on the week
ith "Salute to the Marines" set for
his

Is

ip-ups.

i

outstanding $29,000 at Loew's Cap!

bl.

Estimated grosses for the week endhg Sept. 2

In Cincinnati

.

WARNER'S EARLE -

Cincinnati, Aug. 30. Competition
from outside failed to appreciably
weekend box-office returns,
be more in the future, but producers will have to extend their efforts affect
which indicated an approximate $15,000
to beat this one. It is authentic, realistic, vivid, shocking, cruel, gruesome
for a holdover week of "Phantom of
at times, curt, and "on the beam" from beginning to end.
the Opera" at the RKO Palace.
The hundreds of thousands who defended Stalingrad with their lives,
Estimated receipts for the week
their spirit and their guns are the heroes. The Nazi war lords, who were ending Sept. 1-4:
outsmarted at a time when they controlled most of the city, are the "We've Never Been Licked" (Univ.)
RKO ALBEE— (3,300) (33c-40c-44c-55c) 7
villains. And the film-going public, so many of whom have some member days.
Gross: $13,500.
(Average, $15,800)
of the family in the war, are going to be treated to some of the best war "Phantom of the Opera" (Univ.)
RKO PALACE— (2.700) (33c-40c-44c-55c) 7
scenes ever flashed on the screen.
days, 2nd week. Gross: $15,000.
(Average,

have been

lots of

war

pictures to date, and there will probably

men
Red army

On stage:
Oc-75c-90c) 7 days, 3rd week.
(Av.vda Sue, Roxvettes. Gross: $24,000.
ruge, $18,800)
Mr. Lucky" (RKO)

—

FtKO-KETTH'S
Gross:

ys.

;i

Appointment

(1.800)

(40c-50c-55c)

(Average,
$20,000.
in Berlin" (Col.)

Gross

days.

7

7

$11,400)
(1,600)

(Average,

$7,000.

Heaven Can Wart" (ZOth-Fox)

PALACE— (2,242)

(28c-55c)

/

(Average,

Gross: $17,000.

jays, 2nd week.
1 7,600)

;

can

(6.900)

LOEW'S

enemy from a concentration of guns
heavier than mortar weapons, a sort of "special occasion" gun the other,
a motor-driven armored sled.
Two other incidents in the film will be
widely talked about. One is the meeting of two Russian armies after
they captured a town, turning the tide of battle the other is the start of
the Stalingrad offensive where hundreds of infantrymen, far as the eye
tisha, is a rocket-shell blasted at the

$12,600)

"Hitler's

see, start off to

meet the

Madman" (M-G-M)

RKO GRAND— (1.500)

(33c-40c-44c-55c)

Gross: $5,000.
(Average,
"This Is the Army" (W.B.)

days.

RKO CAPITOL— (2,000)

days, 3rd week.
at

Gross:

33c-40c-44c-5Sc,

7

$5,000)

(40c-50c-60c)

$16,500.

7

(Average,

$6,200)

"Above Suspicion" (M-G-M)

RKO GRAND— (1,500)

(33c-40c-44c-55c)

days, 2nd week.
Moveover from
Gross: $5,500.
(Average, $5,200)
"Bomber's, Moon" (ZOth-Fox)
"Prairie Chickens" (U.A.)

7

Albee.

RKO

LYRIC— (1,400) (33c-40c-44c-55c)
days.
Gross: $4,500.
(Average, $3,900)
"I Wake Up Screaming" (20th-Fox)

7

"Here Comes Kelly" (Mono.)

RKO FAMILY— (1,000)

;

WARNER'S METROPOLITAN —

.vie- 44c)

Thirteen

(30c-40c-

(2,210)

Run

—

(Artk ino-Parainount)

died in the making of the picture, eight cameramen and
soldiers who aided them.
five
And no wonder. Shots
Salute to the Marines" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S CAPITOL— (3,434) (28c-39c-44c- taken from planes being bombarded by ack-ack fire, from buildings under
Radio
Dawn.
Dolly
stage:
7 days.
On
fire, from pillboxes, from slit trenches and even from a tunnel dug under
[amblers. Gross: $29,000. (Average, $22,000)
Victory Through Air Power" (UA-Disney) a building which could not be blasted in any other way.
The realism
LOEW'S COLUMBIA (1,234) (30c-50c) 7 portrayed is breathtaking.
Gross: $10,000. (Average, $6,900)
,ays.
This Is the Army" (W. B.)
The Russians allow two of their secret weapons to be shown. One, Ka-

!

Week

Best of

Is

'The City That Stopped HitlerHeroic Stalingrad"
'"pHERE

Tl Washington,

'Phantom's' $15,000

Reviews

Gross:

$1,250.

(22c-33c)

(Average,

4

days.

3

days.

$1,400)

"Alaska Highway" (Para.)

foe.

"Six-Guii

The feature is a compilation of motion
cameramen and edited by Leonid Varlamov

pictures taken by Soviet
for Artkino Pictures and

Gospel"

(Mono.)

RKO FAMILY— (1,000)

(22c-33c)

(Average, $800)
"Heaven Can Wait" (ZOth-Fox)
Gross:

$850.

KEITH'S— (1,500) (33c-40c-44c-55c) 7 days,
and U. S. distribution. Richard Blumenthal was in charge of editing in
3rd week, 2nd at this house.
Gross: $4,
Hollywood. It includes material from German newsreels captured by the 500. (Average, $5,200)
Red army. Narration, by Brian Donlevy, is soft-spoken and adequate,
and was written by John Wexley.
"Heroic Stalingrad" shows what can be done by fighting men who
for
have something to fight for men who never gave up, even when the
Hits
outlook seemed hopeless. Capture of 91,000 Nazi fighters, "scum of the
Baltimore, Aug. 30.— A break in a earth," Donlevy calls them, men who have looted, raped, scourged and
irolonged heat wave has resulted in blasted what once was a productive city on the River Volga, and their
Buffalo, Aug. 30.
"Wings and
renewed enthusiasm for picture-going. marching off to prison camps, lends a fitting climax to a forthright the Woman" and George White's
Dpenings all along movie row gained production.
Scandals of 1943 on the stage are
strong start. "Hi Diddle Diddle"
drawing well at the 20th Century and

Diddle'

Diddle

$19,000

Headed

'Woman' and White
Take
$21,000

;

—

i

going well towards $19,000 at the

s

Running

time, 58 mins.

"A"*

Fred Stengel

will

near $21,000 to lead here.

t

i

Century.

'

J

Estimated

for

receipts
2

ending

week

the

Sept.
"Hi Diddle Diddle" (U. A.)

CENTURY— (3,000)

Gross:

weekends) 7 days.
',age,

'

(28c-44c-50c
$19,000.

ami 55c
(Aver-

to

KEITH'S— (2,406)

(15c-28c-33c-44c and 55c
(AverGross: $12,500.

NEW— (1.581)

(15c-28c-35c-55e)

Gross:

week.
"Dixie" (Para.)

$8,500.

STANLEY— (3.280)
60c

1

500.

$9,300).

(28c -39c -44c -55c

and

weekends) days, 3rd week. Gross:
(Average. $15,100).

$16.-

"Spitfire"

(RKO)

HIPPODROME— (2.205)

(28c-39c-44c-5ScFuller's

7 days.
Stage show: Bob
Singing Stylists. Three Samuels.
Kave. Tanet Ma v. Wally Ward.
65c)

.

days,

7

(Average,

Georgie
Gross:

(Average. $16.5(0).
"Follow the Band" (Univ.)

$18,000.

MAYFAIR— (1.000)

.

(20c-40c)

p\ELIBERATELY

7

days.

an exploitation picture under an exploitation title,
melodrama justifies its function without breaking records for

—

A

novel idea involving the enor excitement.
forced employment of a double for Hitler and his assassination by his
own wife in the belief she is killing the original is worked out not too
implausibly for credence, but somewhat too mechanically for its own
Set it down as precisely what the title promises.
good.
artistry,

fascination

—

There is interest in the picturization of the means by which the Gestapo
forces an Austrian husband and father, gifted in vocal imitations, to
make speeches and appear in public as Hitler after making him his
image by plastic surgery. To cover his disappearance, they announce

His sons turn Nazi and his wife marries
a friendly Swiss to escape boudoir attentions of German soldiers billeted
in her home.
The Austrian determines to kill Hitler when he is brought
The wife, knowing
face to face with him to perfect his impersonation.
nothing of the deception, determines likewise. She kills her husband
Washington, Aug. 30.— Al Sher- thinking he is Hitler. The Gestapo kills her.

Gross:

S6.C00.

(Average,

$6,100).

Capitol Variety Club
Will Fete Envoys

his execution as a traitor.

BUFFALO— (3,489)

days, 2nd week.

week

(35c-40c-55c-65c)

Gross:

$15,000.

7

(Average,

$16,500)

We Hail" (Para.)
GREAT LAKES— (3,000) (35c-40c-55c-65c)

"So Proudly

Hollywood, Aug. 30
this

"Heaven Can Wait" (20th-Fox)

,

The Strange Death of Adolf Hitler

London" (Univ.)

weekends) 8 days.
age, $11,900).

4th

Estimated receipts for the
ending Sept. 4
"DuBarry Was a Lady" (M-G-M)

adult classification.

(Universal)

$15,000).

"Two Tickets

*"A" denotes

7

days.

Gross: $21,000.

(Average, $16,400)

"Heaven Can Wait" (ZOth-Fox)
"Night Plane from Chungking" (Para.)

HIPPODROME— (2,100)

(35c-40c-55c-6Sc) 7

3rd week moveover.
Gross:
(Average, $9,500)
"Wings and the Woman" (RKO)

days,

$8,500.

TWENTIETH CENTURY —

(40c(3,000)
65c) 7 days.
George White's Scandals of
1943 on the stage, with the Slate Brothers.
Master
Rollins, Buck & Bubbles, Nelson
Sisters and Fay Carroll.
Gross: $21,000.
(Average at 35c-55c, $10,600)
"Appointment in Berlin" (Col.)
"It's a Great Life" (Col.)
(35c-55c)
7
days.
(3.000)
Gross: $11,000.
(Average, $10,500)

LAFAYETTE—

Connors Lists

7

Shorts for the Fall
Titles

and release dates of

seven

more 20th Century-Fox short subjects were announced yesterday by

Slowness in development, emphasized by an overabundance of dialogue, Tom Connors, vice-president in charge
of distribution.
Films include "Down
dulls the edge of suspense attempted.
With Cats," a Terrytoon, Oct. 7 an
Hogan
directed
from
script
by
Fritz
and
a
Ben
Pivar
produced
James
Golden, chief of the foreign division,
untitled "March of Time," Oct. 8;
motion picture section, Department of Kortner, who also wrote the story and played a role.
"Coast of Strategy," a Magic Carpet
Commerce, have been chosen co-chairLudwig Donath plays the dual role, and ably, with Gale Sondergaard, series, Oct. 15 "Aladdin's Lamp," a
Terrytoon, Oct. 22 untitled Thorgerman for the Variety Club of WashGeorge Dolenz, Fritz Kortner, Ludwig Stossel, William Trenk, Joan
son sports reel, Oct. 29
an untitled
ington's luncheon for the ambassadors
Rudolph
Anders
and
a dozen others in support.
Triesault,
Blair,
Ivan
and ministers of the "conquered" na"March of Time," Nov. 5 "The Lion
and the Mouse," a Terrytoon, Nov.
tions to be held at the Hotel Willard
Running time, 72 minutes. "G."*
here on Sept. 13.
William R. Weaver 12 "Snowland Sentinels," Movietone
Ambassador Wilhelm Munthe de Morgenstierne of
Adventures, Nov. 19; "Yokel Duck
Makes Good," a Terrytoon, Nov. 26.
Norway will be toastmaster.
*"C" denotes general classification.

man, publicity consultant to the film
and photo division of the Royal Norwegian Information Service, and Nate

;

;

;

;

;

;
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Exhibitors War Bond
Reports Flooding WAC
In Detroit Get

31, I9i

9

Projectionists

Columbia Really
Stretches Things

—

Hollywood,
Aug.
30.
headache the war
has fastened upon producers

Another

Wage Raise

(Continued from page

1)

Detroit unit of the War Labor Board
was directly contrary to the decision
of the Chicago regional board which,
on Aug. 23, turned down a proposal
by exhibitors and the operators union
that city for a pay increase.)
Operators of Co-operative Theatres
of Michigan and the United Detroit
Theatres Corp. will get a flat weeklyincrease of $2 or $3, depending on
their current salary, with an increase
in the overtime rate of 15 cents an
hour retroactive to March 1. Operators who earned less than §80 a week
iii

March

prior to

1

will be raised $3 a

week, effective Sept. 1, while operators who earned more than S80 will
get the $2 increase.
In a majority opinion, Witte, chairman of the board, said that the public
members were mindful that refusal of
the increase would not correct "substandard" wages paid ticket takers,
ushers and janitors, since none of the
amount withheld would go to the lowpaid employees.
Industry members of the board
called the ruling a "perfect illustration of seeking justification for wage
increases

Sue

where none

exists."

Empire

to Split

Merger with 306
(Continued from page

1)

to have a receiver appointed to run
the affairs of Empire, claiming that
rights
their
may be jeopardized
should the merger be continued. Judge
Wenzel, in Brooklyn Supreme Court,
reserved decision on the motion for
an injunction.
Frankel pointed out that the merger
was backed by such persons as Wilpresident
Father
liam Green,
John P. Boland, former chairman of
the State Labor Relations Board, and

AFL

License

and

was

;

Commissioner Paul Moss,
witnessed by Mayor La-

Guardia.
On July 8, 1943, Century, owning
27 theatres and employing more than
100 Empire members, obtained an injunction to prevent the dissolution of
Empire, and court action is awaited.
Joseph Teperson, former attorney
for Empire, Allied and United Sound

maximum

chairman. A daily statewide broadcast is being planned to
cover the progress of the state. The
awarding of a quota flag, designed by
Gold Star Mothers will be the center
of Victory rallies.
Denver plans to have two special

Theatre, Newark, on Sept. 27, will be
a sellout for $5,000,000. This was arranged with the cooperation of the

promotions.

War

War Loan

of the

out of Fort

a

contingent

Warren

will

up an encampment on the Courthouse Square in Denver, and will
demonstrate how the Army lives. Anset

All Exhibitors
its

1)

regular en-

gagement."

(Continued from page

1)

have an average of one and one-half
gallons of gasoline a week for use as
they see fit, but it is believed the allowance will be increased to two gallons weekly on Oct. 1, when Petroleum Administrator Harold L. Ickes revises the amount of gasoline to be
available for civilian consumption during the final quarter of the year.
It is possible that rations may be
increased before October if reserve
supplies can be built up, but efforts to
that end so far

have

failed.

Finance Committee.

must stretch too.
The studio has given

His

terri-

its

red school house an
international hue by using
it as a school in "Tropicana,"
then changing it for an
American university scene in
"Ten Percent Woman," then
as a Polish village school for
"After the Night," and once
again into a Nazi school for a
German scene in the same
little

—

picture.

WAC Endorses

Six

War Bond Convoy

fice

109,

UOPWA,

CIO, in coopDepartment of

eration with the U. S.
Agriculture, the Randforce

Theatres
of Brooklyn and Bond Bread, will
present a series of performances of
Arthur Arent's
"It's Up to You,"
Performances
play about rationing.
will be given at the following Brook:

Alhambra, Aug. 31
Supreme, Sept. 7

1

other subjects pertaining to the dri

—

Newark.

will also

Receipts will top the $200,000
mark, according to Lohrenz.
ager.

Boston Gets Burlesque
30.

show

Has MPTOA's

Decree Proposals
(Continued from page

1)

hibitors generally."
The national organization will intervene with sales

managers,

on behalf of complaining

exhibitors, only after the individual
his state exhibitor organization
has tried unsuccessfully to gain ad-

and

justments.

— Three

films.

.

for the five boroughs and Westchest
as follows Brooklyn, yesterday afte
:

noon, War
60 Clinton

i

Finance Division Offk
Brooklyn, N. Y'
St.,
afternoon, War Finan

Queens, this
Division
Office,

Chatham Phoen
Queens Plaza, Long Islai
City Manhattan, tomorrow morniri
Loew's Ziegfeld Theatre, 54th St. ai'l
Sixth Ave.
Bronx, tomorrow afte
noon, Bronx County Court Hous
Westchester,
Thursday,
Septemb
2nd, RKO Proctor Theatre, Ne]
Rochelle Richmond, Thursday afte
noon, September 2nd, St. George Th
Building,
;

;

;

Sauter in

Chicago, Aug. 30. United Artists'
"Stage Door Canteen," completing its
seventh and final week at the StateLake Theatre on Wednesday, will
have broken all records, both in gross
receipts and film rental secured from
any first run picture here since "Gone
With the Wind," according to Rod
Lohrenz, U.A. Chicago division man-

t)

WAC

;

8.

hi

approval to the "Back

its

WAC

and Professional Emplovees Guild,

local

given

Attack Home Front Invasion Co
voy" to start out from Times Squa
(Continued from page 1)
at 12 noon, Wednesday, Sept. 8.
tion will be sought.
Members of the
This will be the official opening
group who will meet with Mcthe New York theatres' War Lor
Nutt are: E. V. Richards, chairman;
Ed Kuykendall, Morris Rosenberg, campaign. It is strictly a theat
Harry Brandt and Si Fabian.
proposition to be handled by theat
McNutt, during a speech made to men in cooperation with the War P
leaders of the
at the Hotel Statnance Committee of the various bo
ler in Washington, last week, pointed
out that theatres were considered non- oughs.
essential, but invited industry leaders
Meetings are being arranged tl
to meet him, pledging "You will be week to discuss details of this aij
given every consideration."

Local 109 to Put on Play U. S.
A drama group of the Screen Of-

burlesque
Boston, Aug.
theatres have reopened in Boston, the
Old Howard, Globe and Gayety, with
the Casino opening next week. All

WAC

Columbia has just popped
up with a new one having to
do with a little red school*
house, which is purely Ameri-fl
can in inception, but now

theatres.

tory will be "invaded" by a military
convoy of tanks, jeeps and guns with
a group of war heroes after the Times
Square invasion in New York City.

Many and

sets.

Reporting for Northern New Jersey, Robert M. Paskow says the "Information Please" show at the Mosque

Ickes to Lift Gas
McNutt Reiterates:
Ban for East Today Entertainers Will Go

L. C. Griffith, general chairman of
the Third War Loan drive for the
and many stars in the industry
have made transcriptions saluting the
Third War Loan, which are being sent
to
more than 850 radio stations
throughout the country for use during
the drive.
Griffith, Francis Harmon, Si Fabian
and Ray Beall will head a
delegation to a war bond meeting of exhibitors today at Proctor's Theatre,

WAC,

studio set cost
diverse
are the means used to stretch
limitation.

The War Finance Committee

'Canteen' Record Gross

for

(Continued from page
of the opening date of

9-11

Sept.

Army

Haven

WPB

the

is

of bond premieres. Highcampaign include auctions
of merchants' prizes from the stage
for the highest bond bidder, street
bond dances with orchestras from
Army posts, and Army stage show talent where that is available.
Colorado showmen are ready for the
Third War Loan with a complete
campaign including a Drop-a-Bomb
on Tokyo idea.
Each community in
the state will be sent a bombshell from
the Rocky Mountain arsenal in Denver to be autographed by bond pur- man for Connecticut.
As in other
chasers.
Organization has been com- cities, there will be bond premieres at
pleted by Rick Ricketson, state Third several of the largest of the New
lights of a

lyn theatres
projectionists
unions,
and Murray Leader, Sept.
Frank are representing the plaintiffs. Capitol, Sept.

Bond Shows

1)

are concentrating on securing

linians
a

(Continued from page

promotion is planned to be
known as the "Denver At War Exhibit."
The War Bond theme will be
tied in with both.
Russell A. Bovim reports from Ohio
that Governor Bricker will meet Hollywood stars on their arrival in Cleveland and attend the bond rally there in
the evening. The Ohio committee is setting as many bond premieres as possible and is trying to get at least one
exhibitor in each of the 88 counties in
the state to qualify as an issuing agent.
Three combined rallies and concerts
will be held on the New Haven Green
during each week of the drive, according to Harry F. Shaw, co-chairother

New

Post

j

St. George, Staten Island.
All showmen are urged and expect
to attend these meetings.

atre,

James E. Sauter, executive chairman of United Theatrical War Ac-

committee, has been designated
Convoys Planned
chairman of a general entertainment
committee of the National EntertainThere will be six convoys in a
ment Industry Council, of which he is one for each borough and Westchest
coordinator.
The committee will ar- County.
Each will consist of t
range for talent for the contemplated pieces of Army motorized equipmer
tivities

plan of providing entertainment seven
days a week at the Victory Square
war tent during the Third War Loan

Drive.

each also to include at least five w
veterans, heroes of the present co
six convoys will report
the morning of Sept. 8 at the

Ho

dia

Fire Guts Ohio House
Hamilton,

Gov. Dewey, Mayor LaGuE

O.,

Aug.

30.

—Fire

The damage is
The audience

and other

of

estimated at
left
without

panic but four firemen were inj ired.

band

will
others.

officials

wounded heroes and

undetermined origin gutted the 300
seat Ohio Theatre at Kenton, O., last
night.

j

The

flict.

Astor.

$20,000.

]

to be stationed

greet tl

An

Arr

the squa
opposite the hotel. At noon the par
will emerge from the Astor and, frc
the roof of the hotel, the Army w
fire a salute officially opening the
is

in

W

Pond

drive.

l'

:
;

August

isJay,
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Short Subject

Reviews

Hollywood

Reviews

.1

"The Unknown Guest"
Hollywood, Aug. 30

OLUMBIA

1
•

'

shooting heavily
and also is preparing to toss a
at many more productions before

cameras in the early fall.
In the stages are five productions
Mae West;
starring
-opicana,"
|n Percent Woman," starring RosaAherne
Brian
and
Russell
(
mething About a Soldier," with
;lyn Keyes; "My Client Curly,"

1

Carey Grant and Janet Blair,
"Return of the Vampire," a horpicture starring Bela Lugosi.
\iteen pictures are preparing for
r:> later in the month and early
1

^

(Monogram)
Hollywood, Aug. 30

is

(Universal )

direction and acting.

Center, the history of barbering

with a dramatic tenseness which is intended to, and does,
Barbering is a tonsorial art with a
firmly implant a chill in the blood stream of an audience, this
history.
Through the medium of the
picture, produced by the King Brothers, might well be niched up among
collection
Charles
Zemler,
of
de
much higher budget films widely acclaimed for excellence of production, barber of New York's Rockefeller

ht productions include

(

;

,)

=

production

of

Al Jolson's
pthers expected to

life,

idsky's
Bed on

j

picture

a

the

hit

stages

"After the Night," for:rly "None Shall Escape," "Roundel'
for
Victory," Charles
Starrett
estern
"Hey, Rookie," a musical
Drtly

are

'

;

Ann

"Racket Man,"
.hapsody in A Flat," "Klondike
ate," "Jam Session," "Nine Girls,"
•one Are The Days," and "Twelve
Company."
Ith

Miller

;

This reviewer refuses to reveal the twist the story takes when the
sheriff and a posse are about to drive Jory and the girl from the cellar
where they have taken refuge, and where the busybody realtor believes
the bodies are hidden. Suffice to say it is unexpected, dramatic and yet
touched with a spritely bit of humor.

J
.

"The Mummy's Ghost," chiller
Lon Chaney Jr., John Carradine

's

'th

Acquenetta,

-d

aid
1

Reg-

rolling with
directing.
is

Le Borg
M-G-M
Walter Pidgcon on a term
.

.

Kurt Neumann's direction is a triumph of sustained suspense, and
and the acting of each member of the cast leaves nothing
to be desired as the story unrolls on the screen from a skillfully concocted
script by Phillip Yordan.
Runnning time, 65 mins. "G."*
Jack Cartwright

4 al. He plays Petronius in
Wadis" as his first assignment.
Ijtosset
'

'-cent

"Quo
.

.

.

and Dunlap unll publish a
edition of Samuel Bronston's

ack London,"

"Six-Gun GospelV*
Hollywood, Aug. 30

N

newest of the Nevada and Sandy-U. S. Marshals, series from
* the workshop of Scott R. Dunlap, Johnny Mack Brown and Raymond
Hatton have every opportunity to ride through to a whizzing finish in
true Western style and they sit snuggly in their saddles all the way.
I

this

(20th Century-Fox)

Super Mouse again comes to the
rescue of a brood of mice, beleaguered
by an army of cats, in this Technicolor
Terrytoon.
The unfortunate
mice, unsuccessful in their ingenious
attempts to escape, are rounded up for
the slaughter when Super Mouse arrives in the nick of time on a bolt of
lightning. Running time, 7 mins. Release date,

Aug.

6.

"Flying Gunners"
(20th-Century-Fox)
What has made it possible for our
Air Force to blast the Luftwaffe out
of the sky and to halt Japan in the
forcefully explained in this
It is the intensive
training and practice the gun crewsreceive.
They are shown at target
practice, first with skeets and then
with live ammunition. Running time,
9 mins.
Release date, Sept. 24.
is

Technicolor short.

now

shooting.
Brown enacts the role of Nevada as a still somewhat frisky youngster
•
prone to take too many chances, in the opinion of Hatton's Sandy, an
Columbia's "Restless Lady" is now
old-timer who barks whenever anyone hands him that handle.
The
Case
of
the
Dangerous
They ride their separate ways into a frontier town where the six- londes,"
awaiting early release.
Louise Allbrighton and Robert gun rules in the hands of dangerous plotters headed by the leading saloon
1
'aige rate full stardom at Univer- and gambling house keeper.
Sandy is garbed as an undertaker but is
al. After personal appearances at
taken for a preacher and has to carry on with the local Ladies Aid.
;he New York opening of "Fired
The pair unravel the stage coach robberies, which are breaking the
j.r'ife" they return to co-star in "Her
'rimitive Man."
Charles Moss, town's leading citizens, and uncover the plot to drive them to the wall,
Managing director of the Criterion, thereby forcing the sale of their holdings to the saloon keeper, who
,_n New York, and Mrs.
Moss are knows the railroad is going to extend its tracks to the community.
acationing in Hollywood.
JacLambert Hillyer's direction turns out a fast-moving and plausible
ues Thery and Horton Foote are
Western
with Kenneth MacDonald as Number One heavy, aided by
"72
cripting
Hours," which Charles
loyer will produce and star in at Roy Barcroft, Bud Osborne and Tom London. Inna Gest supplies the
Jniversal.
Mimi Chandler, Ken- thread of romantic interest as the innocent young heroine, while Isabel
ucky beauty of the gubernatorial Withers and Mary MacLaren have good supporting roles. Harry Neuamily, returns to Paramount to mann turns in a job of photography above standard.
day in "Girls Town," musical.
Running time, 55 minutes. "G."*
•
Columbia has seven musicals shoot*"G" denotes general classification.
ng or preparing and two comedies
readying for the cameras which will
mt that studio well up among the list
to
>f lots swinging more and more to
•

.

"Super Mouse Rides
Again"

Pacific

(Monogram)

.

sighted

in-

action, dialogue,

•
L

is

Victor Jory, apparently seeking to escape prosecution for a murder, terestingly presented in this enterDe Zemler's collecarrives at the hunting lodge his penurious aunt and uncle are about to taining novelty.
tion includes sketches, paintings and
close for the winter. He demands food and shelter and his actions impart
books, as well as the tools of the
the belief that he might and probably does murder them and hide the trade which reminds that
the barber
bodies.
was once a blood-letter, a dentist, and
Pamela Blake, maid of all work for the lodge, returns next day and he sometimes a physician. Running time,
employs her for the winter, telling her that his aunt and uncle have left 9 mins. Release, Sept. 27.
him in charge.
busybody real estate agent, Harry Hayden, believes
he has murdered them and so convinces the sheriff, Emory Parnell.

Those indicated as topA
Sam Wood's
he Land is Bright," Harold Lloyd's
Winkle Goes to War," Phil
r.
Pamela, too, comes to the belief that he has murdered the elderly
Pat couple, but she has fallen in love with him and staunchly attempts to aid
starring
"Pilebuck,"
tan's
Victor Saville's "Heart of him.
Brien
When the story reveals that perhaps she has discovered too much,
City," co-starring Rita Hayworth
apparently attempts to murder her in the lake, and the next day two
Blair;
"At Night We Jory
d Janet
men, whom she thought were police, return and attempt to shoot him.
earn," with Paul Muni, and Sidney
the fall.

•

"Who's Nexf'

/"^PENING

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"Mormon

Trails"

(20th Century-Fox)

Lowell Thomas and the Technicolor
camera take one through the majestic
beauty of Utah's great sandstone
formations. Huge balancing boulders,,
natural stone arches, and weird spires
of stone reaching into the sky, make
up the landscape of this region. Salt
Lake City is also seen with its great

Mormon Temple.
mins.

Running

time,

9

Release date Aug. 20.

'

.

.

.

"Dog Sense"
(20th Century-Fox)

'

Bank

:

nusical productions.
Paramount
seeking actors, unknown on the
a s
;ereen, for roles as Hitler, Goering,
iiimmler, Ludendorff, Von Ribben.

'rop,

and

Gang."

Goebbels

in

.

"The Hitler

Bob

Mitchell's St. Brenjian's Boys Choir is set for considerable singing in Leo McCarey's "Go- ng
Way," starring Bing Crosby
.

.

.

My

Rise Stevens at Paramount.
.jrace McDonald has been assigned
die feminine lead by Walter Wanger
,in his
production "Gung Ho," story

;tnd

.

.

.

Marine Raiders, for Universal.
Alan Curtiss has the male lead.

of the

.

.

.

for Mexican

Film

.

Mexico City,

Employes
— Mexican
Aug.
Solis,

execu-

is

organizing the

centage basis, according to R.

man of
bank with an Warner

tive secretary of the film labor union,

who

—

Springfield, Mass., Aug. 30. Warhave a bank ner Bros, have leased the Art Thean announce- atre here for five years on a per-

30.

film workers here are to
of their own, according to

ment made by Enrique

Warner's Art
Be
Move Over House

initial capitalization of $50,000, with
plans to open the bank on or about
Oct. 1.

Film employers have two banks of
own, one operated by industry
heads, and another by private bankers,

their

both with headquarters here.

New Haven

Hoff-

J.

Especially

dog-lovers, but for
as well, this sports,
short, explaining the training of bird!
dogs, in play and in action, surely
hits the spot.
There are dogs of various
species,
Labrador
Retrievers,,
Golden Setters, etc., all so perfectly
trained that they can retrieve a live

everyone

for

else,

pigeon without harming it.
Running
time, 9 mins.
Release date, Sept. 3.

"Down With Cats"
(20th Century-Fox)

con-

Cats are on the hunt again in this',
amusing Technicolor Terrytoon, this
time intent on devouring a group of

sidering a move-over policy, whereby
films would go from the Capitol, firstrun house, to the Art. Renovations
prior to the Art's reopening as a
Warner house, are to be completed
within ten days.

"innocent" mice, who are unsuspectingly ice skating on a pond. The mice
are on the point of being done away
with when Super Mouse arrives to
lay the cats low.
Running time, T
mins.
Release date, Oct. 1.

the

office

of the

circuit.

Officials

are

reported

to

be
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AGMAandAFRABid

Off the Antenna

For Equity Merger

AMERICAN

—

tion.

Due

Lawrence Tibmessage was read

to the illness of

bett, the president's

by Virginia Payne, vice president. It
urged cooperation with Government
agencies and asked delegates to consider the whole nation and the entire
labor movement in discussing their
own problems. In answer to the plea
reaffirmed its no strike pledge
and promised the assistance of every

AFRA

member

war

in the

WLB's

effort.

increase in commercial contracts, retroactive to March, 1943, was announced but a similar increase from
transcription companies was refused
in order to leave the way open for
more favorable treatment when the
contract is re-negotiated early next
year.

Amendments

the

to

constitution

provided for appeal from local discipline to the national board and proportional representation on the board.

Treasurer's

Report

The

treasurer's report showed finanThe origcial condition to be sound.
inal debt of $43,000 to Screen Actors'

Guild and Actors Equity has been reduced to $13,000 and provisions for
amortization of the balance were made.
A caucus held on the transcription
code showed members to be in favor
of an increase in pay and desiring
restrictions on the multiple use of recordings.
An effort will be made to
secure extension of the Federal copyright law to establish proprietary interest in recorded performances. Sen-

timent

was expressed favoring recog-

nition of sound effect artists.
Officers
elected
Lawrence
were
Virginia Payne,
Tibbett, president
vice president
Jean Hersholt, vice
president
Ann Seymour, vice president
William Adams, vice president
Ken Carpenter, vice president';
Alex McKee, recording secretary, and
George Heller, national secretary.
:

;

;

;

;

;

To Push Terrytoons
Paul Terrytoon Productions will
soon have its own publicity and exploitation
Hal
representative
on

Home's

publicity

staff

at

20th

Cen-

tury-Fox.

55%

Increase in
20th Feature Costs

Negative costs on the 194344 program of 20th CenturyFox will represent an average increase of 55 per cent
1942-43
over
current
the
product, it was learned here
yesterday.
By the first of 1944, 32 of
the announced 39 pictures
will be completed or in pro20
already
duction;
have
finished,
been
in
cutting
rooms or filming.

is

In Armed Forces
War

entitled to and has the same access to the facilities
stations as any other individual or group, ac-

NAB

them

NAB

DuPont Radio Awards Foundation will present three $1,000
one for the radio station that develops best in 1943 a second
to the station that is most effective within its community or territory, and
a third to the commentator whose work during the year is deemed most
The Alfred

awards

wounded

or

;

distinguished.

WCED

Harlingen, Texas,. KEYS in Corpus Christi, and
in
DuBois, Penn., soon to join CBS, will bring the number of CBS stations to
With the affiliation of
in Columbus, Georgia, the number
135.
of Blue affiliates reaches 166.
•
•
•

KGBS

killed^

missing in action, scores of
them decorated for bravery
and otherwise conspicuous
conduct on fighting fronts all
over the world.
J

I.

in 1944,

Committee

Activities

here estimates 28,000 men in
various armed services from
the film industry, many of

cording to Neville Miller,
president, in answer to the petition of the
CIO asking the FCC to afford the organization time during the FCC hearings on the transfer of the Blue Network to E. J. Noble, to present CIO's
grievance against
and the radio industry in not giving CIO all the
radio time it wants.
According to Miller, organized labor was given more
than 100 broadcasts in 1942.

in

Rooney, Miss Huttoi

Added

to

HBC
—

WDAK

Tou

Hollywood, Aug. 30. Co-chairme
Charles Feldman and Kenneth Thonson of the Hollywood Bond Cavalcad
announced at the weekend the additio
promotion mana- of Betty Hutton and Mickey Roone
Purely Personal Howard Klarman is the new
Morton Gould and his Cresta Blanca orchestra will head the stage to the complement of stars making th
ger.
shozv at the New York Capitol Theatre zvith the shcnmng of "Johnny Come complete tour. The Hollywood Wri;
Barry Wood, singing emcee of "The Million Dollar Band," has ers Mobilization is rushing the scrii
Lately."
recorded "Back the Attack," official song for the Third War Loan drive.
over the weekend for the beginning
Blanche Wolfe, formerly of Paramount publicity department has joined Mu- HBC rehearsals tomorrow.
tual's public relations and press department.
At the same time it became know
here that Paramount has given Mi:
•
•
•
Hutton a straight two-year contrai
Program Notes "Random Harvest," featuring Ronald Colman and with a provision to start a seven-yet
Greer Garson will raise the curtain on the 10th season of the Lux Radio pact with the options on the termin;
Theatre over CBS on Sept. 13.
Cass Daley, who is scheduled for her tion of the two-year period.
first big starring part in the Dorothy Lamour-Dick Powell picture, "Riding High," will appear on the initial RCA "What's New" program on the
Blue on Saturday. Ed (Archie) Gardner, of Duffy's Tavern, Dinah Shore, $350,000
and Jose Iturbi are the other guest stars of the program that will also
Set for
feature the RCA orchestra and chorus. ... In the fourth serial broadcast
Original $250,000 appropriation f<
tieup on "So Proudly We Hail," Paramount has arranged for "Hollywood Theatre of the Air" progam to broadcast "Hold Back the Dawn." promoting the pre-release, durir
Jean Arthur will visit Charlie McCarthy when the NBC program November, of "In Old Oklahoma" h;
"These Are the Men," British made been augmented by $100,000, it was ai
returns to the airlanes on Sunday.
short being released by M-G-M, will receive a five-minute dramatization nounced at the weekend by James 1
Claimed to be the first time Grainger, president of Republic Pi'
on CBS' "Report to the Nation" tonight.
in industry history, Thornton Delehanty's Redbook magazine review on tures.
Campaign will be conducted in
Warner's "Watch on the Rhine" has been selected by OWI for worldOutposts in Europe, cities and several subordinate con
wide broadcasting in interest of the war effort.
munities.
Charles Reed Jones, dire
Asia, and Africa will broadcast the review via shortwave.
tor of advertising, and Steve Edwarc
.

.

.

.

.

.

WMCA

.

.

.

.

approval of a ten per cent

labor

194

31,

28,000 Filmites

American broadcasting

of

Chicago, Aug. 30. Approval of a
merger with American Guild of Musical Artists was voted at the fifth
annual convention of American Federation of Radio Artists held at the
Ambassador over the weekend. At the
same time members recommended that
the national board ask Actors Equity
to join them in a three-way consolida-

Tuesday, August

.

.

.

.

.

<

,

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

Promotion
'Oklahomc

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

director

Deny Injunction
Stop

WMCA
Flamm

of Donald
junction to prevent
owner of

Motion

WMCA,

station,

ed

was denied

Payroll Deduction
Plan for Charities
Sale
to

from

in

J.

Noble,

selling

the

a decision hand-

down yesterday by Judge David
in New York Supreme Court.

Peck

Flamm

recently sought the injunccharging that he was an unwilling seller, and was coerced into agreeing to the sale of the property for
$850,000 in 1941. Recent asking price
for the station is reported to be $1,tion,

250,000.

Wirthwein Moves

of

in

Nelson,
audience.

Washington.

WPB

Schulman With Lichtma

—

Marry

Pope

;

;

Washington, D. C, Aug. 30.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Epstein, of this
city, announce the engagement of their

$13,765 'Bell'
Advance
Bell

Tolls,"

Donald M. Hollywood,

chairman,- headed

cooperatic

proportionately in support of all rec-.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 30. !J
ognized charities, has been approved
Charles Schulman, Variety Club mer
by representatives of virtually all ber and former head of the theat
guilds and unions, who met today, at
equipment and office furniture orgar
the Makeup Artists Hall, here, with
zation bearing his name, has join
Permanent Charities Committee chair- the Lichtman Circuit
as executive a
man Edward Arnold presiding.
sistant to Abe Lichtman, preside
The plan specifies a deduction of of the circuit. The circuit runs most
one-half percent on all salaries up to
the Negro theatres in the Washingt
$2,500 annually, and a sliding scale area.
that
five
percent
salbeyond
up to
for
aries of $150,000 or more. The project, long favored by the Permanent
Charities Committee, awaits approval
Chicago, Aug. 30. First anniof the membership of the various unions golf party and outing to be sponsor
at their next meetings, with no opposi- by the Variety Club of Chicago w
tion voiced to date. It becomes effec- be held at Olympia Fields Count
tive Jan. 3rd.
Club on Thursday, Sept. 16. Arranj
ments will be handled by Jack Kirs(
chairman Jack Rose, manager of t
to
outing Larry Stein and Irving Mai

daughter Ida, to Christ Pope, son of
D. S. Pope of Bucyrus, Ohio. Pone
is manager and chief booker for the
Production Schine Circuit in this area.

—

torium

— A payroll de-

in

plan,

Heads See Film

the War
Board in actual control of the flow of
materials to Allied Nations yesterday
witnessed a screening of "The City
That Stopped Hitler Heroic Stalingrad," at the Social Security Audi-

Members

in

30.

by which all workers
the production branch participate

duction

publicity,

with Donahue and Coe, will condu
the opening campaign.
Field repr
sentatives will be engaged to hand
the local promotions.

Variety Club Outing

Chicago, Aug. 30.— Harold Wirthwein was guest at a luncheon at the
weekend given by members of the ParWirthwein, who
amount exchange.
had been sales manager in Chicago,
went to Milwaukee today to become
branch manager of the Milwaukee exThe sales force and departchange.
ment heads presented the new manager with a silver set.

WPB

Hollywood, Aug.

for an in-

Edward

of

the

ji

$13,765
Friday.

sale

at
at the

mark,

Advance

"For Whom the
the Carthay Circle.

of

weekend, reached

Paramount

said

here

co-chairmen of publicity,
chairman Bill Baker.

Maj. Thompson

and

tick:

Name

Major L. E. Thompson,

vice pre

RKO, who now

1

dent of
Victory

Square

heads
committee of

1

Third War Loan drive, has accepi
the chairmanship of the commerc
section, commerce and industry di
sion, of the War Finance Commit
for

New York

State.

BACK THE ATTACK.
War Loan Drive

Sign

your

pledge.

Tt.

*ION PICTURE

Firs

DAILY

Impartial

OL.

01

NO.

54.

NEW

44

SOPEG Out

YORK,

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

U.S.A.,

Navy Approves

WAC

1J>00 at

Home

Offices

Are Involved
As

the first step in a survey of exand salaries of 1,500 white
ollar workers in film home offices and
kxchanges to gain salary increases,
sting jobs

Screen
oloyees

Office
Guild,

and Professional
Local

109.

Em-

UOPWA,

The War

New Pictures

See

the result of a plan

Com-

Activities

mittee yesterday announced
that a third trailer is being
rushed for exhibition during
the Third War Loan drive.
Entitled "Tomorrow's Headline," it features Carole Landis
and will be available

worked out

by the distributors division of the War
Activities Committee and the bureau
of naval personnel of the U. S. Navy,
newest pictures will be made available
to naval shore activities in the continental United States.

around

Sept.

free

20,

of

charge, at National Screen
Service exchanges. The other
two trailers, which are ready

For several months the Bureau of
Naval Personnel has been working
with William F. Rodgers, chairman of

now, and will be shown from
the start of the campaign
Sept. 9, feature Alan Ladd
and Rosalind Russell, re-

the distributors committee, on details
of the plan w hich have now been ap-

spectively.

,

310, yesterday issued a "job evalua- proved. The detailed plan has been
tion questionnaire" and a "classifica- sent to the commandants of naval
ions brochure" to all office employees shore activities in the eleven naval
at Loew's, Columbia, 20th Century- districts, as well as to the chiefs of
Fox, RKO-Radio, and at the Colum- naval technical, operational, air pribia, 20th-Fox, Loew's and United mary and intermediate training and to
Marine and Coast Guard comman"'Artists New York exchanges.
'11
The purpose is to establish the base dants.
The plan, called the optional naval
for a system of job and salary classifications for collarites in the industry in
(Continued on page 12)
*
tht union's attempt to upgrade existing jobs and salaries through equal
pay for equal work within and between the companies, and through
.

.

Griffith Confers

On OCR Film Post
—

"

31.
H. J. GrifKansas City theatre operator,
reached Washington today for con-

Washington, Aug.

fith,

;

Lou Metzger

1

:

{Continued on page 12)

WAC

to Join

on October

1

Minnesota Suit

ijr

Lou Metzger, California exhibitor
and former general sales manager for
Universal, will join the

War

Activi-

on a permanent
Francis S. Harmon,
basis Oct.
1,
Minneapolis, Aug. 31. On the
coordinator announced yesterOctober calendar at Federal Court here day. He joins Arthur Mayer, treasis the conspiracy suit brought against
Fabian, theatres division
urer
Si
Minnesota Amusement Co. and the chairman and Herman Gluckman, asmajor distributors in February, 1942, sistant to the distributor unit chairby trustees for the bankrupt Minneman, on a full-time volunteer basis.
apolis Theatre Co., operators of the
Metzger, now on the Coast, will
Minnesota, here, which has been set
ties

—

ferences with officials of the Office of
Civilian Requirements regarding his
acceptance of a job as head of the new
film unit of the amusement and recreation section.

OCR

Hearing Set for
Committee

staff

WAC

Picture
Industry

TEN CENTS

1943

1,

3rd Bond Trailer to
Star Carole Landis

Plan; All U.S. Bases

For Raises for
To
Office Help As

to the

officials said that the conferences might extend over two or three
days, in the course of which Griffith
would be informed of the bad features
as well as good of government service, since they were anxious that any
man joining the organization be pre(Continued on page 12)

Capital Looks

For Action on
Decree Today
Four

WB

Company
Lawyer

Heads,

to D. C.

—

Washington, D. C, Aug. 31. Department of Justice officials concerned
with the consent decree expressed hope
tonight that something concrete may
result from the conference here tomorrow which Assistant Attorney General Tom C. Clark will have with representatives of the
panies.

Washington

who

is

five

signatory com-

without airy informa-

comprise the group
or what the company officials will talk
about, but it is believed here they will
indicate just what they would like to
do with the decree, thus providing a
basis
for
negotiations
on definite
tion as to

will

points.

(Presidents of four of the company
decree signatories, and an official of
Warners, will meet with Clark in
Washington, it was learned in New
York last night. They include: Barney Balaban, Paramount
N. Peter
Rathvon,
Nicholas M. Schenck,
;

RKO

;

(Continued on page 12)

Industry to Advise
British on Films

;

assume

for hearing.

The

charges that the Minnesota
(Continued on page 12)

suit

Mothers Attend
Plaque Unveiling
Omaha, Aug. 31.—Mothers
wives
12
of
former
M-G-M employes here, were
present as branch manager

pletion

Loan drive

G.
Kemptgen reviewed
their service records and unveiled a plaque with their

names on

it.

Col.
Charles
Purdy,
O.
chief of chaplains for the 7th

Service
Office

Command,

also spoke.

manager Hazel Ander-

sen presented bouquets to
the guests and pictures of
the ceremony will be sent to
all
12 servicemen at their
camps or stations.

com-

War

which he is currently
devoting the major part of his time.

SPG

to

to

Seek

Wage

Hollywood, Aug.

31.

— The

Screen

Publicists Guild has announced that
will seek wage increases to the full
extent allowed under the Little Steel
Formula, equivalent to a 15 per cent increase for a quarter of the membership
and a five per cent increase for the
three quarters who received 10 per
cent previously, when it reopens producer contract negotiations shortly. It
will also seek insertion of a war
clause assuring return of jobs to publicists in the armed services and the
establishment of a grievance arbitration procedure.
it

BACK THE ATTACK.
War Loan Drive

Sign

your

pledge.

Revise Price
Control on Building

Washington, Aug.

Third

— The

31.

OPA

reported today that it has under consideration a plan to release from price
regulations all construction projects,
presumably including theatres, except
structures used for residential and
farm purposes.

Stars,

War Heroes

To Tour 50
Hollywood, Aug.

31.

Cities

—The

execu-

committee of the Hollywood
Bond Cavalcade tonight completed a
plan for sending stars with war heroes
tive

to

50

Third

additional

cities

War Loan Bond

Under
company

—

War

London, Aug. 31. British
Office is setting up an all-industry and
British Army committee to consider
and advise on all matters relating
to Army film supplies, production, and
laboratory work, and has invited all
industry associations here to designate
representatives thereto.

The Kinematograph Renters Asso(Continued on page 12)

OPA

building materials price executive, said, "The project is to retain control over that part
of construction, prices of which are
factors in civilian rents and the rising
cost of living."

Neil Staebler,

Rises in Parleys

and

J.

his new duties following
of the industry's Third

May

to

stimulate

sales.

plan one star will aceach war heroes armada

the

(Continued on page 14)

Polio Epidemic
Peak at Hand
National
Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis, in a bulletin issued yesterday warned
that the crucial weeks of the
poliomyelitis epidemic are at
hand,
reporting that this
year's epidemic, after first
involving Southern Califorcontinues an accelerated
swing across the country,
from Texas to Oklahoma and
Kansas, striking also, principally, in Illinois, Washington, Oregon and Connecticut.
nia,

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention
JOHN

W.

HICKS,

Insider's
By RED
Hollyivood, August 31

Paramount

*J

vice-president and foreign departwill leave for England as
soon as transportation arrangements
can be completed.

ment head,

Maurice

•
Silverstone,

20th-Fox

vice-president and foreign manager,
left for Washington last night.
.

•

Lacy Kastner has

arrived in En-

gland to take over his new post as
film distribution head for the Office
of War Information in Northern Europe.

•
Ben Washer has arrived in England to arrange for performances of
"This Is the Army" before service
men's audiences there exclusively.
•
J. Robert Rubin is expected to return from the Coast next Tuesday,
after stopping off at Arrowhead, Cal.,
for a brief vacation.

•

Fred Meyers, Universal's Eastern
manager, left yesterday for
'U' exchanges in Albany, Buffalo and
Washington. He will return Monday.
•
Joseph H. Cohn, film ad director
of Weiss and Geller, has returned
division

from vacation.
•

Abe Montague
at Columbia
vacation.

returned to his desk
yesterday from a brief

•

McCormack of the
publicity department returned
to his desk yesterday after an illness
of several weeks.
Barclay

M-G-M

•
Lt. (j.g.),Gil Fraunhar, former
trade paperman, is on furlough here
after six months on a ship in the

South Atlantic.
•

Edward Aaron, circuit sales manM-G-M, has extended his stay

ager at

on the Coast for another two weeks.
•
E. C. Grainger, president of the
Feiber and Shea theatre circuit, is expected to return today from a tour of
theatres in Pennsylvania and Ohio.
•
Thomas Gerrity, editor of Lion's
Roar at M-G-M, goes on vacation
Friday.

Eddie

Schnitzer

confined to his
•

is

on

the

home with

sick

a cold.

Earle Sweigert, Paramount generalissimo at Philadelphia,
for a visit.

is

in

town

•

William O'Brien, Loew ad production manager, and his wife, Mildred Lewis, assistant secretary to
Howard Dietz, are vacationing.
•

John Cassidy, of the
tres publicity department,

RKO
is

Theaback after

a week's vacation.

•

James Englander,

of the

M-G-M

department, has returned,
following a two weeks' vacation.

publicity

Outlook

was
The

released

it

Hollywood

New

New

in

York.

version,

like

spoke of 39 feaHere, 34 were listed.

York's,

tures.

There, 37. What the New York
version included, and Hollywood
did not, were "By Jupiter,"
based on the Broadway musical
in which Ray Bolger starred,
and "Stars and Stripes Forever,"

drawn from

the

life

of

John Philip Sousa.
1943-44 revealed there and not here emTree
braced
"Laura,"
"A
Grows in Brooklyn," "Kiki,"
"Only the Stars Are Neutral"
and "The Bowery After Dark."
The latter is to be a musical
concocted from "The Bowery,"
which Darryl F. Zanuck made
as his first for 20th Century
Films when Joe Schenck was his
partner and
their release.
for

Possibilities

Hollywood,

With

a time.

Interesting

Henry's
column,

Los

1943-44,

it

originating

'Victory Through
it hasn't been
shown publicly in Washington
yet,
having an impression
is
here, too.
The Post came out
with a demand for an independent
force
air
one of the
themes of the film and most of
the military people have seen
the
picture
and are talking
about it.
One of the more
peculiar angles in connection
with the film is that it has revived talk of censorship of the
movies for the strange, but understandable, reason that it is
such
amazingly good propaganda. It is so effective that it
provides an argument for the
censorship crowd."

"Disney's

Air Power', while

—
—

UA

What

neither story mentioned

was "Ambassador Dodd's Diary"
and "Laredo," which is aired
about as a musical in color with
Carmen Miranda full-blown into
stardom.

"Coney Island" is the company's topper for the past season.
wide assortment of records is
claimed for it.
Among them
In approximately 40 situations,
the
attraction did a
Fridaythrough-Sunday business outdistancing a seven day peak of
Grosses covering
a year ago.
runs compiled as of approximately two weeks ago were 40 per
cent in excess of "Springtime in
the Rockies," likewise a Grable,

A

and had run away from "The
Black Swan" of a tidy 16 per

blanch,

a

RKO

the Lloyd C. Douglas best seller,
dealing with the times of Christ.

Frank Ross, Jean Arthur's husband and producer, will make it,
but not with her, as one of the
company's six outside films for

new season. The others are
the three Goldwyns "The North
Star," "Up in Arms" and "Treasthe

:

ure Chest" Disney's "Let's Go
Latin" and a Lum 'n' Abner
from Jack Votion.
;

So-It-Goes Note

:

When Wal-

Wanger

signed Diana Barryalarums were loud
After all, a Barrymore.
Now comes an official
switch in billing, reshuffled on
"Fired Wife" to star Robert
Paige and Louise Allbritton,
"with Diana Barrymore, Walter
ter

more,

cent.

Additional ticket tape on how
appears to be going with Fox,
not to overlook practically everyit

one

any direction you
turn "Crash Dive" at the same
juncture had caught up with
"The Black Swan," Tyrone
Power's previous film, and was
sprinting 18 per cent ahead of
"Springtime in the Rockies,"
and 37 per cent in front of "Imelse

in

mortal Sergeant."
Total records of various descriptions and
calculated by various approaches
for "Coney Island"
278.
:

Changing times and a spray
off

With nary

here states simply and directly
that "The Robe" will be one of
the biggest in screen history,
which is manoeuvering over
large
expanses of frequently
treacherous territory.
This is

the

Fox is
long-standing "K"
The symbol ran

nostaglia vine

dropping

its

:

designation.
ahead of each season's program
while Sidney R. Kent was alive

and remained

after his death for

the
and long.

Abel,"

—

busi-

Selznick Gets Cause

Order in Chaplin

Suii

Vanguard and David O. Selznicl
were granted a show cause ordei
against Charles Chaplin by Supremi
Court Justice Sidney Bernstein hen
yesterday, directing Chaplin to shov
cause on Sept. 10 why his suit shouk
not be dismissed as against them, be
cause they are not New York cor
porations.

Both are named defendants in ai
accounting action filed by Chaplii
against 20th Century-Fox and Unitec
Artists corporations, in which Chaplii
seeks recovery of about $1,000,000.

The suit is based upon an allegec
wa:
1937 agreement under which
to receive a number of Selznick film:
Chaplin brought th<
for distribution.
suit as a stockholder of UA.

UA

NEIC

Deadline for

WAC Is Disregarded

The Sept. 1 deadline set for Wai
Activities Committee and Hollywoot
Victory Committee affiliation with th<
Industn
Entertainment
National
Council is being disregarded, accord
ing to NEIC coordinator James L
Sauter, and continued efforts are t(
be made to bring these two organiza
tions into the

George
man, who

NEIC

fold.

WAC

chair
Schaefer,
is also chairman of NEIC
expects to discuss affiliation of HVC
with Kenneth Thomson before the em
of the week on the Coast, according
to Sauter, with consideration of
J.

WAC

affiliation

delayed at least until

Schaefer returns from
the end of September.

aftei

California

a

Gartner, Harvey

etc.

Eddie, the Golden, as he has
been described by friendly hands,
is
back in Hollywood.
The
producer of "Hitler's Children"
readily admits "something big"
is stirring.
After that, he readily admits nothing.

Withdraw Complaint
Withdrawal of the some run complaint filed at the Omaha tribunal b>
Frank P. Gartner and Howard

Neb., against Paramount
Beatrice,
20th Century-Fox and Loew's was announced by the American Arbitrator
Association here yesterday.

Universal's probable $45,000,to $46,000,000 gross this

year, of course, is international
takings. Domestic contribution,
a handsome thing, will be ac-

from

12,000 accounts.

W

Harvey, operating the Rialto Theatre

000

cumulated

31.

ness firms outside of the film
industry, in South America,
are helping in the "good
neighbor" work of the Motion
Picture Society for the Americas, according to word received here. The firms, operating in the Latin Americas,
have assisted the CIAA to
get films of all sorts to outof-the-way communities for
exhibition to natives.

comment from Bill
Angeles Times

currently

Aug.

American and British

drops.

Washington

in

1943

1,

Outsiders Carry
Films to Latins

KANN

20th Century-Fox divulged
its
new program here so

:

•
list,

AS

Wednesday, September

Gottschall to
Jack H.

PRC

Adams, Dallas

franchise

holder for PRC, has engaged Lestei
B. Gottschall as a salesman.

approximately

A new

high.

It's

no time to slack.

BACK THE ATTACK
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FOR A HAPPY FRAME OF MIND!

METRO-GOLDWYN -MAYER'S
12

TOPPERS
(Your

New Group— and

the Best Yet!)
(Turn please!)

051

EXHIBITORS^

to

SUCCEW

^

GR^/^j)

Xjj&V*

ENTERTAIWMEwts,
'2

TOPPERS

'"A ROW,

#

'

Vsf
^jr^
r

,

NOT * <f

ME TOO!
Leo's in a happy frame of

mind

also.

His

new

group,

M-G-M's

12

Toppers are exactly that. Trade shows have been held for most of
them. Announcements will be made of any yet to be trade shown.
You'll find a wealth of varied entertainment: star names for the
marquee, big-scale musicals, knockout comedies and tense thrillers. More
shows to give your patrons a happy frame of mind than you'll find anywhere and it's good to know you're set with fine product for weeks ahead.

Let Leo guide
his

you through

Gallery of Box-office

Masterpieces on following

pages.

.

"For

A

Happy Frame
Mickey Rooney

•

"GIRL CRAZY"

of Mind!"

Judy Garland in
with Gil Stratton

Robert E. Strickland • "Rags"
Ragland
June Allyson • Nancy
Walker • Guy Kibbee • Tommy
Dorsey and his Orchestra
Screen
Play by Fred F. Finklehoffe
Based
Upon Musical Play "Girl Crazy" by
•

•

•

Jack McGowan
Music by George Gershwin • Lyrics
•
Directed by
by Ira Gershwin
Norman Taurog
Produced by
Arthur Freed • An M-G-M Picture

Guy Bolton and

•

Charles Laughton in

MAN

"THE

FROM DOWN UNDER"
Binnie Barnes

MICKEY ROONEY
JUDY GARLAND
"GIRL CRAZY"
TOMMY DORSEY 6- BAND

with

Richard Carlson

•

Donna Reed
Screen Play by Wells
Based
Root and Thomas Seller
Upon the Story by Bogart Rogers and
Directed by Robert Z.
Mark Kelly
•

HARLES LAUGHTC

•

"LASSIE

MAN FROM

"THE

•

Leonard • Produced by Robert
Leonard and Orville O. Dull •
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

Z.

DOWN

A

UNDER"

COME HOME"

Roddy McDowall

with
Donald Crisp

•

Dame May Whitty Edmund Gwenn
•

Nigel Bruce

•

Elsa Lanchester

Photographed
Screen Play by

Upon

•

Lassie

Technicolor

in

Hugo

Butler

•

Based

Novel by Eric Knight
Directed by Fred M. Wilcox • Produced by Samuel Marx • A Metrothe

Goldwyn-Mayer

Picture

FOOT FORWARD" starring

"BEST
Lucille

Ball

with William Gaxton

Virginia Weidler

Nancy Walker
Kenny Bowers

"LASSIE

COME HOME"

RODDY McDOWALL
DONALD CRISP
LASSIE
•

•

Tommy

Dix

June Allyson
Gloria

DeHaven

Harry James and his
Music Makers • Photographed in
Technicolor • Screen Play by Irving
Brecher and Fred Finklehoffe • Book
by John Cecil Holm • Music and
Lyrics by Hugh Martin and Ralph
And Produced on the Stage
Blane
by George Abbott • Directed by
Edward Buzzell Produced by Arthur

Jack Jordan

Technicolor

•
•

•

Technicolor

LUCILLE BALL

•

HARRY JAMES

•

Freed

•

An M-G-M

AND

Picture

"BEST
It's like

HIS

MUSIC MAKERS

FOOT FORWARD"

the

Hall of Fame"!

'What a pageful of joy this is! It's just part of my 12 Toppers! 'GIRL CRAZY' brings
Rooney and Garland together again in a musical bigger than 'Babes on Broadway'. And that
Charles Laughton picture 'THE MAN FROM
UNDER' will be one of the season's
most lovable action comedies. As for 'LASSIE COME HOME' it is an all-time Great! It
will be advertised to the skies as is deserves! 'BEST FOOT FORWARD' needs no intn>
duction to the industry which has seen it set Astor, N. Y. records for two glorious months!"

DOWN

Nice

Let's continue, Leo.

ISlSSk

(

A Happy

"For

Frame of Mind!"

Joan Crawford
in

MacMurray

Fred

•

"ABOVE SUSPICION"

Conrad Veidt

Owen

Reginald
Keith

Winter,

Screen Play by

•

Baker and

Melville

Coleman

Patricia

with
Rathbone

Basil

•

Upon

Based

•

the

Novel by Helen Maclnnes • Directed
by Richard Thorpe • Produced by
Victor Saville

•

Leon Gordon

•

Associate Producer

An M-G-M

"YOUNG IDEAS"
Peters

Astor with

Elliott

Susan

starring

Herbert Marshall

•

Picture

Reid

•

Mary

•

Richard

Carlson

•
Allyn Joslyn • Original
Screen Play by Ian McLellan Hunter

and

JOAN

FRED

A

•
Directed by Jules
Produced by Robert Sisk

Noble'

Bill

Dassin

•

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

"YOUNG

Picture

CRAWFORD MacMURRAY

SUSAN

•

"ABOVE SUSPICION''

PETERS
Red Skelton

IDEAS"
MARY

HERBERT
*

MARSHALL

*

ASTOR

"WHISTLING IN

in

BROOKLYN" with Ann Rutherford
Jean Rogers
Collins

"Rags" Ragland

•

Henry O'Neill

•

•

•

Ray

William

•
Sam Levene and The
Brooklyn Dodgers • Screen Play by
Nat Perrin • Additional Dialogue by

Frawley

Wilkie

Mahoney

Sylvan Simon

Haight

•

•
Directed by S.
Produced by George

An M-G-M

•

Picture

"DR. GILLESPIE'S CRIMINAL
Lionel Barrymore Van
Johnson • Donna Reed
Keye Luke

CASE" with

•

•

John Craven • Nat Pendleton Alma
•

Kruger

•

William Lundigan

Margaret O'Brien • Original Screen
Play by Martin Berkeley, Harry
Ruskin and Lawrence P. Bachmann
Directed by Willis Goldbeck • A

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

RED SKELTON
"WHISTLING

Picture

"DR. GILLESPIE'S

CRIMINAL CASE"

IN

LIONEL BARRYMORE

BROOKLYN"
'What the
well-dressed

lobby will wear."

'i

/J//

"First

engagements of

4

ABOVE SUSPICION'

terrific.

Akron

equals 'Lily

Mars' biz. New York first-run biggest summer gross in history of State
Theatre. (2nd Big week at press-time). 'YOUNG IDEAS' is an uproarious audience subject. They rolled in the aisles at the preview.
'WHISTLING IN BROOKLYN' continues the merry madness of
whistling-in-the-dark Mr. Skelton. It's great fun for the folks. And
the newest 'DR. GILLESPIE' crime mystifier has all the others topped
by a mile. Naturally it's one of the 12 Toppers!"

"For

A Happy

Frame of Mind!"

"SALUTE TO THE MARINES"
starring Wallace Beery with Fay
Bainter

Reginald

•

Owen

•

Ray

Keye Luke • Marilyn
Maxwell • William Lundigan • Screen
Play by George Bruce • Adaptation
by Wells Root • Story by Robert D.
Andrews • Photographed in Technicolor Directed by S. Sylvan Simon
Produced by John W. Considine, Jr.
Collins

•

•

A

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Picture

"SWING SHIFT MAISIE" starring
Ann Sothern
James Craig with
•

Connie Gilchrist • John
Kay Medford The Wiere

Jean Rogers

Qualen

Technicolor

Brothers

•

•

•

ANN SOTH

Original Screen Play by

•

Mary C. McCall, Jr. and Robert Halff

WALLACE BEERY
•SALUTE TO THE

Directed by Norman Z. McLeod
Produced by George Haight • A
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

JAMES CRAIG

"SWING SHIFT MAISIE

MARINES"
Robert Donat
of

TARTU"

Walter Rilla

in

•

Glynis Johns

Emmett Rogers

•

John C. Higgins
Bucquet

•

Red Skelton
"I

DOOD

•

Screen

Mahin and Howard

Play by John Lee

S.

"The Adventures
Hobson

with Valerie

•

Original Story by

Directed by Harold

An M-G-M

Picture

Eleanor Powell in

•

IT" with Richard Ainley

Patricia Dane • Sam Levene
Thurston Hall Lena Home 'Hazel
Scott • Jimmy Dorsey and his Orchestra • Screen Play by Sig Herzig
•
and Fred Saidy
Directed by
Vincente Minnelli • Produced by
•

Jack

Cummings An M-G-M
•

Picture

ROBERT DONAT

ELEANOR

RED

SKELTON

THE ADVENTURES OF

M

TARTU"

l

•

POWELL

DOOD

JIMMY DORSEY

Beery's

*f

?y

Cr

BAND

my new group, the 12 Toppers. Wally
show 'SALUTE TO THE MARINES' is one of the biggest he's

"Note the
"They're pictures of
contentment

IT"

variety of subjects in

rarin', romantic kind, with swashbuckling
the rough,
& action
°
of the Marines in Technicolor that's terrific. Ann Sothern's got a tall

been

in,

'

'

1

7

dark military secret in her timely comedy romance

MAISIE.' Robert Donat

gives another blue 'Chips'

mystery love story 'The Adventures of
t-h-r-i-U'i<n-g.

The

critics are also

TARTU'

'SWING SHIFT

performance in the
that the critics call

throwing hats in the

Skelton-Eleanor Powell madcap musical show
Take a

stroll

'I

air for

the

Red

DOOD IT'."

down Broadway

with Leo. {Turn}
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YOUR FUTURE FRAME OF MIND!

!

Just a

few of M-G-M's mighty productions that

Lots of talk in this business.

M-G-M's "12 Toppers" you've
that

when

future box-office headlines.

Company specializes
about. Then relax in the

Friendly

just read

make

in

action.

an

Start with

comforting knowledge

M-G-M showman, success is not for just a day,
ALWAYS!
3rd WAR LOAN! OUR BIGGEST JOB.' BACK THE ATTACK.'

you're

season— but

The

will

not for

just a

HOW

ARE THEY
DOING?

"SALUTE TO THE MARINES"
204%

"SWING SHIFT MAISIE"
181%

"ABOVE SUSPICION"
176%

FORWARD"

"BEST FOOT
ASTOR CHAMP
Just the start of

3d

MONTH!

M-G-M's "12 Toppers" and you haven't

seen anything yet!

The buy

that says: "Bye-bye records!"

M-C-M
Topper Indeed!

Motion Picture daily
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Navy Approves

Capital Looks

WAC Newark

(Continued from page

district

(Continued from

page

1)

Spyros Skouras, 20th CenLoew's
tury-Fox and either Joseph Hazen or
;

;

Howard

Levinson,

attorneys,

for

Warners).
Last week,

it

was understood here

that the decree signing companies are
looking to "a five-year deal" with the
Government under a revised draft
when the present decree expires on
Nov. 20. The Department of Justice
is said to have told the company heads
that it was up to them to make proOne
posals for any decree changes.
reported feature of a new decree might
be an extension of the existing arbitration system to embrace also industry controversies not specified under
the decree.
Initial

Draft Completed

An initial draft of the consenting
companies' views concerning the future of the decree in the light of their
experience under it since November
1940 has been completed and is expected to form the basis of discussion
at the meeting with Clark.
With the film situation unaffected
by the week-end reorganization of the
department, possibilities of an interruption to the negotiations while officials newly in charge of the antitrust division acquainted themselves
with recent decree developments were
averted.

The

department's

Robert Wright, and

film
all

under
pending film
unit,

including those involving the
Crescent, Schine and Griffith circuits,
will remain with Clark, who today
was moving from the anti-trust to the
criminal division. Any future film matters arising out of the decree also
will be handled by Clark.

available to all naval shore activities
within the continental United States
the newest pictures generally within
30 days of availability in the territory
in which the activity is located, and
will augment the naval motion picture
service in use for many years for ships
on the high seas.
Final approval of the arrangement
was arrived at at a conference held
late last week in Washington with
Rodgers and H. M. Richey. The new
optional motion picture plan will be-

The

situation of the film cases

now

unique in that they are no longer
handled by the anti-trust division,
which initiated and prosecuted them,
but they will not be handled in the
is

in Newark, to discuss plans for
their part in the $15,000,000,000 Third
Loan drive, starting Sept. 9.

Harry H. Lowenstein,

chair-

state

of the War Activities Committee,
presided, and addresses were delivered by L. C. Griffith, general chairman of the industry's War Loan
Drive
Si Fabian, chairman of the
theatre division of
Robert Pascow, local
publicity chairman
Don Jacocks, co-chairman for North-

man

Classifies

For Salary Rais
(Continued from page

atre,

War

19

White Collarites

Approximately 125 exhibitors and
exchange men from Northern Jersey
met yesterday in Proctor's RKO The-

1)

merit, promotional and length of se
vice increases.
The union will u
the classification results in seekii
approval of the War Labor Board f<
increases, besides their use in negoti
tions with the companies.

The one-year wage

|

j

!

provisions

SOPEG's

two-year contracts wi>
Loew's, 20th-Fox, RKO, and Colun
bia home office and exchange expire
Negotiations for ne
on July 28.
ern New Jersey Deputy Administra- wage increases covering the 1,500 en
Harry Murphy of the War ployees in these offices began betwee
tor
Finance Committee
George C. Pot- the union and the companies' repn
sentatives on Aug. 12 in the office <
ter, vice-chairman of the War Finance
Committee,
and Francis
Harmon, Major Leslie E. Thompson, executh
;

WAC

WAC

;

;

effective Sept. 15th.

WAC coordinator.
Industry to Advise
A trailer,
in a series of camBritish on Films paign shots to be shown by participatfirst

(Continued from page

1)

ciation, somewhat reversing its previous policy, has decided to collaborate

War Office in the new committee, the
Office having invited
the
to appoint its secretary and
president to the group now forming.

with the

War

KRS

KRS

had previously refused War Ofcollaboration because it was not
consulted on the appointment of Paul
Kimberly as director of Army kinefice

matography.

Fred Baker has been appointed liaison officer between the KRS and the

War

SOPEG

I,

;

come

Office.

throughout the country,
screened and exhibitors were
urged to cooperate in the program.
The new local organization of
Rangers, of which Harry Lowenstein
Newark Chief Ranger, was exis
plained as a soliciting group, to proing

theatres

was

mote bond

sales

(Continued from page

1)

on the outside, as well

within the theatres.
Harmon urged the small theatre to
bring in servicemen
from nearby
camps to their stages to speak for the
campaigns.
He also suggested programs honoring those boys, and their
families, who have given their lives in
as

World War

Hearing Set for
Minnesota Suit

cases,

Situation Is Unique

1)

motion picture plan, will make

Industry

Meets on War Loan

Plan; All U.S. Bases

For Action on
To See New Pictures
Decree Today

Wednesday, September

II.

vice-president of RKO. SOPEG's ne
gotiating committee, headed by pres
dent Sidney Young and organizei
Ellen Davidson and Charlotte Petei
son, claimed that the need for sut
stantial wage increases was demor
strated by the prevailing high mar
power turnover resulting from lo\]
fixed incomes and widespread salar ]
inequalities.
The union pointed ot
that an industrywide stabilization c

wages, through classifications, woul
be in the best interests of the comj
panies, the employees, and the wa,j
I

effort.

Paramount Contract
At Paramount,
on

May

the contract signei.
10 affecting 400 office em
I

ployees specifically stipulates increase:

based on classifications.
Metropolitan Exhibitors
SOPEG, Local 109, will also re
Discuss 3d War Loan Plans
quest classifications for the 200 whitr
With New York state bond chair- collar workers at the National Screer
man Leo Brecher presiding, theatre- Service home office and exchange

which formerly operated the men in the metropolitan area gathered when negotiations for new wage in
house, conspired with the majors to in the Paramount board room here creases begin on Sept. 1, when the
keep product away from the theatre. yesterday to discuss methods of boost- wage clauses in the contract signed or
It also seeks an accounting by the ing sales in the proportion necessary
Sept. 1, 1942, expire.
court to set losses incurred through to meet the requirements of the camcircuit,

alleged
laws.

violations

of

the

anti-trust

Standards Complete
For Still Film Stock
American

Standards

NLRB

paign.

Rentals too High,
Switch to Reissues

Screen Canteen Tonight

Roxy Nets

to set aside

Local 51-F,
(Screen

SOPEG's

—

War Film

PRC Moves Soon

IATSE,

Office
and Professional Employees
Cleveland, Aug. 31. Claiming that Guild, Local 109, UOPWA, CIO) cerhigh percentage and preferred playing tification as bargaining agent for the
time on current product is too high, 20th Century-Fox New York exlocal subsequent run theatre owners change office employees and for the
are turning more and more to reissues holding of a new election has been reThey claim that under the jected by the National Labor Relafor relief.

Association
routine of the criminal division, which has completed standards for 10 sizes
It was of roll film used for still shots.
The
an enforcement agency.
is
explained that this set-up was adopt- 10 sizes are covered by 18 dimensional
ed for the sake of continuity and to standards with working tolerances.
avoid undesirable interruptions to_ the Nine apply to film spools and nine ap- present percentage sales policy, even
progress of the decree negotiations, ply to the film itself.
when they double the box office take,
and the various suits involved, it was
Camera makers must still rely on they have less than an average gross
pointed out, still remain anti-trust their own measurements of spools and for themselves. The situation is furcases.
films purchased in the market, since ther aggravated, they claim, by the
When the company representatives no published data is available on di- downtown extended runs of big picClark
tomorrow,
come to Washington
mensions used by any manufacturer. tures which play from two to six
will have a very definite picture of the
weeks.
the
result
of
situation in his mind as a
Subsequent run exhibitors claim that
in
with
personal contact he has made
the extended runs milk a picture dry,
Samuel
Goldwyn
announced
yester- leaving them no possibility of profit.
men in various branches of the industry in the course of his several trips day, through his office here, that the They point as an example to "Stage
into the field, as well as preliminary film in which he has given permission Door
Canteen." After a five-week
reports from some of the Department for Major David Niven to appear downtown run, during which it drew
offices which might have been making under the auspices of the British War patronage from all sections of the city,
will
be titled
"The Way it failed to do expected business when
surveys at his request. These surveys Office,
The Ahead," which will be made with the it hit the subsequent. The public,
are rapidly nearing completion.
results of studies made by various approval of the Army Council of they claim, is pleased with reissues
exhibitor organizations also will be Great Britain and the British Secre- because they have no war flavor.
tary of State for War.
Carol Reed
considered.
will direct the film which has been
written by Eric Ambler.
William Home, singer in the stage
version of "This Is the Army"
Lola
PRC Pictures' home office will
$44,295
Hayes, Negro concert singer
the
move to 625 Madison Ave., from its
Roxy Theatre, Inc., here, netted "Skylarks," vocal swing quartette, and
present location in 1501 Broadway,
$44,295 in the six months from Febru- a name band will head the entertainthe latter part of this month.
ary 23, after $7,379 had been discount- ment at the Silver Screen Canteen toIt's no time to slack.
BACK THE ATTACK. ed for bonds purchased.
night.

Niven

Rejects IATSE's

Bid for 20th Workers
A petition filed by

tions Board.

The

filed in Washington
by the IA, claimed that

petition,

on Aug.

16,

a new election was necessary because
the IA had been "placed under an unjustifiable cloud" at the time of the
20th-Fox exchange election on Feb. 5,

when SOPEG, Local

109,

won by

17

votes to IA's 10.

Griffith

Confers

On OCR Film Post
(Continued from page 1)
pared for the difficulties of operating
in war time Washington^
It

was learned that Griffith was apsome days ago as a man

proached

fitted to meet the requirements that
the head of the unit be an experienced
theatre operator, with full knowledge
of equipment and material and familiar
with theatre construction.

;

;

Century 3d Loan Contest
will
distribute
Century
Circuit
prizes to managers in the Third War
Loan drive.

:

Wednesday. September

1,

$4,000 for Single
'Army' Performance

Hollywood

j

In

Hollywood, Aug. 31
T"*0 all appearances David O. Selz1 nick is not only doing a "Gone

ii

ti

IV.

i)

the

Selznick has taken over final polBhing of the script for his picture,
phich he is beaming at a spot well
m jip in the niches held by "Rebecca"
nd "Gone With the Wind." In addiiii

s

:

the

udn't

seem

Gross:

(Average,

$9,000.

$6,000)

"Vampire Bat" (Mono.)
"Revolt of the Zombies" (Univ.)

FOLLY — (600)

(20c) 3 days.

Gross:

"Deep

in the

Heart

Texas" (Univ.)

of

"Souls at Sea" (Para, reissue)

LIBERTY — (1,200)

$3,000.

"This

(20c-25c)

7

(Average, $3,250)
Is

the

Army" (W.

I

Gross:

to

Gross:

days.

B.)
(35c-50c-75c)
(Average, at 45c

M DW F.ST— (1.500)

"The Robe"

$350.

(Average, $250).

$14,000.

days.
top ad7

mission, $5,600)

RKO-Radio now has five tinted picJfl
tures on its '43-44 schedule, with the
^tddition of

"Tarzan Triumphs" (R-K-O)
"Journey into Fear" (R-K-O)

STATE

the list of

Wfechnicolor pictures to be produced at
Hhat studio. Frank Ross is producing
x
nhe picture. Other Technicolors arc
"'
lavid Hempstead's "The Gibson Girl,"
Samuel
Rogers;
Ginger
'fttarring
toldzuyn's "Treasure Chest," starring
3ob Hope, "Up In Arms," starring
a Danny Kaye, and Walt Disney's "Let's
lo Latin."

— (1,100)

(25c-40c-45c)

TOWER — (1,000)

moveover

from

(Average,

$2,500)

Midwest.

days,

7

Gross:

$3,000.

Second Week for
Army' Gets $25,000

.

I

A

:

.

.

.

—

.

.

weeks of testing,
RITZ— (1,100) (35c-44c-60c) 7 days, 4th
JM-G-M has cast James Craig to play week, moveover after one week at Perin,
the young Caliph of Bagdad in the two at Warner. Gross: $2,500. (Average,
Ronald Colman starrer, "Kismet." $2,800)
"This Is the Army"
Others in top roles are Marlene DietSTANLEY— (3,800) (35c-44c-60c) 7 days,
jStar.

.

.

.

After

and Edward Arnold.
•
M-G-M has cast a trained bear in
a featured role in the Technicolor musical-comedy "Mr. Co-Ed," starring
Red Skeltcn and Esther Williams.
\Carlos Ramirez, famed operatic baririch

.

.

2nd week.

Gross:

$25,000.

(Average,

$19,-

"Dixie" (Para.)

WARNER— (2,000)

week, moveover
Penn. Gross: $6,500.

3rd

(35c-44c-60c)
after two

(Average,

days,
weeks at
7

$6,900)

.

Kelley to D. C. 'Star'

—

four numbers in "Mr.
Xavier Cugat's band.
Wood plans "Faust" se-

with

.

.

.

.

a term contract.
direct the next
Western for PRC.

to

will

.

.

.

.

14.

.

Sam Newfield
Buster Crabbe

highlighted the birthday ball parties.
Prove you're alive!

Join

Ike

A

gross
second
week at the Chicago Theatre. Several
new box-office records have been set
during August in spite of the polio
scare and competition of the circus.
Estimated receipts for the week end-

stage, is playing to holdouts.
of $53,000 is expected for its

"Glimpses of Mexico''

"Stormy Weather" (20th-Fox)

(M-G-M)

2nd week. Gross:
"Dixie" (Para.)

APOLLO— (1,200)

James FitzPatrick and the Technicolor camera catch some of the
exotic beauties of Mexico in this
Traveltalk. Among them are glimpses
of the ancient native arts and crafts
of Xochimilco, the wondrous floating
gardens near Guadalajara, and some
amazing Aztec and Indian acrobatic
dances. Running time, 9 mins.
Release date, Aug. 21.

Bond

Drive.

(40c-55c-75c)

CHICAGO— (4,000)

Egypt"

in

(20th Century-Fox)

What

happens in the dreams of a
sergeant on the African desert
is seen in this Terrytoon.
He finds
himself in a subterranean temple, is
pursued by mummies, but escapes to
discover enchantment in the arms of
a bevy of dancing cat girls. Running
time, 7 mins.
Release date, Sept. 17.

Stage: Teddy Powell and his
Gross $53,000. (Average, $43,000)

"Constant

Nymph" (W.

2nd

week.

:

B.)
(40c-55c-75c)

GARRICK— (1,000)

4th week in
age, $8,500)

Gross:

Loop.

GRAND— (1,150)
ORIENTAL—

"Honeymoon Lodge"

A

fascinat-

Running

filmed.

Release date, Oct.

time, 9 mins.

15.

(Univ.)

Gross:

(Average, $19,000)

week.

$22,000.

"Coney Island" (ZOth-Fox) 5 days, 5th week
"Bataan" (M-G-M) 2 days

ROOSEVELT— (1,500)

(40c-55c-75c). Gross:

(Average, $17,000)
"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)

$17,000.

STATE-LAKE
days.

7th

week.

— (2,700)

(40c-55c-75c)

"Action

in

the North Atlantic"

UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700)
days,

3rd

Gross:

week.

—

the

old

and amusing.

front

gate.
time,

Running

Release date, Sept.

Timely
9 mins.

(Aver-

days

"Taxi, Mister" (U. A.) 4 days

WOODS — (1,200)
(Average,

(40c -55c -75c).

Gross:

$7,500)

'Army' Doubles Take

At $14,000 in Tulsa
Tulsa, Okla., Aug. 31. "This Is
Army" was naturally the big

the

grosser this week after a $4,600 premiere and a heavy play on the first
part of the week which gave almost a
certainty of around $14,000, while
most other films held up satisfactory.
Weather slightly cooler but still far
from attractive but there was no other
competition.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Sept. 2nd
"Stormy Weather" (2<Wh-Fox)
;

9.

Blank Hospital Approved
31.

—Approval

for erection of the proposed $125,000

Raymond M. Blank Memorial Hospi
tal for

(W. B.)
(40c-55c-75c)

$18,000.

—

The cause for the scrap heap is
taken up with a laugh by Pete Smith
who traces the history of various objects and tells how they came to be
on the pile from Junior's electric
to

7

(Average,

Gross: $23,000.

$23,000)

"Scrap Happy"
(M-G-M)

train

7

$26,000.

(40c-55c-75c) 7 days, 3rd

$10,000.

religion.

Gross:

PALACE— (2,500)

Ceylon, great stronghold of Buddhism,
with its ancient temples and towering
sculptures, regarded by Japan as the
its

2nd

(30c-35c-55c-65c)

(3,200)

Stage: Mills Bros.
(Average, $22,000)
"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)

4

well

7 days,

(40c-55c-75c)

week. Gross: $10,000. (Average, $8,000)
"Spotlight Scandals" (Mono.)

(W. B.) 3 days, 3rd week
"Black Raven" (PRC) 3 daysi, 3rd week
"Victory Through Air Power" (U. A.)

Century -Fox)

subject,

(Aver-

"Forever and a Day" (RKO)
"Melody Parade" (Mono.)

The coast of strategy in this Lowell
Thomas Magic Carpet Technicolor, is

ing

days.

7

$8,000.

age, $18,000)
"Gorilla Man"

"Coast of Strategy"

motherland of

days,

7

(40c-55c-75c)

orchestra.

7

(20th

days,

7

(Average, $10,000)

$12,000.

days.

children has been received from

War Production Board by Iowa
Methodist Hospital officials, and it is
expected the building can be started
this fall, according to Myron Blank,
son of A. H. and Mrs. Blank, donors
the

.

Washington, D. C, Aug. 31. Andrew R. Kelley, former drama editor
Sam
and film critic for the Washington
quences in "Address Unknown," which
Star, will join the Washington News
he zvill produce independently for Coas film and drama critic on Sept. 6.
lumbia release.
Rita Hayworth, He will replace Russell Stewart who
Gene Kelly and Phil Silvers go into
resigned to join Warner Bros, in New
dance sequences for "Cover Girl," at
York in the publicity department.
Columbia, in a number titled "Make
Kelley long headed the President's
Way for Tomorrow."
Monogram Birthday Ball Committee and annually
•has
signed Rick Vallin, who has
chose the play designated to give the
played in a number of Republic West"command performance" before the
erns and several Monogram pictures,
President and his official family which
.

Aug.

Des Moines, Aug.

200)

tone, will sing

Co-Ed,"

instead, disguised as St. Nick,
but Junior, who is a knowing child,
has a few tricks up his sleeve and in
the morning presents mama with a
new fur coat. One of the funniest.
Running time, 8 mins. Release date,

.

.

.

Claus.

feline

—

.

Pig

chimney

"Somewhere

(20c-25c-40c)

Director Frank Borzage is shooting a brilliant Russian Cafe scene for
Pittsburgh, Aug. 31. After a first
co-starring
Sister,"
His
Butler's
week which soared beyond the most
Jeanna Durbin, Franchot Tone and
to a smashing $48,Walt generous estimate
Pat O'Brien at Universal.
000, "This Is the Army" promised
Disney has brought four of Mexico's
$25,000 in its second week at the Stan:op artists here for his South AmeriThe town was devoted mostly to
ley.
:an musical feature, "Latin For
holdovers.
Day," for RKO-Radio release. They
Estimated box-office receipts for the
ire Carmen, Vicente and Jose Molina,
ending Aug. 31-Sept. 3
week
lancers, and Dora Luz, singer.
"Hers
to Hold" (Univ.)
June Havoc has been signed for the
FULTON— (1,700) (30c-40c-60c) 7 days,
feminine lead opposite Joe E. Brown 2nd week. Gross: $10,000. (Average, $7,700)
n "The Return of Casanova," at Re- "Heaven Can Wait" (20th-Fox)
public.
20th-Fox's "Home in InHARRIS (2,200) (35c-44c-60c) 7 days, 2nd
diana" goes before the cameras on week. Gross: $9,800. (Average, $9,300)
location near Marion, O., Sept. 8, with "Salute to the Marines" (M-G-M)
PENN— (3,400) (30c-40c-60c) 7 days. Gross:
Henry Hathaway directing for Pro- $22,000.
(Average, $16,800)
ducer Andre Daven.
Shooting on "Appointment in Berlin" (Col.)
Samuel Bronston's "Jack London" is "It's a Great Life" (CoL)
being held up for several days due
SENATOR— (1.750) (35c-44c-60c) 7 days.
Gross: $3,300. (Average, $3,200)
to an injury to Michael O'Shea, the
"The Constant Nymph" (W. B.)
.

Junior

finds

down stairs to await Santa
Chicago, Aug. 31.— "Dixie" with
The wolf comes down the Teddy Powell and his orchestra on the

days.

7

Gross: $4,500. (Average, $4,500)
"The Constant Nymph" (W. B.)

4

.

Eve

Christmas
stealing

ing Sept. 2

(2Sc-35c-50c) 7 days

CRITERION— (1,500)

September.

I'i'if

2nd Chi. Week

"Heaven Can Wait" (20th-Fox)

screenplay, but when she
to get the slant on it that
Belznick wanted, he stepped in to do
ime writing chore himself. It means
he picture won't get before the camras until the middle or latter part
icript

Short Subject $53,000 Gross
Reviews
For 'Dixie' in
"One Ham's Family"

ing Sept. 2nd

-

tion, he's going to direct the picture
iris well as produce it.
tf;
Margaret Buell Wilder, who authored the book, was brought out to

13

31— "This (M-G-M)

the week at the Midwest. Other films
of a so-so caliber show just that kind
Weather slightly^ cooler,
of returns.
though still hot. No competition.
Estimated receipts for the week end-

Griffith.

i

i

City

City, Aug.
Is the Army" not only took in over
$4,000 at its special premiere performance but was off on a pace which
will probably show at least $14,000 for

new

is

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Wind" preparation stint on
production, "Since You Went
tway," but he's also aiming at the
iersatility crown so long held by D.
\ ith

:

:

Motion Picture daily

1943

of the hospital.

MAJESTIC— (570)

(25c-40c)

7

days,

sec$2,500)

ond week. Gross: $3,000. (Average,
"This Is the Army" (W. B.)

ORPHEUM— (1,400)

Gross:

$14,000.

(15c-35c-55c)

7

days.

(Average, at 50 cents top,

$7,500)

"Yanks Ahoy" (U. A.)
"Wings and the Woman" (RKO)
RIALTO--(1,250)

(20c-40c) 3 days.

Gross:

(Average, $1,500)
"Salute for Three" (M-G-M)
"Rubber Rackateers" (PRC)

$1,750.

RIALTCK-( 1,250)

(20c-40c) 4 days.

Gross:

(Average, $1,950)
"Holy Matrimony" (20th-Fox)

$2,450.

Altec Promotes
L.

W. McClung,

of

McClung
Altec Service,

former service inspector in the Al
bany, Ga., territory, has been promoted
to the position of district supervisor,
L
with headquarters in Atlanta.
Grady Kennedy succeeds him in Albany.

BACK THE ATTACK.
War Loan Drive

Sign

RITZ— (2,000)
$9,250.

(25c-40c-50c) 7 days.

Gross:

(Average, $7,750)

Newman

Aids Cavalcade

Hollywood, Aug.

—

31.
Alfred Newman, musical director of last year's
"Victory Caravan," has again been
enlisted to assist with special arrangements in the Hollywood War Bond
your Third

pledge.

Cavalcade.
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Coast Flashes
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Stage Competition
To Films Resumes
Philadelphia, Aug.

31.

—The

1943-

44 stage season in Philadelphia gets
under way tonight with the reopening
of the Forrest Theatre for four-weeks
of the Olsen and Johnson "Sons o'
Fun." The past season having grossed
more than $1,500,000 among the three
Shubert houses the Forrest, Locust

—

—

and Walnut St. prospects for this
coming season are even brighter with
all three houses booked well into next
month.
The Locust St. lights up again on
Labor Day with the world premiere of
Walter Kerr's new comedy, "Star
Dust," following on Oct. 4 with
"Othello," starring Paul Robeson. The
Walnut St. gets started on Sept. 7,
with Fred Stone in a revival of "You
Can't Take it with You," and follows on Oct. 4 with the third local
St.

visit of

"Life

With Father."

Lackey Named to
L. A. Review Board
—William T.
Los Angeles, Aug.
31.

Lackey, independent producer for the
last 14 years, has joined the staff of
the Los Angeles Board of Review,
U. S. Office of Censorship, under
Chairman Watterson R. Rothacker.
An associate producer for Paramount from 1935-39, Lackey produced
independently
between
pictures
18
1928 and 1931, when he joined Monogram producing 14 in 1931-35, rejoining that studio in 1939 where he produced 14 more. Lackey succeeds the
late Clark Thomas on the OC staff.

MILLER, Universal
DAVE
manager
Cleveland, and

district

in

Mrs.

Miller will celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary Sept. 10.

JOHN

E.
division

«J

local

Navy Thurs- from

will be inducted into the

Paul Castello,
the

Warner

district manager of
circuit in Philadelphia,

is

to Ed
publicity director.

now

WAC

Panama

its

"somewhere

in

Panama"

in

an impro-

Clair Theatre, Moline,
Theatres,
has
States

of the

for

111.,

joined

LeTrithe

vised theatre in an Army
Ricardo
President
Adolfo

•

Pat McGee,

of J.

H. Cooper En-

Denver, is the father of a
la daughter, Merry Karen, born to Mrs.
de
Guardia of Panama will be guest of McGee on Aug. 26.
honor.
Others expected to attend include President de la Guardia's cabiConn.
Files
net, other Latin-American diplomats
New Haven, Aug. 31. The Hamand enlisted men. The entire proceedings will be broadcast over two Pana- ilton Theatre Co., Inc., operator of
the Hamilton, Waterbury, has filed a
ma radio stations.
certificate of incorporation with the
Secretary of State, with an authorized
with Schulberg
capital of $50,000.
Incorporators are
Hal Korda has resigned his position
Philip
Sherman, former Vitagraph
in the M-G-M publicity department to
manager here, Gertrude Sherman, and
accept a post, effective Friday, with
outpost.

terprises,

House

—

Korda

B. P. Schulberg's new legitimate theaventures as production assistant.
Schulberg's
present
According to
plans, two shows will be brought to

Harold E. Alprovis,

all

of

New Haven.

and "What
Run?" with John Gar-

"Marianne"

Makes Sammy

field slated for the lead in the

second

play.

Para. Books

RKO

Film

San Francisco, Aug.

31.

— Milton

New

York home ofof the
fice, is here to "sub" for managers of
the Telenews theatres in San Francisco and Oakland during vacations.
Wiseman,

Filming Mexican Shorts

Robert M. Weitman, managing diCity, Aug 31. Four shorts
New York Paramount, in Mexico
color dealing with Mexican customs
has booked RKO's "A Lady Takes a
are to be filmed here for public exChance" as the opening feature of the
Segura.
new season, starting Sept. 15th. Only hibition by Juan Jose

RKO

mount was

picture to play the Para"Hitler's Children."

department

in Philadelphia,

has

home

Oklahoma Workers
City, Aug.
—The

Oklahoma
city council

31.

week on an

to act this

is

emergency

office conferences.

•
G. H. Coats, manager of the Tiger
Theatre, Auburn, Ala., has been made
president of the local Rotary Club.

•

Menke

ordinance granting city
film theatres the right to operate on
a 24-hour basis, following requests
from war plant officials here that
"swing shift" workers be given an opportunity to attend picture shows.
a.m. has been the deadline for theatre

Two

succeeds I. Good operation.
the 20th -Fox
The ordinance will probably be
Minneapolis exchange.
passed, as an emergency measure, but
•
it will probably permit only downtown
Otto Ebertt,
office manager
houses to run all hours inasmuch as
at Indianapolis, is on vacation.
greatest opposition seems to be from
•
those who are against neighborhood
Nat Rubin, Philadelphia theatre theatres staying open such hours.
manager now in service, has been
commissioned a second lieutenant in
for Pisapia
the Army Transportation Corps.
cashier

chief

at

RKO

Party

James

Stars,

War Heroes

To Tour 50
{Continued from page

Cities
1)

of one hero from each
branch of the service, starting Sept.
8 from Los Angeles, New York, Dallas,
Chicago and Atlanta, traveling
by army transport plane and stopping

composed

10 cities each.

at

Weinberg Joins

Wiseman on Coast

—

rector of the

other

real

Pisapia,

manager

of the

Har-

bor Theatre, Brooklyn, was tendered
before joining the Army,
night at the La Tourraine
Restaurant.
check was presented
to Pisapia in behalf of the Interboro
Circuit owners, by Lew Preston, disAmong those prestrict supervisor.
ent were Interboro,
and Loew

a

party,

Monday

A

RKO

managers, and Sid Goldman, manager
of the Center Theatre, New York.
Goldman will enter the Army with
Pisapia.

tre

Broadway,

Warner

of the

returned to that city following

as

Universal's

have

estate

Josephine

•

"Hers to Hold" will Marines.
Latin-American premiere

•

Schreiber,

secretary

Borg Iverson, manager

in

hundred
NINE
theatres

Ail-Night Shows for

Minneapolis.

Jack Weinberg,

•

public.

Shown

;

branch manager,
and Bill
Bishop, director of publicity for the the "Bed for Buddy" campaign, acBob Noone, of the Comerford ac- Western division, have been with the cording to Charles Skouras, chairman
counting department in Scranton, is company for 15 years or longer.
of the Servicemen's Overnight Housthe father of a daughter, Peggy Ann,
ing fund.
•
born to Mrs. Noone in Mary Keller
Lieut. Max Millek, former pubHospital.
Scorning superstition two producers
licity director for the William Gold•
man Circuit in Philadelphia, and will start shooting their first producMichael Mungovan, head of the Rita Katz, will be married in Phila- tion for United Artists Sept. 13. BeneRochester Stage Hands union, has delphia next month.
dict E. Bogeaus rolls "Bridge of San
been reelected vice-president of the
Luis Rey," with Rowland V. Lee di•
State Federation of Labor.
George Worcester, 90, is 20th Cen- recting. Producers Corp. of America
•
tury-Fox' new manager in New Hav- starts "Knickerbocker Holidays," a
Frank L. McNamee, former RKO en. He sold Louis B. Mayer his Harry Joe Brown production.
•
branch manager in Philadelphia, now first theatre in Boston.
regional director of the WMC, is
The third Darryl Zanuck produc•
celebrating his 25th wedding annivertion for 20th-Fox will be "Purple
Jack Hurford, former manager of
sary.
Heart," with Lewis Milestone directthe Fox Theatre, Detroit, has been
•
ing.
commissioned a major in charge of
•
Jack Sayers, Hollywood manager films in Alaska.
has arrived
of Audience Research,
Paramount has announced "Divided
•
from California to confer with Alby Five," concerning five individuals
Irv Blumberg, publicity director for
bert E. Sindlinger and Dr. George
who share the contract of a crooner,
the Warner circuit in Philadelphia,
Gallup.
for Sam Coslow production.
has returned from vacation.
•
•
•
Morris Stein, assistant manager of
Columbia has assigned Richard
Leonard Mintz is back on his
Wallace to direct "At Night We
Warners' Bromley Theatre, PhiladelPhiladelphia 20th-Fox salesmen's job,
phia, has been inducted into the Navy
Dream," a Paul Muni vehicle.
with an Army rejection.
•
Air Forces.
•
•
Representatives of the seven unafHerman
Beisdorf, Great Lakes disJohn Claude Fisher, member of trict manager for 20th Century-Fox, filiated guilds approved the payroll
the Pennsylvania Board of M. P.
deduction for charities plan okayed
left yesterday for Boston where he will
Censors, became a grandfather last
yesterday by affiliated bodies. Perconfer with L. J. Schlaifer.
manent Charities Committee Chairweek.
•
•
man Edward Arnold presided.
Mel
Evidon,
Columbia
exchange
Jimmy Dormond of the Warner
manager
Moines,
returned
at
Des
has
Philadelphia,
circuit
publicity
staff,

Robert Fannon, member of Repub- became the father of a fourth son
last week.
lic's local sales staff, has been named born
•
office
manager of the company's
Mrs. Etty Geier, formerly secreNew York branch, succeeding Sidney
Picker. The latter will leave for the tary to Joseph Bernhard at Warners,

'Hold'

Hollywood, Aug. 31
and fifty California
have pledged support of

;

•

Fannon Replaces

Coast Friday to begin his new assignment as an associate producer for Re-

1943

Chicago

manager Sam Shirley,
manager
W. E. Banford,

district

day.

Picker at Repub.

FLYNN, M-G-M

1,

BACK THE ATTACK.
War Loan Drive

Sign

your

pledge.

Third

Max

Weinberg, former trade paper

correspondent
the

M-G-M

Baltimore, has joined
short subjects publicity
in

department under
the

M-G-M

home

office.

Herb Morgan, in
Ray Murray, now

with Columbia's publicity department,
formerly held the post.

Frank Scully Stricken
Frank

Scully,

M-G-M

Washington

salesman, has been taken seriously ill
while on vacation at Portland, Me. W.
A. Scully, Universal vice-president
and general sales manager, was called
to Portland two days ago because of
his brother's condition.

Norene an Ass't Booker
Des

Moines,

Norene, formerly
of the

been

Aug.

31.

— Clifford

ad department

Helprin in Cairo

Helprin, former
Eastern
exchange, has publicity representative for Alexander
assistant booker at Korda, is now stationed in Cairo,
Egypt, with the
in the

Morris

Omaha Warner
appointed

Warners

here.

OWL

—
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;

Nymph' Sensational
With $23,000 Take

Off the

4

15

Antenna

'

HERALDING

the opening of the Third War Loan drive on Sept. 9, a
radio show featuring Bing Crosby, Robert Young, Jimmy
Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy, George Burns and Gracie

In Cleveland Run

full-hour

Durante,
Charles Boyer,

Ronald Colman, Akim Tamiroff, Dinah Shore, and
Gordon Jenkins' orchestra, will be broadcast over the four major networks
on the night of Sept. 8. Secretary of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau will
Allen,

—

Cleveland, Aug. 31. With a very
big weekend downtown, a banner take
"Constant
is anticipated for the week.
Nymph" was a sensation with $23,000
Cool
Hippodrome.
Warners'
at
weather and shorter evenings contributed to the heavy weekend attend-

be heard from Washington.
The newly-created radio industry's technical planning board, set up to
study industry post-war plans and problems, will hold its first meeting in New
York at the Roosevelt Hotel on Sept. 15.
has produced three transcribed programs to be distributed to over 300 stations by the National Tuberculosis Association during its pre-holiday drive.
Robert Bartley, vicepresident of the Yankee Network, has been appointed war director of the
National Association of Broadcasters, and Karl A. Smith, Washington attorney, has been retained as special counsel.
Formation of a program relations division, designed to acquaint CBS stations with network program
policies, and to apprise the network program department of station program
problems, is announced by Douglas Coulter, CBS director of broadcasts.
Robert L. Kennett will manage the division.
NBC's rate increase is effective today.
WOR's August business was 12 percent higher than a year
ago, marking the third successive month that the station has achieved a new

NBC

.'

.

.

.

ance.

Estimated taking for the week ended
Sept. 2:

.

"Hers to Hold" (Univ.)

ALLEN — (3,000)

7 days, 2nd
(Aver$12,000.

(40c-50c-60c)

Gross:

week on moveover.
age, $8,300)

Nymph" (W.

"Constant

B.)

WARNERS' HIPPODROME —
Gross:

(40c-50c-60c) 7 days.
age, $17,100)

(3,500)

(Aver-

$23,000.

"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)

WARNERS' LAKE— (714)
week.

3rd

days,

Gross:

(40c-50c-60c)

7

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

•

Sparrow" (R-K-O)

RKO PALACE— (3,300)

(45c-55c-75c and
Sundays and holidays) 7 days. Stage:
Bobby Sherwood orchestra, with 3 Stooges.
Mary Beth Hughes and vaudeville. Gross:

'

(Average, $25,800)

$32,000.

LOEW'S STATE— (3,300)
Gross:

week.

2nd

(40c-60c) 7 days,

(Average,

$19,000.

$16,-

S00)

LOEW'S STILLMAN — (1,900)

,

week.

Gross:

(40c-60c)

$11,500.

7

(Average.

$S,600)

$9,000 for 'Canteen'
In 6th Toronto Week

.

.

Aug.

Toronto,

31.

— "Stage

Door

holding up to $9,000 in its
sixth week at Loew's, and another
holdover, "Hers to Hold," looked like
is

$6,500 for the third week at the
town.
Estimated receipts for the
ending Sept. 2:

"They Came to Blow Up America"

Up-

Wake Up Screaming"

EGLINTON— (1,086)
days.

Gross: $3,500.

"The Desperadoes"
"It's a Great Life"

(20th-

(20th-Fox)
6

$4,300)

(Col.)
(Col.)

(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)

days.
Gross: $9,800.
(Average, $12,300)
"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)

6

LOEW'S— (2,074)

days, 6th

week.

(18c-30c-42c-60c-78c)

Gross:

$9,000.

6

(Average,

$11,400)

"The Bombardier" (RKO)

SHEA'S— (2,480)
days.

Gross:

"Edge

of

of Blue's London nezvs office.
leaves to join the Army on Sept. 10.
.

(Col.)

TTVOLI— (1,434)
Gross: $4,200.

.

.

(18c-30c-48c)

6

days.

(Average, $4,600)

UPTOWN— (2,761)
3rd week.

$6,500.

6

(Average.

$9,000)

Chi.

—Irving

Berlin's

Army"

has been booked
for the Chicago Theatre, here, start-

A

stage show policy
will be suspended for the run.
special premiere will be held on Sept.
23, with Mayor Kelly and the "First
Nighter's Committee" handling arrangements for Army Emergency ReSept.

24.

A

lief.

Silverman Expands
Bud Silverman, owner

of

ARCADIA— (600)

2nd

7

(Average.

Arthur Van

nczvscaster

B.)
(35c-46c-57c-68c) 7 days,

Gross: $4,250. (Average,
on the Rhine" (W. B.)

run.

"Watch

BOYD— (3,000)

$3,500)

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

7

days. Gross: $26,000. (Average, $17,800)
"I Walked With a Zombie" (R-K-O)
(6

days)

"Watch on the Rhine" (W.

.

EARLE— (3,000)

B.) (1 day)
(46c-57c-75c) 6 days

.

of

.

of the Cren-

shaw Theatre, Los Angeles, is taking
over the Arlington Theatre there on
Sept. 2nd.
Silverman formerly was
associated with the Schine circuit.

-

-

.

.

.

Reagan Sets Five
More 'Bell' Runs
Five additional advanced price extended runs of "For Whom the Bell
Tolls" were announced here yesterday
by Charles M. Reagan, Paramount assistant general sales manager, following his return from a field trip during
which he completed the arrangements.

at the Circle, Indianapolis, Oct. 1
Co., opens at
the Rialto, Louisville, Oct. 7 or 14,
and I. Libson, at the Capitol, Cincinit

will

FWC

Alcazar, in
staged at the
San Francisco, tonight. The Midwest
premiere will be held tomorrow at the
State-Lake, Chicago.

be

AFRA

Board

to

Meet

of directors of the American
Federation of Radio Artists will meet
York
tomorrow at AFRA's
headquarters to hear the proposal

Board

New

-

Comes Courage"

Interstate Circuit has scheduled six advanced price premieres of
Warners' production of "This Is the
Army," with the six houses scaled to
gross a total of $73,000 for Army
Emergency Relief, from the single performances. They are
Majestic, Dallas, Oct. 6; Majestic,
Houston, Sept. 15; Majestic, San Antonio, Sept. 15
Paramount, Austin,
Sept. 30; Worth, Fort Worth, Sept.
23 Martini, Galveston, Sept. 29.
Two more Interstate key situations
for which similar premieres are now
being worked out are the Plaza, El
Paso, and the Kimo, Albuquerque.
;

;

War Loan Drive

pledge.

Third

(Col.)

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-

week.

Gross:

$7,500.

—

Philadelphia, Aug. 31. In spite
of the dearth of available name band
attractions, Warners' Earle, the only
center-city theatre with a stage policy,
grossed $1,150,300 in 1942-43.
The
season extended for only 50 weeks,
house darkening two weeks to allow
for refurnishings, and the gross is
based on a six-day week. State blue
laws prohibit the presentation of stage
shows on Sundays.

Facing further competition for the
time

Negro

Briggs, Fromkess
Hollywood, Aug.

31.

—O.

Henry

PRC president, and Leon
Fromkess, PRC production head, are
Briggs,

fashioning the largest advertising and
publicity

campaign

in

PRC

history, in

conferences expected to continue here
for a week.
The campaign will concentrate on 10 specials for the 1943-44
season.

Charles Trapp Retires
Omaha, Aug.

31.

—Charles

in

band

the introduction
stage policy at

of

a

Sam

Fay's Theatre in West Philathe past season's business
compared most favorably with the
$1,169,700 grossed for the full 52weeks of 1941-42. The season's high
was registered by Jimmy Dorsey's orchestra with $36,500 for the week of
Stiefel's

Map PRC Campaign

Paramount

your

2nd

$1,150,000 Grossed
By Earle in a Year

first

the

Sign

days,

'Army' Premieres

member

at

7

(Average, $8,400)

Texas

BACK THE ATTACK.

delegates

75c)

Interstate Sets 6

Chicago
AFRA convention last weekend, to invite Actors Equity to join AFRA and
the American Guild of Musical Artists
in a three-way consolidation.
by

-

.

.

"First

made

-

.

.

Northern California premiere

Armif Premiere

Chicago, Aug. 31

.

.

Oct. 7 or 14, and the Colonial,
Dayton, Oct. 14.

(

$9,800.

.

nati,

"This Is the
ing

.

Fourth Ave. Amusement

(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)

Gross:

Gross:

.

.6

"Hers to Hold" (Univ.)
days,

IVOR

.

.

.

(Average, $12,200)

Darkness" (W.B.)
Midnight With Boston

"After

.

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

week.

•
•
•
vaudeville including Lionel Hampton's orchJoe Williams,
Program Notes Jack Benny's current tour of the Middle East war estra, Dinah Washington.
Bobby & Foster Johnson, Canfield & Lewis.
zone will delay the opening of his regular radio season until Oct. 10.
Gross: $32,200. (Average, $23,900)
Forthcoming programs of CBS Screen Guild Players include the follow- "Stormy Weather" (Zttth-Fox)
FOX — (3,000) (35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c) 7
ing film adaptations: "The Major and the Minor," featuring Warner Baxdays, 3rd week. Gross: $14,900. (Average.
ter and Ruth Warrick, Sept. 6: "Birth of the Blues," with Ginny Simms $17,800)
and Bing Crosby, Sept. 13; "To Mary With Love," Sept. 20; "Thank "Hit the Ice" (Univ.)
KARLTON — (1,000) (35c-41c-46c-57c-68cYour Lucky Stars," with Dinah Shore and Eddie Cantor, Sept. 27; "Edge
Gross: $5,000. (Aver75c) 7 days, 2nd run.
of Darkness" with Errol Flynn, Oct. 4; and "Bombardier," with Pat age.
$4,700)
O'Brien, Oct. 11.
Dinah Shore will have her own variety program on "DuBarry Was a, Lady" (M-G-M)
KEITH'S— (2,200) (35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)
Spike Jones and his City Slickers, featured
CBS starting Sept. 30.
7 days, 2nd run.
Gross: $4,800. (Average,
in Warners' "Thank Your Lucky Stars," and opening a week's engage- $5,300)
ment at Loew's State in New York tomorrow, will be a regular weekly "This Is the Army" (W. B.)
MA STB AUM— (4,700) (35c 41 c 46c 57c 68c
feature of the Bob Burns NBC program starting Oct. 7.
Gracie Fields,
75c)
7 davs.
2nd week. Gross: $54,000.
starred in 20th Century- Fox's "Holy Matrimony," now visiting war (Average,
$22,900)
'-amps in England, is expected to return to her regular Mutual spot on "Dixie" (Para.)
STANLEY — (3,000) (35c-41c-46c-57c-6Sc"Hollywood Theatre of the Air" will feature Mary Astor in
Oct. 11.
75c)
7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $20,800.
"Take a Letter, Darling" during the week of Sept. 13 over NBC.
(Average, $18,300)

Reagan closed with L. J. Schanberger whereby "Bell" will open at
Keith's, Baltimore, Sept. 29 or Oct.
Blackie"
Dolle and Katz circuit will open
6.

(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)

$11,000.

2nd

STANTON— (1,700)

(18c-30c-48c-60c)

(Average,

IMPERIAL— (3,373)

manager

.

week

Fox)
"I

ALDINE— (900)

.

.

Canteen"

"Above Suspicion" (M-G-M)

—

"Above Suspicion" (M-G-M)
days. 3rd

assistant

guest relations department, haz'ing been promoted from studio operations supervisor.
Arthur Feldman becomes special feature reporter for
the Blue Netzvork in London today, and zvill act as assistant to George Hicks,

Horn

the leader in the field is
Army," figured on bringing $54,000 to the Mastbaum.
Estimated takings for the week ending Sept. 1-3
Is the

"The Constant Nymph" (W.

new

the

is

NBC's

manager

(M-G-M)

"Salute to the Marines"

John D. Wahlstrom

Purely Personal

S5c

Boyd while

"This

$10,300)

•

5^,100)

Fallen

—

Cooler
Philadelphia, Aug. 31.
weather stemming the weekend exodus
to seashore points, and in spite of a
rainy Sunday, downtown houses still
enjoyed big business although holdovers and continued runs predominate.
The only major opening, "Watch on
the Rhine" points to $26,000 at the

days,

sales high.

(Average,

$4,000.

.

.

Army' Gross
Of $54,000
Is Terrific

Trapp,

veteran exchange
staff
has announced his re-

here,

delphia,

May

28.

Clark in Air Debate
Tom

C. Clark, Assistant Attorney
General, and Thurman Arnold, associate justice of the U. S. Court of Appeals, will participate in a debate on
"Anti-Trust Enforcement Now and in
the Post War" on Mutual's American
Forum of the Air program on Sept. 7.

(

tirement.

He

will

move

to California.

Prove you're alive!

Join

the

Bond

Drive.

"

DESTROYER SHATTERS ALL PREVIOU
COLUMBIA RECORDS!

Wk,/

MOTION PICTURE

First in

DAILY

(Radio):
j

7]

Accura
and
Impartial

OL

NO.

54.

NEW

46

Agree

British

To Arbitrate
Film Disputes

YORK,

U.S.A.,

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

—

Washington,

—

CEA

to sell the idea.

The War

Board

Production

will

power,
gas, fuel, oil, coal, communications and
transportation, for the sole purpose of
grading conservation, Army dimout requireseek

further

cuts

in

electric

(Continucd on page 6)

The Board of Trade, however, at
the same time made known to the
;

campaign

unwillingness to sponsor
having to do with film buying terms and conditions or to interfere officially and formally with the
imposition of conditions on normal
its

All Entertainment

legislation
'

trading.

This was made known today at a
meeting of the CEA, called to formulate policies and lines of new approach
to the Kinematograph Renters Society covering the entire rentals situa(Continued on page 6)

—

Chicago, Sept. 2. Members of the
Chicago Operator's Union will appear
before the regional War Labor Board
here tomorrow morning with a petition for a rehearing on the denial of a
increase was
turned down by the Chicago regional
board on Aug. 23, despite the fact
that exhibitors in this area had joined
(Continued on page 6)

The wage

increase.

More than 300 representatives of 17
industries including films, radio, stage,
supplies,
music publishers,
theatre
music instruments, and
here

at

the

War

Square yesterday

Thompson,
dent, and

Chicago Operators to
Appeal Wage Ruling

wage

Groups Spur Drive

in

Tent on Victory

hear Major L. E.
Theatres vice-presi-

to

RKO

outline plans for
member of these in-

others,

reaching every
dustries
drive.

ASCAP, met

the

Third

War Loan
is

chairman

Record participation by the
nation's

Third

showmen

War Loan

dicated

by

the

the

in

drive

more

is

in-

than

10,000 pledges from independent and circuit exhibitors

already signed.

However, with some 16,000odd theatres pledged to permanent War Activities Com-

WAC

mittee projects,
officials
feel that more participants
are needed to fulfill the industry's
obligation
in
the
campaign.

Sept.

2.

—High

hibition of British

tribute

was

war documentaries

by George Archibald, head of the film
division of the Ministry of Information, on his arrival from New York
for a month's visit.

"No praise for their assistance is
too high," Archibald said.
He expressed the hope that the distribution agreement between the American companies and the MOI, which
expires in October, will be renewed.
The principal purpose of his visit here
(Continued on page 6)

Jeane Cohen Named
Lesser's Story Editor
Sol Lesser, United Artists producer,
yesterday appointed Jeane Cohen as
story editor for Principal Artists Pro-

Cohen formerly was
David Belasco, Paramount and Columbia Pictures. She

ductions.
Miss
story editor for

was

with Chester
Black in a
Broadway stage production and at one

also

associated

and

Edward

(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 6)

Nation's Showmen Elect
'The Stars of Tomorrow
To Examine Warner

War Loan Pledges
Top 10,000 Mark

London,

paid the American industry here today
for its collaboration and helpfulness
in furthering the distribution and ex-

Erskine

Major Thompson, who

Hour Broadcast

In Anti-Trust Suit
oral examination of Harry M.
of Warner Brothers
Pictures, will take place on Sept. 8
in the law offices of Hays, Podell and
Schulman, in connection with the
Sherman Anti-Trust Act treble damage action instituted in Federal Court
by the Hillside Amusement Co.
other film
against distributors and

The

Warner, president

Exhibitors of the country have
selected William Bendix, Philip Dorn,
Susan Peters, Donald O'Connor, Anne
Baxter, Van Johnson, Gene Kelly,

Diana

Barrymore,

Gig

Young and

Alexis Smith as the ten most promising players for development
vation to stardom.
The
star material was picked on
of performance in the past

and

ele-

potential
the basis
year.

The poll was conducted by Motion
Picture Herald, which also will publish the results today, and is that pubcompanies.
lication's third annual balloting to deIn addition to Warner Brothers, the termine the exhibitor's recommenda20th Century-Fox, tions to Hollywood for future star
defendants are
National Theatres, MPPDA, Colum- development.
bia, United Artists, Universal, UniIn addition to the aforementioned
Film combined vote of theatre operators, inversal Film Exchange, Big
(Continued on page 6)
dependent and circuit exhibitors also
BACK THE ATTACK. Sign your Third voted separately. The circuits placed
War Loan Drive pledge.
(Continued on page 8)

Sept. 8

To Originate on Coast
And Washington

U.S. Cooperation

Terms

tributors are persisting in
films despite their denials.

TEN CENTS

1943

Archibald Lauds

Not

that it stands in readiness to institute
arbitration machinery for the hearing and adjudication of exhibitor-distributor disputes over film rentals and
current exhibitor charges that dis-

Industry

FILMS
ROOSEVELT,
Dimmed This Month
TO LAUNCH DRIVE
For Conservation

Sept. 2.
Exhibitors
soon receive instructions from the
Office of War Information suggestWill
Gov't,
ing the manner and method for reducing the use of house-front decorative
Legislate
lighting, in line with a national conservation program to be undertaken
FLANAGAN
By
by the Government at the end of this
2.
The
Board
of
London, Sept.
month. It will require voluntary parto
the
assurances
Trade has given
ticipation by all businessmen, but the
Association
Cinematograph Exhibitors
Government will conduct a heavy

AUBREY

Picture

House Front Lights

will

However,

3,

to the

President Roosevelt, Secretary of
the Treasury Morgenthau, and the
film industry, via a group of Hol-

lywood stars, will officially launch
the Third War Loan drive, the
greatest financing operation in history, on Sept. 8 in a broadcast to
be covered by all four networks, of

567 stations, and 384 independent
with an estimated audience
of 70,000,000 persons.
It is not

stations,

yet known from just what point
the President will speak.
Secretary Morgenthau devoted his
entire press conference yesterday to
discussion of the broadcast, emphasizing the role of the motion picture industry. Hundreds of exhibitors across
the country have signified their intention of stopping their shows to permit

audiences to hear this unprecedented

program.

The

President's talk, in which he
call for a rededication
of America to the war aims of the
United Nations and for maximum
sacrifice to hasten an early and decisive
victory, will come as the climax of an
hour's program, the first 45 minutes
of which will originate in Hollywood,
beginning at 9 P.M. E.W.T.
From Hollywood, the program
(Continued on page 6)
is

expected to

Mexican Business
On the Up: Reisman
Mexican theatre business is on the
upswing but not to the same extent
as it is in this country, according to
Radio vice-presiPhil Reisman,
dent in charge of foreign distribution,
who returned from a three-week trip
to Mexico yesterday. Local Mexican
production, which accounts for 50 features annually, offers strong competition to American product, with the
result that American features are not
enjoying the same extended runs in
Mexico as they are here, said Reis-

RKO

man.

Mexican

silver and oil industries are
(Continued on page 6)

:

U

No Paper Monday
"Motion Picture Daily" will
not be published on Monday,
Labor Day.

Motion Picture Daily

Personal
Mention
LOUIS

B.

Review
"First

MAYER, Al Lichtman
left

to-

day.

Connors,

in
vice-president
charge of distribution of 20th-Fox,
and William C. Gehring, Western
sales manager, have returned to the
home office after a week in Toronto,
where they conferred with Sydney-

Samson, Canadian

district

manager.

•

PFC. Reggie Rose, with Warners'
home office ad-publicity staff before
entering the Army, at Madison (Ind.)
Field, is here on a week's furlough
to be married on Sunday to Barbara

Air

Langhart.
•

3.

1943

Women Taking Over
At Boston Houses

Comes Courage"

Boston, Sept. 2.
ness in this area

(Columbia)

and Sir Alexander Korda
the Coast for New York by train

Tom

Friday. September

^

A

Aherne volunteers

becoming

is

more and more a Woman's
World. With the drafting of

C KILLFULLY

combining romance with the heroic struggle of the
Norwegian people against their Nazi oppressors, this emerges as
quite a satisfactory melodrama.
Emphasis is on the dramatic conflict
which besets Merle Oberon, who appealingly portrays a Norwegian girl
of aristocratic family serving her country by feigning to be a Quisling,
rather than upon the British Commando activity featured in the footage.
Produced by Harry Joe Brown as a starrer for Merle Oberon and Brian
Aherne, as a British Commando officer, "First Comes Courage" offers
exhibitors two top flight actors in a timely story with box office appeal.
The screen play, which Lewis Meltzer and Melvin Levy have derived
ironi the George Sklar adaptation of the Elliott Arnold book, "The Commandos," presents Miss Oberon as the fiancee of Major Paul Dichter
(Carl Esmond), the Nazi leader of the Norwegian town of Stavik. The
time is the summer of 1942. Considered a Quisling by her neighbors,
she secretly carries on her espionage work for the British, unmindful of
her own personal position. When Major Dichter is put on the spot by
his Colonel and begins to scout around for the person who has been
passing on information which has led to recurring British raids, the
Norwegian underground sends for a British executioner for the Major.

—Show busimany

imminent,

fathers

of

them are seeking defense
work and women are stepping
into their theatre jobs

There are women ushers
many of the downtown ho
now while the majority of

i

suburbans have gone feminine. There are many women
managers, even women engineers in some of the theatres
and cleaning forces are now

made up of women,
whereas formerly they were

entirely

at least one-half male.

RKO

Burnett Gets

Post

Herman

Barnett will be the newart director of Harry Mandel's RKO
Theatres home office publicity depart-

for the mission.
peace-loving barrister before the
war, he met and fell in love with Miss Oberon. Aherne manages to ment starting Sept. 7, succeeding
accomplish his mission, and the Commandos carry out a scheduled raid, Harold Seroy.
New but Miss Oberon does not take the easy way out. She remains behind,
York about Oct. 1.
as the unsuspected widow of the Major, sacrificing a chance to return
•
Clark Takes Over
to England with the man she loves, to continue her work against the
Arthur Koch returns today from Nazis.
Cleveland, Sept. 2. M. R. "Duke'l
illness,
because
absence
of
of
leave
a
Dorothy Arzner's direction sustains the suspense of the theme, play- Clark has replaced Harry Goldstein!
and resumes as assistant manager of
down the fighting of the Commando raid. Others in the fine cast as local Paramount district manager
ing
Vernon.
RKO Proctor's, Mt.
are Fritz Lieber, Erville Alderson, Erik Rolf, Reinhold Schunzel and The Goldsteins plan to reside in Cali•

George Archibald, director

of the
film division of the British Information Services here, now in England
with his family, will return to

—

RKO

Phil Reisman,

Running

time, 86 mins.

*"G" denotes general

Mexico.

trip to

fornia during the winter.

Radio vice- Isobel Elsom.

president and foreign head, returned
yesterday from a three-week business

Milt Livingston

"G."*

classification.

•
Lt.

RKO Frisch Underwrites
now
home office
$350,000 Bond Buy

Jack Granara, former

Theatres publicity

man

in

Boston,

in the Army, visited the
yesterday.

Frisch and his Randforce
Circuit have underwritten the purchase of $350,000 of Third War Loan
bonds as tickets of admission to the

Louis

•

Frank H. (Rick) Ricketson, Fox

West Coast Theatres executive, is the
new president of the Central City
"Hollywood Caravan" Madison Square
Opera House Association, Denver.
Garden show

•
F. W. Huss, Jr., president of
sociated Theatres, Cincinnati, is
cationing in Canada.

As-

of

Sept.

on the night

to be held

11.

He made

this

va-

announcement yesterWar Bond emergency

day at a special
meeting of the Independent Theatre
•
Owners Association, at which Harry
Herb Ellisberg, Chicago indepen- Brandt, president, and Leo Brecher,
dent distributor, is here for a month's Metropolitan New York Loan drive
visit.
chairman, explained to exhibitor memGeorge Dembow plans to leave for bers the manner and method of their
the Coast at the end of the month.
participating in the drive, which starts
•
Sept. 9.
This was the first time this summer
R. M. Savtni is expected back in
New York today from a Southern that the ITOA was in session. Regular meetings will be resumed during
business trip.
the first

•

Charles Moss, managing
of Loew's
Criterion,
from a Coast visit.

has

week

of October.

RKO Makes 10 Ass't NEW
Managerial Shifts
RKO

Theatres have made several
personnel changes
in
Metropolitan
area houses, as follows Herbert For-

returned

Cohen with Snider

named

assistant

manager

Herbert

Crooker

of

M-G-M

Sam Wheeler, former

is

back from Chicago.

in

BACK THE ATTACK.
War Loan Drive

town on independent
Washington

deals for the
Sign

your

p'edge.

is

distribution
territorv.

Third

Prove you're alive!

Join

the

Bond

Drive.

liana Massey
Maurice Roeeo
Mary Raye

sort

UCHNiCOLOR!

a 20*

DON

WICK

assistant manager at Proctor's Mt.
Vernon, to the same post at Keith's,
White Plains, replacing Derald Delancey, resigned. H. G. Hodges has

replaced

W.

manager

at

P. Polkins as assistant
the
Palace in

RKO

RKO

Run Switched

Los Angeles, Sept. 2.— "For

BOB HOPE

the Bell Tolls" will be switched from
twice daily to continuous performances
at the Carthay Circle on Sept.
with prices remaining unchanged.

10,

Naldi

BENNY

M

BETTY HUTTON
AND BAND
POPS & LOUIE
A Paramount
b

ar

JACK MARSHALL

Picture

paramount

boVd s

A
State

sis

LOEW'S

IN

First

N.

PERSON

SPIKE JONES
& HIS CITY
SLICKERS

ON SCREEN
Y. Showing

MERLE OBERON
BRIAN AHERNE
"FIRST COMES

EXTRA!
JOHNNY
MORGAN

COURAGE"

PALACE
Broadway's New

Whom

&

ROXYr

CENTUirrox wcn/tr

;

'BelV

20th Century-

Fox Washington branch manager,

.

„c«in
ittwn

given a leave of absence because of
Thomas Johnston, shifted from

illness

J.

Wheeler Seeks Films

Production

;

Boston, Sept. 2. Joseph Cohen has
Hal Seroy, head of the art departHerman
M-G-M Albany succeeded Lawrence Herman of the ment at RKO Theatres for the past
branch manager, and Ralph Maw, Ralph Snider booking offices here. 11 years, leaves today to join ColumBuffalo manager, are in town for con- Herman has left for service with the bia Picture's art department. He was
ferences with William F. Rodgers.
Army. Cohen formerly was booker given a farewell party by his RKO
for Maurice Posner.
associates at the Russian Tea Room
•
on West 57th St. yesterday afternoon.
Schlaifer has returned from
L.
Boston.

Lubitsch S

at 86th

William McDermott to assistant
manager in a change with Morton
Meyer, who becomes relief assistant
manager at the Greenpoint; John
Thomas, as relief assistant manager in
Brooklyn and Queens; Mae Whelan,
promoted from secretary to relief assistant manager at Proctor's
New
Rochelle,
replacing
Arthur Koch,
St.

Hal Seroy Leaves

—

•
Ripps,

trast

:

gash,

Rochester, N. Y.

director

YORK THEATRES

1st

B WAY &
47th St.

Run Theatre
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•

9

A GLANCE

•

•

at

M-G-M's

first

group

new season

for the

dis-

Rodgers and his lads had a word for it when they were
planning the initial selling set-up
as they undoubtedly have for the
closes that

Bill

—

That word

rest of the productions in various stages of filming

The doien

is

be available next month include
three musicals. "Best Foot Forward," "Girl Crazy," "I Dood It"; as
"balance"

many

which'll

comedies, "Whistling in Brooklyn," "Swing Shift Maisie," "Young

a

Ideas"; the service drama, "Salute to the Marines";

backgrounds, "Above Suspicion." "The Adventures

Down

Under"; another in the popular series

Criminal Case," and the Eric Knight yarn of

Come Home"

•

^

AMONG

•

•

trio

with wartime

of Tartu,"

"The

Man

of metiers. "Dr. Gillespie's

a dog and a boy,

"Lassie

^
completed but not yet

17

or

set,

cameras at Culver City, that same balance can

still

before the

be observed

About Face," "Thousands Cheer," "Broadway
Rhythm," "Meet the People" and "Mr. Co-ed"
Comedies are four
in number: "The Heavenly Body," "Little Miss Magic," "Andy Hardy's
Blonde Trouble," and the topical "Rationing"
Five dealing with
Five are musicals: "Right

"The

the present global struggle are, "Cry Havoc,"

Cross of Lorraine,"

"Song of Russia," "The White Cliffs of Dover," and "See Here, Private
Hargrove"
Three dramas, all of which assume top places on the
new season's roster, are "Madame Curie," "A Guy Named Joe," and
"America"

Soon. to

start are

RATHER THAN

BLOW OUR
OWN HORN-

•

•

The world,

in St. Louis,"

comedy,

Again,

music

T

T
•

Me

"Kismet," "Meet

"Dragon Seed" and Canterville Ghost"
and drama are well interspersed

it

appears,

is

M-G-M's oyster in

ness the diversity of locales presented

by

'43-'44.

as wit-

A

the line-up

better

understanding of our Allies, and a more accurate picture of our enemies
is

Use

behind the planning

Culver City, with the

list

of Technicolor

has

hit

a new high at
Come

including "Best Foot Forward," "lassie

Home." "Thousands Cheer/' "America." "Broadway Rhythm," "Dragon
Seed," "Kismet" "Mr. Co-ed" and "Meet Me in St Louis," all pro-

—

duced au naturel

T
DEALING

our Soviet comrades-in-arms (and in
"Song of Russia"
"White Cliffs of Dover" covers both
"Dragon
global conflicts and the growth of Anglo-American amity
"America"
Seed," soon to start, is a drama of war-torn China

•

•

#

peace)

with

is

own

depicts the industrial rise of our

Down Under"

is

land,

and "The

the story of modern-day Australia

of Lorraine" shows the suffering endured in a

by a group of patriotic French soldiers.

...

<.

German

Man From
"The

Cross

prison

camp

."Above Suspicion"

tells

Germany
New Guniea and the South Pacific are the
"Malta" will dramatize
backgrounds of "A Guy Named Joe"
"Cry Havoc" recounts the role
the most bombed place on earth

of pre-war

of civilian nurse aides in the heroic defense of Bataan

the Marines" has a Philippine locale,
City as

a-

and "Mr. Co-ed"

"Salute to
will use

Mexico

background for part of the story

T
•
(or

•

•

should

balance,

SMART Lion is Leo!
You'll notice that one of the main
we say "mane") ideas back of his '43-'44 line-up, aside from

is

the Friendly
Its

3d

WAR

exploitability

Company

is

Yes,

bound

to

and timeliness
have a lot closer

Consequently.
friendships 'mong

customers than ever before......

LOAN! OUR BIGGEST JOB! BACK THE ATTACK!

a hunted man, desperately trying
to buy with hardboiled kisses to three
women, the secret one of them held—
• . .

the key to the
life

menace

a nightmare!

FERENT" picture

It's

that

made

his

the most "DIF-

you'll see this year

—and we do mean

exciting!

THE

NEW YORK DAILIES

"Superior example of
...
creepy entertainment
imaginative
intriguing,
item
thriller ... the No. 1
list."

on the current
Otis

Guernsey, Jr.,
N.Y. Herald-Tribune
L.

j

f

"Action, suspense, mysGarfield in
. John
tery
he ever
role
fattest

!

<0L.

r

|

.

.

the

j

had."

— Kate

Cameron,

N.Y. Daily

News

"One of the uncommon
and provocatively hanredled melodramas of
months."
cent

mmm ohara

— Bosley
"There are
.

.

.

Crowther,
N.Y. Times

thrills,

The( pace

chases
the

is fast,

entertainment hectic."

—Lee Mortimer,
N.Y. Daily Mirror

"Creates and holds engrossing mood of suspense and excitement.
Alton Cook,
N.Y. World Telegram

close-hauled

"Trim and

WALTER SLEZAK

•

PATRICIA MORISON

P/loJuceJ ilf ROBERT FELLOWS

•

•

melodrama."

MARTHA O'DRISGOLL

$)/teC&/

j

— John

RICHARD WALLACE

T.

McManus, PM

"This unusual picture deserves your attention."

Screen Play by Warren Duff

-Archer Winsten, N.Y.

Post

THE TRADE PRESS
"Melodrama with

suffi-

cient suspense to carry
through as billtopper for
nominally profitable biz."

J

—Variety
j

"Topnotch meller ... a
show that can stand ex-

i

ploitation . . . customers
will find plenty to their
liking."

—The

Exhibitor

ear"Taut and tense
marked with commercial
.

JL

W\m

uo

w
BONDSI

THIRD

j

satisfaction."

—M.P.

Daily

[

-M.P. Herald

j

"Sure-fire box office attraction . . . Tense, absorbing, edge-of-the-seat

"BACK THE ATTACK!

WAR

.

"Outside general run . . . I
mystery, terror and suspense in large measure."

RADIO

BUY

.

WAR

LOAN.'

drama for men and
women alike."
— Showmen's Trade Review

:

Motion Picture Daily
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All Entertainment

and Films
To Launch Bond Drive

Roosevelt

Groups Spur Drive
(Continued from

page

drive commerce secfor 100 percent backing
in a three-point program getting every
corporation to subscribe for blocks of
bonds getting employees to purchase
extra bonds during the drive and inducing high-salaried executives to increase their bond purchases. He also
described the procedure to be followed
by the representatives in carrying out
the campaign of the War Finance
Committee, which also includes inducing corporations to back advertiscalled

;

;

ing campaigns.
Nevil Ford, executive manager of
the state War Finance Committee, described the over-all methods being employed to sell the $4,700,000,000 in
bonds which is the New York State
quota.
H. V. Kaltenborn, radio commentator, emphasized the saving of lives
in backing the attack by buying bonds.
Bos'n's Mate 2nd Class Ward Gemmler, a Navy gunner on merchant ships,
recounted his experiences in several
torpedoings.
Victory Square will be officially
dedicated tonight in a program that
includes a parade of representatives
of all branches of the armed services
starting in Times Square, and a twohour show in the War Center itself.
City officials, ranking Army and Navy
officers, and 2,000 invited guests are
expected to attend the show.

Lucy Monroe's Army
Relief Short

Shown

Lucy Monroe and Columbia gave
a luncheon yesterday, at Toots Shor's,
for the trade press after a showing of
"Community Sing," short subject featuring Miss Monroe singing.
Proceeds of the film, for which Miss Monroe, the Victor Recording Orchestra

1)
than 70,000,000 persons will be tuned
Finance Com- to the broadcast. Virtually all of the
mittee of the Treasury Department, 567 outlets of the four major networks
the Hollywood Victory Committee, as well as most of the 324 independent
and the industry's War Activities radio stations will carry the feature.
From Hollywood the program will
Committee, will bring to the listening
millions Bing Crosby, Gary Cooper, switch to Washington where James
Burns and Allen, Dinah Shore, Ed- Cagney, as president of the Screen
gar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy, Actors Guild, will place the HollyHumphrey Bogart, Robert Young, wood Bond Cavalcade of top-flight
Don Ameche, Jimmy Durante, Charles stars and all the resources of the moBoyer, George Murphy, Ronald Col- tion picture industry at the disposal
man and Akim Tamiroff. Kay Ky- of Secretary Morgenthau. After a
ser's band will supply the musical set- brief acknowledgment, the Secretary
will
introduce President Roosevelt,
ting.
Using as the theme the slogan of the who is expected to speak for approxiThird War Loan, "Back the Attack," mately ten minutes.
With the President and the Secrethe stars will present a series of dramatic sketches, recounting the high- tary will be members of the "Cavallights of the war to date from the cade," including Greer Garson, Judy
Garland, James Cagney, Fred Astaire,
first numbing shock of Pearl Harbor
through the slow shift from peace to Lucille Ball, Olivia de Havilland,
war, from struggling defense to pow- Kathryn Grayson, Harpo Marx, Dick
In anticipation" of an Powell, Betty Hutton and Mickey
erful offense.
imminent invasion of the European Rooney. From Washington the film
continent, and the relentless pursuit of group will proceed with their war
the Japanese aggressors in the South bond shows and demonstrations to 15
Pacific, the Hollywood program will other key cities.
In addition to the Hollywood Cavalalso carry a gayer note reflecting the
cade, film stars are scheduled to acbattle songs of the services.
Government officials here estimate company air-borne groups of Army,
Marine,
Coast
Guard and
that approximately 17,500,000 of the Navy,
veterans,
which will
country's 28,838,000 radio family with Merchantmen
a possible listening audience of more make bond tours out of five cities.

Ampa Service Meet

Chicago, Sept. 2. The Chicago
opening of Paramount's "For Whom

First meeting of the new administration of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers has been deferred
from Sept. 16 to Oct. 14 in order to
avoid interference with the activities
of members engaged in the industry
phase of the Third War Loan Drive,
William Ornstein, chairman of the
Ampa publicity committee, announced
yesterday.
The Oct. 14 luncheon-meeting has

—

the

Tolls"

Bell

at

the

State

Lake

Theatre today was attended by Walter Howey, publisher, of the HeraldAmericanRobert Pollack, of the
;

Put Over

to Oct. 14

will

The picture, according to Paramount, doubled the business of any

been

Monroe

company

the Armed Forces."
service flag,
representing more than 28,000 industry people in the forces, will be unfurled at the meeting.
Ampa is completing plans for the
issuance of a monthly bulletin to be
edited by Max Stein and Dave Bader,
assisted by Ornstein.

Columbia donated their efforts,
go to Army Emergency Relief.
In order to promote the film, Miss

has sent telegrams to all
state governors asking them to proclaim Sept. 14 as "Star Spangled Banner Day." She will sing the national
anthem at a ceremony at Fort Mchook-up. ColumHenry over an
bia is asking exhibitors to waive clearance rights so that the film may be

NBC

in as

many

on

;

;

this date.

It is

Miss Monroe's

first

Mexican Business
On the Up: Reisman
(Continued from page

1)

enjoying the benefits of the war boom,
but there is no great appreciable rise
in other industries as a result of the
war, according to Reisman. He reports

new

picture

ever

play

to

the

house.

British Agree to
Arbitrate on Films
(Continued from page

theatres as possible

screen appearance.
Among those present at the luncheon, besides the singer, were Max
Weisfeldt, in charge of short subjects
at Columbia; George Ross, handling
special events for Miss Monroe, James
Sauter, Miss Monroe's manager, and
trade press representatives.

1)

and the allegations

of grading.
of Trade's interest in the
situation is cited as reason for believing that protective measures ultimately
will be achieved.
The entire situation is scheduled to be reviewed next
general council.
week by the
tion

The Board

CEA

To Examine Warner
In Anti-Trust Suit
(Continued from page

1)

Exchange,
graph,

Universal
Corp.,
VitaWarner
Brothers
Circuit

Management

Corp.,

RKO

Loew's, M-G-M,
Radio.
No date for trial of
Federal Court has been

RKO

Paramount,
Corp., and
the

case

in

set.

some

activity in the building of
theatres.

12,082 for 'Eileen'
New playdate record for a Columbia picture has been set with "My
Sister Eileen" which, in 45 weeks, has
played in 12,082 theatres, the company

reported here yesterday.

on

the

Rhine,"

ended

last night, with a gross
$61,500.
Exclusive
of

of

"Yankee Doodle Dandy," which
played the house at $2.20 top
over the New Year's Eve
holiday, the previous rect
holders also were Bette Da
pictures: "In This Our Li
LirW
and "The Old Maid."

Convoy of Heroes to
Launch Bond Drivi\
j

Six United States Army convoys]
each consisting of ten or more piece
of motorized equipment, trucks, tanks
jeeps, tank destroyers, etc., will mo-J
bilize in Times Square at 11 A. Ml
next Wednesday to launch the indusl

War Loan

Third

try's

drive.

Witi

these convoys will be heroes who havJ
returned from the battle zones.

At noon, after an informal recepl
tion that will include the introduction
of the veterans to the crowd, musiJ
by the U. S.
Band and greetl

Army

ings by prominent officials, the Arm!
will fire a salute signalizing the open]
ing of the drive.

—

All six convoys one assigned td
each of the five boroughs and West!
Chester will then start on a flying

—

'Bell Tolls' Has Big
Opening in Chicago

;

and

"Watch

of

War

Times Col. Carlton Hill Don McKierman, of the Treasury Department John L. Manta and a delegation from the Pan Hellenic Society
and Ashton Stevens.

shown

A new house record for
Warner's Strand on Broadway
was set during the first week

(Continued from page

sponsored by the

194!

3,

'Rhine' Sets Strand
Record at $61,500

1)

War Bond

of the

tion,

Friday, September

Jeane Cohen Named
Lesser' s Story Editor
(Continued from page 1)
time was business manager for Paul

Whiteman.
She was most recently associated
with the Irving Salkow agency.

designated

Motion Picture

Ampa's

"Salute

Men and Women

to
in

A

Archibald Lauds
U. S. Cooperation
(Continued from page

1)

to report to the MOI, the Crown
Film unit, and others, on phases of
American film acceptance and needs.
Archibald observed that Colonel
Frank Capra's Army films will be released and distributed here in the near
future.
is

Bondists to See 'Hail'

—

Chicago, Sept. 2. Inaugural rally
of 4,000 key workers in Chicago's
Third War Loan drive will witness a
showing of Paramount's "So Proudly
We Hail," along with Gov. Dwight
H. Green and Mayor Edward J.
Kelly, on Sept. 9.

Joe Diamond Passes
Rochester, Sept.

—

2.
Joe Diamond,
one-time minstrel show star and Keith
vaudeville circuit singer, died here

today.

tour that will include stop-offs at focal
points where they will highlight waw
bond rallies staged by theatre man
agers.

All Sept. Sales to
3rd War Loan Total
Treasury Department War Finana
Committee has advised
headquarters here that all bond sales foi
September are to be credited to th(
Third War Loan.
This means that even though the
industry is preparing to go, on Sept

WAC

the official

9,

from Sept.

starting date, all sales

on will be allocated tc
the $15,000,000,000 sought in the Thirc
War Loan.
1,

House Front Lights
Dimmed This Month
(Continued from page

1)

ments having no relation to the

re-

quest this time.

The Government

will serve as a di-

head for the respective war-!
committees of various industries in
recting

mapping

the adoption of conservation
Officials
here
the
set
groundwork for the job several weeks
ago in conferences with public utility;
executives.

programs.

Chicago Operators to
Appeal Wage Ruling
(Continued from page

the

projectionists

in

1)

asking for

the,;

raise.

The new move

follows closely on
salary increase for
in
the Detroit area
which was approved by the WLBj
there on Aug. 30, as reported in.

the

heels

of
proj ectionists

a

Motion Picture Daily.

BACK THE ATTACK.
War Loon Drive

Sign

your

pledge.

Thin

!

WANTED:
I

5000 PARADES!

Let

it

be written into the annals of this war that the

motion picture business backed the attack

in the

and a vigor that reached across the world and
troops in combat!

3d

showmen

War Loan

of the

with a will

thrilled the hearts of

Within our showmanship power

lies

our

success! Parades

and more parades to rouse our mass audiences! Small bonds in millions of
hands

God
make

is

the job! Tonight as you

for that privilege
it

possible.

sit

home thank
agony under fire who

in the security of your

— and remember

the boys in

Back the attack with your weapon — showmanship

War Activities

Committee of the Motion

Picture Industry, 1501

Broadway,

New

York City;

Motion Picture Daily
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'DuBarry' Grosses

$13,500

in First

Minneapolis

Week

Nation's Showmen Elect
'The Stars of Tomorrow
{Continued from page

—

Minneapolis, Sept. 2. "Du Barry
Was a Lady" appeared destined for a
$13,500

initial

Theatre,

session

despite

the

at

competition

State
the

of

State fair, usually an aid to theatre

business but this year proving a quiet-

ing influence. Observers believed this
due to curtailed urban driving by out-

William Bendix

1)

in top spot, while the

independents favored Susan Peters for
first place, and voted William Bendix
second.
Circuits also voted for the
following, rated in order of balloting
Philip Dorn, Donald O'Connor, Anne
Susan Peters, Van Johnson,
Gene Kelly, Gig Young, Diana An-

Baxter,

drews and Alexis Smith.

Circuits alone voted for Gig Young,
Diana Andrews and Alexis Smith, but
rate in the comEstimated receipts for the week end- Miss Andrews did not
bined vote. Circuits and independents

state visitors.

ing Sept. 4:
"Appointment in Berlin"

WORLD— (350)

(Col.)
(4Oc-50c-55c-75c)

Gross: $2,500.
(Average, $2,200)
"Saludos, Amigos" (RKO)
"Youngest Profession" (M-G-M)

CENTURY— (1,600)

week. Gross: $6,500.
"Dixie" (Para.)

LYRIC— (1,250)
Gross:

$5,000.

(40c-55c)

days,

7

(Average,

agreed on places in the first ten for
Bendix, Dorn, O'Connor, Johnson,
Kelly and the Misses Baxter and PetIndependents alone also voted for
ers.
2nd Diana Barrymore, Virginia Weidler
and Kathryn Grayson, with Miss Barrymore alone of the trio making a

days.

7

$7,000)

(40c-55c) 7 days, 3rd week.

(Average,
a Lady"

"Du Barry Was

$4,500).

(M-G-M)

STATE— (2,300)

(40c-55c) 7 days.
Gross:
(Average, $12,000)
$13,500.
"Phantom of the Opera" (Univ.)
(2,800) (40c-55c) 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $8,500. (Average, $11,600)
"Henry Aldrich Swings It" (Para.)

spot in the top ten.
The first six choices of the country's newspaper film critics are also
exhibitors' favorites among the "Stars

ORPHEUM—
From

"Report

GOPHER —

$3,800.

the Aleutians" (WAC)
Gross:
7 days.

New Haven

(35c)
(998)
(Average, $3,400)

week

change.

mid(Average,

(20c-30c) 7 days, with

Gross:

$2,250.

Is

2.

$2,300)

Army"

did the best business in town,
but the ravages of the polio epidemic

Foreign Press Here

were

Roger Sherman was

the

at

and the

Picks 'Air Force'

"Song

of

Die"

average.

week end-

Estimated takings for the
ing Sept. 3
"Song of Texas" (Rep.)

We

"At Dawn

(40c-50c)

7

Gross:

days.

"Falcon in Danger" (RKO)

COLLEGE— (1,565)
week

"The

(40c-50c)

days,

7

2nd

(3,005)

(40c-50c)

days.

7

days.

7

(Average, $5,900)
Gross: $4,800.
"This Is the Army" (W. B.)
(40c-50c)

7

Readers of foreign language news- days. Gross: $10,800. (Average, $6,200)
papers go to film houses on an average
of twice a week, in groups averaging
three persons, and the majority attend
a first-run film theatre once a week,
the polls showed.
Seventy percent
Boston, Sept. 2. The Hub is due
stated they read film critics' reviews,
year in the
liked newsreels and documentary pic- to experience a heavy
and
Bookings
theatre.
tures and got a thrill out of recogniz- legitimate
exceed those of reing a familiar European location or openings already

Hub

Set for Big

Stage Show Season

—

cent years.

star.

Close behind "Air Force" in popularity came "Casablanca," "Ox-Bow
Incident,"
"Commandos Strike at
Dawn" and "Random Harvest."
Next to Gary Cooper the voters
chose Humphrey Bogart, Bob Hope,

Ray Milland and Henry Fonda.
Ingrid Bergman was but a few

votes

ahead of Greer Garson, Joan Leslie,
Ida Lupino and Katherine Hepburn.

Sigmund Gottlober, director of the
American Foreign Language Press,
declared the balloting showed a lively
interest in films with an American
point of view.

BACK THE ATTACK.
War Loan Drive

Sign

your

pledge.

Third

Now

Fred
playing in Boston are
Stone, in "You Can't Take it with
You," at the Wilbur; Tamara Geva,
at the

Is Mine," in its second week at
the Capitol, looks good for $6,500.
"Pilot No. 5" at the Princess should

Land

teen,"

"Stage

$5,500.

:

in

week

eighth

its

Wynn,

in

at

Omaha

IATSE

—

$5,500.

Gross:

$11,000.

(35c-53c-67c)

days.

7

and

leave

Mrs.
here

J.

for

Rub

Robert

New York

7

(30c-40c-52c)

(Average,

days

7

days.

$4,3U))

(30c-45c-62c)

(Average,

days.

The

arbitration appeal has been filed
by the Apollo Theatre Corp., St.
Louis, from the award of an arbitrator at the tribunal there which reduced the 14 days clearance of the
Pageant Theatre over the Apollo to
seven days. Plaintiff sought elimination of the clearance or its reduction
The case involved Parato one day.

mount, RKO, 20th Century-Fox and
Vitagraph.

prejudice to renew its clearance complaint against Paramount, RKO, 20th

Century-Fox and Vitagraph.

'Wintertime' Set

is

the

Camp Campbell,
The

Bond

Drive.

largest

single

Ky., Sept. 2.
audience ever

a motion picture saw t
world premiere of Columbia's film
desert tank fighting, "Sahara," sta
witness

ring
7

$8,500).

Apollo Appeals from
Clearance Award

Join

'Sahara' Premieres

For Tank Troop

(30c-40c-52c)

(M-G-M)

Prove you're alive!

Mr.

7 days
(Average, $3,700)

Meet

Art
secretary-treasurer,
Kimball of the same city, president.

•

Tuesday.

PRINCESS— (2.200)

tl

(30c-40c-60c)

$3,000.

CAPITOL— (2,700)

gener

here for

•

"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)

LOEW'S— (2,900)

Warner
left

East.

will

"Wintertime,"
20th-Fox
musical
starring Sonja Henie, will have its
to
world premiere at the Orpheum TheaNorfolk, Neb., Sept. 2. The an- tre, Wichita, Kan., on Sept. 10, Tom
nual convention of the Nebraska As- Connors, vice-president in charge of
sociation of IATSE locals will be held world-wide
distribution,
announced
13.
Clyde Cooley of here yesterday.
here Sept.

Nebraska

sales

Kalmenson,
manager, has

Mr. and Mrs. Ben Goetz left he
Canfor the East today by train.
the Or-

;

at the
the third return of "Life with Father,"
this time at the Colonial ; and Jeanne
Cagney, at the Cambridge Theatre.
Booked for a Sept. 20 opening is
"Othello," while "One Man's Venus"
comes in a few days later.

•

Ben

Door

Dark Eyes" Ed
At the New York tribunal, J-J
Shubert, in "Big Time"
Theatres, Inc., has withdrawn without

Plymouth,

'

plane for the East.
e
Republic has purchased the rigl
to the "Pistol Packing Mama" sor|
as a basis for a high budget music

pheum, should be good for $3,000.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Sept. 2

PALACE— (2,700)

(40c- 55c)

,

$13,000

"Youngest Profession" (M-G-M)

(Para.)

PARAMOUNT— (2,373)

week

this

Runners-up
expected.
will be "Youngest Profession" at the
Palace with $11,000 anticipated. "This
with

Gross:

(Average, $9,300)
Gross: $7,500.
"Souls at Sea" (Para.)

"Union Pacific"

2.

Loew's looks to be best

"Harrigan's Kid"

"Best Foot Forward" (M-G-M)

LOEW-POLI —

Does $13,000
In Montreal Week
— "Dixie" at
Montreal, Sept.

(2nd week). Gross: $6,500. (Average. $6,500)
"Pilot No. 5" (M-G-M)

Gross: $3,000. (Average. $3,200)
Sky's the Limit" (RKO)

.

j

—

Gross: $13,000. (Average, $9,000)
"This Land Is Mine" (RKO)
"Falcon in Danger" (RKO)

(Average, $3,600)
"Above Suspicion" (M-G-M)

I

duction in the past year exceed
the previous year in a proportion
10 to one, analysis of the past ;1

^£

"Dixie" (Para.)

Die" (Rep.)

BIJOU— (1,627)

Hollywood, Sept
Disney pi

Walt

months' records showed absented J
to be at 1.42 per cent, a record to]
with William
Bendix and The plant has an essential rating M
Alexis Smith justa few votes behind. to its production of training
There were seven contenders for the
remaining four places, all of them reTwentieth-Fox has announced "Se
ceiving at least 30 per cent of the
vant Problem" as the next Laui!
critics' votes.
Of these, four names
and Hardy vehicle. Sol Wurtzel $J
Pierre Aumont, Nancy Coleman, Virproduce.
ginia Weidler and Lena Home re•
ceived strong support from the exErnst Lubitsch is resting comfoi
hibitors as well, placing among the
ably at the Cedars of Lebanon He:
next 15 in the combined ranking. Marpital, following a mild heart attack
garet O'Brien, in 24th place in the cirthe studio.
He will remain in t
cuit exhibitors' vote, and Robert Walhospital for about two weeks.
ker, complete the critics' list.
•
This year's vote shows the greatest
Warners are mulling over plans
agreement between exhibitors and
critics since the Herald instituted the roadshow "Desert Song" with a tj
Last year only four promotion budget including a fov;
annual voting.
color newspaper campaign.
of the top 10 players found favor with
•
the critics as well.
Herbert Yates and William Saal
Republic will leave here tomorrow
9

ORPHEUM— (1,100)

$3,800.

ALTHOUGH

place,

(8th week). Gross:

ROGER SHERMAN — (2,037)

actress.

Texas"

grossed
Otherwise grosses were under

$3,800.

Readers of foreign language newspapers published in 32 languages
throughout the country prefer serious
films and like their actors to be American types, and their actresses European, according to a poll just completed
by the American Foreign
Language Press and the New York
Foreign Language Film Critics Circle.
"Air Force" was chosen as the best
film of the first six months of 1943
Gary Cooper was named favorite star,
though none of his pictures was included in the list of ten best, and Ingrid Bergman was acclaimed favorite

the Bijou

$10,800,

1

Coast Flashes

of Tomorrow" Here, too, a man took
top honors as the name of Gene Kelly
appeared on almost half of the critics'
ballots.
Susan Peters, Philip Dorn
and Anne Baxter tied for second

on for a second garner

Dawn We

"At

and

stays

film

At

week.

Gross

keenly everywhere.

felt

3.

9

'Dixie

Gross

Again Hit by Polio
the
New Haven, Sept. —"This

"Behind Prison Walls" (PRC)
"Good Luck, Mr. Yates" (Col.)

ASTER— (900)

Friday, September

tion

Humphrey
of

the

first

Bogart, in celebr
anniversary of t

Fourth Armored Corps command'
by Major General Walton H. Walk
which assisted in the making of "S.
hara" at the California desert trainir
theatre of operations.
Thousands of soldiers, officers ai
distinguished
guests
attended
t
showing in a specially construct
theatre,
after
which
Fourth Armored Corps unanimous
voted Lulubelle, the medium tank th
shares honors in the picture with B

outdoor

gart,

their

ti

favorite

"pin-up

girl."

Wilby-Kincey Circw

Managers

in Meetin,

—

Charlotte, N. C, Sept. 2. Theat
managers of the Wilby-Kincey cha
covering North and South Carolii
met in all-day session here to discu
ways and means of selling war bon>
in the Third War Loan drive, whit
opens nationally Sept.

9.

Managers also discussed promotk
and exploitation plans for premieres
"This Is the Army."
The premiere of "This Is the Arm:
in Charlotte has been set for Sept. 2
at the Carolina Theatre.
been scaled to net the
fund over $7,000.

Seats ha

Army

1

reli

1

:

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
NEW

U.S.A.,

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

Of 2nd Bond
Tour Are Set

Tilt;

W.B., Others

At 50 Spots
second
Itinerary of a 50-city
Hollywood Cavalcade talent tour in
industry's participa-

tes in the Third

War

Loan, was

set

The country has
the weekend.
'been split into five zones for the

-it

Irip,

starting Sept. 8.

In addition to the Hollywood Bond
Zavalcade, this second group of film
lersonalities will accompany war heoes from the various fighting fronts
i>n
Army and Navy air transports.
f
Tlie tours will take ten days, with
en screen players made available
hrough the Hollywood Victory Comnittee.

Known

as

the

3ond Airmada,"
lustry's

"War

Veterans

was drafted for a Hollywood
Bowl concert and drew the
$12,500 the Bowl needed to

Sept.

6.

at the weekend with the local musicians' union for a new contract covering employment of the pit orchestras, effective Sept. 15, and continuing
for 52 weeks, providing for a seven
per cent increase, subject to approval
of the
Labor Board, for the 32
musicians at the Earle Theatre. This
will raise their pay to a $68 minimum.
The contract also covers Sundays at
the Stanley Theatre, Camden, N. J.

War

The Earle stage is dark on the Sabbath because of state blue laws.
In addition, Warners have decided
to return vaudeville to the Allegheny
Theatre,
North
Philadelphia
key
neighborhood house, for the first time
(Continued on page 7)

British

participation

Owners

Expect Relief

in

In each of the 10

cities,

the local

(Continued on page 7)

Feature on Quebec

F or World Theatres
Federal Government

is expected to
wide international circulation, in
heatres and elsewhere, to a four- or
we-reel "feature" on the important
political, economic and military conerences held recently between Presilent Roosevelt and Prime Minister
Churchill, in Quebec, and which, it
jsvas
learned at the weekend, was
aimed by the Photographic division of
Jlhe Army Signal Corps in great derail.
A unit of seven officers and 12

five

1

nt-n

from the Signal Corps' Astoria
(Continued on page 7)

London,

— The

Cinematograph Exhibitors Association, with
the backing of J. Arthur Rank, is
hopeful of obtaining concessions from
the Kinematograph Renters Society
on current film rental complaints at
a meeting of representatives of the
Sept.

6.

the season out of the
In gratitude, the Bowl
Association ruled he couldn't
be awarded the season trophy
for single night attendance
because his was a Saturday
night stint instead of the regular Tuesday, Thursday or
Friday kind.
Then arose that legal entanglement concerning his
pay check, which necessitated
MCA's purchase for $50,000
of the pieces of his contract
pull
red.

owned by

five different people.

Extra Shows, Extra
$$$$$ for Theatre
Holiday Weekend
Labor Day weekend business in thein
key cities throughout the
country equaled, and in many situaatres

Decree Seen
Company

Officials

Due

to

Confer with Clark
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Sept. 6.
With

—

only 10 weeks remaining before the
expiration of the trial period, work
on revision of the decree is expected
to speed up, although it has been
indicated that the Department of
Justice will not necessarily immediately press the court action,
particularly if the negotiations have
reached a stage where a satisfactory
agreement can be foreseen.
Department officials here are hopeful that their field investigation,

which

been under way for the past
month, will be completed this week
and that the exhibitor organizations
will submit the data they have been
gathering, so that the results may be
summarized for use by Assistant Attorney General Tom C. Clark on his
has

(Continued on page 7)

exceeded grosses reported for
the July 4 weekend, according to wire
flashes from the field.
Extra shows,
extra dollars from war plant workers
and quality of product combined to
two organizations to be held in the give almost all situations terrific
near future, it was learned today.
takes.
Rank attended the CEA meeting at
To handle holiday crowds, seven
H. J. Griffith, Kansas City theatre
which the rentals problems were dis- Broadway houses here opened earlier, operator, will decline an offer made
cussed late last week and has been closed later and ran extra shows. The to him last week in Washington to
(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 7)
head the motion picture unit of the
Office of Civilian Requirements, it was
learned over the weekend. The post,
in the amusement and recreation section of the OCR, is open for an experienced theatre operator with full
knowledge of equipment and material,
and familiar with theatre constructions,

Griffith Rejects

Top OCR Film Post

WMC Exempts 4

Categories

From 48-Hour Week

in

L.A.

tion.
Griffith,

PCCITO Again Hits
Percentage Playing
Hollywood,

Sept.

6.

— The

Pacific

Coast Conference of Independent Theatre

Owners

at

the

weekend

an-

nounced that it had invited the Attorney General's attention to what it
termed the "increasing demands of
distributors for playing pictures under
Max Milder, Warner's British percentage arrangements," adding that
nanaging director, has arrived in New he has been informed of two defend¥ork for a month's stay to confer ants (in the consent decree case) "who
.vith home office executives, and to have acquired approximately 125 theirrange to bring his family to Lon- atres since the entry of the decree."
don, where he has his headquarters. A bulletin sent to members cited
They had been visiting here.
Columbia's alleged failure to deliver
Milder reported that business in product promised in the past season's
-ondon is excellent.
schedule.

Milder Here From
London for Month

Revision of

Sinatra,

'history's greatest financial operation,"

under the supervision of Edward
s
^niderman, on loan from RKO. Snidrman is working with Ray Beall,
hairman of the industry's Third War
-can publicity committee.

TEN CENTS

Speeding Up

—

—Warner

this facet of the in-

multi-sided

Swing-Singer
Sinatra Swoons
Hollywood, Sept. 6. Frank
brought here for
RKO's "Higher and Higher,"

Philadelphia,

Industry

1943

Restore Vaudeville
theatre circuit concluded negotiations

Local Industry Tying in

behalf of the

7,

Musicians Get Pay

Stops

Stars,

YORK,

Picture

—

Hollywood, Sept. 6.
The War
Manpower Commission in the Los
Angeles area has exempted four categories of studio employes from the 48hour week. They are agents, professionals, technicians and office workers.
The first three classifications have
been placed on a 40-hour week basis,
while the last named has been given a
44-hour week. The area was placed
on a 48-hour week on July 1.

At the same time the industry received the commendation of the
for its rapid and voluntary changeover
of most of its employes to the 48-hour

WMC

week.

BACK THE ATTACK.
War Loan Drive

Sign

your

pledge.

Third

who

is

now

New

in

York,

(Continued on page 7)

3

M-G-M

Releases

Now Each Month
M-G-M

has switched from its past
season's release formula of four pictures a month for each three-month
period to three a month for the next

ensuing four months.
General release of the company's
initial new season's block of 12 is now
scheduled
follows September :
as
"Salute to the Marines," "Above Sus-

—

picion,"

"I

Dood

It"

;

(Continued on page 7)

October

Motion Picture Daily

2

Trade wise

Personal
Mention
tpDWARD

ALPERSON,

L.

RKO

ident of

•

Marvin Schenck, Eastern talent
scout for M-G-M, left for Chicago
over the weekend to meet there with

Al Lichtman and

Louis B. Mayer,

The party
Sir Alexander Korda.
scheduled to arrive here tomorrow,
o

is

Lt. Col. Edward F. Stevenson,
former film executive and now with

W

HETHER or not Edward

Noble will let the pubon a piece of the Blue
Network, if and when the purchase is consummated, is a live
topic in Wall Street nowadays.
The answer is not expected until the Federal Communications
Commission has given the nod
J.

in

lic

the

to

of ownership.
scheduled to start

transfer

FCC

The

is

hearings Friday on the sale of

bartered

now has one Brooklyn team
but the Dodgers have another,

and quite different one.
Quite a bit of cutting and
editing of "Whistling" presumably is to be done as a result.
The picture has been returned
to the studio and general release set for late December.
•
•

Look for some

The

interesting de-

W.

velopments following John

the photographic division of the Army
Signal Corps, at Astoria, L. I., has

financial district speculation as to the possibility of

returned from Quebec.
•

Noble disposing of a $4,000,000
half interest in the Blue, once

theatre-wise.

P. O'Leary, son of John
J. O'Leary, general manager of Comerford Amusement Co., has been proHe is serving in
moted to captain.

he has become

owner, stems
from the fact that Noble originally sought only a half inter-

has

production

that
post

Paramount could use and
- war
potentialities that

network for himself
but emerged with the entire
$8,000,000 purchase commitment when James McGraw,
Jr., withdrew his participation
Moreat the eleventh hour.
over, Noble himself has sug-

could be extremely helpful to

John

Lt.

the

North African

area.

•

Sam Vorzimer,

charge of mer-

in

Paramount

chandising tie-ups for

Hollywood studios,
to the Coast after a

returned

has

the

at

New York

visit.

•

Joseph O'Brien, Universal Newsback

on

job
after an absence of three months because of a major operation.
•
James Winn, United Artists dismanager, returned to Boston
trict
over the weekend following a threereel

day

executive,

visit to the

is

home

the

offices.

•

Edward Schnitzer, United

Artists

manager, left last night on
a three-week business trip to Chicago
and the South.
division

its

est in the

gested the possibility of his allocating some part of the Blue
stock to member stations and,
perhaps, the public.
•
•
Dillon,

&

Reed

Co.,

well

known brokerage

firm, would
like to participate in the Blue

Network deal. It is not only
greatly
impressed with the
value of the property, and particularly its
ties,

postwar potentiali-

but also was in the bidding

for the Blue up to the last min-

Matthew

Polen,

RKO

Theatres

booker, is on the job after a recent
minor operation.

Morris Alin,
Universal
today from

editor of "Progress,"
house organ, will return
vacation.

Howard Levinson, Warner
ney, left
vacation.

attor-

on Friday for a two-week
•

Mort Blumenstock, Warner Eastern ad-publicity director, will arrive
today in Chicago.
•
Sam Wheeler, independent distributor, returned to Washington from

New York

at the

weekend.
•

Jack Shea of the Feiber & Shea
circuit was at Salem, Mass., over the
weekend.

William Thomas, Paramount

pro-

ducer, has returned to the Hollywood
Studios after a visit in the East.

ute.

No

question of Noble's ability
finance the purchase
to
alone enters into the talk of his
sharing a half interest with another investor.
Noble's personal fortune is estimated in
financial circles at $25,000,000.
His current bank line with
Central Hanover Bank & Trust
Co., Bankers Trust Co. and
others, for consummation of
the network deal, fully covers
the $8,000,000 purchase price.
An initial payment of $1,000,-

000 already has been made and
the balance can be put up immediately when necessary.
The upset date on his loan is
reported in financial quarters
to be Nov. 1. Noble must have
FCC approval to consummate
the deal by that date or else
negotiate an extension of his

bank

•

H. M. Richey of M-G-M
Washington at the weekend.

left

for

Mark

has

Prove you're alive!

left

Join

the

New York
Bond

Drive.

no

Arthur Rank

J.

now

facilities

Paramount

still

eight British theatres.
•
•

disavowals

Despite

at

the

New York

Goldwyn

Samuel

organization
plans to embark on a program
of general representation here
for leading independent producers, new deals of this kind
have been and still are being
office

that

the

Among

discussed.

the

have caused

reshuffling of posts, and two
resignations were revealed in the NewYork Loew's Theatre exploitation setup at the week-end.
Carl Fishman, of the Bronx territory, has gone into the Seabees of the
Navy, and Teddy Arnow, of the Valencia, in Queens, has been inductee)
into the
and Sam Koolick, formerly handling Brooklyn exploitation,

Army

has been switched to the Bronx. Sol
Handwerger, who formerly handled
portfolio service in the home office,
has been moved to Brooklyn exploitation.
Sidney Kain, formerly assistant
at the Kings, is now in the home office advertising department working
on special assignments, and William
Jefferson has been engaged to head
the portfolio service.

Schlesinger's Duties
Are Divided at W.B.
Warner

Schlesinger, assistant to Harry Kalmine, general manager of the Warner
circuit, among top theatre men on the
company's staff. Schlesinger has gone

are

for
set

single

Two

now handling duties
held by Schlesinger include Harry
Goldberg, advertising and publicity director of the circuit, and Sam Morris.

J.

mm
(Mm

Heineman,

War Loan

issue of

Aug.

27th.
"It

(the
issue)
inspired
me," he writes, "as it must
have every other exhibitor in

Ohio and elsewhere who read
on our individual bond quotas and efforts
to raise the sights

behalf

of

the

excellent,

the

drive.

sories

to

use,

my

state

man and
Nice work

all

CEHTUBr-FOX PICTURE

Naldi

ROXY'3

BOB HOPE

BENNY

...

BETTY HUTTON

text

contained

—

what tieups to
campaign chairother

POPS & LOUIE
A Paramount
b

Picture

^ n d s PARAMOUNT

4»

S

JACK MARSHALL

wa r

LOEW'S

State*
ON SCREEN
First

N.

Y. Showing

MERLE OBERON
BRIAN AHERNE
"FIRST COMES

JOHNNY
MORGAN

COURAGE"

The

everything I needed how to
run my campaign, what acces-

make,

20ih

AND BAND

singly flattering letter concerning this publication's special

it,

&
l

•

James Mason, that pillar of
the I.T.O. of Ohio and leading
exhibitor of Cherry Valley in
that state, pens an embarras-

Third

Nona Massey
Maurice Rocco
Mary Raye

m TECHH1C0L0R!

pictures.

sales head.

•

of those

NEW YORK THEATRES

by James A. Mul-

vey and William

Navy.

into the

Sol Lesser for "Stage Door
Canteen."
Lesser ultimately
decided to set up his own office
here with Seymour Poe in
charge.
The Goldwyn representation

They are

theatre officials are dividing

latest,

and presumably near to closing
now, is one with Leo SpitzWilliam Goetz International
Pictures.
Already signed are
deals with William Cagney and
Samuel Bronston.
One that
came near to closing was with

deals

in N. Y.

up work formerly done by Leonard

bond ads of the companies were

little inconvenience
In readiness to release
"Whistling in Brooklyn," with
the Bums' complete mid-season
lineup, the Flatbush mentors,
without even consulting Metro,

of late.

Sandrich, Paramount pro-

ducer-director,
for the Coast.

•

Them Dodgers

M-G-M

•

owns

in

credit.

•

Hicks' projected London visit,
productionwise
and possibly

any company.

194

A

away

half their players in late season trades. Metro

the Blue.

7,

Loew's Exploiteers

SHERWIN KANE Reshuffled

By

presTheatres, has re
turned from the Coast.

*—*

Tuesday, September

essentials.

PALACE
Broadway's

New

1st

B WAY &
47th St.

Run Theatre

FRED ASTAIRE
JOAN LESLIE
"THE SKY'S THE

LI

MIT"

!"
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Feature on Quebec British Owners

Expect Relief

For World Theatres

by Government

Set

(Continued from page
I

1)

Studio had the assignment, under Lt.
Col. Edward F. Stevenson.

Lit

The footage is now being prepared
Astoria, and is said to have conimmediate

and

historical

Ifderable

[propaganda possibilities, especially for
showing to peoples in conquered coun-

(Continued from page

•

in

some

CEA delegaKRS repre-

named a member of the
tion which will meet with
sentatives.

CEA meeting last week agreed
no issue should be made of grading of films by distributors inasmuch
The

that

as free trading demands the right
to arrange specific prices for varied
commodities and for different types

the archives.

generally known in the trade
exceptions to this policy have

It

been made and, with Rank's backing
number of men it is believed that the KRS will make
permitted on the scene. The Army, concessions in this respect.
ing. particularly in the

had much greater leeway.
Paramount covered for the American newsreels. by agreement, handing
the four other reels,
over
some of which also were serviced by
Associated News of Canada.
copies

Griffith Rejects

OCR Film Post

Top

to

(Continued from page

1)

spent several days last week discussand
ing the job with
officials and left the Capital "to think
it over."
A dispatch from Washington over
the weekend stated that Griffith was
expected to advise officials of the
on whether or not he would accept the job this week. It is a dollar-

WPB

OCR

Extra Shows, Extra

Weekend

$$$$$ for

(Continued from page 1)
Rialto remained open all night, ran
13 shows Saturday, 11 Sunday and 12
Monday, two more daily than is cus-

tomary.
The Capitol ran six shows each on
Saturday, Sunday and Monday. Para-

on Saturday and
shows each on
The
Saturday, Sunday and Monday.

mount opened

at 9 :45

Monday and ran
Astor screened

five

its

show

last

at

1

:43

on Labor Day.

a.m., instead of 12:50,

Music Hall and Roxy ran five
shows each on Saturday. Sunday and
Monday, instead of the usual four
and opened their doors at 8 :45 a.m.
The Globe opened at 8 :30 Saturday
and Monday mornings to run extra
shows.

Asks Oct. 4 Date
For Extortion Case
Any postponement

the

of

trial

of

Chicago gangsters, John
Louis Kaufman, business
agent of Local 244 of the motion picture operators union, Newark, beyond
Oct. 4, will be opposed by the Govsix alleged
Rosselli and

ernment, according to Boris Kostelanetz. Assistant U. S. Attorney General.

The case
to

tentatively
Sept.

is

today,

start

set for trial

7,

but,

Kos-

no judge will be available in Federal Court until Oct. 4 and
an adjournment until that time will
telanetz said,

a-year position.

The

position requires a person

who

would undertake the responsibility of
seeing that exhibitors secured necessary materials and equipment to keep
their theatres operating, and aiding
them in problems involving any of the
war agencies.

Essaness Loses
District
Chicago, Sept.
tres has lost two

6.

Two

Managers
— Essaness Thea-

district managers to
the induction of Ralph

Army, with

Film
a

to

first

Brooklyn booking,
"Danger Women
Thursday.

Meanwhile film company officials
week are expected to return to
the Department of Justice for another
conference with Clark, armed with
this

Strand

run

at the
at

downtown
Strand, for

Work,"

starting

Musicians Get Pay
Tilt in Philadelphia
(Continued from page

1)

tentatively

scheduled for next week.

set

8.

1)

The

contract provides
for eight musicians at $36 each for a
temporary three-day week, to be expanded to a full week if the policy
proves successful.
Vaudeville promises a revival of interest here this new season.
Moe
Wax will reopen his Midtown Lincoln Theatre, dark for many years,
on Oct. 1, with the house committed
Sam Stieto a colored stage policy.
fel, who also runs regular vaudeville
shows at his Carmen Theatre, will
reopen his Fay's Theatre on Sept.
24 with colored stage shows as the
in five years.

Coast,

data to support their views on revision of the consent decree.
meeting between the company
heads and Clark last week was adjourned in order to permit both sides
to compile material showing how the
decree has operated, before the discussions reached so far as to deal

A

with specific provisions.

Triples Out at 7
Gollos Theatres

—

Chicago, Sept. 6. Gollos Bros, announce that triple features have been
dropped at their Midway Theatre, and
are being gradually eliminated at their
other six theatres. This is the largest
group in the city to play triples.

house policy.

Pioneers' Fall Dinner,
Nov. 18 at Waldorf
Starlight roof of the Waldorf Astoria has been selected for the Picture
Pioneers' annual harvest dinner, according to Jack Cohn, head of that
organization.
The date set is Thursday evening, Nov. 18.
Executive committee of the Pioneers, at its next meeting, will act
upon membership applications of Gradwell Sears, William A. Scully, John
L. McCurdy, Lee L. Goldberg, William Finkle, Herbert R. Ebenstein and

Loew Buys 'Johnny'
For 28 Key Spots
United

William

Artists'

Cagney

production, "Johnny Come Lately,"
starring
James Cagney, has been
booked for September and early October
engagements in 28 key-city
Loew Theatres, Carl Leserman, U.A.
general sales manager, announced at
the weekend.

Butterfield

Buys

Republic Features

Wm. Beaudine Heads
Katzman-Dietz Unit
—

the country.

3

M-G-M

Now Each Month
(Continued from page 1)
"Swing Shift Maisie," "Best Foot
Forward," "Adventures of Tartu"
November "Dr. Gillespie's Criminal
Case," "Young Ideas," "Girl Crazy"
:

"Lassie
Come
December
"The Man from Down
in

Beaudine has been made supervising

Releases

Home,"
Under,"

Brooklyn."

Bond Tour

/.

G. Beilin Rites;

Pioneer Exhibitor
Bethlehem,
services

Pa.,

were held

Sept. 6.

at the

for

of a heart condition.

Felt, 61, Dies;

Owned

Phila.

Set

to

Council

Houses
—

Equity Extends Pact
With N. Y. Theatres

Extension of the minimum basic
agreement between Actors Equity Association and the League of New
Jack Goldstein, Eastern publicity
York Theatres for another year was
Wein- manager of 20th-Fox, is mourning the
away revealed at the weekend.

Jack Goldstein's Mother

New York
—

Max
Sept. 6.
berg, publicist for the Maryland, Mayfair and Little Theatres here, has resigned to go to

Equity

will meet
an invitation
extended by American Federation of
Radio Artists to join with them and
the American Guild of Musical Artists in a three-way consolidation.

Actors

WAC

Baltimore,

Equity Council to
Consider Merger Bid
this afternoon to consider

Philadelphia, Sept. 6. Funeral
services were held at the weekend for
page
1)
(Continued from
of
chairman, with representatives Fred D. Felt, 61, former operator
local theatres, who died in Atlantic
of the local War Finance Committee
City of a heart attack while vacationwill take over and utilize the services
ing there.
of the servicemen and players for

Weinberg

director of all Katzman-Dietz productions
Monogram release, after
for
having directed a number of their pictures during the past year.

— Funeral

weekend

Jacob G. Beilin, 58, pioneer exhibitor in Eastern Pennsylvania, who died

Fred

Stars and Stops of

bond-selling rallies.

—

for Sept.

is

West

Depinet Reports
Heavy
Takes

'Remember' Dual
In a box office report from New
Haven for the week ending Sept. 3,
Motion Picture Daily inadvertently gave M-G-M's "Best Foot Forward" as the co-feature with RKO's
"Sky's the Limit" for the Loew-Poli
Theatre, instead of "Someone to Remember," Republic picture.

gets

Army" premiere which

the

to

Frederick K. Abbott.
James R. Grainger, president of Republic, returned to New York at the
Smitha and Stanley Kreuger.
weekend from Detroit, where he comRichard Zeller, formerly manager of
pleted a deal with the Butterfield
the Lamar Theatre here, has been apMichigan Theatres covering Repub'Limit'
pointed district manager for the Westside theatres formerly supervised by
"The Sky's the Limit," the musical lic's entire 1943-44 program.
Kreuger, and Arthur Steagall, for- starring Fred Astaire, promises to be
merly manager of the Woods, has been one of RKO Radio's biggest grossers,
named district manager for the Oak according to Ned E. Depinet, presiPark and Cicero theatres, formerly dent. The film premiered last week
supervised by Smitha.
in a number of first runs throughout
Hollywood, Sept. 6.
William
the

"Whistling

PRC

(Continued from page
visit

OCR

:

not be opposed.

PRC

serving together as co-chairof the first-nighter committee sponsoring Warners'
special Auburn "This Is the

men

is

that

of course,

;

Decree Seen

of

Regular newsreels were somewhat
limited in their coverage of the meet-

|

Revision of

Auburn, N. Y., Sept. 6.— Two
mayoralty candidates in
the forthcoming November
elections here, Sherman Parker, Republican nominee, and
Edward Boyle, Democrat, are
rival

1)

However,
of the same commodity.
which the Army al- definite objections were raised to the
rcadv is using Government and Holly- imposition of restrictions on trading
wood pictures for both entertainment by the distributors' insistence that they
and morale. The picture is also be- will make no flat rental deals without
ing built with an eye on its value for some percentage of bookings also.
tries,

Speeding Up

Rival Candidates
Unite for "Army"

New

York.

loss of his mother,

who

Friday in Brookline,
long

illness.

passed
Mass., after

a

BACK THE ATTACK.
War Loan Drive

Sign

your

pledge.

Third

Proudly Presents

With AL

IN

A

SERIES

ST.

JOHN And

Great Supporting C

O
POWERFUL RED-BLOODED

ACTION DRAMAS
BOOST YOUR BOX OFFICE VALUE WITH
THIS ALL-NEW SERIES OF SPECTACULAR
AND BREATH TAKING ADVENTURES

BLAZING A TRAIL TO GREATER WESTERN ENTERTAINMENT
GET BEHIND THE THIRD

WAR LOAN

DRIVE

.

.

.-BUY MORE BONDS!

:
;

MOTION PICTURE
OF AM.

,

I

Alert.

InteWgei

wy

irate

Ncl

to the^f gtion

Picture

COP IE

13

Industry

*L. 54.

NO.

NEW

48

ndustry All

Bond Premieres,

With the opening of the Third
Loan set for tomorrow, and

IjVar

industry set to make an
attempt to help sell the stag•ering quota of $15,000,000,000 in
|/Var Bonds, literally hundreds of
film

in cities throughout the
have brought together
howmen and representatives of the
Treasury's War Finance Commitee, to outline the most ambitious
var-work plans ever scheduled by
he WAC.
William F. Rodgers, WAC
premiere chairman, who set up
a quota of 1,200 premieres, re-

WAC

Canada Aroused

By Film
—

W

be heard from,
more than 1,400 premieres have
tories

still

to

already been set.
In addition to

bond premieres, Leo

panies for the new season.
R. G. McMullen, Government administrator of theatres and films, has
issued a statement of official confirma-

(Continued on page 6)

pway

Gross Booms

tion

combined to give all houses
above average. The sur-

grosses far

week was registered
Music Hall which had a trenendous $121,000 for the seventh and
final week
of "Mr. Lucky" and a
5tage show. The picture moves out,
though, because of prior commitments
with "So Proudly We Hail" and a
prise

gross of the

Thomas Becomes
Executive of Lyons

7.

Suit

—Judge

Kalodner, in U. S. District Court here,
has granted the petition of Universal
Pictures Corp. requesting the company's dismissal as a party defendant
in the antitrust suit of William Goldman, independent theatre operator
here, against Warner Brothers Theatres

suit,

originally filed last

Decem-

scheduled to come up for trial
in the September term of the Federal
court here.
ber,

Scranton,

Pa.,

Sept.

7.

—

J.

J.

general
manager of the
Comerford Theatres, has announced the
company's acquisition of Harry Spieg-

O'Leary,

el's

Family Theatre
has

been

here,

and that

named

supervisor
of all Comerford theatres in Scranton.
A number of changes in personnel
in the Comerford chain at this end of
Spiegel

(Continued on page 6)

For Sept. 15
Must Register with

U.S.,

'Or Else'

—

Washington, Sept. 7. Men of
military age engaged in nondeferrable occupations in the theatre or
other industries as listed last month
by the War Manpower Commission will be reclassified by draft
boards immediately following Sept.
15 without regard to their dependency status unless they have registered
with the United States
Employment Service by that date
for transfer to

war production.

regulations adopted yesterday
provide that men registering with the
U. S. Employment Service will be
given a 30-day grace period in which
to get war jobs which will make
them eligible for occupational defer-

ment.

Unless requirements are met, it was
the local board may proceed
with the induction of such registrants
said,

after Oct. 15.

and the major distributors.

The
is

I

Washington,
decree

move

Sept.
negotiations are

to

New York

7.

— Consent

expected, to

next week, when

representatives of the five companies
will meet Assistant Attorney General
ecutive vice-president of A. & S.
Tom C. Clark on their home grounds.
Lyons, Inc., well-known talent agency.
Clark will make the trip to New
Thomas, who has just come from York in order that he may have a
service in the armed forces, as a cap- longer consultation with the companies
tain, assumes his new post immedi- than would be possible if they came
ately, taking over the leadership of the to the department and, among other
things, will discuss the data which
Lyons office in New York.
The appointment was said to be the both sides are gathering as a result
The confirst step in a new expansion program of last week's conference.
now being projected by Lyons in an- ference tentatively set for this week in
ticipation of an increase of activity in Washington has been called off, but
entertainment fields following the war. the date for the New York meeting
Thomas had been an Army thea- has not been set.
The field investigation of decree
trical adviser, producing soldier shows.
Irene Etkin, with Lyons since 1925, conditions is approaching completion,
Clark said today, but because of his
will act as assistant to Thomas.
New York trip and other matters he
Prove you're alive! Join the Bond Drive.
(Continued on page 6)

Earl G. Thomas has been named ex-

Comerford Makes 16
Changes in Circuit

I

Sept.

War Work Set

National Dominion

Unit
Montreal,

is

Proposed

Sept.

7.— Officers

elected

annual meeting of Quebec Allied Theatrical Industries Association
of Quebec,
include the following
honorary president, B. E. Norrish
at the

president, J. Arthur Hirsch
president, George Ganetakos
urer, E. N. Tabah ; secretary,

;

(Continued on page 6)

j

Philadelphia,

Deadline for

New

the

stage show opening at the theatre
tomorrow. The gross is further impressive due to the fact that "Mr.

|

more than 400

Out

Consent Decree Negotiations
To Shift to N. Y. Next Week

Broadway boomed over the holiday
Extra shows and holiday

.veekend.

it

of

(Continued on page 6)

Over the Holiday
jrices

on groupings

is

Of Goldman

Ratings

Toronto, Sept. 7. -A sharp situation
appears to be shaping up for an issue
between the
artime
Prices and
Trade Board and the National Council
of Independent Motion
Picture
Exhibitors
of
Canada over sales
policies planned by major film com-

cently, a figure that was felt to
be the maximum, reports that
with 30 per cent of the terri-

Universal

TEN CENTS

1943

.

11-out

neetings

8,

—

Rodgers Reports

nation

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

Washington, Sept. 7. Of interest to the industry is the following statement and recognition of the entertainment of service
men through the contributions of the industry and those associated with it, taken from the biennial report, dated July 1, 1943,
of General George C. Marshall, Chief of Staff of the United States
Army, covering July 1, 1941, to June 30, 1943, to the Secretary of
War, and released for publication today:
". . . Within the Zone of the Interior more than 100 entertainment units have circulated throughout 950 Army stations in the
past six months. In addition, a large number of screen, concert
and radio stars, band and radio shows, and a total of 65 entertainment troupes have toured all theatres of operations overseas.
". .
In the past year the number of theatres of the Army
Motion Picture Service operating under the Special Service Division, has been doubled over the previous year. The average daily
attendance in 1943 was 573,756, as compared with 260,000 in 1942.
Each week at least three Hollywood feature pictures, the gift of
the American Motion Picture Industry, are distributed among
overseas stations, these pictures being released simultaneously
with the release of similar programs in the United States."

In Bond Drive

he

U.S.A.,

Gen. Marshall's Report Notes Films'
Part in Service Entertainment

Set for Part

1,400

YORK,

Beaulac

;

vicetreas-

Eugene

executive committee Hirsch,
chairman Ganetakos, Tabah, Beaulac,
and J. A. DeSeve, B. A. Garson,
W. E. Lester, B. C. Salamis, Maurice
West, T. H. Trow
directors
A.
;

:

;

;

:

(Continued on page 6)

Korda Starts for
MGM in November
Sir Alexander
first

Korda

production for

will place his
in En-

M-G-M

gland, under his British producing arrangement with M-G-M, early in
November.
It will be an original
story based on an idea of his and is
now being completed in script form at
the
Culver
City
Studios.
Merle
(Continued on page 6)
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Personal
Mention
H. HAYS
WILL
Washington

Outlook

Insider's
By RED

returned from

yesterday.

.A

Hollywood, Sept. 7
RUMBLE or two roars

Roach

Hal

Pesk'ay,

representative, rs"~ 'expected
from the -Coast-Friday-.

Eastern
arrive

to

•

-Raleh—Sxitt,. -New England pubdirector

licity

Century-Fox,

for 20th

in Hartford last weekend to conwith Lou Cohen, manager of
Loew's Poli Theatre.
•
Harry David, general manager of
Northio Theatres, Cincinnati, is vaca-

was
fer

mildly about Harry Sherhis future distribution.
The inside appears to be that he
has three more to deliver to
-on
1942-43
the
commitment
which automatically creates a
runover into the new season.
These are expected to be "Tall

'*

..

Nat

L.

•

•
franchise

ler circuits.

•

Harvey Schwartz, head
Warner circuit film payment

Philadelphia, will leave next
to join the Army Signal Corps.

•
Rosenfield,

Jr. and Max
Century-Fox pubdepartment, are back from their

Jonas
licity

of the
depart-

in

Stein

of the 20th

vacations.

•

Jack Goldstein, Eastern publicity
manager of 20th Century-Fox, has returned from Brookline, Mass., following the death of his mother there.
•
William J. Kupper, general sales
manager of 20th Century-Fox, returned today from a three-week tour
of the company's exchanges.
•
Leonard Picker, assistant to B. B.

Kahane, Columbia
in

is

manager,

studio

town.
assistant

to

Joseph McConville, Columbia foreign
head, will leave for the Coast on Friday.

•
returned

to

New

•

Benjamin

Kalmenson,

Warner

general sales manager, will arrive in
New York today from the Coast after
a stopover in Chicago yesterday.

•

Leonard Mintz, 20th Century-Fox
salesman

in
Philadelphia,
ected by the Army and
his desk.
•
rej

M.
left

J.

for

Weisfeldt,

of

a business

trip

West, with stops in
Moines and Omaha.

has
is

been
back at

Columbia, has
through the
Chicago,

Des

•

Jack Lewis,

knowing his transgression already had marked his days.
Out of deference to the chief,
the oldsters thereafter managed
to move the man with the heaters toward the exit.
chair at
a clip and gradually.
It took
some time.
In fact, it took
months, but finally the end of
the line was reached.
And the end of the association
as well.

"Pop's"

around

slate, is

A

"Utah,"

in blueprint as a

money outdoor vehicle which
may or may not go there as well.

big

A

remarking how
on paper.
His listener "If you can solve
the raw stock problem, it seems

story
1938.
'once

Frank Freeman was genuinely
disturbed over those recent reports linking Paramount with
$200,000
of
national
agency
money for filming Times Square
advertising displays in easily
identifiable

—

that's

some

Designed

tomorrow.

of the

RKO

publicity

department, returned yesterday from
a two-week vacation at Rock Island.

"Lady

in

to

demonstrate

how

careful
Paramount
is
an incident about
Chesterfield.
The lyrics of one
of the stage play songs plugged
the cigarette.
Liggett and Myers sought to have the line in-

here's hoping that
a time' goes on again

quick

in

rigorously
has been

And
upon

flashes

the Dark."
Officially, his denial
is on record, of course.

when our
happened, away back in
it

me

you've got something."
An onlooker: "Not necessarily
so.
Some of the stuff I've seen
must have been made without
raw stock. Or anything else, for
that matter."

to

and everybody was
good time without

a

—

:

—

girls

was

manner,

great was his line-up

untold others, at this
"Once upon a time it was so
long ago that people drove at 60
miles an hour, and skidded their
tires, and drank three cups of
coffee all at once, and ate big
gobs of butter and there were
more fellows around than there

having

producer, in the usual large

Only

mood.
the
establishes
picture never lets it down
in what is an uproarious followup of "The More the Merrier,"
the funfest Jean Arthur made
just ahead of it for Columbia.
This

The

corporated

the celluloid verdeclined, then
made certain by ordering the
lyrics rewritten.
in

Paramount

sion.

Freeman, however, feels difabout Coca Cola and
makes no effort at hiding it.
For years, the South's favorite
soft drink has been reaching him
ferently

Diligent reader may recall a
recently told tale from the Hollywood hills in this space. It was
the true story of the newcomer
and the buzzer and how the subsequent response of the buzzer
from staccato to slow motion
mirrored the studio boss's reactions.
And how those reactions
unerringly informed the waiting
suppliant where he stood. Here's
another, equally as true.
certain studio head in these

A

"

case

in

compliment.
Thus, when he was impersonated
in
"Star Spangled Rhythm,"
Southern accent included, Freeman consciously allowed the unmistakable identification of Coca
Cola to make the screen. "I had
to show my personal appreciation
is

lots

as

a

and allegiance

how

of Stars"

Third

starts,

Wash-

ington, D. C.
Sept. 8
Quarterly

—

DA, 28 West
Sept.

44th

9— "Cavalcade

War Bond

MPP

Meeting,

New

York.
of Stars" Third
St.,

Rally, Philadelphia.

— Third Victory Loan
— "Cavalcade of Starj
Third War Bond Rally, Bostc
— "Cavalcade of
11
Sept.
9-30
Drive.
Sept.
10

Sept.

1

Stars''

Third War B ond Rally, Madison
Square Garden, New York.
12
Sept.
"Cavalcade of Stars'
Third War Bond Rally, Pitts-

—

burgh.
13

Sept.

1

— National

Industry

Entertainment;
pledge drive

Council

and service flag dedication,
York.
13
"Cavalcade
of
Stars;

rally

New

—

Sept.

War Bond

Third
land.

Sept. 15

Rally,

Cleve-

— "Declaration of Estimated

Sept,

15

— "Cavalcade

of
Rally,

War Bond

Third

Stars"
Cincin-

— "Cavalcade of Stars"
Rally, Chicago.
17 — "Cavalcade
of
Stars"
16

War Bond

Third
Sept.

War Bond

Third
apolis.

Sept. 17-19

Rally,

Minne-

—War Emergency Meet-'

Theatre Equipment Dealers
Protective Association, Hotel Bismark, Chicago.
Sept. 18
"Cavalcade of Stars''
Third War Bond Rally, St. Louis'
ing,

Sept.

—
19 — Annual

Meeting, Class Bi
Actors Guild

members, Screen
Hollywood.
Sept.

19

Third

—

Orleans.
Sept. 20

—

Third
Sept. 21

"Cavalcade of Stars'

War Bond

Rally,

New

"Cavalcade of Stars'

War Bond

Rally, Dallas.

— Council Meeting, Nationa

Entertainment Industry Conference, New York.
Sept. 23
"Cavalcade of Stars'
Third War Bond Rally, San Fran,

—

cisco.

—

Sept. 24
Finale, "Cavalcade o
Stars" Third War Bond Granc
Rally, Los Angeles.
Sept. 28
Meeting, National Enter,

;

—

tainment Industry Council, New)
York.
Oct. 4-6 War Emergency Conven'
tion, Allied Theatres of Michigan

—

Detroit.
18-22

—

SMPE Conference
Hollywood-Roosevelt Hotel.
Nov. 16 "Night of Stars" show
United Jewish Appeal, Madisoi
Square Garden, New York.
Oct.

—

Testimonial for Stern

—

Sept. 7.
Tony Stern
theatre head booker, will b(
given a testimonial banquet at tht
William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh, or:
Friday, Stern was with the Warnei
theatre department in Pittsburgh be
fore being transferred to Cleveland ahead of the booking department.

Cleveland,

Warner

somehow,"

he smilingly puts

it.
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Income and Victory Tax" report
to Internal Revenue Dept. due.

Sept.

Keynoting "A Lady Takes a
Chance," a hit in RKO's willing
hands, is a series of introductory titles which are high fun.
The audience at the Pantages
preview night howled, as will

were

—"Cavalcade

War Bond Tour

nati.

Its distribution seems to hinge
on Technicolor.
If in color,
which steps up any producer's
budget handsomely, it goes to
Fox. If in black and white, it
goes to UA.

better."

Felix Jenkins, 20th Century-Fox
general counsel,
York today.

On

who had no way

of

other outlet, if a limited one. It
is 20th Century-Fox, for which
he is making "Buffalo Bill" in
Technicolor and on a high budrolling

allergic to

ultimate victim

palavers are evidently required

knowing

•

Arnold Picker,

Timber and "Forty Thieves" in
Hopalong Cassidy group and
"Wherever the Grass Grows," a
special.
Beyond this, business

the

get.

PRC

Lefton,

owner in Cleveland, was in Toledo
last week where he closed an allproduct deal with the Smith and Beid-

ment
week

UA

what comes out.
Meanwhile, Sherman has an-

SchmertZj Cleveland 20thI.
J.
Century-Fox branch manager, and
Mrs. Schmertz are., expected back
from a vacation shortly.

is

chair facing the head of the table.
On his first day, the uninitiated one, a producer, finished his
chow. From the other side of a
long and black cigar putting
down a smoke screen, he made
engaging
conversation.
The
headman went into an involuntary cringe, noted by all but the

to see

tioning in California.

Sept. 8

smoke at the
luncheon table. Old hands know
this and regularly dodge
the

parts

1943

8,

Coming Events

KANN

man and

Ed

Wednesday, September

Wednesday, September
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54 Shooting,
47 Preparing,

59 Editing
—

Hollywood, Sept. 7. Work on 11
wound up on studio stages
iluring the past week, and seven new

.pictures

started,

Jttes

reduction

bring the total in
54 for the week, with
to

to

The

''preparing and 59 editing.

week saw only two

vious

pre-

finished,

11

58 shooting, 25 preparing and
The production scene folediting.

tarted,
>0

lows:

Columbia
"The Day Will Come,"
Marsha Hunt, Alexander Knox,

Started:
ftth

Eric Rolf, Richard
[Tale,
Trevor
Bardette,
Richard
Crane, Elvin Fields, Ray Teal, Art
Smith, Rex Williams, Shirley Mills,
A illiam Ruhl, Caryl Lincoln, John
darton,
Eileen
Coghlan,
Victor
Travers, Anne Parks.
Shooting "The Return of the Vampire," "Ten Percent Woman," "Cover
jirl," "There's
Something About a

fenfy

Travers,

:

:

soldier."

Finished
'Tropicana."
:

J

Shooting

:

"Roundup

for

3

Review
"Larceny with Music"
(U nivcrsal)

Hollyivood, Sept. 7

ARCENY WITfT MUSIC"

is an unpretentious musical intershot
has hit an all-time high and so has
with comic situations that adds up to lightweight fare for most the number of players the studio now
any audience. It has several cast names to help sell it, and its music, has under contract and presently
bolstered by Alvino Rey's orchestra, may aid in enticing others into the working in productions on the stages.
At this writing Columbia has 66
theatre.
The picture presents Allan Jones in the top singing role, with Kitty players under contract and an additional ten- top'name players, either on
Carlisle in support.
Miss Carlisle, as a singer, is neither exceptionally loan from other studios or
from the
attractive, due to poor makeup, nor does she get her vocal efforts across free-lance ranks, before" the
cameras.
with any great degree of artistry.
Leo Carrillo, as a bootlegger gone Those not on contract but now in prolegitimate with a hotel night club, aided by William Frawley as the ductions at the studio include Mae
ham-and-egg manager of Jones and Alvino Rey and his band, get over West, Marsha Hunt, Frieda Inescort,
a few comedy touches that save the picture from merely wandering from Victor Moore, William Gaxton, Henry
Travers, Gene Kelly, Phil Silvers and
one musical attempt to another.
Alexander Knox.
revolves around Frawley's tricking Carrillo into believing

The

*

plot

Tones is to inherit a quarter million dollars so the hotelman will sign
Jones, the band, and the King Sisters, to a 50-50 contract. Some comedy is introduced through the efforts of Frawley to keep Jones from
learning of the trick. To cap the thing, when the band, the King Sisters,
Jones and Carlisle stage their big numbers, and save Carrillo from foreclosure by packing the club, a number with Marines, Sailors and the Air
Force is run in from nowhere in an effort to give the ending a patriotic
flavor for no apparent reason.
Howard Benedict produced, with Edward Lilley directing.
Jack Cartwright
Running time, 64 minutes. ''G."*

Victory,"

*"G" denotes general

Goldwyn
"Up in Arms."

classification.

Stanley to Meadow,
Continues Russian
Toronto on Goodwill

Coe

M-G-M

D RODUCTION at Columbia studios

Hollywood, Sept. 7
'«]"

in Buffalo

and

The
name

contract list is topped with such
players as Cary Grant, Rita
Hayworth, Janet Blair, and Charles
Coburn.
One of the unusual things
about it is that in spite of the war the
list includes more male players than
women and njore young men than
older male actors. *
Of the 66 under contract,^) 4,re men
and 22 of those are young men, some

them definitely star material. Just
the reverse of this situation is the rule
on the contract lists of most studios.
of

•
Charles Lanvont, who directed Universal's hit comedy, "Fired Wife,"
starring Louise Allbritton and Robert
Paige, has been given two new comedy assignments.
They are "Her
Primitive Man," starring the same

Charles Francis Coe, MPPDA viceNoel Meadow, Stanley Theatre
Ronald
and general counsel, is ex- press agent, has taken over operation young players, and "The Merry MonJames president
industry
civic
and
address
of the house from Maurice Maurer, ahans," with Donald O'Connor.
Zraig,
Edward Arnold, Joy Page, pected to
and on a three-year lease, and will con- Harry Cohn has assigned production
rlugh
Herbert,
Harry Davenport, groups in Buffalo on Sept. 28
also
hold
will
Toronto, Sept. 29. He
tinue to operate it for Russian films. reins to Jack Moss on "Gone Are the
rlobart Cavanaugh.
cities
Shooting: "The Canterville Ghost," sessions with film men in both
The contract which Maurer signed Days," with Cary Grant, Rita HayToronto speech will with the M. P. Theatre Managers and worth, Janet Blair and Charles Co'Rationing," "Andy Hardy's Blonde on his visits. His
the auspices of the Employees
Universal
Trouble,"
Union, Local 152, UOP- burn to top the cast.
"Broadway
Rhythm," be given under
perWA, CIO, last week covering both has re-labeled "Raiders of the Desert,"
'Meet the People," "White Cliffs of Advertising Sales Club with 750
Both appearances are the Stanley and the newly-redecorat- "Queen of the Nile," and set Maria
Dover," "See Here, Private Har- sons present.
in line with the industry's MPPDA
igrove," "Mr. Co-Ed," "Gaslight."
ed Victoria is not expected to re- Monies, Jon Hall and Terhati Bey for
industry
developing
program
for
main in force against the new lessee, the cast. The picture will be in Techgoodwill.
Monogram
but Meadow expects to sign a new nicolor and laid in the Sahara. Paul
Started:
"Million
Dollar
Kid,"
Malvern will produce after he finishes
contract with the union shortly.
A'ith Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, East
Subs Pick 'Opera'
Maurer will devote himself to the "Gypsy Girl."
Side Kids, Louise Currie, Iris Adrian,
•
Universal's "Phantom of the Opera" Victoria, being in the market for firsttfoah
Beery, Robert Greig, Patsy has been selected as the "Picture-ofBen Bogeaus has borrowed Lynn
run American films for the house in
d >rgan, Pat Costello. "Big Brother," the-month" in New York subways, for
addition to Russian product which is Bari from Fox for a star role in
vith Rich Vallin,
Wanda McKay, September car-card promotion.
scheduled.
"We Will Come Back" "Bridge of San Luis Rey," which
/eda Ann Borg, Jack LaRue, Bobby
will follow "The City That Stopped he'll produce for UA release.
-arson,
Mary
Gordon,
Herbert
Warner Brothers are watching
Hitler," Russian documentary.
Elliott, Ann Jeffrys,
Hayes, Addison Richards, Ray Dar- with 'Wild Bill'
progress of the roadshowing of
Hayes.
George
nour.
Paramount's "For Whom the Bell
the Bor"Hands
Across
Shooting
Shooting:
"Sweethearts
the
Tolls" in connection with their own
of
der," "In Old Oklahoma."
Passes 'Canteen' plans to roadshow "Desert Song."
J. S. A.," "The Sultan's Daughter."
Finished: "Mr. Muggs Steps Out,"
M-G-M's short subjects departToronto, Sept. 7. Ontario Board
20th Century-Fox
'Hitler's Women."
Shooting: "Buffalo Bill," "Pin-Up of Censors has approved "Stage Door ment, headed by Jerry Bresler, is
Girl," "Tampico," "Lifeboat," "The Canteen" with the sequence showing making a War Manpower picture
Paramount
Gracie Fields
singing the
to forcefully put over
Lord's for the
Shooting "Going My Way ?" "Henry Lodger."
Prayer because it was not considered the manpower situation and the
Artists
United
Aldrich, Boy Scout," "The Story of
sacrilegious nor objectionable other- way to lick it.
Samuel Bronston,
(Samuel Bronston)
Dr. Wassell," "Frenchman's Creek,"
wise, according to a statement by O. J. whose "Jack London" is held up by
London."
Shooting
"Jack
'Hail the Conquering Hero," "Our
Silverthorne, chairman, with reference the injury of Michael O'Shea, is
Hearts Were Young and Gay."
Universal
to a cabled report from London that delving into the possibility of doFinished
"Standing Room Only,"
Started
"Third Glory," with Don- the British censors had deleted the ing "General Billy Mitchell, Air
'Ministry of Fear."
Prophet," based on the life story of
O'Connor, Ann Blyth, Helen scene.
ald
the famous flier. He'll have plenty
Broderick, Peggy Ryan, Walter CatPRC
of brass hats in his hair, but it
Arthur Treacher, Helen Vinson,
Started: "Return of the Rangers," lett,
Vandals
Theatre should make a great picture if no
Patric
Knowles,
Minna Gombell,
A'ith Dave O'Brien, Jim Newill, Guy
Joel Kupperman, Ernest Truex, SamPhiladelphia, Sept. 7. Vandalism punches are pulled.
Wilkerson,
Nell
O'Day,
Gl enn
•

"Kismet,"

Started:

'olman,

Marlene

with

Dietrich,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

Canada

—

.

.

.

WMC

:

.

;

.

.

:

:

:

Bomb

—

Strange,

Stan Jolley,
-•Emmett Lyon.

Charles

RKO-Radio
Shooting

King,

Bacon.
Shooting
"When Ladies Fly,"
"Passport to Dakar," "Gung Ho,"
"His Butler's Sister."
Finished: "The Mummy's Ghost,"

uel S. Hinds, Irving
:

"Curse of the Cat Peo"Dangerous Journey," "Rookies "The Marshal of Gunsmoke," "Moon$n
Burma,"
"Tender
Comrade," light and Cactus," "Ali Baba and the
"Higher and Higher," "Revenge," 40 Thieves."
Warners
"The Falcon and the Co-Eds."
Shooting: "Uncertain Glory," "In
Finished: "The Ghost Ship."
Our Time," "Destination Tokyo,"
Republic
"Shine On, Harvest Moon," "RhapStarted: "Overland Mail Robbery," sody in Blue," "Passage to Marseille."
ple,"
_

:

of teen-age
panic here,

boys almost resulted in a

at the Wayne Theatre,
a crude bomb exploded just outThe
side the theatre's exit door.
audience of 150, mostly children, were
quieted by Joseph McPhillips, manager, when they began running for the
exits as the sound track of the film

when

shown

simultaneously

tioning.

ceased

func-

Victor Saville, Columbia producer,
in New York for conferences on his
next three productions.
They are
"Heart of a City," "Pal Joey," and
another, as yet undetermined.
Ben Blue, comic dancer in "Broadway
Rhythm" at M-G-M, goes into "Two
Sisters and a Sailor" at that studio,
and will dance to Xavier Cugat's
music.
Scott R. Dunlap has set six
musical numbers for his "Lady Let's
is

.

.

It's

no time to slack.

BACK THE ATTACK. Dance"

.

.

at

Monogram.

.

.

Let's all

3rd

do

it

WAR

together!

LOAN!

Back the Attack!
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Comerf ord Makes 16 B 'way Holiday Gross

Industry All

Set for Part
In Bond Drive
{Continued from page

1)

State Bond Chairman, reports that virtually all Greater
New York theatres will have a free
show day, free to any bond purchaser,
tentatively set for Monday, Sept. 27.
Similar arrangements are expected to
be set in other cities.

Brecher,

N.

Y.

The blanket orders for trailers in
many territories will make it necessary
print

increase the original
which was for 12,000.
to

order,

The Third War Loan "Rangers,"

Changes in Circuit Terrific; 'Lucky' in
{Continued from page

7th Week, $121,000

1)

have also been announced
Byron Linn, who has
by O'Leary.
been supervisor of the city houses, has
been named manager of the Strand,
replacing Willard Matthews, who has
the

been sent to the Capitol, at Hazleton,
replacing John Higgins, who has been
transferred to the Feeley, Hazleton,
succeeding George Prokopic, who has
been made manager of the Hippodrome, Pottsville, succeeding Bert Al-

in Washington today on the
special train to participate in the ofcampaign.
launching of the
ficial

can,

of the

Pittston, has been

Ameri-

named

to the

Globe, Scranton, succeeding Kays.

arrives

President Roosevelt, Secretary of the
Treasury Morgenthau, the stars, and
campaign officials are to meet at an as
yet undesignated point for the opening
ceremonies.
The entire nation will
hear these ceremonies broadcast over
all networks and independent stations
at 9 P.M., Eastern War Time.

The War Veterans Bond Airmada,
which will visit 50
opening engagement
morrow and minute

cities,

begins

Newark

in

details,

its

to-

changes

McEvoy

Girl,

Unhurt

Shapiro

Wreck

in

McEvoy, daughter of
McEvoy, Universal sales execuand who is managing editor of

Dorothea
E. L.
tive,

Screen Guide, motion picture fan
magazine, escaped uninjured from the
wreck of the 20th Century Limited,
crack New York Central train, which

was

derailed early yesterday morning
at Canastota, N. Y.

Irving

Shapiro,

head

of

Hollywood personalities who Classics, also was aboard the
will accompany the veterans, are being and likewise was unhurt.
made by chairman Ed Sniderman and
the Hollywood Victory Committee.
Gehrings Miss Ill-fated
Hollywood players touring key Train
by Few Seconds
cities as members of the "Cavalcade of
the

in

Stars" will meet trade press represen-

and newspapermen at the Terrace Club atop the St. Moritz Hotel,
Saturday at 2 P.M.

tatives

First War Bond world premiere in
connection with the industry's participation in the drive will be held at the
Astor Theatre, Monday night, when
M-G-M's "Thousands Cheer" will be
presented. The regular Broadway run
of "Thousands Cheer," the third Tech-

William

Gehring,

C.

ardent

Gehring

and

baseball

companied the Yankees

to

Film
train,

at

a

swift

week wound up

gait.

The

fourth

at $102,000 estimated

acPhiladel-

fans,

phia to see their holiday weekend
games. The Monday game was over
at an early hour, and the couple, with
several members of the Yankee team,
decided to return to New York at
once. Just as they reached the North
Philadelphia station the train gates
closed.
They missed the ill-fated Congressional Limited by 30 sec-

were

Whom

grossed $25,000 in

its

first

week.

It

stays for a third.

"Destroyer" is headed for an estimated $32,000 gross at the Criterion
"Best Foot Forward"
and holds.
winds up its stay at the Astor Sunday
night after grossing $17,500 for its
tenth week. "Thousands Cheer" opens
at the Astor Sept. 14. "Hitler's Madman." at the Rialto, will gross about
$10,000 in the second week and stays
for a third.

Korda Starts for
MGM in November

Paul Heinreid has joined the Hollywood Bond Cavalcade of stars now
headed East for the $86,000,000 War

Levinson Quits Academy

M-G-M's British producThe producer, after home of-

supervise
tions.

conferences,

will

leave

for

the

will wait until
Western and Canadian coast Friday, where he
completes
wife,
manager for 20th Century-Fox Miss Oberon, his
work on her last Columbia assignment then both will head for New

Gehring

is

;

Bond show

to be presented at

Madison

Square Garden, Saturday night.

Martha Scott
Washington,

Sept.

to
7.

Tour

—

War Loan drive tomorrow, flies
New York the next day and will
War Heroes Airmada for a
tour through New England.
Third

to
join the

It's

no time to slack.

BACK THE ATTACK.

and

England.

—

Academy

of Arts

and Sciences.

Martha

Scott, will appear with the Cavalcade
of Stars in Washington to launch the

York

will
Goetz
Hollywood, Sept. 7. Following his probably fly to London in a few days,
conferences here with L. B.
resignation ten days ago from the following
Motion Picture Research Council, Col. Mayer and Al Lichtman, due from
Nathan Levinson, Warner studio ex- Chicago today, and Nicholas M.
president.
ecutive, has resigned as vice-president Schenck, M-G-M

of the

Another Loew Switch
Continuing the recent switchings in
Loew's home advertising and publicity
offices,
Ernest Emerling, acting advertising manager, has assigned Pete
McCarty to handle the Valencia and
North Queens houses.

(Continued from page

1)

34 classed as "specials"
and 69 in the next highest bracket.
features, with

The announcement

indicates that final

approval has been given film compan™
bookings.

On

the other hand, the exhibitor unit,

through

its

spokesmen, has declared

that the groupings are over-loaded in
the top brackets, asserting classifications will be revised and hinting that
protests will

be filed with the high-

Government authorities at Ottawa
on the ground that exchanges have
est

boosted the cost of product by raising
films to the higher groups in the face
of the Price and Trade Board's film
rental control measures.
Republic, with 64; Universal, with
62,

and Columbia, with 53

lead the

list

new product

of

features,

company groupings

of

with Administrator
McMullen. United Artists is not yet
shown on the approval list of the
Government board, but it is understood that this is merely a routine
delay and is not due to official objections to groupings.
filed

National Dominion

Unit

is

Proposed

(Continued from page

1)

Adelman, Albert Bey, Edouard Gauthier, C. H. Brock, Leo Choquette,
A. DeSeve, George Ganetakos,
J.
B. A. Garson, J. A. Hirsch, W. E.
Lester, Maurice West, E. H. Tabah,
T. H. Trow, George Rotsky, B. C.
Salamis, Eugene Beaulac.
Hirsch was chairman of the meeting, held late last week, and which
attracted theatre owners from every
part of the province.

The importance of having a Dominion-wide association which would
represent

the industry on a larger
and forward its interests to the
Government at Ottawa was stressed
(Continued from page 1)
by Hirsch, who added that "we are
Oberon will be starred in the story, as ready and willing to give the Government our utmost support." A report
yet untitled.
Korda arrived from California on on the activities of the executive comMonday with Ben Goetz, who will mittee was read by the secretary while

fice

onds.
sales

stanza ending tonight than it did in
the second week. In sight is $70,000,
and the bill holds for a fourth week.
"Let's Face It" and Benny Goodman
and his band on the stage at the
Paramount grossed* an
estimated
$70,000 in its fifth week and holds for
a sixth.
"Watch on the Rhine," and Abe
Lyman and his orchestra, at the
Strand, will gross in the neighborhood
of $59,000 for the second week with a
five-week stay in sight. "This Is the
Army" is proving its strength at the
Hollywood where it is headed for
$47,000 as a seventh-week gross.
the Bell Tolls" grossed
"For
about $38,500 in its seventh week at
the Rivoli and continues. "The Sky's
the Limit" is doing about $32,500 in
its first week at the Palace and will
hold for three weeks in all. "Salute
to the Marines," despite mixed critics'
notices, is proving a winner at the
Globe, where $24,000 is in sight for
the second week after the picture

Mrs.

nicolor film of the new
season, will begin at the Astor on Tuesday, Sept. 14.

M-G-M

tinues

194

Film Ratings

1)

Lucky" took $112,000 in its first week
at Radio City.
"Heaven Can Wait," and Ilona
Massey on the stage, at the Roxy, con-

and the bill stays for a fifth. "Holy
Matrimony," and a stage show featuring Carole Landis, Paul Draper
len, named to the Hollywood, Pottsville, replacing Robert Morgan, who and Jerry Wald and his band, are set
to open at this theatre on Sept. 15.
has been inducted.
"DuBarry Was a Lady" and a stage
John Gibbons, who was recently assistant manager of the Family, has show featuring Horace Heidt and his
been made manager of the Capitol, Musical Knights, at the Capitol is
succeeding Matt O'Keefe, who has headed for a better gross in its third

Frank Loftus, manager

Bond Cavalcade,
with chairman Edward L. Alperson,
Hollywood

(Continued from page

8,

CanadainArms
Over Official

state

headed by George J. Schaefer, have
been sent to the American Pittston.
been contacting all industry figures to
Thomas Jones, of the company's art
raise sales within the industry itself.
department, has been made supervisor
Early reports indicate that the "RangAl
of suburban theatres in Scranton.
ers" will outdo the efforts of the
Farre, of the booking department, has
group which tackled this job last Sepbeen transferred to Binghamton, and
tember.
Jack Mahon, former manager of the
During the campaign, under the Westside, Scranton, has been named
auspices of showmen in hundreds of to the booking department.
cities, parades will wend their ways,
Also, Edward McGovern, manager
stopping to sell bonds to the thousands of the Rialto, Scranton, has been made
Americans lining the various manager of the Westside.
of
William
streets.
Kays, former manager of the Globe,
Scranton, has replaced McGovern, and
Bond Cavalcade in Capital

The

Wednesday, September

Decree Talks Shift
To N. Y Next Week
(Continued from page 1)
not be able to go to the West
Coast next week, as he had planned.
However, he said, it is probable he
will be able to go to Hollywood about
the end of this month.
will

scale

the financial statement of the association was presented by the treasurer.
The work of the advisory council was
sketched by B. C. Salamis, of Montreal, who is a Quebec delegate to the
advisory council.

Ray Lewis and H. Auerback, of
Toronto, and Ken Merritt, of Windsor, were out-of-town visitors at the
meeting.

Cat Walker Passes
Hollywood,
er,

55,

Sept.

Northwestern

7.

—Cal

Walkmanager

J.

district

Warner

Theatres, died here yesWith
of a heart condition.
Warners for the last 12 years, he was
for

terday

with the late Alexander
Pantages theatres previously. A wife
and daughter survive.
associated

BACK THE ATTACK.
War Loan Drive

Sign

your

pledge.

Third

.

the

man who

I

lade the nation
Jingle -conscious in

The More The Merrier

A COLUMBIA COMEDY INT THE
GREAT BOX OFFICE IMDIHOJi

:

:

:

Wednesday. September

4

2nd

Its

—

Estimated takings for the week end1

(M-G-M)
Remember" (Rep.)

•Youngest Profession"

Someone

to

PARAMOUNT— (2.740)
Gross:

davs. 2nd week.
$15,700)

Army" (W.

This Is the

FOX— (5.000)
Follies'

Next

7

days. 2nd

(Average,

$32,000.

7

(Average.

B.)

(20c -35c -55c -75c)

Gross:

eek.

(20c-35c-55c-75c)
$16,600.

$21,100)

(PRC)

Girl"

Kin" (Univ.)

of

ESQUIRE— (950)

(2Oc-35c-60c-75c)

7 days.

(Average. $9,500)
ross: $9,000.
'We've Never Been Lacked" (Univ.)
All By Myself" (Univ.)

ORPHEUM — (2.440)

(20c-35c-55c-75c)

Gross: $14,900. (Average.
'Behind the Rising Sun" (RICO)

GOLDEN GATE— (2,850)

Stage: vaudeville.
Average. $24,500)
Alaska Highway" (Para.)
days.

WARFIELD— (2,680)

7

$12,700)

davs.

Gross:

(20c -35c -55c -75c)

week.

7th

For

$9,600.

$19,700

Opener

Its

A Revere, "Beyond the Last Frontier," is
average oat-eater drama with action providing the higher gear ratio.
Chicago, Sept. 7. "For Whom the
This Lou Gray production is one about the Texas Rangers and the
Bell Tolls" is breaking all records at
Panhandle district of Texas before it became a part of the state. The the State-Lake Theatre with a
$60,000
outlaws capture the son of a late respected Ranger sergeant and substitute gross probable. Holiday crowds gave
their own man.
The Rangers have already planted their undercover a lift to all Loop attractions.
Estimated receipts for the week endman, Revere, among the outlaws.
Revere outsmarts the outlaw plant and as the better traditions of the ing Sept. 10
service seep into his blood he ends up assisting the Rangers because he's "Stormy Weather" (ZOth-Fox)
APOLLO— (1,200) (40c-55c-75c) 7 days, 3rd
unable to go for the brutality of the outlaw chief.
week. Gross: $12,000. (Average, $10,000)
The production leaves plenty of room for thrill sequences which "Dixie" (Para.)
CHICAGO— (4,000) (40c-55c-75c) 7 days,
Howard Bretherton directs in a manner to get the utmost from them. 3rd week. Stage:
Teddy Powell and his
orchestra.
Gross: $50,000. (Average. $43,000)
They include Revere's leap from a craggy cliff into a stream, from a
"Action in the North Atlantic" (W. B.)
bouncing buckboard onto the backs of the team as they break away, and
GARRICK— (1.000) (40c-55c-75c) 7 days,
4th week in Loop. Gross: $9,000. (Averseveral fist fights in the best Western manner.
age. $8,500)
Both Smiley Burnette and Bob Mitchum, as Frog and the outlaw plant, "Forever and a Day" (RKO)
outshine the Western star, and Charles Miller's performance boosts the 3 days, 3rd week
"Melody Parade" (Mono.) 3 days, 3rd week
Ranger Major role to above the average. Lorraine Miller is thinly con- "Mr. Lucky" (RKO) 4 days
in Danger" (RKO) 4 days
cerned, while the others turn in typical villain roles.
Bud Thackeray's "The Falcon
GRAND — (1,150) (40c-55c-75c). Gross:
photography includes a bit too much night stuff.
$12,000.
(Average, $8,000)
Running time, 55 minutes. "G."*
Jack Cartwright. "Gals, Incorporated" (Univ.)

—

Indianapolis Pays

Army"

doing

$10,000 in its
third week at the Indiana. "Best Foot
Forward" and "Taxi, Mister," at
Loew's are doing $15,000 to top box

the

is

at

loomed

Theatre
opening
week which included a Sunday midnight show before Labor Day. Weather favored the theatres.

EGLINTON
Gross:

days.

"So Proudly

we£k

the

6

Hail" (Para.)

IMPERIAL— (3.373)

(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6

Gross: $14,800. (Average, $12,300)
"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)

days.

LOEWS— (2,074)

days. 7th

week.

(18c-30c-42c-60c-78c)

6

(Average.

Gross: $12,900.

$11,400)

"Dixie" (Para.)

SHEA'S —

"The Falcon

"My

(2.480)

Gross: $19,700.

days.

in

(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)

6

(Average, $12,200)

Danger" (RKO)

Friend Flicka" (ZOth-Fox) (Move-over)

TIVOLI
Gross:

—

(1,434)
(18c-30c-48c)
$6,100.
(Average. $4,600)

"Phantom

of

Gross:

6

days.

the Opera" (Univ.)

UPTOWN— (2.761)

days.

$17,800.

(RKO)

CIRCLE—
Gross:

(2,800)
(30c -40c -50c)
(Average. $11,000)
$13,000.

LOEW'S— (2,800)

(30c-40c-50c)

7

days.

7

days.

(30c-40c-50c)

7

days.

Gross: $10,000. (Average, $11,500).
"Frontier Badmen" (Univ.)
"We t Side Kid" (Rep.)

LYRIC— (2.000)
Gross:

$5,500.

(30c-40c-50c)

(Average,

(18c-30e-42c-60c-80c)

6

(Average, $9,800)

Paramount Takes
House for BelV

It's

no time to slack.

in

RKO ALBEE— (3,300) (33c-40c-44c-55c)
Gross: $21,000. (Average, $15,800)
"So Proudlv We Hail" (Para.)
RKO PALACE— (2,700) (33c-40c-44c-55c)

days.

Postponed

Detroit,

a

BACK THE ATTACK.

7

days.

SHUBERT— (2,150)

to Oct. 5

Loew's, Ltd., Dividend

—

Sign

your

pledge.

(40c-50c-60c)

Gross: $14,000.

7

(Average,

at _33c-40c-44c-55c, $6,200)

000,000 from the industry in violation
of the Federal Anti-Racketeering Act.
James D. C. Murray, counsel for
the
Chicago defendants, who
six
sought a longer adjournment, will
probably appeal to Federal Judge John
C. Knox, senior judge of the court,
for an extension.

War Loan Drive

(33c-40c-44c-

3rd week, moveover from
Gross: $6,000. (Average, $5,000)
"This Is the Army" (W. B.)

days,

7

Palace.

RKO CAPITOL— (2.000)

Federal Judge J. Waties Waring
yesterday postponed until Oct. 5 the
trial of Louis Kaufman of Newark,
business agent of Local 244, projectionists' union, and seven others on
charges of extorting more than $1,-

BACK THE ATTACK.

4

days

(40c-5Sc-75c).

Gross:

(Average, $19,000)

"Bataan" (M-G-M)

ROOSEVELT— (1,500)

(40c-55c-75c) 7 days.

Gross: $28,000. (Average, $17,000)
"For Whom the Bell Tolls," (Para.)

STATE-LAKE— (2,700)

(75c-$1.10)

7

days

UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700)

(40c-55c-75c)

days. Gross: $30,000. (Average, $18,CO0)
Victory Through Air Power" (U. A.)
"Taxi, Mister" (U. A)

7
'

WOODS— (1,200)

week.

(40c-55c-75c) 7 days, 2nd

Gross: $11,000.

(Average, $7,500)

Third

"First

Comes Courage"

days.

Gross:

(Col.)
(1,500) (33c -40c -44c -55c)
$5,500.
(Average, $5,200)

RKO GRAND—

"We've Never Been Licked"

RKO LYRIC— (1.400)

7

(Univ.)

(33c-40c-44c-55c)

days, 2nd week, moveover from
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $3,900)

7

Albee.

"The Right Man" (Mono.)
"Headin' for God's Country" (Rep.)

RKO FAMILY— (1,000)

(22c-33c)

4 days.

Gross: $1,500. (Average, $1,400)
"Petticoat Larceny" (RKO)

"Maltese Falcon" (W. B.)

RKO FAMILY— (1,000)

(22c -33c)

3

WLB Approves Raise
For Chicago Janitors
Washington,

7

Gross: $19,000. (Average, $12,600)
of the Opera" (Univ.)

"Phantom
55c)

$4,500).

7

days.

RKO

Toronto, Sept. 7. A dividend of
\Yx percent for the current quarterlegitimate house, has been taken over
year has been declared by Marcus
by Paramount for a run of "For
Loew's Theatres Ltd., on the 7 perWhom the Bell Tolls," opening there cent
preferred shares, payable Sept. 30.
Sept. 30 simultaneously with the UnitThe company owns and operates
ed Artists Theatre in that city, Charles
Loew's Yonge Street and Loew's UpM. Reagan, Paramount assistant gen- town in Toronto.
eral sales manager, has announced.

The Wilson Theatre

—

"Claudia" (20th-Fox)

Gross: $15,000. (Average. $9,900).
"This Is the Army" (W. B.)

INDIANA— (3.200)

$26,000.

Gross: $60,000. (Average, $23,000.
"Presenting Lily Mars" (M-G-M)

Cincinnati, Sept. 7. Despite a
certain exodus of vacationists over the
weekend holiday, during which cooler
weather prevailed, grosses ran unusually high, with "Claudia" promising the
Albee a smash $21,000.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Sept. 8-11

days, 4th week.

—

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO) 4 days
"The Falcon in Danger" (RKO)

RKO

Extortion Case Is

(1.0S6)
(18c-30c-48c-60c)
(Average. $4,300)
$5,800.

We

week

Estimated receipts for the
ending Sept. 9
"The Sky's the Limit" (RKO)

"Best Feet Forward" (M-G-M)
"Taxi, Mister" (U. A.-Roach)

Toronto, Sept. 7.
as a record-breaker at Shea's
with $19,700 in sight for

$21,000

$10,000 for 'Army' A Cincinnati Smash
—"This Is Despite Vacations
Indianapolis, Sept.

"Petticoat Larceny"

—"Dixie"

'Claudia's'

(3,200)
(30c-35c-55c-65c)
7
days. Stage: Ada Leonard- and her all girl
orchestra. Gross: $28,000. (Average, $22,000)
"Hit the Ice" (Univ.) 3 days, 4th week
"Honeymoon Lodge" (Univ.)
3 days, 4th week

PALACE— (2,500)

office grosses.

Shea's in Toronto

Estimated receipts for
ending September 9
"Meet Mr. London" (Br.)
"Don't Look Now" (Para.)

classification.

7.

(20c-35c-55c-

Gross:

Average. $10,100)

Dixie's'

series starring

7

Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)

UNITED ARTISTS— (1.200)

Chicago Week

7.

Eddie Dew as John Paul
geared just a bit above the

Western

of a proposed

*"G" denotes general

$3,300)

days.

$60,000 for

ORIENTAL—

$31,500.

Gross: $19,800.
Stage: vaudeville.
Average. $18,600)
(ZOth-Fox)
Wait"
Can
Heaven.
Henry Aldrich Swings It" (Para.)
ST. FRANCIS— (1.400) (20c-35c-55c-75c) 7
days, 4th week. Gross: $9,700. (Average.

7

"Beyond the Last Frontier"

(20c-35c-44c-75c)

days.

n5c)

'Bell' Rings
Hollywood, Sept.

500.

ing Sept.

Review
THIRST

After upSept. 7.
surging close to the $45,000 mark in
"This Is the Army"
its first week,
*
ept coming at $32,000 in the second
eek at the Fox. Total first run busiAverage is $120,ness was $143,100.

San Fkancisco,

9

(Republic)

Week

'Frisco

:

Motion Picture Daily

1943

8,

Army' in High

For

:

days.

Gross: $1,000.

(Average, $800)
"Heaven, Can Wait" (ZOth-Fox)

KEITH'S— (1,500) (33c-40c-44c-55c) 7 days.
4th week, 3rd at this house. Gross: $4,000.
.(Average, $5,200)

Sept.

7.— The

buildings represented by the Building
Managers' Association in a decision
which may be extended by the regional
to building managements not
affiliated with the association.

WLB

The decision approves an agreement
with the Chicago Office, Theatre and
Amusement Building Janitors' Union
(AFL). Under the order, top pay
for janitors will be 67y2 cents an
hour and for janitresses, 58 cents. A
maintenance of union membership
clause was written into the contract,
which also provides for vacations with
pay, and time and one-half for work
on six specified holidays.

Fitzgerald with

Seven Picked in Survey

War

Labor Board today ordered wage increases of AY2 cents an hour for
janitors and ten cents an hour for
janitresses employed in Chicago office

MGM

John Fitzgerald, formerly

of

War-

Seven players whom Jack L. War- ners' New York publicity office, has
ner elevated to stardom have been ap- joined M-G-M's home office publicity
proved by both the public and the ex- staff.
hibitor,

according

to a recent poll,
yesterday.
They are
Joan Leslie, Dennis Morgan, Irene
Manning, Alexis Smith, Jack Garson,
Sydney
Greenstreet
and
Dolores

Warners

said

Moran.

Ben Kalmenson, Warner Brothers
general sales manager, informed the
executive producer as to the results of
the poll, which was conducted by the
company's sales organization.

CAPABLE MANAGER

— Buyer —
— Publicist — available

Theatre Executive

Booker
Sept.

10

for

independent

or

circuit operation.
Prefer percentage deal, permanency desired. Box 219, Motion Picture

Daily.

"

Motion Picture Daily

10

Newsreels to Show
U. S. War Horrors
Washington,
Newsreels are

Sept.

Wednesday, September

Para.-Cooper

Coast Flashes

Moved to

7.

included in
President Roosevelt's approval of more realism in bringing home the dangers, sacrifices, and suffering endured
by American fighting men on
world fronts, to the American people, to check complacency.
The President is reported
to have relaxed the military
restrictions that heretofore
prevented pictorial "proof,"
at the insistence of Elmer
Davis, OW1 director.

Hollywood, Sept. 7
Coast first-run houses will raise their admission prices from
1 65 cents to 75, inclusive of the tax Thursday with
opening of "Claudia" at the Chinese, Loew's State and the Ritz in Los Angeles. When it
moves to the Wilshire and the Four Star these houses will make the
same increase. Subsequent run houses
will increase 2 to 5 cents depending documentary feature showing Brazil's
upon the location and the type of contribution to the war effort.

TpOX West

•

house.

FWC

theatres in other Southern
California cities will also raise their
prices, depending on the town and
theatre.
San Francisco first-run admissions have been 75 cents for the
past five months.

'Stalingrad' Film

194

Suil

U.S. Courl

Supreme Court Justice Benedict I
Dineen yesterday ordered the remov;
to Federal Court of a suit by Pan;
mount to compel Joseph H. Cooper
t

deliver to Paramount all Class B stoc!
of J. H. Cooper Enterprises, of Col'
rado, and Rialto, Inc., and all Cla<|
stock of Interstate Theatres, Inr

A

now

m\

standing in Cooper's name.

transfer is based upon a diversity*
citizenship of the parties.
Paramount also seeks an injunctic
restraining Cooper from transferrin
the securities to any person, or fror
voting the stock for the purpose
transferring any of the assets of tl!
three corporations.
The action dates back to the earl,

Columbia

has added "Soldiers in
about women war workers,
and "Mr. Jordan Returns," a sequel
to "Here Comes Mr. Jordan," to its
schedule.
Sidney Buchman will produce "Jordan" with the original cast
except for Robert Montgomery.
•<
•
The Academy of M. P. Arts and
Fox West Coast, 20th-Fox and 1930's, when Cooper entered into a
Sciences has announced the names of
54 members nominated for the new other defendants have been granted an agreement with Paramount, it is ai
board of governors in an election extension to Nov. 5 to answer the leged, to acquire a number of Col<
scheduled to be held Sept. 15-25. The anti-trust suit filed May 24 by Sidney rado theatre properties, on a 30Pink-Joseph Moritz Theatre Enter- basis, similar to the Cooper-Pan
incumbents'
terms expire Oct.
1.
mount partnership in theatres in Okl;
Members will vote also on whether prises.
homa and Nebraska.
•
to establish music, short subjects and
The complaint alleges that Coope
Max Milder, Warners' British manpublic relations branches in addition
president of J. H. Cooper Enterprise
to the present five of actors, directors, aging director, will arrive here Thursday from New York to discuss Brit- organized Rialto and Interstate, a]
writers, producers and science.
pointed all officers and directors of tfe
ish exhibition with Jack L. Warner.
.

Legion Objects to

8,

Slacks,"

i

.<

Legion of Decency

three current features as objectionable, as follows "A Scream in the Dark," Republic, because of "light treatment of
marriage"
"The Seventh Victim,"
Radio because of its "solution
of plot by suicide," and "The City
That
Stopped
Hitler Stalingrad,"
Paramount Soviet release, which, it
was said, "tends to incite hatred of the
persons of enemies and to be exceslists

:

;

RKO

—

sively gruesome."

Rated currently as Class A-I (for
general patronage) are: "Adventures
of a Rookie,"
"Creo en Dios,"
Mexican-Grovas y Cia
"GuadalaMexican-Azteco
Studios
j a r a,"

RKO

;

;

;

"Outlaws of Stampede," Monogram,
and "Tiger Fangs," PRC.
Rated as Class A-II (unobjectionable for adults), were: "Alia en el
Tropico," Mexican-Fernando de Fuentes Prod.
"Here Comes Kelly,"
Monogram "Johnny Come Lately"
"Larceny with Music," Universal
"My Kingdom for a Cook," Columbia,
and "Tornado," Paramount.
;

;

;

F-P Canadian Calls
In $575,000 Bonds
Toronto, Sept.
— Retirement, on
7.

/

Oct. 20, of more than $575,000 A 2
percent bonds, scheduled to mature
June 1, 1951, has been announced by
Famous Players Canadian Corp., in a
move to reduce capital liability.
premium of two percent and accrued
interest will be paid on retirement
date,
and arrangements have been
made to set up a fund for the redemption of any bonds which are not surrendered in October.
T

A

The bonds were drawn by

lot

and

are largely of the $1,000 denomination.
After redemption date, the selected
bonds will be null and void insofar as
further interest is concerned, it is
stated.

•

latter two corporations, and complete
•
Gordon Hollingshead, Warner short ly dominated them, to the extent fhi
their stock, instead of being issued
production head, is gravely ill at Long
ers mobilization and the University of
Beach Hospital following a recent Paramount and Cooper, was issued
1-3.
California, is scheduled from Oct.
Cooper alone. The alleged breach
heart attack.
Complications today
The conference, long in preparation,
prompted his placement in an oxygen contract by Cooper is the foundati

The United Writers' Congress, a
joint project of the Hollywood Writ-

i

seeks attendance of 2,000 writers. The
sessions will consider "all problems
of writers in the postwar periods."

tent.

•
Joseph Seidelman, vice-president of
•
Universal, has arrived here to confer
business with Nate
renewed
Twentieth-Fox
Blumberg, president, and
relations with the Blue Network fol- other Universal
executives.
lowing Jimmy Fidler's broadcast of
•
Tierney
for
a
apology
to
Gene
an
Universal has given Diana Barrycigar-smoking story aired last Novem- more, No. 8 in the
Motion Picture
The company resumed relations Herald "Stars of Tomorrow"
ber.
poll, a
Fidthe
disrupted
by
with NBC, also
prominent role in Walter Wanger's
ler blast several weeks ago.
production, "When Ladies Fly."
•

The Motion Picture

Society for the
Americas has disclosed that the John
Ford production unit in Brazil under
the Coordinator
Affairs auspices
ground material

of

Inter- American

shooting backfor the use of all
American producers in addition to a
is

•
Producing Artists has announced
"Music from Heaven," a supermusical,
as

its

first

for

UA.

•
Charles Rogers has signed Sammv
Kaye's orchestra for "Song of the
Open Road," a Technicolor musical.

Frank Crumit Dies
PCCITO Protests
Of Heart Attack 'Wintertime' Showing

has arrived here for a week's conferences,

told

Motion Picture Daily

five picture
ideas" for production, and has "two
or three more" which he expects to
set with producers before leaving.
Butterfield indicated that imparting
these ideas to producers is the principal objective of his present visit.
Checkup of scripts with Army aspects
will continue as formerly, he said.

today he has "set four or

A

involved were

owned by the bankru
Publix Theatres Corp., which ownr
the Mountain States Theatres Corn
and, in turn, was owned by Pan)
mount.

Motion

to

Be Heard

In Restraint Actio

>

A

motion by J. J. Theatres, Inc.,
modify the demands by 20th Centur
Fox. RKO Corp., Warner Brother
Loew's, United Artists, Columbia, ai
Universal,
connection
conspiracy
be heard

for a bill of particulars
with a restraint of trar
alleged against them,

w

today

by

Supreme

Cou.

Kenneth O'Brien.
Emil K. Ellis, plaintiff's counsel, a
leges that the demands for items
the defendants are repetitious and u
reasonable and constitute an abuse

Justice

1

the rights to a

bill

of particulars.

Frank Crumit, radio personality,
Los Angeles, Sept. 7.— Robert H.
The complaint alleges that the d
and long-time vaudeville and musical Poole, executive secretary of the Pa- fendants named, plus Iris
Joyce; In.
at
attack
comedy star, died of a heart
cific Coast Conference of Independent
Anwell Amusement Corp., Helgt
the Hotel Gotham yesterday at the Theatre Owners, today dispatched a Inc., Andear Amusement
Corp., Ms
At his bedside was his protest to Tom Connors, 20th-Fox Cohen, William and Harry Branc
age of 54.
Sanderson, with whom vice-president in
charge of sales
in musical comedy, and against the tradeshowing of
"Winterwho was co-starred with him in radio time" at the Fox Wilshire theatre
broadcasts for the last 14 years.
here tonight with a paying audience
Private funeral services will be held present.
tomorrow at Springfield, Mass., Miss
Poole cited a previous protest on
Sanderson's home town, where she "Heaven Can Wait," and Conners'
reowns a country home.
ply that 20th Century-Fox had not
set such a practice as policy for the
future.
Protest asks assurance that it
will not occur again.
wife,

Julia

Crumit starred

ButterReld Setting
New Picture Ideas Dismiss Touhy Suit
—Allyn ButHollywood, Sept.
To Halt Picture
terfield, War Department liaison, who
7.

of the instant litigation.
number of the theatre properti<

sters."

no time

to slack.

BACK THE ATTACK.

BACK THE ATTACK.
War Loan Drive

Sign

your

pledge.

ai

restrain trade affecting the operatic
of plaintiff's Times Theatre in fav>
of
certain theatres
in
the
Tim

Square area operated by certain of

t\

defendants.

Designate Officers
Of PRC Production
Hollywood,

—

Chicago, Sept. 7. Judge William
Philco Executive Killed
Holly today held that Roger Touhy
According to press dispatches rewas a public character and incidents ceived here from' London yesterday,
in his life were in the public domain, James Grimes,
vice-president in charge
permitting use in a film, in dismissing of engineering of Philco
Radio Corp.,
Touhy's complaint against the showing and U. S. Army Pilot Loren L. Myles,
20th
Century-Fox picture, 44, of Los Angeles, were killed
the
of
in a
"Roger Touhy, Last of the Gang- plane crash near Belfast last weekend.
It's

conspired to eliminate competition

tures

Sept.

7.

— PRC

Pi

today announced the followii

executive setup of PRC Productioi
Inc.: O. H. Briggs; president; Le<
Fromkess, vice-president; Karl He
zog, secretary and treasurer, and A
thur Johnson, assistant secretary a
treasurer.

Board of directors consists
Briggs, Kenneth M. Young, J. Sti
son Young, Fromkess, Arthur Gree
Third
blatt, Sigmund Neufeld, and Herzcj

j

—

MOTIOV
attack

I
OL.

NO.

54.

DAi LY
NEW

49

Starlet Deals,

Bonuses
Few Changes

in Salary
Stabilization

YORK,

Gains

Up

Republic Picture's grosses have increased 25 to 50 per cent in Latin

Morris

vicein
ident
charge of fordistribueign

—

tion,

He

yesterday.
returned to

New

York
days

tour

past,

it

The Government

a

after a five and
a half months'

must continue

the

President Roosevelt, Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau and the film
Tidustry, last night opened this nation's Third War Loan, in a co-related
effort to raise $15,000,000,000, to bring quicker defeat to our enemies.

ago,

through

was

leaders and stars of Hollywood broadcast
nation's and the industry's
to an estimated 73,000,000
over 951 radio stations, the

Goldberg to

New

to

the
Americas,
Mexivisiting

disclosed in the
long-awaited regulations on stabiliPanama,
c o
zation of salaries which were issued
Peru, Chile,
Argentine, Bra'here today by the Bureau.
Morris Goodman
zil
and TriniArrangements for the handling of
such contracts are understood to have dad. Goodman attributed the increases
the

Because of Italian Surrender

s

few

to be
U. S. Internal
Revenue Bureau for approval as in

to

Morgenthau and Griffith Warn
The Nation Against Complacency

President,

Goodman,

All
Sept.
8.
Starlet" contracts and salary-bonus
arrangements entered into in the
since last Oct. 3,
film industry
when President Roosevelt ordered

submitted

,

in the past year,

stated

RKO

Studio Post

,

to

the

improvement

pictures
(Continued on page 7)
in

and

British

Complain

Of Quota Troubles
London, Sept.

i

8.

— Despite

Exhibitors complained
complete impracticability of
fulfilling requirements of the act.
It was stated that only three per
cent of British footage was available
to meet quota requirements.
It was
pointed out, too, that distributors are
asking 40 to 45 per cent for films already second featured by circuits.
pathetically.
of

the

Equipment Men
Organize with

—

to

WPB

Washington, Sept. 8. Representatives of the 35mm. equipment manufacturers will meet here Monday with
lAllen G. Smith, chief of the theatre
requipment section of WPB, to perfect the organization of an industry
advisory committee and discuss current
conditions as they apply to the manufacture and distribution of equipment.
The conference, which may lay the
groundwork for periodic meetings,
will be general in nature and aimed

developing any problems which
may be facing the equipment industry,
where Smith may be of assistance in
working out a solution.
at

Prove you're alive!

M

Join the

30%

Specials Bring

More, Survey Shows

Bond

Drive.

relinquish that post
near
future to take over an important new
executive position at the
Radio studio in

will

was

An

analysis of current record

box

it

learned

yesterday.

Goldberg
being
by the
fice

Class

Koerner,

crease,

$1,-

Radio vice-president and stu-

ap-

dio head.

underestood to reveal that average
A productions bring an additional five per cent gross income in-

whereas specials costing

more show

000,000 or

increases

been requested by the Government to
serve as a basic participant from the
launching to the consummation of the
immediate goal.
last

night

was nec-

changed at almost the
to
stress
the warning

last

to

Hicks, Silverstone

RKO

Arrive in London

Asks End of Daylight
Lighting of Theatre Fronts
Washington,

D.

C,

Sept.

8.

Mikhail
Sept. 8.
Kalatozov, Soviet film representative
in the Western Hemisphere, told industry leaders who entertained him at
a luncheon at the Beverly Wilshire
Hotel here "I am here not only because of the interest of the Soviet
people in American pictures, but because of their interest in the American people and because pictures are

a nationwide
continuous
conservation program to save manpower, fuel, material and equipment,
three
Government agencies today
asked that all business establishments,
including theatres, eliminate display
lighting during daylight and limit it to
between dusk and ten p. m.
Other contributions which the film
industry can make to the campaign,
officials said, will be through the conservation of electric current and a reduction in the use of long-distance

(Continued on page 7)

(Continued on page 4)

:

beginning of the bigfinancial undertaking in world
history, and in which the industry had

at

U.S.

—

marking the
gest

(Continued on page 7)

RKO

Beverly Hills,

"Back the At-

:

Buy War Bonds."

importance, coming within
a comparatively few hours of the unexpected surrender
of
Italy,
and

minute

Leon Goldberg
Goldberg has
proximating 30 per cent. This is said
to have influenced Small to increase been treasurer of
Radio since 1941.
his production cost per film to an esti- RKO and
mated $1,000,000, and in one instance Prior to that he was treasurer of
for
approxito $1,500,000, for the six pictures Keith-Albee-Orpheum
mately seven years.
(Continued on page 7)

Kalatozov Feted by
Industry Leaders

Americans

persons,

message

The event had double-barreled

essarily

home offor the new

is

made by Edward Small

:

The broadcast

is

released

position
studio
the request
of Charles W.

office returns

RKO,

of
in the

Hollywood,

individ-

ual suggestions at the Cinematograph
Exhibitors Association meeting here
today to ask the British Board of
Trade to suspend or amend the Quota
Act, the meeting ultimately compromised on agreeing to ask the board
to continue to administer the act sym-

Leon Goldberg, treasurer

RKO

it

all

tack

via the
capitals,

historical

'

(Continued on page 7)

TEN CENTS

1943

ROOSEVELT FILMS

Reports Goodman
and South America

9,

3d LOAN OPENED BY

50%,

to

p r e

Washington,

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

U.S.A.,

Republic's Latin

Still

Need Approval

salary control,

CTURE

T

Initiating

John

W.

Hicks,

Paramount

vice-

president in charge of the foreign department, and Maurice Silverstone,
20th Century-Fox vice-president and
foreign department head, arrived in
London yesterday to look into current
plans with company executives in

Great Britain.
The trips were predicted in Motion
Picture Daily on Sept. 2 in a story
which stated that current and postwar trade between the American and
(Continued on page 7)

N. Y. Independents
To Protest to Clark
Charging that the major companies
have refused their proposal to discuss product problems with them,
members of the Unaffiliated Independent Exhibitors, Inc., said to represent
of 65 theatres in the New
York City area, plan to enter into a

owners

buying combination if no relief is
forthcoming.
Jesse L. Stern, UIE president, said
(Continued on page 4)

Prove you're olivet
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Motion Picture Daily

MPTOA

Speculating Over
End of the Consent Decree

Personal
Mention
MAYER

B.

and

MPTOA,

Al
New

—

.

.

.

.

WLBApprovesRaise

test.

1943]

Hollywood, Sept.
the

Henry Ginsberg

S-v

oj

War

appointed

Finance Committee has
H. Rosenberg head of af

J.

committee to contact corpora
and allied industries!
when the Third War Loan campaign*
opens tomorrow, with 532 volunteers
conducting a personal solicitation cm
special

For 1,000 Filmites
Over 1,000 office workers of six
major film companies in exchanges in
key cities have been granted wage increases ranging from $2 to $7 a week
by the War Labor Board at Washington.

The board approved joint requests
Paramount, Loew's, Columbia,
by
United Artists, and Warner Bros.,
The bulletin says, "Maybe it would and the IATSE, to extend the union
be a good idea to throw out the decree contract to all the companies' exaltogether.
A lawsuit is not inevita- changes where the union has been
ble when the decree ends, for, if the chartered since Sept., 1942. No union
decree is abolished, why must the suit was represented in the case of RKO,
be tried on theatre divorcement? The which made the increase request it-

NRA

judges of the 1943 Miss America con-

9,

Coast Flashes

CHAIRMAN

in a bulletin issued here
yesterday, speculates over whether the
in
arrived
have
Lichtman
Department of Justice can throw out
York from Chicago for two weeks of the consent decree entirely. The bulhome office conferences.
letin states that the net result of the
•
decree "has been to place an insufferEisenhart, assistant to able burden of unproductive expense,
-Betty
Fred Bullock in the 20th Century- inconvenience, uncertainty and excesFox still department, has returned sive film costs on the theatres."
from a two-week vacation in New
"Instead of threatening to prosecute
England.
all who cooperate in efforts to solve
problems
the Department of
.
.,
Vincent Trotta, Hap Hadley and Justice should encourage projects patW. Horace Schmidlapp of the mo- terned along the basic principles of the
codes," the bulletin states.
tion picture industry are among the

LOUIS

Thursday, September

-J

tions in the film

studio ranks.

•
Bendix,

William

elected

the

topj

"Star of Tomorrow" in the Motion
Picture Herald's exhibitor poll, wa
given the title role in "The Hai
Ape," Jules Levey's first film fo
0:
United Artists. Levey has also con
tracted Bendix for a second picture
not yet determined.

W. R. Frank announced that Donald
Woods, Claudia Drake, Sigrid Gurie]
Robert Barratt, H. B. Warner, Beryj
Wallace, Ralph Morgan and Russell
MPTOA is not called upon to fight self.
Simpson will head the cast of "GoebJ
court
action
divorcement.
If
Increases
range
theatre
from
for
those
$3
•
bels, His Life and Loves," which ia
Leo H. Israel, of the production or legislation can be used to prevent earning $30 or less, to $7 for those scheduled to start shooting tomorrow
aimed making between $60 and $70 a week.
department at 20th Century-Fox, and abuses and injustices, let it be

Paramount
Smith,
A.
George
Western division manager, has left on
a tour of his territory, which will take
him to the West Coast.

Mrs. Israel recently celebrated their
20th wedding anniversary.
•

at abuses that should be removed."
Despite their conjectures over the
bulleend of the decree, the

MPTOA

Gordon Lightsone, general man- tin cited its four-point decree proposal,
which was approved by the organizaager of Paramount Film Service,
tion's directors, at their meeting last
Ltd., Canada, is at the home office
May, providing for the selection of
conferring with Neil Agnew.

Lawrence Schanberger, owner

J.

arbitration, mediation
standard form of contract.

pictures,

•
Keith's Theatre, Baltimore, has
returned from a vacation in Atlantic

and a

of

City.

•

Wilma Freeman,

charge of exploitation tie-ups for United Artists,
in

Two New Englanders
Are Lost
Boston, Sept.

in

8.

—Max

Action
Bornstein,

former projectionist at the Apollo in
Nantasket and before that at the
Rialto in Scollay Square here, was
Grad Sears, United Artists vice- killed on manoeuvers in England, acpresident in charge of distribution, left cording to word received at local Film
for the Coast last night.
Row.
•
Lieut. Arthur R. Bryant, M. and P.
Paramount
Gillham,
Robert M.
manager, formerly with Boston theredirector,
publicity
advertising and
atres and with the Merrimack in
turned yesterday from the Coast.
Lowell, is missing in action after par•
ticipating in raids over Germany.
T. P. Mulrooney, United Artists
foreign sales manager, has returned to

is

on vacation.

his

office

following a lengthy
•

Morris Mechanic, owner

New

Theatre, Baltimore,

several days in

New

is

illness.

of

the

spending

York.

from $2

range

to

Decision Reserved
On Motion in J -J Suit
Supreme

the

third-quarterly seshere yesterday

demand

a

bill

of par-

ticulars.

Red Skelton, has been booked into the
Paramount Theatre on Broadway, and

were Barney Balaban, N. Peter Rath- will open either Nov. 10 or 17, accordIsador Rappaport, owner of the
von, Jack Cohn, Nicholas M. Schenck, ing to Robert H. Weitman, managing
Hippodrome Theatre, Baltimore, will Will H. Hays, George Borthwick, E.
director of the theatre.
This marks
leave next week for the Coast.
W. Hammons, J. J. O'Connor, Joseph the first occasion that an M-G-M
•
Hazen, William C. Michel, Charles F. picture will play the Paramount house.
Samuel S. Stiefel, Philadelphia
Milliken.
will
leave
Monday for Coe and Carl
exhibitor,
An organization spokesman stated
Hollywood.
that the meeting discussed routine

Federal, Warners

Nelson Trowbridge has begun his
Cox The-

19th year as manager of the
atre, Cincinnati.
•

Robert Rubin will arrive in New
York from Hollywood tomorrow.
J.

John Roberts, Comerford booker,
and family, are vacationing.
Louis Rome,

Baltimore,

is

circuit operator in

recovering from

Prove you're alive!

Chicago,

Gary Case
—

Sept. 8.
Federal Theatres, in behalf of the Avalon and Capitol

Theatres,

Chicago,

Bros., in behalf of the

Join

the

Bond

illness.

Drive.

Hellinger producing an

Blatt

making

his

directoria

for Red Skelton, "A Ho
Time in the Old Town," about Presi
dent Garfield's era.

musical

•

Martha Cheavens' "Sunday Dinnei
for a Soldier" has been bought bj
20th-Fox. Walter Morosco will pro-

duce.

•
Universal is boosting the budgets o
Donald O'Connors' next two pictures
"The Merry Monohans" and "Patrick
the Great."

•
Seidelman,
Universa
vice-president, will leave here for th<
East by train on Friday.
•
Jean Parker will start a three-pic

Joseph

ture

deal

H.

for

feminine lead of

Pine-Thomas

Parthenon Theatres, Hammon, have
8.
infiled declaration of intervention in the
dustry leaders have been invited by
Gary Theatre Co. arbitration case.
Marshall Field to a welcome luncheon
being tendered Henry T. Murdock,
of the Variety Club, here on Sept. 14.
Murdock, formerly amusement ediPat Powers, known in film promotor
of
the
Philadelphia
Evening tional circles, has resigned as director
Ledger, will assume the same post of the special events division of the
with the Chicago Sun.
Treasury's War Finance Committee.

WFC

in

the

"Navy Way."
•

and Wafner

Paramount and

Powers Quits

•
J.

File in

matters only.

Luncheon to Fete
Henry T. Murdoch
Chicago, Sept.
— Seventy-five

Mark

Edward

;

of the right to

in

MPPDA

with

Justice

It,"

Attending

•

Warners has announced a remake oj
"Outward Bound," made in 1931 witH
Leslie Howard, as a vehicle for Johtj
Garfield. The story will be modernized]

Ferdinand debut following the dialogue directio
Pecora yesterday reserved decision, of "This Is the Army."
after the submission of papers by opServices will be held here tomorrow^
posing parties, with respect to the motion of J. J. Theatres, Inc., to modify at the Church of the Good Shepherc
demands for particulars made by Wil- for Cal Walker, Northwestern dis
liam and Harry Brandt, on behalf of trict manager for Warner Theatres
Intermen
a group of major film distributors and who died here Tuesday.
exhibitors in the Times Square area, will be at Holy Cross Cemetery.
•
concerning a trade restraint action
Anne Baxter, No. 5 in the Motio)
instituted by J. J. Theatres, Inc.
According to Emil K. Ellis, counsel Picture Herald "Stars of Tomorrow'
for
plaintiff,
which operates the poll, has been given the feminine leac
Times Theatre, the Brandt interests in the "Eve of St. Mark" by 20th
demanded 141 items of information Fox.
•
which were "harsh, burdensome and
Added to M-G-M's schedule is
repetitious," and constituted an abuse
Court

Paramount Theatre
Routine
Gets MGM's 'Dood If
3rd Quarterly Meet M-G-M's "I Dood
starring

MPPDA
sion of the

•

RKO

increases
$5.25 weekly.

M-G-M

has announced that "Honest-Plus Brannan," a Wallace Beery
vehicle, has been added to its schedule

•
Universal has signed Dinah Short
and Orson Welles. The company ha;
assigned Grace McDonald to "Three
Cheers for the Boys," with George
Raft and Sophie Tucker.
Prove you're alive!

Join

the

Bond Drive
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PAUL LUKAS
„
THE RHINE

with

•

GERALDINE FITZGERALD

Directed by

From

HERMAN SHUMLIN

Play by

LILLIAN

HELLMAN

lucile
•

watson

•

beulah bondi

Screen Play by Dashiell Hammett
Dialogue

by

Lillian

Hellmon

•

•

•

a

geo. coulouris

Additional Scenes and •

Music

by Max Sleiner

HAL

B.

WALLIS

PRODUCTION
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50,000 for

Review

Lukas-Davis

Team is Good

1943

9,

'This Is Army',

"Wintertime"

Hollywood Sept. 8
\I7ILLIAM LEBARON'S production predicated upon Sonja Henie's
artistry aboard skates differs from her previous presentations in
no respect calculated to confuse steady customers who come to see her
Washington, D. C, Sept. 8. The exhibitions. Other principals in this variation of tale about an inn
Another
Philadelphia, Sept. 8.
Paul Lukas performance in "The facing financial ruin prior to her arrival and ice-carnival ministrations big holiday week is ahead for the
Watch on the Rhine" had the local are Jack Oakie, as press agent comic Cesar Romero, as floorshow en- downtown theatres in starting off the
critics dancing in the streets while
tertainer interested in her money Cornel Wilde, who wins her Carole new season. Theatres enjoyed capacity
Bette Davis, co-starring, is helping to Landis, S. Z. Sakall, Woody Herman and his band.
Biggest business I
for the week-end.
lure the cash customers to the Earle
still being done at the Mastbaum witfrj
In
five
her
skating
sequences,
spotted
through
the
picture
and
staged
Theater for what appears to be a
"This Is the Army," pointing to|
in the usual lavish manner, Miss Henie equals and possibly tops past
neat $26,000 on the week.
$50,000 for its third week. Among newj
Estimated grosses for the week performances. Six Leo Robin-Nacio Herb Brown songs, performed by product, "Destroyer" leads the way atj
the band and various principals in various combinations, include "Danc- the Fox with $28,500 in sight.
ending September 8 are
"Hi. Diddle Diddle" (U. A.)
Estimated takings for the week end-|
ing in the Dawn" as possible hit material.
LOEWS CAPITOL— (3,434) (28c-39c-44cing Sept- 7-10:
Comedy
content
Kaye
and
is
relied
upon
somewhat
extensively
Sammy
more
than
in
66c) 7 days. On stage:
"So Proudly We Hail" (Para.)
Orchestra. Gross: $26,000. (Average, $22,- most Henie
films, Oakie and Sakall providing early laughs, with
ALDINE— (900) (35c-41c-46c-S7c-68c-75c) 71
000)
Century -Fox)

(20th

For $26,000 W

In Philadelphia

—

—

;

;

"Salute to the Marines"

(M-G-M)

LOEWS COLUMBIA— (1,234)

(30c-50c) 7

Gross:
Second downtown week.
(Average, $6,900)
the Rhine" (W. B.)

days.
$8,000.

"The Watch on

WARNER'S EARLE— (2,210)

7Sc-90c)

days.
Blaine;

7

Barbara
$26,000.

On

Pat and
(Average, $18,800)

(30c - 40c -50c-

Harry

stage:

Sylvia.

Reso;
Gross:

"Mr. Lucky" (RICO)

RKO-KEITH'S—

(40c-50c-65c)

(1,800)

days) second week.

Gross:

7

(Aver-

$16,000.

;

Romero turned loose among fashionable hotel guests, while clad only in
long woolen underwear, for several minutes of slapstick near the end
to pull the picture together.
This section had a Beverly Hills preview
audience howling.

Direction by John Brahm keeps events moving but fails to keep the
story line unsnarled or secondary characters accounted for.
Put it
down as pattern Henie, satisfactory but less than an improvement.
Running time 83 minutes. "G."*

—

William

age, $11,400)

"This Is the

Army" (W.

WARN ER'S METROPOLITAN —
downtown
7
days, 4th
$10,000.
(Average, $6,900)

( 1

Weaver

*"G" denotes general

days.

Gross: $19,000.

7

(Average, $17,600)

Honors Ray Moon
Personnel of the 20th Century-Fox
exchange last night gave
a testimonial dinner to Ray Moon, exchange manager, at Cafe Loyale to
celebrate the receipt of a three-weekpay bonus by all of the exchange's
employes for their efforts during the
recent 20th national sales drive.

New York

those present were
Tom
Connors, vice-president in charge of
world wide distribution for the company; W. J. Kupper, general sales
manager A. W. Smith, Jr., Eastern
sales manager, and Larry Kent, executive assistant to Spyros Skouras.
:

(Continued from page

1)

telephone facilities by the film industry.
The campaign is being sponsored
jointly by the War Production Board,
Office of Defense Transportation and
the Petroleum and Solid Fuels Administrator to save coal, oil, gas, elec-

communications,

tricity,

water

and

transportation.
In the near future, suggestions will
be released as to how each industry
and individual in the country can participate in the drive, designed to save
resources necessary for the conduct
of the war, it was said.

;

Honor Soviet Director
Professor Solomon Michoels, Soviet

Equity to Study Merger
The Council
has

of Actors Equity here
the appointment of
to study the invitation

authorized

committee
made by the American Federation of
Radio Artists that Equity join Ameri
can Guild of Musical Artists and
AFRA in a three way merger. Committee consists of Bert Lytell, Equity
president; Paul Dullzell, Ruth Richmond, Rebecca Brownstein, Philip
Loeb, Rhys Williams, and Alfred
Harding.
a

44thSt.Theatre to 'Times*
The New York Times has

acquired
from Capt. Vincent Astor the 44th St
Theatre building, including the Nora
Bayes Theatre, at 216 West 44th St
it was announced.
Webb and Knapp
were the brokers for the theatre prop
erty, which is assessed for $830,000.

Stewart Joins Warners
Washington,

Sept.

—

Russell
Stewart, drama and motion picture
editor of the Daily News, has left
his newspaper post to join Warner
Bros, in New York in the publicity department.
Prove you're alive/

Join

8.

the

"Destroyer" (CoL)

EARLE— (3,000)

Bond Drive.

actor-director,
and Lt. Col. Itzik
Feffer, Soviet author and poet, will
discuss the Soviet theatre at a meeting in their honor on Sept. 17 at
11:30 P.M. in the Royale Theatre
here. Major Raymond Massey will be
chairman of the program which is
sponsored by the National Reception
Committee to the Soviet Delegation.

(Continued from page 1)
he plans to place the product problems
of the group before Assistant Attor-

ney General

to

UA

Danny Drayson, The 3 Sailors, L
Buddy Welcome, Elisse Cooper and TerryB
Gross: $27,500.

when

the

to circuit buyers.

'GWTW* Back in Loop
—"Gone With the
Chicago, Sept.

Runs

4 B'way

Loop at the Studio Theatre.
Originally booked for
four days, the picture will probably
play at least three weeks. Admission
has been increased from 75 to 99 cents
for Saturday and Sunday evenings.
is

back

$23,900)

for Para.

With

the opening of "So Proudly
Hail" at Radio City Music Hall,
today, Paramount will have four first
runs on Broadway. Others are "For

Whom

the Bell Tolls," at the Rivoli
"Let's Face It," at the Paramount,
and "The City That Stopped Hitler
Heroic Stalingrad," at the Victoria.

Jefferson with Loew's
National

U.

S.

Jefferson, formerly with
Screen and lately with the

Government

has joined the
licity

in

Richmond, Va.,

Loew Theatres

department

to handle
circuit publicity.

pub-

out-of-

Warners

Sells Site

Warner Brothers has
tract of land in

Hackensack

Sherman, merchant.
purchased in 1928 as a
theatre,

sold a large

to George
plot was
site for a large

The

but the plan never material-

Dale

Named

by Bogeaus

—

Hollywood, Sept. 8.
Jerry Dale
has become publicity director for
Benedict Bogeaus, the producer has
announced.
He will first work on
"The Bridge of San Luis Rey," which
Bogeaus

will

make

for United Artists

release.

in the

Universal Sets Deals
Universal has closed deals for its
new season's product with the Kincey
Circuit in Charlotte and Bamford
Theatres, Asheville, N. C.

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68crun.
Gross:
$10,000.

a Lady" (M-G-M)
(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

days, 2nd week, 2nd run.

Gross:

$6,000.

(Average, $5,300)
"This Is the Army" (W. B.)

MASTBAUM— (4,700)
7

3rd

days,

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-

week.

Gross:

$50,000.

(Average, $22,900)
"Dixie" (Para.)

STANLEY — (3,000)
7

3rd

days,

(35c-41c-46c-S7c-68c-

week.

Gross:

$14,500.

(Average, $18,300)

"Swine

Masie" (M-G-M)

Shift

STANTON —

75c) 7 days.
400)

We

William

Wag

KEITH'S— (2,200)

75c)

8.

Wind"

"DuBarry
7

tures than some of the major circuits,
yet the UIE houses get last runs, he
declared.

New

department

:

it

C. Clark

KARLTON — (1.000)

7
days,
2nd
(Average, $4,700)

75c)

Press

has devised a card which utilizes the
new silver penny with the following
message "Here's your 'Johnny-ComeLately' Lucky Penny," and is distributing

(Average,

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)
(3,000)
Gross: $28,500. (Average. $17,800)

75c)

York, next
week. Stern claims that his group is
paying more per day average for picin

ized.

exploitation

day)

Yvette,

(1,700)

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-

Gross: $12,800.

(Average,

$8,-

AFM

Recording Ban
To Stay, Says Padway

Declaring that it is the first time in
32 years of labor organization
work that an employer is running after an employe to try to get him
back, Joseph A. Padway, attorney for
the American Federation of Musicians, pledged the union to a last ditct
his

against the transcription combefore a War Labor Boarc
hearing in New York yesterday.
fight

panies

Earlier, A. Walter Socolow, attorney for the transcription companies
assailed the
trillo,

and
William
producer,
Cagney,
United Artists, his distributor, will be
host to the trade press at a "Johnny
Come Lately" breakfast at noon tomorrow in the Hotel Astor's Hunting

Room.
The

Tom

arrives

latter

town

Cagney Host

(Univ.) (6 days)

(1

(46c-57c-75c) 6 days ofl
vaudevjlle, including Jan Savitt's orchestra,!

"Hers to Hold" (Univ.)

N. Y. Independents
Daylight Lighting
To Protest to Clark

20th N. Y. Exchange

7

(Average,

FOX—

Asks End of

U. S.

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

Gross: $20,000.

"Honeymoon Lodge"

days.

(28c-55c)

Among

BOYD— (3,000)

days, 2nd week.
$19,000)

"Destroyer" (CoL)

classification.

"Best Foot Forward" (M-G-M)

LOEWS PALACE— (2,242)

ARCADIA—

Perkins.

,600)

week.

(30c-44c)

Gross:

R.

B.)

days. Gross: $19,400. (Average, $10,300)
"Hitler's Madman" (M-G-M)
(600) (35c-46c-57c-68c) 3 days.l
2nd run. Gross: $1,300. (Average, $3,500) I
"Watch On the Rhine" (W. B.)

Davis,

AFM

OWI

attack of James C. Pepresident, against Elmer
director.

AFM

Padway

explained that the
not so much against

striking
transcription
companies
against a "machine."

as

it

ii

the
i:

Hears of Film Price
Control in Australia
MPPDA

yesterday received cabled
confirmation from major film company
branches in Australia that the government there has machinery in motion to place film rentals under price
control regulation.
Under this act,
exhibitors or distributors who object
to film rental prices will get hearings
before
Customs
Minister
R.
V.
Keane, who is also Price Commission-

The information had been shortwaved in a newscast Tuesday from

er.

Australia.
It's

no time

to slack.

BACK THE ATTACK.

Now Ready
No.

1

in

the Sensational

MUSICALS Produced

New

Series of SIX 2-

for the First

REEL

Time on Paramount's

Hollywood Lot by the Master Makers of Musicals —

In

Tech color

*

Exchange To Show You
present*
unt

J

{

II

Judge For Yourself The

u0f

Gorgeous Color

.

.

,

Eye-filling Production

New Song

Hits

.

Stars and Feature Acts of This First

.

.

.

.

.

Hollywood

Sample of the

Most Impressive Supporting Shows on The Market.
Pick up That Phone Now and Make a Date to
Our

next big

— Third

war job

War Loan

September gth-20th

See

It!

;;

Thursday, September

9,

Motion Picture Daily

1943

Republic's Latin

Up

50%
Reports Goodman

Gains

to

New England Boards
Roosevelt and Industry
Already Tapping
Open 3d War Loan Drive
Films for War Work

(Continued from page

1)

'Complacency
Is Dangerous'

America that Italy's surrender did
1)
upswing arising from the not vitiate the need for buying bonds,
and more bonds, in the Third Loan

(Continued from page

the general

Jwar boom.
He reported that Republic has
opened its own offices in Argentina.
iKnown as Republic Films Argentina

will, in addition, distribute
-p.,
it
Bie product of Sono Film and Efa,
Argentine producers. Guy P. Morgan
heads the Argentine office, which will

also cover Paraguay and Uruguay,
Other
Chile.
supervise
will
and
branches operated by Republic are located in Panama, covering Central
America and Jamaica, and Trinidad,
covering the British West Indies.

Sudden capitulation, yesterday, of Italy, to Allied demands for surrender, brought
warnings of the "danger" of

Drive.

"Let us not not delude ourselves that
means the end
of the war in the Mediterranean," the
President warned the country.
this (Italian) armistice

told the American
people that every dollar they invested
in the Third War Loan is their personal message of defiance to our com-

mon enemy and

a

personal

and good cheer

and

our

all

He

men

message

upon the people to conmoney which they
larity with Latin American audiences, would
normally save, but money
which have shown evidence of tiring which they normally would not save.
He added that anti- "The success of the Third War Loan
of war pictures.
American

films are leading in popu-

Fascist films of not too strong a politi-

called

tribute

not

only

nature are still being shown in
"Commandos Strike at
Argentine.
Dawn" was well received throughout
Argentine, he said.

drive will be the symbol that we do
not propose to rest on our arms," the
President said. "The American people
will never stop to reckon the cost of
saving civilization."

Republic will continue to expand
throughout South America, setting up

full

cal

own
Goodman
its

distribution
disclosed.

organization,

Last

EWT.

the country stopped their performances
to 'pipe' the appeal to their audiences.

Starlet Deals to

Get U.

(.Continued

Cagney Introduces

Approval

S.

from page

1)

been worked out in conferences between company lawyers and bureau
officials, but have never been disclosed.

The new

regulations, in effect,

show

change from those of last December,
which were designed to
little

achieve

salary

control.

Bureau

offi-

new

regulations make no changes in the procedure for handling salary matters.

explained that the

cials

The Bureau has

jurisdiction over
all salaries in excess of $5,000 per
year and over salaries of executives,
administrative and professional employees.

Hicks, Silverstone

Arrive in London
(.Continued

from page

British film industries are

1)

among

the

most immediate concerns of home ofhere.
The executives, along with Joseph
H. Seidelman, Universal vice-presi-

fice officials

and

department head,
who is still here, had been detained
from their planned trips to England
dent

program was for a
from nine to ten p. m.,
Thousands of exhibitors across
night's

hour,

foreign

in Washington; officials of the
Industry's War Activities Committee
and of the Hollywood Victory Committee were in the room as the President and the Secretary of the Treasury
spoke.
train,

The President was presented

to the
nation by Morgenthau, and spoke for
The industry's
some ten minutes.
James Cagney presented the latter.

50 minutes of the program
came from Hollywood, featuring the
film colony's stars, with Don Ameche
Robert
master of ceremonies.
as
Young appeared in a sketch based on
MacArthur's escape from
General
Bataan. Burns and Allen were heard
in a comedy script, Dinah Shore and
Edgar Bergen did a car-pooling sketch,

The

first

Humphrey Bogart a script about
Guadalcanal, Jimmy Durante a humorous treatment of people who travel
unnecessarily in war-time. The United
Nations spot featured Ronald Colman, Akim Tamiroff and Charles
Boyer, with a new song, "Road to
Victory," written by Frank Loesser
as the finale.

The

stars

Cavalcade

Several

of the Hollywood Bond
train
arrived in
special

receipts

of

from

notices

Service boards received by
filmites, in the past few days, require
them to either take "essential" jobs
or register for such jobs with the
U. S. Employment Service by Sept.
20, even though the industry has not
been
declared
non-essential,
and
despite the repeated declarations by
high Selective Service officials that
employment in the film business does
not automatically make a worker callable just for
that
reason.
Also,
recognition has been officially expressed repeatedly pointing up the
morale value of films.

with Italy's fall, extra
is necessary for
"Backing the Attack" on the
two remaining enemies.

that

showmanship

you have rallied to the Third War
When New England boards, several
Loan campaign is magnificent.
weeks ago, started calling older fathers
"I often think that you yourselves in the film business, some appeals
do not realize the importance of the were taken, reaching Washington, it
part you play in every effort that is understood, and finally resulting in
You local boards delaying enforcement of
involves the American public.
not only will sell bonds in this drive
but you will inspire others by your

and enthusiasm to work
harder for the common cause. You
carry the torch that lights the 'bond'
appreI
fire of public enthusiasm.
ciate your coming here today and the
Hollywood Bond Cavalcade has my
best wishes as you continue your tour."

example

The stars of the Hollywood Bond
Cavalcade, newly arrived, by special

— Unexpected

Selective

of the film industry's participation in the drive.
Italy's fall is but the end of
round one, advised MorgenGriffith, in an emerthau.
gency bulletin to operators of
16,000-odd theatres, warned

to our Allies
at the front.

Sept. 8.

ceived.

any complacency in the Third
War Loan, from Secretary of
the Treasury Morgenthau and
from L. C. Griffith, chairman

The President

of faith

New Haven,

orders from draft boards to pre- Pearl
Harbor fathers in the New England
film industry, fathers as old as 44, to
resign their theatre or exchange posts
for war work, area already being re-

Harmon Speaks

for Stars

Francis Harmon, executive head of
WAC, said it was a privilege for the
film group to serve on "this great
ail-American team" and that the

Hollywood Bond Cavalcade was on
way not only to "Back the Attack" with War Bonds but to unite
America in behalf of speedy total

their job-switching directives.

Now, however, New England boards
apparently have resumed their pressure, sending notice to many in the
industry hereabouts.
Some of those
Earl
now receiving them include
Wright,
20th-Fox salesman
Lou
:

;

Brown,

Loew-Poli

publicity

chief

Joseph DiFrancesco, operator of the
Cheshire and Fairmount Theatres

James

Memery,

Loew-Poli

artist

William
Ernest Gau, of Loew's
Brownstein, assistant at the LoewPoli, Springfield. Their ages run up
to 44, and all but Brownstein have
pre-Pearl Harbor families.
;

its

Harmon stated that the reception which was to be accorded industry representatives at the White
House was cancelled with the news
It was
of the Italian capitulation.
understood that James Cagney and
Kenneth Thomson conveyed the respects of the entire group to the President and Prime Minister Churchill
who sat by as the President spoke to
the nation.
victory.

Kalatozov Feted by
Industry Leaders
(Continued from page

I)

the best medium through which one
people can learn about another."
Y. Frank Freeman presided. Present were Maurice Benjamin, Joseph
Breen, Harry Cohn, Herbert Freston,

Henry Ginsberg, Sam Goldwyn, Jason
Edgar J. Mannix, Joseph H. Seidelman, M. J. Sie-

Joy, Charles Koerner,

Hal Wallis, Walter Wanger and
Jack Warner. Kalatozov will remain
here for another week.
gel,

Churchill, Morgenthau
In 2nd 'Film Bulletin'

Winston Churchill, Secretary of
the Treasury Morgenthau, and a War
Bond are the subjects of the film industry's
"war information bulletin,"
No. 2, which goes into national theatre release today, via the
The particular bond,
five newsreels.

WAC

Specials Bring

30%

Washington yesterday morning, three
hours late, and were picked up at
because of travel priorities. However,
Union Station in Army jeeps and
(Continued from page 1)
last
minute cancellations, Tuesday,
were driven to Washington Monuscheduled
by him for 1943-44 season,
opened the way for the Clipper trip
ment for a Treasury Department of $100 denomination, was purchased releasing through United Artists.
by Hicks and Silverstone.
"Back the Attack" show. Just as by Churchill, and came from a TreasFour of, 17 properties owned by
The 20th-Fox home office said yes- the
jeeps entered the monument park, ury Department issuing agent, Loew's Small, which are to be included in the
terday that while abroad Silverstone
the news of Italy's surrender came Capitol Theatre, in Washington, and group of six, are "Cagliostro," "The
expects to visit as many of the neutral
over the public address system, adding will be auctioned off in Britain for Raft," "Kate Fennigate" and "Two
countries as time permits in behalf of
his

company's product.

'Sun' Chicago Premiere

—

Chicago, Sept. 8. "Behind the Rising Sun" will have the first around the
clock premiere at the Palace Theatre
here on Sept. 24, with an extensive
newspaper, and personal appearance campaign, arranged by Terradio,

ry Turner and Ralph Banghart of the
publicity department.

RKO

a special fillip to the ceremonies.
Following the ceremonies, the troupe
was driven to the Hotel Statler for
a reception tendered them by the Secretary of the Treasury.
Secretary Morgenthau, at the reception, paid tribute to the service of
the film industry to the nation. He
said,
"You People are always the

charity.

Years Before the Mast."

The Hollywood Bond Cavalcade

of

Stars will appear in Philadelphia today, in Boston tomorrow, and on Sat-

urday night, at Madison Square Garden, New York, where an originally
scaled

ticket

sale

of

$86,000,000

in

bonds will actually exceed $110,000,000, according to Leo Brecher, New
BACK THE ATTACK. Sign your Third York exhibitor, in charge of the industry's local bond committee.
War Loan Drive pledge.

first

to

respond

in

a

crisis.

The way

More, Survey Shows

Manager At Liberty
Competent

— Experienced in

types of exhibition
metropolitan,
in

— Al

all

record
deluxe
or

Will go
anywhere for top offer.
Box
220, Motion Picture Daily.

neighborhood theatres.
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Short Subject

Reviews

Thursday, September

Review

{March

to

"Sherlock Holmes Faces Death

The vital job that is being done by
the Air Transport Command, newly
organized arm of the U. S. Army Air
Forces, both in respect to its importance in post-war reconstruction and
as a factor in winning the war, makes
up the subject matter of this interest-commanding March of Time.

The world's

ATC,

greatest airline, the
w-ith bases that circle the globe,

carries out innumerable indispensable
services.
Its
greatest task is, of
course, the transportation of military
supplies.
The rout of Rommel in

North Africa

is

an example of

its

ef-

Transportation

of troops,
medical supplies, the transferral of
wounded to base hospitals, piloting
fighting planes to fighting areas, are
ficiency.

Hollywood, Sept.

D ASED

Peace"

Time-20th Fox)

of

other duties.
Impressive is the thoroughness and
precision with which the pilots are
instructed in how to deal with the
flight conditions which they may encounter as a precaution to avoiding
possible hazards en route.
Photography is up to usual
high standards. Running time, 17 mins. Release
date, Sept. 10.

MOT

on a new "murder for money" angle, Universal's newest in
the Sherlock Holmes' series is a fast moving story in which the
unpredictable Holmes becomes involved in a triple murder plot in an
ancient English castle, converted into a home for convalescent soldiers.
Nigel Bruce, as Dr. Watson, in charge of the hospital, enlists the
aid of Basil Rathbone as Holmes, following the attempted murder of
the young assistant, Dr. Sexton, played by Arthur Margetston. Holmes
J covers the body of Geoffrey Musgrave, lord of the manor, and soon
afterward, the body of Geoffrey's brother and heir, Philip. Scotland
Yard's blundering Inspector Lestrade is holding Captain Patrick Vickery,
American pilot in love with Sally Musgrave, sister to Philip and
Geoffrey and heiress to the Musgrave fortune.
Following an investigation into the ancient family ritual of the House
of Musgrave, Holmes places himself in an ancient burial crypt where
he traps the murderer and uncovers an old land grant, the motive for
The tables are suddenly turned and the crook gets the
the crime.
upper hand. In what he thinks is his moment of triumph he confesses
Watson
his crime to the detective who has planted blanks in his gun.
and the inspector come in the nick of time and the murderer is caught.
Rathbone's usual fine characterization of A. Conan Doyle's famous
creation and Bruce's portrayal of the blustery Watson, plus a plot with
an unusual twist and unexpected climax make this a good show for
the mystery devotees.
Ray William Neill produced and directed, and quite capably so,
from an effective screen play by Bertram Millhauser, based on A. Conan
Doyle's story.

Running

time, 68 mins.

*"G" denotes general

Helen McNamara

"G."*

classification.

"Quack Service"
{Columbia)
Una Merkel and her girl friend,
Gwen Kenyon, get jobs as process
servers in this comedy.
The lawyer
for whom they are working has a
bet with a doctor friend that he cannot get a process served on him. Una
and Gwen attempt to trap the doctor
in a nightclub where they are disguised as hostesses.
He escapes, but
they appear again the next morning
at the hospital. The doctor has them
confined as psychopathic cases but after
much scheming, they get their man.
Good fun for the slapstick fans. Running time, 15% mins.
Release date,
Sept.

3.

a party for service boys at the
of Edmond Lowe, the boys meet
up with such famous stars as Groucho
Marx, Brian Aherne, the Great Gildersleeve, Fanny Brice and Carole
Landis, all shown engaged in some
of their numerous activities.
Quite
entertaining. Running time, 9% mins.
Release date, Sept. 17.

"Pitchin' in the Kitchen*'
(Columbia)

The slap-happy Hugh Herbert
all

tics in this

amusing comedy.

Grossing $25,500
— Crowds
Louis,
Sept.

St.

8.

swelled the take for theaters with new
bills
this
week, but the holdovers
"Best Foot Forfared only "so-so."
ward," at Loew's State, tops the list
with an estimated $25,500.
Estimated receipts for the week:
"Best Foot Forward" (M-G-M)
"Buckskin Frontier" (U. A.)
(3,162)

Gross: $25,500.

(30c-40c-50c-

(Average,

$16.-

is

sorts of slapstick an-

FOX— (5,038)

"Hers

7

(Average.

to

7 days.

Gross:

LOUTS

— (1,900)

$6,000.

$4,000.

— (4,000)

(Average,

7

days.

•

New

York

City

7

days.

Gross: $12,000. (Average. $9,300)
"Watch on the Rhine" (W. B.)
(28c-39c-44c-55c and
days.
Gross:
$20,000.

(3,280)

weekends)

7

"The Sky's the Limit" (RKO)

HIPPODROME— (2,205)

(30c-40c-

(Average,

$6,-

days.

Green.

MAYFAIR— (1,000)

Gross:

(35c-40c)

7

(28c-39c-44c-55c-

Stage show: Frank Gaby,
Paul Remos & Toy Boys,
Enrica & Novell, Max & His Gang. Gross:
$19,500.
(Average, $16,500)
"Souls at Sea" (Para.)
7

lackie

$6,500.

(20c-40c)

7

days.

(Average, $6,100)

days.

$4,400)

Deny 20th Injunction

'Claudia'

Opens

"Claudia," 20th-Fox film, will have
Kenneth O'Brien, in New its New
England premiere in five Poli
York Supreme Court, has denied the theatres,
starting today at Bridgemotion for an injunction sought by
port,
New
Haven, Springfield,
Adventure Films to restrain 20th CenWorcester and Hartford, aided by spetury-Fox and Time, Inc., from excial radio

Judge

the picture March of Time
"Invasion" film, on the grounds that it

^ALTEC

(Aver-

$22,500.

age. $11,900)
(15c-28c-35c-55c)

is

similar to an

Adventure

picture.

Ralph Martin Resigns

broadcasts in addition to an
advertising campaign, which will blanket New England.

McCormick

to

"Sweethearts

the U. S. A." will have 7 origi
nal songs by Lew Pollock and Charle

Newman.

.

.

PRC's Arthur Green

.

blatt is seeking exploitation ideas fo
Buster Crabbe's Western series fron

branch managers.
Warner's writer
Steve Fisher, is doing the script o
"Night and Day," Cole Porter stor
.

.

for
will

Hal Wallis.

.

George Murph:
team with Eddie Cantor in th-

latter's

.

"Show

.

.

Business,"

at

RKC

with June Havoc in a romantic rok
Katina Paxinou, of "Bell Tolls
fame, plays the Mother Superior of
.

.

.

:

French hospital in Paramount's "Toj
morrow's Harvest.'"
William Perl
berg has assigned Vincent Price t<]
a top role in "Eve of St. Mark," 3
20th-Fox.
Filming of Case;j
Robinson's "Revenge," at RKO-Path
studio, resumed after a couple of day
.

.

.

.

.

.

for producer-writer to revis
a bit of the script.
lay-off

Mid-West

Ralph Martin, an employe in ColS. Barret McCormick, RKO direcumbia Pictures' exploitation depart- tor of advertising and publicity, left
ment for the past seven years, has re- for Cincinnati to attend the 50-city
signed effective Sept. 17 to accept a mid-West premiere of "Behind the
position with Dell Pubb'shing Co.
Rising Sun," on Saturday.

j

•

Sam

W ood,

whose "For

Whom

th

!

Tolls" produced at Paramoun
is breaking plenty of records, noi
has three scripts on the back burner
for productions he plans to turn ou
at Columbia under his own banne
but released through that stttdio.
Bell

One of these, "Tlte Land Is Bright,;
will probably turn uj> under a differ
ent title because Sam was unsuccess
ful in his efforts to halt the use c
an almost similar title, "This Land 1
Mine," RKO production.
He's also readying "Address Un
known," a story of a subtly workea
out bit of revenge flavored wit
Gestapo terrorism and degradation c
a man by Hitler.
On this one h
plans to put a director to work, bt<
he will supervise production.
Probably the first one to get on th
stages will be "Jubal Troop," fo
which
the
producer
says,
"Gar
Cooper is as important to this as h

Whom

was

to

and

"Saratoga

"For

the Bell Tolls

Trunk."
He's noi
negotiating for both Cooper and Iren
Dunne for the leads in ' Jubal Troop.
looks like another "Bell."

and 55c

(15c-28c-33c-44c

Gross:

MONOGRAM'S

It

Hail" (Para.)

weekends) 7 days.

66c)

hibiting

PROTECTING THE THEATRE
OUR "FIRST LINE OF MORALE'

We

(Average, $15,100)

(30c-40c-50c)

"High Explosive" (Para.)
"Submarine Alert" (Para.)
ST.
Gross:

—

age, $15,000)

60c

Gross: $8,500. (Average. $7,300)
"Presenting Lily Mars" (M-G-M)
"Good Luck, Mr. Yates" (CoL)

LOEW'S ORPHEUM

Estimated receipts for the week ending Sept. 9
"Best Foot Forward" (M-G-M)
CENTURY (3.000) (28c-44c-50c and 55c
weekends) 7 days. Gross: $18,000. (Aver-

STANLEY —

Hold" (Univ.)
"Petticoat Larceny" (RICO)

50c)
900)

We

500.

NEW — (1,581)

(40c-50c-60c)

Gross: $15,000.

MISSOURI— (3,514)

—

Baltimore, Sept. 8. Current business
is
running in top brackets.
Keith's broke all house records with
"So Proudly
Hail," taking $22,-

"Claudia" (20th-Fox)

$12,500)

Unable

get a job because he cannot get
a birth certificate, his wife takes a
job in war work and leaves Hugh
home to do the housework, with disastrous results.
Running time, 18>4
Release date, Sept. 10.
mins.
to

Gross:

(30c-40c-50c) 7 days.

(Average, $15,800)
"This Is the Army" (W. B.)

AMBASSADOR— (3,154)

in Baltimore

KEITH'S— (2,406)

$24,000.

davs. 4th week.

Take

"So Proudly

"Claudia" (20th-Fox)
"Nobody's Darling" (Rep.)

At
home

involved in

Louis Best, Record on $22,500

St.

Is

55c) 7 days.
900)

(Columbia)

Breaks the

'Best Foot Forward' 'Hail'

LOEW'S STATE —

"Screen Snapshots"
(No. 2—Series 23)

250 West 57th Street

19'

Hollywood

(Universal)

"Airways

9.

$250,000 to Promote
'Flesh and Fantasy
Promotional budget of $250,000 ha>
been approved by Universal for "Fles!
and Fantasy," the company said yes
terday.
"U's" advertising departmer
is completing arrangements for cam
paigns in key cities. Oct. 29 is th
release

date

for

the

production,

coi

produced by Charles Boyer and Jul
ien Duvivier and directed by Duvivierf
In the course of editing the sequencl
featuring Gloria Jean and Alan Curti
was eliminated. "U" said the sequenc
would have made the production over
length. It will soon be released as
separate feature.
;

Paramount Observes
'Paramount Week
year's
"Paramount Week,
current, "finds 12,000 exhibitor
rallying around the 25-year-old stand
ard," according to Neil Agnew, Para

This

now

mount general sales manager. Para
mount Week inaugurates the new sea
son for the company.
ly

A total of 288 prints on "So ProucL,
We Hail," print capacity, are be

ing used for the week's observance.

n
>
V-

K-

i

tiff

i

1
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DENNIS DAY

ruth donnelly joe
SAWYER- ERNEST TRUEX- DOUGLAS FOWLEY
and MIKE RILEY

AND

JOSEPH SANTLEY —
by Frank

Gill,

.

.

HIS

ORCHESTRA

Director

•

Screen Play

Jr.— George Carleton Brown

Based On An Original Story by Prescott Chaplin

Before Pearl Harbor

1928

1932

1934

1937

1938

1940

SINGLE DENSITY

SINGLE DENSITY

PUSH-PULL
DENSITY
100 MIL

PUSH-PULL
DENSITY
200 MIL

PUSH-PULL

AREA

SINGLE DENSITY
WITH 5 MIL

200 MIL

CONTROL TRACK

SQUEEZE

1941

1941

1941

1941

COMPREX DENSITY
WITH 100 MIL
CONTROL TRACK

COMPREX BILATERAL
AREA WITH 100 MIL
CONTROL TRACK

POST-WAR

STEREOPHONIC

STEREOPHONIC

194X

AREA
3 SOUND TRACKS
1 CONTROL TRACK

DENSITY

?

«

3
1

SOUND TRACKS
CONTROL TRACK

Above you see ten different sound tracks made with Western
Electric Equipment from 1928 up to the beginning of the war.

during the war
—

Wonderful new weapons based on the engineering principles
learned in recording sound for motion pictures are being developed

—

and perfected today. They will help to end this war sooner. Where
and how they are serving will make an interesting story when it
can be told. In the course of this wartime development program,
the scientists at Bell Telephone Laboratories and Western Electric
are constantly adding to their already unique knowledge of sound
recording and transmission.

...

wm

and

g»

after

When V-day comes, the post-war sound track — no matter what
it may look like — will reflect the new ideas and developments now
coming out of our work on war projects. The Voice of the Screen
will

be

still finer!

Electrical Research Products Division
OF

£2 -££S£ tmZX^Z
— buy all the

War Bonds you

can!

Western Electric
195

Company

BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

N. Y.

MOTION PICTURE
'OL.

54.

NO.

NEW

50

x411ocation Set

For Duration

Half of

Future Supply

—

Washington,

9.
RawSept.
for
the fourth
juarter will remain at current levels and, barring marked improvenent in the supply situation, may con-

allocations

stock

unchanged throughout the war,
was said today by War Production

inue
t

3oard

officials.

In recent months, it was admitted,
situation has become easier, but

he

>nly to the extent,

it

was

said,

It was pointed out that some other
onsumers of film have taken sharper
:uts than the motion picture industry,
ind it was indicated that no larger
-upplies would be made available to

U.S.A.,

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

Lineup to Rogell;

The

Hollywood,

9.

RKO

Motion Picture Daily "Goldberg will make a valuable addition to
our manpower here."
The remaining half of RKO's new
told

sale of screen rights to

Marquand's new best
Little
novel,
"So
Time," to David O. Selznick
for $125,000 was reported on
Broadway yesterday.
The
book has sold over 465,000
copies in the three weeks
P.
selling

since its

Surrender Results
In New Crisis

Italy's

publication.

By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Sept. 9. Theatres heating with coal may have to

Film Industry Goes
Into Action as 3rd

Loan Drive
The motion
into

action

War Loan

Industry Reassured

TEN CENTS

Ickes Warns

Starts

:

(Continued on page 6)

Industry

J.

— Sid

Rogell,
studio manager, will be made
production executive in charge of half
of RKO's new season product lineup
as of Oct. 15, Charles W. Koerner,
vice-president and studio head, revealed today.
treasurer,
Leon Goldberg,
will succeed Rogell as studio manager, coming here from the home office, as reported exclusively by MoIn
tion Picture Daily yesterday.
making the announcement Koerner
Sept.

Picture

Theatres Face
Coal Shortage,

Bought by Selznick

Goldberg Replaces

to the^t gtion

1943

10,

'So Little Time' Is

where

apprehensions were allayed that alterations could not be filled.

YORK,

RKO's New

RKO

on

Optimistic

Is

InteWgei

DAILY

See Raw Stock

WPB

Alert,

picture industry

swung

the

Third

yesterday
drive

got

as

under way

in

more than

12,000 theatres throughou'.

nation.

The Hollywood "Caval-

the

—
winter — a

go on rations

this
direct
result of Italy's surrender.
Large quantities of coal will have
to be shipped to the American Army
in Italy for use in keeping utilities
and railroads operating in the occupied territory, reducing the already
short supply for domestic use, it was
disclosed today by Solid Fuels Administrator Ickes. The first of these shipments already^ has moved from this
country, he said.
Entirely without coal of her own,
Italy must be supplied from the Unit-

War Heroes
Airmada, comprised of five servicemen and four stars in each unit, start- ed States, England and South Africa
ed their tours to aid the Treasury
he studios until these other classes of
Washington, Sept. 9. A further Department in achieving its overall now that her German sources are cut
off.
asers also could be given some relief. reduction in the production of vacuum $15,000,000,000 war bond sale goal.
"This will have an adverse effect
civilian
is
expected
to
tubes
for
use
Military demand for raw stock is
Leo Brecher, New York state bond
(Continued on page 6)
in the near future by the
ordered
be
(Continued on page 6)
for the drive, stated yesterWar Production Board, but Allen G. chairman
day that New Yorkers have subSmith, chief of the Theatre Equipscribed $110,000,000 in bonds for a
ment Bureau, expressed the belief tomonster rally to be held in Madison
still
possible
to
be
day that it would
Square Garden tomorrow night at
secure enough to meet the needs of
which the caravan of motion picture
the motion picture producers and exthe ca-

On Vacuum Tubes

cade of Stars," and the

—

Greater Union Gets

Canada Exhibitors

Pick Future Stars

8

hibitors.

Heavy

Army and Navy

require-

ments and a production capacity but
Canadian exhibitors have named
little above military needs have created
v\ illiam Bendix, Susan Peters, Philip
a tight tube situation, it was exDorn, Kathryn Grayson, Pierre Au(Continued on page 6)
nont, Alexis Smith, Gene Kelly, Diina Barrymore, Gig Young and Anne
Baxter as the ten most promising film
flayers for elevation to stardom.

OWI Boosts

The poll, conducted by Motion Picture Herald for the third year, and
by that publication today,
evealed a remarkable similarity beween the selections by the Dominion
>ublished

-howmen and
erparts.

their

American coun-

Eight of the top 10 favorites
(Continued on page 6)

Western Pa. Allied
To Meet Oct 18-19
Allied Theatre

Owners

of

Western

Pennsylvania will hold its annual contention Oct. 18 and 19 in Pittsburgh,
t was announced here yesterday. Fred
Herrington,
president,
and George
Corcoran of Monongahela, Pa., convention chairmen, are here from Pittsourgh in connection with plans for the
neeting.

It's

no time

to slack.

BACK THE ATTACK.

stars will appear to entertain
Boxes for
pacity throng anticipated.
this event were sold for one and two

million dollars per box.

Names

of film players

who

(Continued on page 6)

Print Order

More Theatres

Eight suburban theatres comprising
Broadway circuit in Sydney, Australia, have been acquired by Greater
make up Union Theatres of that city, Capt.
Harold Auten, U. S. representative
for Norman Rydge, managing director of Greater Union, reported yesterPurchase of the houses will
day.
strengthen the position of Greater
the

Union

For Occupied Territories

Sydney

in

Stanmore

WLB

Will Act in
U.LE.-306 Dispute

The War Labor Board has accepted jurisdiction, and has appointed a
wage negotiation dispute between members of the Unaffiliated Independent Exhibitors, Inc., employing projectionists of the Empire
State Union, and projectionists Local
conciliator in the

Division of the Office of War Information has called
upon distributors, following the capitulation of Italy, to step

up print de-

liveries on the 40 features selected in
joint discussions last July for distribution in occupied territories, it was

learned yesterday.
Original plans called for three prints
of each of the selected features, on
the assumption that the number would
306, New York IATSE affiliate, now be sufficient to service civilian theatres
acting as bargaining agent for the in occupied territories at the rate the
Empire members as a result of the invasion was expected at that time to
recent merger of the two unions, ac- proceed.
Now distributors are being
cording to Jacob Leff, UIE attorney. asked- to furnish eight prints and, in
hearing.
for
a
set
date
has
been
No
some instances, many more, of each of
UIE, representing 12 theatres in the the 40 features.
employing
greater New York area
Raw stock for the additional prints
(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 6)

circuit

:

;

The Overseas

that

since

formerly owned only first-runs there.
Theatres bought include Broadway,
Hub, Newtown
Stanmore,
Sydney
George,

;

;

Acme,

Bexley

;

Rockdale
St.
Merrick;

Addison,

(Continued on page 6)

Postpone

Griffith

Pre-Trial Meeting
The pre-trial conferences scheduled to
to be held before Federal District Judge
Edgar S. Vaught in Oklahoma City
on Sept. 13 between Government and
Griffith Amusement Co. attorneys to
out details prior to the latter's
bringing to trial the Department of
Justice action seeking dissolution of
the Griffith Amusement Co., has been
postponed.
Government attorneys are understood to be dissatisfied with the
iron

(Continued on page 61

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention

Polio Hits Missouri

Coast Flashes

trip.

^

Motion

Donald O'Connor, No. 4

Warner Picture Herald's "Stars

suffered
short subjects producer, who
weekend is
a heart attack over the
under an oxygen tent at Seaside
still

row"

poll,

in
of

Tomor-

has been added to the all"Three Cheers

star cast in Universal's
for the Boys."

•

his
Hospital, Long Beach, Cal., with
condition slightly improved.

David O. Selznick has announced
John Cromwell will direct "Since
Mrs. Ben Goetz, who accompanied You Went Away." It will start rollear- ing Tuesday.
her husband here from the Coast
•

that

the week, may join the M-G-M
executive on his trip to England
lier in

Capt.

Nick Pery, Columbia's managing
director for Australasia and the Far
East, left New York yesterday for
Svdney, Australia.
•

Russell P. Cohen

Big

Distributors, is a grandfather, celebrating
the birth of twins to his daughter.
Mrs. Janet Elizabeth Pinzio.
•
of

3

Ernest Emerling, Loew's acting
ad manager, will confer with Oscar
A. Doob over the weekend, in Washington.

Jorgensborg, executive assistRadio City Music Hall, has
inducted into the Army Air

T RTF

ant

at

been
Force.

Yours," by
a comedy war
romance about a returning war hero.

inal

new

Grad Sears, United Artjsts general
sales manager, is expected to arrive
here from the East on Monday.
•

Dudley Nichols

is

S.

WAC

Harmon,

expected

coordireturn from

to

Washington today.
•

Montague Salmon
way Rivoli will leave

the Broadfor the Coast

of

today.

•

Mort Blumenstock
day after a few days
•

Arthur

will return to-

in Chicago.

Hirsch

Players Canadian Corp.

of
is

in

Famous
town.

Named

RKO's

will leave for Holly-

no lime to slack.

will re-

BACK THE ATTACK.

and Richard Krakeur, Broadway producer, have been appointed to executive posts in the A. & S. Lyons agency

NEW YORK THEATRES

to the polio outbreak.

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

Washington,

Sept.

GODDARD

.

.

LAKE

PROUDLY WE HAIL
SO
Produced and Directed by Mark Sandrich
A

Paramount Picture

Gala Stage Revue
Symphony Orchestra
Mezzanine Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600

First

BOB HOPE

BENNY

BETTY HUTTON
AND BAND

— Amended

9.

Veronica

Paulette

COLBERT

POPS & LOUIE

orders on freon gas, promulgated by
the War Production Board officially
designate the control of reactions in
photographic solutions for the development and printing of motion picture
film or prints as eligible for supplies

A Paramount

Plrtur*

JACK MARSHALL

'TO" PARAMOUNT &$£h

of the refrigerant.
It

chief

was explained by Harold Hopper,
of

the

however, that

motion

picture

section,

has been possible for
studios and laboratories to secure freon whenever necessary for their opit

erations.

The only

restriction suffered by the
with respect to freon
Hopper said, has been in the use of
the refrigerant for comfort cooling in
theatres, for which no supplies are
film

industry

Film Editors

Affiliated with
The M.

IATSE

comcomthe metropolitan area and as

P. Film Editors Guild
prising film editors of the major

Beetson Stricken
Sept.

9.

—Frederick W.

Beetson, of the Association of Motion
Picture Producers, Inc.. was resting
comfortably at the Hollywood Hospifollowing a heart attack retal,
His physician reported his
cently.
condition was satisfactory and indicated he would take a month or two
rest.

ROCKEFELLER CENTER
Claudette

Confirms Freon for
Photographic Work

M.

count for his acts as president, director, agent of and trustee for the cor-

Hollywood,

Joseph R. Vogel of Loew's
turn from Cleveland today.

Action

Krakeur Named

Lee,

Irene Lee, former story editor foi
Sam Goldwyn and Warner Brothers

;

and former vice president.
The action, transferred from N. Y.
County Supreme Court, is directed permitted.
against the corporation and Joseph _H.
Cooper, as president, and the plaintiffs
P.
seek an order to compel Cooper to ac-

Gottlieb, Du-Art Laboraexecutive in Canada, is in town.

Harry Goetz
wod Sept. 17.

in

Suit for an accounting of assets of
the Lincoln Theatre Corp., a Delaware corporation operating theatres in
Lincoln, Neb., was filed in Federal
Court here yesterday by Montague F.
Gowthorpe, secretary and a director,
and Samuel Dembow, Jr., a director

Arthur

It's

script

poration.

•
tories'

will

"Tomorrow Never Comes."

of the Warner talwill leave today for

•

Francis

exchange.

con-

producer-director-writer

tract.

Nebraska Circuit

ent department
Atlantic City.

J.

"Practically

Norman Krasna,

drive as compared to $6,000,000 in bonds purchased during
the Second War Loan, it was
announced at a rally of
Loew's, Inc., employes in the
home office yesterday. Ernest
Emerling was chairman of the
"
session, with Edward Dowden
acting as master of ceremonies. A similar rally was
held at the M-G-M New York

There has been no extension of the
ban on theatre attendance by children,
•
which affects three houses in BerFelix Jackson has signed Jerome wyn, but outlying and suburban houses
Kern to do the songs and score of report sharply reduced attendance at
Deanna Durbin's first matinees, although business in down"Caroline,"
Technicolor film.
town houses and in communities of
•
war workers has been exceptionally
M-G-M has given Albert Lewin a good.

Zelma Brookov

nator,

story,

War Loan

during the Third

;

—

•

Bonds

Loew employes are investing $17,000,000 in war bonds

—

The Academy of Motion Picture
shortly.
Arts and Sciences announced its third Box Offices in Illinois
•
annual still photography show from Towns Hard Hit
Edward L. Alperson and Si Fa- Nov. 26-28.
Chicago, Sept. 9. Schools in Berbian were in Philadelphia yesterday
wyn and Cicero, Chicago suburbs, will
with the Hollywood "Cavalcade of
Paramount has purchased an orig- delay their opening for one week due
Stars."

$17,000,000 in

Kansas City, Sept. 9. The peak
of the polio epidemic in Kansas appears to have passed, with fewer cases
reported for the last full week of
August.
In the sections where cases
appeared, theatres are generally controlling congestion, avoiding promotion efforts directed to children, and,
in some cases, usually at the behest
of authorities, admitting no children.
However, attendance at outstate
theatres, and in some city theatres,
in some
has been sharply affected
as much as 90 per cent reduction of
attendance by children, 30 per cent in
adult attendance.
In only half a dozen towns, each
with one or two theatres, have theatres been closed for the duration of
the epidemic.
In other towns of
Missouri and Kansas, authorities have
urged care on parents, such as keeping children at home but without ordering closing of amusement places.

194.

Loew Workers Buy

90%

to

Hollywood, Sept. 9

THE

J

Gordon

Up

Receipts

Pantages and Hillstreet theatres in Los Angeles will increase
president of their admission prices from 65 to 75
J. FITZGIBBONS,
Famous Players-Canadian Corp., cents, effective Tuesday, with the
.
opening of RKO's "Behind the Rising
was in town yesterday.
Sun," bringing their scale parallel
William C. Gehring, 20th-Fox with the Fox West Coast scale esand
Western sales manager, left yesterday tablished last week. Paramount
ex- Warners have a similar move under
for a tour of six Midwestern
assistant, advisement but expect to take no acchanges. Eddie Collins, his
part of the tion pending further consideration.
will accompany him on
•

Hollingshead,

Friday. September 10,

panies in

West as Chicago, in existence for
three years, has become affiliated with
IATSE and will be known as Local
771, M. P. Film Editors.
far

Richard Walsh,
and other IATSE

IATSE
officials

Broadway's

president,

no time to slack.

New

1st

Run

47th

St.

Theatre

FRED ASTAIRE

were pres-

JOAN LESLIE

ent at the induction ceremonies at the
Capitol Hotel in New York.
It's

B'WAY &

PALACE

"THE SKY'S THE LIMIT"
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udience previews in all
exchange centers proved
that "fired wife" /s a qreatcomecfi/
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"BACK THE ATTACK! BUY WAR BONDS! THIRD WAR LOAN."

et

D/ NE 2;

""»y.Wicko e fe „„
i

V' fMfsr role
RfX INGRA/W

To those exhibitors

we urge

who

are skeptical about these rave review

that you see for yourself by having an audience previe

1

"WILL HAVE THE
AUDIENCES ROLLING
IN THE AISLES'"
—MOTION PICTURE
DAILY
"Jhe show is aimed at the andience's funny
bone
Done T„
'
Louise
Aiiu
Allbntton constantly
delights.
Robert Paige takes

«TT-i
.
"Universal
has a winner
in
,

FIRED WIFE! A

situation!

comedy which smacks
of boxoffice from the
word go. Spar-

•

-

Wuig, sophisticated
comedy
calculated to catch
the popular

on the

taste,

smartly enacted
by a
clever cast who
get the most

some being ofthe
belly

"A

should establish

TIP

TERRIFIC"

—MOT/ON PICTURE
HERALD
*

.

.

P a ig e and

Allbntton as top
billers!"

smart variations
on
the eternal
triangle theme
into

the challenger...it>s
A OP!.,. it' s

fast

moving co
bnttle and clever
dialog

specializing

wi*

variety!"

-FILM DAILY

sleek,

conference about
competing

to

"•••designed solely
for laughs

REVIEW

"This kick-off item
in the comPanys portfolio
of 1943.44
Product is a
number to send
Ae other studios

slick enter-

.LyivooD reporter

" Will have the
audience in hys-

»

is

tne last!"_ HOI

-DAILY VARIETY
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Show

Sun' and

2nd Week Big;
San Francisco
San Francisco,

9.

Sept.

— "Behind

Rising Sun" reaped an excellent
$26,000 in its second week at the

the

6

So Proudly' Tops

Hollywood-L. A. in
No. 1 Danger Zone

Buffalo Business,

—

Grossing $26,000

—
—

Five-figure
Buffalo, Sept. 9.
grosses were anticipated for all houses
and stood up
as crowds eagerly paid
—for fine product. The SRO signs
got a daily airing at the Great Lakes,

Golden Gate, backed by vaudeville. where "So Proudly We Hail" is
"This Is the Army," shifted to the looking to $26,000.
Estimated grosses for the week endsmaller St. Francis from the Fox,
grossed §14,500 in the third week. ing Sept. 11
One of best for the week was the War- "Salute to the Marines" (M-G-M)
(M-G-M)
featuring Roy Rogers "Henry Aldrich Swings It"
$23,100,

field's

and his horse, Trigger, on stage, and
his film, "Silver Spurs," on screen.
Estimated takings for the week ending Sept. 6

PARAMOUNT— (2,740)

(20c-35c-55c-7Sc)

7

Gross: $17,000. (Average, $15,700)
"Souls at Sea" (Para.)

days.

"Son. of

$9,800.

"So Proudly

(20c-35c-60c-75c)

days.

7

(Average, $9,500)
Hail" (Para.)

"Good Morning;, Judge" (Univ.)
Gross:

(20c-35c-55c-75c)

"We've Never Been Licked"
"All

days.

7

(Average, $21,100)

$20,500.

By Myself"

(20c-35c-55c-75c)

7

(Average.

Gross: $12,500.

"Behind the Rising Sun" (RKO)

GOLDEN GATE— (2,850)

(20c-35c-44c-75c)

vaudeville.
Stage:
2nd week.
days,
Gross: $26,000. (Average, $24,500)
"Stiver Spurs" (Rep.)
7

WARFIELD— (2.680)

(20c-35c-55c-75c)

7

Gross: $23,100.
Stage: vaudeville.
(Average, $18,600)
"This Is the Army" (W. B.)
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400) (20c-35c-55c-75c) 7
days, 3rd week. (Moved over from Fox.)
Gross: $14,500. (Average, $8,300)
"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)
days.

UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200)
days,

7

8th

7

(35c-40c-55c-65c)

Gross:

2nd week.

(Aver-

$26,000.

week.

HIPPODROME— (2.100)
Gross:

(20c-35c-55c-

Gross:

$12,000.

$8,500.

(Average, $10,100)

$9,500)

TWENTIETH CENTURY— (3,000)

(Average.

Gross: $12,000.

(35c$10.-

"We've Never Been Licked"

"Rhythm

the transcription companies, declared at the War Labor Board hearings being held in New York yesterday that if the union members had a
ban on
chance to vote on the
making recordings they would reject

for

it.

musicians, quoting union statements that membership had risen to
18,000, and said that this increase in
union rolls occurred because of the
liberal policy of the union in admitting

Industry Reassured
(.Continued

plained.
situation

from page

However,

it

was

ville;

Rex, Rockdale, and

said

able to secure for the industry all the
tubes it needed.
Military and war
agencies have the first call on tubes,
under a classification set up by

No.

2.

(Continued from page

1)

Erskineville.

answers to a few interrogatories, and
Rydge stated further that he intends are anxious to examine the records of
No new
to add to Greater Union's suburban about six of the plaintiffs.
circuit

as

Broadway

RKO

time
circuit

goes
as

on,

the

using

the
foundation.

Opens Dispensary

RKO

has established a medical department at the home office for the use
of its employees to serve as a first aid
Mary
station in case of emergency.
Farrell, R.N., is in charge.

Prove you're alive!

Join

the

Will Act in
U.LE.-306 Dispute
(Continued from page

1)

tlie

Pre-Trial Meeting

1)

Hub

WLB

1)

Australian Circuit
Buys 8 Theatres Postpone Griffith
(Continued from page

Bond Drive.

;

;

Lynne Carver, Shirk
Patterson and Alan Marshall
whf

see Annabella,

;

New York State, Pennsy
and New England residents wi

Newark,

vania
be entertained by John Garfield, Mai
tha Scott, Virginia Grey and Ger
Lockhart.
The war heroes and fill
players in the airmada will tour
i

transports.

—

—

Columbus, Sept. 9. The Ohio censors reviewed a total of 145 reels representing 500 films in August, from
which eliminations were ordered in 17
films or 24 reels. The July record was
432 reels reviewed, with eliminations
in 13 reels. The August, 1942, figures
were practically the same as for August of this year, namely, eliminations
in 24 reels out of a total of 505 re-

On Vacuum Tubes

WPB.

j

Franchot Tone to Fort Worth ar
on a Southwestern swing will go Wi
liam Boyd, Grace Bradley and Mar
Brian Peoria and Midwest cities wi
greet Albert Dekker, Elyse Kno:
Helen Walker and Lon Chaney, Jr
Atlanta and the Southern states wi

Ohio Censors Cut 24 Theatres Face Coal
Reels During August Shortage, Says lcke\

Empire booth men, claims that the new
demands being made by Local
has been uncomfortable for wage
306 represent a wage increase of from
more
than
year,
but
Smith
has
been
a
and
60 to 120 per cent over present levels.
in

Sacramento, and following witL
tour of 10 Northwest cities, will"
Lois Andrews, Marie McDonald ar
in

New Army

viewed.

FCC

vice-president,
Higgins,
vice-president
Keith
charge of stations.

War

of

ClaimsAFM DoesNot
Support Disc Ban

Commission on the acquisition of the
Blue Network by Edward J. Noble,
Life- Savers executive, for $8,000,000. members.

Kobak,

were

1)

the touring airmad;
made public yesterday by tl'
Activities Committee.
Startir
unit

UOPWA

among

Edgar

Screen Publicists Guild of

(Continued from page

each

days.

7

Public hearings are scheduled to get
under way today in Washington before
the
Federal
Communications

James L. Fly, FCC chairman, is
expected to preside at the hearings.
Present besides Noble will be a contingent of Blue Network executives
headed by Mark Woods, president

Negotiations Report

Start

York, Local 114, UOPWA, CIO, met
Warners Buys $1,000,000
last night at Edison Hall to hear a
Bonds on Opening Day
report by Peter K. Hawley,
Chairma
Hollywood, Sept. 9.
national
representative,
"new
on
Henry Ginsberg of the War Financ
phases" of SPG negotiations.
An industry-wide negotiations meet- Committee reported a brisk war Bon
ing, scheduled to be held with pro- sale on the opening day of the Thir
Claiming that the American Feder- ducer representatives yesterday after- War Loan drive, purchases includin
A $1,000,000 by the Warner Studic
ation of Musicians members working noon, was postponed until today.
by Technicolor and $175,00
for the transcription companies did report on registration for the coming $200,000
Nate Blumberg bough
not call the strike against them, nor SPG election was also rendered at by Republic.
$50,000, Walter Wanger $40,000, an
did the union membership vote the the session last night.
Alary Pickford $25,000.
strike, A. Walter Socolow, attorney
(35c-55c)

Network Sale Today

session of the property.

Loan Drive

(Average, $10,500)

Socolow denied that recordings had
widespread
unemployment
caused

approval of the deal is all that
remains before Noble can take pos-

SPG Hears Hawley
The

of the Islands"

AFM

FCC Hearing on Blue

preparation, for fire,
panic, sabotage, and patriotism, the bureau declared. No.
2 and No. 3 zones are not left
out and theatres are instructed to take proper precautions
front

(35c-40c-55c-65c) 7

(Average,

"The Sky's the Limit" (RKO)
"Mexican Spitfire's Blessed Event" (RKO)

Into Action as 3rd

intensified its activities as a
result of the California War
Council's decision to advocate

three-way defense zoning. Los
Angeles, Beverly Hills, Santa
Monica, Long Beach, San
Diego, Ventura, Santa Barbara, Venice and other coastal
cities will probably be listed
as No. 1 danger zones. Theatre Defense calls for a four-

IV'

Film Industry Goes

Los Angeles, Sept. 9. The
Theatre Defense Bureau has

depending upon classification
by the military.

(M-G-M)
"The Kansan" (M-G-M)

Gross: $15,000.

$12,700)

65c)

(35c-40c-55c-65c)

(3,489)

LAFAYETTE— (3,000)

(Univ.)

(Univ.)

ORPHEUM — (2.440)

days. 2nd week.

days,

7

55c) 7 days.
600)

We

FOX — (5,000)

—

We
GREAT LAKES— (3,000)

days.

Kong"

ESQUIRE— (950)

1

Gross: $16,500 (Average, $16,500)
Hail" (Para.)
"So Proudly

days.

age, $16,400)
"Swing Shift Maisie"

"Claudia" (20th-Fox)

Gross:

BUFFALO

Friday, September 10,

date has been set for the conferences.

Rogell to Handle

Half of

RKO Lineup

(Continued from page

1)

season lineup, apart from that under
Rogell's jurisdiction, will be divided
among the company's present roster of
The entire plan was inproducers.
augurated by Koerner in a move to
strengthen studio operations.

UIE

claims to be paying $65 to $90 a
at present for projectionist help,
with the new demand being $114 for
Present
70 hours of booth work.
booth time averages 84 hours a week,
according to Jesse Stern, UIE presi-

week

dent.

Canada Exhibitors
Pick Future Stars
(Continued from page 1)
appear on both lists, compared to seven in last year's voting.

William Bendix received the top
Philip Dorn, secspot in both polls.
ond, and Susan Peters, third, in the
U. S. balloting, have their positions
reversed in the Canadian vote. Donald O'Connor and Van Johnson also
received acclaim in the first ten in
both listings.

BACK THE ATTACK.
War Loan Drive

Sign

your

pledge.

Third

(Continued from page

on the domestic situation

when we cannot
difficulties

than

1)

a tim
afford many mor
we already have,
at

Ickes said.
"The coal situation in this countr;
is bad and is going to get worse, fron
everything I can see."
The winter fuel oil supply is alsi
Observers recall that man;
in doubt.
theatres had to curtail operations las
winter due to the shortage of fuel oi
for heating theatres.

Boost Print Order
For OWI Abroad
(Continued from page

1)

be supplied from OWT's allotments but will be paid for by the comis

to

panies. Payment for the films will b<
at i
made to the companies by
later date and will be on the basis oan individual accounting of each picture's earnings in -occupied territory
it is learned.

OWI

Status Quo Seen for
Raw Stock Allocation
(Continued from page

1)

expected to continue at a very higt
level throughout the war, the reducec
requirements for use within the country being offset by the greater consumption abroad as our military operations expand.

Mavor Joins Pressburger
Geraldine Mavor has been appointed
Coast publicity representative for Arnold Pressburger, U.A. producer.

—

With time-saving,

life-saving

movies

. . . .

outgrowth

largely of "specialists," thousands of
films are not too many. (Kodak is a
major supplier of film for these pictures
one big reason civilians are
not getting all the film they want.)

9

i@(olslk

o,

§ pioneer Teaching Films. .... the Army

and Navy are

know how of war

giving millions the

more competent

note—Back in 1923, having permaking classroom
"safety" film
projection practical
Kodak made available
historical

fected

—

—

16-mm. movie cameras and projectors
and shortly afterwards pioneered a program of teaching films for schools.
.

.

—

in the use of

You'll see battle, in these training
movies. You'll hear it
to make your

—

your

weapons, abler to take care of yourself

— than any "trainee" who ever went
before you.

new

under
.

.

up

and work "second nature"

life

conditions. You'll be hardened
"dish it out and take it"

all

ready

.

to

to

.

40% sooner because of

.

.

Training Films.

.

Training Films are a great and
growing part of their system. The
Army and Navy have made thousands.

is won, you— and milyou who have learned so
much, so easily, through training films
will want your children to learn the
Arts of Peace this way.
Teaching through motion pictures
and slide film steadily growing in
importance during the twenty years

After this

war

lions like

yourself in the boots of one of
these young men. You've been accepted for the Army or Navy. What do
you know about this war of 2,000-

Put

horsepower aircraft motors
Basubmarine detectors?
zookas
.

.

.

.

.

.

Our Army and Navy Commands
realize this lack of experience. They
know that you may go up against battle-wise troops or ship crews or flyers.

Don't get the idea that you're just
"going to the movies," though. These
movies are different. Each teaches you
to do a part of your job in the Service

—

do

it

exactly right.

Maybe

how to

dig a foxhole. Or
inflate a rubber life raft. Or take down
and reassemble a 50-calibre machine
gun. Or bake a batch of bread
it's

—

In an

.

.

.

Army and Navy made up

—

—

since

Kodak made

films available
its

own

.

.

.

—

its

first

will really

teaching

come

Eastman Kodak

into

Co.,

Rochester, N. Y.

Theyhavedonetheworryingforyou.

They will turn you out a

better

man

Serving

h man

progress through Photography
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Sept. 21

On 48-Hour Week

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

U.S.A.,

in 3

Cut

Cities

Space for Films
Theatre ad and other space

with

War

the

Production

Jept 21 in an effort to aid in fortting a uniform work week schedfor film exchanges in that city, it

learned
eanwhile,

at

the

the

weekend,

regional

Board's

per cent reduction in newsprint
usage, additional film and other ad
space cuts are expected in many more
cities. In Chicago, The Daily News has
discontinued printing two full pages of
Hollywood pictures due to the shortage of newsprint and the difficulty in
obtaining zincs. Papers in many places
have already cut theatre lineage avail-

at

The

five

per

cent

cut

is

for

the

fourth quarter of the year, and brings
Lake City, another "critical"
to 15 per cent the reduction made since
power locale, has granted the inJan. 1, 1943.
ry's petition for exemption from

48-hour week there, permitting
langes in the city to continue to
Salt
ate on the 40-hour week.
e City is the fifth of nine cities
critical" manpower areas to grant
industry petition for exemption,
lar action having been taken earby the regional commissions at

Washington,

alo,

Cleveland

and

In Philadelphia, newsprint shortages
have now made it necessary for the
Daily NewS to drop its Saturday list(Continued on

page 8)

Nine to 15 Cagneys

For United Artists

(Cotttinued on page S)

will make from
15 top-budget pictures for
United Artists release in the next five
years, William Cagney, president of
the company, announced at a press
luncheon here Friday. The deal with
U.A. calls for at least five of these

iramount Program
By

FRED STENGEL

amous Players-Canadian circuit
Paramount have negotiated a

nine

made

starring

James Cag-

Be

.

The

here Friday.
J. J. Fitzgibbons,
FPC, acted for the circuit,
le Neil Agnew,
sales head for
amount, and Lightstone handled

(.Continued on

in its

-abor conditions in the Dominion
steadily going from bad to worse,
htstone declared, pointing out that

uen are employed
its,

except shipping.
(Continued on

in

all

depart18

Men from
page 8)

well for the success of the Third
War Loan," said the War Activities
Committee, in a statement to the
press, basing its observations on
first reports from exhibitors and
distributors in the field.

The star Cavalcade brought sales
of nearly $300,000,000 in its first three
stops,

creased.

Product Shortage

Pinches Boston
—

Boston, Sept. 12. Scarcity of new
product has caused considerable distress to local subsequent run theatres.
Many exhibitors fear they will be
forced to play third and fourth run
pictures again unless something is

S. America
n MGM Assignment

urger to

>am Burger, foreign roving repre-

M-G-M,

leaves for the
.ist Sept 23, and after a few days
he company's studios will then head
Mexico on the first lap of a fournth trip to South America.
After
return in February, Burger is exted to be given a. permanent home
tative for

ice

assignment.

Speak
At Atlanta Meet

William F. Rodgers, Loew's vicepresident and general sales manager,
will be the principal speaker at the
annual convention of Southeastern
Theatre Owners Association in Atlan-

It's

no time

to slack.

day's sale of $6,675,000 to George
Schaefer, Ranger chairman. New En-

gland Ranger Chairman

Sam

(Continued on page 8)

Pinan-

'

Taylor, Associates

PRC, Ltd.

Acquire

12.

— N. A. Taylor and

of Toronto have
purchased Producers Releasing Corp.,
Ltd., and acquired the Canadian fran-

9

theatre

associates

chise of

PRC,

it

was ascertained Sat-

urday from a reliable informant. H.

J.

Allen will continue as general manager of the Canadian company and will
An effort to bring all theatres into be a partner in the organization, it is
the Third War Loan drive was understood.
launched at the weekend by the disTaylor is general manager of Twentributors committee of the war bond tieth Century Theatres, which is an
organization with designation of Sept.
(Continued on page 8)
27 as the date for "Free Movie Day."
This date has already been chosen by
'Bell'
New York City theatres, and has
been recommended as the day for
similar war bond showings in other
:

No

for

Canada

Until After the

—

War

Toronto, Sept.
Paraseeing
audiences
"Free Movie Day," Canadian
distributors have agreed to waive per- mount's "For Whom the Bell Tolls"
views centage terms at performances where before the war is over are remote, una picture playing on percentage will less the Price Control Board lifts its
be shown. They have also agreed to ban on the raising of admission scales

ta today.
Nat Williams will preside
at the meeting, highlights of which
are expected to be discussion of the

decree

Philadelphia,

in

The industry's Detroit "Rangers,"
headed by Earl Hudson, wired a first

Toronto, Sept.

to

organization's consent
and election of officers.

$72,967,000

Thursday; Boston, $100,000,000, Friday, and nearly $125,000,000 at the
big Madison Square show in New
York Saturday night, the latter representing bond prices paid for seats,
ranging up to $1,000,000 for a box.

uct.

page 8)

Every Theatre to Aid Bond
Drive on 'Free Movie Day
Rodgers

opening days.

"The diligence and showmanship
of the industry as a whole are bearing fruit in bond sales that augur

d of

picture company's end of the deal,

"Hollywood Cav-

industry's

alcade" of stars alone is heading
for a War Bond sale of $1,400,000,000, in its 14-city tour of the
country, on the basis of the pace set

duction by the

v

in

First Three Stops

"Johnny Come Lately," first pronew company, starring done to alleviate the situation soon.
James Cagney, will open Sept. 23 at Independents are considering experiPresent menting with a one-film-a-day policy
rge of distribution for Paramount the Capitol on Broadway.
acute shortage of new prod3anada, reported during an inter- plans, according to William Cagney, due to the
for 1943-44 product exhibition by
Gordon Lightstone, in
circuit,

Bonds

$300,000,000

Mild Winter

Hundreds of theatres which
converted their heating plants
from fuel oil to coal last year
to help relieve the fuel oil
shortage in the Eastern seaboard states are confronted
now with the problem of either
taking their chances on being
able to obtain coal this winter, or of reconverting to oil
on the chance that Eastern
supplies may improve in the
Secretary
coming months.
Ickes warned last week that
a coal shortage is inevitable
this winter due to required
shipments of the fuel to Italy,
but, at the same time, offered
no assurance that the Eastern oil supply would be in-

to

films to be
ney.

It'll

A

Cagney Productions

P-C Closes for

MILLIONS

1,400

Cavalcade Brings Sale of

Maybe

directive ordering a further

abilities.

WMC

FOR

in three

five

TEN CENTS

1943

cities

weekend

[cine office distribution repreatives have been called to a
ting with the regional War
ipower Commission at Detroit

13,

STAR TOUR HEADED

— Chicago, Philadalphia and
Cleveland — has been curtailed, and

more

Meet

YORK,

BACK THE ATTACK.

situations.

To

12.

Possibilities of

facilitate

(Continued on page 8)

(Continued on page 8)
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Tradewise

Personal
Mention

XTON-DECREE
L^

companies

in

Fitzgibbons, president of
Famous Players-Canadian, and Ben
Geldsaler, head buyer and booker for
the circuit, returned to Toronto over
the weekend following a New York

negotiating
new season's
deals are voluntarily adopting,
wherever conditions permit, the
clearance and run arbitration
awards which have been entered
since inauguration of the industry consent decree.
The action extends the significance and influence of arbitra-

business trip.

tion to

leave for the coast today or Tuesday, having delayed his departure from
New York from Friday.

•
J.

•

Mike Tracy,
tres,

Tracy Thea-

of the

Storm Lake, Iowa, has returned

to his desk after being confined to a
local hospital for a week with an attack of blood poisoning.

•

Sol Schwartz, Western Zone

su-

RKO

Theatres, returned
pervisor for
to the home office yesterday from a
tour of his territory.

•

Berliner

Jeanette

Coleman
office

of the

and

New Haven

Harriet
Republic

spent the weekend at Griswold

New

Hotel,

London.
•

Charles R. Lindau, operator

of

the Lindau Circuit, Chicago, and Mrs.
Lindau, are parents of a baby hoy,

Donald Louis Lindau.
•
Finlaysost,

Mae

secretary

to

Samuel Rosen, Monogram branch
manager

Philadelphia,

in

has

an-

nounced her engagement.
•

Reginald Dawes, RAF, son
of Sutton Dawes, sales manager of
20th-Fox's London office, is in New
York on a furlough.
Sct.

Greenhouse,

former

Eastern representative for
leave for the Coast today.

RKO,

RKO,

Rathvon,

manager

RKO,

of

at the

wood "upon
Charles

W.

RKO

of

becoming

studio

studio in Holly-

request

Koerner, vice president

of
in

charge of production," according to a

company statement.
Goldberg will leave here for the
Coast on Oct. 10 to take up his new
duties.

Menzies with Wood in
Setup for Columbia
William Cameron Menzies, producer and director, will be affiliated with

Sam Wood

the production of several features for Columbia release, it
was announced here by the company
at the weekend. First will be based on
Kressman Taylor's short story, "Address Unknown."
It's

in

no time to slack.

in-

dustry-wide scale, rather than
confining it to the product and
contracts of decree companies
only, as it has been heretofore.
•

•

the current procedure,
the non-decree companies are
setting deals on the basis of new
clearance and run schedules established through final arbitration
awards governing such
schedules.
In many instances

was done

by non-decree
companies during the past season but on a scale limited by
contracts closed in advance of
the entry of arbitration awards.
this

Such contracts, embodying the
clearance and run schedules in
force at the time the product
deals
were closed, naturally
could not be reopened and revised by a non-decree company
following upon a subsequent
change in clearance or run obtained by one of its accounts
through an arbitration award.

However,

late

BACK THE ATTACK.

tainable.

In

new

season selling,

the practice promises to be more
or less general among non-deInasmuch as
cree companies.
clearance and run cases comprise more than 90 per cent of
all arbitration awards on file, the
recognition of those awards by
the non-decree companies as well
as decree companies is of very
real significance and importance
to the industry.
•
•
It is

commendable

that distri-

bution companies, wholly free of
the compulsion of the consent
decree, are adjusting clearance
and run schedules where the
arbitration process has found inequities to exist,

have done

this

without fanfare and, even, without recognition from within the
trade.

There also is what appears to
be a unanimous procedure among
the five consenting companies
to adopt new clearance schedules

resulting

awards even when they themselves are dismissed from the
clearance complaint under the
provisions of Section 17 of the
decree, which permits them to
sell to their affiliated theatres
under terms and conditions of
their own choice.
Thus the insulation of Section 17 has come
to be almost meaningless to the
consenting companies, which explains their willingness to let
that section be amputated from
the decree in the event that it
is rewritten and extended next
Fall.

Under

the consent of another exhibitor
affected by the award was ob-

president

urgent

the

an

from arbitration awards where

has agreed to Leon Goldberg,

treasurer

virtually

will

Oct. 10 for Studio
Peter

is

Far

Goldberg Will Leave
N.

what

as mid-season and
season deals were set, noncompanies
voluntarily
decree
adopted new schedules deriving

•

Dan

Hollywood, Sept.
ly/f

will

from arbitration

The whole
forward

shapes up into a

step

intra-industry

in

and becomes

a testimonial to arbitration as adminrelations

•

stock has been offered to Sol
Lesser.
•
•

in

an unannounced capacity. Won
is effective October 1.
•

resignation

Paramount

has
added
an i]
Technicolor musical about
WAVES, featuring Bin? Cros
Betty Hutton and Sonny Tufts. M;
Sandrich will produce and direct.

titled

•

•

RKO

has given Frank Sinatrai
seven-year contract.
He will retr
here in November to start his nj
picture, not yet determined.

Johnny Hyde, vice-president of J
William Morris Agency, was marr
to Mozelle Cravens, film actress, at
Leo Spitz home.
•

'

W.

Lieber of

RKO

will

tomorrow from Chicago.

Hollywood Canteen
Is Set by Warneu
Hollywood, Sept.
— Warn
;

12.

A

spokesman for 20th Century-Fox informs this column
that it was in error in reporting
on Aug. 30th that the company's
ad sales for the past season were
an estimated 16 per cent of the
preceding season's sales.
That
was the approximate percentage
of decline last year as compared
with the year before, and is accounted for in part by fewer releases last season than in 1941 -

our informant

states.

W.

Hicks, Paramount
vice-president and foreign head,
had never before been a plane
passenger until he made his
trans-Atlantic Clipper flight to
England last week.
•
•

John

Speaking of the oddities of
present day travel, Rube Jackter
of Columbia, in making a recent
trip to the South was obliged to
ride as far as Philadelphia in the
baggage car with several other
passengers despite the fact that
all had reservations for regular
accommodations. One of those
who shared baggage car space
with him was Brendan Bracken,

British Minister of Information.
•
•

Jim

Mason,

Cherry

Valley,

O., author and, occasionally, exhibitor, writes
"I think it was
fine of Louis B. Mayer to pledge
:

himself to buy $500,000 of war
in the current campaign,
but don't tell the boys in Columbus.
I'm not sure they won't

bonds

have some

Our

.

O

radio division chief of the Of
Information's domestic bure

turn here

ists

has signed Nat Wolff,

War

Perry

There are reports that Sir
Alexander Korda's United Art-

'42,

-G-M

of

istered in the industry.

•

13,

Coast Flashes

.

SHERWIN KANE

By

SIR ALEXANDER KORDA

J.

Monday, September

fault to find

with

it.

produce a picture starring Be
Davis, based on the Hollywood C;
teen and using that name as its fil
Profits from the production will
shared with the Hollywood Cante
the American Theatre Wing and
filiated Stage Door Canteens throuj
out the country. Sol Lesser told U
tion Picture Daily that he E
"waived" the rights in the conte
will

\

]

plated

picture

facilitate

of

Warner

title

The Screen
about the film

first

from Motion

P

ture Daily.

It takes the stand

tl

Actors

Guild

learr

accepted commercial salaries have
be paid performers in observance
its
recently-passed
resolution
cc

demning commercially

sold attractic
for charitable purposes in which pk
ers work for sub-standard wages.

Zeltner Back to Loew'l
Harold
manager

Zeltner,
former assists
for Loew's in Brooklyn,
rejoin the circuit in two -xe&

to

when he

is discharged from the am
contracted malaria while seei
service in Guadalcanal, and is ix
recovering at the army hospital in S
Diego.

He

To Fete

!

'U' Stars

A

reception to be given in honor
Louise Allbritton and Robert Pai|,
co-stars of Universale "Fired Wif
and Allen Jones, star of their fori

coming "Larceny with Music," w
be held at the Club "21" tomorrow
five o'clock.

Stricken in Spain

Q

William Barnes Morgan, 20th
tury-Fox manager in Spain, is cri
cally ill, and is being rushed to Lisb
to board the clipper to bring him

New York

chairman may even
want the bonds turned over to

to a

exhibitors."

Prove you're alive!

state

the same
production.

for

treatment,

accordi

week-end press dispatch.
Join

the

Bond Dri
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Review

Drive-ins Promote
'Share Your Car'

"Top

Boston, Sept. 12.— Drive-In
theatres, here, taking what
solace they can from the tag
end of a season during which
they were unable to operate
because of gas restrictions,

now

are

advertising:

"Now

1

andt,

Sept.

with

New York

film

12.

—

J.

J.

William
and stage

operator, is behind a Pacific
:>ast circuit of 12 legitimate theatres,
iny of them to be converted from
jns, in California, Oregon and Washcuit

;

*1on.

'Similar in nature to the Atlantic
of Leventhal and
iast operations
andt, the Western project, hower, will be larger in territory covpd, and will bring established play
from the East, to this fertile
:s
irket in the prosperity of war manuSome
pturing and shipbuilding.
mpetition for film houses is contemited, but in view of the extent of
e existing box office boom, it is not
jpected to be serious.
:

First house for the new circuit is
old Tivoli here, where Edward
..'erett Horton stars in "Springtime

e
r

ffenry."

with Leventhal are
chard Kline and Sam Howard.

[Participating

To Set

'Star'

Plans

Depinet, James Mulvey,
Heineman, Edward L. Alirson and Harold Mirisch arrive
a the Coast today to view and plan
|e sales campaign of Samuel Goldtlyn's "The North Star," to be dis-

;Ned

E.

s'illiam J.

puted by

top entertainment for any exhibitor's customers, and

appealing, timely story, and producer Milton Schwartzwald has given
Susanna Foster prothe proceedings a handsome, tuneful production.
vides the heart throb for Donald in a role that gives her several^ opporPeggy Ryan, Donald's singtunities to display her singing versatility.
ing and dancing partner of "Mr. Big," is in here pitching as Donald's
younger sister. Richard Dix and Lillian Gish are Donald's understanding parents. Count Basie and his orchestra, and Borrah Minnevitch and
his harmonica rascals provide the major portion of the musical back-

Of 12 Play Houses
partner

is

* top honors go to Donald O'Connor for making it just that. Re
cently voted fourth in the Motion Picture Herald "Stars of Tomorrow"
poll of exhibitors, Donald fully justifies that rating with his performance in this picture. He's tops in acting and dancing, and is as likeable
a youngster as has graced a theatre screen in a long time.
Universal has provided Donald with a grand supporting cast and an

lew Coast Circuit

Francisco,

Man

i*nPOP MAN"

—

venthal,

Cooper Files Suit vs.
Para, for $250,000

(Universal)

Your Car
Share
Open,
Double Up to Conserve Gas"
and will operate until cold
weather sets in, or an order
headquarters
Army
from
In accordance
closes them.
with Army regulations, the
theatres, which are located
almost directly on the shore
are using a patented
line,
dim-out light which does not
cast a glow on the water.

Sax

RKO.

ground, supervised by Charles Previn.
The timely story, authored by Ken Goldsmith, and which has been
adapted by Zachary Gold, has Donald and his classmates at junior college forsaking the'ir carefree existence of youth for the more serious
pastime of aiding the war effort. Donald takes over as the "man of the
family" when his father places his flying experience at the disposal of
the Navy Air Corps. Sobered by his new responsibilities, Donald ceases
Learning of the manpower shortage in the
to be a 'love-smitten calf.
students
local aircraft plant, Donald provides a solution by having all the
shift at the plant, after selling the

work on a four-hour

show

at the plant.

M-G-M

/mains on the

Coast as do Allan
for
Universal,
who has
unched preliminaries. W. J. Kupper
jr Fox does likewise, following the
cent regional.
j'Keefe

'

Shartin Joins U. A.
1

New Haven,

Sept.

12.

— William

Navy Releases Three May
To
More Short Subjects
—

Three
12.
Sept.
more short subjects: "December 7th,"
"The Life and Death of the Hornet,"
and "The Navy Flies On" will be released this month for exhibition in

Washington,

plants and shipyards, Rear Admiral C. H. Woodward, USN, Chief
of the Industrial Incentive Division,
announced here. The films illustrate
the interdependency of the worker on
the production line and of the men of

war

is

;

mous "Shangri-La" from which Major
Jimmie

Gen.
off

to

Flies

fliers

Doolittle's

took

Navy's

air

tition

to

set

aside

the

sale

of

Academy of Music Theatre by
Fox Theatres Corp. receivership

the
the
to

Skouras Theatres Corp., Federal
Judge John C. Knox Friday granted
the creditor's attorney, Robert Aronstein, 20 days in which to file an
the

amended

W»e

lATSEBoard

Starts

Montreal Meetings
Sept.
the

12.

—Executive

1

treasurer, and
vice presidents, will attend.

retary

you're alive!

Join

the

Bond Drive.

until

Cooper,

1937.

complaint

the

and

to the B
Enterprises
and
Rialto, and to one-half of the A stock

determined

of

Previously

court

had

Interstate,

Out of Surplus

and

to

compel Cooper

Haven,

Sept.

12.

—Warner

exchange staff members and other film
employees and exhibitors here joined
tendering Janet Sullivan Piatt a
farewell dinner and presenting her
with a gift at Tiernan's Homestead,
Friday night.
Mrs. Piatt, chief film
in

Film

KAO Dividends

respect

Mrs. Piatt Retires

inspectress,

Two

with

Cooper

transfer to Paramount certificates
certifying to Paramount's ownership.

New

ruled
against Skouras Theatres with respect
to the right of Aronstein's client to
contest the sale, holding that the
creditor had a legal standing in the
proceeding.
the

of

to

petition.

Row

now

retiring, has

been on

18 years, 10 of which have

been with Warners.

Ampa

Postpones Again

of directors of Keith-Al-

Ampa's first meeting of the fall
bee-Orpheum has declared a dividend, season, which will be a salute to film
voted from surplus, of $1.75 per men and women in the armed forces,
share on the seven per cent cumulative has again been postponed, from Oct.
convertible preferred stock for the
quarter ended Sept 30, payable on
Oct. 1, to stockholders of record at
the close of business on Sept. 21.

'-

t

alleged,

;

Suit Dismissal

The board

arm.

:

?

complaint

the

1936,

Although dismissing a creditor's pe- stock

bomb Tokyo; and "The Navy
On" traces the progress of the

former U. A. salesman in
IATSE will open
hicago, and for many years with committee of
Mount
1
itagraph in Seattle, is the new man- its annual meetings at the
Montreal, tomorrow,
ner of the U. A., New Haven branch. Royal Hotel, in
J,:placing
Lou Wechsler, resigned, through Friday.
IATSE board, headed by Richard
--ou Ginsberg, U. A. salesman here
Walsh, international president; Wil>r several years, returns to the post,
i
liam P. Raoul, assistant international
; ter being honorably discharged from
J
president; Louis Krouse, general sece Army.
'

In

Cooper was met with a claim by the
Internal Revenue Department that he
had not paid proper income taxes but,
relying on the information furnished
to him by Publix, Cooper denied all
tax liabilities and did not learn of
the alleged wrongful acts of Publix

Answer

the Division's film story of the fa-

Montreal,

hartin,

;

Court Friday against ParaPictures, Inc., in which he
seeks damages of $250,000 for alleged
breach of contract.
The complaint
alleges that since 1927, plaintiff has
been the owner of one-half of the
common stock of the Lincoln Theatre Corp., Lincoln, Neb., the other
half owner being Publix Theatres,
later merged into Paramount.
It further alleges that between 1928 and
1932, Publix withdrew from Lincoln
a total of $138,581, and that Cooper
withdrew a similar amount
Both
amounts were set up in the books of
Lincoln as amounts owing to Lincoln
to be paid on demands.
Federal

mount

because of the exhaustive investigation

USNR

of

Joseph H. Cooper, president of the
H. Cooper Enterprises, filed suit in

Charles Lamont's excellent direction does not permit a single dull mo- into his finances by the Internal Revment in the film. Highlights in Donald's performance is his impersona- enue Department.
tion of Eorrah Minnevitch, and his hilarious lecture on the history of
dancing, aided by Peggy Ryan. Anne Gwynne is the older sister of the Court Orders Cooper
delightful family whose romance with Noah Beery, Jr., has some tough Examination by Para.
She will have the
sledding because of aircraft production schedules.
Federal Judge Samuel Mandelbaum
sympathies of many a girl in the same predicament. Apparently Uni- Friday signed an order directing counversal has been building up Donald O'Connor for this one. Their efforts sel for Paramount Pictures to proceed with the oral examination of
will certainly be rewarded with this one.
Milt Livingston Joseph H. Cooper and Joseph A. PhilRunning time, 82 mins. "G."*
ipson, in connection with Paramount's
suit for an adjudication of its rights
*"G" denotes general classification.
to stock of the J. H. Cooper Enterprises, Inc., of Colorado
Rialto, Inc.,
and Interstate Theatres, Inc.
File
Paramount seeks to have its rights

RKO

Edwin W. Aaron

idea to plant

J.

states, suffered damages of $100,000
superintendent Samuel Hinds, Miss Foster's uncle. The students are
by reason of injury to his business
rewarded for their efforts as production rises and the plant wins both reputation and standing, and he dethe Army and Navy "E" by being permitted to put on their annual school mands an additional $150,000 damages

Robert Mochrie and Walter E. the fleet on the firing line.
"December 7th" was produced by
r anson
of
have added to the
and
creasing aggregation of distribution Commander John Ford, USNR,
Toland,
ecutives here or recently here on filmed by Lt. Gregory
Hornet"
xt season's deals with Fox West "The Life and Death of the
jast.

3

Also declared was a dividend, likewise out of operating surplus, of SO
cents per share on the common stock
payable on Oct 1, to stockholders of
record at the close of business on Sept
24.

IATSE

It's

mo time to slack.

BACK THE ATTACK

14 to Oct. 21.

It will

be held at the

Hotel Astor.

Film Bookers Resume
First fall meeting of the New York
M. P. Bookers Club, will be held here
Sept. 20, at the Lincoln Hotel. Bernard Brooks, film buyer and chief
hooker for the Fabian circuit, is president.
Prove you're alive!

Join

the

Bond Drive.

gotM i*t*

rko

Circuit;

Fox-Paramount, Denver; Great States, Chicago; Earle Theatre, Philad

Palace, N. Y.; Schine Circuit; Central States; Keith's Memorial, Boston;

M&P Circuit,

New

Er

DY, PLENTY OF

PRODUCTION!

—Motion

Picture Herald

"Clever specialties, a half dozen

click

songs."

-HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
'Lots of selling

i

Pier, Atlantic City;

angles. ..pretty girls and music.
-THE EXHIBITOR

Minnesota Amusement Co.; Paramount, Brooklyn; Florida States Circuit;

i Hartford, Conn.; Tri-States, Des Moines and Omaha; Warners' Youngstown

& Canton,

Ohio; etc.

Motion Picture Daily
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FP-C Circuit

Monday, September

Star Tour Headed for

Closes for Para.

They Did

$1,400,000,000 Sale

1943-'44 Program

{Continued from page

1)

1)

Paramount will reissue four pictures in Canada during the new season,
following the success of two recent
dual reissues by the company. "Souls
at Sea" and "If I Had a Million" will

make uo one package and "Virginia"
and

Breakers"

"Ghost

will

Boston,

ski,

men's angle in the picture.

be

the

other.

Theatres which were closed prior to
the basic period of September-October, 1941, cannot be reopened for the
duration by order of the government,
Lightstone said. Building of new the-

wired

a-

$2^602,000

cuit.

sale

ing $23,000 at Bell Aircraft, $1,000,000 at a Chamber of Commerce luncheon, and $1,400,000 at a public auction.
Earl Wingart's tour took in
$4,000,000.
In Philadelphia, the star Cavalcade
jammed 14,000 bond buyers into Convention Hall, for a $12,250,000 sale.
During the day, the stars, making personal appearances, grossed $58,717,000.
rolled

Fred Astaire and Greer Garson
up another $2,000,000 for two

luncheons.

After the

is

ences

Paramount home

the

at

office

here.

Pittsburgh, with the intake still to be
counted, and todav thev will visit Detroit.

Work Week

Detroit

Meeting on Sept. 21
(Continued fro-m page

1)

Detroit had granted
Ore.
partial exemption, permitting some exchanges to continue to operate on the
40-hour week but directing others to
adopt 44, 46 and 48-hour weeks.
Portland,

The

Sept. 21 meeting will endeavor
at a uniform work week
agreement with the regional
for

arrive

to

Detroit
of

WMC

exchanges.

virtually

all

Representatives

distribution

compa-

headed by C. T. Scollard of Paramount, who has presented the petitions
on behalf of all companies

$100,000 and Louis B. Maver, now in
New York, is ticketed for $500,000.
bond premiere at the Imperial
Theatre, Charlotte, N. C, brought a
sale of $157,500.
Premiere here, at
the Astor, of "Thousands Cheer," tonight,
has
brought a sell-out of
$500,000 worth of bonds.

WAC

gave the stars a reception
Saturday afternoon, at the St. Moritz
Hotel here. They met the press Saturday morning, also at the St. Moritz.
Loew Theatres reported bond sales

attend the meeting.
Universal may not send a representative as the company's Detroit exchange is one of those for which a
40-hour week has been approved by
the regional body. Columbia also was
granted a 40-hour week in Detroit
but its salesmen were excepted from
the order.
Industry officials contend
the latter action is unwarranted as
the regional
is without jurisdiction over salesmen.
Industry petitions for film exchange
exemption from the 48-hour week in
will

WMC

San Franciso and Los An-

Seattle,

geles are

still

pending.

(Continued from page

which has been booked by the
However, no "Free Movie
Day" should be held on the same date
as a local bond premiere, they reexhibitor.

quested.

Admission

on

Movie Day"

"Free

will be gained to theatres

by the purchase of war bonds and stamps. William F. Rodgers, War Activities Committee distributor chairman, has lined

'Lucky Stars' Gets
6 National Tie-Ups

up

more than

during

the

bond premieres
War Loan cam-

1,200

Third

12.

—

paign.

ups

for

the

"Thank Your Lucky Stars,"
The promotions will provide

musical.
for na-

coverage in the form of billboards, ads in periodicals and window
tional

displays.

Tie-ups
metics,

are with Westmore CosVictor, Music Publishers
Corp.,
Bates
Bedspreads,

RCA

Holding
Bluebird
Hats.

Diamonds and Bver-Relnick

U.

day, and brought the first three days'
total well over the $3,400,000 mark
with thousands of small purchases not
yet totaled. Monogram bought $25,000

which

will be distributed among employees as a bonus.
Other individual
buys
Hal Wallis, $25.000
C
Levee, $15,000.
:

;

M

Bonds

Bought by Boston

More Newspapers
Cut Film Space

(Continued from page

who

will

more

pictures.

1

produce, call for the start
within the next three months of two

The

the

in

West

have as

first will

theme the story of pirate

its

Indies,

activities

titled,

"Port

Royal."
It will be done in Technicolor, with a tentative budget well
over $1,000,000, Cagney said. James
Cagney will play the top role. The
second feature will be "The Stray
Lamb," a story bought from the esof
the late John Barrymore.
which will be cast with stars borrowed from other companies.
William Cagney declared that James
will be loaned to other companies for
suitable vehicles in exchange for story
properties and other stars. Under the
terms of the U.A. deal, Cagney is
permitted one outside picture a year.

1)

No 'BelV in Canada
Until After the War
(Continued from page 1)

for

roadshowing of films

in this

coun-

was learned here.
The film company is currently ne-

try,

it

ings of the week's

coming attractions gotiating with the board for lifting
at all independent and circuit neigh- of the ban, following the government's
borhood houses. The News was the recent turn down of the proposal. Beonly paper providing this service, taking over the feature from the Evening

Ledger when that newspaper folded
more than a year ago. The Evening
Bulletin recently announced a 25 per

cause of the precedent involved, it is
held that there is little likelihood for
approval of the proposal.

cent

Decision Reserved
On Selznick Motion

pictures.

Supreme Court Justice Ferdinand
Pecora on Friday reserved decision
on the motion of Selznick Productions
and Vanguard Films to set aside

reduction in advertising space
allowed to theatres, and all the newspapers haye tightened up considerably
on editorial space and art work for

In Cleveland, local first-run theatre
have been notified by the
Plain Dealer, only local morning daily,
of a 50 per cent cut in film advertising

owners

Requests
Taylor, Associates
French 'Sea Hawk
Acquire PRC, Ltd.
S.

9

Hawk," starring Errol Flynn, originally produced in 1940, and re-dubbed
now at the request of the United
States Government. It will eventually
be issued in five other languages.

Lillian

tate

8200,000,000

space.

Warner Bros, has completed a
French-language version of "The Sea

Small,

Nine to 15 Cagney

M-G-M

has purchased $2,000,000 in
War Bonds, the biggest buy in any
bond campaign in Hollywood, Chairman Henry Ginsberg divulged Satur-

Warners announces

six national tieforthcoming release of

Mary

Leonard and others.

For United Artists

(Continued from page

picture

rence,

studio

1)

permit exhibitors to bring back a picture previously played or to select a

Baker as captain, the
Bondadeers of 1943 will have
Jerry Cooper, Jerry Law-

$2,000,000

houses, $1 ,022,500.
Sales were twice
Boston, Sept. 12.— Boston emphaas heavy as the opener of the Sept., sized its tribute to the Hollvwood
Cara1943 Bond Drive.
Loew's Washing- van by buying more than $200,000,000
ton
Theatres alone accounted for worth of War Bonds. This was dis$798,525, and Loew's Pitkin, Brook- closed in a statement issued by the
lyn, sold $151,200 of the certificates.
chairman of the War Loan drive in
Samuel Rinzler's Randforce Cir- this area, Albert P. Everts.

'Free Movie Day'
For All Theatres

selling tech-

Phil

A

in excess of $2,000,000 at its theatres

on the opening dav, New York houses
rolling up $1,170,530, and out-of-town

has

War

bondadeers in a bond selling
competition between teams
composed of Old Timers and
Bondadeers of 1943, today, at
the Modern Industrial Bank,
225 West 34th Street
The Old Timers team has
as
captain,
Joe
Howard,
comedian, with Harry Hershfield, Frank Fay, Bert Wheeler and Willie Howard. With

of Exhibitors."
is down for

nies,

heretofore,

nostalgia
the Third

of

into

niques of 1918 will be pitted
against the skill of today's

Major Edward Bowes

Bonds
Purchased by M-G-M
Hollywood, Sept.
Philadelphia and Boston

banned for the duration, as appearances, -several "bugs" of the
Cavalcade show had been ironed out,
well, as in the United States.
Lightstone left for Toronto Friday according to director Eddie Buzzell.
night, following three days of confer- Last night, the group appeared in

atres

A

Loan Drive!
The war bond

Brooklyn and Long Island, sold
§1,000,000 on the opener. Sam Friedto 40 must register with National
opener.
man, executive of Century Circuit,
Selective Service, resulting in their
Ted Scofield, manager for Route also Brooklyn-Long Island, got $300,being shifted to war work except No. 1 of the War Veterans Bond Ar- 000 at a single rally at one
house, in
some who have temporary permits to mada, got $583,375 in its opening, at Rockville Center.
work in exchanges. These permits, Civic Auditorium, Sacramento, Cal.
Adolph Zukor and Barney Balaban
however, may be cancelled by seven Tour 3, in charge of Eugene O'Brien, got the drive under way at Paramount
days' notice by the government to the touring the Midwest, sold $20,187,000 with an employes' rally,
with Claude
holder to get into war work.
in the opening afternoon, Wednesday, Lee as bond
committee chairman. A
Lightstone stated that although war at the corner of La Salle and Jackson Wednesday deadline was set
for a repictures are doing badly at the box- Blvd., Chicago.
port of results.
Opening
Proudly
We
sales
of
office in Canada.
"So
$2,423,000 were reNew Jersey Allied members pledged
Hail," new Paramount release, is do- ported by Bob Sunderland, manager, $50,000 for a bomber
to be named "Aling well, attributing this to the wo- for Armada's Atlanta appearance, sell- lied States
Association
(Continued from page

Do

note

1943

It Before.
It Again

They'll
crept

13.

(Continued from page

1)

the Famous Players Circuit
and also operates the Exhibitors Booking Association.
Taylor's associates
include Sam Firestone and Hy Freedman, who own and operate various
theatres' in Toronto and elsewhere.
affiliate of

process as to the latter in the action
instituted by Charles Chaplin for an
accounting of David Selznick's profits
from deals with 20th Century-Fox, in
which Selznick sold several literary'
properties to 20th.
In addition to Selznick productions
and Vanguard, defendants named are
David Selznick, 20th Century and

United Artists.
Friday's motion to set aside was on
the ground that neither Selznick Pn>
ductions nor Vanguard do business
in the State of New York and that
the court therefore lacks jurisdiction
as to them.

WARNER

TRADE SHOWINGS OF

BROS.'

"PRINCESS O'ROURKE"
Starring

OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND • ROBERT CUMMINGS
Also showings of "ADVENTURE IN IRAQ"
CITY

SHOWING

PLACE OF

PRINCESS O'ROURKE

ADDRESS

Day and Dale

Time

ADVENTURE

IN IRAQ

Day and Date

Time

Warner Screening Room

79 N. Pearl

St.
St.

Boston

RKO
RKO

Buffalo

Paramount

Charlotte

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

308

Chicago

Warner Screening Room

1307 So. Wabash Ave.

Mon. 9 20

1:30 P.M.

Mon.

9/

20

3:05 P.M.

Cincinnati

RKO

Palace Th. Bldg. E. 6th

Mon. 9/20

9:05 P.M.

Mon.

9/ 20

8:00 P.M.

Cleveland

Warner Screening Room

2300 Payne Ave.

Mon. 9 20

8:00 P.M. Mon. 9/20

9:35 P.M.

Dallas

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

1803

Wood

Mon. 9/20

1:30 P.M.

9/ 20

10:30 A.M.

Denver

Paramount

Mon.

9/ 20

2:00 P.M. Mon. 9/20

3:35 P.M.

Des Moines

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

1300 High

Mon.

9/ 20

12:45 P.M. Mon. 9 20

2:30 P.M.

Detroit

Film Exchange Bldg.

2310 Cass Ave.

Indianapolis

Paramount

Kansas City

20th Century-Fox. Sc. Rm.

1720 Wyandotte

Los Angeles

Vitagraph Sc. Rm.

2025

Memphis

Paramount

Milwaukee

Warner Th.

Minneapolis

20th Century-Fox. Sc. Rm.

New Haven

Warner Th.

New

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

200

New York

Home

321

Oklahoma

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

Omaha

20th Century-Fox. Sc. Rm.

Philadelphia

Vine

Pittsburgh

20th Century-Fox. Sc. Rm.

Portland

Star Screening

Albany
Atlanta

Salt

Orleans

Lake

Screening

Room

191 Walton

Screening

Room

122 Arlington

Sc.

Sc.

Room

Sc.
Sc.

Rm.

Rm.

Rm.

Earle Th. Bldg.

9/ 20

Mon. 9/20

St.

Mon. 9 20

St.

St.

Stout Sts.
St.

20

12:30 P.M.

10:00 A.M. Mon. 9 20

2:00 P.M.

2:00©P.M. Mon. 9/20

3:35 P.M.

2:05 P.M.

20

1:00 P.M.

10:00 A.M. Mon. 9 20

2:00 P.M.

Mon.

Mon.

9/

9/

Mon.

9/ 20

3:05 P.M.

Mon. 9/20

1:00 P.M.

Mon. 9/20

2:35 P.M.

Mon. 9/20

1:30 P.M.

Mon. 9/20

3:30 P.M.

Mon. 9/20

2:00 P.M.

Mon. 9/20

3:35 P.M.

Mon. 9/20

1:30 P.M.

Mon. 9/20

10:30 A.M.

Mon. 9/20

2:00 P.M.

Mon. 9/20

3:35 P.M.

1015 Currie Ave.

Mon. 9/20

2:45 P.M.

Mon. 9/20

1:30 P.M.

70 College

Mon. 9/20

11:15 A.M. Mon. 9/20

10:00 A.M.

S. Liberty St.

Mon.

9/ 20

10:00 A.M. Mon. 9/ 20

1

W.

Mon.

9/ 20

10:30 A.M. Mon. 9/ 20

3:00 P.M.

10 North Lee Ave.

Mon. 9/20

10:30 A.M. Mon. 9/20

9:00 A.M.

1502 Davenport

Mon. 9/20

Mon. 9 20

2:35 P.M.

11:35 A.M. Mon. 9 20

10:30 A.M.

W.

116

S.

W.

Room

Mon.

Mon.

1:30 P.M.

212

Rm.

Mon. 9 20

1:35 P.M.

Mon. 9/20

Rm.

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

S'renco Sc.

&

21st

N.W.

St.

Church

S.

Rm.

Jewel Box Sc.

S.

362

Office

St. Sc.

464 Franklin

Rm.

Proj.

Seattle

Washington

Room

Sc.

Republic Sc.

Louis

Room

Screening

San Francisco

St.

Rm.

Mon. 9 20

Michigan
St.

Vermont Ave.
Second

St.

Wisconsin Ave.

St.

44th

1220 Vine

St.

St.

Mon. 9/20

St.

1:00 P.M.

.00

P.M.

Mon. 9/20

2:00 P.M.

Mon. 9/20

3:35 P.M.

925 N.W. 19th Ave.

Mon. 9/20

2:00 P.M. Mon. 9 20

3:35 P.M.

216 East

Mon. 9/20

2:00 P.M. Mon. 9 20

3:35 P.M.

221 Golden Gate Ave.

Mon. 9 20

1:30 P.M. Mon. 9 20

3:05 P.M.

2318 Second Ave.

Mon. 9/20

1:30 P.M.

Mon. 9 20

3:05 P.M.

3143 Olive

Mon. 9/20

1:00 P.M.

Mon. 9 20

2:35 P.M.

10:00 A.M. Mon. 9 20

11:45 A.M.

1715 Blvd. of

13th

&

1st

E

Allies

South

St.

Sts.

N.W.

Mon. 9 20

Are You Backing

tkt Attack *

Motion Picture Daily
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And

'Claudia'

Tops in
Los Angeles

'Bell'

Los Angeles,

12.

Sept.

— "Claudia"

Monday, September

New Product Ups Hearings Open
On Sale of Blue
Gross in Seattle;
Holdovers Are Fair

—

Seattle, Sept. 12. With hold-overs
doing a fair business and new shows
getting surprising business it is hard
to judge the exact tempo of this spot.

Edward

J. Noble opened before the
Federal Communications Commission
on Friday, with Mark Woods, president of the network, as the first wit-

PARAMOUNT— (3,050)

(Average, $8 400)
"Claudia" (20th-Fox)

"They Came

to

(ZOth-Fox)

CHINESE— (2,500)

(40c-50c-60c-85c) 7 days.

Gross: $22,000. (Average: $14,050)
"I Walked with a Zombie" (RKO)

"Leopard Man" (RKO)

HAWAII— (1,000)
2nd week.

Gross:

(33c-44c : 55c-75c) 7 days.

(Average, $9,260)

$11,000.

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
"Saludos Amigos" (RKO)

HILLSTREET— (2.700)
days.

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

7

(Average,

Gross: $18,000.

3rd week.

$15,240)

to

Blow Up America"

LOEWS STATE— (2,500)
days.

Gross:

(40c-50c-60c-85c)

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
"Saludos Amigos" (RKO)

PANTAGES— (3.000)

davs,

7

(Average,

$17,500.

$12,810)

We Hail" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT (HOLLYWOOD)— (1,407)

"So Proudly

Gross:

days.

7

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

$13,500.

(Average, $10,800)

We Hail" (Para.)
"Henry Aldrich Swings It" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT (DOWNTOWN)— (3,595)
"So Proudly

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

7

Gross:

days.

$31,500.

(Average, $19,760)
"Claudia" (Zflth-Fox)

"They Came

to

Blow

7

(40c-5Oc-6Oc-85c)

days.

Gross: $15,000. (Average, $9,410)
"For Whom the Bell Tolls" (Para.)

UNITED

$1.65)

7

WARNER

(3,000)

week.

"This

ARTISTS— (2,100)

(85c-$1.10-

Gross:

days, 4th week.

"This Is the

$42,300.

Army" (W. B.)
BROS. (HOLLYWOOD)

(33c-44c-55c-65c-85c)

Gross:
Is the

WARNER

davs,

7

(Average,

$20,098.

Army" (W.

B.)

week.

(WILTERN) — (2,200)

BROS.

(33c-44c-55c-65c-85c)

3rd

(DOWNTOWN) —

BROS.

Gross: $21,100.

—

$13,650)

(3.400) (33c-44c-65c-85c) 7 days. 3rd
Gross: $25,170. (Average, $16,090)
"This Is the Army" (W. B.)

WARNER

7

days,

3rd

week.

(Average, $12,790)

New Union Charges

(U. A.)

Spitfire's Blessed Event" (RKO)
(950) (40c -50c -65c -85c) 7
Gross: $4,500. (Average, $4,400)

"Mexican

BLUE MOUSE—

3rd

(40c-5Oc-65c-85c)
weeks at Fifth Avenue.

week, after two
Move-over. Gross:

(Average,

$5,000.

$4,-

600)

P. Theatre Managers and Employees Union, Local 152,
CIO, has sent a letter of protest to

M.

UOPWA,

S. H. Meinhold, Loew's, Inc., circuit
personnel head, charging interference
with the union's drive to organize

assistants

in

the

PALOMAR —

Sissle
$10 000.

(1,500)

stage

Plus

days.

(30c-42c-58c-75c)

show

(Average. $8,300)
"Destroyer" (CoL)
"Two Senoritas from Chicago" (Col.)

LIBERTY

—

(1,800)

came

criticism

after

Woods

Tenor of the commissioners' queswas seen influenced by frequent
complaints from social and other organizations, that they were unable to
tions

get time, either free, or by purchase,
for discussion of current issues.

New

third

'Sun'

week and

Helps

in

Providence

—

(40c-50c-65c-85c)
7
holding. Gross:

Bows

51

cir-

Greater New
York area. D. F. Barreca, union president, said he will file charges with

cuit's 75 theatres in the

the State Labor Board if the alleged
interference continues.
Acknowledging receipt of the protest, Meinhold has indicated that he
would answer the union's charges in
a few days.

'Forward' Held Over
M-G-M's "Best Foot Forward"

Midwest cities on Friday. The Albee's
doors opened at 7 :30 a.m. to accommodate the crowds, and the management reported that the day's take was
the largest single day's business in the
theatre's history, according to
Radio.
The premiere was broadcast by sta-

RKO

WLW.

is

film's

star,

WLW

and Gregor Ziemer,
commentator and author

"Hitler's

the Limit" (RKO)
"Falcon in Danger" (RKO)

"The Sky's

RKO- ALB EE— (2.239)

(30c-40c-50c-55c)

Gross: $13,500. (H«rs to Hold
(Average.
$5,500 in other three days.)
days.

Children."

S.

Barret

of

Mc-

RKO

4
got

$10,-

800)

"Someone

to

Remember"

'Sahara' Screenings
Set by Columbia
Columbia has scheduled a

series of

trade screenings of "Sahara," starring
Humphrey Bogart, in advance of the
Oct. 14 release, to be attended by exhibitors, circuit executives, the press,

and Columbia
managers.

business

bigge

the

to

the

of

seaso

Loew's State turned 'em away all thn
days, resulting in an estimated gro:
of $32,000 for "So Proudly We Hail,
Another smash hit was "Watch on tfl
Rhine," hitting $25,000, and the RK<"
Palace with "Stormy Weather" on tH
screen and Dante, the magician, on tl
stage struck a $39,000 estimated tak
Estimated take for the week endin
Sept. 9:
"Constant

Nymph" (W.

B.)

ALLEN — (3,000)

(40c-50c-60c) 2nd week,
Gross: $11,000. (Average, $8,300)
"Watch on the Rhine" (W. B.)

days.

WARNERS' HIPPODROME— (3,500)

59c-60c)

Gross:

days.

7

$25,000.

(40c

(Averag.

$17,100)

"Hers

to

Hold" (Univ.)

LAKE— (714)

WARNERS'

Gross:

3rd week, 7 days.

(40c- 50c -60c

$5,000.

(Averagi

$3,100)

"Stormy Weather" (ZOth-Fox)

RKO PALACE— (3,300)

(45c-55c-75e an
7 days.
Stag<

Sundays and Holidays)
Dante the Magician and Co.

85c

Gross:

$39,001

(Average, $25,800)

"So Proudly

LOEW'S

We

HaU"

(Para.)

STATE— (3,300)

(40c-60c)

Gross: $32,000. (Average, $16,800)
"Salute to the Marines'* (M-G-M)

days.

LOEW'S
3rd week. 7
age, $8,600)

STILLMAN—(1,900)
days.

Gross:

1

(40c-60cj

(AveJ

$12,000.

So Proudly', Dual,

A Record in Oman*

STRAND— (2,200)

(30c-40c-50c)

LOEW'S STATE— (3,232)

$13,000.

district

and

branch

Screenings start today in Kansas
City, then in Pittsburgh, on Sept. 14,

Dennis Theatre

Seattle,

Sept.
the Allen in Cleveland, Sept. 17
16
Boston, at the Exeter, Sept. 21
Milwaukee, the Palace, on the same day,
and Oklahoma City, at the State,
Sept. 27.
;

;

;

(Average,

000.

7

days.

(30c-40c-50c)

On

7

days.

(Mono.)
(3,050)

(40c-65c)

4

Cab Calloway and revue.
(Average— 3 days. $6,800)

stage:

Gross: $13,000.

Schiller Rites

Held

Omaha, Sept. 12.—Funeral services
were held in Grand Island recently for
H. E. Schiller, 53, veteran exhibitor,
who

died at his

A
with a $13,100 gross.
gross was recorded for "Th
Sky's the Limit" aid "The Falcon ii
Danger" at the Brandeis.
Estimated receipts for the week end!
ing Sept. 8-9:
"DuBarry Was a Lady** (M-G-M)
"Harrigan'a Kid" (M-G-M)

OMAHA — (2,000)

(30c-35c-SOc)

Moveover from Paramount.

7

Gross:

day
S5.30C

BRANDEIS—

(30c-35c-44c-50c)
(1,200)
days. Gross: $7,400. (Average, $5,500)
"Gals, Incorporated" (Univ.)

Guy
sstra

$6,400)

METROPOLITAN—

days.

Theatre

$7,400

<

ORPHEUM— (3,000)

7

$14,400)

(Average. $11,700)

"Spotlight Scandals"

—Riding the cres

Sunday and Labor Da;
crowds, "So Proudly We Hail" cou
pled with "That Natzy Nuisance
broke the record at the Paramoun

(40c-50c-65c) 7 days
Kibbee, Gus Van, Al Ravelin's orch
on stage. Gross: $12,900. (Average

$11,500)

MAJESTIC— (2,250)
Gross:

Sept. 12.

heavy

"The Sky's the Limit" (RKO)
"The Falcon in Danger" (RKO)

(30c-40c-50c)

(Average,

Gross: $24,000.
"Claudia" (ZOth-Fox)

days.

Omaha,
of

(Average. $8,300)
(Rep.)

"Nobody's Darling" (Rep.)

Radio ad-exploitation "Heaven Can Wait" (ZOth-Fox)
director, and Terry Turner, exploitaCARLTON— (1,526) (30c-40c-50c) 7 days.
week.
(Move-over from Majestic.)
tion manager, were here for the open- 2nd
Gross: $4,100. (Average, $3,600)
"Bomber's Moon" (ZOth-Fox)
FAY'S— (1.800) (30c-40c-50c) 7 days. On
stage: "Gay Nineties Revue." Gross: $10,Cormick,

at the

being held over in 22 of its 30 key
city openings with an average of 197
per cent of normal business, the company reported yesterday.

Margo, the

Estimated grosses for the week ending Sept. 9

made personal appearances, together Gross: $9,500. (Average, $9,600)
with James R. Young, author of the "Best Foot Forward" (M-G-M)
book upon which the picture was "That Nazty Nuisance" (U. A.)
news

three-day

—Rain over d

still

—RKO

tion

Take

Terrific

Cleveland, Sept. 12.
week-end contributed

4

Scale at B, 0.

Providence, Sept. 12. "Best Foot
Forward" topped everything in town
(Average, $9,200)
$10,000.
and took a splendid $24,000 in its first
week at Loew's State, where it will be
in
held over. Also notable were a strong
in four days for Cab Calloway
Cities $13,000
at the Metropolitan and Strand's nice
Cincinnati, Sept. 12.
Ra- $9,500 with "Someone to Remember."
dio's "Behind the Rising Sun" opened
New price scales were in effect
here at the Albee and in 50 other throughout the downtown first-runs.
days,

To

7

Noble
Gross:

featuring

and his band and vaudeville.

based,

Loew's Interferes

managers and

"Hangmen Also Die"

7

(Aver-

$12,000.

Fly's

explained that the Blue would not sell
time for discussion of controversial
subjects, but will provide free opportunities for the presentation of various points of view. He defended his
position by arguing that if time was
sold, the side having the most money,
would be able to make the most telling
showing.

Midwestern

Up America"

(20th-Fox)

RITZ— (1,376)

(40c-5Oc-65c-85c)

Gross:

week.

"Alaska Highway" (Para.)

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

Gross:

3rd week.

ORPHEUM — (2,450)

days, third
age. $9,300)

MUSIC BOX— (950)

(Average, $20,750)

$27 000.

(40c-50c-65c-85c) 7

days, 2nd week, after opening in two theaGross: $6,000. (Average, $8,300)
tres.
"This Is the Army" (War.)

"Heaven Can Wait" (20th-Fox)

(20th-Fox)
7

7

Madman," (M-G-M)

MUSIC HALL— (2,275)

days.

"Claudia" (ZOth-Fox)

"They Came

"Hitler's

(40c-50c-65c-85c)

(Average, $9,500)

Gross: $12,000.
"Dixie" (Para.)

days.

Up America"

Blow

!

Cleveland Grosses

Sept. 12.
Hearings
of the Blue Network to

sale

up to best predictions in a week,
ness.
spanning Labor Day, which witnessed It is known that the defense worker is
Sharp examination of Woods by
uppages all along the line, both "For "shopping" for his entertainment since
Whom the Bell Tolls" and "This Is the twenty-per-cent withholding tax, members of the Commission regarding the attitude of the network on
the Army," in their fourth weeks, and with the new form in the offing
showing gains. "Claudia" did $8,000 and the down payment along with it allowing economic and labor groups
over average at Grauman's Chinese, the theatres are going to have to get to present their views on controversial questions marked the initial hear$7,000 over par at Loew's State and down to real showmanship.
Estimated takings for week ending ing, and led to a significant criticism
$6,000 better than normal business at
by FCC Chairman James L. Fly,
Sept. 7
the Ritz.
that broadcasters who refused to sell
Estimated takings for week ending "Bombers Moon," (ZOth-Fox)
"Saludos Amigos" (RKO)
time to such groups, but offered them
Sept. 8:
FIFTH AVENUE— (2.S00) (40c-69c-85c) 7 free time were giving nothing but
"For Whom the Bell Tolls" (Para.)
(Average, $10,500)
$11 000.
Gross:
days.
CARTHAY CIRCLE-(1,518) (85c -$1.10- "Hers to Hold" (Univ.)
"backdoor handouts."
$165) 7 days, 4th week. Gross: $17,3CO. "The Falcon in Danger" (RKO)
lived

Holiday Scale Aids

—

Washington,
on the

13, 19-1

home

"So Proudly We Hail" (Para.)
"Nazty Nuisance" (
)

PARAMOUNT— (2,900)

days.

Local 244, M. P. Operators Union
Newark, Friday was restrained fron
paying any further salaries to Harr}
Kaufman, business agent, and Harr
S. Oppenheimer, secretary, until thi
pair pay a judgment debt of $13,00(
levied against them in 1936.
The or
der was issued in Chancery Court

Newark.

Kaufman and several alleged Chi
cago gangsters are awaiting trial ii
New York City on a Federal indict
ment charging conspiracy to extor
more than $1,000,000 from the ma,
jor§.

Prove yon're alive!

It's

the

Rrmrl Drive.

(30c-35c-50c)

(Average, $6,900*

$13,100.

Kaufman's Salary
Held Up by Court

after a stroke.
Schiller had been in poor health for
some time, but only recently had returned to his position as city manager
for Tri-States Theatres corporation
with which he was a partner.
Join

Gross:

no time to slack.

BACK THE ATTACK

Louise Allbritton and Robert Paige
..."a pair of

comedy

talents

whose

stars are

than ever"

Directed by

CHARLES LAMONT

— Motion

4Q

Screen Play, Michael Fessier and Ernest Paganp

"BACK THE ATTACK! BUY WAR BONDS! THIRD WAR LOAN."

Picture Daily

Produced by ALEX GOTTLIEB
•

Original Story by

Hagar Wilde

L^^ION PICTURE

IFIn

8

*>

DAILY

Mt.«V

^
L
Accural

>

and
Impartial

|OL. 54.

NO.

NEW

52

YORK,

U.S.A.,

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

Equipment Men Set

.380,000,000

Washington,

tatives of the 35

Sept.

Cavalcade's
Bond
Hollywood
mrth stop, in Pittsburgh, Sunday, equipment
n its 14-day tour sent the stars'
fond sales soaring another $80,000,00, to $380,000,000.
The Pittsburgh stop realized $70,-

from bond sect sales to the
itars' show, given in Forbes Stadium,
.nd an additional $10,000,000 from a
fOO.OOO

"Tanks for the the

rallying theme,

as the

labor

md management of 20th Century-Fox
md affiliates, will conduct an openur War Bond Rally Thursday mornSt. and 10th Ave., with
employes participating, to be
addressed by representatives of the
Screen Publicists and Screen Office
Lew Lehr, MovieWorkers guilds.
tone commentator, will be master-ofing,

WPB

at 55th

1,500

ceremonies.
Earl Hudson has
local industry War

appointed

been

Bond campaign

(Continued on page 3)

40 U. S. Films in

industry's needs

and

its

production

possibilities.

Burleigh will be government presid(Continued on page 8)

OWI Domestic Unit
Reorganization Set
Washington,

The Office
American

War

of
films

in

Front

Information has
Italian

now

in

Xorth Africa and Sicily, for showing
in both places and in Italy to Allied
Majority of
troops and to natives.
the features have superimposed subtitles in Italian and some have been
dubbed into that language.

OWI
ica"
ri

will screen

"Swedes

in

Amer-

and "Cowboys." two-reelers, and

six-reel

"News Review"

for trade

(Continued on page 8)

Loew Chiefs Meeting

On
Nicholas

British Plans
M.

B.
Schenk, Louis
Robert Rubin, Sir Alexander Korda, Al Litchman, Samuel
Eckman Jr. and Ben Goetz met all

Mayer,

of

shortage

any

run

of

—fails

veals

conclusively enough

product to

fill

— Reorgani-

the needs of

Tax,Manpower
War Problems

J.

day yesterday here discussing British
production plans for next year.
Loew British production will be resumed by Korda in London, in November, with Goetz supervising the
project, which is expected to figure
importantly in the company's post-

war European

plans.

Washington, D. C,

—

ReSept. 13.
convening tomorrow after a twomonths' recess, Congress faces a full
program in which taxes, manpower,
the war and post-war recovery will be
major subjects of consideration.
Among the first matters to be
brought up will be the induction of
fathers and there is likely to be a
thorough re-examination of the draft

new

Hoyt

outlined the functions of the

program

(Continued on page 8)

Players' Expenses Not

Subject to

TEN CENTS

Withholding

Tom

Clark

—

Washington, Sept. 13. Pressure of other business has forced a
postponement of the consent decree
meeting tentatively scheduled to be
held in New York this week, and
Assistant Attorney General Tom
C. Clark today told company officials that he hoped to get together
with them on Sept. 20.
Clark said that he would leave for
over next weekend and
expected to spend a good part of next

New York
Monday

with, the

company representawould
York for two or

tives to discuss the decree, but

remain in New
three days to take up other matters
which require attention.

A

steady flow of correspondence
industry figures continues to
reach the Department, but none of the

from

conditions created

at the beginning of the year.
Details of the Treasury's

(Continued on page 8)

Industry

Company Heads to Confer
With

Congress Faces

in the light of

Picture

Decree Meet
Set for Next
Monday Here

any situation."

by Allied recent successes in the Medzation of the domestic branch of the iterranean and Pacific theatres of war.
Office of War Information was anNext Monday, it is expected that
nounced tonight by Palmer Hoyt. A the Treasury will submit its tax prodirector, but no head, was named lor gram to the House Ways and Means
the motion picture bureau. Donald Committee preparatory to the writing
Stauffer, head of the radio bureau, of a new revenue law to go into effect
Sept. 13.

will continue in that position.

at

Italian

4o

cry

—for

erally, as the basis for a discussion of

Dinner.

With the slogan
t'anks"

section, held an afternoonlong conference on the general situation with respect to supply problems.
Officials of
gave the committee the latest information regarding
the materials situation and outlook, the
needs of the military services for
equipment and the supply picture gen-

for

in point of logic," says 20th
Century-Fox, citing a backlog of releases available,
which, it was stated, "re-

mm. equipment manu-

facturers today organized an industry
committee to act in an advisory capacity to the War Production Board
and, with N. G. Burleigh, director of
the service equipment division, and
Allen G. Smith, chief of the theatre

Pittsburgh, 4th Stop,
Nets 80 Millions

"Any
product

to the^rajtion

1943

All Runs, Says 20th

Represen-

13.

14,

Enough Product

Up Advisory Unit;
In Bonds Sold
Confer with WPB
Tour
By Star
—

'u>nd

R E1MS>VIS

(Continued on page 8)

White Collarites
Ask 35% Increase
A

petition for immediate relief for
white-collar workers as a war necessity was issued yesterday by Lewis
Merrill, president of the United Ofand Professional Workers of
fice

America (CIO),

to

James M. Byrnes,

director of the U. S. Office of
Mobilization, at Washington.

War

Pointing to the fact that the real
of "non-manufacturing workers,
including
salaried
workers,
haveTreasury Department at Washington
dropped 2.9 per cent since Jan. 1941,"
has ruled that agent's commissions
he argues that the "unduly heavy sacripaid by performers, amounts expended
fice being borne by the white-collar
to
by them for material, wardrobe, music,
(Continued on page 8)
Increasing damage to film due to the transportation to theatres, and board
individual
where
the
and
lodging
negligence of exhibitors who fail to
maintains a bona fide home and perkeep projection equipment in proper
forms away from such home, and other
working order was charged yesterday items which are incurred pursuant to
by James Frank, New York manager an employment contract, are incurred
Claiming to represent a majority
The in behalf of the employer and are not
of National Theatre Supply.
subject to the salary withholding tax. of the managers in the 24 theatres in
fault does not entirely lie in this chanheads,
independents
and Manhattan and Brooklyn owned by
Circuit
nel, either, Frank pointed out, as the
others using stage performers in their Harry Brandt, M. P. Theatre Manturnover in projectionists currently is
theatres are being notified of the fore- agers and Employees Union Local
going on at a terrific pace as well.
going by the American Guild of Vari- 152,
CIO, has petitioned
Despite the curtailment in the man- ety Artists, following receipt by the Brandt for a collective bargaining
ufacture of projection and sound equip- Guild of a written ruling by Guy meeting.
ment, there are still ample supplies of Helvering, Commissioner of Internal
Theatre managers in the Philadelecmipment, parts and theatre necessi- Revenue.
phia, Cleveland and Chicago areas are
ties, Frank said.
Supply houses are
The player is required, of course, to understood to be organizing under
Local 152.
(Continued on page 8)
(Continued on, page 8)

wages

Warns

of

Growing

Damage

Prints

Claims Majority of
Brandt Managers

UOPWA,

Motion Picture Daily

2

ecutive

Coast Flashes

Sept. 13.

Hollywood, Sept. 13

THE HVC

PHELPS, Warner

N.
in

New House
Bow
in the Yukon
Whitehorse,

ex-

charge of labor rela-

tions, left last night for a trip to the

Cleveland territory.
•

fulfilled its

thousandth

talent request over the week-end
and issued data showing 2,336 players

participated in 5,593 events, including
25 overseas tours, since the inception
of the HVC.

•

William Gell, PRC British sales
Harry Shumow, M-G-M branch manager, left here at the weekend by
a
became
Milwaukee,
manager in
After a week
train for New York.
grandfather recently when his son's

Sheldon
wife gave birth to a boy.
Shumow is en route to a new station

there,

he will go to London.
•

John Beck, Jr., has resigned from
in the armed forces.
MCA and will join International Pic•
tures on Oct. 1 in charge of talent
Corp. Vernon Carr, formerly man- and studio contacts.

ager of Tri-States Roosevelt Theatre,
Des Moines, has been home on furlough from Camp Crowder, Mo.

•
Sgt.

Marvin Graybeal, formerly

manager of Tri-States Paramount,
Des Moines, has been spending a twoweek furlough at home.

e
arEdward L. Alperson of
rived here today for conferences with
Samuel Goldwyn on "North Star."
•
Paramount today extended Bing
Crosby's contract to include two additional films, making seven to follow

RKO

"Going

•

Allan Kahn, owner

of

the

My Way"

prior to June, 1946.

•

Pen-

Brian Donlevy was today suspended
by Paramount for declining a role in
"Incendiary Blonde."
•
Republic today bought "Guns of
Joseph H. Cohn, vice-president and
motion picture ad director with Weiss Cimarron," a novel. No details of the

nington Theatre, Baltimore, and Mrs.
Kahn are parents of a baby daughter,
Judith.
•

and

Geller,

left for

advertising

agency,

has

production were disclosed.
•

Hollywood.

Budd

•

Tommie McCabe, departmental coordinator at the 20th-Fox home office
publicity department, will report for
Army duty at Fort Dix on Oct. 2.
•

Corp.

Rogers

left

of

Alliance

here today for the East.

Ross Names Kawel,
Freeman and Derby

made

•

manager

Dunas,

Columbia

in

•

Carter Blake, East Coast

talent

scout for Columbia, will arrive in

New

York Wednesday.

manager

in

Seattle.

Warners Open New
Syria Branch Office

Harry Brandt,

local circuit operaleave for Hollywood today
personal business.

will

—At

General James A. O'Connor, commanding the Northwest Service Command,
U. S. Army, Warner Bros, will hold
the Canadian premiere of Irving Berlin's
"This Is the Army" here on
Sept. 21, before an audience of ranking

officers

and men of the U.

S.

Army.
Dedication of a new 500-seat theatre will be a feature of the premiere.
Construction of the house was started
in this half-way stop on the Alaskan
Highway three weeks ago especially
for this event.
The house will be operated by

Famous

Players-Canadian

Corp.

New

Public
Relations Director

P. A. McGuire, for 24 years advermanager of International Prohas been named director of
public relations in the newly-formed
projection equipment division of National-Simplex-Bludworth, distributor
of International projection and sound
tising
jector,

Carl Bamford

of

Publix Bamford
in

New

IATSE

Execut

Board Meeting, Mt. Royal, M(j
treal.

Chicago Sun Variety C;

Sept. 14

Murdo

for Henry
film critic, Chicago.
"Declaration of
Sept. 15

Luncheon

—

Estima

Income and Victory Tax" rep
to Internal Revenue Dept. due
15

Sept.

—"Cavalcade

War Bond

Third

of

Sta;

Rally,

Cine

—"Cavalcade

nati.

16

Sept.

of
Sta
Rally, Chica.
Sept.
"Cavalcade
of
Sta:
Third War Bond Rally, Mini

Third

War
— Bond

17

— War Emergency Me

Sept. 17-19

Theatre Equipment Deal
Protective Association, Hotel P
mark, Chicago.
Sept. 17-19
Conference, Holly wc
Writers Mobilization Committ
Hollywood.
ing,

—

equipment.

McGuire entered the field in 1919,
when he became advertising manager
of Nicholas

Power.

He

NEW YORK THEATRE

assumed the

same post with International when
that company was formed in 1926 by
the consolidation of Power and the

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

Simplex Machine Co.

Claudette

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

Gillham Leaves for
Midwest on BelV
(

Robert M. Gillham, Paramount advertising-publicity director, left yesterday for Detroit and Cleveland to
set the campaigns for openings
of
"For
the Bell Tolls."
The picture will open in Detroit on
Sept. 30, at the Wilson and United
Artists theatres, simultaneously.
At
the Wilson, a stage house which has
been taken over by Paramount, the
policy will be two-a-day. The United
Artists showings will be continuous.

Whom

Veronit

Paillette

COLBERT

GOOOARD

.

.

PROUDLY WE
SO
HA
Produced and Directed
Mark
by

:

LAKE
I

Sandrich

i

A

Paramount Picture
Gala Stage Revue - Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.

BOB HOPE

Circle 6-46C

JENNY

u

BETTY HUTTON
AND BAN
POPS & LOUIE
A Paramount Picture
BUy w r
b o n ds

JACK MARSHAL

PARAMOUNT sV^j

Felix Isman, Former
Showman, Dies at 69
Felix Isman, one time real estate
and theatre operator, died at the weekend in Park East Hospital, at 69.

Isman starred the comic, Dan Daly.
His theatre interests included the
tre properties in various parts of the Broadway and the old Belasco and
world, Warners has named Georges Hammerstein's Victoria. He is surMamari to head a new branch office vived by his widow, Helen G. Isman;
in Beyrouth, Syria, it was announced a daughter, Harriet, and a brother,

The

territory will be under the supervision of E. De Leon, Warners'
manager in Cairo, Egypt.

Gustave.

Max

Campbell with Columbia

ED SULLIVAN

Grossman's Father

Hollywood,
13.
Sept.
were held today

— Funeral

for Max
Grossman, 66, father of Milton, of the
Quigley
Publications
Hollywood
Bureau staff, who died Saturday following a long illness.
son, Aaron,
and a daughter, Mrs. Lillian Koch,
Cleveland, also survive.

Daniel Campbell has joined Columbia Pictures' exploitation department
A
•
taking over part of the duties held
Harry Gold, U. A. Eastern division by Ralph Martin, who resigned to join
manager, visited the New Haven ex- Dell Publishing Co. and part of the
change at the weekend.
duties held by Lawrence Lipskin, now
•
Lieut.
Killed
in the Army.
Irving Yergin, Warner field man,
Campbell was formerly employed
Lieut. Victor Turrou, 23-year-old
returned yesterday from Louisiana.
by Pedlar & Ryan and Robin Music aviator son of Leon G. Turrou and
•
Corp., and will work under Frank formerly employed at the Warner
Jack Dietz, Monogram producer, Rosenberg, director of exploitation at home office, was killed in action Aug.
is in town.
Columbia.
16 in the Near East.

York.

is

—

14-17

Sept.

apolis.

McGuire,

services

Theatres, Asheville, N. C,

Coming Events

Territory,
the invitation of Brig.-

In line with its continued policy of
opening exchanges and buying thea-

here yesterday.

•

on

service

.district

Chicago, has entered St.
Luke's Hospital for a heart ailment.
•
Edward Peskay, Eastern representative for Hal Roach, arrived from
Hollywood yesterday morning.

tor,

I'

Yukon

Films

Martin Lewis, director of ParaMaurice Freeman has rejoined Ross
mount's radio exploitation, arrived in Federal as Buffalo branch manager
New York yesterday for a two-week after an absence of one year in the
Army. Freeman was with Ross Fedvisit.
•
eral since its inception in 1930.
Frank Smith, manager of the
A. A. Kawel has taken over the
Warner-Lenox Theatre, Hartford, has Des Moines territory for Ross. Kawel
been inducted into the Army.
has been service manager in Charlotte, national supervisor in the South•
Phil Engel, Warners New En- ern States and branch manager in
K. A. Derby,
gland publicity representative, has left Albany and Buffalo.
formerly of San Francisco, has been
for up-State New York.
Phil

14,

'Army',

Personal
Mention
FRANK

Tuesday, September

Turrou

AND THE

"SWING SHIFT
MAISIE"

HARVEST MOON
DANCE WINNERS'

PALACE
Broadway's

New

1st

B WAY
47th

SI

Run Theatre

FRED ASTAIRE
JOAN LESLIE
'THE SKY'S THE LIMIT"
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dlv' $111,000
1

1

Week on B 'way;
>ldovers Hold Up
1 st

Soviet Agent Here
$380,000,000 in Bonds
To Exchange Films
Sold by Star Cavalcade
Barney
(Continued from page

eased off along Broadway
week with holdovers the rule at
bf the 12 theatres, the exception
Hall, where
,g Radio City Music
Hail" opened strong^Proudly
est Thursday, continued its pace
trosses

We

weekend and

the

r

^rrific

$111,000 in

show

strel

is

Wait"

Can

eaven

on the
the

of

trongest

its

headed for
first week. A

is

stage,

is
holdovers
and a stage

featuring Ilona Massey, at the
<y which is headed for a fifth
end"final week's gross of $77,000,

w

Pitkin,
chairman, reported
subscription to $40,000 in bonds as a

1)

manager in Detroit, by Frank Isbey,
Michigan U. S. War Finance Committee chairman.
goal of $5,000,000 in War Bond
purchases has been set for Charlotte's
"Air Armada Day" dinner here tonight, at which local folks will turn
over the wherewithal for a $1,000 bond
in return for two tickets to dine with
returned war heroes and film stars appearing in conjunction with the Third

A

War Loan

drive.

RKO

Theatres in Long Island and
Queens are cooperating to put over a
bond show at the Alden Theatre in
tonight. "Holy Matrimony" with
Jamaica on Sept. 22. A stage show
:age show headed by Carole Landis featuring Sammy Kaye and his orJerry Wald and his band will chestra, Wendy Barrie and Jessica
n at this theatre tomorrow,
Dragonette plus a feature picture will
'he Paramount, with "Let's Face entertain, with proceedings scheduled
and Benny Goodman and his or- to be broadcast coast-to-coast by CBS.
stra on the stage will wind up with
Admission will be secured by purchase
estimated sixth and final week's
of bonds up to $25,000 for box seats.
a
of

•ss

$57,000.

"Lady Takes

Caravan in Cleveland
and Vaughn Monroe and his
at this house tomorrow.
id open
The Hollywood Caravan was in
uBarry Was a Lady" and Horace Cleveland yesterday, where they staged
idt and his Musical Knights on the a Bond
Show at the Public Audi"+-ge continue for a fifth week after torium.
The stars held an auction of
the
in
,ssing an estimated $50,000
war souvenirs at a luncheon at the
lance"

x
T
I

week

"irth

the

at

Capitol.

"Watch Carter Hotel.

the Rhine" and Abe Lyman
band on the stage, at the Strand,
Mill gross about $46,000 in its third

and

4j

III)

T|ek and stays for a fourth.

'Army' in Seventh

Week

Army" moves

along at
Tfc Hollywood, with $39,000 estimated
"For
a seventh week's gross.
horn the Bell Tolls," at the Rivoli,
of
,L holding up well with a gross
i3,000 in sight, for its eighth week,
Hie Skv's the Limit," in its second
'This Is the

-

i

s

the

at

u eek

_ 1,000

Palace,

is

and stays for a

headed

for

"Be-

third.

next atlted the Rising Sun" is the
"iction at the Palace.

meeting approval at
it is headed for
estimated $20,000 in its second
"Best
;ek and holds for a third.
"Destroyer"

f+4

Criterion,

)ot

is

where

Forward"

did $14,000 in

its final

days at the Astor Theatre, with
Thousands Cheer" having a bond
Z emiere tonight at the Astor, opening
"ii a continuous run basis tomorrow.
,^The Globe" has "Salute to the
Marines," which is expected to do
""
7,000 in its third week and hold
The Rialto will gross
_.r a fourth.
>out $7,000 in the third and final
anza of "Hitler's Madman," witn
|*<

The Seventh Victim" slated
riday opening at this theatre.

Griffith

and

for

Little

They

also visited

t

.

Theatre, one of 19 owned

New York

City Police estimated
attended last week's
Square and other War Bond
conducted bv the War Activi-

181,900

that

Times
rallies,

Brooklyn, Manhattan, Queens, Bronx, Staten Island and
Total amount of bond
Westchester.

Committee

ties

in

sales at the rallies

was

$4,820,000.

War Heroes in New Haven
New Haven, stars, five War

At

and Capt. Glenn Miller and his
418th Air Force band of the AAFTC
Corp. Tony Martin, and
at Yale
roes,

;

Ray

McKinley

starred
in
the Third
War Loan campaign, staged at the
Harry F.
Arena at the weekend.

Corp.

Connecticut's

Shaw,

first

program

charge.
On the

rally

New Haven

first

run houses will be

The

set

later.

RKO

Albee, in Cincinnati, having been heavily oversold
for the War Bond show Wednesday
night, the stars of the Hollywood
Bond Cavalcade will present a onehour show at the University of Cincinnati stadium in the afternoon, where
25,000 seats will be available.
special
show will additionally be presented at the stadium by talent from
radio station
3,300-seat

A

was

in

distributor side,

will be held Sept. 17, at the Paramount
Theatre, will raise $5,000,000, according to Bill Miskell, state exhibitor

chairman.

Price of seats will range

this

lorning starts the regular run at the
Theatre following a War Bond
premiere last night that resulted in
uhe sale of more than $500,000 in

Between U.S., Russia
Mikhail Kalatozov, in this country
from Moscow to foster the exchange
of pictures between major distributors
here and the Soviet Republic, has
succeeded Leonid Antonov as representative of the Soviet Cinema Committee in the United States. Antonov
leaves for London later in the week
to take over the post of Soviet Cinema
Committee head in Great Britain.
Gregory Irsky, former technical film
representative of Russia in this country, now heads the technical bureau
of the film industry in Soviet Russia.

Kalatozov has as his major objecin his new post, the greater distribution of Soviet product in this
country through major distributors.
He stated yesterday that major company heads indicated they will cooperate with him toward this end during

tive

his recent trip to the Coast.

Two of Soviet pictures which the
majors will view shortly are "She
Defends Her Country," which is being dubbed with English sound, and
"The Girl and Her Shepherd." Distribution deals for these pictures

"Motion pictures can do more to
create better understanding between
our peoples than any other medium,"
Kalatozov stated.
Russia is negotiating for the purchase of additional American pictures
for exhibition in that country. Kalatozov reiterated that "Mission to Moscow" was shown in his country in the
same version that it was exhibited to
American audiences, despite press reports to the contrary.

Zevin Case Off Until
Extort Trial Is Over

pearances.

The trial of Isadore Zevin, former
secretary to George E. Browne, deposed president of IATSE, was ad-

Paramount Studio
Buys $1,500,000

journed yesterday by

—

California.

000 topped the fourth day Third War gating labor racketeering within the
Loan campaign. Individual purchases film industry.
reported include Y. Frank Freeman,
Chief among the items under in$35,000; Joel McCrea, $25,000; Eddie vestigation, according to U.
S. AttorCantor,
Edward Golden, ney Boris Kostelanetz, has been the
$20,000;
$10,000.
whereabouts of a special fund of $1,-

—

Stuart
13.
Sept.
(Doc) Honeck, with Warners for the
past 12 years, is now traveling SouthSimm
ern Wisconsin for Republic.
Chapman, former Columbia salesman,
has received an honorable discharge
from the armed forces and is back in
his old job at

Upon

his return from Boston, Represident J. R. Grainger announced yesterday that the company
has closed with Interstate Theatres

public

and Maine and
atres,

covering

New
its

Hampshire The-

entire 1943-44 pro-

gram.
Grainger was assisted bv Jack Davis,
Boston Republic manager
the
circuits were represented by Harold
Stoneman and John Ford, respective;

to Republic

Warners.

Federal Judge

Hollywood, Sept. 13. Chairman John C. Knox. Zevin is under indictHenry Ginsberg of the War Finance ment charged with perjury before a
Committee announced today that the special Federal grand jury, which for
Paramount studio purchase of $1,500,- more than two years has been investi-

500,000

Sam Burger, foreign roving representative for Loew-Metro, will spend
at least a year on the trip which he
will make to all of the company's exchanges throughout the Latin Americas. Trip, originally set to start Sept.
23, has been advanced to the 20th.
Burger will first' visit the studio in

are

expected to be announced shortly.

up to $25,000.
The armada of star
and war veterans will be in Omah"
that day and will make personal ap

to

Honeck

'Cheer' Gets $500,000

»onds.

in

chairman,

Milwaukee,

I

he-

br-

ittle.

j'.vstor

drive has been mapped out
by representatives of over 80 per cent
of the theatres in the city and most
of the local exchanges.
They met at
the Variety Club with Jules J. Rubens, state chairman, presiding.
Plans for premieres, lobby displays
and the personal subscription of executives and employees were made.
About 8,500 of the 130,000 seats, to
be held Thursday at the Hollywood
Cavalcade show in Soldier Field will
be allotted to theatre purchasers.
In order to facilitate purchases by
exchange employees, some one of the
distributing companies will become an
issuing agent and additional issuing
agents among the theatres were secured.
Dates for Bond premieres in

Stay Year Republic Sets Deal
With N. E. Circuits
In Latin Americas

G

M-G-M's "Thousands Cheer"

War Loan

manufacturing plants.
WLW.
Premiere of "Icecapades" at Madison Square Garden here tonight, sponKansas City Bond Premiere
sored by radio station WJZ will sell
In Kansas City, a big Bond pre$5,000,000 in War Bonds, expected to
miere will be held today at the Newreach its goal. Forty celebrity lodges
man Theatre. Jerry Zigmond, manaare being sold for $100,000 in bonds
ger of the Newman, also heads the'
each, to be occupied by Ann Rutherpublic relations committee of the local
ford, Carole Landis, Major Alexander
among War Activities Committee.
Billie
Burke,
deSeversky,
Omaha's War Bond premiere, which
others.

Burger

Charlotte, N. C, Sept.
anization of a new theatre circuit
partnership,
& L Attractions, with
jharlotte as headquarters, has been
nnounced by Walter Griffith and T.
Little, president and treasurer, restively. Griffith is manager of the

;

war

result of his committee's efforts.
Chicago's participation in the Third

a

An
New Combination
9
13.—Or-

"harlotte

3

William

collected from members of
and controlled by Brown and
Bioff,

his personal represen-

tative.

The trial of Zevin, delayed several
times because it is linked with the
current investigation of the special
grand jury, is not expected to take
place until the completion of the trial
of Louis Kaufman, business agent of
Local 244, Motion Picture Operators
Union, Newark, and seven others,
scheduled to start Oct. 5.

Variety I nductsO' Connor

ly.

Theatre Managers in 1A
New Haven, Sept. 13— Stanley
Redmond, manager of the M. & P.
Allyn, Hartford, and Harold Thomas,
manager of the M. & P. Norwalk,
Norwalk, have been

IATSE

classified 1A.

Baltimore, Sept. 13.— Induction of
Governor Herbert R. O'Connor as
honorary member of the local Variety
Club at the Baltimore Variety Club,
Tent No. 19, will take place tomorrow
evening. William K. Saxton is chairman of a committee on arrangements.

LENA HORNE

KAY KYSER
and

his

Orchestra

ANN SOTHERN

MICKEY

RED SKELTON

ROONEY

GREATEST
MUStCAL

SHOW/

3d

WAR

completed 3 Big Months
M-G-M's "Best Foot Forward")
(Just

LOAN
Last
night's

War
Bond
Premiere

was

S. R.

Uncle

O. for

Sam
^^^^Oj^MARILYN MAXWELL
JUNE ALLYSON

DONNA

REED

"BACK THE ATTACK"
Buy an
the 3rd

extra

Bond during

War Loan

Drive

Off to sensational start at

Radio City
Music Hall

started a
furore at the
new Victoria
It

They're All Terrific

Broadway!

10th amazing top-

money Roadshow
week at the Rivoli

|

Topped "Rhythm
in six

the

weeks

at

Paramount

hey're All

Paramount

Motion Picture Daily

8

50 Shooting,
55 Preparing,

68 Editing
—

The backlog
Sept. 13.
awaiting release stepped

Hollywood,
of

pictures

EquipmentMen Set

Up Advisory

(Continued from page

1)

ing officer of the committee, the membership of which will include
C. S.
Ashcraft, president, C. S. Ashcraft
Manufacturing Co., Long Island City,
N. Y. L. W. Davee, sales engineer,
Century Projector Corp., N. Y.
Henry M. Fisher, Eastern division
manager, Devry Corp., Chicago M.
:

;

;

;

;

"Hey Rookie," with Ann
Miller, Larry Parks, Joe Besser, Bob
Haymes, The Vagabonds, Condos
:

Brothers, Johnson Brothers, Selmer
Jackson, Larry Thompson, Bob Evans,

Jimmy

Little.

RCA

Victor division, CamService,
den, N. J.
and Harry H. Strong,
Electric
Corp.,
president,
Strong
;

Toledo.

White

"Ten Percent Woman,"
Collarites
Shooting
"Cover Girl," "There's Something
About a Soldier," "The Day Will
(Continued from page 1)
Come."
Finished:
"The Return of the group is creating conditions which are
against the national interest and which
Vampire."
:

Ask 35% Increase

serious threat to war production."
The white-collar union represents 50,000 employees of film, insurance, financial, publishing, advertising

are a

Samuel Goldwyn
"Up in Arms."

Shooting:

M-G-M
Started

"Two

:

Sisters

and a

Sail-

with June Allyson, Gloria DeHaven, Jimmy Durante, Van Johnson,
Ben Blue, Harry James and orchestra, Xavier Cugat and orchestra, Carlos Ramirez, Donald Meek.
or,"

Shooting: "Kismet," "The Canter"Rationing,"
"Andy
Ghost,"
Hardy's Blonde Trouble," "Broadway

ville

and commercial

Finished:
"The Million Dollar
Kid," "Big Brother," "Sweethearts of
the USA," "The Sultan's Daughter."
Started: "Lady, Let's Dance," Belita, James Ellison, Frick and Frack,

Maurice St. Clair,
Jimmy Alexander, Eddie LeBaron
and orchestra, Henry Busse and orchestra, Mitch Ayres and orchestra

Walter

Catlett,

"Charlie Chan in the Secret Service,"
with Sidney Toler, Gwen Kenyon,
Mantan Moreland, Marianne Quon,
Arthur Loft, Lelah Tyler, Benson
Fong, Eddie Chandler, George Lewis,
Barry Bernard.

page

1)

furnish the theatre operator with an
itemized
statement
of
expenses
claimed.
Total of the expenses deducted by the employer is not to run
in excess of 50 per cent of the booking contract price.
The employer is
to determine which expenses were
actually expended for the permissible

The

ruling has been made for the
purpose of the withholding tax only.
The player is still required to report

expenses when
his Federal income tax return

and prove
he

files

all

his

of

for the taxable year.

M.

Rosenthal,
counsel
for
AGVA, who negotiated with Helvering for the ruling, pointed out here
yesterday that expenses for wardrobe
and such deductibles not subject to the
withholding shall not be more than 15
per cent of the gross compensation up
to $500, ten per cent up to $1,000, or
five per cent over $1,000, and that
agency commissions to be deducted are
not to exceed 15 per cent.
S.

40 U. S. Films in
Italian at Front
(Continued from page

1)

and press representatives on Thursday
at their projection

firms.

room

here.

French

employees. Merrill points out that the
disparity between white-collar pay and
the cost of living developed far prior
to the date the Little Steel formula

bery,"

movement

ground

Nazi-occupied

in

countries, has been given
liness

by developments

iterranean

war

added timein

the

"Hands Across

the

Border,"

Warns

zone.

"Home

Indiana," with
Walter Brennan, Lon McAllister,
Jeanne Crain, June Haver, Charles
Dingle, Ward Bond, Robert Condon,
Willie Best.
Shooting
"Buffalo Bill," "Tampico," "Lifeboat," "The Lodger."
:

in

:

Finished

"Pin-Up

:

Girl."

United Artists
(Samuel Bronston)
Shooting

"Jack London."

:

of

Growing

Universal
Shooting
"When Ladies Fly,"
"Passport to Dakar," "Gung Ho,"
"Third Glory."
Finished
"His Butler's Sister."

to Prints

Shooting
"Going
My Way,"
"Henry Aldrich, Boy Scout," "Story
:

Dr.
Wassell,"
"Frenchman's
Creek," "Hail the Conquering Hero,"
"Our Hearts Were Young and Gay."

:

of

Paramount
Started: "The Devil Riders," with
Buster Crabbe, Al St. John, Patti McCarthy, Karl Hackett, Kermit May-

Frank

nard,

Ellis.

RKO-Radio
Shooting: "The Curse of the Cat
People," "Dangerous Journey," "Tender Comrade," "Higher and Higher,"
"Revenge," "The Falcon and the CoEds."
Finished: "Rookies in Burma."

Warners
"Uncertain
Glory,"
Tokyo,"
"Shine
On,
Harvest Moon," "Rhapsody in Blue,"
"Passage to Marseille."
Finished "In Our Time."

Shooting

:

"Destination

:

W. R. Frank
(No distributor set)
Paul Joseph Goebbels, His Life and Loves," with Paul
Donald
Andor,
Claudia
Drake,
Started:

(Continued from

page

1)

stocked, and the delivery situation is also greatly improved.
Theatre supply companies are still
cooperating with the
in an effort
to have exhibitors return carbon drippings for purpose of salvaging, for
further use in the war effort.
"victory" carbon has been introduced in the past few months, which
contains less carbon, resulting in alleviation of the imminent crisis in this
vital projection part.

WPB

A

Robert Barrat, Gloria Stuart, Beryl
Wallace, Charles Halton, Douglas
Fowley, Evelyn Bramy, Byron Foulger, Erskine Sanford, Ralph Morgan,
Republic
Reid Kilpatrick,
Started: "O My Darling Clemen- Erskine
Johnson,
Michelsen,
Walter "Brooks,
tine," with Frank Albertson, Lorna Jerry
Gray, Lillian Randolph, Pappy Che- Lester Doerr, Stephen Roberts, Del
Henderson, Kalina Zarova, George
shire, Roy Acuff and band.
Finished
"Overland Mail Rob- Meader, Howard Johnson.
_

:

N. Y. Circuits Talk
Contract with TAE
Major

and

independent
circuit
heads met yesterday afternoon in the
office of C. C.
Moskowitz, Loew's
vice-president, to discuss contract negotiations,
which are now taking
place with the Theatre and Amusement Employees LT nion, Local 54,
F of L.

A

"Dr.

Woods, Sigrid Gurie, H. B. Warner,

1)

and possibly further increases in
corporation rates. New miscellaneous
taxes also may be proposed, but'
whether an increase in admission taxes
or a levy on film rentals will be suggested have not been revealed.
possible subject of consideration!
during coming months is the Kilgort
Bill for divorcement of distribution and
exhibition, but there appears to be
particular pressure at the moment for;
hearings on the measure.
However
if the revised industry consent decree
does not meet the views of independent exhibitors, it is expected a new
drive will be made for enactment oi
|

A

the legislation.

Major

Handle
Film
Du Pont Ad
Hollywood, Sept.
— Negotiation;
to

13.

for release through Columbia or RKO-!
Radio of "Soldiers of the Soil," 36-

minute commercial film produced

b)

Pine-Thomas

for DuPont, are in fina
stage, according to DuPont representatives who screened the film for the
press over the weekend.
Made originally for reduction to \(
mm. and exhibition in farm granges
the picture is reported to have caughi
the interest of the Department ol

Agriculture and the
agencies

War Manpowei

makes point;
it
want made. DuPon'
trademark from tht

will

remove

film,

although continuing to bear prim

its

costs and other expenses, when and i:
it enters general distribution througl

Columbia or RKO.
It will go to exhibitors

rental-free:

well

:

P.R.C.

(Continued from page

have not been disclosed, but it is believed to involve higher individual
taxes, in some income brackets al

those

Damage

20th Century-Fox
Started

Tax,Manpower
War Problems

Med- Commission because

into effect.

"In Old Oklahoma"

1943

least,

deductibilities.

and Italian versions of
The UOPWA's basic proposal is the "Watch on the Rhine" are being
relaxation of the Little Steel formula rushed by Warner Bros, for showing
to permit a general increase of ap- abroad.
proximately 35 per cent for salaried
Picture dealing with the under-

Rhythm," "Meet the People," "White went
Cliffs of Dover," "See Here, Private
Hargrove," "Mr. Co-Ed," "Gaslight."

Monogram

(Continued from

14,

Congress Faces

Tax on Expenses

WPB

upwards this past week while production dropped off from the week beHowever, there were 55 prefore.
paring and 50 shooting.
Twelve were finished during the
week, eight new ones started, and 68 H. Goldberg, president, Gold-E ManuThe previous facturing Co., Chicago; Walter E.
in the editing stage.
week saw 11 finished, seven started, Green, vice-president, General Preci54 shooting, 47 preparing, and 59 in sion Equipment Corp., N. Y. Fred C.
The production Matthews, Motiograph Co., Chicago
the cutting room.
scene
Oscar F. Neu, president, Neumade
Homer B.
Products, Corp., N. Y.
Columbia
Snook, manager, Theatre Equipment
Started

No Withholding

Unit;

Confer with

Tuesday, September

Sioux City Gets Curfew
Sioux

City,

la.,

Sept.

13.

— The

a curfew ordiprovides a fine of

city council has passed

Decree Meet Set for
Next Monday Here
(Continued from page

1)

rarious groups has sought any persona
conference.
So far, he said, he ha-i
not received a report of the result;,
of the questionnaires sent out by thei,'
Pacific Coast Conference of Independ!
ent Theatre Owners or National Allied, but it is expected that both wil
submit their data and suggestions ir
the near future.

OWI Domestic

Unit
Reorganization Set

(Continued from page 1)
domestic branch, which will serve a;
the. channel between war agencies atv
the motion picture industry, coordinat

ing all Government requests upon tht
industry
serve in a similar capacirv
for the radio industry, and clear anc
coordinate all war news releases In
the Government.
;

Friedgut Heads Center

nance here that
$100 or 30 days in jail for parents who
permit their children to remain on the
streets or in public places unescorted
at night.
The curfew hours are for
children under 15 from 10 p.m. to 6

Harry Friedgut, former managing
director of the Griffith Music Founda
tion in Newark, has been named managing director of the new New York
City Center of Music and Drama
which will open about Nov. 1 at the

a.m. and children 15-17 from 11 p.m.
to 6 a.m.

former

Mecca Temple, according
Mayor La Guardia.

tr

t

—
September

sday,
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14,

FCC Ask

Off the Antenna

I Hollywood

—

9

-

To Alter 'Issue' Plan

Film Board and general manager of Canada's Wartime Information Board may join the Canadian BroadBy JACK CARTWRIGHT
casting System, linking the three main propaganda media
screen, radio and
Hollywood, Sept. 13 press, in a reorganization and shake-up which impends with the resignation
rNABLE to find immediate spots for of Dr. J. S. Thomson, general manager of the government-sponsored radio
Both Rupert Lucas, veteran producer of the Canadian network,
them, Sol. Lesser has assigned his system.
and George A. Taggart, assistant general supervisor of CBC programs, have
tracts for Cheryl Walker and MarRiordan to Warner Brothers, also resigned. The CBC board is expected to meet shortly in Ottawa to deal
lie
with the resignation of Thomson. No move has yet been made to fill the post
retains their services for one picBoth young players of vice-chairman of the board, and chairman of the finance committee, a vaa year.
e
cancy caused by the death of N. L. Nathanson, last May.
re in "Stage Door Canteen."
The world-wide news-gathering facilities of the Christian Science Monitor,
o Johnson gets the best role of his
eer at M-G-M, where he's cast as numbering more than 850 correspondents and writers here and abroad, will be
sailor in "Two Sisters and a utilized for the first time by radio when a daily series of overseas short wave
Since 1938, NBC
|ilor," in which he'll romance both
broadcasts will be heard over Mutual, starting Sept. 20.
ne Allyson and Gloria DeHaven. has multiplied more than four-fold the time allotted to news broadcasts and
Humphrey Bogart took a four- special events, increasing broadcast time allotted from 3.8 percent in 1938
rest and then started in Warners'
Television audiences rate light operas, news comto 15.4 per cent in 1941.
'assage to Marseille."
mentaries, and full length plays in one, two, three order, according to a
Jack Fier is preparing "Two Man General Electric Television survey of 499 programs in 31 different classificaibmarine" at Columbia.
Joy tions telecast during the last 18 months. ... CBS commentators and news
ige, daughter of Mrs. Jack L. Waranalysts cannot express their "own editorial opinions" on the air on contror, has a role in "Kismet" at M-G-M.
versial issues, according to Paul W. White, CBS news director, who reveals
Monogram is surrounding Rick this as the CBS policy.
• • •
all in with such players as Wanda
IcKay, Jack LaRue, Veda Ann Borg,
New York newspaper man and former
Mishkin,
Leo
Personal
Purely
iddison Richards and Mary Gordon
David Schnick press representative has joined CBS's press information departr his first starring picture at that
Axel Gruenberg is Hollyzvood-bound for a special assignment
Virginia ment.
udio, "Big Brother."
Jack Brooke is the new Eastern
with David Sehnick's Vanguard Pictures.
file's twins, Chris and Virginia, have
Herbert joins the
sales manager of Blue Network spot sales. Theodore
:en signed for roles in RKO's "Curse

j,

John Grierson, chief

of Canada's National

:

'

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

s'

.

.

.

Stations

.

.

.

.

Washington,

Sept.
13.
called

Chairman Fly today

—

FCC

upon the
revamp its

broadcasting industry to
policies with respect to the granting
of time to non-commercial organizations for presentation of their views
of controversial issues.

Fly

told a press conference that
a "tendency to restrict and
exclude rather than to lay down policies of rendering a broad wholesome
public service," and declared it is a

there

is

matter which should be taken in hand
immediately by the broadcasters.

His criticism of present policies
followed sharp questioning last Friday
of Mark Wood, president of the Blue
Network, as to its method of handling
the problem, at a hearing on the sale
of the chain to Edward J. Noble.
A further hearing on the network
transfer is scheduled for Sept. 20.
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the Cat
oducing.

Val Lewton

People."

i

Red

now

Skclton,

in

.

•

throes of

Mr. Co-Ed" zvith Esther Williams,
lis had time to turn his hand to writJI|i<7.
His story, which he says with a
-h'raight face,

"I'm serious about

tfs "Ubanges Will
Iplitical satire.
.

.

Powell

Villiam

i

triody,"
\ipeek.

.

.

•

•
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.
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servicemen at the sight of a
in-up gal is being registered by Pro\vucing Artists as a motion picture
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.

.

.

.

.
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Michael O'Shea had to learn to
ide a horse for his star role in
Samuel Bronston's "Jack London,"
nit it was a motor scooter that
'Hail'
hrew him into the hospital the
)ther day; production is held up
or
two weeks because he is
n all the final scenes.
An'drew Stone is preparing a six-sectioned love story for his next, ten13.
Although
Sept.
Baltimore,
tatively titled Sensations of 1944." most pictures here are holding over,
Set costs won't bother Colum- business continues in the top brackets.
bia when it comes to filming "Coun- "Watch
on the Rhine" and "So
terattack" if the screenplay sticks Proudly
We Hail" are sharing
to the stage play, wherein there honors, with $18,000 at the Stanley
was only one scene, the inside of a and Keith's respectively.
bomb shelter.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Sept. 16:
"Best Foot Forward" (M-G-M)

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

CENTURY— (3.C00) (28c-44c-50c and 55c
weekends) 7 days. 2nd week. Gross: $16,(Average, $15,000)
C00.
"So Proudly We Hail" (Para.)
KEITH'S— (2,406) (15c-28c-33c-44c and 55c
weekends) 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $18,000.

Increasing Para.

Radio Promotion
Paramount
:

has

upon

decided

a

heavy schedule of pre-selling by radio
during 1943-1944 as a result of the
results

of

radio

the past season,

exploitation

(Average, $11,900)

"Clauda" (20th-Fox)

NEW — (1,581)

during

2nd week.

"Watch en
60c

will

line

advertisers,

"My

ducers while he

is

here.

$lfttt».

(Average.

$9,-

7

days.

2nd

(Average, $15,100)
for a Cook"

Kinsrdcm

HIPPODROME —

and

Gross:

week.

MAYFAIR—

I

Gross:

$6,000.

(Average.

will

page war-rationed editions which the

Ohio State Journal,
hereafter will publish

morning

daily,

on

Saturdays
until Government restrictions on the
use of newsprint are eased.

Mono. Stars

in

Rodeos

$6,100)

7

Noble to Nathan
J.
former Administrator of the

United States
$1,255,000.

Housing Authority,

for

Noble purchased the station from
Donald Flamm late in 1940 for $850,Additional capital put into the

brought his original investment to approximately $1,050,000,
it
was stated.
Several weeks ago,
enterprise

Flamm

filed a recision suit against
Noble, charging that the sale of the
station in
1940 was made under

duress.
His application for an injunction, however, was denied.
The sale of
is subject to
the approval of the Federal Com-

WMCA

munications
Commission.
Noble,
having recently purchased the Blue
Network, was obliged to dispose of
in conformity with the policy

WMCA

of the

FCC

ership

of

respecting multiple ownin a single com-

stations

WMCA's new owner issued the
following statement "I intend to devote my entire time to the active
management and operation of the station.
Radio is one of the great factors in moulding public opinion and,
in a democracy, public opinion makes
the laws.
I wish to state unequivocally that commercial considerations
will at no time be permitted to interfere with the proper function of the
station as a medium of entertainment
:

and educations,
communications

and in wartime of
and
morale.
If
can help to promote the derodeo engagements in the Middle
West. Gibson will leave Sept. 21 for velopment of an informed public
St. Louis, where he will head his own opinion concerning the great problems
rodeo, and Maynard will leave Sept. and issues of these troubled times, I
20 for Detroit to guest star in a series shall feel that my association with
it has not been
without profit."
of rodeo performances.

Hoot Gibson and Ken Maynard
leave Hollywood this month to

Wm. Cagney

will

fill

on the Air

William Cagney, producer of the
James Cagney starrer "Johnny Come
Lately,"
being released by United
Beatty
row.

on the Bessie
tomor-

WOR-Mutual program

(Col.)

"Isle of Forgotten Sins" (PRC)
(20c-40c)
(1.000)

and pro-

13.

Artists, will guest star

(2Sc-39c-44c-55c

(2,205) (2Sc-39c-44c-55cStage show: Arnaut Bros.,
66c) 7 days.
Prof. Backwards, Eraser & Roberts, Wyse
and Man, also Club 1300 (local radio <,how).
Gross: $17,000. (Average, $16,500)

up campaigns with
agencies,

weekends)

$1S.OOO.

director.

Lewis
radio

Gross:

days,

7

the Rhine" (W.B.)

STANLEY— (3,280)

Paramount radio contact at
the studio, here on a two-week visit
to discuss new season plans with Robert M. Gillham, advertising and pubLewis,

licity

(15c-28c-35c-55c)

300)

according to Martin

Edward

Straus,

munity.

Columbus Is Latest
'Rhine' and
To Cut Ad Space
Columbus, O., Sept.
— Theatre
Tops in Baltimore advertising
be affected by eight-

.

by

000.

.

"Heavenly

jhistle of

I

.

.

— Grace
.

it,"

wound up at M-G-M this
The ascending, descending

.

.

George, making her screen debut in Cagney's
"Johnny Come Lately," will be heard on CBS's "Armstrong Theatre
Louise Allbritton and Robert Paige, featured
cf Today" on Sept. 18.
in Universal's "Fired Wife," will compete against each other on Blue's
"Battle Of the Sexes" tomorrow. ... Ed Thorgersen, Movietone sports
commentator, will shortly emcee Fred Waring's Chesterfield show.
Jake Wilk, Warner's story head, was heard on Maxine Keith's "SophisMartin Jurow, Warner's
broadcast yesterday.
ticated Lady"
program
Eastern talent scout, will be a guest on Ethel Colby's
Hail" will be performed
Paramount's "So Proudly
on Sept. 22.
on CBS's Lux Radio Theatre on Oct. 25, with Veronica Lake, Claudette
Ann Sheridan will visit the Jack
Colbert, and Paulette Goddard.
Jeanettte MacDonald has been set for
Carson CBS show tomorrow.
W. C. Fields will feud
Blue's "What's New" program on Saturday.
with Charlie McCarthy on NBC Chase and Sanborn program on Sunday.

Program Notes

Win the War'' a
The Heddy Lamarr,
starrer,

W

General Electric's electronic denet-work's sales staff, effective Sept. 15.
partment has three new executives. Arthur A. Brandt is new general sales
manager, George IV. Henyan is assistant to the vice-president in charge of the
department, and V. M. Lucas is manager of the government division.

is

•
the

.

Noble Sells WMCA
To Nathan Straus
Station WMCA was sold yesterday

Berns Opens
Sam Berns
licity

office

Office

the

EquityMeetingA FRA
On Merger Plan
The special committee designated
bv Actors Equity Association to exthe merger proposal made byAmerican Federation of Radio Artists that Equity join the American
plore

Guild of Musical Artists and

new pub- in a three-way
Paramount Build- meet today with

has opened his

in

WMCA

ing to handle special events and tiedays. ups for new films and to act as Eastern press representative for film stars.

AFRA

consolidation, will
the
committee
headed by Lawrence Tibbett,
president, at Actors Equity
headquarters today.

AFRA

AFRA

"CLAUDIA"

with

Reginald Gardiner

Directed by

WILLIAM

•

DOROTHY McGUlRE ROBERT YOUNG INA
.

Olga Bedanova

•

EDMUND GOUIDING
GOETZ

In

•

.

«

frank Tweddell

Produced by

•

Charge of Production

From the Ploy by Rose Franken

Howard

jean

•

Adapted

WIUIAM

lor the

•

CI

£)sa

1

jte

PERIB

\(

Screen by Morrle FMn

As Produced for the Stage by John Golden

CENTURY-FOX
itllS

BACK THE ATTACK!

BUY

WAR BONDS!

THIRD

WAR LOAN!

A

second's delay often

split

means

disaster...

if

you're engaged in some enterprise that depends
on precise punctuality of delivery. ..For years

ave been building up a

fine "REP'' for fool-

Along came
the war andsaway went the "REP "... for you can'
hold up a troop-train that theatrical advertising
may go through />no matter how urgently it's
needed... So if we're a little late now and then.,
have a heart... and if we-ask you to relay
trailer to another theatre ... beNa good sport an
help out... Some day when the war is over.,
everything will be jake again. ..until then... let's you
and give every fellow-American. ..an even^break
proof, no^alibi, on-the-dot delivery...

.

I

'Lm**-

f^fr

najionni C^Ctee/l service
PRIZE BttBY OF THE UIOVSTRY

TANDARD

S S

O

R

I

ES

•

T R

A

I

L E

R S

DO NOT R EV

rrT/^ VT ^''"TURE
vfO
Ji^Jw
JLvA^pnm
"ERS
producers
PRODU
DISTRIBUTORS OF
28 WEST 44T.i ST
NEW YORK,

Alert,

&

o

InteWgei

awfy
to the^l gtion

Picture
Industry

NO.

L. 54.

NEW

53

595,933,625

rom 6 Days
Of Star Tour
H

YORK,

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

U.S.A.,

Canadian Managers
Get a Six Months'

The

—

Added

totals
t o
8ate: Philadelphia, $72,967,000;
Joston, $100,000,000: New York
revised),
Pitts$152,966,625 ;
burgh, $80,000,000; and Cleveand, Monday, $143,000,0€0. all
figures as reported by the War
Activities Committee.

been granted temporary permits and
those not already drafted to other inlustries may be called up at any time
on seven days' notice from the government.

oldman Acts

to

Reports Back Allied

Decree Allegations
Washington,
sponses

Philadelphia,

Sept.

14.

— An

id

major

Designed

distributors.

speed court proceedings, a list of
pertinent to the case were
ed with the U. S. District Court to
estions

(.Continued on page

8)

Shows
For Oklahoma City
•Oklahoma City, Sept.
—The
ill-Night

14.

council has approved an ordinance
quiring theatres
here to remain
o>ed only from 6 a.m. to 12:30 noon
:y

!

Sundays, thus supplying in somehat
altered
form the ordinance
anges asked by local war plant
ads to permit theatres to hold Suniy
"swing shift" shows for war
i

orkers.

Although there were no restrictions
the new ordinance against neigh>rhood houses remaining open, H. E.
ailey, city manager, assured council>en that he had received promises
om neighborhood house owners that

H

(.Continued on page 7)

14.

—

Re-

to

C. Clark.

The

Up Next Month
30,000 Studio

Los Angeles, Sept.

14.

bility of a radical shift in

from

Emphasis on Films

OWI

Washington,
of
of

the
the

Merger
—

Sept. 14.
Formation
Los Angeles overseas bureau

Office of War Information,
with Ulric Bell at the helm, as an-

The unions' objective is to
increase earnings without dis-

di-

Para. Reel

Names

Barron Commentator
Win

Barron, Paramount's Canadian
representative, yesterday
was named commentator for Canada's
edition of Paramount News, by A. J.

—Possi-

emphasis
amount-

hours-per-week to
per-hour in demands of studio
unions representing 30,000 workers
looms when companies and union
representatives reopen the Studio
Basic Agreement for discussion in
New York next month, following
the AFL national convention at
Boston, starting Oct. 4.

OWI

the
overseas branch,
will stress service to the motion picture industry. It calls for a consolidation of all representatives and services
(Continued on page 7)
rector of

turbing Governmental
workweek standards or violating the
"Little Steel" formula.
Prior to discussions with company
representatives, the heads of seven
unions signatory to the basic agreement, with a 20,000 membership, will
meet there with heads of 10 non-signa(Continued on page 7)

exploitation

Richard, director of the newsreel.
It
was revealed that Barron was chosen

(Continued on page 8)

(Continued on page 8)

SETOA

Members

Hit Consent Decree

—

Atlanta, Sept. 14. Several demerits were unanimously given the
consent decree in a resolution passed

Thousands Cheer 99

the annual
one-day session of
Southeastern Theatre Owners, held at
the Ansley Hotel here yesterday. The
resolution is being forwarded to Assistant
x\ttorney
General Tom C.
at

[Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer]
Hollywood, September 14

ITT

Workers are

Involved

WAC

In

for

Studio Unions

Fi-

report to Clark will be voluminous and will include evidence to

in-

'rogatory has been filed here by
orneys for William Goldman, inpendent circuit head, in his antijost action originally filed last De•nber against the Warner circuit

Sept.

National Allied's questionnaire on the consent decree are
being received in considerable volume
and shortly will be digested for submission to Assistant Attorney General

Tom

Speed Trust Suit

War

nounced by Robert E. Sherwood,

Aired

reports from Detroit last
;ht told of a $47,000,000 start-off of
Cavalcade for the day there, with
llions in sales mounting hourly.
(The New York total of SI 52,966,estimate of
|p rose from an original
{Continued on page 8)

Treasury's

man of the industry's participation in the Third War
Loan, wired
state bond
chairmen appealing for their
support.

sideration of individual cases.
Employees of film offices have also

Cavalcade-tour

New Pact

nance Committee last night
designated Sept. 17 as "Back
Salerno Day," in tribute to
the embattled Fifth Army
struggling with the Germans.
L. C. Griffith, general chair-

By

pes.

TEN CENTS

1943

'Back Salerno Day'
Set for Sept. 17

Stay from War Work

Toronto, Sept. 14. Theatre managers in the Dominion are being is143,000,000 Is
sued permits valid for six months
only to continue in that employment
Cleveland
capacity under the latest orders of the
The industry's Hollywood Bond Federal compulsory manpower transof stars
already has fer regulations requiring males from
jvalcade
iled up the enormous Third War 16 to 40 years of age to register for
pn sale of $595,933,625 in bonds, essential war jobs. On expiration of
temporary permits, managers will aponly six of the 14 cities
Mil
pear before regional officials for conkeduled for the stars' appear-

15,

HEN

bigger and brighter marquees are built they won't be big
enough or bright enough to tell the customers all this picture's Clark.
™ got in store for them. It's got everything in the How-to-MakeNat Williams was reelected presia-Hit-Musical book of rules and just about everybody on the
(Coutinued on page 8)
contract list present and accounted for in two hours and five minutes of
entertainment such as soldiers in fox holes and home folks in pursuit of
pleasure dream about but never really expect to behold.
13,550,000

V/V

MGM

Checked

On

the story side it's got a likely tale about an infantry private in love
with the colonel's daughter. Into the story, which takes the principals to
a training camp, is set a camp show presenting a battery of MGM's top
talents in a display of specialties that tops anything in kind by a margin
as wide as Texas.

The

Kathryn Grayson, singing magaccompaniment provided by Jose Iturbi and a symphony
orchestra, Gene Kelly, making the disgruntled doughboy genuine as
khaki and dancing a number to be remembered, Mary Astor, John Boles,
Ben Blue, Frank Jenks, Mary Elliott, Frank Sully, Dick Simmons, Ben
Lessy and others.
cast in the story proper includes

nificently to

The

talent in the

camp show, with each and every member turning
(Continued on page 7)

in

At Overseas Shows
The Army pays tribute to
the industry for its part in
bolstering
morale
of
the
Army overseas, said Major J.
W. Hubbell, chief of the overseas films division, in commending the industry in current newsreels, citing 30,983
programs playing to 13,550,000 free admissions to date.
"Over one-half million soldiers," said Hubbell, "go to
film shows nightly."

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention
T

CHEEVER COWDIN,

»J

chairman,

board

sal

Insider's

Univerleave

will

*-

Warner

Schlanger,
in

Turner,

buyer

film

Circuit

John

Philadelphia;
that

for

terri-

and Lou Davidoff and Lester

tory,

Krieger, of Schlanger's

New York

staff,

home

for

office

are in
confer-

ences.

Maitles, of Columbia's
publicity staff, became a
the third time Monday
Maitles gave birth to a

S.

for

father

when Mrs.

from

withdrawal

its

battle

million dollar gross class, Warner
has made a deal to produce the
next of the type, simply to be
titled
"Hollywood
Canteen."
Cheryl Walker and Marjorie
Riordan, their contracts transferred from Sol Lesser to Warner, will play leads, as they did
in the first, while Miss Davis

benefits.

will star.

daughter, Alice, at St. Joseph's Hos-

Before the domestic

Far Rockavvay.

pital,

operating

New

Way

Haven's Victory and White

theatres, was called to take a bow at
Vale Air Force ceremonies, recently,
at

which

Angelo, was com-

son,

his

missioned a second lieutenant.
•

suc-

to congressional firing
squads, one of the most diligently pursued avenues of its

Hollywood office under Nelson
Poynter was advice to willingear producers to lay off
Italy

II

Duce,

and the Italian people.
reason, then spread around

The

Harry Hunter, Paramount's managing director in Australia and New
Zealand, has arrived on the West
Coast en route to New York for conferences with company officials.
•

Paul Shapero, former member of
Warners' home office publicity department, has been commissioned a second
lieutenant and is in New York on

such widely circling confidences that it was all things but
in

confidential,

was

drawn

from

or certainly semi-official,
expectancy that Italy would be
forced out of the war as the first
member of the tripartite Axis

official,

OWI's

combination.
course,

was

reflecting

of

slant,

many

evi-

dences of an identical attitude
followed by the Administration

leave.

George McCall, representative

Howard Hughes,

is

from Detroit.

itor,

OWI

cumbed

•

Michael Tomasino,

for

New York visHe will be here

and the State Department.

a

10 days.

was not love for Mussolini
him from attack, although Winston Churchill con-

•

leg of a tour of his territory.

•

Willie Wang, formerly with MG-M's publicity department, who is
serving with the Navy Seabees,
in town on a 10-day furlough.

tinued to give out with lethal
words, but the American strategy of soft blows raining down
on an enemy long suspected as
shy of heart for this conflict.
It worked, as evenjts now demonstrate.

is

insofar as the industry is
concerned and establishes one
distinct service delivered by the
establishmuch-criticized

•

Hornstein,

son

Hornstein, theatre supply

of Joe
dealer, is

Post Graduate HosYork.

recuperating at

New

at

Warners'

Philadelphia,

is

assistant

manager

Cross-Keys Theatre,
bedded after a heart

Gertrude Bunchez, Loew Theatre
publicist in Baltimore,

is

Hollywood,

Matthews,
Inc., is in

president

of

town from Chi-

•
date department,
Pittsburgh.

is only one.
public property today
that, after
Pearl Harbor, air
raid defenses in the Los Angeles
area were alarmingly lacking.
What is not public property, but
no secret here, is that dummy

It

of

left

Warners' playlast

night

for

•

Gabriel Pascal, British producer,
in town from Hollywood.

is

guns were borrowed from

OWI

had

ducers

to

listen,

then

ac-

it.

did,

and that makes them

smart, too.

appears

to

have

opposition to the appearance of
performers in commercially-sold
attractions for charity at salaries
under accepted, standard pay.
This, it will be recalled, was
crystallized several months ago
in an
resolution commonly
viewed as an aftermath of "Stage

SAG

Door Canteen" with

a dash

of

19'

Hollywood, Sept.
Ginsberg , of'
the War Finance Committee announced today that more than $6,000,000 in bonds were purchased in th>il
first six days of the studio drive in thq
Third War Loan campaign. Thous-i
ands of small purchases have not yetj

Henry

been totaled.
•

Samuel Goldwyn and Walt Disnt;
announced today that the Disney orwill do an animated se-„
quence for the Danny Kaye picture,
"Up in Arms," now nearing com-

ganization

pletion at the

Goldwyn

studios.

Alexis Smith, named a "Star of To- 4
morrow" in the Motion Picture Heraldpoll,
was today cast for Warners'
"Hollywood Canteen."
Ida Lupino,

John Garfield, Humphrey Bogart were]
also assigned roles.

The Screen Actors Guild

executivej
night postponed the Class
B membership meeting to consider
plan for autonomous status from Sept)
26 to Oct. 3.

board

last

a*:;

Edwin E. Miller, 66, Universal film"
librarian for the past 26 years, died today of a heart condition.

stu-

searchlights
employed to meet the stringencies of the immediate crisis.
The stress and the need were
eliminated many months age.
The real articles are doing service now.
their

dios,

actual

Canada

to Start

Fuel Saving Plan
Toronto, Sept.

14.

— Canada

will in-|

troduce a fuel conservation program j
with exploitation for the drive to be'
handled through the theatres, the press
and radio. A meeting was held recently by the Motion Picture War
Services Committee leaders to complete plans for the drive and to explain ways in which the industry itself can conserve fuel and coal.
I

Not general knowledge

is

the

status of RKO's contractual relationship
with
Cary Grant.

That

lot holds a

seven-year con-

one a year.
arrangement.
There can be more in each calendar twelve months if material
can be found and terms covering
second attraction mutually
a
struck.
Probably could, after
hurdling the story hazard.
calling

tract

This

Yet

at least.

credit does not concentrate in
single
direction.
the
sounded the note, but the pro-

crowned the Screen Actors Guild

cago.

is

in

Victory
•

Ed Hinchy, head

particularly

here on a 10-

day vacation.
C.

Camouflage

is

the

for
basic

OWI

ment

They

•

Fred

worked

well

cept

attack.

Motiograph,

It

all

•

Harvey Savers,

The studios have been put to
many uses in their long careers.

It

now

pital,

Later, Lesser plans a canteen
It will deal with
the
boys returning from the wars.
How much later ? Millions are
looking for that answer.
sequel.

that spared

Jules Lapidus, Eastern division
sales manager for Warners, arrived
in Pittsburgh yesterday on the first

Harold

"This Is the Army" thrown in.
Because Bette Davis is president of the Hollywood Canteen
and because, too, "Stage Door
Canteen" will roll in the multi-

against the United Nations finds
the industry fortunately free of a
Mussolini cycle either in distribution, ready for the market or
in production.
The circumstances behind this
happy state of affairs are interesting.
two-way recognition
goes along with it, illustrating a
give-and-take arrangement out
of which the business draws the

A

•

Sigmund
home office

Hollyzvood, Sept. 14
surrender of Italy and

HP HE

15,

Coast Flashes
CHAIRMAN

•

Ted

Outlook

RED KANN

By

for Chicago Saturday.

zone manager

Wednesday, September

Metro

make
A.

S.

will proceed with a reof "If W'inter Comes," the

M. Hutchinson novel

of

war, but no one will
perch on a limb about the season
of release.
Pandro Berman has
the production assignment and
Robert Donat the starring role.
The picture will be made in
England where production is
really an uncertainty as against
the

last

Hollywood experience.
Despite loose Hollywood reporting to the contrary, lively
PRC is proceeding with its own
production. Not all of it in one
fell swoop but from six to eight
this season starting with "Jive
Junction."

Theatres will exhibit news clips and
trailers similar to exploitation used in
the Victory Loan and other war
causes.
nationwide contest to find
a slogan for the conservation program
with cash prizes will also be inaugurated shortly.

A

U' Stars Are Feted
At Cocktail Party
Universal was host yesterday to
Louise Allbritton and Robert Paige at
a cocktail party at the "21" Club.

Among

those present, were Irene Her-

Allan Jones, Robert Gillham,
Charles Prutzman, Ernest Emerling,
Lou Smith, W. A. Scully, Samuel
Bergman,
Machnovitch,
Maurice
Charles Kirby, Al Daff, Jack Alicoate,
E. T. Gomersall, E. L. McEvoy, Tom
Mead, Joseph O'Brien, Fred Meyers.
Adolph Schimel, James Jordan, Al
vey,

Picoult.

Also, Sherwin Kane, William FormTom Kennedy, Louis Sobol, Milton Weis, Irene Thirer, Morris Allin,
Bernard Kreisler, Tom Murray, Fred
Stengel, Jack Berk, James Jerauld
by,

and George Morris.
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Showmen's Trade Review
x Office
UK

ollywood Reporter

Hollywood Variety

NEW YORK'S FAMOUS

PARAMOUNT THEATRE
selects

it

liant Fall

above

all

others to usher

Show Season

.

.

.

in

its bril-

Opening September

15!

... No wonder

will

be drawing terrific crowds with

theatres everywhere soon

FRANK ROSS presents

I

An

hilarious heart-to-heart en-

counter
between a girl who
wouldn't give in to love and a guy
who wouldn't give in to marriage!
.

.

.

"BACK THE ATTACK!
BUY WAR BONDS! THIRD WAR LOAN."

FRANK ROSS

presents

JMN ARTHUR
JOHN WSENE

CHARLES WINNINGER
Produced by FRANK

ROSS

PHIL SILVERS

Directed by

•

Screen Play by Robed Ardrey

•

*

WILLIAM SEITER

Original Story by Jo Swerling

:

;

September

(W ednesday,

Motion Picture Daily

1943

15,

Boston B. O.
Perks Up as

Thousands Cheer"

17,000 for

Draw

Stars
—

Boston, Sept. 14. Boston's de luxe
theatres perked up tremendously with
the sudden arrival of cool and seasonable weather and grosses this week
will, despite several holdovers, mount
higher than those of the past several
weeks. The Stars with the Hollywood
Caravan added stimulus on the day

Following

appearance here.

their

of

a parade, the theatres were
Estimated receipts for the

jammed.
week end-

ing Sept. 15
"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
"Yanks Ahoy" (U. A.)
Gross:

da vs.

(44c-55c-

(Average.

$20,800.

"We've Never Been Licked" (Univ.)

RKO BOSTON— (3,900)

(44c-55c-65c-S5c) 7

show:
Henny Youngman.
(Average. $26,800)

Stage

days.

Gross: $29,000.

"The Oklahoma Kid" (W. B.)
"Someone to Remember" (Rep.)

PARAMOUNT— (1.307)
Gross:

days.

(44c-5Sc-65c)

(Average,

$8,800.

7

$8,400)

"The Oklahoma Kid" (W. B.)
"Someone to Remember" (Rep.)

FENWAY— (1,098)

(44c-55c-65c)

davs.

7

(Average, $5,800)

Cross: $6,100.

"So Proudly We Hail" (Para.)
"Hoosier Holiday" (Rep.)

METROPOLITAN-(4,367)
week

days, second

week.

Gross:

7

Gross: $27,800.

(3,400)
(44c-55c-6Sc)
$17,800.
(Average,

$17,100)

"Best Foot Forward" (M-G-M)
"Buckskin Frontier" (U. A.)

LOEWS ORPHEUM — (3,800)

65c).

Gross:

(44c-55c-

(Average, $23,700)

$24,700.

ing day, plus intensive newspaper and
billboard
advertising,
"Behind the

A N

account of the doings of the talent in the camp show, which is not Rising
Sun" is heading toward an
regarded as interpolated material but strictly as a part of the estimated $17,000 at "the RKO Albee,
picture, would require more columns than this page accommodates if hub of the Midwest premiere.
justice were to be done at all.
Estimated receipts for the week
to be

Rooney acts as master of ceremonies and does his impersonations for ending Sept. 15-18
good measure. Miss Garland sings one song, with Iturbi at the piano, "Behind the Rising Sun," (RKO)
RKO' ALBEE — (3.300) (33c-40c-44c-55c) 7
and the juniors will be telling each other about that number for months. days.
Gross: $17,000. (Average, $15,800)
Skelton does a series of soda jerker sketches that tilt the rafters. Miss "Hi Diddle Diddle" (U. A.)
RKO
PALACE^(2,7C0) (33c-40c-44c-55c) 7
Powell does a tap routine in her top form. Miss O'Brien's deadpan singdays. Gross: $14,000. (Average, $12,600)
ing of songs she makes over for her purpose, a favorite entertainment of
"So Proudly We HaU" (Para.)
the servicemen in camps she's visited from border to border, is as surefire
RKO' SHUBERT— (2,150) (33c-40c-44c-55e)
days, 2nd week, moveover from Palace.
7
as a blockbuster.
Miss Home's solo, performed against a background
Gross: $7,000. (Average, $5,000)
which glorifies the Technicolor that glorifies it, is a highlight of the "This Is the Army"
(W. B.)
production. Morgan turns in a doctor 's-office skit peopled with girls and
RKO CAPITOL— (2,000) (40c-50c-60c) 7
days, 5th week. Gross: $11,500. (Average,
stocked with gags which give the affair a black-out finish.
The three at 33e-40c-44c-55c,
$6,200)
bands distinguish themselves. So does the symphony orchestra. Like- "Claudia" (ZOth-Fox)

RKO

The

(44c-55c-65c)

for both.

LOEWS STATE—

—

wise the military band.

(Average, $27,400)
"Best Foot Forward" (M-G-M)
"Buckskin Frontier" (U. A.)
second

picture in whole proves Joseph Pasternak a master-producer and
George Sidney a director of resourcefulness, versatility and in complete
command of his material. To Paul Jarrico and Richard Collins special
credit is due for a doughboy story which stays on the beam of credibility
and out of the rut of tradition from start to finish.
Bill it with all the names, beam the billing at the young and the old,
the servicemen and the civilians, the addicts of jive and the worshippers
of the classics
bill it at everybody, with all the guns blazing, and let the
competition do the worrying.
Running time, 125 minutes. "G."*
R.

—

WEAVER

WILLIAM

'Claudia's' $8,200,

Oklahoma City Tops
—

Oklahoma

City, Sept. 14. "Stage
at the State, in its
second week, held up to a good $7,500,
while "Claudia," at the Criterion, led
the local parade on an $8,200 figure.
Weather was good and there was no
outside competition.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Sept. 16:

Door Canteeen,"

"Claudia" (ZOth-Fox)

CRITERION— (1,500)

(25c-35c-50c) 7 days.

Gross: $8,200.
(Average, $6,000)
"Tennssee Johnson" (M-G-M)
"Alaska Highway" (Para.)

LIBERTY— (1,200)
Gross: $4,000.

(20c-25c)

days.

7

"Mister Big" (Univ.)
7

days.

(Average, $5,600)
"Stage Door Canteen" (U.A.)

STATE-(l.lOO)
week.

(30c-40c-50c)

Gross:

$7,500.

7

New Pact Due

Emphasis on Films
In

OWI

(Continued from page

(Continued from page 1)
of the overseas unit in

fornia

10,000 membership, to agree

Southern Caliwhich deal with films, news
features, radio transcriptions and re-

Sherwood referred

to the

phasizing

the

America and a

realistic

$4,-

fully

part the
in

projection

We

Gross:

(20c-25c-40c)
$3,500.

7

days,

(Average,

$2,-

5 Current Features

Get Legion Rating
Class
age,

gion

A

out that films are "a powerful
instrument of America in the neutral

and liberated countries where
they are shown."
Bell, since 1942, has been overseas
liaison
with the film industry, in
Hollywood, and prior to that was a
newspaper executive.

allied

rating, for general patron-

was given yesterday by the Leof Decency, to "Black Market

Rustlers,"
"Ghosts on the Loose,"
"The Law Rides Again" and "Melody
Parade," all Monogram, and "Winter

Time," 20th Century-Fox.

Hub Canteen

to

Open

Boston, Sept. 14.— Boston's Stage
Door Canteen will open tomorrow in
quarters in the Copley Square Theatre here.
It will be run by the American Theatre Wing.

Ail-Night Shows

For Oklahoma City
(Continued from page 1)
they would not operate past midnight.
The ordinance had to be drawn to
include all houses and could not authorize downtown houses to remain
open all night while restricting neighborhood theatres, Bailey explained.
Church and other groups had opposed
all-night shows for the neighborhoods.
•

be

will

total

new

higher

RKO FAMILY— (1,000)

Gross:

tories'

IATSE

pact expire

in

terms expire
Casey,
Fred

Pat
Meyers and others
represent

the

for

a few

weeks
Fred

Pelton,

to be named will
studios at the discus-

signatory

unions

are

carpen-

laborers, truck drivers, electricians,
plasterers,
musicians
and
ters,

IATSE

culinary workers.

(22c-33c)

4 days

(Average, $1,400)

RKO

Gross:

FAMILY-(1,000)
$800.

(22c-33c)

days

3

(Average, $800)

"Swing Shift Mazie" (M-G-M)
KEITH'S-(1,500) (33c-40c-44c-55c)
$5,000.

7

days

(Average, $5,000)

Tulsa, Okla., Sept. 14.— "Claudia "
scoring $9,500, led local grosses this
week at the Ritz.
ing Sept. 16:
"So Proudly We Hail"

(Para.)

(Average.

7

days, secGross-

Ritz.

$2,500)

ORPHEUM-(1,400)

(Univ.)

(35c-4Oc-50c)
'

$8,750.

7

days

(Average, $7,500)

"Journey Into Fear" (RKO)
"Leather Burners" (U.A.)

RIALTO— (1,250)

(20c-40c)

4 days

Gross-

days.

Gross:

$-',M]0.
(Average, $1,950)
"Claudia" (20th-Fox)

0) (25c-40e-50c)
o^JZ T^°°
(Average, $7,750)

t
$9,500.

7

January.

in

sions.

The

$1,300.

"Mexican Spitfire's Blessed Event" (RKO)
"Submarine Alert" (Para.)

Gross:

payment

rate

7

(Average, $3,900)

"We've Never Been Lacked"
sought

provisions

Present terms of the signa-

thereon.

$5,200.

"Crime Doctor" (Col.)
"Black Market Rustlers" (Mono.)

$3,900.

made.

the
a

a

work on Technicolor productions, due

informed inter-

Gross:

MAJESTIC-(570) (25c-40c)
upon de- ond week, moveover from the

to the asserted special ability required

ing

Hail" (Para.)

TOWER-(1,000)
moveover.

to be

with

unions,

of

pretation of other nationalities, point-

days.

Estimated receipts for the week end1)

em-

500)

"So Proudly

mands

Among

days, sec-

(Average,

IATSE

tory

(Average, $5,200)

"The Oklahoma Kid" (W. B. Reissue)
RKO LYRIC-(1,400) (33c-40c-44c-55c)

$9,500 in Tulsa

Involve 30,000

Films, News, Radio

$6,500.

'Claudia' Does Nice

for

Studio Unions, to

Merger of

GRAND>-(1,500) (33c-40c-44c-55c) 7
week, moveover from Albee

2nd

days,

Gross:

Gross:

classification.

motion picture industry plays
(25c-35c-45c)

Gross: $7,000.

ond

*"G" denotes general

porting of special events.

(Average, $3,250)

MIDWEST— (1,500)

Week

Cincy

:

MEMORIAL— (3,107)

KEITH
7
65c)
$19,300)

2nd

'Sim' in

(Continued from page 1)

bang-up job, includes Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland, Red Skelton,
Eleanor Powell, Ann Sothern, Lucille Ball, Virginia O'Brien, Frank
Morgan, Lena Home, Marsha Hunt, Marilyn Maxwell, Donna Reed,
Margaret O'Brien, June Allyson, Gloria DeHaven, John Conte, Sara
Haden, Don Loper and Maxine Barrat, Kay Kyser and his orchestra,
Bob Crosby and his band, Benny Carter and orchestra, and, again and in
Cincinnati, Sept. 14. Backed by
a performance to make history, Jose Iturbi leading a military band and, promotion over station WLW, perfinally, demonstrating on the piano, to all the boogie-woogie experts in sonal appearances of James R. Young,
author, and Margo, star, on the openpiano-land, just how boogie-woogie was born to be played.
a

unions are
propertymen, grips, lamps, projectionists, soundmen, laboratory techni-

Week* Tops
All Previous Years

'Para.

Paramount rentals during "Paramount Week," just ending, reached
the highest figure ever attained during
the 25 years of observance of this
event, according to Neil Agnew, general sales manager.

The week's business topped, by 13
cameramen, set electricians,
artists and costumers.
The per cent, last year's seven-day period,
basic agreement has three years to Agnew stated yesterday.

cians,

makeup

run, with provision for reopening annually for adjustment of scales and
working conditions.

'Seventh Victim'

RKO

Radio's

tim" will have
the

Broadway

Due

Fri.

"The Seventh Vic-

its

world premiere

Rialto on Friday.

at

W.E. Sets Dividend
Directors of Western Electric yesterday declared a dividend of 50 cents
per share on the company's common
stock.
The dividend is payable on
Sept. 30, to stock of record at the
close of business on Sept. 24.

Motion Picture daily

Decision Reserved
In Cooper-Para. Suit
Federal Judge Murray Hulbert yesterday reserved decision, after argument, en the motion of Paramount
Pictures, to enjoin Joseph H. Cooper

from transferring securities of J. H.
Cooper Enterprises, Inc., of Colorado Rialto, Inc., and Interstate The-

Cavalcade Bond Selling
Climbs to $595,933,625
(Continued from page

Today,
$100,000,000.
scend upon Cincinnati.

1)

Hollywood's "junior tour," the War
Veterans Bond Armada, has, in addi-

According

is

to

Paramount,

Cooper

succeeded in salvaging about eight
theatre properties in Colorado and,
under the agreement, was obligated to
transfer them to a corporation to be
formed for that express purpose. After
Paramount
acquiring the theatres,
maintains, Cooper refused to transfer
one-half of the securities, representing the theatre properties, to Paramount and still refuses to do so.

Ed
And

cording to
chairman.

in

Miller
theatres, Elgin, 111., and
Theatre, Woodstock, 111., by 20th Century-Fox, Loew's, RKO, Vitagraph
the

many

sold

Loew's theatres have sold $4,000,000
bonds to the public to date. RKO
theatre

reports

sales

amounting to $654,000.

to

Both

patrons
in the

the six participating theatres and the

RKO

tomorrow.

fice

Total of $1,500,000

from bond

Loew's

anticipated by
premieres at its
is

Back

Allied

Decree Allegations
(Continued from page

;

No Letup Seen

Sept.

14.

— General

Alex

Ross, Federal director of air raid precautions, announced today no relaxation of dimout regulations will be
permitted in Canada in spite of agitation by cities and towns for more
lighting of streets and business properties.
Ross said the danger of hos-

Agfa

;

SETOA Members

Paramount, in conjunction with the
Fox-Fabian Theatre, Brooklyn, will
inaugurate a series of "Popeye" and
"Olive Oyl" contests, Sept. 20, it was
announced yesterday by Oscar Morgan, short subjects sales manager.

The

contests, in charge of Joe Lee,
will
director,
publicity

Fox-Fabian

seek to replace Jack Mercer, "Popeye's" voice, now in the Army, and
Mrs. Mercer, "Olive Oyl," who may
go into defense work. The contests
will be held in connectien with the
Fox amateur show broadcast over
Finals
on Monday nights.
will be held Oct. 18.

WMCA

Para. Reel

Names

Barron Commentator

Suit

be

made binding.
The action, first

of the anti-trust
here involving the mid-town
first-run houses, is the result of Goldman's inability to secure suitable firstrun product for his Erlanger Theatre.
The case is now expected to be heaid
in the U. S. District Court here in
suits

November.

come

for

Canadian Dimout

for

(Continued from page 1)

Speed Trust

—

War Work Expansion

Para. Contest Seeks
New 'Popeye' Voice

to

Philadelphia, Sept. 14. William
Goldman's Erlanger Theatre will be-

and Paramount.
exhibitors, and recommendations for
The Colony has been playing 21 specific revisions of decree provisions.
days behind the three Elgin theatres
The results of National Allied's tile action against North America has
owned by the Great States Circuit,
study of the situation will be trans- not yet passed.
and seven days behind the Miller in
mitted to the Department of Justice
Woodstock, which is owned by George
probably within the next two weeks, so
Pappas.
that Clark may have the association's $1,000,000
Other exhibitors who may be affectview and factual information available
ed by the award are the El Trovar,
when he goes to the Coast for decree
Grove, Fox River
Crystal Lake, 111.
Agfa Ansco yesterday reported
talks with industry leaders.
Grove, 111.; Catlone, Barrington, 111.,
War Production Board approval of
and the Dundee, Dundee, 111. It was
the erection of a $1,000,000 addition
the 27th case filed with the Chicago
to its film plant in Binghamton, N. Y.
arbitration board.
Construction has already begun and

Hit Consent Decree

1943

Herman Landwehr and John Murphy, Philadelphia Gets
Emerling is gen- Fourth Stage House

of Loew's.
Ernest
eral chairman.

Toronto,

1)

support allegations made by exhibitors
regarding distributor practices under
the decree
a detailed resume of the
situation with respect to the application of decree provisions as they affect

Goldman Acts

15,

onUnued from page 1)
be served upon the defendants for
Brooklyn Pitkin and Bronx Paradise answering.
theatres, on the night of Sept. 24.
Lester J. Schaffer, of the William
Executives of Broadway's film the- A. Gray law firm, representing Goldatres that feature stage shows, yester- man, explained that although
Uniday announced plans for a $3,000,000 versal Corp. was dismissed as a
midnight War Bond Show, at the defendant in the action, Universal
Capitol, on Friday, Oct. 1.
The com- Film Exchanges continues as a debined stage shows of the Capitol, fendant.
He explained that William
Paramount, Radio City Music Hall, A. Schnader, counsel for the major
Roxy, State and Strand, together distributors, in filing an answer to
with other, Broadway-Hollywood in the bill of complaint, admitted that
person stars will be offered.
Universal Corp. was only a holding
The bond show will be advertised company.
As such, any judgment
on the screens and in the lobbies of against a holding company could not

tickets will be available at their bond
first four days of the drive (through
booths. Bob Weitman and Jesse Kaye
sale
of
anticipates
a
Sunday).
head the talent committee, and the
more than $3,270,000 at its houses dur- show will be produced by Harry
ing the campaign, according to Ed- Gourfaine, Arthur Knorr
and Leon
ward L. Alperson, circuit general Leonidoff, Ben Serkowich and Paula
manager.
Gould will serve on the publicity comWarner Brothers will conduct an mittee, while ticket sales will be suofrally
the
home
at
employes' bond
pervised by the Capitol's manager,

Theatre in
Reports
Clearance Complaint

complaint against the clearance granted to the Crocker, Rialto and Grove

ac-

Armada

Sniderman,

other industry intermillions more,
on company and individual purchases,
and on sales to the public.

have

ests

Illinois

Chicago, Sept. 14.— R. J. Miller,
owner and operator of the Colony
Theatre, McHenry, 111., today filed a

bonds,

in

$50,000,000

sold

tion,

suing for a court adjudication of its rights to one-half
of the stock of the three corporations,
now held in Cooper's name, on the
basis of an alleged agreement entered
into in 1932 by Cooper and Publix
theatre division, predecessor of Paramount, calling for the reorganization
of theatres formerly owned by Publix
Theatres, Inc., in Colorado.

Paramount

de-

stars

the

;

atres, Inc.

Wednesday, September

schedules call for the new plant to be
in production late next Spring.
The addition will house a new film
coating unit to enable the company to
supply larger quantities of film to the

the fourth legitimate theatre in
Philadelphia.
The other three are
all
Shubert houses.
The Erlanger
will re-light on Oct. 18 for the premiere of Billy Rose's "Carmen Jones."

Governor of Arkansas
9

Heads 'Army Show
Arkansas Gov. Homer Adkins has
accepted

the
invitation
of
Army
Relief officials to serve as

Emergency

chairman for special premieres

state

of "This Is the

Army," Warners an-

nounced yesterday.
The picture opens at the Capitol,
Little Rock, Sept. 24, to be followed
by 15 other premieres throughout the
state during the following weekend.
"Army" will have a dual opening
Sept. 17 at the Ritz and Palace Theatres in Corpus Christi, Texas.

Lipskin

Not

in

Army

Lawrence H. Lipskin, formerly with
the Columbia home office exploitation
department, was erroneously reported
by AIotion Picture Daily yesterday
He is now asto be in the Army.
sociated with Donahue & Coe.

C. Moore, Florida, J. H.
Thompson, Georgia, Kermit Stengall,
Tennessee, and William Griffin, Alabama, were named vice-presidents W. Army and Navy.
M. Mowbray, secretary, and Thomas
William K. JenE. Orr, treasurer.
'Rhine'
on Coast
kins was elected to the board suc- Setting 'Army' for Latins
Los Angeles, Sept. 14. Local conceeding the late Arthur Lucas.
Washington, Sept. 14. Karl G. sular representatives of the governThe delegates attended an M-G-M Macdonald, former Warner foreign ments in exile of occupied European
dinner party to William F. Rodgers, department executive, now on leave nations will join writers and educa-

dent

;

M.

;

Bows

—

—

M-G-M

general sales manager, at the
Capitol City Club last night.

Medal for McCullough
Lt. Harry McCullough, formerly of
Columbia's home office publicity department, has been awarded the Air
Medal, for meritorious achievement
while participating in aerial flights in
the Southwest Pacific Area," according
to a letter received by McCullough's
from Lt. General
Frank,
father,

with the Office of Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, and G. R. Key-

tors,

and others,

at tonight's premiere
at the

"Watch on the Rhine,"
and Hollywood Theatre.

ser,
company foreign publicity
advertising head, arrived here yesterday from New York to confer with

here of

Fete Osserman Oct. 1

CIAA and U. S. Army officials reChicago, Sept. 14. Jack Ossergarding Latin-American premieres of
man, Midwest district manager of
"This Is the Army."
Radio, will be tendered a dinner by the local industry on Oct. 1
Quarters in honor of his Silver Jubilee as a

—

RKO

PRC

Enlarging

film salesman.

PRC's New York exchange will
George C. Kenny.
move to larger quarters at 630 Ninth
{Continued from page 1)
Record
'Army' in
Avenue this week.
Next week the
after several commentators had made
Sutton to Reopen
Warner Bros, claims that the first
home office will move to 625 Madison
a sound track for judgment by Para300 engagements of "This Is the
Rugoff and Becker's newly acquired Avenue for more floor space.
mount newsreel executives.
Army" have piled up additional playJ. Carroll Smith, with Warners for
Barron will continue in his exploi- Sutton Cinema, 57th St. at 3rd Aye.,
reopen Saturday, after being the past 16 years, is new booker and ing time averaging 80 per cent more
tation post with the company and will will
that comtravel to New York each week to do closed for two weeks for extensive office manager of PRC's Dallas ex- than any previous release by

New

the

commentary

for the newsreel.

redecoration.

change.

pany

to date.

:

:

:

Wednesday, September

Army'

Motion Picture Daily
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15,

2nd

in

;

Review

Week, $44,700

"The Great Mr. Handel"
British-Mid film., Inc.)

In Philadelphia BUILT around the of the great composer, George Frederic Handel,
this picture, English made,
an attempt to bring to the public the
climaxing with his best work, the well—Crowds late years of the composer's
Philadelphia, Sept.
(

life

is

life,

14.

known

oratorio, "Messiah."
Omitting entirely the earlier years of the composer's life, the suc"Let's Face It" is cessful years, the story starts with the period approaching the middle
najor opening.
he single major entrv and points to 18th century.
Handel, portrayed by Wilfrid Lawson, had declined in
I big $28,300 at the Stanley. All the popularity, due to antagonism provoked
by the stuffy Prince of Wales
enjoyiioldovers and second runs are
Max Kirby). His operas are shunned by Londoners, since the prince
the
in" good continued business with
sets the fashion.
The prince dislikes Handel, preferring lighter music,
ocal field still led by "This Is the
Army," the $44,700 in sight for its and usually enjoying anything his father, the king, doesn't the kingfourth week not far behind the open- likes Handel.
na week gross.
Following his apparent failures, Lawson's only friends are Elizabeth
"Estimated recejpts for the week
Allan, who plays Mrs. Cibber, an actress who recognizes his genius
ending Sept. 14-17
Heidegger (Morris Harvey), his manager; and his Scottish servant,
"So Proudly We Hail" (Para.)
\LDINE— (900) (3Sc-41c-46c-S7c-68c-/5c)
Phineas, admirably played by Hay Petrie.
Overwork and failure to
davs, 2nd week. Gross: $16,600. (Average,
create something lasting and beautiful causes the composer to become
$10,300)
"Gone With the Wind" (M-G-M)
gravely ill. He recovers through no fault of his own and anticipates
\ RCA DI A — (600) (35c-46c-57c-68c) 7 days,
a dismal few remaining years of life. A literary amateur brings him
$3,500)
(Average,
$4,300.
Gross:
revival.
lyrics of an oratorio, "Messiah," and Handel, who has hoped he might
"Watch on the Rhine" (W. B.)
7
(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)
BOYD— (3,000)
do something great before he dies, begins work on his greatest masterdavs, 3rd week. Gross: $14,600. (Average.

week

the

jot

I

big

a

to

off

pite of the fact that there is

start

in

only one

(

—

WORLD'S

/

piece.

$19,000)

"Frontier Bad Man" (Univ.) (6 days)
"Let's Face It" (Para.) (1 day)
EARLE— (3,000) (46c-57c-75c) 6 days of
vaudeville including Four Ink Spots, Bobby
Sherwood's orchestra, Lyda Sue. Johnny
Woods and Gwen Davies. Gross: $32,800.
(Average, $23,900)

Filmed in technicolor, the production is slow moving, but one hour
and a half of Handel's music, played by the London Philharmonic orchestra, makes it worth while for music lovers.
Many of his lesser
known works are brought out as well as selections from "Acis and Galatea," Largo from "Xerxes," and the "Messiah."
Lawson is good as Handel, though a little stiff at times Elizabeth
Allan turns in a good performance, but Hay Petrie, as Phineas, steals
Norman Walker directed, from a screen play by
the acting honors.
L. Du Garde Peach.
Helen McNamara
Running time, 95 minutes. "G."*

"Destroyer" (Col.)

FOX— (3.000)

(35c-!lc-46c-57c-6Sc-75c)

Gross:

days, 2nd week.

7

$17,800)

"Heaven Can Wait" (20th-Fox)

KARLTON —

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-

(1,000)

Gross:

2nd run.

75c) 7 days.
age, $4,700)

(Aver-

$10,000.

"Above Suspicion" (M-G-M)

KEITH'S— (2,200)
7

davs, 2nd run.

(Average,

$6,000.

*"G" denotes general

$5,300)

"This Is the

7
days. 4th week.
(Average, $22,900)
"Let's Face It" (Para.)

Gross:

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-

week.

Gross:

Best in Cleveland
—"So Proudly
Cleveland, Sept.

$7,500.

14.

'Phantom' Terrific

We

Hail," at $22,000, enjoyed a second weekend that almost duplicated

Toronto Grosser
—

Toronto, Sept. 14. "Phantom of
Opera" appeared to be sweeping
to $15,300 in its second week at the
I ptown Theatre after breaking the
the

its

Weather,

first.

ALLEN— (3,000)

(40c-50c-60c)

"The Sky's the Limit" (RKO)

We

EGLINTON —

week.

(18c-30c-4Sc-60c)

(1.086)

Gross:

$3,300.

6

(Average,

S4.300)

We

HaU"

IMPERIAL— (3,373)
days. 2nd week.

Gross:

(Average,

$12,000.

50c-60c) 6V2 days.
age, $17,100)

"Ccnstant

"Fallen Sparrow"

Gross: $11,900.
"Dixie" (Para.)

— (2,480)

days, 2nd week.

(18c-3Oc-42c-60c-90c)

Gross: $14,200.

6

(Average,

$12,200)

Moscow" (W. B. Transferred)

Gals Incorporated" (Univ.)

TIVOLI—

GI°ss:

(1.434)
(18c-30c-48c)
$4,600.
(Average. $4,600)

6

days.

Phantom of the Opera" (Univ.)
LPTO\VN-(2,761) (18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6
Week Gr° SS: $15 300 (Avera ? e

$9 800)

'

'

-

'

$19,500.

(Aver-

(40c-50c-60c)

7

(Average,

$3,500.

and
Stage:
85c Sundays and holidays) 7 days.
Gracie Barrie orchestra, Jerry Colonna and
vaudeville.
Gross: $31,000. (Average, $25,-

"So Proudly

We

(45c-55c-75c

Hail" (Para.)

LOEWS STATE— (3,300)

in

Gross:

$8,000.

7

(Average.

(Average,

(4Oc-60c)
$8,600)

It" (Para.)
(35c-40c-55c-65c)

Gross:

$21,000.

7

(Average,

$16,500)

We

Hail" (Para.)

GREAT LAKES— (3,000)

7 days, 3rd
$16,400)

week.

(35c-40c-55c-65c)

Gross: $21,000.

(Average.

"Swing Shift Maisie" (M-G-M)
"The Kansan" (U. A.)

HIPPODROME-(2,100)

7

days, 2nd week.

Gross:

$11,000.

7

(Average.

$9,500)

"The Sky's the Limit" (RKO)
"Mexican Spitfire's Blessed Event" (RKO)
55c) 7 days.

CENTURY-(3,000)

Gross:

$9,000.

(Average,

(35c$10.-

LAFAYETTE— (3,000)

Gross: $10,500.

(35c-55c)

da>

(Average, $10,5001

Hearing for Local 306
A panel hearing of the Regional Altec Signs N. C. Circuit
C. R. Bamford, president of the
War Labor Board has been set for
tomorrow in New York to rehear argu- Publix-Bamford circuit, of Asheville,
ments in the wage-slash controversy N. C, has signed Altec Service for a
between IATSE's Local 306, projec- sound and repair-replacement agreetionists, and the Joelson Circuit of the ment for the circuit's houses.
H. B.

Bronx.

hurling against

.

.

.

.

.

Moog

negotiated for Altec.

make

the Four Freedoms ring?

That's the thrilling

theme of

"WAR FOR
MEN'S MINDS
newest release

in

UNITED ARTISTS'
great 2-reelers that

(35c-40c-55c-65c)

"What's Buzzin' Cousin" (Col.)
"Power of the Press" (Col.)

Artists)

LOEWS STILLMAN— (1,900)

days.

(3,489)

days, 2nd week.

TWENTIETH

(40c-60c)

Gross: $22,000.

now

him dynamite from the Arsenal
of Truth
with broadcasts
more explosive than blockbusters
words with the zing
of bullets. .. and pamphlets
that drop like paratroopers to

—

"So Proudly

(RKO)

"The Kansan" (United

(Average. $12,300)

Week

Buffalo, Sept. 14. Patrons lined
up at box offices here as fine product
began to increase its drawing power

BUFFALO —

(W.B.)

Gross:

RKO PALACE— (3.300)

$16,800)
6

Buffalo

"Henry Aldrich Swings
(40c-

$3,100)

"The Younger Profession" (M-G-M)
"Harrigan's Kid" (M-G-M)
jays.

Gross:

Nymph"

days, 2nd week.

(18c-30c-42c-60c-78c)

days,

(Average, $8,300)

WARNERS LAKE— (714)

days, 3rd week.

SI 2.300)

LOEWS — (2.074)

7

WARNERS' HIPPODROME— (3.5CO)

800)

(Para.)

(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6

Gross: $11,300.

Top

extended runs.
"Salute to the
Marines" and "So Proudly We Hail"
are still packing them in at the Buffalo and Great Lakes, with $21,000
expected in each situation.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Sept. 18:
2nd "Salute to the Marines"
(M-G-M)

cool,

ending Sept. 13
"Watch on the Rhine" (W.B.)
week.

record in the first six days.
the four holdovers, "Dixie" at
Shea's
Theatre
looked
good for
814.200 and "So Proudly
Hail"
was heading for $11,300 at the Imperial Theatre.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Sept. 16
"Meet Mr. London" (Br.)

and

clear

Among

'^Mission to

his

enslave millions?

.

contributed to big downtown crowds.
"Fallen Sparrow" got $31,000. Holdovers made especially good showings.
Estimated receipts for the week

house

SHEA'S

But do you or your audience

Allies are

$22,000 Are $21,000 Each to

'Hail's'

(M-G-M)

(1,700)

7 days.
2nd
(Average, $8,400)

"So Proudly

course!

Hitler, of

lies to

'Sparrow's' $31,000, 'Proudly', 'Salute',

:

Maisie"

STANTON —

2nd

n
it.

And do they know how the

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c(3,000)
Gross $28,300. (Average, $18,-

75c)

days.

i

$44,700.

STANLEY —
Shift

classification.

B.)
(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-

75c)

"Swing

nyone

your audience can answer

Army" (W.

MASTBAUM— (4,700)

75c) 7 days.
300)

a

ques-

Almost

know how he dramatized

(35c-41c-46c-57c-6Sc-75c)

Gross:

tion.

;

(Average,

$14,500.

A good

ore talking

about

snowmen
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Short Subject

Reviews

Hollywood

Reviews

"Follies Girl"
By JACK CARTWRIGHT

(P.R.C.)

Hollywood, Sept. 14

Hollywood, Sept. 14

THE

third picture to go four weeks
the Hollywood Pantages and
Los Angeles Hillstreet theatres this
year is RKO's "Mr. Lucky," starring
at

Cary Grant with Laraine Day.
That studio's "Behind the Rising Sun,"
got a special premiere at those same
Columbia has
theatres Monday.
signed Jane Lawrence, singing star of
the musical comedy "Oklahoma," and
she makes her screen bow in "Gone
Are the Days," with Rita Hayworth,
Cary Grant, Janet Blair and Charles
Coburn.
Universal is building up
the music end of "Three Cheers for
the Boys" by adding the bands of
Charles Spivack and Freddy Slack to
Ted Lewis' music already set in the
.

.

.

.

.

Republic has given the
romantic leads in "Whispering Footsteps" to Rita Quigley and John Hub-

picture.

.

.

.

bard.

M-G-M

Joan Crawford left
to Warner Brothers

to go

and shortly
thereafter her husband, Phil Terry,
left M-G-M to free lance.
Now
he's been signed for a role opposite
Loretta Young
"When Ladies

THERE

is never a moment when something is not happening in this
ambitious effort at a smart musical production by Producer-Director
William Rowland, but the picture is lacking in cohesive continuity.

does not give Wendy Barrie a chance to do much with her role,
nor does it do any better by Gordon Oliver, playing her soldier sweetIt

heart.

However, the picture has every sort of entertainment known to vauderadio, the musical comedy stage and last, but far from least, bur-

.

.

.

.

in Walter Wanger's
Fly," at Universal.

ville,

lesque.

.

University of
in "Jack London."
a

.

.

Republic has

.

Lorna Gray and Frank Albertson
the lead
Clementine."

for

in
.

.

.

set

"Oh, My Darling
Ralph Staub, Colum-

bia's Screen Snapshots producer, is
preparing one titled "Hollywood Museum," which will show all the camera

equipment from 1915 to now, and

soprano

Lucy

voice of
feature of this

the

latest

It is a pleasure to
songs sung well and
Miss Monroe does the job with such
style and energy that the audience
cannot resist wanting to join in with
her.
The songs presented are "The
Army Air Corps Song," "Anchors

hear

sing.

patriotic

in a canteen.

Rowland has

a dozen specialty performers rushing through bits in the
comedians and dancers, with Anne Barrett putting
over her songs in excellent fashion and Jay Brennan, Pat C. Flick,
pictures, including

William Harrigan, Marian McGuire

C. Nugent, Cora Witherspoon,
and others in supporting roles.
J.

"The RockyRoad
To Ruin"
Columbia)
This Technicolor satire on the Horatio Alger from-newsboy-to-millionaire plot, is original and amusing fare.
The poor, but honest, paper-boy carries on bravely through the years, in
(

Miss Barrie and Oliver struggle with a story of a costume designer
is fired and then whips up the costumes for the town's first streamlined burlesque show.
Oliver thinks she's after his wealthy father and
She finds he was spite of the fact that his lady love has
tries to lead her away, only to fall for her himself.
preferred to marry the villain. But in
hiding under a false name, but the final clinch fixes everything.
the end he wins out.
Running time,
Running time, 74 minutes. "G"*.
8*4 mins. Release date, Sept. 16.
Jack Cartwright

who

"Blazing Guns

plays the role of
California professor

The fine
Monroe is
community

l

.

Harry Davenport

"Community Sing"
(No. 3—Series 8)
(Columbia)

With Barrie and Oliver carrying the romantic leads, Rowland added Aweigh," "Over There" and "The
Star Spangled Banner," with a backDoris Nolan as a burlesque queen, and from the ranks of burlesque actors
ground of appropriate action shots.
he picked Cliff Hall, Lew Hearn and others to bolster the showy comedy Running time, 9
/> mins. Release date,
numbers. He even put Fritzi Scheff in a spot singing a patriotic song Sept. 24.

20th-Fox has signed baritone
Dick Haymes to a term contract
and lifted the option on Cara Williams, who was last seen in "Happy (Monogram)
Land."
Hollywood, Sept. 14
Charles Barton is directing "Hey, DRODUCER-DIRECTOR ROBERT TANSEY has raised the level
Rookie," film musical, for Producer *
of the Trail Blazers series with this one in which Ken Maynard
Irving Briskin at Fort MacArthur,
and Hoot Gibson are paced through plenty of fast action, trick riding,
on location.
trick shooting, and even stop to reload their guns.
Los Angeles theatres, through
Events move at a swift pace from the moment that Maynard and
the Theatre Defense Bureau, headed by Tom Baily, have assumed an Gibson, U. S. Marshals, are assigned to clean up the town of Willow
active role in the big job of re- Springs.
They quickly get a grip on the outlaws and come to shooting
cruiting
additional
fire odds almost immediately.
55,000
After two or three minor affrays, fist fights
guards for the city's Civilian De- and mad horseback rides, they settle everything in a true Western
fense Corps.
shooting scrap in the heart of the town.
•
.

1943

15,

Le Roy Mason turns in a good heavy with Weldon Heyburn doing
Emmett Lynn provides some comedy relief
a swell villain support job.
while Eddie Gribbon leads the paroled prisoners who help to clean up
the town.
Running

time, 55 minutes.

New Mexico Firm

to

Make Newsreels
—

Mexico City, Sept. 14. Newsreels
and documentary shorts are to be produced in Mexico for the first time by
a company organized especially for
that purpose by Luis Manjarrez, producer and director, who will also direct these pictures.
The company is known as Documentales Mexicanos and is a subsidiary of two of this country's biggest

producing companies, Clasa and Films
Mundiales. The new product will be
distributed by both.

Male Ushers Near

End
Boston, Sept.

14.

Boston

in

—Male ushers will

soon be a thing of the past in Boston
Defense plants and factories
have taken those not in the armed
forces and theatres have ceased trying
to compete with wages paid in the

"G"*.

theatres.

*"G" denotes general

classification.

factories.

Hub Runs Swinging No

Rejects in 108
More than half the former ushers
Camera work on
are now in service but the problem
three finished at Monogram, with
Swing-Shifters
in
lies
with the other half who, at"Hitler's
Women," "Mr. Muggs
Chicago, Sept. 14. Examining 108 tracted by factory wages, have gone
Boston, Sept. 14. Defense workers
Steps Out," and "Death Valley Rangon swing shifts constitute more than pictures with a total of 427,000 feet
ers," coming off the stages.
Leo 98 per cent of the patrons attending of film, the Chicago police censor to work in local defense plants.
Erdody composed seven songs for midnight shows at Loew's Orpheum board handled the largest amount for
PRC's "Jive Junction" a top budget here, according to manager Harry any month this year, during August.
Charlotte Changes
musical.
Ernest Truex does dou- Greenman.
Charlotte, N. C, Sept. 14. PerThere were no rejections and only
development.

.

.

its

.

For

.

.

.

.

which he

.

"Third Glory,"

direct

will

dialogue as

well as play a featured role
Charles Lamont's direction.

under

•

Monogram

signed

.

.

.

.

.

Cal Howard, M-G-M cartoonist, is
penning "Moonlight Sinatra" for

Home

to

sing.

.

.

.

Gordon

Oliver gets the romantic lead in
RKO-Radio's "Dangerous Journey,"
featuring Elsa Lanchester.
Ray
is

Orpheum

the

packed houses

at

swing

playing
shift

to

perform-

ances, other theatres in the downtown
district are contemplating the inauguration of weekly midnight shows.

Charles
.

McCarey

—

With

"Revenge

of

the

Zombies" was
and so was

classified for adults only,

"Ecstasy," which
re-examination.

changes have been made at
Universal and
exchanges here.
Ken Laird, formerly office manager
sonnel

four cuts made.

was

called

in

for

RKO

for

Warner

has

joined

directing.

RKO

Compete with 'Gansett

Buys 'Teen Age'

—

D. Kendis, president of Continen-

J.
tal Pictures,

New

York,
ments with

Inc.,

Hollywood, now

has

completed

RKO

in

arrange-

to show his "Teen
theatres
Age" in a number of
throughout the country, he said recently. The picture relates to juvenKendis will also arile delinquency.

RKO

range for the picture's release
England.

in

New

Boston, Sept. 14. One of the stiffest bits of competition to hit theatres
has arisen from Narragansett Race Track. Receipts at the
track have soared until recently they
reached a new high of $1,569,890 in a

Lynn
to

Bros, in Oklahoma City,
Universal here as salesAt the local
exchange,
Dunn has been named salesman
the post left vacant earlier in

RKO

man.

has

Butterworth for "The
Sultan's
Daughter," starring Ann Corio.
"None Shall Escape," becomes
"After The Night," at Columbia
with Sam Bischoff producing.

Lena

—

.

ble duty in Universal's
in

a Month

Films

—

fill

the summer by Tom
serving in the Army.

Watson, now

in this territory

Air Medal for Blake

—

track is so far from Boston
those who attend cannot return
in time to attend theatres in the eve-

Cincinnati, Sept. 14. Maj. Grovernan Blake, of the Army Air Force,
former theatre editor of the Cincinnati
Times-Star, has been awarded the Air
Medal for flying on missions over en-

ning.

emy

day.

The

that

territory.

PUT YOURSELF

IN

THIS PICTURE/
Are you cooperating with your

Have you
stitutes

sent

a

local

War

copy of your pledge to National Screen Service? This step con-

an automatic order for the two

Ladd, the other with Carole Landis.
a

Have you arranged

a Parade or a

gratis

War Bond

trailers,

one with Alan

.

Bond Premiere

Have you arranged

Have you used

Finance Committee Chairman?'

town?

in your

Bond

Rally?

the accessories in the National Screen Service kit in your lobby?

For every hero
in\ii

Any War Heroes

fox -hole,

a hero

in

town? Have you invited them to be part of your campaign?

Have you dressed up your marquee

a

bond - booth

in your

Have you

I"

see that

built a

it is

new Bond booth

front

and lobby?

or redecorated your old

one and arranged

to

adequately staffed?

Have you planned

to sustain interest in your

campaign with

local angles?

Have you obtained the cooperation of the personnel of nearby Army, Navy,
Marine or Coast Guard Camps? It's yours for the asking. Government directives
have approved

LET'S ALL

this cooperation.

DO

IT

TOGETHER!

Back The Attack! 3rd War Loan!
War

Activities

Committee of Motion

Picture Industry, 1501

Broadway,

New

York City

MO,

Irst In

Alert,

28 VSEST

NEW YORK.
N. Y.

16 COP
to the

ition

Picture
Industry

VOL.

NO.

54.

NEW

54

Cavalcade's
Quota Already
Over the Top
$750,000,000 in

Revised, late figures disclose that
Third War Loan bonds to the tune
of $750,000,000 have already been
sold by the' Hollywood Star Cavalsix cities, exceeding
by $250,000 the Treasury's quota for
in only

14 stops of their national
The stars will almost certainly
tour.
reach $ 1,500,000,000, as predicted by

the

entire

Picture Daily,

Motion

calculations

basing

last

week,

the pace of
of bond-selling.

on

few days
Detroit's Tuesday stop brought

their

first

in

another $47,000,000, as reported yesterday, with Cincinnati's visit, yesterday, raising the over-all total considerably.

"With
theatre
national

selling

the

of

potential

bond premieres so great the
total

could

even

that

equal

(Continued on page 2)

ODT Extends Truck
Delivery Curbs
Sept.

15—Restric-

on motor truck deliveries of all
commodities which have been in effect
since last Spring in 12 Eastern states
and the District of Columbia were extended tonight by the Office of Defense
tions

Transportation to blanket
country effective Oct. 11.
of the order was
mediately available and the

Text

the

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

entire

16,

TEN CENTS

1943

National Service
Act

Is

Urged for

Non-Essential
Washington,

Sept.

15.

Men

— Prompt

the War Manpower Commission as
non-essential, including a number in
and around the film industry, was

urged upon Congress to day by UnderSecretary of War Robert Patterson.
Patterson entered a plea for the
drafting of workers in connection with
his opposition to any deferment of
the induction of fathers, during testimony before the Senate Military Af-

Committee here today.
The
only ground for deferment of any man
fairs

military age, he declared, should
be occupational.
The question of a labor draft
loomed larger today as President
Roosevelt began work on a message
which he will send to Congress Fri-

Exhibitors Urged
To 'Back Salerno'

EXHIBITORS

are urged by
industry
chairman of the Third War
Loan, to do their utmost and
to use their initiative in getting behind "Back Salerno
Day," tomorrow, with extra
C.

L.

war

bond

"There
said,

is

"for

(Continued on page 6)

selling

effort.

no time," Griffith
national

WAC

to

prepare posters, trailers and
that
can
accessories
the
properly aid the campaign.
"A brief ceremony, beginning
with a prayer and ending
'Back the
with the request

—

Attack, Buy Bonds to Push
should
Back the Germans,'
take place in every theatre in
the land," he advised.

—

Ask Divorcement, Urge
Industry Sales Tax

—

Boston, Sept. 15. The Independent Exhibitors of New England
today filed a brief with Tom C.
Clark, Assistant Attorney General
in charge of the consent decree,
setting forth their reasons for advocating theatre divorcement, urging a sales tax for the industry and
citing their experiences under the

The independents charge

Jones and West in
New Exchange Setup

in their
that the five decree companies
complain that they are suffering
from
first, the loss of their entire

brief

:

European
England

foreign
second,

;

British Talks Over,

MGM Chiefs Depart

— Johnny

Jones,
of the local theatre circuit of Jones,
Linick and Schaefer, with George

Chicago, Sept.

15.

posed restrictions

market,

barring

Government imon their Canadian

film rentals third, constriction of film
supply, although never in history has
;

(Continued on page 3)

Meeting between top Loew-M-G-M West, Monogram Midwest exchange
executives on immediate and future owner, and Elmer Benesch, are part-

Majors Agree to
Make U
Films

plans ners in the new World Wide Pictures,
production
end here yesterday when Inc., which will state-right product in
Louis B. Mayer and Sir Alexander Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin.
.
S.
The owners will also act as salesKorda, who will be in charge of Enhaving acquired distribution
glish production, left for the Coast. men,
Al Lichtman, who accompanied May- rights to "Garden of Allah," "PrisonHollywood, Sept. 15— Allyn Buter here from the Coast, is due to de- er of Zenda" and "Tom Sawyer," all terfield, War Department film liaison
for
reissues,
purchased
part Tuesday. Ben Goetz is awaiting David Selznick
officer, will return to Washington tocompletion of arrangements for his the three states from Astra Pictures. morrow after a two-week visit here
Jones also recently acquired 20 Gau- during which he arranged
departure to England.
for proKorda's return to the Coast is to mont-British and seven Selznick re- duction of two features and three
bring his wife, Merle Oberon, now issues, from Film Classics, New York, shorts, described as "of genuine
benecompleting a Columbia assignment, and these, too, will go through World fit to the Army" and designed
to "conWide.
(Continued on page 6)
vey important information to the pub-

came

British

to an

iman-

35 Gold Stars in

There will be at least 35
gold stars in the entertainment industry's service flag
to be dedicated by the Na-

Guttman and Mann
Buy Poster Exchange
— Donald
Sept.
Minneapolis,

ODT

NEW Service Flag
Induspledge

scheduled for Oct. 5,
probably at the Winter Garden, at 11:30 P.M. Over 75,000 members of the enterin
tainment
industry
are
rally

service.

general council will

meet Sept. 28 at the Hotel
Astor.

Cite Profits

lic."

not

(Continued on page 6)

NEIC

Blast Majors,

decree.

Up
Equipment Exchange Mart

tional Entertainment
try Council at their

Independents

Griffith,

of

post-war

Washington,

U.S.A.,

enactment of a National Service Law
which would forcibly lift men of military age out of occupations listed by

Bonds

In 6 of 14 Stops

cade,

YORK,

Supply Dealers

to

Set

Formation of an exchange mart
where exhibitors can exchange, sell

or purchase used theatre equipment,
is planned by theatre supply dealers,
15.
to help fill the gaps because of the
Guttman and Ted Mann have bought curtailment of materials being used
the Independent Poster Exchange here for war manufacturing.
The set-up will be one of the main
from Saul Malisow and Martin Bravpieces of business at the three-day
erman.
semi-annual meeting of the Theatre
Mann also operates the Gem and Equipment Dealers Protective AssoOxford theatres in St. Paul, and the ciation, which starts tomorrow and
Minneapolis Metro. Guttman is gen- continues through Sunday, at the Biseral manager of the Harry Dicker- mark Hotel, Chicago.
Allen G. Smith, head of the theatre
man independent circuit and president
of the North-Central Allied Indepen- equipment section of the War Prodent Exhibitors.

(Continued on page 6)

Warners, according to Butterfield,
has assigned Hal Wallis to make a
(Continued on page 6)

M.

&

R. Wins Award
Against Majors

Boston, Sept. 15.—The M.
R. Circuit today won a
master's decision against the
majors, which, tripled with

&

fees and costs, will
to about $750,000 if

amount

upheld.
Millinocket Theatres, Millinocket, Me., and Clarence Millett of Bridgeton, Me, independents,
were awarded
$61,000 against the Kurson
Graphic Circuit in Maine,
which, tripled with fees and
costs, amounts to
$200,000.

more than

Motion Picture Daily
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Cavalcade's Quota Topped;
$750,000,000 Bonds Sold

Personal
Mention
»J

OSEPH

I.

SCHNITZER

New York

rived in

has arfrom Holly-

•

20th-Fox sales managers Andrew
Smith, William C. Gehring and L.
Schlaifer, who will visit Washington, Minneapolis and Buffalo this
week, will be accompanied by their respective executive assistants Clarence
A. Hill, Edwin H. Collins and Jack
J.

:

•

sentative

for

home

office repre-

Universal

the

maximum number

of

foreign

department, will leave for Mexico
City at the end of next week, starting a two months' Latin American

In response to a wire from Griffith
State chairmen, many
to the
of whom are circuit heads, a steady
stream of replies received at
headquarters attest to the fact that
more and more circuits every day are
agreeing to stage "seats-for-bonds"
reported
shows, the

WAC

business trip.

WAC

Theatres
personally

New York

in

which will be available below cost.
The trailer is to be run on the Saturday and Sunday preceding the 27th.
A set of ad slugs has been completed
which the members of the "squadron" will take direct to theatres.
An advertisement will be sponsored
to run in newspapers, announcing the
special

theatres.

WAC

Bloom.
special

1)

by

WAC

wood.

Al Daef,

putje

the Hollywood Bond
Cavalcade or the War Veterans' Airsaid yesterday. L. C.
mada,"
Griffith,
film War Loan chairman,
and William F. Rodgers, bond premiere chairman, are redoubling efforts to enlist the cooperation of the
registered

will

canvassed by members

be
of

the War Activities Committee distributors division to enlist as many exhibitors as possible in "Free Movie Day,"
Third War Loan project scheduled for
Sept. 27, according to Leo Brecher,
New York State bond chairman.

day and

listing theatres

16.

1943

Coast Flashes
Hollywood, Sept.

CHAIRMAN
(Continued from

¥

Thursday. September

BERG

HENRY

V.

GINS

of the War Finance Com
mittee announced today the purchaM
of $1,000,000 in war bonds by Col
umbia and $500,000 by Samuel Goldwyn, which brought the Third Wai
Loan studio total in excess of $8,000.
000 for the first week. Among individ'

ual

were

buys

which $25,000

Charles

Winninger

Commander Eugene Zuk/

;

and Charles Rogers,

I

are participating.
In Washington, a total exceeding
$1,250,000 in War Bonds was in the
bank yesterday afternoon, from admissions to the War Bond premiere
of Paramount's "For
the Bell

$17,500,

Tolls," at Loew's Palace Theatre last
evening.
All Loew's Washington theatres ran
trailers on the engagement four weeks

by the Pantages and Hillstreet, following the same step-up effected several weeks ago by Fox West Coast
Paramount's have a similar increase
under advisement.

Whom

in

advance.
Sixty-seven members of Columbia's

S10,(\

•

Warner

first-runs

Los Angek:

in

today increased their admissions fron
65 to 75 cents.
The move follows ;
parallel

increase

instituted

yesterday

•
Louis de Rochemont was toda)
yesterday pledged their all-out efforts made a special consultant to Darnmanager in Philadelphia, and Mrs.
to "Back the Attack" with record- Zanuck on the production of "WoodMary McClay O'Donnell, formerbreaking War Bond sales, at a di- row Wilson," and "One World."
ly with Jay Emanuel theatres there,
•
visional rally held at the home office.
announced the birth of a daughter,
Under the leadership of Bob Wolf
Milt Howe today resigned his RKC
Columbia executives announced that
Maureen, last week.
and Henry Randall, a squadron of prizes of War Bonds and extra paid studio publicity post to establish hi;
•
ten will immediately begin their visits vacations will be awarded to those own publicity-advertising agency.
manager
of
Vogel,
general
Joseph
to exhibitors.
The men are Jack bringing in the greatest volume of
•
theatres,
is
the
out-of-town
Loew's
Bowen, Bronx Myron Sattler, Man- War Bond sales in dollars and in
W
illiam Backer was today assignee
born
Mrs.
Lina
to
father of a boy,
hattan
Phil Hodes, Brooklyn
Joe
the production of "Stars and StripeYogel at Doctors' Hospital here yes- Lee, Queens Dave Burkan, Suffolk number of individual bonds sold.
The
rally was addressed by David Forever," his first for 20th-Fox.
terday morning.
and Staten Island Irving Wormser, A. Lipton, director of advertising•
•
upstate
Jules Liggett, Westchester
Republic
today
elevated
publicity
Waltei
Robert S. Ferguson. ColRobert Bein, discharged from the and Sam Lefkowitz, Nassau.
umbia unit chairman of the Screen Goetz to an associate producershij
Army, has joined the publicity deA trailer and special poster is being Publicists Guild, and Herbert L. and assigned him "South Sea Quest'
partment of the Warner circuit in
prepared by National Screen Service, Smith, department business manager.
with
previously
Philadelphia. He was
the circuit's contact department.
•
Norman Elson, general manager
Chicago, Sept. 15.— Jack Osserman
of Trans-Lux Theatres, will leave
Midwest district manager, wheTuesday on a trip to Boston, WashNational Council of American-Sovilms been appointed
general suington and Philadelphia.
et Friendship gave a reception yespervisor for Brazil, Uruguay and ArHotel,
welWarwick
to
terday
at
the
gentina,
will
be honored by Film Row
Bernie Bozzone, manager of 20th
Majority of the managers of the here at a farewell dinner on Oct. 1 ainew
Century-Fox's service department for come Mikhail Kalatozov to his
41 Skouras theatres in Manhattan, the Blackstone Hotel.
Committee
here
as
Soviet
Cinema
post
Mayor Kellj
the past five years, will leave for the
representative and to send off Leonid Bronx and Long Island are claimed as and Brazilian representative Argei
Navy tomorrow.
members
the
new
of
M.
P.
Theatre
in
Antonov, who leaves the position
Gimareas will attend the affair foi
•
in Managers and Emplovees Union, Lo- Osserman who has been in the indusJohn B. Nathan, Paramount man- the United States for a similar post
cal
UOPWA,
152,
which
has
petiGreat Britain.
try for the past 25 years.
ager for Argentina, is expected in
tioned the Skouras management for a
Among those present were
Committee for the event is com
New York about Oct. 1 for a home
collective
bargaining
meeting.
Nicholas Napoli, Hannah Dorner,
posed of J. E. Flynn,
Westerr
office visit.
Unable
to secure a collective bar- division
Walter Gould. William Morris, Jr.,
manager, chairman; Allei
•
gaining
meeting with Harry Brandt, Usher, Paramount Midwest distric
Robert Schless, Joseph Burstyn. HerPhil Laufer, Rivoli publicity di- man Shumlin, Sam Shain, Irving owner of 24 theatres in Manhattan manager, vice chairman
J. E. Cos
rector, will leave Saturday with Mrs.
Maas, Maurice Maurer, Fred Stengel, and the Bronx, in which the union ton, Warner Bros, zone manager, vice
Laufer for a two-week vacation in Grover Schaefer, Morris Goodman,
also claims a majority of the man- chairman
Jack Kirsch, president o
J.
the Poconos.
Lissim, Jack McManus, Bert Hicks, agers as members, D. F. Barreca. Allied Theatres of Illinois, treasurer
•
president, has filed a pe- William Baker, Rud Lohrenz, W. E
Floyd Stone, Bosley Crowther, ArchOscar A. Doob, on loan to the er Winsten, E. Kisselev. Duncan tition with the Regional Labor Rela- Banford, Walter Immerman, J. J. Rutions Board for an election.
Treasury War Finance Committee, is Haymes and Tom Pryor.
bens, J. Jones, A. Schoenstadt, E. SilAlso.
recently sent a pro- verman, E. Zorn and William Bishop
in town today for Loew home oftest to S. H. Meinhold, Loew's local
fice conferences.
•
circuit personnel head, charging interference with the union's drive to orPfc. Bob Fels, formerly of the
in
ganize managers and assistants in the
Warner home office ant department, is
15.
Lou circuit's 75 theatres in the Greater
Sept.
Kansas City.
in New York on leave from Colorado.
Hollywood, Sept. 15. O. Henn
Metzger, well known West Coast ex- New York area, and threatening to file
•
Briggs, PRC president, today tolc
hibitor and former Universal general
Carl Rogers, manager of Loew's sales manager, is making favorable charges with the State Labor Board Motion Picture Daily that Paths
if
the alleged interference continues.
Granada Theatre, Cleveland, is vaca- progress toward recovery at Menorali
considering
entering
is
exhibitioi
tioning in New York.
principally as investors, and not oper
Hospital here, following a slight at•
ators, adding that the entire "plan i:
Metzger C.
tack suffered a week ago.
Duncan Haymes, Artkino's repre- was stricken while en route to New
highly nebulous."
sentative in Argentina, arrived here York from the Coast to take over a
If ever plans should crystallize, ht
yesterday.
Hollywood, Sept. 15.
C. W. said, the State Theatre, Denver, ii
new post with the industry War Ac•
Thornton, executive vice-president of which Pathe has held an interest foi
tivities Committee.
would represent the initia
Edward L. Alperson is traveling
It was stated that Metzger should the Hal Roach studios, resigned today, years,
step.
with the Hollywood Caravan.
be able to leave for New York soon. effective Sept. 18.
•

Vincent O'Donnell,

RKO

office

advertising-publicity department staffs

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Reception Held for
Soviet Film

Men

Union

Now

Claims

Skouras Majority

Osserman Shifted by
RKO; To Be Feted

RKO

RKO

MGM
;

;

MPTME

MPTME

Metzqer Improving;
Due
N. Y. Soon

Pathe May Invest
In Theatre Holdings*
—

—

W. Thornton Quits
Hal Roach Studios
—
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New England

Independents
Ask Divorcement, Sales Tax

Now Has

20th-Fox

2,372 in Service
Twentieth Century-Fox has
2,372 of its workers in service, more than 1,600 of them

(Continued from payc

serving overseas,
from all divisions of the company. One hundred and sixty
war service last
for
left
actually

independents.

1)

the

in

The independents

allege that "in
spite of these hardships, real and alleged, we find from their published

Shifts Seven

statements that earnings during the
past theatre season have increased."
The brief cites 1942 earnings reXew appointments listed by
ported by the decree companies as
Nathan follows: Loew's, $12,133,000, for the
theatres hereabouts include
Hern, named assistant manager at year ending Aug. 31
arners, $9,Chester, Bronx Lew Lewis, as- 346,000, ending Aug. 31
Paramount,
Alden,
isistant manager at the
ending Dec. 31; 20th
$13,125,000.
lamaica, named relief assistant man- Centurv-Fox, $10,600,000, ending Dec.
ager for the Brooklyn and Queens 31. and RKO, S736,000 ending Dec.

Managers

in N. Y.

RKO

:

;

RKO

;

Bernard Wechsler, transfrom a relief assistant manpost in the Bronx-Westchester-

[division

ferred
ager's

;

man-

division, to assistant

|New Jersey

RKO

ager at the
IE.

A. Payne,

who moves

to the

RKO

David
Cleveland, replacing
Marvin John, chief
Rainey, resigned
Orpheum, Des
of service at the
Moines, becomes assistant manager at
;

RKO

Robert

succeeding

house,

that

M.

Stult.

Para. Preparing for

Foreign Opening
"In anticipation of global victory
and the resumption of film trade
throughout the world," the Paramount
foreign department, after a lapse of
years, has resumed publica\, several
tion of its organ, Paramount Internai

distribution to its
>ales offices around the world, fortthe
nightly, with Albert Deane as

Nezvs,

tional

Nicholas M. Schenck, chairof the industry's March
of Dimes committee, has expressed gratitude for the cooperation of exhibitors in the
1943 paralysis drive, sending
each of 9,048 theatre opera-

man

the previous year's

for

editor.

basis, the nine

The

1943 earnings as folLoew's, for the 40 weeks ending
$9,453,000; Warners, for
10,

also

It

lows

:

lists

nine months ending May 29, $5,714,000 Paramount, for six months ending July 13. $7,387,000 20th CenturyFox, for six months ending June 26,
and
RKO, for three
$3,843,000.
months ending April 3, $1,925,000.
These figures, according to the independents, compare with 1942 earnings, during the same periods, as follows
Loew's. 40 weeks, $7,245,000;
Warners, $5,371,000; Paramount, $5,823,000; 20th Centurv-Fox, $2,190,000,
and RKO, $439,248.
The percentage increase of earnings
according to these figures are Loew's,
30.5 per cent
Warners, 6.4 per cent
Paramount, 26.8 per cent 20th Century-Fox, 75.5 per cent; and
39.9 per cent.
Warners' nine-month period this
year was compiled after an "asset
sale reserve" of $4,500,000, say the
;

;

:

:

;

;

RKO

tors a citation which encloses a lucky pocket-piece,
containing a bas-relief of

further says
"It is evident that film rentals obtained from exhibitors within the continental United States have increased
so enormously that the companies operating under the consent decree, have
not only overcome all the hardships
brief

which they publicly lament, as listed
but they have also exacted
rentals sufficient to pay those increased
war taxes which have lowered the

President Roosevelt and his
signature on one side, and a
new dime, surrounded by the

"Good Luck! Good
March of Dimes,
Health!
1943" on the other.

words

above,

profits of such a large percentage of
commercial enterprises.
They have
laid

31.

June
Pelham, replacing

Palace.

;

W

;

RKO

On

Schenck Tribute to
Owners on Drive

months earnings would
shape of completed pictures lying idle be, in Warners' case, $10,214,000, and
m film vaults, and fourth, their great- the percentage increase would be 90
per cent, it was said.
iy increased costs of production.

much him been hoarded

so

month.

RKO

:

away unpublished

post-war

emergencies,

to

all

that,

Honors Envoys

reserves for
and, in addi-

themselves
emerging with profits from 26.8 per
cent to 33.9 per cent greater than in
the comparable portion of last year.

tion

Industry in Capital

find

—

Washington, Sept. 15. More than
showmen gathered in the Hotel

300

Willard here,

"It seems beyond the necessity of
further proof that only by means of
their oppressive, monopolistic control
could the producer-distributor corporations have climbed on the shoulders
of the theatre owners, and by means
of such exorbitant film rentals, obtained these results.
"We, therefore, pray the Department of Justice will use its every endeavor to correct these conditions to
ameliorate the burdens under which the
independent, unaffiliated exhibitor now
suffers, and to restore, as far as possible, the conditions of fair competition and free opportunity within the
industry."
The brief is signed by Francis M.
Perry, president of the Independent
;

Exhibitors

of

New

possible.

Cinema Withdraws
Arbitration Cases

week, to pay tribute

the

Sherman, Golden Co-Kings
Sherman

Both

and

were

Golden

Variety co-kings for the occasion,
with Golden acting as toastmaster,
following a brief introductory address
by Sam Wheeler, chief barker for
Tent No. 11. As guest speakers, the
entire
roster
diplomats present
of
spoke with the keynote for the occasion set by Ambassador Wilhelme
Munthe de Morgenstierne, of Norway.

England.

A

feature of each issue will be a
description of local territorial changes
brought about by the war in foreign
countries where film trade is still

this

ambassadors and ministers of
unconquerable"
"conquered-but
the
Allies, at a diplomatic luncheon staged
by the local Variety Club. Arranged
by Nate Golden, chief of the foreign
film section of the Department of
Commerce, and Al Sherman, former
Columbia publicist and at present public consultant to the Royal Norwegian
the
luncheon
Information
Service,
scored nationwide attention through
a network broadcast over the Mutual.
to

Wallis to Confer in

East on Musicals

—

Hollywood,
15.
Cinema Enterprises. Inc., operator
Sept.
Hal
B. Other ambassadors and ministers who
of the Monterey Theatre, Los Ange- Wallis, Warner producer, leaves for were
present
were
Ambassador
the East tomorrow for a week of con- Count Robert van der Straton-Ponles, has withdrawn its combined sperun and clearance complaint ferences with Irving Berlin and Cole tlioz, of Belgium
cific
Ambassador Jan
:

Theatrical Unions in

;

Red Cross Pageant
War Chest
New York will

Labor
L. in

of the A. F. of
terminate a drive

during which $2,000,000 has already
been raised for the American Red

Garden,
Nov. 9, when all theatrical unions will
Plans
combine to stage a pageant.
Cross,

at

for the
at a

Madison

Square

affair will be discussed
on Sept. 22, at the Hotel

Garden

luncheon

Astor.

I

Ornstein-Ampa Meet
William Ornstein, chairman of the
Ampa publicity committee, will meet
today, at Jack and Franks, with his
committee, and Max Stein, of 20th
Century-Fox, concerning a new Ampa
monthly bulletin. Stein will edit.
First fall meeting of the organizastill
stands at Oct. 21, at the
Astor.
Those who will meet with
Ornstein, besides Stein, include Herb
Berg, of United Artists
Dave Bader.

tion

RKO

Porter
concerning musicals
which
against Warners, Paramount,
and Loew's, the American Arbitra- they are writing for Wallis production
tion Association here reported yester- during the new season.
Berlin's
film,
tentatively
titled,
day.
The complaint, originally filed on "Liberty Call," will star Ingrid BergApril 19. 1943, charged that both the man and Humphrey Bogart, while
Vern and Crystal, Los Angeles, had Porter's picture, "Night and Day,"
been sold runs ahead of the Monterey, will be based on his life, using much
one of which had been sought by the of the music he has composed.
A reduction of the excomplainant.
isting clearance of the National and
Gillis
Keystone over the Monterey was also
sought.

Century-Fox, and Arthur Bri-

lant of

RKO,

;

W. van
;

;

;

bassador
slovakia

Hurban, CzechoMinister Henrik de Kauff-

Vladimir
;

man, Denmark
Gallais,

Minister Hueges le
Rev. John C.
the
First
Presbyterian
;

Luxembourg.

Palmer of
Church delivered the invocation.

Among

those

present

at

the

luncheon were Frank La Falce, Fred
Kogod,
Abe
Lichtman,
George
R.
Grainger,
president
Reof
J.
Crouch, John Allen, Max Cohen,
to Arbitrate
public Pictures, and Maxwell Gillis,
Frank Boucher, Charles Schulman,
Chicago, Sept. 15.—John S. Lord, Eastern district sales manager, are in
Clarke Davis, Lou Ribnitzki, Julian
local attorney, has been appointed ar- Gloversville, N. Y., arranging a deal
Brylawski, Charles Peppiatt, Sam Gabitrator in "the case of the Geneseo with the Schine Circuit, for Republic's
lanty, Carter Barron,
Sidney Lust,
Theatre, Geneseo, 111., which is seek- 1943-44 program.
They will return to New York on Hans Olav, Charles Stoffberg and
ing to eliminate the clearance granted
other Film Row personalities.
to the Peerless Theatre. Kewanee, by Monday.
Paramount, Loew's, 20th Century-Fox
and RKO. Hearing has been set for

Lord

Seattle First

Sept. 28.

Runs

6% Dividend,
Despite Increase

G. B.

Raise Admissions

—

—

Seattle, Sept. 15. All downtown
McLoughlin Killed
London, Sept. 15. Gaumont-BritScranton, Pa., Sept. 15. Frank first-run houses, excepting one, have ish today declared a six per cent stock
McLoughlin, former Paramount em- raised evening admissions from 65 to dividend for 1942-43. This percentage
Joins
cents.
Bargain,
matinee
and is the same as last year and is underployee here, and brother-in-law of 75
Dorothy Day has joined M-G-M's George Beattie, Paramount exchange children's prices remain the same. The stood to have disappointed many due
to greatly increased theatre business
home office publicity department. She manager, in Philadelphia, was killed raise also jumped balcony prices.
Suburban theatre admissions remain throughout Great Britain.
His
North Africa.
Common
in
formerly was with Balaban and Katz in action
the same.
stock on the market dropped today.
widow survives.
circuit in Chicago.

Day

i

Minister
Boetbelaer, of the
Netherlands
Ambassador Constantin
Fotich, Yugoslavia
Ambassador Cimon P. Diamonopoulos, Greece Am-

Baron

Grainger,
in
Schine Product Deal

;

of 20th

Poland

Ciechanowski,

in addition to Stein.

—

M-G-M

I

^

v^y

BETTE'S

BRINGING
IN

HER

BIGGEST

BUSINESS
EVER,
EVER,

EVER!
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IRVING BERLIN'S 'THIS

'ACTION

in

the

IS

THE

ARMY^

CONSTANT NYMPH'

NORTH ATLANTIC- BACKGROUND TO DANGER'

'CASABLANCFMISSION TO

MOSCOW'*!

FORCED-YANKEE

DOODLE OANDY'*'EDGE OF DARKNESS'-'NOW VOYAGER'

./<£ THIS? NEVER, NEVER , NEVER!
Vamer,

THE HARD WAY'^GENTLEMAN

JIM'*'GE0.

WASHINGTON

SLEPT HERE'*'DESPERATE JOURNEY^ ACROSS THE PACIFIC
Executive Producer

SMASH HfTlm,!

Back rhe

tret

Wer loan, in ^epfem-be-r /
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'Above Suspicion,'

Off the Antenna

Big at $25,000,
Despite Cavalcade
Pittsburgh, Sept.

15.

— Even

with

Hollywood Cavalcade drawing
the
50,000 spectators, Sunday night, at
Forbes Field, box office receipts in
general went well ahead of average,
with "Above Suspicion" leading with
an expected $25,000, at the Stanley.
Estimated receipts for week ending
Sept. 16:
"Hers to Held" (Univ.)

FULTON— (1,700)

4th week (opening date moved
(Average
Gross: $4,600.
day).
$7,700).

(Columbia)

HARRIS— (2,200)
week.

Gross:

(35c-44c-60c)

5

(Average

$5,500.

days, 2nd
for

seven

PENN— (3,400)

(M-G-M)

Is

the

week (moveover
ley, one at Warner).

.

.

.

.

Gross:

.

(Aver-

SENATOR— (1,750)
week (moveover
$2,700.

(3Sc-44c-60c) 5 days,
after 16 days at Har(Average for 7 days,

.

•

•

— V. Fletcher

Suspicion/'

STANLEY—

.

.

.

.

.

.

WABC's

Turner, Jr. has joined

sales staff

NBC

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

NBC

.

.

Up

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Equipment Mart

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

service organizations.

National Service Act
Urged by Patterson
(.Continued from

page

1)

'Rosie' Screenings

war, there is a distinct possibility that
he may ask Congress for a labor law

which would make

workers subGovernment with

all

ject to orders of the

is

being

facili-

S.

Army

Engi-

Wants Television
Development No

-

1

*

television in this country, Norman Ij
Waters, president of the Ameria
Television Society, reveals that h

organization has set up

MGM Chiefs Depart

Trade showings of "Sweet Rosie
O'Grady," 20th-Fox Technicolor musical, will be held in all cities on Sept.
Tom Connors, vice-president in
22,
charge of distribution, announced yes-

back with him and accompany her to
England.
She will be starred in his

(Continued from page

first

picture

1)

under his new arrange-

its

own

pos

television committee to bring t<j
gether the many factors both insic,

war

and outside of the industry that, 1.
charges, have handicapped the deve

opment

of television.
will work with

ATS

the

newl;

Radio Technical Plannir
Board, which held its first organiz;
tion meeting in New York yesterda
created

but has outlined its own post-war pre
gram. The Federal Communicatioi
Commissiion should modify televisic
regulations, it believes, adding th;
delays necessitated by technical char
delays necessitated by technical chang<

should

not

be

tolerated.

Majors Agree

Make

British Talks Over,

Set for Sept 22

to

U. S. Film

(Continued from page

1)

feature based on an "important branc
of the armed forces."
Fox will also make a feature c.
military police, with Bryan Foy pre
ducing. Warner also will film a sho
on safety measures in air force trait
will produce a short c
ing.
civilian youth participation in aviatio:
another as a sequel to Pete Smith

ment with M-G-M, the story to be
New York trade showing of "Win- based on an idea of his own.
Sam Eckman, Jr., M-G-M's executertime," another Fox musical, will
take place in the company's exchange tive in England, now here, will forego "Seventh Column."

MGM

terday.

While he said only that his on
message would deal primarily with the
day.

Movement
tated by U.
neers.

.

.

.

as a dramatic actress.
•
•
•

.

include conservation of equipment, problems dealing with continuance of supplies and other matters
pertaining to the physical operations
theatre
during the
present
of
a
emergency.

Territory, 1,500 miles north.
Outfit carries traffic expediter and two shifts of drivers to insure delivery on
time for installation in a
theatre being rushed by th^
Army for the Canadian premiere of "This Is the Army,"
on Sept. 21.

.

Stuart Erwin and Chester Morris will appear on CBS'
Program Notes
Hedy Lamarr will be Charlie
"Coronet Little Show" on Sunday.
$19,200).
Chase and Sanborn program Sept. 26.
McCarthy's guest on
"Watch on the Rhine" (W. B.)
George Murphy, featured in Warners' "This Is the Army" will be Bing
WARNER^(2,000) (35c-44c-60c) 7 days,
Republic's Roy Rogers will play the
Crosby's guest on Sept. 23.
2nd week (moveover after one week at
Gross: $8,500.
leading role in CBS' "Silver Theatre" presentation on Sunday.
"The
Penn).
(Average, $6,900).
Maltese Falcon," featuring Humphrey Bogart, Mary Astor, Sydney
Greenstreet, and Peter Lorre, will be presented by CBS' "Screen Guild
to Set
Raymond Massey will star in an adaptation of
Players" Sept. 20.
"Citizen Tom Paine," on WOR-Mutual, on Saturday.
William
Cagney, producer of "Johnny Come Lately," United Artists release, will
(.Continued from page 1)
be a guest contestant on Mutual's "Double or Nothing" program toduction Board, and Edward Weber, morrow.
"Flight For Freedom," featuring Rosalind Russell, will be
of the WPB service equipment section, presented on the "Lux Radio Theater" next Monday.
Miriam Hopkins
will be speakers at the sessions.
In- will star in the Philip Morris Playhouse presentation of "Philadelphia
vitations to the meeting have been Story," tomorrow, over CBS.
Returning to the air on Sept. 29, Eddie
extended to more than 300 represen- Cantor will introduce his new discovery, Nora Lou Martin.
Bing
tatives of theatre equipment manu- Crosby will be Bob Hope's guest on Sept. 21, on the Pepsodent NBC
facturers, theatre supply dealers and show.

also

{

.

.

(35c-50c-75c).
On
(3,800)
stage, 6 days of vaudeville, including Dante
the Magician.
Gross: $25,000.
(Average,

Topics on the agenda for discussion

—

.

(M-G-M)

Dealers

15.

convoy of three high-speed
trucks, loaded with projectors and sound equipment,
made available by Famous
Players Canadian, left here
today for Whitehorse, Yukon

Lee Vines, of the CBS announcing staff, joins the
Harry "Pappy" Cheshire, of CBS and KMOX, is
Stressing that agreement on teel
in Hollywood to start work on his fourth picture for Republic.
Donald
Dickson will make his initial screen appearance in Samuel Goldwyn's "Up In nical standards is not sufficient \
Arms."
Arthur Jacobson has been named production manager of th-e assure the elimination of the mar
Barbara Fuller celebrates her pre-war "evils" that have held bat
NBC Central division production staff.
as account executive.
Army on, Sept. 21.

\2th year with

$3,200).

"Above

ratings of Pacific Coast
stay on the air until 10 P.M.,

now

.

"Heaven Can Wait" (Z0th-Fox)
Gross:

.

Edmonton, Can., Sept.

Hooper

WNYC can
•

Purely Personal

$8,500.

.

.

network facilities to a 17-hour bond selling campaign, on
Ellery Queen, Kay Kyser, and One Man's Family, occupy

its

in

for 'Army'

A

.

Sept. 21.
the first three positions in the latest

B.)

age, $2,800).

ris).

.

.

all

.

(3Sc-44c-660c) 7 days, 4th
after two weeks at Stan-

KMMJ

.

.

(30c-40c-60c) 7 days. Gross:

Army" (W.

RITZ— (1,100)

.

.

(Average, $16,800).

$22,000.

.

.

.

"Best Foot Forward"

4th

sonal invitations to listen to their programs.
Radio manufacturers, meeting at the Hotel Roosevelt, yesterday, were
urged by C. R. Cosgrove, of the Crossly Corp., to give thought to postwar planning. Several committees were set up to study plans and make
at Grand
Station
recommendations to government agencies.
Island, Neb., joined the Blue Network yesterday, bringing to 167 the
KUIN, at Grants Pass, Oreg., has joined
number of Blue affiliates.
the Don Lee web, Mutual's West Coast affiliate, bringing to 211 the total
Mutual will devote 10 hours to specialized
number of Mutual affiliates.
CBS will
programs to aid the Third War Loan drive on Saturday.

programs.
New York's
by authority of the FCC.

days, $9,300).

"This

to be the most comprehensive and powerful campaign of
voluntary program promotion ever undertaken in network radio, every
station in the CBS network will shortly turn to radio, newspapers, transportation advertising, posters, and direct mail to ring up the curtain of
the fall and winter season of CBS network programs. Some 45,000 special
spot air announcements inviting listeners to important programs will be
used. Stars of the network have recorded for the stations over 600 per-

devote

"Destroyer"

Yukon

19-

i6,

Army Takes Over

CLAIMED

.

4 days,
to Thursfor 7 days,

(30c-40c-60c)

Thursday, September

Sept. 22.

a

Western

mediately to

Set Trial Date in
Bioff

Tax Evasion
—

and
London.

trip

Butterfield said he has effected con

will

return

Gives Blood 6 Times

im-

coordination efforts with Ulr
overseas branch, and
terson Rothacker, Office of Censorshf
administrator, during his visit.
H
will not establish Hollywood heac
quarters for the present.
plete
Bell,

OWI

Wa

John, N. B., Sept. 15.— Sylvia
Brownberg, of the office staff at the
Mayfair and Regent Theatres here,
7, 1944, as the date for the trial of
period.
Willie Bioff on a charge of $80,000 has been awarded a silver medal and
income tax evasion.
The case has certificate because of her sixth donation of blood to the Red Cross for the
been hanging fire for four years.
on
(Continued from page 1)
Bioff faces a possible 10-year sen- war emergency blood bank.
She is
Morris Abrahams, who left the
the first woman in this section to con- nouncement made no mention of fil:
tence
plus
fines.
Universal
publicity-exploitation
dedeliveries, but it was indicated that tl
tribute six times.
partment recently, is now employed
same arrangements as were made
with the Treasury Department in New
take care of the Eastern situation wi
Shore
for
York handling talent for the Third
in Wilkes-Barre be applied generally throughout tl
Pfc. Norman Shore, former employe
War Loan drive.
country when the new restrictions br
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Sept. 15.
in the Warner home office, who has
come effective.
taken part in more than 50 combat "This Is the Army" will have its
Artkino
missions, has been awarded the Dis- premiere here tomorrow, at the ComJ. Arthur
Dies
Artkino Pictures, American dis- tinguished Flying Cross "for ex- erford, for Army Relief. Reuben H.
tributors of Soviet films, will take traordinary achievements" in the Pa- Levy, president of the Wyoming ValJ. Arthur Young, an actor on tl
over the top floor of 723 7th Avenue, cific war zone, Warners heard yes- ley Chamber of Commerce, is chair- legitimate stage for 45 years, recent
Los Angeles, Sept. 15. Federal
respect to the jobs they are to fill
through the remainder of the war Judge Ralph Jenney has set March

Abrahams

St.

ODT

Bonds

DFC

Extends Truck
Delivery Curb

i

Norman

Army'

Expands

its

present address, early next week.

Young

terday.

man

of arrangements.

died at his

home

in

Kew

Gardens, L.

:

Ihursdav.

—

:

September

16,

:

:

:

Motion Picture daily

1943

7

Business ' Limit' Dual
Weekend
Bell' $45,000
Best Denver Grosses Up in Seattle; 'Hail'
$51,200 at 3
Gross
Is Loop
2
—
at
Does
$25,000
"Claudia" on
Denver,
'Claudia', 'Proudly'

dimmers Down
Chicago.

Sept.

15.

— "For

Whom

a
Sept. 15.
dual at the Denver was expected to
do $16,500 for the week, while "So
Hail" at the Denham was
Proudly
headed for $14,000 during its second
week. "This Is the Army" making a
return engagement at two theatres
scored high at the box office.

We

again proves its drawpow er with $45,000 expected in its
ficond week at the State-Lake TheaEstimated receipts for the week endter "Mr. Lucky" and "The Falcon ing Sept. 13-15
>anger," in RKO's first day and "This Is the Army" (WB)
ge showing at the Palace and Grand
ALADDIN— (1,400) (30c -40c -50c -60c) moveleatres will do a splendid $32,000 over return. Gross: $5,000. (Average, $2,A sharp drop 500)
second week.
.r the
in the Sky" (M-G-M)
receipts is being experienced fol- "Cabin
"Pilot No. 5" (M-G-M)
ding the Labor Day week in which
BROADWAY — (1,040) (30c-40c-50c-60c)
e Bell Tolls'*

tg

i

,

veral

new records were

set.

Estimated receipts for the week end-

\

Sept. 17:

days

2

Gross:

(40c-55c-75c).
$10,000)

(Average,
Face It" (Para.)

0,000.

_et"s

CHICAGO— (4,000)

(40c-S5c-75c)

7

days,

Gross:

his orchestra.

Ted Lewis and

rage:

days, 4th

5

Matrimony" (ZOth-Fox)

APOLLO— (1,200)

I

DENHAM —

Gross:
week.
second
(Average, $6,500)
"Claudia" (20th-Fox)
"Good Luck, Mr. Yates" (Col.)

(Average, $43,000)
Oixie" (Para.) 7 days, 4th week in Loop
Fighting Sea Monsters" (Adventure Films,
Inc.) 7 days
GARRICK— (1,000) (40c -55c -75c). Gross:
(Average, $8,500)
,000.
Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
The Falcon in Danger" (RKO)
GRAND— (1,500) (40c-55c-75c) 7 days, 2nd
Gross: $10,000. (Average, $8,000)
leek.
Someone to Remember" (Rep.)
S.iOO.

ORIENTAL-(3,200)

(30c-35c-55c-65c)

7

Stage: Russ Morgan and his or(Average, $22,000)
Gross: $24,000.
,ie*tra.
Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
Ihe Falcon in Danger" (RKO)
PALACE— (2.500) (40c-55c-75c) 7 days, 2nd
Gross: $22,000. (Average, $19,000)
eek.

DENVER— (2,600)

7

$14,000.

Gross:
"This Is the

days.

7

(M-G-M)

ROOSEVELT

—

7
(40c-55c-75c)
(1,500)
(Average,
$19,000.

Gross:

2nd week.

ijs,

,7,000)

,

Whom

iFor

(Para.)

the Bell Tolls"

STATE-LAKE— (2,700)
Gross:

week.

id

(75c-$1.10) 7 days,
(Average, $23,$45,000.

•

JjO)

Mars" (M-G-M)

Presenting Lily

UNITED ARTISTS — (1,700)

(40c-55c-75c)

Gross: $20,000. (Average,

days, 2nd week.
8,000)

Victory Through Air Power" (U. A.)
day, 3rd week
Taxi, Mister" (U. A.) 1 day, 3rd week
Appointment in Berlin" (Col.) 6 days
What's Buzzin', Cousin" (Col.) 6 days

<

WOODS— (1,200)
10,000.

7

Gross

(30c-35c-44c-50c)

6

(Average, $5,500)

7

days.

Gross:

$7,400.

(30c-35c-50c)

$8,300)

"Bombers Moon" (20th-Fox)

ORPHEUM— (3,000)

(40c-50c-65c)

Teddy Powell's orchestra and revue
stage.

"This

Gross: $15,000.
the Army"

days.

7

acts on

(Average, $1 1,500)

Is

PARAMOUNT — (2,900)

including premiere.
(Average, $6,900)

days,

15.

(Average,

(2ttth-Fox)

MUSIC BOX— (950)

(40c-50c-75c-$1.00) 7

Gross:

$3,850.

(Average,

(30c-35c-50c)

Gross:

8
$30,100.

— "Above

From Chicago"

(Col.)

(40c-50c-65c-85c)

(1,800)

Gross:

$7,750.

7

Remember"

to

Vaudeville with

(Rep.)

Norwegian Documentary

(800)

(I

eek.

(Average,

Gross: $5,000.

war

$5,000)

started.

Strip- Tease Headline
(30c-4Oc-75c) 7 days.

$10,000.

.11

Cartoon Revue

MIDLAND —

(RKO)
(35c-50c)

(3,600)

7

days,

(Average, $14,000)
So Proudly We Hail" (Para.)

iross:

$20,000.

NEWMAN— (1,900)

kek.

Gross:

This Is the

(35c-50c)

$11,000.

(Average,

3rd

$10,900)

Army" (WB)

ORPHEUM— (1,900)

'eek.

Chattanooga,

days,

7

(35c-50c)

Gross: $10,000.

7

days, 5th

(Average. $10,000)

Spotlight Scandals" (Mono.)
(2,200) (35c-50c) 7 days.

TOWER—

?

aith

Bacon.

Gross:

Stage:
(Average,

$11,500.

9,400)

Claudia"
S

(20th-Fox)

UPTOWN— (2,000)

,/eek.

Gross: $6,000.

(35c-50c)

7

(Average,

Film Inspector

days,
$5,600)

2nd

in

WAC

Tenn.,

Sept. 15.
Mary B. Sitton, former film inspector
for Gaumont British Films and member of the executive board of the
IATSE, Chicago, has started basic
Fort
at
training with the
Oglethorpe. Miss Sitton, prior to her
enlistment, also inspected film for

WAC

Paramount,
Chicago.

M-G-M

4th

and Vitagraph

in

wk.

"The Sky's
"Hitler's

(33c-44c-55c-7Sc) 7 days,

(Average,

$9,260)

(35c-44c-55c-75c)

Gross:

$12,500.

7

(Average,

(RKO)

the Limit"

Madman" (M-G-M)

LOEW'S STATE— (2,500)

$8,300)

Indianapolis Liked

Gross:

(40c-50c-60c-85c)

(Average, $20,750)

$22,000.

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
"Saludos Amigos" (RKO)

PANTAGES— (3,000)

days, 4th wk.

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

Gross: $10,300.

7

(Average,

$12,800)

'This Is the

Army'

We Hail" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT (HOLLYWOOD)— (1,407)

"So Proudly

7 days, 2nd wk.
(Average, $10,800)
We Hail" (Para.)
"Henry Aldrich Swings It" (Para.)

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

—"This

Indianapolis, Sept. 15.
Is
Army" completed a spectacular
three-week run at the Indiana theatre,
grossing $58,000 and playing to 155,000 persons approximately one-third
of the city's population, and is doing

—

Top
$4,500 this week at the Lyric.
gross for this week is going to "Submarine Alert" with the backing of
Connee Boswell, Joe Venuti band at
the Circle which expects to do $16,500.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Sept. 14-16
"Submarine Alert" (Para.)

CIRCLE— (2,800)

(30c-40c-50c)

7

days.

Joe Venuti
(Average, $11,000)

Connee Boswell,

Stage

show:

band.

Gross: $16,500.

"Behind the Rising Sun" (RKO)
"Adventures of a Rookie" (RKO)

Curfew

Above Suspicion" (M-G-M)

(RKO)

$9,500.

$15,240)

PALOMAR— (1,500)

(Average,

Gross:

HILLSTREET— (2,700)
days,

"Someone

7

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
"Saludos Amigos" (RKO)

(Average,

accompanied by a 4-unit
INDIANA— (3,200) (30c-40c-50c) 7 days.
Disney "All Cartoon Revue,"
"Norway Replies," six reel docu- Gross: $14,000. (Average, $11,500)
aving attendance markedly featuring
"Best
Food Forward" (M-G-M)
produced by F. Herrjck-Herhildren with adults, is drawing ap- mentary
"Taxi, Mister?" (U. A.— Roach)
is
government,
Norwegian
the
rick
for
(30c-40c-50c)
7
days.
LOEWS—
(2,800)
roximately $20,000 at the Midland,
Shaindlin is Second week.
(Average,
Gross: $8,500.
or top first run gross. Other theatres nearing completion. Jack
now dubbing music for the film and $9,900)
re doing around average.
"This Is the Army" (WB)
narration will be by Ed Thorgersen,
LYRIC — (2,000) (30c-40c-50c) 7 days.
Estimated receipts for the week endGross:
$4,500.
Ben Grauer and Alois Havrilia. It is Moved from Indiana.
ig Sept. 22-23
the first picture made by the Nor- (Average, $4,500)
Claudia" (20th-Fox)
wegian government-in-exile since the
days, 2nd
ESQUIRE—
7
(35c-50c)
uspicion,"

Valt

"Leopard Man"

HAWAII— (1,000)

Senoritas

(40c-50c-60c-85c)

(2,500)

(Average, $14,050)
days.
Gross: $17,500.
"I Walked with a Zombie" (RKO)

3rd wk.

(Col.)

$15,500.

Madman" (M-G-M)

"Hitler's

in

Iowa

—

Curfew law
Toledo, la., Sept. 15.
prohibiting children under 18 to be
out after 10 :30 p.m. without parents
is under consideration here, following
a similar move in nearby Tama. It
would prevent Tama children from

Gross:

$11,500.

"So Proudly

the

"So Proudly We Hail" (Para.)
"That Nazty Nuisance" (UA)
(Average,

Sept.

week end-

Bad Day" (RKO)

Moveover from Paramount.

Kansas City,

$3,750.

7

(85c -$1.10-

Gross:
week.
(Average, $8,500)
the
"The Sky's
Limit" (RKO)

CHINESE —

days, 4th week.

Bell Tolls" (Para.)

5th

days,

7

$1.65)

7 days.

the
rec-

(Col.)

$6,600.

ing Sept. 15
For Whom the

CARTHAY CIRCLE— (1,518)

Gross:

days, 4th week.

ords in this city this week, snowballing to a $30,100 gross at the Paramount. That figure includes a $13,000
opening premiere. Box office reports
from the other houses also were good.

OMAHA— (2,000)

120,000: Kansas City

(Average,

(RKO)
MOUSEr-(950) (4Oc-5Oc-75c-$1.0O)

LIBERTY —

Omaha

Omaha, Sept. 15. — "This Is
Army" bowled over all existing

days.

Above Suspicion'

$5,000.

$4,400)

Gross:

"Destroyer"

Circle run of "For
the Bell Tolls" switched from
two-a-day to continuous run, equivalent to three-a-day, without change of

Estimated receipts for the week end-

(40c-50c-7Sc-$1.00)

Gross:

$9,200)

Estimated receipts for the
ing Sept. 15-16:

The Carthay

$4,600)

'Army' a Record
$30,100 in

in the fourth stanza.

price.

"Dixie" (Para.)
"Saludos Amigos"

Two

BRANDEIS— (1,200)

$7,500)

days, 2nd wk.

"Heaven Can Wait"

return.

(40c-50c-60c-65c)

"Mr. Lucky," paired with "Saludos
Amigos," dipped slightly below the
combined Pantages-Hillstreet average

Danger" (RKO)

in

"Destroyer"

"Gildersleeve's

Gross:

(40c-55c-75c).

(Average,

1

"Falcon

days, 4th week.

(30c-40c-50c)

ivs.

Bataan"

7

Gross: $13,500. (Average, $9,300)
to Hold" (Univ.)

BLUE

(Average, $3,500)

$6,125.

(40c -50c -75c -$1.00)

—

Los Angeles, Sept. 15. "The Sky's
the Limit," linked with "Hitler's Madman" as the single first-week attraction in town, grossed $51,200 at the
Chinese, Loew's State and Ritz. "This
Is the Army" wound up its fourth
week at the three Warner first runs
on the upside of gross average, and

Whom

$9,500)

(Col.)

Army" (WB)

RIALTO— (900)
Gross:

(40c-50c-75c-$1.00)

PARAMOUNT— (3,050)

(Average, $5,000)

$7,500.

Hail" (Para.)

Gross: $10,000. (Average, $8,300)
"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)
"Murder on the Waterfront" (WB)
days.

7

(40c-50c-60c-65c)

PARAMOUNT— (2,200)

(Average,

$15,000.

MUSIC HALL— (2,275)

ORPHEUM— (2,600)

(Average, $3,000)
Gross: $4,500.
"Frontier Badmen" (Univ.)
"He Hired the Boss" (ZOth-Fox)
days.

We

"So Proudly

"Hers

(Average, $11,<X»)
Gross: $16,500.
"Claudia" (ZOth-Fox)

ESQUIRE— (740)

Gross:

days.

$1.00) 7
$10,500)

days.

(40c-50c-60c-65c) 7 days.

"Good Luck, Mr. Yates"

We Hail" (Para.)
AVENUE— (2,500) (40c-50c-75c-

FIFTH

7

(30c-40c-55c-65c)

(1,750)

14

"So Proudly

$2,500)

days,
(20th- Fox)

Stormy Weather"
week
Holy

moveover. Gross: $3,750. (Average,
"So Proudly We Hail" (Para.)

September

Houses

L. A.

—

"So Proudly
Seattle, Sept. 15.
We Hail" is doing the business of the
town, playing at two houses, Fifth
Avenue and Music Hall. Runner up
Mid-week business
is "Hit the Ice."
was off a little due to heat. The weekend gross came back strong.
Estimated receipts for week ending

7

PARAMOUNT

(DOWNTOWN) — (3,595)

days, 2nd week.

Gross:

$23,000.

(Average,

$19,760)

"The Sky's the Limit" (RKO)
"Hitler's

Madman" (M-G-M)

RITZ— (1,376)
Gross:

$11,700.

days.

7

(40c -50c -60c -85c)

(Average, $9,410)

Whom the Bell Tolls" (Para.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (2,100) (85c-$1.10-

"For

7

$1.65)

days, 5th wk.

"This Is the

WARNER

Gross: $30,000.

Army" (WB)

(HOLLYWOOD) -

BROS.

(33c-44c-65c-85c)

(3,000)

Gross: $12,140.

"This

Is

the

WARNER

7

days,

4th

wk.

(Average. $13,650)

Army" (WB)

(DOWNTOWN) —

BROS.

(33c-44c-55c-65c-85c) 7 days, 4th wk.

(3,400)

Gross: $18,320.
(Average, $16,090)
"This Is the Army" (WB)

WARNER

BROS.

(WILTERN)— (2,200)

(33c-44c-55c-65c-85c) 7 days, 4th wk.
$11,490.

Gross:

(Average, $12,790)

Big Stage Season
No Film Damper

—

Boston, Sept. 15. Boston's legitimate theatre season is open, the biggest in years, and yet there has been
no appreciable lowering of patronage
film theatres, thereby perhaps
proving the contention of many of
local operators that the two audiences
at the

school activity. Parents not cooperating will be subject to fine or impris-

are dissimilar.
Joan Blondell is starring at the Wilbut in "The Naked Genius"
Violet
Fleming has opened at the Plymouth
Mary Martin,
in
"Kiss and Tell"
John Boles and Kenny Baker are at
the Shubert in "One Touch of Venus" Paul Robeson is at the Colonial
in "Othello" and "Here Comes the
Clowns" is the initial offering of the

onment.

Tributary Theatre

Toledo to escape their new
ordinance. Allowances will be made
for persons working or engaged in

coming

to

;

;

;

in

Mutual Hall.
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Stone

Bogart

Chapman

Naish

Morris

Starrett
Williams

COOK

Hunnicutt

Coburn

Keyes

Ford

Singleton

Lake

Baker

D

SUEZ

LIFETIME

Donnell

Joslyn

KINGDOM

mins.

IRELAND

COLUMBIA

and

Bates

Bennett

CHANCE

Elsom

Savage

C

A

D

DESTROYER

G.

TO

o

RANGERS

D

(1943-44)

THE

DANGEROUS

BLONDES

FOOTLIGHT

C

GLAMOUR

Charles

Marguerite

Allyn

Charles

Evelyn

Kenny

Jeff

Warren
Arthur

HAIL

Edward

HAPPY?

Lewis

Humphrey

D

Bruce
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Alert,

DAILY
NEW

S769,000,000

War Bond Sale;
Extend Tour

YORK.

U.S.A.,

Hopper Gains

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

FhII

Sept.

16.

— All

Airmada Gets Additional
$139,000,000
Hollywood

Cavalcade

Star

is

Distributors

War Loan

Third

-

'

and also, "The Rains Came"
and "LTnder Two Flags," as
bills in dual program terri-

I,

'

1

Soldiers' Field pernight of the Holly-

that the

formance last
wood Cavalcade would amass between
and $300,000,000, pur$200,000,000
chased by 137,000 bond buyers.
Kathryn Grayson, Greer Garson.
Harpo Marx and Kay Kyser have
been ill on the trip, it is understood,
(Continued on pope 6)

lst-Run Congestion

Eased

Los Angeles,
congestion

wood

$1,871,103 in Year

Spent on Magazines

1

MGM

MGM

.

1
t

Area

More War Shorts

long a source of concern
to all distributors, will be relieved
Sept. 30th. when Fox West Coast
Three new war information films
switches the Egyptian in Hollywood, were announced for distribution yesthe Uptown and Los Angeles in down- terday
by the War Activities Comtown Los Angeles, to a first-run policy mittee, free to exhibitors under the
to

now governing

that

the
Chinese, Ritz and Loew's State, as
regards admission and playing schedule, but presenting different product.
(Continued on page 7)

recent
arrangements which
insure
bookings of more than 15,000 theatres
for each subject.
Number 76, to appear currently, is
^(Continued on page 7)

_c

W

(Continued

0)i_

pane 6)

Names Eight

Miller

'

and Fantasy"

"Flesh
[Universal]

Universal with one
CREDIT
be made
Hollywood.

of the most unusual pictures ever to
Produced by Charles Boyer and Julien
Duvivier, "Flesh and Fantasy'' is a dramatic, distinguished, and
artistic film which attempts to translate into cinematic terms, the inner
emotional turmoil which dreams and the prognostications of fortune
in

tellers,

can create

Appearing

in the lives of superstitious people.

in the three unrelated sequences

bid theme are

which expound

this

Edward G. Robinson, with Thomas
;

.

.

!

the Crocker,

Rialto and Grove thea-

Elgin
Miller, Woodstock
Eltover, Crystal Lake
Grove. Fox Rivtres,

;

:

to sell

it

to their patrons.

Selling

it

matic performances of such top box

purely on the basis of the fine dra-

office

names

;

(Continued on page 7)

(Continued on page 2)

as Boyer,

F.

LINZ

regulations

—New

production

16.
Sept.
sharply limiting the
of
certain
important

film equipment items have been issued by the War Production Board
and are being carried to Chicago
today by Allen G. Smith, chief of

WPB

theatre equipment dividiscussion tomorrow before the theatre supply dealers' convention.
the

for

sion,

The

35mm

new

order,

L-267,

restricts
film cans,
studio accessories, etc.,
projectors. It provides

cameras, film

reels,

no critical materials
be used in the production of amateur 8
cameras or
projectors and limits manufacturers
of other film equipment to the use
quarterly, beginning Oct. 1, of not
more than three per cent of the weight

whatever

may

mm

(Continued on page 6)

Majors Extending
Foreign Dubbings
Major film companies are in the
process of superimposing subtitles on
many pictures which have already
been released in this country, and
much product on the shelf for future
release here, for eventual showing in
most countries of Europe. Latest languages to be given consideration, following the reported excellent reception of films with Italian subtitles, are
Greek, Danish, Norwegian and Dutch.
French has also been used.

Ludcke Quits

— 55

Years in Business

.

morMitchell, C. Aubrey
R. J. Miller, owner and operator of Smith. Anna Lee, and Dame May Whitty Charles Boyer
and Barbara
the Colony Theatre, McHenry. 111.,
Stanwyck, with Charles Winninger; and Betty Field and Robert Cumhas filed a clearance complaint in the
mings with Edgar Barrier. Robert Benchley is the banker who finds
Chicago tribunal against the five dehimself in a dilemma as to whether to believe fortune tellers or dreams,
cree consenting companies, the American Arbitration Association here re- and is finally convinced through the medium of the three short stories
authored by Oscar Wilde. Laslo Vadnay and Ellis St. Joseph, that he
ported yesterday.
Complainant charged the defendants can believe neither and still retain the mastery of his own destiny.
had granted unreasonable clearance to
Exhibitors will have to see "Flesh and Fantasy" before deciding how

And the Five Majors

BERTRAM

mm

WAC Releases Three

—First-run

Los Angeles-Holly-

the

in

16.

By

Washington,

but not 35
further
that

The Bureau,

servicing publishers and advertising agencies, records
that 16 distributors invested $515,412
1932, $943,273
in magazine space in
in 1937 and $1,871,103 last year.
led the field in all three instances.
In 1932
topped the list with
Universal and Fox Film Corporation
following in that order, but in the
other two instances Paramount placed
second and
arner Brothers third.
In 1932 Paramount, a pioneer in the

Bureau.

Sept.

Smith Takes New Rules
To Supply Dealers'
Chicago Meeting

darkroom and

tories.

area,

identical

Indications are that the distributors
will exceed last year's expenditure of
$1,871,103 in outside magazines, acInformation
Publishers'
cording to

in L.A.

TEN CENTS

following

build-up customarily accorded new product.
Paramount's "Union Pacific"
and "Souls at Sea";
Columbia's "It Happened One
Night" and "Lost Horizon of
Shangri-la";
20th
CenturyFox is readying "Call of the
Wild" and "In Old Chicago,"

I

officials,

are

an apparent trend to release
product of past seasons in
package form, giving them
advertising and press book

in behalf of
worked out as a result of a recent
that its origi- lengthy study of the situation in
'the
Holnally scheduled 14 stops have been lywood, it was learned today.
increased by another, at Fort Worth,
Heretofore, the applications have
Texas, on" the 21st, and possibly will been processed by the motion picture
extended even further.
section but have been subject to re] be
Total of $ 19,000,000 in bonds re- vision by the construction section,
suited from the Cavalcade's advent which frequently has eliminated imCincinnati. YY'ednesdav, bringing portant materials, creating situations
to
the total to date to $769,000,000.
which were difficult of adjustment.
Late reports from Chicago indicatThe change in policy came as the
according to estimates of Treasury
(Continued on page 6)
e

proving so successful

Industry

EQUIPMENT

IN

Trend on Rise for
Reissue of Duals

WPB

Picture

1943

studio

under the L-41 order
hereafter will be processed by Harold
Hopper's motion picture section of the
War Production Board and his decision will be binding upon the construction branch of
under new
policy arrangements which have been
set applications

tion

PLANS SEVERE

\\ |>|{

tTL1" CUT
Washington,

17,

RFfWirWE:

Robinson and

Minneapolis,

Henry

J.

Sept.

16.

—

Ludcke has termi-

nated 55 years in show business with the sale of the
Ludcke Theatre building and

equipment to Berger Amusement Co.. The Ludcke, an
old legitimate house, considered one of the most complete houses in the heyday
of plays, was converted into
a film theatre over 30 years
ago.

Motion Picture Daily

2

it

and Fantasy"

Flesh

Personal
Mention

{Continued from page

Miss Stanwyck

Friday, September 17, 194

tire-goers

will

who have always

NEIL

U ULL credit
A

tion."

Wayne

Franke, former director
ITO of Iowa and Nebraska
B.

the
who recently sold his
atre in Humboldt, la.,
of

Humota
has

left

Thewith

Albuquerque, N.

his wife to live in

M

e

Sgt.

RKO

Robert Marshal, former
employe and son of Fred Mar

shal, of the Universal exploitation
is here on furlough from

department,
the Coast.

•

Harry Arthur,
ger of Fanchon

Jr.,

general manain St. Louis,

& Marco

and chairman

of the St. Louis branch
of the
has returned from a trip
to New York.

WAC,

•

W.

F. Rodgers. Loew's vice-presi
dent and general sales manager, has
left Atlanta for visits to New Orleans and Dallas. He is expected back
in New York early next week.

Lieut.

•
Miller, former pub-

Max

Goldman

director of the
Philadelphia, and

licity

in

due director Duvivier and scripters Ernst Pascal, Samuel Hofifenstein and Ellis St. Joseph.
They have succeeded in extracting moments of laughter and comedy from the sordid, psychological
characterization by Robinson, of a successful, practical London barrister
who is driven to commit murder to fulfill the prophecy made by a gifted
palmist, convincingly portrayed by Mitchell.
They have enhanced the
tender, moving love story between Boyer, an internationally known
aerialist who loses his nerve as a result of a vision in a dream, and Miss
Stanwyck, a lady w ith a secretive past, who helps him regain his courage, with moments of gripping suspense. Art, with a capital "A," however, and of dubious entertainment value, is the initial sequence which
finds Betty Field, an ugly, unwanted and slovenly seamstress, saved from
suicide by a mystic figure, discovering that love and beauty can only
1

•

York, were married
phia last Sunday.

in

Philadel-

•

has been inducted and
Dix on Oct. 5.
•

attoryears,
reports at Fort

Paul Ivano's camera work is excellent throughout in performing the
Alexander
task assigned to it of fusing reality with fantasy.
Tansman's musical score sets the proper mood for the picture. Artists
and technicians alike seem to have been aware of their responsibilities
Audiences must supply the answer
in creating "Flesh and Fantasy."
as to whether they want motion pictures of this type.
Milt Livingston
Running time, 94 mins. "G."*

*"G" denotes general

George Ettinger

of Columbia's exdepartment returned yesterday from New Haven.

•

Bell
last

Tolls," at

16.—Wa"For Whom th
Loew's Palace, lien
Sept.

of

night included the following dig

nitaries

the capacity

in

audience.

Rear Admiral W. H. P. Bland)
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hopkins.

M

miral Ernest

J.

King, Rear Admir>

Emory

S. Land, Brig. Gen. and Mr:
David McCoach, Rear Admiral an
Mrs. Ross T. Mclntire. Rear Admirsj
Ben Morrell, Rear Admiral Randa
Jacobs, Maj. Gen. James Ulio, Brig}
Gen. and Mrs. Edwin Watson, Earl
W. Seigert, Paramount district mana
ger,
E.
Fontaine,
J.
Paramour
branch manager, and Carter Barroi
Loew's Theatres division manager, an

Mrs. Barron.

NEW YORK

THEATRE!

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
.

SO
PROUDLY WE HAIL
Produced and Directed by Mark Sandrich

James Tomlinson
Union Files for
Back from Bolivia
Skouras SLRB Vote
P. Theatre

Managers and Em-

William James and Harry Tomlin-

UOPWA,

Julien Bryan's organization,
return this week from South
America, where they have been engaged in the making of a series of
new documentary films. During the
past two months, they have been in the
Beni, upper reaches of the Amazon
River in Bolivia. Since last October,
Bryan and three of his staff units have
obtained new documentary film material in Chile, Peru, Uruguay, Paraguay, Bolivia, Brazil and the Argen-

ployees Union, Local 152,
CIO, yesterday filed with the State
Labor Relations Board for a collective
bargaining election of the managers

ma-

a
the managers in the 41
Skouras houses, and had asked for a
collective bargaining meeting with the
jority

ploitation

Washington,
Bond premiere

ROCKEFELLER CENTER
Paulette
Veronica
^1?",?™
COLBERT
.
GODDARD
LAKE

classification.

of the Skouras circuit in Manhattan,

•

in Capita

self-sacrifice.

Bex Katz, Universal exploitation Bronx and Long Island.
man in Chicago, is a New York visMPTME claims to represent
itor.

Premiere

difficult

M.

Stuart H. Aarons, Warner
in New York for over 11

ney

is

circuit

Rita Katz, of

New

come from

Has Bone

I)

be overlooking a vast audience of non-regular picconsidered Hollywood-made product artistically inferior to some of the foi'eign-made pictures in which Duvivier
SULLIVAN, RKO-Patlie himself has
figured. This is an experiment for Hollywood, and it is
newsreel
war cameraman ha
bound to lead to considerable discussion. Exhibitors would do well to be
cabled the home office, from the Ital
ian invasion front, as follows: "Had mindful of this fact since it is difficult to anticipate audience reaction,
Lost all personal equip and appraise the true box office potentialities of the film.
tough time.
ment and much film stock during ac
i

'Bell Tolls'

of

Skouras management, which was not
granted.

son,
will

A

Paramount Picture

GaJa Stage Revue

-

Symphony Orchestra

First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.

Circle 6-4600

of

Jean

John

Arthur •

PERSON

IN

Wayne

VAUGHN

MONROE
"A Lady Takes
a Chance"

AND BAND

BOB EVANS

- T MES
PARAMOUNT SQUARE

BACK THE
ATTACK

-'

that

fr^e

'

tine.

Edward M. Schnitzer, United ArtWestern

ists

turned to

division manager,
yesterday.

re-

New York
•

Jules Fields of 20th-Fox's home
office exploitation department left for
Chicago yesterday.

Georgiades Will

Handle 5 Houses TopEntertainersPlay
— Fontas Front Line Circuits
Wis., Sept.

Oshkosh,

16.

Georgiades, manager of the Oshkosh
Theatre, here, has been transferred
•
to Houghton, Mich., to operate one
Marvin Schenck, M-G-M Eastern house and supervise four others for
talent head, left for Providence last Fox Wisconsin Theatres.
night.
The redecorated Oshkosh is being
•
managed by Theodore Kraft, former
Arnold Stoltz, United Artists ex- vaudeville artist, recently of the Fox
ploitation director, left yesterday for Milwaukee
accounting
department.
St. Louis.
Kraft has managed several theatres
•
in the Midwest in past years.
Major Irving Asher, former MG-M producer, is in town and will
leave shortly for England.
•

Doob Back

Robert Ungerfeld
returned from a

is

is

New

of Universal has

England

to

"Show business has contributed
much to the war effort, having lent
its top men and women to the fighting
fronts to entertain the boys in the
front lines," Time Magazine reported
this week, citing Jack Benny, Larry
Adler and Al Jolson as being in the
Middle East, Ray Bolger in the South

Anderson in Hawaii
and, recently, Martha Raye performed
in Tunisia and New Guinea "within
earshot of enemy gunfire."
Pacific,

Judith

One from 20*

*
7th An.

Century-Fox!

D f\ V V
KUATt

A LOEWS
State

I

I

50th St. I

PERSON

IN

ON SCREEN
ED.

"BEST FOOT

SULLIVAN

LUCILLE BALL

HARVEST MOON
DANCE WINNERS

HARRY JAMES

Plus All

FORWARD"

New Show

Loew

Post on October

1

SAG

in

Pay Settlement

—

Hollywood, Sept. 16. The Screen
Oscar A. Doob, Loew's theatre ad•
vertising and publicity director will Actors Guild today obtained from the
Sam Zimbalist, M-G-M producer, return to his desk Oct. 1. Doob has major producers payment of $10,000
in town from Hollywood.
been on loan to the Treasury Depart- in settlement of suits filed in behalf
ment in Washington and has been in of 1,300 Class B members for overHarold Bucquet, Metro director, charge of all advertising for the Third time pay due under the Wages and
in town from the Coast.
War Loan.
Hours Act.
trip.

Anoltier Big

PUIS A BIG
STACE SHOW

PALACE
Broadway's

New

1st

B'WAY &
47th

St.

Run Theatre
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It" joins the
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Parade on Broadway! It's the
same roaring story on every
Main ("Mane") Street of the Land!
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Again
Again!
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to Monterey
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Be

Fun

to
Friendly!
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WAR

LOAN! BACK THE ATTACK!

.

tit

New Authentic

Thrills

.

.

patrol with the battling eagles

of the ocean sky

.

.

as they

.

drop hull-crushing bombs on
sneaking subs

. . .

surface raiders

pound vicious

. . .

crash Focke-

Wulf vultures to a

fiery

doom!

A show to make you cheer every
uniform with wings!
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PLAYED BY
OFFICERS, NON COMMISSIONED

A CROWN

FILM UNIT PRODUCTION
Distributed by

1KO
RADIO

OFFICERS AND MEN AND
WOMEN OF THE COASTAL
COMMAND OF THE
ROYAL AIR FORCE

i

Motion Picture Daily
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$769,000,000

War Bond Sale;
Extend Tour
(Continued from page 1)
but are continuing and the strain is
beginning to tell on the committee in
An additional show at San
charge.

Antonio on Sept. 22 has been added
to the trip at the request of Treasury
official.

The

the
Third War Loan is going well, said
L. C. Griffith, general chairman, yesif
terday, but "there must be no sag
the huge goal of 815,000,000,000 is to
This was revealed by
be reached.
Griffith after a study of the results of
the Cavalcade tour, the War Veterans
Bond Airmada, the "Rangers" and
general theatre sales.
"From all over the country," Griffith said, "word is being received from
representatives of the Treasury's War
Finance Committee, attesting to the
work of the industry in behalf of the
loan.
The ballyhoo, exploitation and
industry's

participation

in

'

general
visible

sands of

SEC

Philadelphia, Sept. 17. Sale by
the Chase National Bank, New York,
of its entire holdings of 665,715 shares
of 20th Century-Fox preferred stock,
as previously reported, was the largest of a list of film stock transactions
reported today by the Securities and

Exchange
summary.

Commission

in

its

July

large
transactions
other
Several
were reported by the SEC, including
the purchase of 14,000 shares of Warner Brothers common stock by Albert
Warner, increasing his total to 228,550
shares, and 6,800 shares of the same
class by Jack L. Warner, giving him
the acquia total of 200,000 shares
sition by transfer-of 3,264 shares of
Monogram Pictures common stock,
by William B. Hurlbut, of Detroit, a
;

director,
tion by

as trustee, and the dispositransfer and sale of 8,644

shares held through
tures

of

Michigan,

Monogram
and the

Pic-

sale

by

Rockefeller Center of 6,900 shares of

"But the campaign

is

still

far

from

Hundreds of thousands more
over.
of the §25, $50 and $100 bonds must
still be purchased if the nation is to
'back the attack' to a 815,000,000,000
tune," he warned.
"There can be no sag; the drive
must be sustained until the goal is
Showmen are realists, they
reached.
know a business will fail if there is
They know that Uncle
no capital.

certificates

by Daniel

Philadelphia,

director,

in

!

Sheaffer, of

giving

him

20,200.

(Continued from page

1)

Additional June reports also were of the critical materials processed 1
carried in the summary, for Columbia him in his entire 1941 production
/
Pictures, showing the sale of 800 such products for sale on other tl
shares of common stock by Benjamin preferred or war orders.
B. Kahane, his entire holdings, and
for Universal Pictures, showing the
disposition,
by exchange, of 1,000
shares of old common stock by Paul
G.
Brown, of Philadelphia, a director, his entire holdings, and the
purchase of 200 common voting trust
certificates by Daniel M. Sheaffer.

Reports on the holdings of persons

becoming officers or directors of reistered companies
show no securities owned by Walter L. Titus, Jr.,
New York, when he became a director in Consolidated Film Industries
on July 23 and Maurice Silverstone,
New York, elected an officer of 20th
Century-Fox on May 18, or Anthony
Petti, New York, who became an officer of Universal Pictures on June
25, but other newly elected officers in
;

that

included the sale of
shares of Keith-Albee-Orpheum pre- common voting trust certificate warferred stock by Elizabeth H. Meehan, rants Cliff Work, Universal City, 15,of New York, leaving her with 1,880 300 warrants, and 2,500 common voting
shares, and the purchase of 200 Uni- trust certificates, and H. S. Brewster,
versal Pictures common voting trust Universal City, 200 certificates.
;

20th' s Reissues Set
Twentieth-Fox's

block-of-two
reissues, "Call of the Wild" and "In
Old Chicago," will open on Sept. 30
at the Princess Theatre, Toledo.

Distribution of all such equipmei
placed under
control and
the case of other than preferred
war orders, no deliveries may be mac
except as authorized by the board c

WPB

is

:

<

form WPB-1319 (formerly PD-55*
filed by the prospective user.
In ai
thorizing such deliveries, special coi
sideration will be given to the nee<
of Federal, state and municipal go-

ernments, war
physicians and

plants, hospitals ai
institutions for voc

Preferred orders a
those of the several military and alli(
agencies.
tional training.

WPB

will distribute preferred o
ders throughout the industry of tl
productive capacities of the varioi

plants, their ability to produce the sp
etc., and will set the tot

cific items,

allocated to each manufacturer.
Tl
materials
covered
critical
by tl
order are iron, carbon and alloy steel

aluminum,

zinc,

and

copper

copp

base allow

,871,103 in Year Control of Studio
Sets Goes to Hoppe

first

Spent on Magazines

(Continued from page

1)

result of conferences with the studi'
by Maurice Gauthier of the constru

Sam

needs capital to stay."
Griffith also revealed that the Airmada, which has visited some 30 cities,

194

company held the following estimated dollar value of such shi]
120 Adolph Schimel, New York, 1,000
ments and the individual percental

summary

'Campaign Far from Over'

Cut

17,

Transfers of Film Stocks Film Supplies
Seen Severe
—
M.

—

sold.

WPB

Reports Some Heavy

showmanship are abundantly Radio-Keith-Orpheum common stock,
important thou- reducing its holdings to 359,800 shares.
and most
those 'extra' bonds are being
Other transactions shown in the

—

Friday, September

Sponsored by a joint labor-manage-

(Continued from page

1)

ment committee, the offices of 20th magazine field, was fourth, with WarA pronounced rise in the
has thus far been responsible for bond Century-Fox, De Luxe Laboratory ners fifth.
sales totaling $39,000,000.
As this is and Fox Movietone News, were closed past decade was recorded by United
just a little more than half of the yesterday for an hour to enable 1,600 Artists which, in 1932, spent $2,700 on
stops on the itinerary it is quite con- employees to attend a "Back the At- magazine space, and, and by 1942 had
ceivable, according to Ed Sniderman, tack" Third War Loan Bond rally, sent appropriations soaring to $124,Airmada head, that the final figure at 55th St. and 10th Ave. Over 830,- 208. From 1937 to 1942, 20th Cenwill be in the neighborhood of $200,- 000 in pledges and cash were obtained. tury-Fox more than doubled its apChristy Wilbert, chairman of the propriations, from $100,611 to $243,000,000.
"Theatre sales, on the heels of the joint committee, opened the meeting, 419.
widespread publicity given the cam- later addressed by Tom Connors. Lew
All plans, however, are subject to
paign, plus aggressive, patriotic show- Lehr was master of ceremonies. Car- change because of paper shortage. Alspoke.
Rutherford
manship, have risen," Griffith stated. ole Landis and Ann
lotments to all publishers have been
He cited RKO theatres' figures. The Entertainers were the Ben Yost Sing- cut by 10 per cent of 1941 purchases,
orchestra.
average week's sales for the entire ers and Paul Ash's Roxy
and news from Washington this week
circuit total $350,000.
In the first Other speakers included Sylvia Gold- leans heavily towards the possibilties
week of the Third War Loan this stein and Molly Grill, of 20th, and of a further five per cent cut for the
figure jumped to $1,006,000.
Alan Freedman, of De Luxe.
final quarter of the year.

who

tion bureau's facilities branch,

r

cently spent three weeks on the Coa:
and the West coast office of the
tion picture section.
It was explained that the purpo
of the change is to make it easier f
to o
both the producers and
erate under the limitation order, whii
limits the amount which may be spe
Following Gauthiei
on new sets.

m

WPB

to Washington a number
conferences were held with
view to ironing out the situation.

return
office

Asks

to

Answer

Fidler

—

Hollywood, Sept. 16.
Flinfeld, Warner director of

Charl
adverti

ing and publicity, today addressed
to Don E. Gilman, vice-pre;
dent of the Blue Network, asking f
time to reply to criticism by Jimr
Fidler on the assignment of enlist
letter

National Theatres in

NOTICE OF TRADE SHOWING
20th CENTURY-FOX'S

WINTERTIME

ff

at the

20th CENTURY-FOX EXCHANGE

345 West 44th St., New York, N. Y.
10:30 A.M.,

WEDNESDAY,

SEPT.

22nd

$5,000,000
Los

Bond Buy

Angeles,

men

to

"This

Is the

Army."

—

16.
Sept.
Charles
Skouras, president of National Theatres, today announced the purchase
of $5,000,000 of war bonds by Nation-

'Fantasy' a 'U' Releast
Universale

"Flesh

and

Fantas

Motion Pi
The buy was erroneously listed in
ture Daily's release chart yesterd
will be allocated among six operating
under Warner release.
divisions, with Fox West Coast ac-

al

Theatres and

its affiliates.

counting for the major share.

Para. Xmas Seal Trailer
A trailer, starring Bing Crosby, to
promote sale of the Christmas Seal
for 1943, has been produced by Paramount for the National Tuberculosis
The trailer is scheduled
Association.
shown in 14,000 theatres
to
be
throughout the country during ChristParamount contributed cost of
mas.
production.

Randforce Staff
All-Out for Bonds
Forty Brooklyn theatres in
the Randforce circuit are
with selling over
credited
$1,000,000

in

war bonds and
way to a sec-

are well on the

ond million.

j

;

ridav.

September

Motion Picture Daily

1943

17,

-

Program

*ales

Is

Charters
Ten Companies

N. Y.

Submitted to Clark

By Independents
—

Washington. Sept. 16. Independht Exhibitors of New England who
C. Clark,
ave riled a brief with

Tom

assistant Attorney General handling
he consent decree, in addition to ad|%ating theatre divorcement, urging
'("ales tax for distributors and citing
heir experiences under the decree,
ilso propose an 11-point "sales plan"
hich, they claim, would correct curlent abuses in distribution and satisfy
it needs and requests of the greatest
umber of independent exhibitors.
The plan, sent to Clark over the
ig nature of Francis M. Perry, presiicnt of the organization, urges
Adno limitations
lance trade showings
Bun the number of pictures offered
exhibitors to
or sale at one time
Ihuose, without limitation or restricions. whatever pictures they desire
:

;

;

o differential in price for buying in
mall quantity, with terms designated
t the time of sale and
no change in

erms afterward without mutual con-

and distributor; no
be shown in any house con-

of exhibitor

lent

inure to
with the distributor of a picure until after it has been tradeuown, and until all exhibitors enjoying same-run privileges play the film
iected

the

t

same

time.

Formed;

Films, Inc.,

Loew Unit
Albany.

Sept.

16.

Files

— Consolidation

Films, Inc., and Phono-Films Disributing Co., Inc., into Films, Inc.,
vith capital of $242,000 in 2,250 shares
f preferred at S100 each and 17,000
hares of common stock valued at SI
>-ach,
Secretary' of State Curran re>orts here.
Directors and subscrihr> were not stated in papers filed by

j'f

cttorneys,
'3artlett.

Loew's

Thacher

Simpson,
New York.
International

Del.,

filed

Thomas

Curran,

J.

Secretary

of

State.

Negro Theatres,

New

York,
was formed by James Payne, Perry
Watkins and Willie Pope Sorrells,
with A. Allen Saunders, New York,
Inc.,

American Negro News,

filing.

Inc.,

Manhattan, was formed for motion
pictures, by Joseph Schwartzman. who
filed for Jacob Grohman and Joseph
War Worker PresenF. McGowan.
tations, Inc.. by Robert Morris, Solomon Granett and Florence Epstein,
was filed by Wilzin and Halperin.
New York.
Panoram Amusement
Corp. was formed by M. C. Schulhoff,
Pearl Feuerstein and Thelma Arnowitz,
Brooklyn, with Abraham N.
Geller, New York, filing
Yiddish Yarieties. Inc., by Margaret Susanoff, Morris Honig and Solomon Wechsler, Brooklyn. D. & Z.
Folks Theatre, Inc., Brooklyn, by Anna Dubrovinsky, Esther Dubrow and
Benjamin Zeidman, with Emil Greenberg, Brooklyn, filing.
Eldridge Associates, Inc.. Manhattan, by Irving Bloomberg, Harold F.
Eldridge and Shirley Horowitz Morris and Irving Bloomberg filed. Sound
View Theatre, Inc., Bronx, by Florence Brown, Helen Berman and Lottie Goldberg, New York, with Levy,
Gutman and Goldberg filing. Sirrah
Productions, Inc., by Hugo Schaaf.
Delight Dellert and Lillian Marlow.
and was filed by Fitelson and Mayers,
New York. United Attractions, Inc.,
Manhattan, by Harold Gilbert, Bernard R. Smith and Jules E. Gilbert.
;

WAC Releases Three
More War Shorts
(Continued from payc

1)

and "The Last Will and Testament of Twm
Smith," produced by Paramount for
Wil- release through RKO. Film is an ap-

Corp., "
designation
owing $1,000,000 in capital stock in
TOO par value shares.
Papers were

nington,

—

16.
Sept.
Two Negro
theatre concerns are among those receiving papers of incorporation from

Albany,,

its

peal

to

support

the

National

War

Fund.

Number

Blood," produced by RKO-Pathe, will be released
through that company, beginning Sept.
77,

"Oil

M.

P.

\rini.

New

York.

mount.
The film highlights
of an aircraft carrier.

Cooper Files Answers
To Para. Charges

the

life

'Mayerling' Reissued

"Mayerling," starring Charles Boyer
Answers to allegations by Para- and Danielle Darrieux, which was orinount against Joseph H. Cooper of ginally released in Sept., 1937, by Pax
he J. H. Cooper Enterprises. Inc.,
Films, will be re-issued by the same
were filed yesterday in Federal company on Oct. 16 and will open
-' urt.
Cooper also applied for au- then for a run at the Little Carnegie
hority to conduct a pre-trial examinaPlavhouse here.
.

,:ion

of a

number

of

Hollywood. Sept. 16
Ginsberg of
the
War Finance Committee,
today announced that the 20th-Fox

CHAIRMAN

Paramount ex-

studio purchase of §1,250,000 in war
brings the Third War Loan
well
drive
total
over $10,000,000.
Among other individual buys were
those
Leo G. Spitz. $85,000;
of

Charles

David

Chaplin,
$50,000;
the Motion
$50,000

Loew,

Picture
Relief Lund, $35,000, and the Brulatour Laboratory, $25,000.
•
;

Darryl

BIG PICTURE

Zanuck today disclosed

F.

that
he
will
make a radio-type
transcription of "Woodrow W'ilson"
before starting the film, now scheduled for November, for use in guid-

ance

JOE

—

•
John Leroy Johnston today resigned

ever seen!"

Hunt Stromberg

publicity representative, effective Sept. 25, to handle
public relations for Frank Ross Pro-

as

"The Robe"

ductions on

at

RKO.

BROWN,

"I've been watching Westerns for twenty years
and Roy Rogers is the
greatest cowboy star I've

filming.

in

E.

famed comedian, saya:

AND HE'S THE CHOICE

•

Gregory Ratoff was signed today
20th-Fox in a producer-director
deal.
"Bandwagon," a Technicolor
musical, will be his first stint on his

OF ALL AMERICA, TOO

return to the studio.
•

Roy's latest

Murphy McHenry, for the past
three years at Paramount, today resigned to become editor of publicity

and-music

by

You'll

know why when you see
and greatest

action-

hitl

under Perry Lieber at RKO.
•
Charles Skouras, National Theatres
chief, and Carl Leserman, U. A. sales
head, will

entrain from here for the

East on Monday.

M-G-M
"Weekend

•
today added to

musical

color

schedule

its

Waldorf," a Techniwith an all-star cast.

at the

Arthur Hornblow

will

produce.

•

Robert Mochrie and \Yalter E.
Branson,
executives, will leave
here tomorrow bv train for the East.

RKO

lst-Run Congestion

Eased

in L. A.

(Continued from payc

Area
1)

program of the new first-run
"Hi Diddle Diddle" and "Victory Through Air Power."
New arrangement nullifies an earlier plan
for converting the Egyptian and Los
Angeles which brought Edward L.
Alperson here several weeks ago for
First

will be

conferences with Charles Skouras, and
which, as reported in Motion Picture
Daily, attorneys declined to approve
due to the imminence of the expiration date of the consent decree, and
other prospects of unsettled conditions.
The move gives the situation
five major first-run outlets
to four heretofore, with

compared

FWC

operating two, composed of three theatres
each Warners one, comprising three
houses
Paramount one, with two
houses; and the Pantages and Hillstreet, operating under joint booking,
;

ecutives.

;

Meanwhile, Judge Murray Hulbert
'stayed the proposed examination by
Paramount of Cooper and Joseph A.
°hilipson.
scheduled for yesterday.

Mahoney Lauds Films

—

Hollywood. Sept. 16. Sen. Joseph
Mahoney, Wyo., said today on a
isit
here: "The motion picture is

'Fuehrer's Face* in Russia
Print of "Der Fuehrer's Face" is en
route to Russia, according to Disney
Productions here.

JACK SHAINDLIN
Musical Direction

making

rendering invaluable service to the
vir effort, and American films will
'lay an even greater role in postwar
.•construction overseas."

In

Preparation:

"NORWAY

REPLIES"

Documentary Feature
For the Royal Norwegian Government

the

fifth.

Miller Names Eight
And the Five Majors
(Continued from payc

Z,
•

Henry

bonds

Is

M. Eisenberg, New York.
Advertising Service Co.,
nc.
New Orleans, also filed its 23. Title is self-explanatory.
lesignation, with William Johnson as
"The Day of Battle." number 78.
resident, and capital stock of $50,000 was produced by the Office of War
n 5100 par value shares. Papers were Information and has been scheduled
iled by Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin and for release on Oct. 7. through Paraby Jay

lied

Coast Flashes

er

Grove

;

Dundee, at Dundee, all in Illinois,
over the Colony, and requests the ar-

maximum

WwBwhU indSUapt

REPUBLIC PICTURE

1)

Callow, Barrington, and the

bitrator to establish a
sonable clearance.

Buy

rea-

M/tffc

are

^

1-7

Fori. >//Ai.^^ ?5^>

^7

1V(

Are You Backin g

the

A

MOTION PICTURE
JfOL.

NO.

54.
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Stars Pass

YORK,

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

New York Decree
Session Postponed

Mark,
Double Quota

Billion

Until Next
Washington,

Sept.

Week
19.

— Pressure

other matters has necessitated a
further postponement of Assistant Attorney General Tom C. Clark's New
York conference with the majors on
the consent decree. Originally scheduled for last week, the meeting first

of

$250,000,000 Sale in Chicago Is Tops
The

mark was
weekend by now

billion-dollar bond-sale

postponed until tomorrow and
has been deferred another week,

was passed over the
Hollywood's film stars, in one of until Sept. 27.
The delay in the conference with
the most notable contributions in
the country in the campaign of the officials of the five consenting
Uncle Sam to raise $15,000,000,000 companies is seen due to the activities
of the criminal division, which Clark
in the Third War Loan to speed
heads

the defeat of the Axis.

Their Treasury quota has already
still have eight

been doubled, and they
j

of their

15-city

itinerary to cover.

pictures.
His tentative time-table upset, it is
probable that Clark will not be able
to make his projected trip to the Coast

{Continued on page 6)

the

records, disposing of approximated
$250,000,000 in bonds, sending thei'r
cumulative total to date just to one
billion dollars.

Their

visit to

Minne-

{Continued on page 17)

Majors and Circuits

Named
Major

in

Trust Suit

F. H.

Is

to

Film Life

Of Billy Mitchell

—

Henri
Sept. 19.
Elman, Chicago distributor,
has obtained an option on material for a film story on the
life of General Billy Mitchell
from Frank R. Reid, ex-Congressman and former counsel
for the general when he was
Chicago,

Richardson

Dead

at

77

F. H. Richardson, internationally
known writer on motion picture projection, died late last week following

a stroke suffered several days earlier.
He would have been 77 years old
Oct. 25.
Richardson was for 35 years a men-

in Hudson County.
Plaintiff is
Rosyl Amusement Corp., operator
of the Cameo Theatre, Jersey City.
Defendants named are
Skouras
Theatres, Playhouses Corp., 20th Century-Fox, Warner Brothers, Inc.,
Warner Brother Theatres, Stanley
cities

{Continued on page 17)

Schoenstadt Files

Anti-Trust Suit

—

&

Chicago, Sept. 19. H. Schoenstadt
Sons, Chicago circuit operators, have

an anti-trust suit in the District
Court here against B&K, Warner Theatres, Paramount, Vitagraph, Loew's,
Fox, RKO, Columbia, Universal and
United Artists.
They charge that a monopoly of
filed

films

the period of a pre-release
which follows the Loop first run favors
in

the Tivoli,

Tower, Southtown, Avalon
and Capitol over their 2,500-seat Picadilly Theatre on the South Side. They
{Continued on page 17)

preparing the script
and Elman will leave for the
Coast in a week to engage a
director and star for the
name part. Elman said that
the production will be in "the
million dollar bracket."

Theatre Supplies
Promised By WPB

into

May

Act

Tomorrow
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Sept. 19. Ap-

—

pointment of a subcommittee to consider the Kilgore Bill divorcing ex-

from distribution may be
by the Senate Judiciary
Committee tomorrow at its first
Congress
reasmeeting
since
sembled. Sen. Kilgore, whose name
now adorns what for several years
was known as the Neely Bill, is
hibition

ordered

expected to be a member of tne
subcommittee, which probably will
be a five-man group.

—

Whether the bill is to be pressed to
Chicago, Sept. 19. The Theatre
decided by the subEquipment Dealers Protective Ass'n., hearings will be
committee, but there is considerable
in convention at the Hotel Bismarck
{Continued on page 6)
here this week end, was cheered by
the announcement that materials in
any quantity necessary will be made
available for replacement needs in the
industry.

This

anouncement,

Myers Rejects Col.

Product Response

by Ed Weber

War

of the
Production Board's controlled materials division, came after
members had heard of new
restrictions being placed on the manufacture of important theatre and film

WPB

{Continued on page 6)

More Film Promotions on
Air Due to Newspaper Cuts
Film Leaders Will
Aid 'Night of Stars'

Present and expected further war
curtailment of space in newspapers is
one of several factors influencing a
greater use of radio as a public proRobert Weitman, of the Paramount
motional media, a survey of distribuTheatre, here, has been appointed tors here reveals.
chairman of the producing committee
Time-buying for spot announcements
for
the
forthcoming
10th
annual represents only a small portion of time
"Night of Stars," to take place at on the air exploiting new pictures.
Madison Square Garden, Tuesday eve- Where a picture particularly lends

Nov. 16, it was announced at the itself to radio exploitation, most comweekend by Nathan Straus, general panies are not hesitating to buy time,
chairman.
Proceeds will go to the but the bulk of the promotions still
United Jewish Appeal for Refugees, comes from guest appearances. In adOverseas Needs and Palestine.
dition, several companies provide radio
Heading the group of honorary stations with a weekly program of
chairmen of the producing committee publicity, which is increasingly being
are Barney Balaban, David Bernstein, used.
Nate J. Blumberg, Jack Cohn, N.
Paramount claims the greatest radio
ning,

:

{Continued on page 6)

Subcommittee

is

the

:

TEN CENTS

Divorcement

Woods, publicity
director for Essaness Thea-

;

{Continued on page 17)

Industry

To Look

Madeline

companies are named
His columns in
defendants in a treble-damage Sher- tor of projectionists.
man Anti-Trust suit filed in Federal Better Theatres, which continued a equipment during an address by Allen
Court Friday, alleging conspiracy to department begun in Moving Picture G. Smith. Details of the new restricand his Bhtebook of tions were published exclusively in
restrain trade in the distribution of World in 1907
films in Jersey City, and adjacent Projection, which first appeared in Motion Picture Daily Sept. 17.
film

Picture

Senate Group

stripped of his rank.

tres,

tion

1943

addition to handling motion

in

Their performance in Chicago, at
weekend, shattered all bond-selling

Elman

20,

Alert,

{Continued on page 17)

Columbia Pictures has invited any
having "a just claim"
exhibitors
against it on product terms and conditions, to present their claim "and it
will receive consideration," declared

Columbia sales manLeo F. Wolcott, of Allied Theatre Owners of
Iowa-Nebraska.
Montague acted after Wolcott informed him that his Allied group had
endorsed resolutions passed by the na-

A.

Montague,

ager, in a statement to

board of directors relating to Columbia.
In his statement to Wolcott, Mon•
{Continued on page 6)

tional Allied

Seeks Transfer of

OWI Duties to Hull
Washington,

Sept. 19.

— Legislation

War

Informato abolish the Office of
tion and transfer its functions to the
State Department was introduced in
Congress Friday by Rep. William B.
Barry of New York, the first overt
sign of a definite move to put Sec.
Cordell Hull in charge of all foreign
activities of the Washington govern-

ment.

OWI and State Department officials
have clashed several times over the
former's operations in the foreign
{Continued on page 17)

field,

Motion Picture Daily

Personal
Mention

Tradewise

MILDER,
MAX
managing

the industry here
continues to talk a postwar blueprint, the British and
Russian film industries, with the
substantial aid and interest of
their respective governments, already are acting upon theirs.

returned to
visit at the
week-end. He will be here for about
10 days before returning to London.
•
Lt. Arthur C. Krohn, U.S.N.R.,
former M-G-M student booker, and
nephew of David Bernstein, Loew's
director,

New York

from a Coast

vice-president and treasurer, is the
recipient of a letter of commendation
from Secretary of the Navy Frank C.

Knox.

Deon

•
be Tita, 20th-Fox chief pro-

celebrated four events at
the week-end, his 31st wedding anniversary, 27th year with Fox, the fact
that he sold $17,500 in bonds, and his
anticipation of becoming a grandjectionist,

father.

•
Abeles, Jr., Warner
manager in Montevideo, Uruguay,
arrived in New York at trie week-end
for conferences with company execu-

Arthur

S.

tives.

•

Nixon

Griffis, son of Stanton
Griffis, Paramount executive commit-

Lt.

chairman, and Martha Groomes
Hughes, of Portland, Ore., have announced their engagement.
tee

•

Rube Jackter,

Columbia's assistant
general sales manager, left over the
week-end for a 10-day business trip to
Oklahoma City and Dallas.

•
Roper, former

John
home office

publicity

RKO

man now

New York

Army, was a

theatre
in the

visitor last

week.
•

Arnold Stoltz, U.A.
director,
St.

is

exploitation

expected to return from

Louis tomorrow.
•

Howard Levinson
legal

staff will
brief vacation.

of the

Warner

return today from a

•

RKO

Harry H. Unterfort,
cuse,

Army

N. Y., manager,
tomorrow.
•

Shirley Graf
book department

Syra-

will enter the

M-G-M

of the
will return

press
from a

vacation today.

•

Martin Jurow, head of Warners
New York talent bureau, spent the
week-end

in

Boston.

•

Sophie Rosenstein,

Warner

director, is en route to the
a visit here.

test

Coast after

W

HILE

no news to foreign department heads here that Britain
has concluded some trade agreements in Latin America in
is

which British films are included,
and that other such agreements
negotiation.
Nor is it
news to them that Britain and
her film industry are prepared
to move along similar lines on
the Continent and elsewhere as
soon as such moves are possible.
Nor is it news to the foreign department heads here that Moscow has completed plans for
placing a films attache in every
national capital and every film

are

in

production capital in the postwar world. The attentions of
such attaches will be devoted
exclusively

to

motion pictures.

Theirs will not be an effort diffused by official responsibilities
covering everything from fertilizer to electric refrigerators, as is
the case with American commercial attaches.

•

•

These and many more concrete developments in the postwar plans of the British and
Soviet film industries have been
made possible by interested and
appreciative governments. This
is not to say that Washington is
neither interested in nor appreciative of the postwar role of the
motion picture in world commerce and world thought. In-

it

fails to rec-

Artificial trade barriers, quo-

taxation,

tas,

discrimination,

and countless other
obstacles have confronted the industry in the past and may reacensorship

sonably be expected to be more
numerous and more severe in
the future, if only for the simple reason that other nations
nurturing ambitious film industries are now preparing to contest
the preeminence of the
American film. They will do so
not always on the basis of the
merit of their product but with
the persuasion of all facets of
national trade with which their
films will be bound up.
That is the kind of competition that must be met, not in the
studios nor on the selling front,
but in the Embassies, ministries
and consulates where the fortunes of the industry's foreign
markets will be established in
exact proportion to the government's interest in this industry.
•
•

Loew's theatre officials, they
say, have been unable to get the
green light from the company's
legal department for any serious
discussion of acquisition of the

Walter Reade
•

circuit.

•

irresponsible
twaddle in that
other trade paper about me being a ghost. They said the same
thing about Lou Metzger, didn't

sented to governmental authorities with the proper emphasis.
The industry, it would seem,
apart from its cooperation with
the service branches, has been
too busy servicing films to other
branches of the government to
press properly its own postwar
requirements.

they?"

cause its preeminence will be
maintained by dollars poured
into production.
While even

the father of a baby girl last week.

debatable,

impression that the industry's postwar problems, potentialities and need for Federal assistance never have been prethe

•

Percy Friedman, manager of the
Yeadon Theatre, Yeadon, Pa., became

is

ognize the real foreign market
problem.
Unfortunately,
pictures have not always been sold
strictly on merit alone, and are
not likely always to be so sold in
the postwar world.
•
•

formed industry executives give

Robert Morgan, manager of the
Hollywood Theatre, Pottsville, Pa.,
was inducted into the Army.

Quittner, partner in the
Quittner and Perakos circuit, was in
Hartford on business last week.
•

Joseph

that

Jim Mason, pilot of the De
Cherry Valley, Ohio,
writes on the back of one of
those French Moroccan post
cards "Pay no attention to that

the real situation,
there has been no
evidence to the contrary, then
there are leaders of this industry who may have much to account for later. There are too
many who smugly insist that the
American motion picture will
retain its status quo throughout
the postwar world simply be-

•

If

this

and up

to

— "Cavalcade

20

Sept.

of

Stars"

War Bond Rally, Dallas.
Sept. 20— M. P. Bookers Club First
Fall Meeting, Lincoln Hotel, New
Third

" T

It

20, 194.3

Coming Events

SHERWIN KANE

By

Warner's British

Monday, September

is

now

Luxe,

:

Home
ing,

offices have been hearand not without a great deal

of puzzled concern, that the
prints of the 40 features which
they prepared with Italian subtitles for the Overseas division
of the Office of War Information last July still are reposing
in Army supply depots in North
Africa.
Not a one has moved
even to Sicily in these past several months, according to the

information they have had imThe situation,
parted to them.
if not remedied very soon, may
develop into a change of attitude
on the part of company executives toward future activities of
the kind, if it has not already

done

so.

York.
Sept.

— War

21

Manpower Com-

mission Meeting with distributors
in Detroit.

—

Council Meeting, Nation^
Entertainment Industry Confeif
ence, New York.
Sept. 23
"Cavalcade of Stars"
Third War Bond Rally, San Fran-

Sept. 21

—

cisco.

Sept.

—

24

Rally,

"Cavalcade

Finale,

War Bond

Third

Stars"

of

Grand

Los Angeles.

— "Free Movie Day", for
Third War Loan.
Sept. 28— Meeting, National EnterSept.

27

tainment Industry Council, New
York.
Local Industry ConferSept. 28

—

by Charles Francis

ence, address
Coe, of

MPPDA,

Buffalo.

—

Sept. 29
Local Industry Conference, address by Charles Francis
Coe, of
Toronto.

MPPDA,

—AFL

Oct. 4
Boston.

RKO

National Convention,

Adds Another
L. A. First

Los Angeles,

Sept.

19.

Run

— Further
RKO

reducing the product bottleneck
has leased the Carthay Circle from
Fox-West Coast acquiring the house
after "For
the Bell Tolls"
closes. The initial plan provides that
the Carthay will operate day-and-date
at the same price scale with the
Pantages, Hollywood and Hillstreet
Theatres here.

Whom

This

gives

Los An-

Metropolitan

geles four new first runs, others being
the Egyptian, Uptown and Los Angeles which swing to the new policy
Sept. 30.
The area now will have
one
four three-ply first run setups
the Chinese, State and Ritz two the
:

;

Egyptian, Uptown and Los Angeles,
both groups FWC; three, Warner

Downtown and Warner Hollywood,
which Warner oper-

plus the Wiltern
four,
the
ates

Carthay,

;

Hollvwood and

Harmon

Coast on
Film Plans

to

WAC

Discussion

Committee

Pantages,

Hillstreet.

of
film

the

War

Activities

program with

ence to subjects in

work

at

refer-

Warners,

RKO, M-G-M,

Paramount, Selznick
and Universal will be held on the
Coast this week, following the arrival
Francis Harmon,
who flew there
from New York during the weekend.
Conferences will also be held with
acting chairman E. J. Mannix, of the
Hollywood division, and on
Thursday, Harmon will confer with
Charles P. Taft, who is expected to
meet with a special Coast committee
on industry participation in a program
for youth on the home front. Harmon
is due to return to New York in about
a week.
in

Hollywood

WAC

of

coordinator,

WAC
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Overconfidence shrinks the

War

effort!

DON'T LET
HAPPEN!
Our

job in the 3 d

War Loan

is

IT
now

bigger than ever

Fight complacency in the public

mind with

Hard -hitting Red -White -and -Blue showmanship!
The war is not in the bag for the boys who die today!
The road to Berlin and Tokio is long and bloody!
Our theatres must rally patriots to the nation's call!
Our parades and ballyhoo must never let aown
Your enthusiasm will inspire your patrons to
J

Back the

attack!

War Activities

Committee, of the Motion Picture Industry, 1501 Broadway,

New

York

City.

Vac

pic

5fi

4
<

\

Jack L.Warner,

Executive Producer

Are

I on

Hacking

l lie

Attack?
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RKO Shortening Horrors for Speed;

Coast Flashes

6

Decline in Accident

Claims by Patrons
Anderson Reports

To

Hollywood, Sept.
ficulty in

There has been a sharp decline

the war started, according to
Henry Anderson, head of the insursince

Paramount. De-

ance department at
spite the unprecedented
he

personnel,

theatre

turnover

in

crimes,

states,

such as stealing of theatre tickets,
cash or house property have not increased in the past few years.
Anderson reports there have been

no increases

war

for

rates

insurance

in

theatres since the

started, but

on

insurance

is

type

policy

optional

is

horror pictures have one

dif-

compulsory

in England and is issued to theatres
by the British government. However,
this

all

—

opposite direction.
risk

— Almost

common: the bend where suspense must be sustained

RKO intends to sell these to exhibitors in a package, giving
houses showing horrors most of which are double-bill runs
the opportunity to sell the two separately to the public.

the contrary the trend has been in the

War

19.

Bill

through some sort of bolstering. This has convinced Charles
Koerner, RKO-Radio studio chief, and Val Lewton, the studio's
smithy of nerve tinglers, that better, shorter and therefore more
horrific blood chillers can be turned out.
Taking a leaf from the books of the writers of horror stories,
the pair has decided to make horror pictures which will run only
45 to 50 minutes as compared with the 60 to 90-minute running
time of most horrors.
"The greatest horror stories are short stories," said Producer
Lewton. "Why would not four-reel horror pictures, with a fast
pace of sustained suspense, be more thrilling to an audience than
longer ones? We intend to find out."
Two such short horrors now on Lewton's production schedule
are "The Amorous Ghost," and "The Screaming Skull." The
former is being written by John Collier, English master of a sort
of gay horror story which has a nerve tingling punch at the end.

in

patrons

theatre

by

claims

accident

Them for Twin-Horror

Sell

country and Canada, where
issued by the government.

it

in

this

is

also

May Name O.C.R. FP-C Executives in
Film Man in Week AnnualTorontoMeet

Y

1943

20,

Hollywood, Sept. 19
Darryl
Zanuck, Jack Warner and

FRANK FREEMAN,
•

F.

Walter Wanger will participate in the
United Nations Writers' Conference
sponsored by the University of California and the Hollywood Writers

About

Mobilization, Oct. 1-3.
are expected to attend.
•

2,000

Louis D. Lighton has been signed
by 20th-Fox as a producer. "A Tree
Grows in Brooklyn" will be his first.
•

M-G-M

has bought "Fledgling," a

play about an American

flier in

French

French Morocco.
•

Chairman Henry Ginsberg of the
War Finance Committee announced
at the weekend that Universal studio
purchased $500,000 in war bonds.
Ginsberg also announced that B. G.
DeSylva has bought $50,000.

•

The Hollywood Victory Committee
has assigned 22 personalities to make
transcriptions

aiding

Canada's

Fifth

Victory bond drive. Deanna Durbin
Anderson revealed that insurance
and Loretta Young have made the
Toronto,
Sept.
19.
Important
premiums for theatres in foreign counfirst one at Universal.
Washington, Sept. 19. Appointseries of Famous Players - Canadian
tries now occupied by the Axis which ment of an experienced consultant to
the conferences have started here with the
were paid by the majors in advance serve in the motion picture unit of
and recreation section of arrival of district managers from
companies have amusement

—

—

to

insurance

alien

been written
firms

are

status

is

off,

out

since

of

many

business

Requirements Coast to Coast to be followed by
with partners and associates
may be announced within a week, it meetings
of the circuit, winding up with a gentheir was learned here over the weekend.
the

Office

of

Civilian

of these

or

The

unknown.

filling

of

this

position

will

convention Sept.
cluding feature will
eral

The condinner-dance

24.

be a
out the staff of the film unit,
He declared that Paramount, for round
of the home office staff, Friday night,
which was set up some weeks ago
circuit partners and district manone, has been unable to find out the under
OCR Director Arthur D. with
agers as guests.
condition of their properties in Axis Whiteside's plan to assist civilian inAlready in session with circuit
dustry in securing its fair share of
occupied countries.
chiefs are: L. I. Bearg, Vancouver;
military,
after
remaining
materials
is
insurance"
"Business interruption
F. H. Kershaw, Calgary; E. A. Zorn,
maritime and lend-lease requirements
being subscribed to by exhibitors in
Winnipeg Robert S. Roddick, Halibeen
filled.
have
greater volume now than ever before,"
fax, district managers, and K. M.
"

;

he said.

Meets on New
Product Promotions

'U'

As in the case of the Office of War
Information, which for the past two
months has been seeking a head for
the film bureau of its domestic operahas had diffitions branch, the
culty in locating a man of high calibre
who was able to make the sacrifices
required in taking a Government post.
Both organizations appealed to the
industry War Activities Committee

OCR

Advertising-exploitation plans of the
product which Universal is making
available currently and during the
next several months were outlined by
Maurice A. Bergman, Universal East- for assistance.
ern advertising and publicity manager,
at a special meeting of his department
held on the weekend, at the Hotel
Astor. Universal field men also at-

tended.

Plans for campaigns on "Corvette
K-225" and "Flesh and Fantasy" were
emphasized. Also discussed were plans
for "Fired Wife," "Crazy House,"
"Top Man," "Cobra Woman" and
"The Strange Death of Adolf Hitler."
Field men remained in New York
over the weekend to view many of the
productions which were discussed.
It was also announced at the meeting that Milton Silver has joined
department.
advertising
Universal's
Silver for a long time was advertising
manager of National Screen Service,
and more recently was doing special

work

for Columbia.

Film Leaders Will
Aid 'Night of Stars

9

(Continued from page 1)

Peter Rathvon, Marvin H. Schenck
and Albert Warner. Co-chairmen are
Louis K. Sidney and Ed Sullivan

Ben Boyar
man.

will act as associate chair-

Hollywood,

Leach, Calgary.
busy week's schedule is ahead
with the annual meeting on Tuesday
of the Motion Picture Theatres Association of Ontario and the annual convention Wednesday and Thursday of
theatre managers of 20th Century
Theatres, followed by the FP-C convention with associates Friday.

A

New York

International Signs
Cooper for 'Brown'
Sept. 19.

—Internation-

Decree
Session Postponed

(Continued from page 1)
until next month, but the postponement
will give additional time for evaluation of the recent field survey of the
consent decree situation and analysis
of the material submitted by exhibitor

Gary Cooper,
"Casanova Brown"
for the William Goetz-Leo Spitz comorganizations which have circulated
pany.
Nunftally Johnson is writing
questionnaires among their members.
and producing. Indications are that the
Cooper agreement is very likely extending beyond one film to embrace
al's

who

first talent

will

coup

is

start in

a long period of years.
"Brown" enters production next
year. It will be International's second
production.
The first, launched in
February, will be "Belle of the Yukon,"
a Technicolor musical, with William
A. Seiter directing and Gypsy Rose
Lee signed for a role.

Sturdivant to Talk
San Francisco,

—

Sept. 19.
B. V.
Sturdivant, Northern California manager of Fox-West Coast, will address
next week's meeting of the Advertising Club here on the topic, "Motion
Pictures, America's Post-War Ambassador."

Senate Group Will
Probe Divorcement

(Continued from page 1)
opposition on the part of the leadership of the Senate to the consideration
of any measures not having to deal
with the war, and it is very unlikely
that even if the legislation is sent to
the floor there would be any action on
it this year.

Rogers Set for Garden
Roy

Rogers,

Theatre Supplies
Promised By WPB
(Continued from page 1)

Weber

said that supplies and raw
materials
maintaining existing
for
theatre facilities will be forthcoming
and predicted that before long priorities will he a thing of the past. Any
allotment will soon find the stock pile
on hand to supply it. Labor is more
likely to be the major limiting factor
in the future, he said.
Bottlenecks
are likely to remain in obtaining fabricated parts, the meeting was told.
It was suggested that whenever possible such items as fractional horsepower motors be fabricated within
their own organizations.
If supplies come from the Army or
Navy, such materials may be used
only on government work, the more
than 100 delegates were told. Smith

said that materials to be allotted for
the fourth quarter are expected to duplicate the third quarter supply for
the projector pool and will be allotted
to manufacturers on the basis of their
proportional number of machines in
use. The allotment is expected to permit the manufacture of 100 projection machines, 100 lamp, 100 rectifiers
and 50 sound systems, but it will not
be ready before the third quarter of
1944 and cannot be used in any new
theatre.

Myers Rejects

Col.

Product Response
(Continued from page 1)

tague

upholds the relations of his
company with exhibitors. Subsequently, Abram F. Myers, national Allied
board chairman, having received a
copy of the Montague statement, in-

formed

Montague that

it

failed

to

Republic
Pictures meet the specific allegations of the nacowboy star, will again be featured tional Allied resolution which comas guest-star at the "World's Cham- plained that certain pictures which it
pionship Rodeo," in Madison Square says Columbia promised for 1942-43
Garden, Oct. 6-31.
had been held over for 1943-44.

t/es. brother,

Vop MAN" is the

that keeps

show business

stuff

alive

£creen ft mmec/fafe/vf
^wmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
>

"Universal opened

its

purse strings to deal 'Top Man' a lavish

pot-pourri of music, songs

and dances/'

"Donald O'Connor continues

his

—Daily Variety

rapid advance as a film enter-

tainer of true star calibre. Susanna Foster

is

charming as the

of his dreams."

n Top Man'
t

is

—Hollywood Reporter

top entertainment for any exhibitor's customers,

and top honors go

to Donald O'Connor. Charles Lamont's excel-

lent direction doesn't permit

'"Top Man'

is

girl

a single

dull

excellent entertainment ...

moment

in

the film."

—Motion

Picture Daily

and

profitable B.O."

— Variety

nni|1(R

UNIVERSAL PICTURES
presents

DONALD O'CONNOR
LILLIAN GISH

.
•

- PEGGY

SUSANNA FOSTER
RICHARD DIX

RYAN

,„

TOP MAN
Uirected by Charles
Lamont
Associate Producer
Bernard

W.

Burton

"BACK THE ATTACK! BUY WAR BONDS! THIRD WAR LOAN."

:

Monday. September
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Theatre Changes

'Army' Big «25,000
'So Proudly'

li

'Rising Sun,' $24,500
6

$17,000
Pomeroy Re-Opens

Paul Manages Keith

Pomeroy, la., Sept. 19. A. R. Fenton has reopened the Pomeroy The-

Indianapolis,
Frank
19.
Sept.
Paul is the new manager of Keith's
Theatre here.

—

Providence Gross

atre.

—

—

—

—

We

Blumberg Promoted
19.
Ben Blumberg has been transferred from War-

(30c-40c-50c)

days.

7

(Average. $9,500)

"Best Foot Forward" (M-G-M)

"That Nazty Nuisance" (U.A.)

LOEWS STATE— (3,232)

7

(30c-40c-50c)

(Average,

Gross: $12,000.

days, 2nd week.

MAJESTIC— (2,250)

Shepler Transferred

days.

7

CARLTON— (1,526)
FAY'S— (1,800)

stage:

7 days,
Majestic.)

(30c-40c-50c)

State.

METROPOLITAN— (3,050)
stage:

&

On

Lewis,

Parks,

(40c-6Sc)

Sammy Kaye

Gross: $14,000.

tra.

He

manager

of

Drive-In Sold
Azel Ames,
Sept. 19.
Vernon, Ken of Anita, has sold equipment from his
Page.
7 days.

(30c-40c-50c)

Marion Burroughs, Conway

On

assistant

Columbus, Ohio.

Lamont's Cockatoos, Lorraine
Charlie
King,
Charlotte
Young,
(Average, $6,400)
Gross: $6,500.
"Revenge of the Zombies" (Mono.)
days.

now

ler is

— Wayne

ShepLoew's
was transferred here from

St. Louis, Sept. 19.

(Average, $11,700)
Gross: $18,000.
"Claudia" (20th-Fox)

(Moveover from
2nd week.
Gross: $4,100. (Average, $3,600)
"Boots and Saddles" (Rep.)

3

—

la.,

'Watch' Does $7,200

Orpheum Re-Opens
Champaign, 111., Sept. 19.— RKO's
Orpheum, closed for the summer, reopened Sept.

New

New Haven Gross

Bulletin.

Canton Theatre Re-opens
Canton, O., Sept. 19.—The Mc-

Sept. 19.— "Watch on
the Rhine" singled to the best margin
over par at the Roger Sherman, with
At the Loew-Poli "Claudia"
$7,200.
and "Petticoat Larceny" grossed $8,The bill goes to the College for
600.

New Haven,

a second

week

ending Sept. 16
"Oklahoma Kid" (W.B.)

Kraska Manages Loew's Poli
New Haven, Sept. 19. George

—

Loew Boston

of the LoewPoli here, following Robert Russell's
departure on a three-months' leave of
absence.
staff,

is

now manager

days.

Gross:

$7,200.

—

Sackvtlle, N. B., Sept. 19. Mrs.
S. C. Brownell replaces her husband

manager

as
ell

is

BrownCanadian army. A new

of the Imperial.

in the

policy will include screening pictures
of Sackville's men and women in

AMP

first luncheon-meeting of the season at the Hotel Astor on Sept 23 at
12:30 p.m. with prominent guests in
attendance. Discussion will center cm
the annual dinner and dance, and insurance for members.
its

Tishman Buys Two
Chicago,

Sept.

19.— Sam Tishman

Milwaukee Week
—"Claudia,"

Milwaukee, Sept. 19.
in second downtown week

at a

move

over house, brought the Strand $3,480, one of the best averages during
the

summer.

acquired

Illinois,

$7,800.

"Phantom

7

days.

(40c-55c)

(Average, $7,000)

of the

WORLD— (350)

4th week.

week

(RKO)

CENTURY— (1,600)
Gross:

the

Gross:

Opera" (Univ.)
(40c-5Oc-55c-75c)
$2,300.

days,

7

(Average, $2,200)

(Para.)
(35c)

Gross:

7 .days.

(Average, $3,400)

"Du Barry Was a Lady" (M-G-M)

LYRIC— (1,250)

(40c-5Sc)

7

days,

3rd

week. Gross: $4,750. (Average, $4,500)
"So Proudly We Hail" (Para.)

STATE— (2,300)

week.

$12,000.

"Bombardier"

(RKO)

ORPHEUM—

days, 2nd
7
(Average, $12,000)

(40c-55c)

Gross:

(40c-55c)
7
days.
(2,800)
(Average, $11,600)
Gross: $12,000.
"Colt Comrades" (UA) 4 days
"West Side Kid" (Rep.) 4 days
ASTER— (900) (20c-30c) 7 days, with mid(Average,
Gross: $2,400.
week change.
$2,300)

Estimated receipts
ending Sept. 18:

the

for

week

Stage
Gross for 'Claudia'

$3,172,000

"So Proudly We Hail" (Para.)
"Henry Aldrich Swings It" (Para.)

PALACE— (2,400)

(50c-65c)

7

2nd

days,

John Golden's stage version of
"Claudia," now being released in a
RIVERSIDE— (2,700) (44c-60c-75c) 7 days, picture by 20th Century-Fox, closes
plus Ray Herbeck and orchestra and the its two-year stage life this week, at
Three Stooges on the stage. Gross: $12,- Butte,
Mont., grossing more than
600.
(Average, $14,000)
$3,172,000 from its 1,764 Broadway
"Claudia" (ZOth-Fox)
and road showings.

week.

Gross:

(Average,

$9,500.

$7,600)

—

Chicago, Sept. 19. Charles A. Ziebarth, secretary of Bell and Howell,
left an estate of $1,055,289, it was disclosed with the filing of an inheritance

"Corregidor" (PRC)

STRAND— (1,400)

(50c-65c)

7

taxes downtown week. Gross: $3,480.
amounted to $226,399, and state taxes $2,400)
"Watch on the Rhine" (W.B.)
were $2,987.
"Prairie Chickens" (U.A.)
Beneficiaries of the estate, which

tax

return

Federal

in trust, were his widow,
his sister, Mary Z. Jackson,
his sons, Jack, 17, and Robert, 6.

was left
Marion;
and

here.

2nd
(Average,

days,

WISCONSIN— (3,200)
Gross:

$13,780.

(50c -65c)
7
$10,600)

"Claudia"

played

ments in 57 of 89

return

days.

(Average,

Indiana

'

days,
$8,000)

engage-

cities.

USO Camp Shows

WARNER—

(2,400) (44c-65c) 7 days, 2nd
(Average, $10,400)
Gross: $12,480.
week.
"Salute to the Marines" (M-G-M)
"A Stranger in Town" (2flth-Fox)

Cooper with U. A.
and
"Bombardier" (RKO)
Chicago, Sept. 19.—Robert Cooper "Petticoat Larceny1 (RKO)
Wisconsin state rights on "One Third
publicity
Midwest
ALHAMBRA— (1,900) (44c-65c) 7
of a Nation" and "Back Door to has been appointed
2nd week. Gross: $7,200. (Average,
representative for United Artists.
Heaven" from Harold Orlob.

has

_

"Spitfire"

for

"Buckskin Frontier" (U.A.)

Ziebarth Left $1,055,289
Motion Picture Associates will hold

Estimated receipts
ending Sept. 18:

"Alaska Highway"

Associated Music
'Salute's' $13,780 in
In Spot Sales Deal

7

Resume

days.

7

19.

GOPHER— (998)

(Average, $6,200)

Associates to

(30c-40c-50c-

Minneapolis' Best
— "BombarMinneapolis, Sept.

$3,100.

G

(40c-50c)

"Best Foot Forward" (M-G-M)
"Buckskin Frontier" (U.A.)

We

Forgotten Sins" (PRC)

ROGER SHERMAN— (2,037)

7

each.

Associated Music Publishers has apInc., station repreBITOU— (1.627) (40c-50c) 7 days. Gross: pointed Spot Sales,
sentatives, as sales representative for
(Average, $3,600)
$3,200.
its transcribed library service, accord"Best Foot Forward" (M-G-M)
president.
"Yanks Ahoy" (U.A.)
ing to
M. Finney,
2nd
COLLEGE— (1.565) (40c-50c) 7 days,
Associated becomes the first library
(Average,
$3,200)
$3,300.
wr;k.
Gross:
service to engage an outside sales
' Maudia"
(20th-Fox)
organization, and by becoming sales
Petticoat Larceny" (RKO)
LOEW-POLI— (3,005) (40c-50c) 7 days. representative for a library service,
(Average, $9,300)
Gross: $8,600.
Spot Sales becomes the first station
"So Proudly We Hail" (Para.)
representative to expand its scope of
"Henry Aldrich Swings It" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,373) (40c-55c) 7 days, activity beyond the original function
2nd week. Gross: $5,000. (Average, $5,900) of handling spot commercials for sta"Watch on the Rhine" (W.B.)
tions.
"Isle of

(30c-40c-50c)

(Average, $12,500)

Gross: $16,000.

Kinley Theatre, formerly operated by dier," at the Orpheum, and "So
Harry Reinhart, is being reconditioned Proudly
Hail," in its second week
by the new owner, Clarence D. Smith, at the State, appeared due to split box
for re-opening this month.
office honors, with an indicated $12,000

16.

Kraska, formerly of the

the

AMBASSADOR— (3,154)

days.

'Bombardier',

Wife Replaces Husband

for

days. Gross:

Esquire Manager
San Francisco, Sept. 19.— Eugene "Hers to Hold" (Univ.)
MISSOURI — (3,514) (30c-40c-50c) 7 days.
Poplack has succeeded H. W. Sher(Average, $7,300)
Gross: $9,000.
burne, resigned, as manager of the Esquire, operated downtown on an allnight schedule by the Blumenfeld cir'Hail,'
cuit.
Sherburne has returned to his
old job as ad salesman for the Call

Poplack

outdoor theatre to Asa Jones, Howard Wolverton and Elmer Krohn,
who will continue operating.

and orches-

(Average, $6,800)

week.
Estimated receipts

7

"This Is the Army" (W.B.)
ST. LOUIS— (4,000) (30c-40c-50c)
(Average, $4,400)
Gross: $9,000.
"Claudia" (ZOth-Fox)

here.

ness.

Army" (W.B.)
(30c-40c-50c)

(30c-40c-50c)

(Average, $15,800)
the Rhine" (W.B.)
"Melody Parade" (Mono.)

"Watch on

—

$14,400)

"This Is the

FOX— (5,038)

$24,500.

Williams at Garrick
55c) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $15,500. (AvChicago, Sept. 19. Harold Wil- erage, $16,900)
liams, formerly with the Butterfield "Two Senoritas from Chicago" (Col.)
"Appointment in Berlin" (Col.)
ner's State to the circuit's Uptown. circuit in Michigan, has been named
LOEWS ORPHEUM— (1,900) (30c-40cHe succeeds Silbert Sitron who has assistant manager of Balaban and 50c) 7 days. Gross: $7,300. (Average, $6,busi900)
supply
Loop
Katz's Garrick Theatre in the
gone into the building

—

Philadelphia, Sept.

Hail" (Para.)

STRAND— (2,200)

Gross: $17,000.

:

"Behind the Rising Sun" (RKO)
"The Falcon in Danger" (RKO)

LOEWS STATE— (3,162)

(Average,

$10,800)

"So Proudly

led

—

•^*ee weeks. "This Is the Army" is
foiling along toward an $18,000 first merly at the College Theatre, College
week, plus more than §7,000, entirely Point, L. I.
New Woman Manager
at
Omaha, Sept. 19.
Mrs. Harold
for Army Emergency Relief, taken
performance.
Martin is this city's first woman manLogan Sells Out
a special advance
endthe
week
for
Estimated receipts
Moville, la., Sept. 19. Charles W. ager, succeeding Emmet Lockard as
ing Sept. 16:
Logan has sold the theatre here to manager of the Omaha. Mrs. Martin
Thomas Sandberg, formerly with a had been secretary for the Tri-States
"The Sky's the Limit" (RKO)
"The Falcon in Danger" (RKO)
circuit for eight years.
house in Laurel, Neb.
(30c-40c-50c-55c) 7
Gross: $12,500.

—War films

Scibilia Sells
Shapiro Manages Harbor
the box office parade in St. Louis this
Indianapolis, Sept. 19. Anton Scib- week.
Brooklyn, N. Y., Sept. 19. Mack
"Behind the Rising Sun," at
Pisapia,
ilia
Keith's
succeeds
who
has
sold
his
interests
in
Shapiro
James
the Fox, is tops, with a big $24,500.
goes into the Army, as manager of Theatre to his associates, Samuel RobEstimated receipts for the week
the Harbor Theatre. Shapiro was for- erts and Nick Boila.
ending Sept. IS

We

RKO-ALBEE— (2,239)

Louis Grosses

St.

St. Louis, Sept. 19.

Providence, R. I., Sept. 19.— Strand
topped local box office returns with a
fine $17,000 from "So Proudly
/iail," and film seems likely to be held

days, 2nd week.

Watch'$16,000Top

Short

Ralph Staub, Columbia shorts producer, and Ed Lowry, regional director of USO Camp Shows, Inc., have
completed arrangements for production by the studio of a one-reel short
subject which will depict co-operation of the camp show group and the
Hollywood Victory Committee.
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Review

Hollywood

ROGERS, "King of the Cowboys,"
ROY
drama of the "new" West, where they

comes through again in a
have gas. "The Man from
Music Mountain," produced by Harry Grey, and written by Bradford
firsts involved in the production of Ropes and
J. Benton Cheney, has a good story and contains a nice share
"Curley," Grant's newest at Columbia. of blood-and-thunder, along with the songs of Rogers and the "Sons of
holds
a
states
that
Grant
The studio
Pioneers."
still

the

record for having 15
played at the Hall, while Director
Hall holds the directorial record because 11 of his pictures have played
there.
If "Curley" plays that theatre
it will boost both records.
In addition, this is the first picture
in which Hall has directed Grant, and
of his pictures

Roy arrives in his home-town after a successful radio debut to find
the whole county in an uproar over the revival of a feud between the
The leading sheep rancher is Laramie
cattle men and sheep ranchers.
Winters, played by Ruth Terry. All are up in arms against her since
her sheep are presumably roaming the range and ruining the cattle land.
In reality, the whole mess had been devised by Victor Marsh, portrayed
by Paul Kelly, a scheming rancher who aims to see Laramie lose her
land so he can buy it and become one of the biggest owners in the

the first picture in which Grant will
He will sing "Curley, the Catersing.
pillar." Janet Blair is co-starred, with
Howard Freeman in a supporting role.

territory.

Roy

•

likes

and his

pal,

of her kid sister, Ann Gillis, he
Brady, seek to uncover the plot and plotter. Laramie

Laramie and, with the help
Pat

Fox has retitled "Torpedo Squad- dislikes the singing cowboy,
ron 8," "A Wing and a Prayer," and However, she is unable to

him to be a friend of the cattle men.
from stepping in and, in the end,
"Ambassador D odd's Diary," "Now falls in love with him. After a series of skirmishes with Marsh
and his
The studio
Told."
It
Can Be
accomplices, Rogers corners them, saving the day for the county and
"Centennial
production
assigned
has
of
proving himself to Laramie.
Summer" to Otto Preminger.
.

.

"U's"

musical

"Three Cheers
this week, with Eddie Sutherland directing Marlene Dietrich, George Raft
and Sophie Tucker, for Producer
Paramount
Charles K. Feldman.
has signed Gene Lockhart for a heavy
role in "Going My Way," starring
Producer Sam
Bing Crosby.
Bischoff has assigned Evelyn Keyes
and Edmund Lozve to top roles in
Harry
"Nine Girls," at Columbia.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Daniel

T.

.

.

.

Usher at

A

Way,"

.

rationing

coal

SOPEG

Dispute with

3 Majors to

WLB

York's Regional War Labor
Board on Sept. 27 will hear arguments in a dispute between Local 109,
SOPEG, and Loew's, 20th CenturyFox and United Artists over wages and
working conditions covering office personnel in the local exchanges of the
companies. The dispute, according to
the union, centers around salary increases and the companies' refusal to
grant a closed shop.
The three majors, on Aug. 10, of-

New

is

undertaking

classifica-

and salaries of 400 home
office workers at Paramount, following classification by the company itself
which, according to the union, has not
proved satisfactory. The union will
take the classification to an arbitration panel net month should Paramount turn down the union's job and
salary listings, the union stated.

The newly organized M. P. Theatre
Managers and Employes, Local 152,
UOPWA, CIO, has filed charges with
the State Labor Board against James
Mage, operator of the Laffmovie on
Exhibit in East
West 42nd Street, growing out of the
discharge of two managers since orM-G-M's "Fine Arts of the Cineganization of the theatre's staff was ma" exhibit is in Philadelphia today

MGM

begun.

A

morrow

at

hearing will be held to- on the first stop of an Eastern
which D. F. Barreca will itinerary following several months in
ask for reinstatement of the managers Mid-West and Western situations.
and compensation for monies lost The exhibit will remain there all

Shows

New
—

—

Roy Brown Promoted

.

—

Plan Charlotte Theatre

Monogram.

•
has renewed the contract of his publicity chief, William
Hebert, and is now pouring the coal
campaign
promotional
for
on
a
"North Star," with special ad layouts
W. R. Frank,
by Lester Beall.
Minneapolis theatre operator and proHe set a
ducer, fooled Flollywood.
starting date for "Dr. Paid Joseph
Goebbels, His Life and Loves," and
actually put the picture before the
cameras on that date.

Managers* Union in
Laff movie Complaint

week, with schedules calling for stops
through their dismissal.
Harrisburg,
Reading,
Trenton,
Local 152 has served notice that it in
represents front of the house employes Newark and Paterson successively.
in more than 60 theatres of the Brandt
for Tri-States
and Skouras
and will press
Position for negotiationscircuits
Balch in
with both, it stated at
Omaha, Sept. 19. The Omaha
Jack Balch has the weekend.
St. Louis, Sept. 19.
Theatre, which has booked only a few
road shows since it was a vaudeville
been named film critic of the St. Louis
house, as the World, more than a
PoSt-Dispatch, succeeding Colvin Mcdecade ago, will book a number of
Pherson, who has joined the overseas
Seattle, Sept. 19. Roy Brown suc- road shows in the new season, accordradio department of the O.W.I. Balch, ceeds Frank Christie, now in service, ing to Mrs. Harold Martin, manager.
Eight shows, beginning with "Jane
formerly book reviewer for the Post- as film buyer in Oregon and WashingDispatch, has been on the local news ton for Evergreen Theatres, accord- Eyre," Sept. 28, have been set.
ing to an announcement by Frank L.
staff.

Charlotte,

Sam Goldwyn

.

at 17

Paramount, and

at

"Sultan's Daughter," at

.

Manager

ably in the country. He started
as an usher one year ago and
became assistant manager in
six months. He still goes to
school mornings.

both write and produce. Louise Allbritton and Robert Paige, who won
rights to stardom in "Fired
their
Wife," will star in "Primitive."
Fortunio Bonanova, the funny Italian
General in "Five Graves to Cairo,"
worked in three pictures in one day
recently so he could get away for a
They were "Ali Baba
concert tour.
and the 40 Thieves," at Universal
.

and

Lamo is 17, youngest manager in the circuit, and prob-

will

.

16,

Hartford, Conn., Sept. 19.—
Henry Needles, Hartford division manager for Warner
Ben
has appointed
Bros.,
Lamo to the post of manager
of the Rialto here.

hans," for that studio and have started

My

No

dictions.

should be necessary this winter, he contended.

SOPEG

denotes general classification.

president of

Deardorff as assistant story editor
for the David Selznick concern. . . .
RKO announces that Casey Robinson's "Revenge," a story of Russian
defenders of Moscow, will be titled
"Days of Glory," and that Leonide
Moguy will direct Virginia Bruce
and George Sanders in "International Zone."
•
Producer Walter Colmes will use
half a dozen big-time vaudeville acts
in "Trocadero," biographical production about the famous night club.
Michael Fessier and Ernest Pagano,
writers, who turned out the supercomedy, "Fired Wife," for Universal,
have completed "The Merry Mono-

"Going

Association,
declared
Coal
here at the weekend.
Battle said that overall
production figures and estimates of current stocks do
not support the shortage pre-

tion of jobs

Vanguard Films, has signed Jerry

"Her Primitive Man," which they

shortage, J. D. Battle, executive secretary of the National

in the dispute.

G"

U. A. release.
•

O'Shea,

of

A

Sherman has signed Lesly Selander to
direct the 53rd Hopalong Cassidy picture, slated for

talk

Comedy is provided by Renie Riano, who plays the part of Christina
Kellogg, the Winters' housekeeper, to perfection while Pat Brady also
contributes some humorous moments. Rogers does a very good job, as
usual, and Trigger, his horse, is in there pitching. Ruth Terry makes a
very attractive heroine and does well as Roy's leading lady. Bob Nolan
and the Sons of the Pioneers provide the music, singing "I'm Thinking
fered increases from three to seven
Tonight of My Blue Eyes," "Roses on the Trail" and other highly singdollars which were turned down by
Directed by Joseph Kane, the film moves along without the union negotiating committee as
able ballads.
hitches or delay.
good show for the whole family.
inadequate. The union also is pressing
Running time, 71 mins. "G."*
for job and salary classification to
Helen McNamara cover the 125 office workers involved

patriotic flavor,
for the Boys," started

.

believing
stop him

.

with

.

—

19.
Governan impending
coal shortage this winter is
causing scare buying which
may result in an artificial

Atlanta, Sept.

ment

{Republic)

CARY

194:

Coal Man Decries
Talk of Shortage

Man from Music Mountain"

"The
Hollywood, Sept. 19
GRANT and Director Al
Hall are shooting at a new Radio
City Music Hall record, with several

20,

Sept.

19.

—Wilby-Kin-

cey Service Corp. has announced plans
for erection in Charlotte of a modern
theatre.

Thomas Flood

.

Killed

—

Rochester, Sept. 19. Pvt. Thomas
Flood, Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.

|

employe, has been killed in action in
the African war area, it was announced here today.

Newman, president of the
Brown has been head booker
Oregon

territory

for

the

circuit.

of the
past few

years.

Johnson City Curfew
Johnson City,
The local juvenile
police to make a

Term., Sept. 19.
court has ordered
nightly check to
see that no children under 17 years
of age are on the streets after 9:30
p. m. unless accompanied by a parent,
a violation of a new curfew law.
Theatres here have suffered from the
prevalent juvenile disturbances.

Warners Buys
Philadelphia, Sept.

19.

Villa

—The Villa

Theatre, Collingdale, has been purchased by the Warner circuit, through
Albert M. Greenfield & Co., from
Mercantile and Theatres Properties,
Inc.

Dies in Film Fire
Mexico City,

Sept.

19.

—The

film

exchange operated by Jesus Vallin at
Mazatlan, Mexico, has been destroyed
by fire. Mrs. Vallin, in charge of the
exchange at the time, was burned tc
death.

Paramount Told

i

s

New York:

The N. Y.

Critics Told

The World:

The Box

Office Tells

The

Story:

So

Tell

Your Paramount Exchange

SUrPnse

hit
ni
of yours."
* n#

F

An

Arlkino Picture

From Motion Pictures Taken by Soviet
Cornermen on the Don and Stalingrad
Fronts

Raramount,
Whom

records of "For

most

thrilling

the U. S. S. R.

justly

The

proud

of

the distinguished

Bell Tolls," "So

Proudly

We

and "Dixie," is equally proud to present
and dramatic film of its kind ever made.

Hail," "Let's Face It"
this

in

A PARAMOUNT RELEASE

londay,

September

20,
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Stars Pass More Film Promotions on
Billion Mark, Air Due to Newspaper Cuts
Double Quota
(Continued from page 1)
Saturday, sent sales over the
Boston, with §200.000,IbiUion mark.
purchasers from the
of bond
jjjp
apolis,

ollywood players, had held the record before Chicago.
After the stars' arrival in Chicago,

•

were viewed on parade by sevhundred thousand, headed by
Mayor Kelly. Greer Garson appeared
at a luncheon, where $41,000,000 in
bonds was subscribed.
The show itself was given in Chithey

eral

cago's Soldier's Field, before 130,000
with receipts of $150,000,000 and an
additional $50,000,000 expected to be
tallied later.

Jose Iturbi and James Cagney, who
were to leave the tour, were able to
switch other commitments and will
now continue through to the final performance in San Francisco. Kathryn
Grayson, because of a slight indisposition, will be unable to appear in St.

il

Louis on the 18th, but will pick up
the group in New Orleans for the
Paul Henreid, folrest of the route.
lowing the St. Louis show, will return to the West Coast.
The Cavalcade was greeted by a
large group of exhibitors, as well as
the public when it arrived at the
Newspapers heralded the
station.
event well in advance.
Members of the welcoming commitRubens,
included Jules
tee
Istate chairman, and Jack Kirsch and
W. K. Hollander, co-chairmen.

WAC

Oklahoma, Then to
Antonio for Brief Stay
order to join the Hollywood
Cavalcade in San Antonio. L. C

"Griffith in

iSan
In
Star

Griffith,

dustry's

general

chairman of the inThird
in the

(.Continued from page 1)
out a weekly radio letter to every stacoverage, according to Robert Lewis, tion in the country.
RKO-Radio has been given "Beradio contact at the studio, here to
for hind the Rising Sun" extensive radio
set the company's radio plans
1943-44. Bob Hope, Bing Crosby and coverage following the formula of
Dick Powell appear weekly on com- "Hitler's Children," according to S.
advertisingMcCormick,
mercially sponsored programs, giving Barret
the company spots for exploitation. publicity director. Also, the company
Paramount uses spot announcements is using spot announcements on "Lady
on all 50,000 watt stations. Company Takes a Chance."
United Artists uses personalities on
also has weekly scripts, "Hollywood
U.A.'s
Headlines" and "Hollywood Round- networks whenever possible.
radio division is headed by Martin
up," serviced to 450 stations.
Lewis admits that there have been Starr. The company provides 165 netcomplaints from exhibitors in cases work stations in metropolitan areas
where scripts of current pictures have with five-minute recordings of Hollybeen done on the air close to its re- wood news.
The company frequently uses Radio
lease date.
With "This Is the Army," said to Readers Digest, Cavalcade of Amerbe setting a record in radio film pro- ica, and other programs to spot permotions, Warner air activity has been sonalities. Spots are being bought for
greater than ever before.
The com- "Johnny Come Lately."
Columbia spent $100,000 in radio for
pany has bought some time for spot
announcements in local campaigns, but "The More the Merrier," according
the bulk of radio exploitation likewise to Frank Rosenberg, exploitation head.
comes from guest appearances, said The company sets personalities on
the People, March of Time and
to average six a week on networks.
Jack Carson has a weekly show on the Kate Smith programs. Columbia
CBS, and Dinah Shore will shortly services 300 stations with its Hollyhave a weekly program. Warner stars wood News Features, and plans exand scripts are frequently used by tensive radio campaigns on "DeLux, Screen Guild, Philip Morris, stroyer,"
"Desperados,"
and
"SaWith Stars Over Hollywood, Stage hara."
Universal's radio promotion is reDoor Canteen, Suspense, and Cavalceiving greater attention than ever
cade of America air shows.
M-G-M had a Blue Network pro- before. For "Johnny Comes Marchgram earlier in the year, spending a ing Home," the company bought time
reported
$200,000.
M-G-M's Red before and after the Spitalny program.
Skelton, Frank Morgan and Lionel "Phantom of the Opera" is receiving
Barrymore have regular weekly pro- considerable promotion via radio, and
so did "We've Never Been Licked."
grams.
Republic plans to give "In Old
Appointment of Jules Alberti as
director of radio advertising at 20th Oklahoma" radio spot announcements
Century-Fox is for greater use of in November, and plans use of radio
radio by that company.
Don Ameche for other top productions. Republic
and Dick Haymes have regular week- uses many radio personalities in picly programs, and the company sends tures, in promotions on the air.

We

participation

planed out of New York
at the weekend, where he has been for
Griffith will first
the past six weeks.

War Loan,

personally supervise the Third War
Loan operations of his own Oklahoma
circuit organizations and will return
headquarters shortly.
to
Griffith left behind him C. B. Akers,
campaign director, who will be acting
chairman, working with Ray Beall.
head of the publicity committee for

WAC

campaign.
Before his departure, Griffith was
tendered a luncheon at the Hotel

Kentucky Houses in
Seeks Transfer of
OWI Duties to Hull Clearance Complaint
(.Continued

and Department
that

w orkers.

WAC

Those

associates and coattending, who paid

him, were H. M. Richey,
Sam Rinzler, Dan Michalove, Joseph
Bernhard, Leo Brecher, Arthur Mayer, S. H. Fabian, Francis S. Harmon,
jjjC.
B. Akers, Ray Beall. Leonard
Goldenson, Gordon White, David Lipton, Barney Balaban, Joseph Hazen,
Jack Alicoate, William Michel, Ed.
tribute to

:

Schreiber.

Canada
War Loan Campaign
Industry Aids

.

eral brief film bulletins

which

will be

used in Canada's Fifth War Loan, beginning Oct. 18 and ending Nov. 6.
Bulletins have been produced starring Bing Crosby, Mary Pickford,

felt

to keep

it

in strict con-

formity to the Administration's foreign
policy.

Regardless of what action
taken on the Barry

Bill,

the

may

OWI

be
ap-

pears to be in for a thorough over-

which two
Congress,
by
months ago sharply curtailed its domestic activities. There is considerable
hauling

sentiment for consolidation of agencies
dealing with the same subject which,
if

translated into action,

would throw

OWI

and the Office of Coordinator of
Interamerican Affairs into the State
Department, which recently was given
the final say over operations of the
Office

At the request of the Canadian government, the Hollywood division of
the War Activities has prepared sev-

Richard P. Ernst Realty

1)

have long

they should control our propa-

ganda so as

.the

Astor by his

from page

officials

of

Economic Warfare.

The

Rockefeller office, however, has been
operating in close harmony with the
Department and there has been no
criticism of

its activities

in either

Ad-

ministration or Congressional circles.

have a modern commentary made by
Miss Morgan's effort will
the star.
Frank Morgan and Michele Morgan. be in French and will be distributed
The film with Miss Pickford was in those Canadian areas where that
made during World War I, and will language predominates.

ator

of

the

Liberty,

and

Ky.,
a clearance complaint in the
Cincinnati tribunal against Loew's,
and 20th Century-Fox.
filed

RKO

Richardson,

77, Projection

Writer,
(.Continued

1910, carried his

Dead

from page

name and

1)

influence to

theatres throughout the English-speaking world.
Born in Centerville, la., Richardson was the son of a locomotive
engineer. He started what was to be
his life's work at a tent show in Chicago early in the 1900s.
few years
later he was chief projectionist of a
Loop theatre and under contract to
conduct a department on projection
Later, he
in Moving Picture World.
moved to New York, and contin-

A

ued his World columns while working
as an inspector for the Nicholas Power projector company. In spare hours
he worked on his handbook of projection and lectured at a trade school.

now

Success of the textbook,

the

Bluebook of Projection after many
editions which made it the standard
work of its kind, and increasing de-

mands of his projection columns,
which had brought invitations for lecfrom unions throughout the
United States and Canada, caused
Richardson to devote all of his time

tures

to his career as a tutor of projectionists and champion of their craft aspirations.
was a charter member
of the
York projectionists' union
and an honorary member of many

He

New

IATSE

and

MPMO

He was

locals.

also one of the founders of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers.
The body was taken to Centerville
for burial.
Surviving are a daugh-

Mrs. Victor Vibber (Nell and
"Friend Daughter" of his projection
columns), and one son.
ter,

Majors and Circuits

Named in Trust
(Continued from page

Co., oper-

Madison

Broadway Theatres, Covington,
has

F.

Suit

1)

Paramount, Paramount Distributing Co., Loew's, M-G-M, RKO, United
Artists,
Universal Film Exchange,
Universal
Inc.,
Corp.,
Columbia,
Monogram, Republic, Big U Film
Exchange,
Roosevelt
Realty
Co.,
Leon Rosenblatt and Motion Pictures
Producers and Distributors of AmerCo.,

The complaint alleges that the existing clearance over the Liberty, Madison and Broadway Theatres, by the
Shirley and Family Theatres is un- ica.
The plaintiff, in addition to alleged
just and unreasonable and requests
that the clearance be eliminated and damages, seeks to enjoin the defendequal availability be granted to the ants from continuing alleged illegal
acts in restraint of trade to have all
plaintiff's theatres.
contracts entered into between the producer defendants and the exhibitor
defendants, who operate five chains of
film houses in Hudson County, decreed invalid and unenforceable, and
to have clearance clauses contained in
New war bond song, "Back
contracts entered into by various of
the Attack," recorded by the
the defendants declared harsh, unTreasury Department, has
reasonable and in restraint of trade.
been sent to all theatre issuPlaintiff alleges that it has susing agents, according to Ray
tained heavy losses because of the
Beall,
publicity chairalleged acts of defendants.
man for the Third War Loan.
The song, recorded by David
;

Treasury Record
For Bond Theatres

WAC

Broekman and the Treasury
Department

orchestra
and
chorus, contains several plugs
for the purchase of War
Bonds and can be used on
"non-sync" equipment.

Schoenstadt Files
Anti-Trust Suit
(Continued from page

1)

ask that the defendants be restrained
from maintaining the alleged monopoly
in any present or future film contracts.

Motion Picture Daily
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Off the Antenna

'BellYCanteen'

Impressive in
San Francisco

Monday, September

Cantor and Jessel
Borrow Each Other

DECLARING

that a wastage of radio facilities would result from
the indiscriminate duplication of radio programs in the same areas,
the CBS affiliates advisory board has advised the network to discourage
the proposal for transcribed rebroadcasting of programs originally broadcast over one network.
The Blue Network contributed 119 hours
to the war effort in August, compared with 80 in August last year.
"For CBS has leased the New Yorker and Maxine Elliott theatres in New
San Francisco, Sept. 19.
the Bell Tolls" is clicking at York.
Arthur Levey, president of Scophony Corp. of America, and
$16,800 in its second week on a two-a- Richard Hubbell, of N. W. Ayer, will speak on television at a general
weekon
three-a-day
with
policy,
day
meeting of the American Television Society, at the Hotel Capitol, New
ends at the Alcazar. "Stage Door Can- York, on Wednesday.
at Albuquerque, N. M. joins the
with
impressive,
still
$8,500
teen" is
network on Oct. 1.
ArtUnited
the
in its ninth week at
Purely Personal C. T. Lucy, general manager of CBS affiliate
ists.
Total first run business was in Richmond, Va., has been elected chairman of the network's affiliates
$151,200. Average is $132,500.
advisory board.
Henry Witt, sales manager of KNX, has been
Estimated receipts for the week end- promoted to the newly created post of assistant general manager.
.
ing Sept. 13-16:
Arthur J. Kemp becomes manager of the Detroit CBS office, on Oct. 4.
"Claudia" (20th-Fox)
Cooney has been named director of news and special events for
PARAMOUNT— (2,740) (20c-35c-55c-75c) 7 Charles
KPO, NBC's San Francisco affiliate, succeeding Don Martin, who takes
days, 2nd week. Gross: $16,500. (Average,
over a similar post for the Western division, with headquarters in Holly$15,700)
"Souls at Sea" (Para.)
wood, succeeding Jay Storm.
Rad Hall, Pathe News narrator and
ESQUIRE— (950) (20c-35c-60c-75c) 7 days, newscaster, is working on a new program built
from material supplied by
2nd week. Gross: $9,000. (Average, $9,500)
the British Information Service.
"So Proudly We Hail" (Para.)
(Univ.)
Judge"
"Good Morning,
Program Notes Fibber McGee and Molly return to their
spot
FOX— (5,000) (20c-35c-55c-75c) 7 days, 2nd on Sept. 28.
Edgar Bergen will introduce a new character, called
week. Gross: $20,000. (Average, $21,100)
"Ophelia," when he guest-stars on the Blue "What's New" program,
"Destroyer" (Col.)
"It's a Great Life" (Col.)
Sept. 25.
.
Jane Withers visits the Jack Carson show on CBS on
ORPHEUM (2.440) (20c-35c-55c-75c) 7 Wednesday.
Ann Sheridan visits the CBS Burns and Allen program
days. Gross: $16,700. (Average, $12,700)
Ida Lupino will
on Sept. 28. Ray Milland will be their guest tomorrow.
"Spitfire" (RICO)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850) (20c-35c-44c-75c) be heard on Mutual's "Soldiers with Wings" program on Wednesday. Miss
$25,200.
vaudeville.
Gross:
7 days.
Stage:
Lupino will also be heard with Brian Aherne in the Lux Radio Theatre
(Average, $24,500)
Walter Pidgeon
presentation of "Ladies in Retirement," on Sept. 27.
"Submarine Alert" (Para.)
WARFIELD (2,680) (20c-35c-55c-75c) 7 will be featured on the Radio Reader's Digest program on Sept. 26. . .
Gross: $23,500.
days.
Stage: vaudeville.
Ronald Colman will be a guest star on Mutual's Sherlock Holmes pro(Average, $18,600)
Fred Brady show
Betty Grable visits the
gram on Sept. 24.
"This Is the Army" (W. B.)
7
(20c-35c-55c-75c)
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400)
Grace George will make an appearance on NBC's Mary
on Sept. 23.
.

.

.

—

.

.

Whom

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

KOB

NBC

WRVA

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

NBC

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

(Average,

Gross: $14,500.

$8,300)

"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)

UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200)
1

65c) 7 days, 9th week.
erage, $10,100)

Gross:

(20c-35c-55c$8,500.

(Av-

Whom the Bell Tolls" (Para.)
ALCAZAR— (1,149) (85c-$1.65) 7 days,

"For

Gross: $16,800.

2nd
(Average, $12,000)

.

.

.

NBC

.

.

New Brunswick, Sept. 19
L. Theatres report that priority for rebuilding of the New State
John,

&

Theatre, Madawaska, Maine, has been
received and work will start on reconstruction shortly. Capitol Theatre
Associates, composed of M. S. Bernstein, J. Lieberman and Mrs. Gussie
Roberts, will operate the house, with
management by Bernstein and Lieber-

man.
B. & L. operates the Savoy, in Fort
Kent, Maine, and ten other houses in
Canadian Maritime Provinces.

'Johnny' Set for 28
Pre-Release Dates

.

19.

first

radio contact in Washington, has laid the controversy over
Jimmy Fidler's radio remarks on
"This Is the Army" before the Fed-

Musicians
of
ban against transcriptions, the union
of which James C. Petrillo is head
was reported at the weekend to have

lish,

an agreement with Decca
Records on terms of a new contract.
The two were said to be apart only
on whether the new pact should run
for two and one-half years, favored
by the union, or five years, as proposed by Decca.
The reported agreement is being
discussed in Chicago with the union's
executive board by Milton Diamond,
If consumrepresenting the union.
mated it would represent an aboutface by Petrillo, who has said the
union wanted to eliminate the tran-

eral

American

Federation

reached

Warner

Communications

Commission,

Albuquerque, N. Mex.,

Sept. 19.

Gov. Dempsey, of New Mexico, and
high Army officials, will attend the
premiere of "This Is the Army," at
the Sunshine Theatre here Sept. 30.

Godshaw with

PRC

be seen in Jesy*

RTPB To

Post-War Radio
Nine radio industry and service
groups have joined in the organization
Planning
Technical
of
the Radio
Board for studies to develop post-war
radio services and products. Prelimithe
RTPB
inary organization
of
technical advisory group, which will

formulate

recommendations

to

the

Warner

Studio announced.
E. Gilman, vice-president of
the Blue Network, has announced an
offer to permit General Phillips, com-

Don

mander

of the

Army Emergency

lief in this area, to

to Fidler

if

make an

Re-

air reply

he so desires.

sat in

—

Goodman

ardization for

many

public radio serv-

embracing both

television and
frequency modulation.
The general plan for organization of
RTPB approved unanimouslv at the
New York meeting will be developed
in detail at another meeting in New
ices,

York on

:

;

Rites for B.

Independent Broadcasters.
Other sponsors are expected to later
join RTPB for work on technical

Sept. 29.

Republic Closes for
141 Schine Theatres 2 Promoted by Warners
P. Wirth has been

Republic has closed for its 1943-44
product with the Schine Circuit, operating 141 theatres in New York,
Ohio, and Kentucky.
The deal was
closed in Gloversville, with J. Myer
and Louis Schine, and George Lynch,
chief film buyer for the circuit.
Republic branch managers present
will, it is expected, decide whether its included
Arthur Newman, of AlEquity and Chorus Equity bany Jack Bellman, of Buffalo Sam
special
committees shall continue discussions Gorrel, of Cleveland, and George
with the American Federation of Kirby, of Cincinnati.
J. R. Grainger,
Radio Artists and American Guild of president of Republic, and Maxwell
Musical Artists on a three-way mer- Gillis, Eastern district sales manager,
ger.

initially

invited "sponsors," including: American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
American Institute of Physics, AmerRadio Relay League,
ican
F-M
Broadcasters, International Association of Chiefs of Police, National Association of Broadcasters and National

on the

deal.

'Diddle* at Palace

promoted from

the inspection department to ad salesman at the Warner exchange, Albany,
N. Y., succeeding Raymond J. Cheney,
Jr., now in the Army, the Warner
home office reported at the weekend.
Eric Anderson, assistant shipper,

has been named ad salesman at the
exchange in Salt Lake Citv to succeed Floyd Johnson, now in the Army,

Warner's also reported.

Meet on Pass Problem
San

—

Francisco, Sept. 19.
After
checking with theatre associations
throughout the country, to learn what
others are doing about the problem,

In a switch of billing at the week- members of the California Theaters
Camden, Sept. 19. Funeral services
Chicago, Sept. 19. Michael God- for B. Goodman, father of Samuel end, RKO's Palace, on Broadwav, has Association will call a meeting here to
shaw, formerly a salesman for Uni- Goodman, executive of the Century booked U. A.'s "Hi Diddle Diddle," to discuss "allocation of passes for serversal and recently with Metro Pre- Circuit in New York, was held here open Thursdav for three weeks, to be vice men."
Some 1,000 passes daily
mium, has been made city salesman Friday. Mr. Goodman, who was re- followed bv RKO's "Behind the Ris- are now distributed through theatre

—

for the local

PRC

Exchange.

.

Plan For

which has requested a transcript for projects including, utilization of the
the purpose of an investigation, the broadcast spectrum and systems stand-

:

Governor at 'Army*

will

picture in a scene front
"Ziegfeld Midnight Follies" of*
yesteryear, while Jessel will
be seen in Cantor's production in his vaudeville act of
Palace fame. Studios have
been borrowing talent for
years, but Jessel and Cantor
are the first producers to
borrow each other.

approved unanimously by the

Decision Today on
Guild Merger Move

I

Cantor
sel's

.

"Johnny Come Lately" will play scription industry permanently.
day and date with its Sept. 23 Broadway Capitol premiere, at Loew's in
Akron, and the Penn, in Pittsburgh.
Twenty-five other pre-release engagements have been set for the William
Cagney-United Artists picture, includExecutive council of Actors Equity
ing the United Artists in San Fran- Association, in regular meeting today,
cisco.

"Show

WHN

.

& L. Get Priority

St.

—B.

RKO

- Radio,
at
have stories calling for the
appearance of both if the pictures are to be authentic. So

Margaret McBride program on Wednesday, in connection with William Federal Communications Commission,
Cagney's United Artists release, "Johnny Come Lately," in which she and other organizations concerned.
The organization plan for RTPB,
makes her screen debut. Cagney will make appearances in connection
on Wednesday and sponsored and presented jointly by the
with the film on WINS tomorrow, and on
President Roosevelt will make an address to the nation Radio Manufacturers Association, and
Thursday.
the Institute of Radio Engineers, was
in connection with the National War Fund drive, on Oct. 5.

Report AFM-Decca in Warner -Fidler Air
Dispute to FCC
Transcription Pact
To Rebuild in Maine Marking
break in the
the
Hollywood, Sept.
—Harry Maiz-

B.

producing

Business,"

.

.

week.

.

Cantor,

—

George
"The Dolly
and Eddie

19.

.

.

days, 4th week.

.

Hollywood, Sept.
Jessel, producing
Sisters," at Fox,

NBC

.

—

.

20, 1943

tired, lived in

Brooklawn, N.

J.

ing Sun," Oct. 14

and service aid groups.

1

9

With time

saving, life-saving

movies

. . . .

outgrowth

largely of "specialists," thousands of
films, are not too many. (Kodak is a
major supplier of film for these pictures
one big reason civilians are
not getting all the film they want.)

9

of IK® dlslk § pioneer Teaching Films. .... the Army

—

and Navy are giving millions the know how of war
more competent

in the use of

You'll see battle, in these training
movies. You'll hear it to make your

—

your

—Back in 1923, having per- weapons, abler to take care of yourself
film — making classroom
— than any "trainee" who ever went
projection practical — Kodak made available
before you.
historical note
"safety"

fected

16-mm. movie cameras and projectors
and shortly afterwards pioneered a pro.

gram

.

yourself in the boots of one of
these young men. You've been accepted for the Army or Navy. What do
you know about this war of 2,000-

Put

zookas

.

.

.

motors
Basubmarine detectors?
aircraft

.

.

under
.

.

.

and work "second nature"

life

conditions. You'll be hardened
"dish it out and take it"

all

ready

to

.

.

.

up to 40% sooner because of Training Films.

.

of teaching films for schools.

horsepower

new

.

Our Army and Navy Commands
realize this lack of experience. They
know that you may go up against battle-wise troops or ship crews or flyers.

They have done the worryingfor you.
They will turn you out a better man—

Training Films are a great and
growing part of their system. The
Army and Navy have made thousands.
Don't get the idea that you're just
"going to the movies," though. These
movies are different. Each teaches you
to do a part of your job in the Service

—

do

it

exactly right.

Maybe

it's

how

rubber

inflate a

Or
Or take down

to dig a foxhole.

life raft.

and reassemble a 50-calibre machine
gun.

Or

—bake a batch of bread

In an

.

.

.

Army and Navy made up

Serving

human

*

*

After this
lions like

much,

—

will

*

—

war is won, you and milyou who have learned so

so easily,

through training films

want your children

to learn the

Arts of Peace this way.

Teaching through motion pictures
and slide film steadily growing in

—

importance during the twenty years
since Kodak made its first teaching
films available
will really come into

—

its

own

.

.

.

Eastman Kodak

Co.,

Rochester, N. Y.

progress through Photography

i

THE 1943-44 INTERNATIONAL MOTION

PICTURE

ALMANAC

IS

ON

THE PRESS

WORLD-WIDE DISTRIBUTION WILL
GIN SOON. RESERVE
EDITED BY TERRY

QUICLEY

RAMSAYE

YOUR COPY NOW!
$3.25 IN U.S.A., $5. ELSEWHERE

PUBLICATIONS
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NEW YORK(20)
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;
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fi
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$3,100 Bond
Average from

Star Sales
$33,000,000

Bought by

YORK,

V.P. and Treasurer
Malcolm Kingsberg, vice-president
of Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp., yesterday was elected vice-president and

com-

Rathvon,

RKO

"K
berg

yesterday announced

prompted the estimate that
would have passed a billion

the stars

by the weekend.
The Cavalcade, which
(.Continued on

jammed

Keil

n g s has been

i

made

the prinfinancial
officer
the
of
parent and of
su b s i d i ary
c o
p anies,"
cipal

Malcolm Kingsberg

m

Rathvon

"and

he will be
elected a member of the board of directors of the parent company."
said,

later

Circuit for Alcan

Highway Proposed

—Gaumont-

British

profits

ended Mar.

company

were

31, 1943,

some

those of

for the

Is

year
$10,-

Subcommittee

Gross

at

Forty

Wa rner Runs
In 40 openings and engagements of

"This is the Army,"
Warner Circuit alone
has grossed more than $2,000,000, it is
revealed in Motion Picture Daily
Irving Berlin's

up to

date, the

field reports.

The

premieres

have

ac-

Possibility of a circuit of film thea-

along the U. S.-Canadian Alcan
is being discussed by Canadian interests who arrived at Whitehorse, Alaska, over the weekend for
the debut of the new Tita Theatre
tonight with the Dominion premiere
of Irving Berlin's "This is the Army,"
according to a Warner statement here
is

the

second

Emergency Relief.
With a view to bringing

in

greatest possible gross for Army Rehave been set with lief, the picture has been intensively
500 more expected by the end of the campaigned throughout all runs.
month.
The zone advertising and publicity
Said Harmon "Many circuits have men have been doing overtime in proarranged at least one bond premiere motional activities under direction of
in every situation where they have Harry Goldberg, the circuit's advertistheatres."
ing and publicity chief.

bond premieres

USO Increases Camp-Show
Tour Units from 34

(.Continued on page 6)

PCCITO Decree Meet
Awaits Tom Clark
Los

Cleveland Beset
By Fuel Problems
—

Cleveland, Sept. 20. Exhibitors
here are faced with the triple threat
of coal shortage, limitation of electric
power and a comeback of Bingo which,

Coast

Angeles,
Conference

Sept.
of

20.

— Pacific

Independent

Theatre Owners has postponed a meeting

set to
sent out by

discuss

the

questionnaire

concerning various practices embodied in the consent decree
until the arrival of Assistant Attorney
General Tom C. Clark on the Coast
it

from Washington.

Clark, who is handling decree neunder a new state law effective this gotiations with the five consenting
week, promises to become a major companies, recently put off his proposed trip here until Department of
source of competition.
While no concerted action has been Justice criminal business, which he has
undertaken, is completed.
(Continued on page 6)

Wyoming; Albert

B. Chandler, of

John A. Danaher, of Conand Homer Ferguson, of

Kentucky

;

Michigan.

to

some days.

Bronston Gets

the

60

500-seat

house built for soldiers and civilian
workers in that area, the first being

of

pected to return to Washington until
the end of this week, making it unlikely that any determination whether
to take up the bill will be made for

Highway

The Tita

—The

ed up by the regular runs up to the

Hollywood, Sept. 20. Francis
Harmon, WAC coordinator, who

yesterday.

20.

Senator Harley M. Kilgore, who
recently completed a study of our military situation in Alaska, is not ex-

:

tres

Sept.

counted for a take of over $300,000,
while more than $1,700,000 was chalk-

40 openings up to that time.
About 50 of the Warner Circuit
first-runs have yet to play "Army,"
considerably later.
All for Army

S.

Washington,

Senate Judiciary Committee today
named a subcommittee to handle
the Kilgore bill divorcing exhibition from distribution, with the
West Virginia author of the
measure as chairman.
Other members of the committee
are Senators Joseph C. O'Mahoney,

necticut,

special

1,100 Bond Premieres
Are Set, Says Harmon
arrived here today, announced that 1,100

for

Senate Designates 5-Man

$2,000,000 'Army'

weekend, at which time the picture
was still running in 35 of the circuit's

treasurer

Named

Divorcement

over
the previous year,
reported here today.
$1,423,208

of RKO, Kingsberg
(Continued on page 6)

As

—

page 6)

a n-

directors.

will

their sale

Peter

nounced
f o 1lowing a meeting of the company's board of

sales of the

"undoubtedly pass the
billion dollar mark."
WAC, over the weekend, had stated that the figure then was just a little below a billion, ,and on that basis,
early estimates of weekend selling by

the

parent
pany, N.
president,

With Dallas, Fort Worth, San AnSan Francisco and Los Angeles
yet to be visited, New York headquar-

night

RKO,

of

company, up to
and including its St. Louis appearance
last Saturday, were §971,000,000 and
with its New Orleans appearance to-

to $10,989,388

treasurer

tonio,

WAC

Up

TEN CENTS

Kilgore Group

Year's Profits

989,388,

son.

bond

GB

Industry

21, 1943

London, Sept. 20

More than 312,800 persons have
already seen the star-studded Hollywood War Bond Cavalcade, nowtouring the country, buying an average of $3,100 in bonds per per-

that

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

M. Kingsberg Is
Named As RKO's

St. Louisians

ters of the

U.S.A.,

Picture

Backing for 15
Samuel Bronston, independent producer, who recently completed production of "Jack London," for United
Artists release, is understood to have
obtained the financial backing for the
production of 15 pictures, of which
"Jack London" is included, from
Guaranty Trust Co., of New York
Security First National Bank, of Los

Angeles, and Lazard Freres and Co.,
international bankers.
Second film planned will be "Billy
Mitchell," which has been budgeted at
(Continued on page 6)

In an effort to provide more

camp

shows for more service men, USOCamp shows has effected an organizational set-up change, combining 'Red'
units, which formerly contained from
30 to 40 performers, and White' units,
which comprised 15 performers, into
new Wictory' circuit units, which will
number about 10 performers per unit.
Thirty

of

the

new Victory

units

started out yesterday all over the
country, with 30 more to follow later
in the season.
Units will carry no
scenery and few props to eliminate the
transportation problem which have beset the tours in the past. New move
increases the number of units from
34 to 60. 'Blue' tabloid units remain
(Continued on page 6)

PRC onTop in 5 -Way
Studio PropertyDeal

—

Hollywood, Sept. 20. PRC is expected to formally take over the Fine
Arts Studio, after a five-way deal involving Educational Pictures, WECO,
a Western Electric subsidiary, a realty company, PRC and Fine Arts. The
studio will be sold on a foreclosure
judgment effected by
against
Educational. The Terminal and Shaker
Heights Realty Co. purchased

WECO

(Continued on page 6)
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15% Raise Asked

Personal
Mention

4

Coast Flashes

For Exchange Help

THE

JOHN

WLB

Mochrie,

Robert

sales

RKO

Western

RKO

general

Walter Branson,

manager, and

the matter has been brought to the
attention of the

WLB.

division sales manager,

returned to the
from the Coast.

home

office

yesterday

SPG

•

Will Discuss

Producer

•

Levy,

prove granting of certain merit

Academy.

creases to members.
Classification and automatic progression terms in contracts will also
be discussed, as will a proposed change
in the classification of associate pub-

Natalie Lefton, daughter

of

Nat

in-

Lefton, PRC franchise owner, was
married Sunday in Cleveland to Lieut.
Ernest Perlmutter. Arthur Green- licists.
blatt, PRC sales manager, and Mrs.
Greenblatt attended the wedding.
•
Sam Burger, foreign roving representative for Loew-Metro, will leave
Hunt Stromberg, United Artists
Friday for his trip through Latin
America. Travel conditions prevented producer, will arrive in New York
him from leaving Monday as was pre- from Hollywood in the first week in
October on a six week's talent search,
viously scheduled.
U. A. reported here yesterday.
•
Stromberg, in addition to announc-

Stromberg Coming
To Buy More Talent

Harry Thomas, Monogram

sales

manager, conferred at the weekend in
Cleveland with local franchise owner

Nate Schultz.

Lou Smith, Metro
ger, will leave for

"Dishonored

•

Steel," a forthcoming
about women in business, was

novel

Wednesday.

vice-president, left for the Coast yesterday.

Is Life."

Goetz of Republic, An
Associate Producer
20. —-Walter
Hollywood,
Sept.
Goetz, with Republic studio for the
currently
eight
years
past
and
handling censorship matters and assisting
associate
producer
Robert
North, has been named an associate

Ed

War

Schreiber,

Activities

Com-

fined to his

home by
•
Glazer,

illness.

.

Benjamin
ducer,

is

in

New York

Warner

pro-

from the Coast.

;

;

Class A-II, for adults, were given
"Footlight
Glamour,"
Columbia
"Murder on the Waterfront," Warners,

and "Strange Death of Adolph

Hitler," Universal.

NEW YORK THEATRES

Jules

Chapman Resigns

Chapman,

PRC

branch mana-

ger in Chicago for the past few
months, has resigned and returned to
successor has not been
New York.

A

chosen.

ROCKEFELLER CENTER
Paulette

COLBERT

Veronica

GODDARD

.

LAKE

.

SO
PROUDLY WE HAIL
Produced and Directed by Mark Sandrich
A

Paramount Picture
Symphony Orchestra

Gala Stage Revue

•

York tomorrow by

train.

Circle 6-4600

•

Fred Beetson

~1
Jean

John

Arthur •

will leave

Hollywood

Hospital Oct. 4, but doctors have ordered him to rest indefinitely.

PRC

PERSON

IN

Wayne

VAUGHN

MONROE

Is

"A Lady Takes
a Chance"

PARAMOUNT stq

AND BAND

BOB EVANS
BACK THE
ATTACK

m es

'u

are

head

a

signed Ray Schrock to
story department.

has

its

J. J.

Cohn

visit

to

of

New

M-G-M

here for

left

York.
•

O. Henry Briggs, PRC president,
Friday for New York.

will leave here

35

More Roadshow
Dates Set for

Paramount

'Bell'

will

terday.

Jules

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Claudette

First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.

open "For Whom
the Bell Tolls" for extended roadshows in about 35 key cities beginproducer by Republic
Productions
ning Sept. 23 and running through
president, M. J. Siegel.
October, with additional key city bookHis first story will be "South Sea ings
being arranged.
Charles M.
Quest," original by Al DeMond, purReagan, assistant general sales manachased this week by the studio.
ber of the company, announced yes-

•
mittee publicity director, has been con-

:

Carl Leserman, U. A. general sales
manager, will leave here for New

MPPDA,

•
George Ettinger, Columbia exploitation representative, spent the weekend
in
Hartford
with
Manager
George Landers of E. M. Loew's.
•
S. McLeod, head of M-G-M
J.
exchange operations, returned over
the weekend from the Coast.
•
Arthur W. Kelly, United Artists

of

bought today by 20th-Fox.
•
Spyros Skouras, president of 20thFox, is expected to arrive here

by

which his next
will be selected are
Lady," "Guest in the

House" and "This

Earl Wingart of
who
acted as advance exploitation man for
Airmada tour No. 3 out of Chicago,
returned to New York yesterday.

Others rated follow: Class A-l for
general
patronage
Monogram's
"Blazing Guns" and "Six-Gun Gospel"
Midfilm's "The Great Mr. Handel";
M-G-M's "Lassie Come Home" Universal^ "Top Man" and "Sherlock
Holmes Faces Death" and Columbia's
"Sahara."

•
controlled

publicity mana- Stromberg
from
Hollywood tomor- U. A. production

row.

"Tower

•
Universal has added Charles Boyer
ing his complete production setup for
and Jeanette MacDonald to the cast
United Artists releases, will augment
of "Three Cheers for the Boys."
his stock company with players from
the stage and radio.
Among properties

•

duction, "Alejandra," made in Mey «
ico City, because the theme is said^k
be "suggestive of an immoral sitt^
tion."

•

Virginia to enter the Staten Military

•

Two of 12 current releases are giving Class B ratings this week by the
Legion of Decency.
Those objected
to are Paramount's "Riding High,"
because of suggestive songs and cos- 1
tumes, and the foreign Filmex pro-|

;

Francis Alstock of the Office of
the Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs, arrived here at the weekend
to confer with producers.
He will
stay a week and then depart for
Mexico.
•

Bob Wolf, Harry
Proposals
Michalson, Clarence Eisman, Sam
A
complete report on industry-wide
Lefkowitz and Irving Wormser re- negotiations for a new contract will
Studio story editors will meet here
turned here yesterday from Lake be discussed by members of the Screen
tomorrow night with Joseph Breen,
Placid where they spent the weekend Publicists Guild at a meeting in the
president
of
the
Motion Picture
as guests of Fred Schwartz, Century Hotel Piccadilly tomorrow night. A
Society for the Americas, to exchange
Prior to going to Lake decision will be reached on a procircuit head.
suggestions for mutual helpfulness.
Placid, Levy took his son to West
posal by producers that the guild ap-

Dave

B' Rating Given

'Riding,' 'Alejandra'

Hollywood, Sept. 20
and AFL local exchange
Third War Loan studio camunions throughout the country have
paign report today showed the
GECKS, Warner elevator started negotiations on new contracts present running total of Paramount to
starter in New York for 16 years, which are to replace those expiring be $1,738,000 and Warners to be $1,has been inducted and will report to Nov. 30. These were two-year pacts. 285,000, inclusive of the corporate
Unions are asking IS per cent in- buys previously reported. New indiFort Dix on Friday.
creases. Negotiations are not expected vidual purchases included Ernst Lu•
William F. Rodgers, M-G-M vice to end by the expiration date of the bitsch, $75,000; Edgar J. Mannix,
current contracts. However, increases, $50,000; and Pat Casey, $25,000.
president in charge of distribution, reDistribuif any, would be retroactive.
•
turned yesterday from a trip to Attors are said to be in doubt whether
lanta, New Orleans and Dallas.
Charles
Skouras,
head of National
increases,
will
grant
the
the
•
Theatres, today delayed his Eastern
even if they were agreed upon.
trip.
He and Andy Krappman will
Edward C. Raftery, United Artists
It is understood negotiations with
president, returned yesterday from a Local B-51, IATSE-AFL, New York meet "Rick" Ricketson in Denver on
business.
Skouras will return here,
week's visit in Massachusetts.
'back room' unit for exchange em•
then leave for New York.
ployes, has reached an impasse and

Majors

21, 194:

The bookings

follow five regional
premieres between July 14 and Sept.
15
in
New York, Los Angeles,
Chicago, San Francisco and Washington.
Robert Gillham, advertising
and publicity manager, has planned extensive campaigns for all openings.

Another Big

PLUS ABC
STAGE SHOW

One from

20th Cenhjry-Fox!

RQXYi

*

f

7th Ave.
50th St.

LOEW'S

Stated
ON SCREEN

LUCILLE BALL

ED. SULLIVAN
HARVEST MOON
DANCE WINNERS

HARRY JAMES

Plus All

FOOT
FORWARD"

"BEST

PALACE
FRED
ASTAIRE

New Show

B'WAY &
47th

St.

JOAN
LESLIE

"THE SKY'S THE LIMIT"
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BRUCE BENNETT
Screen Play by John

•

J.

CARROL NAISH

Howard lawson and

A

ZoHart Korda

"

LLOYD BRIDGES
Directed

COLUMBIA PICTURE

by ZOLT AN KORDA
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$3,100 Bond
Average from

Star Sales
(Continued from page

1)

Auditorium, St. Louis, Saturday night,
with over 14,000 people (4,200 above
house capacity) sold over $33,000,000
in bonds, bringing the total to $971,-

Union and Warners
Classifying Jobs
Job classifications covering approximately 600 Warner home office, warehouse, music publishing and Warners'
Ace Film Laboratory clerical employees, including about 150 Warner
workers in the armed services, are
understood to have been agreed upon
by officials of M. P. Office Employees
Local 23169, AFL, and Warner executives.

sets up 37 job classificaranging from general to specialized office help, with minimum and
for each
unrecorded, a wire from R. J. O'Don- maximum salaries established
Texas State chairman, classification, as well as providing for
nell,
beginners and experistates that the Cotton Bowl Stadium, a grading of
within the classificaat Dallas, in which the stars will per- enced personnel
form tonight, has been sold out for the tion.
past four days, scoring bond sales over
Company and union officials are
understood to be classifying employees
$35,000,000.
according to the job descriptions
San Antonio Sellout
agreed upon, and will submit the
The Cavalcade will continue from agreement to the War Labor Board
week.
its Dallas and Fort Worth visit tofor approval by the end of the
day, to San Antonio tomorrow, San
Negotiations are understood to be
Francisco on the 26th, and will con- continuing on the question of a genclude its nationwide tour in Los eral salary increase as provided for
in
Angeles on the 27th.
in the two-year contract signed
The Cavalcade, in San Antonio, will Aug., 1942. Contract provided for
entertain in the Municipal Auditorium, reopening of wage discussions at the
which has been sold out for two days. end of a year, which enabled comKay Kyser and his band will broad- pany and union heads to evolve the
cast over NBC from 9 to 10 p.m. for classification plan.
Increases will be
the soldiers at Randolph Field. About granted where employees are receiving
$12,000,000 of the $20,000,000 bond below the minimum established in the
quota set for this city has already been classification, while contemplated genraised.
eral increase will cover all employees.
In excess of $200,000,000 in bond
player
five
the
sales is claimed for
"Airmada" which visited 48 cities
throughout the country in connection
with the loan drive, Ray Beall,

the New
Although the figure
Orleans show last night was as yet
for

—

Ease; 'Matrimony'

at

Loew's New York exchange,
has bought two extra War

$90,000

Bonds in addition to boosting
his weekly allotment as part

P.,

Jr.,

levels

enjoyed during

the

past

iew

weeks, business on the whole was
good.
Radio City Music Hall

and William

still

a^^

born to Mrs. George, at
Williamsburg Maternity Hos-

led

Brooklyn, recently.

the

Proudly

KingsbergMadeRKO
V.P X and Treasurer
(Continued from page 1)
succeeds Leon Goldberg, who will be-

parade

box-office

We

show on the

tions,

WAC

Roxy

way

A.,

pital,

at

Although grosses at many Broadfilm houses dropped from high

of the industry's contribution
to the Third War Loan. Extra
pair of bonds were purchased
in the names of twin sons,

Camen

21, 194

Broadway Grosses

George Buys Bonds
Hell Need Them
Carmen George, shipper

Agreement

000,000.

Tuesday, September

Hail"
stage,

with

and a minstrel

heading for an

es-

timated $105,000 in the second week
and holding for a third.

Three new attractions were received
"Holy Matrimony," and a

favorably.
stage show

featuring Carole Landis,
Paul Draper and Jerry Wald and his
come
Radio studio manager in band, at the Roxy, will garner about
Hollywood on Oct. 15. The post of $90,000 in its first stanza and remains
vice-president in charge of finance is at the house for two weeks in all, due
a new one created by the board yes- to prior commitments.
"Wintertime"
terday.
Goldberg also formerly held and a stage show topped by Bert Lahr
opens
the title of treasurer in all
at the Roxy on Sept. 30. "Lady
subsidiaries.
New treasurers for the Takes a Chance" did an estimated
principal subsidiaries, to serve under $81,000 in its first week at the ParaKingsberg, will be designated later.
mount, aided by a stage show featurThe
board yesterday declared ing Vaughn Monroe and his orchesa dividend of $3 per share on the tra and holdover. "Thousands Cheer"
company's six per cent preferred rang a healthy note at the Astor in
stock, payable Nov. 1 to holders of its first week, with a $24,000 gross.
record on Oct. 20.
The dividend
"Watch on the Rhine" and Abe
represents payment of accruals for Lyman and his hand, on the stage, at
the six-month period ended Jan. 31, the Strand, are expected to gross in
1941, and $1 of the accrual for the the neighborhood of $40,000 in the
quarter ended April 30, 1941.
Pay- fourth week and holdover. "DuBarry
ment will leave accrued and unpaid Was a Lady" is easing off to about
preferred dividends in the amount of $35,000 in its fifth and final stanza at
$15.50 per share as of Nov. 1 next.
the Capitol, with Horace Heidt and
his Musical Knights on the stage.
"Johnny Come Lately," and a stage
show headed by Morton Gould and his
50-piece orchestra, open at the Capitol
Thursday.
(Continued from page 1)
"This Is the Army" continued on
taken, many exhibitors are voluntarily
(Continued from page 1)
its merry way at the Hollywood where
diminishing
their marquee lights. Coal
a minimum of $1,500,000, it is learned. deliveries are so far behind orders a take of about $30,000 is in store for
Shooting of this picture is expected to that present supplies are running low, the eighth week.
"For Whom the
Bronston is now
take about a year.
Bell Tolls," being road-shown at the
Bingo,
and
which
becomes
legal
pronegotiating with Gary Cooper to star.
should gross an estimated
vided it is operated without profit Rivoli,
No releasing deal has as yet been to the operator, is expected to run $31,000 in its ninth week. "Sky's the
set, but it is learned that United Artrampant not only where it is run for Limit" is headed for a third and final
20th Century-Fox, Paramount
ists,
week gross of $16,000, at the Palace,
charity, but also under the guise of
and Columbia are seeking to distribute charity in other places.
with "Hi Diddle Diddle" set for this
the Billy Mitchell production.
house, opening Thursday.
yesterday
Daily
Picture
Motion
"Salute to the Marines," at the
in
reported that Henri Elman, Chicago
Globe, will get about $15,000 in the
on
option
an
distributor, has obtained
fourth and final week, with "Man
material for a film story on the life
From Down Under" booked to open
(Continued
from
page
1)
Frank
of General Billy Mitchell from
here Saturday. "Seventh Victim" will
WECO's
interest,
is
in
the
act
of
and
R. Reid, ex-Congressman and former
gross about $8,500 in its first week at
selling it to a PRC subsidiary.
counsel for the general when he was
the Rialto.
could
remained
in
Educational
have
stripped of his rank.
possession for one year and could redeem the property at any time within
that year.
Should any other company

RKO

RKO

RKO

Bronston Gets
Cleveland Beset
WAC
Backing for 15
drive, reBy Fuel Problems

publicity director for the
vealed here yesterday, as tours^ three,
out of Chicago, and five, which 'visited
New England, returned to New York,

completed

having

their

itineraries.

Tour four, headed by Leonard Allen
and Bob Sunderland, returned on Sunday.

Earl Wingart of the MPPDA, advynce-man for tour thiee, returned t;
Bernie Kamber
United Artists, was

his desk yesterday.

with

formerly

manager

of tour five.

PRC on Top

Eddie Buzzell Continues
Cavalcade in Wheel Chair

5-Way

Studio Property Deal

the
of
director
Cavalcade, will ctinue the nationwide bond stint with the aid of
An accrutches and a wheel chair.
cident occurred during the show's
Minneapolis appearance, last Friday,

Eddie

9-

Buzzell,

Buzzell, who was running back
stage, tore a tendon in his right leg.
With Frank Singiser and Stan Lomax, radio commentators, acting as
"pitch-men," the New York Paramount Theatre here sold $35,000 worth
of War Bonds from its stage Friday
The rally was the first of a
night.

when

Circuit for Alcan

Highway Proposed
(Continued from page

1)

bid for the property,
a year anyway.

PRC

USO Increases
Camp Show

gets

it

for

With

the

"For

Whom

cess,

the

committee is cooperating
chairmen in Virginia,
West Virgina and Penn-

WAC

with
Maryland,
sylvania,
states.

$1,000,000 premiere of
the Bell Tolls" a suc-

to

set

premieres

in

those

exclusive

of

the

overseas

Tours

units

for

which figures are not available.

Loew's Reopening
Cleveland, Sept.

20.

—Loew's newly

reconditioned 1,400-seat Ohio Theatre
will open Sept. 23 with "For
the Bell Tolls."

Whom

Reelfellows to

Universal's 1943-44 Person-Oddities
have a new policy, according to B. Bernard Kreisler, the company's short subject manager. Hereafter a prominent person in the fields'
of industry, sports or the arts will
lead off the issues, he announced yesseries will

Cree Theatre, Dawson Creek,
opened five months ago.
Plan for presenting the latest screen
(Continued from page 1)
size
standard
with
series which will be staged by Rob- entertainment
before, comprising five people playas
Highway
Alcan
the
equipment for
ert M. Weitman, managing director
was conceived and de- ing isolated outposts. The overseas
workers
of the Paramount.
program will be accelerated with plans
the veloped by Gordon Hamilton, repin
theatres
Eight Warner
to have 30 units off-shore at all times
Washington area will hold War Bond resenting Metcalfe-Hamilton-Kansas and sometimes more than this.
companies, contracting
premieres, according to John J. Pay- City Bridge
USO-Camp Shows, Inc. have enterfirm, and J. J. Fitzgibbons, president
ette and Carter Barron, co-chairman
in
with
ap- tained 20,000,000 men and women
Players-Canadian,
Famous
of
AcWar
Columbia
of the District of
the armed forces since their inception,
officials.
U.
Army
proval
of
S.
tivities Committee.
the

'17V Person-Oddities
Have a New Policy

Resume

1

terday.

Bennis Bros. File
Clearance Complaint

—

Chicago, Sept. 20. Steve, Leo and
Joseph Bennis, operators of the Freeport Theatre, Freeport, 111., today filed
a complaint with the Chicago Arbitra-

j
1

tion Board seeking elimination of the
Chicago, Sept. 20. The Reelfel- clearance granted the Coronado Thealows Club held its first fall meeting on the, Rockford, by RKO and Vita-;
graph.
Sunday, at the Backstone.

—

;
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Best Foot Forward'

$19,000

at

20.

Cincinnati, Sept.

,

—With

7

Review

In Cincinnati Is

Tops

week-

end business in relatively high gear
jlong the line, "Best Foot Forward"
s headed for an estimated $19,000 at

RKO

Albee.
he
"'"\timated receipts for the week endI^Sept. 22-25:
Best Foot Forward" (M-G-M)

'Bell Tolls' in

RKO ALBEE— (3,300)
Gross: $19,000.

Watch

on.

(30c - 33c --Me - 55c) 7
(Average, $15,800).

the Rhine" (W. B.)

RKO PALACE— (2,700) (30c-33c-44c-55c)
Gross: $15,000. (Average. $12,600).
lavs.
"So Proudly We Hail" (Para.)
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150) (30c-33c-44c-55c)
Gross:

days, 3rd week, 2nd at this house.

(Warners)

WARNERS

have given "Princess O'Rourke" an excellent supporting cast, assigned one of its top writer-directors to guide the production, and starred Olivia de Havilland, who has done a fine job of
Despite a slowness in getting started,
acting with the material at hand.
this has a plot that is unique enough to get good word-of-mouth promotion.

RKO CAPITOL—

(40c-50c-60c)
7
(2,000)
Gross: $10,000. (Average,
Jays. 6th week.
$6,200).
at 30c-44c-55c,

Behind the Rising Sun"

RKO GRAND— (1,500)

(RKO)
(30c-33c-44c-55c)

moveover from
days, 2nd week,
(Average, $5,200).
Gross: $6,200.

7

Albee.

"Hi Diddle Diddle" (U. A.)

RKO LYRIC— (1.400)
iays,
iross:

2nd

(30c-33c-44c-55c) 77
Palace,

week, moveover from
(Average, $3,900).

$4,300.

•Man Hunt" (20th-Fox)
'The Lone Star Trail" (Univ.)

RKO FAMILY— (1,000)

jross:

$1,350.

(Average,

(22c-33c)

4

davs.

$1,400).

'Wagon Tracks West" (Rep.)
"Henry Aldrich Swings It" (Para.)

RKO FAMILY— (1,000)

(22c-33c)

3

days.

(Average $800)
$850.
Swing Shift Maisie" (M-G-M)

Iross:

KEITH'S— (1,500)
2nd week.

Gross:

(30c-33c-44c-55c) 7 davs.
$5,000.

(Average. $5,200)

FCC Queries Noble
On Blue Web Plans
Washington,

Sept. 20.

Norman Krasna, who scripted and piloted, shows his deftness, buildIt
ing up to a scene near the finish that will be remembered by many.
is a comedy, with a large quota of gay lines and laugh sequences.
Robert Cummings, as an American commercial pilot, bewildered by what
has happened to him Charles Coburn, as the uncle of the princess
Jack Carson, as the co-pilot buddy of Cummings, and Jane Wyman, as
Carson's wife, are likeable, natural and winning in their characteriza;

tions.

(Average, $5,000).
This Is the Army" (W. B.)

$5,500.

— Controver-

programs again concerned the
Federal Communications Commission
today as it resumed hearings on the
application of Edward J. Noble for
acquisition of the Blue Network.
Under questioning by FCC Chairman James L. Fly, Noble, appearing
before the Commission for the first
sial

ime, disclosed that he planned to make
study of the use of time by the
network to see if it is operating in the
and
public
of
the
interests
best
promised that labor, church and other

a

organizations would
equitably reor
strength
(gardless
'political control" if he gets the network.
Earlier in the hearing, C. Nicholas
Priaulx, treasurer and general manatestiger of Noble's station
fied that the proposed $8,000,000 purchase price for the Blue was based on
a study of profit and loss figures, plant
equipment at the stations, and opinion
on the future of radio.

non-commercial

fairly and
financial
of

be "treated

WMCA,

—

Sept. 20. The Internaof Theatrical Stage
five-day
Employees
adjourned
its
meeting here at the weekend. It met
for the purpose of reviewing appeals
Regarding the non-union situation here
which, a spokesman stated, is "not
alarming nor more serious than elsewhere and that problems are being
solved gradually."
Although the executive board held
its regular mid-summer meeting here
this month, this was the first

Montreal,

tional

Alliance

—

Washington, Sept. 20. Backed by
one of the largest advertising campaigns ever, and supplemented by increased admissions, "For Whom the
Bell Tolls," at its reserved-seat, longrun,
road-show at Loew's Palace

should do a splendid $37,500.

Estimated receipts for the
ing Sept. 23
"So Proudly We Hail" (Para.)

LOEW'S CAPITOL

Miss de Havilland, a refugee princess,
plot is tongue-in-cheek.
bored with her life in New York, and her uncle, Coburn, convinces
her to spend a few weeks with friends on a ranch on the Coast. She
takes a plane to get to California, cannot fall asleep, and takes so many
sleeping pills that she cannot be awakened when the air liner is forced
to return to New York because of bad weather.
In making the plane reservation, Coburn did not give her address and
so Olivia spends the night in Pilot Cummings' place, after being propNext day,
erly put to bed by Carson's wife, called in by Cummings.
Olivia keeps an appointment with Pilot Cummings and tells him that
she was on her way to San Francisco to take a job as a maid.
When Cummings hears she is a refugee, he offers to show her the
town with the help of Carson and Jane Wyman. Eventually they find
they are in love with each other. Cummings offers marriage and Olivia

stage: Arthur Blake; Enrico and
"Heaven Can Wait" (20th-Fox)

accepts.

Reserved seat showing.

The

LOEW'S COLUMBIA

From

this

up appreciably.

point on, the picture picks

fine dialogue, excellent scenes and many laughs.
scene where Cummings is asked to give up his American citizenship
to become prince-consort and refuses, resulting in still another cancelOf course, in the end, everything
lation of wedding plans, is a honey.
comes out all right and they live happily.
Running time, 94 mins. "G."*
Fred Stengel

some

A

*"G" denotes general

Buy

Plans for ownership and operation
of 30 per cent of the exchanges in this
country which will distribute pictures
that will go into production within

months^ in addition to the
many reissues which the company is
distributing currently, were announced
yesterday by Irvin Shapiro, who with
George Hirliman, heads Film Classics,
several

Inc.

Shapiro stated that Hirliman may
head the production setup of the company when plans are completed.

Answers

Theatres

throughout

Canada

will

repeat their contribution of communservice during welfare drives being staged this month.
Prints of
trailers for Community Chest campaigns are now being processed and
distributed by Associated Screen Stuity

The Salvation Army

will also make
its annual appeal for funds to carry
on home front services, and trailers
for this purpose will be going to a
large number of theatres shortly.

Musicians Reject
Goldman Trust Suit Companies 9 Requests

on

to the interrogatory filed
Sept. 14 in the U. S. District Court

by attorneys for WilGoldman, independent circuit

of Philadelphia

liam
head, in his anti-trust action against
the Warner circuit and major distributors, are to be filed tomorrow.

Goldman

originally filed his suit last

December.

IATSE

years.

in

20

Curfew

A
tion

request by six major transcrip-

companies

to

resume

making

records immediately, was yesterday
rejected by the American Federation
of Musicians.
The companies had
sought the terms adopted by the
musicians' union in the agreement
reached by Decca Records, Inc., last
Saturday.

Conn. Owners Meet

in Curtis

—

Curtis, Neb., Sept. 20. Curfew
laws requiring all minors to be off
the streets by 9 :30 P.M., week nights,
and 10:30 P.M. on Saturdays are now
being enforced here.

(2,210)

(30c-40c-50c-

days.
Gross: $21,500. (Average,
stage: Calgary Bros.; Max
and Gang; Roxyettes.
7

$18,800).

On

"We've

Never

Been

Licked"

(Wanger-

Univ.)

RKO- KEITH'S

(1,800)
(4Oc-50c-65c)
$9,000.
(Average, $11,400)

7

days.
Gross:
"First Comes Courage" (Col.)

WARNER'S

(30c-44c)

METROPOLITAN

7 days.

Gross:

(1,600)

(Average.

$9,000.

$6,900)

Whom

"For

the Bell Tolls" (ParaO

LOEW'S PALACE
days.

Gross:

($2,242)

(75c-$1.10) 7
$17,600.)

(Average,

$37,500.

and Show

'Falcon'

Good

$19,000

at

—

Baltimore, Sept. 20. Holdovers
predominate here, and, as a result, recent weeks' high figures are not holding.
Newcomers are "The Falcon in
Danger," drawing $19,000, and "Swing
Shift Maisie," doing $17,500.

weekends)

New

Haven, Sept. 20.— Allied TheOwners of Connecticut will hold
a luncheon-meeting tomorrow at the
Hofbrau. Dr. J. B. Fishman will pre-

atre

side.

days.

,7

age, $15,000).

"So Proudly

We

Gross: $17,500.

(Aver-

Hail" (Para.)

KEITH'S— (2,406)

and

(15c-28c-33c-44c

weekends) 7 days, 3rd week.
(Average, $11,900).
"Claudia" (20th-Fo«)

55c

Gross: $13,-

000.

NEW— (1,581)

week.

Gross:

(15c-28c-35c-55c) 7 days, 3rd
$9,500.

(Average,

"Watch on the Rhine" (W.

$9,300).

B.)
(28c-39c-44c-55c and
7 days, 3rd week.
Gross:

STANLEY— (3,280)

60c

weekends),
(Average,

$15,000.

"The Falcon

in

$15,100).

Danger" (RKO)

HIPPODROME— (2,205)

dios.

in

Answers

WARNER'S EARLE

$6,900.)

Receipts for the week ending Sept.
23:
"Swing Shift Maisie" (M-G-M)
CENTURY— (3,000) (28c-44c-50c and 5.5c

classification.

Canadian Theatres
Exchange Interest Backing Two Drives

Classics to

(30c-50c)

(Average,

Cummings

keeps in touch with her by telephone at airport stops on his flight across
country, but Olivia finally tells him she cannot marry him, because
she is a princess. He is unable to understand why, but when he gets
back to New York, next day, he finds that she can have permission
from the King, who is with his government-in-exile in London. There
is

days.
Gross: $9,000.
Third downtown week.
"Destroyer" (Col.)
75c-90c)

Novello.

(1.234)

7

66c),

and

(Average,

$19,000.

"All

By Myself"

$16,500).

(Univ.)

MAYFAIR— (1,000)
Gross:

(28c -39c -44c -5 5c-.

days.
Stage show: Sammy Kaye
orchestra, plus a revue.
Gross

7

his

$6,500.

(20c-40c),

(Average,

7

days.

$6,100).

NEW Committee Meet
Coordinating committee of the NaEntertainment Industry Council
meets today at NEIC headquarters

tional

New York
NEIC's pledge

in

to discuss plans for
drive and all-industry
service flag dedication to be held on
Oct. 5, probably at the Winter Garden,

New

York.

WANTED

-

membership meeting held here

week end-

(3.434) (28c-39c-44c66c)
days.
7
Gross: $23,000. (Average.
$22,000).)
Second downtown
week.
On

is

Filing

Non-Union Set-Up
Not Serious: IATSE

Capital for
$37,500 High

"Princess O'Rourke"

I

ays.

:

Draft deferred manager or assistant manager.
Capable of running small town
theatre in northern New Jersey. Write,
stating age and experience, giving references and full details.
State minimum
salary.

DAILY.

Box

221,

MOTION PICTURE

A surprisingly
different picture to
make any audience
thrill and howl

"

It

starts with a crime quiz... and

ends

in a battle of

ALLYN JOSLYN

•

the sexes!

EVELYN KEYES

EDMUND LOWE JOHN HUBBARD
ANITA LOUISE FRANK CRAVEN
•

Screen Play by Richard Flournoy and Jack Henley

Produced by

SAMUEL BISCHOFF

•

Directed by LEIGH

JASON

A COLUMBIA PICTURE
BACK

WE

ATTACK! BUY

WAR BONDS!

THIRD

WAR LOAN!

HIT!
20th told you how big

"WINTERTIME" would
be! World Premiere*
run

in

Wichita

is

phe-

nomenal! 160% over
20th's biggest record-

breakers! Doubling the
business of "Iceland"!

SONJA HENIE

ROMERO

JACK OAKIE

•

•

CESAR

CAROLE LANDIS

•

"WINTERTIME"

with

S. Z.

in

Sokall

WOODY HERMAN

Cornel Wilde •
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

JOHN BRAHM
LE BARON •

•
Directed by
Produced by WILLIAM

•

Screen Play by E. Edwin
Moron and Jock Jevne and Lynn Starling
Story by Arthur Kober • Lyrics and
Music by Leo Robin and Nacio Herb
Brown • Musical Sequences: Supervised
by Panchon • Staged by Kenny Williams

MONTY WOOLLEY
in

•

GRACIE FIELDS

MATRIMONY" with Laird
Una O'Connor • Alan

"HOLY

Cregar

•

Mowbray

•

Pangborn

•

Melville

Cooper

Ethel Griffies

•

•

Franklin

Eric Blore

George Zucco • Fritz Feld • Directed by
JOHN STAHL • Produced and Written

NUNN ALLY JOHNSON

for the Screen by
From the Novel

by

Arnold

Bennett

"CLAUDIA" with DOROTHY McGUIRE
ROBERT YOUNG • INA CLAIRE and
Reginald Gardiner • Olga Baclanova
Jean Howard • Fronk Tweddell • Elsa
Janssen •
Directed by €DMUND
GOULDING • Produced by WILLIAM
PERLBERG • WILLIAM GOETZ in Charge
of Production • Adapted for the Screen
by Morrie Ryskind • From the Play by
Rose Fronken • As Produced for th«
Stage by John Golden

IT ALL "ADS"

U

!

HIT!
20th told you what to
expect from "CLAUDIA"!

Key city engagements
show "Coney Island"
records smashed! 111%
of "Hello, Frisco, Hello"!

122% of "Springtime In
The Rockies"! Holdovers
everywhere

20th told you what a
smash you had in "HOLY
MATRIMONY"! National
take" averages 168%
over normal grosses!
New York's Roxy reports
an absolutely "tremendous" opening!

BACK THE ATTACK!

WAR BONDS!
THIRD WAR LOAN!
BUY

CENTURY- FO

—

...

.

H^^^^BBMBI^H

TORY

RECOMMENDED
COPPER

USING

TRIM AND RANGE OF ARC CURRENT FOR LAMPS
INTENSITY, PROJECTOR
CARBONS
COATED, HIGH

Type of Arc
1
1

Kw" High
Kw" High

Arc Current

— Amperes

Intensity, A.C.

52-66

D.C.

40-42

Intensity,

SimpU6ed High

Intensity, D.C.

42-45

with adjustable feed ratio
Simplified

High Intensity, D.C.

42-45

with fixed feed ratio
Simplified

High

Intensity,

You can obtain maximum efficiency and economy from
your Victory Carbons by observing the following simple
rules.

USE CARBON TRIM RECOMMENDED FOR YOUR PROJECTION EQUIPMENT.

The Victory Carbon trims indicated in the above table
were established by comprehensive laboratory and field
tests to ascertain the best results obtainable in all types

D.C.

56-65

New

Victory Carbons

—

Size

and Type

mm x 9 inch H.I., A.C. Carbons in both holders
7 mm x 12 inch or 14 inch "Suprex" Positive
6 mm x 9 inch "Orotip" C Negative
7 mm x 12 inch or 14 inch "Suprex" Positive
6 mm x 9 inch "Orotip" C Negative
7 mm x 12 inch or 14 inch "Suprex" Positive
7 mm x 9 inch "Orotip" C Negative
8 mm x 12 inch or 14 inch "Suprex" Positive
7 mm x 9 inch "Orotip" C Negative
7

tween positive and negative carbons. On lamps equipped
with adjustable feed and formerly operated above 45
amperes arc current, this ratio should be adjusted to

meet the new current conditions.

A

bulletin describing operation of the new Victory High
Intensity Carbons is available for distribution and will
be sent promptly upon request.

of equipment
OPERATE CARBONS AT SPECIFIED ARC CURRENT.

Better projection and greater economy are obtained
arc currents are maintained. The
maximum allowable arc current is stamped on each
Victory Carbon at the left of the trade-mark.

SAVE

T

H

E

COPPER

when recommended

Most of the coppei used

CHECK FEED RATIO CAREFULLY.

projector carbons drops to the floor of the lamp house
when the carbons are burned. Continue to save these
copper drippings and turn them over to your supply
dealer as designated by our government.

Changes of arc current

alter the ratio of

burning rate be-

FQPJ/ICTORY

BUY

for plating copper coated

Carbon Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

QjjH

GENERAL OFFICES
Street, New York, N.

30 East 42nd

Y.

BRANCH SALES OFFICES
New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco

I
-

Trade
Worried Over
British

Gov't Inroads
Council Complains of
Restrictions
By AUBREY FLANAGAN
British
21.
Sept.
London,

—

film Council's annual report, for
expresses
tomorrow,
ublication
of
protection
the
over
oncern
iritish production in the face of re-

development through
on manpower,
tudio space and materials, and the
,icreasing competition from govern-

on

.Tictions

overnment

inroads

lent-made films.
The report records efforts made to
ersuade the government to effect proactive action and also records the
urination of a committee which has
istituted a survey aimed at the efindustry
ective organization of all

National Allied
Savs Owners Will
Washington, Sept. 21.
tional Allied now proposes to

(Continued on page 10)

Seek Theatre Aid
In Recruiting
The Vitagraph
Subject,

"Women

Drive

Technicolor

short

War," depicting
and training of members

WAC

Xorman Moray, Warner short subMort Blumensales manager

'itock,

a

The brief will tell how many exhibitors favor and how many oppose
particular proposals, and why. It will
quote typical comments of exhibitors
as entered on signed documents which
Allied is receiving daily from theatremen throughout the country.
National Allied stated today that
answers to its request for exhibitor
decree sales plan opinion to date cover
(Continued on page 10)

SOEG

containers,

learned yesterday.
The fabricated containers
are used by laboratories preparing
prints
for
foreign
shipment. They have passed
Customs and other inspections over a period of many
months at shipping points.

For Wage Rises
—

Hollywood, Sept. 21. The Screen
Employees Guild today presented demands of 2,000 studio emOffice

ployees to producers and announced
the reopening of the film exchange
agreement expiring Oct. 19, when it
will ask for a IS per cent overall wage
increase for 200 exchange clerical

workers.

Demands for studio workers include
a seven per cent overall wage increase,
(Continued on page 10)

Eastern

advertising

(Continued on page 10)

PRC Outbids

Col.

—

Ask Nation wide
Exhibitor Group
-

—

Toronto, Sept. 21. The annual
meeting of the Motion Picture Theatres
Association of Ontario today
moved for a Dominion-wide organization of all exhibitors, both chain and
independent, on a resolution presented
by Haskell W. Masters, general manager of Odeon, and carried unanimously after expression of views.
Problems of today affecting theatres
would be as nothing compared with
the future situation unless exhibitors
acted in the protection of their interests, the meeting agreed.
J. J. Fitzgibbons, of Famous Play-

Cavalcade's Total Over
Billion Dollar Mark
With

the designation of the peri-

od from Sept. 24 to the close of the
Third War Loan Drive as "Over
the Top Week" by the Treasury
Department- War Finance Committee,
chairman of the industry bond campaign, yesterday urged
L. C. Griffith,

"Free Movie Day," Sept.

WMC Seen Rejecting
48-Hr. Detroit

Ready, Scophony Claims
1942-43
Profit Is $99,144

Monogram's

net profit for the year
ending June 26, totaled $99,144, after
provision of $64,605 for income and
excess profits taxes, and a reserve of
$26,000 for employe bonuses, according to the annual report of the comThis company issued yesterday.
pares with a net profit of $157,103,
after taxes and bonus reserves, in the
previous year.
W. Ray Johnston, president of

—

argument

mission

Large-screen television for theatres,
schools

and churches, and television

homes,

both
in
black-andwhite and color, will be available
commercially soon after hostilities
for

official in charge of minimum
wartime work hours in the Detroit

region.
Palliaer said that he had met with
officials of the Paramount, Vitagraph.

RKO

Loew's,

cease as a result of basic patents
issued yesterday by the Patent Office

.

(Continued on page 10)

Week

Sept. 21.
Acceptance of
of Detroit film
exchanges that going on the 48-hour
week would be of no use and only
bring about hardships and waste, was
indicted today after a meeting of representatives of the exchanges with
Fred Palliaer, War Manpower Com-

the

Theatre Color-Television
Monogram

will aid

WAG

Detroit,

Is

27,

materially in the final result expected
from "Over the Top Week," Griffith
pointed out. Thousands of theatres on
that day will admit bond buyers at
theatres to special performances without charge.
The clean-up effort will
be the subject of a new War Activities
Committee advertisement, prepared by Si Seadler of M-G-M, which
will be carried in trade papers through
the cooperation of the
trade
press division.
Yesterday the total bond sales of the
(Continued on page 10)

(Continued on page 10)

r

the plant.

For Sept. 24th

industry participants to a special
"over the top" effort during that week.
Widespread national observance of

in Washington to Scophony Corp. of
America, it was disclosed by Arthur
Levey, president of SCA. Company
Los Angeles, Sept. 21. Bidding
is associated with Television Produc5305,000 in cash, exclusive of taxes,
tions, a subsidiary of Paramount, and
PRC formally acquired Fine Arts
General Precision Equipment Corp.,
Studio at a court sale here, outbidding
which is associated with 20th CenturyColumbia, which offered $300,000 plus Monogram, in his annual statement Fox.
$33,000 for taxes, O. Henry Briggs, to stockholders, issued from his headBasic patent numbers 2,330,171 and
PRC president, announced today. quarters, in Hollywood, pointed out 2.330,172, were issued as part of the
PRC will take possession Oct. 1.
that income for the first two months group of patents covering the Skiatron
Briggs also announced the forma- of 1943-44 was well ahead of the system, a new television projection
tion of PRC Studios Corp., a Dela- first eight weeks of 1942-43.
apparatus expanding Scophony's basic
ware corporation, which will operate
The company has already completed television methods, said Levej The

For Fine Arts Plant

Bond Week Set

all

Ontario Theatres

to Press

;

Warners'

fabricated

o f

which have been employed as
a substitute for the standard
metal
containers,
it
was

at

he reception
if
the Women's Army Corps, will
>lay a large part in the special
ecruiting drive which will open naionally on Sept. 27.
Efforts will be
nade to obtain playdates for the subject in every community of over 10,•00 population during the 10-week reruiting drive.
jects

file

'Over the Top'

York

—Na-

decree brief written by the nation's
exhibitors themselves, with Tom C.
Clark, Assistant Attorney General
in charge of the consent decree, the
association announced here today.

Bans New
Type Containers

Y. C.

Film shipments from New
to foreign markets have
been seriously hampered by a
city order prohibiting the use

Write Decree Brief

lesources.

the monopolistic tenIt footnotes
ancies in the trade which not only
Ififect immediate industry interests, but
.ith vital artistic and educational im-

iV.

(Continued on page 12)

and other

exchanges

(Continued on page 10)

'Stalingrad' Proceeds
Go to Soviet Russia
Entire film rental earned by "The
City That Stopped Hitler Heroic
Stalingrad," now being released by
Paramount, will be turned over to the
Russian government, with the excep-

—

tion

of

Paramount's

distribution

was announced here yesterday by Charles M. Reagan, Paramount assistant general sales manager.
The picture is being sold on separate
charge,

it

contract.

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention

Insider's
By RED

Sam

the company's
of
director
trade press relations, left last night for
the Coast.

lead to another sale of a
very limited number of Paramount pictures to U. A. are re-

president of

and

Century-Fox,

20th

Shain,

•

Norman Elson,

general manager of

the Trans-Lux Movies Corp., left last
night on a trip to Boston, Washington
and Philadelphia.
•

Whitney

special

Bolton, handling

exploitation for Columbia, is in New
York on his honeymoon. His bride is

Nancy Coleman, Warner

star.

•
Mills, PRC franchise
holder in upper New York State,
will leave today for a tour of his ter-

Bernard

ritory.

Fredric

March

has arrived in the

Near East

to

USO-Camp

Shows.

join

the

unit

film

of

•

Cagney

William
Daggett

Charles

and

will leave for the Coast Sat-

urday.

•

Whelan, 20th Centuryforeign publicity manager, returned yesterday from vacation.
Leslie F.

Fox

ported here to have been
launched by Barney Balaban in
New York. It is understood the
current influences match those
which prevailed when the first
sale

was

struck.

Then, Paramount had a substantial
backlog of completed
product.

Most

of

it

jammed

the

company's releasing schedule because of extended playing time
and the consequent inability of
first runs to play off as rapidly
as the nature and timeliness of
some of the attractions on the
stockpile indicated to be advisable if their values were to be
fully extracted.

Rather than allow expensive
negatives to grow too old and
also for the important purpose
of reducing inventory which additionally fortified the

company's

already excellent cash position,
the first disposal to U. A. was

made.

•
Jules Lapidus, Eastern
sales manager for Warners,
from a 10-day trip.

division
is

back

Those who are

in a position to
declare Paramount's spot
today is similar that many millions in inventory are inactive
and that Balaban's business cau-

know

•

;

W. Schwalberg,

supervisor of
Warner exchanges, will return from
Detroit, Friday.
•
Jacob Wilk, Eastern production
manager for Warners, leaves today
for Boston.

A.

•

Harold Mirisch, head

RKO

Theatres,
for
the Coast today.

is

buyer

film

expected from

•

Max Miller, Warner's British
managing director, is expected from
Washington tomorrow or Friday.
•

Arthur

Abeles, Jr., Warner
Montevideo, Uruguay, has
S.

manager in
gone to Denver

to visit his family.

•

Edwin W. Aaron, M-G-M
manager,
from the Coast.
sales

returned

circuit,
in

New

J.

the

Warner

will leave the

Coast

Friday.
•

Maloney,

division sales manager,

M-G-M
is

in

central

town.

•

Josef Auerhach, Czech film producer, arrived on the Coast yesterday.
•

Louis Astor

New Haven

more seeking to apply
method earlier employed.

the
It

is

on this basis that he is reported
to have approached U. A. in
New York.
No deal has been struck. Any
deal, in fact, would have considerable distance to travel.
On the U. A. side, whether
for trading purposes in part or
in toto, the attitude is the com-

pany does not need any more
product than it has on hand,
about to be delivered or in work
by its assortment of producers.

An

of

•

John

to

yesterday

Washington, D. C, has arrived
York.

James Mulvey
for New York on

and acumen, prompts him
adjust the situation by once

tion,

assistant

•

Frank La Falce

Outlook
KANN

Hollywood, Sept.

of Columbia was a
visitor over the weekend.

offside angle of much inin this interesting situation is the reaction of one U. A.
producer who could be reflecting
terest

the opinion of other U. A. producers. His point:
If U. A. enjoys the cash position, or is in the enjoyable position of arranging bank loans to
buy outside product, the company might go quite a way in
partially financing producers it
now has under contract, thereby
reducing their need for banking
assistance and lowering the cost
of their negatives.

Sidelight on the
is

Sherman

deal

took the lead

gets his money from
Paramount, delivers his product
to that company which then delivers the negative to U. A.
That's how it is, technically and
bookkeeping - wise,
under
the

Paramount-U. A. hookup.
Will U. A. renew with "Pop,"
who has three more to go under
current commitments ? A non-

—

Hollywood's latest and newest
measuring stick is housed
at 20th-Fox.
Bill Bacher, radio
producer, now turned to films,

—

make

transcription

a

of

"Wilson," using scores of playincluding some of the actors
will appear in the film
finally, a 30-piece orchestra and

ers,

who

a chorus of 16.
Darryl F.

Zanuck

explains

production never before has had
a device by which it might judge
the possibilities of a book, play
or script before actual shooting.
"A book may look splendid in
print and a play may look and

sound ideal

in

the theatre, yet

we have never known exactly
how that book or that play
would come out on the screen, in
a different medium," observes
Darryl.
Therefore, the transcription.
How about rehearsing the actors and seeing them act?

A

RKO,

producer David

too.

trade-paper

his

Hemp-

writers
Frank Fenton
Lynn Root, for alleged plagiaJ^^jl
of "The Sky's the Limit," was fileu
in
Superior
Court,
Los Angeles, 1
today, by Rowland Brown.
Plaintiff I
claims that he submitted the script in !
August, 1942, on the understanding
that it would be paid for if used.
stead,

1

|

1

I

•
Dr. Mildred Viese, of Walt Disney
foreign relations department, planed to
Mexico City today to join Jack Cut.ting and Erwin Verity in preliminary
steps connected with Disney's projected

series

of

literacy

shorts

insert

on

"A Lady Takes

a Chance," Barret McCormick, for RKO, closed
out with a fetching drawing of

Jean Arthur, describing her as
"The More the Merrier Girl in
More the Merrier Picture—for
More and Merrier Crowds."
Columbia started this with a
picture called "Good Luck, Mr.
Yates."
Republic neglected to
go into the retort courteous.
Now McCormick joins this goodwill program, even if a bit tardy.
Maybe Harry Cohn, in friendly
reply, will make one called "I'm
a Yearner for Koerner."

tributor

Gluckman.

and ardent

ex-dis-

WAC

exec-

Hollywood.
He may re-plant deep New York
roots in Southern California soil.

utive, has fallen for

I

for

I

<

Howard Strickling,
studio
publicity director, resumed his duties
today following several weeks of rest.

M-G-M

1

•

RKO

Edward

L. Alperson,
Theatres'
manager, will leave here fori

general
the East early next week.

•
Joseph Mankiewicz of M-G-M left
here today for New York. His mother
ill.

Eiseman, Solomon
Promoted by W.B.
Gus Solomon, sales supervisor al
Warners' New York exchange, ha:
been appointed branch manager. Solomon succeeds Clarence Eiseman, who
was promoted to Metropolitan district
manager.
Appointment of Al Herman as
branch manager for Warner Bros, in
Buffalo,
effective
immediately, was
announced here yesterday by Ber
Kalmenson, general sales manager.

Herman, who recently joined

Warner

the

organization in New;
Haven, succeeds Max Roth, resigned.
sales

Unionist Charges Cuts
Chicago,
formerly a
erators'

union,

—

21.
Julius Sider
of the Chicago ophas filed a $100,(HX

Sept.

member

charging illegal discharge froir
his job against Pete Shayne, president
of the local Clarence Jalas, secretarytreasurer, and John Smith, busines;
agent.
He claims he was ousted because he revealed to a national officei
of the union that he had been compelled to work for $50 per week wher
suit,

;

Herman

<

I

Latin-American. American exhibition
by Disney follows later.
•
Basil O'Connor, president of the
National
Foundation
of
Infantile I
Paralysis, announced today that Joseph
Schenck will again serve as state
chairman of the 1944 drive starting !
in January.
•
David O. Selznick today announced'
Joseph Cotten and Valerie Hobson for
leads in "So Little Time," which starts
in February.
•

distributor to recog-

nize a competitor's product in
paid advertising moves matters
ever so slightly toward the millenium.
It's nice and pleasant,

In

I

•
seeking $220,000 and cost^

suit

from

is

For one

I

I

studio drive totaling
first 11 days, ChairGinsberg announced todaj

committal shrug of the shoulders
greets the query.

21

Thin!

Loan

man Henry

this

in the

$25,528,000 in the

Harry

will

194;

22,

Coast Flashes

M-G-M
War
Hollywood, Sept. 21
DISCUSSIONS which may

SPYROS SKOURAS,

Wednesday, September

the scale

was

$80.
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That's advice to remember as you read
for 1943-44 because

short! Let's see

when

you've got

M-G-M's new Short Subject Program
M-G-M's line-up you're never caught

what the leader has for you!

Long may
they wave!
M-G-M

believes keenly in

Short Subjects, knows that
they can

mean

considerable

extra revenue for exhibit

From the outset we've
treated them with respect.

tors.

We've attained leadership
in this field

by sincere

effort

and unstinted investment.
The result of years of
building

is

our new Shorts

Program for 1943-44 which

we consider our

best yet!

METRO

COME CLEAN JUNIOR,

GOLDWYN-

TELL THE FOLKS about-

MAYER's

58

SHORT
STORY
FOR
1943 4944

SINGLE REELS
14
6
10
16
12

including:

PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES
JOHN NESBITT'S PASSING PARADE

M-G-M MINIATURES
M-G-M CARTOONS —Technicolor
FITZPATRICK TRAVELTALKS —Technicolor
also

4
104

TWO-REEL M-G-M SPECIALS
M-G-M NEWS OF THE DAY

CrimS^NotPay

A LION S SHARE OF ENTERTAINMENT
IN ONE AND TWO REELSLook

Leo Junior for Shorts Leadership Again

to

M-G-M SPECIALS-

4

14 PETE

in

1943 '44:

SMITH SPECIALTIESPaishigrParade

More of M-G-M's
Pay pictures,

justly

famed Crime Does Not

punch-packed dramatic vignettes

taken from today's newspaper headlines

M-G-Marvelous Musicals,
handsomely mounted
literally features in

attractively

in the

.

.

.

more
and

cast

M-G-M manner

.

.

.

The

industry's top-ranking shorts specialist, the

inimitable Smith

and nonsense;

offers a

K

ter

a formula that never fails to regis-

with the audience, often gives his subjects a

try

will

to

top his current

'SEVENTH

and 'FALA', both the most widely

publicized one-reelers

M-G-M MINIATURES—

make

—

decided edge at the boxoffice. Next season Pete

everything but length!

COLUMN'

There's only one

he

is

happy combination of wit and wisdom, of sense

Smith

10

— a mighty man

on

record.

ROBERT BENCHLEY but he'll
Man drol-

Robert fWffiley

three or four of his Mr. Average

leries as

M-G-M

Miniatures next year.

CAREY WILSON

will

Of

course

continue his fascinating

6

JOHN

NESBITT'S PASSING

PARADE

chronicles of Nostradamus, plus other significant

"When

subjects of topical interest.

a

John Nexbitt short subject

hits

the

screen our folks hitch up to the edge of their seats

because they have learned that

it

is

going to be

"son

something exciting and unusual." That's what

12

FITZPATRICK TRAVELTALKS
J.

(In Technicolor)

know there's a
they know there

Patrons
tures,

ment
he

is

class.

in Besa Short's shorts bulletin

difference in travel picis

a world of entertain-

in every FitzPatrick Traveltalk; that's

the acknowledged leader in travel

Next

year, let

R. Preddy, Interstate Circuit manager reported

why

—

how

audiences

feel

and

that's exactly

about Nesbitt's absorbing

credos and curios of the world and the people

who make

it.

first

your audiences accompany

FitzPatrick for enchanting closeups of people

and

places in the Americas.

16

M-G-M CARTOONS
(In Technicolor)

104 Issues

NEWS OF THE DAY-

With Norman Alley, "Newsreel"

Wong and

Columnist Ed Sullivan has named the current

'RED

HOT RIDING HOOD'

Te"c^m^color
the best animated

short of the year and Los Angeles'

Jimmy

Starr

"the funniest cartoon in years." There'll

other ace correspondents stationed in every cor-

calls

NEWS OF THE DAY
NEWS
reel! Featuring headline commentators JOHN B.
KENNEDY, BILL STERN and ADELAIDE

be more such hits from M-G-M's cartoon-makers

HAWLEY!

ludes

ner of the Globe,
is

M-G-M's

now more than

ever the screen's real

it

including the further adventures of the popular
cat

and mouse duo,

place

Tom

and

Jerry.

There's a

on every program for these intriguing
of fantasy and good humor!

inter-

avvleV

Isn't this

a fact

— next page!

THEY
I.

in U. S. A.

FILL

THE

BILL!

Fight! 3rd

War Loan Our

Biggest Job!

: :
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I

Tops

llaudia'

Personal Mention

hiladelphia,

KORDA
SIR ALEXANDER
Oberon are due
Merle

With $25,200
Philadelphia,
ntinues big at

21.

Sept.

downtown

—

film houses,

pointing

"Claudia"

with

lursday.

Estimated receipts for the week endSept. 22-24

We

Proudly

Hail" (Para.)

\LDINE— (900)
3rd week.

s,

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

Gross: $14,700.

7

300)

week,

Gross:

(Aver-

$2,800.

$3,500)

(20th-Fox)

laudia"

liOYD

— (3,000)

for

that

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c) 7

Gross: $25,200. (Average. $19,000)
iy Kingdom for a Cook" (Col.) (6 days)
Best Foot Forward" (M-G-M) (1 day)

FOX —

Forward" (M-G-M)
(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

(3,000)

7

Gross: $24,500. (Average. $17,800)
tormy Weather" (20th-Fox)
)

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c7 days, 2nd run. Gross: $6,000. (Aver$4,700)

- irst

Comes Courage"

KEITH'S— (2,200)
2nd run.

lays,

Ed Jenkins, manager

$6,800.

(Average,

Army" (W.B.)

MASTBAUM— (3,000)

days, 5th week.
erage. $22,900)
Let's Face It" (Para.)

STANLEY

—

Gross:

days, 2nd
Iverage. $18,300)
7

cj

ly

junior production engineer for EastCo., Rochester, has been

bees.

promoted

to major.

•
B. Willis, chief of interior

M-G-M

decoration at the
town.

•

Marty Balaban,
studio,

in

is

of the

former manager
Hamilton and Overbrook the-

atres,

Philadelphia,

S18.400.

the

entered

•
A. Mike Vogel is en route to New
William Huffman, manager of the York from the Coast after completing
Warner Theatre, Atlantic City, has a writing stint at the RKO studio.
•
been inducted in the Army.

Sidney

•

Mary Meadowcroft,

Republic bookPhiladelphia, has recovered from

er in
a minor operation.

Iz

Barowsky, manager

Theatre,

of the

Rex

became

the

Philadelphia,

•

Ed Hinchy, head
department,

New Haven

of

Warners' playyesterday

left

for

and Boston.
•

Gross:

has

Army.

Kingsley,

S.

the

wright, has been assigned
duty as a lieutenant.

to

playactive

•
Izzy Rappaport^ operator of the
Hippodrome, Baltimore, is in Hollywood.
•
Thomas Murray, Universal exchange operations head, returned yesterday from Pittsburgh.
•
Sam Hacker is in Pittsburgh on a
business

visit.

Emma

week.

re-

staff

turned to work yesterday after a twoweek absence for a minor operation.

man Kodak

$30,000.

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-

(3,000)

Inn

the
Pa.,

Warner

Joe Vergesslich of the
New York exchange sales

and
Buckhill Falls,
Karge, of Swarthmore, Pa.,
•
will be married Saturday.
Samuel S. Singer, assistant film•
drama editor of the Philadelphia InClifford H. Ruffner, Jr., former- quirer, has left to join the Navy SeaTheatre,

date

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-

9

of

Betty

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

W)
rhis Is the

•

father of a girl last week.

(Col.)

Gross:

produc-

executive, has delayed his
departure for the Coast until Friday.
•
tion

in

•

KARLTON— (1,000)
e,

arrived

•

FJ

3est Foot

LICHTMAN, M-G-M

AL

for a stay of several days.

ARLE—

(3,000) (46c-57c-75c) 6 days of
ldeville including Dante, the Magician,
(Average, $23,900)
ass: $26,000.

have

territory,

New York

Edwin

(35c-46c-57c-6Sc) 7 days,

revival.

•

(Average,

one With the Wind"

\RCADIA— (600)

from Hollywood Monday.

to

00 at the Boyd and "Best Foot
rward" figured on bringing in $24,Still out in the lead
) at the Fox.
"This Is the Army" at the Mastum, closing its run this coming

o

and
here

Chalmer Sinkey, 20th CenturyM. A. Silver, Pittsburgh zone mancameraman in Seattle, is
ager for Warner Theatres, and Harry Fox newsreel
buyer and booker in Swedish Hospital there following a
Business Fein stein, chief
heart attack.

two new major openings were
g,

:

:

•

Carboxe, secretary to Harry
Mandel at RKO, is on vacation in
White Haven, Pa.

exhibitor,

'Watch on Rhine'

'Army' Strong in

A. H. Kubley, Ketchikan, Alaska,
is

visiting in Seattle.

Swing Shift Maisie" (M-G-M)

STANTON — (1,700)

c) 7 days. 3rd week.

(35c-41c-46c-57c-6Sc-

Gross:

(Aver-

$7,800.

se, $8,400)

*ara. Re-Issue Bill

Surprises in

Omaha

Helped by cool.
Sept. 21.
i:ny weather, the national American
t/gion

';naha's

and

convention

downtown

good

theatres

>yed heavy business.
id "College Swing"

bills,

all

en-

"Souls at Sea"
the

at

Omaha

:ew nearly double that house's busiess in recent weeks, with $10,700.
Eehind the Rising Sun" and "Spitre's Blessed Event" grossed $8,500
the Brandeis.
Estimated receipts for the week endkg Sept. 22-23
Behind the Rising Sun" (RKO)
Mexican Spitfire's Blessed Event" (RKO)
:

—

HRANDEIS

(30c-35c-44c-50c)
(1,200)
$8,500.
(Average, $5,500)

Gross:

lys.

7

<

1MAHA —

cb

Chester's

ross: $15,300.

(40c-50c-65c)

orchestra plus stage
(Average. $12,900)

ays,

holdover. 2nd
Average. $6,900)

(2.900)

week.

days.

show.

$3,750.

7

(Average,

(30c-35c-50c)

Gross:

6

$12,100.

BROADWAY— (1.040)

days, moveover.

both playing film theatres, were

take at Warners' Hippodrome, not
counting the $35,000 sponsored premiere, is the best grosser of the week.

Estimated receipts for
ended Sept. 23
"The Sky's the Limit" (RKO)

ALLEN— (3,000)

the

week

(40c-50c-60c) 7 days, 2nd

week. Gross: $6,200. (Average, $8,300)
"This Is the Army" (W.B.)

WARNERS' HIPPODROME— (3,500)
Gross:

7 days.

$31,000.

(40c-

(Average,

$3,750.

7

(Average,

days,

3rd

week.

Gross:

(40c-50c-60c)

$4,000.

"So Proudly

We

7

(Average,

(30c-40c-55c-65c)

(1,750)

days, third week.

7

Gross: $10,000. (Average,

the Rhine"

(WB)

DENVER— (2,600)
$16,500.

(40c-50c-60c-65c) 7 days.

"Larceny With

(40c-50c-60c-65c)

Yvette.

and

Stage: Spike
Gross: $28,000.

LOEWS STATE— (3,300)

(40c-60c) 7 days.

We
LOEWS STILLMAN— (1,900)

7 days.

days, 3rd week.

Gross:

$12,000.

(40c-60c)

7

(Average,

$8,600)

(Average, $3,000)
(Univ.)
Music" (Univ.)

RIALTO— (900)

Gross:

(2.200)

(30c-40c-50c)

7

(Average, $5,000)

(40c-50c-60c-65c)
$4,250.

7

days,

(Average, $3,500)

Stockton Replaces Peck
Douglas Peck, M-G-M New York
branch office manager, has resigned,
Sidney Stockton, Albany branch office
manager, succeeds him.

(18c-30c-42c-60c)

Gross:

IMPERIAL— (3,373)

days.

Gross:

$4,300.

6

(Average,

Gross: $13,900.
"Dixie" (Para.)

SHEA'S

$12,300)

(18c-30c-42c-60c-78c)

days.

d,ays, 3rd
$12,200)

(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6

(Average,
a Lady" (M-G-M)

$14,800.

"Du Barry Was

— (2,480)
week.

6

(Average, $11,400)
(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)

Gross:

"Passport to Suez"

$11,200.

6

(Average,

(Col.)

"Coney Island" (ZOth-Fox) (Transferred)
Gross:

$5,100.

"Phantom

(18c-30c-48c)

6

days.

(Average, $4,600)

of the

Opera" (Univ.)

UPTOWN — (2,761)

days, 3rd week.

(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c) 6

Gross: $11,000.

(Average,

Greenblatt Tours
Arthur Greenblatt, vice-president

(WB)

— (1,086)

week.

TIVOLI — (1,434)

(Average, $16,800)
Hail" (Para.)

Gross: $20,000.

Woman"

PARAMOUNT —

holdover.

Saturday and Sunday).

Tones orch. and
(Average, $25,800)

"So Proudly

the Rhine" (WB)
"Spotlight Serenade" (Mono.)
$4,500.

85c

(45c-55c-75c

(3,300)

"Best Foot Forward" (M-G-M)

(Average, $11,000)

ESQUIRE— (740)

RKO PALACE —

3rd

$4,300)

LOEWS — (2.074)

"Bombers Moon" (20th-Fox)

Hail" (Para.)

DENHAM —

EGLINTON
days,

"The Sky's the Limit" (RKO)

the Rhine" (W.B.)

WARNERS' LAKE— (714)

$3,100)

$2,500)

Gross: $7,500.
"This Is the Army"

—

21.
This Is the
with §31,000 as the expected

"Watch on

(30c-40c-50c-60c)

Gross:

—

Cleveland, Sept.

Army"

$17,100)

(RKO)

"Petticoat Larceny"

days.

r

Cleveland Opening

50c-60c)

"Captive Wild

Boston Censors Acts

uled out.

Gross:

"Sky's the Limit" (RKO)

Gross:

Boston, Sept. 21. The state cenors passed every picture shown here
lis week.
Tw o vaudeville acts, Buser Kein Dancers and Plunkett and
^ay,

(30c -40c -50c -60c)

(1,400)

days, moveover.
S2.500)

"Watch on
7

Army" (W.B.)

PARAMOUNT —

ALADDIN —

Gross:

Holy Matrimony" (20th-Fox)

This Is the

in its

"Spotlight Serenade" (Mono.)
days.

7

(Average, $8,300)

ORPHEUM— (3.000)

Hail"

third week at the Denham, will score
All moveovers doing fair.
$10,000.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Sept. 20-24 are
"Claudia" (20th-Fox)
"Good Luck Mr. Yates" (Col.)

"Watch on

(30c-35c-50c)

(2.000)

We

mount's "So Proudly

$6,400)

5ouls at Sea" (Para.)
College Swing" (Para.)
ross: $10,700.

21.

Rhine," on a dual, at the Denver, is
expected to gross $16,500, while Para-

—

Omaha,

Duals at $16,500
— "Watch on the
Denver, Sept.

charge

of

sales

for

PRC,

has

in

left

Cleveland, with Nat L. Lefton, district manager for that city, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh and Detroit, for a
Greentour of the four exchanges.
blatt has announced the appointment
of Jack Lefton as PRC's branch manager in Cleveland.

U. A. Deal on 'Holiday'
United Artists has completed negoProducers Corp. of
with
America for the release of "Knickerbocker Holiday," a musical now in
production under the supervision of
Harry Joe Brown, Edward C. Raftery, U. A. president, announced here
tiations

yesterday.
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Hollywood

"Sweet Rosie O'Grady"
By JACK

(20th Century-Fox)

"p

I

1

!

HE

impudent journalism of the Police Gazette in its heydey
*in the gay iSoO's, provides the background for this entertaining,
tuneful, stunningly technicolored 20th Century-Fox musical, produced
by William Perlberg, and starring Betty Grable, who delivers a first rate
performance as the reigning musical comedy actress of the period, and
Robert Young, as the circulation booming reporter of the scandalous
Police Gazette. "Sweet Rosie O'Grady" emerges as a worthy successor
to "Coney Island," and a contender for top grosses.
Though routine in theme and treatment, the screen play, which Ken
Englund has derived from stories by William R. Lipman, Frederick
Stephani and Edward Van Every, utilizes the background of the period,
and the activities of the Police Gazette to good advantage. The story
highlights a feud between Miss Grable and Young, which has its inception when Gazette stories authored by Young, expose Miss Grable as a
former Brooklyn burlesque queen, Rosie O'Grady by name. Her Irish
aroused, Miss Grable delays her marriage to Reginald Gardner', the
Duke of Trippingham, to do battle with Young. By the neat device of
publicly proclaiming Young as her heart throb, Miss Grable renders
him ineffective, and makes him a public buffoon. Young gets in a few
licks by separating Miss Grable from the Duke, as he tussles with his
The feud eventually turns into a love
irate editor, Adolphe Menjou.
lusty,

match.
Irving Cummings' direction strikes a proper balance between the
comedy of the script, and the eye-filling production sequences staged by
Hermes Pan. "My Heart Tells Me" is the best of the Mack Gordon
and Harry Warren songs, with "The Wishing Waltz" also slated for the
The title song, especially in an arrangement that seems to
hit parade.
make liberal use of Offenbach's music, is one of the many old favorites
employed to good advantage in the picture. Miss Grable, in Natalie
Kalmus' Technicolor settings, is something the customers will whistle to
with delight. They both rate bouquets. Others in the supporting cast
are Virginia Grey, Phil Regan, Sig Ruman, Alan Dinehart and Hobart
Cavanaugh. The Robert Mitchell "Boychoir," and Leo Diamond and
His Solidaires, do specialties.
Milt Livingston
burning time, 76 mins. "G."*

CARTWRIGHT

Hollywood, Sept. 21
any day now some Hollywood producer may announce a
picture
titled
"Back the Attack."
Stories about theatre patrons remonstrating with managers because "Ba

ALMOST

the Attack," advertised in the lobb
is not on the screen, are filtering
to the press here in the film capital.
The latest one concerns a Chicago
theatre
patron
who remonstrated
with the manager after she sat through
two Columbia pictures and the program started over without "Back the
Attack" coming on the screen.
She
pointed to a billboard in the lobby
urging "Back the Attack" as reason
for her expectations.
It doesn't take much imagination

"Thousands Cheer," "Thank
Lucky Stars" and "Three
Cheers for the Boys" now in production, to visualize a big war bond rally

after

Your

as the basis for a story with stars
galore popping up in all sorts of specialties.

•

Bert Gilroy

how

is

now

trying to figure

Alan Carney and IVally
Brown, his rookie comedy team, out
of khaki and into mufti for "Hit the
Hay," a story of a USO troupe
get

to

stranded in bucolic setting.
It took
Rita Hayworth only a few minutes
between scenes at Columbia and her
onder Show stint to marry Orson
Welles, but it took her all day to rehearse for a wedding scene with Gene
Kelly in "Cover Girl."
Tiventy
years to the day after he shot his first
picture, David O. Selsnick put his
latest, "Since You Went Away," before the cameras. His first was the
Dempsey-Firpo fight at the Polo
Grounds, Sept. 14, 1923.
Ben Bogcaus has cast Nasimova in his
"Bridge of San Luis Rey," for U.A.
.

classification.

Equity Wants SAG
Theatre Trustees
Get Clearance Cut In Guild Merger Plan
American Arbitration Association
yesterday announced an arbitrator's
award at the Boston tribunal in favor

Hearing the report
committee designated

of its special
to explore the

three-way actors' guild merger proof James A. Donovan, Fred L. Mar- posal made by American Federation of
key and Grace P. Mulcahy, trustees Radio Artists, the council of Actors
for the Ioka Theatre, Exeter, N. H., Equity yesterday agreed to the purin a complaint filed by the trustees poses of the consolidation with AFRA
against the five consenting companies. and the American Guild of Musical
The arbitrator dismissed the com- Artists, but suggested that the Screen
plaint against Paramount. He ordered Actors Guild, fourth member of the
a reduction in the clearance of the actors' 4A's be a part of the conferColonial Theatre, Portsmouth, N. H., ences.
over the Ioka, to 14 days, and of the
Raymond Massey, Dudley Digges,
Olympia Theatre, Portsmouth, over John Lorenz, and Augustin Duncan
RKO,
Loew,
one
day,
on
to
the
Ioka,
were added to the special Equity comto
20th-Fox and Yitagraph product.
mittee which will meet the AFRA
committee today to further explore the
merger.
David E. Weshner completes his
special assignment with Disney Productions as publicity and exploitation consultant on "Victory Through
Due to an error in transmission, i
Air Power," and leaves the organizaPicture Daily's
'Hail'
Weshner's contract orig- story in Motion
tion Oct. 1.
Sept. 16 issue made it appear that the
inally called for 20 weeks of his exParamount yesterday claimed one
Independent Exhibitors of New Enclusive services in behalf of the picof its largest exploitation drives for
gland were seeking a "sales tax" for
ture, but it subsequently was upped an
"So Proudly We Hail," which has
the industry in their petitions filed
additional ten weeks at Disney's restarted almost four months in adwith the U. S. Assistant Attorney
quest.
vance of general release date.
SepGeneral Tom Clark, whereas they
Weshner, formerly director of adtember circulation for publications in
"sales plan" in mind.
new
have
a
vertising and publicity for United
which ads on the picture will appear
Artists Corporation, has several imtotal 197,000,000, it was said.
portant propositions under consideraRadio spot announcements, window
Sells
tion.
Following a short vacation, he
displays, counter cards and govern-

Weshner

Leave
Post with Disney

^ales Plan,

Not Tax,

Sought by Exhibitors Para. Sets Heavy

Campaign

PRC

will

make announcement

of his future

plans.

Brooklyn Gets 'Army'

Number

for

of

RKO

'43-44 Films to
PRC general sales manager

Arthur
Greenblatt has closed with RKO The-

ment enrollment posters are exploiting the film as well. Robert Gillham,
Paramount advertising and publicity
director, has set a deal with a cigarcompany in which stars of the

"This Is the Army" goes into the
Brooklyn Strand on Oct. 7 for an

atres for the playing of certain of his
company's 1943-44 features in
houses, except at theatres in key

ette

indefinite run.

spots.

in all

RKO

picture are being featured on car cards

major

cities,

and

in

ads.

.

W

.

*"G" denotes general

.

.

.

.

.

.

release.

•

Producer Walter Colmas plans to
send Rosemary Lane out on personal appearances with "Harvest
Melody," in which she plays the
feminine lead. The actress will
appear with the film at pre-release
openings on the Pacific Coast. .
.

.

Bruce, who hasn't appeared in a picture since the death
of her husband, J. Walter Ruben,
Virginia

starts

work

in October at

RKO,

in

"International Zone," with George
Sanders in the lead. .
M-G-M
.
has 22 cartoons in production, including the 1943-44 schedule of 16.
.

Norway to Show Own

War Film

Tonight

—

"Norway
Sept. 21.
Replies," six-reel feature depicting adventures of a Norwegian who wreaks
vengeance upon Nazi invaders, will be

Washington,

shown here tomorrow evening to Ambassador Wilhelm Morgenstierne and
the Norwegian Embassy staff in the
Paramount projection room here.
"Norway Replies" was produced
and directed by F. Herrick Herrick,
under sponsorship of the Norwegian
Information Service. It features King
Haakon VII, Prime Minister Johan
Nygaardsvold, of Norway, and military, naval and aviation officials of
Commentary is by
that government.
Alois Havrilla, Ben Grauer and Ed
Thorgerson.
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Trade 'Over the Top Bond Week
Detroit 48-Hr.
Worried Over
Starts on September 24th Work- Week Is
Gov't Inroads
Seen Rejected
Daytime Lights

British

(Continued from page

1)

Hollywood

Cavalcade
passed
the
billion-dollar mark with the addition

(Continued from page

important

plications raises
of public policy.

of

1)

questions

The

report cites 12 cases of renters
being in default of their 1941-42 quota, of which six are American companies, but action against only one
minor renter was recommended. There
were- 1,814 exhibitor defaults during
the last quota year.
The report also deprecates registration of four-year old films as part of
the quota.

$39,500,000

Defers Film
Rentals Discussion
London, Sept. 21.

— Kinematograph

Renters Society here today considered
a request for a roundtable discussion
on film rentals, but deferred action
pending full attendance of leading ex-

Max

including

ecutives,

Warners,

Sam

and

M-G-M, who

now

are

Milder,

of

of
the United

Six Firms Protest

AFM

Union Fees
companies

transcription

pro-

tested yesterday at paying fees directly
to the national headquarters of the
American Federation of Musicians for

recordings. A. Walter Socolow, counto the six firms, revealed indirectly at the War Labor Board's hearing on the Petrillo record controversy
that the pact between Decca and the
union provides for payment to the federation, rather than to the individual
musicians making the discs.

sel

The

hearing

Arthur

VVLB

S.

was

adjourned by
chairman of the
Monday morning.

Meyer,

panel, until

Canadian Manpower
Frozen Some More
Toronto, Sept.
—New manpower
21.

regulations,

further

freezing

male

in "A" and "B" priority inwere announced yesterday by

workers
dustries,

the National Selective Service Board.
Included in industries affected were
newspapers, news services, fuel as well
as other businesses. The new order
indirectly restricts the film trade still
further by drying up a source of
manpower hitherto popular for manager and exchange material, namely,

newspapermen.

SOEG

to Press

For Wage

The
sons attended the performance.
current total of Cavalcade sales, $1,010,500,000, is more than double the
Treasury's advance estimate of its
probable sales.
Reports are still to be received from
and Fort Worth, where the
Cavalcade appeared yesterday, and
three more cities remain on the tourDallas

ing stars' schedule.

A

total of $250,000,000 of

page

1)

weekly increase.

The producers announced
Fox,

survey clerical workers

that they
of 20th-

Warners and Paramount, not
members,

determine their
wage status before answering SOEG
to

requests.

Warners

Tilt

Admissions

—

Chicago, Sept. 21. Weekday prices
at the Beverly Theatre, Chicago, have
been increased from 35 to 40 cents by

Warner

Bros.

accounted

for

by

bond

sales

the

War

Veterans' Bond Airmada, which concluded its 10-day selling tour last Saturday,
Edward Sniderman,
supervisor of the Airmada, announced
yesterday. The five crews of wounded war veterans comprising the Air-

WAC

mada were accompanied by Hollywood stars.

Companies Report
Large Bond Buys
Reports of large bond purchases by
industry groups continued to be made.
Universal Pictures accounted for a
$1,000,000 purchase, one-half credited
to the studio and the other to company
branches throughout the country.
It
is the second $1,000,000 bond purchase
made by the company within the past
six weeks.

A

$11,763,790 was purPictures and
theatre partnerships affiliated with the
company.
Of this amount, $401,790
was subscribed by home office and
distribution personnel.
The sum does
not include studio purchases nor that
of theatre personnel.
Loew's Theatres reports a sale of
$5,720,957 for the first 11 days of the
drive at the company's theatres. New
York theatres of the company accounted for $3,027,926 of the total.
total

chased

by

of

Paramount

Bookers Subscribe
Bond Drive

$1,500 to

The M. P. Bookers' Club voted to
subscribe $1,500 in War Bonds at its
first meeting of the current year, held
Monday night at the Hotel Lincoln.
President Bernard Brooks, of the
Fabian circuit, reported that 20 members of the organization are in the
and Al Blumberg, of
go on duty with the
Merchant Marine this week. About

Out

in Tennessee

Nashville,
Sept.
21.— Officials of Tennessee Valley Authority,

through

local

power

organization, report the voluntary co-operation of theatre owners and operators in
the campaign to cut the volume of commercially used
electric power. Most theatres
are cutting out all daytime
front lighting and other lighting not affecting the safety of
patrons.

Seek Theatre Aid
In Recruiting Drive

forces,
Warners, will

1)

Palliaer said that because in the
case of small staffs going on the
long week would not release workers
for other jobs, which is the prime purpose of the Government's order, the
order could not be made to cover the
exchanges as a group. Palliaer mentioned specially that staffs of 15 or
under would not be able to free members for other plants in the case of
exchanges having from 33 to 50 or so
members.
He said that a further
study would have to be made to see

whether
free

it

would be

possible for

them

manpower by adopting

the

longer week.
"The only purpose of the 48-hour
and publicity chief; Major Robert week is to save manpower," Palliaer
Brown and Herbert Lenz, the latter said. "If an exchange can't reduce its
of Young & Rubicam, yesterday de- staff to provide workers for war
recruiting plants and if going on the 48-hour
scribed plans for the
drive and the part that theatres own- week just means paying of overtime
ers throughout the country may have with many exchange workers having
in it.
nothing to do on the sixth day, then
Governors of all states have been adoption of the plan is not feasible.
asked by General Marshall, Chief of The Government has no desire to work
Staff, to cooperate in the drive through unnecessary hardship on any industry."
proclamations and direct participation. Palliaer indicated that no definite rulThe Office of War Information will ing with exact provisions for operadevote three weeks of its radio allo- tions of exchanges would be handed
cations to the recruiting effort and a down for several days.
$2,000,000 advertising campaign, involving a series of ads in 134 Sunday
newspapers, other publications and
posters will be conducted by Young
booking
Exhibitors
& Rubicam.
meeting of the United Artists
"Women at War" will have an oppor- board of directors is scheduled to be
tunity to tie in directly with the camheld in Hollywood Monday. Edward
paign with poster displays, recruiting C. Raftery,
U. A. president, will leave
booths and other media.
for the Coast today to attend the meetThe subject will be released Oct. 1, ing and will present the company's
and 147 prints will be available in an fiscal audit for 1942 to the meeting,
effort to obtain 10,000 bookings before which will be attended by Mary Pickthe end of the drive.
ford, Charles Chaplin, David 0. SelzPlans for the campaign and the pic- nick and possibly Sir Alexander Korture's part in it were discussed at a da.
luncheon at the Warner home office,
yesterday, attended by trade press
Major Cora Bass,
representatives,
representing the WACS, and those
previously mentioned.
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page

1)

WAC

Raftery West for

U.A. Board Meet

A

'42-43
Profit Is $99,144

Monogram's

of 42 pictures scheduled for the
1943-44 season, it was disclosed.
Johnston said, "The company has
increased its budget on feature pictures, and we believe that the upward
trend of business will continue in
view of the improvement in quality of
pictures, and the general increase in
theatre attendance which should reflect
statements
in future financial
itself
of the corporation."
13

200 on

Women's

Appeal Committee
Formation of a women's division
for the 10th anniversary of "Night of
Stars," Tuesday, Nov. 16, at Madison
Square Garden, was announced yes-

terday by Nathan Straus, chairman.
(Continued from page 1)
Proceeds are for the United Jewish
declaring
it
supported
the
move,
ers,
Overseas Needs
was most important for exhibitors, Appeal for Refugees,
Hollywood
Broadway,
Palestine.
and
organize
face
to
large and small, to
new and greater difficulties and to and radio talent will appear.
More than 200 women are now reppresent the theatres case to the gen-

resented in the women's division. Mrs.
eral public.
The convention adopted a motion of Leo Spitz is chairman of the group.
Mrs. Ted Lewis,
Co-chairmen are
protest against exhibition of 16
Harry Donenfield, Mrs. Hal
films in halls less than 10 miles from Mrs.
licensed theatres and supported a reso- Home, Mrs. Irving Lewine and Mrs.
lution on voluntary fuel conservation Louis Grossman. Associate chairmen
pledging to save 30 per cent of coal are: Mrs. Max Abrams, Mrs. Michael
Secretary Syd Taube Addison, Miss Fanny Brice, Mrs.
next winter.
reported an increase of 57 exhibitor Harry Dansky, Mrs. Edgar Gould,
members during the first year of the Mrs. Julius Lipman, Mrs. Damon
Runyon, and Mrs. A. Loeb Salkin.
Ontario organization.

mm

(Continued from page

and that he was generally inclined to
accept their argument that the 48-hour
week would be of no benefit to tf^B,
Government. P. J. Scollard, of Parir
mount, headed the majors' delegation.

to

armed

Ontario Exhibitors
Rises
Ask National Set -Up

time-and-a-half after 40 hours for supervising employees and reclassification of script girls resulting in a $3

guild

Or-

50 bookers attended the meeting.

(.Continued from

will

New

Eckman,
in

States.

Six

at

where an estimated 150,000 per-

leans,

was

KRS

sales

of

:

Owners Will Write
Allied Decree Plan
(Continued from page 1)

about 600 theatres, with greatly increased numbers in sight.
Coupled with query answers gathered by the Pacific Coast Conference
of Independent Theatre Owners, the
brief, according to National Allied,
will constitute the first attempt to be
made of a widespread organizational
sampling of exhibitor opinion concerning the decree.

:
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51 Shooting,

56 Preparing,

60 Editing
Hollywood,

Sept.

—

21.

Every

continuing its heavy proAuction push, with M-G-M well out
n front. It returned one picture
(33>r added scenes to bring its stage lead
to 12 and the call sheet to a new peak
studio

is

11

1,234 Houses

Reviews
"Adventure

In Canada,

in Iraq"

{Warners)
severely taxed by the effort herein to
take "The Sheik" and give it a modern touch including Army air
pilots, Nazi tricksters amongst the fanatical tribes of Iraq, and a rescue
through a bombing attack on a sheik's palace.
credulity of the reviewer

is

j

.

for the year.

50% Circuit

Hollyivood, Sept. 21

HpHE

Ruth Ford, as his wife, Tess, and
Everett, late of the Flying Tigers, become the
unwilling guests of Sheik Ahmid Bel Nor in his desert palace when
their Cairo-bound plane is forced to land due to engine trouble.
John Loder,

as

Warren Douglas,

George Torrence

as

;

Doug

—

Washington, Sept. 21. Canadian
theatre tally shows 1,243 houses in
operation, according to the Dominion
Bureau of Statistics, as reported by
the film division of the U. S. Department of Commerce here.

Canada imports about 525 features
a year, the majority of which come
immediate triangle is set up when Torrence reveals his jealousy from the U.
Usually the market
S.
of the young flier because of attentions paid Tess.
Hiking to a village demands eight copies of a film, the
vious week had eight started, 12 fin- for aid they find themselves surrounded by Iraq tribesmen of the bureau states. Two thirds of Dominion
ished, 50 shooting, 55 preparing and
fanatical Golden Peacock worshippers.
theatres show two features, a newsreel,
68 editing. The production scene
Sheik Ahmid, Paul Cavanaugh, arrives, a suave and menacing king cartoon, and trailer on a standard program. Double features are more popuColumbia
of the desert, but very much the polished gentleman on the surface with
lar in the urban areas than in the
Started: "Curly," with Cary Grant,
He has his man-servant rural sections.
the smoothest of English learned at Oxford.
Janet Blair, James Gleason, Ted Donbring horses and escort the trio to his palace.
There they find
The bureau reports that 50 per cent
aldson, Mickey McGuire, Ed Gargan.
Shooting
"Ten Percent Woman," European clothes to fit them. Tess is bathed in a glorious manner, of the theatres are circuit houses.
"Cover Girl," "The Day Will Come." bubbles and all, only to find they will be beheaded in revenge for three
"There's
Something of the Sheik's half-brothers captured by the British as spies.
Finished

The

saw

week

new

ones
started, eight finished, 51 shooting, 56
preparing and 60 editing.
The prenine

An

:

:

About a Soldier."

W.

R. Frank
Shooting "Dr. Paul Joseph Goebbels, His Life and Loves."
:

Samuel Goldwyn
Shooting "Up in Arms."

Flying Tiger Doug kills the Englishman. They seize radio tubes,
escape to the plane and send for help. Recaptured, the girl and the flier
are about to be sacrificed to the Golden Peacock when American fliers
arrive and save them. Her husband, slain by the Iraq warriors, as he
radioed for help, is forgotten as they fly away in a bomber.

:

M-G-M
Shooting
"Two Sisters and a
"Kismet," "The Canterville
Ghost," "Rationing," "Andy Hardy's
Blonde
Trouble,"
"Broadway
Rhythm," "White Cliffs of Dover,"
"See Here, Private Hargrove," "Mr.
Co-Ed," "Gaslight," and "A Guy
Named Joe," "The Heavenly Body,"
and "Cry Havoc," for added scenes.
Finished "Meet the People."

Running

time, 64 minutes.

Jack Cartwright

"G."*

:

Monogram

—

Mexico City, Sept. 21. Artistas
Asociadas, a new producing company,
has been formed here by Joaquin Cortina Goribar, one of the founders of
Films Mundiales. This addition makes
41 producing companies in Mexico.

:

Dudley
Murphy and Jose U.
Calderon are associated with the new
company, which is now in production
with "Las Campanas de Mi

Sailor,"

;

Mexico Now Has
41 Producing Units

"Tiger Fangs"
(PRC)
Hollywood, Sept. 21

P\E VISED

for the presumable purpose of bringing Frank ("Bring 'Em
Back Alive") Buck to the screen for the convenience of his fans, who
can't get around to see him and his animal friends so conveniently as
in pre-war days, this Jack Schwarz production achieves that objective,

Buck, portraying himself in the jungle and as chief
Hawkshaw in a Nazi sabotage plot to end all Nazi sabotage plots, does
So do the other players. But the asking's too
what's asked of him.
Tigers, monkeys and elephants are also present, mostly or
evident.
but

else.

little

Pueblo."
People.")

("The

Bells

of

My

Marshalltown Curfew
Marshalltown,

la., Sept. 21.— The
council here has adopted a curfew ordinance that provides two curfews for different age groups. At 10
p.m., children under 15 are subject to
a curfew, and at 11 :30 p.m. to 6 a.m.,
there is one for those between 15 and
18 years.

city

"Westward Bound," with
Hoot Gibson, Bob
Steele,
Weldon
Hayburn,
John
Bridges, Harry Woods, Karl Hackett.
Shooting
"Lady Let's Dance," altogether in footage from the stock-shot library.
"Charlie Chan in the Secret Service."
The tale is about Nazis who capture tigers and innoculate them with a
brew that makes them wilder than Nature did, liberating them, then, to
Paramount
to deStarted: "The Navy Way," with roam the jungle killing native workers on a rubber plantation
Special 'Army'
Robert Lowery, Jean Parker, Bill lay shipment of rubber to the Allies.
June Duprez, Duncan Renaldo,
Charlotte, N. C, Sept. 21. Larry
Henry,
Richard
Powers,
Sharon Howard Banks, J. Farrell MacDonald, Arno Frey, Dan Seymour, J. Alex
Douglas, Robert Armstrong, Roscoe Havier and Pedro Regas work valiantly to make the goings-on seem real. Walker, WBT announcer-entertainer
and veteran showman, will direct a
Karns,
Horace MacMahon, Mary
Sam Newfield directed.
30-minute stage show in conjunction
Treen, Ann Marsters.
Running time, 58 minutes. "G"*.
with the local premiere of "This Is
Shooting
"Going
My Way,"
the Army" at the Carolina Theatre
"Henry Aldrich, Boy Scout," "The
*"G" denotes general classification.
tomorrow. Tickets for the Army EmerStory of Dr. Wassell," "Frenchman's
gency Relief premiere are scaled to
Creek," "Our Hearts Were Young
and Gay."
Jennifer Jones, Robert Walker, Neil net the fund $7,400.
bell, Albert Caldwell, Roy Roberts;
Finished
"Hail the Conquering and "Eve of St. Mark," with Michael Hamilton, Ruth Gordon, Hattie McHero."
O'Shea, Anne Baxter, William Eythe, Daniel, Eric Sinclair, Rhonda FlemVaudeville at Majestic
P. R. C.
Vincent Price, Henry Morgan, John ing, Christopher Adams, Vicci Styles.
Boston, Sept. 21.
The Majestic
Finished "The Devil Riders," "The Archer, Robert Bailey, Jo Ann NoUniversal
Theatre, purchased by E. M. Loew,
Return of the Rangers."
lan, Tony Favor, George Mathews,
Started: "Wild Horse Roundup," last Spring, and located in downtown
Dickie Moore.
RKORadio
with Tex Ritter, Fuzzy Knight, Jen- Boston, will become a vaudeville and
Shooting
in
Indiana,"
"The Curse of the Cat
"Home
Shooting
nifer Holt, Dennis Moore.
film house starting tomorrow.
People," "Dangerous Journey," "Ten- "Buffalo
"The
"Lifeboat,"
Bill,"
Shooting
"When Ladies Fly,"
der Comrade," "Higher and Higher" Lodger."
"Passport to Dakar," "Gung Ho!"
and "Days of Glory," formerly "ReBrandt Switches Windsor
"Third Glory."
United Artists
venge."
(Samuel Bronston)
Harry Brandt has converted the
Warners
Finished "The Falcon and the CoShooting "Jack London."
Shooting
"Uncertain
Glory," Windsor Theatre in the Bronx to a
eds."
(P. C. A.)
The theatre
"Shine On, Harvest Moon," "Rhap- "Laff Movie House."
Republic
"Knickerbocker Holiday," sody in Blue," "Passage to Marseille." had been used to stage Broadway
Started
* Started
"Canon City," with Don
stock shows.
with Nelson Eddy, Charles Coburn,
Finished: "Destination Tokyo."
(Red) Barry, Wally Vernon, Helen
Constance Dowling, Ernest Cossart,
Talbot, Morgan Conway, Emmett VoShelley Winters, Johnny Davis, Percy
gan. LeRoy Mason, Roy Barcroft,
Hale, Dick BaldStarted

Ken

:

Maynard,

:

—

Show

—

:

:

—

:

I

:

:

:

:

:

:

|

:

:

Twinkle Watts.
Shooting "O,
:

My

Darling Clemen-

tine."

20th-Fox
Skirled
Baxter,
Royle,

:

"The

Sullivans," with Anne
Thomas Mitchell, Selena

Trudy Marshall, John Camp-

Kilbride, Richard
Percival
Munier,
Ferdinand
win,
Vivian, Carmen Amaya and dancers.

(Vanguard Films)
Started: "Since You Went Away,"
with Claudette Colbert, Joseph Cotten,
Monty Woolley, Shirley Temple,

$3,000,000

WANTED

Grove Suits

—

Boston, Sept. 21. Coconut Grove
fire, of last November, during which
500 lives were lost, including many
from the film business, has resulted in

Draft deferred manager or assistant manager.
Capable of running small town
theatre in northern New Jersey. Write,
stating age and experience, giving references and full details.
State minimum

the filing of $3,000,000 in suits, so far,
against the Grove estate.

DAILY.

salary.

Box

221,

MOTION PICTURE
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OWI Again Target

an effort
INexploitation

— The

Office of War Information today found
itself on the receiving end of a barrage of Congressional criticism which
boded ill for its future operations.
Indications were that the agency

may

be the

Sept.

first

21.

new

objective in a

economy drive to be launched by the
House Appropriations Committeee,
where it was significant that criticism
of the Elmer Davis office came from
both Democrats and Republicans.

the company's pictures for local radio station heads, program, advertising, and ad agency personnel.
Radio versions of seven Warner pictures, and guest appearances by 20 Warner players, all in the space of a
single month, are cited by Warners as indicating radio's increasing dependence upon the screen for stars and entertainment material.
research department is mailing questionnaires to all station managers of
affiliates in an effort to obtain reaction to the network's sustaining program service.
Mutual will mark its ninth year as a network on October 2, having increased from four stations in 1934 to the 211 affiliates
now.
Sept. 26 is
war bond day and guest stars will participate
Radio advertising in the San Franin a 17-hour air grind to sell bonds.

many activities of the domestic
branch, including films, urged a reorganization starting at the top with
Taber
removal of Director Davis.
said Davis has "neither the capacity
nor the desire" to reorganize
and a business specialist is needed for

OWI

the job.

The Congressman also
OWI's overseas activities,

criticized

declaring
his criticisms of Davis applied also to
Robert Sherwood, head of the overseas
branch.
Ted Johnson, of Oklahoma, Democrat, warned that OWI, and all other
agencies not directly tied in with the
war effort, will face difficulty in obtaining more funds from Congress.
His remark was based on reports that
had asked the Budget Bureau to
approve a request for additional funds
to make up some of the 815,000,000 cut
in its current appropriation.

OWI

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

CBS

.

NBC

.

.

.

700 percent, according to
Latest Hooper survey has
in top position, with the Aldrich Family and the Frank
Brice shows second and third, respectively.

Morgan-Fanny

KPO-NBC

manager.

*

.

.

.

*

*

Purely Personal Robert A. Cathcrwood has joined Blue's spot sales staff.
Alan Oak, formerly of WGBR, Goldsboro, N. C, has joined WOR's anHozvard Carraway has been appointed to Blue's production
nouncing staff.
William B. Caskcy has become assistant general manager of WFIL.
staff.
Philadelphia.
The Blue will fete John Gunther at a cocktail party at the
Gunther has just returned from abroad, and resumes
Waldorf tomorrow.
Hozcard S. Keefe has been appointed publicity
broadcasting on Sept. 25.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Keith Thompson is
director of
Springfield. J\Tass.
in the IVOR continuity department, headed by Robert Simon.
.

.

.

*

*

new
.

.

script editor

.

NBC

.

—

order shortly in the Sherman antitrust suit against Crescent Amusement
Co. and affiliates for submission to the
Ass't U. S. Attorney General for the
Nashville district and also to defense
counsel as the next move in the suit.
Any changes by defense counsel in
the court order which the Department
of Justice is expected to draw up must
be acted upon by Judge Elmer D.
Davies.
Judge Davies is due to return from
a vacation about Oct. 1 and the court
order should be ready shortly after,
it was reported.

Bailey, Exhibitor

And

Publisher, Dies

Sept. 21.— H. U.
Bailey, publisher of the Bureau County
Republican, said to be the nation's
largest weekly paper and owner of a
circuit of theatres, passed away yesterdav, at University Hospital, Iowa
City ,Iowa. He was 74.

Princeton,

111,

Marguerite Chapman,
star of Columbia Pictures' "Destroyer," will appear on RCA's "What's
Bob Burns returns to his NBC spot on
New" Program on Saturday.
Vice-President Henry A. Wallace will be a guest on NBC's
Oct. 7.
Philco and Continental Radio and
"Information Please" on Sept. 27.
Television Corp. have renewed their CBS shows, with Philco adding a
Loretta Young will appear in a two-part "Silver Theatre"
new show.
Lana Turner will be a guest star
CBS drama on Seot. 26 and Oct. 3.
of the Philip Morris Playhouse on Oct. 1.
Davis-Jack Haley

program on
.

.

.

.

Sept. 30.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Theatre Color-Television
Is Ready, Scophony Claims
(Continued from page 1)
system was described by him as
features
in
characteristic
"having
common with cinematography by
which for the first time it will be

Republic Backing

possible to project a large-screen television picture up to full-sized theatre
screens 20 feet in width or more, with
equal
to motion picture
brilliance
standards," said the Scophony state-

are

ment.

Levey said that the invention is
the work of Dr. A. H. Rosenthal,
director of research of SCA.
He expressed deep appreciation to
FCC chairman James L. Fly for
encouraging the development of an
alternate system, claiming "the existence of alternate methods dissipates
the menace of monopoly in the television field."
Levey said that SCA engineers are
now working on three-dimensional
television.

Some

leaders of radio, says Levey,
believe that tele-casting may develop
on a subscriber basis as a means
toward solving financial problems. If
such method should be applied by

About 300 former branch office employees of Loew's now in military
service, were honored recently when
honor roll plaques bearing their names
were unveiled

subscribers.

in

branch

offices.

Organization will be under direci^,
Lou Lusty, former studio executive

for Columbia and RKO, who was recently honorably discharged from the

Marine Corps.
Phil Phillips, for 17 \ ears advertising manager for Fox West Coast
Theatres in Northern California, has
been engaged by Universal to head a
new department for the creation of
saleable picture titles, under supervision of John Joseph, U's' publicityadvertising director. Phillips assumed
his post yesterday, on the Coast, the
home office announced here yesterday.
r

Phillips will contact producers,

home

department and exhibitors
the development of titles.

office

sales

Decision Reserved

On Cooper Motion

.

.

regulatory authorities, Scophony is
prepared to provide it, since the company has patented a method whereby
transmitted pictures which are scrambled at the source may be reproduced
only on television receiver screens of

Loew's Honors 300

advertising

it

of

.

Court Order Next

Nashville, Sept. 21. The government is expected to prepare a court

office

.

.

In Crescent Suit

home

was reported
here yesterday by Maurice A. Bereman, Eastern advertising direc^fc

in

.

—

.

Universal's

publicity department,

*

Program Notes John Garfield will recreate his picture role in "The
Fallen Sparrow" on the CBS Philip Morris Playhouse broadcast on FriOrson Welles will make the first of four weekly appearances on
day.
George Murphy, featured in
the CBS "Suspense" show tomorrow.
Warner's "This Is the Army," will make a guest appearance on the Joan
.

Inauguration of a special events and
promotion department is planned for

.

WSTR.

Special

.

Bay area has increased approximately

cisco

of

tion of

.

194

Developing Units

and advertising

.

Adds

22.

Promotion, Title

to

Declaring that OWI operations are John W. Elwood,
Charlie McCarthy
"a continuing menace," John Taber,

New York, ranking Republican
member, who last summer led the
fight which wound up in the emascula-

IP

acquaint radio executives with the problems of film
via radio, Jules Alberti, 20th Century-Fox
radio advertising director in New York, is holding special screenings of

Economy Groups
Washington,

4

Antenna

Off the

Of Congressional

Wednesday. September

Rogers at Rodeo
New spapers,
included

Republic

the

use

will

and radio
campaign which

billboards

in

for

Federal Judge Murray Hulbert yesterday reserved decision on a motion
by J. H. Cooper Enterprises, Inc., of

Colo, and Rialto,

Inc.,

and Interstate

Theatres, Inc., to vacate service of
process as to them in a suit brought

The motion was
by Paramount.
brought on the ground that the three
corporations do not do business ir
New York State and that the courl
lacks jurisdiction.
Joseph H. Cooper
president of the corporations,
defendant.

is

also

a

Paramount seeks to be declared the
owner of Class B stocks of Rialto and
J. H. Cooper Enterprises, and to class
A stock of Interstate, which are now
held in Cooper's name.
Judge Hulbert also reserved decision on Para-,
mount's motion to restrain Coopei
from transferring any of the stocks?!
in question except to Paramount.

Roy Rogers'

guest-star appearance at the World's

Murray

Championship Rodeo, at
Square Garden, Oct. 6-31.

Madison

Warner Bros, has arranged with the
Arthur Murray Studios, with branches

Ads will appear in 73 newspapers.
Posters will be placed in railroad terminals.
Spot announcements will be
taken on Stations WOR, WJZ,
and
among other air promo-

in 35 cities, for the holding of nighth
dance contests in hotels, featuring mu-

WHN

WNEW,

During the four-week appearance of
Rogers, Republic will conduct a "Roy
Rogers' Month" campaign similar to
employed

Chicago

in

in

July.

Warners Open 1st
Run and Moreover
Springfield, Mass., Sept.
— Com21.

pletely

Warner Tieup

from "Thank Your Lucky Stars'
and awarding to winners free tickets
for the local engagement of the pic
sic

ture.

tions.

that

in

renovated,

the

here this week under

showing "This

Is the

Art

Warner

Fitzgerald in Defense
Milwaukee,

—

Sept. 21.
H. J. Fitzgerald, president of the Fox Wisconsin Amusement Corp, has succeedet
Col. George R. Howitt as chairmai
of the Wisconsin council of defense
while Howitt has replaced the lat:
John Cudahy as defense director.

reopened
auspices,

Army."

Mrs. Fannie Smalley Diet

Coopersburg, N. Y, Sept. 21. —
Mrs. Fannie B. Smalley, mother o
serve as a moveover house for the William C. Smalley, president an<
Capitol, with first-run pictures run- general manager of Smalley Theatres
ning at other times. Warners' has a Inc., died at her home in Danbury
five-year lease.
Conn.
Charles

the

Patch,

manager

of

New

of
the Art,

Haven, is
which will

-

-

PO NOT

MOTION PICTURE
NO.

54.
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NEW
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$16,178,306
August Taxes,
All-TimeHigh
$105,867,298 Collected in

Eight Months

—

23.
Federal
Sept.
collections hit a new

Washington,

dmission tax
11-time high in August with a total
f $16,178,306, it was disclosed today
y the Internal Revenue Bureau.
The month's receipts were approxiOiately $428,000 above the S15.750.519
and $3,740,000
ecorded for July,
hove the S12,436,304 collected in August,

1942.

collections
August
heavy
The
urought the total for the first eight
wnths of the year over the $100,000,(00 mark, with an aggregate of $105,<67,298, against $90,781,207 for the
orresponding period last year.
The August increase over July was
pread throughout the country, it was
ndicated by the special report for

he third

New York (Broadway)

YORK,

U.S.A.,

Bond

Hollywood

Cavalcade

con-

stopovers in Dallas and Ft. Worth on
Tuesday yielding sales of $48,000,000
in bonds.
The Cavalcade has already
grossed $1,059,000,000, with San Antonio played last night, and San Francisco and" Los Angeles the final stops.
After arriving in Dallas, Tuesday
Cavalcade personnel
morning,
the
travelled by motorcade to Ft. Worth,
where a special matinee performance
was given at the Will Rogers MeThe 15,000 attendance
morial Field.
bought bonds totaling $13,000,000. The
group then returned to Dallas for' an
evening performance, at the Cotton
Bowl, with 50,000 attending, and sales
It was expected
totaling $35,000,000.
that these figures would be increased
(Continued on page 4)

Pennsylvania Allied

Turns

to Rentals

Philadelphia,

Sept.

22.

— Eastern

Pennsylvania Allied at its first meeting of the season here, yesterday, devoted the session entirely to a discussion of current film problems, particularly high film rentals and_ the
matter of Columbia's alleged failure
"o

last

A

motion asking for the appointtestimony
f officers of the Bankers Trust Co.,
>'ho are alleged to have participated
i negotiations with E. L. Scanlon,
-easurer of David O. Selznick's Van"uard Prod., in New York, for an
800,000 loan for the latter company,

the

tinues its war-bond-selling triumphal
the country, with
itinerary across

Box office collections, the
Bureau stated, dropped from $2,223,-

Chaplin Suit

Air Force discloses
decoration of Billie S.
Brown, formerly assistant
manager of Warners Hollywood Theatre, in that town,
with the Distinguished Flying Cross, the Air Medal and
three oak leaf clusters to the
latter,
for missions over

Stops

.2.062,989.

Quiz Bankers

Briefs Filed

Army

In Texas

which showed that collections in
hat area dropped from S2.403.248 to

In

For Warner Manager

dis-

(Continued on page 4)

More Decree

Five Decorations

In $48,000,000

deliver pictures promised under
No resolutions
year's contract.
(Continued on page 4)

With D. of J.
List Similar Complaints
As N. E. Independents

France and Germany.
Flying the "Fightin' Bita Fortress, Brown repeatedly bombed enemy targets and successfully fought

Washington,

in',"

off particularly

number

the Air Force reports.

N.Y. Independents

Among
said,

Complain

Unaffiliated Independent Exhibitors,
said to represent owners of 65
theatres in the New York City area,
have formally appealed to the Department of Justice, here for relief trom
what they claim are "unfair" practices

and

been

have

in-

structed to prepare a brief on their
complaints, Jacob Leff, UIE attorney,
admitted here yesterday.

Independent owners represented by
all play subsequent runs, and
none of them own more than four
UIE President Jesse L.
theatres.
Stern claims that his group is paying
more per day average for pictures

UIE

(Continued on page 4)

Boston Fears 'Critical'
Order Cutting Staffs 80%

;

The motion
).
Frohlich
ichwartz &

will be
the
of

made by Louis

Frohlich,

law

firm of
counsel for

N.

Dies in Buffalo

in

labor shortage area," fear-

Sept.

General Hospital here after an

ill-

He was

43.

ness of several weeks.

Funeral services will be held Friday.
Basil came to the United States in
Edward F. Lomba, 20th Century 1915 with his three brothers, Basil J.,
r
ox manager in Colombia, South Theophilis, and Constantine J. Basil.
vmerica, has been appointed managExpanding in both Buffalo and
ig director of the company's South
Niagara Falls, the Basils continued
African office, succeeding Otto Bolle. in the candy business until 1923 when
Bolle is on his way to Sydney, they entered the theatre field by purThen they
aistralia, to function as special home chasing the Strand here.
Both remain a
ffice representative of Australia, New
built the Genessee.
ealand and South Africa.
(Continued on page 4)
_

Boston, Sept. 22. Theatre men
here are worried over the strong possibility that Boston may be declared

22.—Nicholas J. a "critical
ing that such a decision would rob
manager of Basil them of 80 per cent of their remaingeneral
Basil,
Brothers Theatres, died late last night ing manpower.
Buffalo,

(Continued on page 4)

lomba, Bolle in
20th Foreign Shift

—

J. Basil, 43;

Classification of the city as a critical

one would mean a ban on new contracts, a 48-hour week and government controlled hiring of workers.
If

Boston

is

declared

means also that the

critical,

WMC

it

would be

free to squeeze employes out of service and distributive industries and put
them into war plants. In addition to
theatres and distribution offices, hotels,

banks and retail establishments would
be hard hit.

Many

exhibitors frankly say that
(Continued on page 4)

22.

—

A

the latest to arrive, it
the Virginia

if

was

Mo-

On the
learned, the organizations filing their views are highly
critical of the distributors' sales practices and make suggestions along the
line of the New England group for
improving the competitive position of
the independent exhibitors.
The various briefs are being studied
whole,

Inc.,

distributors,

Sept.

on the consent de-

was one from

tion Picture

to Gov't

OnTrade Practices

of

of briefs

cree similar to that submitted last
week by Independent Exhibitors of
New England are being received at
the Department of Justice, it was
disclosed today.

heavy attacks,

lent of a referee to take the

scheduled to be made before Justice
•erdinand Pecora in State supreme
ourt here today in connection with
Charles Chaplin's $2,000,000 recovery
ction against Selznick.

TEN CENTS

1943

23,

Cavalcade Brings

rict,

Vlay

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

it

Theatre Owners.

was

(Continued on page 4)

Canada Rejects
Mason Nomination
—

Toronto, Sept. 22. Considered a
sensational development here today was
the announcement of Administrator R.
G. McMullen of the Wartime Prices
and Trade Board, that he had rejected
the nomination of A. J. Mason, exhibitor of Springhill, Nova Scotia,
(Continued on page 4)

Second Strike Hits
Radio City Workers
Hundreds of film workers
and executives, and thousands
of other office workers in
Radio City were the victims
of a building service employes' union strike which
halted elevator service in all
of Rockefeller Center at the
height of the rush hour yesterday afternoon. The strike
was the second this summer
which stranded tenants of
the Radio City skyscrapers in
their offices from 4:45 until
near 7:00 p.m.
Emergency
service, under police escort,
was restored at the latter
hour to rescue tenants ma-

rooned on floors beyond walkabove
the

ing
distance
ground.

Motion Picture Daily
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Industry to Aid
National War Fund

Personal Mention
CHARLES SKOURAS

and

Frank

H. Ricketson, are moose huntwill be no solicitation in theatres, the National
Fund Campaign for $125,000,000 will
Activities
get an assist from the

Although there

War

War

Committee theatres division, accordexecuing to Arthur L. Mayer,
The campaign begins on
tive here.
Oct. 4 and ends on Nov. 20, with the
industry making available its screens

WAC

for war fund messages and the War
Activities Committee trade press division, headed by Martin Quigley, cooperating with advertising space.

RKO

In current release, through
war informaexchanges, is the
tion film, "The Last Will and Testament of Tom Smith," an appeal to
support the fund.
More than 5,000
theatres will have exhibited the film

WAC

before the campaign begins.
In addition, the Fund committee has
prepared a two-minute trailer, with
Fred McMurray, which will be delivered in quantity to fund representatives all over the country. These representatives will call on theatres in
their areas to have the trailer shown.

ing in the hills of Montana.
e

Home, Robert Weitman, Bert

Lytell,

Pernick, James Sauter, G. S.
Eyssell, Russell Downing, Glen Allvine, William White, Robert Shapiro,
Fred Stengel, William Brandt, Jack
Alicoate, Zeb Epstein and Lou PelSolly

Warner Houses
Phila. Boycott

in

WFIL

is expected
Coast early next

South

accompanied by

Pacific.

•

his

Hollywood, Sept.

2,

Henry Ginsberg

a.

CHAIRMAN

bride of several

War

Finance Committee announced today that 20th-Fox studk
war bond purchases in the Third Wa
Loan rose to $1,450,000 on the twelftl
studio employees purchase
day.
have reached $200,000, Ginsberg said
the

P.
Herschorn, manager of the
Daniel Cummings, former stage
manager of the Paramount, New Community, Halifax, N. S., made a
Haven, a veteran of the first World tour of the Frankhorn circuit in St.
War, is now with the Navy in the John, N. B., and Yarmouth, N. S.,

RKO

months.

•

•
The Screen Actors Guild today £j
Herbert Wolff, owner of the MidArnold Picker, assistant to Joseph nounced it will offer its Class B rmc_
land, Kansas City, operated by Loew's,
Columbia
foreign
McConville,
manbers at a meeting on Oct. 3 t a choio
will return there at the weekend folager, who is now on the Coast, may between a local charter from the Guili
lowing a New York visit.
go to Mexico before returning to New as planned consistently heretofore, o
•
an opportunity to ask the 4A's for
Jack Shea, film buyer and chief York.
•
direct charter.
Vote on separation o
booker for the M. A. Shea circuit,
H. J. Kerwin, manager of the Re- extra players from SAG, also on wha
left yesterday for Boston and will regent, St. John, N. B., spent his an- manner of autonomy, if chosen, wil
turn Monday.
nual vacation at Ottawa, Ont., his be taken by mailed ballot.
e
SAC
home town, where he was formerly en- president, James Cagney, is returninj
Al Blumberg, Warner New York gaged in theatre work.
here for the meeting.
exchange booker, leaves tomorrow to
•
•
start seaman's training in the MerWilliam Barnes Morgan, 20thEdward L. Alperson, RKO theatre
chant Marine.
Fox home office foreign department general manager, and Harold Miriscf
•
representative, arrived in New York head RKO film buyer, will leave her
Lr. Buster Bonoff of the Madison
yesterday from abroad.
Friday for New York by train. Ne
Theatres, Conn., has graduated from
•
;

Corpus Christi, and goes to Pensacola
for final flight training.

Sidney

S.

Braunberg,

M-G-M

at-

torney, returned yesterday from a trip
to Detroit.

•

RKO

Schlaifer, 20th-Fox Central
sales manager, and his assistant, Jack
Bloom, returned from a tour of exchanges yesterday.
L. J.

•

M. E. Walker, owner

of the Gaiety,
Halifax, N. S., has returned from a
trip to Montreal, Toronto, and Windsor, Ont.
•

Leonard Picker,

Kahane,

assistant to

Columbia

the

at

E. Depinet,
Radio head, will re
main here until Oct. 1.
•

Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th-Fox produc
tion head, announced today that Tech
nicolor would be used for "Wilson,

which goes on an eight-month
schedule? starting Nov. 1.

shootin;

•

"Music for Millions," a musics
starring Lana Turner, today was adde
B. B. to Joe Pasternak's M-G-M schedul

studio,

leaves for the Coast tomorrow after
three weeks in New York.

•

with Henry Koster directing.
•
fourth picture on International'
schedule will be "Once Off Guard

The

Jules Chapman, who recently reLee Marcus of Edward Small Pro- with Nunnally Johnson producing,
manager in Chicago, ductions, expects to leave Saturday was
announced today.
New York.
for California.

signed as PRC
has returned to

•

•

Marttn Lewis, Paramount
exploitation head,
Coast today.

radio
leave for the

will

Ben Kalmenson, Warner

general
Buffalo and is expected to return at the end of the week,
e

manager,

is

Sidney Lax, Columbia Kansas City

New Haven

in

Mrs. Si Seadler will return from
Hollywood visit this weekend.

a

i

WLB Sets Skouras,

on sick

Brandt Hearing,

•
L. Philps, in charge of service at
the Mayfair, St. John, N. B., spent
his annual vacation in Montreal.
•
Jules Girden, Warner attorney, re-

Regional War Labor Board heat
ings on the petition for investigatio
and certification, filed by M. P. TheE
tre Managers and Employees Uruo'i
Local 152, UOPWA, CIO, on
claim that it represents a majorit
of the managers in the 41 Skoura
theatres in Manhattan, Bronx an
Long Island, will be held here toda;
A similar hearing on
petition on its claim that it repn
sents a majority of the managers
the 24 theatres in Manhattan and th
Bronx owned by Harry Brandt, ha
been set for Sept. 28.

salesman,

is

in

leave.

•
sales

legrine.

the

•

Plans for New York Labor War
Al O'Keefe, Western division manChest's pageant at Madison Square
ager for Universal, has returned from
Garden, Nov. 9, were discussed at a
tour of exchanges in the Far West
management-labor leader luncheon at a
•
the Hotel Astor yesterday, with MatHerbert
Morgan,
M-G-M Eastern
thew Woll, vice president of the
American Federation of Labor, pre- short subject representative, is on a
siding.
Labor War Chest has as its visit to the Coast.
goal the raising of $4,000,000, equally
divided between CIO and AFL.
Among those present yesterday
were: Maj. Leslie Thompson, Hal

M. WARNER
HARRYfrom
here

23, 194!

Coast Flashes

week.

•

Labor Chest Drive
Pageant Discussed

Thursday, September

turns from Albany today.

—

ii

Philadelphia, Sept. 22. Warner
Harry Brandt is expected back
Spyros Skouras is expected from
MPTME
Theatres here have served notice on from Hollywood on Monday.
the Coast on Monday.
WFIL, local Blue network station,
that it will not place any more business on the station pending settlement
Classics Sells 7
of the Jimmie Fidler incident.
The
local circuit is making heavy use of
radio this season, placing spot anFilm Classics has set distribution
Cleveland, Sept. 22. The Motion
nouncement business on all stations. Picture Council of Greater Cleveland, deals with exchanges in V enezuela,
Is
The Warner directive is reported to
Cuba and Puerto Rico, for five Selzwill hold its first meeting of the season
have come from the home office, the
nick-Whitney and two Merian Cooper
company having been the target of the on Friday, September 24, in the Hig- reissues, Irvin Shapiro, head of the
Los Angeles, Sept. 22. Six affil
radio-film commentator's attack.
bee Lounge Auditorium. Subject dis- company, has announced.
ated studio locals of the IATSE, Wi
reported
appointment
of
also
the
He
liam Bioff, William Browne and A
cussion is "Behavior in the Theatre
Jack Glauber, formerly with PRC, union officials, were today named b
Today," speakers including George W.
and Jerome Herzog, formerly in the four studio workers seeking $180,0(
Allied to
Erdmann, secretary of the Cleveland Warner sales department, as additiondamages in four separate 'suits filed
Exhibitors Association
Stuart Cag- al salesmen for Film Classics.
Superior Court here charging that th
company
taken
additional
The
has
plaintiffs were expelled from IATS
Allied Theatre Owners of New Jer- ney, manager of the Broadvue Theaoffices in the RKO building.
unions through an illegal conspirac
sey will hold its next meeting at its tre
Dean Leonard W. Mayo, of the
in September, 1939.
headquarters at 234 West 44th St., School
of Applied Sciences of Western
Golder Joins 20th-Fox
Damages and a court order restoi
New York, on Monday, when memReserve
University, and others.
bers will discuss new product and
Irving Golder, former Universal ex- ing them to union membership wei
A solution to current vandalism in ploitation man, is now employed in the sought by Harold I. Besbeck, Charlc
distributors' sales policies.
The meeting will be presided over theatres will be sought through the press book department of 20th-Fox G. Guthrie, Charles W. Ross and or
other.
by Harry H. Lowenstein, president. panel discussion.
under Christy Wilbert.
_

i

Cleveland Council
In Vandalism Meet

—

.

To Latin Countries

IATSE Sued by
Four Studio Worker,
—

Jersey
Discuss Product

i

;

;
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With D. of J.
(Continued from page

1)

by Robert L. Wright, special assistant
to the Attorney General, who is in
charge of the motion picture decree
unit, and between other duties by AsAttorney General Tom C.
sistant
Clark, who is handling the decreerevision negotiations for the Govern-

9

(Continued from page

1)

passed, it would
be impossible to function since such an
the expected order

is

order would remove all of their executive help and much of the subordinate help. Many have hired many
women, but not sufficiently to operate
their houses.

The

material thus presented will be
digested for consideration in connection with the data developed by the
department's own field investigation,
which will be discussed next month
when Clark goes to the Coast to confer with the PCCITO and other industry groups.

'Millions Like Us'

Human Film
—

London, Sept. 22. Britain's newest war documentary feature, "Millions Like Us," was given a warm
reception here today at a press preThe picture will shortly have
view.
its premiere at the West End Theatre under the auspices of Gaumont
General Film Co.
It is an intensely human and realistic film dramatizing the role and unpublicized heroism of women factory workers.
Against a convincing
documentary background, a simple
story is woven of the loves and
drama of a working class family

WMC

Acts in Mid-Atlantic
States Labor Crisis

through peace and

blitz

at

home and

WMC

—

Dartmouth, N. S., Sept. 22. The
theatre personnel problem here is becoming more acute daily. Youths and
young men who had been rejected on
physical grounds for the army are being called up for re-examination or
ordered into essential industries.
It
is especially difficult to get boys of
16 to 18, 18 is the minimum draft age.
Women and girls are also becoming
find.

Levey Cites Film,
Television Links

(Continued from page

substantially

when

all

1)

returns are reg-

(Continued from page 1)
than major circuits, yet UIE hous*get last runs.
They are opposed t
the principle of being compelled b
buy pictures on a percentage basi;
and seek to buy pictures on a com
petitive basis instead.

UIE

war

bond

stage-screen-radio
show held last night at the Alden
Theatre, Queens, netted over §16,000,000 in bonds. Show featured Vaughn
Monroe and his orchestra, Wendy
Barrie, Lew Lehr, Johnny Morgan,
Jimmy Wallington,' Grantland Rice,
Benny Davis, WABC's Laff-show,
'

is also pressing for contirupfl
of the Government's anti-trusjl
suit against the five majors until tligj
original purposes of the action havfl
been accomplished, including theatr |
divorcement.
Members are also saiii
to be seeking the return of largfM
block buying and the enactment cJ
film-rental price ceilings.

tion

;

OPA

Goes-a-Shopping" with John
Leff plans to have the brief outlin
Reed King, and Ray Block and his ing UlE's position ready for submi*
orchestra.
On the screen was "The sion to the Department of Justice
CBS broadcast New York in a few days.
Sky's the Limit."
"Mrs.

"who try to shut their eyes
to television would find themselves and
their theatres completely outmoded."

War AcCommittee were the Herald
Tribune and the Queens Chamber of
Commerce. All theatres in Queens
Also cooperating with the

tivities

aided by selling bonds.
At Tulsa, Oklahoma, "Let's Face
starring Bob Hope and Betty
It,"
Hutton, turned in war bond sales of
$8,365,895 in one performance at the
Orpheum Theatre, which was scaled
up to §25,000 per seat.

Selznick Files Two;
And Dissolves Om
Albany, N. Y., Sept. 22.— Selznic
International Pictures, Inc., formed i
Delaware, filed papers of dissolutic
here with Thomas J. Curran, Seen:
tary of State, through O'Brien, Drie}
coll
and Raftery, New York, anj
Selznick
International
Productioi
Corp., also Wilmington, filed a state
ment of designation. The same a
torneys also filed a statement for It
ternational
Pictures,
Inc.,
anothf

Eastman Kodak Employees
Buy $857,000 in Bonds

—

MGM Seeks Whitney
'GWTW

departure

overseas.

Details

of

the

agreement are yet to be ironed out. A
About 50 factory hands featured in
give
the picture attended the preview and
"The motion picture industry has sale of Whitney's interests would
luncheon.
"Millions Like Us" is an nothing to fear from television, if it M-G-M complete ownership of the
held by
obvious money-maker in this country will coordinate television to its own film, as the interest formerly
Some forthcoming RKO release
Selznick International was acquired will be among the best in the coir
and has no negligible propaganda else- use," Levey said.
liquidation
that
of
in
the
Whitney
where. Aubrey Flanagan.
pany's history, Robert Mochrie, ger
Paramount and 20th Century-Fox, by
the latter through

General

Precision
in
Sco-

Canada Rejects
Mason Nomination

Equipment,
phony.

from page 1)
chairman of the National Council of
Independent Exhibitors of Canada, as
one of the three members representing
organized independents on the industrial advisory council of the Wartime
Prices and Trade Board, of which J.
J. Fitzgibbons is chairman.
Mason had been named to succeed

N. J Basil 43;
Dies in Buffalo

(.Continued

Thomas Walton, Toronto exhibitor.
McMullen ruled Walton was still a
member of the advisory council and
would continue to act unless he resigned from the government committee.
Other representatives are Ben
Freedman, of Long Branch, Ontario,
and Henry Falk, of Montreal.
The
advisory council comprises three representatives from film distributors and
three from circuits as well.

have

interests

(Continued from page

RKO's Best Films
On Way: MochrU

company.

In the past

Tradeshown

M-G-M has held a refor "GWTW," and a

leasing deal
one-half interest in the production.

May

Quiz Bankers
In Chaplin Suit

(Continued from page

1)

part of the chain of nine houses in
Buffalo and four at Niagara Falls.
Most recent venture of the Basils
was the purchase of the Lafayette,
downtown. With Nikitas A. Dipson,
the Basils once owned several other
theatres in Buffalo communities. This
combination, however, was terminated
a few years ago, leaving the Basils
with 13 houses divided between this
city and the Falls.
Besides his brothers, Basil is survived by his wife, Barbara, and a
daughter, Mrs. Helen N. Dell.

1)

manager, reported yestei
his return from th
Coast where new pictures and rushe
eral

sales

day,

following

of

others

were

shown

to

him

Charles Koerner, vice president
charge of studio operations.

Among
viewed

the

were:

"Government

films

"The
Girl,"

which
Iron

:

b
i

Mochri
Major,

"Around

tli

Chaplin.
Its purpose is to seek to World," which are finished, and sd
refute Selznick's attorneys contention quences
from "Tender Comrade,
that Vanguard is not engaged in busi- "Higher and Higher," "The Nortj
ness in New York and that proper Star" and "Up in Arms."
service on an officer of Vanguard has
not been made. Dismissal of the Chaplin action has been asked by Selznick's
attorneys, White & Case, on these
Frohlich will contend that
grounds.
Scanlon has been in New York negoti(Continued from page 1)
ating the loan and that it constitutes
or motions were proposed, the meet
transaction of business here.
ing serving merely as a soundini
board for Allied exhibitor opinions.

Pennsylvania Allied
Turns to Rentah

August Taxes Hit
An All-Time High

The only other topic of discussioi
was war bonds and the members pres

$15,435.

100 theatres in the territory.

Columbia contemplates extending its
foreign promotions in 1944 to include
an advertising program in the Latin

'Sahara'
ent pledged a total of $45,000 in bonds
(Continued from page 1)
Attendance at the meeting was 8(
Independents, circuit exhibitors and
film bookers viewed trade showings of 605 in July to $1,849,978 the following per cent of what was expected, rain;
Columbia's "Sahara" in Kansas City, month, and collections on tickets sold weather holding down the turnout. Bu
Cincinnati, Pittsburgh and Seattle this by brokers dropped from $16,793 to those present represented more thai

Americas.

week.

Columbia Latin Plans

||

coast-to-coast.

Rochester, Sept. 22. Eastman Kodak Co. employees have purchased Selznick unit.
$857,000 in war bonds so far this
Park Lane Theatre Co., Inc., Mar
month, it was reported here today.
hattan, was formed by Julius M. Arri
stein, Mildred Reinstein and Sylv:.
Russell, New York.
Over Here, Inc., Manhattan, w£
Interest formed by M. M. Kettl, R. E. Cohe
industry executives who have seen fit
Col. John H. "Jock" Whitney is and Lilyan Avrontin, New York, o;
to align their companies with televidiscussing a deal with M-G-M for papers filed by Schwartz and Frol
sion developments at this stage, asthe sale of his residual interests in lich, same address.
serting that those in production and
"Gone With the Wind," prior to his
inter-relation of television and
motion pictures was emphasized by
Arthur Levey, president of Scophony
Corp. of America, at a meeting of the
American Television Society at the
Capitol Hotel here last night.
Levey commended the "vision" of

I

i

The

abroad.
The film, essentially of native idiom, has received understanding treatment, natural portrayals and
resourceful direction and establishes
ex-scenarists Frank Launder and Sidney Gilliatt as new directorial forces exhibition
here.

In $48,000,000

A

Philadelphia, Sept. 22.
WMC's
regional office here announced today
imposition of new labor controls in
Pennsylvania, Delaware and New Jersey, declaring "the situation is becoming more critical." The order beat a
national deadline set for Oct. IS of
order embodying minimum
a
"controls" on labor.

hard to

Cavalcade Brings

istered.

—

ment.

Seen
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N. Y. Independents
Boston Fears 'Critical
Complain to Gov't
Filed
Cutting
Order
Staffs 80% On Trade Practice*

More Decree
Briefs

23,

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

BUY

U.

S.

WAR SAVINGS BONDS
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Review

Hollywood

Short Subject
Reviews

'The Girl from Monterey"
(PRC)

CARTWRIGHT

By JACK

Hollywood, Sept. 22
Hollywood Canteen is well

1"HE

into playing to its second million
servicemen, having "celebrated" the

man

millionth

to enter the place, last

week, with Marlene Dietrich, Deanna
Durbin and Lana Turner causing fear
and confusion for a veteran of pitched
battles with the Japs.
They greeted the soldier, who has
served 11 years in the Army. He was
Sergt. Carl E. W. Bell, of RisingStar, Texas.
His star rose when he
walked in the door and his temperature more so, as indicated by his

when La Dietrich planted a
firm and lasting impression upon his
lips with her own.
The Canteen has 350 stars and starblushes,

innumerable band
leaders and other musicians, producers, directors, publicity men and male

on

lets

roster,

its

as cooks, waiters and busboys.
They have served 2,000,000 sandwiches, 500,000 bottles of milk, and
750,000 cups of coffee.
As to how
many trillion steps stars have taken
with service men on the Canteen's
dance floor that's one for Mr. Morstars,

—

genthau

to figure.

Hollywood, Sept. 22
a tighter, brighter prize-fight story in this 59-minute comedydrama than has come to the screen in many a moon, and performances
of the principals combine with Wallace Fox's adroit direction to keep the

'THERE'S

outcome in question until the outcome comes out. The picture's a credit
producer Jack Schwarz and a smooth article of merchandise in its
length and bracket.
Armida, playing the title role and singing a brace of songs, sparks the
proceedings effectively, with Edgar Kennedy's slow comedy providing
solid counter-point.
Terry Frost and Anthony Caruso, as the two
fighters, stack up as everything the casting implies, while Jack LaRue
and Veda Ann Borg take care of the necessary villainy without overdoing it. Others in the cast are Charles Williams, Bryant Washburn,
Guy Zanett and Wheeler Oakman.
The script by Arthur Hoerl, from a story by George Green and Robert
Gordon, opens in Mexico and moves to New York. The Girl from Monterey has a brother who's a fighter and she falls in love with the lightheavyweight champion.
When the Boxing Commission matches her
brother as contender for the championship, LaRue, a promoter not above
throwing a fix, attempts to play upon the emotions of all hands in a
manner to bring about the outcome which will make him the most money.
What happens after that is for the picture to tell the customers which it
does most satisfactorily.
Running time, 59 minutes. "G."*
William R. Weaver
to

Cash Drains

Providence Gross

Fail

•

RKO

has borrowed Lenore Aubert
for the romantic
lead in "Dangerous Journey," opposite
Gordon Oliver.
Columbia has
signed Jane Frazce to replace Shirley
Ross as the feminine lead in "Cowboy
Canteen," first Charles Starrett musical, due to illness of Miss Ross.
Roy Rowland has been handed a new
director contract at M-G-M, where he
turned out "A Stranger in Totvn,"

from

Sam Goldwyn

.

.

.

.

.

.

Frank Morgan.
Warren
Ashe has been spotted in Columbia's
"There's Something About a Soldier."
Rose Hobart has the feminine
lead in the new "Crime Doctor" film
at Columbia, in which Reginald Denny
starring

.

.

.

.

.

.

has also been

cast.

To Hurt in

Seattle;

Re-Issues

Do Well

—

FIFTH AVENUE —

(2,500)

(40c-50c-75c-

Gross:
2nd week.
7 days,
(Average, $10,500)
"Claudia" (2<rth-Fox)
"Here Comes Kelly" (Mono.)

$1.00)

7

days.

$10,500.

(Average, $9,500)

Gross: $12,750.

borrowed

ing role in "Tender Comrades,"
starring Ginger Rogers.
Eddie
Ryan gets the romantic lead oppo.

Anne Baxter

.

.

"The

in
.

.

.

.

.

the cameras

.

.

.

on the RKO-Radio stages

October, giving that studio its
greatest number started in a single
month this year. They are Eddie
Cantor's "Show Business"
Robert
Fellows' "Marine Raiders"
David
Hempstead's "Elizabeth Kenny" Bert
in

Gross:

7

(Average,

$11,000.

$9,300)

"Dixie" (Para.)
"Saludos Amigos"

Sulli-

vans," at 20th-Fox. .
Darryl Zanuck plans to put "Wilson" before
the cameras Nov. 1.
That producer's "The Purple Heart" directed by Lewis Milestone, rolls on
Oct. 4 .
Republic has set Harry
.
Grey to produce "Guns of the Cimarron" as a super- Western.
Veronica Lake will star in two at
Paramount: "True to the Navy"
and "Victoria Grandolet." .
Jack
L. Warner has signed Dennis King
for "Outward Bound," remake with
Joan Leslie and John Garfield.
•
Nine pictures will be placed before
.

days, 2nd week.

7

—

Providence,
22.
Sept.
Business,
with most theatres playing hold-overs,
was somewhat slower this week, only
"Salute to the Marines" collecting a
sizeable gross.
It
did $23,000 at
Loew's State and will be heid over.

Estimated receipts
ending Sept. 23

BLUE MOUSE— (950)
days, 5th week.

$3,100.

Gross:

(Average,

"Pride of the Yankees" (RKO)
"Two Tickets to London" (Univ.)

(950)

second

(40c-50c-75c-$1.00)

Gross: $6,000. (Average,
"Souls at Sea" (Para.)

7

$4,600)

MUSIC HALL— (2,275)
LIBERTY

—

7

P ALOMAR — (1,500) (30c-42c-75c-$1.00) 7
Ann Corio in person and vaudeville

days.

$10,000.

(Average,

$8,300)

M. Foster, Story
Writer, 71, Dies

Maximilian Foster, 71, journalist
and author, who also wrote for several motion pictures, died in a private
hospital here Wednesday.
Foster, who was born in San FranGilroy's third "Rookie" picture and cisco, began newspaper work at 19
his "Mr. and Mrs. America"
Mau- as a reporter on the old New York
rice
Geraghty's
"The Falcon
in
Recorder. He wrote fiction, and beTexas"
John Auer's "Good Luck, came a frequent contributor to The
Johnny Coke"
Herman Schlom's Saturday Evening Post. He leaves a
"Gildersleeve,
Detective,"
and Val widow, and a daughter, Mrs. ElizaLewton's "Are These Our Children?" beth F. Mann, of this city.

(30c-40c-50c) 7 days.
On
Floretta & Boyette, Shorty Howell,
The Cranes, Fortunello & Circellini, Larry
Blake, The Dawns.
Gross: $6,500.
(Aver-

METROPOLITAN— (3,050)

;

On

stage:

Mark

Roner,

&

(40c-65c)

3

Henny Youngman, Fred
& Sharkey, Don

Huling

Band.

Gross:

Ned, Robert Shayne, and their fight to
found Tulsa.
Their crusade against
lawlessness is vividly portrayed and
presents an authentic picture of what
the American pioneers went through
to settle the West.
Good acting on
the part of Shayne, Juanita Stark,
Addison Richards, Warner Anderson,
and others. One of the better short
historical

Running

films.

time,

20

mins.

"Hunting the Devil Cat"
(

Warner-Vitaphone
Featuring

Varieties)

Howard

famous archer,

this

Hill,
world
short, produced

by Hill, himself, concerns the modern
Robin Hood's own experience in the
desert lands of Mexico, where he goes,
at the request of a rancher friend, to
kill a cougar, jaguar and black bear
which have been preying on the herds.
After tracking down the animals and
watching them engage in a mortal
fight, in which the cougar is killed,
Hill tracks down the bear and capThe jaguar is then
tures it alive.
cornered and killed by two arrows

from the bow

of

Hill.

Interesting

archery technique and good
Runningnarration by Art Gilmore.
time, 10 mins.
shots

of

"Falling Hare"
Warner Bros.-Techmcolor)
"Bugs Bunny" and his teeth

get in-

volved with a gremlin in this Merrie
Bugs is plagued
Melodies number.
by the little rascal throughout the cartoon, which takes him up in a pilotless plane and plunges him, in a power dive, to within one yard of the hard
earth.
The plane remains suspended,
since it runs out of gas, and anyway.
Bugs "A" coupon expired several
thousand feet up. Produced by Leon
Schlesinger, animation by Roderick
Scribner, story by Warren Foster.;
;

Amusing fare for the "Bugs Bunny"
Good "Blues" tonic for any-

Emil Franke
Des Moines,
Franke, for

to L.A.

Sept. 22.
eight years

RKO's Orpheum,

Running

time, 7 mins.

"Boogie Woogie

Man"

(Universal)

The ghost population holds a convention in a ghost-town for the purpose of getting the spirit world "hep
to the step." The sheet-clad boogie
men jump and jive to the hot rhythm
of the Harlem delegation until dawn
breaks, when they all do a fade-out.
Running time, 7 minutes.

(Average,

$6,500.

$8,600)

;

;

$6,400)

"Headin' For God's Country" (Rep.)

Mario

is

7

FAY'S— (1,800)

days.

homesteaders

body.

days,
over from Loew's State
Gross: $4,300. (Average,
(30c-40c-50c)

stage:

age,

Strij

the theme for thihistorical film.
In 1893, the race for
land in the Oklahoma territory provided a picnic for gamblers and ur^i
laws.
"Oklahoma Outlaws" is fe'
story of John Kincaid and his son

to

fans.

(Moved
two weeks.)

after

:

;

days,

"Best Foot Forward" (M-G-M)
"That Nazty Nuisance" (U. A.)

;

;

7

(Average,

$14,000.

"Larceny With Music" (Univ.)

(Col.)

(40c-50c-65c-85c)
(1,800)
(Average, $9,200)
$9,500.

Gross:

7

$3,600)

Gross:
"Headin' for God's Country" (Rep.)

on stage.

(30c-40c-50c)

(30c-40c-50c)

Gross:

3rd week.
(40c-50c-75c-$l-0O)

Gross: $7,500. (Average, $8,300)
"Hi Diddle Diddle" (U.A.)
days.

"Good Luck Mr. Yates"

week.

CARLTON— (1,526)

"Union Pacific" (Para.)

days.

(Col.)

Gross: $23,000. (Average, $14,400)
"This Is the Army" (W.B.)

$11,700)

days.

7

S

days.

MAJESTIC— (2,250)

"Oklahoma Kid" (W.B.)
"Next of Kin" (Univ.)

MUSIC BOX —

(30c -40c -50c -55c)

days only.
(Return engagement.)
Gross:
$9,000.
("The Sky's the Limit" grossed
$2,500 in last two days.) (Average, $10,800)
"So Proudly We Hail" (Para.)
STRAND— (2,200) (40c-50c) 7 days, 2nd
week Gross: $12,000. (Average, $9,600?
"Salute to the Marines" (M-G-M)

$4,400)

(Warner Short Western)
The opening -of the Cherokee

(

LOEW'S STATE— (3,232)
(4Oc-50c-75c-$1.0O)

"Oklahoma Outlaws"

week

the

for

:

"Footlight Glamour"

(RKO)

Week

$23,000 for

RKO -ALBEE— (2,239)

(40c-50c-75c-$1.00)

Ruth Hussey "Hit the Ice" (Univ.)
On the Waterfront" (W.B.)
from M-G-M for a major support- "Murder
ORPHEUM — (2.600) (40c-50c-75c-$1.00)

site

Off; 'Marines' Gets

Seattle, Sept. 22. Income tax payments, plus extra money put into War
Bonds did not have any telling effect
on theatre business here. Surprising
is the draw of some re-issues.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Sept. 22
"So Proudly We Hail" (Para.)

PARAMOUNT— (3,050)

•

RKO

194

23,

Fuel Conservation
For Omaha Theatres

—

Omaha, Sept. 22. William MisEmil R. kell, Tri-States Theatres' district manmanager of ager, has been named to a task com-

—

-

has been transferred

mittee to aid in the conservation of

Los Angeles, where he will manage electricity
downtown theatres,
by
a Warner house. Mr. and Mrs. Wal- stores, hotels and restaurants. Under
ter Ahrens of Champaign, 111., for- the new program, downtown houses
merly connected with Chicago RKO will burn outdoor lights and signs
territory,
succeeded Franke at the only from seven to nine in the eveOrpheum.
ning.
to

1

;

:
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Diddle' Dual

*

$37,400

Review

at 2

Hub Houses
Boston,

22.

Sept.

— With

no out-

standing events on the cards this past

week
p

downtown

all

business.
The Metropolitan
nicely with "Heaven Can Wait"

Moon."

It

remained

Loew
to

theatres. State and Ortop the list for the week

with "Hi

Diddle Diddle" and "Ten-

for the

-jplieum
I

theatres suffered a

in

and "Bombers

inessee Johnson."

Estimates
Sept. 23

I

for

week

the

ending

:

"Heaven Can Wait" (ZOth-Fox)
"Bombers Moon." (20th-Fox)

METROPOLITAN — (4.361
I

(44c-55c-65c)

)

Gross: $27,300.
(Average,
Hi Diddle Diddle" (UA)

days.
•

"Ttijiessee Johnson"

7

$27,400)

(MGM)

LOEWS STATE— (3,000)

'

(44c-55c-65c)

7

Gross: $17,000.
(Average, $17,100)
"Hi Diddle Diddle" (UA)
"Tennessee Johnson" (MGM)

(days.

LOEWS ORPHEUM — (3,400)

U?c)7days.

Gross: $20,400.

(44c-55c-

(Average,

$23,-

KEITH
65c) 7

;3>

MEMORIAL —
Gross:

days.

of the Don "Red" Barry series of westerns forged at the
smithy of Eddie White at Republic stands up with the best of the
preceding; ones, except for the method used to bring Twinkle Watts,

skating star, into the picture as one of the heirs to a ranch estate. The
insertion of a 1943-style skating extravaganza into a picture laid in the
1850's is a tax on credulity, but an item of entertainment, nevertheless.
With the true White touch, the picture starts rolling with a bang and
ends in the same fashion with the single exception noted. Barry, son of
the founder of the famous King Ranch, returns to King City as a drifting gunman.
Safe from detection because young King was reported
killed in a border gun duel, he picks up the threads of his father's killing,
which had been reported by his uncle, John King, as an accident. He
finds his half-sister, whom he's never seen, also a bit skeptical of the accident theory, and later finds John is planning to seek title on grounds
that he is the only heir. The only way he could do this is by murdering
his niece, Nancy Gay, and the other heir, Twinkle Watts, whom Nancy
has gone East to bring out to her inheritance.
Barry and his pal, Wally Vernon, ride to the rescue of the two girls
and drive off the hired gunmen of the power-thirsty John. Barry returns, masquerading as his dead father, and frightens John into a con-

!

of

a Rookie"

RKO BOSTON— (3,807)

Pantages

and the latter amassing
Likewise raising their price
a dime, the Warner first-runs found
"Watch on the Rhine" good for a
powerful
$24,426
at
the
Warner
Downtown $23,539 at the Wiltern
and $23,099 at the Warner Hollywood.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Sept. 22
"For Whom the Bell Tolls" (Para.)

(RKO)
(44c-55c-65c-85c)

days.

(

Gross: $5,900.

(Average, $5,800)

Executives' Children

Bond Drive

Aid

A new member of the famous
Skouras family has entered show business.
Odyssia Skouras, 10 years old,
began her career when she and four
other children, Judith Balaban, Joan
Kalmine, Gwynne Hazen and Leonard Balaban, organized a benefit bazaar at her home in Rye, N. Y., one
Sunday a few weeks ago.
They

did a land office business and
took in $550.
Of this sum they sent
$321 to the National War Fund and

remaining $229 to Greek War Relief, a member agency of the National
War Fund.
the

In a letter to the children, Prescott
S. Bush, national campaign chairman
of

War

Fund, thanked them on
the children all over the
world who would be benefited by their
contribution
the
to
National War
the
behalf of

Fund.

The

children's parents are in

show business now. They are Spyros
Skouras, Barney Balaban, Harry Kalmine and Joseph Hazen.
:

San Francisco Gets
Another First Run
San Francisco, Sept. 22.—An old
Market Street building is being restored to its former condition as the
Old Portola Theatre, once famous, to
provide another first-run here for the
Joseph Blumenfeld circuit.
It will
be the fourth first-run for the circuit

on

$27,000

off

;

:

CARTHAY

$1.65)

CIRCLE^(1,518)

days,

7

(Average,

wk.

6th

(85c-$1.10-

Gross:

$15,200.

$8,400)

"Wintertime" (2flth-Fox)

"Someone to Remember" (Rep.)
CHINESE (2,500) (45c-55c-75c-90c) 7
days.
Gross: $16,000.
(Average, $14,050)
"I Walked with a Zombie" (RKO)

—

Jack Cartwright

time, 55 minutes. "G."*

"Leopard Man" (RKO)

*"G" denotes general

HAWAII —

classification.

days,
4

Lucky Stars' Strong 'Face

(33c-44c-55c-75c)

(1,000)

wk.

4th

Gross:

7

(Average,

$7,000.

$17,000

in K. C.

"Behind the Rising Sun" (RKO)
"Honeymoon Lodge" (Univ.)

Dual Big

It'

HILLSTREET-(2,7O0)

,200:

days.

Market Street, same number
Fox-West Coast.

as

Newman, is grossing around
the
$17,000 for seven days of its regular
run and will be held over.
Suspicion," plus an all cartoon revue,
is having an 11 -day engagement at the
Midland, with total for the 11 days
approximating $23,000.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Sept. 22-23:
"We've Never Been Licked" (Univ.)

ESQUIRE— (800)

(35c-50c) 7 days.

Gross:

t4MH

(Average, $5,000)
"Abcve Suspicion" (M-G-M)

MIDLAND —

Gross: $23,000.

(3 600)

(35c-50c)

(Average,

11

11

days.

days, $18,000)

"Thank Your Lucky Stars" (W.B.)

NEWMAN— (1,900)

Gross:

(35c-50c)
7
$10,900)

days.

(Average.

$17,000.

"The Skv's the Limit" (RKO)
"The Fakon in Danger" (RKO)

ORPHEUM— (1.900)

(35c-50c)

7

days.

(Average, $10,000)
Gross: $10,000.
"Nobody's Darling" (Rep.)
"Sleenv Lagoon" (Rep.)

TOWER— (2,200)
Gross:

show.

"We've Never

(35c-50c)

$9,000.

$4,5C0.

Stage

$9,000)

Been Locked" (Univ.)

UPTOWN — (2.000)

Gross:

7 days.

(Average,
(35c-50c)

(Average,

7 Dood If

7

days.

$5,600)

New Haven

"Someone

Openings Set

"I Dood It" will have its
key-city openings starting Oct.

when

it

will

On

Oct. 20,

M-G-M

musical will open in
Houston and the following day in
Louisville, Indianapolis and Rochester.
The New York opening of "I
Dood It" will be at the Paramount

in

Gross:

(Rep.)
(45c-55c-75c-

(Average

$24,000.

Remember"

to

(Rep.)

PANTAGES— (3,000) (45c-55c-75c-90c) 7
Gross: $27,000. (Average, $12,810)
"So Proudly We Hail" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT (HOLLYWOOD) — (1,407)
days.

(44c-55c-65c-88c)

7 days. 3rd wk.
(Average, $10,800)
We Hail" (Para.)
"Henry Aldrich Swings It" (Para.)
"18

Gross:

CCO.

"So Proudly

PARAMOUNT

(DOWNTOWN)— (3,595)

and "Nobody's Darling."
(44c-55c-65c-88c) 7 days, 3rd wk.
•'16.000.
(Average. $19,760)
Estimated takings for the week end- "Wintertime"
(2Mh-Fox)
ing Sept. 23
"Scmecme to Remember" (Rep.)

RITZ— (1,376)

"Oklahoma Kid" (W.B.)
week. Gross: $3,000.
"Claudia" (20th-Fox)
"Petticoat Larceny"

COLLEGE— (1.565)

(Average,

Gross:

2nd

$3,600)

days

PARAMOUNT— (2 373)

$8,200.
(Average,
"Mister Big" (Univ.)
"All by Myself" (Univ.)

(40c-50c)

7

"Watch on

$6,000.

Gross:

$23,-

(WB)

the Rhine"

(DOWNTOWN) -

BROS.

(45c-55c-75c-90c)

7

days.

Gross:

(Average, $16,090)

"Watch on

the Rhine"

WARNER

days.

$29,500.

(HOLLYWOOD) -

BROS.

WARNER

days.

C34CO)

7

Gross:

(WB)

(3,000) (45c-55c-75c-90c) 7 days.
(Average: $13,650)
100)

$'4,400.

(40c-55c)
$6,200)

BROS.

(45c-55c-75c-90c)

7

(WB)

(WILTERN) — (2.200)

days.

Gross:

$23,500.

(Average, $12,790)

ROGER SHERMAN— (2,037)
Gross:

week.

the Rhine"

WARNER

2nd

Gross: $9,000.
(Average. $9,300)
"Let's Face It" (Para.)
"Aerial Gunner" (Para.)
Gross:

6th

)

"Watch on

week. Gross: $3,900. (Average. $3,200)
"Salute to the Marines" (M-G-M)
"Nobody's Darling" (Rep.)

LOEW-POLI— (3,005)

days,

7

'Average:
7

days.

7

$9,410)

Whom the Bell Tolls" (Para.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (2,100) (85c-M.10-

$1.65)

(40e-50c)

(45c-55c-75c-90c)

(Average.

$11,000.

Gross:

"For

(RKO)

(40c-50c)

(Average.

7

$6,200)

Paramount Resumes
Music Promotions

Ampa Committee Meets
The

Ampa

publicity

have

more and Wilmington.

the

Remember"

STATE-(2.500)

days.

"Someone

stays for an additional week.
At the College, second week of
"Claudia" and "Petticoat Larceny"
grossed $3,900, while the Loew-Poli
had slightly under average business of
$9,000 with "Salute to the Marines"

"Isle of Forgotten Sins" (PRC)
BIJOU— (1,627) (40c-50c) 7 days,

Paramount

yesterday closed with
Broadcasting, Decca Record
subsidiary, to make a 15-minute transcription
for
radio
promotion of
"Riding High," forthcoming musical,
featuring Dorothy Lamour and Dick
Powell, in what marks a resumption
of this method of promotion, made

committee,

World

monthly publication.

Those who

will

attend with Ornstein include Max
Stein and Dave Bad'er of 20th Century-Fox, Herb Berg of United Artists, and Arthur Brilant of RKO.

by the recent agreement
reached between the
and Decca.
possible

AFM

November.

Associates Meet Today

Hugh VogeVs Son

—

Milwaukee,

Killed

Air Cadet
Sept. 22.
Leonard Vogel, son of Hugo R. Vogel, was killed in an airplane crash in
Kansas City, where he was in training.
Hugo Vogel is with the Theatre
Equipment Co. here. Leonard was to

have received

his

wings

this

week.

7

"Behind the Rising Sun" (RKOi)

premieres in headed by William
Ornstein, will meet
Springfield, 111., Toledo, Dayton, Nor- tonight at the Famous Kitchen
to disBaltiProvidence.
folk, Washington,
cuss the proposed Ampa four-page
14,

(45c-55c-75c)

$37,000.

to

LOEWS

90c)
7
$20,750)

bill

days.

M-G-M's
first

the

Gross:

(Average, $15,240)
"Wintertime" (ZGth-Fox)

PARAMOUNT — (1,900) (44c-55c-65c) 7
—
Gross: $7,800.
days.
(Average, $8,400)
New Haven, Sept. 22.— "Let's Fact
Kansas City. Sept. 22. "Thank
"So Proudly We Hail" (Para.)
Your Lucky Stars," having had a sell- It" and "Aerial Gunner" at the Para"Hoosier Holiday" (Rep.)
FENWAY— (1.078) (44c-55fc-65c) 7 davs. out "bond premiere" introduction at mount held up to an $8,200 take, and

1

and

$37,000.

$19.-

Stage show included Guy Lombardo
and His Royal Canadians.
Gross: $26,800.
Average. $26,800)
"So Proudly We Hail" (Para.)
"Hoosier Holiday" (Rep.)

7

Sept. 22.
Inauguratprice
increase,
the
Hillstreet established

10-cent

$9,260)

"Adveitures

|

(Average,

a

new house records with "Behind the
Rising Sun," coupled with "Honeymoon Lodge," the former clicking

fession.

(44c-55c-

—

Los Angeles,
ing

0)

•

I

$18,900.

Los Angeles

Hollywood, Sept. 22

'"pHIS one

Running

(2.700)

Big in

'Bell'

Rio Grande"

(Republic)

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
"Yanks Ahoy" (UA-Roach)
1

Man From

"The

'Sun', 'Watch',

Motion Picture Associates

PROTECTING THE THEATRE
OUR "FIRST LINE OF MORALE"

will hold

luncheon-meeting of the season today, at 1 :00 P. M., in the Hotel
Astor.
Heading the agenda will be
the annual dinner and dance, and insurance for members. Election of officers will be held in December or
January.
its

first

(

jyjEC
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War

Activities Committee yesterday
that the industry so far
sales of $336,lias tallied war bond
'03,852, exclusive of receipts credited
o the Airmada or the Hollywood

3ond Cavalcade.
is

on communiques from 43 of a
otal of 54 state bond chairmen around
he country, up to Sept. 16 only. Alreported bond premieres
all
nost
across-theand
activities,
ipecial
iiased

ounter selling.
B. Akers, Third War Loan
C.
campaign director for L. C. Griffith,
general chairman, was unwilling yes<rday to estimate the possible final
figure, but pointed out that with the
esults of the Cavalcade and the Airnada added to the exhibitor activities,
(Continued on page 7)

Tenney Hits

Writers Congress
Los Angeles, Sept. 23.

—The Writers

be held Oct. 1-3, and
ointly sponsored by the Hollywood
.Vriters Mobilization and the University of California, today became the
center of a three-sided controversy
vhen State Senator Jack B. Tenney,
rhairman of the legislative fact-findng committee on un-American activito

charged the enterprise was
Communist-inspired and should be disallowed by U. of C. president, Dr.
iies,

Robert Sproul.
Marc Connelly, co-chairman of the
{Continued on page 4)

more
year was

$4,000,01)0

than the same period last
reported yesterdav by
26 weeks ending June 30.

RKO

as

.nnounced

for

the

Actual net profit, after all charges,
of June 30, 1943, was $3,220,583

against a net loss of $643,360 for the

same

six

months

in

1942.

Profit of $6,493,438 from operations
reported, before provisions for
write-offs,
depreciation,
taxes
and
dividends, as compared to an operating profit of $1,410,801 for the previous year's six-months, before similar
provisions.
Provision for income taxes as of
June 30, 1943, was $2,600,000, compared to income taxes of $752,787 in
1942, while depreciation amounted to
$646,540 in the current report, com-

was

Radio City Strike
In

Second Day

nanager of Famous Players-Canadian
Theatres, it was announced yesterday
,pv
Oscar Morgan, of Paramount.
Fitzgibbons will book each of the
shorts with a Paramount feature and
olay the combination over his entire
ircuit as a complete unit show.
Details of the plan

were worked out

(Continued on page 7)

Responsible
Film truck delivery system faces
a serious breakdown in many key
spots, particularly along the heavily theatre-populated Eastern states,
because of the rapidly deteriorating
condition of shippers' trucks, their
inability to get Office of Defense
Transportation permits for new vehicles and long delays in obtaining
parts for repairs.

Clark, accompanied by Rob-

majors

in

the

past year has been definitely toward
conciliation where clearance disputes
have arisen, Emil K. Ellis, film attorney, yesterday told members of the
Motion Picture Associates, here, at
their first meeting of the season, at
He also holds that
the Hotel Astor.

Rockefeller Center's second building
employe strike in three months concluded its second day yesterday with
50 per cent of the elevators in the
14 buildings comprising the center
back ia service, although maintenance
men and scrubwomen had not returned
to their jobs at a late hour last night.
Thousands of persons employed in
the buildings, hundreds of whom are
employed by film companies, had to
wait as long as one hour for elevators

Largely through the efforts of
William F. Rodgers, vice-president in
charge of sales for M-G-M, the mem-

(Continued on page 7)

(Continued on page 7)

of

the complaints

now on

the

at

Conciliation: Ellis

file

would be amicably adjusted.

bership of Motion Picture Associates
has risen from 225 to 525, Jack Ellis,
president of the organization, announced. Ellis also reported upon an
insurance plan for members, their an-

many

now are
or rapidly reaching it,
where they are beyond repair. Good
second-hand trucks are difficult to obtain.
Those who have them are holding on to them for the same reason
that they cannot get replacements,
unless operating in war or other esIn

Majors Leaning to

many

TEN CENTS

Truck Deterioration Is

ert L. Wright, Special Assistant to the Attorney General in charge of the motion
picture decree unit, will handle the Government's end at
the conference, at which top
officials of the five companies
are expected to be present.

the

Industry

A Breakdown

here today.

of

Picture

System Faces

decree
postponed
consent
conference in New York beAttorney
Assistant
tween
General Tom C. Clark and
consenting
of the
officials
companies, it was learned

attitude

the^c tion

Film Delivery
Meet

23.—
Washington,
Sept.
September 29 has been set as
what it is hoped will be a

The

to

1943

Sept. 29 Set for
N. Y. Decree

(Continued on page 7)

sential

cases, the trucks

point,

industries.

Indications of the seriousness of the
(Continued on page 7)

Goldhammer Gets
Midwest District
Three promotions
sales

force,

in the

including

that

RKO
of

field

L.

E.

(Nicky) Goldhammer to Midwest district manager, and a realignment of
two districts, were announced yesterday by general sales manager Robert
Mochrie.

Foreign Versions for U. S.
Build Post -War Backlog

Squire, Great Neck,
Fitzgibbons Books
Taken by Skouras
Shorts as Features
Paramount's six two-reel "Musical
Parade" Technicolor shorts are to receive feature billing and feature advertising as the result of a deal set
nere with John Fitzgibbons, general

24,

firm date for the repeatedly

Earnings of nearly

Additional

Zongress,

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

For Six Months

V ,074,000,000 Star Sale Is

incomplete,

U.S.A.,

Nearly 4 Millions

To Bond Sales

largely

YORK,

RKO Earnings Up

$336,703,852

Sen.

Intelligent

DAILY

Industry Adds

This figure,

Alert,

Theatre, Great Neck,
L. I., has been taken over by Skouras
Theatres which will operate it, Louis
Deber of the Skouras circuit stated
yesterday. The house, opened in January, 1940, and formerly was operated
by Herbert Scheftel and Alfred N.
Burger, heads of Telenews Theatres.
It figured in the first clearance case
filed in New York on Feb. 21, 1941,
against the major distributors, Skouras Theatres and others. Arbitrator
George H. Spiegelberg made an

The Squire

(Continued on page 4)

—

Hollywood,

Although
Sept. 23.
it as a duty, producers and distributors who are dubbing
and subtitling films approved by Government agencies in French, Italian
they

now view

and other languages for screening in
countries liberated from the Axis are
laying- a firm foundation for American films in the early postwar foreign
markets, industry leaders here believe
Besides the two aforementioned languages, dubbing or title super-imposiSpanish and Porfor
the Latin
Americas, and in Greek, Danish, Norwegian and Dutch.
Dubbing in French and Italian has
tion

is

going on

tuguese,

in

principally

(Continued on page 7)

Goldhammer,
the

district

who

manager

of

going to the
C. Osserman,
J.
has been appointed by Phil Reis-

Prairie district,
Midwest, succeeds

in

(Continued on page

7)

Gable Gets Medal;
To Return Shortly
Capt. Clark Gable received the Air Medal yester-

day upon his return from a
Fortress
raid
on
Flying
Nantes, France, newspaper
dispatches from England reported. He participated in
the raid as a combination
cameraman and gunner. The
raid was Gable's fifth. He
stated that he expects to return to America shortly with
a gunnery training film he
has been directing.
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Personal
Mention
NED

expected

is

New York

on

Radio

to leave
Oct. 1.

A. McCarthy, Southern and
Canadian Universal division manager, will return today from Toronto
and a three-week tour of his territories.

•
Peter A. Lewis, of the New York
Film Board of Trade, is the father
of a baby girl, Robin Dale, born to
Evelyn, at the Fitch Sana-

torium.

Rosenshein

Rene

M-G-M's

of

-

Hollywood, Sept. 23
Henry Ginsberg of
the War Finance Committee announced today that Columbia studio
employees' purchases in the Third
War Loan drive had reached $1,108,575 and Universal' s had gone to over

CHAIRMAN

J.

his wife,

department has announced
her engagement to Martin Cutler of
the Army Transport Command, stationed at Wilmington, Del.
publicity

$700,000.

A. L. Pratchett, Paramount managing director in Central America,
has arrived in New York on a periodic
office

visit.

•

William

B.

Morgan, 20th-Fox

resentative in Spain, Portugal
North Africa, has arrived in
York for an indefinite stay.

rep-

and

New

•

Gradwell

L. Sears, U. A. vicepresident, is expected to remain on
the Coast for at least another three
weeks.

•

Charles Ryan, Warner assistant
zone manager in Chicago, will return
to his desk on Monday, after an illness of four months.

•

Kettering, RKO Chicago publicist, and his wife, Shirley Deane,
announce the birth of a daughter,

Tom

Shirley Deane.
•
Dr. Carlos Rocha, publicity manager for 20th-Fox in Cuba and editor
of Cinegrafica,

is in

New

•
Josephs,

Frieda

York.

nurse

Para-

at

J.

manager

•
Latta, Warner
in Albany,

is

circuit

in

town

IS

Skouras and Darryl Zanuck on company business.

for a

•

Martin Lewis, Paramount's
exploitation director,
wood yesterday.

left

for

radio

Holly-

•

Ross Doyle
licity

M-G-M pubback from vaca-

the

of

department

is

"The Climax," made in the
George Waggner will produce.

1920's.

Herb

M-G-M

Morgan,

Eastern
ex-

•

Jay Eisenberg
is

due back

of

Loew's

Monday from

legal staff

a vacation

Rose,

who

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
Claudette

for

Mexico by plane

last night.

•
Jules Levey will leave here Tuesday
for New York to seek a second property to star William Bendix.

A Paramount
Gala Stage Revue

16mm

National Theatres
Buy 1st M-G-M Block
M-G-M's

block of 12 pictures
has been sold to FoxWest Coast Theatres,
Fox-Inter
Mountain Theatres, Fox Midwest
Theatres, Wisconsin Amusement Enfirst

1943-44

Corp., of National Theatres, representing approximately 550 theatres.
Edwin F. Zabel, executive film buyer for National Theatres, acted for the

while

circuits,

Edwin W. Aaron,

cir-

sales manager for Metro, closed
the deal for the film company, with
George A. Hickey, Pacific Coast discuit

prints

130 U. S. and Allied government and other short subjects and
features, has been set by the Office of
War Information under a policy which
will utilize the cooperation of eight
national non-theatrical agencies, with

their trade.
Officials of the National
Association of Visual Education Dealers and
executives worked out

OWI

the plan.

SPG and Majors to
Meet on Wage Plan

Monogram Sets Deals

for wage increases for its memas provided for in the original
contract signed one year ago last May.

sitting

in

at

Los

With Three Circuits
Deals have been closed for Monogram product for 1943-44 with InterCircuit,
in
Texas and New
Mexico Robb & Rowley, in Texas,
Oklahoma and Arkansas, and Butter-

state

lywood.

:

IN

Wayne

Circle 6-4600

PERSON

VAUGHN

MONROE

"A Lady Takes

AND BAND

a Chance"

BOB EVANS

PARAMOUNT square

Representatives

New York

bers,

SPG
ted

its

is

Another Big

PIUS A BIG
STAGE SHOW

Angeles.

manager,

Picture

Symphony Orchestra

"StM 1

freedom to them to reject any pictures
which are not deemed suitable for

of the majors in
and the negotiating committee of the Screen Publicists Guild
here have set a meeting for next
Wednesday to discuss demands by

trict

-

John

Jean

Arthur •

16mm. Subjects

Distribution of 25,000

LAKE

.

First Mez2anine Seats Reserved.

In

of about

Veronica

GODDARD

.

SO
PROUDLY WE HAIL
Produced and Directed by Mark Sandrich

OWI to Distribute
ISO

Paulette

COLBERT

resigned to take a defense

understood to have submitlast week.

demands

Kassel to Essaness

—

Chicago, Sept. 23. Norman Kasat Grossinger's.
sel, former Fox publicist, has been ap•
field
Theatres in Michigan, Steve pointed publicity director of the EsSam Rinzler and Fred Schwartz Broidy, vice-president and general sales saness Circuit, to succeed Madeline
left last night for Lake Placid and manager,- has announced from
Hol- Woods, who is resigning to devote her

Monday.

Transfers Carpu

—

Milton Officer has been transferred to the Will Rogers from the
•
Francis Alstock of the Office of the Iris, and Milton Sachs, former assisCoordinator of Inter-American Af- tant manager at the Marbro, has been
fairs cut short his stay here and left made manager of the Iris.

;

will return

basic

Chicago, Sept. 23. Jack Romine
been appointed manager of the
Balaban and Katz Harding Theatre,

SPG

short subject representative, is
pected from the Coast Monday.

the

has

job.

tion.

•

many" and

veal today. "Too
"cut down" were

& K. Makes Seven
Managerial Changes

The Loew-Lyons organization today
wired a $600,000 bid for "Life With succeeding Al Bachman, deceased.
Father" to Oscar Serlin, including a Romine was formerly manager of the
Ray Karsky has been
co-producer deal on a proposed Pro- Paradise.
ducing Artists picture. The bid is a transferred from the State to the
guarantee against 50 per cent of the Paradise, and Dean Jones, former assistant manager at the Chicago, has
profits.
been made manager of the State.
•
McNeill Smith has been transferred
Universal today added to its schedule an
untitled
"Phantom of the from the Will Rogers Theatre to the
Opera" sequel based on the stage play, Gateway, as manager, succeeding J.

Evergreen State Amusement Enterprises and Fox Michigan

few days.

Pictures

B.

terprises,

zone

Hearing of a motion by attorneys
for Charles Chaplin for the appointment of a referee to take the depositions of Alexander Ardrey and Harry
Watkins, vice-president and assistant
vice-president, respectively, of Bankers Trust Co., in the Chaplin action

M-G-M

for

mount's home office for the last
years, has resigned.
C.

Want War

Exhibitors in all strata
and all kinds of situations
are practically unanimous in
their objection to war as a
theme for films, a Motion
Picture Herald poll will re-

comments recorded by theagainst Selznick Prod, and Vanguard
atre operators in commentSamuel Bronston and Ernest Pas- Films, was postponed until today, being on the flood of war piccal will be associated in the stage pro- fore Justice Ferdinand Pecora.
tures on the exhibitor horiduction of "Peepshow," starring John
Schwartz & Frohlich, counsel for
zon.
Emery and Tamara Geva. Bronston Chaplin, allege that E. L. Scanlon,
will leave here for the East in two treasurer of Vanguard, has been in
weeks to help select the cast and set New York negotiating an $800,000
the release on "Jack London," which production loan with Bankers Trust
is now being edited.
officials.
Counsel contends that this
Constantin
Carpu,
booker
at
•
refutes Vanguard's assertion that it M-G-M's New York exchange, has
Wendell Willkie, chairman of the does not do business in New York.
been transferred to the Dallas exboard of 20th-Fox, arrived here today
change in the same capacity. David
from New York. He will stay for
Klein, checking supervisor at the local
about four or five days, conferring
exchange,
has
been
promoted to
Spyros
M.
Schenck,
Nicholas
with
booker.
•

•

home

Owners Just Don't

Hearing for Today

•
F.

Set Chaplin Suit

Coast Flashes

DEPINET, RKO

E.

president,
Hollywood for
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PERSON
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AGAIN MR. SMITH
CARRIES THE BALL
TO YOUR BOX-OFFICE!
Hang out

a banner!

Put up a lobby poster!

to roll into your cash register.
series,

is

thrill.

It's

just as

much

Showman, and enjoy the

S.

has loaded

fun for the

it

And

for

your

with laughs, a howl for

gals as the guys!

roar of the crowd!

dough waiting

tops in Mr. Smith's annual

the most eagerly watched-for-short of the year!

audiences seeking relaxation, Mr.
every

This one

Here's extra

Go

get

it,

Mr.
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Central Number for
All Public Calls
Milwaukee, Sept. 23.— Fox
theatres
here
have instituted a central phone number service through which
information
regarding a 1
Milwaukee Fox houses can be
obtained on the nature and
timing of programs at the
various houses.

The number

carried with
an explanatory note in the
Fox legend heading the circuit's daily newspaper direcis

tory.

Friday, September 24, 1943

20th-Fox Shows

Review

Litvak's 'Russia'

"Corvette K-225"
(

"The Battle

Universal)

Hollywood, Sept. 23

N

of Russia," produced by
Col. Anatole Litvak, and supervised here by Lt. Col. Frank Capra,

Lt.

and its courageous crew, Universal undertakes
fifth
in the
S. Army series of
which the famed Canadian corvette is playing in pro- "Why We Fight," was screened
yestecting North Atlantic sea lanes from enemy submarine packs. Its under- terday, at the 2Uth-Fox home office.
T

this story of a ship

U

to tell the part

taking succeeds with comfortable margins.
Here is a straightforward
Stirirng and inspiring is this docu-'l
account of these 900-ton miniature warships, how they hover around mentary film of the Special Services
cargo boats and stick their sharp noses into trouble. Moreover, it is an Division of the Army Service Fo/^
account which has the salt of perilous, wartime seas and an air of total depicting the courage and determire .
authenticity about it. The results stamp the attraction with the flavor tion of the Russian people in their
700-year fight for freedom from agIt is cloaked in trappings of tense human drama.
of a documentary.
Spectacular scenes
The corvette is the K-225. Its commander is Randolph Scott. His gressor nations.
of battle between the Russians and i
assignment is convoy protection from a Canadian port to the English
the armies of Frederick the Great,
coast. The prowling enemy is the U-boat on and below water and Ger- Napoleon
and Sweden's Charles XII i
man planes in the air. The action is compressed into one Atlantic trip lead up to the time of the present
and what happens on that crossing. Scott picks up dead survivors of one conflict.
torpedoed vessel, sees one of his own convoy sent to the bottom, sinks two
The full force of the Nazi hordes,
subs in a highly graphic and dramatic battle in which many of his men sweeping down upon the land, was
are killed and others wounded.- But he gets through, heroically and also felt by every person in the audience,
as were the sequences featuring the
matter-of-factly, and so do six vessels under his immediate protection.
Aside from an incidental romantic tiein with Ella Raines, sister of one mass murder of children and the general havoc wrought by the itryaders.
of his officers, that's all there is to the story. But what makes "Corvette
The heroic defense of Leningrad
K-225" such a stirring attraction is ite straightaway telling of the danthrough the terrible winter of 1942,
gers the little ship encounters, the deportment of its crew at battle staand the construction of the highway
tions when all is grim and at ease below decks when the less grim peracross frozen Lake Ladoga, are picmits some relaxation to set in. The sea footage, most of it actual, is saga- tured, along with shots
of the truckThe acting is restrained and played in understatement caravans carrying food, clothing, medilike on its own.
by James Brown, Barry Fitzgerald, Andy Devine, Fuzzy Knight, David cines and supplies to the people of the
Bruce, Miss Raines and Scott. Direction is consistently forthright and beleaguered city. The ultimate victory
of the Russians over the enemy is
Howard Hawks produced.
intelligent in the hands of Richard Rosson.
Red Kann filmed with sequences of the counterRunning time, 99 minutes. "G."*
attack which began the German retreat on all fronts.
classification.
j

.1

;

Nine Reported As
Extortion Witnesses

—

Chicago, Sept. 23. A. Bradley
Eben, attorney for the six alleged
Chicago extortionists, will leave tomorrow for New York where he intends to stay for the duration of the
trial.
He said that so far there have
been no additional witnesses subpoenaed by the defense.

A

Chicago
columnist
yesterday
claimed an exclusive story that the
following would be subpoenaed as deWestbrook Pegler,
fense witnesses
Leo Spitz, J. Miller Walker, Joseph
Schenck, Col. Sol Rosenblatt, William
:

H. Neblett, Harry Warner, George
P. Skouras and Barney Balaban.
Eben would neither confirm nor
deny the story.

,
'

*"G" denotes general

Lie.

Commissioner

Sen. Tenney Hits

Warns Ticket Agents Speakers Set for
New York License Commissioner
Paul Moss yesterday urged the public
here to report violations of "ceilings"
on film and stage theatre tickets. Moss
told representatives and owners of 40
theatre ticket agencies to "stop overcharging or get out of the business."

Writers Congress

Writers' Congress

(Continued from page

1)

"The Battle of Russia" contains
parts of newsreels, U. S. Signal Corps
pictures, and bits of captured enemy
material.
The film will be shown to
American soldiers as a background to
the present conflict in order that they

may know what
declaration

—A

of

led

to

the

1

'

ultimate

war.

promptly issued a statement deCaptain Anthony Veiller, a scenarist
claring Tenney was aligned with the in civilian life, was the commentator.
of key persons are scheduled to adforces opposing an all-out effort to Running time, 80 mins.
dress the panel discussions of the
Helen McNamara
The License department will require
win the war. Sproul was enroute to
United Nations Writers' Congress at
the broker's fee of 75 cents for orchesLos
Angeles,
reportedly
to
investigate
here
Oct.
tra and box tickets, and 50 cents for the University of California
balcony and mezzanine seats to be 1-3.
The project, jointly sponsored the Tenney charges. He will issue a
printed on tickets. The commissioner by the University and the Hollywood statement Friday when the University
also warned that agencies can be comWriters Mobilization, has as co-chair- board of regents meet.
Regional War Labor Board hearing
pelled to refund to purchasers money
Queried on the charges, Tenney told on the
men Ralph Freud, of the faculty, and
petition for investigation and
paid in excess of the ceiling, since
2,Some
of
Connelly,
Marc
Motion Picture Daily, "Part of the certification filed by M. P. Theatre
brokers are bonded for $1,000 each.
films,
from
expected,
are
000 writers
Communist pfogram is to prepare for Managers and Employees Union, Lopress, radio and other fields.
postwar plans of the Soviet Union. cal 152, UOPWA, CIO, on its claim
Speakers will include Col. Carlos
that it represents a majority of manRomulo, Lion Feuchtwanger, Mihail Communists have worked through the agers of the 41 Skouras theatres here,
Kalatozov, Dudley Nichols, Virginia writers groups since such a program scheduled for yesterday, has been postHie first poned until Sept. 27.
Wright, Lieut. Col. Evans Carlson, was laid down in Russia.
(.Continued from page 1)
Paul Dodds, Yu-Shan Han, Writers Congress, and the second
A similar hearing scheduled for
award in favor of the plaintiffs. An U.S.M.C.
Vladimir Pozner, Gordon S. Watkins, Writers Congress, were both Com- Sept 28, on the
;
union's
appeal from the decision, on Aug. 20,
petition
munist-inspired
and
directed.
The
GilLazarsfeld,
Riskin,
Paul
Robert
against the Harry Brandt circuit in
Skouras
and
Northern
1941,
by
next
were
two
failures,
but
now
it
is
Charles
Oliver,
W.
E.
New York, comprising 24 theatres, has
Amusement Co. also was in favor of bert Seldes,
Seipman, Frances Wilder, Gordon apparent they have lined up some been postponed until Oct.
11.
the operators of the Squire.
Both
prominent
people,
many
probably
unKahn, Lyman Bryson, Phyllis Bentpostponements were requested by the
Skouras houses on Long Island are ley, Howard Estabrook, Dr. Frank- aware of the way in which they are
circuit managements.
in a pooling arrangement with houses lin Fearing, James Felton, Bernard being used, to make this Writers Conoperated by the
Century Circuit. Gordon, Milton Marlin, Carleton F. gress look good."
Skouras
operates
the
Playhouse, Morse, Nat Wolfe, Nehemias Guerios,
The Connelly statement said in part,
across the street from the Squire, in of Brazil Jose Ramos, of Cuba Her- "The Writers Congress was organGreat Neck, and also the Manhasset nane Tavares de Sa, Brazil Enrique ized by him and endorsed by the uniTheatre in Manhasset. Paul Laube, de Lozado, Bolivia, and Jorge De- versity to focus the effort of the creaLondon, Sept. 23.— Elinor Glyn, 78,
who has been managing the Play- lano, Sr., Chile.
tive crafts and the United Nations in
novelist, died here today after an illhouse for Skouras, has been named
Under the indoctrination and train- winning the war. In attacking such ness of several
weeks.
manager of the three theatres.
ing film panel Capt. Bernard Vorhaus a congress, Tenney ranks himself on
Many of her novels were produced
will have as speakers Thomas Baird, the side of those who oppose an allas successful motion pictures.
She
British Ministry of Information
Lt. out effort to win the war, for the
Factor Rejoins 'U*
Books
has received cooperation went to Hollywood in 1920.
Col. Evans Carlson, Lt. Col. Owen Congress
which she wrote and which were made
Chicago, Sept. 23. Max Factor, Crump, Maj. Harrison Jacobs and Lt. from overseas division of the
CIAA, and eight member bodies of into pictures include "Three Weeks,"
ex-Universal booker here, who recent- Col. J. C. Hutchinson.
HWM, SWG, Radio Writers Guild, "His Hour" and "Man and Maid."
ly received a medical discharge from
SPG, Screen Cartoonists Guild, Screen
Mrs. Glyn was a grandmother six
the Army, has been appointed office
in
Readers Guild, Los Angeles News- times over.
She is survived by her
manager for Universal in Dallas. He
Newark, Sept. 23.— New curfew papermen's Guild, and the Songwrit- daughters, a sister and her grandwill leave Chicago Oct. 5 to assume
children.
his new duties.
law goes into effect here tonight. ers Protectors Association."

Los Angeles, Sept.

23.

number

event,

Postpone Skouras,
Brandt Hearings

'-

HWM.

11

Squire, Great Neck,

:

Taken by Skouras

J

j

;

3

i

)

Elinor Glyn Dies;

;

;

Her Novels Filmed

;

;

—

OWL

Curfew

Newark

_

l

!

!

!

Honor
Our
American
Heroes!
Fight!

CARRY ON! 3d WAR LOAN!
worked hard But we're still alive God rest our boys who died
Carry on showmen, there's work still to be done

Sure, we've

freedom

!

all

!

for the flag of

"OVER THE TOP WEEK" STARTS FRIDAY, SEPT.
Bring up your reserves

your town

!

Plan

new Red-White-and-Blue campaigns

24th

to revitalize the bond'Selling

Check your community's quota, your theatre's quota and dedicate this week to
the sacred job of fulfilling your part on the home- front! With all your heart remember Friday,
!"
September 24th Gentlemen of film business, all together, let's go "Over The Top

in

!

!

NATIONWIDE "FREE MOVIE DAY" MONDAY, SEPT.
It's

one of the

distributors.

27th

"Over The Top Week!" Through cooperation of exhibitors and
"Free Movie Day" every person buying a bond of any denomination on the

high-lights of

On

theatre premises or through the theatre will be admitted

FREE An
!

patrons for their cooperation in buying bonds at your theatre

War

Activities

Committee of

the

Motion Picture

Industry, 1501

!

opportunity to thank your

Back the Attack

Br6adway, blew York City
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Buffalo Take
Aided by Show
Staged by Bell
—

Buffalo, Sept. 23. "This Is the
is drawing big at the Great
Lakes and is expected to reach $20,000.

Army"

A

home-town

revue

stage

the

at

Twentieth Century plus "The Falcon
in Danger" is headed for $15,000.
Estimated receipts for the week ending Sept. 25

BUFFALO— (3,489)
Gross:

(35c-40c-55c-65c) 7 days.

(Average, $16,500)

$18,000.
Is the

Army" (W.B.)

"This

GREAT LAKES— (3,000)

Gross: $20,000.
"Swing Shift Maisie"
"The Kansan" (U.A.)

7

15 Exploiteers for

Hollywood

(Average, $16,400)

days.

HIPPODROME —

(35c-40c-55c-65c)

(M-G-M)

For Mr. Lucky' on

Fifteen exploiteers have been sent to

Gross of $10,00(

key

Hollywood, Sept. 23
exact replica of the crown jewels of England, insured for $20,000,
will make a screen debut in M-G-M's
"Gaslight," and be the motive for
Charles Boyer's villainy when he attempts to drive Ingrid Bergman insane.
The first of the "Whistler"
series, at Columbia, will be an eerie
piece of film production.
Eric Tay-

AN

.

.

.

who

scripted "Phantom of the
Opera" for Universal, has just turned
the "Whistler" script over to Pro-

ducer Rudy Flotow and it is all about
Ann
necrophobia fear of death.
Corio has finished her role in MonoRegram's "Sultan's Daughter."
public has borrowed Susan Hayward

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

Montreal Pays Off

'JohnnyComeLately'

CARTWRIGHT

By JACK

lor,

"Claudia" (ZOth-Fox)

Friday, September 24, 194

by Arnold

cities

Stoltz,

6

United

Artists exploitation director, for camMontreal, Sept. 23.—"Mr. Lucky,
paigns on "Johnny Come Lately."
currently playing the Palace, seems t
Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., U. A. adverbe the best among local first run:
tising-publicity
head, yesterday
rewith $10,000 expected. Winner, how
vealed his exploitation staff had been
ever, is "Stage Door Canteen," at th
considerably augmented for "Johnny"
Orpheum, in its 11th week,
showings at Loew key city houses.
The following are now working on $3,000 expected.
Estimated receipts for the wee
the Cagney production
Max Abramson, Virginia
Ben Cronk, Canada ending Sept. 23
Robert Goodfriend, New York and "Stege Door Canteen" (U. A.)
ORPHEUM— (1,100) (30c-40c-60c) 7 dav
Maryland Zack Harris, Upstate New 11th week. Gross: $3,000. (Average, $3,7W
York; Bill Healy, Massachusetts and "The Constant Nymph" (W. B.)
LOEW'S
(2,900) (35c-53c-67c) 7 dav
Connecticut; Wally Heim, Kentucky
2nd week. Gross: $8,000. (Average, $9,0L<
and Indiana
Jack Hodges, Ohio
"White Savage" (Univ.)
Daniel Kahn, Pennsylvania and Dela- "Cowboy in Manhattan" (Univ.)
CAPITOL— (2,700) (30c-4Oc-52c) 7 dav
ware
Lee Kugel, Providence and

\

:

;

;

—

:

;

;

Gross:

Rhode

(Average, $66,500)

$9,000.

Island; Dave Levy, Washing- "Two Tickets to London" (Univ.)
from Paramount for the lead opposite ton, D. C. Lou Maren, California
"Gals Incorporated" (Univ.)
$9,500)
PRINCESS— (2,200) (30c-40c-52c)
Henry Morris, Louisiana and Texas
John Wayne in "Fighting Seabees."
"The Falcon in Danger" (RKO)
$6,000.
(Average, $4,300)
Manny Pierson, Ohio; Lon Ramsdall, Gross:
TWENTIETH CENTURY — (3,000) (35c"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
40c-65c) 7 days. Bell Aircraft Employes
Atlanta, and Sam Siegel, Washington
PALACE — (2,700) (30c-4Sc-62c)
Gross:
present Bell-Za-Poppin, stage revue.
Gross: $10,000.
(Average, $8,500)
and Oregon.
(Average,
7

days, 3rd week.

(35c-40c-55c-65c)

(2,100)

Gross:

(Average,

$8,000.

;

Comes
"Red Head from Manhattan" (CoL)
"First

LAFAYETTE —

(35c-55c)

(3,000)

days.

7

(Average, $10,500)

Gross: $10,000.

'Hail\ on Singly
Bill,

Gets $15,000

At Indianapolis
23.

Sept.
Indianapolis,
Proudly We Hail," playing

—"So

single, at

Indiana, is topping grosses here
with an estimated $15,000.

the

week

Estimated receipts for the
ending Sept. 20-22
"Watch On the Rhine" (W.B.)

CIRCLE— (2,800)

(30c-40c-50c)

We

(30c-40c-50c.

7

days.

(30c-40c-50c)

7

days.

(Average, $9,900)
Gross: $12,500.
"Behind the Rising Sun" (R.K.O.)
of

.

.

.

LYRIC— (2,000)

(30c-40c-50c)
$5,000.

.

.

Susanna Foster in the studio's "PhanEddy
tom of the Opera" remake.
White, Western producer, at Republic, has been handed production of a
feature to be written around the song
"Pistol Packin'

.

.

Mamma."

polish scripts and inject
He'll also do a musical.
to

.

.

.

7 days,

(Average,

Rovner Files Suit
For Theatre Shan
Theatre Tax Evenly
Philadelphia,
Sept.
—Loui
Cincinnati, Sept. 23.— Local theaRovner, independent exhibitor, toda
23.

owners hereafter

tre

Gwynne

graduated

has

from her collegiate role in Walter
Been
"We've
Never
Wanger's
Licked,"
girl

flier

to the
of the

role

Wafs

of

pay an an-

nual city license fee on the basis of
10 cents per seat, regardless of seating capacity,
under an ordinance
amendment approved by City Council
late last

week.

while each 100 additional seats
were assessed $30 extra, up to a maxiless,

mum

beautiful

in the pro-

"When

of $300.

present, "Men
in
Life," written by and starring
Miss West, which will go into rehearsal the third Monday in February,

Todd

will

My

play

will

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

1.

'Whistling'
Sept.

Shows Set

28

is

the

date set

Mrs. Clara

Lyman Passes

—

Rings Bell

Whom

the Bell Tolls" in 35 key

citie

according to Charles &
Reagan, assistant general sales mar

for

runs,

i

the

"The
Gypsy Rose Lee featuring Joan Blon- ual which, together with a kit of ad
mate
dell and "Mexican Hayride," a mu- vertising-publicity-exploitation
sical by Cole Porter and Herbert and rial, has been sent to district advertis
ing representatives and to the fir;
Dorothy Fields.
ductions,

50 theatres playing

Mike Weiss Back
Chicago,

Sept.

23.

at 20th

—Mike

Weiss,

"FWTBT."

Warner Club

to Elect

Annual election of the board of gov
who left the 20th-Fox publicity department 32 months ago to serve in ernors and officers of the Warne
the

Army, has returned

Norman

to civilian

life,

Kassell, resigned.

Kallis Resigns Today
Middletown, O., Sept. 23. Servshowings of M-G-M's ices were held yesterday for Mrs.
trade
for
Moe Kallis, for the past two years
"Whistling in Brooklyn." Screenings Clara Oglesby Lynam, 85, musician associated with Columbia's home office
on that date will be in Albany, Boston, who died at her home here.
She art department, will leave today to
New Haven, New York and Phila- toured the old Keith-Albee vaudeville open the Kallis Art Service here.
delphia.
It will be shown in Detroit circuit, and later wor organist at the Kallis has been associated with Paraon Sept. 30 and in other exchange cen- former Keith Theatre here. A daugh- mount, Buchanan Advertising Agency
ters on Oct. 1.
ter survives.
and Publix Theatres, Kansas City.
Tuesday,

'Bell'

Paramount yesterday opened "Fc

The Mae West ager. The build-up plan employed
Todd pro- regional premieres is being adapte
Naked Genius" by from a new 84-page promotional mar

follow

ceed

versal.

i

he has announced.

Jan.

Buys

ducer's

in

Saul M. Greenberg, attorney for
The suit disclosed that the Rock!
the Greater Cincinnati Independent
Exhibitors League, in petitioning the land was purchased for $90,000 an
council in 1941, pointed out the in- named as defendants with Ellis, M. E
equalities of the fee system, which Ellis, Sidney H. Ellis, Herman Elli:!
forced some suburbans to pay the Ruth E. First, Ruth Silber, Rut]
same overall fee as the larger down- Abel, Sidney A. Leventon and Geri
trude Handel.
town houses.

and has been assigned the ChicagoMilwaukee territory as exploitation
representative.
He will work under
direction of Jay Frank, who has been
appointed to the same territory, to suc-

Petroleum

Administration for War announced
here today that the order for oil users
to convert to coal has been temporarily
suspended due to an acute coal

suit

;

The measure originally specified a
minimum fee of $100 for 300 seats
or

>i

Common

Pleas Cour
here against Broad-Rockland Theatre:
Inc., an independent circuit, askin.i
that his promised ten per cent inter
est in the Rockland Theatre here b
restored.
He claimed that he orig
inally put up a $5,000 deposit for th
purchase of the house from Williar
C. Hunt and that at the time of settle)
ment, A. M. Ellis, independent circu:j
head, ruled him out as a partner.
filed

Mae West in Todd Play

sec-

Anne

will

Ladies Fly" at UniPreston Sturges is writautobiography, entitled
ing
an
"Events Leading Up to My Death."
Paramount played close to the
State Department in signing Betty
shortage.
Walker to a term contract. She
formerly worked in Mr. Hull's deColumbia has put
'Sheik' partment.
Ellisberg
Ann Savage, who is set for the star
Chicago, Sept. 23. Herb Ellisberg role in "Klondike Kate," in a feahas purchased, from Art Cinema As- tured role in "Ten Percent Womsociates, rights to "Son of the Sheik" an," starring Rosalind Russell.
in the U. S., Hawaii and Alaska. U.A. is negotiating a second deal
Distribution will start now in all ter- with Gregor Rabinovitch since he
ritories, excepting Metropolitan New completed "Girl from
Leningrad"
York, which will not get it until after for that studio's release.
office of

day;

Cincinnati Spreads

Michael

$4,500).

Coal Conversion
Order Suspended
The East Coast

7

comedy.

•

a Rookie" (R.K..O.)

ond week. Gross:

.

.

.

Harry Sherman has signed Andy Rice

"Swing Shift Maisie" (M-G-M)
"Appointment in Berlin" (CoL)

"Adventures

.

title,

Gross: $15,500. (Average, $11,500).

LOEW'S— (2,800)

gets one of the three
Cantor'
feminine leads in Eddie
"Show Business," at RKO, and will
oppose Constance Moore for the affections of George Murphy, zvith Edwin L. Marin directing. Cantor will
sing a dozen songs he popularized on
the stage, including "It Had to Be
Ouida Rathbone deserves
You."
a whole book of shoe coupons for her
work in staging million-dollar shows
Charles
at Hollywood Canteen.
Previn leaves "U" upon expiration of
musical director contract, this
his
zveek, to be succeeded by Don George,
Bernard
presently on the staff.
Brown, "U's" sound director, who did
wonders when it cam-e to recording
Deanna Durbin, has done it again with
.

days.

7

Gross: $12,000. (Average, $11,000).
Hail" (Para.)
"So Proudly

INDIANA— (3,200)

day-

Nancy Kelly

$10,600)
Courage" (Col.)

$15,000.

7

Club will be held in New York o
it was announced here yester
day by Stuart H. Aarons, secretar)

Oct. 16,

Election of the home office delegate
will take place on Monday.
Curren
president of the club is Martin F
Bennett.

Postpone
The pledge

NEW Rally

and all-industr
service flag dedication of the Nationa
Entertainment
Council
scheduled for Oct. 5, has again beer
postponed, to Oct. 15, probably at th
Winter Garden theatre in
York
in view of the Oct. 5 opening of th<j
rally

Industry

New

National

War Fund

drive.

September

riday,

24,
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Versions for U.S.

Build Post-War

Foreign Backlog

Deterioration of Trucks
Industry Adds
Threaten Film Deliveries $336,703,852
(Continued from page 1)

{Continued from page
lecii

1)

proceeding apace in most of the
M-G-M has completed
at work on five, Universal has

lajor studios.
is

ir

two and plans three

ione

H.

Seidelman,

Universal's

oreign chief, expressed one viewpoint
urrent in the industry at "U's" studio
"We must forget mone.'hen he said
The imporary considerations now.
ant thing is to help the State Departto back up the
nent and the
military.
must tell the story of
America to those people who are
The motion picture can do it
reed.
It's just another job for us,
est.
:

OWI

We

now."
Another school of industry thought,
towever, takes sharp issue with this
iewpoint, more particularly on the
ree rein given the OWI abroad in
ight

he matter of rentals for the product
urnished it.
This school professes
o see a very real danger in the possiility that the foreign versions will be
nade available to exhibitors abroad at
ineconomic rentals for exhibition to
he public in commercial theatres.
They point out that such a practice,
incontrolled by the industry, may enich many exhibitors abroad, furnishng them with the means of setting
ip powerful theatre operations which
nay be used as a club against the
American industry in the postwar era.

Radio City Strike

In

New

Second Day

New

boroughs, lower Connecticut and Long
Island, right now are confronted with
the problem of maintaining even the
present curtailed delivery schedules.
Except for war or other essential
new trucks have been
operations,
frozen since Dec. 17, 1941, under
orders of the OPA. The film truckers still have preferential treatment
in the supply of gasoline, obtained
through the A-3 rating given them
by the ODT, last June 1, but because
of mounting
stock, it has

threats

to

rolling
to

their

trucks have broken down completely
on the roads, while on delivery routes,
and the truckers were required to enlist outside aid in servicing houses with
current programs. Sometimes several
weeks are required to obtain critical
replacement parts, laying up trucks
and putting extra duty on trucks that
There are now apare operating.
proximately 40,000 'new trucks on hand
throughout the country, said the Contract Carriers' executive, but these
are under strict control of the
and are being released only to the

ODT

most essential industries.
Governmental recognition

riers'

spokesman revealed.

forts

will

ef-

but not
held for their success-

he

continue,

much hope

These

is

said,

conclusion.
There are growing instances

ful

where

Goldhammer Gets

"the need for repair parts is
constantly increasing, and it is difficult to obtain them in adequate quantities."
Eastman particularly stressed
the seriousness of the shortage of
ued,

parts.

Majors Leaning to

up

in the

(Continued from page

1)

RCA

building
take them to
employes in the

to

the
liwere

their

offices.

Many

were given
normal activities

Center

and
severely hampered.

day

off

man, vice-president in charge of foreign distribution, to a foreign post.
Goldhammer will, make his headquarters in Chicago with his district
realigned to include the Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, and Sioux Falls
Goldhammer joined the
branches.

company

salesman in 1932.
R. V. Nolan, St. Louis branch manager, will succeed Goldhammer as disas a

manager

of the Prairie district.

make

will

as

joined

members

of

the

recently

organized

Building Maintenance Employes of
Rockefeller Center, Inc., demanded reinstatement for the women and the
firing of their boss.
At a late hour
yesterday, representatives of the strikers and the management of the Center
had not agreed upon an arbitrator to
the dispute,

although at noon

it

had

been agreed to settle the strike by arbitration.

RKO

Earnings Up
Nearly 4 Millions
(Continued from page 1)

pared

months

to $641,182
of 1942.

Dividends

paid

I

the

during

Loeiv's Switches
St. Louis,' Sept. 23.

mark.
Californians in the vicinity of Glen-

by Governor Earl Warren,
bond chairman Charles
P. Skouras Kenneth Thomson, chairman of the Hollywood Victory Committee, and Howard Mills, of the War
Finance Committee, will turn out Sunday to greet the homecoming Hollydale,

led

WAC

state

wood

Stars'

Bond Cavalcade.

Hollywood "sales$1,074,000,000. Late Wednesday night the troupe boarded the special train which is taking them to San
Francisco, where the show is scheduled for Saturday night. Immediately
after, the Cavalcade will re-board the
special train for Glendale and the
"wind-up" performance in the Hollyited to the itinerant

men"

is

the

1943

Two

—Hubert

Scott

last ten years,

coming

here from the Broad in Columbus, O.
succeeds Frank Reller, who has
resigned to become manager of the
American, at Wentzville, Mo. Reller,
who has been with Loew's for ten
years, began as an usher at Loew's.

Loew's Theatres Hit Record

1)

cooperation in the various drives

appointed

treasurer of

RKO,

Applications

theatres,

At

Malcolm Kingsberg,

being conducted.

newly

now

vice-president

spoke

$3,408,280.

the

New York

Paramount

$72,-

000 worth of War Bonds were sold
and Wednesday night at the second in a

briefly.

for

the dais, besides the Ellis broth-

ers, were: Jack Bowen, William J.
Heineman, Dave Levy, Lionel Atwill,
H. N. Richey, Leon Bamberger,

Kingsberg, Rinzler, Harry Buxbaum,
Saul Trauner, Charles Penser, Joe
Lee, Moe Fraum, and Morris Sanders.

six

first

has been appointed manager of Loew's
Orpheum here. He has been with

Loew's for the

'

in

period, on common and seven per
cent preferred stock of a subsidiary
company, amounted to $26,314.

U.A. Cites $10,000 Gross He
Gross of $10,000 for "Johnny Come
Lately." at its Capitol opening here,
yesterday, was reported by the companv.

Last September when

the industry spearheaded the national
campaign, sales for the entire country
shot up to the then-incredible billion

Loew's Theatres yesterday reported
a total of $6,967,580 in war bond sales
during
the
period
from Sept. 9
nual dinner-dance, and benefits being
through Sept. 22, an all-time record
received by a number of unfortunate for
a 14-day period since becoming
members.
official issuing agents.
Of this total,
Samuel Rinzler, president of the Loew theatres in New York reported
Randforce circuit, made a plea for $3,559,300, and Loew's out-of-town

On

in 1939.

RKO

The

strike arose over the discharge
'of seven scrubwomen.
The strikers,

billion dollars.

Conciliation: Ellis
(Continued from page

his headquarters in St.
Louis, with his district realigned to include the St. Louis, Kansas City, Des

lobby of the 70-story
waiting for elevators

1)

wood Bowl on Sunday.

Midwest District

membership were
during the rush hours in the morning
received from Maurice Maurer, Dave
and after lunch, while similar situaMoines, and Omaha branches. Nolan Weshner, Jim Finey, "Buck" Gott'tions arose on the majority of floors
RKO Radio in 1932, and prior lieb, Phil Dow, Eddie Mullen, Nathan
joined
in the buildings on the way to lunch
At to that was with Pathe for 12 years. Harris, Walter Higgins, Kingsberg,
and after office hours yesterday.
Tom Williamson, salesman in the Ray Epstein, Sidney Gottlieb, Harry
the height of congestion in the mornSt. Louis branch, will succeed Nolan
ing, more than
2,000 persons were
manager.
Williamson Gottlieb and Seymour Poe.
branch
lined

(Continued from page

there was little question but that the
all-industry total would exceed two

;

of the seriousness of the overall truck situation was publicly aired, the other day,
in a statement by Joseph B. Eastman,
director of Defense Transportation,

become problematical

been rejected, the Contract Car-

all

He

1)

To Bond Sales

who admitted that, "Critical shortOn Wednesday, an estimated twowhat extent they can continue the ages exist in the supply of new motor thirds of the population of San Anfive deliveries per week now permitted trucks throughout the nation, owing
tonio, turned out, with the show that
them under ODT schedules.
to the virtual suspension for many afternoon
adding an additional $15,Numerous attempts to obtain cer- months of the manufacture of trucks 250,000. L. C. Griffith helped to coThe trucks in use ordinate arrangements.
tificates of purchase from the bureau for civilian use.
of motor carriers of the ODT have are deteriorating rapidly," he continThe unofficial total thus far cred-

trict

(Continued from page

New

War- New

others,

has finished six in French and
do them in Italian, while six
ithers will be done in both languages,
ilso, every studio in town is turning
rut versions for Latin-America with
arration in Spanish and Portuguese,
ut in most instances relying on suer-imposed titles.

Joseph

situation come from a spokesman for
the Contract Film Carriers of
York, who said that film truckers in
the large Metropolitan area, running
into Northern
Jersey, lower
York State, the five
York

U. A. to Distribute
'Voice in the Wind'

series

of

rallies.

One

patron,

after

purchasing a $1,000 bond, bought a
$100 bond in the name of Private
First Class Dana Babcock, one of the
first Marine heroes of Guadalcanal,
who appeared in person.
George
Hamilton Combs and Johannes Steele,
radio commentators, handled the sale

from the

stage.

In Hartford, Coast Guardsman Vic
Mature yesterday made a series of
personal appearances in defense plants
nrior to a gala bond rally at the
State Theatre last night.

In

Rochester,

showing of "This
$10,000 for
the
at

N. Y., a special
Is the Army" raised

Army Emergency

RKO

Palace

Relief

Wednesday

night.

United Artists said here yesterday
that it had acquired distribution rights
to
the
Ripley-Monter
production,
"Voice in the Wind," starring Francis

Fitzaibbons Books
Shorts as Features

Lederer.

a conference here between Fitzgibbons, Neil Agnew, Oscar Morgan and
Gordon
Lightstone,
Paramount's
Canadian general manager.
Morgan said each short will take
the place of a second feature on usual
double-feature bills.
Negotiations are
now under way for the extension of
the plan to other territories, he re-

George Bagnall, U. A. vice-president, and the Monter Gray Agency,
representing the film's producers, Arthur Ripley and Rudolph Monter, negotiated the deal in Hollywood. Bagnall and Gradwell Sears, U. A. vicepresident in charge of sales, declared
they offered terms which topped bids
put in by two other major studios.

(Continued from page
in

ported.

1)
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Off the Antenna

'Hail' Hailed

In St. Louis
With $26,000
—

Proving that
St. Louis, Sept. 23.
films do have box office appeal
Hail" is packhere, "So Proudly
ing the Fox Theatre this week to the
Unseasonably cool
tune of $26,000.
weather, the Cards winning the pennant and the visit of the Hollywood
Bond Cavalcade, seemed not to affect
attendance materially.
Estimated receipts for the week end-

war

We

ing Sept. 22
"So Proudly We Hail" (Para.)
"Henry Aldrich Swings It" (Para.)

FOX— (5,038)

$26,000.

"Passport to Suez"
days.

Gross:

(M-G-M)

$16,500.

Gross:

CBS

Hotel Algonquin. He stated that CBS schedules are "wide open to the
most partisan speakers on every major controversial issue in the news,
where the battle of opinion can be waged as such." This is White's
answer to H. V. Kaltenborn, Walter Winchell and others, on the issue
brought to the fore by Cecil Brown's expression of personal opinions
on a CBS broadcast which White pointed out were not only dangerous
to public morale in the war effort, but could not be justified by factual
reporting, a controversy which has led to Brown's resignation.
recording studios has signed with the American Federation of
Musicians to resume the use of music in the recording of commercial

WOR

electrical transcriptions.

(Average,

$16,900)

.

(30c-40c-50c)

.

$6,500.

(30c-40c-

(Average.

$6,-

"Claudia" (20th-Fox)

"Hers to Hold" (Univ.)

MISSOURI— (3,514)

(30c-40c-50c)

7

days.

2nd week. Gross: $8,500. (Average, $7,300)
"This Is the Army" (W. B.)
ST. LOUIS— (4,000) (30c-40c-50c) 7 days.
2nd week. Gross: $7,500. (Average, $4,400)

TASE

Placing
Dispute Before

Wage

WLB

Amusement Service
Employees Local 54, BSEIU, AFL,
Theatre

WGN

.

and

Is Our Cause," Skouras Theatres war effort
presentation, will pay tribute to the patriotic efforts of men and women
who have given fully of their time and talent to make the American
Theatre "a vital weapon" in the war, on Sunday over WINS. . . . Billie
Burke, featured in "Hi Diddle Diddle," Andrew Stone U. A. release,
will be guest on CBS' "Fashions in Ration" program on Oct 2. . . .
Martha Raye will be Eddie Cantor's guest when he returns to his
Charles Coburn will lend his talents to one
program on Sept. 29.
of the season's leading radio premieres, the Amos and Andy show, on
Oct. 8, over NBC. ... Sir Harry Lauder will be heard on the BBC-Mutual
"Stars and Stripes in Britain" program on Sunday.
Joe E. Brown
will be Groucho Marx's guest on his Columbia "Blue Ribbon Town"
Elizabeth Bergner and Victor Jory will be guests
program on Oct. 2.
of the Kate Smith program when it becomes a full hour CBS show
Paul Whiteman will be a guest of the opening "Musical
on Oct. 1. .

NBC

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

next week, according to Jerry Chaiken,

TASE

Employees covered by TASE are
Chaiken to be the lowest paid

the industry, with their present
scale leading to unauthorized walkouts
in several theatres in recent months.
Circuit heads met last week in the ofin

C. C. Moskowitz, Loew vicepresident, to discuss the situation, but
no decision was reached.
TASE's dispute with the League
York Theatres, covering 300
of
fice of

New

employees

in

New York

playhouses,

on wages and working conditions,
pending before the

is

WLB.

Seattle

23.
Oklahoma City,
Sept.
showed
"Dixie," at the Criterion,
around $8,900 for the leader's spot this
No
week.
Other films were good.
competition.
Weather: first autumn
breezes gave all a lift.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Sept. 23
:

—

CRITERION— (1,500)
Gross:

(Average,

$8,900.

LIBERTY— (1,200)
(Average,

Gross:

3,800 at

son.

(25c-35c-40c)

7

days.

Sept.

23.

—

"Air.

(Col.)

GOLDEN GATE— (2,850)

(20c-35c-44c-75c)

Stage: vaudeville.
(Average, $24,500)

7

days.

7

(Average, $21,100)

Gross:

days.

$32,500.

"Destroyer" (Col.)
"It's a Great Life" (CoL)

ORPHEUM -

(2,440)

days, 3rd week.

(20c-35c-S5c-75c)

Gross: $14,800.

7

(Average,

$12,700)

"This
ST.

Is the

Army" (W.B.)

FRANCIS— (1,400)

days, 10th week.

(20c-35c-55c-75c)

Gross: $13,000.

7

(Average,

$8,300)

Whom the Bell
ALCAZAR— (1.149)

"For

week.

Gross:

Tolls" (Para.)
7 days, 3rd

(85c-$1.65)

(Average, $12,000)

$16,000.

"Oklahoma Kid" (W.B.)

WARFIELD —

(2,680)

(20c-35c-55c-75c)

Stage: vaudeville.
(Average, $18,600)

days.

Gross:

7

$22,200.

TOWER— (1,000)

$4,500).

(20c-25c-40c) 7 days, sec$3,500.

(Average,

$2,500).

week.

Gross:

(Average.

$3,750.

Was

a Lady" (M-G-M)

$9,000.

(20c-40c-50c)

days.

7

RIALTO— (1,250)
(Average,

(20c-40c) 3 days.

RIALTO— (1,250)
$2,500.

(Average,

Gross:

$1,500).

"What's Buzzin' Cousin?"
"Passport to Suez" (Col.)

(20c-40c) 4 days.

Gross:

$1,950).

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)

RITZ— (2.000)

(Average,

(25c-40c-50c) 7 days. Gross:
$7,750).

Albany

Variety Benefit Jersey House Files
Y., Sept. 23.— Variety
Clearance Complaint

Albany, N.
Nine's

benefit
affair
for its
"heart fund" to defray expenses of op-

Canteen, drew
more than 3,800 to the Palace this
week.
Sig Romberg and band were
erating

the

Variety

the attractions.

Bert Lytell made a return to this
where he first started in stock at
Proctor's Harmanus Bleecker Hall,
30 years ago. C. J. Latta, chief barker of Variety, was master of ceremonies. Program director was Louis
R. Golding.
city,

will at-

:

,

Monseigneur Enterprises,

Inc.,

op-

erating the Forum Theatre, Metuchen,
N. J., has filed a clearance complaint
at the New York tribunal against the
five consenting companies, the American Arbitration Association reported
yesterday.
The complainant attacks existing
clearance of the Paramount, Oxford

and Strand theatres,
and the RKO State,
the Opera House,
over the Forum.

Plainfield,

RKO
New

RKO Product Deal
With McNeill-Naiffy

(Col.)

N.

J.

Rivoli and
Br.unswick,

j

N. Peter Rathvon, Ned
Barret McCormick andl
Mochrie. The premiere will be broadcast over the Yankee Network.
tend include
Depinet, S.

(Average. $7,500).

"Buckskin Frontier" (Univ.)
"Nazty Nuisance" (U.A.)

$9,500.

Tent

with Charles Koerner, vice president
of RKO, in charge of production, and
Pat O'Brien, star of the film, present

who

(25c-40c) 7 days, second

ORPHEUM— (1,400)

$1,900.

(25c-40c-45c) 7 days, third

(Average,
Hail" (Para.)

$5,000.

We

ond week. Gross:

;

the guests of honor
at yesterday's luncheon meeting of
the Banshees, held in the Sert Room
of the Waldorf-Astoria.
This was
the first meeting of the current sea-

Okla.,

MAJESTIC— (570)

Gross:

$3,250).

STATE— (1,100)

man, Sr., Evergreen Theatres John
Danz, of Sterling J. von Herberg, of
Jenson-von Herberg, and John Hamrick, of Hamrick-Evergreen.
Most of
those missing were theatre managers
and assistants. John Hamrick placed
a wreath at the cenotaph.

among

(20c-35c-55c-75c)

(5.000)

:

"DuBarry

(20c-25c) 7 days. Gross

(Average. $5,600).

$6,500.

Tulsa,

$2,500).

"Stage Door Canteen" (U. A.)
week. Gross:
"So Proudly

Guests of Banshees
RKO stars Frank Sinatra and Eric

FOX —

Lucky," at the Ritz, with $9,500, and for the opening, was announced yes"DuBarry Was a Lady," at the Or- terday by Robert Mochrie, general
pheum, with $9,000, were both smashes sales manager of RKO. O'Brien will
this week.
Weather cool and com- make personal appearances at Keith's
fortable and no competition.
Memorial Theatre in Boston and sevEstimated receipts for the week eral other cities.
ending Sept. 23
Home office executives
moveover

$6,000).

"The Pay Off" (PRC)
"Stardust on. the Sage" (Rep.)

Seattle, Sept. 23. Honoring local
theatre employes who have been killed
in the war, a special program was
held here in Victory Square. Principals on the stage were Frank L. New-

Blore were

(25c-40c-50c) 7 days.

"We've Never Been Licked" (Univ.)

;

"Dixie" (Para.)
"Saint Meets the Tiger" (Rep.)

RKO Sets 50-City

4

"Claudia" (20th-Fox)

"Dixie" (Para.)

$3,000.

Dead

(20c-35c-5Sc-75c) 7
Fox.)

26,

MIDWEST— (1,5C0)

Honor

end-

Mr. Lucky' a Smash Premiere for 'Major*
A 50-city New England premiere
Grossing $8,900 In Tulsa: $9,500 for "The Iron Major," on Oct.

'Dixie' the Leader,

president.

said by

PARAMOUNT— (2,740)

week

Steelmakers" program on Sunday.

matrons, cleaning superintendents

and watchmen in some 600 theatres in
New York, will place their wage dispute with local circuits before the Regional War Labor Board sometime

—Tommy,

days, 3rd week. (Moved over from
Gross: $14,500. (Average, $15,700)

"Passport to Suez"

—"This

Sept. 23.

Estimated receipts for the
ing Sept. 21-23
"So Proudly We Hail" (Para.)
"Good Morning, Judge" (Univ.)

Gross: $26,100.

embracing about 2,000 porters, cleaners,

San Francisco,

Dorsey's band and "Passport to Suez''
are headed for $32,500 at the Golden
Gate, followed by an estimated $26J^at the Fox for "Dixie" and "The St
Meets the Tiger." "For Whom tue
Bell Tolls will do $16,000 in its third
week at the Alcazar, with "Stage
Door Canteen" ending a ten-week run
with a spurt to $9,500.

.

.

7

Program Notes

LOEWS ORPHEUM— (1,900)
Gross:

CBS

(Average.

$14,000.

"Best Foot Forward" (M-G-M)
"Buckskin Frontier" (U. A.)
7 days.

Lane,

Suez \ Dorsey,

$32,500 Gross:
San Francisco

.

.

$12,500)

50c)
900)

Howard

central division manager of station
relations, has been named to the newly created post of director of station relations.
J.
G. Gude will take over
as assistant director
Milton
Chase,
Cincinnati newscaster, has been called for induction into
military service.
Paul Sneide-r,
announcer until he joined the Army
a year ago, has received a medical discharge, and has resumed his announcing
Grade Fields is in North Africa to entertain Allied troops.
chores.
.

the Rhine" (W. B.)
"Melody Parade" (Mono.)

AMBASSADOR — (3,154)

whom

'

.

(30c-40c-50c-55c)

"Watch on

days, 2nd week.

J—

WLW-WSAI

(Col.)

LOEWS STATE— (3,162)

7

Gross:

$15,800)

Profession."

VERY

6

item of news interest, irrespective of
or what it affects,
will be presented fearlessly and fairly over CBS," Paul W. White,
director of news broadcasts emphasized yesterday, in an address
before the Association of Radio News Analysts at a luncheon at the

"IT*

Purely Personal

(30c-40c-50c) 7 days.

(Average,

"The Youngest

Friday, September 24, 1943

Contracts have been signed with the
McNeill-Naiffy Circuit of Northern

RKO

California for
season's
product,

Radio's

new

Robert Mochrie,
general sales manager, announced.
Deal was set during Mochrie's recent trip to California, in negotiations
participated in by
Western division sales manager Walter Branson;

RKO

Western
Intyre,

district

manager J. H. Mcmanager N. P.

and branch

San Francisco.

Jacobs, of

9

More 'Sahara Screenings
Additional

exhibitor

"Sahara" have been
dianapolis

and the
on Sept.

screenings

of

set at Keith's, In-

at the Malco, Memphis,
Paramount, Portland, Ore.,
:

27.

A

Detroit screening has

been reset for Sept. 30 at the Fox.

MOTION PICTURE
and
Impartial

/OL.

54.

NO.

61

-

NEW

War Bond Sale
ByJ Film Stars
All-Out This Week to
'Over-the-Top'

Go

YORK,

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

N.Y. Owners Tell

Under the Decree
Charging that the consent decree
has been used "to expand monopolistic
practices and to strengthen exhibition
affiliates," the Unaffiliated

Independent

Exhibitors, Inc., representing 65 independent owners operating subsequent
run houses in New York, filed a decree
brief at the weekend with Assistant
Attorney General Tom C. Clark.

esterday, credited with a gross of
ver $1,074,000,000 up to and includin San Antonio,
its bond show
nd an additional $50,000,000 estimated
rum its San Francisco appearance.

ng

plans

for

an

additional

consent
gross income has decreased materially," adding that " a refusal to play a
block by an independent has the result
of an increased price for the purchase
of the next block or the direct refusal
to sell the second block unless the
first block is purchased."

Hollywood Bowl Sunday
to include the
;ight were changed
Stern claims that "the greatest
mblic welcome tendered to the stars.
abuses perpetrated upon his group
'Over the Top" week, dedicated to
(Continued on page 10)
at the

final effort of assisting
tie industry's
he Treasury Department to reach its
15,000,000,000 goal for the Third

Var Loan, was officially inaugurated
•n Friday, and will extend to the close
f
die campaign, on Oct. 2.
Industry participation in this phase
(Continued on page 10)

Eberson Named to

Reset;

Now

New

fixed at

4.

W

Quarter Expected to

will

26.

to

—Plans

'Free

Movie Day'

Millions of additional war bond
are anticipated for the Third
Var Loan Drive today as thousands
f
theatres throughout the country
bserve "Free Movie Day."
ales

In
itres

lose

New

York, more than 600 thewill admit without charge all
purchasing a bond of any de-

omination at the theatres. Thousands
other houses throughout the country
re following the same procedure, some
n other days of the week, however, in
f

(Continued on pane 10)

to

(Continued on page 10)

Salesmen's Sales-Drive
Bonuses Banned in Canada

Features

St.

Distributing companies here have
been notified by their Canadian repre-

—

Quota

(Continued on page 10)

tary-treasurer.

(Continued on page 10)

of

WPB

Originally, a limitation of $5,000 per
picture was, imposed on sets.
This
was later changed to a quarterly
(Continued on Page 10)

Griffis Is

O.

W.

I.

Named
Film Head
—

Washington,
chairman

Griffis,

executive

sentatives that the Dominion GovernLouis, Sept. 26. Thomas L. ment has turned down their appeals
Farrington, vice-president of Lawton, for permission to pay their Canadian
Byrne, Bruner Life Insurance Agen- branch managers, film salesmen and
in
cy Co., of this city, has been elected other exchange workers several thouLondon, Sept. 26.—The British president of St. Louis Amusement Co., sands of dollars in prizes as their
'oard of Trade on Friday filed an to fill the vacancy caused by the death shares for participating in countryrder permitting feature-length films of Thomas N. Dysart.
wide sales drives in recent months.
lainly or wholly composed of news
Rhodes E. Cave, of Bryan, Wil- The Dominion officials hold that such
Hps or containing foreign footage and liams, Cave & McPheeters, of this city payments are "inducements" which are
'ar documentaries or war films to
was elected to St. Louis Amusement prohibited under the country's "frozualif y- for the quota set up for ex- Company's board of directors. Other en" and ceiling salary directive.
ibitors, but only if the board con- members arer Harry C. "Arthur, Jr.,
No bonuses, monetary prizes or
iders them expedient in the realm of j<unes
H. Arthur, Farrington and other extra-curricular payments of any
efense or prosecution of the war.
William T. Nardin, who is vice-presi- kind are permitted in Canada for
the
The formal regulation by the Board dent. Clarence M. Turley is secreduration of the war, officials there

SOT Permits War

week

producers.

WPB

Farrington Heads
St. Louis Amusement

—Produ-

Under a new policy, full control of
the restrictions on sets will be in the
hands of Harold Hopper, chief of the
film section. The various materials divisions of
will advise
him of the amount of material allocated to the industry, and he, in turn,
will parcel it out among the individual

Post

(Continued on page 10)

26.

be notified this

during the coming quarter for studio
set construction, under a new policy
of the War Production Board which
is expected to eliminate most of the
difficulties
encountered in operating
under
the
construction
limitation
Order No. L-41.

—

Theatres Observing

to List

amounts of critical materials
which will be available to them

speed up the delivery of motion picture equipment needed by the military
services are being studied in the War
Production Board, where such expeWashington, Sept. 26. John Eber- dition is seen as easing the uncertainson, well known theatre architect of ties which now surround the provision
New York, in response to urgings of of equipment for exhibitors.
the industry War Activities CommitDiscussions have been held between
tee and War Production Board officials
officials, the War Department
here, has accepted the post of head and representatives of the industry on
of the theatre and motion picture unit proposals for more specific controls of
of the Office of Civilian
Require- the transfer of projection equipment
ments, it was learned yesterday.
which might go far to solve the prob-

OCR Theatre

TEN CENTS

Speed Delivery of WPB
Film Equipment
Sept.

tion

Industry

ashington, Sept.

cers
the

quired a half-dozen postponements and conceivably others
might arise during the week
to necessitate another deferment.

Weigh Plans

kj

Relieve Difficulties

At Clark's office, the hope
was again expressed that the
meeting now is definitely
fixed, but it was pointed out
that circumstances had re-

Washington,

me

Material Quota

only last week set for Sept.
shifted again over the
29,
Oct.

to

Studio Sets

meeting between company officials and Assistant Attorney General Tom C. Clark,

is

\

>ap}v

WPB

Oct. 4

Washington, Sept. 26.—The
frequently-shifted
date for
the New York consent decree

weekend and now

anu

1943

27,

N. Y. Decree Meet

Clark They Suffer

Hollywood's Star Bond Cavalade concluded its nationwide bond
elling tour in San Francisco on
Jesse Stern, UIE president, signing
Saturday night and was given
the complaint, said "Film costs of
gala home-coming by Hollywood
members have increased immensely
nd Los Angeles upon its arrival under
decree buying while

Previous

IntAllicTAf

DAILY

n,124,000,000

bow

AIGrX,

26.
Sept.
Stanton
of the Paramount

committee,

was

named

chairman of the motion picture section

War

Information yesof the Office of
terday, Palmer Hoyt,
doI.'s
mestic director announced. The post
has been vacant since the resignation
of Lowell Mellett when Congress cur^
tailed appropriations for the domestic
branch. The motion picture section
has an operating budget now of about
$50,000.

O.W

Peskay May Handle
Bronston in East
Ed Peskay, Eastern representative
for Hal Roach, will take over sales
representation in the East for Samuel
Bronston Productions when discussions on the Coast this week are completed, it was reported over the weekPeskay will take the place of
end.
the Samuel Goldwyn sales organization, as fironston's Eastern representative.

.

Bronston,
~

who produces

pictures in-:

(Continued on page 10)
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Tradewise

Personal
Mention
Mexico

weeks.

Sol Francis, Monogram home

ofvisiting

been

fice representative, has
the Omaha and Des
changes.
•

Moines

ex-

Carrington. Altec Lanis due in New
York from Hollywood.

George

L.

sing Corp. president,

•

Hal

Wallis was

B.

in

Washing-

ton Friday.
•

Ben Kalmenson, Warner
sales

manager,

is

general

visiting Detroit

and

Chicago.
•

Julius Girden of Warner Theatres
returned at the weekend from an upstate trip.

•

Jules Lapidus, Eastern division
sales manager for Warners, and Ed
Hinchey, head of the company's playdate department, are in Philadelphia.

•

Mitchell Rawson, Eastern

publicity manager for Warners, will return
today from a week's vacation.

•

Ralph

Stitt, 20th-Fox exploitation
representative, was in Hartford at the

weekend.
•

Edward

M.

Schnitzer, United
Artists' Western sales manager, left
over the weekend for Chicago and
other Midwestern stops.
•

Leo

Spitz, chairman of the board
of International Pictures, is due here

from Hollywood

in

Sidney Hyams,
owner visiting here,
from Chicago.

two weeks.
British
circuit
will return today

•

Harry Brandt, New York

continuing
THE
space

reduction of

tend that publications should dis-

and the-

tinguish, in allocating today's
limited advertising space, be-

allotted to film

atre advertising as well as news,
a consequence of reduced quantities of newsprint available to
publishers, is a current item of
serious concern to the industry.
Advertising and publicity directors, for the most part, are

reconciled to the lesser amount
of newspaper space available for
film news and publicity, conceding that they must accept the

consequences of this wartime
situation without complaint so
long as the remaining space
available to all bidders for public attention is apportioned imThey are not reconpartially.
ciled to the reduction imposed

upon
There

advertising.
paid
is a strong conviction that
advertising space is not being allocated by publishers as judiciously, if not as impartially, as it
their

might be.
Those directors of advertising
and publicity who lean to this
view cite the undisputedly large
amounts of space made available
by publications which limit film
and theatre advertising to corporations which have nothing to
sell to the public, which are not
newspaper advertisers in normal
times and whose advertising, in

many

paid for, not
out of net profits but as part of
the cost of doing business, before
This has
profits are computed.
the effect of reducing the excess
profits taxes of such corporation
advertisers, many of whom are
operating solely on government
instances,

is

contracts.
•

Some

•

opinion holds that the

circuit

volume of such advertising now-

owner, has postponed his return from
the Coast until Thursday.

current may have a harmful
aftermath for both the publishing
and advertising businesses.
The industry advertising-publicity men do not resent the space
allocated by publications to wartime institutional advertising of
automobile, gasoline, railroad,
telephone and kindred corporawhich were established
tions
pre-war advertisers whose products and services are used by
They refer to the
the public.
nut and bolt makers, parts manufacturers for instruments of
war, locomotive works, shipbuilders, iron and steel forgers
and the multitude of sub-con-

•

William

F. Rodgers,

M-G-M

vicewill re-

president in charge of sales,
turn from Canada today and will then
leave for a vacation.
•

W alter

Brown, Chicago manager

for Ross Federal Service, has returned
to Chicago from
York.

New
•

Sam

Burger,

M-G-M

South Amer-

ican representative, is due in Hollywood today, en route to Latin America, where he will stay a year.

•
Al Daff, Universal foreign sales
supervisor, left Saturday for a tour of
company exchanges in Cuba, Central
and South America.
•

Morris Alin, editor
Universal

house organ,

of
is

Progress,
on vaca-

tractors

for

war

materiel,

who

do not and never have sold
rectly

to

the

di-

public.

tion.

•

Arthur Willi, RKO's
ent scout,

is

Eastern

in Chicago.

Pf-T^-RE DAILY, Martin

tal-

M

advertising-publicity
a n y
directors in the industrv con-

tween such space buyers and the
established
advertisers
whose
messages are addressed directly
to the consumer who is the
reader.

Moreover, the completed motion picture continues to be one
of the few remaining commodities unrestricted by rationing,
priorities or other critical involvement with war materials.
It is generally agreed, in fact,
that the greater the consump-

patronage, of motion
i.e.,
pictures, the greater the benefit
tion,

to public morale, public informa-

tion

and the war

effort.

Nothing

of the kind can be said for many
of the other currently advertised

products, the consumption of
which actually should be discouraged in the interests of war
production.
•
•

In

enforced

current,

their

swing to radio advertising to
compensate for the publication
lineage withdrawn from them,
film
and theatre advertisers
sometimes pause to reflect what
their postwar policy should be
with respect to those publishers
accept today's "dead-end"
copy %vhile restricting the lineage of old-established advertisers dealing directlv with the

who

public.

•

RKO

reduced its short
term
debt
by approximatelv
S4.000.000 during the past six
months. A $3,000,000 loan from
the First of Boston, made only
a little over a year ago, has been
reduced by more than half.
•

Luxe

•
pilot

of

the De
a seven-

(64 seats plus
bench) at Cherry
Valley. O. fpre-Pearl Harbor
pop., 240) has come out against
theatre divorcement.
Jim. riding the crest of a local war
boom, bought a second hand
camera and has been making
home town "movies" for exhibition at the De Luxe.
"It is not
seat keg-stand

the
interest,"
in
public
Jim
writes, "to force us producers to
give up our theatre empires."

intends to write Tom
Clark repudiating the consent decree squawks he has been mailing to Washington since last
May. and demanding a seat at
the current conference tables of
decree company heads and Department of Justice representa-

Jim

tives.

—
—WAC
—

—

—

versity of California, Los Angeles.
Oct.
National Convention,

4—AFL

Boston.
Oct.

4

-

Nov.

— National

War

24

Fund Campaign.
Oct. 4-6 War Emergency Conven-

—

tion, Allied

Theatres of Michigan,

Detroit.

Taft Urges Special
Youth Films Be Made

—A

Hollywood, Sept. 26.
plea for
the production of special films dealing
with youth problems was made Thursday to 50 industry leaders at a dinner
at Perino's Cafe here in his honor, by
Charles P. Taft, director of the Community War Services for the Federal
Security Agency.
The Taft address followed a report
by Francis Harmon, War Activities
coordinator, on his first meeting with
industryheads in Washington, at
which a five-man committee was
formed.
Appointment of two Holly.

wood members

committee was

to that

decided upon at the Thursday session.
Edgar J. Mannix, M-G-M studio executive, presided and Y. Frank Freeman. Paramount studio head, was
master of ceremonies.

•

has

Jim Mason,

1943

"Free Movie Day," Third
Loan.
Recruiting Drive
Sept. 27
opens nationally.
Sept. 27
Regional War Labor
Board
hearing,
Local
109.
SOPEG, Loew's. 20th-Fox and
U. A., New York.
Local Industry Confer-,
Sept. 28
ence, addressed bv Charles Fran '
cis Coe, of MPPDA. Buffalo.
Sept. 29— Local Industry Conference, address bv Charles Francis
Coe, of MPPDA, Toronto.
Oct. 1-3 Writers Congress, Hollywood Writers Mobilization, UniSept. 27

War

will
City, to stay for several

27.

Coming Events

SHERWIN KANE

By

GOULD, U.A. foreign
WALTER
leave here today
manager,
for

Monday. September

Nebraska IATSE
Reelects Kimball
Norfolk, Neb., Sept
—Art Kim26.

of Omaha, was re-elected president of the Nebraska State Associalocals at their annual
tion of
Other officers reconvention here.
include
Alvin Kostlan. of
elected
ball,

IATSE

Omaha,

vice-president:

first

R.

S.

Warner, of Lincoln, second vice-president, and Clyde Cooley, secretarytreasurer, his fifth term.

At the Nebraska Federation
bor convention here,

from

of La-

Roy Brewer,

pro-

Island, was
chosen president of that organization.
Another projectionist, Lew Tews, of
Norfolk, was elected second vice-presi-

jectionist

Grand

dent.

Fitzgibbons Heads
FP-C Toronto Meet
Toronto,

—

Sept. 26.
Following a
individual conferences with
partners and associates over several
days, largely involving film deals for
the new season, the general meeting
with officials of Famous Players-Canadian closed Friday.
District managers discussed bookings, advertising, theatre maintenance,
equipment and other subjects, led by
J. J. Fitzgibbons, F-P-C president.
series

of
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Radio City Strikers
Are Resuming Work
Elevator service in Rockefeller Center buildings was at
better than 50 per cent of
normal at the weekend following the return on Saturday of many of the strikers
who had been out since
Wednesday afternoon. More
of the regular employes, sup-

plementing emergency workers, were expected by the
managment to return today,
since terms of a strike settlement had been reached
over the weekend.
Police guards continued on
duty in all of the buildings
and cleaning service, it was
learned, had been resumed.

Chaplin Withdraws
Referee Request
Schwartz

and

Frohlich, attorneys
tor Charles Chaplin in the latter's suit
for recovery of $1,000,000 from David
O. Selznick, David O. Selznick Productions, Vanguard Films, 20th Century-Fox, and United Artists, on Friday, in N. Y. Supreme Court, withdrew a motion for the appointment of
a referee to take the testimony of two
officials of Bankers Trust Co.
Alexander Ardrey, vice-president of
the bank, and Harry Watkins, assistant vice-president, it was ascertained,
have submitted to Chaplin's attorneys
affidavits concerning negotiations by
Ernest L. Scanlon, treasurer and director of Vanguard and Selznick Productions, and the bank for a loan of

5

Reviews

M. Mouse, 15 Today,
Tossing a Party

Sahara

Michael ("Mickey") Mouse,
well known film star, will be
honored by his boss, Walt
Disney, and
RKO Radio

(Columbia)

*~pHE saga of the American tank "Lulubelle," isolated from the
* Army to which it was attached at the time of the British
from Tobruk,

Eighth
retreat

make

a last ditch stand at El Alamein, provides the
plot tor "Sahara."
Starring Humphrey Bogart, as the American sergeant commanding "Lulubelle," "Sahara" emerges as a satisfactory
war film recounting one of the tales of individual heroism which contributed to the eventual German debacle on the desert sands of Africa.
John Howard Lawson and Zoltan Korda derived a screenplay from a
story by Philip MacDonald which is based upon an incident in the Soviet
photoplay, "The Thirteen."
The members of the "Lulubelle" party represent a cross-section of the
Allies and the Axis, and director Zoltan Korda has endeavored to endow
each character with the particular philosophy of the country he represents.
It makes for mild dramatic propaganda, but it serves to make
symbols out of the characters rather than men engaged in a life-anddeath struggle.
1 he main action of the film centers around the defense of an abandoned
three Amerifort and water hole in the desert by the Allied stragglers
cans, three Tommies, a South African, a British medical officer, a Fighting Frenchman, and a Sudanese corporal. They are attempting to make
contact with the British Eighth Army, and have picked up an Italian
prisoner and the pilot of a German Messerschmitt whom they have shot
down, when they see the possibility of trapping a Nazi detachment.
Under the command of Bogart, they decide upon just that, unmindful of
Bogart and one of the Tommies are the only two defenders
the odds.
left before their objective is achieved, but their action contributes to the
holding of the El Alamein line by the British.
Bruce Bennett, Lloyd Bridges, Rex Ingram, J. Carrol Naish, Dan
Duryea and Richard Nugent are some of the members of the all-male
cast, but "Sahara" comes up a Bogart picture with that and desert warfare the main selling point.
Milt Livingston
Running time, 97 mins. "G."*
to

Pictures, at

the
of

Museum
Modern

Art here tonight on the
occasion

his

of

15th

birthday.

Some

of
the films in

which the
young star

Michael Mouse

scored early
including "Steam-

successes,

boat

made

Willie," in which he
his screen debut, at the

New

Colony Theatre,

—

York,

15 years ago, will be screened

for the guests. Refreshments,
including a big birthday cake,
will be served. Cheese, however, will be omitted from
the menu, due to Mickey's
current shortage of red coupons. The honoree is trying

to persuade Disney to permit
him to wear his first long
trousers suit to the party.

WLB Hearing SOPEG
Dispute with Majors

York's Regional War Labor
arguments in a
dispute between Local 109, SOPEG,
and Loew's, 20th Century-Fox and
Universal)
Hollywood, Sept. 26
United Artists, over wages and workERE'S another hour (61>4 minutes, to be exact) of that musically- ing conditions covering office personpunctuated footage which seems to roll off the Universal production nel in the local exchanges of the three
The dispute, according to
line like cotton thread off a spool, utilitarian stuff that serves its purpose companies.
centers around both salary
without ostentation and in a fashion which has followed so long the the union,
increases and the companies' refusal
pattern of profit that nobody ventures to change the dies.
to grant a closed shop.
This time the tale revolves around the Andrews Sisters, who revolve
The three majors are reported to
around the microphone and each other to the extent of five songs per- have offered increases from three to
accustomed
have
and
accustomed seven dollars, which were turned
formed in the manner to which they are
their followers. The tale itself is about a confidence man who attempts down by the union negotiating comThe union also
to sell phony stock to members of a Lonely Hearts Club and about a mittee as inadequate.
voung man and a girl, representing different branches of constabulary, is pressing for job and salary classifications to cover the office workers inwho pose as lonely hearts by way of apprehending the wretch.
volved in the dispute.
Patric Knowles and Grace McDonald are the minions of law in disBilly Gilbert
guise and in love with each other according to formula.
and Charles Butterworth are comedians who work hard with meagre
material. The live spot in the enterprise comes near the end, when the

New

Board

will today hear

"Always a Bridesmaid"
(

$800,000.
The affidavits, it was
learned, state that all of the negotia-

were conducted in California or
over the long distance telephone and
that Scanlon did not come to New
York to work out details of the loan.
tions

Bergman Expands
'U' Staff for 'Flesh*
First step in creating a special publicity
staff
to augment Universal's
regular home office department's ac-

on

the Charles Boyer-Julian
"Flesh and Fantasy" was
made at the weekend with Tom
Weatherly, theatrical press agent, betivity

Duvivier

ing retained

by "U" as

special
press representative.

New

H

York
Jacks and Jills do some jitter bugging, their second go at their art
Maurice A. Bergman, Eastern ad- Jivin'
the picture, but their first that clicks. It comes pretty
vertising and publicity director, stated in the course of
Erie C. Kenton directed for associate producer Ken Goldsmth,
that the entire field force will be aug- late.
mented to start promotion for the from an original by Oscar Brodney and a screenplay by Mel Ronson.
William R. Weaver
picture.
Weatherly, for IS years, was
Running time, 61^2 minutes. "G."*
press representative for Dwight Deere
Wiman and a co-producer with Wi*"G" denotes general classification.
man of a number of Broadway plays.

M&P Signs for New
Republic Product
Republic has closed a deal for its
entire 1943-44 program with the M. &
P. Circuit of New England, operating
110 theatres, company announced here
at the

weekend.

McCabe Feted

Rhinehook Clearance
Upheld on Appeal

20th-Fox
was honored" at a
staff,
publicity
luncheon, Friday, at the Russian Tea
The arbitration appeal board handRoom by his associates prior to his ed down a decision last week in the

Thomas McCabe,

of

the

induction into the Army. Among those
present were Hal Home, Jack Gold-

Dave

Bader,

Richard

Dube,

helped recruit more than 5,000 blood
donors for the Red Cross Blood Bank
here during the past 12 weeks, according to Mrs. Edward Arnold, chair-

man

Theatres,

of the project.

Volunteer recruiting workers, under
Mrs. Arnold, have spent from one to
two weeks at each of the first run
theatres signing up donors.
Plans for extending the scope of the
drive are underway, Mrs. Arnold said.

Booking

of

theatres

through the

WAC

for the project
theatres division

Rhinehook headed here by Charles P. Skouras
against the five con- and Robert H. Poole.

clearance

cases

:

stein,

lywood and Los Angeles theatres have

is

two

Inc.,

of

was represented by M. Kerk Burbank, Lou Goldberg, Mort senting companies, substantially supFreedgood, Lou Berg, Max Stein, porting the New York arbitrator's
J. Mullin and Chester Stoddard," Republic by J. R. Grainger, company Robert Kaufman, Martin Weinman,
award of April 4, 1943, which reduced
president, and Boston branch manager Leo Israel and J. D. Trop.

The

Houses
Raise 5,000 Donors
Hollywood, Sept. 26. — Eleven Hol-

11 Coast

circuit

clearances

Tack Davis.

'Major' Into
RKO's "The

RKO

Scura
Palace

Iron Major" will have
its Broadway premiere at the Palace
Theatre here on Nov. 4.

Named

to

WAC

—

Rochester, Sept. 26. Angelo F.
Scura, manager of the Family in nearMorris, has been named War
by

Mt

Activities

Committee head

in this area.

of

competing theatres

in

Simpson
Hollywood,
son

is

now

in

New Post
—

Sept. 26.
Len Simppublicity representative for

The appeal Arnold Pressburger Productions, succeeding the late John Miles.
He is
was based on a stipu- already
working on "Tomorrow Nev-

favor of plaintiff's houses.
board's decision

lation entered into by all parties to
the two complaints agreeing to the
terms and conditions specified therein.

Comes," for United Artists release.
Simpson formerly was employed at

er

Columbia.

in

these current and

forthcoming releases:
DONALD'S TIRE TROUBLE

PLUTO AND THE ARMADILLO
FLYING JALOPY

PRIVATE PLUTO

VICTORY VEHICLES
FALL

OUT AND

FALL IN

REASON AND EMOTION

AND

'FIGARO
THE OLD

HOME

CLEO

ARMY GAME

DEFENSE

PELICAN

AND

CHICKEN

LITTLE

HOW

THE SNIPE

TO BE A SAILOR

TROMBONE TROUBLE

HOW

TO PLAY GOLF

DONALD DUCK AND THE GORILLA
COLOMBIAN CONDOR

(Tent. Title)

COMMANDO DUCK
(Not

listed

in

order of release)

BACK THE ATTACK! BUY WAR BONDS! THIRD WAR LOAN.

/

tKfl^new
/

/

WW

that Disney magic which has

feature-par

4lM

characters

draw

in

theatres

novelty

made
all

?W0oi

his

over the world

Mouse was born -and we're
151b Mhdaxj right now!

ever smce ""wtoy
celebrating his

name a

Distributed by

RKO RADIO

PICTURES.

Inc.
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Theatre Changes

Short Subject
Reviews

8

Hollywood

19-13

27.

Alhambra Theatre Leased
Changes in Bijou Staff
Meriden, Conn., Sept. 26. Samuel
Haven, Sept. 26.
George
Torrington, newcomer to the busi- Horowitz, assistant manager at the
By JACK CARTWRIGHT
"Desert Playground"
ness, has leased the Alhambra in Wat- Bijou, New Haven, for the past year,
Hollywood, Sept. 26 erbury, for ten years.
The theatre has moved to the Palace here, where {Warner Sports Parade)
June Allyson and Gloria is owned by Virginia Rossi and has he will assist Joseph Samartano.
The famous Palm Springs, Nevada,
DeHaven reported to M-G-M for been operated by her for the last 10 Horowitz succeeds Helen McLaughlin, resort is the background for this eyetheir first romantic lead roles in "Two 3'ears, with Carmen Mascoli as man- resigned.
Estelle Calegman, former filling spectacle which catches all the
Robert Eliano, manager of the Bijou cashier, has been named assist- beauty of this desert paradise, through
Sisters and a Sailor," they were put ager.
Palace,
Torrington,
will
book
and
buy
before the cameras with jimmy Duant manager, and Sherman Padowitz, Technicolor.
Climax of the film is

New

—

.

—

WHEN

Director Richard Thorpe. for Smith.
has signed John Michaels,
Jan Wiley, Beverly Boyd, John DunManagers Exchange Posts
can,
William Halligan and Tom
Charlotte, N. C, Sept. 26. Bernal
Quinn for "Jive Junction."
Cele- Lewis, manager of the State Theatre,
brating his 19th year at M-G-M in has exchanged posts with manager
another Judge Hardy role, Lewis Robert Street, of the Dilworth, neighStone was handed a new long term borhood theatre here. Both are opercontract.
"U" has signed Harriet ated by Wilby-Kincey. Oscar Montrante

by

PRC

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

Hilliard and Mitch Ayres and band
"Swing Time for Johnny," staring the Andrews Sisters.
Monogram has changed the title of "Big
for

.

.

Woman Manages

.

.

.

formerly of the Loew-Poli advertising
department, will be the new student
assistant at the Bijou.

former manager of the
Salisbury, has been named
manager of the Broadway here, also
a Wilby-Kincey house.

gomery,
State,

Jr.,

in

—

Ohio

Cleveland, Sept. 26. Charles Raymond, managing director for Loew
theatres in this district, has appointed
Mrs. Gertrude L. Tracy as manager
of Loew's Ohio Theatre here.
Mrs.

Tracy,

former

Loew's

Poli, in

land's first

manager of
Haven, is Clevedowntown theatre manager.
relief

New

Brother" to "Smart Guy."

—

Hall Manages

Two Theatres

— Wil-

Storm Lake,

la., Sept. 26.
Seattle, Sept. 26.
John Henry,
Samuel Bronston has added Osa former exhibitor of this territory, has liam Hall, of Pierre, S. D., has taken
Massen to the cast of "Jack London," purchased the Grand Theatre, subur- over management of the Vista and
zMch he expects to finish this week. ban he lse, and will operate it as an Lake Theatres here. Both were reBob Livingston succeeds Eddie indepen lent theatre. It was acquired cently purchased by Pioneer TheaDew in Republic's John Paul Revere from Jchn Kirk, who has operated the tres, headed by Harold Field, of MinWestern series, with his first, "Out- theatre in conjunction with John neapolis. Don Smith, of Carroll, Ia^
.

.

law

Busters,'' just starting.
Orson
who married the last woman
he sawed in half in his magic show,
.

.

.

Danz's Sterling suburban

circuit.

Welles,

Burg Theatre Opens
sawing Marlene Dietrich in half in
Fredericksburg, la., Sept. 26. Hal
"Three Cheers for the Boys," at Uni- Conner has reopened the Burg Theaversal.
Robert Bassler will pro- tre here. It has been closed for sevduce "Son of Flicka," in Technicolor, eral years.
at 20th-Fox.
Jack Benny is due at
Warners on Nov. 1 for the start of
Tivoli Has Stage Shows
"The Horn Blows at Midnight," Mark
The
San Francisco, Sept. 26.
.'. Paulette
Hellinger producing.
Tivoli Theatre here has been renovatGoddard returned from Mexico City ed, and has been opened by the Joseph
to go into Mark Sandrich's untitled
Blumenfield circuit to show stage
romantic drama at Paramoimt, with shows. Robert Goodhue is manager.
Sonny Tufts.
Universal has signed
Franchot Tone for "Phantom Lady,"
Sweeney Town Theatre Manager
starring Ella Raines.
Omaha, Sept. 26. Wayne Sweeney, former general manager at La
•
Porte, Ind., is the new Town Theatre
With the launching of three new manager.
productions, Universal has 10 pictures on the stage and 14 others
Lovilia Theatre Sold
preparing for camera dates schedDes Moines, Sept. 26. Frank Piguled between Sept. 27 and Dec. 20. miere has bought the theatre in
The setting of definite starting Lovilia, la., from Pete Perrota, of
dates for these 14 new pictures as- Pershing, la.
sures the continuation of peak production at this studio until after
Wills Theatre to Wife
the dawn of 1944.

—

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

district

—

Three new ones, starting this
week, are: Producer George Waggner's
Technicolor "Gypsy Girl";
associate producer Joan Harrison's
"Phantom Lady," and associate
producer Warren Wilson's "Springtime for Johnny." "Three Cheers
for the Boys," an all-star production, went on the stages last week,
as did "Wild Horse Roundup."

Bethlehem,

Pa.,

Sept.

26.

— The

of the late Jacob G. Beilin,
pioneer exhibitor who died on Sept. 1,
bequeathed the right and title to his
Palace Theatre here to his wife, Rosa,
and a daughter, Mrs. Thelma D. Lipson. The remainder of his estate goes
to his wife.
The personal property
was valued at $5,000. Beilin operated
the Palace Theatre for 22 years until
the time of his death.
will

Cashier Becomes Assistant
Waterbury, Conn., Sept. 26.—Angela Formico, former cashier at the
Strand, has been named assistant manager.

New Manager

for Strand

—

San Francisco, Sept. 26. Herbert
Goldstein, oldtime theatre man of this
area, has been named manager of the
Strand, downtown second run house.
Drezdon Takes Over Two
Milwaukee, Sept. 26. Leon Drez-

—

don has taken over the Park and
Midget Theatres here.
Both have
been remodeled.

pa-

May

Get Sunday Shows

for

Town

—The Town Thea-

is

is

back

Comin' Round the Mountain" to the
ever popular "Tiger Rag." Entertaining film and it ends before it gets
monotonous. Running time, 10 mins.
1'

"Cavalcade of the Dance
Warner-Melody Masters)

Veloz and Yolanda take the story

the King and Queen of the modern
dance, good musical background and
a brillliant execution of a really jivy
jitterbug routine make for an excep-

facio Salinas Leal, of

—

EST

War

Standard.

resumed

Fast

time

in April.

Sunday Films

—

in

who is also president of Atracciones
Mundiales, a theatre enterprise, is the
backer of five first run theatres in
Elizondo,
Monterrey, state capital.
newest of these, seats 3,500 and was
built at a cost of $500,000.

RKO

Stays in St. Paul

RKO

Election on

Nuevo Leon,

Northern Mexico, has included films
in his program for the industrial advancement of the state. The governor,

has renewed its lease on the
Orpheum, St. Paul, Minn., for another
10 years. The circuit has been operating the house for the past 20 years.
Negotiations for renewal have been
in progress for the past nine months.
It is the only house operated by the
circuit in that city.
The circuit has
dropped its option on tht Lyceum, in

Jackson, Tenn., Sept. 26. Sunday
undergoing a slight change in
tres after the liquidation of the Ger- policy, according to R. D. Goldberg. shows here, made possible by action
man threat to Russia's capital, will The Town, which booked vaudeville of the city council, must now be aphave its American premiere at the regularly in other vears, will start proved by an election which Mayor
Stanley Theatre here following the bringing in name bands and perform- George Smith has promised will be
run of "Seeds of Freedom."
the same
held about Oct. 1.
ers at irregular intervals.
tre

Corn"

with his jivin' farm-fed music makers.
With everything from a cider jug up,
and down, the boys put on a program
of "classics" ranging from "She'll Be

—

the local theatre.

will be

Sept. 26.

Bros. Melody Masters)

original "Colonel

Program

Eastern

Bands

His Band"

Warner

"Merchantvtlle, N. J., Sept. 26.
A referendum vote will be taken here, tionally good short. Directed by Jean
Running time, 10 mins.
at the general election in November, Negulesco.
on the showing of films on Sunday.
The referendum is the result of a petiMexican Film
tion signed by voters, presented to
Mexico City, Sept. 26. Gov. Bonithe borough council by the manager of

theatre.

Omaha,

saves

—

ticket

'Lad' Set for Stanley
"Lad from Our Town," first film to
be shown in Moscow's reopened thea-

worm

the

Milwaukee, Sept. 26. The Violet of America's ballroom dance from the
Theatre is now operated by Albert 1914 Maxixe era up through the modThe exquisite grace of
ern rhumba.
Schoenleber, who is remodeling.

$35,000 for 'Army*

Admission was sold $10 a
everywhere in the house.

when

"Freddie Fisher and

(

Schoenleber Operates Violet

—

among house

for breakfast

The

Cleveland, Sept. 26.
Cleveland,
Chicago, Sept. 26. The BalabanCleveland, Sept. 26.
Sponsored which has been operating on Eastern
ner, B. & K.'s house publication, editpremiere of "This Is the Army," at War Time, goes back to Eastern
ed by J. R. Savage and Art Thaler, Warners' Hippodrome, netted $35,000. Standard Time on Sunday at the
won the 1943 gold medal annual award This is the largest take for a single request of parents who claim it is dark
of the National Journalistic Fraterperformance ever staged at a local when children go to school, under the
pers.

A short tale of the birdie who
thought he knew better than mama.
He goes out early in the morning to
catch the worm despite mama bird's
warnings of the big fox. The worm
proves too smart for "Butchie" Bird
and the fox is about to eat friend bird

(

ClevelandReverts to

'Balabanner' Is Winner

excellence

Gets

Produced by Leon Schlesinger, this Technicolor short is amusing
with a moral. Running time, 7 mins.

.

—

nity for

Worm

the Bird"

manager, had supervised the the day.

Vista and Lake.

is

.

"The Early

(Warner Cartoon)

Grand Theatre Purchased

•

.

the annual parade and circus which
presents a rainbow of colorful floats,
beautiful girls and shots of Indians
still living in that area.
Directed by
Arnold Albert, "Desert Playground"
makes for pleasant reminiscences of
the pre-war period and presents something to look forward to in the postwar era. Running time, 10 mins.

city.

:

Monday. September

Bioff

27,

:

;
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Charged with

Man

Film

Buy

Distance Bond

Threat to Chicagoan

U.S. Aids

In Long

William

was accused by

racketeer, on Friday

with having
threatened the latter in the Federal
Building office here of Boris KosAssistant U. S. Attorney
telanetz,
General, in charge of the prosecution

a former Chicago

r

official

Chicago movie extortion case.
chief
former
Hochstein,

of the

Harry

morals inspector of Chicago, made the
accusation before U. S. Commissioner
Garrett W. Cotter at Hochstein's arraignment before the Commissioner
on a complaint charging perjury before the special Federal grand jury
probing racketeering within the film
industry.

that perjury was committed by IsaZevin, of Chicago, the former
bookkeeper for George E. Browne,
convicted ex-president of IATSE, and

dore

witnesses have been threatened
and two witnesses have disappeared
entirely.
We are not dealing with
that

ordinary persons."
the eight co-defendants
extortion case is scheduled to
begin in Federal Court on Oct. 5. Kostelanetz expects to call about 50 witnesses, including a number of film
Bioff, Browne and others
executives.
are also expected to be Government
witnesses.
trial of

in the

Lucky' Is
Good at $15,600

'Mr.

sta-

tioned in Iraq, who wired
their New York office to buy
each of them an additional
$50 bond. Before the war,
Evans worked in the Para-

mount home
department,

worked

film

$15,000

Doubles Average
Pittsburgh,

— With

26.

Sept.

—

"Mr.
Lucky," at the Warner Theatre, drew
a good $15,600 this week, which tops
Sept.

26.

runs here.
Receipts in
general were rising out of the slump
felt when school opened.
the

six

first

Estimated receipts
ending Sept. 25
"First Comes Courage"

for

week

the

:

its

a

"Claudia" (20th-Fox)

FULTON— (1,700)
Gross:

7

days.

7

days.

(30c-40c-60c)

(Average,

$15,000.

$7,700)

"Holy Matrimony" (ZOth-Fox)

HARRIS— (2,200)

Gross:

$9,000.

(50c-65c-75c)

days.

7

RIVERSIDE— (2,700) (44c-60c-75c) 7 days,
plus Russ Morgan and his orchestra on
stage.
Gross: $15,400. (Average. $14,000)
"So Proudly
Hail" (Para.)
"Henry Aldrich Swings It" (Para.)
(1.400) (50c-65c-75c) 7 days, 3rd

"Watch on

(30c-40c-60c)

days.

7

(Average. $16,800)

Gross: $19,000.

downtown week.

Gross:

$3,120.

(Average,

$2,400)

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
"Get Going" (Univ.)

WARNER— (2.400)

(44c-65c)

days.

7

Gross: $15,600. (Average, $10,400)
"Wintertime" (20th-Fix)
"Young Mr. Pitt" (ZOth-Fox)

WISCONSIN— (3,200)

(50c-65c-75c)

7

days.

Gross: $14,840.
(Average, $10,600)
"Victory Through Air Power" (U.A.)
"Always a Bridesmaid" (Univ.)

ALHAMBRA — (1.900)

days.

Gross:

$10,400.

(44c-65c-75c)

(Average,

7

$8,000)

RITZ— (1,100)
week (moveover

(35c-44c-60c)
3rd
7 days,
after one week at Penn,

one at Warner).

Gross:

(Average,

$2,900.

$2,800)

"Destroyer" (Col.)
(35c-44c-60c) 7 days,
(1,750)
19-day run (moveover after 12 days at
Harris).
Gross: $2,800.
(Average, $3,200)
'Swing Shift Malsie" (M-G-M)

STANLEY—

(3,800)
(35c-50c-75c).
On
stage, six days of vaudeville, including Blue
Barron's orchestra, Modernaires and Paula
Kellv.
Gross: $21,500. (Average, $19,200)

"Best Foot Forward" (M-G-M)

WARNER— (2,000)

2nd week (moveover
Penn). Gross: $6,200.

(35c-44c-60c)
after one

(Average,

$18,000

Gross:

stage,

26.

—Herman Marks,

(40c-50c-55c-75c)
$2,500.

CENTURY— (1,600)

week.

Marks With Monogram

salesman, has returned to
his position at the Monogram exchange, having received a "medical discharge from the Army.

—

days,

7

(Average,

$2,200)

"Bombardier" (RKO)

S18.0C0.

Chicago, Sept.

Gross:

$6,800.

6 days, 2nd
(Average, $7,000)

(40c-55c)

"Nobody's Darling" (Rep.)

GOPHER— (998) (35c) 7 days.
(Average. $3,400)
We Hail" (Para.)

Gross:

$4,-

days.

3rd

C00.

"So Proudly

LYRIC— (1,250)

(40c-55c)

week
Gross: $5,500.
"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
.

STATE— (2.300)

(Average. $4,500)

(40c-55c)

(Average, $12,000)
"Behind the Rising Sun"

ORPHEUM— (2.800)
weekend:

7

7

Wholesale Changes

year for exhibition in the
Spanish speaking market, with three
studios in Mexico City turning out
most of the product.
fourth studio
is
being built, Pratchett said.

In

Warner

Circuit

days.

AddiSept. 26.
managerial changes in the Warner circuit here were announced this
week.
Arthur Goldsmith, rotating
tional

manager at downtown houses, has
been promoted to manager of the

in Latin

Boyd.

anticipated commercial developof that territory was also forecast by Pratchett.

who

ment

;

;

;

Cadet; and Albert Rubino, assistant
manager of the Midway, advanced to
manager of the Northeastern.

Bid Rejected

Revealing that in any deal that is
eventually made for the screen rights
to "Life With Father" the financial
terms will not be the persuading factor, producer Oscar Serlin has turned
down the bid of $600,000 against 50
per cent of the net of the picture made
S.

Inc.,

Lyons

film

to

Other changes have Joseph Mazer,

tioning.

Loew-Arthur

succeeds

night manager of the Family, becoming manager of the Richmond
Harvey Detweiler, assistant at the Palace,
promoted to night manager at the Savoy
David Sanderson, manager of
the Waverly, switching to the Avon
Ben Blumberg, manager of the State,
moving to the Uptown
Charles B.
Snyder, rotating manager, becoming
manager of the week-end operated

pages of which are in color.
Louis
B. Mayer and his studio desk command a full page and lead off the section.
The impressive presentation is
one of the most liberal, in point of
overall space, to be accorded a studio
by a magazine of general circulation
during a period antedating- paper ra-

by Producing Artists,

left

succeed
Arthur Kerns, who also
joined Goldman as relief manager for
Keith's and Karlton theatres. James
Floyd, rotating manager, has been assigned to the Orient.

Current issue of Life magazine devotes a 16-page center section to the
M-G-M studio and its luminaries, four

'Father'

He

Haddon Matthews,
manage William Goldman's downtown Keith's Theatre here.
John Sassenroth, manager of the
Orient, was moved to the Lindy, to

result of

the

At the independent houses, Ben
Greber, manager of Michael Egnal's
Bristol,

Bristol, Pa., replaces John
Tesberger, resigned, as manager of the
Aurora. Also, Samuel Solomon, manager of Warners' Lyric Theatre, Chester, Pa., is the new manager of Varbalow's Roxv Theatre at Maple Shade,

David L.
company.

N.

J.

Gross:

(RKO)

(40c-55c) 7 days.

Margo and Gwen

Expansion of film business
America after the war as a

—

Philadelphia,

Pratchett, who has travelled extensively in his territory since his last
visit here in March, leaves at the end
of this week for Cuba.

Studio Gets
Life Center Section

(RKO)

WORLD— (350)

About 60 pictures will be made by
Mexican film companies during the

M-G-M

Sept.
26.
"Mr.
Lucky," at the State Theatre, appeared headed for a heavy $18,000
week, and "Behind the Rising Sun,"
at the Orpheum, looks like $17,000, as
cool weather curtailed outdoor activities and set theatre business humming
here.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Sept. 25
"Spitfire"

stated.

at

at Mpls.

Minneapolis,

Executive committee
of
Picture
Pioneers will hold a luncheon-meeting
at Toots Shor's tomorrow to hear details of the forthcoming annual "Harvest Dinner," on Nov. 18, at the Waldorf, at which Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker will be guest of honor.

Monogram

Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox president,
and Sam Shain, trade relations head,
American equipment, which compares have planed for New York, with a
favorably with any theatre in this stopover scheduled in Denver.

days,

7

week
$6,900)

'Lucky' Headed for

2nd week.

Pioneers to Meet

rables."
The Reformer Theatre, being constructed by Fred Gildred, who
owns four other houses in Mexico
City, is another large house built with

A

the Rhine" (W.B.)

We

STRAND—

"Fired Wife" by assigning him minor
roles in an attempt to discredit him
with the public.
•

current

(Average, $9,300)
Hail" (Para.)

We
PENN— (3,400)

"So Proudly

(35c-44c-60c)

"What's Buzz in'. Cousin" (CoL)

PALACE— (2,400)

Superior Court, Los Angeles, seeking
dissolution of his contract with Universal as of May 29, and asking $10,050
Cumback salary claimed due him.
mings charged that the studio disciplined him for refusing a role in

average, the

(Col.)

Gross: $9,120.
(Average, $7,600)
"The Falcon in Danger" (RKO)

countries of
for the theatres.

country, according to Pratchett.
•
Fulton went away ahead this week
In Monterrey, Mexico, the ElizenC. W. Thornton, former vice-presiManage- do Theatre opened on Sept. 8, with
with $15,000 on "Claudia."
dent of the Roach studio, has joined
ment reports it predominantly a Paramount's "China."
The house
woman's picture, with small attend- seats 3,000. Both "China" and "Five Jules Levey in the capacity of busiance in morning, but a pick-up from Graves to Cairo," Paramount pictures ness manager.
matinee on.
based on war themes, are getting
Al Lichtman, Loew executive, is due
Estimated receipts for the week heavy grosses wherever played in Cenending Sept. 21-23
tral and
South America, Pratchett here from New York tomorrow.

gross almost double

SENATOR—

Milwaukee,

those

in

The Metropolitan Theatre, which
opened recently in Mexico City, cost
three million pesos to build and seats
3,300 persons. Operated by Fernando
Garcia Bringas, the initial attraction
was a Mexican version of "Les Mise-

Associated
Press in Columbus, O.

the

for

interests

American equipment

publicity
Gifford
while
office

'Claudia's'

Kostelanetz said he would not dig-

THE

War

Office of

employes

Information

nify Hochstein's story by denying it.
"Of course no threats were made," he
"The history of this case shows
said.

The

two

S. Gifford,

Coast Flashes

Hollywood, Sept. 26
Theatre construction in Mexico and
Central casting Bureau has
Chile is on the increase, through the
revealed that the average daily
cooperation of the U. S. Office of the wage of extra players during the
Coordinator of Inter-American Af- month of August was $13, the highest
The bureau
fairs,
A. L. Pratchett, Paramount in production history.
managing director in Central America handled 27,525 placements in that
and parts of South America, reported period.
•
here
Friday during an interview.
CIAA has arranged for purchase by
Robert Cummings has filed suit in

Third War
were claimed yesLoan
terday by the OWI here for
Gillespie Evans and William
the

in
drive

labor

convicted

Bioff,

Mexico

Get Equipment

Long distance bond buying
honors

9

On
Dew

Kern Film
M-G-M

for

NEW

M-G-M

General Meeting

made an agreement
first general meeting of the Nation$17,000.
(Average, $11,600)
"Mexican Spitfire's Blessed Event" (RKO) with Jerome Kern permitting the com- al Entertainment Industry Council to
4 days
pany to make a feature designed to be be held since the NEIC national con"Somewhere in France" (U.A.) 4 days
in the nature of a cavalcade of Kern vention at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
ASTER-(900) (20c-30c) 7 days, with midmusic, the company announced yester- in New York, last July, will be held
week change. Gross: $2,800. (Average
300)
day.
at the Hotel Astor tomorrow evening.
Gross:

has

-

I

Motion Picture Daily

to

$1,124,000,000

members

1)

WAC

War

Loan,

urging the

industry

-make "the greatest effort" to cooperate with the Treasury, in making
the total of this seven-day endeavor

to

go "over the top."
Columbia Pictures lias achieved bet

actually

ter than 94 per cent of its $1,500,000
quota. Of this amount, signed pledges
and actual sales already total $1,410,-

500.

Warner Home

OCR Theatre

Office Rally

{Continued from page

1

)

under a plan whereby the producer was permitted to make adjus*tf
ments to fit the needs of individu^
pictures, so that he could, for instance^
spend $10,000 on one picture and maintain his average by cutting expenditures on two or three others.

While

this plan worked better than
original, it was still subject to

WPB

Clark They Suffer

primary

difficulty, it is understood, was
created by action in the construction

which reviewed Hopper's

division,

ac-

tion on applications and set the prioriThe one-day Third War Loan rally
{Continued from page 1)
the
ties to be granted the applicant.
held at Warner Bros.' home office, a
Eberson will serve as a dollar a
week ago, resulted in more than $100,Under the new policy, Hopper will
year man in the newly organized OCR
continue to process applications but
000 in additional bond purchases made
{Continued from page 1)
unit under George W. McMurphey,
have been prohibitive percentages and his decision will be final. The proceby employees of the company's New
chief of the section.
He will assume preferred playing time."
dure will be simplified so as to relieve
York offices up to Friday.
his new post on Wednesday, devoting
Clark was told that the greatest the studios of much of the red tape
The figure represents an average as much time as possible to the work.
number of percentage pictures played heretofore involved, and will be furof a $100 bond for every employee,

Under

with practically 100 per cent of the
personnel subscribing.

An

estimated $834,000 in war bonds
were sold at a Friday midnight show at
Loew's Paradise here. Loew's Pitkin
sold $800,000 worth, with an additional $760,000 sold since the opening of the loan campaign on Sept. 9.
In Des Moines, war bond sales for
the third loan already total $1,800,000.
Des Moines' goal is $2,979,000.

Seattle

Bond Premieres

Sept. 30

In Seattle, Frank L. Newman, Sr.,
president of Evergreen Theatres, announced that in Seattle three midnight bond premieres will be held on
Sept. 30, for which six local ship-

Expectations here are that Eberson
spend at least several days of
each week in Washington, or more if
will

work in New York permits.
The unit which Eberson will head

his

will act as a "friend at court" for exhibitors who need assistance in the
procurement of supplies or who have
problems, either with
or other
agencies, in which the
can give
them help. The unit also will receive
exhibitor applications for materials
and supplies other than projection
equipment. It will have no authority
of its own with respect to materials
but will prepare programs to improve

WPB

OCR

supply and intervene before other agencies in control of particular phases.

yards have under-written $2,000,000.
Bond premieres at Milwaukee's
Wisconsin, Palace, Alhambra, Strand,
Warner and Riverside Theatres netted
$5,568,000. The quota was $3,000,000.

BOT

Thirty-five war bond shows will be
held in theatres in Arkansas during
the remainder of September as part
of their contribution to the drive, M.
S.
McCord,
State
theatre
war
finance chairman, announced.

now

A

total

of

$326,500 in bonds

was

sold at the first bond premiere to be
held in Arkansas, at the Sanger Theatre,

Permits War
Features in Quota
{Continued from page

1)

materializes

the suggestion recently mooted by that agency and ensures wide distribution here of such
war films as "Desert Victory" and Lt.
Col. Frank Capra's series of war pictures, and the "Battle of Britain." The
latter picture is being booked by United Artists at a 15 per cent rental max-

imum.

Pine Bluff.

Forty-six Indianapolis theatres will
combine resources to put over a special
showing of James
Cagney's
"Johnny Come Lately" on Sept. 29,
to raise $130,500.

Salesmen Bonuses

Banned

in

Canada

Peskay to Handle
Bronston in East
{Continued from page 1)
dependently for United Artists distribution, recently completed "Jack London," and it is understood that he has

financing for 15 top-flight pictures.
is expected here from the
Coast

He
in

about two weeks.

(Continued from page. 1)

have ruled;
such

But they

will not- prevent
in esto the credit of any person for

money from being placed

crow
payment when peace comes.

This, the
understood.

jected,

is

in

arc

involved.

war bonds.

promulgated also by

brief,

UIE

to

UIE

asks for the elimination of per- aid in bond sales but also as a means
centage pictures for all subsequents, or whereby theatres may express their
the alternative of a percentage rate direct appreciation to their patrons
that decreases as the run increases
who also are bond buyers. Theatres
the elimination of preferred playing of Westchester County are observtime in percentage contracts for sub- ing "Free Movie Week," continuing
sequent run theatres
the elimination through Wednesday.
of guaranteed rentals for such pictures,
Leo Brecher is supervisor of "Free
and for percentage terms which are Movie Day" on behalf of the industry
based on costs of operation and man- War Activities Committee.
agement returns of the independent
;

owner.
Stern's group also wants the sale of
groups of 15 pictures with the right
of 20 per cent cancellation. They also
desire the establishment of film price
groups within a reasonable time of availability, the removal of "pressure" and "inflated"
terms in the purchase of a block where
the preceding block has not been purchased.
Also they seek divorcement
of distribution and exhibition, and
open, competitive buying.
ceilings, sales of

Five Distributors
Get 'Scorched Earth9

Film, Philadelphia
Max
Shulgold, Crown Film, Pittsburgh
Clarence Hicks, Denver and the Midwest Max Jacobs, Imperial Pictures,
Cleveland, and Toddy Pictures, in
Dallas, Atlanta, Charlotte and New
Orleans.

-.

'.

the film version in January.

on

Seek

Speed Film
Equipment Delivery
to

{Continued from page

lems involved in
requirements and
replacements.

1)

meeting
providing

military

needed

Details of the project are being held
strict confidence, but it is believed
in some quarters that a policy may be
adopted with respect to projection
equipment similar to that recently announced for 35 mm. cameras.
in

Dealers Exchanging
Theatre Equipment
Considerable used theatre equipment

Melvin Hirsch, of Crystal Pictures. is being made available to theatres
New York, and Joseph Levine, of Em- throughout the country through the
bassy Pictures, Boston, have closed medium of an exchange service startwith the following companies to dis- ed about a month ago by Motiograph.

For Early Production

to start production

Theatres Observing
'Free Movie Dai/

attorney Jacob Leff, further charges
that "since the inauguration of the
{Continued from page 1)
consent decree, percentage pictures of order not to conflict
with earlier
all distributors have increased from a
planned bond premieres in their localtotal of four or five to 25 to 30 an- ities.
nually for the small exhibitor."
The plan was formulated not only

tribute

even though the prize money picture.
Cowan plans
Several thousands

was

;

Cowan Buys 'World'

Screen rights to "Tomorrow the
it
Decision on a test case has come World," current Broadway legitimate
from the efforts of Warner Brothers drama, have been acquired by Lester
to pay off their staffs at some ex- Cowan, independent film producer, for
changes in the Dominion, for winning an amount said to be in excess of
places in the company's recent~sales $350,0OO L involving a cash payment
drive. The company's petition was re- and a participation in the net of, the
distributors will do,

Decree

in the Metropolitan area are forced ther streamlined from time to time in
on independent theatres
the highest the future as experience shows benepercentages for these pictures are paid ficial changes can be made.
by them, this in the face of their being
last run houses.

The

their

"Scorched

anti-Japanese

Earth"

American

:

Ben

picture,

Harris,
;

;

The
Circuit

film
in

how playing the Warner
Pittsburgh and has been

is

it

is

claimed.

According to Fred Matthews, head
of the Chicago projection equipment
manufacturing concern, a list of equipment held by theatres but not being
used,

is

among

being regularly circulated
102 dealers throughout the

count rv.

Mono.

Sells to

Warners

Warners' West Coast theatres have
booked in the New England territory signed for the Monogram program
by M. & P., Warners and the E. M. for 1943-44, Steve Broidy of Mono-

Loew

circuits.

-

some difficulties, which were the subject of recent study by
representatives sent to Hollywood.
The

N.Y. Owners Tell

Post

Sets!

basis

the

Eberson Named to

194?;

Material Quota

of the Cavalcade.

Expressing his regret that he could not be in Hollywood to
welcome and address the Cavalcade members in person, Secretary
Morgenthau said: "I want every member of the Cavalcade and all
others in the various branches of the industry, production, distribution and exhibition, to know that the Treasury is appreciative
of the fine American spirit you have all shown in the Third War
Loan Drive. You have undoubtedly made a fine contribution to
what now appears to have been a highly successful effort."

campaign followed a statement
by L. C. Griffith,
chairman for

27,

to List!

Studio

—

Hollywood, Sept. 26. The commendation and appreciation of the
Treasury Department for the Third War Loan achievements of
the Hollywood Cavalcade was expressed by Secretary Henry
Morgenthau, Jr., in a message to Kenneth Thomson, chairman of
the Hollywood Victory Committee, on the return here today of

of the

the

WPB

Commends Work
Of Hollywood Cavalcade in Bond Drive

Secretary Morgenthau

War Bond Sale
By Film Stars
{Continued from page

Monday, September

gram has announced.

'

MOl'ION PICTURE
NO.

DAILY
NEW

62

Exchanges

in

Detroit Get 48

Hr. Exemption
Granted 40-Hour Week
After Hearing

—

Detroit, Sept. 27. The regional
NVar Manpower Commission here
today granted an exemption to all
ocal film exchanges from the 48iour week order for this critical
manpower area.
decision was made as a result
~0t a hearing held here last week by
die regional commission with home
office distribution representatives present to give the views of their companies on the effects of the order. The
decision permits all local exchanges
to resume or continue on a 40-hour
week schedule. Formerly, several of
the exchanges had been directed to go
to 44 and 48-hour weeks and several
lad been permitted to remain on the
!

The

"40-hour week.

Home

office representatives

who

at-

tended the hearing last week included
Scollard of Paramount, Sidney
P.raumberg, Loew's A. A. Schubart,

'C. J.

;

YORK,

U.S.A.,

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

'Free Movie Day'

Gives Spurt to

'K Bond
It

all

dition

over

the United States yesterday, and if
early returns are an indication, this
industry stunt of "giving away what
sells," in return for war bonds,
it
will be the answer to the Treasury's
desire to sell great quantities of small
(E) bonds, according to the War Activities Committee here.
In New York City, with large ads
heralding the special observance in
all of the 600-odd theatres, an early
check showed that film goers were
keeping large staffs of typists in the
hond
booths
steadily
employed.
Loew's, with only 20 in-town theatres reporting, sold 502 bonds, according to Ernest Emerling, Loew
press agent.
The Capitol on Broadway, had 300 sold by three o'clock.
Harry Mandel, submitting figures
for
theatres, stated that ten
houses had made sales of 173 bonds.
Other Broadway houses reported as
(Continued on page 4)

sic,

shorts

and public

rela-

on
board by Nat Finston,
Pete Smith and John Leroy
tions, will be represented

the

Johnston, respectively. New
board members, by branches,
Edward Arnold, Fay
are:
Bainter, Jean Hersholt, actors; Charles Brackett, Mary
McCall, Jr., Seton I. Miller,
Walt Disney, Y.
writers;

Frank

Edward

Freeman,

Howard
producers
Hawks, Mervyn LeRoy, Sam
Wood, directors; Farciot EdMannix,

ouart,

Another Bond Call
Industry

leaders

Men Get

here

expect the
to again call

Byron Haskit, Thomas

Moulton.

Broadway Grosses
Are Near Average;
'Hail' Does $98,000

Lichtman and

Rubin

projectionists union, are un-

Judge Henry G. Wenzell, in
Kings County Supreme Court, has
granted a temporary injunction to several protesting members of Empire,
to prevent Local 306 officers from

(Continued on page 7)

To Study G-B Holdings;
S hour as, Kent Abroad
By RED KANN
Hollywood, Sept. 27. Al Licht-

—

man, vice-president of Loew's, and
J. Robert Rubin, vice-president and
general counsel, will leave for London in the near future to initiate plans
for current and postwar operations of
the company in the British Isles and
to discuss phases of Loew's holdings in
Gaumont-British, it was learned on
arrival here today of Lichtman
from New York, where he conferred
with other Loew executives.
Loew's and 20th Century-Fox jointly own 49 per cent of the Metropolis
& Bradford Trust, parent company
controlling Gaumont-British.
Their
interest consists of non-voting stock,
control of the voting stock being held
by J. Arthur Rank.
(In New York yesterday it was
learned that Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox
president, and Larry Kent, executive
assistant to Skouras, expect to leave
the

Broadway grosses, although still in
money-making bracket in all situa-

(Continued on page 7)

lawful,

continuing to carry out the provisions
of the recent merger.
Judge Wenzell held that it was not
(Continued on page 7)

(Continued on page 7)

Griffis Starts in

Chicago Owners
To Honor Kirsch
Chicago,

Sept.

27.

— "In

apprecia-

tion for the leadership" displayed by
Tack Kirsch as head of the Allied
Booking Circuit in Chicago
Buying

&

year of operation,
the members are holding a first anniversary stag dinner in his honor at
the Blackstone Hotel, on Monday, Oct.
4, said a statement from the dinner
committee here.
"Notwithstanding the short span
during their

first

(Continued on page 7)

OW1 Post Monday
Washington,

27.

—Without

a

formal or categoric statement,

Lt. Col. Frank Capara's answers to questions at a press conference
at U. S. Army general headquarters indicated the likelihood of
the creation, in the near future, of joint coverage, editorial
treatment and release of war films by United States and British
army units, as exclusively forecast in
PICTUE DAILY.

MOTION

Capra guardedly answered cross-examination by reporters, and
though not agreeing in all details, his statements obviously confirmed the DAILY'S earlier report and agreed that this is a
logical corollary to United Nations political policy.
He said plans have not as yet matured and he refused to confirm or deny a Tunisian battle film as a joint effort. Nor would
he confirm or deny the probable creation of a separate U. S.
Army unit working jointly with the British.
"Hollywood is an awful long way behind Britain covering the
war, but Hollywood is a long way from the war," Capra said.

Sept.

27.

—With

Stanton Griffis, chairman of the executive committee of Paramount, in the
driver's seat as chief of the motion
picture bureau, as reported yesterday

Motion Picture Daily,

the domesbranch of the Office of War Information has completed its liaison
setup to which it was limited by the
refusal of Congress to appropriate
funds last July for continuance of
in

Capra Indicates Joint U.S.-British
Army Project May Be in the Making
London, Sept.

to U.K.

For Loew's

306 Injunction

IATSE

TEN CENTS

the

Treasury Department
tions, continued a noticeable lag which
upon the film business to help Uncle started about two weeks ago, theatre
Sam with war loan selling, this time managers reported yesterday. Tops
to cooperate in a concentrated cam- for the week was "So Proudly We
paign to induce the public to give war Hail" and a minstrel show on the stage
bonds as Christmas gifts this year. which, for its third week, at Radio
Ruling that the methods employed Preliminary discussions will be held City Music Hall, is headed for $98,000
in the merger of Empire State M. P. at a meeting in New York today be- and holds for a fourth stanza.
The Roxy, which is passing up the
Operators and Local 306, New York tween Oscar Doob, assistant national

,Empiire

Industry

;

RKO

Industry Expects

Picture

1943

Hollywood, Sept. 27.—Adof three branches to
the Academy of M. P. Arts
was approved by the membership in mailed-ballot election, president Walter Wanger announced today.
The new branches for mu-

Selling

was "Free Movie Day"

28,

Academy Elects;
Adds 3 Branches

(Continued on page 7)

(

Alert,

tic

production

activities.

assume his new post in
(Continued on page 7)

Griffis will

B.

& K. Raises Six

Loop Runs 10 Cents
Chicago, Sept.
— Prices are be27.

ing increased ten cents in six first-run

Loop houses operated by Balaban and
Katz here. Road show prices prevail
for
the

"For

Whom

the

Bell

Tolls" at

State-Lake and the new policy
was inaugurated with "This Is the
Army," at the Chicago and "Watch
on the Rhine," at the Roosevelt, last
Friday, The Apollo and Garrick will
(Continued on page 7\

Motion Picture Daily

2

Para. Loses

Move

Personal Mention

To Enjoin Cooper
Federal Judge Murray Hulbert here,
yesterday, decided against Paramount
"Pictures, in its efforts to have Joseph
H. Cooper enjoined from disposing
of "B" stock of the J. H. Cooper Enterprises, of Colorado, and of Class
stock of Interstate Theatres, as a
preliminary to trial of Paramount's
suit to recover one-half of the various classes of stock of the circuit cor-

A

Major Alexander

is

suing to recover the

stock, now held in Cooper's name, on
the basis of a 1932 agreement under
which, Paramount claims, Cooper was

P.

De Seversky

•

Francis

WAC

Harmon,

S.

M. WARNER
New York yesterday

coordi-

of the Schine Circuit, is the father of
a boy, to be named Edward James,

is

morrow.

terday.

•

Milton Eleman,
vice's

home

for the

O'Shea,

Edward

for

is

M-G-M

Edward K.

Eastern

division

manager, and James is for James R.
Screen Ser- Grainger, Republic president.
will leave this week
•

office,

Edwin W. Aaron, M-G-M

•

Hal Wallis

sales manager, left over the
to visit his daughter at Mt.

circuit

weekend
Holyoke

College, Holyoke, Mass., and
pected to return tomorrow.

is

ex-

•

Tom McCabe

of 20th Century-Fox
into the Army yester-

was inducted
Lou Goldberg succeeds him as
day.
head of

U.S.

should

in

the

HWM,

'

the

publicity

statistical

Lou Weinberg,
sales

manager,

weekend
Monday.

the

Columbia

left

and

of Time office, has
resigned to return to her home at Pinehurst, N. C.

"It is our opinion that the Congrc-bi
clean," added the council, answer-

ing charges of State Senator Jack B.
Tenney, chairman of the fact-finding
committee of the California legislature,
that the enterprise was Communist
inspired, and should be disavowed by
the University's president, Dr. Robert
Sproul.
The latter will deliver the
opening address, on Friday, as scheduled.

de-

circuit

NEW YORK THEATRES

Buffalo over
expected back

for
is

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

•

Isabel Johnston, receptionist at the

New York March

is

partment.

Schlaifer, central sales manager of 20th Century-Fox, left yesterday for Albany. Jack Bloom, his
assistant, accompanied him.
•
•
Wanda Glasgow, cashier at TriManuel Argyres, who recently reStates' Hiland Theatre, Des Moines,
has become engaged to Don Hill, a signed as manager of the Paradise
Theatre, West Allis, Wisconsin, is a
Merchant Marine.
New York visitor.
•
•
Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox presiCharles Perrine, of Minnesota
dent, and Sam Shain, trade relations
authorities,
The arrest, by Federal
director for that company, returned Amusement Co., Minneapolis, returned
in Chicago, of Tony Accardo, former
to that city over the weekend followfrom
the Coast yesterday.
henchman of Al Capone, will be of
ing a New York visit.
•
Government's
the
aid to
material
•
Beechee
Coco
is a new recruit to
prosecution of six Chicago defendants
Herbert Morgan, M-G-M Eastern
Bergman's
Maurice
staff at Universal
and two others on charges of conspirshort subject publicity representative,

have- priority
that
taking of depositions.
it

—

Los Angeles, Sept. 27. "No subversive elements" are involved in the
Hollywood
Writers
Mobilization
Congress, to be held Oct. 1-3, declared
the executive council of the University of California, which, with the
is sponsoring the open forum
contemplated here by 2,000 wr ters
/n|^
films, radio and press.

of the production

National

Navy.

1943

Clears Writers
arrived in
for a six

expected to return to New born to his wife, Marion, at Nathan
York from Hollywood today or to- Lattieur Hospital, Gloversville, yesnator,

returned to New York
to reorganize a number of theatres from Washington over the weekend
in Colorado, some owned by Publix and will leave for Hollywood tomorTheatres Corp., predecessor of Para- row.
•
mount, and then was to form a holding company in which Cooper and
John K. Hilliard, chief engineer
Paramount would own joint interests. of the Radar and film division of Altec
With respect to Cooper's motion to Lansing, Hollywood, has arrived in
void the service of process with re- New York.
•
spect to the J. H. Cooper Enterprises,
Karl McDonald, Warner foreign
companies,
Interstate
and
Rialto
Judge Hulbert referred the proceeding department executive, who is also acto former U. S. Attorney F. W. H. tive in the CIAA, will return here
Adams, as special master, for deter- from Hollywood Oct. 6.
•
Paramount won one point,
mination.

however, when Judge Hulbert decided

HARRY

28,

IP of California

visited yesterday with Spyros
Skouras at the latter's office. De weeks' stay.
•
Seversky will be a luncheon guest of
the Circus Saints and Sinners.
George V. Lynch, general manager

department at

porations.

Paramount

Tuesday, September

L.

J.

Nabs Another

ROCKEFELLER CENTER
Claudette

Paulette

COLBERT

Veronica

GODDARD

.

LAKE

.

SO
PROUDLY WE HAIL
Produced and Directed by Mark Sandrich
A

Paramount Picture

Gala Stage Revue

-

Symphony Orchestra

First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.

Circle 6-4600

Mobster for Trial

It's

Jean

Oscar Doob, assistant national war
finance director of the Treasury, arrived in New York yesterday.

lay.

la

MONROE
AND BAND

a Chance"

BOB EVANS

PARAMOUNT square

director
the Rivoli Theatre, will return
from a Coast visit at the weekend.

for

whom

Government

•

agents had been searching for months,
is wanted by Kostelanetz as a material witness for the Government. Removal proceedings will be instituted
in Chicago so that Accardo will be
in New York in time for the trial,
the prosecutor said.

of

in

baby's

name

Phila. Charity Drive

is

Sam Trinz
pital

Jos.

is

in

Judith Ellen.
•

of the Lubliner

&

Trinz,

Wesley Memorial Hos-

there with a slight heart attack.

•

Wallace Leroy Hopper,

of

Tri-

Sioux City,
enter the Navy.

States' Princess Theatre,
la.,

has resigned to

Philadelphia,
Sept.
27.—Joseph
•
Bernhard, general manager of Warner
Al Campbell of the 20th-Fox
Theatres, was the guest of honor and Omaha exchange has resigned to enter
principal speaker tonight at the amuse- war work in California.
ment industry's dinner opening the
e
Allied Jewish Appeal Drive here.
Mrs. Ann Groves, assistant to H.

Bernhard spoke on the "motion

pic-

ture contribution to the war," describing the work of the War Activities

Committee from its beginning
bond campaign.

the present

to

k

e

att ac"k

turette and newsreel manager,
leave for Detroit Thursday.

feawill

•

O'Keefe, Universal Western
division manager, will leave New York
•
today for Chicago and Minneapolis.
•
S. R. Chapman, Columbia salesman
Milwaukee, is a new father. The
Lieut. Comm. Eugene Zukor left

Chicago,

Bernhard Opens

b

!

T. Hamburg, Paramount Des Moines

exchange manager,

is

on vacation.

A.

Another Big

J.

here last night for his Navy base in
Los Angeles, after a seven-day leave.
•

Walter Gould, United

Artists' forpostponed his deCity until today.

eign manager, has
parture for Mexico
•
Maurice Lipp, manager
Midwest Poster Exchange,
father of a baby girl.

of
is

the
the

PLUS A BIG
STAGE SHOW

~.

One from 20lh

Century-Fox

*
>

B
r\ V V 7th
It \J All 50th

Ave.
St.

LOEW'S

State.
ON SCREEN

ROBERT DONAT
"The Adventures
of Tartu"

VALERIE

HOBSON

PERSON
JIMMY
LUNCEFORD
AND ORCHESTRA
Radcliff & Jenkins
Miller Bros. & Lois
IN

•
F. Walton, Republic
representative, visited the

exchange

late last

home office
Des Moines

week.

Sidney Lanfield
Hollywood yesterday.

arrived

from

•

Clyde Elliott has returned to Chicago from New York and Boston.

WOOIM'FIWS

•

Bernard Kreisler, Universal

Monty Salmon, managing

Accardo,

PERSON
VAUGHN

Miss Coco.

Trial of the case is scheduled for
Oct. 5 and Kostelanetz stated that he
will oppose any attempt on the part
of defense attorneys to obtain a de
.

IN

"A Lady Takes

to' extort more than $1,000,000
returned yesterday from the Coast.
•
from the film industry, Boris Kostela•
Marvin Roth of Loew's Pitkin
netz, Special Assistant U. S. Attorney
Joe Ornstein, 20th Century-Fox
Theatre will be inducted into the Army
General, announced yesterday, in New
booker in Pittsburgh, is in town on
Oct. 11.
York.
vacation.
•

ing

John

Wayne

Arthur •

Henry Linet
last night for

of Universal
Boston.

left

here

PALACE

B WAY &
47th St.

ADOLPHE

MARTHA

MENJOU

SCOTT

"HI,

DIDDLE, DIDDLE"
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RAID REPORT'
K/LL

OR BE KILLED

British sniper vs.

Nazi

Truly spine-chilling in

sniper!
its

real-

This

is

the wind-up of every

R.A.F. raid. The graphic evi-

dence

—

accurate, sensa-

ism as each lone fighter uses

tional,

every

damage done by

trick,

every nerve, every

complete

thread-thin chance that

may

Authentic

—

and

burg,

help

may

him stay alive
cost the

enemy

(2 REELS)

his life!

Cologne

—

of the

our bombs.

photos

of

Ham-

Genoa, Lubeck,

—
1

in

flaming ruins!

REEL)
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{Continued from page 1)
follows: Strand, $4,000; Music Hall,
Roxy, $1,225; Paramount,
$2,500;
these sales were all small
$5,000
bonds of the "E" variety.
Several situations around the coun-

supervising "Free
chairman of the
War Activities Committee. W. Randolph Burgess, chairman of the War
Finance Committee commenting on this
latest move of the film committee to

Invitations have been sent by Yincent Trotta, president of Associated M.
P. Advertisers, to industry executives
to serve on the honor roll committee
for AMPA's "Salute to the Heroes of
the Industry," to be held Oct. 21 at
the Astor Hotel.
Among those receiving invitation

where no matinee performances
were given, declared that the adveraround
campaigns
tising-publicity
"Free Movie Day" had awakened considerable response, and that the expectation was that many additional
sales would be registered.
Bob O'Donnell, Texas state bond

co-operate in the current drive, said

were

independent

the

have purchased $835,000

War Loan

bonds, according

of Third
to Sol Lesser,

chairman of the inde-

pendent group,

in

made today

a report

by Chairman Henry Ginsberg of the
War Finance Committee.
•
Frank Melford said today that he
has acquired rights to "I
an original
Hirohito,"

Worked

for

by James
Young, who wrote "Behind the RisMelford will produce the
ing Sun."
film with Young as an associate. Aumaterial is
thenticated FBI and
in the story, the producer stated.

OWI

;

try,

WAC

chairman, told the
by telephone
P. S. Harrison will leave for New yesterday that "there are no figures
York next weekend to discuss the yet, but 'Free Movie Day' looks like
Cooperstown, N. Y., premiere of "The money in Uncle Sam's bank."
The bonds of any denomination yesDeerslayer," his Republic picture.
terday admitted to any performance
Also,
executive, re- at theatres where purchased.
Joseph Nolan,
turned here at the weekend from Chi- as. a preliminary, houses of WestchesCounty have already started
cago where he was called by the death ter
observing "Free Movie Week." Purof his mother.
m
chasers of bonds at any Westchester
without
be admitted
Bert Gilroy, who today resigned an theatre will
including
will charge on any day up to and
after i2
12 years, v,
producership alter

•

RKO

RKO
KKU

vacation before announcing his

new

af-

Wednesday.

filiation.

Ned

RKO

E. Depinet,

dent, will leave here
York.
for

Radio presiby train Friday

•

Birthday Party

Hollywood Bond Cavalcade today
reported total sales of $1,079,586,819
during its tour.
•
"Chica Chico," starring Carmen

was announced today

for

production by 20th-Fox.

WAC

Will Release
Ford Brazil Footage

—

Hollywood, Sept. 27. Lieut. Sam
Engen of the Office of Strategic Services, arrived here from Brazil today
bringing footage shot by

John Ford showing

Commander

last

RKO

were hosts
night on the occasion of Mickey

Walt Disney and

Leo Brecher
Movie Day"

is

as

"The motion

picture industry, the
newspapers, the radio and the stage,
as well as the individual stars of each
profession, including the stars of authorship, have been very helpful in this
campaign and have given us a great
lift."

Third

War Loan

subscriptions for
Pictures,
and
theatre
partnerships, were increased yesterday by $470,000, bringing the total to
date to $12,233,790, it was announced
by Claude Lee, chairman of the Paramount committee for the loan drive.

Paramount

Mouse's 15th birthday to film

stars,

theatrical personalities and representatives of the press, at a reception at the
Museum of Modern Art. Some of the
films in which the young star appeared, including "Steamboat Willie,"
in which he made his screen debut, at

records,
terday.

At

the

company reported

same

yes-

the

time,

a

WAC

Boston Film Post

Reelects Browning

—

Pennsylvania Dates

:

M

;

M-G-M

;

junior

vice-

;

Mochrie.

Under

sponsorship
of
station
and with the Stanley, Philadelphia, as the pivot, the premiere will
be highlighted by a series of promotional activities which will include personal apperances by Margo, star of
the picture James R. Young, foreign
correspondent,
who wrote "Sun"
and Gwen Dew, writer on Far Eastern topics.

WCAU,

;

P.

ward Dobkin,

W. Johnson Passes

Red Deer,

Alberta, Can., Sept. 27.
Percy W. Johnson, partner with R.
M. Beatty in the Crescent and Capitol
Theatres, this city, died here recently
at the age of 67.

finance,
Warners
Warner Theatres
Edward Melincoff.
;

;

Harry
chaplain,

Spinier,

Dr.

A.

RWLB Hears SOPEG
Dispute With Majors

Closed-shop issue and a wage classification formula proposed by the Screen
Executive committee members are
Office
and Professional Employees
Harry Aaronson, Rialto, Boston;
Guild, Local 109, occupied the major
Kenneth Forkey, Magnet Theatres
portion of hearings before the Regional
Patrick Healey, State Building InWar Labor board panel in New York
spector, and Alvin G. Kenney, recreayesterday in
the
dispute
between
tional activity.
SOPEG and Loew's, 20th CenturyFox, and United Artists covering office personnel in the local exchanges
Dividend
of the three companies.

Up

Odeon

—

Odeon Theatres
Sept. 27.
today declared a 15 per cent dividend
This is an
for the last financial year.
increase of five per cent over the previous year.
London,

Bill

F.

Brenner and Edward Mc-

Namee, Herbert

J. Yates, James R.
Grainger, Charles Reed Jones, Will H.
Hays, Charles Francis Coe, Arthur

Contract Setup

number of
other sales staff changes were anyears
the Colony Theatre, here, 15
nounced. At Washington, Paul Wall
ago, were shown.
has been promoted to salesman from
Among those present were Robert second booker, and is succeeded by
Wolff, S. Barret McCormick, Harry former third booker Victor Wallace,
Mandel, Frank Eaton, John Farmer, with Henry Ajello, former fourth
Gertrude Merriam, William Formby, booker, assuming Wallace's position.
Fred Stengel, Jack Harrison, Rutgers Catherine Murphy, former student

Charles Kurtzman,
commander,
Loew's adjutant, Maxwell Melincoff

bow,

J\eil

MGM

part in

the Philadelphia territory starting tomorrow, it was announced yesterday
by general sales manager Robert

ZufJ^

Agnt...
Leonard
Goldenson,
Austin
Keough, Robert M. Gillham, Nicholas
M. Schenck, David Bernstein, William F. Rodgers, Charles C. Moskowitz, Joseph R. Vogel, Howard Dietz,
Oscar A. Doob, Jack Conn, Nate
Spingold,
Montague,
Abe
Abe
Schneider,
David Lipton, Herman
Robbins, Toby Gruen, George DemGriffis,

DeBra, David Palfreyman.
Also, George Schaefer, Francis L.
Harmon, Simon H. Fabian, Arthur
Warner,
Mayer,
Maj.
Albert
L.
Charles Einfeld, Joseph Bernhard,
Benjamin Kalmenson, Harry Kalmine, Harry Goldberg, Mort Blumenstock, N. Peter Rathvon, Richard W.
Patterson, Jr., Ned E. Depinet, Malcolm Kingsberg, Edward L. Alperson,
Robert Mochrie, Edward C. Raftery,
Gradwell L. Sears, Carl Leserman,
Arthur W. Kelly, Harry D. Buckley,
Alex Nelson has been made head of and Paul N. Lazarus, Jr.,
J. Cheever
the M-G-M home office contract de- Cowdin, Nate Blumberg,
J. J. O'Conpartment, succeeding Ira Martin, who nor, Wm. A. Scully, Charles D.
has been given a special assignment
Prutzman, Maurice Bergman, John
Nelson
formerly
handled
special Joseph, Spyros P. Skouras, Wendell

the war.

Has

Barney Balaban, Adolph

1

included a $400,000 bond subscription of Graybar
Electric Co., a Paramount vendor,
which placed its purchase through
Paramount, and an additional $70,000
subscribed by Paramount Pictures.

Neilson, "Chick" Lewis, Floyd Stone booker, becomes fourth booker, and
Tillie Gosin, former biller, succeeds
and Al Steen.
The footage will be cut and. edited
Also, Leo Samuels, Toni Spitzer, Miss Murphy.
by the Coordinator of Inter-America William Levy, Arthur Brilant, Jack
At Kansas City, Woodrow Walkand Lewis and Irving Schiffrin.
Affairs for release through
er becomes first booker, succeeding
made available to Hollywood proVernon L. Smith, now in the armed
ducers via the CIAA stock shot liforces.
Walker formerly was third
library. The number of subjects and
booker.
former
Roger
Leaton,
the length is undetermined.
fourth booker, becomes second booker, succeeding William Schwartz, also
in the armed forces.
Mary Ryan,
Fifty-City
'Sun'
27.
Vernon
MacBoston, Sept.
booker's secretary, has been promoted
Cauley Post, Film-Theatrical Post, has to third booker, and Myrtle Miller
comthe following officers
Cain, chief contract clerk, becomes
A 50-city premiere will launch elected
& P
mander, Harry Browning,
RKO's "Behind the Rising Sun" in Theatres senior vice-commander, Ed- fourth booker.
Brazil's

:

Stanton

The added amounts

Nelson Heads

Mickey Host at

New

Miranda,

1943

Invite Leaders to
Movie Day' Gives
Tribute to Heroes
Spurt to 'E' Bond Selling

Hollywood, Sept. 27
studios

28,

'Free

Coast Flashes
EMPLOYEES

Tuesday, September

Representatives

of

L. Willkie, Charles P. Skouras,
C. Michel, Thomas J. Connors,

Wm.
Dan

Michalove,
Hal Horne, W. Ray
Johnston, Norton V. Ritchey, Lou
Lifton, Jules E. Brulatour, William
Henry Briggs and
German,
O.

Arthur Greenblatt.
Also
Ed Kuykendall, Abram F.
Myers, Harry Brandt, Jack Alicoate,
Chester B. Bahn, Don Mersereau,
Martin Quigley, Colvin Brown, Terry
Ramsaye, Sherwin Kane, Ben Shlyen,
Ray Levy, William Formby, Sid Silverman, Abel Green, Jay Emanuel,
Herbert M. Miller, Charles Lewis,
Mox Wax, Peter Harrison, Leonard
Traube and William Wilkerson.
:

WLB Minimum for
New England Houses
—

Boston, Sept. 27. Declaring
any pay below 50 cents an hour

that
is

a

sub standard of living, the New England War Labor Board here has announced its approval of a 50-cent minimum for all film theatres in Boston.
The wage increases granted were
asked by Warner Brothers' for its
houses in Massachusetts and Connecticut
and more than .400 ushers,
cashiers, doormen and cleaning staffs
in their 24 theatres will benefit by the
ruling.
Other circuits are expected to
follow suit.

Filmack Pay Increase

—

Chicago, Sept. 27.
Chicago Typographers Union Local 16-F, representing the typesetting department of
Filmack Trailer Co., has notified Irving Mack, general sales manager, that
the three com- the
has approved wage in-

WLB

panies have the wage classification
brief promulgated by
under
study. Next hearing will be held on
Oct. 6.

SOPEG

creases for that department. Increases
are retroactive as of March 1, 1943,
and vary from 10 per cent to 33 per
cent.

:

Welcome to
K.sl.

(THE ATTACK!

WAR BONDS/
WAR LOANI"

s..
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Review

51 Shooting,

72 Editing,
54 Preparing
—

Hollywood, Sept. 27. The backlog
of pictures awaiting release or editing
continued to pile up during the week
with 72 editing, 54 preparing for
cameras, 51 on the stages, 11 new
ones started and eight finished.
The week before saw 60 editing, 56
preparing, 51 shooting, nine started

and eight

finished.

M-G-M, which

has been out in the lead in the number

work, dropped back
even with Universal and Columbia,
which had seven pictures each on the
of

pictures

stages.

in

The production

Tuesday, September

scene

28,

194.'

Hollywood

"Outlaws of Stampede Pass"
CARTWRIGHT

By JACK

(Monogram)
Hollywood, Sept. 27

THEREWITH

the last of the Monogram series for 1943-44 supplanting the Westerns starring the late Buck Jones and measures
well up to the standard set for in this fare by the studio.
Johnny Mack
Brown and Raymond Hatton are again starred as the U. S. marshals
who work under cover while getting the evidence to arrest a group of
outlaws preying on the herds and ranchers of a frontier town. Hatton
is

some good Western type comedy from his
while Brown works on the outside among the cattlemen and the

~oses as a dentist, wringing
ole,

:utlaws.

They

find the leading cattle

buyer

is

the villain,

who

not only has

men

rustle the ranchers' cattle, but puts an end to their complaints
with six-gun efficiency. The action is plentiful as the pair rounds up

his

Hollywood, Sept. 27

DIN-UP"

art may be just another
f term for leg art to most studio
publicity men, but servicemen photog< {

raphers have handed them a jolt by
voting other feminine charms rfdft
important.
Vc e
It happened after the recent Goldwyn "Pin-Up" party where more than
-

100

Army, Navy, Marine cameramen

took pictures of the 34 Goldwyn Girls

from the
quence.

"Up

Arms" dream

in

se-

The boys have voted June Lang,
I'd
like
to
take
home to
out on numerous occasions. Ellen Hall sup- "girl
Virginia
Curzon,
"most
plies the touch of feminine interest as daughter of the town blacksmith mother"
beautiful eyes"
Shelby Payne, "most
who helps the lawmen.
aristocratic" Ellen Johnson, "prettiest
Scott R. Dunlap produced, with Wallace Fox directing, from a script
dimples," and Ruth Valmy, "most
by Johnston McCulley. Photography is not up to standard, being too beautiful legs." Considering the cosdark and blurred in spots.
tumes the girls wore no one expected
Running time, 55 minutes. "G".*
the boys to look at their eyes.
the outlaws

and shoots

it

;

;

Columbia

;

"Klondike Kate," with
Started:
Savage, Glenda Farrell, Tom
Neal, Lester Allen, Lewis Wilson,
Sheldon Leonard, Constance Worth
"Swing Out the Blues," with Bob
Haymes, Lynn Merrick, Janis Carter,

Ann

•

*"G" denotes general

classification.

Betty Brodel, sister of Joan Leslie

Vagabonds, Tim Ryan, Joyce
Compton, Edith Evanson, Kathleen
Mills Is Switched
Howard, John Eldredge, Richard
Omaha, Sept. 27. Irving Mills,
"Cowboy
Elliott, Arthur Q. Brian
here, has been
Canteen," with Charles Starrett, Jane 20th-Fox head-booker
The casts of 13 Broadway shows,
Frazee,
Tex Ritter, Vera Vague, transferred to Minneapolis, where he
Regina many of them with film names, have
will become office manager.
Mills Brothers, Big Boy Williams,
volunteered a series of "night-off"
Jimmy Wakely, Max Terhune, Wal- Molseed, for 24 years on Omaha's
Film Row, will succeed Mills. Ship- playdates to entertain the armed forces
ter "Dub" Taylor, Roy Acuff, Bill
ping clerk Tony Goodman will be a during the coming winter, USO-Camp
Hughes, Edith Elliott.
Shows announced here yesterday.
"Hey, Rookie," "Curly," new assistant booker.

The

Film Stage Players
For Winter USO Tour

—

;

Shooting:

Representatives

"This Is the Army," is now flying
in her role of a
in Walter
Wanger's "When Ladies Fly" shooting on location at Army Air Transport in Long Beach.
Lois Collier is
turning in a neat chore as a girl flier
who loses her sweetheart and crashes
to her death while Ann Gwynne is a
George
standout as another WAF.
Waggner has changed "Gypsy Girl"
to "Gypsy Windcat" at Universal with
of

WAF

high

.

.

.

these
of
casts
of
Maria Montcz as the wild one.
"Life With Father," "Something for
WhitSlim
Bob Crosby drops his baton at M-G-M
George
Chesebro,
Ingram,
the Boys," "Three's a Family," "Early
taker, Jimmy Aubrey, Robert Hill.
for an acting role in "See Here,
W. R. Frank
to Bed," "Harriet," "Blithe Spirit,"
Hargrove" but it's even
Private
RKO-Radio
"Doughgirls,"
"Rosalinda,"
(Independent)
"Janie,"
money he'll pick up the maestro wand
the
Cat
Curse
"The
of
Shooting:
"Oklahoma," "Star and Garter," "Kiss
"Dr. Paul Joseph GoebShooting
People," "Tender Comrade," "Higher and Tell," and "My Dear Public" met soon again,
bels, His Life and Loves."
©
and Higher," "Days of Glory."
with
USO-Camp Shows, Actors
Samuel Goldwyn
Director
Henry
King has started
Finished: "Dangerous Journey."
Equity, the IATSE and the AFM
eight weeks of tests for the 160 speakFinished: "Up in Arms."
Republic
officials to outline a program, which
"The Fighting Seabees," will be presented in the Eastern mili- ing roles in- Darryl Zanuck's "WilStarted
M-G-M
Ariel Heath, who
with John Wayne, Susan Hayward, tary area stations adjacent to cities son" at Fox.
"Two Sisters and a Dennis O'Keefe,
Shooting:
became known as the "whistle
J. M. Kerrigan, Wil- where road-companies are playing.
"Broadway
"Kismet,"
Sailor,"
blonde" at
where her last role
liam Frawley, Grant Withers, Addison
Rhythm," "White Cliffs of Dover," Richards, Benjamin Weldon, Paul
was in Val Lewton's chiller, "Leo"The
Can"Gaslight,"
Co-Ed,"
"Mr.
pard Man" is following Lucille
"WhisperFix, Charles Trowbridge
to
terville Ghost."
Ball's footsteps and is being tested
ing Footsteps," with John Hubbard,

"Ten Percent Woman," "Cover
"The Day Will Come."

Girl,"

.

.

.

:

:

.

.

.

RKO

;

"Andy
"Rationing,"
Hardy's Blonde Trouble," "See Here,
Private Hargrove."
Finished:

Films Aid
Needed
Deer
Dr.
Rest, Says
—

Rita Quigley, Cy Kendall, Joan Blair,
Marie Blake, Mary Gordon, Bill
Fond dtj Lac, Wis., Sept. 27. Dr.
Benedict, Juanita Quigley, Matt Mc- Ervin E. Deer, field representative of
Monogram
Hugh, Charles Halton, Dick Elliott, the MPPDA, guest speaker at the
"Her Bachelor Husband," Eliz Valentine, Madeleine Grey.
Started
opening fall meeting of the Fond du
Shooting
"Oh, My Darling Clem- Lac
with Johnny Downs, Wanda McKay,
Council
here,
Better
Films
Etta McDaniel, Robert Kent, Stan entine," "Canyon City."
stressed the importance of relaxing
Jolley.
20th-Fox
from war strain and the part films are
Bound,"
"Westward
Shooting
"The Sullivans," "Eve playing in this respect.
Shooting
"Lady, Let's Dance."
Indiana,"
of St. Mark," "Home in
Pointing out what a great morale
"Charlie Chan in the "Buffalo
Finished
"The builder films have become as a help
Bill,"
"Lifeboat,"
Secret Service."
Lodger."
in training the armed forces faster
United Artists
Paramount
and better, he also emphasized their
Holi- part in presenting the war to civilians
"Knickerbocker
Shooting
Shooting "The Navy Way," "Going
My Way," "The Story of Dr. Was- day," "Since You Went Away," as it progresses, along with necessary
wartime facts.
"Frenchman's Creek," "Our "Bridge of San Luis Rey."
sell,"
:

by several other

Watson

will

studios.

.

.

.

Bobby

play Adolf Hitler

testing for players to portray Goering, Goebbels, Hess, Himmler, and

:

other nasty Nazis.
W. R. Frank,
producing the Goebbels life-andloves picture, and Farrow ought

:

to get together or the public

:

:

:

Hearts Were Young and Gay."

Universal

Boy

"Phantom Lady," with
Started
"Henry
Finished
*
Ella Raines, Franchot Tone, Alan
Scout."
Thomas
Toomey,
Curtis,
Regis
P. R. C.
'B'
with Gomez, Andrew Tombes, Elisha Cook,
Junction,"
Started:
"Jive
Not a single feature is given a genDickie Moore, Tina Thayer, Gerre Jr.; "Swingtime for Johnny," with the
Young, Jack Wagner, Johnny Mich- Andrews Sisters, Harriet Hilliard, eral patronage 'all clear' Legion of DeMatt cency rating in this week's list. UniCookson, Tim Ryan,
aels, Beverly Boyd, Johnny Duncan, Peter
John Clark, Bill Halligan, Frederick Willis, Bill Phillips, Mitch Ayres and versale "You're a Lucky Fellow, Mr.
Smith" is objected to, on a Class B
Feher,
Bess Flowers, Jan Wiley, band.
Shooting
"When Ladies Fly," rating, because of "light treatment of
Venise Joe Grove, Myrna Dell, Tom
Quinn, Caral Ashley, Bob McKenzie, "The Impostor," "Gung Ho," "Third marriage"
(for adults) goes to
Class A-ll
Harry Strange, Oakie, Betty Alden, Glory."
Finished "Wild Horse Roundup."
"Case of the Dangerous Blonde,"
"Boss of Rawhide,"
Jack George
Columbia
"Sweet Rosie O'Grady,"
Warners
with Dave O'Brien, Jim Newill, Guy
Lucky
"Thank
Your
Shooting
"Uncertain
Glory," 20th-Fox
Wilkerson, Nell O'Day, Edward Cassidy, Billy Bletcher, Lucille Vance, "Rhapsody in Blue," "Shine On, Har- Stars." Warners, and "Young Ideas,"
M-G-M.
Charles King, Robert Kortman, Jack vest Moon," "Passage to Marseille."
:

:

Lucky Mr. Smith'
Gets

:

:

:

;

;

:

;

Rating

may

be confused by two different Goeb-

m

:

Aldrich,

in

"The Hitler Gang,"
but Director John Farrow is still
Paramount's

bels

on the screens.
•

RKO
tion

was forced to suspend producon "Higher and Higher" when

Producer-director Tim Whelan beRichard
ill
with the flu.
Wallace, who directed "Fallen Sparrow" will have the same job on
"Heavenly Day," next Fibber McGee
Eddie Canand Molly at RKO.
tor will use a dozen famous vaudeville acts in his "Show Business." The
first to be signed up is banjo artist
"So Proudly We
Gene Sheldon.
Hail" is in its fourth week at Para-

came

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

mount Hollywood and Downtown
atres.

"You

the-

Lester Fuller will direct
Can't Ration Love" and "Mar.

.

.

Producer Michel Kreike at
Warners' "Gay
Paramount.
Blades" becomes "Strolling Down the
seille" for

.

.

.

Avenue" with Ann Sheridan. Dennis
Morgan, Irene Manning and Jack
Carson.

September

(Tuesday,

Motion Picture Daily
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Griffis Starts in

OWI

Post Monday

(Continued from page

•Paramount and will go on inactive
Status with respect to his positions as

Madison Square Garden,
k
York, and Hemphill, Noyes &
J^'O r in which he is a partner.
The appointment, announced over
week-end brings to a close a
'fche
cngthy search by OWI officials for
b'^irman of

-

'

man

to succeed Lowell Mellett,
former chief of the bureau. Palmer
domestic opHoyt, director of
erations, in a statement, said Griffis'
acceptance of the post "will further
die already effective cooperation between the Government and the film

OWI

industry."
Hoyt asserted that this cooperation
'|has been so perfect that there is no
to produce
need whatever for
Griffis, who in the last
.its own films.
war served as a captain on the geni

OWI

eral staff of the Army, was promijient originally in the legitimate theatre
field before affiliating with Paramount.

Last year, he was chairman of the

Xavy Relief Fund drive, which raised
$10,000,000 to aid the families of enmen.

listed

Fox Western Mgrs.
Receive 'Moon' A ward
Des Moines,

!

!

1

la.,

Sept.

27.—W.

C.

.Gehring of the 20th-Fox home office,
New York, with his assistant, E. C.
Collins,
and Stanley Mayer, Des
Moines manager, and M. A. Levy,
Minneapolis district manager for the
Midwest, were guests of honor at a
banquet given by Tri-State Theatre

[
irp. for managers who recently were
flawarded prizes in a contest for "The
i

Moon

•

Is

Down."

First prize, $200, went to Maurice
w, manager of the Paramount,
i Waterloo;
second prize, $100, to Ed'

die Forester,
Des Moines Theatre,
iDes Moines
third prize, $50, a tie
between Jerry Greenebaum, Illini TheRatre, Moline, 111., and Orville Rennie,
^Paramount, Cedar Rapids.
A. H.
aBlank, head of the circuit, made the
;

j-bresentation.
i

'U' in
=

Universal

[ivvith

U.

S.

Army

has

a

tie-up

(Continued from page 1)

for London within a week or two and
also may confer there with British
on that company's
representatives

holdings in Metropolis & Bradford).
Informed sources here say that

Lichtman and Rubin will spend a
month in England studying the theatre situation as it affects Loew's and
particularly in the light of Rank's conThe
tinued expansion moves there.
two also will explore present problems governing the availability, or
lack of availability, of studio space in
England on behalf of the company's
plans for production there under the
aegis of Sir Alexander Korda.
The
bulk of available studio space in England today is controlled by Rank.
Korda and Merle Oberon arrived in
New York today, en route to a Canadian port, from which they will leave
for London.
His first production for

in

connection

Present indications are that with their
Metro will begin building its
(Continued from page 1)
own impressive British producing or- current "Holy Matrimony" and a stage
ganization,
reportedly with Gabriel show featuring Carole Landis and
arrival

Pascal, whose "Pygmalion" was released here by M-G-M, playing an important role in the development, possibly with another

Bernard Shaw play stanza of

London,

tomorrow.
"Lady Takes a Chance"
and Vaughn Monroe and his orchestra, on the Paramount stage, grossed
approximately $69,000 in its second
week and holds for a third.

is understood to have participated in some part of the extended
Metro executive conferences in New
York, recently, covering the company's British plans.
Details of Metro's British production program to be handled by Korda
reportedly have been completely developed already.
Therefore, the im-

Philadelphia, Sept.

27.

—

Empire Men Get

Exchanges

Detroit

Get 40-Hour Week

306 Injunction

(Continued from page 1)

RKO,

(Continued from page

of the majority of
to sweep aside the
provisions of the Empire constitution
on the excuse that an emergency exists.
He pointed out that the Empire
by-laws provide, among other things,
for Empire to be the sole bargaining
agent of its members, and that a
member of Empire shall have no afin

province

the

Empire members

with any other union. FurJudge Wenzell pointed out that

filiation

ther,

and A. W. Schwalberg, WarTheir basic contentions were
that the longer week would not increase production and would not reners.

1)

while provisions of the Empire con-

lease

manpower

and that

it

other

to

would tend

^re

pire

constitution.

The
of

a

petition

receiver

in

for

the

appointment

administer

the

af-

Industry Expects

—

I

ney, has filed a note of issue calling
for court action during the week of
Oct. 4.

officials,

;

WAC

urer

chairman
of

;

WAC

;

Arthur Mayer, treasand David Lipton,

WAC public relations chairman,
Coe Speaks Today
to the meeting today.
To Buffalo Industry
Buffalo, Sept.

27.

MPPDA

—Charles Francis

vice-president, will address the local industry, the local Advertising Club and other outside in-

Coe,

terests,

quarters,

tomorrow,
in

line

should do about $28,000 for the ninth

Hollywood. "Thousands
Cheer" took about $20,000 in its second week at the Astor. Second week
of "The Seventh Victim," at the Rialto, should end the picture's run with
a seven-day take of $6,500, with "The
Kansan" slated for a Friday opening.
"Hi Diddle Diddle" in its first and
final week at the Palace, is expected
to gross in the neighborhood of $16,000, with "Fired Wife" opening at the
Palace on Thursday.
"Man from
Down Under," at the Globe, is expected to do about $17,500 for its first
week and will hold over.
stanza, at the

Chicago Owners
To Honor Kirsch
(Continued from page 1)
of one year in which Kirsch has been
the circuit's buyer, he has already

cemented a fine spirit of cooperation
between the various distributors in
Chicago and his members," the statement added.
The circuit has more
than 50 theatre members.
Kirsch is also president of Allied
Illinois, as well as regional vice
president of National Allied and is
active with the War Activities Committee and other national agencies.

of

arrived in New York from
Washington yesterday and conferred
with Si Fabian,
theatres divi-

Doob

sion

headclub
at
with his series of
Toronto, Sept. 27. Irving Gold- key city industry goodwill addresses.
smith, 20th-Fox booker, leaves that "Tomorrow on the Screen" will be
position this week for Montreal, where his subject.
he will book for the Laine-Garsin cirOn Wednesday, Coe will talk at
Toronto.
cuit there.

Goldsmith Leaves Fox

sight for the first week
it holds
over. "For
the Bell Tolls," at
the Rivoli, is expected to take $30,000
in its 10th week.
"This Is the Army"

exemptions

Los Angeles, San

Francisco and Seattle.

for
to

industries
to increase
to inflation-

payrolls and contribute
ary practice thereby.
The exemption is the sixth granted
by a critical regional manpower commission for a critical labor area to
film
exchanges, relieving them of
compliance with the 48-hour week
order for individual areas.
Previous
exemptions were granted the exchanges
at
Buffalo,
Washington,
Cleveland, Salt Lake City and Port-

stitution may have been waived in
an emergency to carry on the legitimate objects and business of the union, land, Ore.
the provisions abrogated by the merIndustry petitions
ger were the very heart of the Emstill pending

Colum-

bus Stamper, independent exhibitor
operating the Rivoli, Locust and Great
Xorthern here, has taken over a
:'>urth house, the Glenside, located in
the suburbs.
He acquired the house
from C. Wurtle, who has left the industry.

Despite
mixed notices, "Johnny
Lately" and the stage show featuring Virginia O'Brien and Morton
Gould and his orchestra, at the Capitol, is meeting good response.
gross
in the neighborhood of $68,000 is in

Come

Whom

WAC

Stamper Takes Fourth

"Wintertime" and

in

the

pot.

this bill.

Bert Lahr, Lucille Manners and Paul
Haakon on the stage open at this house

Another Bond Call

I

Jerry Wald and his band after two
weeks, due to prior commitments, expects to take about $75,000 in the final

as an initial contribution. Pascal, now
in the East awaiting transportation to

showing of "Adventures of fairs of Empire, also filed by the
Flying Cadets."
While showing the protesting Empire members, was deWenzell on the
by Judge
(film,
exhibitors are to arrange for nied
(Continued from page 1)
presentation of silver wings to cadet grounds that the injunctive order will
war finance director,
Recruits on their theatre stages through give sufficient protection.
through their nearest Air Cadet deNathan Frankel, Local 306 attor- and retailers' representatives.

-with

Broadway Grosses
Are Near Average;
'Hail' Does $98,000

pending Lichtman-Rubin visit to EnA
gland will not be concerned with that
phase of the company's British activi- store for the first week
of this bill and
ties.
Lichtman is expected to leave it will be held over. "Watch on the
Metro in England will star Miss here Oct. 8 for New York, where he Rhine" and Abe Lyman and his band,
Oberon and is scheduled to start early will join Rubin. Their British mis- on the stage, at the Strand, should
in November, studio space for the sion was assigned them by Nicholas gross about
$44,000 in its fifth and
M. Schenck, Loew's president, it was final week, with "Thank Your Lucky
initial film being assured.
Meanwhile, Sam Eckman, Loew's learned. Schenck participated in the Stars" and a stage show featuring
managing director for Britain, and recent conferences in New York, Sammy Kaye and his band opening
Ben Goetz, the company's British pro- which developed the company's plan of Friday.
duction executive, are scheduled to action for British operations.
Also
"Hit the Ice" is doing big business
leave New York for London as soon participating were Louis B. Mayer,
at the Criterion, with $33,000 estimated
Lichtman,
as
transportation can be obtained.
Eckman, Goetz and Korda.

Air Cadet depots

throughout the country

;

Tieup

negotiated

Army

Lichtman, Rubin to Visit
London on Postwar Plans

1)

h\'ashington next Monday as a dollar
In order to permit him
k year man.
!k> devote full time to the work he
kyill be given a leave of absence by

'a

7

prior

B&K

Raises Six

Loop Runs 10 Cents
(Continued from page

Defer S hour as Hearing
Regional War Labor Board hearing
on the petition for investigation and
certification filed by M. P. Theatre
Managers and Employees Union, Local 152, UOPWA, on its claim that it
represents a majority of the managers
the 41
Skouras theatres here,
in
scheduled for yesterday, has been postponed until tomorrow.

1)

advance with the day and date opening of "I Dood It," next Wednesday,
and United Artists will increase at the
close of the present run.
All Loop
first-runs are expected to follow suit.
Children's prices are raised five cents.
scale is 50 cents to noon, 65
cents to 5 :00 p.m. and 85 cents there-

New

after.
all

day.

Children are charged 30 cents

Motion Picture Daily
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Off the Antenna

Short Subject
Reviews

Boston, Sept. 27.— Theatres
here are expected to be
aided by the new limitation
placed by Boston newspapers

with October reports of the C. E. Hooper radio surveys, five
services will be provided subscribers. They are a sponsor identification
analysis
a competition for listeners' index which will be a continuous and
comparative record showing how the volume of advertising on other networks
affects each advertiser's chance of getting an audience, and program rating
trends by types ; an analysis of network ratings.

new

;

(March of Time)
The story of neutral Portugal is depicted in this latest "March of Time."

•
•
•
Purely Personal Bob Hussey, head of Universal''s radio department, has
arrived in New York to confer with W. A. Sadly, "U's" vice president and
neutral state, bordering on Franco's
general sales manager, and Maurice Bergman, Eastern advertising manager,
Fascist Spain, her faith to the Roman
on a plan for an international broadcast to launch "Corvette K-22S."
Kate
Catholic Church, her slowly materialSmith will be feted at a reception and buffet supper at the Astor, on Friday,
her
strict
system
and
educational
izing
by CBS and Young and Rubicam, follozmng the opening broadcast in the curimpartiality in the present world conrent season's "Kate Smith Hour."
Robert Allen Monroe has joined the
under the leadership of Prime
flict,
and Coe.
The film brings radio promotion department of Donahue
Minister Salazar.
•
•
•
home the saga of the courage of a
Program Notes "Hi Diddle Diddle," Andrew Stone-U. A. release, will
once powerful nation and her efforts
be presented by CBS' "Screen Guild Players" program on Oct. 4, with
to remain unaffected by a world at
"Pride
impressive
are Martha Scott, Dennis O'Keefe, Walter Abel and Mary Boland.
Particularly
war.
of the Yankees," with Gary Cooper, is the selection of the Lux Radio
scenes of a landing field, where swasDave (Tex) O'Brien featured in PRC's Texas
tika-marked planes land side-by-side Theater for Oct. 4.
Rangers Westerns, will be heard regularly on the Dr. Pepper "10-2-4
with ships bearing the Stars and
Ann Sothern, of "Maisie" film fame,
Stripes.
An informative and enlight- Ranch" program, starting Oct. 17.
will make an appearance on CBS' "Radio Reader's Digest" program on
ening film. Running time, 19 mins.
Herbert Marshall and Cass Daley will be guests on Mutual's
Sunday.
"Soldiers With Wings" program, tomorrow.
Ray Milland, who co"Unusual Occupations"
stars with Ginger Rogers in Paramount's "Lady in the Dark," will be
a guest on Gertrude Lawrence's "Revlon Revue," Blue web show which
(Paramount)
Cary Grant, currently to be seen in
Filmed in the new Magnacolor, this has its premiere on Thursday.
short is another in Jerry Fairbanks' RKO-Radio's "Mr. Lucky," will make a guest appearance on the Judy
Fred MacMurray will be Joan Davis' visitor
Canova Show tonight.
series of Americans engaged in odd
Included in this release on Thursday.
occupations.
are sequences of an engineer on an
aerial tram which carries tourists to
the summit of Rio's Sugar Loaf MounIs
tain
a Midwestern doctor who re-

two additional

lines for each
included.
Large
firms
have
been
using quarter-page and halfojj
classification

to light for the first time are
the little known facts about this still

.

.

.

page help wanted advertise^
ments, and the new ruling"
will bring this type of advertising within the same clas-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'Destroyer' Leads

Army' Wows

'This

;

stores mutilated Cigar Store Indians
the Philadelphia Quartermaster Depot where American flags are made

and a new idea

With $17,000 Take

in three-dimensional
sculpture practiced by a Long Island

This

cartoonist.
time, 10 mins.

fair.

is

—

Cincinnati, Sept. 27. Weekend
upper brackets
Running turns were in the

along the line, with $17,000 as an
estimated figure for "Destroyer" at
Albee, and indications pointthe
ing to better than average business for
Weather was unthe other houses.
seasonably cool.

RKO

"Speaking of Animals in
the Garden"

On $22,000 Gross
Baltimore, Sept.

reall

(Paramount)
Estimated receipts for the week
Trick camera technique of the Fair- ending Sept. 29-Oct. 2
banks-Carlisle team takes the audience "Destroyer" (Col.)
RKO ALBEE— (3,300) (30c-33c-44c-55c) 7
into an average Victory Garden, in(Average $15,000)
Gross: $17,000.
days.
troducing familiar garden pests. Each "The Sky's the Limit" (RKO)
insect has something to say and a
RKO PALACE— (2,000) (30c-33c-44c-55c) 7

iness

is

—Week's

bus-

new major

films

27.

spotty, with

drawing crowds and

less

important

or

holdovers, feeling a slight
slump. Honors for the week go to
"This Is the Army," which is chalking up_ $22,000 at the Stanley.
Receipts for the week ending Sept.
30:
"Swing Shift Maisie" (M-G-M)
CENTURY— (3,000) (28c-44c-50c and 55c
weekends) 7 days, 2nd week.
Gross: $14,ones,

1

Gross: $13,500. (Average, $12,600)
"Watch on the Rhine" (W.B.)

quartette of bull-frogs render a frog's
version of "Strolling Through the

days.

SHUBERT— (2,150)

RKO

Park One Day." Good commentary
and amusing voice dubbing, plus tips
on garden pests make this an interRunning time,
esting and novel film.

days. 7th week.

10 mins.

at

55c)

7

(30c-33c-44c-

week, moveover from
Gross: $7,000. (Average, $5,000)
2nd

days,

Palace.

"This Is the

Army" (W.B.)

RKO CAPITOL— (2,000)
Gross:

30c-33c-44c-55c,

(40c-50c-60c)

$6,500.

7

(Average,

$6,200)

RKO GRAND— (1,500)

Gross:
his

band highlight

fans.

Running

(Average, $3,900)

RKO FAMILY— (1,000)

with "One o'Clock Jump,"
"One Dozen Roses," "If You Please"
and "Don't Worry," also a swing ar"Minute
rangement
of
Chopin's
Waltz."
The popular bouncing ball
is employed in "One Dozen Roses,"
enabling the audience to join in. Good

Long

$4,500.

(22c-33c)

3

days.

(22c-33c) 3 days.
Gross: $900.
(Average, $800)
Kingdom fcr a Cook" (Col.)
KEITH'S-a,500) (30c-33c-44c-55c) 7 days.
Gross: $5,500.
(Average, $5,200)

to Detroit

Builder"

will

be

by hundreds of exhibitors
goes on view at the Allied
Theatres of Michigan and war conference, Oct. 4-6, at the Hotel Statler,

inspected

Radio Unit

when

—

Hollywood, Sept. 27. Sam Taylor
will function as specialist in radio
relations, and Mickell Novak will contact radio news editors, in a special
radio department established by Warners at their studio here to handle
radio relations, according to an announcement by Alex Evelove, studio
publicity manager.

NEW— (1.581)

Gross:

it

The

Builder,

I

is

and

(15c-28c-33c-44c

55c

(Aver-

Gross: $11,000.

Justice Benedict D.
Dineen, here, yesterday, reserved decision, after the submission of briefs
by both sides, in the suit by Jack
Dempsey and Jack Kearns against Fistic Films Co., Mannie Baum and Jack
Rieger, for an accounting of income
received from the exploitation of the
picture, "The Birth of a Champion,"
or any other film featuring the championship fight between Dempsey and

(Average,

8

days.

Jess Willard

The plaintiffs seek also to have the
contract granting Fistic Films the exclusive right to exploit films of the
Dempsey-Willard fight terminated.

a traveling exploitaa tour

now concluding

through St. Louis territory and following its appearance at the convention will be sent on a series of visits
through Michigan.

j

Branton Has School
For Women Mgrs.
Des Moines,

Sept.

27.

—Although

Tri-States Theatres does not anticipate any immediate need for new managers,

remaining

because

managers

are either past draft age or married
with families, the circuit has launched
a school for women managers.
One hundred answered the ad published in newspapers, and six
selected to take the training.
ger,

were

Ralph Branton, business manaopened the school.

$9,300).

Army" (W.

weekends), 7
(Average. $15,100).

60c

B.)
(28c-39c-44c-55c
and
days.
Gross: $22,000.

HIPPODROME— (2,205)

235 Bookings Set
For Rogers' Films
Two

(28c-39c-44c-55c-

Stage show: Sims & Bailey,
Wells and Four Fays, Arthur Blake,
Ladd Lyon, Lafleur & Manners.
Gross:
(Average, $16,500).
$18,000.
66c),

;

j

G.

(15c-28c-35c-55c)

STANLEY— (3,2B0)

7 days.

hundred

thirty-five theatres

New York

in

have booked

Billy

Metropolitan

"The Kansan" (U. A.)

Republic's Roy Rogers productions for
showing during his appearance at the
"World's Championship Rodeo," all
Madison Square Garden, Oct. 2-31.

VALENCIA— (1,460)

and 55c
(Aver-

(28c-44c-50c

Gross:

$5,000.

j

Newspaper

"Submarine Alert" (Para.)

MA YFAIR— (1,000)

(20c-40c),

(Average,

$5,500.

7

days.

$6,100).

Cameraman a Prisoner
Missing

in

action

since

May

advertising,

billboards

and radio spot announcements are being supplemented by a theatre contest
oromotion which has been arrangeO
n collaboration with the Garden.
;

19,

Equity-AFRA Meeting
when he went on bomber raids over
The special committee appointed b>
Kiel and Flensburg, Edward G. Lewis,
British Paramount newsreel photogra- Actors Equity to study the three-way
pher,

is

reported to be a prisoner of consolidation proposed by Americar
The raid was his first, Federation of Radio Artists, will meel

Germany.

AFRA

committee tomorrow tc
representing the Newsreel Association the
studv the plan to merge
of Great Britain and Ireland, accord- further
Equity, AFRA, and the America)
ing to dispatches from London.
Guild of Musical Artists.

Detroit.
tion office,

$11,000.

"This Is the

"My

'Show Builder'

Decision Reserved
Supreme Court

'Holy Matrimony" (ZOth-Fox)

Gross:

RKO FAMILY— (1,000)

time,

Dempsey,Kearns Suit

age. $5,000).

(Average, $1,400)
Gross: $1,450.
"Passport to Suez" (Col.)
"Blaziiiig Guns" (Mono.)

M-G-M's "Show

New Warner

KEITH'S— (2,406)
weekends, 7 days.
age, $11,990).

weekends), 7 days.

"Out of the Fog" (W.B.)
"Nobody's Darling" (Rep.)

this short,

fare for the
10 mins.

7

Albee.

"Caudia" (2ftth-Fox)
RKO- LYRIC— (1,400) (30c-33c-44c-55c) 7
days, 3rd downtown week, return date.

Orchestra
(Paramount)
Johnny Long and

(30c-33c-44c-55c)

davs
2nd week, moveover from
Gross: $6,500. (Average, $5,200)

"Yours Truly" with
Johnny Long and His

(Average, $15,000).
"Fired Wife" (Univ.)
500.

"Behind the Rising Sun" (RKO)

"Best Foot Forward" (M-G-M)

been getting.

.

.

.

tention which they have not

.

.

.

adver-

tising for help, giving the
latter an equal chance for at-

—

.

as theatres

sification

.

.

!

on "Help Wanted" advertising to 28 agate lines, with

Brought

.

194;

Boston Houses
Aided by Ad Cut

FFECTIVE

"Europe's Crossroads"

28,

'Darkness*

Banned

Warners' "Edge of Darkness" has
been banned at Buenos Aires because
"anti-Nazi' tendencies, according
to newspaper dispatches from the Argentine capital.
of

its

Matinees Cut for Fuel
Chicago. Sept.

Ray and Calo

27.

—The

Rosewood

theatres here are dis
continuing matinees as a fuel savins

measure.

'

copy
FL
W.P.P- D A ? F Jr
ST. 21ST
28 VIEST 44TH
-

-

NEVJ YORK.,

N* Y'

16 COPIES)

to the

and

Picture

Impartial

Industry

OL.

54.

NO.

NEW

63

Industry to
Aid Another

Bond Drive
in
Retailers
Theatres,
Nov. 11-Dec. 25 Drive
Film industry will cooperate with
merchants and banks in still
another war loan campaign, starting Nov. 11 and running through
the Christmas holidays, with the
keynote based on the slogan: "Give
War Bonds as Christmas Pres-

YORK,

U.S.A.,

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

200,000 Juvenile
Patrons in 4 Years
Springfield, Tenn., Sept. 28.

— A.

L. Hancock, operating
the
Capitol
Theatre here,
claims a record of some sort
in the fact that since his
house has opened, in mid1939, he has played to 200,000
paid juvenile admissions, citing this as evidence of the
value of the screen to the
youth of a community.

ents."

ton,

WAC

were Hairy
RKO Theatres; David LipColumbia Ed Dowden, Loew's,

Present
Mandel,

Browne

a

Capone

Mobster, Says U.S.
disclosure that
George E.
Browne, convicted ex-president of the
fATSE, was linked with the Al Capone ring in Chicago as early as 1934
was made yesterday in a four-count
perjury indictment filed in Federal
Court here by the Department of Justice against Harry Hochstein, former
First

War Activities Committee
executives, retailers and Treasury officials met yesterday at
Macy's department store here,
sessions not publicly anin
nounced, to map plans for the
mustering of every Treasury
issuing agent in film exhibition, banking and retailing to
participate in the effort.
for

;

{Continued on page 7)

Film Rentals Occupy

29,

Chicago

TEN CENTS

1943

WLB TO EXAMINE
WAGE SCHEDULES
Exchanges Profit
Nicely on Reissues
Philadelphia, Sept. 28.— Reissues have become an important source of income for

exchanges. But while
more theatres here than ever
local

retail

before

are

playing

reissues

because of print shortages
and slower clearance of new
product, the reissues are said
to be no longer the rich
source of revenue for neighborhood exhibitors as formerNow that reissues are
ly.

running in demand exchanges
are no longer interested in
hit-or-miss
spot
bookings.
Until now, exhibitors were
able to make a flat $10 or $20
deal.

Group Named

Minimum

The indictment against Hochstein
charges that he perjured himself before a Federal grand jury while being
questioned in connection with
the
forthcoming trial of eight defendants
who are accused of extorting more
than $1,000,000 from the film industry.
Hochstein falsely told the Grand
Jury, the true bill alleges, that he

of collections at
for United Nations Week,
conducted several months ago, totaled
$1,650,000, of which $1,625,000 was
turned over to the President's War

(Continued on page 7)

(Continued on page 7)

Industry

A

committee of prominent employer, employe, and public representatives, taking in all sections of
the United States, was named here
yesterday to investigate conditions in
the film industry, and many other inpurpose of recomMetcalfe Walling, administrator of the wages and hours
division of the U. S. Department of
Labor, new minimum wage rates for
all employees engaged in these industries, where they are deemed necessary.

$1,625,000

from

for

mending

to L.

The committee created by Wallorder

ing's

Final

accounting

theatres

Warners Get Delay

Action

—

WPB Switches Exit

Sign Priorities

—

the quantity
of critical materials to be used in the
(Continued on page 7)

mron
1943

its

;

Minneapolis; John A. Lapp,
Chicago Orlie Pell, New York, and
Rev. Raymond P>. Walker, Portland,
Ore.
Employers will be represented
Kittle,

;

(Continued on page 7)

A

special

nana

natr

?

5704

Show
Paramount

Relief

Set for

benefit

performance

will

be given at midnight, Oct. 22, at the
Paramount Theatre, for the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers' ReKopfstein, chairlief Fund, Jacques
man of the fund raising committee,
announced yesterday.
Paramount has donated the theatre,
the services of its staff and the Technicolor production, "Ridin' High," for
An auction of personal
the occasion.
effects of the picture's stars, headed by

WAC

stipulate

hold

will

;

Films for Allies

High Yield from War Bonds
In Thea tres 'Free Movie Day

Both orders

yesterday

session at the Victoria Hotel
here Oct. 14.
Members include, for
the public
Tipton R. Snavely, chairErnest
man,
Charlottesville,
Va.
Correll, Washington
Mrs. William
:

Exorbitant percentages and high
ulm rentals attributed to major dis9
tributors for the first of their 1943-44
product, and speculation over the possibility
of exhibitors continuing in
business under this policy, were the
"Free Movie Day" in the greater
main topics at the Allied Theatre
New York area has meant tens of
Owners of New Jersey meeting held
thousands of additional sales of the
at its headquarters here this week.
28.
Judge
Sept.
Philadelphia,
small "E" bonds and well over a
Members attending the meeting
Kalodner, in U. S. District Court here,
million dollars,
according to early
were informed that their questiongranted an extension until Oct. 11 to
figures
released yesterday by
Leo
naires on the workability of the conthe major distributors and the Warner
Brecher, state bond chairman for the
sent decree had been forwarded to
circuit in filing answers to the interElseWar Activities Committee.
Abram F. Myers, chairman of Narogatory in the anti-trust suit of
where around the nation, everyone
tional Allied' s board and general counindependent
circuit
William Goldman,
reached by the
by phone said
sel of the organization.
head. A new court procedure designed
that a high yield was anticipated.
to speed up hearings, questions perOf the Broadway houses, Brecher
taining to the case, as approved by
stated, the leaders were the Capitol and
the court, are served upon the defendants for answer in advance of the ac- Radio City Music Hall, each of which
Washington, Sept. 28. Produc- tual hearing. Goldman's suit is sched- registered around the $100,000 mark,
with the Music Hall giving away 3,500
tion permits for illuminated exit signs uled to come up for hearing in Federal
(Continued on page 4)
of the type normally used in theatres Court here in November.
and public buildings were switched today by the War Production Board
from restriction under Order L-29
1
metal signs, to Order L-212 incandescent lighting fixtures.

the

dustries,

Ampa

On Goldman

Study

to

Scales in

first

city official.

Jersey Allied Meet

I

tion

(Continued on page 7)

Skouras Giving Up
Two N. Y. Mouses
Skouras

Theatres

are

understood

to be relinquishing their leases

on two

nouses on upper Broadway in New
York. The houses are the Symphony,
at Broadway and 95th St., and the
Carlton, at 2633 Broadway.
A. G. Walker, Inc., is understood
to be taking over the Symphony, and
Joe Katch, representing the Springer
Estate, is understood to be taking the
Carlton,
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Personal
Mention
DAVID

BERNSTEIN,

Insider's
Loew's

Francis Coe, MPPDA
and Arthur DeBra,
his assistant, are due back tomorrow
from local industry meetings in Buffalo and Toronto.

Charles

•

ton, the industry will be in for

a rousing time next summer and

George Archibald, director

of the
division of the British Ministry
Information in this country', will

from

here

England

about

•

Warner

Hollingshead,

Gordon

short subject producer, who recently
suffered a heart attack in Hollywood,
will remain at home for at least another month.
•

William

Cagney, president of
William Cagney Prod., and Charles
Daggett, advertising and publicity dihave delayed their return to

rector,

Hollywood

for several days.

Al Bondy,

•
independent distributor,

from a sales trip
has
returned
through W'est Virginia, Virginia and
Maryland.
•

Thomas

Baird,

assistant director
of the film division of the British
Ministry- of Information here, left
for Hollywood by plane yesterday.

Mrs. Columbia Sileo, head of the
Mexican Press Service, and wife of

James

Sileo, film still photographer,
has arrived from Mexico.
•

Samuel M. Kootz

of the

Columbia

home office advertising department,
has been elected to the advisory board
of the Museum of Modern Art.
•

Emma

Carbone, secretary to Harry

Mandel

RKO

of

from
Haven, Pa.

turned

a

Theatres, has revacation at White
•

Harry M. Bessey,
urer

of

Altec

to

New York

to

the

secretary-treasService, has returned

from a six-week trip
Southwest and the Coast.
•
Harry Hunter, Paramount's managing director for Australia, is expected to arrive here Oct. 5 from the

West

Coast.

"Wilson"

will be

on the mar-

ket.

am going to film the
Woodrow Wilson who

"I
of

story

gave

the ideal of world
peace," Darryl F. Zanuck said in
a recent published interview. "It
will obviously be a controversial
motion picture. It's the greatest
gamble I've ever taken. I don't
life

know

for

whether

money, but
film

make

will

it

high time the

it's

grew up and did

industry

something significant."
The rousing time ahead
difficult

to

be

a

will

not
Next year

predict.

presidential

is

election

year.
If the
the peace

war

is
still
raging,
certainly will be an
avid topic of discus-

even more
sion and controversy than now.
Not remotely there will be
throwbacks to Wilsonian political doctrine and very definitely
brickbats thrown by the Republicans at the Democrats, who will
be pitching some of their own.

On

the fringe, or maybe in the
center, there could be 'Wilson."

Zanuck does not

And

he

does

lack courage.

not

lack

con-

viction.

The

form in
plans for "One World," the
Willkie book which could be
heading for choppy seas, too.
Aside from the politics of '44's
race into the White House, the
proof

takes

ambitious pattern for this film is
intriguing.
Versions in nine
languages are in mind, one of
them
German, and another,
French. The idea, quite naturally, is to be ready when the time
arrives.

Whatever else the reception,
the day on which these two versions can follow the Allied forces
will be

welcomed.

Hopefully,

it

will be soon.

M.

Gillham,

•

George Skouras, president of Skouras Theatres, was in Washington yesterday.

•
tive,

S.

returned

Harmon,
from

WAC

the

execuCoast yes-

terday.

•

WAC

Si Fabian,
theatre division
chairman, was in Washington yesterday.

theatres transfers to Alperson, general manager of the
circuit already cloaked in

wide

authority.

Whereas he has been reporting
Kingsberg as his superior ofAlperson will now check
directly with N. Peter Rathvon.

to

Promotion

Actually, the shift places the enchain entirely under Alper-

tire

son's managerial wing.

Internal disturbance furrows
important Hollywood brows on
salaries.
The understanding,
closely held, is that current difficulties confront studios on those
talent deals

which

call for step-

ups and for other deals where
box-office drawing power suggests existing contracts be torn
up for new ones at better terms.
On one side: the studios. On
the other the Treasury Department.
The outcome appears in con:

siderable doubt. Optimists, their
faces turned to the bright sun,
think a way will be found.

Such
courtesy
Columbia
makes "Good Luck, Mr. Yates."
RKO advertises "The More the
!

Merrier" alongside of its own
"Lady Takes a Chance."
In "Whistling in Brooklyn,"

Namesake

Skelton

voices

of

Malcolm Kings-

berg as vice-president and treasurer of RKO, the parent company, of which he now becomes
the principal finance officer, leaves
its impress in a direction not officially disclosed.

has a name which

The
is

direction

Eddie Al-

person.

In his new post, Kingsberg, of
course, will play a part in all
corporate matters, but his direct
activities
in the operation of

the

wish that Bob Hope and Jack
Benny might see how his popularity has grown.

Monogram

shown on the screen

a

pleasant

kind of dither. The company has
broken off all relations with its
precedents bv spending upwards
of $400,000-^probably $450,000
finally
on "Lady, Let's Dance"

—

which stars Belita.
That kind of money for Monogram compares with a $2,000,000-and-more negative at Metro.
If old, there
chuckle in the

may
tale,

yet lurk a

probably a

who com-

pained about percentage terms.
"My audiences are wearing out
my carpets. They are ruining

my

seats.

I can't

afford to pay

more."
Press agent handing

week

it

out

all

repairs to his garden
Saturday afternoon, seeking to
bring it into condition with the
aid of 1,000 pounds of fertilizer.
"What a life
The same, old
routine.
Day after day," he
philosophizes.
the

tomorrow

of

is

will

dwarf the role now played by motion
pictures, significant as that is, Charles
vice-president,
Francis Coe,

MPPDA

declared at a luncheon meeting of the
Buffalo Advertising Qub here today.
Tomorrow he will speak at Toronto.

"A

world-conscious public, released

from the strain of the bloodiest conflict in history, will yearn for the entertainment that truly re-creates," he
"That does not mean, however,
said.
It
return to a make-believe world.
does not mean retreat from our interThe first comest in our fellowmen.
mandment which the public gives to
The penalty
the screen is Entertain
for infraction is death at the box office."
!

:

Pays Tribute to Cameramen
Tribute was paid by Coe to camerathe fighting fronts who, he
said, face death daily to bring pictorial war records back to this coun-

men on

He said training
try and its people.
films produced gratis by the industry in Hollywood have saved thousands of lives.
us

"Government strategists came to
in Hollywood in search of films

taken in foreign countries with the
explanation those countries may be
"The industry
invaded," he said.
supplied them with the information
they desired not theoretically but
pictures of geographic conditions and
terrain in those countries."

—

American-made
films
said
into Sicily with our troops
"not only for the entertainment of
our soldiers but to give oppressed
peoples a pictorial record of what

Coe
marched

life

is

a democracy."

in

like

Film

Notables

Present

Present at the luncheon were many
local film notables, including A. C.
of
Hayman, president of the

MPTO

in

is

fable, of the exhibitor

Paramount

advertising and publicity director, returned yesterday from Boston.

Francis

Coe

1st Job, Says

ficer,

•

Robert

Entertain, Films'

Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 28.—What

RKO

fall.

his

film

Hollywood, Sept. 28
the timetable hits on the but-

IF

vice-president,

return
Oct. i.

Outlook

1943

29,

By RED KANN

vice-president and treasurer, will
return today from a brief vacation.
•

of

Wednesday. September

!

New

York, Robert T. Murphy, Vincent R. McFaul, Ralph W. Maw,
Charles B. Taylor and George H.

McKenna.
Arthur DeBra, Coe's

assistant, pre-

ceded him to Buffalo and Toronto a

week ago

to lay the

groundwork

for

the meetings.

Moon

St. Clair Assists

Joseph St. Clair, 20th-Fox New
York exchange office manager, has
been appointed assistant to Ray Moon,
New York branch manager. James
Burke, 20th-Fox home office traveling
auditor,

succeeds

St.

Clair

as

office

manager. In addition, Seymour Florin,
recently booker-buyer for Island Theatres, has been appointed booking manager for the local 20th-Fox exchange.

Lanning Joins

U .A.

Livingston Lanning has been named
to handle United Artists exploitation
in the St. Louis territory, covering

Kansas

City,

Louisville,

Memphis,

Pittsburgh, Arnold
Stoltz, U.A. exploitation head, announced here yesterday.
Indianapolis

and
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Let's All

National

"I

Give

War Fund

DON'T USUALLY

WEAR MY HEART
ON MY SLEEVE!"

Tm

in love!

'LASSIE

COME HOME'

soon be yours. The World Premiere

Redbook Magazine has
Picture of the

Month.

national magazine

just

And

named

it

will

is

my

be at

sweetheart and

Rad io_C ity Music

It's

the big

campaign

based on the

brated novel and

is

Hall.

the

is

Dame May Whitty
Edmund Gwenn • Nigel
Bruce

under way.

will

it

«

Screen

cele-

another one of

Butler

•

Elsa Lanchester

Play

by Hugo

Based

Upon

FRED M. WILCOX
Produced by SAMUEL
MARX A METROGOLDWYN-MAYER
•

our hit-group, M-G-M's 12 Toppers!"

the

Novel by Eric Knight,
author of "This Above
All" • Directed by

PICTURE

!
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Coast Flashes

Wednesday, September

High Yield from War Bonds
In Theatres 'Free Movie Day
9

Hollywood, Sept. 28

By JACK CARTWRIGHT

ing to a

naming the individual who actually
produced. Other credit titles are unDarryl F. Zanuck's name
appear only on the films he pro-

affected.
will

duces.

(Continued from page 1)

Kaye and

many bonds

free admissions for that
sold.

Other Broadway houses showed the
following
Paramount,
614
sales,
$36,700; Roxv, 962 sales, $38,050;
:

exceeded

last year's results

by 25 per

cent, the circuit reported.

Arch Reeve left here today for a
A total of $3,000,000 in bonds is
two-week conference with the Eastern expected to be realized from the "Allbranch of the industry public relations Theatres" midnight bond show to be
committee.

•

Columbia today announced acquisia story of
Napoleonic era, for production bv

the

"Tatiana,"

of

tion

Wood.

held at the Capitol Theatre Friday
night, admission to which may be secured by the purchase of a bond at
the
Capitol,
Loew's State, Roxy,

Sam Paramount

•
Sol Lesser today gave the Theatre
Wing a check for $134,000, the first
remittance from "Stage Door Can-

Carter Barron and Frank LaFalce,
of the War Activities Committee's

Washington

public

relations

staff,

and executives of Loew's and Warner
theatres
there respectively,
Loew's
Capitol and Warner's Earle, on Oct.
Rialto, $1,800.
4, will stage twin bond shows at midIndications of the excellence of cir- night, which are all sold out as of
cuit sales results came from Loew's today, with a total of 5,500 bonds of
in-town theatres reporting 4,439 sales, the "E" type, in line with the Treas-

A

•

band, Vaughn Monroe
and his band and a host of other topflight stage and screen stars.
his

Strand, 520 sales, $25,000; Hollywood, §26,500; Astor, 452 sales, $16,275; Loew's State, $29,375, and the

•
Conversion of the Egyptian, Hollywood, the Los Angeles and Uptown, totaling $405,619. RKO listed for its
Los Angeles, to first-run stature will in-town theatres 1,542 bond sales for
be delayed from Oct. 1 to Oct. 15 so a total of $87,433.
The Century cirthe refurbishment of the houses can cuit tabulation showed §80,864, mainbe completed without a shutdown. The ly small bond sales.
The Fabian
initial program remains unchanged.
Paramount and Fox in Brooklyn, com•
bined, sold 498 bonds for $14,000. The
With 35 theatres unreported, "Beds Randforce houses, with final figures
the
Los
Ancollections
in
Buddies"
for
unavailable, estimated sales between
geles area, conducted through the $75,000 and $100,000, almost entirely
Bureau,
today
apTheatre Defense
in "E" bonds.
The Pascack Theacheck for the tre, Skouras-owned, in Westwood, N.
proximated $200,000.
ultimate amount will be turned over
J., showed a total of $107,000 for the
to the Citizens' Committee on Oct. 5. day.
Bill White, Skouras executive,
e
stated that Skouras houses in the
K. T. Stevens, daughter of Sam Metropolitan
area
have
exceeded
Wood, today was assigned the femi- $250,000, with many theatres yet to be
nine lead in "Address Unknown," heard from.
Wood's production for Columbia reLoew Theatres yesterdav announced
lease.
This is her first film appear- a total sale of $10,000,000 in war
ance.
bonds and stamps at all of its thea•
tres
throughout the country from
The War Finance Committee sub- Sept. 9 to 27 inclusive. New York
committee in charge of solicitation of theatres have sold $5,335,184, while
allied industries, today reported an
out-of-town houses have sold $5,148,additional $650,000 Third War Loan 265 in bonds, it was said. Total sales
sales.

—

Hollywood, Sept. 28

MORNING

United Artists directors met today
and discussed proposals concerning
product and also transacted regular
business.

•
Warners today assigned Jesse L.
Lasky to produce "Hollywood Canteen."

•

Harry Brandt,
owner,

left

New York

circuit

here today for the East.

32 Features Are

Using Technicolor
Hollywood,

Sept.

28.

—

Studios

have nine Technicolor features awaiting release, nine in production and
14 in preparation, according to information revealed today by Technicolor,

M-G-M

is
The listing shows that
the leading user with eight features to

come.

Fox

is

next with seven and

Paramount follows with

six.

Deber with U.S.O.
George Deber, formerly managing
director of the New Park Theatre, in
Woonsocket, R. I., is now assistant to
Dave Schooler, booker for U. S. O.
Camp Shows, in New York.

matinees

featuring

previews

cartoons
of
have
jammed the 1,150 seats of the Leimert
Theatre in Southwest Los Angeles
during the summer, where Manager
Russ Potter hit upon the idea of exploiting the matinees by using Radio
recordings to anStation
nounce the performances. He gained
the cooperation of other houses where
the records, with Potter announcing
the cartoon previews, were played.

KMTR

request that these be sold.
at both shows will be Now he plans to stage one every six
Lt. Rudy Vallee, leading a Coast to eight weeks during the fall, winter
Guard orchestra.
and spring. They are exceptionally
ury's

Appearing

Fourteen of Hollywood's Western
and featured players have just
concluded a whirlwind tour of Texas,
covering almost 200 towns of the
state, in a bond selling job for the
Third War Loan, under the sponsorstars

profitable

due

to

low overhead and

film rental.

•

Red Skelton "Dood
land, Ore.,

It" at a Port-

bond rally recently ivhcrc

each person subscribing one month's
to extra bond purchases in the
Committee
Texas Theatre Third War Loan drive received a red,
Owners Association.
white, and blue ribbon with "I Dood
"Stars Over Texas" returns showed It,"
superimposed on
the
fabric.
that more than thirty-three million Fifteen thousands jammed the Portdollars in War Bonds had been sold land War Industry exhibit to see
at these outdoor rallies by the stars. Skelton and bought an estimated $50,R. J. O'Donnell, state
chair- 000.000 in bonds.
man, Lloyd Rust, Republic, Phil Is•
ley, operator of a chain of independAn
example of production difficulents, Claude Ezell, chief Barker of
ties in pictures with an "America
Texas Variety, John Franconi, MonoToday" theme is seen in the fact
gram,
Sachs,
Sol
RKO, Henry that Director
Bruce Humberstone
Reeve, president of Texas Theatre
had to have new background footOwners Association, John Q. Adams,
age of Fifth Avenue shot for "Pinco-chairman of Texas, Don Douglass
Up Girl," Betty Grable starrer.
of Robb and Rowley, Rip Payne of
Stock footage showed too much
Griffith Theatres,
S. L.
Oakley of
auto traffic.
Vicci Styles, HollyJefferson Amusement Co., and Bob
wood bathing beauty contestant,
Kelley, state publicity director for the
and daugkter of radio actor Hal
Third War Loan, were in charge.
Styles, has been signed by David O.
sales
in
the
Los
War Bond preview
Selznick and will appear in "Since
reached
Angeles
area
$11,536,000
You Went Away"
Glenda Farwith a sellout at Hugh Bruen's Ward- rell and Lester Allen have imporman last night at $415,000. Pantages tant roles in "Klondide Kate," starMonday night sold $6,000,000 and Jack ring Ann Savage, at Columbia.
ship

of

Texas
and the

the

War

Activities

salary

WAC

.

.

.

.

or the Music Hall.
Talent for the show will include
Berman's Terrace $121,000. The Los
Milton Berle, Joe E. Lewis, Jerry Angeles Paramount sold $5,000,000
Lester, Ethel Waters, Bert Wheeler, last week. Twenty-one more previews
Ed Sullivan, Frank Fay, Sammy are scheduled.

.

.

.

.

.

Ellin Drew has the feminine lead
in "U's" "The Imposter," formerly
"Passport to Dakar," with Jean
Gabin.
•

teen" profits.

•

1943

Hollywood

9

EFFECTIVE

immediately, accordstatement today from
producer,"
studio,
"associate
the
"executive producer" and "in charge
of production" screen credit lines will
be eliminated from 20th-Fox Pictures,
leaving the sole "produced by" credit

29,

Stage Competition
Tennessee Papers
For Philadelphia
Cut Film Space 40%
Nashville,

Sept.

28.

—The

paper

shortage has hit local newspapers and
all ad and publicity space has been
severely cut.
For several issues each only "contract" space is being sold.
Film advertising is being cut at least 40 per
cent with the usual free publicity for
"next week's" attractions cut at least
Crescent Theatres is
50 per cent.
carrying daily ads for only four uptown houses and three suburbans, using its own weekly "Good News
Weekly" to advertise its other suburbans.
There have also been cuts in
Chattanooga, Knoxville and Memphis

—

Philadelphia, Sept. 28. One of
the busiest months in the legitimate
theatre's history here looms for October with a fourth playhouse opening and seven new attractions on the
Following the current sixcalendar.

week engagement

"Sons

Fun,"
the Forrest Theatre will continue on
Oct. 11 with Ed Wynn's "Big Time"
of

o'

vaudeville revue, and a revival of
Connecticut Yankee" on Oct. 25.

"A

—

new property

for early producAfter looking at early rushes

for a
tion.

Howard

of

Freeman's
work in
Cary
Blair
Grant-Janet
Columbia has signed Freea term contract.

"Curly,"
starrer,

man

to

Stage Season
Starts in St. Louis

—

The stage seaWalnut St. Theatre, following "Life son here has opened with the comedy,
With Father," brings in "Blithe Spirit" "The Doughgirls," scheduled for two
weeks at the American Theatre. It
on Oct. 4, and on Oct. 25, Mark Warwill be followed by two weeks' of a
now's new musical, "What's Up,"

Jimmy Savo. Locust St.
Theatre, with "Arsenic and Old Lace"
finishing the week, has Paul Robeson
Philadelphia Cuttings
in "Othello" on Oct. 4, followed on
And Increases Rates
Oct. 18 by "Uncle Harry," with Eva
Philadelphia, Sept. 28. On top LeGallienne and Joseph Schildkraut.
Erlanger Theatre, making for a
of rationed advertising space because
of newsprint shortages, local newspa- fourth stage house, will reopen on Oct.
pers are planning general increases in 18 for Billy Rose's "Carmen Jones"
In addition, November attheatrical ad rates. The Record, morn- operetta.
ing newspaper, has advanced its line tractions are beginning to be listed
rate for independent theatre listings with "The Patriots" set for the Walfrom 25 to 35 cents for both daily nut St. Theatre on Nov. 8, and "Kiss
and Tell" on Nov. 18 at the Locust.
and Sunday editions.
papers.

Samuel Bronston's "Jack London,"
for
U.A. release, finished camera
work and the producer is now looking

starring

St. Louis, Sept. 28.

revival of "Abie's Irish Rose."

The

Little

Theatre has announced a
first to be pre-

season of five plays,
sented on Nov. 1.

SOPEG

Canteen Guests

Mildred Bailey and John Sebastian
will head the entertainment tonight at
the Silver Screen Canteen, sponsored
for men in the armed services and in
the merchant marine by the Screen
Office
and Professional Employees
Guild, Local 109, at the Fraternal
Clubhouse in New York.

taaue
MAGGY

GOLDWYN

JAM6S

a
honey

'It's

AAfD H/S MUSfCMAKCBS

of a

^
(PV

hold-over!"
-

.A

-

tSr

,T

0eH

WAR
BONDS!

^

The

job

that never
stops!
J

—

;
;
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Up Group

Short Subject U.S. Sets
Examine
Reviews

Baltimore Theatre

to

Wage Minimums

.

Drop 10%,
Despite the Boom'

Receipts

4

The Three Stooges in
"Dizzy Pilots"

(Continued from page

(Columbia)

;

as the Wrong Brothers in this film, invent and build an
air
the
revolutionize
"to
airplane
world" and, incidentally, to keep out
of the draft. Their antics include getting Moe out of a molten rubber solution and preventing him from floating

The Stooges,

them

literally

"up

in

conclusion
film's
haunting a top sergeant.

finds

the

will

fans

like

their

air"

the

The

and

them

Chicago, and Lawrence G. Ny-

Stooges'

produced
White. Run-

latest,

and directed by Jules
ning time, 17 mins.

Human"

"Cartoons Ain't

(Paramount)
Popeye turns cartoonist

in this one,

He

projector, incidentally.
tures a harrowng little
with a moustached villain

;

;

;

;

ridge,

gren, Minneapolis.

Walling, who ordered the committee
set up under authority given him in
the Fair Labor Standards Act of
1938, stated that the term "finance,
insurance, real estate, motion picture
and miscellaneous industries" in his
order yesterday means
"The industry carried on by any business or nonprofit enterprise (presumably organizations, clubs and societies) performing financial, insurances, real estate,
professional, advertising, educational
or research activities the production
of motion pictures, photographs and
blueprints
and any service activity
which is covered by the Act."
Any person who has a substantial
interest in the proceeding is invited
to present material to help the committee, either through Walling's of:

writing his own script, providing the
musical background and running the

manufac-

melodrama
and a mort-

addition
his
In
to
farm.
"genius" in producing, Popeye is also
the hero of his story and saves Olive
from a horrible death at the hands of
RunAmusing.
the rogue, Roger.
ning time, 7 mins.

gaged

Browne a Capone
Mobster, Says U.S.
(Continued from page

1)

York or through
fice in New
chairman of the committee.
The

;

Employe representatives will
Louis.
be George M. Hanson, Chicago Dorothy Hayes, Boston Paul R. Hutchings, Arlington, Va.
Richard Lewis,
New York William L. McFet-

The experiment ends with

away.

1)

Robert F. Adamson, Atlanta
Leonard Ashton, Philadelphia Harry
Walter
P. Cooper, Jr., Indianapolis
P. McGregor, Manchester, N. H.
Earl C. Reynolds, Klamath Falls,
and Delberts Wenzlich, St.
Ore.,
by

;

;

ance,

the

—

definition of the finance, insurreal estate, motion picture, and

industries
miscellaneous
covers all
occupations which are necessary to
prothe operations of the industry
;

however, that where an emcovered by this definition is
employed during the same work-week
vided,

ployee

-

at two or more different minimum
rates of pay, he shall be paid the
highest of such rates for such workweek unless records concerning his
employment are kept by his employer
in accordance with applicable regulations of the wage and hour division,

according to Walling's statement.

Only the other day the War Labor
Board at Boston, declaring that any
pay below 50 cents an hour

is a sub
standard of living, the New England
War Labor Board has announced its
approval of a 50-cent minimum for
all film theatres in Boston.

The wage increases granted were
asked by Warner Brothers' for its
houses in Massachusetts and Connectiand more than 400 ushers,
cut
cashiers, doormen and cleaning staffs
in their 24 theatres will benefit by the
ruling.
Other circuits are expected to
follow

suit.

Industry to Aid U. S.
In Another Bond Drive

Browne and
members were not

three Capone
present durring
ing 1934 at a house in Riverside, 111.,
which had been rented and maintained

knew

that

Baltimore, Sept. 28. Attendance
Baltimore film theatres for the
past 11 months dropped ten per cent
from the all-time high established in
in

Figures released
the preceding year.
by the state comptroller, in a tax report, contradict the general impression
that the graph of screen receipts here
They are found
is a mounting curve.
in the admission taxes of one-half of
one per cent for the periods considered.

From Oct. 1, 1941, to Aug. 31, 1942,
Baltimore's film houses collected $79,444 for the state. From Oct. 1, 1942,
to Aug. 31, 1943, the returns were
$67,504, a decline of some 15 per cent.
According to the state comptroller,
however, the percentage is reduced by
the fact that a year ago, the state decreed servicemen were to be admitted
tax-free. The loss in taxes on servicemen's tickets, one exhibitor estimates,
would account for approximately onethird of the drop in tax revenue.
An analysis of the tax returns from
films indicates, oddly enough, that the
pleasure-driving ban somewhat benefited theatres in the downtown section
rather than the neighborhood houses
close to the homes of patrons.
Some neighborhood managers explain that some film-goers, rather than
walk a reasonable distance to uptown
houses, take a trolley and ride all the
way downtown to see a first-run picture.

Some houses

in

suburbs were hard

during

the pleasure-driving ban.
They lost considerable patronage
which came from the countryside for
a radius of several miles.
However,
exhibitors located near war plants experienced a boom in receipts.
hit

Meanwhile with the Third War
(Continued from pane 1)
Loan ending today, and the indusand Ed Schreiber, of War Activities.
try's participation officially termed a
by Hochstein.
Representing the Treasury were Syd
Hochstein is a former city sealer Mahan, Washington, and Ed Glass- remarkable patriotic achievement, acand chief morals inspector for Chi- man, liaison for the Treasury in the cording to the WAC, L. C. Griffith,
general chairman of the campaign
cago, who retired from politics in 1932 retail field.
for the industry, yesterday emphasized
to become the chauffeur for Frank
While the campaign will motivate the need for "buttoning-up" the job
Rio, gangster, who died violently in
around the retail business, in relation with accurate bond sale figures by
Assistant
Kostelanetz,
Boris
1935,
to Christmas merchandising, the film Oct. 4.
The figures requested were
U. S. Attorney General, said here yes(Continued from page 1)
industry will share equally in the
terday.
He is conducting prosecution promotion. The Treasury will pre- to be exclusive of sales tallied by the
Airmada or the Hollywood Caval- Dorothy Lamour, will be conducted by
of the case.
pare an eight-page press book for cade and would include premieres, local newspaper columnists as part of
Last Friday, when arraigned before
stores and theatres, each field getting free movie day, etc.
a 30-minute program preceding the
U. S. Commissioner Garrett W. Cotfour pages of promotional ideas. The
James J.
Griffith said "We of the industry, showing of the picture.
ter on a perjury complaint, Hochstein
will write the film section. in all modesty, are proud of the fine Walker and Harry Hershfield will be
publicly charged that he had been
Treasury also will make available job that has been done by the mem- masters of ceremonies.
threatened by Bioff in the Federal
appropriate posters, 40x60s, special bers of the WAC. We want to pass
Detailed plans for the event were
building office of Kostelanetz, where
Christmas envelopes and accessories on the facts of that fine job to the discussed at a luncheon meeting of adHochstein was being questioned.
for theatres and stores.
proper people."
Griffith asked that vertising and publicity directors at the
Bioff, serving a 10-year sentence,
Participation of the three industries at noon of Oct. 4. each state chair- Hotel Edison yesterday.
and Browne, serving eight years, are
collect
expected to be among the chief wit- will be at the specific invitation of man wire New York
whatever total he was able to secure.
nesses for the government at the trial the Treasury.

Ampa

Relief

Set for

Show

Paramount

WAC

WAC

next week.

It is likely that leaders
the film industry who testified
against Bioff and Browne will also be
called as Government witnesses by
Kostelanetz at the forthcoming trial.
Hochstein, hailed before Federal
in

$1,625,000

WPB Switches Exit
Sign Priorities
(Continued from page

1)

of

the

items

they

cover

lations.

Variety Club Gift

—

in the

Navy

from

Films for Allies

(Continued from page 1)
Michael Pagano, 20th Century-Fox
maintenance handyman, was given a Relief Control Board, which allocated
payments as follows
Russia, $250,farewell luncheon this week at the
000; China, $250,000; England, $200,:

production

Judge Samuel Mandelbaum soon after and the transfer is expected to make
the
indictment was handed down,
little difference to exhibitors with repleaded not guilty and was held in
spect to their ability to at least secure
bail of $15,000 for trial on Oct. 18.
the necessary signs to meet fire regu-

Philadelphia, Sept. 28. Variety
Club here, through its welfare committee headed by Ben Amsterdam, has
arranged to install motion picture projection equipment in the mess-halls of
the
Haddon Hall and Chalfonte
hotels in Atlantic City that have been
converted into Army hospitals.

Pagano

To Ban Midnight Shows

home

on
Navy.

office,

his

leaving to

enter

W.

Smith,

Jr.,

Dan

Michalove, Sterl-

City, Tenn., Sept. 28.
An ordinance prohibiting shows after
midnight is going through the city
without opposition, having
council
been introduced at the recommenda-

ing Silliphant, Charles Schlaifer, W.
J. Eadie, Hermann G. Place, Irving
Maas, Hugh Strong, Les Whelan, Au-

tion of juvenile authorities.

ler,

Johnson

000; France, $200,000; Poland, $168,-

U. S.
737; Greece, $100,000, and $50,000
Those who attended were Spyros each to Czecho-Slovakia, Norway,.
Skouras, Tom Connors, W. C. Michel, Holland and Yugo-Slavia,
the money
Sidney Towell, Felix Jenkins, William in each case going to the
respective
Kupper, Joseph Moskowitz, Larry countries' war relief
societies.
Kent, Hal Home, L. J. Schlaifer, A.
the

brey

Schenk,

Alan Freedman,

Sam

Shain, William Friedman, Jack Mil-

Harry Lerner and Otto

J.

Solle.

Binstock a Supervisor
Paul Binstock, manager of Rugoff
Becker's Sheepshead Theatre, in
Brooklyn, has been promoted to district supervisor of the circuit's four

&

theatres there.
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Sun' Shines

In Capital,
—

28.
"Behind
Sept.
Sun" will ring the bell
RKO-Keith's for an
this week at
estimated $18,000. Another film that's

Washington,
Rising

doing above average, at increased ad-

Whom

the Bell
missions, is "For
Tolls," which should do $35,000 in its
second week at Loew's Palace—all
despite an actual loss of receipts in
every local theatre due to Monday's
"Bond Day," when a war bond purchase was the admission price.
Estimated receipts for the week

ending Sept. 30
"Swing Shift Maisie" (M-G-M)

LOEW'S CAPITOL— (3,434)

(28c-39c-44c-

On stage: Tony Pastor and
days.
Gross: $25,000. (Average: $22,orchestra.
66c)

7

000)

"Best Food Forward" (M-G-M)

LOEW'S COLUMBIA — (1,234)
downtown week.

7 days, 3rd

(Average:

(30c-50c)

Gross: $8,500.

$6,900)

"Thank Your Lucky Stars" (W.B.)

WARNER'S EARLE— (2,210)
7

75c-90c)

On

days.

Eunice Healy.

Gross:

(30c-40c-50c-

Tim Herbert,

stage:

(Average,

$22,000.

$18,800)

"Behind the Rising Sun" (RKO)

RKO KEITH'S— (1,800)

(40c-50c-65c)

7

Gross: $18,000. (Average, $11,400)
"Watch on the Rhine" (W.B.)

days.

WARNER'S

(30c-44c)

Gross:

"For

7

$9,000.

Whom

METROPOLITAN-(1,600)

days,

3rd

downtown

LOEW'S PALACE— (2,242)

days, 2nd

week.

(Average, $6,900)
the Bell Tolls" (Para.)

downtown week.

(75c- 1.10)

7

Gross: $35,000.

(M-G-M)

Buenos Aires Film
Attendance on Rise
Washington, Sept. 28. — Motion
attendance in Buenos Aires,
during the first three
Argentina,
months of 1943 totaled 6,682,897, an
increase of 1,074,034 over the corresponding period of 1942, according to
the film section of the U. S. Dept. of
picture

Foreign and Domestic Commerce here.

$27,800 Take

Hollywood, Sept. 28

—
—

HEY

laughed, they screamed, they howled the people who had
come to the Village Theatre, in Westwood, to see "Holy Matrimony"
and this publicly unannounced preview offering and the "they" is inclusive also of the invited press, the studio folk who had come to check
up on their creation, the ushers and the publicity men. Because this is
by far the funniest of the Red Skelton "Whistling" films and among the
funniest comedies of this or any past season.

—

Boston, Sept. 28. It was another
"hold over week" in the majority of

downtown

theatres and despite this
"Sky's I
business continued excellent.
y
the Limit" topped at $27,800. Keith's
big week
Memorial had a second

"Yanks
Lucky"
and
"Mr.
Skelton's running mate in this outing is Rags Ragland, finally given with
Ahoy," while the Metropolitan, holdfit his type of comedy, and his co-entertainers are Ann Rutherwith
ford, Jean Rogers, Ray Collins, Henry O'Neill, William Frawley, Sam ing over "Heaven Can Wait"
co-feature of "Bombers Moon" did
Levene, Arthur Space, Robert Emmett O'Connor, Steve Geray, Howard its
well.
Freeman, Tom Dillon and a most important and The Brooklyn
Estimated receipts for the week
Dodgers.
ending Sept. 30
Skelton is on the screen virtually every inch of the way and in head- "Heaven Can Wait" (ZOth-Fox)
long progress from gag to gag, situation to situation, from title to ter- "Bombers Moon" (20th-Fox) (44c-55c-65c; 7
METROPOLITAN— (4,367)
mination.
He's under suspicion of murder from the opening minute days. Gross: $24,300. (Average, 2nd week:
$27,400)
and is the object of a city-wide manhunt throughout. In the course of
"Above Suspicion" (M-G-M)
events he utilizes all the comedy devices in the history of the art, inclu
"Dangerous Blonde" (Col.)
LOEW'S STATE— (3.000) (44c-55c-65c) 7
sive of the "High and Dizzy" technique originated by Harold Lloyd, and
days.
Gross: $18,500. (Average: $17,100)
the fire-hose slapstickery invented by Mack Sennett, bringing all of them "Above Suspicion" (M-G-M)
up to the minute and giving them his particular variety of switch and "Dangerous Blonde" (Col.)
lines that

—

—

LOEW'S ORPHEUM — (3,400)

polish.

This Skelton, it may as well be written down for the record, is a comedian of top rank, perhaps of topmost rank. He has the gift of personalizing and improving his material as he goes along, and he recognizes no
archaic limitations of scope. In this number, for instance, he crosses
company lines, for the first time in any picture, by dialogue reference to
Bob Hope and Jack Benny, non M-G-M stars and his own radio rivals.
He has been "going places," as they say, for a long time, and now he is

65c) 7
$23,400)

Gross:

days.

(44c-55c-

(Average:

$21,400.

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
"Yanks Ahoy" (UA-Roach)

KEITH MEMORIAL— (2,700)

(44c-55c-65c)

Gross: $19,000. 2nd week for both
(Average: $19,300)
"So Proudly
Hail" (Para.)
"Hoosier Holiday" (Rep.)

7

days.

pictures.

We
PARAMOUNT— (1,900)

days. 2nd week.
$8,400)

there.

"So Proudly

We

Gross:

(44c-55c-65c)
$7,700.

7

(Average:

Hail" (Para.)

Holiday" (Rep.)
was produced by George Haight and directed by Sylvan "Hoosier
FENWAY— (1,078) (44c-55c-65c) 7 days,
Simon. It is a tribute to the skill and talent of everybody identified with 2nd week. Gross: $5,700. (Average: $5,800)
Screen play was written by "The Sky's the Limit" (RKO)
it, and it's a whale of an entertainment.
RKO BUSTON— (3,807) (44c-55c-65c-85c) 7
Nat Perrin, and additional dialogue by Wilkie Mahoney.
days.
Gross: $27,800.
(Average: $26,800).
Stage show: Henry Armstrong and orWilliam R. Weaver chestra.
Running time, 88 minutes. "G."*

The

(Average, $17,600)

1943

In Boston, on

yy

*~p

29,

'Sky' Is Best

"Whistling in Brooklyn

For $18,000
the

Wednesday, September

film

*"G" denotes general

New

classification.

'Phantom' in Denver 'Claudia' Best in
Duals for
— $19,250
Denver, Sept. 28. "Phantom of the Pittsburgh: $10,500

Mexico City
First-Run Opens

Mexico City,
opening

of

Sept.

the

Mexico City now

28.—With

the

Metropolitan here,
has eight first-runs

and a total of 71 of all runs. The
Opera," on a dual at the Denver,
Metropolitan seats 3,300 and cost
erating in Buenos Aires on any one scored $19,250 while "Watch on the
Pittsburgh, Sept. 28. For reasons $600,000. The Mexican version of
day during the period was 170.
Rhine," on a twin bill at the Aladdin,
"Les Miserables," produced by Jose
attributable to no apparent causes
was second with a gross of $7,500.
Luis Calderon, was the opening picEstimated receipts for the week the weather has been pretty good, and ture.
Dies ending Sept. 27-30
there have been no pull-away attracThe Metropolitan is owned by the
tions,
except the Pitt-Notre Dame
Cincinnati, Sept. 28.
Mildred "Watch on the Rhine" (W.B.)
four del Valle brothers. Completion
Scandals" (Mono.)
"Spotlight
football
Saturday,
business
game
on
Sheppard, 30, daughter of Benjamin
(30c-40c-50c-60c)
was delayed for two years by the
ALADDIN — (1,400)
Sheppard, who operates the Sheppard Moveover. Gross: $7,500. (Average: $5,000) slackened off generally here this week. Government's
prohibition
on
the
done
business
comparative
was
Best
(W.B.)
Film Delivery Service, died at her "This Is the Army'
ground that parking of patrons' cars
—
(30c -40c -50c -60c)
(1,040)
BROADWAY
taking
in
holdover,
"Claudia"
a
by
home here. She also is survived by
would
(Average:
$2,500)
obstruct
the
movement of fire
Moveover. Gross: $3 000.
$10,500 in its second week at the
two brothers, Franklin and Gilbert, "So Proudly We Hail" (Para.)
engines and police wagons whose
Fulton.
(30c-40c-55c-65c)
bookers at the local Paramount and
DENHAM — (1,750)
headquarters are nearby. The parking
(Average:
$7,000.
Gross:
20th Century-Fox exchanges, respec- Holdover.
Estimated box office receipts for lot was moved elsewhere.
:^6 500)
28-30
tively.
Sept.
ending
week
(Univ.)
Opera"
"Phantom of the
"Footlight Glamour" (Col.)
"Claudia" (20th-Fox)

The

highest

number

of theatres op-

—

Mildred Sheppard

—

DENVER —

Wertheimer Dies
Cumberland, Md., Sept. 28.
Wertheimer, owner of the

Hays.

— Sam-

uel

Capitol

Victorian
theatres,
is
dead
He was a
the age of 77.
charter member of the Maryland The-

and

here,

at

atre Co., and former city commissioner of finance.

Wertheimer is survived by
widow, two sons and a daughter.

Key sBook' Oklahoma

his

Kid*

Gross:

(2,600)
$19,250.

(40c -50c -60c -65c)
$11,000)

7

(Average:

(40c-50c-60c-65c) 7 days.

(Average: $3 000)
Gross: $4,500.
"First Comes Courage" (CoL)
"Nobody's Darling" (Rep.)

PARAMOUNT— (2,200)

HARRIS— (2,200)

days.

(30c-40c-60c)
(3.400)
7
(Average, $16,800)
$17,000.

days.

PENN —

(30c-40c-50c)

7

Gross:

(35c-44c-60c)

(Average: $9,300)
Lately" (U.A.)

Gross: $6,250. (Average: $5,000)
"Claudia" (20th-Fox)

"Best Foot Forward"

"Good Luck Mr. Yates"

week

RIALTO— (900)
aver.

Gross:

(Col.)
Move(40c -50c -60c -65c)
(Average: $3,500)

$5,250.

days,
$7,700)

7

Gross: $10,000.

"Johnny Come

days.

7

(Average:

(30c-40c-60c)

Gross: $10,500.
"Wintertime" (20th-Fox)

of the

ESQUIRE— (740)

FULTON— (1,7C0)

2nd week.

Opera" (Univ.)
"Footlight Glamour" (Col.)

"Phantom

R1TZ— (1,100)

Penn. one at Warners).
(Average: $2,800)

7

—

opening, at the Hippodrome here, will
have James R. Young, author, and

RKO

Margo,

(M-G-M)

(35c-44c-60c)
(moveover, after one

'Rising Sun* in Ohio

Cleveland, Sept. 28. "Behind the
Rising Sun" will open Oct. 7 simultaneously in 35 Ohio cities. The local

star in the
film, appear
person.
Publicity set-up on the
picture includes 110 billboard displays
in the Greater Cleveland area and
spot radio announcements.
in

days,

3rd
at the
$2,500.

week

Gross:

"Holy Matrimony" (2©th-Fox)

Variety Club Elects
Cleveland,

Sept.

28.

—

Aaron

SENATOR— (1,750)

(35c-44c-60c)

7

2nd week (moveover from Harris).
(Average: $3,200)
$3,300.

days,

Gross:

Texas Gets 'Army*
Houston,

Tex.,

Sept.

28.

—Inter-

Fallen Sparrow" (RKO)
Warner Bros, has set "The Okla- Wayne, Monogram salesman, has been "The
state Circuit will preview "This Is the
STANLEY — (3,800) (35c-50c-75c).
On
homa Kid," a reissue, starring James elected local commander, Howard stage: 6 days of vaudeville, including Dick Army" at the Majestic tomorrow,
Paramount office manager, Rogers' orchestra and the Merry Macs. the same night as the Galveston preCagney and Humphrey Bogart, into Roth,
more than 100 key theatres, including finance officer, and Jack Greenbaum, Gross: $18,000. (Average: $19,200)
miere at the Martini. Army men from
Paramount, Loew and other circuit distributor, as first sergeant-at-arms, "So Proudly We Hail" (Para.)
nearby camps, including three bands,
WARNERS—

and
to

independent

Warner

houses,

theatres.

in

addition

Inof the local Variety Post 313.
stallations will be held on Oct. 15.

(2,000)

(35c-44c-60c)

2nd week (moveover from Penn).
$5,500.
(Average: $6,900)

7

days,

Gross:

will furnish color for the local screening event.

DIG?. ..OR. ..DIG!
When

we're called upon to contribute

NATIONAL WAR FUND
remember it's only money— not

to the

let's
life!

THE FACTS:
!•

Extended nationwide campaign

2» For the first time a group of
one effort nationally.

3» National War Fund includes

4» Book

this

a stirring

5«

A

6» Your
There

patriotic fund-raising activities will be united into

USO

and other great

patriotic services.
It is

—

trailer available

through your local

War

Chest Campaign

will

be

in theatres during the drive.

local

so that
*Jm

October 5th through November.

Short Subject now: "The Last Will and Testament of Tom Smith."
available from R.K.O.
appeal for the National War Fund

two-minute

shown

starts

War Fund

group

will advise

you when the drive takes place

you may synchronize showing of

will

in

your

city

trailer.

be no collections in theatres.

8» Every man and woman

in every part of film business should consider

to give liberally to National
Sponsored by

War

Activities

it

a sacred duty

War Fund through their local united campaign.

Committee of

the

Motion

Picture Industry, 1501

Broadway,

New

York City

Motion Picture Daily
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'

Off the Antenna

'Lucky Stars'
At Mastbaum,

and
in Philadelphia, in what is said to be an unprecedented radio-picture promotion arrangement, have closed a deal guaranteeing the station a minimum of $10,000 worth of radio business for the exploitation of three pictures during 1943-44. The station which has a listening
area that takes in a 50-city premiere territory, launched its new picture activities with the promotion of "Behind the Rising Sun," opening this week in the
Philadelphia, Sept. 28. In the territory. The deal gives
$3,000 worth of business on "Sun" for 40
face of various war bond promotions, spot announcements, an interview broadcast from the cocktail party tendered
well-lit stage theatres and other di- Margo and James R. Young, and three interviews with those picture personvertissements running in full swing alities during regular station programs this week.
gets call letter mennow film business continues to main- tions in the newspaper advertising and posters placed by the Warner theatre
tain its high levels here.
cooperated with
"Thank circuit as part of the promotional deal.
last
Your Lucky Stars," only major open- year in that company's radio campaigns staged for "Hitler's Children" and
ing this week, is away out in the "This Land Is Mine."
lead and figures on bringing $37,500
The Mexican Ministry of Communications has under consideration, applicato the Mastbaum.
The week also tions for the building of 27 radio stations in various parts of Mexico, all of
brings the reopening of Fay's Thea- which are expected to be granted, with construction started before the end of
tre, again featuring a Negro stage the year.
Mexico now has 162 stations.
at College Station, Texas,
policy.
joins the Blue web on Friday, bringing the number of Blue Affiliates to 168.
The Radio Technical Planning Board will hold its second meeting today.
Estimated receipts for the week
•
•
•
ending Sept. 29-Oct. 1
"So Proudly We Hail" (Para.)
Purely Personal: Mark Woods, Blue network president, has been appointALDINE— (900) (35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c) 7 ed honorary deputy mayor of Lodi, N. J., where a neiv
transmitter is
days, 4th week.
Gross: $13,300. (Average,
Lewis Allen Weiss, Don Lee general manager and
under construction.
$10,300)
"Dixie" (Para.)
vice-president, is due in New York from Los Angeles.
Jerry Sill, director
ARCADIA (600) (35c-41c-46c-57c-68c) 7 of promotion for CBS owned and operated stations, has resigned and will bedays, 2nd run.
Gross: $4,400.
(Average,
in New York on Oct. 4.
come sales promotion director of
Corn$3,500)
"Claudia" (Ztth-Fox)
well Jackson has been appointed deputy chief of the Hollywood office
BOYD— (3,000) (35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c) 7 domestic radio bureau-, succeeding Nat Wolff, who has joined M-G-M. of
days, 2nd week.
Gross: $18,900. (Average,
•
•
•
$19,000)
"Gals, Inc." (Univ.) (6 days)
"The
Talk
Notes:
of the Town" is the vehicle selected by
Program
"Thank Your Lucky Stars" (W.B.) (1 day)
EARLE— (3,000) (46c-57c-7Sc) 6 days of "Philip Morris Playhouse" to star Lana Turner when she visits the CBS
vaudeville including Sammy Kaye's orches- program on Friday.
Ralph Bellamy will help "Armstrong Theatre of
tra, Tommy Ryan, Nancy Norman, Arthur
Donald O'ConWright, Sunny Rice and Don Cummings. Today" celebrate its third year on CBS on Saturday.
nor, Universal's young star soon to be seen in "Top Man," will be a guest
(Average, $23,900)
Gross: $27,600.
"Petticoat Larceny" (RKO)
Ruth Hussey will star in a
on the Dinah Shore program on Oct. 7.
FAY'S— (2,200) (35c-46c-57c-68c) 7 days of
skit with Don Ameche on Saturday's "What's New" Blue web broadcast.
vaudeville, including Andy Kirk's orchestra,
Phil Silvers will be Bing Crosby's guest at the "Kraft Music Hall" toJune Richmond, The Musical Madcaps,
Conway & Parks, and Pepper Welsh. Gross: morrow.
Moss Hart, author of "Lady in the Dark," has been added
(Average, $10,000)
$11,500.
to the guest list of the opening Gertrude Lawrence "Revlon" program to''Bomber's Moon" (2#th-Fox)

Heads
For $26,000
In St. Louis

Gets $37,500
—

WCAU

WCAU

WCAU

RKO

WTAW,

.

.

.

WJZ

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

WNEW

.

.

.

OWI

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

KARLTON— (1,000)
7 days.

Gross:

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c$9,000.

(Average,

Comes Courage" (Col.)
KEITH'S— (2,200) (35c-41c-46c-57c-68c-75c)

days, 2nd run, 2nd week.
Gross:
(Average, $5,300)
"Thank Your Lucky Stars" (W.B.)

MASTBAUM— (4,700)

75c) 7
$22,900)

days.

$4,200.

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c

Gross:

$37,500.

(Average,

"Let's Face It" (Para.)

STANLEY— (3,000)
Gross:
7 days.
erage, $18,300)

75c)

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c$7,500.

(Average,

$3,-

"We've Never Been Licked" (Univ.)

STANTON— (1,700)

75c)
400)

7 days.

Gross:

(35c-41c-46c-57c-68c$7,500.

(Average,

$8,-

Warners, Goldman
Quit Radio Passes

—

.

.

morrow.

'Bell' Terrific in

'Heaven'

High,

Is

ToTuneof$12,700

Cleveland: $32,000

]

—

St. Louis, Sept. 28
Neither th<
opening of the stage season or thti
Cardinals
winning
the
Nationa
League pennant affected film fans alj
legiance to the screen this week. Th<
Fox Theatre has another big weel
with "Thank Your Lucky Stars" anc
is headed for $26,000.
Estimated receipts for the weel
ending Sept. 29
"Thank Your Lucky Stars" (W.B.)
"Sleepy Lagoon" (Rep.)

FOX— (5,038)

(30c-40c-50c) 7 days.

(Average:

$26,000.

Gross

$15,800)

"Above Suspicion" (M-G-M)
"Yanks Ahoy" (U.A.-Roach)

LOEW'S STATE— (3,162)

7 days.

"A Scream

(30c-40c-50c-55c

(Average

Gross: $17,500.

"Wintertime"

$16,900',

(20th- Fox)

in the

Dark"

(Rep.)

AMBASSADOR— (3,154) (30c-40c-50c)
Gross: $18 000.
(Average, $12,500)
"So Proudly We Hail" (Para.)
days.

"Henry Aldrich Swings

It" (Para.)
(30c-40c-50c) 7

MISSOURI— (3,514)
Gross

:

(Average

$8,000.

"The Youngest

:"

days

$7 300)

Profession."

(M-G-M)

"Passport to Suez" (CoL)

ORPHEUM— (1,900)

LOEW'S

50c) 7 days.

Gross:

LOUIS— (4,000)

ST.

Gross. $6,500.

(30c-40c

(Average, $6,900

$6,000.

"Oklahoma Kid" (W.B.)
"Submarine Base" (PRC)

(35c-40c)

(Average

days

7

$4,400)

$18,500 to 'Army' for

Second Buffalo Week
Buffalo,

Army"

is

28—"This

Sept.

bidding

Is

th<

for

$18,500 in i
second week at the Great Lakes, whih
"Claudia" probably will take $16,S0(
in a holdover at the Buffalo.
Estimated receipts for the weel
ending Oct. 2:
"Claudia" (20th-Fox)

BUFFALO-(3,489)
2nd week.

•lays.

(35c-40c-55c-65c)

Gross:

(Average

$16,500.

516.500)

—"For

Army" (WB)

"This Is the

Toronto, Sept.
Whom
Cleveland, Sept. 28.
GREAT LAKES— (3 000) (35c-40c-55c-65cBell Tolls" opened to long box Wait" at Shea's Theatre pointed to 7 days, 2nd week. Gross: $18,500. (Aver
ige:
$16,400)
and played to capacity $12,700 in a week in which boxoffice "Above
office lines,
Suspicion" (M-G-M)
over the weekend with the first week's honors were quite even all around, "Alaska Highway" (Para.)
HIPPODROME-(2.100) (35c-40c-55c-6Sc
take estimated at $32,000, at Loew's with "Spitfire" at the Imperial prom7 days.
Gross: $14,000.
(Average: $9,500)
Ohio, which is terrific. "This Is the ising $12,300.
Stormy Weather" (ZMi-Fox)
Estimated receipts for the week "The Gorilla Man" (WB)
Army" made a wonderful showing in
20TH CENTURY-(3.0CO)
second week, getting $18,000 at ending Sept. 30
its
(35c-55c)

28.— "Heaven Can

the

All downtown business "Meet Mr. London" (British)
Allen.
EGLINTON— (1,086) (18c-30c-48c-60c) 6
was big over the weekend.
days, 3rd week.
Gross: $4,000.
(Average,
Estimated receipts for the week $4,300)
Both

28.
Philadelphia,
Sept.
Warners' and William Goldman theatres, here have discontinued tying in
with local radio programs with free
theatre passes as radio giveaways in

the

''Spitfire"

ended Sept. 29:
"This Is the

Army" (WB)

ALLEN— (3,000)

week.

"Mv

(40c-50c-60c) 7 days. 2nd

(Average:
Gro=s: $18,000.
Friend Flicka" (20th-Fox)

$8,300)

—

LOEW'S STILLM AN—

days, 2nd week.

.900)

(40c-60c) 7

Gross: $10,500.

(Average:

(1

days.

$8,600)

Sunday Vote Set

Gross:

$12,300.

LOEW'S— (2,074)

days, 2nd week.

(Average, $12,300)

(18c-30c-42c-60c-78c)

Gross: $10,900.

''Heaven Can Wait" (20thFox)

SHEA'S— (2,480)

(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)

Gross: $12,700.

6

(Average, $12,200)

"Crash Dive" (20th-Fox)

TIVOLI— (1,434)
"Phantom

Gross:
of the

(18c-30c-48c)

days,

6

(Average,

$4,100.

$4,600)

Opera" (Univ.)

UPTOWN— (2,761)

days, 4th week.

(35c-55c)

7

days.

(Average: $10,500)

$8,000.

(18c-30c-42c-60c-90c)

Gross:

$8,800.

Boston,

Sept.

28.

— Rockingharr

race track, which had not been expected to reopen, will have a 54-da)

meeting

New

in

Hampshire.

gets more than 60 pen
cent of its business from Boston, the
reopening is a cause for concern tc
theatre men here.

6

(Average,

Fraser In Tri-States

£9,800)

—

Des

Arndt Begins Duties
Howard F. Arndt has begun his
duties as newsreel officer for the domestic branch of
in Washington.
His appointment was forecast

OWI

Motion Picture Daily Aug.

Sina

Rockingham

"It's a Great Life" (CoL)

moveover.

LAFAYETTE;— (3.000)

Gross:

Rockingham Competes
6

(Average,

$11,400)

days.

davs. Gross: S13,000. (Average: $10,600)
'Frontier Badmen" (Univ.)
"Follow the Band" (Univ.)

(18c-3Oc-42c-6Oc-90c) 6

"DuBarry Was a Lady" (M-G-M)

in

Heads

(RKO)

IMPERIAL— (3,373)

(3.500)
Practice
return for theatre "plugs."
WARNER'S HIPPODROME
$16,500.
Gross:
7
days.
of giving passes as program premiums (40c-50c-60c)
CAverasre: $17 lOO^
has been widespread here for years, "The Sky's the Limit" (RKO)
some radio shows offering as high as
WARNERS' LAKE— (714) (40c-50c-60c) 7
Gross: $2,500. (Average:
days, 3rd week.
50 passes a week.
«.100)
It was explained that theatre busi"For Whom the Bell Tolls" (Para.)
ness is so good today that it is becomLOEW'S OHTO— (1,250) (75c-$1.10) 7
(New house, no
Gross: $32,000.
ing increasingly difficult to take care days.
•iverage as yet)
of all of the cash customers, let alone
"Adventures of a Rookie" (RKO)
Moreover, theatre
for pass holders.
RKO PALACE— (3,300) (45c-55c-75c and
heads said that they are prepared to 85c Saturdays and Sundays) 7 days. Stage:
Woody
Herman and orchestra and vaudebuy their own radio time when it is ville. Gross:
(Average: $25,800)
$27,500.
desired.
In recent weeks, the Warner "Swing Shift Masie" (M-G-M)
circuit has been buying spot announceLOEW'S STATE— (3.300) (40c-60c) 7
ments extensively on all local radio days. Gross: $19,000. (Average, $16,800)
"Best Foot Forward" (M-G-M)

stations.

.

$4,-

"First
7

.

.

.

75c)
700)

.

.

194.

Stars'

WCAU

RKO-Radio

29,

Moines. Sept. 28.
R. C
Fraser, formerly associated with Parrot Films, here, before going to Hollywood, has returned to Des Moine
and

is

now

Theatres,

affiliated

as

with Tri-State3

assistant

advertising

manager.

22.

Grovas Has

New Feature

Pickard
Club
Mexico City, Sept. 28.—-Jesus GroJackson, Tenri., Sept. 28. Jackson
Para. Bowlers Start
vas, president of the National Cinemanow has Sunday films, by permission
Philadelphia, Sept. 28.
Elmer
Romeo Fabrizio is chairman of the tographic Industry Chamber, has comof the city council, but this must be Pickard, manager of Warners' Fox
approved by an election which has Theatre, was elected president of the 1943-44 Paramount Pep Club bowling pleted his first production under a new
been set for Oct. 28.
The 60-day local Warners' employees' club, suc- league, men's section, and Helen set up. It is "Una Carta de Amor"
Krauss heads the women bowlers. and will be released in October.
trial set by the council ended recently. ceeding Al Rea, Mastbaum manager.

—

—
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Meets

M lark

Producers on

Decree Oct. 4

YORK,

U.S.A.,
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30,

1943

Justice Dep't

Hopper to Discuss Set Construction
With Hollywood Studio Officials
Washington, Sept.
—Harold Hopper, chief of the motion pic-

Divorcement
Views Sought

29.

ture section of the War Production Board, will leave for Hollywood this week for a series of conferences with studio officials
on set construction.
Full control of the application to studio sets of the provisions
of the new
construction limitation order L-41 now is in
Hopper's hands and he plans to advise the studios of the new
streamlined procedure which he will adopt with a view to cutting
the volume of paper work heretofore required.
Hopper will canvass the whole materials situation with studio
executives during his stay in Hollywood and will give them current information regarding supplies and allocations.
Originally, a limitation of $5,000 per picture was imposed on sets.
This was later changed to a quarterly basis under a plan whereby
the producer was permitted to make adjustments to fit the needs
of individual pictures, so that he could, for instance, spend $10,000
on one picture and maintain his average by cutting expenditures
on two or three others. This has now been changed to the "streamlined" procedure.

WPB

He Denies Negotiations
Have Been Confused
Washington,

'

Sept.

29.

— Next

Monday's meeting between Depart-

ment of Justice officials and repreentatives of the consenting comanies to discuss revision of the conent decree is definitely set and there
.•ill
be no further postponement, it
Iras disclosed today by Asistant Atprney General Tom C. Clark.
Denying reports in the industry that
'here is uncertainty as to the course
If
the negotiations, Clark said the
alks had not yet reached the stage
definite was under
Monday's
that
and
fact, would be the first

anything

/here

consideration
in

leeting,

onference with the producers, previsessions having been with the dis-ibutors' representatives.

ius

TEN CENTS

Reply May Cue Kilgore
Committee Action
By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Sept. 29.

— De-

partment of Justice views on the
bill to divorce exhibition
tribution have been asked

from disby SenaWest Vir-

tor Harley M. Kilgore of
ginia prior to calling a meeting of his
subcommittee to decide what action to
take on the legislation, it was learned
today.

Owners in Last Rush CIAA May Use Films
For Third War Loan To Aid U.S. Goods

The Department, it is understood,
has been asked to submit any suggestions it may have with respect to the
legislation and the matter is now being studied in the office of the solicitor.

1,000 bond premieres already staged, and "FreeMovie Day" almost certain to produce

With more than

Washington,
posals

for

a

Sept.

29.

—

Pro-

widespread advertising

While Justice officials have thus
been given an opportunity to recommend any changes in the bill which
they might feel to be desirable they
have not, so far as could be ascer-

campaign in Latin-America to build
The coming meeting, however, is
an additional 500,000 sales, exhibitors up the market for United States ex.ixpected to lay the groundwork for
around the country will make a last ports through motion pictures, radio
(Continued on page 2)
subctual negotiations on specific
minute effort to complete the unoffi- and newspapers are being studied by
(Continued on page 12)
cial goal originally set up for the in- the Office of the Coordinator of InterAmerican Affairs, it was learned here
dustry of a "bond for every seat."
This was revealed by the War Ac- today. Nelson Rockefeller, CIAA cotivities Committee here yesterday, on ordinator, is directing the study.
A program outlining the possibiliadvices from the Treasury Department
that many more small sales would be ties of the several media has been
needed to supplement the enormous prepared for the CIAA and the War
The United Office and Professional
With an esti- Advertising Council by the Associacorporate purchases.
said tion of Export Advertising Agencies, Workers of America, CIO, yesterday
Washington, Sept. 29. Produc- mated 11,000,000 seats, the
and other contributing organizations. made public a letter to the executive
is in a unique poion
of
theatrical,
advertising and its theatres division
Both films and radio may be used board of the M. P. Theatre Managers
sition to capture the thus-far elusive
ither non-essential banners, valances
and Employees Local 152, in which
(Continued on page 12)
(Continued on page 3)
nd flags was halted today by the War
the
provisional
charter
previously
'reduction Board in a move designed
granted it was formally withdrawn.

UOPWA Withdraws

ftTB Halts Making

Managers' Charter

Of Theatre Flags

WAC

—

!

o

increase

the

eligious, signal

Henceforth,
luction
'ypes

will

listed

acturers'

supply

and service

of

UOPWA

The letter, signed by
president Lewis Merrill, revealed that
the white-collar union administrative

'official,

flags.

it was stated, flag probe limited to the four
above, but flag manu-

consumption of fabrics also
and no flag in excess

nil be curtailed

150 square feet will be permitted.
The order will not bar the purchase
if
American flags, service banners or
he flag of any country or state or

American Men Abroad
Need New Films: Benny

committee had voted to withdraw the
charter because it is not satisfied "that
your organization as presently consti-

jtf

nunicipal government.

New Haven
New

Korda in Montreal,
En Route to London

—

Montreal, Sept. 29. Sir Alexander
and his wife, Merle Oberon,
irrived here today from Hollywood,
nroute to England where Korda will

"Corda

preparations for his first production
formed
under
the
recently
M-G-M-Korda unit. His wife will
>e
starred with Robert Donat in a
tory based on an idea promulgated
j'y the producer.
tart

By MILTON LIVINGSTON

Allied Regional in
States

Oct. 4-5

29.— Allied
Sept.
regional meeting is
Oct. 4 and 5 at the

Haven,
Eastern

scheduled for
Hotel Taft here. Among out-of-town
leaders expected to attend are Irving
Dollinger, Sidney Samuelson, Harry
Lowenstein and Meyer Leventhal.

Dr.

J.

B. Fishman, president, and

Maxwell Alderman, executive

secre-

tary, will officiate for the Connecticut

group. The program includes luncheon on Monday, followed by a general
session and a Caravan meeting on
Tuesday, then a directors' session.

American servicemen

stationed

in

tuted provides a satisfactory vehicle
for the correction of the condition of
the workers that would fall within
your jurisdiction."
has a single contract,

MPTME

(Continued on page 12)
remote bases in Central Africa are
anxious to see newer American films,
Jack Benny and Wini Shaw revealed
at an interview here yesterday at
s
USO-Camp Shows' headquarters in
Adolph Zukor won an important
New York, upon their return from a
ten-weeks' overseas tour. They gave point in Federal court yesterday when
some 150 shows for servicemen in the Judge Alfred C. Coxe eliminated six
Middle East, African Gold Coast, of the seven items of information deGulf,
Tripoli, manded by Berny Byrens, Los Angeles
Persian
Benegasi,
Jerusalem, Tunis, Algiers, Sicily, and insurance broker, in a suit to recover
even a one night stand in Italy itself. $69,930 from Zukor alleged to be due
The USO troupe, which played to for services rendered.
Byrens claims that at Zukor's reaudiences ranging from 300 to over

Court Rejects Probe
Of Zukor' Affairs

(Continued on page 12)

(Qontinued on page 12)
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Divorcement Views of
Justice Dep't Sought

Personal
Mention
V. LYNCH, general
manager and chief film buyer for
the Schine Circuit, will arrive today

from Gloversville for a business session with E. K. O'Shea, M-G-M
Eastern division manager.
has returned

to Chicago from a Coast vacation,
will direct the Lubliner and Trinz circuit
there
during the illness
of

Samuel Trinz, who

recovering

is

attack.

•

Arthur

Krolick,
former
Century Theatre,
Rochester, has been assigned by the
Pvt.

manager

the

of

Army

handle publicity in the
to
Rochester territory for "This Is the

Army."

William Erbb, Paramount New
England and upstate New York district manager, has returned to Boston
home

1)

Kansas City Gets

Woman

guson of Michigan as members.

City,
Sept. 29.
film salesman
in Kansas City, and, so far
as is known, the first in
the country, is now selling

office

conferences.

woman

for PRC here.
She is Joan
Bastian, whose assignment
to the work was decided upon during a visit here of Leo
J. McCarthy, PRC's assistant
general sales manager.
Results of the project may
guide PRC policy elsewhere,
according to PRC franchise

All

members are currently in
Washington except Chandler, who
the

of

1st

'Salesman'

Kansas

First

Senator Kilgore said today that he
call his subcommittee together until he has heard from the
Department.
The subcommittee was
appointed Sept. 20 by the Senate Judiciary committee, with Kilgore as
chairman, and Senators Joseph C.
O'Mahoney of Wyoming, Albert B.
Chandler of Kentucky, John A. Danaher of Connecticut and Homer Fer-

holder Beverly Miller.

may return to the capital next week.
As soon as the Department reports
the group will get together to decide whether it will press
the measure this year or defer it until
the
rush
of
war legislation has
abated.

on the

•

following

(Continued from payc

tained today, been asked whether action should be taken on the measure
now or deferred until after the present
consent decree expires in November.

would not

•

from a heart

Hollywood, Sept. 29
the suggestion of I. E. Chadwick, president of the Independent Motion Picture Producers' Association, who cited the commanalty of
all producers in participating in war,
charity and other non-profit-making
activities, the Academy of M. P. Arts
and Sciences has invited 15 independ*L
ent producers to become memberfiji
Under prevailing procedure, an invitation is tantamount to acceptance.
President Walter Wanger said here
today that while the Academy's producer membership has consisted almost exclusively of those making pictures for major distributor release,
the organization has had no rule
against the inclusion of independents.
Invited, in addition to Chadwick,
were Max Alexander, Trem Carr,
Scott
Dunlap,
Ed Finney, Leon

bill,

4

No Punches

Pulled

On Writers': Tenney

Fromkess, A. W. Hacke, Sam Katzman, Max King, Sig Neufeld, Lindsley
Parsons, Arthur Ripley, Jack
Schwartz, Peter Van Duinen and
George Weeks.
Today's report on studio Third

introduced
to night clubs last night by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Trotta, on
the occasion of her 16th birthday.
•

Connors Lists Eight
For Final Quarter

Los

Angeles,

fornia's

legislative

American

Sept.

29.

— Cali-

committee on un-

activities will be called into

special session by State Senator Jack
Twentieth Century-Fox schedule of Tenney if the Writers' Congress of
A. W. Perry, general sales manager features to be released during the 2,000 screen, stage, radio, press and
for Empire-Universal Films, has re- final 1943 quarter were announced here others writers' opens here Eriday, as
turned to Toronto by plane after yesterday by Tom Connors, vice- scheduled. The congress has the sponpresident in charge of worldwide dis- sorship of the Hollywood Writers'
several days in New York.
Eight features are on the Mobilization and the University of
tribution.
•
California.
Fred Herkowitz of the RKO Thea- program, as follows
Senator Tenney, who has charged
For October release "Sweet Rosie
tre publicity department was inducted
into the Army yesterday and reports O'Grady," "Paris After Dark," "The that certain unnamed leading writer
Rains Came," re-issue, and "Under participants are Communists, or are
to Fort Dix Oct. 15.
Two Flags," also a re-issue. For in sympathy with Communism, said
•
here that a large group of Hollywood
Jack Kiefer, assistant manager of November "Guadalcanal Diary" and writers
who are avowed enemies of
Warners' Earle, Philadelphia, enlisted "Dancing Masters." For December release "Happy Land" and "The Gang's Communism had contacted him and
in the Coast Guard.
promised a strong statement tomorAll Here."
•
;

:

:

Napoli,

Toronto yesterday,

who

will

1943

Coast Flashes

•

Maria V. Trotta was

Nicholas

30,

ON

GEORGE

Edward Trinz, who

Thursday, September

War

Loan bond purchases showed Warners' studio total now to be $2,600,000
M-G-M's, at $2,550,000, and Paramount's, $1,809,000. Biggest individual

purchase today was made by Darryl
Zanuck, who bought $300,000 of the
bonds.

•

PRC

Leon Fromkess, head

of
production, has announced the appointment of Vance King, former film trade
paper writer, to head a newly-created
studio exploitation department.

Henry Brash, New York

represen-

Arnold Pressburger, has ar-

tative of

rived here for conferences.
return East on Sunday.

He

will

row

left

return

for

Mon-

Daff Touring Latin
America forUniversal

day.

•

W. C. Gehring, 20th Century-Fox
Western sales manager, will return
Al Daff, Universal's foreign sales
tomorrow from Indianapolis.
supervisor, left Tuesday by plane for
•

Alan Meltzer

and Irving Yergin
Warners' publicity staff left yes-

Latin
through
trip
extended
an
America. His first stop will be in
Mexico and from there he will con-

supporting his
stand
against
holding
the
"Communist-inspired"
congress at the University.
"If we go into this thing we will
pull no punches, and no matter how
prominent the persons are, they face
investigation," he said.

Hicks Tours Para.
British Branches

Edward Mull, Universal studio legal
department head, entrained today for
a fortnight in
ington.

New York

and Wash-

Spitz-Goetz Aiming
Films at Servicemen

—

Hollywood, Sept. 29. Citing the
non-war character of the first four
John W. Hicks, Jr., Paramount vice- features planned by the Spitz-Goetz
president in charge of foreign activi- International Pictures, William Goetz
his first trip
J. J. Cohn, M-G-M producer, is in
ties, this week completed a tour of
today declared "we are planning pictown and expects to return to Holly- to that territory for 'U' in his present
two-and-a-half weeks of all Paramount tures not only for public consumption,
capacity, will also lay promotional
wood on Saturday.
branches in the United Kingdom and but we are thinking also of the fighting
groundwork for "Phantom of the
•
Eire, according to word received by men whose chief form of entertainment
Opera."
C. J. Latta of Warner Theatres,
the home office foreign department is motion pictures.
Albany has returned there from a
here yesterday.
"Men on the battlefields get their
New York visit.
of

Panama, Peru,
tina, Brazil and Cuba.
Daff, who is making
tinue to

terday for Chicago.
•

of a boy,

of Altec Service's
department is the father

Eric Carl.
•

Ned Depinet

is

Edward

L.

Problems
Before Film Board Chicago Tribute to
Osserman Tomorrow
The serious situation confronting

returned

Alperson

from the Coast today.

is

yesterday

expected

—

Chicago, Sept. 29. J. C. Osserman,
Contract Film Carriers of New
York, in maintaining film delivery former manager of the Midwestern
schedules in the Metropolitan district district for RKO, and recently transand suburban areas, due to the rapidly ferred to a foreign post, will be tendeteriorating condition of their trucks, dered a testimonial farewell banquet
will be the main topic at the monthly on Friday night by the V ariety Club
meeting of the New York Film Board here.. The affair will be held in the
of Trade, to be held at its headquarters Blackstone Hotel and more than 1,000
are expected.
on Wednesday.
the

expected from the

Coast Monday.

Hank Linet
from Boston.

Argen-

Carriers'

•

H. C. Liljefors
accounting

Chile,

fill

war

of

to
of

pictures

International will

;

them escape pictures
amuse them and take the ^horrors
war out of their minds," he added.

endeavor

to give

Spitz Opens Office,
Goldstein in Charge
The Leo Spitz-William Goetz company,

International

opened

an

office

in

Life Building, Radio
Goldstein, New York
is in charge.

Pictures,
the Time

has

and
Robert

City.
representative,
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Paramount

Files
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Exhibitors in Last

2d Cooper Action,

To

Deposition Notice
Notice to take the deposition upon
oral examination of Joseph H. Cooper on Oct. 5 was filed here in Federal
yesterday

Paramount

attorneys

by

Sam Dembow,

aw thorpe and

for
F.

Montague

Pictures,

Jr., di-

rectors of Lincoln Theatres Corp., of
Lincoln, Neb.

Cooper

being sued for a judgment
directing him to file an accounting of
his management of Lincoln Theatres
Corp. and to transfer to Paramount
one-half of the "B" stock of Lincoln
which is now in Cooper's name. Lincoln Theatres, for whose benefit the
is

action was instituted,
defendant.

is

named

a co-

1)

Rush

Films Constructive

American Women
On Spending Spree

"dangerous money" which these small
sales represent.

Although the campaign terminates
today, it was understood by the
that any sales made by exhibitors up
to and including Oct. 2 would be

WAC

credited to the industry.

A

3

Bonds for Drive

Sell

(Continued from page

Court

American

women,

situations

clothing, furs, jewelry, flowpictures, a survey by United
Press revealed last night.

the

several

WAC

SRO,

almost invariably played to
make it almost automatic

will

for 1,400
theatres to have sold a bond for each
seat.
It

the

is

non-premiere

theatres,

ers,

cosmetics

Attendance

and

has

York

New

houses,
and
along Broadway the usual
summer theatre lull failed to
materialize,
it
was
said.
picture

Regular

a supplemental complaint in which
it states that the suit is not a collusive
action that no demand was made upon Cooper to bring the action for
the benefit of Lincoln, because such
demand would be equal to a demand
that Cooper sue himself, inasmuch as
he controls and dominates Lincoln.

have
activities
extra-promotional
brought them close to the mark, who
will redouble their efforts in the few
"These
days remaining, it was said.
showmen, heeding the Treasury's call
for assistance to snare the inflationary money, are expected to call on
their final showmanship resources to
make possible the §15,000,000,000 national goal," according to the WAC.

possible largely by women, also are reported at
Buffalo, Washington, D. C;
Omaha, Neb., and St. Paul.

notice,

Paramount

filed

;

Also on Oct. 5, Cooper will be examined with respect to Paramount's
against him, Rialto, Inc., Interstate Theatres, Inc., and the J. H.
Cooper Enterprises, Inc., of Colorado,
in which Paramount seeks the transfer from Cooper's name to Paramount
of stock of the three corporations.

business Tuesday
Columbia had $1,562,400 in
night,
signed pledges and sales in bonds, thus
exceeding its $1,500,000 quota by $62,-

an answer to this action,
filed in Federal Court yesterday, denies the allegations in the complaint
and asks dismissal of the suit.

war bonds was reached yesterday

suit

Cooper,

in

At

the

close

400.

In Detroit, a total of $4,000,000 in
the

for

sale

Paramount's
Tolls," at the
ists theatres,

the

atres,

in
of
Bell

premiere

bond

"For Whom the
Wilson and United Art-

Earl J. HudUnited Detroit The-

tonight,

son, president of

Buffalo Houses to

of

announced there yesterday.

End Chance Games
Buffalo, Sept. 29.— It was disclosed
here today that bingo games conducted at the Old Vienna Theatre,
protected for a time from police interference by a supreme court injunction, lost that immunity the day
after a jury acquitted operators of
a bingo game at the Academy Theatre.

Two bingo indictments still are
pending against Old Vienna. The first
was tried in 1940 but a county court
jury disagreed after a trial lasting
seven days. In May, 1941, Old Vienna
and operators of the games at the
Academy and

several others were indicted on bingo charges, but they
obtained
an
injunction
preventing
interference by police until disposition
of the first case tried. District Attorney Leo J. Hagerty said his office
has no plans at present about disposition of the pending indictments.

Brewer with

WPB

Bergen and Charlie
In Two for Rogers
Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy will appear in two pictures to be
produced by Charles R. Rogers in
Artists release,
U. A. reported here yesterday. The
deal re-unites the producer and star
combination which in 1937 first introduced Bergen and McCarthy to the
First will be a musical, "It's
screen.
1943-44,

this one.

Warners Take Over
Philadelphia,

health and safety division.

18

Women on Fox Sales

Twentieth-Fox
in its field sales

reports

18

departments

women

Sept.

29.

— Cinema

Arts Theatre, neighborhood house operated by Charles Stierman under a
foreign-language picture policy, goes
dark with the house returning to the

Ampa Meets

on

for Ampa's "Salute to the
the
of
M. P. Industry,"
scheduled for Oct. 21 at the Astor,
and its relief fund affair, slated for
the Paramount Theatre, Oct. 22, at a
midnight show, were discussed yesterday by the organization's board of
directors at a special meeting at the
Edison Hotel. Vincent Trotta, president, presided. Others attending were
Hap Hadley, treasurer William R.

Plans

:

;

Rutgers

Neilson

Jacques

;

Kopfstein, Blanche Livingston, James
Zabin and William Ornstein, chairman
of publicity. Committees are being set
up to handle both events and will be

announced

shortly.
also decided to name the
proposed organization publication, the
"New Ampa Bulletin," with Max
Stein of 20th-Fox as editor. The publication will be issued every month.
It

was

Several in Midwest
Circuit Transferred
Kansas

City,

Theatre, and
is planned.

an

early

re-

Chicago Variety Party

Mo.,

Sept. 29.
Changes in Fox Midwest theatres
here include the resignation of Frank
Ritter, booker-manager at the Plaza,
who has moved to California, and the
granting of a two months' leave of
absence to Joe Redmond, manager of
the Uptown.

ager of the Granada, succeeds Ritter
of the Plaza, while Kenreplaces Siverd at the
Granada.
George Mullare, former
manager for the Chicago Great States
circuit, succeeds Bruce at the Waldo.

to Films"

to
the world film audience and few in it.
Artistry has wedded information to entertainment. The warp and woof of
screen drama are the appeals to human emotions and the informative
setting of the new, the practical and
the projected.
Films are a mighty
factor in winning the war and will be
soon mightier in preserving a just
and lasting peace founded upon ever-

broadening human understanding," he
declared.

Among

on

those

the

dais

were

Mayor Conboy R. G. McMullen, of
the Wartime Prices and Trade Board
;

N. Winship, U. S. Consul General
Gody, president, UniverJ. H.
sity of Toronto
Glen Bannerman,
president of Canadian Association of
Dr.

;

Broadcasters
O. J. Silverthorne, of
Ontario government
Col. John
A. Cooper, president, Canadian Producers and Distributors Association
;

the

J.

;

J.

Fitzgibbons,

Players-Canadian

president,

Famous

Paul

Nathanson,
of the Odeon circuit J. H. Sampson,
chairman, Toronto Board of Education, and Army and Air Force offi;

;

cers.

NEW

Increasing
Council Membership

Champagne

order to include
tertainment.

all

branches of en-

It will participate in

the

National War Fund drive as its next
big endeavor.
NEIC's cooperation in the Third
War Loan drive has been lauded by
Ted R. Gamble, director of the War
Finance division of the Treasury, in
a telegram to James E. Sauter, NEIC

Clarke to
Chicago, Sept. 29. Variety Club,
Milwaukee, Sept. 29.
Tent No. 26, will hold a preview
Frank co-ordinator.
Balaban and Clarke, former branch manager of
sponsored by
party,
Katz, on either Oct. 16, 23 or 30. Ed- Paramount here, is the new general
9
ward Brunell is new chairman of the manager of the first-run Rialto The- 'Student Prince to Tour
atre, Champagne, 111.
house committee.
"The Student Prince," revival of the

—

—

in super-

Employees of
Sept. 29.
Mexico City, Sept. 29.
Lupe
Paramount exchange here have Velez has returned here from Hollybeen granted payroll increases retro- wood to start work in "Nana," which

clerks.

active to Jan. 18.

;

"No Strangers

"Today there are no strangers

The National Entertainment IndusHarold Hume, booker-manager, will try Council has decided to increase
the
manage the Uptown in the absence of membership of its co-ordinating comRedmond. Hugh Siverd, former man- mittee from 25 to 42 members in

visory capacities
16 are in U. S. exchanges, and two are in Canada. Eight
of
the number were formerly
in
branch clerical offices six were film
inspectresses, and three were poster
;

—

emotions common to all to acquaint
us with the thought and habits and
problems of our neighbors ten thousand miles away," Coe said.

Heroes

Ferguson,

Toronto

Motion pictures reflect in entertainment the common humanity that
moves us all.
They utilize human

'Salute', Relief

Warner theatre circuit. Previously,. as manager
Warners operated the house as the neth Bruce

Grand Island, Neb., Sept.
Poplar
Roy Brewer, projectionist here, has opening
been granted leave of absence as presNebraska Federation of
Labor and has left for Washington,
D. C, where he will head the WPB's

figures,

made

United

Sammy Kaye
Great to Be Young."
and his band will also be featured in

29.

ident of the

for

attendance

in

,

increased

whose "Free-Movie Day" and other

the

Coe Says

Effort,

29.
Charles FranCoe, vice-president and general
counsel of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, in
an address here today delivered before
more than 700 industry, government
and educational leaders at the Advertising and Sales Club, declared that
great as the informative and educational services of the films are
their
drama and entertainment elements
were more likely to draw together the
peoples of the world into the common
task of preserving civilization after the
war.
"In this vital area, I believe the film
is
destined to perform a supremely
useful function in the peace to come.

motion

35 per cent at the big

War

Toronto, Sept.

their

shows that literally hundreds of theatres would reach
the mark set, while others had already
Bond premieres, which
exceeded it.

spot-check of

made by

In the

cis

pocketbooks filled with wartime earnings, are on a spending spree that is being felt
by the nation's purveyors of

also

With

;;;:

Raise for Para. Exchange
Omaha,

—

Lupe Velez

in 'Nana'

—

the

Alberto Santander will produce.

operetta currently at the Broadway
Theatre, will close there on Oct. 2 and
open a road tour in Chicago on Oct. 4.
Plans call for staging of a Gilbert and
Sullivan repertoire company shortly, with a Broadway opening following
a road tour.

Motion Picture Daily
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'Army' Tops in

Thursday, September

By JACK

29.—
Philadelphia,
Sept.
Car-card advertising is being
used for the first time in
Philadelphia by Warners. Irving
Blumberg,
advertising
head for the circuit here,
will thereby replace billboard
and the large newspaper ad-

CARTWRIGHT
Hollywood, Sept. 29

Chicago,

Army"

29.—"This

Sept.

leading Chicago
the boxoffice.

is

Is the
films in a

A

gross
of $65,000 is expected at the Chicago Theatre. Following closely are
"Behind the Rising Sun" at the Pal-

week

big

at

Whom

APOLLO — (1,200)

"This Is the

5 days,

(40c-55c-75c-85c). Gross:

1

(Average:

S12.000.

$10,000)

Army" (WB)

in Loop
"Submarine Alert" (M-G-M) 5 days
"I Dood It" (M-G-M) 2 days

GARRICK

(40c-55c-65c-75c).

(1,000)

(Average:

Gross: $11,000.

$8,500)

"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)
"The Falcon in Danger" (RKO)

GRAND —

Gross:

(40c -55c -75c).
(1,150)
(Average :_ $8,000)
7 days.

$9,000.

"Honeymoon Lodge"

(Univ.)

ORIENTAL—

(30c-35c-55c-65c-75c)
(3,200)
Stage: Shep
loop run.
7 days, second
(Average: $22,000)
Gross: $22,000.
Fields.

(RKO)
a Rookie" (RKO)

"Behind the Rising Sun"

"The Adventures

off

PALACE— (2,500)

(40c-55c-75c)

7

days.

Gross: $30,000. (Average: $19„00O)
"Watch on the Rhine" (WB)

ROOSEVELT —

7

(50c-65c-85c)

(1.500)

Whom

000)

UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700)
days

^

4th week.

Gross:

(40c-55c-75c)

$18,000.

(Average:

$18,000)

"Hitler's

Madman" (M-G-M)

"Harrigan's Kid"

WOODS— (1,200)

Gross:

(M-G-M)

ahead

lie

at .that

of

.

.

here, strengthen that studio's belief
that the ticket buyers are interested
in war pictures exposing the Jap menThere have been numerous films
ace.

about the Nazis, and as many complaints about too much war stuff, but
It prethis appears to be different.
sents an enemy, equally as dangerous
as Hitler's gangsters, in a true light

Louis

former

DeRochemont,

7

.

A

.

producer

lakowsky,

Women,"

Herman

"Hitler's

of

Monogram,

at

AppletonMil-

title,
.

rushing

is

editing to stay ahead of the news.

•

Fox has assigned Archie Mayo to
on "Wilson" and "One
World." Wendell Willkie, author of direct "Son of Flicka," sequel, and
the latter, recently conferred with lifted Mary Anderson's option and set
Zanuck on the production. ... A her in a role in "Sunday Dinner for a
clever line in Columbia's "Sahara," Soldier," with Monty Woolley.
.

.

days.

$7,500)

Ice\ Dual, $11,500

In

Omaha Week

$18,500
Kansas

Omaha,

29.— "Hit

Sept.

and "Hitler's

Ice"

the
are expected
the Paramount

Madman"

gross $11,500 at
Theatre, and "First

to

Comes Courage"

"My Kingdom for a Cook"
should hit $6,100 at the Brandeis for
top boxoffice honors.
Estimated receipts for the week
ending Sept. 30
"First Comes Courage" (Col.)
"My Kingdom for a Cook" (Col.)
and

BRANDEIS— (1,200)

days.

Gross:

"This Is the

$6,100.

(30c-35c-44c-50c)

(Average:

7

$5,500)

(30c-35c-50c) 7 days

week, move over from Paramount.
(Average: $8,300)

3rd

Gross:

$6,900.

ORPHEUM— (3,000)

(40c-50c-65c) 7 days..
Bill Bardo's orchestra plus review on stage.

Gross: $14,100.
(Average:
"Hit the Ice" (Univ.)
"Hitler's

PARAMOUNT— (2,900)

days.

Gross: $11,500.

Senoritas from Chicago," at the Midis topping first runs this week
with an estimated $18,500. "Wintertime" is receiving an estimated total
of $17,000 at three day and date first
run Fox Midwest theatres: Esquire

downtown, Uptown
Fairway suburban.

midtown,

Estimated receipts
ending Sept. 29-30

for

7

$6,900)

Clearance Case Delayed

—

Chicago, Sept. 29. Hearing in the
Marchesi Bros, arbitration case has
been postponed to Oct. 12.
Marchesi
Bros, are seeking elimination of the
clearance granted the Peerless Theatre, Kewanee, 111., over their Geneseo
Theatre, Geneseo, 111.

and

week

the

"Wintertime" (20th-Fox)
(40c-60c)

7 days.

Gross:

(Average: $5,000)
"Destroyer" (Col.)
From Chicago" (Col.)
Senoritas
"Two
(35c-50c)

7

days.

(Average: $14,000)
"Thank Your Lucky Stars" (WB)
(35c-50c)

in

7

days, 2nd
$10,900)

(RKO)

Gross:
week.
"Frontier Bad Men" (Univ.)
"Hoosier Holiday" (Rep.)
Gross:

(35c-50c)

$8,500.

7 days.

(Average

"Wintertime"

(20th-Fox)

Gross:

(40c -60c)
(Average: $5,600)

UPTOWN— (2,000)
$8,500.

"Wintertime"
Gross:

$2,000.

Stage

$9,400)

"Petticoat Larceny"

(RKO)

Gross:

(Average:

(30c-40c-50c-55c)

(Average,

$16,500.

$1,450)

Payment of the fine yesterday means
that Bioff will be eligible for parole
in March, 1945. In view of the fact
that Bioff is scheduled to be the Government's star witness at next week's
trial of eight defendants charged with
a similar extortion from the film industry, it is considered likely that he
will be out of prison within the next
six months. Bioff, it is known, has
been supplying the Government with
information concerning the forthcoming trial and the Government's policy
in the past has been to "reward" those
who assist in the prosecution of cases.

We Hail" (Para.)
STRAND— (2,200) (40c-50c) 7

7

Glamour"

Footlight

3rd

days,

Watch on

3rd week,
Majestic.

moved

(30c-40c-50c)
over after two

Gross:

$7,100.

&

Kids,

Curtis.

Gross:

7

days.

days.

Gross:

On

days,

weeks

at

$4,100)

(Rep.)
7 days.

On

Lloyd,

Arena

&

Pal,

$7,000.

(40c-65c)

3

stage: Jan Savitt and orchestra.

$7,100.

(Average, $6,800)

a Great Life"

CIRCLE— (2,800)

Trumpet Twins,
Topsy, John
(Average, $6,400)
Guest" (Mono.)

Lander

Warner
days.

"Unknown

Estimated receipts
ending Sept. 28-30
"It's

7

(Average,

topping local grosses at the Circle
week, with an estimated $15,500.

days.

$11,700)

"Man from Music Mountain"
FAY'S— (1,800) (30c-40c-50c)
stage:

7

—

Indianapolis, Sept. 29. "It's a
Great Life," with the support of Herb
Miller's orchestra and a stage show is
this

Army" (WB)

CARLTON — (1,526)

Great at $15,500

(Av-

(WB)

(30c-40c-50c)

(Average,

$13,000.

Is the

(30c-40c-50c)

Gross: $12,600.

the Rhine"

MAJESTIC— (2,250)

'This

(Col.)

STATE— (3,232)

LOEW'S

'Great Life', Miller

$10,800)

"So Proudly

METROPOLITAN— (3,050)

(40c-60c)

week

the

for

"The Fallen Sparrow" (RKO)

7

(20th-Fox)

FAIRWAY— (700)

the Rhine" grossed

Estimated receipts
ending Sept. 30

Gross:

Danger" (RKO)
(35c-50c) 7 days, 2nd
(Average: $10,000)
$7,500.

show.

"Watch on

Bioff received a 10-year sentence,
addition to the heavy fine, while
Browne's sentence was for eight years.
Federal Judge John C. Knox, who
imposed the sentences, gave Bioff an
additional sentence of 10 years, to run
consecutively with the original
10
years, but provided for a suspension
of the second sentence in the event
the fine was paid.
in

a satisfactory $13,000 at the Majestic.

days, 2nd week.
erage: $14,400)

ORPHEUM— (1,900)

TOWER— (2,200)

— "Fallen

with a neat $16,500, and will be held
over.

6y2

(Average:

29.

Sept.

week.
(Average, $9,500)
Gross: $8,200.
"Salute to the Marines" (M-G-M)

Gross: $18,500.

"The
"The Falcon

Providence,

Sparrow," at the RKO-Albee, caught
the week's best business hereabouts,

days.

$7,000.

Gross: $12,000.
Sky's the Limit"

$16,500

at

RKO-ALBEE— (2,239)

:

week.

(30c-35c-50c)

(Average:

"Two

by

land,

NEWMAN— (1,900)

$12,900)

Madman" (M-G-M)

29.—"De-

Sept.

City,

MIDLAND — (3,600)

"Background to Danger" (WB)

High

in K. C.

accompanied

ESQUIRE— (800)

Army" (WB)

OMAHA— (2,000)

stroyer,"

The fine of $20,000 imposed against
Will iam Bioff, former personal representative of George E. Browne, ex-

.

.

'Destroyer' Dualled: 'Fallen Sparrow' Is
4

Term Cut

M-G-M

.

March of Time producer, has reported at 20th-Fox for his first assignment as consultant to Darryl

Fine; Jail

Every studio in toivn has the bor- president of IATSE, in November,
r owing habit these days. The latest 1941, after Bioff and Browne were
loan is Columbia's acquisition of Mar- convicted in Federal Court of extorting
sha Hunt from
for the lead more than $1,000,000 from the film
in "The Day Will Come," Andre de industry, was paid yesterday, records
similar fine
Toth directing.
Steve Fisher, who of the court reveal.
did the screenplay for Warners for against Browne was paid in December,
"Destination
Tokyo," has a book 1941.
coming out by that
Century publishing.

for the first time.

*

Bioff Pays $20,000

Donald

.

(40c-55c-75c)

(Average:

$9,000.

.
the stars in the picture.
Meek plays a fumbling
lawyer in "Mr. Co-Ed" and it is he
who discovers a legal technicality
the
Ris"Behind
RKO's
Success of
which permits Red Skelton to enter
up
a
rang
$65,000
ing Sun," when it
a girls' school to pursue his light
and
Pantages
boxoffice record at
o' love, Esther Williams.
Hillstreet theatres in its first week
•

schedules

duction

Zanuck

(M-G-M)

"Presenting Lily Mars"

.

.

.

•

(Average: $17,000)
Gross: $28,000.
the Bell Tolls" (Para.)
"For
STATE -LAKE— (2,700) (75c-$1.10) 7 days,
(Average: $23,Gross: $39,000.
4th week.
days.

vertisements, which are now
rationed. Also, it is felt that
car-cards now will be seen by
more people more often in
these days of gasoline rationing and restricted motoring.
In view of the large crowds
on trolley and bus lines, carcards are now much cheaper
per capita than other advertising media.

bring the number of artists in

that category to 83.
All told there are 19 star names on
the list, 15 directors, 12 producers, 43
writers, and four composers. Twentyeight men from the contract list are

plant.

CHICAGO-(4,000) (50c-65c-85c) 7 days.
(Average, $43,000)
Gross: $65,000.
"Let's Face It" (Para.) 5 days, 3rd week

—

have the heaviest contract list in the history of the
studio, a recent survey revealed when six new places were added

previewed here, brought howls of
laughter from the audience. It is an
Italian prisoner who tells an arrogant Nazi madman-pilot: "It takes
serving in the armed forces.
Indications are that Warners will an artist to insult Hitler. I'm only
Director Norman
add to the featured player list rather a mechanic."
than trim it in any way and also to McLeod didn't like his stint on
the director and producer lists upon "The Canterville Ghost" at M-G-M
2nd
which factor might well be predicated so he asked for a change which was
Charles Laughton is one
the forecast that even heavier pro- granted.

ace and "Watch on the Rhine" at the
Roosevelt, with $30,000 and $28,000
In its fourth week at the
grosses.
the
State-Lake Theatre, "For
Bell Tolls" will do about $39,000.
Estimated receipts for the week

ending Oct. 1
"Holy Matrimony" (20th-Fox)
week
"I Dood It" (M-G-M) 2 days

WARNERS

to the featured players contract list to

194;

Car-Cards Replace
Billboards, Press

Hollywood

Chicago With
$65,000 Take

30,

week

the

for

(Col.)
(30c-40c-50c)

7

days.

Stage show: Herb Miller orchestra. Gross:
(Average, $11,000)
$15,500.

'Heaven Can Wait" (20th-Fox)

INDIANA— (3,200)

(30c-40c-50c)

7

days.

(Average, $11,500)
"Destroyer" (CoL)
'Gcod Luck, Mr. Yates" (Col.)
Gross:

$13,000.

LOEW'S— (2,800)

(30c-40c-50c)

7

days.

(Average, $9,900)
"So Proudly We Hail" (Para.)
Gross:

$10,000.

LYRIC— (2,000)

moved from the
(Average, $4,500)

7

days,

Gross:

$6,300.

(30c-40c-50c)

Indiana.

As

these

amazing roadshows point

and 40 famous
magazines
break the

news

*7a>o full-color pages

in"LifeV "Look"and
"Ladies Home JournaV
on newsstands now.
Take a look!

..and
'

more

great publicity

spreads the

^

ens
This

month

in

35 great American

from coast to coast ... At
advanced prices
Backed by
unsurpassed newspaper ad
lineage and exploitation .The

cities

.

.

.

.

bridgehead for

its

.

nation-wide

advanced -price runs that
continue through 1944

will

"On
its

the strength of

its

prestige,

its

box-office performance to date,

promotion,

and

entertainment merit,

I

the trade's greatest

money-maker

history of

Paramount

its

sheer

predict that this will be

pictures."
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Motion Picture Daily
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Short Subject Reviews

American Men

12

Films to Aid
U.S. Products
In Latin Mart

"Age of Flights"

"Babies by Bannister"

(RKO

(Columbia "Panoramic")
Constance Bannister, famous baby

Pathe)
Twelfth in Frederic Ullman's "This
Is America" series, "Age of Flight"
relates the stirring saga of American
aviation.
The miracle of the Wright

{Continued from page

1)

advantage in the Latin American
Advertising
market, it was shown.
films have reached a point of use and
acceptance in some South American
cities, which is more important than
to

but plans for this type
of advertising must be laid after consideration of local situations and by
means of negotiations.
in this country,

In many countries, radio is an important factor in everyday life and
an important advertising media, but
here again advertising will require negotiation with local stations and net-

works,

it

was

stated.

UOPWA Withdraws
Managers' Charter
{Continued from page

Kitty Hawk is picturized,
followed by the first transcontinental
flight in the late 20's.
The film picks
up the story of a typical American
brothers'

1)

with Maurice Maurer's Victoria Theatre on Broadway, and petitions for
investigation and certification now pend
before the Regional War Labor Board
here on its claim that it represents a
majority of the managers of the 41
Skouras
theatres
Manhattan,
in
Bronx, and Long Island, and in the
24 New York theatres owned by

Harry Brandt.

boy, interested in aviation, who realizing the dream of so many American
lads, becomes a commercial pilot and
then an Army flier.
Post-war plans
for
flight-minded
America are
a
speculated upon and there are interesting shots of Sikorsky's Helicopter.
Predictions as to the Helicopter's future in this country present plenty of
food for thought. Direction by Douglas Travers is excellent.
So is the

commentary by Dwight Weist. A -fine
film.
Running time, 17 mins. Release date, Oct.

"Flicker Flashbacks"
(No. 2)

(RKO

Pathe)
Highly amusing series of sequences,
written by
Richard O. Fleischer,
bringing back memories of the gay
with the popular melodrama of
Particularly interthat era featured.
esting are shots of a 1900 bathing
beauty contest. The second sequence,
starring Clara Kimball Young, she of
90's

flapping

—

Pittsburgh, Sept. 29. Plans for a
100-theatre opening in the Pittsburgh,
Cleveland and Detroit territories for
RKO's "Behind the Rising Sun," Oct.
7 and 8, are nearing completion.
Terry Turner, head of RKO's exploitation staff, is handling the campaign with Robert Hickey, a supervisor in the exploitation department
at RKO, taking care of many of the
details.

many

and

Sidney

"A

laughs.

Drunkard's Reformation" is the third
flashback and deals with a young
desire

father's

100-Theatre Opening

fame,

lashes

draw

Drew,

how

for

the

"vile

liquid"

his little

Decree Meeting to

{Continued from page

—

ly developed.

Philadelphia, Sept. 29. Funeral
Clark disclosed that not all of the
were held here yesterday for field reports on the recent investigaSidney Bloomfield, 31, manager of the tion of exhibitor experiences under
Lennox Theatre, who died Sunday of the decree have yet been submitted,
pneumonia.
He was formerly man- although he said they should come
ager of the Bell Theatre here and pre- along in the near future. It is probaservices

viously associated with the National
Penn Printing Co. His wife and two
children survive.

however, that all of the data will
be in before he leaves for his projected visit to the West Coast next
ble,

month.

'Princess O'Rourke' Set
"Princess O'Rourke,"

Warner

pro-

duction, will have its world premiere
on Oct. 14 at the 20th Century Theatre, Buffalo. The film will also follow
the current run of "Thank Your Lucky
Stars" at the Mastbaum, Philadelphia,

about Oct.

15.

Clemence on 'Chatter*
"Columbian

Chatter,"

home

office

suspended
for
several
months, has been resumed, for issuance monthly, under the editorship of
publication

William Clemence
partment.

of the publicity de-

"Babies by Bannister" is an unusual
type of short and should appeal to
everyone.
Produced and directed by
Irving Browning with excellent commentary by Millicent Robin.
Running time, 8% mins. Release date,
Oct.

1.

"Room and Bored"
(Columbia)

The Fox and the Crow are at odds
again, Mr. Fox being a classics-loving old animal, content to live with
his violin, while friend Crow is a
jumpin', jivin' bit of bird flesh.
The
crow moves into Fox's vacant apartment and after keeping the landlord
up all night with his jitterbugging,
the fox attempts to evict him.
the crow keeps his home makes for
entertaining diversion.
Produced in
Technicolor by Dave Fleischer. Running time, 7 l
mins.

How

A

Lantz

to

Washington

Walt Lantz, Universal cartoon producer, who has been in New York for
several days conferring with home
office officials, will leave today for
Washington where he will confer with
Naval officers on a program of training
films for the Navy on which he will
embark shortly after his return to
Hollywood.

"Cue Wizards"

Court Rejects Probe
Affairs

{Continued from page

1)

made

a survey of the latter's
financial status with a view to putting
Zukor's affairs in order. The plaintiff
also claims that Zukor promised him
10 per cent of any savings resulting
from the survey and alleges that his
than
services
saved Zukor more
$700,000, and that he was paid only

quest he

(Continued from page
also

30,000,

included

I)

Larry

Adler,

who went on to London Anna Le/fi"
who joined Adolphe Menjou's trout 4
;

Algiers,

in

and

accompaniest

Jack

Snyder.

The vintage of American films being
shown at some of the camps is the
object of considerable banter and jesting, Benny explained, with Miss Shaw
revealing that "Stage Door Canteen"
was the only recent release which
some of the servicemen had seen.

Benny stressed the need of entertainment at many of the camps where
the troupe entertained during their
32,000-mile-trip. He said it would be
an excellent idea if many more
American screen personalities went
overseas to entertain servicemen, even
if they only did a short specialty.
The
troupe averaged two shows a day,
some of them running as long as one
hour and 45 minutes.

Benny reports to the Warner lot on
Nov. 1, to start work on "The Horn
Blows At Midnight." He plans to do
two broadcasts

Sunday

of his regular
in
before leaving for California.

NBC

program

New York

Chicago

—

has arrived here to work with Jules
Serkowich on the Chicago campaign
for "Destroyer," which opens at the

Woods Theatre

soon.

Serkowich recently returned from
a five-week trip during which he arranged opening campaigns for "Destroyer"

Omaha

the
Brandies
Loew's-Midland,

Theatre,

at

Kansas
and the Orpheum, Des Moines.

City,

;

Cooperation has been received for
for
screenings
promotion through
Navy personnel and war plants, tieups with Navy Mothers' Clubs and

Wave

enlistments.

Cagneys Lead Off
Sat. Evening Post

"The Cantankerous Cagneys," arby H. Allen Smith, not only
$1,000.
drew the lead-off position in the curZukor, admitting that Byrens ren- rent Saturday Evening Post but a
dered some services, which were prominent box on the cover also. Aroffered gratuitously, denies that any
agreement ever existed and states that
the payment of $1,000 was accepted
in full and final payment for all services.

ticle

is a family history of the Cagneys and its appearance in the Post
coincides with numerous first run en-

ticle

gagements

of

"Johnny Come Lately,"

independent production of James
and William Cagney, released by
United Artists.
first

Judge Coxe ruled out six of seven
demands made by the plaintiff and
held that Byrens was entitled only
to examine correspondence between
Zukor and himself. To this Zukor
agreed.

Roy Rogers Reception
Roy Rogers, Republic

—

Pictures

Rosenberg
To Launch

picture star,

his horse Trigger, will be hosts to
the press at a reception in the East

Ballroom of the Hotel Astor next
City Coun- Tuesday afternoon.
la., Sept. 29.
Rogers is due
here has placed on first reading here Saturday to star in the annual
requiring
persons
proposed
curfew
a
rodeo at Madison Square Garden,
under 17 to be off streets by 10 P.M. early in October.

Newton,

cil

New

(Columbia "World of Sports")
Featuring Andrew Ponzi, world
in
famous billiard champion, and Charles
'Destroyer*
Paterson, trick shot artist, this Columbia sports short might be a bit
Chicago, Sept. 29. Frank Rosenslow for those not interested in berg, Columbia exploitation director,

and

Adopting Juvenile Curb

Abroad Need

evening

1)

although it may be that no definite line of approach to the several
problems involved will be immediate-

1943

—

Hear Producers Of Zukor's
jects,

Sidney Bloom field Rites

is
the subject of this
interesting short, which features a
bevy of beautiful babies tiny babies.
The cameraman takes the audience on
a trip through Miss Bannister's studio while she photographs many of
the children seen frequently on magazine covers and baby food labels.

daughter saves the
A laugh-provoking film and billiards, but cue advocates should enday.
musical joy the difficult shots demonstrated.
purely
escapist.
Effective
background by Herman Fuchs. Pro- Commentary by Bill Stern is fair.
Release
duced by Frederic Ullman, Jr. Run- Running time, 9M mins.
ning time, 9 mins. Release date, Oct. 1. date, Sept. 30.

and

RKO's'Sun'inNew

1.

photographer,

30.

Beilan, Formato to Be
Honored in Phila.

—

Philadelphia, Sept. 29. Charles
Beilan, recently appointed sales manager at the local Warner exchange,

who was promoted
manager here, will be
by the Motion Picture Asso-

and Lou Formato,
to

M-G-M

sales

feted
ciates at a luncheon to be held

The

MPA

on Oct.

function of the
new year, George Beattie and Al
Davis are co-chairman of the affair.
11.

first

—

:

Thursday. September

:

Motion Picture Daily

1943

30.

'Dixie', 'Matrimony',

'Claudia'

Are Tops

Oklahoma

City,
second
Criterion was top film
hit the $9,000 mark,
it
Matrimony" in a first

"Dixie"

in

its

at

week

last

the
as

while "Holy

week at the
and "Gaudia" at

Midwest did

$7,500,
the Tower polled $3,000.
Estimated receipts for
iding Sept. 30

CRITERION— (1,500)
7

Gross:

days.

$9,000.

of the Islands" (Univ.)
(20c-25c)
(1.200)
7

LIBERTY—

Gross:

$3,000.

(Average,

days.

$3,250).

"Holy Matrimony"

MIDWEST—

Gross:

$7,500.

(2frth-Fox)
(1,500) (25c-35c-40c)

(Average,

7

days.

$5,600).

"Bombardier" (RKO)
"Mexican Spitfire's Blessed Event" (RKO)

STATE— (1.100)

(25c-40c-45c)

7

days.

(Average, $4,505).
Gross: $5,500.
"C a dia" (20th-Fox)

TOWER— (1.000)

week.

Gross:

days, 2nd
(Average. $2,500).

(2Oc-25c-40c)

$3,000.

.

.

'Marines', $8,900

.

.

.

full of sense, power and
Shumlin have made this a distinguished film
beauty It is a meagre praise to call it one of the fine adult films of these
limes.
There is dignity and strength in the character Bette Davis portrays.
.

—
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Fine, sincere, outspoken film.

magnificent movie
Philadelphia Record—.
one of Hollywood's major achievements
even more eloquent and thrilling
than the stage version
one of the tensest and most dramatic productions of the season ... an adult story for thinking men and women
hitter and heartbreaking but human and fine.
.

.

.

7

Tradeshowing of two Warner releases, "Northern Pursuit" and "Find
the Blackmailer," on Monday, Oct.
18. was announced yesterdav.

.

.

.

.

.

excellent example of the
N. Y. World-Telegram
good play, with minimum modifications for
stirring and good melodrama without the

well photographed copy of a
transfer to the new medium
bolstering of topical pertinence.
.

.

.

.

.

.

—

29.
"Salute to the
behind exceptionally good
ballyhoo, topped local films this week
with an $8,900 figure, while "Heaven

Sept.

a

at the

ARCHIE WINSTON,

MAJESTIC— (570)

(25c-40c)

ORPHEUM— (1,400)

Gross:

in Berlin"

(Average,

$1,600.

.

.

.

MAX DE SCHAUENSEE,

so.

splendid accomplishPhiladelphia Bulletin—.
several
ment
worthy picturization of Hellman's prize-winning play
preserves emotional conflicts
crosssequences surpass stage version
picture that Hollywood may
currents of types, nationalities and loyalties
well be proud of.
.

.

.

.

.

PM —

HENRY SIMOX.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(20c-40c) 4 days. Gross:

.

.

.

(M-G-M)

(25c-40c-50c) 7 days. Gross:

(Average,

$7,750).

Jacobs Buys 'Barroom'

—

.

.

.

.

Cleveland, Sept. 29. M. M. Jacobs, operating Imperial Pictures, has
acquired Ohio distribution rights to

"Ten Nights in a Barroom." which
recently closed at Keith's 105th St.

7th Edition
of

F.

RICHARDSON'S

H.

BLUEBOOK of
PROJECTION
With the Seventh
sound

reproduction

tionists,

to

men

in

Edition, this

famous stand-

motion picture projection and

ard textbook on

brings

to

theatre

projec-

the armed forces assigned to pro-

managers and all persons concerned with the screening of 35-mm. film, up-to-thejection, to theatre

minute guidance.

The new edition

method of presenting the
tion of material,

new

in

much

of the operating data.

subject,

is

new

new
in

in

its

organiza-

Additionally, the Seventh Edition contains four

chapters on Theatre Television, prepared for the practical instruction of motion picture projectionists.
The chapters on sound now include one devoted to control-track and stereophonic reproduction. And

supplementing the_regular text are 20 charts for handy reference in locating and correcting sound system
defects. Each chapter is preceded by a list of study questions with cross-reference to the text so that the
answers may be readily found. The text is thoroughly indexed for easy access to all instructions. This is a
limited printing!

Send your order today.

Price,

Gross:

.

.

powerful, moving and as three-dimen.V. Y.
one of
sional as the play
can think of no finer compliment to pay it
the few pictures that has the courage to say "Fascism."
.

RITZ— (2,000)
$8,900.

days.

$1,500).

(Average, $1,950).
"Salute to the Marines"

.

.

.

RIALTO— (1,250)

7

(Univ.)

(20c-40c) 3 days.

$2,650.

.

2nd

$4,000.

$7,500).
(Col.)

sage which 1943 has not outmoded, nor does '44 give promise of doing

.

days,

(20c-40c-50c)

(Average,

$8,500.

"Appointment

"Aerial Gunner" (Para.)
"Here Comes Kelly" (PRC)

.

.

7

Gross:
week, moveover from Ritz.
(Average, $2,500).
(20th-Fox)
"Heaven Can Wait"

a credit to
Brothers, to
N. Y. Post—.
the industry
many who saw Hellman's play need not be afraid to see
the movie version
seemed even more impressive than the play ... a mes.

week

the

for

ending Sept. 30
"Mr. Lucky" (RKO)

RIALTO— (1,250)
Warner

Orpheum showed

good $8,500.
Estimated receipts

"Silver City Raiders"

.

Warner Tradeshows Set

.

.

—

ALTON COOK,

Tulsa,

Marines,"

Can Wait"

ARTHUR BRONSON,

.

Week

In Tulsa
(Warner Bros.)
Warner Brothers and Mr.

.

2nd
(Average.

(25c-40c-50c)

Escaped the Gestapo" (Mono.)

"Rhythm

"WATCH ON THE RHINE"
BOSLEY CROWTHER, .V. Y. Times—.

.

$6,000).

"I

Quotes

.

week

the

(Para.)

•Dixie"

week,

29.

Sept.

week

7

Critics

13

$7.25 postpaid.

QUIGLEY BOOKSHOP, ROCKEFELLER CENTER,

NEW YORK

(20)

It's

news in the motion picture
when Howard Hawks turns out a superb

no startling

business

motion picture.
It's

him

come
to

to

be known as the "Hawks Habit"

for

do the best job that can be done on any

given subject.

Those of us at Universal

who have

thrilled to his

newest production, "CORVETTE K-225," extend our
heartiest congratulations for another great picture

worthy of the best Howard Hawks

"CORVETTE K-225"
our opinion,

it

exhibitor friends, but

soon to be released.

is

will not

only be gratifying to
will

it

to see

In

all his

be impressive and en-

tertaining to the millions of

eager

tradition.

Americans

a picture dedicated

to the

who

are

heroism of

men who rnVnl^the fighting corvettes which
have made the second front possible.

the

LPH SCOTT
AMES BROWN NOAH BEERY, Jr.* BARRY FITZGERALD
ANDY DEVINE FUZZY KNIGHT DAVID BRUCE
OMAS GOMEZ
RICHARD LANE and ELLA RAINES
-

•

•

•

reded by RICHARD

ROSSON

Produced by

HOWARD HAWKS

Original Screen Ploy, John Rhodes Sturdy, Cieul. R.C.N.V.R.
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